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Some Recollections
i

of Robert Louis Stevenson
WITH A VISIT TO HIS FRIEND ORI, AT TAHITI

BY SIR EDMUND RADCLIFFE PEARS

Vice-Admiral, R. N. (Retired)

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN IN 1889

was in March, 1889, to be seen at some of the frequent festivi-
in the picturesque days ties that took place.
when King Kalakaua It was at a dance at the King's palace,
sat on the throne of iflremem m

Hawaii, that the yacht with wh< "m
Casco, with R. L. Ste- talk. It is probable that he was at the
venson on board, ar- palace that night to represent Stevenson,
rived at Honolulu, af- whc m st certainly have been invited, for

ter nearly a year's cruising among the he ] m e acquaintance of King
Marquesas and Society Islands, and an- Kalakaua, an ac A

chored inside the coral reef that forms into friendship. akaua, though a
the harbor. Close by lay Her Britannic hard
Majesty's ship Cormorant, in which I was well- m P-
then serving as a lieutenant, and the com- preciating Stevenson, who, on his part,
ing of the Casco was an event of great must have d
interest to us all, especially to myself, for king a highly interesting character.
I was already an ardent admirer of Ste- (1
venson and hoped it might be my good m mv-a
luck to meet him. I felt convinced that for his famous stepfather, and my hopes
his personality must possess the charm of meeting m^^^. ^^^.

that pervades his writings and confers on ceived a friendly little note from R. L. S.
him " the happy privilege of making mseli. in vi tine m d m
lovers among his readers."

The Casco party, consisting of Steven- cl
son, his wife, his mother, and Lloyd Os- walked out, along the beautiful tree-lined
bourne, landed soon after the yacht an- roads, to Waikiki, where I found the bun-
chored, and took up their quarters in a galow I sought, standing amid trees
seaside bungalow at Waikiki, a few miles and oleanders, and so close to the beach
outside Honolulu, a delightful place as almost to overhang the sea. As I ap-
where they lived for several months in pro d. a man dressed in flannels
rather strict seclusion. Society in Hono- out on the veranda and w med m
lulu, which included a large number of heartily. Him I recognized instantly,
British and American residents and vis- fr< "m

itors, saw little of any of them except son: a tall, thin figure, very quick and
Lloyd Osbourne, who was occasionally m t; a face of extraor-

T
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4 SOME RECOLLECTIONS OF ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON

dinary character, not to be easily for- for " the masses" and devoid of any pre-
gotten; dark hair worn rather long; slight tension to literary merit, and said:
mustache; clean-cut features, and the "Imagine our feelings, when we were
most expressive b ,vn The charm starving for our newspapers, to receive
of his manner struck me instantaneously, only this, and this only, to satisfy our
and enthralled me throughout our con- -% ini i i I J ? riM .-. (£ T"i ± *, hunger 1 Then he added, "But there is
versation. d one page of it which is sublime; it brought
something ^ is tears to our eyes," and he turned to a

but he look )f page which he showed to me with a comic
the sort. There was, it is true, a certain pretense of emotion. It was a page full

elicacy in his looks, but it appeare of the crudest woodcuts, depicting the
m death of the Crown Prince Rudolph of

ture than of ailment; he had a well- Austria, evidently the work of an imagi-
colored. rather bronzed complexion, and native artist in Fleet Street.^»

a wonderful suggestion of activity After we had admired these atrocities
m Stevenson suddenly said: "I must send

He led me into the "lanai," a large this sheet to the officers of the Cormorant
room which was really a roofed veranda as a mark of my esteem; don't you think
overlooking the sea, and which had no they would appreciate it?" "I'm sure
side walls, though the sides could be they would," I replied. So he tore out
closed by shutters or "tatties," if re- the sheet, sat down, took up a pen, and
quired. m >m began to write:" To the Officers of H.M.S.

m m Cormorant this little gem He paused,
fortable. H d and I and said: "Now, how shall I put it?"

m e spell and then wrote "-is cordially offered by
of Stevenson's wonderful charm of con- R. L. S." I took the sheet on board in
versation. m due course, and showed it to my brother
part I sat while he paced up and down as officers, but claimed the right of retaining
he talked, pausing now and then to fix it and have kept it ever since.

m or to roll While we were talking we were joined
a new cigarette with his nimble fingers, by Mrs. R. L. Stevenson, known as an
He nrofessed. bv the wav, scorn for the authoress by the name of Fanny Van de

t.
m The true ciga- Grift Stevenson, who very soon struck

m* his me as a woman of character and intellect,
own d i jar of tobacco and packets and of marked individuality. Small and

^-f papers on the table provided dark-haired, she was dressed in a "ho-
his wan Cigarette followed cigarette, loku"-the invariable dress of the South
and the flew while he talked. I wish Sea Island women-a very sensible gar-
that, Boswell-like, I had taken notes of ment for a warm climate, being a loose
that conversation so that I could repro- gown flowing freely from the shoulders;
duce it now! was in the highest and her feet were bare. She must have

d«h humor flowed from possessed considerable beauty in her
him withoi youth, still retained a good figure, and had
He told m beautifully shaped little hands and feet.

d among the island Conversation turned somehow to the^^^v

periences at sea in the Casco (which led us stage and the dramatization of " Dr.
m imanship), and Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," which, of course,

spoke of the eagerness with which he and none of us had seen. I said that I had
his party were looking forward to receiv- heard that in the stage version Dr. Jekyll
ing on their arrival at H ulu English had a wife or a sweetheart-I was not
newspapers, from which they had been sure which. Stevenson was interested to
cut on lor m hear of this, and said: "I thought of that,
finding onlv -h *- f but I couldn't do it; it was too horrible."
them- a weird weekly called the Pictorial We went on to speak of Shakespeare, and
New lated February 9, 1889. He pro- Stevenson told an amusing story of a per-
duced this paper, one of a class intended formance of "Macbeth," by Salvini,



SOME RECOLLECTIONS OF ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON 5

which he had seen, I think, in Edinburgh, I had intended to pay a short call, not
in which, owing to some mismanagement, wishing to take up too much of the au- *' ^^"

the ghost of Banquo, rising slowly and thor's time, but when I rose to go I found
solemnly, twice appeared prematurely, I had actually stayed two hours, en-
and had to be lowered again with ludi- tranced by the charm of his talk. He
crous rapidity; when the proper moment made light of my apologies, however, and

Vice-Admiral Sir Edmund R. Pears, R. N.

for his appearance arrived the stage-hands, i d
daunted by their previous mistakes, failed a day or two later.
to hoist him, and an awkward pause en- i clf

sued; the manager behind the scenes must wife, his mother (the elder Mrs. Ste-
have fired out a volcanic order, for with a a), Lloyd O P

terrific jerk up shot the ghost of Banquo, Strong, were present. It was an
so violently that an effect still more comic unconventional, most d
was produced. Stevenson's description affair; the men in flannels, Mrs. R. L.
of this incident, in which he vividly imi- Stevenson in her nolok wi
tated the action of the unfortunate ghost, burning under the table to keep os-
especially the final jerk, which caused his quitoes away from her bare feet, Mrs.
long hair to fly outward, was intensely Strong (whose husband was an artist of
amusing San Francisco) attired; the food



6 SOME RECOLLECTIONS OF ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON

plain but good; the table undecorated; vanity. On the d, the work^^

the nfl ing and lively. would be useless as an a tisem
One felt that both food and fc ity tousands of magazi reade
were not worth troubling one's h to enjoy it in serial m ff

wa book-lover, to read a long novel
d m "h m inst is neither doing

the elder Mrs. Stevenson, a most lovable justice to the author nor giving complete
and charming old lady, neatly, almost m to the and this would
primly, d wi a white be Stevenson's point of view.
muslin can, looked Stevenson and Osbourne discussed

but it was not so in re- wr W^» ^-

ality; she understood h nions and Box," which had *

was entirely tic. The strong and I d . Stevenson
action the typical Scotch ^^* wild farce," and

mother to h ?e. brilliant bantliner. we hed )ver its absi rdities. Appar-
and h m to her. was unm d another b

autiful. "mwf

Stevenson, d vivacious, did about tidal waves, d m"

t of the talking, but entirelv wi closely as to the localities and effects of
m lief is, it was these ph a. d their

him intention was to get rid of f
t in d with a tidal wave, but I do not

or to spur. D mem d,
removed by the attendant Chinam mA,

(who, I was am med to b d sun
as devoted to, and fascinated by, his wi h cool
whimsical master as any of us), coffee and b h ^^

tobacco-jar were d on the table, and sea. f and extraor-
as we rolled our cigarettes and d b ed for a while"

continued to talk an h as a mb g circle, the
late hour. Much of mor >m
conversation was about his South S f«^

cruise d but all sorts of letters) uoppresse with civilization"
things were discussed besides, includ heir free and untrammelled

wi ma South Sea Island A^ -i 4*

editors. He was then enj tion >in letter will give a better
Master of Ballantrae," \\ description of the Stevensons' at
not quite completed, was running in Waikiki than I could attemDt:
SCRIBNER'S. I admitted that I was read- "The buildings stand in their groups
ing it d m by e ge of the beach, wh
magazine, an for which he little spitfire sea continually spirts and

m I mewhat taken thrashes with impotent irascibility, the
d breakiner f\^J out upon the

my impatience, but he would not accept reef. small house, with a
the excuse. W ?" I asked, in rather very large ^ ^_-j1 parlor, or lanai as
feeble self-defense, "isn't one supposed they call it here, d, but partially
to d "Of course open. There you will find s
not!" he replied. Still -»m re flabber- burning and ,mi out the

rl m? f done: my mother, my
h serial fo m wife, Lloyd, Bella, my wife's daughter,

as an .d mt," was the answer. Austin her child, and to-night (by way of
d not, in mv sim "r rarity) a guest. All about the walls our

must be well undv South Sea curiosities, war clubs, idols,
stood in the publishing world, and j^ pearl-shells, stone axes, etc.; e walls
Stevenson, being quite aware of the mar- are only a^v part of a lanai, the rest

his work, could being glazed d windows, or mere
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open space H d d
other buildings, including a little "^^^"- -^^"- "- ty"
which was his own particular den, "It He loved a joke at his own expense, and

m M
m inhabit its re- m

m had" »

the wall; so also, I regret to say, the scor- 
^^^ +^J
Casino, "solely on m« -j

pion are two pallet beds, two appearance!" for no other reason was
mosquito curtains, strung to the pitch- given tickled and h m
boards of the roof, two tables laden with ely.
boc d manuscripts, three chairs, and, I have f
in one of the beds, the Squire busy writing his m was not a man who, as
to yourself, as it chances, and the saying goes, wore his heart on his
mom m Dsquitoes." sleeve, but the deep, understanding love

It was in this room tt Stevenson, subsisting between his wife and himself
while at Honolulu, slept an was, without any outward kind of dem-
of his time in writing and onstration, equally obvious and bea
his"fl olet. tiful. A look ffi^^^ t,

He loved music, of which he had ded One can
m subjects), : mi: i to him

d *-/ ;h all the years of ill health a
d me to brine: mv fiddle with m ig he so bravely bore, and can t

evening ;h I as; "d id the depth of feeling revealed
mer. h d d wn ressed to hV

b it d expecting that beg d
m me on I have said that in conversation Steven-^-f *

Diano. On that occasion I n did most of the talking, but he by no
d Stevenson alone, and to mv dis- onopolized it: he was as good a^^H

to play to m t listener as he was a talker. By is I
m I d so, feeling that that he gave the closest attention to

m d m all that was d bv others; he listened^ ^

any pleasure. m with an eager intentness that is as flatter-
/ d on hand, listening intently, ing to the speaker as it is u

d (torn ent) evidently d m m df
enjoying it. d it was m embarrassing to see the

m ) was that actual deference which he d
his attention was concentrated, not on probably quite uninteresting
m m m by one who was fully conscious of
the bes h tal inferiority to his listener. This
ently r d, he aDDreciated d was no pose nor mere politeness on Ste-

venson's part. The truth is that he was
It was interesting to hear his opinions eenuinelv interested in everv one he met.

m orary authors. Of then living and hoped to hear or learn new
H d Mered to to him --. "-

be the greatest. d different angles, or to discover various
Meredith m , he said, and advised me phases of character. Wh
to make the acquaintance of "Rhoda was a South Sea Island , a dis-

m 1 " which I had not read. I asked reputable beach- >m a H
m whether William Arch h * V

cialist. N bv a d sort of

twinkling eyes, " but he has aspir-r-ations silent emanation of sympathy drew out
in that direction" (rolling the r in the all that was best in the speaker.
slight Scotch accent which never quite I felt this strongly in conversation with
deserted him): he sooke of both William m. and I found these impressions of

m m*>-*
tion. He aoneared to reeard Rider H Mr. Augustus Moore) that I
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came across, some time afterward, in a copy of "The Master of Ballantrae,"
London journal, from which I am tempted which reached me in due course and which
to quote, for it expresses exactly the feel- I treasure to this day.
ings I experienced. On two occasions Stevenson and Lloyd

"In all my life, I have never seen a fel- Osbourne gave me the pleasure and honor
low vho had such a gift of attracting of their company at luncheon on board
affection, and the queer thing is that the the Cormorant. I need hardly say how
affection once attracted always remains my brother officers in the wardroom mess
with him, so that he has never lost a appreciated these visits and enjoyed
friend or made an enemy. Moreover, by Stevenson's talk, though only one of them
some miraculous sleight, it happens that was really a Stevenson enthusiast like my-
in whatever company he is placed he be- self; this was the chief engineer, a very
comes first, and that, too, without any original character, who evidently de-
effort. As soon as he opens his mouth lighted our distinguished guest, for he
something falls from him which forces you asked me to bring him out with me to sec
to heed him, and the intense charm of the him at Waikiki. This I did, and my
talk is so moving that most men do not friend the chief engineer took with him,
care to check the magic of it by interpo- as an offering, a bottle of navy rum, in-
lating words of their own; so that at one scribed with the words, "Yo-ho! and a
time I fear that Master Louis was acquir- bottle of rum" (from "Treasure Island73),
ing a trick of monologue which gained which Stevenson very joyfully received.
upon him. But it did not matter: there Stevenson was, of course, intensely in-
was no man whom ever I knew who terested in everything on board the ship;
would not be very content to let Steven- he loved the sea and everything connected
son pour out his indescribably beautiful with it, and he was delighted with the
thought. Let me name one very offer of some hammocks which we were
singular thing: you cannot remain long in able to give him. In one of his letters he
Stevenson's company without feeling like refers to these visits to the Cormorant:
a good man. You may not be good, mark "I have been twice to lunch on board,
you, any more than I am, but everything and H. B, M.'s seamen are making us
that is bad in you lies low, and every hammocks; so we are very naval. ut
power that makes for kindness, tender- alas, the Cormorant is only waiting her re-
ness, uprightness, and charity seems as if lief, and I fear there are not two ships of
it must begin to flourish. that stamp in all the navies of the world."

That is a very true and just apprecia- It was at about this time (March, 1889)
tion of Robert Louis Stevenson as a con- that the disaster at Samoa occurred, in
versationalist and a companion. which three American and three German

I happened to be spending an evening men-of-war were wrecked in the harbor
with the Stevensons on the day on which of Apia, in a terrific hurricane, the only
he finished "The Master of Ballantrae." British man-of-war in the harbor, H. M. S.
He was in the highest possible spirits, de- Calliope, escaping by steaming out to sea.
lighted to have got the book off his mind; We were specially interested in this event,
both he and Lloyd Osbourne were like a because the three American ships, the
pair of schoolboys just off for a holiday, Vandalia, Trenton, and Nipsic, had
and we had a merry evening. Stevenson shortly before been lying in the harbor
must celebrate the occasion with a "Bis- at Honolulu with us, and we had many
marck"; asked me if I knew what that friends on board those ships. On April
was, and, on my admitting my ignorance, 10 a solemn memorial service was held in
explained that it was a drink composed the cathedral in honor and remembrance
of a mixture of champagne and stout, and of those who had lost their lives. There
was so called because it was a favorite were some other American men-of-war in
drink of Bismarck's. It did not sound the harbor at the time, and their ships'^^"

promising to me; but as a matter of fact companies, with ours, took part in the
I found it excellent-a kind of glorified service. In a letter to Mr. Baxter, Ste-
shandy-gaff-stimulating and invigorat- vcnson thus described this incident:
ing. Stevenson asked me to accept a "2>jth April, 1889.-A pretty touch of
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seamen manners : the English and Ameri- asked me to execute a corni
can Jacks are deadly rivals: well, after all there, which, of course, I under-
this hammering of both sides by the Ger- took. This cc was to take f m
mans, and then the news of the hurricane m £
from Samoa, a singular scene occurred b
here the Sunday before last. The two relief of the people of his district, and
church parties sponte proprid fell in line especially of Tautira, who had
together, one Englishman to one Ameri- from the recent hurricane which had

On the seashore near Papeete.

can,and m h ated such havoc at Samoa, and which
one s c e were Stevenson knew had inflicted much loss

surprised than their own officers. I have and damage in that district. It was at
seen a hantle of se on this cruise; the village of Tautira, in the house of Ori,
I always liked my first crew the sub-chief, that Stevenson and his

W} :rs) near cured party had lived for two or three months
m ; but I have returned to my first love." during the previous autumn and winter,

It may be noted, by the way, that Ste- and this generous gift from R. L. S.
m showed that he had not forgotten

the combinatioi of m Tahitian friends. I have not seen this

seamen in this d incident mentioned in any life or letters
ral was spontaneous. It was a concerning Stevenson.

prearranged matter,, intended to mark Together with this check he gave me ^ V A. " A * v V i \f^& *. » " JLJ. JL L- V-A A VI V- V*. C V_/ J. * J. UV J J V _i_ V-^ *"* X*1 ^ A A V-/ A. W Jk ^ -* A. v.*-*-**^ ^r^m^r**^ »-^ "*
the symj athy of the British with the letters to Tati Salmon and Princess Moi

ricans in their loss. and earnestly adjured me to go to Tau-
. May, 1889, the Cormorant received tira, if possible, while I was at Tahiti, and

d the Pacific to see and give his warmest remembrances
Islands and thence to Stevenson to his old friend Ori. I had reason after-

m sely interested to hear that we ward to be grateful to Stevenson for in-
it Tahiti during the cruise, and trusting these wishes to me, for in earn--
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ing them out I experienced one of the round the west coast from Papeete
most lovely and delightful expeditions in toward the south, crosses the isthmus of
my life, as will be told later. Taravao, and continues along the east

Stevenson also asked me, if possible, to coast of Taiarapu, on which lies the vil-
hear some of the "Himini" sngers of lage of Tautira.
Tahiti and to write down for him the Before leaving Papeete I ascertained
words and music of some of their "Himi- that Princess Moe was living close by that
ms. 1 I promised to do the best I could, town, and therefore went to pay my re-
but, having heard this music at Tahiti spects to her and to deliver to her Steven-
and other islands, I knew that it was no son's letter. I found her in a tiny house
easy task to attempt. by the seashore, and she opened the door

It was in this same month of May, be- to me herself. It will be remembered
fore I left Honolulu, that Stevenson was that Stevenson, landing from the Casco a
negotiating for the charter of a schooner physical wreck on their first arrival at
to take him and his party for a further Tahiti, was visited by Princess Moe, who
cruise among the South Sea Islands; his arranged for his being received in the
intended destination was the Gilbert house of Ori, at Tautira. And Steven-
Islands, and at that time, I think, he had son's grateful poem to the kind little prin-
no definite intention of visiting Samoa; cess may be recalled, of which the con-
but as it turned out, the cruise ended at eluding lines run thus:
Samoa, where he lived the rest of his life.
He was not to leave Honolulu, however, I threw one look to either hand,And knew I was in Fairyland.
before the latter part of June, and we And yet one point of being so,
sailed toward the end of May, so it was I lacked. For, Lady (as you know),
at Honolulu that I bade farewell to the Whoever by his might of hand

great writer whom I had learned to love, Won entrance into Fairyland,Found always with admiring eyes
and whom I was never to see again. I A Fairy princess kind and wise.
had known him in his books for some i

years, and I had found the man even It was not long I waited; soon
more fascinating than his books. Warm Upon my threshold, in broad noon,Fair and helpful, wise and good,
were the farewells from him and his wife The Fairy Princess Moe stood."
and Lloyd Osbourne (the elder Mrs, Ste- ^f
venson had returned home some weeks These lines were written at Tautira in

before) as I left them, and warm the hopes J
of meeting again, which, alas! were never 1889, that this little fairy princess stood
fulfilled. m

I had parted from Stevenson, but not corned me in with
from his paths or his influence. The grace of any princess in the world. She
Cormorant arrived at the port of Papeete, m , past her
in Tahiti, on June 20, and I lost no time yc with ^^f ^-^ **-f

in setting forth on my journey to Tautira, of so ked in Polynesian
which is about sixty miles distant by road w< men, and P s above all in the
from Papeete. In shape, the island of w< men of Tz m Rob-
Tahiti is not unlike a human head joined er m ; her
to a limbless trunk both in outline and hted u at m tion of ,

proportionate size; it just escapes being and she was delighted to receive his m
two islands by the narrow neck - the sages and to hear I had m
isthmus of Taravao - which joins the two I doubt, by the way, if she could have ap-
parts. The smaller part, called Taiarapu, preci hi
extends from the larger in a southeasterly for de of Enlish
direction. Papeete, the capital and chief and But
port, is on the northwestern coast of the it d
larger part, Tautira on the northeastern the spell of Stevenson's charm
coast of Taiarapu. The road from Pa- The principal lady of Tahiti at that
peete - debarred by mountains from cut- M / i

ting straight across the island - runs m at Fautaua, a few
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miles outside Papeete. Her m sible. With the help of Mr. Arthur* * * 1

a princess of the old royal family Brander, Mrs. Darsie's son, all arrange-^ " ^^^

of Teriirere, and ried an English ments were made; and, leaving the ship
.m Their daughter, before daylight one morning, a brother

of I write, first married a Mr. officer, called Bedford, and I landed and
r by she had several sons made our way to the market-place at Pa-

Women of Tahiti.

d daughters, and had peete, where we were met by Mr. Arthur
for years to British naval fficers visiting rander and his uncle, Paia Salmon-a* 

Tahiti, for her generous hospitalities at giant of a man, weighing over twenty-two
Fautaua, as well as for her own extraor- stone, tall and broad, with a handsome,

of beauty and laughing face. The physical splendor of
Af Mr. rander's death she married the Salmon family was remarkable: Mrs. "*

Mr. Darsie, and had given him one have been a great beauty in
young daughter. I had made d was still wonderfully hand-

the acquaintance of this fascinating fam- some and upright, and all her sons and
ily on a previous visit to Tahiti, and knew daughters had inherited strength and
that I could count on their help in the beauty. It may be observed here that

er of getting to Tautira, and in while " half-castes" the world over usually
noting down some Tahitian music, if pos- show deterioration in appearance and
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character, inheriting, as has been said, The two or three Tahitian fellow pas-
"the vices of both races and the virtues sengers in the diligence with us were
of neither," the mixed marriages between amused and delighted with our enthu-
Europeans and Polynesians result in an siasm, especially when (in the intoxica-
improvement, if anything, in the off- tion above mentioned) my companion
spring so, at least, it seemed to me. a grave man, without a note of music in

After a breakfast of excellent coffee, him-joined me in song, and we raised
bread and butter, and fruit in a cafe in our voices in rapturous melody as we
the market-place bowled along the
with our two kind road. Every now
friends, who had and then the dili-
come to see us off, gence stopped at a
we took our seats at lovely little village
5.30 A. M. in the where there was usu-
stage, or diligence- ally a cafe, at which
a wagonette open at our driver refreshed
the sides, but cov- himself, the inhabi-
ered with a canopy tants, in their bright-

and drove off colored gowns, gath-
through the wooded ering round us to
streets of Papeete hear the news; some-
just as the first times the road would
streaks of daylight run close by the
were appearing. In beach, to avoid a jut-
a few minutes we ting spur of the hills,
were clear of the which rose like a

town and driving on precipice on our land-
a good road along ward side, covered
the seacoast and with ferns and twin-

through scenery kling cascades; then
which was as beauti- we would ford a shal-

ful as any dream of low river, and look
Paradise. A Tahitian girl up the beautiful val-

I had long consid- ley through which it
ered Tahiti to he the ran to the sea; we
most beautiful place I had ever seen in passed through open park -like land,
the world; I was now to see that Tahiti through forests where the branches met

"(of which I had only seen Papeete and its in arches over our heads, through fern-
neighborhood) was even more beautiful banked lanes, through plantations of
than I had thought. I despair of giving bananas, vanilla, and taro. And above
any idea, by mere words, of the entranc- and behind all these towered the lofty
ing loveliness, and varieties of loveliness, mountains which occupy the middle of
of that sixty miles3 drive. In the deli- each peninsula,
cious freshness and coolness of the morn- At about noon we arrived at the village
ing air perfumed with the scent of flow- of Papara, in the district known by that
ers, the effect of all this beauty was like name, which lies on the south coast of the
intoxication. As the sun rose, all the larger part of the island, about fifteen
exquisite coloring gradually emerged, in a miles from the isthmus of Taravao. This
thousand shades of green alone: trees, district was ruled over by Tati Salmon,
shrubs, ferns, and creepers, with splashes one of the most important chiefs of Tahiti,
of every other tint here and there of flower to whom I bore a note of introduction
or fruit, all sparkling with dew-drops; tall from Stevenson. We found, however,
cocoanuts along the shore; and, beyond, that Tati just then was away from his
seen through their curving stems, the house at Papara, and was on his sugar
calm blue sea, protected by the coral reef plantation, ten miles farther along the
encircling the island. road, at Mataiea, so we decided to go on



A young man of Tahiti.

to that place in the stage, which was to milies had been educated in E
pass through it. ww

Soon after one o'clock we arrived at of English ladies and gentle-
Mataiea, where we alighted from the m m A i

stage and found Tati Salmon on the ve- .hi While he enter-
randa of a small country house by the ttle impromptu
sugar plantation. Not expecting us, he discussed our plans. I was
was much surprised to see two English- very anxious to get on to Tautira, where
men appear in this remote corner of d
Paradise, but the magic name of Steven- s farther on, and I had only two more
son had its usual effect and he was at days at my disposal. At last Tati solved
once all cordiality and hospitality. Was the fficult b obtainin a h d
not Stevenson one of his clansmen ? He buggy for us, in drive on
had been enrolled in the clan Tati by the to Tautira at once, sleep the night there;
name Teriitera, and it was evident that return the next day to Papara, where we
Tati regarded him with brotherly affec- should find Tati ; stay the night with him
tion. and return to Papeete the following

Tati Salmon was a big, tall, dark, hand- day.
some man, very like his brother Paia and, In another hour Bedford and I were
like him and all the Salmon and Brander n
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gy with an equally shak conclusions about him: that he was weak
horse, Tati laughing and shouting out of intellect; that he was a philosopher like

good-bye to us from his master; that he was a somnambulist;
Thus began d f that he was merely absent-minded and

journey, and. though we could not have meditative; that he was brooding over
believed scenery thro :>ast wrongs and taking sullen revenge,
which we now d was even m Dut he looked too peaceful and benevolent
beautiful vhich we had r for that. We gave it up; one thing only
viously seen. We sylvan was certain, that he was the slowest horse
lanes, tropical wood 11s. but in the world.m

as we neared isthmus we d a ut, truth to tell, and though we did
va >f glorious sea-views, for desire to arrive at Tautira before night-

as med of a num- fall, having still twenty-four rivers to
ber of be d inlets, some of cross, we were well content with our
which we crossed by cause- horse's maxim of festina lente, for it
ways Half-way aero: we seemed to us that the scenery through

to a lonely ways de house, serving which we passed grew lovelier and love-
B purpose, though undeserving lier. For miles the road led us through
me. of an inn, keDt bv a wizened shady woods and smooth shallow rivers,

m e Tati S d with dark pools under the trees; groups of
us to ^ype> d, and girls in their gay gowns giving patches of
after considerable difficulty we ind color here and there. Anon we entered a

C to Wl long avenue, the road of smooth green
h H turf, on either hand endless orange-trees,

d golden with fruit. Stopping under these
h livedJ. ^-^ trees, we picked oranges to our hearts'

all parts of the world, including Lond content, rich, sweet, juicy fruit, delicious
d had m to the taste. And for miles the trees

-of-war. H m were yellow, and the ground beneath
pected, a philosopher, very deliberate in them yellow, with millions of these or-
speech and not given to m A long anges, and apparently none to gather

t was necessary before Ah Fun them.
d let us have his horse; Passing from orange groves we skirted

of Stevenson was un- the sea-now on our left-again, and
wn to 1 m 1 therefore useless; but forded more rivers; drove through beau-
tion of >tent Tati effected our tiful little villages suggesting the very

purpose. raiting for the horse to spirit of peace and loveliness; and just as
be brought we sat in the iman's darkness drew on we turned round a vast
trellised \ d enioved a b >ttle of precipice jutting from the hills out to the
wi - 1 ~ j wife, a beach, and saw the village of Tautira on
harming little Tahitian girl of fifteen or the shore of a headland a few miles dis-

sixteen, of whom we decided d tant. It was dark when we forded our
losopher was quite unworthy. We were last river-a wide one just outside Tau-
soon on our way again, behind the China- tira-and entered the village, where we
man's horse, of which he urged us to be met a group of the natives. Knowing

best he had. that Norman Brander (one of Mrs. Dar-
If such was the case, what, we thought, sie's sons) was in the village, I inquired
m e like? The day for him by his native name of Teriitua,
was drawing on and we wished, if possi- upon which a very fine tall man came for-
ble, to reach Tautira before dark, but this ward and offered to come with us and

,m _ ervious to every show us the way; with him mounted be-
kind of argument we employed to increase hind us, we drove through the village,
his speed. We broke sticks over his back; accumulating an ever-growing escort of
we racked our inventive powers to pro- excited boys and girls, until we arrived
duce new kinds of noise; we called him at a house larger than the others, with a

.m to various veranda in front and behind it. Here
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Norman Brander came out, astonished to and nothing could be too good for us.
see us, for he had not heard of the Cor- He made us at once feel ourselves at
morant's arrival at Papeete, and invited home, put a scrupulously clean little bed-
us into the house, which was no other room-one of three which ran along each
than the house of Ori, in which Stevenson side of the central room or hall-at our
had lived, and we found that our guide disposal, and in a short time placed an
was Ori-a-Ori himself, host, friend, and excellent meal before us, in which we
brother of R. L. S., to whom he dedicated were joined by Norman Brander and his
his "Ballads7' in the following lines: charming young wife, the Princess Vetua.

A public meeting-house, Tahiti.

" To Ori a Ori. She was one of the royal family of Tahiti,
Ori, my brother in the island mode, and queen of the adjacent island of Raia-In every tongue and meaning much my friend, tea, over which she was destined never toThis story of your country and your clan,
In your loved house, your too much honored reign, for that island was annexed by the

guest, French against the wishes of its people.
I made in English. Take it, being done; ut the tragic story of Raiatea is not toAnd let me sign it with the name you gave.

TERIITERA." be entered upon here. There, at any
rate, sat with us its lovely young queen,

Lloyd Osbourne describes Ori thus: twenty years old, with her handsome hus-
"A life-guardsman in appearance; six band, Norman Brander; and a cheerful

foot three in bare feet, deep and broad in little party we were, with much talk of
proportion; unconsciously English to an R. L. Stevenson, who had the year before
absurd extent; feared, respected, and occupied that house, and had there re-
loved." To this excellent description I covered health and strength. It was
would add that no English nobleman easy to see how he had won all hearts at
could have treated his guests with greater Tautira.
consideration, delicacy of feeling, and dig- While we sat at the table half a dozen
nified courtesy than did this perfect Tahi- Tahitian women sat on the floor, and
tian gentleman, Ori, our host. The fact groups of men and boys stood looking in
that we were friends of his beloved " Rui" at doors and windows - a state of affairs
(Louis) was sufficient to endear us to him, thoroughly Tahitian, for Ori, as sub-
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chief a "f so many pretty images of Buddha, their
,m faces fixed and expressionless, except for

d a pensive sadness, their teeth kept close
m together, giving their voices a nasal but

of manner and natural refinement of all not unpleasant timbre.
these simnle villagers. We felt we could listen to this strange

After our meal, hearing that a practice and enchanting music all night, but it was
Him ni" singing was to take place, getting late, and at ten o'clock we bade

d in the darkness across the good-night to the singers and returned
n, to Ori's hospitable house. It was at*~*

whence d d Tautira that Stevenson had heard this
m d "Himini" singing, and had been so struck

d by it that he was anxious for me to com-
h ated, mit some of it to paper; I was equally

where the best singing in the village was anxious to achieve that feat, but it seemed
d e, on the grass outside to me impossible. One could catch bits

wide entrance, m ra of the air now and then, but not much,
id and as for the harmonies, a month of

to w h study would be needed.
TWTO rows of w d, There was great competition among the

illuminated; behind m in districts and villages of Tahiti to produce
:m -darkness, a row of men. In the the best" Himini' 'singing; and an annual

middle of the front row of women sat a contest took place at Papeete, prizes being
young girl of about twelve, \\ sang the given to the best choirs. The word
solos, which led up to the choruses. It is "Himini," of course, is a corruption of

le to describe the singing "hymn," introduced by the missionaries,
was strange, thrilling, and unlike any but was now applied to all choral singing,
other singing in the world outside Poly- sacred or otherwise.- - -

nesia. The young 1 b We passed a peaceful and comfortable^f

bar or two solo; then like a hurricane the night and rose soon after daylight next
whole chorus burst in, the different parts morning to find tea and an excellent
rising and falling like waves in a gale- omelet ready for us. The village,- hith-
overrunning each other, catching each erto seen in darkness, looked beautiful in
other up, interweaving, but all in a pe- the freshness of early morning. We
culiar kind of harmony; some of the wo- walked out to the river we had crossed

m an almost continuous the night before and had a delicious bath
*n mV^/ ' a low, sus- in one of its deep pools, the water running

tained drone. It was like Bach's "Fugue down sweet and clear from one of the
in G Minor " gone mad7 >erformance loveliest valleys I ever saw, beyond which
of giant bagpipes. The throughout ran the purple mountains.

m 'ked; it was After returning to dress at Ori's, and a
asized by one of the strangest effects breakfast that would have done credit

m :n behind to a Parisian cook, we walked about the
emitted, with the full force of their bodies village for a while. One could hardly con-

wi their hands) a ceive a more delightful spot to dwell in,
kind of terrific gasp, short, loud, and on no or a happier existence than that which
ascertainable note, accenting each beat R. L. S. and his party must have led dur-

mendous and ing their stay in this tranquil and beau-
ishing effect; at the same time heaving up tiful village. They wore the native dress,
their shoulders and bowing their heads mingled with the natives (far superior, it
alternately to one side and the other, per- must be remembered, to Orientals in re-

with The ex- finement) and entered thoroughly into
m v-'^ the spirit of Tahitian life. No wonder

the chorus by this gasping ac m Ori and his people cherished their re-
m membrance.

As for the in front, they sat like At 11.30 our equipage was ready for us,
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the horse as emotionless as ever. N we drove on to Papara, arriving at the
r d Queen Vetua were to hospitable house of Tati, high chief of the 

1_ *, 1 1 1 ^ m " i " i rf*

follow, having a good pair of horses which Tevas, at 5 p. M.
We said " d Tati received us with the heartiest wel-

with love and ad- come, and introduced us to his brother
tion; never should we forget (nor Narii, as big and handsome as himself.

have we forgotten) him ar d Tautira, Never, indeed, have I seen men and~ _

though we were never to see m again. women so physically gifted as this semi-

River near Tautira.

The drive back to Papara was through Tahitian family. If further proof were
the same fairyland as before, but this needed, it was soon forthcoming, for while
time (to borrow Stevenson's conceit) we we were talking in the veranda two girls,
had the added pleasure of a fairy prin- without exception the most beautiful we
cess's company, for within an hour of our had seen in Tahiti (and that is saying
start Brander and lovely Vetua had much), came out and were introduced to
caught us up, and, adapting their speed us by Tati as his sisters, Telaatau and
to that of our imperturbable old horse, Manihinihi, otherwise known as Lois and
kept us company as far as Mataiea. Chick. Both spoke English perfectly and
Often we stopped to pick the sweet juicy had travelled considerably, Lois having
oranges, and in one beautiful wood we been educated in Europe and lived in
stopped while Vetua made wreaths of a England for some time. They combined
certain scented fern, which she placed all the charm of Tahitian girls with the
round our hats, Tahiti fashion. At Ta- breeding and education of English ladies,
ravao we returned our inscrutable horse to and in their fine and delicate holokus,
his inscrutable Chinese master, and went with their black hair hanging in two long
on with Tali's horse to the house at plaits, made a pretty picture, while their
Mataiea where we had met Tati. There ease of manner and love of fun soon put

rander and Vetua parted from us, and us on friendly terms.
VOL. LXXIIL-2
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While talking in the central room, or son wanted, and on returning to Papeete
hall, a grand old native lady sailed in, was able, with the kind help of Mrs. God-

m all greeted with d d defroy, Mrs. Darsie's daughter, and some
she was the great royal native singers, to write down one or two

chiefess, Teriirere, who had married Mr. airs with words; but the harmonies were
Salmon, and was the widowed mother of beyond me. .
Tati and Mrs. Darsie, and of their To Tati Salmon I handed the £50 Ste-
brothers and She was a splendid venson had intrusted to him to disburse,
old lady, a grande dame, with whom, un- and asked him to acquaint him of its dis-

unatelv, our conversation was limited, tribution in due course. The next morn-^^^ J- i^h.

for she spoke very little English. ing, after a good night's rest and a de-
After a very excellent dinner on the licious early breakfast, we bade adieu to

veranda, followed by wine and cigars, the kind and hospitable chief and his
we returned to the central hall, where charming sisters, took our seats in the
Tati had arranged to gather the singers stage, and returned to Papeete, through

t_* A Him- the same enchanting scenery, and so com-
mis for the approaching pleted the most delightful and interesting
at Papeete. The "Himini" singers of Pa- expedition I have ever experienced, and

jenerally acknowledged to be one for which I have ever been grateful
the finest in the island, and had won to R. L. Stevenson, who gave me the op-
several prizes, so it was a piece of special portunity to carry it out. It was a fitting
good fortune for us to hear corollary to the pleasant hours I had spent

The singers came in and their with him in Honolulu thus to trace his
seats on the floor, their chief, Tati, sitting previous footsteps in the more beautiful
in his chair opposite m island of Tahiti.

practice , for they were anxious In due course I forwarded through a
to learn a new piece, and he was going to friend of his a report to Stevenson of my

m "Car- proceedings, and the rather unsuccessful
to be sung, of course, in Tahitian results of my efforts to transcribe the

style. dy now came into the "Himini" tunes; but whether this letter
m. and Tati presented us to h ever reached him in his distant home at

is sister Marautaaroa. and Samoa I never heard.r ^

ilted lady, for she was the wife of In Mr. Frederick O'Brien's "Mystic
mare, King of Tahiti, who was virtually Isles of the South Seas," published about

a state prisoner, living on a pension al- two years ago, he mentions Ori as still
lowed by the French, but was so living, and gives a photograph of that

di that it r grand old man of Tautira, who must now m
possible for this dignified d be of a great age; but alas! the handsome
plished lady (who had been educated in and genial chief, Tati Salmon, of Papara,

wi mf I had fallen a victim, with thousands of his
She took her seat at the piano d ac- fellow islanders, to the epidemic of influ-

HI m"^"^ * * enza that swept Tahiti after the war.
was the tune sung by the patient natives Tahiti will long be the Garden of the
and played by the patient queen, until Pacific, but the blight of modern civiliza-
the had learned the air; then they tion has attacked it and decay is setting

d h^ in. It will never again be the Tahiti of
monies and em in their huts, the days of Robert Louis Stevenson, when
I had heard them sing also some of the he dwelt in the house of Ori, at Tautira,

Himini S thirty-four years ago.



(t I think I'll drop in at Cook's about our ticket-.

A Son at the Front
BY EDITH WHARTON

ILLUSTRATIONS (FRONTISPIECE) BY FRANCES ROGERS

V He expected the Javanese dancer to sit
to him that afternoon, but he had not

next morning he proposed to George to be present. On the
to e, over chance that things might eventually take

coffee on the terrace: a wrong turn he meant to say a word to
I think I'll drop in Fortin-Lescluze; and the presence of his

at Cook's ab our son would have been embarrassing.
tickets." "You'll be back for lunch?" he called

Geor ddvr to George, who still lounged on the ter-
g his golden race in pyjamas.

roll " Rather.-That is unless mother*

" Right. Til run up to see mother, makes a point, .. in case she's leaving."
then." *. Oh, of course," said Campton with

Hisf r was silent. Inwai he was grim cordiality.
mself: "Thechano "You see, dear old boy, I ve got to see
:k to Deauville this i Uncle Andy some time. n **. _^^ ^J **-* -A. «-A.-^ ^^ « " 4.4. -^ j-^ f 

* 
t « ̂ * j"* f^ » L^ j^. It was the

id not been much grotesque name that George, in his baby-
h (1 hood, had given to Mr. Brant, and when he^^^^f

Austria had ordered general mobilisation; grew up it had been difficult to substitute -«--^ -^"- -^

but while the tone of the despatches was another. "Especially now r^ 4 4 r ^ w » m^ -» II _x-v * m^. ^*^ A- **** «^^ ^^ ̂ __ i J_ l__ ^_ ̂- I «_ ^» - 
.^ J_ ̂_ * - ^. - <_ « ̂  ̂-» _ _ » ^^ A. 1.^ ^-K. «_. I J ̂ M - - -^^ ^-^ » ̂ --^ I - - -. -^ H-% " " v ^-» ^^ %* /^^ ̂̂ 

nervous d d that the added, pulling himself up out of his chair.
lea articles d st onunous- "Now?"^^

ly reassuring, Campton absorbed the re- They looked at each other in silence, i

without h Ceding its quality: it irritation in the father's eye, indulgent
was a drug he had to have at any price, amusement in the son's.
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" Why, if you and I are really off on this worse confusion; the fact had been one of
long trek . - l«« I « A *4l r+ »*i *\* *f\ v* s**\f* f* *-**"* -t -m^ r* 4- k-\ * "»HV^ f\ »-* *~1 l^ ̂* 1-* rt *-I Julia's grievances against him, and he had

"Oh, of course," agreed Campton, re- often thought that a reaction from his
lieved. "You'd much better lunch with ways probably explained the lifeless neat-
them. I always want you to do what's ness of the Anderson Brant drawing-
decent." He paused on the threshold to room.
add: "By the way, don't forget Adele." Campton had fled to Montmartre to

"Well, rather not," his son responded, escape a number of things: first of all, the
"And we'll keep the evening free for possibility of meeting people who would
something awful. want to talk about the European situa-

As he left the room he heard George tion, then of being called up by Mrs.
rapping on the telephone and calling out Brant, and lastly of having to lunch alone
Miss Anthony's number. in a fashionable restaurant. In his mor-

Campton had to have reassurance at bid dread of seeing people he would have
any price; and he got it, as usual, irra- preferred an omelette in the studio, if only
tionally but irresistibly, through his eyes. Mariette had been at hand to make it;
The mere fact that the midsummer sun and he decided, after a vain struggle with
lay so tenderly on Paris, that the bronze his muddled "properties," to cross over to
dolphins of the fountains in the square the Luxembourg quarter and pick up a
were spraying the Nereids' Louis Philippe meal in a wine-shop.
chignons as playfully as ever; that the He did not own to himself his secret
sleepy Cities of France dozed as heavily reason for this decision; but it caused
on their thrones, and the Horses of Marly him, after a glance at his watch, to hasten
pranced as fractiously on their pedestals; his steps down the rue Montmartre and
that the glorious central setting of the city bribe a passing taxi to carry him to the
lay there in its usual mellow pomp-all Museum of the Luxembourg. He reached
this gave him a sense of security that no it ten minutes before the midday closing,
criss-crossing of Reuters and Havases and hastening past the serried statues,
could shake. turned into a room half way down the

Nevertheless, he reflected that there gallery. Whistler's Mother and the Car-
was no use in battling with the silly hys- mencita of Sargent wondered at each
terical crowd he would be sure to encoun- other from its walls; and on the same
ter at Cook's; and having left word with wall with the Whistler hung the picture
the hotel-porter to secure two " sleepings " Campton had come for: his portrait of his
on the Naples express, he drove to the son. He had given it to the Luxembourg
studio. the day after Mr. Brant had tried to buy

On the way, as his habit was, he it, with the object of inflicting the most
thought hard of his model: everything cruel slight he could think of on the
else disappeared like a rolled-up curtain, banker.
and his inner vision centred itself on the In the generous summer light the pic-
little yellow face he was to paint. ture shone out on him with a communi-

Peering through her cobwebby window, cative warmth: never had he seen so far
he saw old Mme. Lebel on the watch for into its depths. "No wonder," he
him. He knew she wanted to pounce out thought, "it opened people's eyes to what
and ask if there would be war; and com- I was trying for."
posing his most taciturn countenance he He stood and stared his own eyes full,
gave her a preoccupied nod and hurried mentally comparing the features before
by. him with those of the firmer harder

The studio looked grimy and disor- George he had left on the terrace of the
dered, and he remembered that he had Crillon, and noting how time, while ful-
intended, the evening before, to come filling the rich promise of the younger
back and set it to rights. In pursuance of face, had yet taken something from its
this plan, he got out a canvas, fussed with brightness.
his brushes and colours, and then tried Campton, at that moment, found more
once more to make the place tidy. But satisfaction than ever in thinking how it
his attempts at order always resulted in must have humiliated Brant to have the
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picture given to France. "He could have nails," Campton reflected d
understood my keeping it myself-or sat down to wait.
holding it for a bigger price-but giving H d never been willing to h
it \ The satisfaction was worth the telephone. him
sacrifice of the best record he would ever kind of Laocoon-serpent t h
have of that phase of his son's youth. At del d
various times afterward he had tried for the receiver. His friends had spent all
the same George, but not one of his later their logic in trying to argue away this be-
studies had that magic light on it. Still, lief; but he answeri d
he was glad he had given the picture. It one would be sure t< M.

was safe, safer than it would have been Mariette was out." Even Russian
with him. His great dread had always lady, during her brief reign, had pleac
been that if his will were mislaid (and his in vain on this point.
things were always getting mislaid) the He would have given a good deal n
picture might be sold, and fall into if he had listened to her. The terror

rant's hands after his death. having to cope with small erial dif-
The closing signal drove him out of the m

Museum, and he turned into the first ments of
wine-shop. He had advised George to hushed universe se med hardly big
lunch with the Brants, but there was dis- enough to hold him a this
appointment in his heart. Seeing the dread anchored him to his seat while he
turn things were taking, he had hoped the tried to make un his mind to send Mme.
boy would feel the impulse to remain with Lebel to the nearest telephone-station.
him. But, after all, at such a time a son d to her, she would instantly
could not refuse to go to his mother, begin: "And the war, sir? f 4 (^ _^^ « V f* t*m f * d he
Campton pictured the little party of three would have to settle that first. Besides,
grouped about the luncheon-table in the if he did not teleohone himself he could
high cool dining-room of the Avenue not make sure o m
Marigny, with the famous Hubert Robert with Fortin-Lescluze. d
panels, and the Louis XV silver and battling alone with the telephone in a
Sevres; while he, the father, George's bodv with^

father, sat alone at the soiled table of a a d distress. only Georg had
frowsy wine-shop. b

Well-it was he who had willed it so. H d till four, and then, furious,
Life was too crazy a muddle-and who d Mme.
could have foreseen that he might have d She* -

been repaid for twenty-six years with ked m gravely, their eyes
such a wife by keeping an undivided claim they bt_J

on such a son? or speak. busy as usual
His meal over, he hastened back to the with some rusty sewing he thought it

studio, hoping to find the dancer there, odd
Fortin-Lescluze had sworn to bring her at him d dd
two, and Campton was known to exact He found all the telephone-booths b
absolute punctuality. He had put the sieged. The people waiting were cer-
final touch to his fame by refusing to b cases of* ^-' * to judge
paint the mad young Duchessede la Tour from their looks; after scrutinising them
Crenelee-who was exceptionally paint- for a while he decided to return to his
able-because she had kept him waiting hotel, and try to communicate with
three-quarters of an hour. But now, >m
though it was nearly three, and the dancer To his annoyance there was not a taxi
and her friend had not come, Campton to be seen. He limped down the slope of
dared not move, lest he should miss For- m
tin-Lescluze. d iust as he was DreDariner to force hi

"Sent for by a rich patient in a war- m k
funk; or else hanging about in the girl's sight of a solitary horse-cab: a vehicle he
dressing-room while she polishes her toe- had not risked himself in for years.
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The b for gastronomic rea- thought, now, G leaving ~~-_j
sons, declined to take m ther than country; and he stopped at the desk to
the Madeleine; and getting out e, cancel the order.-i --

Campton walked along the rue Royale. There was no one behind the d^^*

E T still looked d as would have said that confusion prevailed ^^^"
usual; and the ntains in the Place in hall, if its in^^^m-

sparkled gloriously. the word incongruous. At last a waiter
C atively few people were about: h rumpled hair straved"^^^H

he was surprised to see how few. A 1 taurant, and of him, im m
group of th m d, d pau m dth concierge
near the doorway of the M "The concierge? H
Marine, and wi m N es?"-^ ^
ble excite d The waiter looked blank. Gone:
on the wall. ilised-to join his re 5 f-f t. It's the

He cros d the street and looked Mwar.

In the m of the paper, in «queer But lo here, s< one h
Gothic-lo characters, he saw the m places, I suppose,"
words " £?B Arm?t* to 5krr* * 1 cried Cam ton wrathfully, d

War had cc the inner c ce and ch<

He knew now that he had never for an who was trying to deal with several un-
instant believed it possible. Even when manageable travellers, but who explained
he had had that white-lipped interview to m patiently, that his sleepings had

the Brants, even when had b as no trams* V-* *-'

planned to take Fortin-Lesclu; were leaving Paris for the present. "Not
senile infatuation, and for civilian travel," he added, still more

for George; even then, he had patiently.
been obeviner the superstitious im C ton had a d sense suf-* "

pulse which s a hi m focation. No trains leaving Paris "for
h d the present"? I m

morning self-people who had nothing on earth to
War had come. do with the war d

He stood on the edge of the sidewalk, rats in a trap ! H
and tried to think-now that it was here M

what it really meant: that is, what it turn to Deauville, and
meant to him. Beyond that he had no insist on his d"+-T ** -

intention of venturing. "This is not our He asked: " long is this preposterous
job anyhow," he muttered, repeating the state of things to last?"-but no one an- * ̂ ̂m * / / I -v « v »- . ̂ ^-*_ - - ̂ -v j-^ -m-^
phrase with which he had bolstered up his d to the lif df

talk with Julia. self carried up-stairs.
But abstract thinking was impossible: ge would

his confused mind could only snatch at a be there waiting for m but the sitting-
few drifting scraps of purpose. "Let's r >m ty. He felt as if he were
be practical," he said to himself. on a desert island, with the last sail dis-

The first thing to do was to get back to appearing over the dark m
the hotel and call up the physician. He After much vain ringing h got into
strode along at his fastest limp, suddenly c< "mm
contemptuous of the people who got in heard a confused voice saying that the
his way. physician had al Paris.^r

"War-and they've nothing to do "Left-for where? For how long?"
but dawdle and gape! How like the A d then the eternal answer: "The
French!" He found himself hating the m d the war."
French. M already? Within the fi

He remembered that he had asked to twenty-four hours? A of Fortin's. ^^^

have his sleepings engaged for the follow- age and authority ? Campton was terri-
irig night. But if he managed to se- fied by the uncanny rapidity with which
cure his son's discharge, there could be no events were moving, he whom haste had
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always confused and disconcerted, as if and napkins that were just being restored
there were a secret link between his lame- to their bone rings by the four persons
ness and the movements of his will. He seated about the red-and-white checkered
rang up Dastrey, but no one answered. h
Evidently his friend was out, and his These were: himself, a
friend's bonne also. "I suppose sites tall large woman with grey hair, a tiny
mobilised: they'll be mobilising the wo-

»*..,* * . »
framed J

men next." d cap, and a plain voune m
At last, from sheer over-agitation, his ing a private's uni had

fatigued mind began to move more de- like 1 doctor's, and simple light blue
liberately: he collected his wits, laboured eyes.
with his more immediate difficulties, and The two d the vouner m so
decided that he would go to Fortin-Les- m ^^w

cluze's house, on the chance that the eye than sprawling beauties of the
physician had not, after all, really started, studio introduced bv Fortin-Les-

"Ten to one he won't go till to-mor- s his wife, his mother and his son.
row/ ' Campton reasoned. Mme. Fortin said, in a deep alto, a word^^^H

The hall of the hotel was emptier than or two about the privilege of meeting the
ever, and no taxi was in sight down the s painter who had
whole length of the rue Royale, or the rue husk m
Boissy d'Anglas, or the rue de Rivoli: not voice d Monsieur, I
even a horse-cab showed against the de- Sedan in 1870. aw the Gei s. I
serted distances. He crossed to the me- saw the Emperor sitting on a b He
tro, and painfully descended its many was crying."
stairs. "My __ d ;rythmg, she s

VI seen everything. no one in the
world like m 1 the physician

f said, laying his hand on h* ^f

an astonished maid-servant, learned Y won't see Germans again,
yes, to his intim and of course Mon- ma bonne mere I" daughter-in-law
sieur was one? d d. sm

in fact dining, and did not leave till C with them, b
xt morning. wi ^

"Dining-at six o'clock?" and then eagerly d the son.
M son, M J is m mist, a prep"^^B-

starting at once for his depot. That's the teur in the laboratory of the Institut Pas-
^^_ ^^ L - - f * 4 j-+ * ̂  ̂ _* -fV ̂ v 4 ̂"fc X*4 j*^ j~^ _^^_ 4fc »" f^ ̂ ""^ ^-*h_ ^v ^^ 4d J-^ f M _^K^ * _ w ̂^ ^v^ ̂k ̂^_reason. teur. H <1* ' ^-^

C d"H d prehistoric archaeology, and had written
be received in the so-called d

a lofty roc with Chinese hangings, Dordogne. H d extremely serious,
Renaissance choir-stalls, organ, grand and absorbed in questions of science and
piano, and post-impressionist paintings, letters. But it appeared to him perfectly
where Fortin-Lescluze received the celeb- b 0_

rities of the he M Fortin never to join his re fc^ A A i 1 ̂_ L i. V * L A*1^ T» V * 1 1 Itll L L1_J
appeared there, ton associated This sort of thing couldn't go on,"
the studio with mg alk. hot-house he said, in the words of Mme. Lebel.-VH^^

flowers, and ladies lolling on black velvet He was to start in an hour, and C ^^"

divans. He suuDOsed ton excused himself for intruding on the
m his wife, and ,h family, o seemed as happily united, as

had a of her * wn ious in their deeper interests, as
maid reappeared d if no m .o- arties and exotic

lead h m 1 had ever absorbed the master

dining-room wi traditional H the house.
d C ton, looking at the group, felt^^"^ ^»^

table-lamp under a beaded shade, an a pang 01 envy, of and thought, for the
India-rubber plant on a plush pedestal. thousandth time
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tivitv divided him from depths of loneli- mother and myself it's not a trifle-hav-
ness he dared not sound. ing our only son in the war."

There was no allusion to the dancer, no"'For every man hath business and desire'"
hint that Fortin remembered her; it was

mutt Campton who lowered his gaze before the
In the consulting-room he explained: look in the other father's eyes.^k * ̂m - -^ m "%i _*-M_ m 4 ._ _. ,_ - j»* ̂-fc. ' T 

mv son

He had not been able to b the VII
"h

m G "A SON in the war

.d whc The words followed Campton down the
ment. b ton and stairs.^^

the father there were complicities, and What did it mean, and what must it
might therefore b ons. feel like, for parents in this safe dena-

d a tionalized modern world to be suddenly
lower air. saying to each other with white lips: A

It was not C ton wanted to do son in the war ?

d. H tely He stood on the kerbstone, staring
G all, ahead of him and forgetting whither he

m nth was bound. The world seemed to lie un-

or even a year: his anxiety was justified, der a spell, and its weight was on his limbs
d then George, but for the stupid acci- and brain. Usually any deep inward

b jen trouble made him more than ever alive
m d Campton felt that to the outward aspect of things; but this

d make his request with his new world in which people talked glibly
high. of sons in the war had suddenly become

d invisible to him, and he did not know
at any rate he expressed no surprise. But where he was, or what he was staring at.
could anything on earth have surprised He noted the fact, and remembered a

m it confessional story of St. Dominick-he thought it
of a room ? was-walking beside a beautiful lake in

culty was that he did n< supersensual ecstasy, and saying after-
his way to doing anything-not i m ward: "Was there a lake? I didn't see

ely, at any rate. it."
Y t let the boy join his base. On way back

m ow? me the num- m *r *~J

b f his reg d m idea of trying to see the Ambassador and
town, and trust me to do what I can." find out if the United States were not go-

a ut you're off yourself ?" ing to devise some way of evading the
"Y m being sent to a hospital at tyrannous regulation that bound young

Lyons. mv address." m sricans to France. "And they call
Campton lingered, unab this a free country !" he heard himself ex-

as final. m cla m
mom d

physician's eyes. m eel m
m t know how I feel; your boy m frequently dined at the

is an only son, too." rants'. They had certainly not left his
"Yes, yes," the father assented, in the door untried; and since, to the Brant

m T I circles, Campton was still a shaggy Bo- ** *'

pathy. But Campton felt that he felt , his appeal was not likely to for-
the deep difference. tify theirs.

Well, goodbye-and s. His mind turned to Jorgenstein, and
C the vast web of the speculator's financial

d on hi * relations. But, after all, France was on
with sudden fi< "Yes: Jean the verge of war, if not in it; and follow-
is an onlv son Id. For his ing up the threads of the Jorgenstein web
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was likely to land one in Frankfort or Campton stared, not knowing the book
Vienna. even by name. What a queer changelin

At the hotel he found his sitting-room the boy was! But George's composun
empty; but presently the door opened and his deep and genuine indifference to the
George came in laden with books, fresh whole political turmoil, once more forti-
yellow and grey ones in Flammarion fied his father.
wrappers "Have they any news lie ven-

"Hullo, Dad," he said; and added: tured. "They," in their private Ian- 1 « T<1 J) " ..1- '
"So the silly show is on. 

^ A ̂

guage, meant the Brants.
" Mobilisation is not wa r *- said "Oh, yes, lots: Uncle Andy was stiff

Campton. with it. But not really amounting to
"No " anything. Of course there's no doubt
"What on earth arc all those books?" there'll be war/'

"Provender. It appears we may rot "How about England?"
at the depot for weeks. I've just seen a "Nobody knows; but the bankers seem
chap who's in my regiment. to think England's all right." George

Campton felt a sudden relief. The paused, and finally added: "Look here,
purchase of the books proved that George dear old boy-before she leaves I think
was fairly sure he would not be sent to mother wants to see you."
the front. His father went up to him and Campton hardened instantly. "She
tapped him on the chest. has seen me-yesterday."

"How about this He wanted to "I know; she told me."
add: "I've just seen Fortin, who says The son began to cut the pages of one
he'll get you off"; but though George's of his books with a visiting-card he had
eye was cool and unenthusiastic il did not picked up, and the father stood looking
encourage such confidences. out on the Place de la Concorde through

" Oil- -lungs? I imagine I'm sound the leafy curtain of the terrace.
again." He paused, and stooped to turn Campton knew that he could not re-
over the books. Carelessly, he added: fuse his son's request; in his heart of
"But then the stethoscope may think hearts he was glad it had been made, since
differently. Nothing to do but wait and it might mean that "they" had found a
see." way-perhaps through the Ambassador.

"Of course," Campton agreed. But he could never prevent a stiffening
It was clear that the boy hated what of his whole self at any summons or sug-

was ahead of him; and what more could gestion from the Brants. He thought of
his father ask? Of course he was not the seeming unity of the Fortin-Lescluzr
going to confess to a desire to shirk his couple, and of the background of peaceful
duty; but it was easy to see that his family life revealed by the scene about
whole lucid intelligence repudiated any the checkered table-cloth. Perhaps thai
sympathy with the ruinous adventure. was one of the advantages of a social or-

"Have you seen Adele?" Campton ganization which still, as a whole, ig-
enquired, and George replied that he had nored divorce, and thought any private
dropped in for five minutes, and that condonation better than the open break-
Miss Anthony wanted to see his father, ing-up of the family.

"Is she-nervous?" -All right; I'll go he agreed.
"Old Adele? I should sav not: she's "Where are we dining?"

fighting mad. La Revanche and all the "Oh,Iforgot-an awful orgy. Dastrey
rest of it. She doesn't realise-sanrta wants us at the Union. Louis Dastrey i
simplicitas!" dining with him, and lie let me ^k Boyls-

"Oh, I can sec Adele throwing on the ton
faggots!"

Father and son were silent, both busy 
"Boylston 
"You don't kno\v him. A chap \\\\

lighting cigarettes. When George's \\as was at Harvard with me. He's out her
lit he remarked: "Well, if we're not called studying painting at the Beaux-Art
at once it'll be a good chance to read He's an awfully good sort, and he wanted
'The Golden Bough' right through." to see me before I go." ^ ^^^
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The father's heart sank. Only one general, had at once resolutely disengaged
whole day more with his boy, and this from the mist of doctrine the fatal neces-
last evening but one was to be spent with sity of this particular war.
poor embittered Dastrey, and two youths, " It's the old festering wound of Alsace-
one unknown to Campton, who would Lorraine: Bismarck foresaw it and feared
drown them in stupid war-chatter! But it-or perhaps planned it and welcomed
it was what George wanted; and there it: who knows? But as long as the
must not be a shade, for George, on these wound was there, Germany believed that
last hours. France would try to avenge it, and as long

"All right! You promised me some- as Germany believed that, she had to
thing awful for to-night," Campton keep up her own war-strength; and she's
grinned sardonically. kept it up to the toppling-over point,

"Do you mind? I'm sorry." ruining herself and us. That's the whole
"It's only Dastrey's damned chauvin- thing, as I see it. War's rot; but to get

ism that I mind. Why don't you ask rid of war forever we've got to fight this
Adele to join the chorus?" one first.

"Well-you'll like Boylston," said It was wonderful to Campton that this^^^b

George. slender learned youth should already have
grasped the necessity of the conflict and

Dastrey, after all, turned out less tragic its deep causes. While his own head was
and aggressive than Campton had feared, still spinning with wrath and bewilder-
His irritability had vanished, and though ment at the bottomless perversity of man-
he was very grave he s d preoccupied kind, Louis Dastrey had analysed and ac-
only with the fate of "ope, and not cepted the situation and his own part in
with his personal stak the affair. it. And he was not simply resigned; he

But the older little. The was trembling with eagerness to get the
voun^sters had tl: d A ton, thing over. "If only England is with us

nd young Louis we're safe-it's a matter of weeks," he
Dastrey, was by a sense of declared.
such dizzy unreality that he had to "Wait a bit-wait a bit; I want to
the arms of his ponderous leather m know more about a whole lot of things
chair to assure that he was really before I fix a date for the fall of Berlin,"
in d his uncle interposed; but Louis flung him

Wh Two days ago th a radiant look. "We've been there be-
in old easy Europe, a Europe in which fore, my uncle !"
one could make plans, engage passages on "But there's Russia too-" said Boyls-
trains and steamers, argue about pictures, ton explosively. He had not spoken be-

k:s, theatres, ideas, draw as much fore.
money as one chose out of the bank, and "'Nous Vawns eu, votre Rhin alle-
say; "The day after to-mo: ow I'll be in mand,'" quoted George, as he poured a
Berlin or Vienna or Belgrad And here golden Hock into his glass.
they sat in their s evening clothes, He was keenly interested, that was
about the sa m writ- evident; but interested as a looker-on, a-^"- ^^~- ^r

ing-table, apparently the same group of dilettante. He had neither Valmy nor
free and independent youths and elderly Sedan in his blood, and it was as a sym-
men. and in realitv Drisoners. everv one pathising spectator that he ought by f- -A,

of t m d-cuffed to this rights to have been sharing his friend's en-
ed bully of "W ir'M thusiasm, not as a combatant compelled

m were sure that the con- to obey the same summons. Campton,
flict was inevitable-the evening papers glancing from one to another of their
left no doubt of it-and there was much brilliant faces, felt his determination
nimated discussion between young Das- harden to save George from the conse-

* dG T quences of his parents' stupid blunder.
Already their views dive the After dinner young Dastrey proposed a

h, theoreticallv at one wi music-hall. The audience would be a curi-* +

his friend as to the senselessness of war in ous sight: there would be wild enthusi-
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m, and The door open, and saw a Hash of tu
m9f +-* -*+r on light.

after a tacitly exchanged glance, decided he had"^^f

to r at the club, on the plea that darkness, and thinking, thinking: think-* ^- _ - ^*^ ' ^^*
one at the M r h George's future, Gr

mised to telephone if there were fresh G

news. great up-
d h ^

on cony watching the Boul face to the surface. If war came, if^^r

The streets, so deserted during the day, George were not disc if G
suddenly and densely popu- were sent to the front, if George were ^ ^" ^^ ^

1 Hardly any vehicles were in sight: killed, how strange to
m might turnm__ j

ing troops to the stations, there was a re- to have been the central things of his
d that Drivate m son's life!

d mA "^ came in, and Camp-
horse-cabs, d to the s h were a
wi "* men in spick-and-span uni- stranger.
arms, bi throufirh the mass of Decles- "Hullo, D any news f the

trians w filled the whole width of Ministry?" George, tossing aside his
d mass moved hat and stick, sat down He

and vaguely, swaying this way and that, had a crumpled rose in his button-hole,
as though it awaited a portent from the and looked gay and fresh, with the in-
heavens. In the glare of electric lamps destructible freshness of youth.

glittering theatre-fronts the innu- What do I reallv know of him
merable faces stood out vividly, grave, in- d him
tent, slightly bewildered. Except when D G
the soldiers passed no cries or songs came d d I9f

from d, but only the d tility on the frontier: telegraph and tele-
ulate m which any vast of phone communications had been cut,
people gives forth. French locom

"Queei silent they are: h d^j *

do you think they're taking it? C 1 he " Kriegsgefahrz us land." It was
ton questioned. war.

ul Dust rev had .^nnvn !> rent "Oh, well," George shrugged. He lit
again H him a cigarette, and asked: "What did you
boun< d un- think of Boylston?"

M "Boylston
vhere ton they full of "The fat brown chap at dinner."
he d m wrath of an orderly and la- "Yes-yes-of course." Campion be-

boriouspec^ . 4 came aware that he had not thought of
quarrel has been for He k lew that Boylston at all, had hardly been aware of
the thought of Alsace-Lorraine still stirred his presence. But the painter's register-
in French hearts; but all Dastrey's elo- ing faculty was always latently at work,
quence could not convince him that these and in an instant he called up a round
people wanted war, or would have sought face, shyly jovial, with short-sighted
it had it not been thrust on them. The brown eyes as sharp as needles, and black

m 1 to take hair curling tightly over a wide watchful
shape re him d to d like a forehead.
huge sky-filling dragon of the northern "Why-I liked him."
darknesses over his light-loving, pleasure- " I'm glad, because it was a tremendous"^w ^^ 4

loving, r-Ioving France. event for him, seeing you. He paints,
and he's been keen on your things for

George came home late. ""
It was two in the morning of his last "I wish I'd known. . . Why didn't he

day with his boy when Campton heard say so ? He didn't say anything, did he ? "
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"No: he doesn't, much, when he's offices, or any of the banks. One dis-
pleased. He's the very best chap I ordered beauty blurted out: "Of course,
know," George concluded. with your connection with Bullard and

Brant " - and was only waked to her mis-
VIII take by Campton's indignant stare, and

his plunge past her while she called out
THAT morning the irrevocable stared at excuses.

him from the head-lines of the papers. But the name acted as a reminder of
The German Ambassador was recalled, his promise to go and see Mrs. Brant, and
Germany had declared war on France at he decided to make his visit after lunch,
6.40 the previous evening; there was an when George would be off collecting last
unintelligible allusion, in the declaration, things. Visiting the Brants with George
to French aeroplanes throwing bombs on would have been beyond his capacity.
Nuremberg and Wesel. Campton read
that part of the message over two or three The great drawing-rooms, their awnings
times. spread against the sun, their tall windows

Aeroplanes throwing bombs ? Aero- wide to the glow of the garden, were emp-
planes as engines of destruction? He had ty when he entered; but in a moment he
always thought of them as a kind of giant was joined by a tall angular woman with
kite that fools went up in when they were a veil pushed up untidily above her pink
tired of breaking their necks in other nose. Campton reflected that he had
ways ut aeroplane bombardment as a never seen Adele Anthony in the daytime
cause for declaring war ? The bad faith without a veil pushed up above a flushed
of it was so manifest that he threw down nose, and dangling in irregular wisps from
the papers half relieved. Of course there the back of a small hard hat of which the
would be a protest on the part of the al- shape never varied.
lies; a great country like France would "Julia will be here in a minute. When
not allow herself to be bullied into war on she told me you were coming I waited,"
such a pretext. she explained.

The ultimatum to Belgium was more He was glad to have a word with her
serious; but Belgium's gallant reply before meeting Mrs. Brant, though his
would no doubt check Germans on that impulse had been almost as strong to
side. After all, there was such a thing avoid the one as the other. He dreaded
as international law, and Germany her- belligerent bluster as much as vain
self had recognized it. So his mind whimpering, and in the depths of his soul
spun on in vain circles, while under the he had to own that it would have been
frail web of his casuistry gloomed the easier to talk to Mr. Brant than to either
obstinate fact that George was mobilised, of the women.
that George was to leave the next morn- "Julia is powdering her nose/' Miss
mg. Anthony continued. "She has an idea

The ay wore on: it was the shortest that if you see she's been crying you'll be
m m able that Campton awfully angry/'

had ever known. Paris, when he went Campton made an impatient gesture.
out into it, was dazzlingly ^^» ""- ty "If I were-much it would matter!"
than ever. In the hotel, in the hall, on the "Ah, but you might tell George; and
stairs, he was waylaid by flustered m George is not to know." She paused, and
patriots-" Oh, Mr. C on don't then bounced round on him abruptly.

me, but of course all icans She always moved and spoke in explo-
know you/99 d m"»- '^^jF ^^^^ r for sions, as if the wires that agitated her got
the very information he was trying to ob- tangled, and then were too suddenly
tain for m jerked loose.^^ ^^

how one could get hold of the concierge, "Does George know?" she asked.
how one could send cables, if there was "About his mother's tears?"

cl "About this plan you're all hatching
m ilised, if he had any "pull" at to have him discharged?"

mbassy, or at any .m Campton reddened under her lashless
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blue gaze, and th Ibv queer shallow eyes included them b
m e his answer all the curter. d^^ lie added severely

" Probably not-unless you've t rom h e careful of what
you say to George."

m W h h^r

for a brickish hue suffused her sallow did not last many minutes. The Brants
complexion. had m ( but had been

"You'd better not put ideas into my baffled c d 5 general agita-
head!'5 she laughed. Something in her tion and In high quarters the
tone r d people they wanted were inaccessi-
loyalties, and made him ashamed of his ble; and those who could be reached lent
taunt. b a distr ear. The m r

"how." he crumbled declared he could do

m ng; others vaguely p they
id Julia to d "would see" b dtoh

twenty-six years ago, wasn't it? what 1 were being asked.
it's up to m meanwhile time is passing d

H f American he's going!" Mrs. Brant ed.
slang, fitted anyhow into her old-fash- The reassurance that Campton brought

d metim f >m Fortin-Lescluze, vague gh it
d but oftener exasoerated Cam was, her as a mi ^w

ton. and raised Campton suddenly in her esti-
modern slang m She lo at m

you ought to give up those ridiculous d he could almost hear her^"^^ ^^»

V d not wear a fringe like a mid- saying to Brant, as he had so often heard
Victoria] her say to himself: "You never m
laugh off his exasperation. to get anything done. I don't know how

with Well, m age
m H m the f of

cl m ^^

be to leave George alone. This war will d s. made haste^

be the making of him." to take leave, after promising to pass on
"He's made Quite to m faction as any word he might receive the

it is, But what's the use of talk- physician; but he r inded 1^^» ̂ p-

ing? You always get your phrases out of was not likely to hear anything till George
books." f s davs at his bm

door ouened, and M rant c She acknowledged the probability of
m. is, and clune to him with trustful eves.

appearance d to M She was m disturbed
Anthony's description. A pearly m m
covered her face, and m reviving ready requisitioned two of the Brant
liquid had c d her congested eyes s, and Campton had an idea that,
Her noor hai ds had sud dazzled bv his newlv-develooed capacitvA " ^-' ^ "

thin and dry that the heavy rings, slip- to "manage," she was about to implore
ping down to the joints, slid back into m to rescue from the clutches of the
place as she shook hands with C ton. d A

"Thank you for coming," she said. son's Delaunay.
"Oh i i /~\" . A. A 1 . . u del H h

turbed by Miss Anthony's presence. At door again opened. A rumpled-lo< CT
the moment his former wife's feelings maid peered in, evidently perplexed

m to m than his d
f th df

m e appealing than any as if she too were doubtful. She was
elderly virgin on the war-path. pretty in an odd dishev d way, an

mv d ith her elaborate clothes and bewil-

virgin h H dered look she reminded G
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from nd help- " Cursed fools-all women," he anath-
wn abou He had ematized her on the way downstairs.m

seen the type hi patriots In the street, however, he felt grateful
any number of times in the last d lys. to her for reducing Mrs. Brant to such

* * / \ , Jm *_» fm f *A «"h «4 1 w » j^-k J-* / * * 4 0 M rant-yes, I ow you confusion that she had made no attempt
gave orders that you were not in to any- to detain him. His way of life lay so far

d b ildn't listen, and it's apart from his former wife's that they had
>m tn's fault," the visi- hardly ever been exposed to accidents of

tor began~ in a plaintive staccato which the kind, and he saw that Julia's embar-
d eyes and her fluttered rassment kept all its freshness.

veils. The fact set him thinking curiously of
had to cret hold what her existence was, and of what

Mr. ca m here wi ut a would be left of it now. He seemed to see

penny-literally!" She dangled before her throning year after year in an awful
them an emotv jewelled basr. "And in a emptiness of wealth and luxurv and re-

hotel where they don't know me. And at spectability, seeing only dull people, do-
b m ing only dull things, and fighting feverish-
said Mr. Brant wasn't th ly to defend the last traces of a beauty

f so I said to which had never given her anything but
cashier: in >ly the tamest and most unprofitable ma-

M "*-^ r terial prosperity.
" 1 -unless you'd rather I j m "She's never even had the silly kind

into the Seine?'" of success she wanted-poor Julia !" he
Oh, Mrs. Talkett-" murmured Mrs. mused, wondering that she had suc-

rant. ceeded in putting into her life so few of
"Really: it's a case of my m >y or the sensations which can be bought by

mv life!" young lady \vith wealth and beauty. "And now what
a died laugh. She d between will be left-how on earth will she fit

artificial and into a war?"

scious of but cl He was sure all her plans had been
cl made for the coming six months: her-^^- "-»

large eyes turned interrogatively to week-end sets of heavy millionaires se-
Campton. cured for Deauville, and after that for the

"Of course my husband shooting at the big chateau near Com-
can for you. I'll telephone/' said Mrs. piegne, and three weeks reserved for
Brant; then, perceiving that her visitor Biarritz before the return to Paris in
continued to gaze at Campton, T H January. One of the luxuries Julia had* * 

. ^ . * n* "* f + -m^ s ̂ 4 A- 1-h .*-* v j~-t Oh, no. this is not . . . this is Mr. Cam most enjoyed after her separation from
ton." Campton (Adele had told him) had been

"Joh I knew it!" Mrs. that of planning things ahead: Mr. Brant,
Talkett's eyes ,m^ -^hp^ ^» devouring and thank heaven, was not impulsive. And
brilliant. "Of course I ought to have now here was this black bolt of war fall-
recogn d m T - ing among all her carefully balanced ar-
tographs. m r rangements with a crash more violent
room. fl than any of Campton's inconsequences! ^r ^^"

in. S detained the painter's hand. As he reached the Place de la Concorde
Do forgive me! For years I've dreamed a newsboy passed with the three o'clock
I . . . you see, I paint a papers, and he bought one and read of the m

little m self but it's ridiculous to crossing of Luxembourg and the invasion
ich t igs now." She added, of Belgium. The Germans were ar-

as if s -_ "" were something: " I rogantly acting up to their menace:
knew vour son at St. M We saw heedless of international law, they were

m there, and in N driving straight for France and England
York! by the road they thought the most acces-

"Ah M said Campton, bowing awk- sible.
wardly. In the hotel he found George, red with
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rage d^^^H the same paper: the sheds all the light / want on Saverne.
boy's whole look was changed. They're not fit to live with white people,

"The howling blackguards! The brig- and the sooner they're shown it the bet-^^^^
ands ! This isn't war m ter"

der!" u Well, France and Russia and England
The two men stood and stared : are here to show them."

other. " Will England stand it ? " George laughed. "Yes, and double
to their lips at the same moment. quick.'3

N 'never cl oth were silent again, each thinking
i a viM. his own thoughts. They were apparently

lating 1 relations b civilised the same, for just as Campton was about
peoples. ev beean to both to ask where George had decided tha
gether that after all per it was the they should take their last dinner, the
best that could have happened, young man said abruptly: "Look here,
since, if there had been the least hesita- Dad; I'd planned a little tete-a-tete for us
tion or reluctance in any section of Eng- this evening."
lish opinion m able outrage "Yes
would instantly sweep it away. "Well-I can't. I'm going to chuck

b you." He smiled a little, his colour ris-
once!" George exulted. "France is ing nervously. "For some people I've

ved-that's certain anyhow!" just run across-who were awfully kind
Yes: France was saved if gland to me at St. Moritz-and in New York

could put her -^» ""- into the field at once, last winter. I didn't know they were
ut could she? Oh, for the Channel tun- here till till just now. I'm awfully

nel at this hour! Would this lesson at sorry; but I've simply got to dine with
last cure d of her obstinate in- them."
sularity ? OUlCVl It V 1 J-J\^l til Hill JLU*U CtllJ>lVSUl.l\~ V^VA U*r& il-l JL ilV-1 \s VV tt*3 CL k?U\*-U^*V'« V-^ CV1111J \«\J II O C Cl 1 \^*a There was a silence. Campton stared
tention of resisting; but what was that out over his son's shoulder at the great
gallant declaration worth in face of Ger- sunlit square. "Oh, all right," he said

* 
s brutal assault? A poor little briskly.

country d to a guaranteed neu- This-on George's last night!._ -^. _. - -^ ___ - - - -h*. --fc 4 j-v. ^ B 4 ****. L-^ ^-^. _j~ m v " l / --h_ J _--^ "_^h * J- i^^jk ^ ̂  -_^ .^pj 4 . j^ J j-fc ^ i- d to hold^ You don't mind muck, do you? I'll
her frontiers m be back early, for a last pow-wow on the

m ^ * terrace." George paused, and finally
rope d what a narrow strip Bel brought out: "You see, it really wouldn't
was, ed as an outuost of Franc< have done to tell mother that I was de-

These thoughts, racing through Camp- serting her on my last evening because
m d, were swept out of it again by I was dining with you !"

his absorbing preoccupation. Wha A weight was lifted from Campton's
would the Belgian affair have on G heart, and he felt ashamed of having
view of his own participation in the war? failed to guess the boy's real motive.
For the first he boy's feelings were "My dear fellow, naturally . . . quite
vi his voice shook as he right. And you can stop in and see your
bi "Louis Dastrey's right: this mother on the way home. You'll find me ^^F ^_ ^^

kind of thing has got to stop. We shall here whenever you turn up.
go straight back to m if it George looked relieved. "Thanks a
oesn't.-God, what h ds !" lot-you always know. And now for my
Yes, but idered, tried to adieux to Aclele."

think up Pacifist arguments, remembered He went off whistling the waltz from
his own discussion with Paul Dastrey the Rosenkavalier, and Campton re-
three days before. " My dear chap, turned to his own thoughts.
hasn't France perhaps gone ; .b
chip on her shoulder? Saverne, for in- He was still revolving them when he
stance: some people think went upstairs after a solitary repast

"D H Germ in the confused and servantless dining-
shown us what they are now? m room. Adele Anthony had telephoned
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to him to come and dine-after seeing had vani and the bare rails again
G he supposed; but h d de- dr» up the cind sry tracks,
clined. H ls ,m d sd about him.

or alone. The plat m ded as he had
As he left the m dom seen anv nlace crowded: and h^-^

son, the American newspaper corrc- himself taking in
sp ent, who had lived for years in Paris me with a morbid b-

d was reouted to have "insid servation. H d ing
tion." Ad grave but confid t. these last days, that his artist's vision
In his d been strangely unset Som
get to N m (he m had
at Ca ton's as hed b m

England-oh d m with
h: - - 

^f ^-* ^^f

delay, sand hands, vanished and
be void. Then again, as at present, he saw

settled before that, in one big battle in everything, saw it too clearly, in all its
m (Yes-poor Belgium, indeed!) superfluous negligible reality, in-

Anyhow, in h ary if instinctivelv selecting and d^^^^v

experts the war was not likely to last regarding what was not to his purpose.
more t n three or four d Faces, faces-they him,
course, even if things went badly on the his overwrought vi stered
western front, which was highly unlikely, them oticed
there was Russia to c h faces of th "m of all

forces not in m ages, all classes. These were the wives,
C drew much f this mistresses

sober view of the situation, midway be- of that heavy trainful of French f

tween m He was with the strong
Russia would be in Berlin in three weeks, cheerfulness in all: pale,
and of those who saw the Germans in d, some serious, but all firmly and
Calais even sooner. Adamson was a level- iling. .

Eellow, who weighed arha1 lu- said One ing woman in particular his
tinned his "elt on- becom

C mton m to several d "both b

he saw lurking for him, and ind bet
d to his ro O ance in her serenity that d

alone with the serene city, his confidence h lips d eves, but could
f d m trust them to be what she wished. Yet<j * ^

sure that, whatever happen- d. G he saw by the way she cl */

was likely to be kept out of the fighting artilleryman from she was parting
till the whole thing was over. With such hers were no sisterly farewells.
I lable forces closing in on her it was An hum d the"

fairly G " ^-r ^» ^-"^ sue- vast glazed m ton caught
before half or even a quarter of the the phrases flung up to the young faces ^^

allied reserves had been engaed. Sus- piled one above another in the
.bought, he let hisv ^^^ ds of motherly admonishment, little

hover tenderly over George's future, and jokes, m f^-^ wf

the effect on his character of this brief last callings out: "W ite often! Don't
d harm plunge into a m forget to wrap up your throat. . . Re- ,

career. memb to d a line to Annette.

IX ring home a Prussian helmet for th
ren I On les aura, pas, m

GEORGE was gone. It was all bright, brave and
When, with a last whistle and scream, Camnton

the train had ploughed its way out of the thought.
clanging station; when the last blue figures He tr: d mem
clinging to the rear of the last carriage ds to G b could
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not; yet his throat felt dry and thirsty, d
as if he had talked a great deal. The train He wished the crowd had been less im
vanished in a roar, and he leaned against but it was useless to try 10
a pier to let the crowd flood by, not dar- force his way to her. He had to wait till
ing to risk his lameness in such a turmoil, the station emptied itself, and by that

Suddenly he heard loud sobs behind m h
him. He turned, and recognised the hat m d d
and hair of the girl whose eyes had struck e out of a side entrance he saw her.
him. He could not see them now, for oo ^-^

they were buried in her hands and her d her sunshade aimlessly. But
whole body shook with woe. An elderly no one G du Nord would
man was trying to drawr her awray - her have gone around that corner oo
father, probably. for a taxi; least of all the practical Adele.

"Come, come, my child esides, Adele never took taxis: sb
t> Oh-oh-oh," she hiccoughed, follow- travelled in the bowels of

ing blindly. b
The people nearest stared at her, and Campton guessed

the faces of other women grew pale, for him. He went up to her and a guilty ^^»
Campton saw tears on the cheeks of an pink suffused her nose.
old body in a black bonnet who might ?"he 1.
have been his OWTL Mme. Lebel. A pale "I h
lad went away openly weeping. "You didn't? w him all

But they were all afraid, then, all in the time. We 't see you
immediate deadly fear for the lives of "No but 7 s d That was
their beloved! The same fear grasped all I went for," she jerked back.
Campton's heart, a very present terror, H slipped his arm through h
such as he had hardly before imagined. "This crowd terrifies me. d
Compared to it, all that he had felt hither- waited for me," he
to seemed as faint as the sensations of a He saw her pleasure, but she merely
looker-on. His knees failed him, and he d m
grasped a transverse bar of the pier. vour

People were leaving the station in "Yes - or hunger, or something. Could
groups of two or three; they all seemed to we find a laiterie?"
belong to each other; only he was alone. They found one, and sat down among
George's mother had not come to bid her early clerks and shop-girls, and a few di-
son good-bye she had declared that she shevelled women with swollen faces whom
would rather take leave of him quietly in Campton had noticed in the station. One
her own house than in a crowd of dirty of them, who sat opposite an elderly man,
people at the station. But then it was had drawn out a pocket mirror and was
impossible to conceive of her being up and powdering her nose.
dressed and at the Gare du Nord at five Campton hated to see women powder
in the morning-and how could she have their noses-one of the few merits with
got there without her motor? So Camp- which he credited Julia Brant was that of
ton was alone, in that crowd which never having adopted these dirty modern
seemed all made up of families. fashions, of making up in private "like

ut no-not all. Ahead of him he saw a lady"-as people used to say when he
a solitary woman moving away alone, and was young. But this time the gesture
recognised Adele Anthony's adamantine charmed him, for he had recognised the
hat and tight knob of hair. girl who had been sobbing so hopelessly

Poor Adele! So she had come too in the station.
and had evidently failed in her quest, not "How game she is! I like that. ut
been able to fend a way through the why is she so frightened?" he wondered.
crowd, and perhaps not even had a For he saw that her chocolate was un-
glimpse of her hero. The thought smote touched, and that the smile had stiffen^!
Campton with compunction: he regretted on her lips.
his sneering words when they had last Since his talk with Adamson he could

VOL. LXXIIL-3
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not bring himself to b o med. ly affectionate and casual, that he would
Fear had taken him t n the have liked to think his son had left, some-
station, at the sound of the girl's sobs; but where, a message for him, a word, a letter,
al he had thrown it off. Everybody in case ... in case there was anything ^^^

agreed that the war would be over in a premonitory in the sobbing of that girl at
d the next table.^ -^F~ ' ̂ 

to that view; and ut Adele's pink nose confronted him,
tion, d rant as guileless as a rabbit's, and he paid for

motion, G ; surely their breakfast, and went out with her
safe ywhere unsatisfied. They parted at the door,
else in this precarious world. C impton and Campton went to the studio to see if
poured out Adele's coffee, and ank off there were any news of his maid-servant
his own as if it had been champagne. Mariette. He meant to return to sleep

"Do you kn h about the there that night, and even his simple
people George was dining wi last housekeeping was likely to be trouble-
night?" he enquired. some if Mariette should not arrive.

Miss Anthony knew everyth and On the way it occurred to him that he
ev circle in Paris; had not yet seen the morning papers, and

A he stopped and bought a handful.
ican gossip d h* "^ Negotiations, hopes, fears, conjectures

for wiC7 A but nothing new or definite, except the
to spend his last e\ away m insolent fact of Germany's aggression,
family she would know why. But the very and the almost certainty of England's in-
likelihood of her knowing what had been tervention. When he reached the studio
kept from him made his question, as soon he found Mme. Lebel in her usual place,

d m indiscreet, and paler and haggarder than usual, but with
N I want " firm lips. Her three grandsons had left

d No: he didn't for their depots the day before: one was
m Some young man's affair, I sup- in the Chasseurs Alpins, and probably al-

pose e d absurdly, her ready on his way to Alsace, another in
di - the infantry, the third in the heavy artil-

back veil. lery; she did not know where the two
Campton's mind had air strayed latter were likely to be sent. Her eldest

f m . Nothing bored son, their father, was dead; the second, a
doing the "sad d man of fifty, and a cabinet-maker by

d d trade, was in the territorials, and was not
chance. What he really wanted to to report for another week. He hoped,

know was George had spoken to before leaving, to see the return of his
his old d j-about his wife and little girl, who were in the Ar-

>wn idea of hi _ , d his inten- dennes with the wife's people. Mme.
tions and wishes in view of the grim Lebel's mind was made up and her phi-
chance which people, with propitiatory losophy ready for immediate application.
vagueness, call "anything happening." "It's terribly hard for the younger
Had the boy left any word, any message people; but it had to be, I come from
with her for any one? But it was use- Nancy, Monsieur: I remember the Ger-
less to speculate, for if he had, the old man occupation. I understand better
goose, true as steel, would never betray than my daughter-in-law. . ."
* i i " i i" i »*i /"> i ^ »^i * much She There was no news of Mariette, and
could look, when it was a question of small chance of having any for some days,
keeping a secret, like h JHp much less of seeing her. No one could
trable idiot that one could not conceive tell how long civilian travel would be in-
of any one's having confided in her. terrupted. Mme. Lebel, moved by her

mnton had no wi to surprise lodger's plight, promised to "find some
George's sentimental secrets, if the boy one"; and Campton mounted to the * * 4- L^ ^v V%. jr^ ^-. -^ .*"* f f ^ 

. J_ J

any But their vn parting had studio.
-S; He had left it only two days before, on
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the day when he had vainly waited for .. This war-George has started al-
Fortin and his dancer; and an abyss al- ready, hasn't he?"
ready divided him from that vanished "Yes. Two hours ago."
time. Then his little world still hung like " So they said-1 looked him up at th«
a straw above an eddy; now it was spin- Crillon. I wanted most awfully to seemm 4 _ */
ning about in the central vortex. him; if I had, of course I shouldn't have

The pictures stood about untidily, and bothered you."
he looked curiously at all those faces "My dear young man , you re not
which belonged to the other life. Each bothering me. But what can I do?"
bore the mark of its own immediate pas- Mr. Upsher's composure seemed to be
sions and interests; not one betrayed the returning as the necessary preliminaries
least consciousness of coming disaster ex- were cleared away. "Thanks a lot," he
cept the face of poor Mme. de Dol- said. "Of course'what I'd like best is to
metsch, whose love had enlightened her. join his regiment."
Campton began to think of the future "Join his regiment-you!" Campton
from the painter's point of view. What a exclaimed.
modeller of faces a great war must be! "Oh, I know it's difficult; I raced up
What would the people who came through from Biarritz quick as I could to catch
it look like, he wondered? him." He seemed still to be panting with

His bell tinkled, and he turned to an- the effort, "I want to be in this," he con- 
4 L £C. .4- it T �. . _x A 1 * _ 1_ * 35 t_

swer it. Dastrey, he supposed ... he had eluded.
caught a glimpse of his friend at the Campton contemplated him with help-
Gare du Nord, seeing off his nephew, but less perplexity. "But I don't understand
had purposely made no sign. He still -there's no reason, in your case. With
wanted to be alone, and above all not George it was obligatory-on account of
to hear war-talk. Mme. Lebel, how- his being born here. But I suppose you
ever, had no doubt revealed his presence were born in America?"
in the studio, and he could not risk offend- "Well, I guess so: in Utica. Mv
ing an old friend. mother was Madeline Mayhew. I think

When he opened the door it was a sur- we're a sort of cousins, sir, aren't we?"
prise to see there, instead of Dastrey's . "Of course-of course. Excuse my not
anxious face, the round rosy countenance recalling it-just at first. But, my dear
of a well-dressed youth with a shock of boy, I still don't see 

"

fair hair above eyes of childish candour. Mr. Upsher's powers of stating his case
"Oh-come in," Campton said, at were plainly limited. He pushed back his

once divining a compatriot in a difficulty, rumpled hair, looked hard again at his
The youth obeyed, blushing his apolo- cousin, and repeated doggedly: "I want

gies to be in this."
"I'm enny Upsher, sir," he said, "This war?"

modest yet confident, as if the name were He nodded.
a sufficient introduction. Campton groaned. What did the boy

"Oh Campton stammered, cursing mean, and why come to him with such
his absent-mindedness and his unfailing tomfoolery? At that moment he really
faculty for forgetting names. felt more unfitted than usual to deal with

"You're a friend of George's, aren't practical problems; and in spite of the
you?" he risked. forgotten cousinship it was no affair of his

"Yes-tremendous. We were at Har- what Madeline Mayhew's son wanted to
vard together-he was two years ahead be in.
of me." But there was the boy himself, stolid,

"Ah-then you're still there?" immovable, impenetrable to hints, and
Mr. Upsher's blush became a mask of with something in his wide blue eyes like

crimson. "Well-I thought I was, till George-and yet so childishly different.
this thing happened," "Sit down-have a cigarette, won't

"What thing?" you?-You know, of course," Campton
The youth stared at the older man with began, " that what you propose is almost

a look of celestial wonder. insuperably difficult?"
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»4 Getting into George's regiment?" "You're mad-this is not our war. Do
"Getting into the French army at all- you really want to go out and butcher

for a foreigner, a neutral. . . I'm afraid people?"
there's really nothing I can do." "Yes-that kind of people," said Ben-

enny Upsher smiled indulgently. "I ny Upsher cheerfully. "You see, I've
can fix that up all right; getting into the had all this talk from Uncle Harvey May-
army I mean. The only thing that might hew a good many times on the way over.
be hard would be getting into his regi- We came out on the same boat: he
ment." wanted me to be his private secretary at

"Oh, as to that-out of the question, I the Hague Congress. But I was pretty
should think." Camp ton was conscious sure I'd have a job on my own to attend
of speaking curtly; the boy's bland de- to."
termination was beginning to get on his Campton still contemplated him hope-
nerves. lessly. .. Where is your uncle?" he won-

"Thank you no end," said Benny Up- dered.
sher, getting up. "Sorry to have butted Benny grinned. "On his way to the _ - - -P-. 4- 4- " U - * * \^ V*h. 4 Jf^. L^ J^h «w m " **V Wr^ m *m *- ̂  *~\. J^-4 J *-^ *m.-^

in," he added, holding out a large brown Hague, I suppose."
hand. "He ought to be here to look after you

Campton followed him to the door -some one ought to!"
perplexedly. He knew that something "Then you don't see your way to get-
ought to be done-but what? On the ting me into George's regiment?" Benny
threshold he laid his hand on the youth's replied with gentle persistency.
shoulder. "Look here, my boy, we're An hour later Campton still seemed to
cousins, as you say, and if you're Mad- see him standing there, with obstinate
eline Mayhew's boy you're an only son, soft eyes repeating the same senseless
aren't you? Moreover you're George's question. It cost him an effort to shake
friend-which matters still more to me. off the vision.

I can't let you go like this. Just let me He returned to the Crillon to collect
say a word to you before " his possessions. On his table was a tele-

A gleam of shrewdness flashed through gram, and he seized it eagerly, wondering
Benny Upsher's inarticulate blue eyes, if by some mad chance George's plans
"A word against, you mean? Why, it's were changed, if he were being sent back,
awfully kind, but not the least earthly use. if Fortin had already arranged some-
I guess I've heard all the arguments. But thing.
all I see is that hulking bully trying to do He tore open the message, and read:
Belgium in. England's coming [in, ain't "Utica July thirty first. No news from
she? Well, then why ain't we?" enny please do all you can to facilitate

"England? Why-why, there's no his immediate return to America dread-
analogy ^^fc j^*± f^^-m v «"%* .^-h. ^^ j-v. "vi - -1- ^-^ _*-J _*^. " "^^_ ji-^. ! Tfci ~h fully anxious your cousin Madeline Up-

The young man groped for the right sher."
word. "I don't know. Maybe not. "Good Lord!" Campton groaned
Only in tight places we two always do "and I never even asked the boy's ad-
seem to stand together." dress!"

(To be continued.)



Sketches from an Old French Town
BY PERRY BARLOW

NOTES BY THE ARTIST

w E dd

ough to afford a few comforts
m ill enough to retain its provin-

m At an early age we learned to pro-
nounce its n >m

d' gn
to know m d
while.

AFrer boarded our boat at Alger
d j ngs about Toulouse,

his home town/' d seemed incredulous
we dmitted

H m

no sporting life, no golf or tennis, and that
the people were terribly provincial, and behind
the H

bridge and a few decrepit castles, but they were
rotting away. Fortunately we found Avignon
much as he said-"no sporting life-no golf or
tennis"-and no Americans. Also we found

the ruins of a wonderful old bridge, a palace
cathedral of the popes, and an old, old

>wn surrounded by r ts built six cen-'
tunes ago.
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The Rue de la Republique, which is "Main
Street," a prosperous-looking thoroughfare,
lined with up-to-date shops, department stores,
and business concerns-a sort of " front" to the
city which is quite out of character with the
time-scarred walls and quaint old shops of the
adjacent winding and crooked streets with their
traffic of donkey-carts and plodding peasants.



The market square is of unusual interest
to foreigners, with its many-colored awnings
and stalls piled high with the greatest con-
ceivable variety of commodities: regional
products such as bread, cheeses, wines, and
vegetables; live stock, pigs, chickens, cows
and milk-giving goats. General mer
dise-anything from a remnant of silk
second-hand automobile-may be bough
most at your own price.

The civility shown by
shopkeepers is in sharp
contrast to the snappy
business methods to
which Americans are
accustomed. " on-

jour, m'sieur," "Merci,
madame," or "Au n
voir, m'sieur, m'dame,"
are in use constantlv.

Even in the purchase of
postage-stamps one is
thanked as profusely as
if a large profit was rep-
resented in the transac-
tion.
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The numerous cafes do a rushing
business between twelve and two,
when the shops close for dejeuner

and a few games of cards. lack,
str^n? coffee with cognac is the fa- \w Cj

voiite beverage, and is known as
*' 

un cnaud." It is as popular with
the elite as with those who sweep the
streets. Each cafe caters, more or
less, to a certain class. In the large
restaurants along the Rue de la
Rcpublique one finds mostly busi-
ness men and commercial travellers,
while in cafes along the smaller
streets laborers and tradesmen meet

to drink, gossip, and smoke.
.

: f -'
, * '1 It 1.1 '" " i NfcANO

Long beards and rich, luxuri-
ant side-burns" are popular,
and consequently the cigarette-
holder is almost a staple. ar-
ber shops flourish in Avignon,
but the real work of a coiffeur

apparently consists of inducing
growth, fancy trimming, and fin-
ishing rather than the actual
cutting of hair.
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The patisseries are long established, and be-
sides the manufacture and sale of rum-soaked
tarts and pastries, the making of randy is a
lucrative side-line.

Seldom is any sweet offered
for sale unless it imitates or

represents something. Can-
dy, musical instruments, and
what-nots-careful copies of
seasonal vegetables and fruits
and of animals, both wild
and domestic, are most allur-
ing to the local taste. The
chocolate fish is an institution,
and enormous trout serve to
attract one's attention.

Tea is served in the larger patisseries,
due doubtless to the demand created

the visiting English, and "Five o'CIock"
is conspicuously advertised. The French
tolerate the idea, and consume large quan-
tities of rich pastries, after examining the
wares on display.
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The bicycle plays a large part in the
local traffic, and is used by old and young
alike. While sizes and styles vary, it is
of small import whether it be a large bi-
cycle or a small one-whether "pour
homme ou pour dame"-one serves the
average workman as well as another.
Carpenters, carrying complete sets of
tools, pedal to and from work with a care-

less ease that is most enviable to the

amateur cyclist. Women who have any
distance to go shopping or selling invari-
ably ride wheels; and, if the weather is
inclement, holding an open umbrella in
one hand is no handicap at all. Bread
goes ramping by, propelled by any mem-
ber of the baker's family who chooses to
deliver it. Traffic regulations are un-
heard of; and, as the sidewalks are so few / /

and so narrow, pedestrians walk in the
streets among bicycles, farm trucks, and
donkey-carts.

The two-wheel cart is next in popular
use to the bicycle, and the biggest and
stoutest peasants-often two or three, in
a cart with a load of produce-are drawn A

by the most diminutive donkeys.
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. Sunday is a veritable holiday. Peasants
- from the surrounding villages, with their

families and dogs, come to church and re-
main for the band-concerts on the Place

d'Horloge, or to attend the one vaudeville
show or take in the movies. Charlie Chap-
lin is the most popular attraction, and,
though his films are usually two or three
years old, "ce ne fait rien" to the numer-
ous and enthusiastic "Chariot" fans.

Dogs! All sorts-Airedales, shepherds,
terriers-big clumsy hounds, likable but
immovable fellows who go with absolute
freedom where they will. They are liked
and tolerated by every one, and are a part
of the general scheme.
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Under Glass
BY PERCY MARKS

ED badk m frankly, and his grin added: "You knew
chair, smiled m t I didn't, too,"
genial now-boys-we're- A few of the men thought that a college
all-among-friends education "did a lot for a man socially,"

m andr d but they were hazy about what they
the first man, alpha- meant by socially. Oh, not lounge-liz-
betically speaking, in arding or tea-fighting, or anything like
the class. that; but it sort o7 got a fellow into things

W I d did »u come like-oh, into things generally.
to college?" And so it went. They had a few fine

with unexDected^M Drompt- phrases, such as: "A college education is
ness: "I didn't want to m f father of great value in the business world/7 or

m "A college education is a social asset," or
here were twenty-nine in that even, "A college education is now a ne-

class, and I asked each of t m cessity."
question. I d only one other d Not one man was willing to admit that
m That . the he had come to college because he thought

m in the H that a degree would help him to make
painful purple and stuttered: money. All of them said that that was

"I-I don't know why I c undoubtedly true, and that was one rea-
m and they were good son why they had come, but none of them

students, all of wi was materialistic enough to give that as
generalities. ( m h his sole reason. There were other rea-

s to get an education. sons-but they didn't know what they
What do ou mean b ed were.

ask I was t Dartmouth College at
"An ed is-er, an education the I asked that question, and that

is He was getting very red. "I class was the best one I have ever had in
guess I don't know just what I do a g - years f There

by it." wasn't a real dud in it, and several of the
After that reply no one said were truly brilliant, not only in my
me for an education. H< an- work but in all their classes. It was anT

m h m to col- exceptional group of twenty-nine under-
m himself. Of course, I did graduates-and not one of -^^^-

mi why he had come to college.
j m hund

m roving yourself?" und d
The class waited. The class wanted d "f"*

m to know. So did I. had to college. I m
W m m better generally." two exceptions. Engineering students

"I don't quite understand. Can't you know th T me to learn to b
be more specific ? m mv^ v

mean by better. I learn thing m than that-and
it entirely in the moral sense." they don't know what >m

m well, just to round thing is. The other exception is the
me out. I think an education d that materialist. I t one of them^

for you." last year. Ou >m
"Just how?" thing like this:
He grinned. "I do d You think," I said, "that you will
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ake more money as a result of izes ds mad
lege education?" prove valuable in later years. And he

"Yes; of course." * ̂^A^ j V Wj m.U V it ^V/llVtil d ree gives one
Just why?" a certain, if undefined
Well, a college has a better All this, you will notice, is "prac ca

h han other men b He has, however, one other m
.d be guesses that h as
"Th e word training," I said Jones and Jack

You have come to coll Smith - well, he'll be
m damnt ,,.»

tt Ves." The boy hi ^ell, the boy is
What courses are you taking?" d and he doesn't

d think much about it. He m t
ec s. erandlv about "the advantagesv^

"Well, where does the training lege education," but he really isn't inter-
in?" ested in those advant es I am

He hesitated, made a few false starts, t about b
and then admitted that he did not know, there are boys, especially those who are

d- 1 / putting m lves through college b
visibly wondering if he had 

^_
work, who feel that an education is

mistake in com must be

O m taken seriously. bo h
training for business, even if he didn't is working twice as hard as his high-schoo
know it, but what he suddenly realized mate who is out in business" mak
was that he was spending four years of mone d d

d the reason for his own effort. He wants
m "to get ahead " and he knows that that"X^H^ ^m-T

was of no "practical" value at all as far is the best way to do it.
he could see. rl

What I am getting at in a rather be^^ '
fashion is this: N * + He wants to get into the so-called activi-

m dreamer, is d mLVALUE^ |p*V0) 4J.I* ¥VCllll»3 W Hid^+r e a fraternity; an
just what m young m was, I hasten to admit it d

ars of tim<v in his studies, partly because he fee
dollars, and a great deal of effort ashamed if he does badly, and partly b<

to get )mething-and he doesn't know cause he wants his parents to be proud <
something is. Neither d m Rarely, very rarely, indeed. do<w ^ ^

P The father and mother talk he see any real value in the studies them-
dlv of giving their b selves. f tells him that there^"- -^ -^^^ -^"- ^r

and ninety-nine out of a hundred have h
only a vague idea, if any at all, of what hw

they mean by the word. talking about. A *

And, indeed, why does a boy, or a girl, d if it d does? C
go to college ? I; m d
he goes, not of why he ought to go. There He chooses his clectives by reputation;
are several reasons. H d

m d^ff * **

mself has had M is said to be very light, course is a»

not have college-bred fathers.) The fa- good one; if the instructor has the repu-
ll d tation of cutting classes regularly, the

mnoraries who went to col- course is a good one; and if the course de-
have "the bulge on him mands no final examination, it's a great

manv ways. He fe< one. It's a darb! Of course, an under-
have made m occasionalh a course bo-

had a college education; at any rate, he cause the subject happens to interest him,
would have had more "drag/* He real- but almost invariably the crowded cours
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are those known as snaps. It is a rare tral topic. A d m things were
d m

m of m wi m

erence to an easy course with subject- point. The discussion was lost in a fog
m of phrases d m , pedagogical

m platitudes.
of the und d Far m H Mr. Mui dagogue; he is a^tarf*1
is the salt of the earth-and I am the fi m I do not know

to sing his praises in public and swear at whether we were professionally ug or
him unm is hu- m^ "*" *+~f *r >wever,

man, our dereraduate, and ry mem that m excited^^f

m M He banged his fist on th
to get out of college. His parents urge table and exclaimed ea tly:
him "to do well in hi m does not t to college to
often"; and his high-school principal has h >mes to college

him to learn to live/99«

" that the old school is expecting N Nobod-^^^"- y got up
him it very proud." Both ad- and shouted, "Y d a mou thful," or
moni arrassed the boy- even, "That was most extraordinarily
and 1 thought-provoking remark N no-

had body was slangy or pedantic; the talk im-
When he gets to college, he is lectured ply continued. I do not know how the

at he members of the faculty, the other mem :ment felt^^ ^ " ^f e depar
dean, the president, the president of the deenlv im Dressed by
student body, and (I two things: fi >m intelligent
have arranged the various notab had been d
order of their tance to the d

m Drtant cc m d d wi

Out of all the many opening lectures he sentence.
must attend to his Munroe whether the-*m^

studies, and he's got to get out and wi^f

like hell for the team. Maybe sc__ did not care. I believe that
tries to tell him why he is in college Murray Butler said thing a few
anvbodv does, the effort is wasted The I I do not

d mP ^ ^ginal with him or not, but
sick, d thrilled to have any clear idea Mr. Munr 3e said it firsl
of what all the shootings about. d that, to speak unprofessionally, he

And, m thful. In fact, he said about
about? d spend the all that d to be Unfortu-

most <S ,rs h*_* *-* , he said it only to the
to college? Wh m hundreds m M"***' "*"

m g sacrifices, Institute of Technology and not to the
real sacrifices, to give their sons the so- d un-

ducation? The question dergraduates-and their parents.i
is ortant. What is the answer ? Please rememb I am writing

I m reminded of a d d

gineers' Club in Boston several years ago, m d that M
Munroe. a mem was talking about Technology, which does

'f M m^^^ *- to earn a living.
Institute of Technology, was host to the As I und d m Mr. M felt
English depar hf at that that training was of only secondary
that er. Af m ide importance even at an institute of tech-
away with the excellent dinner, the talk, nology. Certainly it is of even less im-
naturally enough, concerned itself with portance at an ordinary college which

ers educational. The purpose of a m
ducation fi b the cen- I wonder how many fathers realize
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that. I wonder how many of them un- A man isn't trained in college to earn a
derstand that the colleges largely ignore living, for two reasons: first, there isn't
the so-called "practical" phases of life, time, and, second, it isn't of sufficient im-
(I use"so-called" deliberately. Whether portance. That second statement, I
those particular phases really are the most know, sounds heretical, but a moment's
practical is debatable.) And I wonder thought will convince the reader that it
how many of them would hesitate longer is plain common sense. One cannot be a
about sending their sons to college if they lawyer, a teacher, a doctor, or an engineer
were better informed about the college without special training, but one can be,
curricula. Very few would hesitate at and usually is, a business man without
all, I believe, because they know that a that special training. True, there are
larger proportion of men who have gone now graduate schools of business admin-
to college are successful than those who istration, and the college graduate who
ave not gone. Statistics say so! can afford the time and money to attend
The idea is, of course, that men are sue- one is to be congratulated; but the grad-

cessful because they have gone to college, uate who cannot get the training such
No idea was ever more absurd. No man schools-afford need not be downcast. He
is successful because he has managed to can be a business man, and perhaps a
pass a certain number of courses and has good one, without it. It may take him a
received a sheepskin which tells the world little longer-that is all.
in Latin, that neither the world nor the The colleges take graduate work for
graduate can read, that he has success- granted for those men who intend to en-
fully completed the work required. If ter one of the professions. Those men
the man is successful, it is because he has must be trained, but that training is not
the qualities for success in him; the college the business of the college; it is the busi-
"education" has merely, speaking in ness of the graduate school. The college
terms'of horticulture, forced those quali- must educate the man, and that brings us
ties and given him certain intellectual to the problem of "learning to live."
tools with which to work-tools which he I cannot solve the problem of learning
could have got without going to college, to live, but I can give you some idea of
but not nearly so quickly. So far as any- what the undergraduate must become
thing practical is concerned, a college is conscious of if he is ever to find any satis-
simply an intellectual hothouse. For factory solution for himself. And the
four years the mind of the undergraduate making of the undergraduate conscious of
is put "under glass," and a very warm those things is, as I see it, the purpose of
and constant sunshine is poured down a college education.
upon it. The result is, of course, that his Much has been written about a college
mind blooms earlier than it would in the education, and most of it is ponderous and
much cooler intellectual atmosphere of unreadable. Even such essays as Car-
the business world. dinal Newman's on a college education

A man learns more about business in and Matthew Arnold's "Sweetness and

the first six months after his graduation Light," which, strictly speaking, is about
than he does in his whole four years of culture, magnificent as they are, are deep- ^^^

college. But-and here is the "practi- sea swimming for the average freshman
cal result of his college work he learns and he is as yet a very feeble swimmer.
far more in those six months than if he Arnold tells him that if he would be cul-
had not gone to college. He has been tured he must learn the best that has^-' * * *

trained to learn, and that, to all intents been thought and said in the world.
and purposes, is all the training he has That is, of course, supremely true, but it
received. To say that he has been trained is very difficult to make it seem more than
to think is to say essentially that he has a well-put statement to the freshman
been trained to learn, but remember that and every man should be made deeply
it is impossible to teach a man to think, conscious at the very outset of his colk-ge
The power to think must be inherently his. career that it is his business to learn the
All that the teacher can do is help him learn best that has been thought and said in
to order his thoughts-such as they are. the world. The freshman will quote Ar-
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nold glibly in his final examination-and that, he must, if he is going to find even
then cheerfully forget him. All of which a little of that happiness which he so
is very human when one is eighteen, and eagerly desires, acquire some understand-^^^ ^^^^^ ^^b ^H " ^^ - ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^K ^_. ^^^ ^fc ^u.

very unfortunate. ing of himself. "Know Thyself" was the
Furthermore, the freshman does not see m m

the relation between the best that has m1 ^-'

been thought and said in the world and over the doorway of a temple, it quite^^^^m

himself.' To him that best is merely in- properly expressed an ideal; that is, m
formation, information that is hard to get, thing unattainable.
harder to retain, and of no practical im- Carlyle once wrote: "The lat-
portance at all. He doesn't see what the est G in this world is, K thy
facts about the neolithic age, the distance work and do it. 'K
of Arcturus from the earth, the Congress enough has that poor 'self' of thine tor-
of Berlin, Aristotle's theory of poetics, mented thee; thou wilt never get to
and the history of philosophy have to do 'know' it, I believe! Think it not thy
with his life, which at the time is con- business, this of knowing thyself; thou
cerned with things very different indeed, art an unknowable individual: know

Our freshman realizes well enough that what thou canst work at; and work
his life is the most important thing in the like a H That will be thy better
world, but, like the man who was given a plan."
whale for a present, now that he has it he True enough! We shall never know
doesn't know what to do with it. Ask ourselves. I think that we should prob-
him what he wants above all things, and ably go mad if we ever did, but the
he will reply, sensibly enough, happiness, knowledge that we can never
Every young man is essentially a hedon- not stop us from trying to know ourselves.
ist, and as a rule he is a healthy, whole- And to some extent we must or
some hedonist. He wants to grab happi- go mad. Above all things, the freshman
ness with both hands, but he wants the is eager to gain some understanding of
rest of the world to have at least a finger- himself, of his ambitio: m
hold at the same time. his abilities, his passions. And his college

The thing that he must be made to see, education, if it is of any value at all, helps
of course, is the relation between his hap- to gam c ehension of that
piness and the best that has been thought Lee bein m he m always
and said in the world; in other words, he m
must be made to realize that the past is Carlyle was right when he
significant to kirn, that his life is a contin- said that we must know our work. But
uation of all the history that has gone be- what work ? That is what the under-
fore, that every discovery of science has graduate wants to know. W
affected and will affect him, that every ted for? W d H
philosophical thought that has ever been feels that must be s work for
expressed in enduring form has helped and m ere, but what is it ? H
is helping to create his own philosophy, fi that work without clear un-
and that all the poetry of the ages, derstanding of m and find it he
whether in verse or prose, is his as his must. Certainly varied curricula of
natural birthright, a gift of all mankind our colleges at least give m
to him, and one too great ever to be re- his likes and dislikes, his ability to do cer-
ceived in its entirety, and too beautiful tain things and .£
ever adequately to be appreciated. others. H

To put it more simply, it is the business breathing space while he marks t m
of a college education to help a man find ing for his goal, that goal which so
himself in relation to the world-and I attainable while he is in colleg d
use "world" in its broadest sense. Our unattainable afterward.
freshman has a life to lead, and that life ut bigger than his work, bigger than
of his must thread its tortuous and diffi- himself, is the man in relation to his world
cult way through the mazes of a very and his God. Above all things, un-
complicated social system. More than dergraduate must gain some knowledge of
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that relationship, so sharply denned in theology. It has not been his to reason
many ways, so tragically vague in others, why. He has accept i what he has been^u_ _ AM '

He must, absolutely must, find a philos- told-and let it go at thai
ophy of living. That philosophy will ut when he comes to colli c he is just
change as it adapts itself to the experi- at the age when he wakes up, when he
ences of life, but without it to begin with wants to know, when he begins to ques-
thecollegegraduateisashelplessasablind tion. What is the result? 1 sually he
man in the traffic of Times Square-and throws away the theology he has been
he is in about as dangerous a position. taught and is left spiritually stranded.

You must understand that the average worried, and miserably unhappy. His
freshman has no philosophy of living, efforts at thinking are pathetic. He has
He has a code, which is a very different no knowledge and no ideas. He has b< n
thing. He has been told that there are told, as a rule, that he should take th
certain things that he can do and that Bible as a revelation of God, but he
there are certain things that a "real man" doesn't know anything about the Bible.
or a "regular fellow" does not do. Some I do not exaggerate; he dot-j it know any-
of the undergraduates want to be "real thing about it, not even the popular sto-
men and some of them want to be ries. I tried last term to get the story of
"regular fellows." It really makes very Joseph out of a class of nearly forty-and
little difference as far as any philosophy of only one man knew it. Practically none
living is concerned which our freshman of them has ever read either Testament
wants to be; under any circumstances, his They may know a few of the stories, but
code is very simple, very positive-and as far as the philosophy of the Bible is
very easily broken. No man can quite concerned, or any other philosophy, they
live up to his code, least of all a man only are totally ignorant.
eighteen or nineteen years old, and the The colleges do not give a man a reli-
breaches that an undergraduate makes gion. That is not their business; but
in his code seem to him very large and they do give him ideas and knowledge,
very serious. and it is up to him to take those idea

Sometimes they are large and often and that knowledge unto himself and
they are serious, and they play an unnec- evolve from them at least a working
essary havoc with the boy's life. I have philosophy of living in relation to this
known undergraduates who were tragi- life and whatever may come after it.
cally unhappy because they had done I have said, quoting Mr. Munroe, that
something which conflicted with their a man comes to college to learn to live,
codes. They could not think around the and I have tried to give some idea of the
infraction; they could not view it except things he must learn. Now I am about
as an infraction. In other words, they to announce in loud, raucous tones that
had no ideas; they merely had rules-and he won't learn them. He will never learn
life is too complicated, too involved to be them. No man dot s. It is impossible to
lived by rule; it must be thought about gain even a small idea of the best that has
from many points of view. been thought and said in the world; cul-

There is no middle ground to the aver- ture is an ideal, not a possibility. A col-
age undergraduate: a thing is either right lege does not educate a man; it merely ^Vi^^^v ^^^^^^F ^^^^_r ^^m^f^

or wrong, good or bad, glorious or utterly gives him an index to an education.
debased. Life is either all black or all What use the man maki of that index in
white. He hasn't learned, as he must later life will largely determine his suc-
learn, that it is practically never either cess or failure.
black or white, that it is usually some The senior on his graduation day is not
shade of gray, and that it is his business an educated man; he is an ignoramus.
to learn to distinguish the shade. However, if he has learned enough to

The same thing is true of religion. know that he is an ignoramus, some day
Again, he comes to college pitifully he will probably attain something like
equipped with ideas. In fact, as a rule culture, have enough knowledge to be
he hasn't any. He has been, usually called educated- education in thi
carelessly, instructed in some school of world goes.

VOL. LXXIII-4
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I have d If when a man graduates from college
learning, the pleasure that knowledge per he has learned the work he is fitted for, if
se brings. I have ^H* ^ ^^ » to be strictly he has gained some ideal of beauty, if he
"practical," but I cannot resist a parting has delved deeply enough into himself to
word in favor of the "impractical" value have even a vague knowledge of his own
of college life. There the boy comes in soul, if he has learned enough of the past
contact with beauty, with the most ex- to understand to some small degree the
quisite expression of the noblest thoughts present, and if he has gathered unto him-
ever produced by m 

* * -i . - 1*1 .* i *
* *r ^^^ He has, if he is self enough ideas of life to have a work-

worth teaching, been thrilled by the splen- able philosophy of living, he has begun at
dor of d mad 4 m * i i t i " * * * least to learn to live. He can count his

gorgeous pageantry of the present. Per- years in college well spent. He has the
haos he has learned that that thrill is as rudiments of an education. If he con-A

true and as fine as any he can get from, tinues to work, to think, and to learn, he/* " 1 
p. may, by the grace of God, become a man.

Ignition
BY VALMA CLARK

ILLUSTRATIONS BY O. F. [SCHMIDT

STRANGE look of and the old stirring of curiosity. Mrs.
triumph was on Mrs. Prunner persisted in treating me like a
Prunner's face as she small boy, and I persisted in responding
drew up at our gate to to the treatment.
stare across at "that Beneath the pantry window, where the
foreign woman/' noise of dishes had suddenly stopped, I
Rhona Cabrals sat list- discovered that the mower needed oiling.
lessly on her door-step "Look at her-the brazen piece!" came

and smoked a cigarette; and though the Mrs. Prunner's voice. Clearly she was
cigarette was her one remaining vice, it pointing out Rhona Cabrals, who drooped
alone was sufficient to brand her in Stony- motionless, all dark, from the rusty black
ville. of her cotton dress and the olive dusk of

Then Mrs. Prunner came on, bearing her profile to the intense gypsy blackness
down upon me with a ponderous dig- of her amazing hair; a still-figure study in
nity that augured some tremendous pieec darkness, she sat there waiting-waiting
of news. "Where's your mother, Raz- as she had been ever since that night
zles?" nearly eight years before, when the flame

Politely I stopped the lawn-mower to in her had been quenched as abruptly as
inform her that she would find my mother a firebrand thrust into water.
by following the very audible clattering of " Well, Mary, murder will out! They've
the supper dishes to the kitchen. Mrs. found his body at last, dov^rn in the old
Prunner was to our family special intelli- Shipman quarry."
gencer and exponent of public opinion. "Pedro Cabrals's body?" breathed
Through all the twenty years of my life mother. "After all these year 

"

she had been bearing down upon us in " They Ve been pumping out the water,
this way, with choice bits of scandal, you know, this last week and to-day they
Now as she swept by, ignoring me, I felt came upon the body sticking head down
the old prickle of resentment against her in the bottom of a hundred-and-fifty-foot
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shaft. I have straight from Tim But, though I staved wa mem
Murphy, v s iding the job. bering that other Rhona, who was
Oh, it's v. ry bad-just bones tly. one as a live coal is to a dead coal. Sharp

C liss says it's been there all pictures, that stood out 
» H

>m egul
<1 d-white scenes of mv bo^ __-^ f * "

of a red bandanna. There's no shadow ^^ ped
of a doubt. . . ." back at me.

"Won if knows, " ddered There was m fir ncounter with
m 3ther, Rhona Cabrals. been twelve

"She'll soon ," declared at the ti I d flung m
M "She must have bed and into arm July ]

m there-a good half-mile. A m as br

if there ever was one U ing furiously at I k .ew
as a man. m stepping on to Miss d moved into the housk-*

Tucker's, M you drop y ur ishes which was quil est
and along." ur pleasant, elm

Wait then- You hear, Rax/les?" louse, in fact, w! had
Mother d whi -edi" *

d spectacle of a woman standing in the
step. "They've found P C back door aeainst a lamnlierhted in

m zoincr wi Finish the hurling missiles and oaths, English in d^»^ ^-^

lawn before you leave, and careful there mi ,

mv bord you re m down m "g- h my mouth open.
pinks." be asv

So I was alo ut veil of mem- dem Stoothat, Pat!" he ordered* ^

ory-that soft gray h sharply. Pat cringed and the m
over the evil nightm dhood of language ceased.

wa ddled ted h d^^^ f" *

most vivi r life, nightgown a clinging scarlet shawl of a
m in C little stuff like velvet, only softer and more

m "wn lustrous, which I afterward I d
wi d lille, slowly raised her arms to her

deep in my heart d told no living hai "vered that she* »

soul! And now was young and strangely beautiful, with
big Pedro C s rotting in m d m
the old S L quarry. . how she did not look like an^

seized m< How CO she! Yet athlete. was smiling out 1
held me th now, and there was an odd sparkle to

creature of inexplicable and foreign mys- her
hat was Rhona C m

drew me. I told myself and hurried me into the house. I ca
d warn her. But 00 be~+*f *+**

d th Dound of ce^m her, shadowing her smile,
dd r that pulled. s\varth\- ^-* with anger on it.

G muttere standing In my own bed again, t hrough the open
b 1 w, I heard voices raised in fury,

d sobs that would not let themselves
m m for me beside her, for- be wholly sob^v

got me. d then silence in the 1
over her, I thought, like a mother. I sat w >m the adm

staring at her averted head, and wa ing room my m ther's words ed
a wisp of smoke, white against the crow' " Looks like wrVe drawn

of her hair, melt into darkness, next doo
Just as she had always been able to im tv Looks like \\ c \ o m-i-d of a wife-beater"' «
pose moods upon m so, now, she on rv" m

cast over me the spell of her lethargy. C as
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bidden to me, even as were the quarries; coin-what you will. I dukker for you,
wherefore I secretly explored both. As my Razzles boy!" She swept up a deck
well tell the boy of a seacoast town to of dirty cards, flashed upon me her smile,
stay off the wharfs as to tell me to stay for, lacking larger game, she was not
away from the quarries-that place, by above putting forth her fascinations for
day, of magical heaving derricks and me. "Past, present, and future, your
sweating, gabbling men, swearing oaths wish an' all ye want to know!"
in many languages place, by night, And again, a later time: "They call me
of lighted, filthy shacks and mouth-organ 'foreign' and they think I am like those
music. Those great pits, yawning red vermin Dago women, your mother and
from the peculiar reddish hue of the your father and all those other gorgios.
sandstone which they gave forth in blocks Fools! I spit upon them ! I am Span-
and bricks and broken chips, were the ish-you hear? Spanish, and free."
single raw sore on the monotonous rolling It was true, both ways. What Stony-
green perfection of this western New ville never could forgive the Cabrals was
York country; their murky, reddish wa- their invasion of our respectable neigh-
ters were unexpected blood pools on a borhood; for Stony ville has its slum, its
tranquil surface, crude realities that foreign section-isolated like a pest-house
called for probing. As for Rhona, with -where Rhona and Pedro might have
her black eyes and her lithe body, her loved and hated, hurled china and flour-
swift angers and her wild mirths, she was ished knives to their hearts' content, with-
the scarlet lady of forbidden novels, the out exciting more than passing notce.
Spanish dancer with the castanets, the They were foreigners, weren't they?
mysterious Oriental seducer stepped forth Well, then, let them stay down on Myrtle
from Arabian Nights. The quar- Street, where they belonged. But it was
ries and Rhona-they were adventure in equally true that the Cabrals did not be-
Stonyville, and, utterly different as they long on Myrtle Street any more than they
were, were yet bound together through belonged up here. One had only to see
Pedro. Rhona Cabrals moving freely and scorn-

Almost at once Rhona took me into her fully past groups of squat, pudgy Italian
confidence and told me much-more than women with babies clinging to them
a boy of twelve could understand. Even Rhona, wearing larger earrings and
then I instinctively knew she tolerated dressed in bolder colors than those
me because I was a boy; if I had been a others to realize that she was of an-
girl she would have shooed me off with other mould.
the neighbors' chickens. And Pedro, too, though he was given to

ah!" she said. "That Pedro-that the same red bandannas for work and to

gorgio ! I don't know why I stay with the same purple serge and red neckties for
him-it smothers me in a house some- holidays, was of a race apart from the
times. Before he came I lived the gypsy other laborers. I watched him at work
life and travelled the roads in a great van. at the quarres and saw that he was
We sat over smoky fires and talked - my larger and handsomer and stronger in
mother is old now, but she was once a girl every way than his fellow workers - a
in Madrid, and the tales she can tell ! king among them. I remembered what
We danced and sang and stole and made Rhona had told me, that Pedro was a
love, and the men they fought over me. Portuguese out of Provincetown; bred
Then Pedro came and followed me and from great able-bodied men who followed
fought the hardest. It is fated per- the sea, thrifty owners of their own ships
haps. But always he is mad with jeal- and their own homes, Pedro had some-
ousy and always we fight, tooth and nail, how cut loose and drifted inland by way
and hate each other. Bah, that Pedro! of the Great Lakes. And though he had
Some day I leave him and go back to the shaken off the salt of the sea for the land
open road-to my people-and the duk~ dust of the quarries, he was not as these
fcerin* born grubbers in dirt, who were content

"Ah, the dukkerin* I I had forgotten, to take orders from others and to be ten-
I dukker with the palm, the cards, the ants. Pedro had kept his freedom.
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he *-* d of trouble-making he liked
m d» » in. At any rate, there it was, i

him standing at the helm-m^^r edro found it when he came he

It was so I saw apart. But just that night. He came stamping up the
m m^tarf well, that was some- back steps, and hi

g to see! f oorw d the"^^B-

it. For Pedro was jealous-jealous even forty little 
"" ^ ^

evils in Rhona. Th in-
of me at twelve-and certainly Rhona did variably ha queer effec
not spare him. There was sleek little other; when they came together,*it was as

H tho h ^"^

d big Chris Polizzi, who d chemical ea d-^»- f you
dTimO mply held your breath and waited

livan, ar d at I et the explosion.
them all. fast as Rhona could toss "wn
on the chios Pedro blazed to them d^- took up *" A A. J
as fast as she d them up .m together. Vhat's John

m Hines wantin' hoe?91 he snarled
dy house, the nucleus of Almost eagerly a leapt to his chal-

d struggles and flying d N lenge. She faced him, half smiling, a^^^^f^

ide: " Stonyville turned d its hand M

mb busy peeping and her black eves and
turning up its nose ! Rhona Cabrals was came faster. k h h
the wildfire in a gray town, were, Rhona's d ^^f

otherwise had only such controlled swarthy beneath it,
conflagrations as occasionally come to a and

-VI1 She was d Pedro

the scarlet-fever sign of contagion in an wa the black curtain against which she
e neighborhood. d / d. He was the th to

can find to describe Rhona is figures scar- ni
let and fiery, it is easy enough to guess The pipe s d in Pedro's h
that the several ministers in Stonyville ngered cl an pieces

***. V** ^*h_/ Ai i V^ 1. VS fc^^_^ W* iv' n i i * I III e fiery, dropped to the floor. He repeated his
A d wi f town- question: " What's that s" " "

however much of truth there was to other 'm

charges against Rhona, there was cer- m
tainly no fiction in their charge of «1
ness. Rhona no genius for house- There was an awful mom

ing. mneram al d each other and"

ts m m t and potatoes-p d Then**"

vcngroes she called t m d Pedro caught her m
her colors down our little streets, she tally. She fought him like a mad "^r ^^^«-

d but at last Pedro had her down on the

yard, in wi Id poppies struggled feet. H r^

against the weeds this in contrast to our the arm until I 
^f-^ -^^r - - 

he would brea

ooth lawn wi borders it, though Rhona as
d its lilac bushes, of that soft sm r_ dv ^p- pain of it.

blue in their flowering. No, the Cabralses d
were certainly undesirable neighbors. back on her heels, tabbed

ut to get on-I recall the quarrel over hairpins into place, calmly adjusted
j H pipe, me pipe The had earring. I was a to discover that
j m in silver on the b she was smiling. "You see mad

J d with this jealousy. h
dh m uruW

gram would show. h ously. "Does he think I stay with h m
ever m easy then? Let him fight to keep me,

ki sneak- as he foueht to net me! See, he's out
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there now (1 */ am, with a
a fire. It (1 color like a sickly olive h startling

:'s worst bonfire and burns off black circles beneath her eyes. But she
the ,h 'Tis a witch's peak, that was unquenched, for she flaunted a pink
one-burns straight up to a point. Ah, waist with a scarlet ribbon at her throat,
now a wind! d and from her gate I saw her wave to
her red tongue. . . . »

Come on!" Sudd Rhona was Other scenes in hi "ry of Rhona
laughing. "W sea nr shawl ? No and Pedro Cabrals-conflicts, all of them,

do." S m re or less violent before mf ^^

the fringed red table-cloth, wound it about vivid as m first city parade
her, posed, twisting before the cracked But I come now to that last big quarrel.

m m h was alone that and I^-*

ed; h 's color wi her in the stuffy, littered kitchen,
m color. ^ B me in h d out"^"-

red," she charged, catching sight of m of sc j
A. jp-ta >-^ .+^ V % t j^fc -L* L^ J"* »--*. j^i W +**. >"J -*nt r-*. 1^1^ j*"k ^« -*^.--^ ^*V "» ^-V dro likes m loafed in. merelv glanced at him^ ^-*
Come 1on-we see d kept on with her slashing. Since no

ght m mrfV e sent me away, I stayed in my corner,
Pedro and Suddenly she be- t jased at Rhona's work and she
cam d. order to keep his 5 off an
st and m finally jabbed at him st viciously
taunting him with words wi her scissors.

fl d wn his pitchfork an H when all of
h "You-you J r a I glanced up and

Hines-I'11 kill you H m wi d Although her
with tJ back was to him

his " did not er aware of Pedro's presence at that ^^"

"Raz-zles!" called my mother. mom t. She had risen to stretch her-
Then I saw Rhona's face, and I m self, now her y ,wn d a

that ng hurt by r Pedro. and the suarkle ^*i ^

"Raz-zles!" As I made a c Deliberately leaned herself against
d h would briner m "m Johnny H s d
the opposite direction, I puzzled head, and laughed at through her»"*

over it; if they loved each other, it was a black lashes. ohnny ohnny was
d of love-part hatred. the only one of us who r led uncon-

Though our shad face-sleek, blond
on that side of 1 ouse now, Johnny went a quick pink and hi
used to watch fj behind th< d d

m dro was on the d "^^^^r

her sewing, and they watched together, big fingers moment,
I would listen hard and catch shreds of I j
their conversation, s, who had gone weak-kneed and

"Little Johnny again. Y( before m Instead he
terday it was Fred Schwartz. ih rather he and b<
a man for sheriff- swear at in Portuguese-thick,

j that ugly slow oaths that ow made you feel
big Pedro " sorry for m^

Rhona had a secret sickness then, and I don't know how long that to-
the darkened parlor mother and nous cursing would have kept up if Rhona

Mrs. Prunner watched octor had not struck in with a zest. She caught
and go and t] rath from Johnny Hines as a ball-
telligible and more mysterious. "Too r might stand on tiptoe and catch
bad/' said M mer. "Tc er of her man's ball, for the pure joy of it.
course-a woman who carries on like m will you!" she spit at him.
that migh tamed h Well, you're paid for it-you know now
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"I thought he would choke little Johnny I lines."-Page 54
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ah, you've b (1 again-you They were talking at the breakfast-
great clumsy lout ?? table, dad and mother, when I came down

He turned to her, and fury on his the following morning: That foreign
m it was >st woman next door had been cut up in a

a physical thing that you could have knife fight. . . . The husband had dis-
touched, like his flesh. I sat shivering, appeared. . . . She refused to talk.

r- They hushed it at my appearance.
mistime and the sm .ery to "Mercy on us, Razzles, what's the matter
begin. d d. It with you!" exclaimed mother. "You
was as though the fierceness of his feeling look like you ve been dreaming ghosts."

m It was sinister. "Nothing I muttered. The Cabrals
d back to Johnny wi belonged to the forbidden part of my life,

m and md him vanished; little and my habit of secrecy on them held,
had saved his own skin. During those next days, that uncanny

At that an anger caught Rhona which stillness continued to hang over the Ca-
m tched P ' " s own. " You men-a brals place. Pedro had disappeared corn-
curse on all of you! All I ask is be let pletely, and Rhona must have sat in the
alone-let alone, do you hear?" house alone, for I saw nothing of her.

.. You that?" d d. Some nights a light burned in the kitchen
m resolution seemed window, though again the house would

, like a slow yeast. "All right. I call remain in darkness during the entire eve*
ur bluff m m^ i will ning. Nothing could have induced me to

ever look at you again." He was m go near there.
el d the kitchen cabinet, but I knew what folks were saying as time

did passed and Pedro did not return: that
not until he gras the sharp bone- Rhona had killed her husband had

died carving-knife firmly in his hand, somehow disposed of the body. ... I
Still Lhona s m hugged my secret knowledge tighter.

m him. s out at her Had she, then ? I believed her capable of
d missed d aloud, anything - anything 1 I grew morbid at

It was only then that muscular control this period, speculating upon gruesome
dro: he was wild-eved wi ways^^

his purpose, but he was suddenly as sure Then one Sunday afternoon, when I
d swift in his movements as th >se full- was exploring the quarries alone, I round-

b >ld Por- ed a heap of rocks and came upon her, sit-
tugal. ting quiet, her hands loosely clasped, her

asted only a moment, and :nt, and eyes on the ground. At first I did not
the scr :h the neighbors heard on recognize that listless, black-clad figure

<j my scream, not Rhona's. as Rhona's. When she raised her head I
Pedro fell back I the front of his think I should have turned and run from
shirt as red as the d he her if astonishment and curiosity had not
wore. d Rhona-I cannot de held me chained to the spot. Her eyes «^^

Rhona as I saw her. Her cheek lay open were still black pools, like stagnant water ^

a long gash, which the that has been dead a long time, and she
b* ^-* looked at me without interest, even with-

her head was up, and worse than the out recognition.
ilation was the deadlv slitter in her "Hello!" I stammered.- *-^r

eyes "You'll pay for this night, Pedro She shrugged, returned to her perusal
Cabrals," she spoke. I was suddenly of the ground.

d * d. I cov- I don't know what I had expected, but
my eyes ust her and this was disappointment. It was like

Home in my own safe bed I crouched, finding wet wood where you had been ac-
d that customed to leaping, crackling fire.

other :h did not come. All Stillness in Rhona Cabrals was uncanny
was silence over there now. I suppose I -it was not healthy-and her face was

m 'self out at last and fell asleep. the stillest thing I had ever seen. It was
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incredible that a person could change like Still he ed in a rather weak
that. Why, this creature could not have pleading. d en

d Rhona urn "You Ra/xles
d boy here."

into the pit below, and tried to talk to her. I d ^" ^^ enough.
dered u<j Sit here by me," she ded.

puzzling over it. "Oh, if you mean it " d

onscience, m d r Joh
d change in m

d " Or possi- H .ff d the/ **j

bly shame. . . " street.

But young as I was, I intuitively knew d
- » A 1 kJ« JL JLW4Ai»*^'l » ? MTfr_> » ¥ *- V^ 1 1 ̂  that there d them ame m-

was neither nor conscience in difference radualb they dropped
Rhona Cabrals. ivn away and did not return. S t hat
what 1 n alleneinET tire in her hadV

offered no explanation. In her silence were content to let her alone. m
there was no fear, neither was there sul- too, the danger, and
lenness nor disdainful pride. Wh d m d-I-^^"- "

had done she had done, and she may as well admit it-manlike, I dropped
hi h f No, it away with rest of them ea-

m ture, after that other Rhona of the craz>
and a waiting. moods, was tame. So Rhona bee

I had plenty of opportunity to observe m an unsolved, but no longer very in-
her at this time, for I was no longer teresting riddle; and I found other rid-
afraid of her, and she allowed me to sit m more exciting.
and talk to her as of old, though she sel- Then, too, Rhona was no longer for-

d Re- bidden to me. d

memb d t, I thought once .brals side of our -
it mig and my mother did not object to rm
life out of Rhona, that dav with If folk
theory. It had be< id it h Rhona from they ha^f

had healed auietlv. ceased to look upon her as a dangerous in-"

a very still scar. Rhona was beautiful yet. d their interest had passed on
esides, the scar seemed to make no differ- to other 5, even as had mine. For

J ny d Fred and d
One bv one thev drifted b Johnny Pedro's disappearance, Rhona cl ap-

Hines cam She sat pe Gone wer
on d h the picturesque, colorful clothes, the

d d dr

d ;d in the darkness and bra- shoddy black cotton garb of a store clerk.
d. "It's all right," he as- Though Pedro, with Q

d her. "There's no evidence of had own house, it was neces-
murdcr. m not afraid d sary now for Rhona to make money for"^ -^

to-morrow, Rhona. Besides, you were d d
justified. S I told he sold glitterin
the sheriff m . It'll die out; it's d b , The weeds an
out already. Will you ?" Dartiallv down in

N Is yard; the very hou-e, though
"I'd treat you right, Rhona-a b unpainte , had taken on a semblance of

beast, th I'd give you clothes neatness the neatness of an empty
d * _ + 1_ _ ".*__ 99 «U^11 -f..cty shell, fr m which life has departed.
N There was no feeling, not even Rhona even went through semi-annual

t or m, n onas es o ouse-ceanin though with the
miht have been so m putty es

d time. grew, in short, into the pa->i\ e
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woman who now sat beside me-common- happened to be let off at the bank, where
place enough but for her sinister darkness I work, and to be present for the astound-
and that odd air she had of waiting ing climax of the trial.
through an intermission that would some I saw Rhona once at the jail, in the
time come to an end. presence of her guard; tried to move her.

That other Rhona-and this Rhona! "Look here, I'm testifying, Rhona, I
Were they actually the same person ? I saw him slash you, you know. If you did
stared hard at her through the dusk and it, you did it in self-defense. But you've
tried to penetrate the mystery of that still got to open up and talk to your lawyer-
profile. Had she ever really been what tell him how it happened I grew
she had seemed to me, or had my boy's wrought up over it.
imagination invested her with strange, But Rhona had nothing to say.
mysterious qualities, even as it had in- I don't know why I championed her
vested with romance the quarries, which against the town and my own family, for
had since dwindled to stalest prose r I believed she was guilty.

Then I remembered the ugly thing that The trial lasted through a week, and,
had brought me. I fiddled with my pipe, except for the fact that the whole town
finally plunged: "They've found some turned out for it and jammed our sleepy
bones-a man's body. Down in the old little court-room, was much as other trials.
Shipman quarry that they've been open- Rhona made just one statement, which
ing up again. They're saying things-I was exactl contrary to all the elaborate
thought I ought to-warn you case of self-defense which her lawyer had

" Bones ? "-indifferently. built up for her, namely, that she hadn't
"They say they're-Pedro's body," I killed Pedro. Who had killed him then?

told her bluntly. She couldn't say-wouldn't say anything
" Yes ? " She shrugged it off, as though else, in fact.

it did not concern her. They examined her and cross-examined
Then I asked the question which for her, subjected her to a grilling that would

eight years I had been wanting to ask. have broken a sensitive woman. Rhona
"Look here, Rhona, did you-do it? remained unmoved. What had hap-

But she let that pass too. She tossed pened on that night? They had quar-
away her cigarette, rose. "IVe had no relied and Pedro had left-that was all.
supper. Will you have some tea?" They followed up the scent, led her, step

I stammered an excuse and broke away, by step, through the stages of the quarrel,
Tea! I recalled how once, when I was endeavored to worry her down and wear
twelve, she had given me raw gin and her out; but an inquisition that would
laughed to see me choke over it. have brought out a cold sweat on any

The rest of the tale, until the trial, is other defendant under trial for murder
quickly told. For Mrs. Prunner had pre- left only the prosecuting attorney mop-
dieted true; they came for Rhona the fol- ping his face.
lowing morning, and I saw her pass out They tried to get at her emotions,
of the house between two men and move pricked her for resentment, anger, hatred,
off down the street, calm and detached, but no insult was strong enough to make
This was Stonyville's own private murder her flare back at them. As far as any
and naturally excitement ran high. Ru- feeling went, she might have been
mor had it that the "foreign woman" re- drugged. She remained the listless, in-
fused to talk. I fought it out with my different woman which she had been ever
own conscience and then with my mother, since the night of Pedro's disappearance.
who wept and begged me to keep out of it. It seemed that nothing could rouse her
Incidentally Mrs. Prunner looked at me not even a murder trial in which her own
with new respect. "A deep one," she was life hung in the balance.
heard to mutter. "To think he could There was delay while Johnny Hines
have given us side-lights all the time!" was summoned from Pennyslvania,
As the only person who had seen the fight whither he had gone. Johnny-a sub-
preliminary to the murder, I was to be dued and rather decent little Johnny
an important witness; that was how I would have talked to her, but she merely
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That odd ai . of waiting through an intermission that would some time come
to an end.-Page 58.
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turned her shoulder to him and went on the court-room and a scared, small voice
studying the lines in her own hands, which said: "Wait, please. There's-a man
lay palm upward in her lap. here

Her one change in facial expression The members of the jury halted uncer-
came when they produced the shreds of tainly, the judge looked frowningly up,
the red bandanna which had been found we all turned in our seats. He was a big
with the body. Was it curiosity or doubt workingman, with his slouch hat pulled
that flickered for a moment over her face, down over his eyes and the dust of the
as she obediently took the evidence and roads on his clothes. He was Pedro Ca-
examined it? But she relapsed into her brals himself-Pedro, looking sullen and
wooden stare, passed back the red tatters, dazed, stoop-shouldered now and cer-

Had she seen that handkerchief before ? tainly no longer the king of laborers that
She shrugged. I had remembered. It was that old, fa-
Come, now! the attorney for the prose- miliar expression of black jealousy, slowly

cution would be answered! Could she concentrating on his face and aimed at a
deny that the handkerchief had belonged definite goal, that pulled me back to
to the deceased-that it had been knotted Rhona.

about his throat at the very moment that And Rhona This was the old
she had-stabbed him to death ? Rhona of the scarlet shawl and the snap-

Objections from the defense; objections ping eyes. The scar on her cheek, which
overruled. had never been anything but pallid, had

Still she shrugged. How could she suddenly leapt out red, as though a whip-
tell ? A red bandanna was a red ban- lash had been laid on her. She had risen
danna. to answer his challenge with her own

It was true, the evidence was not flash of fire, and they stood there, the two
strong, but Rhona's refusal to talk was of them, glaring at each other, with the
against her from the first. If she had whole crowded court-room become a mere
spoken frankly-had looked them in the background for this strange tingling ha-
eye and said something-anything. In- tred of theirs.
stead, she looked down at the floor and Her first words to him were an invec-
said nothing. What horrible things did tive, hurled forth with all the passion of
her silence cover? That was the ques- an emotion too long bottled: "Bah! So
tion, you see. you decided to come back! It is duty, I

To me, as I sat there day after day, suppose. You read in the papers and you
studying her averted face, Rhona Cabrals come back to save me?"
was more than ever an enigma-inexpli- "No, I just-came back. I haven't
cable, unaccountable. While she half seen any papers. Met old Forsyth on the
listened, with that air of a grown-up in- street and he looked at me funny-and
dulging children, to their horrible accusa- sent me up here.
tions against her, what was she thinking r "Where've you been?"
Sometimes I had the feeling that she was "Down state, workin' on roads.
stone dead; it came to me, shudderingly, "Some woman-yes?"
that the thing she had done, the emotions He denied it sullenly: "I tell you IVe
she had passed through on that night, had been on the roads, bunkin' with men."
drained her of all subsequent feeling. "Why did you come back?" she in-

But you could not wonder that her un- sisted, tense.
natural indifference infuriated them. "I didn't want to come. It's you
Even Judge Carmen grew exasperated at you devil "
last, and turned on Rhona sternly in his It was as though this confession,
final charging of the jury. So they rose dragged from him, restored to Rhona her
to file out, and it was over-all but the old self-respect-that ruthless and superb
verdict. Things looked bad for her; one insolence of hers. "So," she gloated,
could only hope for a recommendation of "you couldn't stay away! You think
mercy you can run from me and forget me-me

It was at that precise and dramatic mo- Rhona! And now you come crawling
ment that some one entered the back of back. Doovel-you men!" There was
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more-a torrent of it. She stood there ut Pedro had reached her now, and
before him, taunting him, sneering at him, his hand was on her shoulder. Abruptly
goading him. the court room was forgotten by Rhona.

It was only when Judge Carmen ham- There before us all, with no sense what-
mered for order that she paused for ever for the decencies, Pedro investigated
breath, turned from Pedro, and, hammer- the lurid scar with a rough forefinger, and
ing back at him with her bare fist on the suddenly laughed aloud-an ugly sound.
table before her, amazingly let loose that It was then that Rhona melted, clung to
wild flood of raw emotionalism against the him. " Take me away, Pedro! I've
judge, the jury, little Johnny Hines, the wanted you. I thought I should be hung
court room, and the whole town. It and feel nothing of it "
seemed that all the disdain and contempt I overheard Judge Carmen's informal
that had been festering in her heart for observation after court had been dis-
eight years suddenly boiled to the surface; missed: " Whew! That woman! If he'd
and she treated us to such an eruption of strangled her, I'd acquit him."
temper as quiet little Stonyville had never So Pedro had won after all, I reflected,
before witnessed, "Fools! And is Pedro as I struck off for the bank. In the end,
the only working man who wears a red he'd subdued Rhona/ . But had he?
bandanna ? I told you-I told you I It was at that moment I saw them come
didn't kill him. You wouldn't believe from Thompson's Emporium. Rhona
me, eh? Well, there he stands-perhaps paused to jab into her black hair a glitter-
you believe me now. Fools and pigs! ing rhinestone pin, which was clearly
May the evil eye take you! I spit upon Pedro's peace-offering to her. They went
you and you and you And you, off down the street together, toward their
Johnny Hines-worm, caterpillar ! You little box of a house, but I saw her turn
would kiss me when Pedro is gone; kiss her head and fling big Chris Polizzi a
me when he is here, if you dare!" glance that was a challenge and a dare.

The Olympians
BY EDMUND WILSON, JR.

THERE were no gardens there like those No Ganymede, demure and frail,
That, tapestried with courteous trees, The satyr crouching at his flank;
Rose-clouded with the laurel-rose,
Hung high above blue distances. No Homer smooth on creamy skin,

In gay blue-gold embroidery clad
There were no fountains dolphin-fed The black and dingy boards of Ginn
For idle eyes to drift upon, Were all the dress your poets had.
Where gold-fish, flecking green with red,
Drift idle in the eternal sun; In bare-swept houses, white and low;

High stony pastures never ploughed;
No sloping alleys sliding smooth The pure thin air; the frozen snow;
Through velvet glooms or golden light, And the sad autumn dark with cloud
Round-moulded like the marble youth
Who stops the alley-way with white; Here, setting bare feet on bare wood,

They came who late in silks had gone;
No naiad satyr-sprayed and pale; White candor by your desks they stood,
No lap-dog lions poised in rank; Austere to wake the winter dawn.



From Immigrant to Inventor
BY MICHAEL PUPIN

Professor of Electro-Mechanics, Columbia University, New York

V.-FIRST JOURNEY TO IDVOR IN ELEVEN YKARS

T was a beautiful June boys, including myself, should sit at the
afternoon when from same table with the playful nymphs.
the gay deck of the The gray-locked professor, whom I called
State of Florida I saw Father Neptune (and the title stuck to
the low coast-line of him), was somewhat reluctant at first, but
Long Island disappear finally he gave his consent to this " won-

in the distance. With derful" proposition, as the girls called it,
it disappeared the and he sat at the head of the table, pre-

land the first glimpse of which I caught siding with a dignity which fully demon-
so eagerly on that sunny March morning strated that he deserved the title "Father
nine years before, when the immigrant Neptune." The jolly captain assured us
ship Westphalia carried me into New York that his good old ship never carried a
harbor. When I approached this coast more exuberant company of youngsters
my busy imagination suggested that k across the Atlantic. But this was not the
was the edge of the cover of a great and fierce Atlantic which I saw nine years be-
mysterious book which I had to read fore. It was an Atlantic which appar-
and decipher. I read it for nine long ently studied to please and to amuse.
years, and my belief that I had deciphered All kinds of pleasant things happened dur-
it made me confident that I was quite ing the voyage, as if arranged purposely
rich in learning. Besides, there was my for our amusement. Many schools of
Bachelor of Arts diploma and my natural- porpoises approached the merry ship, and
ization papers, and, of course, I thought, I suggested that they visited us in order
they were the best evidence in the world to pay their respects to Father Neptune
that I was returning to see my mother and his beautiful nymphs. This sugges-
again, rich in learning and in academic tion was accepted with vociferous accla-
honors as I promised her nine years before mation, and it was agreed that free play
in that letter from Hamburg. be granted to our imaginations. Let

The sky was clear, the sea was smooth, your fancy take any course at your own
and its sharp and even horizon line toward risk was our motto. When the visiting
which the ship was heading promised a porpoises hustled off like a squadron of
peaceful temper of the powers which con- reconnoitenng horsemen leaping gaily
trol the motions of the air above and of over the smooth waves, as if in a merry
the waters below our ship. The comforts steeplechase, it was suggested by one of
of the ship and the fair prospects of a fine the girls with a lively imagination, that
voyage were recorded in the smiling faces they were anxious to report to the chid
of my fellow passengers. A group of of staff of a great host which, hidden in
lively schoolgirls from Washington, mak- the depths of the quiescent Atlantic, con-
ing their first trip to Europe under the trols the ocean waves. She, the oracle,
guidance of an old professor with long as we called her, prophesied that when
gray hair and shaggy beard, looked like these heralds had delivered the report
so many nymphs playing around a drow- that Father Neptune and his fair nymphs
sy Neptune. They formed the central were passng n triumphal processon
group of the happy passengers. There through their watery realm, then all
were a number of college boys on board, things in the heavens above and in^the
Some of them had friends among the sea below would bow to the will of JT
Washington nymphs; by clever mamvu- tune and his playful crew.
vering it was'arranged'that the college Two spouting whales appeared one day
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i im-aginations that any tale describing disappointments
suggested that they were two men-o'-war, in love is sure to be taken very seriousl}
sent by the friendly rine host to and sympathetically by young girls. A
pay their homage to tune d his violent protest was filed by the girls, and

m o our I pleaded guilty of the offense of disturb-*

speedy ship. N d which ing public peace. A mock trial, with
did not receive ; etation Father Neptune as the presiding judge,
by our playful imaginations. The won- condemned me and imposed the fine that
derful phosphorescence of the waves, I tell at once, and without preparation, ^" -

were ploughed up in the h another original tale. I described the
sea by the glidin cr supported the first speech of my life on St. Sava's day,
i m and of its unexpected effect upon my
procession along an avenue ill cl mischievous chums in Idvor some thir-
by the rn sterious phosphorescent glow, teen years earlier, comparing it with thei^H

We were headed for Scotland by a route unexpected effect of my Franciscus story.
which passed to the north of Ireland, I regretted it, because the fairies from
as our course appr d Washington had an endless chain of ques-
latitudes the lumin ous twilights of tions about Idvor and my prospective

th Atlantic made us et visit to it. Never before did I have a

that there ever was such a thing as a dark better opportunity to observe the beauti-
night. Good old Neptune had quite a job ful relationship between American boys

m in ate hours and girls. Its foundation I recognized to
m lem turn in be the idea of the big brother looking

d e busy days after the safety, comfort, and happiness
for the blessings of the restful nights, of his sister, the same idea which is glori-
H fied in the Serbian national ballads.j.

ights displa the awe-inspiring One pleasant incident followed another
s of the northern .s, and that in quick succession during our triumphant

J * ted quite frequentl Those won- procession over the northern Atlantic, and
derfi sights in the would have all the powers which control the temper
mad ; of the ocean were most kind and generous
On \ ex ce of^^ff s to us, just as our fair oracle had prophesied
college boys and of the schoolgirls from i it. When the cliffs of Scotland hove in
Washington was wide awake until after sight, reminding us that our voyage was

night, wat d approaching its end, there was no thrill of
tinuously changing st of the polar joy such as there was when the immigrant
regions, telling stories, and singing col- ship, which first took me into New York
lege songs. These evenings m harbor, approached the Long Island coast.
m ch of the neighborhood gatherings in Not even the countless sea-gulls which
Idvor. One of t was devoted to gracefully circled around the black cliffs,
original stories; each ember of the gay and with their shrill notes welcomed us to
party had to spin out an original tale, the hospitable shores of Scotland, were
My story T was called " Franciscus of able to dispel the gloom which the sight
Freiburg/' and it relat to Bilharz, of land produced among the members of _^r ^^.^^f

the gouslar of Cortlandt Street. Neptune's table. Nobody in our con-
The 01 n s of his youth, the genial company seemed to be anxious to

m resignation with which more say good-by to the good old ship and to
ur t vears he Dassed hi " hermit days the golden atmosphere of the sweet-tem-

on a top loft in Cortlandt Street, and his pered Atlantic. Most of them had never
for consolation in the poetry of crossed the Atlantic before, and since the
>nd Greece made quite an impres- voyage was practically over I thought

sion m great surprise there was that there was no harm in describing to ^^mmf ^^^^

not a single giggle on the part of the irre- them some of the terrors of the Atlantic,
pressible ym s. was the first which I experienced when I crossed it

m ide a nine years before. The pictures of those
hit, b\ letely ruined experiences were like the pictures from
when, ted , I suggested another world, and not from the same
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Atlantic which thrilled us with its sun- Board of Trustees of Columbia Univer-
shine, twilight, phosphorescent glows, and sity, gave me a letter to W. I). Niven, a
glorious streamers of the northern lights, fellow of Trinity College. Rives, after
The comparison between my wretched graduating at Columbia College, won a
fellow passengers on the storm-tossed im- prize scholarship in classics at Trinity
migrant ship and the radiant company on College, and gained there many scholastic
the ship which brought us to Scotland honors.
afforded me a splendid opportunity to
thank Father Neptune for permitting me The man at the ancient gate of King'
to join his beautiful court. His favor, I College 11 * * "» -W " - -. _ d m that Mr. sca
said, was almost as great as the favor of Browning was awaylm his summer vaca-
the immigrant officials at Castle Garden, tion. At Trinity C llege I had better
who allowed me to land with only five luck d the man at the still more ancient
cents in my pocket. The professor com- gate of Trinit College took me to Mr.
plimented me upon my word pictures minded me much of Pro-
which showed the glaring contrasts be- fessor Merriam, the great Greek scholar
tween the two voyages, and then he re- lumbia C d'""^ #

ferred to two pictures which, he said, he pression of a most intelligent face, and the
had in his mind. They also showed, he same gentle light from two thoughtful
said, in glaring contrasts the difference eves. As I looked into his eves I felt that
between a certain youngster on the immi- I was catching a glimps
grant ship to which I referred, and a Co- those beautiful things m
lumbia College graduate, who contributed worth living. n med Ni
his share to the comfort and happiness of mbridge
Neptune's court. When he suggested under Professor es Clerk
that he would give much to be with me the creator of the new electrical theory.
when I met my mother, and that he won- Niven looked puzzled and aske
dered whether she would reconize me, told m of this new d
my young friends suggested, quite seri- I mentioned Rutherfurd, d
ously, that they would all go to Idvor if what Rutherfurd had told ut it.
I joined them in their continental tour. " That it will probably give a satisfactory
I replied that their tour was along a answer to the question: * What is light /"
meandering line through the great places I answered and watched for his reaction.
of Europe, whereas mine was a straight "Did not Mr. Rutherfurd tell you th
line from Greenock to little Idvor, so Clerk Maxwell died four ears ago, 

"

little that it cannot be found on any map. Niven and when I said no he as
There was just one thing which delayed me whether I had not seen it in the preface

my straight-line journey to Idvor. A he second edition of Max
visit to Cambridge was necessary in order hih iven edited hiself. hi
to arrange for my work at this university question embarr me and d
during the coming academic year, and I frankly that Ru d's son, my chum
lost no time in reaching it. The sight of Winthro rese i his book on
the Firth of Clyde, with its wonderfully the dav of the sailing of my ship; that it^f ^^^ ^F ^^^^^

green slopes, of Greenock, of Glasgow, was packed away in my bags; and that I
and even of London made feeble impres- did not have any time to examine it dur-
sions. My mind was centred upon one oo 1)>^ - -j o "/

thought only: the speedy return to Idvor. helping to entertain twelve b
This also explains why my first sight of m
Cambridge impressed me much less than making their first trip to Europe. Niven
my first sight of Princeton when, eight la
years before, I enjoyed my loaf of bread th as
under an elm-tree in front of Nassau Hall, to ce

F. Marion Crawford, the novelist, had any theory, not excepting even M
given me a letter of introduction to Oscar great electrical theory. H crested
Browning, a fellow of King's College, and then that 1 could study at Cambridge un-
George Rives, the late chairman of the dcr Lord Rayleigh, who suc

VOL. LXXIII.
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well as professor of physics. I declined everything else could wait. Besides, I
the suggestion on the ground that I had sincerely believed that these places had
never heard of Lord Rayleigh before, little to offer to a fellow like me, who knew
Niven laughed again, even more heartily the great things of New York. I was
than before, and assured me that Lord much disposed to look down upon things
Rayleigh was a great physicist in spite of in Europe, a mental attitude which is not
the fact that his great fame had never uncommon among American immigrants
reached my ears. An English lord, a when they go back to pay a temporary
great physicist! The idea struck me as visit to Europe. I had it quite strong,
strange, but Niven looked so friendly and but sobering experiences like the confer-
so sincere that I could not help believing ence with Niven in Cambridge helped me
that he really meant what he said. He to apply suitable correction factors to this
invited me to lunch, and before we parted mental attitude. The following brief de-
I assured him that I would come back to scription of one of these experiences bears
Cambridge in the following October and upon this point.
place myself under his guidance.

This conference with Niven sobered me The London-Lucerne train crossed the

up very considerably; it convinced me Franco-Swiss frontier very early in the
that my great aspiration and my small morning, somewhere near Neuchatel.
preparation in physics were far from being The delay necessary for the rearrange-
of the same order of magnitude. I con- ment of the train gave the passengers am-
fessed to Niven that my success in win- pie time to enjoy their breakfast in the
ning prizes in science at Columbia College garden of the station restaurant. A look
was responsible for my belief that I knew to the east caught a sight which made me
more physics than I really did. " Conf es- almost forget my breakfast. The distant
sion is a splendid thing for the soul/' said snow-covered Alps bathed in the early
Niven, and added: "But do not permit sunshine and projected against the back-
that anything I have said dampen your ground of the luminous blue sky of a July
courage. A physicist needs courage, and morning furnished a picture never to be
few mortals were braver than Maxwell forgotten. I had never seen the Alps be-
was. The world knows only a little of his fore, and this first view of them was of
great electrical theory, but it knows even overpowering beauty. An Englishman,
less of his great moral courage." He gave a fellow traveller, sitting opposite me at
me a copy of Campbell's life of Maxwell, the breakfast-table, noticed my mental
I read it from cover to cover before I left exaltation, and asked: "You have never
London, and it contributed much to my seen the Alps before, have you?" "No,"
learning which I promised to bring to said I. " Oh, what a lucky lad you are!"
Idvor. It certainly convinced me that said the Englishman, adding that he
Maxwell had a vastly better knowledge of would give much to be in my place. He
physics when he graduated at Cambridge confessed that he had to climb the peaks
than I had picked up at Columbia. That of the Alps in order to get those thrills
gave me much healthy food for serious which in former days, when he was of my
thought. ^^m age, he got by looking at them from the

A straight line from London to Idvor valleys below. At his suggestion we con-
passes through Switzerland, and I pro- tinued our journey to Lucerne in the same
posed to follow that line in my journey as compartment, and the stories of his climb-
closely as practicable. My ticket took ing exploits stirred up mightily my imagi-
me from London to Lucerne directly; the nation, which was already throbbing un-
journey from Lucerne to Idvor I left un- der the inspiration of the Alpine view
determined until I reached Lucerne, I which greeted me that morning. When I
had no time nor inclination to explore the informed him that I was in a hurry to
wonders of London, Paris, or of any other reach my native village of Idvor, other-
great place in Europe before I had seen wise I might try some climbing myself, he
Idvor again. Mother, Idvor, and Max- assured me that a ten days' delay in Lu-
welPs new electrical theory brought me cerne would suffice to prepare me for
to Europe, and I wished to see them as climbing one of the lesser peaks, and he
soon as possible and in the order named; mentioned Titlis, not far from Lucerne.
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rescribed the training which would American metropolis. I was just a
de me with sufficiently steady Alpine anxious to hurry off and catch from som

gs. JFrom the peak of the Titlis, he mountain top my first glimj :of-witzet
d, I could sec old h land. Mindful of the suggestions of my

the famous legend was born h English acquaintance on the train, I
T f God e started with the easiest climb, the Rigi

A I t Culm. It is a very easy effort, but I
legend, pe because I did not love the made it difficult by rowing first some ten
Austrian tyrants. When the train had miles to Weggis, going up to the Rigi and 

_ "". d- * *

ea IT T ,1. J-rful Al- walking down, and then rowing back to
pine panorama spread out like an amphi- Lucerne again on the same day, in the
theatre of d Alpine peaks waning hours of the afternoon. An un-
around its deep-blue lake, and I knew that expected squall upset my boat, and I had

m great haste to reach Idvor quite a struggle to get back to Lucerne,
would not leave this fairy-land before very late in the evening. The hotel pro-

I had reached the snow-covered peak of prietor noticed my mussed-up appear-
Titlis. ance, but said nothing, seeing that I was

I hired immediately a rowboat for a not in a communicative mood.
week, and, clad in a rowing shirt with blue The same strenuous method of prepara-
and white Columbia stripes and thin tory training for the Titlis climb took me
tennis trousers, I spent that afternoon ex- up to Mount Pilatus on the next dav.. ̂^^^^ ^^^

P der- But I was not allowed to return on the
hi The joy of same day on account of a fierce thunder-

rowing bu I the J ily sun storm raging in the valley below, which 1
made me yield to the invitation of the watched from the top of the Pilatus.
clear waters of the lake to plunge in and The innkeeper congratulated me upon my
hug the waves, which once upon a time rare luck, not only because I had a chance
carried Tell to safety after he had sent his to see the beautiful sight of a thunder-
arrow th .f storm as viewed from a point above the
tyrant, Gessler. As if imitating the ex- thundering clouds, but principally be-
ample of Tell, I jumped in just as I was, cause this thunder-storm prevented me
trusting and the from running the serious risk of descend-

d drv m*T f - nd they ing and rowing back to Lucerne on the
d A glorious feeliner of f m from same day. Commenting upon the over-

all earthly restraints c me over m confidence of youth, the innkeeper said
oatiner on mv back. I b that every person has a guardian angel,

above and the snow-covered peaks around but people intoxicated by wine or by ex-
me. It was the same skv and the same uberance of youth have two, one on
luminous peaks, I thought, whi ve each side. That was his explanation for
hundred years before saw Willie ell the alleged fact, he said, that young
chase awav the Austrian tvrants f^^r W ^^^^ he people and intoxicated people seldom
historic cantons surrounding the lake; meet with serious accidents in mountain
from Uri, Schwyz, and Unterwalden. I climbing. Some Americans, he thought,
felt that I was floating in the very cradle should have several guardian angels.

ed ' This sarcasm was aimed at me, and it did
h was m not miss its mark.M

worthy of that imn . My ad- Nevertheless, when on my fifth day in
miration it never f after that Lucerne I started out very early for the
memoral j Europe rose Titlis, I adopted the same strenuous
in my estimation; I was much less in- method: rowing to Stansstadt, walking to
clined to own upon things European. Engclberg, and climbing to the hospice

The next day I was up very early, feel- where I arrived at n P. M. I reached
ing "as a strong man ready to run a race," at sunrise of the following morning the
the feeling which I experienced at top of Titlis, and saw the glori of Uri
Castle Garden when, nine years before, I Schwy/c, and Unterwalden which my Eng-^ fc *"" \

m ing and hurried lish friend had promised. ut I reached
off to h mv ii glimpse of it much exhausted, and if it had not been
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for the skilled assistance of my trusty him easily, although he looked very hum-
Swiss guide, the last four lines of Long- ble and had lost the fierceness which he
fellow's "Excelsior''would have described displayed when he roughly pulled me off
my Titlis climb quite accurately. I quote my seat on that memorable first railroad
the lines: journey from Budapest to Vienna. He

failed to recall to memory the Serbian boy
" There in the twilight cold and gray, with yellow sheepskin coat and cap and
Lifeless, but beautiful, he lay, the gaily colored bag. . i 

* *i ^ 11 f i »
I gave mm aAnd from the sky, serene and far,

A voice fell, like a falling star, generous tip as a reward for driving me
Excelsior!" into the arms of my good American

friends, who saw me safely landed in
>m Iitlis I ran into m Prague, and the memory of whose kind

lish friend, and he remark* d that I looked act suggested my running off to the land
a little overtrained. We dined together, of Lincoln.

m r six America is the land of rapid changes/'
days' Alpine experience, he begged me to he said, when I told him that I was that
hustle off to Idvor and see my mother boy, and he added: "You must have
first, and then return if I cared to pursue changed much, looking as you do like a
my own methods of exploring the beau- real American; but we here and our dear
ties of Switzerland. "If you continue old Austria are like all old people; we do

m now, I am not change except to grow older and more
m er will never see you again, decrepit." He expressed exactly what I

b h felt as I looked to the right and to the left ^^^*-

angels in all the heavens to prevent you of the train which was taking me to
from breaking your neck." I agreed, udapest. Everything seemed to move

ssured him that mv overstrenuous slowly, with the deliberate step of feeble
method ot cum old age. Budapest looked small, and the
risk; it »led my vanity and false suspension bridge, which nearly took my

m ide me more respectful to breath away eleven years before, when I
of the slow ways of old Europe. It first saw it, looked puny in comparison

m m with the Brooklyn suspension bridge.
apprenticeship as greenhorn in the United I spent no time in looking around in
States, I could still be a most verdant order to explore the virtues of the Magyar
greenhorn in Europe. The railroad jour- metropolis, but hustled, and presently I
ney Lucerne to V was on the boat which eleven years before
me much leisure tim *- brought me to Budapest. I could hardly

m Thanks to believe that it was the same boat. It

in Camb my English must have shrunk incredibly, I thought,
wi h or else my life in America had changed the

attitude considerably different vision of my eyes. Everything I saw
m and certainly much less exalted than looked small and shrivelled up, and if I

that m had not seen the snow-covered giants of
k Switzerland as viewed from the top of

Titlis, Europe itself might have appeared
The railroad-station at Vienna where to me as small and shrivelled up.

I took the train for Budapest looked quite When supper was served I noticed that
familiar, although I saw it but once be- everybody had atrocious table manners,
fore. I did not discover the great and even people of high official rank, several
mighty station-master who at my first of whom I discovered among my fellow
appearance there, eleven years before, passengers. Eleven years before every-
nearly sent me back to the prisons of the body on the boat looked so high and
military frontier. The conductor, how- mighty that I was almost afraid to look
ever, who called me L. Gnaediger Herr" at them, but this time I was much
(gracious sir), when near Gaenserndorf he tempted to imagine that I was consider-
asked me for my first-class ticket, was the ably above most of my fellow passengers.
same man who, eleven years before, called I resisted the temptation. It was a good
me a Serbian swineherd. I recognized thing that my climbing of the Titlis nearly
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floored me; it suppressed much of that cipally in hooks dealing with radi il so-
haughtiness which naturalized American cial-sciencc theories. Tolstoy's name wa
immigrants bring with them when they mentioned quite often, and the lat
visit Europe. apostles of socialistic doctrines also had

t heir share of adulation. They mu.-t ha-
The next morning I noticed a group of observed that conversation aboui tlu-e

Serb students who were returning home things bored me, and they asked me, with
from the universities of Vienna and Buda- some display of sarcasm, I thought
pest. They were from my native Voyvo- whether American college students took
dina, and not from Serbia, as I found out any interest in modern advanced thought.
later. Their appearance did not impress "They do," said I, considerably irritated,
me very agreeably, but nevertheless I "and if it were not for Maxwell's new
quivered with delight when I heard their electrical theory and for other advanced
Serb language. They spoke freely, al- theories in modern physics I would not
though they must have noticed that they have come to your moribund old Europe."
attracted my attention. One of them re- "Advanced thought in social and not in
marked that I could pass for a Serb, if it physical sciences," they said, explaining
were not for my manner, my dress, and their original question, and I answered
my very ruddy complexion. The voyage that the most popular American doctrine
across the Atlantic and a week's tramping in social science still rested upon founda-
in Switzerland were responsible for my tions laid a hundred years before that
exaggerated ruddiness. A second one time, in a document called the Declara-
thought that young Serb peasants in tion of Independence. They knew very

anat are just as ruddy, particularly dur- little about it, and I knew even less about
ing the harvest season, but he admitted their radical social-science theories, and
that my appearance did not suggest that we changed the subject of our conversa-
my occupation was that of a peasant, tion.
Another one suggested that I was prob- Late in the afternoon the boat ap-
ably a rich South American with very preached Karlovac and the hills of
much red Indian blood in my veins. I Froushka Gora. I could not help remi-
laughed and, introducing myself, in- niscing, and entertained my Serb ac-
formed him, speaking Serb with some quaintances with a description of my
difficulty, that I was neither a South experiences with the theological students
American nor an Indian, but just a Serb eleven years earlier, including the disap-
student who was a citizen of the United pearance of my roast goose. My Serbian
States. A Serb from the United States vocabulary was quite shaky, but never-
was a very rare bird in those days and, theless I made quite a hit, and they
needless to say, I was invited most cor- begged me to go on with my reminis-
dially to join the group, which I did. Not cences. Whenever I was at a loss for a
one of them reminded me of the alert, word, they helped me out. Toward sun-
well-groomed, athletic, and playful Amer- set Belgrade hove in sight, and its majestic
ican college boys. They all had long hair appearance thrilled me and made my Serb
brushed back in a careless fashion, affect- vocabulary run as smoothly as ever. I
ing the appearance of dreamy poets or saluted Belgrade as the acropolis of all the
disciples of radical doctrines. Most of Serbs, and expressed the hope that it
them had slouch hats with wide brims, might soon become the metropolis of all
indicating radical tendencies. Their faces the southern Slavs. "This is the kind of
looked pale and suggested excessive in- advanced thought in social and political
door confinement in Vienna and Budapest science that American students are inter-
cafes, playing chess or cards, or discussing ested in," I said, reminding them of their
radical doctrines. Most of them would former question, and I added a few sar-
have been hazed if they had matriculated castic remarks about advanced thoughts
in any American college without modify- in social and political science which are
ing much their appearance and manner, not born in the heart of a nation but im-
They certainly took themselves very seri- ported from the dens of French, German,.' . ** * -^ * i * rv*i *

ously. They knew, I thought, many and Russian theorists. They quickly
things which they had read in books, prin- caught what I called the American point
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of view, but they did not oppose it, for Our boat arrived at Karlovac in the
fear, I thought, of offending me. They early hours of the following morning, and
saw the American chip on my shoulder, there we found many singing societies and
and did not care to knock it off. delegates from Voyvodina, Serbia, Bosnia,

I had not seen elgrade since I was a Herzegovina, and Montenegro. A most
little bov, and as the boat approached it picturesque gathering of splendid-looking
I saw its high fort rising like a Gibraltar young men and women, many of them in
above the waters of the Danube and look- their national costumes of brilliant colors.

ing anxiously across the endless plains of The funeral procession started early in the
Austria-Hungary, which, like wide-open afternoon. The singing societies from
jaws of a hungry dragon, seemed to the principal centres of Serbdom, lined up
threaten to swallow it up. Everything I in the march in proper succession, too
saw in Austria-Hungary looked small and up in turn the singing of the solemn and
shrivelled up, but Belgrade looked to me wonderfully harmonious funeral hymn:
as if its proud head would touch the stars. " Holy God, almighty God, immortal
The history of the long-suffering Serb race God, have mercy upon us."
was grouped around it, and that lifted it The Orthodox church permits no instru-
up in my imagination to sublime heights, mental music. Those who have had the
I was much tempted to stop there and good fortune to listen to Russian choirs
climb up to the top of Mount Avala, near know the power and the spiritual charm
Belgrade, and from there send my greet- of their choral singing. Serb choirs are
ings to heroic Serbia, just as I had sent not their inferiors. No music appeals to
my greetings to heroic Switzerland from our hearts so strongly as the music of the
the top of snow-covered Titlis. But I human voice. Every one of the singers
was told to look sharp if I wished to catch in that procession at Karlovac felt that he
the last local boat to Panchevo, and so I was paying his last vocal tribute to the
bade good-by and au revoir to white- sacred memory of the national poet, and
towered Belgrade, as the Serbian gouslars his voice rose up to the heavens above as
call it. if carried there by the wings of his in-

When the local boat arrived in Pan- spired soul. The effect was irresistible,
chevo a delegation of young men, includ- and there was not a single dry eye in the
ing one of the Serb students who came great national gathering. A dismem-
with me from Budapest, transferred me bered nation united in tears was a most
to another boat, which was crowded with solemn and inspiring spectacle. One
what looked like a gay wedding-party, could not help feeling that these tears
The singing society of Panchevo had char- were welcome to the thirsty soil which
tered this boat to take it and its friends nourished the roots of Serb nationalism.

to Karlovac, where a great national gath- A nation which is united in song and in
ering of Serbs was to take place on the fol- tears will never lose its unity. If the
lowing day. The earthly remains of the governments of Vienna and Budapest had
great Serb poet Branko Radichevich foreseen the emotions which that solemn
were to arrive there from Vienna, where, ceremony would arouse in the hearts of
when still a youth, he died and was buried that vast and representative gathering
thirty years before that time. His body coming from every part of the dismem-
was to be transferred to and buried near bered Serbdom, they would never have
Karlovac, on Strazhilovo hill, which was permitted it. But that would have
glorified by his immortal verses. His meant the exercise of the perceptions of
lyrics were messages to all Serbs, calling subtle psychology which these govern-
upon them to nurse their traditions and ments never had.
prepare for their national reunion. Rep- When the boat returned to Panchevo,
resentative Serbs from all parts of Serb- Protoyeray Zivkovich, the poet-priest,
dom were to assemble in Karlovac to who first suggested my transference from
escort the earthly remains of the popular Panchevo to Prague, was watching for my
poet to his last resting-place. I was to arrival, and received me with tears of joy
represent America, hence the invitation in his eyes. He was a protecting friend
to join the Panchevo delegation. Serb and adviser of my boyhood days, and he
nationalism flamed up in my heart again, always considered himself indirectly re-
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sponsi m g away to " green I saw the gate of my mother's yard
distant shores Am ica. When I wide open, a sign that she expected wel-

feast which come guest. She sat alone on the bench
had prepared for me, he assured me that under a tree in front of her house and

as waited, looking in the direction from
bef im which she expected me to come. When

when I d his questions about she saw my sister's tram, I observed that
America was a feast for his soul. I cer- suddenly she raised her white handker-
tainly did it, if I interpreted correctly the chief to her eyes, and my sister whispered
luminous flashes of his intelligent eyes, to me: "Maika plachc!" ("Mother is

m weeping !") I jumped out of the wagon " "
vigorous eye was still just as eloquent as and hastened to embrace her. Oh, how
the stirring verses of his younger days, wonderful is the power of tears, and how

mother." h clear is our spiritual vision when a shower
b the whole responsibility of tears has purified the turbulent atmos-

your derin away to distant phere of our emotions! Mother's love
merica. It is no lonerer d stant it is and love for mother are the sweetest mes-

now in m rt; you have brought Amer- sages of God to the living earth.
ica to us. tvas a new world in my ter- Everything in Idvor looked the same,

d but my mother had changed; she looked
mv sniritual geograohv. His g much older, and much more beautiful.

enthusiasm threatened d of There was a saintly light in her eyes
the sobering effects of N 's conference which disclosed to me the serene firma-

Cambridge. During my several visits ment of the spiritual world in which she
his house during that summer I had to lived. Raphael and Titian, I thought,
>eat aerain and again mv description of never painted a more beautiful saint. I

Beecher and of his sermons. He called gazed and worshipped and felt most hum-
m the brother of J e new ble. "Come," she said, "and walk with

spiritual d: her flami d, he me; we shall be alone; I want to hear your
said, was " Uncle m voice and see the light of your face, un-

M d d her husband d disturbed." We walked slowly, and my
corted me to Ic] mother recalled many things, reminding

When Idvor's territory was d I me of the familiar objects of my boyhood
b to a d days, as: "Here is the path on which you

me through the pasturelands walked to school; there is the church
d vinevards of rhere I saw my where you read the epistles on Sundays

d There, as if in and holidays; there is the mill with the
b s »f Idvor watch- funnel-shaped thatched roof from the

d^*-^ w used to do, and top of which you once removed the shin-
playing the same games \\ I used to ing new tin star, imagining that it was a
play. The vineyards, the summer sky star from heaven; there is the house

e m where Baba Batikin, of blessed memory,
,rned to swim and lived and taught you so many ancient

d as ever. Presently tales; there is the house where old Aunt
the familiar church-spire of Idvor hove Tina cured your whooping-cough with

d grad charms and with herbs steeped in honev;\^ f 9^J ^f »

of the church-bells, announcing vespers, here lived old Lyubomir, of blessed mem-
awakened countless memories in my mind ory, who was so fond of you, and made
and I found it difficult to control my emo- your sheepskin coats and caps; here is the "" ~" "
tions. As we drove slowly through little field where every evening you brought
Idvor everything looked exactly as it our horses to the chikosh (the village
looked eleven years before. There were herdsman) to take them to the pasture-

d ones looked a lands."
d did the sam By that time we had reached the end of

work which they always did during that the little village, but my mother pro-
season of the year, and they did it in the longed our leisurely walk and presently
same way. When we reached the village we stood at the gate of the village cem-
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etery. Po tig to a cross of red m was the oldest male member and, there-
my mother d that it marked the g fore, the head of the Pupins. I was ex-
of my father. we reached it I pected to keep this in mind constantly,
kissed the cro neeling upon the and I did it whenever I stood in his
grave I prayed. M mother, loyal to mighty presence. American citizenship
Serb traditions, addressed the grave, say- eliminated my allegiance to the Emperori^h. _ _ _ ^^^^^

mv faithful husbande> of Austria-Hungary but not to the auto-
b e dearly cratic Knez of Idvor. There was anotherv

than your < wi d whose name was great person in Idvor whose presence in-
on your lips when you br :d- spired awe. He was my koum (god-

his tears as hi father). My mother had lost all herA A -"

f ectionate tribute to your bl children that were born in her earlier
which he will cherish forev years, and was left childless for many

On the way back we stopped at the years. She then bore two daughters
hurch and d when she was over thirty. I was born

d of St. S when she was over forty, in answer to
d h mother had ""- -" her fervent prayer, she firmly believed,

her. I confessed to her that I felt as if a that God grant her a son. A boy born
"mm had reunited me with late in life, if he is to live, must, according

d it was her wish, to a popular belief in Idvor, be handed
did not want Idvor out through the front window to the first

to think that I was like a proud person who comes along, and that person
from a proud, strange land. "] d not has to carry the baby to church quickly
recognize you," she said and have it baptized. In this manner a-^^_^r "

saw you in your sister's wagon until you very poor and humble peasant of Idvor
d wi m "f vour bovh >od became my koum. A koum's authority

ind sweetest tears over his godchild is, theoretically at least,
m life. look so 1 d and unlimited, according to Serbian custom.

far above us plain folks of Idvor no- In practice, a godchild must eat humble
M\~* used pie when the koum is present. Between

d whom v ? un- my cousin, who, as Knez, was at the head
less you show them the b they of the village, and my koum, who was
se to know." M "mi rn to somewhere near the bottom of the village,

Idvor "rich in learning d c I had some difficulty to steer the correct
was evidentlv m d, ac- course of conduct. I succeeded, thanks

d > mv motl er's opinion. But did to my efforts to please my mother, and
not this learning and - the peasants of Idvor most cheerfully ad-

h them an air which did not mitted that America must be a fine Chris-
with the old-fashioned notions tian country, since it gave me a training

of Idvor? f d, was in my which harmonizes so well with the Chris-
mother's m d, and I mad a careful note tian traditions of Idvor. My presidency
of it. r in the junior year at Columbia College;

Id me to see me. and my undisputed authority among some of """ ^«-

me that there was no youngster in all the the young aristocrats of New York; and
great plains of Voyvodina who was the many scholastic successes in my aca-^^^

nearer to the heart of his native village demic career had sown some seeds of
affectionate regard vanity and false pride in my heart. But

my strict observance of all these seeds were smothered by the inexor-
ms of Idvor. as. for instance, able rigors of Idvor's traditions. Humil- f f

kissing the d of the old of ity is the cardinal virtue in a youth among
dr m the peasants of Idvor.

on the d O h d, Needless to say that the story of my
d^f -*" ^ ^** life since I left Idvor was retold many a

d mv hand, and I kissed them time until my mother and my sisters
cheek d d th M cousin, knew it by heart. It was sweet music to

er and their ears. I enjoyed it, too, because
a stern Knez i :. He summer evenings in a Serbian garden are
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d f tered and saluted him with a Serbian
niscent tales. The village worthies spent "Dobroytro gospodine!" ("Good morn

y mother's ing, sir") accompanying my ;ilute with an
garden asking many, a question Anglo-Saxon bow, that is a jerky motion
about America. Tales t things like of the head from the should! ; up. T!

Bride the elevated rail- bow of continental Kuropc is much more
d, the tall buildins in New York and elaborate. After some h itation he

the agricultural operations of West asked me to -it down, and then, a> if by
d with many expressions of an afterthought, he brought a chair him-

mes aso out w self and offered it to me. We spoke in
some reserve. A simple peasant mind English, since I did not understand Hun

d not accet without consid garian, and he did not care to speak Serb.
machine can y way of introduction I showed him my

bind d load d American citi/enship papers and my di-
sam m ploma, and he remarked that these docu-

d horses to d After ments agreed with my appearance and
m store of information b came manner, adding quickly that he meant ,
d and I had m compliment. He asked me how I liked

butl wse m f Idvor urged me to go Idvor and Hungary. When I told him
on. They m apologies with the that I never knew much about Hungarv, ~^^^^p-^^^_ ^^~

m .hat peasant Ghiga never left but that Budapest and even its famous
dvor in all his life until one d B went bridge looked to me small and shrivelled

to a neighboring village, m up, probably because I compared things
away d fair. He re- there with things in New York, "It is
turned to Idvor on the same day, and for big enough, is it not, to be the metropoli
sx eks he never ceased of the southern Slavs in Hungary?" he

great things which he saw at that asked. "It undoubtedly is," said I, "but
Just imagine," said the somewhat inconvenient and unnatural."

much he would have had I volunteered this opinion, seeing from his
say if he somewhat inquisitorial manner that he
America ! " knew much about my doings, and that he

I hlm had heard of my salute to Belgrade when
atte concerts d festivals in my boat from Budapest approached it a
places of my native Banat, and I month earlier.
attended I was often called upoi "This, I suppose, is the doctrine which
something about America, and, o , you preached at Karlovac, at the national

k f e gathering there?" asked the handsome
A e and genial inquisitor, and I answered:

d and b O e "No; I had no time; I was too busy carry-
day the Fehispan, the governor of Toron- ing the body of the great poet to Strazhi-

d d h lovo. esides, the Karlovac ceremony
division of H me and itself was really a grand sermon which
pointed the hour for a conference. I glorified that doctrine, and some day it

ca m ican citizenship may prevail, when the slow mind of the
d m Columbia d southern Slav wakes up and does the nat-»

pocket. When I entered his office I ural thing." "The quick mind of the
dsome young man of Hungarian crown may wake up sooner

quite athletic in appearance, and looking and do the natural thing," said the young
like an h aristocrat in d Fehispan, and added: "What you say

m as told beforehand that now confirms my information that in
Hunarian nobleman who your public utterances you deny the

d himself uon his Enlish divine riht of the crown and proclaim
training. d how he would act the divine right of the people." "That
when he saw before *him a Serb outh is one of the messages of our American
from the sant village of Idvor who Declaration of Indepeiidem " said 1.
prided hi f "and I delivered that message to people
training. H ked uzzled when I en- here who were anxious to hear some-
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thing about America." Then I added view of Serb d h
that Kossuth, while in America, was Am -^H -^^ -^m-^ -^^ ^f- -" - ̂ i- -
glorifying the divine right of the Hun- Wh the vintage was over, toward the
garian people and denying the divine e] mber, I made ready to start
right of the Hapsburg crown in Hungary, fc Cambridge. I was sorry to leave, be-
I heard this and many other Hungarian cause the m season in yv
democratic doctrines from Henry Ward on when the vintage is over and
Beecher, who was a great friend and ad- has ceased The golden
mirer of Kossuth, and I told him that, crops are then all in, and the lazy pigs are
He saw that my trigger was ready if he fat and round, and ready to be served at
attempted any further moves in this direc- -feasts. h tid -^H- ^^^- - ̂̂ n -^"- ^^^ ^^^^ -^^r
tion. "You are certainly frank and hon- springtime m: n's fancy
est, like all real Americans that I know; turns to ; in the Serb Voy-
that makes them most attractive. But dina it is the aut season which has
why don't you naturalized Americans mysterious power. It is in the au-
mind your own business when you visit m iage-bells never cease
us?" He was much less stern and seri- ringing, and the bagpipes with the
ous when he said this, and I was only too dding-feasts stir up the hearts
glad to play a more cheerful tune, and from < A

said: "Our most important business here other. it my mother diverted my at-
is our mission to make you, our poor rela- tentio more serious thoughts, and she
tions here, happy and prosperous by hav- m she was even more happy
ing you adopt the American point of m m^"-* ̂^" ^^ ̂ r ^P- journey to C
vew. bridge than she was when, eleven years

He was a wealthy Hungarian magnate before, m my jour-
who owned several villages, each of them ney to Prague.
bigger than Idvor, and this answer com- A few days mv d JL

ing from a son of poor Idvor amused him village worthies prepare >h-supper in
much. From that moment on our con- mv honor. The Tarnish men cooked
ference was much less formal, and became d "^hr

even cordial when he offered me coffee and ing under the open sky. The little
cigarettes. I jokingly told him that Mag- m"^

yarism and Teutonism drove me away bank m River just
from Panchevo and Prague, and now that about sunset. The western y was all
I was back for a visit I wished to pay them aglow with the golden light of the parting "-^ ^^"-
back with a little present of a few Amer- and so was the surface of the tran-
ican ideas. "Your American ideas," he quii made lum by
retorted jokingly, "will make you even f The restr

less popular here than your Serb national- by contrast,
ism did eleven years ago. Drop them excepting the glowing faces of the patient
while you are here. You'll have more fun suDuer-Dartv, who sat around the busv *L ̂ d»

shooting wild ducks in the lowlands of fires and watched the boiling
the Tarnish River near Idvor than clear- the broiling pans. At distance and
ing up to dullards the American point of standing at the very end of a fi m
view. The duck season is on, and it is a dark f
pity to miss a single day. I'll lend you an young 'herd
American gun which is just right for that like sc d
sort of business." He did, and that gun over d .m-^^"-

kept me busy and saved him the trouble River. It was just the spot for one who
of watching my movements. The village sought seclusion d d for quiet
notary accompanied me on my shooting meditation. No ripple in the water or in
tramps; he was an expert fisherman and disturbed his dream
shot, and spared no pains to please me any, and he H
and-the Fehispan. A two weeks' tramp sheep had watered and he had
in the marshes of the Tarnish River, finished his frugal supper long ago, before
chasing the elusive duck, diminished my the light of the dav had retired below the ^

haste to harmonize the political point of horizon line B
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The silence of the approaching night his sefdalia (song of sighs) for his futur
awakened emotions which only his tune- bride, who is over there in our drov.
ful flute could express, and suddenly he villa "." When he jokingh d
poured his soul into a melody which hat I might be looking forward
surely was not addressed to mere phan- enj t of the swei s of simple pas-
toms of the vacuous space. I felt that l he toral lite which were in store for Gal
quivering air was conveying through the if I had not turned my back on I
evening silence a message of love to some d
maiden who was perhaps just then spin- th
ning under some thatched roof of drowsy The priest looked a
Idvor and thinking of him. The priest me whether I had c d
approached me to tell me that the fish ;d the Atlantic in ord a
was ready and that the feast would soon shepherd of Idvor. I said nothing, but I
begin. I told him that my feast had al- k hat Gabriel's m d d
ready begun and called his attention to m mother world in A

the heavenly melody. He said: "Oh, L means th
that's Gabriel, the son of my neighbor important question. There were
Milutin. He entered the village school great questions of human life the
when you left Idvor, and he finished it rs to which can perhaps be found in
long ago. He will be married on St. without a knowledge of Maxwell's
Michael's day, and what you hear now is electrical theory.

Thomas Nelson Page
AN APPRECIATION r

BY ARMISTEAD C. GORDON
Vuthor of "Bcfo' de War" (with Thomas Nelson Page), "Majc," "Ommirandy," etc.

OTH heredity and en- cil in his day, and of Thomas, son of the
vironmentdeeplyinflu- "President," signer of the Declaration of
enced the life and char- Independence, war governor of Virginia,
acter of Thomas Nel- and major-general of the Continental
son Page, and gave a forces and in the village itself is the old
subtle and indefinable "Nelson House." A few miles

flavor to his stories of Yorktown, on the other side of the York
Virginia and the South. River, is "Rosewell," built about 1725

In "Old Yorktown," his first published by Mann Page, grandson of the immi-
prose contribution to Scribner's Monthly, grant "Collonel" John Page, from Mid-
in 1881, written with the modesty which dlesex, England, founder of the family in
was always one of his notable character- Virginia, where lived, in those stirrin
istics, he whispered the enchantment of times, Mann's son, John, member of the
a bygone age in the romantic story of Committee of Safety, lieutenant-governor,
the ancient town where the Revolution and later governor of the Commonwealth.
ended, and of the earlier men of his line From "Collonel" John, on the paternal
who had flourished in its vicinage. Its side, and from "Scotch Tom" on the ma-
founder was "Scotch Tom" Nelson, first ternal, the line of Thomas Nelson Page
of the name in the colony, whose tomb, ran down through these men. His father.
with armorial gravings indicating that he Major John Page, of "Oakland," grand
was a "gentleman," still stands in a near- son of Governor John Page, proved himself
by field. In the same "graveyard " are a patriot and soldier in the war of the Mx-
other Nelson graves-of William, "Scotch ties; while his mother, Elizabeth Burwell
Tom's "eldest son, President of the Coun- Nelson, granddaughter of the "signer.



Photograph copyright by Eva Barrett* Rome.

Thomas Nelson Page.
From a photograph taken when Mr, Page was serving as Ambassador at Rome,
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saw not only her husband but her brother blood
William,himself a member of the family at and brain. Much of it he told in his hi
"Oakland, engage in the tragic struggle. book a
The blood of Burwells and L< es and Car- is written between the lines of his stori
ters and Berkeleys and Grymeses, and and novels. d of it all ri-mnined
many other old families, mingled through a passion witli him through life; and one
intermarriage with the Page-Nelson pedi- of his latc-t public apj irances as a
grees; and the "Virginia Cousins," who speaker "at home" was at a tale Bar
came visiting at "Oakland, "were as prom- Association meeting, wlu-n he urged upon
inent for their social position, if not for his brother-lawyer.-, the importance of
their political power, as had been his pro- their writing Virginia history.
genitors in colony and commonwealth. At "Oakland" s ood

It was only natural that from early it was burned, and rebuilt on the same
boyhood he should have been interested site but on a larger scale, the country
in his State and people; and, though "an- house in which he was born, and where he
cestry" was seldom mentioned at "Oak- hood. It was on ground
land," he had early heard the legends and that had been in his family from the time
stories of the "Nelson House" and of of the origins h m^^- -^^ ~^mf

" Rosewell," and of the neighboring coun- The Nelsons ̂ The Nelsons were great landowners, pos-
try that had been "the cradle of the Re- sessing a tract of some ten thousand acre
public. "m. 1 I v J-fc. / / \ JH^ 4 i . * +m t W» j^fc ^A -* \ / ̂ -x. . 4 J^L. ^ -r f »-^ J^m. ^ J ^V J-v 4- * m , j^. j-* -m -* A- 4 ^^ ̂ -^ X __-*__ Not far from Yorktown had b N

stood the summer residence of Governor Rivers; and it was to this tra
Spotswood, ablest and most picturesque N
of the Colonial governors, who had led d 1770 in the chief
the "Knights of the Golden Horseshoe" magistracy of the colony, sent 'inyLo
across the lue Ridge into the Shenan- b d: and <-^^^«-

doah Valley-the first of the great expedi- it was the post-Revolutionary home of
tions in "the winning of the West"; and N . .

near "Rosewell" still stands the massive "Oakland, which the A d
stone chimney that marks the favorite Chastellux has left charming mention in
residence of Powhatan, father of Pocahon- oirs.
tas. A few miles distant, about midway At "O heb
between the York and the James Rivers, atmosphere of books, piety, and sim-
is Wflliamsburg, the Colonial capital, and plicity. The meanings of courage and in-
ks college of William and Mary, where tegrity and the virtues of Christian char-
the fires of the Revolution were kindled; acter were early impressed on the young
and at Jamestown, some eight miles from * * ***** " "- d by the precept
Williamsburg, had been made the first and example of their father and mother
permanent English settlement in America, and their uncle, William Nelson, who ha
The homes of the " River Barons," seats of been an artillery
his Colonial kinsmen, still stand along the erate army. It le William's"
Rappahannock, the York, and the James custom to "read to the assem-^^fc1 ^^^^ ^^ ^^^~

Rivers, enveloped with the golden atmos- bled family each morning and evening;
phere of a romantic past. Nearer than and he went with them on -
these to "Oakland" were Hanover Court

House, where "Tom" Page, as a lawyer, in "The Old Gentleman of the Black
argued some of his earliest law cases in Stock," through all sorts of
the old building in which Patrick Henry as
made his famous speech in "the Par- he conducted services. He was a militant

d had ta 
_^ - A A - - ^M ^_+ A

son's Cause," and "Old Fork Church, f f
whose stanchest supporters for genera- tillcry to the front in 1861, when he was
tions have been the Nelsons and Pages; fifty-six years old-a command that wa
and where Dolly Madison, in the flower never paroled. His nephew was fond c
of her youth, attended divine services. telling how alter the war the old ntle-

The magic of these places and of many man would relate to the "Oakland" bo>
more kindled his mind when he was stories of the great, struggle and of Li
scarcely conscious of it; and the glamour nrmv and nicture to them the nlaces of
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his guns in battle with the old silver salt- by one of his i "cousins," to
cellars and pepper-cruets, bearing the ntered Wash-
Nelson arms and crest, while he marked ington College. This was in 1868, when
on the table-cloth the lines of the con- he was a lad of not yet sixteen; and at
tending forces with crusts of bread Lexington he came in personal contact

In his "Two Little Confederates," an with General Robert E. Lee, then presi-
early copy of which "Tom" Page took dent of the college, who left with m

in sending to a friend mem

of his college days whose experiences of At Lexington, too, he exercised his pen
the war had been not wi h with contributions to The Collegian, the
the inscription "From one little Confed- s ts' paper, of which he b edi-
erate to another," he told the story of the d

d m s d
yy

Wl m\J *

d "Meh Lady," are The exigencies of
hat tragic tim O "m d him -"* ^-*

H father, "who among all tion, to school-teaching for a year. H
m he knew in his vouth m sel "m

d who "of all men experience, save to deplore the necessity
he d ever k exem of any youth of eager ambition and energy

m "the vi: ue of ha to teach school. D his stay
± him a*_j * Kentucky he sent a story

nd modern, and wrought into his heart Jo h was de-
nd mind the virtues and magnanimities wi ,nk ter vears he
f a lofty race; and from his gentle an jestingly reminded the managing editor

mulished other he learned those of its declination, who tly and
amenities and graces that were his diplomatically told him that "it

If authors write "m never to his notice."

more * H At the U Virginia, where he
wrote into them, unconsciously it may became a law student in 1873, he re-
be, but none the less inevitably, d one session, graduating bachelor
his old home, his father, his m of law. H
his ^ Uncle William," his brotl mak/

cousins and friends; and "Mj Cousin lasting friendships, ? h h
Fanny," to whom, when he was strainer cherished till death. down-
his Latin1 a sometimi town yy n Charlottesville, with a Nelson

b Ovid or C TO m , walking daily a distance of
re. is a bio* aphy mile to his classes: and

of one who not only taught him Latin yond occasional social visits in the "wn
but was also his dancing-teacher. And and ind"^^^«-

the black people on the plantation, then an article or poem for The University
affection for their "white folks" illumines h d^-r -". ^^f

his Virginia stories, and whose thoughts in the way of his getting his degree. In
and emotions he transmuted into their the earlv summer of 1021- on a vst to

wi move the university, his way led m
m his b in the direction of one of the old Virginia

W homes near by where he had
>m the scarred battle-fields to most Vir- come visitor in his student days; and he

m ^ ^ turned in at the gate " to see the old
d on the farm and m yy

m^m^f

and looked after the live stock, and read and to cut a bud nn v

and studied their lessons at night by the fifty years before, It was the scene of his
light of "tallow-dips" and " light-wood" poem, " The Apple Trees at Even," and he
torches; and the essence of all these things recited a verse of it, as he gathered the rose. -^^r

too got into the stories. he went to Richmond after his
After a brief season at a country school graduation and opened a law office, he

s distant from u rw
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young lawyer of his day, and in ccived compensation-a tender story in
-cnce of an influx of business and fees lie the negro vernacular, depicting the affec- 

'

occasionally turned his attention to a ma- tionate relations bet\\ >n the raa - as he
teur journ in and wrote f the local had known them on the old plantation.* V
press. In these early years one of his " Marse Chan " followed in 1881 in the
V*Wl IVxil V* All i 11.1 LtVV^ colleee intimates, then living in Char- tury, the succ ̂ sor of Scribner's Monthly,
lottesville, got a commission from a New which had been accepted by the editor
York newspaper to "report" an "ad- two or three years before its actual nppear- two or three years before its actual appear-
dress" that Ralph Waldo Emerson had ance in print. It was among the first of
accented an invitation to make at the the dialect short stories of the period, and
university, and Page came up on a similar won immediate recognition wit h magazine
errand for a - ̂  * * 4 h * -i ^ m d daily. Mr. m readers for its charm of sentiment and fi-

m d delity to nature; but it was not until its re- ^r v

lecture was delivered in so low a tone that publication four years later in Scribner's
few heard it. The two young "repor- "Stories by American Authoi ." that it
ters," when it was concluded, approached began to be widely and generally known.
him with the deference due his age and Two years afterward "In Ole Virginia"
reputation, and civilly prayed the tern- came from the press, with "Marse Chan"
por loan of his m He re- leading a notable proc< -sion of five other

d stories-"Unc' Edinburgh Drowndin',"
m that he was at war with newspaper "Meh Lady," "Ole 'Stracted," "No

d refused"v Haid Pawn/' and "Polly," all previously
quest. The disappointed youths, the published in magazines,-and obtained a

whose reports depended entirely wide vogue, establishing his fame as mas-
m ter of an inimitable art.

C d in hieh d In 1886 he married Anne Seddon- ^^^ ^^-

d together concocted a letter to the nice, the lovely young daughter of Cap-
Richmond paper which d tain Charles Bruce of "Staunton Hill,"

m m ner not at all compli- in Charlotte County, Virginia, and sister
ry. The article appeared next day of Philip Alexander Bruce, the Virginia
paper, and historian, and of William Cabell Bruce, re-

mong the university authorities who cently elected United States Senator from
d Man-land. She came of a gifted family,

h from the precincts. The m and was herself the possessor of unusual
;er, was soon lorgotten except b talents and accomplishments and of an in-

the disappointed "reporters," and tense ambition for her husband's literary
was wont to say in after-years, with a success; and it was during their brief and
chuckle, that he had come to regard it as happy married life, which was terminated
one of the most imnudent and outrageous by her death in 1888, that he did some of
performances on the part of himself and his best work, including the story "Meh
his coadjutor of which he had ever known. Lady," which he wrote for her.

d the univer- About this time he gave a series of public
dwith )y its alum- readings from his stories in various South-

ni and faculty. H ee of its en- ern and Western cities, which met with
m fund and president of its alumni much favor and extended his popularity

association. He frequently came be His soft and flexible voice, peculiarly Vir-
make occasional addresses and to d ginian, was one of singular sweetness, and
lectures on literary topics-his last appear- he read with an intonat ion and expr sion
ance in this role having been when he lee- that lent beauty and charm to every sen-

don" Dante " under the Barbour-Page tence. His personality was always pleas-
h L'S ing, and his graceful bearing and captivat-

m b ing smile enhanced the romance and senti-
d ment of the unaccustomed stories. The

Brae" department of the old Scribfier's imprc ion they produced is reflected in
Monthly "Uncle Gabe's White Folks/' some lines printed in a newspaper in a far
a dialect poem which was his earliest Southern city by an entranced auditor

bution for wh who heard him read "Marse Chan :
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"To us of younger years that sad romance d of a catholicity of snirit that was m
Seems like some legend of the days of old, vthan olitan. he was sent

As when King Arthur and his knights drew ""
lance as ai ambassador to Italy, in 1913, he de-

Ere yet the flame of chivalry grew cold. termined to "celebrate" the event*

taking his brother Rosewell and one of
To elder hearts it brings a joy, half pain,

A gleam by sorrow's shadow darkly crossed, his earliest friends as his guests on a visit
GAs if the ghost of youth came back again W

To vex us with the things that we have lost." where he had snent m ghtf ul h rs
the years of its charm as a favorite re-

h sort of the nia people. he
m Mrs. Florence Lathrop showed the joy and enthusiasm

Field, idow of Mr. Henry boy in his walks about the place and in
d grandniece of James Barbour, hful mem

governor of Virginia, secre ry of war af v

in the cabinet of Q his post of duty abroad it was with hi
m he court of St. James's, hopes of serving his country, though with

and of Philip Pendleton B 7 ustice little anticipation of the "m m
of the United States Sup Court, dous tragedy in which he was so soon to
She was a woman of social < rm bear a devoted and O

d in h that service it is needless to tell here. I^^^^^^

companionship the last twenty-five years now belongs to history.
of his life were happily spent. Soon after Upon his return to i he again

marriage h d his law offi in Washington the threads of hi
in hmond. and Washin ted literary work, and wrote 1
ton applied If story of "Italy in the World War" and

d stories and ,m his lectures on "Dante and His Influ-

his pen in frequent succession. ence" which were published in his last
His house in W ington was the cen- After taking part in the centen-

m in social, nial celebration of the ty of
"m» ry June, 1921, he went b ick to

capital, and h d himself his summer horn find""- ^

were the dispensers of a hospitality that wi mortally stricken. Her d"^^^v

t remain unforgetable by those who up his W ton, and
partook of it. But his heart never lost he fins d d to return to "O
its love for "Oakland" and his "people," d to
to whom he had dedicated his first pub- mnosition of
lished volume. The place remained in Two days after his arrival he paid to
the ownership himself and his two nature the debt that is charged against

>mv> ty. >ry of his end
d to reside then mi ^-f

death of his f and tale of his about" his people." The " Old
mother, and his visits home to the kin m of early hardship
folks d d and struggle that finally had brought him
and :k ,m d that of most writers of his^

stantly recurrent. These visits were al- h ad come back to "fall on
d with pleasure by all Han- sleep the loved home scenes, in
d the kindly presence of those who were

'5 >_^ d m ith d
m d devotion and awe. One of * On the first d , 1922, he***r

" Aunt Charlotte," a slave at was in the garden at "Oakland," in m
"Oakl M d to be a hundred pany witn his ther Rosewell's wife

>m he had Densioned m and two faithful servants of m years "
ta m d^^ "*-* the planting of shrubbery.

:'s settin' bA ^ ^ ^ kings, not to To one em he had just said: "Take
rget de H :abenly King," d do a little digging," when
His on to his State and le ground and his heart was

was a part of his larger love for ca d
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Th Home-Wreckers
BY "\DGKR CLARK

Author of "The Gumbo Lily," etc

ILLUSTRATIONS BY HI.NRY Prrz

.. HAT better housekeep- ke a m f you," d d
er do you want than H
me?" asked Rider, She'd m me," rejoined
dropping a few slices R; na eful of boiled
of bacon into the pc to the open
skillet and wiping his drain them. H terrunted his
hands on his overalls, discourse with a brief imprecation as 1
"What better home steam from the kettle scalded his fingers,

do you want than this log house ? What's and then continued. "It's so long since
got you lately, anyway, Haley? Ever you were 

"» A - -^- - A. 

that you've forgot.
since that rock rolled on your foot last You're in your d re
week you've sat around here and sighed like a twentv-A d-all sentiment
and moaned like the ridge pines on a fall and no sense. Think ! Remember! A
night. I'm doing all the work these days, woman looks nice inviting, d
but I'm satisfied." she? Oh, yes; she puts

" That's because you never had any dif- life trying to look sweet d
ferent kind of a life/' said Haley, shifting us-sling your eye over ds in
restlessly in the home-made pine morris- i magazine on the noo 1 and s
chair which was his by right of his tem- 't-but later in t game
porary invalidism. " You never got iteth like a serpent and stingeth
married and had a home." dder, as the prohibitionists used to say.

" Home! What's this ? " said the other, now that."
waving a greasy fork. "House, spring, ; being married/'
and fire-wood-garden stuff from our own d. "It's having a woman
patch, eggs and chicken from our own around the house. h ways
hens, trout from the creek and deer meat of doing things. For instance," he went
hanging up in the lean-to all winter. And m sly, as Rider jerked
besides all that, liberty-no shift boss and biscuits from d
no woman." heap on the oilcloth-covered table,

"No woman; that's the trouble with "for instance, a 't set
it," complained Haley. table that wav."

"No woman; that's the beauty of it," d was not ve h mi
retorted Rider, flipping the writhing weakness of b sensitive about^*r

bacon into an enamel-ware plate and house d he glared
stirring a spoonful of flour into the hot ner a nt efore he to< he b
grease of the skillet. "A woman would behind the cook-stove with aA

call my liberty laziness, and be miserable tinny clash. He picked up the skillet and,
because I was so comfortable. She'd nag, giving the gravy a final swirl, began scrap-
rag, pester, and everlastingly aggravate ing it out into a bowl before he answered,
me until she got me back where I was with an obviously labored calmness.
fou r years ago-twelve hundred feet "Listen, d
down in the belly of the earth, with dark a ger aout ts coo a soe

and damp and sweat and candle grease week. I've done it all. >m you
and stuttering machine drills for com- m style of service, but if you
pany, eight long hours a day." want things done woman-fashion you can
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just hoist yourself on them crutches and were getting along so well with the tun-
crow-hop down to the widow's for din- nel.""
ner. "Oh, don't worry about that," an-

"I'd be right glad to have him," said a swered Haley. "We only peck away at
cheerful voice, and Rider, startled and that tunnel to fill up time in our lonesome,
abashed, nearly dropped the skillet as he good-for-nothing days. If we did make a
looked up and found the person he had million-dollar strike in that tunnel what
just mentioned in the doorway. The would be the good of it ?"
widow was a pleasant sight even in a " He means since prohibition," amend-
mountain country, where pleasant sights ed Rider, in the same absent manner as
are scattered about everywhere and piled before.
half-way to the supreme beauties of the "No," said the widow to Haley, ignor-
sky. Her eyes were bright, her expression ing Rider's remark, "there isn't much to
good-humored, and her teeth-a point work for in a lone life. If I didn't have
which Haley and Rider, as experienced the children, I believe I'd just naturally
horsemen, had often remarked upon- cave in. They'll keep me interested un-
were notably sound and white. Her face til I get them raised and educated any-
might be forty; her starchy attire sug- way. But you men-in a world as full of
gested a bride of twenty-two and her feet women as this is-" she laughed, with a
looked about seventeen, as all women's flash of her excellent teeth and a slight
feet should. P deepening of the healthy color under the

Haley's bronzed face shone with plea- smooth brown of her cheeks. "Well, I
sure as he hastily buttoned his flannel must run home and finish my baking."
shirt, a detail of his toilet generally neg- Haley dismissed her with effusive
lected. He was one of these lean old- thanks for the pie, in which the misogy-
timers whose salient features are a hawk- nous Rider found grace to join rather per-
like nose and a prominent Adam's apple, functorily, and then she stepped briskly
and, though his mouth was completely down the trail from the cabin, with her
concealed by the huge, drooping mus- hand on Sonny's shoulder.
tache so popular in the West during the "Well," said Rider with an air of re-
vogue of the heavy, single-action six- lief, "hitch up your chair, Haley. I take
shooter, the sudden appearance of many notice," he went on, glancing out the
little lines around his eyes indicated that door, "that the county has sent a gang of
the curtained lips were smiling. men down to build a new concrete bridge

' Hello, Mrs. Mead," he cried cor- across the creek. This tourist business is
dially. "Come in! Come in, and have a making a lot of difference in the looks of
bite of chuck. Rider's got it all ready." the roads-and the county treasury."

"Oh, I couldn't do that," replied the Haley showed little interest in the good-
widow. " I was just baking some sarvice- roads movement. He ate with a hearti-
berry pies, and Sonny and I," playfully ness that should have flattered the cook,
twisting the ear of a ten-year-old boy be- but replied only in monosyllables to the
side her, "took a notion we'd run up and latter's remarks on subjects of public in-
bring you one and see how you're getting terest until, at the end of the meal, Rider
along. How's the bad foot these days ?" picked up the butcher-knife and pro-

"Fine!" said Haley with enthusiasm, ceeded to cut Mrs. Mead's pie.
"Since I put on that liniment you sent up "The widow's a nice woman," he said,
day before yesterday it hasn't made a bit as he watched Rider's blade sink through
of fuss." the flaky crust and then rise again, drip-

"Except that it kept both of us awake ping with the sweet purple juice. She
until nigh daylight this morning," Rider never comes near this shack but she brings
murmured absently, as he placed the that kid with her, so as to have every-
bacon and potatoes on the table. thing proper."

It was too bad," said the widow "And to make you notice her niceness t ^ " *^ *-m ̂ ^ L^_ ^^ j I ' ' 
^* f+ \ 4 L^ j-^

quickly, as she saw the glance Haley shot and her properness," replied Rider, with
at the apparently guileless cook, "too bad evident distaste for this turn in the con-
that the accident happened just when you versation. "She's nice enough, but can't
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you see why? She's been aiming for the once, Haley, and you've told me that you
last year to break up our home. It al- used to get drunk every other pay-day
ways hurts a woman to see any man run- regular. Why was that? "
ning around loose without a halter on. "Oh, that was the style then," an-
She thinks he ought to be at work in some swered Haley uncomfortably.
woman's harness-feels just the same " Style!" snapped the other. " Own up
about it as we used to feel, in the old that it was because you had to ease the
days, when we'd see wild horses on the strain on your disposition some wax-
plains." And now, after being single five or six

"Well, what of it?" Haley argued, years, you've forgot your lesson. The
"The widow has got the ranch to look widow's a good neighbor. Leave her
after and.the children to raise, and it's that. We're well fixed, free, and happy.
lonesome in these hills. She wants a pro- Leave us that, and don't go dreaming
tec tor. around until, the first thing you know, you

"Or a cheap ranch hand, mebbe," find yourself down in the dust, hog-tied
sneered Rider, "and I reckon you'd like and sentenced to the collar for life.
to qualify for the job. You were married You "
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"Oh, hold on!" interrupted Haley with with you she'd be married by now, and
impatience, "Who's getting married, then she and her husband would sort of
anyhow? I just said, and I stand to it, ease you out of the house. I've seen that
that it's good to have a woman around done. There's nothing that makes peo-
the house-brightens things up and makes pie meaner than what they call being in
a man more contented. She don't have love. They never think of anybody but
to be your wife-mebbe it's better not- themselves. As it is now, here we are,
but a sister, say, or a daughter." easy and independent, and everything's^^_ ^^^^^

Rider hesitated over his reply to this, all right."
as a kind-hearted gambler might hesitate "I wish I could get some word from
to show a winning hand that would leave Myrtie, though," faltered Haley, with a
his opponent bankrupt. He had worked wistfulness that always made Rider un-
and "bached" with Haley for four years, easy.
They had long ago battered down each "No need to worry about her," he re-
other's reserves, as men in such a situa- assured. "Myrtie was smart in a dozen v

tion do, and in their frequent arguments ways, and a manager. She'd be as happy
were customarily as courteous and con- in a big city as a coyote in a hencoop.
siderate as a couple of bear cubs in a All girls are. There's so many men there
scuffle, yet the real affection that existed to pick from, when they throw their rope.
between them made Rider look vacantly That's a woman's business in life, to
out at the pines in the gulch and speak catch and break a man, just like men
slowly as he said: "You lived with your catch and break horses. But you and me
daughter about a year after your wife have hit a high range, where we can eat
died, didn't you?" free grass, and stomp, and snort, and run

Haley admitted it with visible con- maverick to the end of our days. Well, I
fusion. guess I'll let these dishes go until night.

"And you got drunk even then, didn't I've got to hoe that garden pretty soon or
you?" we won't be able to find it. Get up and

Rider purposely kept his eyes turned I'll drag your chair out on the porch where
away from his friend in the moment of you can watch the cars go by on the road.
painful silence that followed. There's more of 'em every summer."

"Oh, well," said Haley finally, "that Rider worked all afternoon in the
was a pioneer picnic. An old-timer had garden, hoeing the rich black soil that
to celebrate and do honor to the old times sparkled with mica and stopping at in-
the best he could." tervals to roll a cigarette and lean medita-

"And you came home from that pic- tively on his hoe while he smoked. Rider
nic," pursued Rider, like a lawyer prying had been born with a hearty dislike of
a damaging admission out of a witness, routine and hard work, yet without that
"and showed your real, natural feelings chronic restlessness which makes the hobo.
about this woman business by throwing As a young man he had drifted from the
your daughter out of the house." paternal ranch into the hills, drawn by

"I didn't!" said Haley indignantly, the idea that high wages and the eight-
"I just took her by the shoulders and hour day made mining a more genteel
pushed her out. I remember that much, and pleasant occupation than ranching.
There wasn't nothing rough about it; I Thereafter mere force of custom had kept
just sort of eased her out, and if she'd him working, a secretly unhappy and re-
have been most women it wouldn't have bellious conscientious objector in the
mattered. But Myrtie was high-strung, ranks of labor, until, in his late thirties,
even higher than her mother, so she only he had formed his connection with Haley
came back long enough to pack a suit- and stumbled into paradise. The life
case while I was asleep, and I've never with Haley in the cabin realized many of
got track of her since." Rider's dreams. He enjoyed the leisurely

"Well, it happened for the best all prospecting and the hunting and fishing,
around," said Rider who, having made while the necessary evil of a few weeks of
his point, was willing to spare his partner regular work each year in mine or logging
further confusion. "If Myrtie had stayed camp, to maintain their cash, only added
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zest to the abundant and luxurious loaf- "The old man's Retting worse," he re-
ing among the changeless, silent hills fleeted, as he leaned on his hoe and blinked
covered with slow-growing pines, where in the brilliant mountain sunshine.
time moved only at the easy gait of the " These spells of his an getting lon^- rand
sun and the seasons. With a different closer together. He's an old-time married
early environment Rider might have be- man and being married is like any other
come a poet. bad habit-you never do get clean shut

He had always distrusted marriage be- of it and it's always likely to come back
cause it mani- on you And
festly involved then, he never
work and re- gets through
sponsibility, feeling cheap
and with him about his

the usual daughter.
youthful es- Can't blame
says in love him much, and
had been half- I oughtn't to
hearted, hesi- rub it in on
tating affairs, him like I did
uniformly end- to-day, but
ing in the tri- I've got to jar
umph of some him out of
more venture- these fits some

some wooer. way. He'll be
He had borne better when

these disap- his foot gets
pointments well and he
philosophi- won't have so
cally, and if his much time to
philosophy did mope around
not immediate- and read love

heal his stories in the

wounds, the magazines.
contemplation I've got to
of his success- \ keep him
ful rival's way amused. We
of life a year or Haley, . . . one of these lean old-timers.-Page 82. might go down
two after mar- and chin with

riage generally the \\idow to-
accomplished it. As he grew older and night but no, worst thing in the world.
fewer women looked at him with interest I guess I'll take him up to the ranger
he felt a certain satisfaction in the lessen- station for an hour or two. If the ranger's
ing danger that some woman's fancy wife should take a notion to haze her man
might conspire with his own occasional around the way she does sometimes, it
romantic impulses to kidnap him and would be a mighty healthy thing for Ha-
carry him over the dread border of the ley. If women only showed their claws
state of matrimony. Now he was far oftener, they'd be a heap less danger-
more content than most men, and, know- ous."
ing it, was as vigilant as any jealous wife Rider suspended operations in the gar-
to guard his winnings. Haley seemed den early enough to gather a few wild
essential to his happiness, for he did not raspberries and catch a few trout from
wish to live in solitude, and if Haley were the creek for supper, to please Haley, and,
taken from him he felt it would mean a after that meal was over, proposed a visit
return to town, the drab bondage of reg- to the ranger station. Haley, it seemed,
ular employment, and probably, as a final had been considering a call on the widow,
rivet in his fetters, marriage. but he yielded readily, adjusted his
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h d thev mad, with women folks don't dare. >f Then
gulch just after sunset. The mountain his sternness vanished and he began to
twilight was ver d chuckle. "Haley, I never took notice
and they did not break its charm by dis- until the last few years how many of the

but trudged along in silence, human family are bow-legged* Old cow-
en came the distant wail of a punchers and old Sioux Indians average

coyote from the dim pine woods, which pretty high in that line, but I'll bet they
may have given a thrill of wildness and assay considerable less, by the hundred,
freedom than

aley, 1 h to "Say, M remonstrated Haley, " ain't
mmer] h d you got any ideals at all ? Ease off on the

d women and cuss the government awhile."
primitive-the purr of a gasolene motor When they reached the ranger station
and saw the last light from the west flash they found the ranger, in his worn uni-
on the windshield of a car coming down form of forest green, sitting before a table
the road. As it d them it with a pair of telephone receivers on his
stopped, and a woman in knickerbockers ears and fussing at an odd-looking box.
slipped from und His wife, who stood beside him, nodded to

d. A man, appar- them without speaking, and the ranger,
ently her husband, sat in the front seat after waving a friendly greeting, held a

h a small child asleep in his arms, while stiff palm toward them to enjoin silence.
a little girl shared the back seat with a " Radio/' he explained briefly to the
pile of < menta. dy surprised prospectors. "Just about to
stoooed d then kicked get someting. Wait a minute."^»

it thoughtfully with the toe of a business- Haley and Rider, removing their hats
like laced boot. as if in church, stood watching with wide- w*p -** j.-** ̂x*-*. mtm^ ^--»^ *-* w ̂̂  ^f XH* v^f \* v^* *** <A>-V f T A i-AX ' iv^.v^

d any 
j M

m, asked eyed interest, and for several minutes the
ey, lifting his dusty black Stetson. four people in the room made neither

" Oh, no, thank you," she replied, with- sound nor movement.
out looking at them. "I was a little " Damn the static!" snapped the ranger
doubtful about that tire, b ?ss it suddenly.

m "'Gene!" chided his wife.

oo er as "Oh, the kid's asleep," he protested.
she sprang back to her seat, switched on "But I'm not," said she.
her lights, and got away in a little Rider took a soft step nearer Haley in
of dust and g order to nudge him, and again all speech

"Pants!" said Rider, gazing at the and motion were suspended. Presently
ishing tail-light. "The sceptre and the rangers face brightened, and after

the pants are departing 5)m another careful touch or two at the

"The widow never wears pants," re- knobs in front of him, he smiled. ^r^

- -. **.- * * ̂ ^ " " v ̂~fc J-*. W-k l-ta *» «. -%. fc / " » J"fc. »^r^ "* "* -^ J"HP "* »-^ J-W X^. J**. y I ' l^V J^fc /*^ rf^* 'B ^J d H except when she's driv- Coming in good," he said. "Here,
ing the hayrake or riding." Haley, sit down and get an earful.

u Don't you worry!" said Rider. "She There's another receiver for you, Rid-
everlastingly wears them on her mind, er. -^ _ " "» j.^ ^^ ^^ f^ A "~ ^ ^ L ̂ "~ ^fc_~^t ^fc _T ~~L I -» i^F^. ^ j i. ̂K. " "^h-_«. ,^"M-| .^"^. ^L^h
like all worn a smooth bunch A moment later the two friends were

ey are! ] d h listening with awe to a woman's voice
ssed men d which mysteriously sang into their ears

hand on the bit, but now they're getting from the black rubber receivers, for in
kl ; to use quirt and the more remote districts of the United

spur. States there are still a few people who are
" Seem m have lots of hard capable of wonder. They had read about^f

things to say about t tiem," commented such things in the magazines, of course,
Halev m ./ but the singing voice was vastly more

W said Rider, with e light of marvellous than any amount of black
militant reiorm somebody print. Rider sat rigid with attention for
ought to say such things, and the men " some time and then, on turning to look
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Rider worked all afternoon in the garden,. . . stopping at intervals to roll a cigarette and lean meditatively
on his hoc whi c he smoked.-Page 84.
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at Haley, he gave a violent start. The "Oh, shut up I" said the father, ch
older man appeared to be verv ill. His ling. "I'll go down on my
eyes were staring and the blood had sunk bones to her if it's necessary, but I know
away from his face, leaving it a ghastly it won't be. W
yellow. song? J Old Dad

"Oh, Lord!" Rider heard him mutter Dear.' "
weakly. "Oh, Lord, have mercy on my In a daze Rider went home that night
wicked soul!" d helped Haley with his meagre pack-

Then the red came back to his face with ;. Several times during: the hours of
a rush and he reached forward and began a rusn ana ne reacnea rorwara ana oegan aarimess ana oeiore tne time lor tne mail d time for
twirling the knobs of the apparatus, with in the morning he feebly attempted to^^^^^ ^^^

the result that the singing voice died in a de> his precipitate partner, b
sudden squeal. He fumbled eagerly over ey disdained argument and m
the cabinet in a vain search for something laughed him down. The hour of parting
and then, snatching the receivers from d
his head, placed a calloused thumb over Rider helped his friend into the pal-
the orifice in one of them and shouted pitating little car of m
into the other: "Hello, Myrtie! hello! 1 "^H clasped hands.
hello!" u Good-by, old socks!" d H

"Look out, there, Haley!" interposed heartily. r\ metrni m
the astonished ranger "You'll bust going to my own worn folks. Good
something. This is only a receiving set. luck!"
What's the matter with you?" Rider went back to 1 cabin and spent

"It's Myrtie, I tell you," cried the an idle morning on the h m
prospector. "It's Myrtie, my girl!" pany with an aged and sinful pipe. The

"Well, I'll the ranger glanced to- sunny tains, with their d
ward his wife and hesitated. "Well, I'll d ached with silence,
declare! The announcer said something behind m
like that-Bailey?-Haley? Yes; it was

Miss Myrtle Haley f u a woman got him, after all," he
"Of course it is," insisted Haley. sed bitterly. " Here I've guarded

"Wouldn't / know? How far away is m away irom worn all this
she? Deadwood?" a woman got shot him

"And then some!" said the ranger wireless at a range of four hundred m
smiling. "The sending station is a good What's the use?"
four hundred miles from here, air line." loon and 1

"Do you know her address?" climbed up to the tunnel where he and
"Why, yes; I guess I can dig up the d their rather languid

address of the broadcasting people." hopes of fortune for the past year and
"All right," responded Haley, his eyes d H m ner of long ex-

glittering with excitement, "I want you b ed had
to phone a telegram into town for me. he been in an underground working that
I'll go in with the mail man to-morrow was so full of ghostly, growling echoes
morning and catch the train. I got six moved
hundred in the bank " he was quiet. he gave it

"Aw, slow down," said Rider, who had dug a few angleworms in B garden,
listened thus far in a condition resembling and fished out the afternoon along the
paralysis. "You've got too much to say clear, rushing creek, which was more
for a telegram. There'll be lots of ex- cheerful.
planations '' H .e day with a

"111 make 'em when I see her. I'm d catch, b inst of preparing
going to-morrow." supper ioungi d on the porch, listlessly

"But she may not want to see you, smoking and gazing d the gulch to-
Rider argued desperately. "It's been ward the widow's place. could see a
four years since you heard from her. rich tall, green wheat, bor- -^^^B-

You say she's high-strung f . ^ _. f f ft *-i± ^Ld *"" dered, right and left, by the creek and a
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birches and quakine asns: b and t d it to the cat just as Sonm
vend that was the garden spot, and still came scampe
beyond was the house, a low, comfort- h as pin-

ookincr structure snuggled a cherry jell for your supper, Mr. Rider/' 4t
group of spruce, with a wisp of blue wood panted the boy. "She reckons you mu ^^^f * ^^ ^^^^ ^f

smoke curling from the chimney, while be 1 with Mr. Haley gone."
all was guarded on either hand Iii

towering slopes of the hills, shaggy with m on gift. h
pine m afar he could hear the shouted sun through h rn
laughter of a child and the playful bark- m
ing of a dog. Then a nearer sound made d d h d af

him look down to find 1 the cat, a might a crystal gazer trying to fathom the
m d one future. This was a moment of deMim

d d ealized^ f -fc ̂f *- » ̂MF ^f "" ̂*T ^f^ ^ff Then, quickly and
oring to drag away the whole catch. dec

Woman !" growled Rider, rescuing mad »

fish, " m ! I reckon string of trout and
you're d to get what m
you're after anyway, so I that m fish
might as well give it to down to your mother, son/1
you/1 d

He deta ;hed one of the nd
trout from the willow switch n thi s evening and vst a
on which they were strung spell."

-.

A low, comfortable-looking structun ii among a group
of spruce



Mainsprings of Men
BY WHITING WILLIAMS

Author of "Horny Hands and Hampered Elbows," etc.

I. WHY DO WE FEEL THAT WAY?

E are now eight thou- raising one's voice, and the birds could fly
sand feet above sea- over it with one sweep of their wings.
level," the guide ex- And on the two banks there were millions
plained to his party, of men, the one turned toward the other,
" Beyond this altitude eye to eye. But the distance which sepa-
you will see no more rated them was greater than the stars in
trees." the sky; it was the distance which sepa-

Two hours later they rates right from injustice.
paused again for breath. "The ocean is so vast that the sea-gulls

We have now led nearly two do not dare to cross it. During seven
m leader informed days and seven nights, the great steam-

>m ; shall encounter ships of America, going at full speed, drive
m vegetation." through the deep waters before the light-
Imost worn out, the group paused a houses of France come into view. But
thousand feet higher up as he pointed from one side to another hearts are touch-

to the heights above. ing
must now make your final prepa- W these distances that mark
for the night upon mm wars of nations, we have, unfortunate-

will nnd no more ly, been long f; m+

picture post-cards! " they threaten ̂  own
m m serious at- nor ter than to-day. But

mot to remind us how com nd more disc
wi ing threats have arisen the new

m dustrial andj.

of wi* group >m errouo with
r t serving as the m cups d the distance of the stars of the sky.
saucers thereof. b d

Mother, ch d m herland W ^ ̂̂ ^ ^fm ^^ "^h. "- f -^^- - -^r -^ "^^"i -^r t M
friends, honor, God-all these call forth m tune to enjoy exceptional oppor-

mC J " *^ ^^^ e of tunity to pass back and forth between
devotion which reaches beyond life's the lines that divide the c "mm laborer» ""

m Each is a for a par- dustry. Wheth
ticular kind of bond between one person in Germ
and another. Together they make the or France, each crossing of this N^-^ * " ^ Jt 4

,m of relationships Man's Land" has brought a fresh though
wi which all paradoxical surpri ise, fir at^^^H

drama find the sharp concreteness of the bristling
setting. differences between group group;

A fourteen-year-old lad in France has and, next, at the ,m though m-
described the distances these bonds or tangible power of larities which,
barriers are constantly establishing for deep beneath the surface, bind the fac-
de m tions unalterably to each other.

:aVI Am
"It was only a little river, almost a d h^^^ .

dtheY One could Civil W d
>m one sid other without It is infinitely worse that each group
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seeks to justify its stand by putting the these must be endured until we can m
blame on " human nature/' how get back to the old individual s n-

According to all the contestants it is i » " * i " -es

"human nature" that causes the blood- mm

shed of interclass as well as international tion of Labor, or The Rotary Club as
warfare-and, of necessity, always will, well as from the steel trust, the M
It is "human nature" that causes such Doctrine, or commoir ilth of na~
unmitigated loafing as surprised me in the tions ? Are we searching to-day as never
labor gangs of the steel plants, and always before to find some fairly im
will. Human nature," it is, that bars because
the way-and always will-against all ef- Nort bwesl as
forts to secure reasonable reactions from sage which will enable us to move around
Glasgow's dockers or the "Wobblies" of this new and chilh rf-* V " V « f //WTlll* It *" 1 " «. tinent of Impi-r-
the Northwest's lumber-camp or, speak- sonal Organization? Or are we hoping
ing from the other side, from the capital- against hope to find >m some-
istic owners who control them. "Human thing that may simplify the m
nature/' of course, takes always the line paper's report of yesterday's ni
of least resistance. And so on without tuck m " -^^" "-"- -^»- ^"- ^ """ "^^-' ^^"^^ ^" -^^-

end-according to this effort at self-justi- which poets call "this pleasing anxious
fication. being" and we call life?

I will confess that I have returned from

some weeks among the strike-breakers in "Moslem World Dreams Conquest."
the recent railway strike more shocked "Lloyd George Troubles Wife Less When
than ever before at the depths to which Fighting."
human nature is capable of going. Never- " Homely Youth Stabs Handsome Rival."
theless, I insist that it is time for every "Dog Dies to Save Boy Master."
able-minded non-contestant to protest "Mother of Nine Jumps into River/'
against those who, in order to win a short-
lived victory, insist on befouling the "na- M ci the locomotive fireman
ture" that must remain, after all, the one glories in t ;
and the ultimate tool of humanity, be it frees him
asset or liability. any explanation of such an absurd at

Luckily, the philosophers are running "ration of human doings and misdoings* " ^*^

to the defense on all sides. They are an- "You see, an engine's all-fired tempera-
nouncing this or that discovery intended mental," after he has stud
to set forth as the cause of the present dif- ied his fir
ficulties something that will explain our of the wrist, has slid the coal off his shovel
near-deadly differences and, at the same into exac d**

time, furnish a means of their overcoming fore burn- d. snots in h "You gotta
through the saving grace of our equally study her, and She alway
fundamental resemblances. wants coal u . and where

"Yesterday, and ever since history be- exact. You can mebbe fool a fellow_hu-
gan, men were related to one another as man-they're all easy, seems like. ut,
individuals," so our Ex-President Wilson -ome to fool a
gives his diagnosis of the trouble. "To- fire!"
day the every-day relationships of men Manifestly enough, both he and
are largely with great impersonal con- gineer feel the thrill of working, not with
corns, with organizations, not with other the intangible spiritualities of intluem
individual men. but with the law-abiding certainties of

"Now this is nothing short of a new material and measurable, and hence con-
social age, a new era of human relation- trollabk. forces. It is because these fo
ships, a new stage-setting for the drama know and obey their master's voice that
of life." d

Is he right ? sands. So, like all scientist-, thr.-e mas-
If this is the cause of our disquieting ters have a mild contempt for all their

enmities and distrusts, does it mean that d m
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lion all teachers, preachers, lawyers, and practical that gets results. But we can't
other thinkers who can't boss shovels take time to look up the theory."
and throttles themselves and so are Unfortunately, such a stand does not
forced to earn their living by getting prevent any of us from having our own
other people to boss them. If the fire pet theory. Most of us are apt to follow
isn't doing its job, there's the steam-gauge our boast of practical hard-headedness
to tell you all about it before the whole with what serves, to be sure, as the most
show lies down on you, cold. But when common explanation of human conduct
it comes to getting other people to do the even though it remains nothing but pure
right thing at the right time: theory:

"Why, man alive! how're you gom It's all in the pay envelope-without
to know? You can't put no gauge on Jem, more and more money, you can't get any-
can you? And there's no signals to give body to do a blessed thing!"
you a 'Fair Block!' or a 'Slow with cau- "It's all politics!" so other millions of
tion' nor nothin'! It's all just guesswork us with equal suavity and certainty

it's gotta be-with people so fickle and habitually assume to probe the source of
fancy-free like everything. Nothin' some far-reaching decision which may
o' that in mine, thank you!" have come only after nights of sleepless

The strange thing is this: most of the heart-searching beneath the White House
foremen, superintendents, and other lead- roof,
ers of present-day industry and business "Ignorance. It's all ignorance!" or

not to mention those in many other "sin and selfishness!" Thus the educa-
fields-like to feel that while their dealings tor or the preacher is likely to apply his
with things represent science, their deal- pet hypothesis-and so to condemn us all
ings with "thingers"-with people-rep- to a long, long wait before we can hope
resent mystery and magic. for any substantial improvement in the

"Well, you see business-business is headlines of the breakfast-table thriller.
business." An amazing amount of the present

So the captain of commerce is likely to highly disturbing bitterness between
insist that the doings of the store, the of- moneyed and moneyless, patriot and for-
fice, or the factory are entirely too diverse eigner, orthodox and atheist follows upon
and subtle ever to be asked to submit to this practicalist habit of checking up our
the same kind of study by which we may people by our theory instead of checking
hope to understand and control events in up our theory by our people.
other fields. "For twenty years," so the employer is

"What you don't know, sonny, won't likely to explain, "we have always paid
hurt you !" so my foreman used to employ our men the highest-going wage And
the same alibi in his effort to hold onto yet the moment some leader calls a strike,
the "mystery" by which he was foreman, they lay down their tools and leave us
when I would ask why the steel sheets flat. Beyond understanding, they are.
for the automobiles were begun in the What's the use of trying to get along with
steam and smoke and sweat of the "hot them?" Or, according to a union mem-
rolls," but had to be finished in the grease ber:
and grime of the "cold rolls." In the "Here's the employer. He lets us
same way labor-unions are apt to write work for him year after year, and then
into the law of various lands that no one the minute we get into a jam, he turns us
shall become a mine manager without the out of the company houses, and into the
actual experience of an excessive number snow. Just in order to get a few "scabs"
of years-with the resultant serious dis- who will work for ten cents an hour less.
couragement of all scientific training. What can you do with such a boss but

"But people are so different you can't fight him?"
apply the same rule twice," is another de- "This idea that the coal-miners want
fensive alibi for safeguarding the mystery the money of regular work every day is
and side-stepping the "science" of deal- all wrong," protests another, "Why, at
ing with people. "We'll do anything for our mine we can't possibly keep them
our 'hands' that other people tell us is steady-and away from their constant
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weddings or funerals, fishing parties or k to week it was b d thedenrcd
holidays. They're simply impossible. is would cease bee " ender
You've got to 'treat 'em rough.'" had cith iiau- or a slightly

Such failure of a particular theory to postponed death. " -
explain the facts results in the abandon- instinct of self-preservation d be
ment-no, not of the theory, but of all <1 unon to dissuad
belief in the other fellow's susceptibility efforts. When they contin it was
to any fair or logical appeal. With that 

^-

d. hat nothing could be done with
the stage is set for tragedy and war: a :h
fellow clansman has been proved a Bar- e months later a young lieutenant
barian and Philistine-impervious to all returne 

k ^H ^^^^^
m

accepted human motives. To distrust tribal chief. Shortly thereafter another
him and to fight him is, therefore, not vvi
only unavoidable but a conscientious duty ffi and himself. po
to the rest of a sane and reasonable man- lation was amazed ions
kind! da invitin them

In fairly recent times such loyalty to a m m pointed
single-track assumption, as to the proper brought out bv soldi
means to the salvation of our souls, made d tj The popu-
a work of grace out of the slaughter of her- lation ni hardly to b as it
etics and witches. To-day it enables mil- hed d wond
lions of us to enjoy the gracious glow of d U
virtue's warrior as we hear the name of the to the edge of the grave the soldiers led a
particular band of outlaws our reasoning f hey cut its throat.
has thus put outside the pale, " Organized Worn screamed and men threw them-
Labor," " Organized Capital," " Bour- >on the ground in prayer as-"- - _^fc -fc_ �_ _^_ M _^fc_ f f 9 ̂  W J-"%. ' f^ L«*. ^*_ 4 jA_i A * * ^ "_" - I *. _*l-^. -«fc_ A *"_" A H"^ ^"fc. J*-fc. * " "fc
geoisie * Bolshevist"-who of us is so in- blood sauirted out on to the be
significant as not to condemn others or dead-^^^H-

be ourselves condemned by others, to That was last d
membership in one of these? h-bound "J

Unless the "new social age," with its d
so-called "impersonal concerns," is to be country's enemies, the Koran has
accepted as nothing but a fabric of such dm
frenzied affiliations or bloody antipathies m "f the dark-eyed houri of h
as were demonstrated by the World War so th lieutenant explained. "O
abroad or the "Labor Wars of 1922" thing can separate such self-sacrifice from
here at home, we must find-and find the satisfactions of unending lust. His
quickly-some explanation of the doings body must not come in contact with
of others to which we can pledge our f
loyalty, without taking on so much of belief lit-
armor and acrimony, and taking off so ical prejudice, industrial misconceptions.
much of human reasonableness and hu- d

man dignity. sleeves or even on the top of our minds,*- ̂ v

Surely, there is hope in this: that no or if it were not forever changing - then
one can pass from sympathetic atten- derstandine of that line of iustifi
dance at the camp-fires of the conflicting b on
social or industrial armies without being would be simpl d rt.
certain of one thing; namely, that each do vez mean, a-punchin1\^^j f *

army is hugging to itself a certain line into a mon's car like thot ? Gimme yer
of thought or impulse which more than n d b Oh! And
justifies its action to itself. bee "d. Pa:

To miss that line is to miss all, and so m In County Cork 1 Well ^^

to close the gates and declare the war 1 now 1 'Tis a fair countrv,. thoi

Some years ago, in the Philippines, the And now hex- ez what would
murder of our army officers by half- b d d Dago
crazed natives became serious. From that backed into vez?"
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The story of our lives could doubtless till I recollected that when the fish were
be told in such assertions or such "fade- opened, I saw small fish taken out of their
aways" of the view-points established by stomachs; and then, thought I, 'If you
our earlier attitudes, experiences, and as- eat one another, I don't see why we
sociations. Most of us, of course, insist mayn't eat you.' So I dined upon cod
that all these changes-whether their very heartily. ... So convenient a
"tempo" is slower or faster than the thing is it to be a reasonable creature, since
policeman's-have occurred because the it enables one to find or make a reason for
facts themselves-or, at least, our under- everything one has a mind to do."
standing of them-have changed, and In such wise our feelings, with the aid
that the whole thing has been thoroughly of our logic, proceed to the determination
and immovably based in the unprejudiced of all those boundaries and barriers and
concrete of our reason and logic. distances that set the stage with the view-

But it hardly needs to be argued that points, beliefs, prejudices, "hunches,"
for most of us, more facts are less impor- and hankerings from which our action
tant than a reweighing and revaluation proceeds to flow in the consciousness of
of those we already have. Indeed, it is complete and uttermost reasonableness.
hard to know where to turn in order to "When Germany loses, mama cries.
find a fact that is much more than a col- Papa cries when Germany wins," so the
lection of other peoples' weighings and re- Russian Czarevitch reported the emo-
weighings. Nowadays we stop to observe tions that shook not only his distin-
the fighting of a fire on the street and pro- guished parents but, later, the very foun-
ceed later to search the paper for the dations of Europe and the world.
meaning of what we saw. That meaning What made them feel that way ?
is hardly likely to be the one the reporter . Well, the ductless glands are the latest
contributed. The "city desk" is apt to to have our attention for their influence
add his own valuations-of course after upon the value scales of our emotions,
these have been properly adjusted for and so upon our daily doings. The tern-
the particular "slant" required by the perate zone, the "co-efficient of humid-
management's general policy. But the ity," and a thousand other factors of our
editor's valuations, in turn, are not so local physical or physiological environ-
much his as they are his best guesses or ment have come in for due attention,
"hunches" as to the probable nature of Perhaps the most serious consideration
the weighings likely to be made by us, his has been given by the philosophers to
readers. Of us, in turn, the weighings are what might be called our "long-distance"
not so much a matter between us and the environment.
editor as between us and those about us "Man is born into his world accom-

whose weighings we come to know in ad- panied by a rich psychical disposition
vance by virtue of our own "hunches"! which furnishes him ready-made all his

No wonder that the faculties of our motives of conduct, economic or wasteful,
reason and logic throw up their hands, moral or depraved. He can show a dc-
and leave this complex compounding of mand for nothing that is not prompted
our attitudes to our feelings. by this galaxy of instincts." So Carl ton

"Hitherto I had stuck to my resolution H. Parker described what he believed
of not eating animal food," so Benjamin serve as the root motives in our modern
Franklin tells us in his autobiography of economic life.
the part played so often by our reason, "Take away these instinctive disposi-
"and on this occasion I considered tions with their powerful impulses," ac-
the taking every fish as a kind of un- cording to Professor MacDougall of Har-
provoked murder, since none of them vard, "and the human organization would
had or ever could do us any injury that become incapable of activity of any kind
might justify the slaughter. All this like a wonderful clockwork whose main-
seemed very reasonable. But I had for- spring had been removed.'
merly been a great lover of fish, and, when Now I submit that neither these local
this came hot out of the frying-pan, it nor these long-distance pullers of the
smelt admirably well. I balanced some triggers of our feelings go far enough to
time between principle and inclination, meet our present need. They fall short
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in this: do not provide an explana- "It's Number 5 ! That's what's doin^
tion sufficiently simple for the daily gui- this business; these fellows want to own
dance of those among us who must earn the place ! Or perhaps Number 12."
our living by the daily d So the superintendent may ruminate as
influence on men's doings h he hurries along with the list in his

m and industry or education, reli- clinched fists.
d His problem has hardly been simplified.
.ly the head of a f His psychological tool-chest contains too

000 tory workers cannot e to many tools-with no adequate instruc-
his machinists tion as to how to use them. Worst of all.

k means ot an exam there is little if any explanation as to how
f the diff es between the tuitary they work in connection with each other.

or the thyroid glands of If "No. 5" is really causing the trouble,
Nor could the local climate be expected how many units of "No. 4" or "No. 16"
to provide a sufficient reason for the will have to be applied in order to bring
marked dissimilarity of the view-point of the hoped-for equilibrium of impulse ^^^ ^

m hinist, and that is exactly and the consequent peace of mind?
the nub of his difficulty. Even the wide In short, the superintendent has in his
assortment of instincts, though hands, not a group of explanations and

f a particular explana- causes, but a mere catalogue of various
tion for each of the various groups well-worn channels of behavior. Worse

h still, the catalogue has completely failed
:m to give the hoped-for common denomina-

i. ello! hello! Is this the superinten- tor-the factor by which the whole list
cl Sav, the *wm tool-room is walk- may somehow be tied together and the
ing out on us! Come up here quick and force or thrust of one be determined in

do !" terms of another. If we divide the cata-

hi over to answer the fore- logue into those that furnish self-preserva-
s f appeal, how can the tion for our physical selves and those that

"super" pick out the particular "instinc- work for our social well-being, it is evi-
wi m dent that Greganousness or "Herd in-

d m stinct" covers such a multitude of social

sins and virtues in the complexity of our ipiexiiy
i. Gregariousness-with its "trek to present-day environment that th e mere

the city," and its "sensitiveness name itself gives little help.
to the opinions of others." To be sure, we may see in all our bewil-

2. Parental bent. dering variety of modern social and spiri-
3. Curiosity. tual calls and answers nothing but the "sub-
4. Workmanship. limation" or civilized refinement of those
5. Acquisition. Collecting. Owner- primitive habits which once saved our

ship. material skins. But, in that case we have
6. Fear and flight. set up a Frankenstein image. We have
7. Mental activity. given our safety over into the hands main-
8, Homing or settling (children's play- ly of our fancy. He is a dull dreamer, in-

houses, etc.) deed, who cannot find for every situation
9. Migration-the cause of the hobo, an easy and apparently fitting sublimate!

10. Hunting: causes religious inquisi- Admittedly, we shall never get away
tions, witch-burnings, competi- from the reach of these inborn tendencies
tor-beating, trust-busting, etc. which are implanted in our physiological

n. Anger. Pugnacity. equipment for physiological purposes
12. Revolt at confinement. Admittedly, too, these have their social
13. Revulsion. masks for exerting force upon us within
14. Leadership and mastery. our present setting. Nevertheless, it is
15. Subordination and submission. folly not to see what is the root of the
16. Display or ostentation. matter-that every one of these present
17. Hunger. high-speed, multiplex days of ours has so
18. Sex. decreased the proportion of the requirements
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of our physical self-preservation and so in- Thirteenth Street gang, the federation of
creased the proportion of the demands of women's clubs, or the League of Nations,
our social well-being as to require some less the saving of our physiological skins has
primitive statement of the sources of our given way as the chief of human motives
modern activities. to the saving of our social faces.

Within us, to be sure, are numberless This change in proportion between these
memories of a dim but inescapable past, two compulsions-this, I submit, is the
ready at any moment to remind us of the real change in the setting of our modern
necessity of saving our stomachs. The stage. Our failure properly to observe and
trouble is that the development of mod- adjust ourselves to this change-this, and
ern statecraft has all but made extreme not the formation of the new and sup-
hunger an offense against the law! posedly impersonal organizations,-this, I
Prison-bars await the social malefactor submit, has brought our present state of
who would try to starve himself to death, deadly inter-class belligerency and in-
But what are we to say of our fellow citi- duced the present world-wide "jfunk"
zens who each year turn away from their about our common "human nature."
crowded dinner tables and succeed in tak- The statement of the hearts-bottom

ing their own lives-to the fearful total of mainspring wish, of all of us which this
ten thousand? change necessitates will occupy the see-

In these days of the labor-union, the ond article.

Winter Moonrise

Y EVELYN M. WATSON

ALL silent like a picture limned in frost,
I see the twilight flow 'mid hills and trees
The dim, bleak, snow-marked hills, and naked trees
And valley farm homes' snowy mansard roofs
Make silhouettes against the wan gray sky.
Cold colors dimly tremble through the west,
To rise and shift across the darkening dome.
The sun, a rayless disk of burnished bronze,
Appears to sink within a sea of lifeless gray,
Whence dying lights inflame the sky, and mark
With fire the narrow-mullioned windows of the house,
And touch the snowy-tinselled trees with crimson lights

And, as the gray of sky
With all its transient western glory sinks
Within the limitless, uncharted blacks
Of night, the moon, a silent crescent, brightens
Against the dark, wherein the stars now glitter
As frosts which lie upon the cold still earth.
A faint light trembles through the north. 'Tis night.

There comes a cold bright thought-that light
Is seldom wholly absent quite from our sky.
The pitch-black hours are very, very few,
If not the sun, then moon and stars prevail,
Reflected glory bring to grace life's nights.
And winter has the stars of snows to speak,
A symbolic mantle of God's protecting love.
A shivering beggar smiling at the moon,
I find content for this winter dark of mine.
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S Patrolman John her coat, rubl hat, and rubier IXXD
Kane, Traffic A, went On oat was unbuttoned
on post in Fifth Ave- the did the white of his uniform sho
nue, somewhere south H ha'd'verd
of Fourteenth Street, spell?" hailed
he drew on his gray The cleaner s , looked up, and
gloves quickly and med d h h a shruLr of hi
stamped his feet on shoulders, went on.

the cold pavement. The early morning "Feelin* o- Tom?" Kane
sun was squinting over the houset< >j >s, but 1 him, with a grin.
there had been four days of cold April On the sidewalk a knot of taxi-d
rain, and the clouds swept in from the west hud 5 line of taxis, where
in great low billows that kept back the was shelter. The storm awning
sunshine except for a flashing glimpse here that ran out in build
and there. The storm was still in the air, I and snapped in the wind. Kane
and the sharpness of March was in the (>0
wind that whirled around the corner. d Lreet cross-

"Ugh! Not much spring in this!" ing horizon that would hold him in its
shivered the traffic-cop, as he waved a Nothing unusual, h
solitary truck on its lumbering cross- registere he beckoned on the fi
town way. He looked down, as though office-bound limousine f h h
something in his uniform were missing, j^t ^-w mj^A j**. " l-m 4 *-^ j^i* v m ^ L"fe "» A^ 4 4 * h. 4 ̂*k *-» » -^ -* ̂  "* * v-%. - , ̂V "W*. ^ -* n /I m mj-h **** ̂  I -* j-* L^ » » -m h his "g
and shivered once more, as he realized the was a sh
loss of the overcoat that departmental and he looked again, m
orders had just banished for the season. "Hey, come here!" a voice

"Wrong again! he commented, in shouted.
recognition of the departmental wisdom C
that annually picks the coldest day in There was a scuffle, and the
April for the shedding of overcoats. The d f bep

seasoned cop instinctively crowds sweat- h hands outstretched
rs and newspapers to his bosom, behind cigarette flying off at an angle. Ahead

his brass buttons, when the overcoat or- of him a small yc doe bounded
der appears; for he knows that a cold Officer Kane in j< yful up-and-down leap ,
snap is coming. And, once the overcoat took up a positi( n the other side of him,
is off, he knows it will not be ordered on and turned aroi nd with head lowered.
again, though blizzards blow and snow- while he breathed defiance at h
flakes fly. \.l

Officer Kane was not the only doubter "Ur- the fugitive fero-
of spring. Men hurried around the cor- cioush
ner with coat-collars turned up, and a pair "He) m out o' that!" Then tin
of stenographers stopped and turned driver looked up at the officer
around for breath as they came suddenlx laughed.
into the teeth of the wind. Tommaso, "Ur-r-rl" The yellow fore feet
who had cleaned this block for many wide apart, the brown eyes were glaring
years, came by with head lowered as hr between them, and behind lie up-
doggedly pushed his broom over t he pave- lifted b a crooked yellow il was
ment before him. He wore a black rub- wagging vigorously.

VOL. LXXIIL-7
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Kane looked down at the warrior at f d

bay and gave a comprehending grin. ready on post; in joint possession of the
"A reg'lar yeller dog/' he said. with He had

"Where d'yer get him, Jake?" the iend 1:
"Oh, a truck, 'bout an hour ago. morni sy threw h m

They threw him off at the corner-you the truck; and all he asked of the
know how they do, when they want to get was one friend, to could return
rid of a stray. He's been hangin' around hi s allegiance, in full
here ever since-haven'tcha, y' rat!" K

The rat shifted sideward a foot, in ere doomed tc H d
recognition of the challenge. m awav. with

"Here, let's have a look," said Kane, as and j. "/ w

he bent down. "Give us a paw, now. high glee, with head b
He tousled the top of the yellow head up and down in the most ridiculous fash-
with one hand, and lifted a paw with the ion, h up i d
other. The warrior stood up on his hind his legs in mock subjection, only
legs, with tail wagging harder than ever, d detour and
and placed the free paw, with its pawful bounding back It was a
of pavement dirt, on a spotless blue great and, just because
trouser. dog entirely understood

"Hey-y, there-wha'd'yer think I am could not be anything else.
a doormat?" Then he turned to the Thev were an unexpected^m

driver. " Wy, he's a puppy, Jake-look early 1 m was
at those legs. He hasn't even found 'em six feet of brawn, with light hair and
yet. He makes me think of-" The sen- pink cheeks he had
tence was left unfinished. "Ah, you poor France. He pulled his weight on
little devil-" he put his hand gently on the tug o' war t< m A. dhi
a broad scar that had scarcely healed cheery grin was >wn »

across the shoulder. The puppy began passed his post.^^m ^ . "^^^" ^^^^^ yellow pup to
meditatively licking the hand. "And hi / JL -L
that tail-it's crooked as Pearl Street!"" t alongside the cop, shifting here and
The last three inches of the yellow tail K
veered sharply off at an angle of thirty >wn d
degrees. Kane looked again at the dog's the north-and-south-bound. The faces
head. "Yes, you're just a yeller dog-a that d i s looked
mut. You're lucky to be alive." He put startled as they discovered
the puppy down, brushed off his trousers, their down , as they
and straightened up. " Looks just lik~ " ' *- d >p's grin
he started to say, then changed his mind. dem >r of his

" What do we do with him ? " asked the yellow assistant an irresistible
driver. burst of laughter would possess m

"Guess we gotta fix him up." Kane blocks to m
thought a moment. "I got it. You fel- but day was starting right.
lers keep him on the sidewalk for a while, " : here, old mastiff," said Kr ^

where he won't get hurt. I got a buddy the ker, "you'll have to
on one o' those big trucks that makes the handle the sector now, or there
night run to Baltimore, and he oughta -won't be any yellow pup pretty soon."
be comin' by soon. He can take him The puppy's eyes looked as though
along and drop him at some farmhouse were trying to understand, while hi
where they'll take him in." He pondered wagged acquiescence in whatever his new
a minute. "Wish I could take him my- master m decree. looked at
self," he added. "But he oughta get out him thoug "It's funny," he said,
o' here quick-the society '11 have him "you're a ringer for poor little Uffs.
before noon, if a truck don't get him first. I
A dog hasn't a chance in this town." The dog w; 5 tail, but

The yellow pup had a different plan for the cop was back two, three,
his immediate future, however. He had nearly four years. He was looking again
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at the ruined village in Lorraine that had " Yeah!"
come as the first sign of real war to the >m m wi yer?"
wide-eyed men in olive drab who filled "Sure!"
the big truck. There was a church with- "Take care of m All of
out steeple or roof, and with holes for yer, together-he can't stay out here.
windows; and the usual piles of brick I'll have him out o' your way soon. Go
and plaster and half-standing houses ahead now, Uffs, it's all right!"
lined the little winding streets. They He handed the dog over to the driver,
had stood like that, a scar against the d , and turned to the

sunlit hills, since that first August. But traffic that had waited patiently while h
to the men in the truck they were new, journeyed across the years to France
and strangely different. Here and there back. Uffs looked doubtfully over
a Frenchwoman stood in a doorway, with r's d
children clinging to her skirts as she took but the discipline of trust was there, and
wondering note of les Americains," at master had spok
last, on their way to the front. When the was no "higher authority" on
truck stopped at the cross-roads, a small h"^"- ^+r f , and those curious

girl had picked up a yellow mongrel be- driver folk were rightly regarded by Uffs
side her, and in dumb show proffered the m im ments of a
gift toward the big men in the truck. mornr s en j c nt. t at it with
"Pennee? Pennee?" came the under- >f am rn his pile for
standing chorus from the doughboy. The the year and is off on a vacation.
little girl had shaken her head. "Come First there was cab inspection. No recess
on, I'll take him/' and Sergeant Kane ma nterors was too rem
had reached down and gathered the pup to be thoroughly sniffed out, nor was
into his arms. "He'll get nothing to eat dtob if he
around here," he said, "he's all skin and with There were sud-*-*

bones now. All right, little girl-com- leaps, 5 an wi
pree. Partee now." The truck rumbled m drivers in headlong pursuit.
off to the north. "You said it," cor- the puppy legs floundered,
roborated a private, "no uffs in this and a pair of strong closed about
country-no nothing. Although not the panting yellow object and
referred to in the field-service regulations, h. It was in one of the lulls
the existence of "uffs," which is accurate of the aign that a daintily stockinged
doughboy French for eggs, is an impor- ankle stepped up fr the flapping
tant test of countryside possibilities. d taxi by
"'Bout as big as a couple of uffs, him- its tily stockin W a
self," came disparagingly from under a d» ^-**r

tin hat in the back of the truck, as the third, just in to escape the closing
small ball of yellow made himself at home. "Oh!" There was a little
From that moment he was "Uffs" to the "m he interior. "Hey-y, you m1
whole company. He was even accorded out o' that!" And, by hind leg
the freedom of the battalion, for it is a tail, a baffled driver pulled hi
natural bond that draws one stray to an- passenger out of a hastily reopened cab-
other-and the soldier is the saddest door. There was a guffaw m
stray of them all. "Uffs" lasted two drivers who had escaped this
happy months. That was a fair average, fo m
When he had gone, the sergeant found a "Say, Officer, he's in again!" b
hole in his affections that was never quite to the iffic-cop. "Better get a
filled. dog-he's orful strong!"

As Sergeant Kane came back to the m time to tim f

world of Patrolman Kane, of Traffic A, between the taxis d k
he picked up Uffs, dirt and all, and rubbed made a hoarse little noise that
the yellow head with his big hand, until sounded like "uffs, uffs!" K
the puppy s delight was beyond all d him b e would wait there,
bounds. Then he called toward the taxis. Wl longing look d mentative

"Jake!" m ;ul gesture
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sent him scurrying to the sidewalk again. b se d
Only once did he gain his objective, and began pawing vigorously at the long tails
that was when he attached himself, by of the doorman's brass buttoned ed coat.
dog's right, to a small boy and girl whom That was h big Perhaps
Kane was convoying across the street. had not pe d
That children, as well as soldiers, belong aisles of this temple of propriety. Per-
to stray dogs is well understood in the haps d doo r>
brotherhood of "muts"-and Uffs was did not k h doorm
clearly a "mut." It was with an air of d kick
easy assurance that he trotted along with yellow ol) h
the lit lie convoy, his tongue lolling forth door, down the steps and across th
importantly, as he did his part in the job. sidewalk, to d long awn
When the expedition had passed, he was ing. At me c he let go another kick
unceremoniously chased back again. that grazed the hind-quarters the

As the morning wore on, the gray puppy, who was scampering for his lif
clouds above were followed by great now, with tail between his legs in genuin
dimpled masses of snowy white, driven fright.
low and fast, and covering the sky with "Damn yer I'll h
the sweep of their advance. Patches of runnin ' 'round
blue began to appear, and then the sun As the yellow fluff flashed in th
shone warm and clear. Below, there was street, there was a yelp of an
just a hint of green in the brown of the then the puppy pulled up just short of
bushes that still live, south of Fourteenth' wheels of a passing car d st
Street. A truck rolled by toward Wash- trembling, in panic-stricken rta
ington Square, with a swaying load of There was a quick look from the cr ^^

park benches, newly painted in bright and a quicker stride to the curb The
green. The first flower-wagon was going d was still glowering, when a
slowly up the avenue, along the curb, d hand fell on hi 1-^^f -^-r *****-

starting and stopping as the red and der and nushed him
white gleam of its geraniums and hya- oo
cinths brought customers hurrying out of m
doors and down steps to see if summer "There, stand The
were really coming. An umbrella-mender sh doorm d h
came singsonging through the side street, the I d "S d ^P

and, to make assurance doubly sure, a and i if yer got any !"
hurdy-gurdy, manned by a swarthy at- The drooned his h id. "Kickin' a
tendant, was standing in front of the high little d be rave ' he
building, and grinding out the "Marseil- in al f LSgUSl you
laise" with a gusto gloriously attuned to 

'
m good

the charging clouds above. "Aux armes, 1 No,
citoyens! "' A man walking south h h in the f 'd b
straightened up and walked faster- better for you." His fist closed, and there
" Ah !" he breathed, and there was a new was the slightest approach toward draw-
light in his eye. The drivers looked up, ing his right m X im
and the cop started as though something aloi h me? be hea
had come back inside of him. Under the yer 

"

arch in the square a twirl of color flashed II d ed to where the
and vanished, as the wind played with the ed
memorial flag that streamed from the m crooked
white pole beyond. And then a great tail be wagging " , K ne

patch of blue let down a flood of sunshine h d
to reassure every living thing. Spring "Pretty near gotcha that time,'1 he >m
had come, in lower Fifth Avenue. meat I. Then he looked . Av»

There was no doubt about this, in the Lrrindi ihrou the side
mind of Uffs. His day had arrived. He 1i
capped the climax of his ecstasy when he . . >
bounded into the hallway of the high ocom d the bod th
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almost darkened the street in its im- "All right, John."
mensity. Across the great side appeared The patrolman stood hesitating.
the words "Mammoth Express" in gold "What's up?" said Kane quietly.
letters against the green background. "Maybe trouble, John-I dunno. Y'
And there were two number plates, one know that new special deputy the mayor
in red for "D. C.," and the other in blue, just appointed? Made a lot o' money
below, for "Maryland." Kane made the out o' the war-fancy dresser-little
middle of the street in two jumps, and mustache-I forget his name."
held up his hand. The truck monster "Rothstein?"
stopped with a grumble of resignation, "That's it. He went by while you were
and a head appeared at the cab window, after the dog-I was on the other corner.
with another close behind. There was a He puts out his head and looks around,
grin of recognition. then he tells the driver to slow up, pulls

"Hello, John-thought you was off to- out a pencil and makes a note on a piece
day." .". .M_ - o' paper. Looked good an' sore, Y'

"No, I was busy for a minute over know, he's stuck on bein; saluted
there." The cop jerked a thumb back- "Yes, I know," interrupted Kane, dis-
ward at the awning. " Say, Mac, I got a gustedly.
job for yer-it's a queer one. Y'see that "They say he's in strong at City Hall
yeller mut there"-he pointed toward nothin' but a fad with him, but-off post,
Uffs, watching from the curb- "Well, I an5 all that-you know. An' that dog
gotta get the poor little devil out o' here, story won't stand up. When he'd gone,
quick. Somebody threw him off a truck I come over-might cover yer if any more
this morning, an' he's been here ever since, come along," .
He nearly cashed in under a car only a Kane looked serious. " See if yer can
minute ago. Will yer take him along an' pick up anything, Ed," he said.
drop him somewhere in Jersey, at some The man on patrol took up his beat
good-lookin' farmhouse, where they'll again, with a nonchalant swing of the
take him in?" club, as though there had been nothing

Kane called to the curb. "Hey, Uffs, of import in the conference. At the end
come here!" As the puppy loped across, of an hour he had been in communication
Kane picked him up and looked at him, with individuals at headquarters, at Traf-
"Not so bad, for a mut fie A, and the precinct station-house, and

The driver had been gazing curiously at the City Hall. Also, he had been in
at the dog. A queer expression came over touch with Big Bill Baker, his best bet
his face, and he started when Kane called over in the Municipal Building, who, be-
to the puppy. sides being a friend of the young cop from

"That's a funny one," he said. "He Traffic A, was a messenger in the service
made me think o' something an' then you of the city government-which gave him
called him <Uffs.' He looked again, unusual opportunities for "picking up
and smiled. "He's a ringer, John." The things." These communications were
two men were silent as they grinned at neither official nor of record, nor did they
the dog. interfere with police duty. But they were

When the big truck had rumbled off, valuable. They were the "grape-vine."
Kane walked slowly back to his post, and At the end of another hour, a big-boned
he was muttering to himself. " Well, it's man, with gray eyes and heavy grayish
better for him," he said, "Mac'll put mustache under a black slouch hat, was
'im in a good place-an' he wouldn't last casually crossing the avenue at Patrol-
another hour here." But he felt lonely, man Kane's post, on traffic.
as he had felt four years ago, when for a "Hello, John," said Big Bill quietly, as
day the whole company had been un- he stopped for a moment. "It's bad
happy. Above, the April sky was cloud- you're reported in for transfer." Kane's
ing over again; the street seemed bleak eyes kindled. "I've got a hunch, though
and wintry. I'll tip yer off later. Leave it ter me.

At the crossing Kane found the man Having passed the time of day in this
on patrol, filling in as traffic-cop. routine fashion, Big Bill went on, with

"Much obliged, Ed." every appearance of unconcern. It was
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better not to be seen talking long to Kane, that might be called fliiTerem ut, by
Not that it mattered to Big Bill. He was and large, he was the same as any other
regular and he had a leader; Tom Dono- man, and he could not understand the
van could handle any trouble that would kind of "justice " that was now overtaking
ever perch on his doorstep. But Kane him. Neither had he any idea what to do
was just a cop and a soldier, who didn't about it.
know a leader from a wooden Indian. Big Bill was more resourceful. While
And Kane was in trouble. The fewer Kane, on post, was shrouded in gloom,
people he was seen talking to on post, Big Bill was basking in the soft lights of - ~ " " 

1 '

the better. 
^ a banker's parlor in Pine Street. He was

Kane knew that he was in trouble, talking earnestly to a well-set-up young
The grape-vine had yielded messages from man who had met him there by appoint-
several directions. At headquarters the ment. The young man listened atten-
special deputy's demand for his transfer tively but doubtfully.
was being held for investigation; there "I tell yer, he can do it/' repeated the
were no enemies in that citadel. But messenger. "This feller Rothstein's al-
special deputy police commissioners are ways skatin' on thin ice down here, an'
powerful persons, and the last man to in- your uncle's different-why, he could buy
cur the displeasure of one of those irre- that feller out an' never miss the change!
sponsible satellites had been taken out of He only needs ter say the word, an' its
Traffic A, and sent to patrol the sandy done! I got enough dope on this Wall
wastes of City Island. Kane's heart sank Street bunch ter know what Van Tassel
as he thought of that. He had just moved & Tobey says, goes-down here, anyway.
the wife and kids out of the flat in Charles If yer put it up good an' strong-an'
Street and down to Staten Island, where you're alderman, Jimmy, an' supposed ter
they could all live in the country. His look out fer your friends-why, I know
savings had gone into the first payment the kind your uncle is-he's one o' them
on one of the tiny, tax-exempt "bunga- thoroughbreds that'll go the limit fer a
loos," that were beginning to dot that man like Kane-he'd be glad ter do it fer
rural borough. He was happy, and fixed, him!"
and broke. City Island! That was half "Oh, Uncle Bob's end is all right,"
a day's journey from his new home-he laughed the Honorable James Van Tassel,
would be lucky to see his family once in a who, for many seasons now-save for his
month. As he glanced at the yellow wheel own two years in the army-had repre-
with the horse's head on his left sleeve, he sented the 75th Aldermanic District in
pictured the change from the regular the city's councils. "He knows Kane
hours of traffic duty-nine to six-thirty, just as I do-every one who goes by that
with Sundays and holidays off-to the corner knows him-and he'd be only too
long and short "swings" of patrol, with glad to help. But I don't see why this ^^^^^^

its night work and long stretches on re- man Rothstein should
serve. But, back of all that, it was like A door opened, and the senior partner
ripping off his chevrons-and for what? of Van Tassel & Tobey entered, tall,
Because the special deputy had lost a spare, and alert.
salute-for that he was to be disgraced! "Oh, good morning, Jimmy, what's

He handled his traffic automatically, as up
he turned the thing over and over in his "Good morning. Uncle Bob. This is Mr.
mind, but as the afternoon grew late, his aker, who helps me in the district ''
face hardened. Patrolman Kane was as "Ha, ha, politics again? Glad to meet
ordinary a commuting husband and you, Mr. Baker-sit down and be corn-
father as any other bundle carrier on the fortable-now, fire away!"
cross-bay circuit. Under his brass but- The alderman explained his mission,
tons and blue the same sort of human with sundry interpolations from Big Bill, ' 

_-_

heart registered the same job lot of vir- and one interruption from the banker 01
tues and faults, smiles and grouches, that "Oh, yes, I know him-fine-looking chap
it registers under civilian garb. There -soldier, wasn't he?" When they
was the added tradition of courage that through, the senior partner looked puz-
inhabits New York's ten thousand cops, zled.
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W I could do it he sm into her cheeks, d the coug d-^^^^r-

quizzically, with the tips of his fingers to- gone, since they had lived there, d
gether before him, as he hesitated. "] m d , *

not anxious to ask favors of that fellow A cop fn the lower A
but-well, I guess 's no harm." precinct, off bound

He turned to the telephone. .. a him
drive on Sunset Oil to-day," he solilo- H _jw dyer make out, J

absently, his gers d "Dunno yet."
on the table as he waited for the call. ig stiff. II d "h

hstein caught nrettv bad b* v got the lie
on't know if get out. " Then a now, without -fly uties buttin'

secretary cam( sage, and he in." K M
disanoeared tx d a dass d an"» ^-' ten spend all yer in the trial-

tes he returned, chuckling. cut out patrollin' altogether. m
W I t to about ^ to chuck the job."

Jimm H to have married," said Kane.
fir ?hen he They the trip in silence.

d-said he bore no ill will-it "Wei d d the m from^ta-r

was a, dis mary tnreal whatever the precinct, as they parted at the f
that s. Said 'd fix it UD if he f d off to their different
ime. And th he other things cars. " Wish I could

unset ;s very busy to- f t h of the "b
1 ?> Th bank d again, that was sixth

W h mm story f J , with
dded av Kane in plentifully patched

uncle d Jimn alongside, was waiting as her
" Say, Mr. Van Tassel, that's a white husband came up the A

burst in Big Bill. "Yer down the steps, there was a whoop as the
'11 never regret it-take it it--take it from me! natrhed breeches made-a. rush for theA

t's \ hite, that is blue m

m be careful ?s asleep!"
im big man her go,
"Say, he's a reg'lar that uncle she at him curiously he had

_ -" ̂  ̂ __. **m / f L-^ ^"* >-^ *-* -m *- J 4- ̂̂  I 4
o yours, Jimm miringly, med to hold
on the way out. N , I gotta get busy Then she rememb d

guy'll do unl " There's m \~j

keep after 'im-yer ain't got nothin' till telephone, at drug-s e-I nearlv
yer got it." forgot. 'Tant you to call up at eight

Bill said good-by to his alderman, and it's nearly that now. H
went on the circuitous ways that some- ber."

ace mum -^^"- as

1 messages carelessly as possible.
When Kan N um searched

had no f u his face with her eyes. ., there's
Even Big Bill had not re- >m wrong she said, "Is it

ported. As he sank bad ? "
n the f No, it's all right, M 11 "/

how he would tell "the *i I'm back m te."^

\vife" a it-that was the next hur- But she looked long after him as he went
die! If he definite to tell, down the road
Maggie we but this was In the drug-store at the cornei clerk"+*** **+*
different. He could wait until to-m volunteered: " wf it anxious

"no, she'd be sure to see it in his face to- be sure and call him."
ni then she'd begin to worry "All right, id Kane. "Well, here
about the house. He thought of how she goes," he added, to ^ -». L- f -^ . i. -v * ̂  ̂ - ^ L^ ^-^ "-" " ̂^_ >^^ ^^ ' X I-^. ,-» ̂-^ ^ i as he got
had hugged h m central. The connection to the place on
the little home, of how the color had Avenue, in Manhattan, was poor,
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"\\ ell, I could do it-" he smiled quix/ically, with the tips of his I'm KITS together, . . . he hesiut.-d.-I'.ige 104

b 711 "This told yer-headquarters only had it an
John? W >r ver. hour ago. Aw, ferget it-you know m< V

Yeah, this is Bill-yer right. Ferget it. Go home an? tell the wife. I'll
ere's what I sot. It's d I see yer to-morrow. S'lon<:. ""

>ay it's all fixed 
^^" ^^ ^^^^

can yer hear me As Kane walked hazily out of the drug-
now? That's all. II yer it's all fixed store, and started to cross the turnpike

m ' How about the toward the side road, he was still try in;
? I called 'im off. Yeah. Well, to grasp this sudden tuni in his a flairs-

mi I'll tell yer ter- It was hard to believe. And yet-Big "^r ^p-
Yeah, it's O K-on the level. Bill knew his book. Yes, he could bank

H come across till late, or I'd a' on that. Whether it was his own mental
105
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fog, or the gathering dusk, he never knew, As Kane jumped for safety and came
but he did not see the big truck that was back to earth, his cop's instinct sent his
bearing down on him from the right until first look after the number plates of the
he was almost under it. Nor did he hear vanishing vehicle. All he could see was
a cryptic conversation in the locomotive- two swinging flashes of color, red over
like cab. blue, framed in the circular glow of the

" Is this the road ?" tail-light, as the shadowy monster went
"Yes, this is it-I was here only Sun- roaring into the night. Then he turned

day week, to see the new house. Careful quickly. An indistinguishable object was
now, while I slow down. There, go ahead moving toward him, from the grass on

easy now-don't hurt him. That's the other side of the road. It halted
good." Something had gone floundering warily, on the edge. There was a sudden
out of the cab and into the grass on the rush-and the yellow pup was plunging
other side of the road. The gears headlong toward the cop, with excited
scrunched and grated, and as the truck barks of unrestrained joy.
jerked forward, the voice went on, more "Well, I'll be-hello, Uffs!" said Kane.
buoyantly, "That's one on the old ser- He could believe anything now. As the
geant, all right-that dog'll nose him out dog put both paws up on his master's
in an hour. Now we gotta make time- knees, with the crooked tail wagging fu-
lost a lot comin' round this way." Then, riously, and barked toward the head that
after a moment, "But wait'll we go by was up there so high above the level of
him on post next time-won't we get yellow dogs, Kane reached down and
hell?" And the driver and his helper gathered the little vagrant up in his arms.
mingled their laughter with the roar of "Come on, Uffs, we'll go home now."
the receding truck. And they went up the road together.

w

The Ship
BY JOHN P. MARQUAND

Author of "The Unspeakable Gentleman/* etc

LIKE to think some- story. It still a little strange that
times that wherever it id from his role as a

is we come from, each servant to tell it. I had never been a
of us is given in ad- d he Hill's. Ind
vance exact instruc- as I know, no one
tions for the human I had been reading a book in the smok-
role he is to play, ing- m Tarmania. I had not
down to the very lines was past time for closing,

he is to speak; instructions which we all nor that card-players, sleepy from
bear cleanly printed on our subconscious four days a had one to their cabins
minds, which we may obey with a bad until I perceived that the meagre figure of
grace, but still are always constrained the m m steward
carefully to follow. I like to think so, and m elbow.
to hope that there is some one somewhere "You don't mem er ̂  me, do you
who is diverted. For, though it may be a sir?" he was asking.
childish theory, it answers many things. d
Among others I think sometimes that it at him
explains the purpose of people like Mr. M is Henderso
James Stephen Hill. Surely some one in w< M hen Hill's m 

"

some astral gallery must have been watch- h d
ing while he stumbled and vacillated th m m I1 r "

through the lights and shadows. w< dered how man others had wat
It was Henderson who told me the m from behind m chair knew as
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much of me as the friends with whom I sail from England. Then there is Her
dined, for I remembered. I remembered Hill, who was scalped by the Indian:* ft
very clearly now. bee, and Lionel Hill who <1

Indeed, it would be hard for aiiy one d^ >* r

who comes from Free-port not to know d Jeffrey Hill, who was so rich
about the Hills, for gossip has a way of not care when he lost ten of
spreading fast and clinging faster in that his merchantmen. They all lie there
moribund old seaport town, and the past neatly in the long swaying grass, and it
has a way of mingling with the present, does not seem that 1 b
They rest together like the brackish water so very long, or so very
and the fresh in the back eddies of that m

broad river that sucks and swirls beneath I ked spare, polite man
the sagging piles of our rotting wharfs, dressed in the uniform of a ship's stew-
And sometimes in our quietest days, and ard. Yes, I remen bered
in the stillest of our winter nights, the I had only dined
present itself seems very remote, hardly Hill, and that was m ^^^^

more noisome and disturbing than the m - T -^ - -"-

muffled beating of the sea on the bar that was living in York then, oil
blocks our river's mouth. The streets and as befitted a Hi

houses seem to be waiting then in stolid high-ceilinged rooms which were stiff and
melancholy through the quiet hours, and formal with old m logany. The pu
that same melancholy steals over those of . WAJL V \ ' 1 dies which Hend
us who are there until we, too, find our- mm 11 wa
selves waiting. . . . pleasant to see hi m

ut perhaps you know it too, for there d the sauare. stolid-faced
are many who know our town. If you traits on the wall. The alchemy of age
have ever driven north from Boston had med magnifi
along that broad ribbon of a road, the last tin of romance
vital relic of Freeport's grandeur, if you and tradition.
have followed it over the half-smoothed Stephen Hill was Stan dine in
glacial hills and through the rock-strewn, bright soft-coal fi o

cedar-tufted swamps, you have felt the surrounded by t genial solidity d
stillness of our shaded streets and the strength of three
austere dignity of that broad way where none of it for him. In his
our houses stand. It is there you see the wn h ooked than ever
mansion of the Hills, quite alone just as you what he was, a lingering nant of an
come to the turn that leads to the river, outworn stock, protected from all 1

It would be hard to find such another natural laws of struggle a d allowed
house outside of the old New England dally on. He was a round 1
seaports. It is still majestic and strong, cheeks half puff d half rlabby, with
strong because it was built in a lavish way eyeglasses that kept from hi^"- -^"- -^^

out of the early profits the Hills had made nose to be c ht by a broad black rib-
from slaves and rum, majestic because it bon. His m i keot twisting into half a
was designed before the square-rigged smile and half a frown. His eyes were of a
ships had given way to steam, and before d
the age of the machine had closed Free- d look. His hands, whi
port forever. Time has given it a beauty very white and fat, kept moving ner-^^^ ^"^^ -H. ." _K A ."

of its own since then, and the stern dig- vously to smooth hi
nity of its lines have been softened by the hair.
gentle hand of neglect. We had

ack in the churchyard half a square d down. ^ . . -

away, laid in a neat row beneath rectan- He had forgotten it was a beautiful plaiv ^^

gular slabs of slate which have only par- (1 him. His glasses had droppe
tially yielded to the pressure of grass and unnoticed from his nose, and his hand
frost, are the Hills who dwelt there once, had ceased to pat at his hair.
On the right, as befits the founder of the "Well, well," he said. He h; d
line, is Captain Joshua Hill, the first to of speaking in a high hasty voice, dif-
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fidently, as though made nervous by his answered, and his glance was concen-
own words. "I must go back some time, trated on some spot behind me.
Yes, indeed, I must. Yes, indeed, I will "I went back with Mr. Stephen to the

some time when my ship comes in." old house," he said at length. "I went
Oddly enough, his voice had become without wages-without anything. It

quite soft when he said it, and his eyes no wasn't because I was devoted to him, or
longer looked glassy and puzzled. There anything like that. Perhaps one has to
was a elancholy note in his words. So have been in service to understand the
many Hills had said them, and it had been reason."
so long, so very long, since a Hill ship had He paused and smiled a little sadly.
crossed the bar on the tide. ... I wei xpected me to go.

It was two years later that I heard of That wa ehow we do more
Stephen Hill again. Major Dawson and for those expect things than for those
I were sitting beneath the awning of the who don't. d h was helpless, help-
Cafe de la Paix watching the different less as a fine :man can only get
uniforms of men on leave. through genen f service, and some-

"He's busted!" Dawson exclaimed, 3men like that. He^^ -^^"-

looking up from a letter he was reading, could find nothing. He could lay a finger
"Clean busted! Not enough to pay his to nothing. He could do nothing, if it
board bill. He always was a damned old were not for one of us. I had to go, be-
fool! " m d S e one d

And perhaps he was, yet above the do see, he could not un-
sounds of that broad street I seemed to d when they told m "m
hear his high, pathetic voice, and to see ti m d tand.
his puzzled, startled face. ... S me one d

"You don't mind my going on about n ike out
him, do you, sir?" asked Henderson. he kept all the m

The apology in his tone gave me a y mem
twinge of contrition. a -ant to be here I can think.

"Of course not," I replied; "I've been S ere quiet. me to some place
meaning to ask some one for a long time. Hend m
I'll be more than glad if you tell me any this way, can I?'
news. "You know _

I F d m aware of a when he said that, all puckered up like a
heart] m d ;hild's face who h spilt milk at
Hend med table.

" Thank you, sir," he said. " It's a good " ' do you wish to go, sir?' I
deal of a favor to ask, becausfe it's rather would m
a long story. Perhaps you wouldn't " 'To Freeport,' he kept saying.
m We will be quite "Curious, was it not, sir, for I
alone. m legs, sir. They aren't all d of him e"^rf ^^

they used to be." before. how d I give notice
He settled himself Drimlv into a chair then?"^ w

m le, and sighed much as an He paused expectantly, but I did
might in some brief respite of the answer his question. His words had

play. my mind to tilling e gaps of that sad
>ld any one else," he said, anecdote. I could see the puzzled look in

m I feel I've got to talk to- those blue, glassy ey change into a
d dum ing terror. I could'"^^

would understand." picture the white hands moving aimlessly
"I've been to Freeport, you see, sir, and his nervous little mouth agape with

and you've been there too." the first rude contact with the inexorable
med m in life. I knew what he must have felt,

d startlingly with my thoughts, the sick iness of defeat, the dull
"Now, I weight of discouragement. And I, too,
Freeport?" have wanted to go to some quiet place,

He was silent for a mom h d be-
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fore my mind, where there is a river and buildings on the shore, and reflected in the
the smell of the sea, where the sounds die ripples of the tide it is but a small effort
away at sunset into the rustling of leaves of fancy to see the spars of ships faint and
and the low calling of birds. ghostly, of ships which had once sailed

"If you'd only seen him," Henderson over the bar but would never sail again.
was saying, "you'd have known why it And the night wind would be rising soft
was I stayed. I've seen lots of gentlemen and faint, whispering, whispering. . . . 

___ _ -. - - _. j-t jf-^ j-*. .^-h. - - -^_ « ". _ _. _ ". - - "

in my time, sir, some of them very fine, It was moaning about the eaves,
and I am used to the way they act. I've came Henderson's voice, " and sort of hiss-
seen them out of sorts. I've seen them ing in the vines, and Mr. Stephen was just
ruined before this. I've seen them robbed standing there looking. I told him it was
and dying of drink, but I've never seen cold and he'd better come in, but he
one take on like Mr. Stephen. Most of didn't move-not even his hands moved,
them walk about and try to do some- and he just stood looking out across the
thing, but he didn't. There were lots of water.
things I'd have done, if I'd been him, but " ' Henderson,' he said, (is that a ship « <
he did nothing at all, if you know what I out there?'
mean. It seemed somehow-it must have "It made me jump somehow the way
been something about the town, some- he said it. It gave me a turn right then,
thing about family blood, though it isn't it did, because there wasn't anything at t
for me to say. But you know the all, except just water, but the way he^^^

way he used to fidget around, nervous and spoke made me feel that perhaps he was
quick and worried. I'd never seen him right and I was wrong, if you know what
sitting quiet. Well, he stopped fidgeting I mean.
when he got there, stopped it quite en- " 'Lord bless you, sir/ I said, 'there
tirely. It gave me a turn, sir, indeed it isn't anything!'
did, right from the very first. He was " 'I tell you there is/ said Mr. Stephen,
walking up the street when I noticed it. looking just as cool as you are looking
It was cold and crisp, and the sun was now, sir. 'It's a ship, a large ship. She's
going down. It was a curious, chilly anchored '
cold. . . ." "And then he stopped and looked at

ut I had lost the thread of his words, me. It was funny, his face, sir, very calm
and the Odyssey of Stephen Hill had be- and white, and he was smiling in a funny, j
come for the moment a matter of little cold sort of way.
consequence. It had been a long time " 'At least there was a ship/ he said.
since I had seen our river turn red in the "I don't know what he meant by that
sunset glow. I knew the feeling of that now. I never knew, except as I said he
first cold of evening. It had a way of was different just as soon as he got there.
coming on the wind just as the mist began You know how it is, sir, I suppose he was
to rise smoky and tenuous from the shal- just thinking. That was all, just think-
lows y the gate-posts of the Hill house ing. That was what he kept doing all the
you could see it best-the broad, smooth time. At first I thought he was stunned
sheet of water flowing smoothly toward a and dazed and melancholy, but he wasn't,
little golden spit of sandy beach rimmed because his face looked quite peaceful-as
white with the breakers of the sea. Over though he were thinking about pleasant
across that water would be the meadows things, pleasant shadowy sorts of things,
and marshes, purple and hazy in the half- if you know what I mean. I suppose
light, and small white farms that the mist you're laughing now. I know it seems
already was beginning to hide, and nearer odd as I tell it."
still Freeport itself, silent and soft in the He paused. His eyes had grown nar-
dusk-gaunt, deserted warehouses on the row and troubled, as though he saw some-
water's edge, and farther back the elms thing clear and distinct, which he strove
and houses with the white church-spires to gather into a frame of words and could
rising above them. On such a still, cool not.
nkht it is always a town of shadows, "No," I said, "I'm not laughing,
shadows moving indistinctly up and down The sea was growing higher, and there
the street, shadows by the shuttered began to be a noise of wind with the
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splashing of the rain. The ash-tray on the He used to sit there in the afternoons/'
table between us slid toward the edge, and iderson continued, "and in 1 eve-
Henderson mechanically pushed it back, ninj bring in a candle and

"I don't know why it is," he said, me* d to sit there iust Derfc
"but when I start to talk, the things I qui< I hunched up in his arm r. At
want to say seem to go back. It's-it's firsl hought he used to be < 6 F^

like the mist out there by that river. It but wasn't. was thinking too.
isn't real. Of course it isn't real, what I His eyes would be wide open, and he
want to tell about. Even Mr. Stephen would be looking ahead of him at the
used to know that, but-but sometimes river, and though he could not have had
it is real, if you know what I mean." much that was pleasant to think about.

It was a pretty simile, that about the d d
river mist. How often I had seen it come m :h as he did before it h d^.

out of nowhere on the wings of the dark, He was h ever fideretv and
intangible as fancy, yet blotting out the the first ik told you
shore o lace-like and gentle that a puff fferent. dhim d, someh
of wind could make it nothing, yet so d *

clinging and inscrutable that it could H d moment with thatw

make the hollows in our hills seem like m look in his eyes, half intent and
level ways. Perhaps even then it was d
weaving its way about our houses, reach- Are you listening, sir: m
ing ghostlike toward our shutters, like a I tire you. L *-fc. ^h_ * *
phantom hand of time. "Yes," ] d. "I'm

"And somehow he was a little like it "But vo didn't h r d_ »

too," Henderson was saying. "Though I Henderson objected. "You were looking
hardly mean it exactly, but perhaps you out of 1 h
will understand it as I go on. to look out of the wind

"He used to sit in the big side room I started, though I cannot tell why.
overlooking the river, and it was a pretty No. I did hear, I said
place on an autumn afternoon, though in " said Hendei-' \~t *

a way it was a sad room for a gentleman, it d do him anv erood, si "not any
It must have been a very grand room g d Perhaps it was the food, but
once. Wainscot was all around it up to I not. I in food, but good
the very ceiling, and even if it was all yel- food, for I bought ar d it myself.
low and stained, it still had an air. But he got thinner, a d :heeks were
There were two mirrors on the wrall with getting saggy. His vests were all loose
chipped gilt frames, and it was pleasant his clothes were wrinkled d
to look into them, because they were hair seemed grayer, sir, though med
dim and the room you saw did not look m t of the h m

old and neglected. All around the wall didn't get nervous sooner. ow was I to
and in the middle were chairs, most of know there was anything queer?
them broken and sagging. It was queer, was I to know that he was looking
sir, to see those chairs. Now and then m ? H A

they would give me a sort of a start as I and didn't say anyth ow was I to
came in there, because they all seemed to know that all the til was walking
be waiting, if you know what I mean, just out on the streets, or sitting by the win-
waiting for people to sit in, some fine he was just looking and looking?"
party of ladies and gentlemen, for they "Looking!" I ' d for m
had been very fine chairs once. And the d ^

sun would come in through the dusty wn w devil was he look-
windows and the dust specks would float ir for
in it. You know the way they do." Why, Lord bless you, sir," said Hen-

I nodded without replying, as I groped d you know what he
beyond his words-the musty smell of old was looking for. He had been looking all
leather, the faint suspicion of mould, and the m
the dust, fine and impalpable, stirred There came a silence after his word
from the creaking floor. as we were
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powerless to combat had bade us both be he just turned around slowly, very slowly,
still. But though we both were quiet, his and it was queer the way he looked. It
words seemed still to be with us-gro- was as if the lines on his face had changed.
tesque and startling, and yet in some way They looked st ronger. He looked strong-
strangcly rational. For many and many er, too, and I remember thinking how
a Hill had looked for his ship from that much good staying there wa> doing him.
gaunt, deserted house, silent and intent, It wasn't till he spoke that I had a turn.^^"

with his eyes on the long curve of the Henderson/ lu- said, 'haa any ship
horizon, while the sun's last rays made come in to-day?'
our beach a thing of gold and promise. j^ * i I- l*v *+. n xv I -% jt 4 I ̂  * » "* ^~v ^^ 4- f^ f^. it f* »-* f I *^-v «* ^ -v ^-V-^ ^ *-i *-fc * h i ^^ 4 Why, no, sir/ I said. 'You can see
Abruptly, half against my will, another there isn't any/
picture was coming before me, of a "' Well/ he answered quick and sharp,
plump, pudgy little man with his spec- in a way he never had before, Svhen it
tacles half slipping from his nose while he comes in I want to know, d'you under-
kept looking straight before him. ... stand ?'

I was looking at Henderson again, and "And some way, when he said it, it
my voice as I spoke seemed slightly wasn't queer.
hoarse and unsteady. " 'And, Henderson,' he said, * bring an-

"You mean/' I asked, "that he went other plate.'
crazy in that house " 'Another plate, sir?' I asked him, be-

Henderson shook his head in slow cause I didn't understand.

denial, and his reply, strange as it was, "And I don't know why exactly, but^^^^^^^ ^^^

was something wrhich I half expected. when he said it, it didn't seem so strange.
"No, he wasn't crazy. I've seen gen- It didn't seem real, exactly, because there

tlemen queer before, but he wasn't queer, wasn't any one, but still there might have
He was just what I said he was-differ- been.
ent-that was all. It seemed almost as if "'Don't you see/ he said, 'that we
he was somebody else. Somebody seemed have company ?'
to be with him, if you follow me, and "'Company, sir?' I said. 'There
somehow-somehow it doesn't seem isn't any company/
right when I say it." "He didn't answer. He just sat look-

He paused, and passed his hand over ing, looking at one of those empty chairs,
his forehead in a puzzled sort of way, and and then I don't know why but all of a
when he continued his words became sudden I was beside him, shaking him by
slow and clear. the shoulde r.

"He was there in the room sitting in " 'I want to know as soon as she an-
his chair, and I came in with a candle, be- chors/ he was saying, 'because I want to
cause it was so dark that you could hardly go out. We may be a little short of money
see out of the window, and the mirrors now, but when that ship comes in-and
were nothing but shadows against the it's coming I'm watching. It's coming/
wall. I recollect that the church-bells - 'Mr. Stephen/ I was saying, 'don't
were ringing the hour. Possibly you re- look that way, sir ! Take a hold on your- I
call the way they sound out there. First self, I tell you I*
there is one bell and then another and 44 4 Don't you worry, Henderson/ he
then another until the whole air is filled said. 'Don't you worry at all. It's going
with bells, and when they stop you still to be all right/ "
hear them trembling until they get as Henderson paused again, and again there
faint as faint, and you can only just re- fell between us that same laden silence.
member the way they sounded first. I "You know/' he continued in an al-
came into the room with the candle, and tered tone, u the way a gentleman is when
told him good evening quite as I always he's had too much. You shake him by the
had. There was something I used to no- shoulder, and he just looks up You
tice about him when I told him good eve- shake him again, and perhaps he under-
ning. He used to start when I spoke to stands. I shook him, and all of a sudden
him, as though I had waked him up, but, he gave a little jump the way he always
as I said, he wasn't asleep. He was sit- used to, and his eyes had that old funny
ting up straight, and when I spoke to him look, and his mouth fell open.
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" ' Oh, good gracious!' he said. * What d vou m^~^ ^^ "

the dickens are you shaking me for? not believe it, sir, but it's the way I like
What can be the matter, Henderson?' for he was a very pleas-

"And then I saw him looking fright- :man at such times, dignified
ened, all trembling and white, and he was and courteous, not crude and
holding on at the sleeve of my coat. ^^^^^f- many gentlemen are to-day

.» ut when he went up-stairs that "In the m he would go and ^W^F1

night he wasn't worried any more. He walk about by the river. I can see m
stood a long while at his window, look- now picking his way thr the wet
ing and looking out on the river, and I grass. ! metim
knew what he was looking for, and that and row .t very slowly, and
things were twisted again-though the d evening he woi d aim-^^r -^^r

river was perfectly calm, you under- always be sitting there looking out -^^"-

stand, just like the way it gets on a dark Of course I know as well as you
evening _«"& m. -_ .""""_« ' that had wi L But I^^f

Yes, it was always light, our river dn't like to hear any one laugh
even on its blackest nights; smooth and ab .deed I shouldn't, sir.
steely. Lights from nowhere would be "'Don't you worry, Hend
shining upon it, and the water would give d ' She ought to be in any day
them back, in dim, half-formed ripples, now - and then it will be all right. m
And though the clouds were like pitch, keeping a sharp eye out, Hend
you still could see it, a light, half -formed m ^^f

ribbon, as though it had stored up the d when he would k
daylight of other times. And when the h d be most cheerful and
wind blew upon it the tide would go in fery fine gentleman i
streaky rips, like the wake behind some hfi b H d
ship as it tacked in toward the shore, be standing up quite straight, sir, wi
And sometimes the lights from our houses his
would gleam and dance upon it, broken 

ds 1 
h verv firm and 

d him his

and fitful, like the riding lghts of phan- "' Don't you worry, Hend he
tom ships that would never sail again. mid sav. 'she'll be al be^^ ^

And the surf would boom on the bar with g I know-with everything
a muffled, sullen noise, like the echoes of set and ready. notice the wind?
some distant, unknown world. . . . f wind. drive them

"Are you tired, sir?" Henderson was >m
saying. "Do you want me to go on? .. b e it, sir, because
It's almost over now." it strange now, but sometim

"Go on, of course," I said. h m I used
ut you weren't listening, sir," said it was quite right-that would

Henderson. "You were looking "' be a ship. It's catching, a thing like that.
"The way he did," I interrupted quick- >m he was like it, so dif-

ly. "But never mind, go on." d
"I was just saying," said Henderson, ent too, gay and pleasant and aim

"that I always knew there'd be an end of \\ d the wi
it, for things like that can't go on. We was brisk and
can't keep thinking a ship will come when , it was like meum Out

there isn't any ship; but I wouldn't tell ebr aid ma
you the end, sir, unless I thought you un- ing sparkling ripples, iich w<
derstood, for it sounds a little odd as I £ t d shar aainst the shore and
tell it, though it didn't seem odd then." would dance a d sway until they

He was looking at me again in a mo- a noise like rhy c voices in our
ment of puzzled thought, and I felt steal- streets. air would be crisp and
ing over me a curious sense of diffidence, sharp, The sea would be blue and
It all seemed to lack tangible form, smoot h much buer the above it.
though, after all, it was not so strange, . "Ye: H ""> v ̂-*rf ^h^ ^v^ ^B *" Mt Vw& -^ -~l "*^
when I thought of that quiet place. very gc m , and he kept look-

" Yes," he began again, " I often ing out air. Then he went
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for a walk, but in the afternoon he was looking at. b quite near
back. I heard him come in. I heard him where the A-avcs were breaking I saw a
down in the big room whistling a funny b hat was bobbing and dancincr
tune that would go up and down, up and up and down, and a m; 7

down. But I was busy about the house very fast out toward th i. It wa
away up-stuirs opening windows and "h and I know
looking into old rooms. I was too busy to why he was 1 , and-you know why."
notice how late it was getting, until I He paused and for a m tlth
looked up and saw it was almost sunset, he was finished, but he be pe
Down below I heard a noise. A door into me wide-eved withW -w f

the hall was opening. I looked down over half-puzzled look.
the old carved banisters. Mr. Stephen "And you know that sometimes I think
was walking toward the front door very he was right and all the rest of
quickly. He jerked hard at the handle wrong, for, as I said
and slammed the door behind him. It but different. I sometimes think he saw
did not seem odd then. Quite often his ship, really saw it. You won't laugh
lately he would walk out at sundown. it, will you derstand?"

ut I don't know how it was. After Though he sto A A d, I could still
he left I seemed very lonely in that house, hear appeal in his last words. As I
Though I had been there often, I had seeme
never felt that way before. The wrind was to m that h d I ha^"-

making creaking noises, quite the way it thought and sadder and more wistful. It
does in a swaying boat. I could hear a gave me a h and I
door squeaking on its hinges. I could hat would please him me
hear the old warped boards on the stairs Henderson." I said, "brincr m
give, and rustling noises in the hall. It of port."
kept reminding me of clothes and peo- d the thin glass until it sparkled
ple's steps. I don't know why it was, but ht, and the rays went through
it made me restless. It made me feel as it, ruddy like the setting sun. I know
though something was happening that I d I
couldn't understand. felt. it then, just as H t

"And then-I don't know why-I was ab Yet I continued,
looking out of a window at the river. The po with some idea of b to
sun was going down in the clouds, making mething I could not grasp, or perhaps
them all purple and red, the way the sun because I was sleep}* and the hour was
does in autumn, and the river was red too very late.
and quite smooth, for the wind was slack- "To the Ship, Henderson/' I said, and H

ening. But it wasn't the sunset I was Henderson nodded very slowly.

Retrospect
BV \\11.LIAM H. HAVNI

LIKK the whisper of wind in quiet places,
Or the sec-nt of roses in gardens old,

The mind looks back, and memory tra^s
The long lost hours of gray or gold.

Fragments of joy, and of k< n-edgi-d Borrow;
Days bright with the sun, or filmed by rim

All that the thoughts of the past may 1 rrov.
Glimpsed through the cobwebs >pun by tinu-

VOL. LXXIII.-



\TELY I have been going back to most works of the kind extravagant blun-
Jules Verne, and reading him with ders are only occasional, or at worst spo-
the double pleasure that comes from radic, relieved by intervals of tolerable

good narrative and happy reminiscence, accuracy; but our French author's unve-
To read a youthful favorite after the lapse m t be accounted chronic, since he
of many years is like revisiting some Eu- can rarely complete a dozen pages with- ^

ropean scene first beheld in boyish rap- out perversion of fact."
ture; the principal is intact, and the ac- I ] how I resented
cumulated interest a notable addition, in m b^ ^

The delight I find to-day in the French "inaccuracy" was my friend, who by his
magician is not caused by the fact that had ken me to the centre of theTW-

some of his dreams have come true; as a earth, twenty thousand leagues under the
mere reader, I do not care whether his \~j days, to
stories are possible or impossible; nor do I moon "< d given me a delig
know whether or not I should rejoice in tri tets and back, on a lux-
the practicability of the submarine, for ur: m I then vaguely resented
from the human-welfare point of view it M tine's now
would thus far seem to be a liability rather they enough, a greater curi- --^^

than an asset. It is as an imaginative, osity than anything to be found in the
not as a scientific, writer that Jules Verne Fi s ces.
appeals to me. was T Verne received with

For this reason I find the old solemn m * /I

accusations made against his scientific ac- Mr. Hazeltine said to the contrary;
curacy decidedly amusing; and once more, they did not take m
not because he occasionally happened to thor until s of foreign children
confound his adversaries by guessing learned to love France and F
right, like some charlatan who predicts through m One winter day in 1903,
the weather for the next winter, but be- in m
cause such attacks were and are just as calL m -». *-

valuable as solemn impeachments of the ness d added to my childhood; the
accuracy of Munchausen. I wonder how hou said he was out walking near
many remember " M. W. H." of the New the :hurch, and as we drew near to
York Sun, who used to write a full-page the m m D was a white-
review every week of some new book, and b d m^ i»

write it with such detail that it became sion of peculiar benevolence, as though he
quite unnecessary to buy the book? His carried in his dear old face some reflection
judgment in many fields of literature was of the adoring gratitude of all the children
sound and his criticisms penetrating; but in the world. We talked a few moments,
this morning I have been reading again and he went on his way. A few years
his portentous condemnation of Jules ----- d_ __.._.__,

Verne, which he handed down from the parted on an adventure which I hope was
solar chair more than forty years ago. more thrilling than anything he had
The following paragraph gives a fair idea ,gined in his books; we found not him,
of the whole essay: "The astonishing but his statue. And it is pleasant to re-
vogue of these productions constitutes member that the statue had been dedi-
their chief claim to criticism, but they cl m mem ers of the
may also be said to challenge it by a French Ac
special eminence in worthlessness. In To-day his stories have lost none

114
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their thrill; and to those who have neither communion with its pages convinced h
the time nor the money for extensive that it is in truth the Word
travel, I recommend a journey to the It takes some courage to ) for
Mysterious Island. N But as I mob

The most important announcement of opinion to influence mv views on eitru
P

second volume of poems from Alfred 1 d mbitious und
Housm author of "A Shropshire taking, "The Torch-Bearers," of
Lad." That collection of original and the first volume, "The Watchers of the
beautiful lyrics was published in i8q6; my has already appeared. H as

d f d --rite this work by the larg
is equalled only by my wonder at the i the world, the one-hundred-

ng twenty-five years of silence. h or on the top of Mount Wil-
How could C fornia. "The Watchers" is a\-r *

eep us all in hus - biographical history i progress of
tation of the next note, and ast wr in a oetical style
that attitude? I should think it would thy i .b *d Noves wasW

be as diffi for a poet to maintain first he remarkab ^^^^^^^f

silence as for a bird; but nothing has come lish poets of the twentieth century to at-
m v To every tract general attention; the almost uni-

lover of poetry the anno m versal praise with which his earlier poems
Housman were received gave wav to detraction and

is the real news of the world; I can hard b h m

wait for it to appear. viewers who merely follow the prevailing
one American b^"^ ^" ^ ~ verse in literary stock quotations k perfectly

1922, I have seen nothing better than well that just now it is not at all "the
"The Panther/ n H thing" to betray any admiration for his
Wheelock. This is not only notable in poems. In spite of his excess baggage,
i If but m a distinct advance on his which all ooets except Milton have car-**

k H be steadily ried, I think w

progressing in his art. O fl m it is in 1022 f to salute.
I should like to see eliminated is the Speaking of Milton, I have al re-
word "beseeched." which, although Mrs. d from d^-j* »

Humphry Ward used it, is not now good date for the Ignoble Prize; the conditions
English. It is clear that in this partic- )r compe heN
ular stanza the correct m er issue. f a of wideV

been inharmonious; but bet- reading and good taste, cannot apparently
ter ke a svnonvm than resort to "b _ _*- _ ̂̂  _ 

- » 4 I f^m. ---^ b M. XV -* -^ ̂» -4 J*^ * " W~^ ^-^ **^ te_^ J * b -^ * % ' ̂ ^ » ̂̂  J i MA ^^. _^^ r-^ "- ' 
-^- -^ m - ^^-^- ^^ d d^ ^ For my part,

seeched.M dsublim-

A genuine American poet wh b n fif A m
quiet too loner is Anna Hemnstesv ranch, ing. More people ought to read

her davs and for pleasure-the pleasure is in his con-
h summate art. S* *

d effective method Walt Whitman, which still remains the
d ut it is not neces- d that he would not d

such v d not adm

done b S den sage; b ee
is one he most distinguished of f^^^P

living poets; and I begrudge any less valu- predate the choruses in "Samson Agon-
able employment of her time. One of istes.
richest sources of inspiration is the Bible; be done to prevent d

ea she read the whole Bible, from matic critics from printing in detail the
G T** !*" .1 i " r i . f ___1 *^ T4<A^1_ * * * ? m°

rs, to discover for herself whether it New York new-papers, partly
s or was not a uniaue Book, with a in order to d

her silent and steady from trained and honest ob I am
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d to k h k breed d m we asso-' " ""-""

the new piece is, or is not, worth seeing; ciate with the Old South. He was sue-
whether or not it will, in their jud m with a pitchfork, who
achieve popular success; whether or not mately delighted
it is original or thoughtful or important; by an exhibition
but at the fateful paragraph beginning, m ners otherwise
"The story of the play is as follows," I than traditional. d

" d of place; but soon his picturesque habits
b The of speech the groundlings to such
one thine: about a new plav that I em- an extent that Tillman^"^ ^^ a decidedly
phatically do not want to know is the Senate but^^» man, not only in
plot; to know that in advance is to be throughout country, a a whole

m ch of the pleasure in seeing m sprang up o had all
it. So true is this, that every playbill of of his grotesqueness with none of his sin-
" The Bat "requested cerity. Coarseness was taken f ty-
ence not to give away the denouement. of change has taken
Why on earth do critics spell it all out for m^

us ? If their ob m demand that it be "snappy,"
ber of spectators, I congratulate m highly spiced, and as brutal as
he success of their method. But I sus- I cannot think that m d

pect that the real reason is, not bav- in >re effective than the old, either in
dv-^ politics or in English composition. Let

for m me illustrate. A United States Congress-
m* man, who has since gone to his ultimate

akes the ' m d. was m h^^ ^ f

who do not d I never like to see in a igning tour, when he was in-
this space-filling process even in a book m
review; in an account of a new play it is >k con tuously at the indi-
unpardonable. I think, too, that every VI f

critic should d, "Go wash your neck !" which
m was thought to be very funny by the

wi to go if it is, and others who crowd. Not long after that a m run-
wish to go if it is not, and both cl; ning for the highest m our country
ought to know this fact in advance. was interrupted by a questioner,

d m s in literary m h Y m
becom mm d m th""

d to bv those d ,vi j "/ ±

m m s, let us see if either of these re-
annihilation. The bludgeon and the plies in e
b have taken the place of the orley in an English general
rapier. m election. At the conclusion of his speech
readers look forward with he asked for the support of his hearers,
exhibitions of buffoonery and abuse, when one excited i leaped up
their 'f wit b horse-play and d med
their notion of devi Mr. Morley, in
level of a kick. This constantly growing .ce, replied: "Q so; but
method of "literary criticism" seems to in case your friend declines to run, m
have been b the political I not then count on vour suuuort?"

d Perhaps best retort I have ever
cl Some of the of occurred when Thackeray was a

m member candidate f P mv^ A "N-^ » *"»

the ti when that aristocratic, coura- posed ^ d Cardwell. The two

geous, cultivated gentleman, Wade competitors d to t in the
HamD reuresented South Carolina in course the after a* *

the United States Senate; he really rep- friendly di r said it
b f dfieh 7 the best
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Oh. I h tirely apart from the question of creative
rival. genius, I do not believe there has ever

The G ght not to become been in any country a finer group of men
obsolete. worthy, in his fine than the leading American writers of
drama " Skin empha- 1840-1880. Hawthorne, Kmerson, Long-^V^^Pwi " m * A - - - _ - ____ ^"^ f m. J

sized the real danger of fighting. The fellow, Whittier, Holmes, Lowell-every
danger is that in a skin-for-skin contest, man a gentleman of the finest type, sin-
gentility will prove to be worth nothing; cere, considerate, affectionate, loyal, truth-
for it will be sacrificed in the desire for ful, and clean. When these intimate

Or, in other word friends met one another at the house of
cheats, we must cheat too. D Mrs. Fields, they met as peers; that any ^_
recent war the worst possible argument one of them could be guilty of treachery, 

^^_ .^_| _^_ ^^_ ^^^

for reprisals always seemed to me to be disloyalty, meanness, or vulgarity simply
one constantly urged; namely, that we never occurred to their minds. Their
m native wit in conversation was heightened

ds. we mr by their personal charm. How strange it
determine our own moral standard is that this is the group of men who are
imitate th h now accused of hypocrisy, and insincerit\

m Here is and cowardice; when it is impossible to
ke a lesson in m discover an occasion when any of them

m J In that interesting uttered what he did not in his heart be-
little volume "The Marginal Notes of lieve to be the truth. Is there any single
Lord Macaulav " being extracts from person in literary or public life to-day who
comments he jotted down on the margins can surpass Emerson in honesty and sin-

books h cl Geortre O cerity? Is there a man anywhere whoi
Trevelyan quotes the following. Cicero more truthful and courageous in the ex-

d ; his pression of political opinion than Haw-
grateful appreciation for the m :ncv thorne? His views at the time of the^"^ ^^"

by the latter to his captured foes, Civil War seemed to his most intimate
d Caesar replied to this epistle in words friends to be not only false but sacri-

h contained, so Macaulay used to legious; yet they had such respect for the
fi I nobility and integrity of his character

m* * ^ d that no blur disfigured the shining surface
have obtained your approval. N I of their friendship. Mrs. Fields detested
disturbed the political attitude of Hawthorne, and

d yet this is what she wrote in her diary:
bear arms aeainst me: f "He will dedicate the volume to Franklin

nothing which Pierce, the Democrat-a most unpopular
I should B like myself and they like thing just now, but friendship of the
themselves," And on the margin of the purest stimulates him, and the ruin in

M prospect for his book because of this re-
». le fellow!" solve does not move him from his purpose.

f the literary erlorv of the Am Such adherence is indeed noble. Haw-* v

can Augustans should fade, their personal thorne requires all that popularity can
ght to lorm an imperishable give him in a pecuniary way for the sup-

m port of his family.
d conditions of m been read Emerson, like his other friends, cut out

books: "Mem the dedication from his copy of the book,
Hostess," compiled from the diaries of for even some of those who support the

by M. A. De Wolfe Howe, government in time of war may also be
G of Authors," Caro- sincere.

lineTicknor. Iheartily recommend both In both of these volumes of literary
these volumes to all who are interested in reminiscences Dickens plays a large pan
the literary history of our country, and to and much new light is thrown on his last
all who love to know more intimately visit to America and on his personality
those who are best worth knowing. En- and character. Dickens hated a pencil,
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and wrote even brief notes and memo- for freedom, ever again being arrayed the
randainink. He always used a quill, and one against the other/1
had discovered a blue ink which needed The year 1922 has been memorable for
no blotting-paper, a method of drying that the number of excellent biographies and
he especially disliked. If Dickens were autobiographies. Mrs. Stirling's "Wil-
alive to-day, it would not be necessary for liam De Morgan and his Wife" is a per-
him to use blue ink; I could tell him of an manent memorial to a man of genius and
ink that writes jet-black, and that dries a brilliant woman, and is filled with
instantly. I do not like colored inks, and thought-stirring anecdotes and irresisti-
I hate with intense fervor the kind of ble stories; Burton Hendrick's "Life of
ink commonly used in fountain-pens. It Walter H. Page" is so important that I
writes a pale blue, and turns black some shall discuss it with some detail in a later
time after your death. A pale-blue ink number; I am also reserving for special
always seems to me to indicate a spine- comment the autobiographies of those
less personality. And I hate with equal admirable Americans, Augustus Thomas
intensity the kind of ink that sticks up and John Drew, whose names are an
on the written page like shrimp's eyes, honor both to the stage and to citizenship.
or letters for the blind; and dries after the Let me earnestly recommend again Mau-
lapse of hours. A blotter never absorbs rice Baring's "The Puppet Show of Mem-
it, and it resists every attack except ory," a book to be shipwrecked with, for
time. its characters and meditations would en-

I suppose no month passes without the liven the most complete physical solitude;
appearance of some new book on Dickens; and in addition to introspective autobi-
one of the latest is that by Mr. Alexander ographies, like Mr. Lewisohn's " Up
Woollcott, the distinguished dramatic Stream," no one should overlook the more
critic of the New York Herald, "Mr. humble but thrilling personal history of
Dickens Goes to the Play." Dickens, as Arthur Mason, called "Ocean Echoes."
every one knows, could have been a great This is his second attempt as an author,
actor. I recommend a pilgrimage to and is fully equal to his delightful "Fly-
Sessler's bookshop, in Philadelphia, where ing Bo'sun." Mason ran away from
the visitor will be shown a folio by Ben home, and his actual experiences make
Jonson, containing on the fly-leaf^the date an ordinary romance seem tame.
of the memorable performance of "Every It is my guess that H. G. Wells is the
Man in his Humour," 21 September, 1845, author of "Number 87," but the pub-
with the autographs of every one of the lishers refuse to tell me whether my con-
actors; Dickens as Bobadil, Forster as jecture is correct or not. Although Wells
Kitely, Jerrold as Master Stephen, Lemon is a prophet, a theologian, and a social re-
as Brainworm, Leech as Master Matthew, former, of all his works the one that I shall

And as the novels and characters of most gladly read again is " The Wheels of
Dickens are proof against time, so his Chance." Some visitor borrowed my
final words on leaving America in 1868 copy, and paid it the compliment of keep-
would seem not impertinent to-day, ing it. I confidently recommend "The
"Points of difference there have been, Wheels of Chance" to those who love a
points of difference there are, points of good story. It is one of the best I know,
difference there probably always will be, as "The Soul of a Bishop" is one of the
between the two great peoples. ... I worst.
do believe that from the great majority of I never neglect a new book by Ben
honest minds on both sides, there cannot Ames Williams, a born narrator. The
be absent the conviction that it would be latest, " Black Pawl," is filled with stirring
better for this globe to be riven by an fights and perilous adventures, and the
earthquake, fired by a comet, overrun by hero is original. What is perhaps even
an iceberg, and abandoned to the Arctic more original is that the finest person in
fox or bear, than that it should present his novel is a Christian missionary. (I
the spectacle of those two great nations, used to wonder whether all novels ridi-
each one of whom has, in its own way and culed missionaries, or only those I hap-
hour, striven so hard and so successfully pened to read; just as I wonder whether
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all trains are late, or only those I take.) think it would be well if every one, on
It is rather curious that foreign mission- rising in the morning, made a silent but
aries, those bold soldiers of God, who give determined declaration of individual in
up home, congenial society, intimate dependence, the only independence worth
friends, and the luxuries of civilization, anything. Let us talk less about democ-
shoulcl be so often presented by comfort- racy, and become more democratic; let
hunting novelists as weak, namby-pamby, us talk less about truth, and speak it more
insincere, and absurd. They fight not frequently; let us talk less about freedom,
only with the prince of the powers of the and become free. One of the great mo-
air, they fight against poverty, disease, ments in "Les Miserables" is that follow-
and sickness; it would be interesting if the ing the impassioned harangue by Marius,
brown, yellow, and black people whom the idolater of Napoleon. Marius has
they save from pain and death could know worked himself up to a grand climax.
that these men and women are receiving "To make the French Empire the sue-
in their own countries a continual back- cessor of the Roman Empire, to be the
fire of abuse and ridicule. But the sol- Grand Nation and bring forth the Grand
diers of science and the soldiers of religion, Army, to send your legions flying over the
who sacrifice themselves in the effort to whole earth as a mountain send - its eagles
save human life, have never seemed to the on all sides, to vanquish, to rule, to strike
stay-at-homes particularly heroic. Ben with thunder, to be in Europe a kind of
Williams's missionary is the best one I golden people through constant glory, to
have met with in fiction since the won- sound through history a Titan trumpet-
derful old man in Lavedan's play, "Le call, to conquer the world twice, by con-
Duel" quest and by splendor, this is sublime,

Prejudice plays far too large a part in and what could be more grand?"
our opinions and in our conversation. I "To be free," said Combeferre.
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EDWARD LIVER MORE BURLING A

EDITOR SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE, 1886-1914
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Edward Livermore Burlingame
DWARD LIVERMORE BURLINGAME, who died on November 15, had been
ronm-rU'd with this publishing house since 1870. When the plan for SCRIBNER'S
MAGAZINK was formulated in 1886 he became it> first editor, and he held that posi-

tion for twenty-eight years; and those volumes of the MAGAZINK show the taste, the per-
sonality, and the wide interests that adapted him so well for his position.

The contacts of his formative years gave him an unusual equipment for editorial
work. His early surroundings were Boston and Cambridge, and he naturally went to
Harvard. His father was Anson Burlingame, the congressman from Massachusetts dis-
tinguished as an orator and for his vigorous resentment of the assault on Charles Sumner
by Preston Brooks. Lincoln made Anson Burlingame minister to China in 1861. Hi
son left Harvard College early in his course to become his father's secretary tin-re, and
followed him when Anson Burlingame was made ambassador extraordinary of China
to negotiate treaties with the United States and the European powers. This gave him
the abundant opportunity of studying in Paris, Heidelberg (where he took the degree of
Ph.D. in 1869), Berlin, and St. Petersburg. Not only did he become acquainted with the
language and literature of France and Germany, but his father's position brought him in
contact with important personages. His natural aptitude and taste for letters thus had
just the right nourishment for youth and ambition. His view of literature was thor-
oughly cosmopolitan. - . �'...'.-

In the prospectus of SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE the founders expressed the belief that
there was a distinct field for "a magazine of good literature in the widest sense-a maga-
zine for the intelligent and entertaining reading of those things which they believe most
interest a very large part of the American people."

Looking back at the end of twenty-five years Mr. Burlingame wrote that the en-
deavor of the management had been to make it "a mine of reminiscences and autobiog-
raphy of important and interesting men and women; to print in it thoughtful and seri-
ous, but practical and not academic, discussion of public and social questions by men
whose opinions were real contributions to their subjects; to make it interpret the great
working life and practical achievement of the country by the articles of actual experts;
to maintain on its artistic side a really artistic standard, with the aid of the foremost
artists and the best modern means of interpreting their work."

The things that he sought in carrying out this broad programme brought him many
warm and lasting literary friendships; notable among them were: Stevenson, Meredith.
Barrie, Page, Hopkinson Smith, Brander Matthews, Edith Wharton, Robert Grant, F.
J. Stimson, Bunner, E. S. Martin, Henry van Dyke, and many others whose names have
become familiar to our readers. Many, in the newer generation of the early years of the
MAGAZINE, owe their first recognition to the keen discernment of Mr. Burlingame. For
him the discovery of a real poet or the writer of short stories in a new and unusual field
was a great delight. His judgment in these matters was severe, and, to use one of his
favorite expressions, his "geese were not all swans." To his patient suggestion and
encouragement young writers have often paid tribute. His discernment was amply jus-
tified by the enduring fame of the authors whose work first appeared in these pages.

His own taste in short stories was revealed in two standard collections which he edited
ne, "Stories by American Authors," made before the founding of the MAGAZINE;

the other, "Stories from Scribner's," compiled after many years.
Mr, Burlingame continued until his death to be a literary adviser of this house and a

member of its board of directors. For forty-three years he was intimately concerned in
its publishing projects. His taste, wide knowledge of men and affairs, and the severity
of his standards are stamped on many important volumes and collections. His col-
leagues, old and young, consulted him with assurance of receiving well-balanced and well-
informed opinions. He stood for what was fine and permanent in literature. In this
house, where that right feeling expressed itself, his daily presence and counsel will be
long missed and his friendship long remembered.
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OT long ago there appeared in an cc c Goshen,' to which the poet refers in ' Para-
American magazine a noteworthy dise Lost/ is a strong exclamation-the an-
article which carried the title "The tique plural of gosh. It is most emphatic."

Deserted Temple." Its theme was a la- Finally we have this grand summary of
ment over the fact that the mighty cathe- the whole business: "Milton was a very
dral of literature now has few worshippers, great poet; nevertheless, he had his good

This prose elegy was a noble one, points."
Gambols in the
Temple and it merited solitary eminence; Leaving this interesting group, we ap-

yet I, having a similar lament, in- proach a second, gathered before the shrine
tend not to permit this voice crying in the of Shakespeare. Here, perhaps, the talk is
wilderness to be a lone voice. My song of not a whit less startling. "Shakespeare
grief has for its theme the extraordinary was born to his father and mother" is the
approach of modern youth to the great first daring bit of iconoclasm to reach us and
shrine in question, and the unseemliness of to move us. "Ann Hathaway was eight
its behavior before it. To me it appears years his superior" is a method of descrip-
that the temple is less deserted than it is tion which will delight the heart of every
desecrated. feminist-and possibly every wife. Jealous

Let us say that one gorgeous oriel in the lovers of Shakespeare's fame will be some-
dim cathedral is the shrine of Milton;.and what dismayed to learn this;. "The man
before it now is grouped a class of American who, probably more than any other, col-
schoolboys or college boys-half a hun- laborated with Shakespeare in the writing of
dred gay, attractive, ruddy-faced, obvious- these great plays was Homer." It is like-
minded young moderns. They should wise interesting to know that "Shakespeare
come here to worship, or at least to show used Robinson Caruso in one of his epics."
some spirit of reverence for the Great Tra- As we turn away we overhear: "None of
dition; but they seem unaware of the fact these plays, of course, ought to be called
that they are in the presence of austerest poetry; they are too sensible for that."
majesty. And their ideas about Milton's The Temple, therefore, is not really de-
work and about the meaning of his poems serted; but there are in it many profaners.
I But they are speaking for them- Some of these are unconscious of any sacri-are
selves. lege; others show no reverence here because

"L'Allegro loved jollies," one youth they have never sensed it anywhere. Here
exudes writh solemn finality; and, "This and there in the noble edifice will be seen
character hated droll nights," another as- a genuine pilgrim. But most of "those
sures his comrades with great earnestness. present" are hasty tourists into literature;
It must, in passing, be admitted that the and, now that they see it, they understand
phrase "droll nights" has its possibilities, of it only those meagre phases which they
"Cassiopea was a colored lady" is Young understand of life. They are sometimes
America's conception of "that starred honestly curious to fathom the mystery; but,
Ethiop queen." Commentators on the as Johnson said of Garrick and Goldsmith,
genius of Milton should hereafter not fail to who had been discussing foreordination:
give him credit for the dexterity which this "They could make nothing of it. O noble
description makes so clear: "The poet in- pair!"
troduces Vesta by bringing her in by her Gambols, especially of the mental variety,
golden hair." For those to whom the true are permissible, I suppose, especially in pri-
meaning of masque may remain a little ob- vate. But in public and in a temple they
scure, this definition will prove quite satis- are dangerous; for such capers tempt those
factory: "'Comus' is a masque; that is, a who really come to pray to remain to scoff
paregorical play." We also learn this: at the caperers.
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Little Arkansas River. By Bir r Sundzen.

American Lithographs o T day
Y FRANK \\EITJ NKAMPF

Author of "How to Appreciate Prints/' etc

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM LITHOGRAPHS ix THE XK\V YORK PUBLIC LIHRARV AND KNOKDLKR GALLERY

RTISTIC lithography, or, better said, ends, it is something beneath the artist's
lithography for the artist, has begun notice. They did not think so in the early
to have a living present in this coun- days of the art, in France. In fact, the very

try. Ten years ago one was almost limited manysid iness and suppleness of this proc-
to the consideration of past performances, ess, which made it so useful an aid to corn-
Then, the use of the process by American merce, makes it equally and pre-eminently a^^i

artists was sporadic and rare. Lithography means by which the artist can express hi
played the role of a stepchild beside etching, individuality and mood. The pro< s i
It emitted but a feeble peep in the chorus of autographic, reproducing the drawing as the
our art. To-day, to continue the use of the artist makes it. You might well say, it i
metaphor, it is heard in a voice rich, varied, the drawing itself.
sometimes subtle, not always discriminat- There is in lithography, as in etching, the
ing, and fairly voluminous. facile practitioner. Rajon's dictum re etch-

\Ve are getting away from the idea that ing may appropriately be panphra d: "It
because for many years lithography has is so easy, so very easy, to make a litho-
been prepo graph, and so hard, so very hard, to make a
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good one." It is easy enough to make a may scrape out lights from washes or rub
drawing on stone or transfer-paper, have it in tones with stump or rags, he may apply
printed from, and delight in the dignity of spatter-work or stipple. Lines may be
an edition and the possibility of sales. More drawn in the incisiveness of pen and ink, or
than one of us has been hoping, praying, the broad, quivering strokes of the crayon,
working, writing, agitating for a revival of or the sweep of the brush. Delicacy and

vigor, tenderness or
brilliancy are at com-
mand. The evanes-

cent, palpitating lines
of Whistler, the im-
posing stroke of Dau-
mier, the apparently
careless yet nervously
searching dashes of

-^ Toulouse-Lautrec are

but a few of the possi-
bilities already illus-
trated in the records

of the art. The key-
board of tones on the

stone ranges from
grays of the delicacy
of silver-point to
blacks of the richness

and depth of mezzo-
tint or dry-point.
Furthermore, the
stone offers possibili-
ties of color-printing
to those who prefer
that to black and
white. And if desired

the drawing may be
made on paper and
transferred to the
stone.

Yet with all this re-

markable range of
possibilities, lithogra-
phy has a character
of its OWTL which mustRouen-near St. Maclou. By Howard Leigh.

^^ ^^^^^ be understood and re-
spected. Differences

lithography. Now that it seems to be really in handling the process run from the live to
under way, one need not be discouraged if the dead. Where one shows a loving, sym-
not all of the results are what one would pathetic, searching study of the nature of
have liked. The best will inevitably float to the medium, another will produce dry state-
the top eventually, the rest will subside to ments, drawings that might as well be in
the sediment of the deservedly forgotten. pencil, that give you the feeling that they

"Lithography," says Joseph Pennell, "is were not done in lithography because the
the simplest and most abused of all the artist liked that form of art and found that
graphic arts, and is the most wonderful." it responded to his temperament or tempo-
It offers a sensitive response to the artist's rary mood, but because it offered a quick
touch. Its resources are marvellously rich, and easy method of reproducing his design
The artist may use crayon, pen, or brush, he for the market.
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When working in this medium, as in any man shows and in collective exhibition
medium, the artist must understand it, such as the one held at the New York
respect it, love it. The activity in poster Public Library in 1920 and in the gallery
design engendered by the various "drives" of the Natural Arts Club, New York. The
during the late war brought it home forcibly work already produced runs an int -esting
to more than one of our artists that you have scale of possibilities in handling, in tech-
to understand a proc-
ess in order to em-

ploy it. So they
learned to go into the
lithographic printing
shop, take off their
coats, work with the
printer and learn of
his needs and difficul-

ties. Simply to paint
a poster or other de-
sign which has to be
done over by a litho-
graphic artist will not
prove satisfactory,
least of all to the origi-
nal designer.

The war, it seems,
gave a certain im-
petus to the use of
lithography by our
artists. At all events

the process served a
number of them to de-

p i c t figures, scenes,
and activities in the

great conflict. Per-
shing and others were
portrayed by Leo
Mielziner, the forward
struggle of the Allied
armies was observed
and recorded in its

more intimate aspect,
more from the stand-

point of the individual The Cards. By Albert Sterner.
soldier, by Kerr Eby
and Captain Harry
Townsend. The ravages of war at Rheims, nique, and discloses a pleasing and promis-
Yerdun, and elsewhere, were shown by How- ing variety of temperaments and minds, to
ard Leigh. Incitement to effort was fur- which these technical privileges have af-
nished in dramatic compositions-cartoons forded richly adequate means of expression.
they may be called, for purpose of classi- Here is the utmost delicacy of pearly grays,
fication-by George Bellows. The gigantic as in the picture of haze-enveloped nymph
work at home, in munition-plants and ship- by the water-side, in which Bolton Brown,
yards, was set down picturesquely by Joseph with subtlety in printing, rej ats the eva-
Pennell, Yernon Howe Bailey, Herbert Pull- nescence of the shimmering, eye-confusing
inger, and Thornton Oakley. And not far off-if"* ^ 

Many contemporary American litho- you happen to run down the alphabetical
graphs have already been seen, both in one- list of artists-is the massive force of Bel-



The Old Mill. By George Elmer Browne.

lows's broad, heavy crayon strokes and drawings of cathedrals and other monu-
resounding array of darks and lights. mental structures gives not so much archi-
is straight realism, as that of Adolph Treid- tectural renderings or decorative detail as
ler, and an imaginative quality that is quite massive impressions of massive construe-
of to-day. And that though it may be in tions, the building imbued with a dramatic
touch with the past, as in the case of Rock- element born of its picturesque qualities.
well Kent, with a certain kinship to Blake. Vernon Howe Bailey brings to his task
Again there is plain, straightforward study the important equipment, not too common,
of nature, as in the tree forms which Sears of sure draftsmanship. Before the sky-
Gallegher gives with the effect of a crayon scraper of New York, at the docks among
or pencil sketch, and the large drawings by great vessels, in huge and busy plants and at
Birger Sandzen, in which rugose and swirl- sight of towering smoke-stacks, everywhere
ing lines bind trees and clouds into a big the same clear view and presentation, the
decorative pattern that recalls the convolu- suave swing of line, the matter-of-course yet
tions of a finger-print, and that somehow, subtle sweep of composition. A natural
again, breathes the free, clear spirit of the manner that makes the selection of the right
West. view-point so apparently inevitable that you

Still pursuing the always alluring sport of take it for granted. And somehow, some-
contrasting temperaments and methods, one times, your thoughts go to Pennell at sight
may place side by side city scenes and build- of this.
ings by certain artists who have found Josej Pennell was in the game with
strong interest in these. Hassam, with sure- Whistler, running down the gamut m
ness of eye and light definiteness of touch, crisp lightness of his "Spanish Series" to the
has here, as in his etchings, explained his resounding deep notes of his " Rouen Cathe-
outlook on things through air and sunlight, dral" and those alluring experimental stud-
George Elmer Browne, in such a piece as ies of roadside views. He is still at work to-
"The Old Mill," produces a colorful painter- day, telling in his lithographs of the " Won-
quality in statement vigorous and sane, der of Work" and the beauty and activity of
Ernest Haskell, avid pursuer of processes, the life around us, and agitating for a better
has a Whistler-like lightness in his "Ruined understanding of this medium. He bridges
Pier, Staten Island." Howard Leigh in his earlier days and the present, that live, hus-
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tling, eager, inquisitive, impressionable and daintily imagined "Amour Mort." His
somewhat unrestrainedly and unthinkingly portraits include the characteristic one of
individualistic present, in which the latest Martin IJirnbaum, which k-.uU to a field in
achievement to record is that of Arthur B. which \V. Oberhardt has shown facile ob-

Davies. A dozen or more years ago this servation of salient traits, as in the heads
insatiable trier of processes made a number of Pennell, John Gelert, and Edward Borcin.
of experiments in
lithography, de-
lightful in their
spirit of adventur-
ous discovery, no
two alike in meth-

od of production.
It was like a sensi-

tive preluding per-
formance, a run-
ning over the keys,
a testing of the
various stops of
this instrument of

rare possibilities.
Then, quite re-
cently, he exhibit-
ed in New York a

lot of lithographs
in color which

were, in their way,
a revelation, not
only of Davies, but
of lithography.
Whistler, Tou-
louse -Lautrec,
Ibels, Lunois, are
some of the names

that rise to mem-

ory at the thought
of color-lithogra-
phy for artists. Morning. By Bolton Brown
They represent so Courtesy of Knoefilcr Gallery.

many different
methods of combinations of the stone, col- T. Woolf's study of Mark Twain, \V. J
ored inks, and the artist. Davies has added Duncan's full length of Robert C. Holliday
another. This tireless experimenter, ever of the "Walking-Stick Papers,"Jhc late F.
alert to try out the new idea or process, who Walter Taylor's head of Josq h Pennell are
will pull different proofs of the same litho- illustrations of the sporadic or more or * * "

graph in different color combinations, is, of po And,
course, attracted by the medium for what it stepping backward a bit, one can add to
will yield in expression of himself. His fig- poster por-
ures live in a world of their own, an exem- traits of Mrs. Fiskr. by Km- t Haskell,
plification of beauty for beauty's sake. flung on the stone with a nervous pertness

From these imaginings one turns natu- which strikes a note of that actress's charai
rally to other figure pieces. Rockwell Kent's teristic utterance. And t her is r isn t
symbolical presentation of man in terms of that portrait of Ernest I..iv or j
typical experience. Albert Sterner's stud- Glackens, so unlindable that it is becoming
ies, of a reserved richness, always within semimythical.
the medium and always individual, running The prize tight scenes and other pieces
from the reality of "The Cards" to the by George Bellows at times go beyond the
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author's engrossment with problems of chia- Kirby. Over much of this the spirit of
roscuro, and his attitude of sympathetically Daumier hovers as a strong source of in-
and smilingly observant aloofness, into a spiration. While these drawings were re-
spirit of satire reservedly expressed. It is a produced by "process," they have a litho-
humorously tolerant comment on his fellow graphic "feel," and Robinson and Cesare,
man that appears in the street scenes by in fact, have worked directly in lithogra-
John Sloan, of whom W. B. McCormick said phy.
that he was neither up in the clouds nor At the end one is reduced, by very breath-
down in the gutter, but on the sidewalk, lessness through accumulation of citations
His brotherly interest in humanity does not in evidence, to the simple repetition of the
show the bitterness of the overzealous re- fact that this most pliable and adaptable in-
former. Sloan, moreover, modern in spirit strument may be played upon in as many
and outlook, yet builds solidly on the firm ways as there are personalities worth while
foundation of tradition in the matter of to take it up. Delicacy or vigor, realism or
technique. Jerome Myers has once, at imagination, whatever the demand of sub-
least, put down on stone his types of New ject or temperament, lithography stands
York's East Side. ready to serve with a chameleon-like change

From such thoughtfully amused observ- of manner in adaptation to the need of the
ers of their fellow men the transition is easy moment.
to notice of the fact that crayon has in re- And here in our country, too, the use of
cent years crowded out the pen in the this flexible medium has shown a wide di-
hands of political cartoonists such as Board- versity of styles and temperaments and
man Robinson, Cesare, John Cassel, Rollin moods.

" ,%IL:«~-

Tenement Roofs. By John Sloan.

A calendar of current art exhibitions will be found on page 13.
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Frew a drawing by George Wharton Edwards

THE HELL GATE BRIDGE.

"Bridges of Manhattan," page 145
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Selby Abbey and the Washingtons
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Formerly Lieutenant, Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM PHOTOGRAPHS

NCE upon a time/' fiding in his superior, knowing it to be
begins the old monk- a sacrilege, but feeling he had more than
ish chronicle, a strictly sufficient warrant for the deed, he stol<
regulation beginning the precious finger, fled from the monas-
for such chronicles," a tery, and, ere day had dawned, was far
young monk of Aux- on his way from Auxerre.
erre, in France, lay at Thus we have the motive for the found-
night in his lonely ing of Selby Abbey in Yorkshire, Eng-

cell." Drowsy, he was about to fall into land. There had to be some extraordi-
a restful sleep when there appeared before nary reason for building such a 1 " autiful
him a beatific vision of St. Germain, pa- edifice as the Abbey on such a miserable
tron saint of the monastery, telling him site, for in Benedict's day there were
that his ardent prayers for a great mis- practically no natural advantages for
sion in life had been heard in Heaven and such an undertaking within a long radius.
had received Divine benediction. And, further, to the credit of its early in*

Naturally, there was no more rest for habitants, it is evident that the town of
the monk that night, for the Saint com- Selby was the outcome of the Abbey and
manded him to go forth and in the name not the Abbey of the town. Certainly
of the Saviour and St. Germain, whose the eleventh-century peasantry of York-
aid and protection should accompany shire, stiff-necked and hard-headed as
him, to seek a place in England called they were, would never have been enticed
Selebei-the home of the seals-and there by anything less than an Abbey endowed
to build to the glory of God a house of with a saintly digit to settle down in such
prayer and praise. And, affirms the a pock-marked and frowzy section of Eng-
chronicle, as an indication to the trem- land as the neighborhood of what is now
bling monk of his saintly interest, St. Selby on the Ouse.
Germain promised, as the objet irresisti- Howbeit, there stands Selby Abbey,
ble of the enterprise, the jealously guard- and if venerable age, romantic history,
ed relic of his little finger that lay upon and intrinsic beauty entitle a building to
the altar of Auxerre. be regarded more as the property of a na-

Young enedict, the monk, awed by tion than of a single parish, Selby Abbey
this ghostly nocturnal visitation with its may indeed be truly considered a national
soul-stirring message, confided in his su- treasure. Nay more, the lovely Abb< is
perior, who, with his brother monks, dis- an international treasure, for in the south
counted the vision and exhorted Bene- wall of the choir-clearstory, where all who
diet to remain. The vision, however, wish may see, is a window emblazoned
was thrice repeated, whereupon Benedict with the arms of the V ishington famih
felt that he could stay no longer. So, in This window, in all its brilliance of ancient
the dead of night, this time without con- coloring, "argent" and « les," is the

Copyrighted in 1923 in United States, Canada, and Great Britain, by Charles Scnbner'i Sons. Printed in
New York. All rights reserved.
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From a photograph by Loughton^ Southwell*
"

From the southeast one obtains a fine view of the east end of the Abbey, together with the flamboyant tracery
of the east window, the sacristy, tower, and south transept.

The window to the right in the clearstory contains the Washington family arms.

relic-in-chief of the Washingtons. It Concerning the founding of Selby, be-
antedates by centuries the Washington cause of the Washington window and its
relics at Sulgrave Manor and Great and historical associations there enshrined,
Little Brington down Warwick way. Benedict's further adventures have a

It is a foregone conclusion that Selby unique interest; inasmuch as the old
will become another British mecca for chronicle gives an insight into the early
American antiquarians, historians, gene- history of the Abbey and the surrounding
alogists, and students, not to mention region, and possibly thus may shed some
tourists, when the facts regarding
this window are more generally
known in this country. More es-
pecially will Americans seek this
abbey-enshrined window at Selby
when it is understood that the

little Nottinghamshire village of AV CHOIR
Scrooby lies but a short distance
southward near Bawtry on the
Great North Road from London. LATHAM

From Scrooby, three hundred PORCH
years and more ago, went those GROU PLAN LBY ABB
Pilgrim Fathers who, with others,
embarked in the Mayflower from
Plymouth in 1620. So, too, in this same light upon the remote ancestry of our own
" Pilgrim Fathers' Country," and hard by George Washington.
Scrooby, is Austerfield, wherein 1589 was Like many fugitives and pilgrims of
born William Bradford, the Governor later times, Benedict got all mixed up by

radford of Plymouth Colony, son of a the similarity of names in England, for
yeoman family long resident in the still- our finger-snatching monk, upon reaching
existing manor-house. the shores of the " tight little Isle," found
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his wav to S the Ouse, which by its character at this
the place where he should found his point should IK- spelled Ooze, runs with a_ _i_ _K .«. _ ^K.

church. S mighty current at ebb-tide, discouraging
S ixon castle, filled at that time further up-stream travel. Selby is, in

with rough Norman soldiers and hardly fact, the end of navigation from Hull up
the safest place in England for a fugitive the Humber and Ouse for anything but
from France, did enedict; small boats.
while St. Gei , according to his prom- Centuries before Benedict founded his
ise and wit! ^

appeared ai d d enedict m tuk-
ably the na of the place appointed,

m^»-^^ ^" ̂̂  -^^^^ -" - -"" -"- -

better guidance, sh d him the very
spot.

Heartened anew, enedict once more
set out upon his holy quest. After a peri-
lous cross-country journey he made his
way to the seaport of Lymington at the
m f Lymington River, which
flows h New Forest into the S"

a long, long way by water from Selby
on he 0 d d
contrary d the monk was at last

with a little band of converts h
d d him, to set sail on a

mall shio bound York
N d to the
d Benedict set foot on board,

his wood ;n cross and his precious a et,
breeze miraculouslv changed

direction, and with d
vessel scudded on i th.
In due time Benedict and his worthy c im-
panions re :hed outh of the O

the way, b front a photograph by Hiitchinson* S
Humber: and Washington family coat of arms from choir-clear

b dd story window of Selby Abbey.
d b the star but d This relic of the Washin^tons is probably the oldestin existence.

d eves of Benedict site that

St. Germain in ghostly guise had " *
him while he tarried at Salisbun Abbey, Yorkshire had been Christian-

d h, Benedict d ized, but the Danes had come and, like pcs-
nd, nrostrat ^ i- tilential fiends, with fire and sword had

self before it and the saintly finger", dedi- swept across the land, wiping out of ex-
cated the site to the Saviour and St. Ger- istence the religious communities of their

"Thus on the begemmed day, the very names of which together
by the river's brim," poeti- with their memory had long since faded

cally runs the'chronicle, "was the Abbey from the minds of the inhabitants of the
Selby founded country. Selby was a virgin enterprise,

tome d chaunt and lowly orison d It is not surprising, therefore, that the
with son of the wild birds." simple peasantry of the valli-y gazed with

d the Ouse ry at wonderment upon Benedict of the Black
Goole, just below Selby, I can readily un- Robe and his little band of devoted fol-
derstand Benedict's alacrity in 1 "ing lowers, or that Hugh, powerful Norman

d his Baron of the region, coming down the- ̂ -^ " -^^B- -"""" -""»- " ̂ -^ -""»- -"""-""»- " "" -^^B- " ^^ ^ ̂^- " ̂ ^- ^^- - -

was the long-sought site of his visions; for river, was startled at the sight of the
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"h lasted until Henr
hi^W 4k

ism in England.
d the Conqueror's patronage,

necessary financial aid was always
.hcomi tig, many large estates were

added to the Abbey holdings by royal
gift, there was a total ex tion fr >m
taxation, h
enous countryside, following ex-
ample < f the King, showered the Abbey
with gi f m ff /

labor. The x of royal favor
when William and his aueen. M

stopping at the Abbey on a visit to the
d, staved ^_y

W »m* w
Henrv Beauclerc. wh d

me H [ of Engl
After event \\ mjs b

mad more stately t

pie to be built at Selby,-a work
ever which Benedict, b full
of years and bowed by excessive labors,
felt necessary to turn over to younger

J-'rotn a f hct&grafh by Hittchinson* 3. So, after governing the corn-

The ambries and sedilia, mostly late decorative in styk*.
have added much to the beauty of the

interior of Selby Abbey.

wooden cross and landed to see what

this strange symbol might betoken.
Hugh found the monk and his band
living in a primitive wooden moss-lined
hut set up under the shelter of a giant
oak'. The monk's heaven-sent mis-

sion, not to forget the sacred relic, im-
pressed the Baron, who at once gave
patronage to the project, sending work-
men to build a more substantial dwell-

ing on the site, and interesting the Con-
queror in Benedict's behalf.

William the Conqueror had landed
in England only three years before
Benedict founded Selby in 1069, and
among other efforts toward welding his
newly acquired kingdom into a unified
and contented domain he exhibited,
about that time, a pious desire to foster
the growth of religious houses. Con-
sequently he listened with willing ears
to Baron Hugh's story of the monk of
Auxerre and the purloined finger; and
under the auspices of the King, with 

From a photograph by Hittchinson* Selby+

Hugh's generous assistance, Benedict's The lights and shadows of the interior contraststrongly from the vantage afforded by the ambu-
project soon took on the aspect of pros- latory of the north triforium.
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munity which he founded for twenty-
seven years, Benedict, later elevated to
sainthood, handed over the reins of of-
fice to Abbot Hugh, builder of the pres-
ent Abbey. Alterations and repairs, of
course, have been made to the Abbey
from time to time, but the original plan
has been carefully followed, the propor-
tions unchanged, and most of the walls
are as Abbot Hugh left them.

Hugh lived long enough to see his work

From a photograph by

A seven-hundrcd-ycar-old porch and doorway ad-
mit one to the north aisle of the Abb- nave.

Considering the wear and tear of so many centuries, the
condition of this porch is remarkable.

ates his mem h magn
building itself is his monument.

For five hundred years, it is related,
through good dill, the comm
nity founded St. enedict held to-
gethcr. m >f Auxerre him
was of a somewhat dual character, and

l-rom a photograph by i Sttoy.
efore he became a monk had almost de-

Probably the best example of the transitional Norman cl (1 hichperiod in ecclesiastical architecture is found in
the west porch and entrance to Selby Abbey. hi C3

The five receding orders and the perfect specimen of Nor- d of the war lords of his" ""-^^^-
man carving in the recessed arch are particularlyinteresting features of the ancient edifice. day and age. lugh, who immediately

succee d him was able and *

fi Ls who fol-

completed, whereupon he also turned his H *ood, or at
command over to other and younger lead- least well intent ione " indifferent,
ers and, retiring to a near-by farm, peace- and one or two were anything but models
fully passed away in sight of the beautiful of propriety. Yet some of se men
edifice he had reared. The monks of Sei- were as com

by affectionately and tenderly brought d CJA

his remains into the Abbey and laid them dred years c dominant Abl life
to rest beneath the roof his zeal had made would have been m d
possible, but the spot where he is buried To state a fact, the i se wealth tin*
is forgotten, not a single trace of evidence Abbey d acquired proved
remains, no shrine, no epitaph perpetu- m
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its fearsome victim, was a common
sight throughout the North, Robert Sel-
by stood so well at court that he se-

d mMb

d his monks, and was allowed to go to
h him

treasure.

Throughout .ni not always
consistently, ii b tf

having a cumi nulative result, the Abbey
.nued to grow, until at last

it beca the perfect building it was in-
tended to b Then the dissolu-

tion of e monasteries, Selby's con-
ventional buildings were destroyed, and
the inhabitants of the town were left as

b rch with-t

out the wherewithal to keep it in re-
pair It is not to be ;d at,
therefore, that .b

wi ent's
Norman

Tower wi a crash, involv-
ing the south transept in rum.

From a photograph fry Loit£htont Southwell. Thus Abbey d
Here is Saint Germain himself, to whom, joiutly with when a great fire swept through the

the Virgin, Selby Abbey is dedicated. d d to demolishi
This statue js of exquisite workmanship. It will be noted

that the sculptor of this figure gave Saint Germain a
full set of fingers on each hand.

i *-

the Benedictine Abbey of Selby. y
the end of the fifteenth century the
revenue of the monastery had grown so
that there was an annual income that

would have sufficed to give each monk
over five hundred pounds a year-more
than eight thousand dollars in current

ritish money at the present rate of ex-
change ! With no apparent reason for
industry, the monks became lazy, idle,
vicious, until at intervals they were
aroused to better things by having
placed at their head a man of pure
ideals. Such was the shrine at which

the founders of the Washington family
worshipped.

Robert Selby was the last Abbot.
He seems to have been a man of no

small tact, and, when the ill-timed " Pil-
grimage of Grace" was organized by
Robert Aske, cleverly kept out of the
movement. He managed things so
well that, while sundry Abbots swung a photograph by Loitghton* Southwell.
together as tragic object-lessons of a This figure of the Virgin shares with Saint Germain the
king's displeasure, and the gibbet, with dedicatory honors of the Abbey.



a photograph by

The south M<!C of the nave, looking \\> .

'I lormou- round column is known as Abbot Hugh's column. The great builder i- -aid 10 have :
lolmnn with his own hands, for he worked on the building like all the monks of Selb; >tii the >ame daily pay ll
lowliest novice, and with the money thus earned he dkpen d charity to the [toor of the town.

completely the whole structure. Subse- hacl been destroyed forever, th
quent events proved, however, that the nave was not seriously maned
near-calamity was a blessing in disguise: east wimlov
for. to complete those parts which escaped d: hunnilv, the in
the fire, funds were donated which re- d
-tored the Abbey to its original appear- inspiration to the restorers,and thus out <
ance. And this included new foundations, the fire, like gold refined, abeuu-
a new south transept, and another tower tiful creation, a shrine most worthy t "
to replace the one which fell so many years hand on to future nerations.
before. While much of the heritage of A e windows saved from d

i;
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ington arms. From this it would ap-
pear that the Washingtons were men
of wealth and authority as early as
1125, that they stood in royal favor,
were natives or at least residents of the

locality, and were prominent in the af-
fairs of Mother Church.

This does not controvert the histori-

ans who claim that the Washington
./ family came from Lancashire to Sul-

^ > grave Manor by way of Northampton.
Mfc -^J The Northampton Washingtons were

Protestants, to be sure, while the Selby
benefactors were Catholics. But inas-fe
much as four centuries intervene be-

tween the erection of the Selby memo-
rial window and the purchase by Law-;;. 
rence Washington, wool merchant and%

. Mayor of Northampton, of the Sul-
IP! grave Manor lands from the Priory of

St. Andrew of Northampton, which
-[X-H; had just been taken from the Church

by Henry VIII, there was ample time
for the shift in religious allegiance; in

From a photograph by ffutchinsont Selby t " all probability, the Washingtons being"
Examples of early carving, such as this finial in the attaches of the reigning house, a reli-

choir-clearstory, are worthy of careful study. gious change was a necessity.

struction, the Washington window
stands out as an example of conven-
tional mediaeval glasswork; in all re-
spects it is a typical memorial of the day
and age when the artisan wrought with
as much loving care as skill and experi-
ence. Who was the donor this window

memorialized ? What generation of the
Washington family did he represent?
The answer to these questions I tried to
ascertain, and, while my information is
traditional and local, I give it for what
it is worth.

Dating back, evidently, to the early
part of the twelfth century, the local
great men of the country gave abun-
dantly toward the rich embellishment
of the Abbey. In the later years of the
same century, it appears that these ben-
efactors were recognized by the Abbots
in charge as having contributed suffi-
cient material wealth, at the same time
possessing the requisite religious zeal,
to entitle them to memorials, which
took the form of windows piercing the
choir-clearstory. Among these donors Front a photograph by Loughton^ Southwell.
was a Washington, possibly more than Curious conceits of the mediaeval monkish stone-cutterare evident in the carved capitals throughout
one, hence the window with the Wash- the interior of the Abbey.
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On the other hand, it is not at all im- he d >f Rii hard o f
probable that descendants of the family ,vn
of Washington* who came under the in- VI L th dors, and
fluence of Selby remained in that section may well be that the fortunes of
of England, and, being of the intelligentsia Wa depended on joining th
of the day, imbibed the teachings of the ranks of the victor. ,-rence Was!
Reformation which produced the zealots ington's immediate f<
of the Pilgrim Fathers' Country, on the been adherents of thi: dor prim»

From a photogi-af>h fiy Hntchinson^ .s.

The richness of the choir stalls depends upon the carving hy which the quartered oak is made to give a u-xlur
of deeply mellow lights with amber tones in the high-relief figures.

Thus the wood and stone melt into a color blend of exquisite shadings and tone values which the radiance of the great ca-t
window enhances.

d else tin- d

ton are situated. That would account for lost the family riches. He would never
/"ashing- have been Mayor of Northampton nor

th * .*" i"m 1 * « er of Sulgrave Manor <1
be discounted. Henry VIII, under any onditions

f e Washinctons that much is certain.^^f

Lancashire is not, perhaps, difficult While my duties ion with^^

when one remembers that Lancashire h ill-fated airship, ZR-2, stationed
Yorkshire adjoin, and that we also have H m"_"_"

the four centuries for the family to split from Selby, b m to that town
h d ften.th d

vancing or wan in g fortunes. At all so I had to content myself with five short *

events, the early Yorkshire azon- visits to tin- Abbey and I could not run
d f these Washington tradi-- - - ̂ ^-^-«« """-T ^^ ^BB^ T-MBBF BBBBB ^ - T^-^-F ^^^- ^^^^- -^^- ^H^^^^L -» -M-^ -^F -^B" ^BBT "" -^"- ̂^ "" ̂- ̂BBT ^^^- - - ̂ BBBBi -

Lancashire and Sulgrave Manor render- tions to earth; but I am confident that
ing of the Washington arms. This d sufficient records i \ist to follow our l:'m
nrove the relationshin of Lawrence Wash- k to the d .1

h the f f S the Abbev, in whose honor and to who>e
Abbey. The War of the Roses between mem liful bit med t "7 the

the crown claimants, ending at Bosworth glasswork
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The rood-screen and pulpit of the Abbey are among the richest examples of
carving in all Europe.

In my conversations with the good- England's present greatness were in the
humored verger of Selby Abbey, I gained making.
enough insight into the early intercourse As for the Abbey itself, aside from its
between the monks and the inhabitants historical associations, students of its
of that part of Yorkshire contiguous to architecture will find a wealth of interest;
Selby, to appreciate that the Washington and to those who are not particularly well
window would never have been placed acquainted with the characteristics of the
so prominently in the Abbey unless the different styles which denote the various
person or persons memorialized had periods of English ecclesiastical design,
been of great importance and of unusu- much pleasure will be derived from the
ally strong character, in that day and noble proportions of the ensemble and
generation when the very foundations of the exquisite carving and glasswork with-
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From a photograph by Hutchin$ont Sclby.

This gorgeous modern reredos, illustrating the crucifix, is the work of Peter Rendl, who, previous to Anton
Lang, won fame as the Christus in the Oberammergau Decennial Passion Play.

in. The Abbey shows all th h period, even if it has but four receding
d m orders. These two doorways with their

William the Conqueror: Norman, Trans- protecting porches are undoubtedly the
itional, " * V " M - 

^_^ i « m. 4 * 
h, Decorated, and finest of their kind in England.

Perpendicular. Once inside, especially if entrance is
Giving entrance to the west end of gained by the west door directly into the

b nave, one is at once struck by a note of
itional Norman porch solemn beauty which signalizes this Ab-
mg d the d are rich in bey above all other church buildings in

g typical of the period, crisp as a land of churches; and, while the interior
ly they were finished. The north also combines the various periods of Eng-

porch another e e of the same lish Gothic, there are unity of appearance
141
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and a certain delectable balance of pro- the crucifix; the workmanship is su-
portions which mark perfect architec- perb; it is a worthy shrine in a building
tural effect. The massive arches, pro- of extraordinary merit from the artist's
claiming the work of Norman builders, view-point and of hallowed significance
are so sturdily placed that they have sur- to the religious votary. An altar-screen
vived the stress and shock of more than demanding one's attention, because of
eight hundred years. The superimposed its magnificence, divides the chancel
Early English and from the Lady
Norman portions of Chapel.
the triforium match Monuments there
well with the mas- are a-plenty in the
si veness of the Nor- Abbey; and let no
man masonry be- one leave its con-
low, yet they are so fines without
beautifully propor- studying the loveli-
tioned that one gets ness of its windows.
that sense of light- The colorful east
ness and strength in window is sur-
combination which passed by few such
bespeaks the mas- windows in all Eu-
ter draftsman. The rope, for it is a
ambulatory screens combined Jesse and
and clearstory Doom window, de-
treatment are not a picting the geneal-
whit less satisfac- ogy of the Saviour
tory: the whole in- and the Last Judg-
terior is a delight. ment, two subjects

Some of the pil- which had an es-
lars are exquisitely pecial appeal to
grouped, and one mediaeval design-
may follow the ers. The perpen-
architecture from dicular west win-

floor to roof count- dow, dating from
ing in turn the evi- about the end ofFrom a photograph by Hutchin$ont Selby.
dences of the time the fifteenth cen-
that elapsed in the Worn and weathered by the storms of centuries,the turrets and pinnacles of Selby Abbey viewed tury, has yet to be
building, as style close at hand have lost some of their original crisp- restored, while the
follows style, and ness of outline, but nevertheless enough remains to south transept con-show the daring skill of the stone-carver and the vig-
yet not a feature orous treatment of the mediaeval designer. tains a window il-
jars, nothing is out lustrating incidents
of tune. Quaint in the history of the
conceits, curiously carved, peep out at one Abbey. The purpose of the clearstory
here and there, revealing in the monkish glazing has already been dwelt upon; elab-
workmen a proclivity for humor not orately emblazoned with heraldic de-
wholly suppressed by the donning of cas- vices, those ancient panes tell their own
sock and cowl. story.

Undoubtedly the most beautiful fea- The setting of the Abbey in the ram-
ture of the Abbey is the splendid choir. It bling old town is admirable. It stands in
is mainly in the Decorated style, and its a park at the east end of the great mar-
proportions and embellishment are be- ket-place where its splendor is shown to
yond praise. Lacy carvings of surpass- the best advantage possible. Buttresses,
ing delicacy lead to the choir screen, walls, carved mullions, gables, turrets,
which is in itself a thine most exquisite, pinnacles, tower, all have their special^^^F '^^*

and the altar and reredos are no less no- appeal; the recessed doorways, the an-
table in conception and beauty. The cient porches, the quaint carvings, the
delicate carving of the reredos illustrates roselike tracery, the very texture of the



From a photograph by Kingsivay.

From the park one may obtain a view of the Abbey which gives expression to its great length-306 feet-and
here, too, the beautiful tower rears its tall turrets and pinnacles against the background of the sky.

n,

Front a photograph by Kingrtuay*

For eight and one-quarter centuries the old Abbey has watched over this market-place.
And for centuries fairs such as this shown in the photograph have been an annual event in the life of Selby
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hoary stone, all give their share of beauty ter to Americans, is difficult to duplicate
and interest and dignity to that noble and is only surpassed by the return tripi^Ki ^^ ^h -^B. 

^^^^ it is of incalculable value to a na- by way of Sheffield, Birmingham, Strat-
tion to possess shrinelike lessons in stone ford-on-Avon, Sulgrave Manor, and Ox-
such as this Abbey. ford.

Selby is not a town one would care to Selby is not isolated-not by any man-
spend much time in were it not for the ner of means, York, wonderful city, is
glorious Abbey. Yet it is a county only twelve or fourteen miles north of
town, and boasts an oil-works, several Selby; Hull, the Liverpool of the east
flax-scutching mills, and two or three coast, is about forty miles down river to
boat-building yards. It lies on the right the eastward; Doncaster, scene of the
bank of the muddy Ouse and, as tide great Derby, is eighteen miles south;
serves, is reached by fairly large steamers while Sheffield is only thirty-five miles
from the Humber. Selby is on the main distant-the little, dull, lazy town is in
line of the Great Northern Railway from the centre of a delightful and interesting
London to Edinburgh, and on the main countryside, and while its neighboring
line from Hull to Leeds and Liverpool. cities and towns of larger size and more

The most enjoyable method of reach- commercial spirit laugh it to scorn, it has
ing Selby from London is, of course, by a tremendous advantage to Americans
motor-car; the ride through the eastern after all, for it contains the regional ar-
part of England, beautiful in itself, and chitectural masterpiece and the Washing-
filled with history of intimate charac- ton relic-in-chief, Selby Abbey.

New Gods
BY MARTHA HASKELL CLARK

YOUTH will be served; the gods we reared
In faith upon our altar-stone
Now keep their vigil unrevered
In dusty corners, all unknown.
New idols rise at new demands

Above our crumbling overthrow,
They pick and choose with ruthless hands
As we did, in the long ago.

Youth will be served; we live to see
Our dearest deeds another's boast,
A butt for laughtered ribaldry
The dreams for which we suffered most.

They see no print of bleeding feet,
The heights we won on footsteps slow
They mount, unwitting of defeat
As we did, in the long ago.

Youth must be served; one harvest's gain
The seed from which new harvest springs,
The fuller yield of golden grain
From our forgotten harrowings.
Their hands shall turn fresh furrow-soil,
The bread we eat, they too shall know,
May they find gods to sweeten toil
As we did, in the long ago.
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The Hell Gate Bridge. Started July i, 1912; completed March i.
(Frontispiece) 1917 The longest steel arch in the world, 1017 feei

Plate 11 . . The rooklyn Bridge. Started January 3, 1870; completed
24, 1883. Considered the world's greatest achi
struction as a Suspension Bridge.

Plate ///.. The Williamsburg Bridge. Started November 7, 1896; completed
December 19, 1903. Combined Suspension and Cantilever. 135
feet above water.

Plate IV . The Blackwelrs Island or Queensboro Bridge. Started July, 1901;
completed March 1909 7449 feet long. Great Cantilever
structure of steel.
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Plate II.

The Brooklyn Bridge.
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Plate III.

The \Villiamsburg Bridge
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Plate IV

The Blackwell's Island or Queensboro Bridge.
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A Son at the Front
BY EDITH \VHARTON

ILLUSTRATION BY FRANCES ROGERS

BOOK II

X C h^v

things now. I/is son was not at the front
HE war was three was safe, thank God, and likelv to re-*
months old-three main so !
centuries. During the first awful weeks of silence

VI of some .d uncertainty, when every mornin
gift of adaptation ht news of a fresh disaster, when no
which seemed forever letters came "m

to discredit human messag could h it-during tho<*
sensibility, people weeks, while C ers^^H

dy beginning to live into the was without news of his son, the war had^F

monstrous idea of it, acquire its ways, to him a huge featureless
speak its language, regard it as a think- crushing him earthward, blinding
able, endurable, arrangeable fact; to eat L X L*/X 1 t» Xt'V*' ^-^AXpX A \At \*f V- * ^ V X- L.\f I 1 L 1 I I J , .1 ^f \f \rjLl 1 ^ m move

it by day, sleep on it-yes, and nor breathe.
soundly-at night. d

The war went on; life went on; Paris C
went on. She had had her great hour of to have begun his career as a surgeon, ha
resistance, when, alone, exposed _" -d h d. The physician.
enseless, she had held bad called from his incessant labours in a

and broken his strength. SI had, roughly-improvised operating-room, to
afterward, her hour of trium hich Camoton was ledw

of the Maine; then her hour of passionate with livid blood-solashcd
d Draverful h med dA v IA -

watching nations that the enemy was not impatience, that he had not forgotten,
only held back but thrust back, and vie- had done what he could; that George s
tory finally in reac That hour had th d not warrant b dis-
passed in its turn, gi m the arm as
reality of the trenches. A new speech temporarily on a staff-job at the rear, and
was growing up in this new world. There would probably be kept there if such and
were trenches now, there was a " Front" such influences were brought to bear.

people were beginning to talk of Then, calling hot water and fresh
sons at the front. d and Camo-

me J C heard ton made his way back with lowered eyes
phrase it sent a shudder through m between the stretchers.
Winter was coming on, and he was haunt- The " influences" in question were ^-f

he vision of the youths out there, *fc ** V V ̂-f not without Anderson
boys of George's age, thousands and thou- C d now that G

d f
d sleenine at nierht und miles from t he di i v^ -

d People were talking calm- zone Campton felt less like an ant under
ly of victory in the spring-the spring d and was the first
that was still six long months away! time to think of the war as he might
And meanwhile, what cold and wet, what have thought of anv other war objective-
blood and agony, what shattered bodies
out on that hideous front, what shattered

>m ds it gi It was not that he had anv doubt as to
149
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the rights and wrongs of the case. The difference. George would still have found
painfully preserved equilibrium of the himself a French soldier on the second of
neutrals made a pitiful show now that the last August. And I say that's enough
monstrous facts of the first weeks were to prove it's an iniquitous law, a travest\"

known: Germany's diplomatic perfidy, of justice. 's going to convince
her savagery in the field, her premeditated me that, because a steamer may h en
and systematized terrorizing of the civil to break a flange of her screw at the
copulations. Nothing could efface what wrong m France has the right to
lad been done in Belgium and Luxem- American b
bourg, the burning of Louvain, the bom- the trenches S"
bardment of Rheims. These successive "In the t is G in the
outrages had roused in Campton the same d
incredulous wrath as in the rest of man- :br

kind; but being of a speculative mind N C ton hundered, h
and fairly sure now that George would clenched fist "crashing down among her
never lie in the mud and snow with the tea-things; "and all your word-juggling
others-he had begun to consider the m that he ought
landslide in its universal relations, as well to be there." He paused and stared
as in its effects on his private ant-heap. riously draw-^

His son's situation, however, was still ing- into which Miss Anthony's
his central thought. That this lad, who sharp angles were so incongruously
was meant to have been born three thou- squeez- d made no answer, and
sand miles away in his own safe warless went on: "George looks at thing
country, and who was regarded by the exactly as I do."
government of that country as having "Has he told vou so?" M
been born there, as subject to her laws and d*-*

entitled to her protection-that this lad, her own.
by the most idiotic of blunders, a blunder H d me nothing to the con-
perpetrated before he was born, should trary. don't m
lave been dragged into a conflict in which m
he was totally unconcerned, should be- that a soldier can't always blurt out
come temporarily and arbitrarily the sub- everything he thinks."
ject of a foreign state exposed to what- nthony followed his glance about
ever catastrophes that state might draw the i , and her eyes paused with his
upon itself, this fact still seemed to Camp- on h i

ton as unjust as when it first dawned on honour over the telpiece, where it
him that his boy's very life might hang on hung incongruously above a menagerie
some tortuous secret negotiation between < "f d
the cabinets of Europe. ; M

He still refused to admit that France droDDed

had any claim on George, any right to his terday," she said. "Do you know
time, to his suffering or to his life. He I saw there? A rant. He was
had argued it out a hundred times with Ic George's Dortrait, and A

Adele Anthony. "You say Julia and I a: beet. You ought to do him a
were to blame for not going home before si G some day-after this."
the boy was born-and God knows I agree C darkened. He knew it
with you ! But suppose we'd meant to was partly through Brant's influence that

Suppose we'd made every arrange- George had been detached from his regi-
ment, taken every precaution, got to ment a ment and
Havre or Cherbourg, say, and been told but M reminder annoyed
the steamer had broken her screw-or been him. _ __ The Brants _ d through- ̂r^«-

prevented ourselves, at the last moment, sheer selfish cowardice, the desire to safe-
by illness or accident, or any sudden grab guard something w d
of the Hand of God? You'll admit we something they valued as they valued
shouldn't have been to blame for that; their pictures tapestries, though of
yet the law would have recognized no course in a greater degree; eas he,
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Campton, was sustained by a principle have aen ac te vage o oupr, he villae of S
which he could openly avow, and was near Vailly (Ai>ne); we have taken Mau-
ready to discuss with anyone who had the court and Mogeville, to the north-east 01
leisure to listen. (1 Progress has been made in 1

He had explained all this so often to region >f Vermelles (Pas-de-Calais) and
Miss Anthony that the words rose again h of A ta
to his lips without an effort. "If it had h
been a national issue I should have d
wanted him to be among the first: such "In Poland the Austrian retreat is be
as our having to fight Mexico, for in- coming general. The Russians are still- A JJ 1 _*_*,* 1 1 » - " ** Vr » 1 *"«
stance d he d - -- - "^"- ^» ̂̂ » -^^p- ^^ _^ ^^r-^ ^f "

"Yes; or the moon! For my part, I domir and have beyond the
understand Julia and Anderson better. G Mlawa has b
They don't care a fig for national issues; pied, and the whole railway system of * *

they're just animals defending their cub." Poland is now controlled by the Rus>ian
" Their-thank you !" Campton ex-
* h 4 L -tai j-^ __ -^ I * ^ ̂"%. Ad ' ' ^^ - - *- 4 ̂ fc_ _ ̂ ^K. - -h.

claimed. A -o ood
"Well, poor Anderson really was a dry- At this rate, what became f

nurse to the boy. Who else was there to d
look after him? . You were painting d
Spanish beauties at the time. She a spring campaign? True, the S
frowned. "Life's a puzzle. I see per- army was still retreating before superior
fectly that if you'd let everything else go Austrian forces-but there too the scaU
to keep George, you'd never have become would soon be turned if the Russians con-
the great John Campton: the real John el That day there was
Campton you were meant to be. And it "h the old maid servant
wouldn't have been half as satisfactory m d nthony
for you-or for George either. Only, in poured out another cup of tea.
the meanwhile, somebody had to blow the d his eyes from
child's nose, and pay his dentist and doc- paper. Suddenly they lit on a short
tor; and you ought to be grateful to An- paragraph: "Fallen on the Field of_ .M. _ _

derson for doing it, Aren t there bees or r. O had
ants, or something, that are kept for such the rest; u r ead-
purposes?" mg s one knew, r

Campton's lips were opened to reply features, young faces blotted out in
when her face changed, and he saw that bl young limbs convul in the
he had ceased to exist for her. He knew fires that hell d a A Front/'
the reason. That look came over every- rned Dale andi

body's face nowadays at the hour when paper fell to his knee.
the evening paper came in. The old "Fortin-Lescluze; Jean-Jacqiu
maid servant brought it in, and lingered rie, lieutenant of Chasseurs a Pied
to hear the communique. At that hour, f f France. There fol-
everywhere over the globe, business and lowed a ringing citation.
labour and pleasure (if it still existed) Fortin's son. his onlv s dead
were suspended for a moment while the him the h
hearts of all men gathered themselves up bourgeois dining-room, so strangely out of
in a question and a prayer. keeping with the rest of th h

Miss Anthony sought If or her lorgnon ment; he saw the late August sun slant-
and failed to find it. With a shaking gr bo
hand she passed the newspaper over to b ru
Campton. the two quiet women hidden under his il-* »

"Violent enemy attacks in the region (1
of Dixmude, Ypres, 'Armentieres, Arras, together these three dissimilar le,
in the Argonne, and on the advanced making an invisible home in the heart <>t
slopes of the Grand Couronne de Nancy, all that publicity. Campton remembered
have been successfully repulsed. We brief exchange of words with Fortin
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the threshold, and the father's uncon- tin's deep voice came through the crape:
trollable outburst: "For his mother and "You saw him, Monsieur, that last
myself it's not a trifle-having our only the day you came about your own
son in the war." son, I think?"

Campton shut his eyes and leaned back, "I. yes Campton stammered
sick with the memory. This man had in anguish.
had a share in saving George; but his The physician intervened. "And now,
own son he could not save. ma bonne merey you're not to be kept

"What's the matter?" Miss Anthony standing. You're to go straight in and
asked, her hand on his arm. take your tisane and go to bed/' He

Campton could not bring the name to kissed his mother and pushed her into his
his lips. "Nothing-nothing. Only this wife's arms. "Good-bye, my dear. Take
room's rather hot-and I must be off any- care of her."
how. 3 He got up, escaping from her solic- The women vanished under the porte-
itude, and made his way out. He must cochere and Fortin turned to the painter.
go at once to Fortin's. The physician - "Thank you for coming. I can't ask
was still at Chalons; but there would sure- you in-I must go back immediately."
ly be some one at the house, and Camp- "Back?"
ton could at least leave a message and ask "To my work. Thank God. If it were
where to write. not for that !"

Dusk had fallen. His eyes usually He jumped into the motor, called out
feasted on the beauty of the new Paris, "En route!" and was absorbed into the
the secret mysterious Paris of veiled lights blackness of the night.
and deserted streets; but to-night he was
blind to it. He could see nothing but For- XI
tin's face, hear nothing but his voice when
he said: "Our only son in the war." CAMPTON went home to his studio.

He groped along the pitch-black street He still lived there, shiftlessly and un-
for the remembered outline of the house comfortably-for Mariette had never
(since no house-numbers were visible), come back from Lille. She had not come
and rang several times without result, back, and there was no news of her. Lille
He was just turning away when a big had become a part of the "occupiedprov-
mud-splashed motor drove up. He no- inces," from which there was no escape;
ticed a soldier at the steering-wheel, then and people were beginning to find out
three people got out stiffly: two women what that living burial meant.
smothered in crape and a haggard man in Adele Anthony had urged Campton to
a dirty uniform. Campton stopped, and go back to the hotel, but he obstinately
Fortin-Lescluze recognized him by the refused. What business had he to be liv-
light of the motor-lamp. The four stood ing in expensive hotels when, for the Lord
and looked at each other. The old knew how long, his means of earning a
mother, under her crape, appeared no livelihood were gone, and when it was his
bigger than a child. duty to save up for George-George, who "^"- -M-^B1

"Ah-you know?" the doctor said, was safe, who was definitely out of dan-
Campton nodded. ger, and whom he longed more than ever,

The father spoke in a firm voice. " It when the war was over, to withdraw from
happened three days ago-at Suippes. .the stifling atmosphere of his stepfather's
You've seen his citation? They brought millions?
him in to me at Chalons without a warn- He had been so near to having the box-
ing-and too late. I took off both legs, to himself when the war broke out! He
but gangrene had set in. Ah-if I could had almost had in sight the proud day
have got hold of one of our big surgeons! when he should be able to say: "Look

Yes, we're just back from the fu- here: this is your own bank-account.
neral. My mother and my wife . . . Now you're independent-for God's sake
they had that comfort. . ." stop and consider what you want to do

The two women stood beside him, like \vith your life."
shrouded statues. Suddenly Mme. For- The war had put an end to that-but
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only for a time. If victory came before four or five, seem already to be musing
long, Campton's reputation would sur- on the great central problems of love and
vive the eclipse, his chances of money- thrift. The parents used to bring the
making would be as great as ever, and child to see Campton, and he had made a
the new George, the George matured and celebrated sketch of her, in her Sunday
disciplined by war, would come back with bonnet, with little earrings and a wise
a finer sense of values, and a soul steeled smile. And these two, mother and child,
against the vulgar opportunities of had disappeared on the second of August
wealth. as completely as if the earth had opened

Meanwhile, it behoved his father to and swallowed them.
save every penny. And the simplest way As Campton entered he glanced at the
of saving was to go on camping in the old woman's den, saw that it was empty,
studio, taking his meals at the nearest and said to himself: "She's at St. Cloud
wine-shop, and entrusting his bed-making again." For he knew that she seized
and dusting to old Mme. LebeL In that every chance of being with her eldest.
way he could live for a long time without He unlocked his door and felt his way
appreciably reducing his savings. into the dark studio. Mme. Lebel might

Mme. Lebel s daughter-in-law, Mme. at least have made up the fire! Campton
Jules, who was in the Ardennes with the lit the lamp, found some wood, and knelt
little girl when the war broke out, was to down stiffly by the stove. Really, life
have replaced Mariette. But, like Ma- was getting too uncomfortable. . .
riette, Mme. Jules never arrived, and no He was still trying to coax a flame when
word came from her or the child. They the door opened and he heard Mme.
too were in an occupied province. So Lebel.
Campton jogged on without a servant. "Really, you know-" he turned to re-
It was very uncomfortable, even for his buke her; but the words died on his lips.
lax standards; but the dread of letting a She stood before him, taking no notice;
stranger loose in the studio made him pre- then her shapeless black figure doubled
fer to put up with Mme. Lebel's inter- up, and she sank down into his own arm-
mittent services. chair. Mme. Lebel, who, even when he

So far she had borne up bravely. Her offered her a seat, never did more than
two orphan grandsons were at the front rest respectful knuckles on its back!
(how that word had insinuated itself into " What's the matter ? What's wrong ? "
the language!) but she continued to have he exclaimed.
fairly frequent reassuring news of them. She lifted her aged face. "Monsieur, I
The Chasseur AI pin, slightly wounded in came about your fire; but I am too un-
Alsace, was safe in hospital; and the other happy. I have more than I can bear."
was well, and wrote cheerfully. Her son She fumbled vainly for a handkerchief,
Jules, the cabinetmaker, was guarding a and wiped away her tears with the back
bridge at St. Cloud, and came in regularly of her old laborious hand.
to see her; but Campton noticed that it "Jules has enlisted, Monsieur; enlisted
was about him that she seemed most con- in the infantry. He has left for the front
cerned. without telling me.

He was a silent industrious man, who "Good Lord. Enlisted? At his age
had worked hard to support his orphaned is he crazy ? yy
nephews and his mother, and had married ^ ̂ *~. L .-- - - - .- j-^ ^ . J Li. f* ̂^_-t J-*. * ^-^ - ^ » *. ̂  J I -^ J-^. ^ J "Vt-A j-fc mj -" -u .*-,. ^-J " " rV *-^ . 1 j-n No, Monsieur. But the little girl
in middle age, only four or five years be- he's had news 

"

fore the war, when the lads could shift for She waited to steady her voice, and
themselves, and his own situation was then fishing in another slit of her mul-
secure enough to permit the luxury of a tiple skirts, pulled out a letter. "I got
wife and baby. that at midday. I hurried to St. Cloud

Mme. Jules had waited patiently for -but he left yesterday."
him, though she had other chances; and The letter was grim reading. The poor
finally they had married and the baby father had accidentally run across an
had been born, and blossomed into one of escaped prisoner who had regained the
those finished little Frenchwomen who, at French lines near the village where Mme.
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Jules and the child were staying. The tin-L cluzc, speeding through the night
man, who knew the wife's family, had toward fresh scenes of death; at another,
been charged by them with a message to in the loge down-stairs, win-re Mme. Lebel'
the effect that Mme. Jules, who was a her day's work done, would no doubt sit
proud woman, had got into trouble with down as usual by her smoky lamp and go
the authorities, and been sent off to a on with her sewing. "Thank God for t!
German prison on the charge of spying, work-" they had both said.
The poor little girl had cried and clung to And here Campton sat with idle hand-
her mother, and had been so savagely and did nothing 
pushed aside by the officer who made the It was not exactly his fault. What w
arrest that she had fallen on the stone there for a portrait-painter to do? He^^B

steps of the "Kommandantur " and frac- was not a portrait-painter only, and on
tured her skull. The fugitive reported his brief trip to Chalons some of the
her as still alive, but unconscious, and scenes by the way-gaunt unshorn face-
dying. of territorials at railway bridges, soldier

Jules Lebel had received this news the grouped about a provision-lorry, a mud-
previous day; and within twenty-four splashed company returning to the rear,
hours he was at the front. Guard a a long grey train of "seventy-fives"
bridge at St. Cloud after that? All he ploughing forward through the rain - at
asked was to kill and be killed. He knew these sights the old graphic instinct had
the name and the regiment of the officer stirred in him. But the approaches of the
who had denounced his wife. " If I live front were sternly forbidden to civilians
long enough I shall run the swine down," and especially to neutrals (Campton was
he wrote. " If not, I'll kill as many of his beginning to wince at the word) ; he him-
kind as God lets me." self, who had been taken to Chalons by a

Mme. Lebel sat silent, her head bowed high official of the Army Medical Board,
on her hands; and Campton stood and had been given only time enough for hi
watched her. Presently she got up, interview with Fortin, and brought back
passed the back of her hand across her to Paris the same night. If ever ther
eyes, and said: "The room is cold. I'll came a time for art to interpret the war
fetch some coal." as Raffet, for instance, had interpreted

Campton protested. "No, no, Mme. Napoleon's campaigns, the day was not
Lebel. Don't worry about me. Make yet; the world in which men lived at
yourself something warm to drink, and present was one in which the word "art"'
try to sleep "" lad lost its meaning.

Oh, Monsieur, thank God for the And what was Campton, what had he
work ! If it were not for that-" she said, ever been, but an artist ? . . . A father;
in the same words as the physician. yes, he had waked up to the practice of

She hobbled away, and presently he that other art, he was learning to be a
heard her bumping up again with the father. And now, at a stroke, his only
coal. two reasons for living were gone: since

When his fire was started, and the cur- the second of August he had had no por-
tains drawn, and she had left him, the traits to paint, no son to guide and to
painter sat down and looked about the companion.
studio. Bare and untidy as it was, he did Other people, he knew, had found jobs:

lis friends had been drawn into ^_ _. ̂ _ - ^m A ̂  ^ .*.not find the sight unpleasant: he was most of
used to it, and being used to things some form of war-work. Dastrev, after
seemed to him the first requisite of com- vain attempts to enlist, thwarted by an
fort. ut to-night his thoughts were else- untimely sciatica, had found a post near
where: he saw neither the tattered tapes- the front, on the staff of a Red Cross Am-
tries with their huge heroes and kings, bulance. Adele Anthony was working
nor the blotched wails hung with pictures, eight or nine hours a day in a Depot
nor the canvases stacked against the which distributed food and^ clothing to
chair-legs, nor the long littered table at refugees from the invaded provinces
which he wrote and ate and mixed his and Mrs. Brant's name figured on the
colours. At one moment he was with For- committees of most of the newly-organ-
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ized war charities. Among Campton's and thrown into the fire the letters of the
other friends many had accepted humbler few ladies who had begged a sketch for
tasks. Some devoted their time to listing their sales, or his name for their com-
and packing hospital supplies, keeping mittees.
accounts in ambulance offices, sorting out One appeal, however, he had not been
refugees at the railway-stations, and tell- able to avoid. About two months earlier
ing them where to go for food and help; he had had a visit from George's friend
still others spent their days, and some- Boylston, the youth he had met at Das-
times their nights, at the bitter-cold sub- trey's dinner the night before war was
urban sidings where the long train-loads declared. In the interval he had entirely
of wounded stopped on the way to the forgotten Boylston; but as soon as he
hospitals of the interior. There was saw the fat brown young man with a
enough misery and confusion at the rear twinkle in his eyes and his hair, Campton
for every civilian volunteer to find his task, recalled him, and held out a cordial hand.

Among them all, Campton could not Had not George said that Boylston was
see his place. His lameness put him at a the best fellow he knew?
disadvantage, since taxicabs were few, Boylston seemed much impressed by
and it was difficult for him to travel in the honour of waiting on the great man.
the crowded metro. He had no head for In spite of his cool twinkling air he was
figures, and would have thrown the best- evidently full of reverence for the things
kept accounts into confusion; he could and people he esteemed, and Campton's
not climb steep stairs to seek out refugees, welcome sent the blood up to the edge of
nor should he have known what to say to his tight curls. It also gave him courage
them when he reached their attics. And to explain his visit.
so it would have been at the railway can- He had come to beg Campton to ac-
teens; he choked with rage and com- cept the chairmanship of the American
miseration at all the suffering about him, Committee of "The Friends of French
but found no word to cheer the sufferers. Art," an international group of painters

Secretly, too, he feared the demands who proposed to raise funds for the fami-
that would be made on him if he once let lies of mobilized artists. The American

himself be drawn into the network of war group would naturally be the most active,
charities. Tiresome women would come since Americans had, in larger numbers
and beg for money, or for pictures for than any other foreigners, sought artistic
bazaars: they were already getting up training in France; and all the members
bazaars. agreed that Campton's name must figure

Money he could not spare, since it was at their head. But Campton was known
his duty to save it for George; and as for to be inaccessible, and the committee,
pictures-why, there were a few sketches aware that Boylston was a friend of
he might give, but here again he was George's, had asked him to transmit
checked by his fear of establishing a prec- their request.
edent. He had seen in the papers that "You see, sir, nobody else repre-
the English painters were already giving sents.. ."
blank canvases to be sold by auction to Campton thought as seldom as possible
millionaires in quest of a portrait. But of what followed: he hated the part he
that form of philanthropy would lead to had played. But, after all, what else
his having to paint all the unpaintable could he have done ? Everything in him
people who had been trying to bribe a recoiled from what acceptance would
picture out of him since his sudden celeb- bring with it: publicity, committee meet-
rity. No artist had a right to cheapen his ings, speechifying, writing letters, seeing
art in that way: it could only result in troublesome visitors, hearing harrowing
his turning out work that would injure stories, asking people for money-above
his reputation and reduce his sales after all, having to give his own; a great deal
the war. of his own.

So far, Campton had not been troubled He stood before the young man, abject,
by many appeals for help; but that was irresolute, chinking a bunch of keys in his
probably because he had kept out of sight, trouser-pockets, and remembering after-
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ward that the chink must have sounded pressionable, so quick on the uptak
as if they were full of money. He remem- should not have felt some such burst of
bered too, oddly enough, that as his own wrath as had driven even poor Juli 1 U-l
embarrassment increased Boylston's van- into the conflict.
ished. It was as though the modest The comparison, of course, was absurd.
youth, taking his host's measure, had re- Lebel had been parted from his dearest,
luctantly found him wanting, and from his wife dragged to prison, his child \ ir-
that moment had felt less in awe of his tually murdered: any man, in his place,
genius. Illogical, of course, and unfair- must have felt the blind impulse to kill.
but there it was. But what was Lebel's private plight but

The talk had ended by Campton's re- a symbol of the larger wrong? This war
fusing the chairmanship, but agreeing to could no longer be compared to other
let his name figure on the list of honorary wars: Germany was conducting it on
members, where he hoped it would be methods that civilization had made men
overshadowed by rival glories. And, forget. The occupation of Luxembourg;
having reached this conclusion, he had the systematic destruction of Belgium;
limped to his desk, produced a handful of the savage treatment of the people of the
notes, and after a moment's hesitation invaded regions; the outrages of Louvain
held out two hundred francs with the and Rheims and Ypres; the voice with
stereotyped: "Sorry I can't make it which these offences cried to heaven had
more. . ." waked the indignation of humanity. Yet

He had meant it to be two hundred George, in daily contact with all this woe
and fifty; but, with his usual luck, all his and ruin, seemed as upmoved as though
fumbling had failed to produce a fifty- he had been behind a desk in the New
franc note; and he could hardly ask York office of Bullard and Brant.
Boylston to "make the change." If there were any change in his letters

On the threshold the young man it was rather that they were more indif-
paused to ask for the last news of George; ferent. His reports of himself became
and on Campton's assuring him that it drier, more stereotyped, his comments on
was excellent, added, with evident sin- the situation fewer: he seemed to have
cerity: "Still hung up on that beastly subdued to the hideous business he
staff-job? I do call that hard luck worked in. It was true that his letters had
And now, of all the unpleasant memories never been expressive: his individuality
of the visit, that phrase kept the sharpest seemed to dry up in contact with pen and
sting. paper. It was true also that letters from

Was it in fact hard luck? And did the front were severely censored, and that
George himself think so? There was it would have been foolish to put in them
nothing in his letters to show it. He anything likely to prevent their delivery.
seemed to have undergone no change of But George had managed to send several
view as to his own relation to the wrar; notes by hand, and these were as colour-
he had shown no desire to "be in it," as less as the others; and so were his letters
that mad young Upsher said. to his mother, which Mrs. Brant always

For the first time since he had seen sent to Miss Anthony, who privately
George's train pull out of the Gare de passed them on to Campton.
I Est Campton found himself wondering esides, there were other means of com-
at the perfection of his son's moral bal- parison. People with sons at the front
ance. So many things had happened were beginning to hand about copies of
since; wrar had turned out to be so im- their letters; a few passages, strangely
measurably more hideous and abominable moving and beautiful, had found their
than those who most abhorred war had way into the papers. Geor-. God be
dreamed it could be; the issues at stake praised, was not at the front; but he was
had become so glaringly plain, right and in the war zone, fur nearer the sights and
wrong, honour and dishonour, humanity sounds of death than his father, and he
and savagery faced each other so squarely had comrades and friends in the trenches.
across the trenches, that it seemed strange Strange that what he wrote was still so
to Campton that his boy, so eager, soam- cold to the touch. ..
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"It's the scientific mind, I suppose/' ambition to display on his cards! No
Campton reflected. "These youngsters wonder it embarrassed him now. ut

- are all rather like beautifully made ma- where on earth had he been all this time?
chines. . ." Yet it had never before As Campton pondered on the card a
struck him that his son was like a beau- memory flashed out. Mayhew? May-
tifully made machine. hew? Why, wasn't it Mayhew who had

He remembered that he had not dined, waylaid him in the Crillon a few hours
and got up wearily. As he passed out he before war was declared, to ask his ad-
noticed on a pile of letters and papers a vice about the safest way of travelling to
brand-new card: he could always tell the Hague? And hadn't he, Campton,
the new cards by their whiteness, which in all good faith, counselled him to go by
twentv-four hours of studio-dust turned Luxembourg "in order to be out of the
to grey. way of trouble "?

Campton held the card to the light. It The remembrance swept away the
was large and glossy, a beautiful thick painter's sombre thoughts, and he burst
pre-war card; and on it was engraved: into a laugh that woke the echoes of the

studio.

HARVEY MAYHEW XII
Delegue des Etats Unis au Congres de la Paix

his power to call up
h a through the lower * Campton went

ritten an imperative morniner to the N >uveau Luxe.^H*^
.ne the card, CamD- It was the first it he had en-

d: "M d the famous hotel since the beg
N'* Luxe'5; and, ning of ,r; and at sigh

lower >wn: "Excuse ridiculous c h >ank as it used

ossible get others under six weeks." some unt d necessity fo m
d turned Well, it blocka< e.^

d thing: perhaps he might have But the hall was h en-^* ^

m U whose d ty not only of the b
doings had d Camnton so much filled his soul with su

d could b so of the Dorters, foot and^ 9f r *-

never recall the boy's obstinate rosy face lift-boys who, even in its unfrequented
without a stir of irritation. hours, lent it lustre of their liveries.

be in this thing W A d concierge sat at the desl
young "her had door a bov scout, coiling hiV **-*

with a vengeance; but what legs about a high stool, raise his head
his languidly f r< >m ut for these
im to the d of the N Luxe had

War ( ffice, the can m d
Consu ture of Police, and As the lift was not running there was
divers other supposed sources of i nothing to disturb their med

m m day to tell ,m M
his young relative in no m ed terms. Mayhew would receive him he started
That is, if the c &nce ever presented it- alone up the deserted
self; for, since he had left the studio that Only a few dusty trunks ed in

g lour montns ano, Jtsennv had so d"^p1 -^» -"-

etch ton some- piled as high as in the passages of the
m df W

they were ever likely to exchange words in m
again in this world. d exnlosions of lauerhter behind^P ^^^

"Mayl he wants to tell -doors. swish of a s
me about m sed. mop alone broke the oppressive silence.

Harve\ Mayhew-H M ,m ton thought, "if war
with a pen-stroke through the title which, d m* "* ich pleasanter
so short a time since, it had been his chief it mieht make the world!
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This was evidently not the opinion of of the way of trouble, to travel by Luxem-
Mr. Harvey Mayhew, whom he found bourg," (Campton stirred uneasily). "I
agitatedly pacing a large room hung in followed your advice; and, not being able
shrimp-pink brocade, which opened on a to go by train, I managed, with consider-
vista of turquoise tiling and porcelain tub. able difficulty, to get permission to travel

Mr. Mayhew's round countenance, by motor. I reached Luxembourg as the
composed of the same simple curves as German army entered it-the next day I
his nephew's, had undergone a remark- was in a German prison."
able change. He was still round, but he The next day! Then this pink and
was ravaged. His fringe of hair had white man who stood there with his rim-
grown greyer, and there were crow's-feet less eye-glasses and neatly trimmed hair,
about his blue eyes, and wrathful corruga- and his shining nails reflected in the plate
tions in his benignant forehead. glass of the table-top, this perfectly typi-

He seized Campton's hands and glared cal, usual sort of harmless rich American,
at him through indignant eye-glasses. had been for four months in the depths of

"My dear fellow, I looked you up as the abyss that men were beginning to
soon as I arrived. I need you-we all sound with fearful hearts!
need you-we need your powerful in- " It is a simple miracle," said Mr. May-
fluence and your world-wide celebrity. hew, "that I was not shot as a spy."
Campton, the day for words has gone by. Campton's voice choked in his throat.
We must act! "Where were you imprisoned?"

Campton let himself down into an arm- "The first night, in the Police com-
chair. No verb in the language terrified missariat, with common thieves and
him as much as that which his cousin had vagabonds with » Mr. Mayhew low-
Hung at him. He gazed at the ex-Dele- ered his voice and his eyes: " With prosti-
gate with dismay. "I didn't know you tutes, Campton. . ."
were here. Where have you come from ?" He waited for this to take effect, and
he asked. continued: "The next day, in conse-

Mr. Mayhew, resting a manicured hand quence of the energetic intervention of
on the edge of a gilt table, looked down our consul-who behaved extremely well,
awfully on him. as I have taken care to let them know in

"I come," he said, "from a German Washington I was sent back to my hotel
prison. on parole, and kept there, kept there,

" Good Lord you?" Campton gasped. Campton-/, the official representative of
He continued to gaze at his cousin with a friendly country-under strict police

terror, but of a new kind. Here at last surveillance, like . . . like an unfortunate
was someone who had actually been in woman ... for eight days: a week and
the jaws of the monster, who had seen, one day over!"
heard, suffered-a witness who could Mr. Mayhew sank into a chair and
speak of that which he knew! No won- passed a scented handkerchief across his
der Mr. Mayhew took himself seriously- forehead. " When I was finally released
at last he had something to be serious I was without money, without luggage,
about! Campton stared at him as if he without my motor or my wretched chauf-
had risen from the dead. feur-a Frenchman, who had been in-

Mr, Mayhew cleared his throat and stantly carried off to Germany. In this
went on: " You may remember our meet- state of destitution, and without an
ing at the Crillon-on the 3ist of last apology, I was shipped to Rotterdam and
July it was-and my asking you the best put on a steamer sailing for America."
way of getting to the Hague, in view of He wiped his forehead again, and the cor-
impending events. At that time" (his ners of his agitated lips. "Peace, Camp-
voice took a note of irony) "I was a ton-Peace? When I think that I be-W _ _ - A W* « ^^

Delegate to the Peace Congress at the lievcd in a thing called Peace! That I
Hague, and conceived it to be my duty left Utica-always a difficult undertaking _ro

to carry out my mandate at whatever for me-because I deemed it my duty, in
personal risk. You advised me-as you the interests of Peace" (the word became
may also remember-in order to be 'out a hiss) " to travel to the other side of the
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world, and use the weight of my influence now on his way to the front. H
and my experience in such a cause!" m mt-* j

He clenched his fist and shook it in the and earth for news of him-but the boy
face of an invisible foe. had covered up his tracks so cleverly that

"My influence, if I have any; my ex- they had had no word till he was starting
perience-ha, I have had experience now, for B with his d Rather high-
Campton! And, my God, sir, they shall hand d poor Ma
both be used till my last breath to show t of her mind; Mr. M
up these people, to proclaim to the world d that he had
what they really are, to rouse public such feminine weakness. "Benny's a
opinion in America against a nation of man, and must act as a man. That boy,
savages who ought to be hunted off the Camp ton, saw things as they were from
face of the globe like vermin-like the the first."
vermin in their own prison cells ! Camp- C ton took leave dazed and crushed
ton-if I may say so without profanity by conversation. It was all one to
I come to bring not Peace but a Sword!" him if H M

It was some time before the flood of ica to avenge his wrongs; C ton
Mr. Mayhew's wrath subsided, or before "as beerinnine to wish 1
there floated up from its agitated depths country would wake up to what was go-
some fragments of his subsequent history ing on in the wo d he, C .

and present intentions. Eventually, how- ton, be into the affair,
ever, Campton gathered that after a short should !
sojourn in America, where he found opin- the ex-. d
ion too lukewarm for him, he had come Crosses guish with him in mini
back to Europe to collect the experiences antecha ;rs, and be deafened wi ap-
of other victims of German savagery, peals to h wn r

Mr. Mayhew, in short, meant to devote that he Id have ascribed to
himself to Atrocities; and he had sought that m gift of " knowing the
out Campton to ask his help, and espe- ropes" in which his whole » d
daily to be put in contact with persons had uroved m
engaged in refugee-work, and likely to ing: this was so dreadful to him
have come across flagrant offences against scure every other question.
the law of nations. ^ -_ j -. * . * * L-^ f* IL*^ I -^ »- L-^ J^ *"*. J"-J ' ' .A. the L muttered, "I

It was easy to comply with the latter haven't got the teleph
request. Campton scribbled a message He glanced cautiously down
to Adele Anthony at her refugee Depot; stairs of the hotel to assure hi]
and he undertook also to find out from safe retreat; but in the hall an
what officials Mr. Mayhew might obtain voice detained him.
leave to visit the front. "Dear Master! M******

"I know it's difficult-" he began; but IVe been lying in wait for you I"
Mr. Mayhew laughed. "I am here to A meed: not the
surmount difficulties-after what IVe jestic figure of the C can legend, but
been through." ^^H^ the new version evolved in the rue de la

It was not until then that Mr. Mayhew Paix: short skirts, long ankles, pearls
found time to answer an enquiry about d The face under the coif was
his nephew. young, wistful, haggard with the^^H per-

"Benny Upsher? Ha-I'm proud of petual hurry of the aimless. W had
enny He's a hero, that nephew of he seen th r ̂̂ m± ""-"- ^^^t- ^m-r "^^p ^^ " " i-^B- ^m- . ̂ m- ^*-

mine-he was always my favourite." tions so invariably uninterested in
He went on to say that the youth, hav- the answers ?

ing failed to enlist in the French army, "I mM I saw you at
had managed to get back to England, and I sav dav war was d
there, passing himself off as a Canadian young lady corrected herself. C ton
("Born at Murray Bay, sir-wasn't it r mem meeting at M
lucky ? ") had joined an English regiment, and m- ^f -^"- - -" ^^- ^^ ^^- "^"i -^^^ ^ ^^m-m-^r ^^-
and, after three months' training, was rass So few of the new generation
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seemed aware that there were any priva- lay a hazard elderly man with clo 1
c - left to respect! He looked at Mrs. eyes and lip- drawn hath from hi
Talkett more kindly. clenched i«vtli. : stir I r« il< ,\\

w//.s/ come," she continued, lay- and one of his arms wa> in ;i lifted ing
ing her hand on his arm (her imp< itives attached to a horrible ki 1 of o\v
wt-rc always in italics). ''Just a step from above tin- 1 1. It reminded Carnpt-
he to my hospital. There's someone Juan de Borgona's piciur , of the In-
asking for you." quisition, in the I'rado.

''Forme? Someone wounded ?" \\'ha1 "Oh, //e\vull right; hell get well, It
if it were Benny Upsher? A cold fear the other..."
broke over Camp ton. The other lay quietly in his bed. X

"Someone dying, Mrs. Talkett -aid. gallows overhung him, no visible bandag-
4*Oh, nobody you know-a poor young ing showed his wound Ther " -h
French soldier. He was brought here two on his young ch< and his eyes looked
days ago. . . and he ke< on repeating out, large and steady, from their hollov
vour nam< brows. But he was the one who would

"My name? Why my name?" not get well.
"We don't know. We don't think he Mrs. Talkett bent over him: her voice

knows you . . . but he's shot to pieces and was sweet when it was lowered.
half delirious. He's a painter, and he's "I've kept my promise. Here he is."
si en pictures of yours, and keeps talking The eyes turned in the lad's immovable
about them, and saving he wants you to head, and he and Campton looked at
look at his. . . You will come? Im . t s just each other. The painter had never seen
next door, you know/' the face before him: a sharp irregular

He did not know-having carefully face, prematurely hollowed by pain, with
avoided all knowledge of hospitals in his thick chestnut hair tumbled above the
dread of being drawn into war-work, and forehead.
his horror of coming as a mere spectator "It's you, Master!" the boy said.
to gaze on agony he could neither com- Campton sat down b< ide him. .. I low
fort nor relieve. Hospitals were for sur- did you know? Have you seen me be-
geons and women; if he had been rich he fore?"
would have given big sums to aid them; One one of your exhibitions."
being unable to do even that, he pre- He paused and drew a hard breath. ut
ferred to keep aloof. the first thing was the portrait at the

He followed Mrs. Talkett out of the Luxembourg . . . your son. . ."
hotel and around the corner. The door of "Ah, you look like him!" Campton
another hotel, with a big Red Cross above broke out.
ii, admitted them to a marble vestibule The eyes of the young soldier lit up.
full of the cold smell of disinfectants. An ifcl)o I?... > >meone told me he was

orderly sat reading a newspaper behind your son. I went home from seeing that
the desk, and nurses whisked backward and began to paint. After the war. would
and forward with trays and pails. A lady you let me come and work with you
with a bunch of flowers came down the My things . . . wait ... I'll show you my
tairs drying her eyes. things lirst." He tried to rai hin If.
Campion's whole being recoiled from Mrs. Talkett slipped her arm under hi

what awaited him. Since the poor youth shouldei and resting against her l.r
wa- delirious, what was the use of - iing lifted his hand and pointed to the 1
him? ut women took a morbid pleasure wall facing him.
in making one do things thai were use- "Ther there; you see? Look for
less 1 \ourM-lf. The brush work . , not to

On an upper floor they paused at a door bad, eh? I was. . . getting it.. . Then
where there was a moment's mufiled par- that head of my grandfather, eh? And
leying. ' my lame sister. . . Oh, I'm young

Mr>. Talketi ^aid; "he's a lie smiled . . . "never had any models. . .
little better." JJut after the war you'll see. . ."

The room contained two beds. In one Mr>. Talketl let him down again, and
VOL. LXXIir.- 11
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f hementlv. he b to d^ - straight to the corner of his studio where
scribe, one by one, and over and over he remembered having shoved out of
again, the pictures he saw on the naked sight a half-finished study for George's
wall in front of h m portrait. He found it, examined it criti-

A d d Mrs. T cally, scribbled his signature in one cor-
kett signed to Campton to follow her out. ner, and set out with it for the hospital.
The boy see 

U T? 

the painter On the way he had to stop at the Ministry aware
was going, a hi mer- of War on Mayhew's tiresome business,
ation to say: A >soon as h over and was delayed there till too late to pro-

m me?" ceed with his errand before luncheon.
wi I," . Cam mised. But in the afternoon he passed in again

he passage he asked: "C .ng through the revolving plate glass, and" *v -TT - 1 "
save im b ;en sent up his name. Mrs. Talkett was not" ~~ * » «
done?" there, but a nurse came down, to whom,

We're all so fond of him with embarrassment, he explained himself.
the biggest surgeons have seen him. It "Poor little Davril? Yes-he's still

se has great talent-b alive. Will you come up? His family
d afford m are with him."

f mi over over again M Campton shook his head and held
Talkett looked at Campton with a good out the parcel. " It's a picture he want-
d of .M_ " ". ̂̂ m _l _^B_ ". _H_ _ ~ _^H_ I _^H. ^f^^ .M-B _ _^H_ - ̂^ .^H ,^B_ _!-". ^M -"""_ ^_^_ i^"^fc -^H^l^l * in h changing eyes, ed

Y see, it did , your cc I The nurse promised it should be given.
you resome of m to in- She looked at Campton with a vague

sist. She led him down benevolence, having evidently never
the ere a la with heard his name; and the painter turned

de Guerre sat d The away with a cowardly sense that he
wrote out the young soldier's ought to have taken the picture up him-

Rene Davril-and his 's address, self. But to see the death-change on a
" They 're quite titute, M face so like his son's, and its look reflected
i old infirm era: sister in other anguished faces, was more than

who taug m m T and he could endure. He turned away.
several younger children. . ." The next morning Mrs. Talkett wrote

"I'll m b I'll ack," that Rene Davril was better, that the
C on again promised, as he parted fever had dropped, and that he was lying

"m M Talkett. quietly looking at the sketch. "The only
had _ thing that troubles him is that he realizes

would ever feel so kindly toward her as at now that you have not seen his pictures.
mom And But he is very happy, and blesses you for

she nearly spoiled it by saying: "Dear your goodness."
Master-you see the penalty great- His goodness! Campton, staring at
ness i the letter, could only curse himself for his

stupidity. He saw now that the one
The name of Rene Davril was with thing which might have comforted the

Campton all day. The boy had believed poor lad would have been to have his own
in him-his eyes had been opened by the pictures seen and judged; and that one
sight of George's portrait! And now, in thing, he, Campton, so many years vainly
a day or two more, he would be filling a athirst for the approbation of the men he
three-by-six ditch in a crowded grave- revered-that one thing he had never
yard. At twenty-and with eyes like thought of doing! The only way of aton-
George's. ing for his negligence was instantly to go

What could Campton do? No one was out to the suburb where the Davril family
less visited by happy inspirations; the lived. Campton, without a scruple, aban-
"little acts of kindness" recommended to doned Mr. Mayhew, with whom he had
his pious infancy had always seemed to an appointment at the Embassy and an-
him far harder to think of than to per- other at the War Office, and devoted the
form. But now some instinct carried him rest of the day to the expedition. It was
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after six when he reached the hospital "No-back to the hospital," she said.
again; and when AI is. Talkett came down "A lot of bad cases have come in, and
he went up to her impetuously. I'm on fluty again all day." She spoke

"Well-I ve seen them; I've seen his as if it were the most natural thing in the 
^h. I^H. i^k _^B. ^^

pictures, and he's right. They're aslon- world: and he shudd 1 at the > nity
ishing! Awkward, still, and hesitating; with which women endure the unendur
but with such a sense of air and ma . able.

He'll do things May I go up and tell At the hospital he followed her in. The
him?" Davril family, she told him, had insisted

He broke off and looked at her. that they had no claim on his pictun
"He died an hour ago. If you'd onh and that it must be returned to him.

seen them yesterday!" she said. Mrs. Talkett went up to fetch it; and
Campion waited in one of the drawing-

XIII rooms. A step sounded behind him, and
another nurse came in-but was it a

THE killing of Rene Davril seemed to nurse, or some haloed nun from a Um-
Campion one of the most senseless crimes brian triptych, her pure oval framed in
the war had yet perpetrated. It brought white, her long fingers clasping a book and
home to him, far more vividly than the lily? "
distant death of poor Jean Forlin, what Mme. de Dolmelsch!" he cried; and
an incalculable sum of gifts and virtues thought: "A new face again-what an
went to make up the monster's daily meal, artist!"

"Ah, you want genius, do you? Mere She seized his hands.
youth's not enough.,, and health and "I heard from dear Madge Talkett that
gaiety and courage; you want brains in you were here, and I've asked her to leave
the bud, imagination and poetry, ideas us together." She looked at him with
all folded up in their sheath! It takes ravaged eyes, as if just risen from a pcni-
that, does it, to tempt your jaded appe- lential vigil.
lite?" He was reminded of the rich vul- "Come, please, into my liltle office:
garians who will eat only things out of you didn't know that I was the Infirmicre-
season. "That's what war is like," he Major? My dear friend, what upheavals,
muttered savagely lo himself. whal calaclysms ! I see no one now: all

The next morning he went to the fu- my days and nights are given to my sol-
neral with Mrs. Talkett-between whom diers."

and himself the tragic episode had created She glided ahead on noiseless sandals lo
a sort of improvised intimacy-walking a little room where a bowl of jade filled
at her side through the November rain, with gardenias, and a tortoise-shell box of
behind the poor hearse with the tricolour gold-tipped cigarettes, stood on a desk
over it. among torn and discoloured livrcis mill-

Al the church, while the few mourners taires. The room was empty, and Mme.
shivered in a damp side chapel, he had de Dolmetsch, closing the door, dre\
time to study the family: a poor sobbing Campion to a seat at her side. So » 1
mother, two anaemic litlle girls, and the to her, he saw that the perfect lines of her
lame sister who was musical-a piteous face were flawed by marks of suffering.
group, smelling of poverty and lears. "The woman really has a heart," he
liehind them, to his surprise, he saw the thought, "or the war couldn't have mad
curly brown head and short-sighted eves her so much handsomer." O ^

of Hoylston. Campion wondered al ihe Mine, de Dolmetsch leaned closer: a
latler's presence; ihen he remembered breath of incense floated from her convcn-
"The Friends of French Art," and con- lual draperies.
eluded that the association had probably UI know why you came." she con-
been interested in poor Davril. tinned; "you were good to that poor

With some difficulty he escaped from little Davril." She clutched Campion
the thanks of the mother and sisters, and suddenly with a blue-veined hand. 4' My
picked up a taxi to take Mrs. Talkett dear friend, can anything justify such
home. horrors? IMI'I it abominable that boy
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like that should be murdered? That Campton's precipitate visit ? The painter
some senile old beast of a diplomatist escaped from Mme. '
should decree, after a good dinner, that scented lair,* and from the sights and
all we love best must be offered up?" d
She caught his hands again, her liturgical perturbation that for a while he stood in
scent enveloping him. " Campton, I the street wondering where he had meant
know you feel as I do." She paused, to go next.
pressing his fingers hard, her beautiful He had his own reasons o
mouth trembling, "For God's sake tell the Davrils' suggestion that picture
me," she implored, " how you've managed led tc A ^

to keep your son from the front!" me b "They'd never
Campton drew away, red and inarticu- e to sell it but

late. "I-my son? Those things depend shouldn't I sell it for "m he

on the authorities. My boy's health ..." thought, m erng
he stammered. rooms, a: d the rusty sme 

.-1
s

"Yes, yes; I know. Your George is mourning. It cost him
delicate. But so is Ladislas-dreadfully. b
The lungs too. I've trembled for him for superstitious and expiatory m and
so long; and now, at any moment ^**m. jf^ j*fc i^K-^Bi .^-^H 4**^ " ih r~iM ^ -^ rf-^fc «» 4 j^w -4- ̂-^. M B-h -"». "^fc^ ^ ̂-% 4^L_^k -i» .- . -» ^_ -4 r ' ^p^ ^-^ d-" " v*^ " " "-- "-^. ^--» --^. "_ j**^ - - b % eager to act on it.
Two tears gathered on her long lashes and H mm d
rolled down ... "at any moment he may Boylston that "The d
be taken from the War Office, where he's Art d in the Palais Royal,
doing invaluable work, and forced into all m hrouh the deserted
that blood and horror; he may be brought arcades to the door a mus
back to me like those poor creatures up- restaurant.
stairs, who are hardly men any longer Behind the plate-glass windows young
. . . mere vivisected animals, without eyes, women with rolled-up sleeves and straw
without faces." She lowered her voice in their hair were delving in packing-
and drew her lids together, so that her cases, while, divided from them by an
very eyes seemed to be whispering. " Lad- improvised partition, another group were
islas has enemies who are jealous of him busy piling on the cloak-room shelves gar-
(I could give you their names); at this ments such as had never before dis-
moment someone who ought to be at the honoured them.
front is intriguing to turn him out and Campton stood fascinated by the sight
get his place. Oh, Campton, you've of the things these young women were
known this terror - you know what one's sorting; pink silk combinations, sporting
nights are like ! Have pity - tell me how ulsters in glaring black and white checks,
you managed!" straw hats wreathed with last summer's

He had no idea of what he answered, or sunburnt flowers, high-heeled satin shoes
how he finally got away. Everything split on the instep, and fringed and bugled
that was dearest to him, the thought of garments that suggested obsolete names
George, the vision of the lad dying up- like "dolman "and "mantle," and looked
stairs, was defiled by this monstrous like the costumes dug out of a country-
coupling of their names with that of the house attic by amateurs preparing to
supple middle-aged adventurer safe in his play "Caste." Was it possible that "The
spotless uniform at the War Office. And Friends of French Art " proposed to clothe
beneath the boiling-up of Campton's dis- the families of fallen artists in these pre-
gust a new fear lifted its head. How did historic properties ?
Mme. de Dolmetsch know about George ? Boylston appeared, flushed and de-
And what did she know ? Evidently there lighted (and with straw in his hair also),
had been foolish talk somewhere. Per- and led his visitor up a cork-screw stair.
haps it was Mrs. Brant - or perhaps For- They passed a room where a row of people
tin himself. All these great doctors forgot in shabby mourning like that of the Da-
the professional secret with some one vril family sat on restaurant chairs before
woman, if not with many. Had not For- a caissiere's desk; and at the desk Camp-
tin revealed to his own wife the reason of ton saw Miss Anthony, her veil pushed
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k and d-catalogue at her elbow, mom he blood
listening to a young woman who was dra- b
m d r. ampton rememb

m ton's surp what George had said of his friend's
said: "Yes, we're desperately short- silent ad was glad th

ded. and Miss A m^-^ A
m^ When he did, it was to say with a busi-

to straighten things out." nesslike accent: "We're to get up
His own c faded an auction of (1 "and

particulier where the dinner-table had if we could lead off with this.. ."
been turned into a desk, and the c dd Th
springed divan was weighed down possibility was one he had not thought of.
suits of readv-made clothes beari And

d ut

"These are the things we really give he could not say this to Boylston. He ^^^

m; b hev cost a lot of m hesitated d the h h mw

buy," Bo d. O quick at feeling his way, added at once:
sat a handsomely dr elderly lady ut perhaps you'd rather sell it private-

h maciated f ind red eves. h m

ho rose as they entered. Boylston spoke sooner.
dertone and It was just

other cabinet, where Campton saw hanked him and "ww "" ̂-

tragic figure sink down on the sofa, under ut at the door he hesitated,
a glass scrawled with m feeling b me a memb

"That was Beausite., . You honorary committee to hing
her? h ! H mu ^^

youngest boy is ^^*- ^^"i- his eyes were put H are you getting on ? Getting
out by a shell. She is very unhappy, and the help you need?"

"m and helps now and then. d e need such a lot.
Beausite? Oh no. we never see him. b generous: we've

H had m ut look at thosev ary Pr
Boylston ob spoke without rid clothes d we get

mV^ ton felt the sting, boxes and b A
He too was on the h ary mmi m and

"Poor woman! W The young hard cases. hose poor Davrils, for
ho did Cubist things? I hadn't instance. The m Davril girl has a^ta^p-

heard. . " H membered the cruel m ic: plays the violin. Well,
rumour ie. when his zlorv be- good does it do her now? The art-

had ^-*^ ists are having an awful time. If thi
sons in three different lines of art, so that m be at'

there might always be a Beausite in the the front that they'll die."
ion. . . "You must have to listen to "Ah I^W. M H. _L -M- ". ."--". d amoton. w I'll

h take this to a dealer
m dC O d d in to ereet^

wi less rassment than he had Miss Anthony. She looked up in surprist .
expected, set forth his errand. In that hairpins;
atmosphere it seemed natural to be plan- busv to do m than nod
ning ways of relieving misery, and Boyl- desk
ston at once put him at his ease by look- h
ing pleased but not surpri d I'm here till at Mr.

"You m to sell the sk sir? cylston and I are nearly snowed under.
That will put the Davrils out of anxiety We've got to go down presently and help
for along time; and they're in a bad way, unpack; and after that I'm d
as you saw. oylston undid the parcel, ee N It's my1 i f A f T "} ) J h _*.]_>. 4.
wi "May I?" and put night shift."
the canvas on a chair. H C back
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martre, fell to wondering if such excesses army when he found he couldn't get into
of altruism were necessary, or a mere vain the French. He's likely to get all the
overflow of energy. He was terrified by fighting he wants." It was a relief to
his first close glimpse of the ravages of know that someone had seen Benny Up-
war; and the efforts of the little band sher lately. The letter was but four days
struggling to heal them seemed pitifully old, and he was then on his way to the
ineffectual. No doubt they did good here front. Probably he was not yet in the
and there, made a few lives less intoler- fighting he wanted, and one could, with-
able; but how the insatiable monster out remorse, call up an unmutilated face
must laugh at them as he spread his red and clear blue eyes.
havoc wider! Campton, re-reading the postscript,

On reaching home, he forgot everything was struck by a small thing. George had
at sight of a letter from George. He had originally written "I saw Benny Upsher
not had one for two weeks, and this inter- yesterday," and had then altered the
ruption, just as the military mails were phrase to: "I saw a fellow who'd seen
growing more regular, had made him Benny Upsher/' There was nothing out
anxious. But it was the usual letter: of the way in that: it simply showed that
brief, cheerful, inexpressive. Apparently he had written in haste and revised the
there was no change in George's situation, sentence. But he added: "The young
nor any wish on his part that there should lunatic looked very fit." Well: that too
be. He grumbled humorously at the dul- was natural. It was "the fellow" who
ness of his work and the monotony of reported Benny as looking fit; the phrase
life in the war-zone town; and wondered was rather elliptic, but Campton could
whether, if this sort of thing went on, hardly have said why it gave him the im-
there might not soon be some talk of pression that it was George himself who
leave. And just at the end of his affec- had seen Upsher. The idea was mani-
tionate and unsatisfactory two pages, festly absurd, since there was the length
Campton lit on a name that roused him. of the front between George's staff-town

"I saw a fellow who'd seen Benny Up- and the fiery pit yawning for his cousin.
sher yesterday on his way to the English Campton laid aside the letter with the dis-
front. The young lunatic looked very fit. tinct wish that his son had not called
You know he volunteered in the English Benny Upsher a young lunatic.

(To be continued.)

Recent Trends in Protestantism
BY CHARLES FOSTER KENT

Woolsev Professor of Biblical History and Literature, Yale University

ONSIGNOR BICK- proval, he had told of the Jewish rabbi
ERSTAFFE-DREW, who, in the absence of a priest, had ad-
head of the Allied ministered the last sacrament to a Ro-

chaplains in the Great man Catholic soldier, and how he him-
War and also chaplain self had knelt down in the trenches and
of the late pope, had prayed with a dying Scotch Presbyterian.
been telling fascinat- The moment seemed opportune, and so,
ing tales of the way in over the tea-cups, I asked him what he

which, during the strenuous war days, all thought of the possibility of Christian
faiths worshipped together under the unity.
same roof and vied with each other in acts With a captivating smile he replied:
of kindly service. With evident ap- "I am going to be saucy! I have heard
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that once certain sects withdrew from the price pa (1 f d
church. Judging by the way things are freedom. m .h
going in these sects, the time is not far a great or a little truth, have made th
distant when they will ask to come back dismem of Protestantism m
into the church. When they do, we shall plete.
be very glad to receive them." In th f co-ord ion and co-

The reply was as frank as it was illumi- operation, the fata if these sec-
nating. Its implications were even more tarian divisions are mi
thought-provoking. To picture union glaringly apparent. ed bv th
between the Church of Rome, which ex- m ex problems of rural and
ternally at least represents an unbroken village communities, divid
front three hundred million strong, and ism, wi d
the many hundred varieties of Protes- churches, has th gnally failed to
tantism requires a vivid imagination. It m In the foreign-
must also be admitted in these days when mission fields it has in recent days been
we are throwing all sham aside that compelled to ^"^ ^f

things have not been going altogether well with the situation. As a result, plans for
with "the sects." In the frank facing of - - 

_ _ J V * 4 L-4 ^-^ *-* *^ ̂^ "- ̂^ » ' 
^ 4. 4- 1 ^ ̂ ^ 1 m^ *"^ ^ ̂ I v » ̂̂  ^-^ * ̂^ r~i " ̂ ^ ^^ . ̂ .^ _M. - J ̂ ^-. »_ . dm ry effort are being i

the facts lies the hope for the future. At "d
the same time it is clear that any general Christian unity.
statements regarding such a many-sided more than forty towns in the stai
growth as Protestantism must necessarily England State of Vermont, throug
be subject to many exceptions. d mi

Sooner or later every great religion de- Baptist, Methodist, and Congregational^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

velops its prophetic and its priestly ten- churches have ded their resources.
dencies. Its founders and spiritual and The result is blishm
ethical leaders are prophets; its priests town of one strong oc church that
aim, through ritual and worship, to inter- elicits her than the^m

pret the great truths proclaimed by the m the natural leaders of
prophets in language which the people unity. d
can readily understand. vide their k

In its origin and genius Protestantism ability or training. The religious educa-
represents the prophetic tendencies in tion e recreative life of the vouth
Christianity. Its founders were fired by receive due attention. The entire re-
the divine enthusiasm and zeal of the H£ ̂ f dm
prophets. The very name Protestant m beincr transformed. It is not
suggests the belligerent attitude and the strange that this movement is spreading
fierce invectives of an Amos or a John the like the leaven of early Christianity.
Baptist. A majority of the Protestant Significant, because it is largely due to
denominations during their early history the initiative of laymen, is the community
spurned the ritual and symbolism of the ch m ment. Twenty years ago
priests. Protestantism has found its me was scarcely known. there
chief inspiration in the prophetic sections tween eight and nine hundred
of the Old and the New Testaments. It ized communitv churches in } m^^^P

has held tenaciously to the right of inde- ica. Seven new community churches are ^F ^""^P

pendent thought, and has usually been being launched each m h
open to the reception of new truth. While still crude germinal, this

These prophetic characteristics are the "movement 1 [X> "
strength and weakness of Protestantism, for it accord
The recognition of the right of indepen- d
dent thought and the authority of the with the n f
living prophet go far to explain the rise of and rural life. momentum and
the sects and the many divisions which wide extension are evidence that it is not*/ ._....." * « i

to-day separate and weaken it. As in _ _ ash Already sec

ancient Israel and Greece, divisions and tional conferences are bringing together
the resulting weakness have been the its leaders and unifying the movement.
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It nn h "f d infallibly au-
most significant trends in Protestantism thoritative, whether it be in the field of
and may furnish a satisfactory solution o: science or religion. G
the rural problem. tales of craft and deception, imprecatory

Within the Protestant denomination: psalms, and even Ecclesiastes, with its
"m there are also many forces pessimistic ph as

working for Christian unity. The fusion verbally inspired of God and inerrant" in
d ations of teaching as S on

Canada and of other denominational ce evolution and the con-
bodies in the United States and the utter- modern science are rejected,
ances at conferences of church leaders re- for they do not agree with a literalistic ^p- -^^"-

veal this tendency. The work of the interpretation of the opening chapters of
Council of Church Boards of Education, G

brings into co-operative relation On the basis of this m 9*

d icational resources of twenty lead- inspiration 1 d as
denom , is a potent ndamental seem to follow like a m

f e, for it work matical lonstration. In the opening
the ational institutions are Joshua the Hebrews were di-

:he church leaders o: d to kill all the people of Jer
desire for Christian union is increas- w en and children, as well as m "as

mindv^ - */ fering to Jehovah. In the sa way,
who t soon m responsibility. .d and the Israelites hun? u^ -^^» -

Protestant unity is surely ommg. Al- nocent sons of Saul to placate an offended
ready t What is the G Even so the Fund d
practical basis for such at the blood of our Lord was shed in a

m ^**r substitutionary death to appease an alien-
trifugal, as well as centripetal, forces. ated Deitv, and that "all that believe on
Suddenly, like a volcanic eruption, the Him are justified on the ground of H
Fundamentalist movement has burst shed blood." damentalist m

:th. It thre ./ A many ref-
rtain denom V like the Baptist erences in the N Tes it to the
d the Presbvterian. b d of the Lord leads m»

forces at home and b in his "personal, p m
ders claim oracticallv all the mem- and imminent return."

s of d lesser Unfortunately the I dam alists
denominations and a m in the fail to perceive the ghastly implications

aptist, Presbyterian, and Method m ion that every
churches. in word of Scripture is verbally inspired by
two ations m seriously d At once a long list of discarded in-
questioned; but in any case the m stitutions-slavery, polyg the divine
m ri<?ht of conauest. and tt

housand slay those hold are""^ j-

ho, like our Roman restored to seat of authority. The
Catholic friends, feel the need of fixed d ^j * *

authority in religion and re with the M d that He came to
alarm any departure from the etc the law and the prophets, thus
of their forefathers. Thev ar di issuming the incompleteness of
fied with the fruits of our so-called Chris- the d Scriptures. d H^^^

tian civilization. It is also fair to assume questions the authority of even the most
that, d still, they crave a more sacred "^^r " ^^f ^^" ^^» -^^ ^^"-^^ "^"' -^rr -^^F- ^ -^^r ^^» ^^" ^"- ^"^ -"- "» " T "» -^"-^

dam said unto you . . . but I say unto you."
life. failure to appreciate the divine prin-

To y the ways in which these ciple of growth-" First the blade, then " ^^^

cravings are expressed s strange in the ear, and then the full corn in the ear 
"

this twentieth century. I jnei tali would seem to be the fatal error that
wi lies at the root of Funda m
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lers also assume the right to have all been pa ing through a sirrnu-
single out certain gm re irding pe iod of readjustment Together we
which devout Chris d^P

ered and about which even the biblical of reconstruction has begun. Already n
testimony varies, and declare them to b h f

fund ^"-^ ^» * nVm "Jfc **^ ligious , as turn to -ubiec
m t subscribe. Thus they assert, m

in the terms of seventeenth-century the- more inspiring. The real m
hat "J to satisfy the deep spiritual craving that

Virgin Mary, and is true God and tri d the nresent m
man." all human beinirs are born with m d th^rf

d m
dA V he universe, that.

lost suffer everlasting, conscious (i M

puni t." rency in certain d
Wh d to a limited <tflfr

d in the twentieth century Every universities colleges. Science has
od of world upheaval has wi learned much since 1914. m

b disappeared
g of the Lord d s of Fundaf

h m had d^ ^

of the cataclysm; but this explanation and biology, and
does not alone suffice. ds have object of their attack, they would hav
been swept into the clam alist m t universal approval inside

m and outside the universities.

j The h d
mi on calls for deeper di osis. m

mentalism d

he higher Protestantism is liberty C"H

critics, the scientists, and the higher in- tainly the Evangelicals will not relieve
stitutions of learning. Is there any real the tense situation by calling h

d hive con-
b d N

d talists help in which
In the larger perspective we are just be- ' interested by*calling th

ginning to appreciate the great construe- gelical friends radicals and rationalist--. 4 4 " ri
hi h* m

been given to the Bible during the past passes over into active lion, is a
he nega- di . A \i-ryV

tive results of this study were first heralded xp d
to the rank and h letter from a prominent Fundamentalist
that were often offensive. The critical leader:

d

d therefore d rath than "I have no sympathy at brim: at per-
spiritually inspired. \Yhen to this chill- sonal outs with men whose theology I can-
ing process is added the din and conflict not accept. I expect if I were your neigh-
inevitably incidental to a period of trau- bor, I should love you personally, and
sition, it is not strange that the majority, scrap with you constantly theol. .ill} ,
who could not appreciate the divine and so I sign my>elf, in all sincerity.
meaning of Fraternally your^m

that the authority of the Scriptures was
i. mined and es f
teachers were giving them a stone instead in
of a loaf. ing Protest ant ism to-day, ll is lor repre-

It is profitable f m talist and ntativi of the different
Evangelical alike to recognize that we
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ally, to understand each other's point of of the Sermon/' has courageously diag-
view, and to appreciate the reasons for nosed this twentieth-century peril in Prot-
the convictions which each holds so estantism. He points out that too often
strongly. It is said that in war men never the pastor is called to a church not be-
shoot when they are near enough to see cause of his ability as a practical spiritual
the whites of each other's eyes. It is sin- leader but because of his reputation as a
cerely to be hoped that at the coming preacher; that the tragedy of many a
Fundamentalist World Conference the pastor's life is the obligation and his own
stress will not be placed on differences, inability to produce each year fifty or a
but that full opportunity will be given hundred memorable sermons; and that
for frank discussion between representa- this sermonolatry develops sermon-tasters
tive Fundamentalists and Evangelicals of rather than active, efficient Christians.
the vital beliefs and aims and tasks This emphasis on the sermon is another
which they all share together as the fol- of Protestantism's prophetic inheritances.
lowers of a common Lord and Master. In the days of John Knox or the Wesleys

Both must face squarely three facts, or George Fox or Alexander Campbell,
First, that the Author of their faith placed the people were conscious of listening to
the entire stress not on declarations but the voice of a prophet. Through the con-
on demonstrations, on life and deeds, not temporary prophet God spoke again, as
on creeds. Second, that the youth of to- he did through an Isaiah or a John the
day must live in the twentieth century Baptist. Our early American forefathers
and that their faith and their develop- lived largely in the atmosphere of the Old
ment should be the first concern of the Testament, and the men of God who
church. Scolding and prodding will not preached to them frankly assumed the
compel the twentieth century to go back manner and role of the old Hebrew proph-
into the shell of the eighteenth, even ets. From time to time in later years
could that shell be restored. Third, men like Beecher and Phillips Brooks,
Protestantism, as the great prophetic with a conspicuous prophetic gift, have
movement of Christianity, is to-day con- inspired with divine truth and love in-
fronted by stupendous tasks and re- tently listening thousands.
sponsibilities which can only be met with This high appreciation of the living
united front and in the spirit of Him who prophet is one of the glories of Protes-
found his life by losing it. His many- tantism; but when the church expects
sided teachings contain the fundamentals every preacher to be a prophet forty or
on which all his followers can safely and fifty Sundays in the year, it is building on
securely take their stand, content to dif- a false assumption and is in danger of
fer regarding the debatable questions of a tragic awakening. To many churches
intellectual belief. that awakening is now coming, and the

Protestantism is undergoing a silent problem of readjustment to facts is in-
but fundamental transformation in its sistent.

church life. This change is revealed, not- Moreover, it is well to remember that
in the majority of the churches, but, like Paul, in his burning letter to the Corin-
the first rich tints that here and there thian Christians, urges each to serve the
foretell the coming of autumn, it is dis- beloved community according to his
cernible in those under riper, more pro- special ability. Not for a moment does
gressive leadership. he assume that prophecy or preaching is

The constantly dwindling Sunday the only gift essential to the spiritual life
morning and evening audiences, the con- of the church. May it not be that this
spicuous absence of youth, and the silent assumption has misled Protestantism ?
protest of many who faithfully attend, It may be the devoted mother or the en-
indicate unmistakably that in a majority thusiastic settlement worker or the in-
of the Protestant churches, where every- valid saint or the faithful physician or
thing else is made secondary to the ser- youth with glowing vision or old men
mon, all is not well. Doctor Francis E. dreaming dreams, who have a message
Clark, in a significant article in the Octo- that will set cold hearts aflame and send
ber, 1922, Yale Review on "The Menace young and old alike out into paths of joy-
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ous service. The modern community " Trriin up a < hikl in the way he shoul'1 go;
church is seeking ways in which these And \vhc-n h old he will not depart from it
messages may find normal and effective Underlyin the religious-education
expression. movement that i> rapidly transforming

Protestantism is also awakening to the the life and the architecture of many Prot-
need of a differentiated ministry. It is no estant churches are the accepted prin-
new discovery. In the little Christian ciples of modern psychology and educa-
community that Paul established at Cor- tion. The rediscovered Bible, interpreted
inth there were prophets, apostles, teach- into the terms of modern life, is i; chi<
ers, and healers. The vanguard of the t't " " text-book. This movement is fast put-
army of trained religious teachers or di- ting the youth and the leaders of Protes-
rectors of religious education, as they are tantism into intelligent touch with th-
called, has already entered the service, vital principles revealed in the past ex-
Directors of the social and recreational perience of the race and with the active
life of the church are in training. In forces in our pre -nt civilization. In thi
certain individual churches gifted leaders direct way it is equipping them for the
of the musical activities in the church and work of moral and religious reconstruc-
commum have demonstrated how in- tion that must be done by the propheti
dispensable are their services. forces in Christendom.

With this working staff, the pastor is Another trend in Protestantism is not
able to become a shepherd of souls and to yet strongly marked, but there are in-
organize and direct the spiritual life and dications that the tide is strongly settin;
work of the church as a whole. hen in. A typical illustration-one nf mam-

practical Christian unity makes it possi- may be cited. In one of our American
ble for each local church to become a cities the gifted and devoted rector sud-
community church and to minister alike denly died. A young curate-modest,
to ignorant and learned, rich and poor, likable, and with excellent organi/in;
saints and sinners, the prophetic function ability-was asked to take the helm until
of Protestantism will begin to be fully a successor could be secured. He did so
realized. on condition that all the members of the

The stress that is being laid on the church share the responsibilities with him.
teaching ministry of the church marks From the first a new life and atmosphere
another unmistakable trend in progres- pervaded the si aid old church. Old and
sive Protestantism. It is in accord with young found their special task and joy in
the method of the Founder of Christian- doing it; and enlarged budgets to meet
ity, for he was not primarily a preacher the ne^ds of the rapidly growing mcmber-
but a teacher. The so-called " Sermon on ship and the extended community work
the Mount" is not in the form of a ser- were taken care of as by magic.
mon but is in reality an informal talk on Soon the people discovered that none
the hillside. In the light of the vivid of the candidates appealed to them. Th
record we can in imagination see the leaders recognized that the real reason
great Teacher seated on one of the black was that no one wished to restore the old
basaltic rocks that are scattered so pro- type of church. The young curate (whom
fuscly on the hillsides to the north and every one called by his first name) was
northwest of Capernaum, while his fol- asked to become their rector. To-day
lowers sit close about him. Christianity this church, made up of acth , working
from I he. first was a teaching religion. In Christians, is fast becoming the most po
the Corinthian church teachers were re- tent religious force in one of UK larger of
gardrd as important as the prophets or our American cities.
apostles. Throughout Protestantism the The explanation of thi rebirth of a
vicious theory that youth must first be church is simple. Psychologists tell us
allowed to go' wrong "in order later to ex- that we are interested in that to which we
perience a catastrophic conversion is fast are able personally to contribute and in
being abandoned. At last the words of nothing e. Tin Master Teacher knew-*** -- *

the ancient Jewish sage are being fully well this simple but vastly important
accepted: principle. He saved the men and women
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who pressed about him, first by believing ence of God prayer, s
in them and then by giving them a task d words of prophet and nsalm
which each could perform. The very es- 1st aided in realizing that presence.
sence of the Christianity of Jesus is Serm d reaction
individual loyalty to the fraternal com- against all svmbolism
munity expressed in service. Protestant- m m **

ism is gradually grasping this ideal of uni- tectural monstrosity that is a barr
versal enlistment, and as a result new life rather than an aid to true worship. A
is coming back to many dying churches, yet a hopeful trend is even here discei

The principle of distributed responsi- ible. To ate mediaeval cathe-
bility applies to the religious services as drals woi b to its traditions,
well. Men never lose their boyish love of Progressive sm is building, in
"doing something." If the preacher and keeping wi ideals of * A.

a highly paid chorus assume all responsi- Founder, < homes fitted to the
bility for the service, the men, as a rule, needs of the fraternal comm H
seek more active occupation elsewhere, d
and the country club becomes a strong ting habitat. the various "mm
rival of the church. activities centre. e voices h

It is a frequent subject of wonderment can d e ,m
that when Quakers, with their complete m 1 that suggests the presence of
absence of ritual, change their church God of beautv and of love, m ay
affiliations, they usually join the Epis- learn the joy of worship. In this new
copal Church. The same bond binds m
these two faiths very closely together: m meet wi mm^

their democracy in worship, their stout for mmunion and
insistence that the individual worshipper service.
shall have a large part in the service. "The doubtedlv h theirw

Finally, Protestantism, to do its unique b They are still a dis-"^"-

work in the world and to satisfy the needs sonant babel of voices and d
of men, must give them a more vivid yet no basis for united action;
sense of the presence of God. Has it here but tin
something to learn from the priest ? dav. m m dF

Most of the worldJs prophets have been d will
men of the out-of-doors. They have m *^*r -^** .

lived so close to God that they needed no mar made creeds, their petty rivalries,
ritual nor symbolism. To-day the ma- thei mere organization,
jority of men live in great congested cen- and m
tres, out of touch with nature. There is m ding their life by losing it in
need, therefore, that the church supply the service of mankind. Too often they
that lack, even though it be through im- d "ulses or clung too"^^^r-

perfect symbolism. * With true insight the tenaciously to institutions long out >wn
mediaeval church met this need. It built b

the naves of its great cathedrals so that mi
they represented the branching trees, to the voice of the real prophet and, VI-I- "^^B-

As the light of the sun came through the ore, ever open to new truth. They
richly colored windows it suggested the are, as a rule, in close touch
green of springtime, the gorgeous tints of world's thought and life. They are eager
autumn, and the resplendent glory of the to satisfy men's deepest religious needs.
sunset. The rich tones of the great organ There are unmistakable indications that
recalled the still richer melodies of nature, they are passing gh a great transi-
Here the dwellers in hovels and palaces d out of which wi a"fc*-*^

forgot their unnatural and distracting unified, a m spiritual, d a
daily life and felt themselves in the pres- more truly prophetic Protestantism
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HK (1 moke-b the cone. Then there had been the
ened fence along the powder-mill; trundling the black dust in

d m a a push-cart, like a sleeping baby ogre,
good shelter from te treading lightly in rubber shoes for fear of
d m waking it. He thought of the time when

d C sat in he was out of Gloucester before the mast;
its lee, tying a string fog-bound dories bobbing off the banks, 

^ b '

around the waist of his listening in the ghost silence for the swish
rusty overcoat wh » ^-^ » of a liner's tall, gray bow. He looked at
can of soup to get hot over the swaying his boots; they were the same ones he
fi b restless e wore, the last race to market, when the

m* ^-^ led at skipper cracked on canvas till she lay
the knot; his th, small and recise, down under galloping seas and groaned.

htened in m h ion. All had been chancy, there was that
m vapor rose f m the soup in good about them. But it had been blind

harried spirals. He curled his red s chance, chance where a good man might
d his daring eyes, and get knocked off as quick as a bad; quicker,

d it sometimes seemed. However careful a

he drew a knuckled man was in the powder-mill, any minute
hi th and rolled a ciga- some dub might clink a spark from metal

rette wi h accuracy. Auti m and blow him to blazes. On the banksf

shrivelle him the ablest seaman was just as likely to be
heavily. All the world, fr m distant, cut down by the big ships. He wanted
blue, :old hills to the clutter of drab risk; nothing was fun without it, but he

bv the tracks, looked cinched and wanted risk of his own making, notv "

sterile. He shrunk within him some one else's. He was willing to play
the lifeless morning chill and knew that he the game for big stakes, but he didn't
was growing iched sterile, too. want to play stud poker, he wanted to
Pretty soon would be no good; it play chess.
would be too , He was getting on, al- If only life would be like chess he'd
most done f 01 d had many jobs and have no kick; like chess for a million dol-
never one he liked; always he kept mov- lars a side. He fished in the breast of his

hobo, looking f s~ ^^^f thing that overcoat and drew out a pigskin wallet,
beckoned and vanished like that shifting varnished with age. Unfolded, it was a

mtJ But if small chess-board with painted ivory
t he right he'd know and slips for men. He spread a scrap of
quit it. crumpled newspaper on his knee. ifc Black

fire, h lied out hi to checkmate with the castle in seven^«* A

oily sea-boots and oked. The "m moves, he murmured, reading aloud.
hi m more hear He placed the men on the board according

in a to the newspaper diagram and studied *\ * " < i "had all b^ ^-^

way. They had all been chancy, nothing them.
soft. He thought of them f The thump and crash of shunted cars

d hev had and the high squeak of flanges came over
naked, gilded with'sweat, as the blinding, the fence on the gusty wind. To Cowan,

d-h flux d from m hunched over the board, these sounds
173
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grew faint and far away. His mouth was Cowan scowled. "I'll rig and rivet
a short straight line. He moved a piece for you to-day. Show me what's laid

no that wouldn't do it. He ground a out."
fist into his cheek and thought. There
must be a right answer, there always was They spent the morning on the ground,
in chess; if you didn't get it, it was your riveting the short sections of the main
own fault. In life there might be a collar together, two by two. Cowan
dozen answers, all wrong, or none at all. worked the pneumatic and the kid, casual
If only chess had some risk to give it an and ineffective, entered the red hot rivets
edge. and held against him. The tall, accurate

He stared at the problem on the board; man never spoke except for an occasional
hanged if he could solve it. The white "Put your weight against it," or, "Take
knight always got in the way. He never it out; it's cold."
liked the knight's move anyhow; it Gee whiz," the kid would mumble.
wasn't regular; no sense to it. He'd have "What's the difference? They're plenty
to give up. That was the trouble with more, ain't there?"
claying for fun; a man couldn't do his Whitey produced sausages for dinner,
3est except for big stakes. Putting the and Cowan led him to the shelter of the
pieces neatly back in their place, he fence.
shoved the board into his breast pocket " So you haven't played since you left
and lit another cigarette. He turned his the mill?" Cowan said as they leaned
face to the black fence and stared through back to smoke. " Well, here's a chance to
it into space. Behind him he heard the practice." He drew out the leather board
rattle of grocery carts on the cobbles, the and showed the kid the newspaper prob-
caller calling a freight crew, the cackling lem.
of draggled, town-bred chickens; dull, -A -L- 1 -A J~* -F-J j^. ** I m- jm*. » _» *^~ I -» ^-J jf^. I -*. * . ̂  I -p* ^-V «fc^ J-" ^ J " 4 * " Aw, Cowan, I can't play. It's all
flat morning noises of a stale, dirty world, luck with me."
He was sick of it. If only something " Can't miss if you use your bean. Go
would come along to get him started, ahead."
But what that would be he didn't know. "Aw, Cowan."

He saw, beyond the end of the fence, a Whitey shifted the pieces irresolutely,
corner of the yards and the roundhouse, with anxious glances at his tyrant.
Behind it, four big, steel-latticed stilts Cowan watched him, then stared grimly
stuck aimlessly in air. A tall boom stood into space. Why didn't the boy sit still
up beside them, its tackle jerking in the and figure instead of pushing the chess-
wind-bursts. Some kind of erecting job, men brainlessly around? That was just
With his square toe he raked black dirt on the way he used to act back at the
the fire and strolled over. powder-mill when Cowan had taught him

A minute figure in jumpers squatted at to play. He glared at Whitey's pale, va-
the base of the tall, meagre monstros- cant face and looked away -again. He
ity. The smoke-veiled distance obscured used to give the kid a rook and three
its features, features which themselves opening moves and play him for ten dol-
seemed preternaturally obscure. Cowan lars a game. The boy should have won
wrinkled his blunt nose in a squint. Yes, every time. But he'd always lose his head
by golly, it was little Whitey, the White and play blindly. Sometimes he won,
Knight kid. but win or lose, the young fool acted as if

"What you doing, White?" it was a game of luck, as if he thought the
The kid advanced with cur-dog effu- answer would come from the sky, from

siveness and deprecation. God. Cowan spat. Not a chance. He'd
"Hullo, Cowan, where'd you come heard about God from the preachers and

from? I'm on this job here-partner there wasn't half as much sense to him as
hasn't showed up-saw a girl down street, there was to chess. Every man ought to
Expect he won't, either-he's got two stand on his own feet. The less he had to
quarts. But I'm making my time, see?" do with God the better.
He undertook a labored wink indicative "Look, Cowan-I got it."
of worldly knowledge. .. Well, I'm-how'd you do it?"
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Cowan sat in its lee, tying a string around the waist of his rusty overcoat.-Page 173
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don't k d d it with wooden es to hold* ^ ̂ 1 ^- J

Don't even know what I did do now," over night. The kid went down to gather
Patiently Cowan traced back the up the tools.

moves, ironically he showed him what Cowan sat on the big steel ring, gazing
plays he had made. The kid was in- across the fading valley. He fingered a
different. him. It was as"

" Say, don't you want to get this? You tight as you could make it and so were all
could use it in a game." he others. It d been a good day's

"What's the use, Cowan? It was just work. ding game was all
a hunch. I couldn't remember it, and right; risk but no chance to it. Nothing
anyhow if I get a hunch, I don't need it. could happen as long as your work was
It's just luck the way I play." right; nothing d

"You make me sick. No wonder you God bbed
don't get anywhere." d h h^^ ^

>. Don't you worry about me, Cowan, shirt. It was great, sitting here, safe and
m firm on your own work, high in air.
Everything I do comes out right, just like In the west the edges of dark cl
hi pointed at the chess-b had been gnawed to tatters by an ai

< i T.r K d sinking sun. Swinging his sea-b
you hold your job. There's no luck in Cowan looked at the dull, red disk w h
erecting steel towers. do it right or grin. He twisted his small tight mouth.
you don't. That's what I like about it. He was a good man and he knew it. On
Been thinking about it all morning. I work like this where everything was fair -^^» -^^p- ^p- ""_-"

like this job better than anything I've he could take care of himself. That
ever struck. m didn't troubv_^

O. K. him, H*

I'd kind of like to go into this business." with a sullen afterglow.
"It's all right," said the kid loftily, H mbed hobnailsm-

"only that's not the way I look at it. i ing on the girder. Behind him, down
When a man's time comes, he goes, that's 1 valley, the lights of a city began to
all there is to it. And until it does come i c UD through the dusk bv twos and-* ^-^

he's as safe as a church, no matter what threes. Moving softly and
lie does." ancmg on tne beam

Cowan shut the b with a snap. get a better view.
"That's what every d

thinks that hasn't the gimp to figure to him:
things out for himself. Some call it luck d
and some call it trusting God. Let's go luck turns."
bk t work." w

As Cowan, spare and resolute, and the whatever luck was. But here he stood on
d k HV^T *r* 

across the cinders, they passed a ladder stick to it and have no kick. Those lights """ -""

which one of the ice-boys for the refriger- were pretty. It must a big town.
d leaned against the fence. Ought to be some -players there.

Cowan went underneath it with a grin. He moved alone.
"You oughtn't to do that, Cowan. H The section

It's unlucky." wi swift quietness.
"Is it? W< be the d and

m can hanginmr "^ r

"That's all right, but you want to b H there. His fault. The wood-
careful up on the tower this afternoon, pegged section.
That's all." H r

no grip for his fingers on the steel, he only
They hoisted the sections up and riv- just had H

eted them. It was almost dark by the b
time the last one swung into place, so they and heard his quavering voice:
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" I knew it-God-I knew it." He heard the creak of the boom and a

The pasty rat! pulley whirring. It stopped. Faint and
"Swing the tackle to me, you fool," far off he heard the plaintive voice,

he said in a hard-bitten whisper. He "Hang on, Cowan, the block's jammed."
dared not shout for fear of jarring his His eyes were blind with sweat, a palsy
tenuous grip. crept down his rigid body. He could feel

He saw the kid scuttling. If only the nothing, but he knew he was slipping.
boy kept his head down there. His hands m- J j"^ ^J -r^ » « m-* -m ^-^ . j-^ V m * 1 I ̂  j "* " rfc j^J *-* * * rf^^ ̂"^ ^rfc "-ha I / « ̂-J * r I-^ ^«v ^^h ^% ̂̂  ^^J rf~* *+*". »- 4 So long, Kid/1 he called softly. He
had gone numb. He couldn't hold out felt himself falling, turning. The world
long. Well, it was his own fault. Fair swung in a crazy arc, tower and sky and
enough. But, oh, God, make that kid all, and a little figure cringing with its
hurry ! His arms were dead now, too. face in its hands.



In a Greek Garden
BY HI R\KT. LI SHI \ KKNYON

WE have known it all before, in some far dream,
These lines of fountain-water, willow

ending over a myriad tulips shining,
And the white walls alight in the evening sun,
And stillness, but for the water falling shattered.
There was a time beyond full memory
When standing here, where we never have stood In-fore,
We knew it ours, as we know it again to-day.
So in return the wonder all comes back
Familiarly, from the dream to the suddenly real.

We have intruded on a sacred place
Not meant for mortal sight. Oh, long ago
We had forsaken it for fear of the gods;
But now we would claim it from them back again,
To behold it to-day in wonder and delight.

Even these shadows wove patterns in times before
On this pale grass, and over swaying tulips;
And we have seen the evening sunlight slant
Through willows trailing.

If to see it again
May be but the late return of an old dream
Long since grown dim, oh, then remember well
How we stood breathless underneath these willows,
When we had entered through the ama/ing gates;
And made our ancient challenge to things unreal,
Through senses when the senses seem to fail:
"This thing may vanish; therefore hold it now;
Jvcen for this one instant hold it close
Fill ears and eyes with it-drink up its air
Gather its fragrance-bend before its light
Then, let it vanish!" But it does not vanish.
So we have proved with the old test of sen>e.
And found no dream. Oh then let us put off
Strangeness, and doubts from the doubting age we know.
And let them slip like garments down from us;
And feel the ageless wonder of this plare
Sweep over us like tides of moving air
Sun-filled blue air, that drowns us with its coming.

These are the skies of Greece, and Artemis
Poised here in marble, with her fair disdain,
Looks out into the West, whence gods must come
In the high splendor of their loveline.-.
She waits some great event, who takes no pleasure
In gardens of the gods, or the slow passing
Of long, uncounted hours. She with her bow,
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Artemis, comes not from her wildwood groves
3r pauses here in shadow of marble walls

But for some strange portent that the gods must know.

These are the skies of Greece, and the day-moon, faint
Like a high-blown feather, shows the depth of them
Unclouded to the tops of distant trees. . . .
Though we are mortal, in these formal ways
Let us move stately and slow, as if we too were gods.
Oh well we know these ways are not our own!
Why you are not half so tall as the fountain-water!
I could lose you behind the drooping ends of the willows,
And you are as nothing in this portico
This pillared circular temple, with its rim
Of whitest marble high above your head,
That frames a round blue roof that is the sky;
You are as nothing here, but yet move slowly,
Being a god for a while. At least your eyes
May see this place as the heavenly ones must see it.

Or break from stately ways and run as a nymph
Put off your close black dress, and move in the air!
You are a stranger from a foreign land,
And have forgot that it is summer time!
Do you think the pool that laughs below your feet
Can mirror you in black? The marble fish
And the marble crab upon the sand-rayed floor
Would laugh at you, breaking out of their stone
To move in mirth along the floor of their sea!
Was ever a nymph in black in summer time?
Put off your little shoes and run in the grass;
And if a god should see you, do not mind it.
Artemis of the wilds would understand,
As she watches there, from the ever-deepening shadows.

Shadows-shadows-shadows. . . . The late round sun

Falls to the darkening West, and so is gone,
And twilight hangs in the-warm haze of evening.
Now the wisteria along the wall
Looks whiter than blown foam, and tulips brim
In the half light with colors new and rare,
And violet shadows fall behind each leaf-

Dark leaf for green, against the marble wall.*

To have seen this place after so many days
Is a coming back to an old forsaken dream.
We walk these paths now, and familiarly
Lean here against the columns, and look out
Over the valley below, and the pale river
Curving around the West past misty hills;
And even the ominous dark comes on as before.

There was a night in our lost familiar garden
When we stood watching the moon grow white, and knew
That Artemis must waken from her marbl

That all the gods must soon be coming together.
Almost we heard them passing, but did not see them;
And Artemis stood unchanged. And soon we felt
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The time had not yet come; as standing to-night
Watching in silence while the dark comes in,
We know it is not the time. . . . But listen again,
And tell me that you can almost hear them passing
~ eside us over the steps, with robes aflutter
And light feet pressing soft on the yielding grass.

We have intruded on a mystery
That soon must fall and fade and be no more;

ut now while the hour lasts, stand quietly here
And see the moon and the ageless stars of summer
Caught in the circle of marble over this temple,
All the blue darkness and height and brilliance of heaven.

Now are the edges of marble whitened with moonlight;
Pillars shine out, and shadows fall behind them,
While the high roof of stars turns slowly to Westward.

Artemis! Artemis there in your marble niche!
Come alive and see a strange thing brought to pass!
Come alive and flee away-come alive and escape
Out of this place unholy! There is a sign
Must fill your eyes with dismay: look up and see it
Here on this night at the highest point of heaven
Silently flash the long fires of the North;
Coldly Aurora shines athwart the
With shafts of light that waver and break and fad
And rise again. O Artemis, be afraid!

What shall avail your long and disdainful waiting
Here in the North? Proud Artemis, be afraid

Darker these skies than ever the skies of G

More strangely cold and high and
N en over the walls

d red of the far Nortl

Unseen by the ancient gods. Here A
Must stand all moveless in the unh

With broken moonlight colored over the walls.
Oh, far is the moon, whose long light out o

Slants to this garden, faintly. She must pass,
Leaving the sky to shafted Aurora firej
Silently moving lines of changing light.
Soon the moon must pass, and Artemis
Be wrapped in shadow, alone and proud and f
Under cold skies, in this garden of the North.

Come, d nass from the dream.
We have intruded on a mystery
More strange than any we knew in any d

ow with the wonder upon us, let us go
Ji the gate in the slanting moonlight

That soon must fall and fade and be no more.
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AP'N MOSS ROSE, and "Moss5' is that of certain highly re-
nearing sixty years of spected relatives. The South has a way
age, had retired as a of using the last names of those it delights
well-to-do planter, but to honor as the first names of its children.
could not stay retired. For example, Moss had a brother named
He had made by years eauregard," shortened frequently to -^^^v

of toil and attention "Beau"; and another, "Stonewall Jack-
to business what is, son," always called "Jackson" and

for the Black Belt, a comfortable fortune, "Jack."
had sold his farm and removed to the city As for the title which Moss Rose wore,
of Seminole; but, one year of idleness he was never captain of anything or any-
proving insupportable, he had rented two body but his negroes. They dubbed him
farms, one north and one east, and gone to "cap'n," and "cap'n" he remained for
work again. them. He had a way with them that

"Moss Rose" sounds like a highly sen- won respect and affection, sometimes
timental name, but is really quite matter- wholesomely mingled with fear; and this
of-fact. "Rose" is the family cognomen; way of his rendered him rich and them

182
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comfortable. While other farmers studied ful sandy imperial and a long, drooping
their soil, their cotton, their corn, Moss mustache. His big, gentle blue eyes
Rose also studied his negroes, the most danced at the wedding as gaily as his feet;
important part of his machinery in his and many a young woman, long marriage-
opinion, and found his study profitable as able, caught her breath as if stung by the
well as diverting. * * * ^*^F "splendor of a sudden thought. And if to

Moss had lived a bachelor until he conceive an act were the same as to per-
reached forty-two, and he had nine rea- form it, Moss was married that very
sons for doing so; two of them were night; for his eyes lit most upon Dolly
brothers and seven of them sisters. He Lestrange, and remained there longest,
early determined, at the death of his while in them slumbered soft fires sug-
father, soon followed by that of his gestive of home and hearthstone.
mother, that Beauregard, the oldest son, Dolly was winsome, and Dolly was not
should marry and perpetuate the family, overly young. Perhaps she, too, had
while he, the second, should care for all been waiting, knowing Moss Rose and his
the rest. There seemed to him no sane desire better than he himself knew.
reason why Stonewall Jackson, when he Women have a way of knowing things
came of age, should remain single, as one better than their men; that is why the
pair of shoulders was sufficient to carry men are theirs. Dolly 's eyes, too, danad
the load of supporting and educating the that night, and burned black with a vi-
seven Rose sisters. Having once " fig- vacity that . suggested the province of
gered" it out for himself, no adding- Brittany from which her fathers derived,
machine or no system, of integral calculus by way of New Orleans. Dolly's feet,
could produce any other convincing re- moreover, were light as those of Gold-
suit. So must it be. The others bowed smith Maid, who held the turf record at
to his will. the time, and far prettier, in their black

For years his brothers were his partners pumps and white silk stockings, laced
in running the big old plantation at over her plump but tapering ankles with
" Egypt Gate," e an alike, black ribbon. And Dolly's heart ! How

h had families and none, it leaped as Cap'n Moss appeared at the
the treasury of the fi m d door of the big "parlor," in that new cut

took out of it what was of beard, so suggestive of Napoleon the
d d Third, which announced to her as plainly
he took out what would satisfy his as if he had shouted it: "The time has

d r wants. he rosered b some come ! The time has come ! " It was a
subtle secret, above the planters, their year later, however, before Dolly came as
neighbors; until eventually d a bride to live in the old Rose " mansion "

h minole N ank, at Egypt Gate; for Moss was nothing if
removed from the firin base not deliberate.

in the town, and becam Let it not be supposed, nevertheless,
concern. Stonewall J oil that during the score of years from hi

d atherin ll toeth ent majority to his marriage, Cap'n Ross
into the far country of Okl m The lived as a St. Anthony or an anchorite.

d d and were grad- He could scarcely pose as a Jacob toiling
uated fr m Madame M u's Young for his Rachel. Neither was he a pre-
Ladies' Semi New O leans, and maturely old young man. On the con-
droed into m h the se- trary, while thoughtful, industrious, and
quence d unremitting, there coursed through hi
tumbling over on a table. veins the blood of the old cavalier South

ddin of the ounest C and he had his boon companions and his
Moss appeared wi h a new cut to his seasons of harmless recreation - compara-
beard. Hitherto had allowed it to tively harmless, and well-nigh innocent.
grow almost as it pleased, and had paid One of these seasons brought him the
little or no attention to the fact that it magic pipe and developed the incident

b m Now connected with it.
d shaved hi k Moss Rose had been to New Orleans on
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a week's leave, to dispose of the cotton something bucolic for Moss Rose, befit-
crop, a goodly number of bales. Busi- ting his occupation, and they found it in
ness done, he had passed a never-to-be- the rooster that perched inside the rim
forgotten four days with some hail-fellows- of the magic pipe; for though when you
well-met, playing the ponies in a mild drew on the stem nothing happened out
fashion, and playing other games as well of the ordinary, yet when you blew

\

He knew too much to have dealings with a negro in wrath. Page 185-

up and down Canal Street, and in the old through it, into the bowl, out popped a
French restaurants in the evenings, until, game-cock amid the clouds of your smoke,
when he came to depart, the hail-fellows- ready to peck you in the eye. It startled
well-met regretted his departure with a you unless you were prepared for it, and
great regret. even then, unless you understood the

They cast about for some token of their mechanism of bulb and tube that worked
esteem, and hit upon a beautiful French the magic. Moss was proud of his pipe,
brier pipe, with a bowl as big as a baby's and thought tenderly of the donors.
fist, and a stem which, as it left the bowl, Upon his return to the plantation the
was as large round as a man's little finger, days took on the usual complexion, which
but tapered down to the regulation amber was brunette only in the fact that his
mouthpiece. The pipe was unusual to dealings were mostly with " the darkies."
look upon; but the most remarkable thing Taken for all in all, Moss loved the days
slumbered within it. The boys wanted because they contained a never-ending
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interest, diversion, and success. He 1 ed to be a matter <
studied the psychology of his people and t 

^-f

g and discipline, so he sc
came to know them better than they I d to see it developed h any m-
knew themselves. He understood the dividual net: he sta^e of gr wth as
simple kindness of their natures, even the vet reached 1 He did
generosity. He knew, he had always not, therefore, expect too much ; i

*~~s

/
rA '

"You won't tell 'im, cap'n?"- ;

known, their intense emotionalism, which people in adolescence. On the contrary.
took form in sentimentalism, supersti- in moments of ebullition, he rocked th
lion, voodooism, religious revivalism, and cradle or goi out of the way until the
sometimes in hot and baseless anger, paroxysm spent ii -If.
He knew too much to have dealings with Now in those days there fu ^ecl in his
a negro in wrath. He simply walked chicken-yard a Rhode Island Red hen,
away and left the emotional creature an which Moss Rose was intent upon br
hour or a day to cool off. Most serious The hen was even more intent; and
crimes of the negro-aside from petty Mo-s provided her with a carefully
thievery-he knew to be unpremeditated, leeted setting of twenty egg of the purest
the result of sudden and uncontrollable preparation; and could see in his mind's* ~ * »

passion; and he deemed it wise to offer no eye the little, fu/./y halls which were to
provocation, no temptation, no oppor- grow into such excelK-nt specimens of
tunity. Control of primal passions h slender, shapely pullets and young roos-
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ters for the chicken-yards of General "How 'bout you, Sandy?"
Elgin, at Seminole. The general had "No suh, not me! No suh!"
long desired to inaugurate a line of these "You, Jake?"
Rhode Island Reds, and nobody but Moss " Numph, numph!" grunted Jake in
in all the Black Belt could furnish the negative.
point of departure. So, rather than send This was only by way of establishing
to Indiana, or Illinois, the general offered the record in the case; for Cap'n Moss
to pay Moss freightage and general ex- knew full well that no confession could

His face took on the color of dead charcoal.-Page 187.

pense above the catalogue price. Moss thus be extorted. Next he drew out a
was anxious to close with the offer. crisp five-dollar bill and walked down the

The very first night the whole setting of line, flaunting it in the faces of the fifteen
eggs disappeared, and Moss scratched his big "bucks" and tempting them as fol-
head. No "varmint" tracks appeared lows:
leading up to his coops, nothing but the "Whoever finds out who took my eggs
usual human footprints about the place, and tells me about it, gets this five dol-
Moss set the hen again; and again the lahs."
eggs were gone in the morning. That afternoon, as Moss Rose sat in the

When the hands lined up in the dawn shade on the north porch, dozing a little
that day, before going to the fields for after dinner, he heard a soft footfall corn-
work, Cap'n Moss began at the beginning ing round the corner of the house. Look-
and asked each one: ing up, he beheld Jake tiptoeing toward

"Did you steal my eggs, Lije?" the porch and glancing uneasily over his
"No suh, no indeedy!" shoulder.
"Did you, Giles? " " What y' want, Jake ?" inquired
"I suttinly did not, suh!" Cap'n Moss sleepily.
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"Well, cap'n, dat five-dollah bill you "You the biggest! Blow on that
flashed in my face dis mawnin'-hit look pipe!"
pow'ful good to me. An' I know who Giles prot- trd, but Moss was ada-
took dem eggs; but he's a pow'ful big manL At last the great, overgrown child
niggah, and he kill me, ef he know I tole took tl e marvellous p in
you ds. and drew i

"He'll never know it, Jake." mW mf wing his thick, leath
"Hones' to Gawd, Cap'n Moss?" li])s. Hi ice took on t he color of d<
"Hones' to Gawd, Jake." charcoal.
"Well sim, hit was Giles." " Blow on that pipe, niggah !" sh
" Umph umph ! " exclaimed Moss Ro-e. ( ' " low on it !"

"I kind o' thought so. Well, here's your O Lawdy!" gr
money, Benedict Arnold." hu grew et more ashi-n

"What, suh, who's dat !" "Blow, I tell you, niggah, blow ex-
" Never mind, I'll tell you a story about ni

Benedict Arnold some day, but not now. Groaning again, an h
Vou better clear out o' here, now, niggah, little courage main 1 under his crawling
befo' Giles sees you." d

"You won't tell 'im, cap'n?" d unon his b
"Haven't I told you ? Now clear out." d
Next morning Moss Rose again lined and blew. Up jumped the little

up the fifteen. He ranged them accord- d UD iumned G D
ing to size on benches against the big barn, the pipe as he did so, and leaping away
with Giles, the tallest, at the head of the from the barn, he tumbled headlong over
line. Then he delivered them an oration, the fence, and spreading his ganglionic
It was on eggs, the drama and the tragedy legs in long strides, he burnt the ground
of eggs, the plots and counter-plots, the away into the woods pasture an 

" 
th

intricacies and the mazes of eggs. It con- cane-brake beyond.
eluded with a peroration upon hell, and That evening, as the night shad
the lake of fire, the smell of sulphur and began to draw down over Seminole
brimstone, and the everlasting punish- County, and as the Rhode Island Red
ment of those who embezzle eggs. When hen content* cllv brooded f the
Moss conceived that tlu* proper pay- uvmh , ' S^^m ^^v ^^^

chological groundwork had been laid, he Cap'n Moss Rose sat under the live-oaks^^^ _ A " M

drew out the magic pipe, and announced he Spanish m d
that he intended to ascertain, by an in- of 1 home, puffing his old corn-cob
fallible test, who stole his eggs. \vh G h f

"When the guilty one pulls on this beg d g t, and
pipe, won't nothin' happen; but when he began, almost eagerly:
blows on this pipe, a rooster will come out " Can'n M 1 d took yo' ITS1 * '

and look him in the eye. This pipe has took 'em twice; but I ain't never goin' to
been blessed by the pope, and it suah is eat no mo' stole aigs, nary one, never no
magic! It's called the pope's pipe. Now m Fse gwine to be a good niggah,
ev'y man-jack of you's got to blow in this dy'
pipe, beginnin' with the biggest and goin' odoo nice on me no mo ! 1 ne
on down. That's the wav the test's got to be a good^^^

to be made, or it spoils the magic. Here, Giles»

Giles, you blow on the pipe!" is a ood negro to this day. J
"Not me, cap'n! Begin wid some- and pondered the story of

body else! Not me! No, suh!" d, and profited bv it inimc
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M my childhood glomeration of long, curly tawny hair,
I ha ad aspirations short, smooth black hair, and white hair
to b an authoress, of both kinds struggling, straining, snarl-

d me ing, growling, and rolling around the
fr >m town porch. At my sharp command, Buster

to the ranch, as I loosened his hold, but Mike took advan-
thought the country tage of this respite to make another savage
m st be an ideal place lunge at his opponent, ever striving to get

literary work. his deadly grip on the big dog's throat,
Far m neighbors d m and succeeding only in getting a mouthful

s itations would not be in- of long white hair. . Mike was a game
terrupted by callers, parties, card little fighter, and in his youth was never
lectures, concerts, or shows. I licked; but, like some human beings, he
spend hours of solitude in writing; and could not realize he was growing old.
in fancy I already saw Great Am Again I spoke, and again Buster let

mv n Mike go, and again the terrier renewed
g had m xp the attack, only to be contemptuously

places, and >wn er of odd ch flung off by the big collie. Still I feared
acters, there was no lack of material to Buster might lose patience at last and,
make me a fam wr er; I simply had notwithstanding my presence, put an end
not found t: mv ideas forever to the little pest who so frequently

ventures. d tormented him.

but d My son always stopped a scrap between
wi the two dogs by following up his com-

Gettine settled in mv new k mand to Buster with a vigorous kick, then
me busy for a couple of weeks; then, one picking up Mike in his arms; but my feet
fine spring when the were were not adapted to football methods so

dA *-/ ^--* r me, the one-sided fight went on. Knowing
I sat down the men would not be home for a couple

In those Ib d >on- of hours, I was in despair; then I had an
taneous creation of literary masterpieces, inspiration. In my pantry was a bottle of
and the necessity of frequent and ammonia. I rushed to get it, poured out
taking revision did not enter into my a liberal dose on a rag tied to the broom,
s h of writing for publication. and poked it before the noses of the com-

I typed out, laboriously, a title that batants. The fight stopped very sud-
m denly; no dog on earth can feel belligerent

the iddle m sentence a after a whiff of strong ammonia has taken
noise on the front le me pause, away his breath. Neither animal real-

id with men- ized what had happened, and while they
acing growls and sharp yaps, told me at were both trying to breathe again, I man-
once that Buster, the collie, and M aged to get Mike into the house.
the Boston terrier, were having a The whole affair did not last five min-
They were as unequally hed as utes, would have been over in one had the
D dC dlk ammonia been used in the beginning of it;
they were not separated, Mike, who had but, after the fracas, I was in no condition
been our pet for years, would be killed, to continue writing a Best Seller. Trem-
I opened the front door and saw a con- bling with excitement, and on the verge

188
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d old-fashioned ysterics, f f doth
m fine fancies v Perhaps tran- f

d return to m d it took rn d
hen lunch was over and thf write even a short story. Once, in the

,d gone 1 :k to the field h d
But at me m husb an- great >bub -house. I knew
>unced t had broken his plough, at once someth d scared the f h-^^^

nd was going to the post-office to send d folk, and rushed out with v
or a new part. He asked me to Is, snaki-s, coyok-s, porrupi es , and

pany him and I went d of pound- other creatures g m poor
ing the typewriter. s.

dav was st so the m d mon t h
n and out of the house every h down and chewing his cud with

d not even attempt to write, as, great ment. h ha
d W m been attracted by the fresh

wi» * put in day, but not. as he und
Even the prospect of an intruder "d hought, for his benefit.

h m b hens evidentlv cons^ r considered him an

So it was two davs b had d d were h >lding a noisy indig-
d nation meeting, each one apparently try-

fizh :. St: m ,1 had ing to outsquawk her neighl or.
wi delay id st all d calf with
m< rnmg "d umbe d was d hroucrh 1^ff

words I had written and subtracted m d "h s peeping assailed
from a hundred d h usual my ears. Glancing in d
length of a novel. The result was d d k-old chickV

couraeiner and made me decide it fallen into the drinking-can. The water
wiser to write t stories, at least was shallow; still, if rescue had been d

until I c< d ypewr ter. Then, d verv loner, it would h b all
too, extra ded im d over with one of my potential broilers.

m d waiting the tim I k the wet. frightened, bed- V 4H ^^ ^ " gle
necessary to get a check from little thing out of the dish and t

d m plans, to the house, then wrapped
On r d around th hivering bod !

dow and was horrified it into an empty shredd* d-wh
my nu band d son, w h their h box.w

approa e barn. wn 11 I I can conscientiously r d emp-
hadn't even w ihed the breakfast dish ty shredded-wheat-biscuit b

d into the kitchen, and one raising poultry. I d ow what
m sat wn a do without them when mv hens

of boiled hatch! They are just about th
m k hospitals, car-*" i '

bought ginger-snaps d They were d nurseries, and ^^^
and asked be b d bv the most economi

m sewife as soon as they get dirty.
I confessed my vaulting amb maki he chick comfortable, I
They d derisively, and coun- went back to my Fortunately,

me, a la Wolsey, " to fling it away," m story was nearly finished, as the min-
d honed, at least. I wouldn't have an- mv natient began to recover from its
h was likely to chill and fright, it began to shriek for its

wi h r s. they m b and sisters. I wa
m d , shrill

\-* ̂  -^

til in b of soul I resolved to peep- p-peep" as I add d a big
m literary aspirations-and m the editor of mv fa *-^

ks-to myself. azine. With the sublime as nee of the
H ho. usuallv. expec
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before he can creep, I put it in the post- was wrestling with new ideas, and some-
office, and-with a promptitude that did times I had to step pretty lively to remove
credit to the United States Mail Service the charred remains and clear the house

it came back. " of smoke before the men-folk came in.

Of course I was disappointed and sur- A year passed-spring came again, and
prised, but being already engaged on an- my manuscripts had multiplied so that I
other chef-d'cetare, wasted no time in was scarcely able to find house-room for
vain regrets; just sent the rejected screed them.
to another editor, thinking I had been I had garnered a large number of re-
unfortunate in my first choice. jection slips, but-no checks.

Like dope, the writing habit grew on One day my son came home from the
me, and so much of my time was spent post-office, and throwing down several
at the typewriter that my family suffered returned manuscripts on the table, re-

or said they did. I neglected my house- marked irritably: "I wish you wouldn't 
^fl. ̂ A ^^B -" ̂ ^B - _ """ - _^^ ̂_ _^_ _ , ̂ ^ ^^^ '

work and even my four-footed friends to mail the things here, anyway. If you
more time to write. Occasionally, sent them from the city, they couldn't

but not often, I felt guilty. One time keep tab on you so easy."
conscience pricked me when I saw my "They" meant the postmaster and his
son trying to find a clean spoon in the numerous family. He also kept the store,
holder. My dishes had been given a lick which with the railroad-station, two ele-
and a promise that day, as I was in the vators, a water-tank/and two more houses
midst of a story that should make my constituted our home town.
name immortal. " What do you care ? " I queried calmly.

That night my husband had barely re- "All authors get lots of rejection slips at
tired when I heard a muttered impreca- first. It is a sort of initiation into the
tion, saw him rise in righteous wrath, Ancient Order of Scribes. Would you
;>ull all the sheets and blankets off his have me give up the struggle on account
:>ed, then carefully replace them. of country gossip ? "

Again the still small voice of con- "Yes," he snapped; "I would give up
science spoke as I remembered how hast- if I had been writing a year and had had
ily I had slicked up the twin beds that all my manuscripts fired back at me. If
morning, having been obliged, while do- you ever had an acceptance, I wouldn't
ing the housework, to leave my hero sus- care," he continued, with brutal frank-
pended over a precipice with the villain ness, "but I do hate to take those bulky
just ready to cut the rope. My own bed envelopes out of the mail-box, knowing
was far from comfortable, and, before the every one is laughing at my mother and
night ended, I regretted not following the calling her a fool."
example of my irate spouse and remaking So saying he went out, slamming the
it. The upper sheet, not being tucked in door to emphasize his outraged feelings.
properly, came up from the bottom, so His blunt speech angered me, but,
the rough, woollen blanket rasped my after'due consideration, I concluded it
skin. The under-sheet got rucky beneath contained some common sense. Perhaps
me, and the quilt slipped off onto the I was a fool. I had always prided myself
floor, so I was cold in the night. Alto- on my perseverance, but what merit was
gether, I resolved then and there to leave there in the persistency of people who
my hero hanging in future until I had kept walking around and around in a
taken time to make the beds. circle; their dogged determination under

And the food I wasted in those days such circumstances was foolishness. In-
would have made the members of the domitable resolution must be combined
Commission to Feed Starving Russians with intelligent effort to amount to any-
hold up their hands in condemnatory thing. My literary wares were not sal-
ire. I never saw or heard of bread, able-why? I had better find out bc-
potatoes, and pies burning up as easily fore wasting any more money on postage-
and quickly as mine did at that period, stamps,
I fried most of the meat. The hands of I was too sensible to take any stock in
the clock seemed to whirl around when I the silly twaddle about editors playing
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favorites and looking only at the names necks, would injure a horse except through
signed to the manuscripts. Magazines ignorance. What a pity a course on
to succeed must be run on a sound busi- "Kindness to Animals" does not find a
ness basis, which is always to get the place in the curriculum of every school
worth of your money. Doubtless, edi- and college.
tors bought largely from well-known It is so easy to interest children in
writers, as merchants stocked up on the dumb brutes. My young nephews and
goods of reliable manufacturers, but edi- nieces always listened breathlessly to
tors or merchants would buy anywhere tales about my four-footed friends: in ^

they could find what suited them. fact, all my city relatives liked to hear
Why didn't editors want my manu- about my ranch life, I remembered how

scripts? was the question to be answered, the tears had stood in the eyes of my
They were as well written as the papers undemonstrative mother as I described

that won commendation from my fellow Spot's death. I had gone into the barn
members at the Woman's Club. But- to get some alfalfa-leaves for the chickens,
I did not read fiction at the club, I re- and found the cow lying stretched out on
membered the ladies were, usually, the the floor, evidently dying.
most interested when listening to de- I bent over and spoke to her, and a
scriptions of my European trips. Most slight movement told me she heard. I
of them had never crossed the ocean, and looked around to see if there was any-
liked to hear about places, people, and thing I could do to make her more corn-
things that were strange to them. "Some- fortable, but everything had been done.
thing new, something different," I thought My husband was always kind and con-
scornfully; "people of to-day are worse siderate to his stock, so if there is any
than the ancient Athenians, spending truth in the legend that the dumb brutes
time running after novelties. If an au- you have befriended will be waiting to
thor should take a trip to Mars, he help you at the River Styx, he will have
couldn't supply the editors' demands/' no difficulty in crossing.

My thoughts took another twist. Still, I fancied the sick cow liked me
Mars-an unknown world. I couldn't near her, liked the feel of my hand as I
go to Mars, but-the ranch was an un- stroked her head lovingly, liked to hear
known world to most city people. A my voice as I murmured: "Poor Spot; I
cluster of unknown worlds, in fact, com- am so sorry you are going to leave us."
prising as it did the animal and vegetable I stayed and petted her as long as pos-
dngdoms, not to mention the feathered sible, then went up to the hay-loft for the
folk. alfalfa. When I came down, she was

I had thoroughly explored the world of gone. We had had her so long, I
domestic animals, and loved and was be- mourned her sincerely, but was comforted
loved by its inhabitants, who were always by the thought that the last thing she
chary about admitting strangers. Love, felt on earth was a caress.
alone, could find the way into it; educa- How interested my sister's children
tion was powerless to penetrate its fast- were in hearing about the trouble we had
nesses or interpret its language. to raise Spot's motherless little calf. How

In fact, graduates from Eastern places they laughed at the description of two
of learning were noted in our vicinity for steers having a friendly bout in a coolie;
their cruelty to horses. There was not a and, at the sound of their clashing horn
farm boy in our neighborhood who would and scuffling feet, fifteen or twenty more
be willing to let an Eastern "school- rushed over the bench, for all the world
inarm ride his saddle-horse. "They like small boys running to a fight.
ride 'em to death" was the unanimous Then there was Pickles. The little ones _ * i v^ " 1i ^W^ 1 I
verdict; " go lickety-split all the time; no never tired of hearing about our four-year-
horse could stand it." old colt who was always ready to share his

It was the truth; still, it is incredible hay and oats with his mother and sister,
that those sweet girl graduates from the and would actually take his head out of
East, who come to Montana so sure of the manger to give his two-year-old sister
their superiority over Western rough- the biggest share of the grain.
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As these recollections crowded into my The tears filled my eyes at the sight of
d, I was busy with mv h Babe standing over her dead colt; her

sweeping, dusting, cooking, and washing beautiful black head drooping so low it
dishes mv b almost touched the still little body.

\f hands. " I spoke to her. She looked up, recog-
Everything in life was represented in nized me, and whinnied.

the Ranch World-comedy and tragedy I had wandered so long and so often in
and soul-stirring excitement. O the animal world that I had begun to un-
dav bef ,1 (1 derstand the silent language of those who

from field work, expecting every dwelt there.
te to see him killed. He was stand- Babe thought that I could put life into

ing up in an empty ha; k her dead, and was entreating me to do it.
horses down the bench ^^m ^^" m^^r To beasts and birds, human beings are
They were running as fast as they could gods (when they are not demons) with
go; something had scared omnipotent power.

mom abe had never before asked my help
f b h in vain, but-I must fail her now.

vehicle, and only four strips of leather to I put my arms around her neck and
control nearly six thousand pounds of talked to her as though she were a young
horse-flesh mad with fright. If one of woman who had lost her first-born, and

m dlohg career if the gently tried to draw her away from the
boy lost his nerve-if a. rein should little one. Not having a halter with me,
break d what seemed to me an I took off my apron, wound it into a kind
eternity until they reached the barn in of rope, put it around her neck, held both
safety. I learned later that a neighbor ends in my hand and tried to lead her to-

d b ft t it ward home. Gradually, I coaxed her to
k d where my son was move a few steps, then a few more. She

drilling, and he agreed to bring it the rest would stop frequently and look around
of the way home, as he was leaving his for the colt, but I kept talking to and pet-
drill on the land to b tng her until, with my voice in her ear,

who call country life dull must and my hand smoothing her glossy black
have "eyes that see not, and ears that coat, she slowly left the coolie.
hear not," and a self-centred callousness " On the bench we were joined by our

ma s "m appeal other horses, who seemed aware of Babe's
of the green tmngs growing, things not to affliction, and expressed their sympathy
mention m four-footed friei s, with the mute eloquence of dumb ani-

After the midday meal, just as I was mals. They followed close behind as
about to write down a few facts instead Babe and I walked home over the fresh. 7

of romances, my son d into the green pasture studded with wild flowers.
house saying: " \ have found Babe. It was all so beautiful; the green, blossom-H

She is in a coolie, not a half mile from bedecked earth under the deep blue of the
the house, standing by her d colt, overarching sky, where the white feathery
We tried to drive her home, but she clouds veiled at times the dazzling bright-
didn't want to come, so we stopped ness of the sun, that often seems so cru-
bothering her; but she must have been elly harsh to mourning hearts. The still-
without a d for over twenty-four ness of the soft spring morning was
hours." broken only by the measured tread of the

abe was my big black Percheron unshod horses. Even the youngest colt
:, who had been missing from the adopted the slow, solemn pace set by the

bunch of horses for nearly two days. bereaved mother, who evidently was
The jitney was in front of the door, and highly respected and honored by her com-

m wi panions. At the corral gate the proces-
m son to drive me to Babe. He sion halted; Babe and I went through to

m lo the bench overlooking the the barn, while the other horses stood
iad mentioned, where I left the around, respectfully, but made no at-
nd walked down the hill. tempt to accompany us. They waited
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there a fe\v minutes, then returned to the ulate langu *-*
pasture, as though they knew that Babe tuned that k
would have grain to eat, and remain in as well as 

v ^
m wn. I sent it to a Is

seclusion for a time. Fortunately, trage- York editor, thinking a breath from th
dies are soon forgotten on the range, so it fields and limitless pastures ii
was not long before the big Percheron re- the Land of the Shining Mountains
Mimed her duties and pleasures. " m h him in his city

In a few days I wrote a plain, unvar- m
nished description of the Ranch World and I guess it did, as he sent me a check
its four-footed deni/cns, to whose inartic- instead of a rejection slip.

Again Fiesole!
MARIE 1 , RICHARD

FIESOLE!-The Stadium, the blue sky
Above me, as it \vas that Sabbath year

We spent beside the Arno.-You were by
The days I lingered here!

From here we saw the orchards blooming white,
The almond blushing, and the vines in bands

Clasping the slim young tree boles left and right,
As if they held their hands.

^

The gray old olive-trees that heaving fill
The rough and stony hollows by the road,

Stooped to the quarry underneath the hill,
Where oxen felt the goad.

'Round the blue hills we let our vision run,
Vagrant our speech, as wandering minstrels roam;

So, oft we lingered till the setting sun
Touched the cathedral's dome.

We watched the curled river in the dusk,
Saw lights spring out like jewels on its brim;

Before we wandered down, we breathed the musk
Of pale primroses dim.9

Fiesole!-From here we saw the beam
Of Fifrs candles that she set to say

Their homely tale of fruit and cakes and cream
That waited by the way.

Our little room close by the river's mar
What held it not of'learned things and sweet?

So little! clasping close a love so large
It scarce seemed meet

d h es

Straining my heart, the>e shadowy memories pass" * *
X <1/ "

''Man is as grass."
VOL. LXXIII.-13
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VI. STUDIES AT Rsrrs T RIDGE

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM PORTRAITS

N ONTIN had a definite object in view
ele with n as everybody in his village knew, "

let-up will wreck a was easily attainable, w more than
feeble constitution. Gabriel did. but m dge was not
It duces in a strong as definite as his. M m^ f

and healthy constitu- t ht, much higher than his: but was
tion a tuning-up of it attainable ? And, if attainable, was it
continuously rising worth the struggle ? months earlier

d he tension even^B such a question could
the strongest constitution snap in to me even in a drea But Gabriel's
two. My struggle had been going on for d dream itmosnhere c
nine years when I was returning to Eu- Idvor suggested

m m^ » pitch M m d
was very high. s tension resulting d, but was not al d I

A diagnosis of my spoke less often of my future plans, and
according to m " English friend was less anx mv d

d me to ab the e. The d/

exploration of m native Banat were already u
de of my native village; by the gay au season, d

he said, not even all the guard- tiful o >und the
L angels in he mAh ** apes, enga m interestf
>m breaking m A two m much than "H I to Idvor

m two ths before. One evening m
b m P1 :h m ther recalled an incident which hap-

d pened in m early boyho days
not vibrate violently in response to every which I rememb h m
m ulse that along. I recogni M

V o- mem when Bukovala's

dina coul wait a little longer for their m
political salvation, which I confidently ex- thatched?" I said, "Yes," and she con-
pected from their adoption of the Ameri- ti d: "You were then a little shaver,
can point of view. I also recognized that b member still the shin-
a e of the ern theories of ing tin star which the had
-L ̂  dispensable to the hap- planted upon the top of the conical roof
piness of many beings. There after they had finished their work of
was not a single person in Idvor who cared thatching. The children of Idvor thought
two straws about these things, and vet that it was a real star from heaven; it

tof d looked so brigl **-/
mf r shining upon it. e day the tin star dis-

St. Michael d Gabriel did not bodv wondered howA- A *

m m ;lf, but the little anybody could have m d up that
*v definite. ooth and -^ - ^"-mt

he loved the girl he was about away. Old m who loved you so
m and he also knew that his life, m iking sheepskin

in the footsteDS of his peasant for you, was sure that it was you,
194
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and he suggested that special prayers of of a great civili/ation. Thi tir-t impr
thanksgiving be read in church for your sion made upon me by th r ancient mon-
miraculous escape. Old Lyubomir was uments was greatly amplified s
right, as you know, and I always believed caught even the fir-; -limpses of tl !aily
that God had saved you for a mission in activity of Cambridge. The forenoon
life much higher than that of young Ga- appeared serious and somlirr loan outsi
briel, whose happy lot you seem to envy, observer; everybody wore a black cap and
Hie rd America has taught you how to gown and everybody did apparently th
iimb a roof much steeper than that of same thing, going "mewhere in an h of

Bukovala's mill, and on its top and all the sources of learning and inspiration. The
way up to it you will find many a real intellect of CambrM ; seemed to be in
star from heaven. You are not far from full action during the foremxm-. and
the top and you cannot stop nor turnback hence the solemn seriousness of the uni-
now any more than you could when you versity town during the early half of the
sruv the peak of Titlis in the distance, but day. But the scene changed as if In- 

_-^_^_ & ^^^ ^^

felt too fatigued to finish your climb, magic when the midday had passed. Th
Gabriel's magic flute and his mellow black caps and gowns disappeared, and in
sefdalia, song of sighs, have turned your their places white flannel trousers and
thoughts to things which are now in every- gaily colored blazers and caj adorned
body's mind: to \vedding-feasts and kolo the college youths and many college don
dancing, and to other diversions which fill The same youths who in the forenoon,
the hearts of Idvor's youth during this like sombre monl , were making a pil-
merry autumn season. You are dreaming gnmagc to some miracle-working f<»un-
now some of the idle dreams of youth, but tains of wisdom joined in a gay proce ion
when you return to Cambridge you will in the afternoon, hastening to the spar-
wake up again and see that all this was a kling fountains of athletic recreation.
pleasant dream only, which you saw in The intellectual activity of the forenoon
your restful hours in drowsy Idvor. The was succeeded by the physical activity
real things are waiting for you at Cam- of Cambridge in the afternoon. To a
bridge." stranger, like my-elf, who knew practi-

I confessed my weakness and pleaded cally nothing of the famous university
extenuating circumstances. I tried to town, the change of scene between morn-
persuade her that her tender affection and ing and afternoon was bewildering, h
watchful ministering to what she insisted looked to me as if I iw a mona-tic-look-
should be my pleasures and comforts dur- ing procession of serious and thoughtful
ing that summer had transformed a hardy men suddenly changed into pay groups of
youth into a soft and pampered pet. She lively youths whose only thoughts were
answered: "The blacksmith softens his on the games which awaited them. By
steel before he forges it into a chain; you counting the different colors of bl rs
are just right for the blacksmiths of Cam- and caps and the coats of arms which
bridge/' adorned the athletic youths one could

easily count the number of different col-
I returned to Cambridge from leges in the old university. These colors

drowsv little Idvor thing and coats of arms had a meaning, I
from what I saw on my former visit two thought, and I asked m\ if whether they
months b " " , . not, like the ancient college buildings,
feverish haste, I scarcely noticed then record the ancient traditions of the vener-
lilied me now with awe. The ancient col- able seat of learning. They certainl) 1;
lege buildings inspired a feeling of wonder they were a part of the -ynibolic hinjiu.
and of veneration. I saw in them just so which tolcl the story of the um\ it}

monumental record customs and traditions. It wa- cl< r to^p-

clit ions of Entrlish learni "pi-^^g. ^^m-m- 1-1- "^"-i- ^*- ^r -^B- ^H -i-«-i ^-» ^T" -^^B- ^BMI ^"^"^"^u ^"^^^"^"i ^-^ began to me that while at Cambridge my work w,
understand, I thought, how it happened to be done in the morning and evcnmtr,
that a little nation on a little island in the and my playing in the afternoon, in a<
northern Atlantic became the leader in the cordance with the local customs. I stayed
world's empire of intellect, and the cradle at a hotel for several days and v hed
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these external pictures of Cam belonged to the town and not to the gown,
Mr. N and was quite anxious to impress me with

d K-^"- -^» -^r the many virtues of the town. He trans-
I wished to get some picture of the daily formed our trip into an elaborate inspec-^b ^^^^-^^- ^^^^^^-^

m tion tour of the student lodgings, because
m he was proud of them and considered

N, -* ^^ them a very essential part of the great
with a programme of work which he had university. At that time I thought that
promised m j he, a very enthusiastic townsman, was
V v 1 " L v^ ^ 1 11. JLJ \J L H ̂  \ * v v,. i i v * i i v t j_* j v_y ? T ̂ * i * * »_ perhaps exaggerating the importance of
sured me that at that late date lodgings in this subsidiary instrumentality of the ^p-

any college were out of the question, and university. But when I got to know the
m st get lodgings in the town for Cambridge landlady and to understand

m at least. It did not her importance, I became convinced that
ry many students re- Mr. Ling was right. I had not been in

d of college d I Cambridge more than a week before I
really preferred it, because I did not learned the fundamentals of English do-

Cambridge to seek the opportunities of- mestic life, and I admired its wholesome
fered by its college life; I to study simplicity. My landlady taught me these

/S1CS d find out how M fundamentals, and in her wonderfully
swe question is Light ?" tactful ways she enforced their operation ^"-r
That was the only definite point in the without my being aware that I was led

I ght to C am- around by her intelligent and forceful
bridge; the rest was hazy and ded hand. I take off my hat to the English
me often of a Serbian proverb which landlady, who, in her humble and unos-
speaks of a goose groping around in a fog tentatious ways, is one of the eloquent

fi ut I groped like a goose interpreters of Anglo-Saxon civilization.
in a fog when I at Castle Garden She was one of my trusty guides and sym-

i nnaiiy louna my way. The saying, pathetic assistants during my strenuous
a 7here there is a will there is a way, eighteen months at the University of

>m me m Cambridge,
My residence in lodgings outside of the I started my work at Cambridge unat-

college precincts had one great tage. tached to any college. But later I made
m : an opportunity to sti Eng- up my mind to attach myself to King's
from what I considered m College, yielding to repeated suggestions

what novel point of view. It is the point from my friend, Mr. Oscar Browning.
of view which discloses to foreigner But I did not change my lodgings. King's

mV^ *-J 1 ie unique had less than a hundred students and
personality of the English landlady, many dons. Not one of them was a star

g " T^ ths' stay at the in physics, and therefore the college had m
,m idge, I had an oppor- no attractions for me on account of the

tunity to study her wonderful ways, not learning of its dons. But it had a beauti-
m ful chapel and a famous choir. The

H stained-glass windows of King's College
m id Christmas chapel were famous as far back as Crom-

vacations. m ;everywhere: well's time and they are still so. Every
dignified, reticent, punctual, and square; time I attended service in this glorious
neat and clean in all her ways; willing and chapel I went away feeling spiritually up-
anxious to render service, but not a ser- lifted. I attended regularly, although, as
vant; possessing a perfect understanding a member of the Orthodox faith, I was

m ded excused from all religious services. What
scrupulously, but avoided carefully mind- the other students, belonging to the estab-

dv else's business. lished church, considered as a stern duty
M I considered as a rare privilege. The

ng tenor of King's College choir, chapel gave me a spiritual tonic when-
m around to look for lodgings. He ever I needed one, and I needed it often.
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I also yielded to Mr. Browning's sugges- Cambrid
tions to try for a place in the college boat, d
which I did and succeeded. Rowing was and traditions. Bu these gu
the only exercise which I took at Cam- for diff
bridge after I had become attached to d udent «
King's, but before that I took long walks, a ged "k diiT m tli

By courtesy of the Columbia University Library.

James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1870).

First Director of the Cavendish Laboratory at Cambridge University

usually with one of dons or arrangement which suited the needs of a
I" *» ** *^%* Vn*^A A \f IFAAV-T »TWiJ \^ 1 1 ̂ 1.4 ^ V * i 111 V ii\ I in the Poll student, that is the ordinary student

ook work in which I was cnuacred ^ti- who did not aspire to academic honoi
d me to make myself famil- Their previous training was also different.

m The students who aspired to academic* ^*

the surrounding country. Everybody in honors in mathematics were quite numer-
mbridee took h ous, more numerous than the students in

daily bath and any other honor class. Cambridge, ever
food. d th ersal custom: it since the time of Xcwton, had become the

d me well and, besides, that was the nursery of the mathematical sciences in^H_b_ -_-__ ^Pii^vm 4
way to get alone in Cambrid the ritish mpire. There v re about

sical as well as intellectual activity live of these honor groups at Cambridge
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in those days, Niven advised me to join himself in 1854,
the honor group in mathematics, the so- when great J k
called mathematical tripos group, and he ond wranglei d he divided with M
picked out a coach for me. Just as one well the famous Smith's prize in m
straight line, only, can be drawn through m be admitted b h^^m- ^f

two points, so the line of the student's his private classes was flattering, accord-
intellectual activity at Cambridge was Niven, but to be able to keep up
fixed when he had picked out the honor wi em was a most encouraging sign.
class and the tutor or coach to train him N was anxiously waiting for that
for the examinations prescribed for that sign Routh accented me. but gave me
honor class. To join the honor class in to understand that m mathem
mathematics meant to work alongside of much b e stand-
students who expected to become Cam- ard of the b " mbridge
bridge wranglers. To understand the with a view of preparing for
meaning of this it suffices to point out ical tripos ,m d-^^^v

that no greater honor was in store for the would have to do considerable extra read-
ambitious youths in the university than to ing. also cauti d m all this
be a senior wrangler or to stroke a vic- nt very stiff work for a good part of
torious varsity boat. The preparations m Cambric!
for these glorious honors were just as care- to study physics and not m
ful as the preparations of a Grecian youth but, according to K d Routh, my
for participation in the Olympian games. d Id make itV

I had no ambition to become a Cambridge dv m ;m
wrangler, but Niven pointed out that a and they assured me tha nr wi
prospective physicist who wishes to mas- Routh, if I could keep pace, w
ter some day Maxwell's New Electrical soon la; d Lord
Theory must first master a good part of Rayleij h :tured on mathematical ]
the mathematical work prescribed for ics anc did famous Professor S
students preparing for the Cambridge G ^f Gab
mathematical tripos examinations. g to Routh and Niven I was not

"Doctor Routh could fix you up in f lectures,"^p- T-"

quicker time than anybody," said Niven and much less to read Maxwell's famous
with a smile, and then he added cau- mathematical treatise on his new electri-
tiously, " that is, if Routh consents to your cal theory. N d me once of
joining his private classes, and if you can my first visit to Cambrid "h I in-^"^

manage to keep up the pace of the young- sist d that Cambridge without Maxwell
sters who are under his training." Three m an e
months before, when I first called on Ni- me, jokingly, whether Lord Ray V ^^f
ven, and when my pitch was very high, I lectures were good enough for me. I an-
would have resented this; but Idvor had swered that they certainly were, but that,
lowered my pitch several octaves and I unfortunately, I was not good enough
swallowed Niven's bitter pill without the for the lectures. "Next year you will
slightest sign of mental distress. My be," said N me, and
humility pleased him, because it probably m ing of disappoint-
relieved him of some anxiety in connec- ment, answered: "Let us pray that the
tion with the question of managing me. starving jackass does not drop dead

John Edward Routh, fellow of Peter- the grass is green again." "W ^^^

house College, was the most famous d Niven, somewhat puzzled.
mathematical coach that Cambridge Uni- "That is a free translation of a Serbian
versity had ever seen. In his lifetime he d m the jackass/' said I,
had coached several hundred wranglers, d to furnish any further ex-
and for twenty-two consecutive years he planations. N fi- * f

had coached the senior wrangler of each rectly in the course of the evening and
year. This is really equivalent to saying d He confessed that
that a certain jockey had ridden the Derby Serbo- m was t in-
winner for twenty-two consecutive years. dand side:
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The Cambridge colleges, some nineteen had no tripos aspir . He certainly
in number, resembled our American col- was a wonder, and thintr he did was
leges in many ways. The career of the done with ease and
Cambridge Poll men was essentially the offhand "that that
same as that of our American college boys, he cons dered even stiffest m
But our American colleges had no class matical problems as mere amusing trick
of students corresponding to the Cam- h I had puzzled
bridge honor men. Referring particu- for many h ; he would n in
larly to the honor men who prepared for ds. He was a virtuoso in
the so-called mathematical tripos, they the mathematical technique, ai 

^^ ^fc .^H

dh pre-
came to Cambridge after graduating at pared virtuosos; he was the great mas
some college outside of Cambridge. For who trained future senior wranglers. I
instance, Maxwell came to Cambridge never felt so 

" t -rf*-^ i m
1 d so humble as I

from the University of Edinburgh, and odv_* "^r "

Routh came there from the University R Vanity an deh
College, London. oth of them migrated no place in my heart when I watche
to Cambridge, because their teachers in T-V 1 '* 1 *h one intricate d mi
mathematics, like illustrious De Morgan, m after another with m
the first mathematical teacher of Routh, ease. I
were mathematicians of distinction, and he listens to a Padeiewski
discovering in their young pupils ex- Fritz Kreisler.
traordinary mathematical talents they de- d rl
veloped them as far as they could, and d Routh's Drelim
then sent them to Cambridge for further course in dynamics and much of the
development under the training of famous auxiliary mathematics demanded by it,
coaches who prepared them for the math- and became quite skilled in solving dy-
ematical tripos. These teachers were namical problems. I had much difficulty
usually former Cambridge wranglers, h Routh^

apostles of the Cambridge mathematical d and Nival was plea ut
school, and they were always on the look- I was not pleased; I did not think that I
out for a fresh supply of mathematical d there what I exoected to find. In"' " ^^" -«" ^^

genius for the nursery which regarded the course of time I discovered that I was
great Newton as its founder. This was m in
the type of boys which I met in Routh's guishecl lied Cam men failed to find
classes. They did not seem to know as tripos d *_/

much of Greek and Latin, of history and that scic ch leads to origi-
economics, of literature and physical nal rese I ose which groped
sciences, as I did, but their training in d in a foe when I came to C
mathematics was far superior to mine. dee: but if from an Engli
They were candidates for the mathe- college as a promising tripos ca
matical tripos, and no American college with mv work cut out for me bv mv

of those days had a curriculum which d >rdance with old
could turn out candidates with the pre- toms and traditions Cambridi I
liminary mathematical training which d not have discovered th
those boys brought to Cambridge. was i poc

Routh had warned me that stiff work maki m significance
was before me for a good part of a whole be I -ha
academic year, if I was to keep up with return to this point later.
the young mathematical athletes whom Many a time during ^ m

he was training, and he was right. I ex- ences in Routh's drill school I thought of
perienced many moments of despondency my mother's words which described
and even despair, and I needed all the d raited
tonic which King's College chapel could as* & K ̂-- "*-»

give me; I needed it very often, and I got pressed it, to real stars from heaven. I
it. Routh was a splendid drill-master felt the steepness of the climb, but I saw
even for those students who, like myself, no star ahead of me. Routh was a great
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master of the mathematical technique, but But without the light of Maxwell I would
was not a creative genius; he was a not have seen the light of Newton. It will
;uoso but not a composer. His prin- be seen further below that Maxwell and

cipal concern was to drill his students in Routh, Cambridge wranglers of 1854,
the art of solving those conventional were the representatives of different men-

m^^p- d part of tal attitudes in Cambridge: Maxwell was
tripos m tions. The poetical ele- the apostle of the new and Routh of the

dynamics, which thrills d old spirit of Cambridge. Niven was very ^^^
f his businesslike fond of reminding me of my first visit

d The only star, I thought, wh when I told him that Cambridge without
dents saw ahead h Maxwell had no attraction for me. After

high place in the tripos examinations, and reading Maxwell's little classic I told
that star did not attract me; recalling my Niven that my opinion was, after all, not
mother's story I called it a tin star. I as funny and strange as he represented it.
loved Routh and admired him much, but

m mbndg A now. I
method of laving a foundation for mathe- C^wT

matical physics. When N discov- d N"^ff

:d my state of mind he sympathized, Sunday evening I walked around th
and he gave me a little book called d " /

"Matter and Motion" Maxwell, a N from
very b evening service in^- college
author. "You are not up to the mathe- The m
matics of Maxwell's great electrical through s d
treatise," said Niven, as he handed me m
the little book, "but you will find no diffi- from the invisible choir and
culties of that kind in this little book. manded my attention. I st m""

which covers a very great subject." It * .*
was first d in Am Van f the deserted and somb A. rangle,
Nostrand Magazine. No magazine ever o nd gazed, and listened, d ireamed.
performed a greater edu< Yes, I d of great ton, the
There was not only much id I sawwr * »

and Dhilosoohical denth : and how, two centuries before, he was t
most elementary book on dy- ing over the same spot where I was st

mics. but there were also m ing whenever he was returning m
trations of close connection between Sunday evening service in the

m al science and other de- chapel at which I was gazing. I also
partments of physical science. Maxwell's d
presentation roused, and m don, and hv^

lated, the spirit of inquiry. Routh/s before, the very same choir and organ to
elaborate system >b- which I was listening paid last
lems in dynamics appeared tribute to this great m d" " ^"^

m as little parts, only, of a com- when his earthly remains left the grief-
d endless art which had stricken university on their last pil

a m d beautiful science, the age to Maxwell's native Scotland ut
science of dynami 'h I knew that his spirit had atv

ht of day at Trinity College, Cambridge to inspire forevc m
bridge. The exquisite art as practised generations of ambitious students.
by Rou h and the subtle science as d med of other erreat Trinitv C"^"^

M the two leading lege men whose spirits seemed
wranglers of 1854, disclosed about mb d rejoicing^^f

Newton, the in the heavenly light and sound which
greatest am .he great Cambridge m radiated
the creator of the science of dynamics. I Newton d
knew then that I had seen one of the real gone by. en m

heaven of which mv m m C d
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colleges in America could offer such an which held me chained to Cambridge in
inspiring scene to its students, and I spite of the fact that I did not belie\
wondered how -oon that day would come, that the Cambridge t rip« method <>f lay-
Niven told me the following story which, ing a foundation in mathematical ph\>i<
he thought, might answer this question: w. fitting my particular case.

A don of Magdalen College, Oxford, Students shift from university to uni-

Henry Augustus Rowland (1848-1901).
First Director of the Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University.

was asked by an American friend how versity in continental Europe, migratin
long it would take to raise, in America, a to places where they are attracted by th
lawn like the famous lawn of Magdalen reputations of teachers who happen to be
College. "I do not know," said the don, there. I Trent to Cambridge because I
but it took us over two centuries to do thought that Maxwell wa- there. But at

it here in Oxford." Niven implied, of Cambridge, and at Oxford too. it was not
course, that it will take much more than only the teacher who was there but also
two centuries to create at any American the teachers who had lived there during
college that atmosphere which surrounded generations long past which determined
me at the Trinity College quadrangle on the choice made by ambitious studenb
that memorable Sunday evening. It was The great teachei in the mathemati il
the mysterious charm of that atmosphere sciences when I was there were Lord
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Ray leigh, the successor of Maxwell; John Paris to get from the famous physicist
Crouch Adams, who, with Leverrier in Regnault what he could not get at Cam-
France, shared in the great distinction of bridge. After a year, when only twenty-
calculating from the perturbations in the two years old, he accepted a professorship
orbit of Uranus the position of the still in physics and directorship in physical
unknown planet Neptune; George Gabriel research at the University of Glasgow.
Stokes, the greatest mathematical phys- The long-headed Scotch were fully thirty
icist in Europe at that time, and the oc- years ahead of Cambridge in establishing
cupant of the professorial chair once a research laboratory in physics. Here
held by great Newton. But that which Thomson worked out the scientific ele-
brought the students in mathematical ments of the first Atlantic cable, and in-
sciences to Cambridge was not only the vented the instruments necessary for its
lustre of the reputations of these great operation. When I was in Cambridge
professors, but also the existence at Cam- the name of Thomson was attached to
bridge of a historical educational policy most measuring instruments employed in
in the development of which many great the electrical industries at that time, and
Cambridge mathematicians of generations he was also one of the leaders of abstract
long past had made lasting contribu- scientific thought. He represented in the
tions. The mathematical tripos was the popular mind the new spirit of Cam-
most concrete expression of this tradi- bridge. Stephen Parkinson, Thomson's
tional policy. superior in the tripos test of 1845, was

It can be inferred from what I have still in Cambridge when I was there and he
already said that this traditional policy had to his credit a text-book on geomet-
did not suit me. I do not think that it rical optics, with stereotyped problems,
would have suited any American student suitable for tripos examinations. He was
of those days who had a taste for physics, not among those who called for a change
I said once to a Cambridge friend that my in the traditional mathematical tripos
landlady, Routh, and rowing shaped the examinations at Cambridge. Maxwell,
daily events of my life. He saw my point undoubtedly inspired by Thomson, was
and admitted that each one of them repre- one of the earliest leaders of the Cam-
sented a powerful determining factor in bridge movement which demanded a
the life of a Cambridge student who was modification of the mathematical tripos,
preparing for the mathematical tripos favoring more the spirit of research and
examinations. Each one of them had its less the art of solving cleverly formulated
deep roots in ancient traditions from mathematical problems. The Cavendish
which it was difficult to deviate. Routh Physics Laboratory, organized by Max-
was a rare product and a loyal apostle well and first opened in 1874, was, accord-
of the tradition called the Mathematical ing to Niven, a concrete expression of
Tripos. It was perhaps the most power- this movement.
ful of all Cambridge traditions and stood A similar movement was taking place
as immovable as the rock of Gibraltar; in the United States in those days.
its great strength was the fact that it had Among its leaders were President Barnard
produced many distinguished men of of Columbia College, and Joseph Henry,
science. But nevertheless some of the the first and the most distinguished secre-
greatest living Cambridge physicists of tary of the Smithsonian Institution. The
those days felt that it had defects and date of the foundation of Johns Hopkins
called for remedies. It was claimed that University falls within the early period of
its method, having no direct connection this movement. Niven told me that what
with the nascent problems of scientific re- Maxwell had been doing in the Cavendish
search, was artificial and unproductive. Laboratory at Cambridge was also being

Sir William Thomson, known later as done by Maxwell's friend, Professor Row-
Lord Kelvin, was among the first who land, at Johns Hopkins, founded in Balti-
called for speedy remedies. He was the more in 1876. Maxwell thought very
second wrangler in 1845 and Stephen highly of his young American friend, and
Parkinson was the senior wrangler, undoubtedly recommended him strongly
Thomson left Cambridge and went to to the physics professorship at Johns

H
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Hopkins. Just as the establishment of about m age or even older. I offered to
the Cavendish Physics Laboratory in wagei m m
Cambridge marks the beginning of a great fail to give the name of th« ienti-t who
epoch in the development of physics in 1 * " M * -^-^octor \ d in m _.

Cambridge and in Great Britain, so the h scientist that Yale had
organization of the physics laboratory at ever graduated. N : of them nu-n-
Johns Hopkins by Rowland marks a new 1 Willard G \Yhen I men-^^^~

and most fruitful era of scientific research tioned his name they frankly confessed
in the United States. Rowland's influ- that they li " 1
ence had not yet been felt at Columbia Neither 1 College of
College when I was a student there, nor at days were to blame. Did my fellow stu-
many other American colleges of those mm m - 

^

, who were training
days. But the forward movement soon m atical tripos, ever hear of
commenced, and the people of this coun- him before they came to Cambrid It-

do not understand yet as fully as they did, it was by accident, iust as
ought to how much they owe to the late heard of it by d Such a
Henry Augustus Rowland, whom I had he times in those days: and
the honor of knowing personally and was against this spirit that res
whose friendship I enjoyed for several Barnard of Columbia took arms. H<
years. One of the aims of this simple nar- cons dered its existence a national calam
rative is to throw more light upon some ity. But I shall return to Lhis p<>in
obscure spots of this kind which need later.
more illumination, and particularly upon I will now d the accident just
the work of men like " Rowland of Troy, d
the doughty knight/' as Maxwell referred main dof m In^F

to him in his verses, the beginning of the Easter term, the
Another historical fact must be men- m der RouthW -1 P'

tioned here which is very characteristic had < up with my class and had
of the state of the science of physics in spare for outside reading. Niven
those days, and which is closely connected m
with the progress of this science as it ap- eulogies of M we ,u Matter
peared to me in the course of the last and Motion, d ed that I
forty years. I mention now another A

great American physicist whose name, well's little classics, 44 ry of Heat/'
like that of Rowland, I first heard men- m elegant sim-
tioned at Cambridge at that time, and plicity as his "Matter and
that was Professor Josiah Willard Gibbs, This ook
of Yale. I know that many of my young to gi\ me a living ph
colleagues will find it strange that I never of operation by which heat is trans-
had heard of Lord Rayleigh, of England, formed into mechanical work
before I graduated at Columbia. What tion which I watched
will they say when they hear that at that lai dt Street b "d
time I never had heard of famous Willard dreamed that the operation "
Gibbs, of Yale, New Haven, U. S. A.? could be described as Maxwell described
Will they charge me with extraordinary it. According to him it may be consid- " " 1 * 1
i^norance for which Columbia of those ered as the resultant action of non-co-
days was to blame ? That would be un- ordinate f an immense
just, as the following story will prove, berof bv ^» "^^"- ^» ^^f - -^^ ~^r - -«"
One evening, after dinner, I was enjoying as far as observers can tell, moves
at the University Club, New York, the about tastily according to its own sweet
company of some twelve Yale graduates, will. behold th
and one of them was the learned Professor age "be

William Welch, dean of the Johns Hop- \vitl m
kins Medical School. He was then presi- men h transformations, th^_ ^^^

dent of the National Academy of Sciences, so "ca
Most of my Yale friends present were of disc Sadi C the great
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French engineer. It was Maxwell's little Inferieure. I knew nothing about it ex-
h med me that in all cept what I read in Baedeker, but it

mbers of individuals, looked to me like a quiet little place where
b ecules or busy in addition to complete change of scene

human beings, exhib 5 far as an ob- I should have a good chance to learn
server can tell non-co-ordinated activities, French. The names of Laplace, La
we must aDolv the so-called statistical Grange, and Ampere were mentioned so we must apply
method ry hod often and with so much veneration by

:h Maxwell, that I felt ashamed of my igno-
f ton's dy- ranee of the language of France. Pornic

me had was only a day's journey from Cambridge,
d of Cambridge f and off I went with no other books in my

nothing about that. It was a new idea in bag except Campbell's "Life of Maxwell"
the heads of new men. who, under the the and a French grammar.

dershi of M new The Pornic landlady was not up to the
far-reaching science. Up to that time standard of my Cambridge landlady, but
dalPs poetical description of "Heat I did not complain nor make any invidi-

de of M m gospel ous comparisons; the English were not
re ;herm m^^-^ ^fc^ V Max- very popular in those days on the Atlan-
well's plain an d est text-book in- tic coast of France, where the oldest fish-
tended to stim m 3n of ermen had not yet forgotten the opera-

mind V-* dent, tions of the English fleet during the
m form g my Napoleonic wars. I was the only stranger

dement on the doctrines described in town and when it became known that-*m r

Tyndall and d bv b I was an American who came to Pornic to
ts. Routh's training-table study the language of France the village

h offered no m *sels was mine. I engaged the village school-
m food, becai se th ath- master to give me French conversation

letes were f tripos ina- lessons. I met him in his garden every
d :h in t ;. I evening and we talked to our hearts' con-

will sa M ell's tent. He was a most entertaining little
theory ame fellow, with a bald head, a red nose, and
of Will d d iven a big snuff-box to which he appealed very
.hat Maxwell held G ligh frequently for a fresh supply of interest-

es I must also sav that G was ing topics of conversation. He boasted
the first in this country to write a splen- among the villagers that his reputation
did treatise on statistical mechanics. as a French scholar had reached the

United States and, wild, that brought me
When the Easter term approached its to Pornic. I never denied it, but on the

end in May I began to think of my sum- contrary I often walked through the vil-
mer vacation. I needed one. Seven lage streets with the good old maitre d'e-
months of steady drilling under Routh, cole and listened most attentively to his
supplemented by extra reading prescribed French accents as if they were the rarest
by him, and also by the reading of Max- pearls of wisdom.
well's inspiring books, had produced re- When the villagers found out that I
suits with which I was satisfied, and so was not only an American but also a
was Mr. Niven, my Trinity College men- student of a great English university,
tor. I certainly did not feel any more like then the stock of the little schoolmaster
a goose wandering in a fog; I saw much rose sky-high. My landlady informed me
light ahead and felt much more confident that the old cure had become quite jeal-
that I saw the goal for which I was steer- ous of the little man's rapid rise in the
ing. But my pitch was very high and I community. An old but renovated Nor-
needed de-tuning. I finally decided to man castle was a part of Pornic; it stood
visit some little place in France and se- on the very edge of the steep coast and it
lected Pornic, on the French Atlantic was inhabited in summer by a rich mer-
coast, in the department called Loire chant of Nantes. The castle had a thick
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grove of stately old trees, and there the of this great work, and my training with
oightingales revelled every night. On Routh eliminated many difficulties of the
moonlight nights I spent many watchful mathematical technique. I was convinced
hours listening to their mellow notes, of that in my very first attempts in 1'ari
accompanied by the solemn rhythm of at deciphering some of its inspiring pages.
the Atlantic waves striking gently upon I described this short stay in France at
the cliffs of the rocky coast, which ap- some length, because I wish to refer to it
peared in my imagination, as I listened, later for the purpose of showing how little
like towering pipes of a giant organ. In things can exert a big influence in the
daytime I selected lonely spots on the shaping of human life.
coast and there I spent my days from
early morning till late in the afternoon I had pr< >mised mv moth
memorizing my French grammar and vo- again durir mer and
cabulary. Every evening I practised for deserting without delay the gay scenes of
an hour or so in conversation with my Paris. On my journey to Idvor I wasted
beloved maitre d'ecole. This advanced no time looking to the right or to the left
my knowledge of French very rapidly and of my speeding train; villages and towns,
before one month was over I could con- d m (1

verse tolerably well. My circle of ac- in the yellow fields who were gathering in
quaintances expanded rapidly as my the blessings of the harvest season ap-
knowledge of French increased, until it peared like so many passing pictures
took in the nightingale grove, including which did not interest me. La Grange
the family of the merchant from Nantes, was ta me, and I had neith
Between my friends in the nightingale nor ears for anybody or for anything <
grove and my schoolmaster's garden my Oh, how happy I was when I saw Idvi
conversation in French became so fluent the distance, where I knew I should be
that it astonished the natives. They pro- for ne; m
nounced it perfect. But discounting this d d "m
enthusiastic estimate by even fifty per Cambrid By
cent I was still secure in my belief that I dof hadj

was enriched by a good knowledge of the m a d part of La G
language of a great civilization. A two classical treatise, and in addition I re-
months' visit to Pornic was originally read carefullv Campbell's "Life of Max-
planned; its end was very near, and my well," ai d I u si - ^^T

trip was a success. I bade good-^y to which I s but did not un-
my friends in little Pornic and arrived in derstand before. The Ca move-
Paris on the following day, the fourteenth ment which I described above was
of July, 1884. revealed to me in the course of th;

Paris was gay, celebrating the national m a careful d CamDbeU's
holiday of France, the anniversary of the "Life of Maxwell."
storming of the Bastille in 1789. This h in book
gave me a chance to see many of the people who paid much attention to books.
striking characteristics of the gay side of To think that a native wo
Paris in a single day. The next day, while ever read a La Grange in his h
visiting the great Sorbonne and the Col- peasant home seemed incredible. na-
lege de France in the Quartier Latin, I lives of Idvor noticed that, di
found a great treasure in a second-hand second visit, I was much less mm
bookshop: La Grange's great treatise, live than during the first, on account of^%-^^ ^ ̂-f

MechaniqueAnalytique," first published my d as
under the auspices of the French Acad- some books, which to those who
emy in 1778. La Grange, the Newton of saw sacred boo
France! There was no student of dy- com anv of La ra and of
namics who had not heard of his name kept me a prisoner in mv mother's gard
and of his great treatise. My two hat Maxwell and
months' stay in Pornic enabled me to ap- Grange were two great <aint- in the world^_ ^"^

preciate fully the beauty of the language d
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during th dv of the lives sh b"^^^B- <.?

of saints. That made her happy, but it thought. my son/' she
puzzled the good Stud- ma

ies of th ki they d with m m d
d h/"

d much less attention to b icons of saints. That me of their« ^^f * ^k

kolo dancers and to other worldly things, saintly work, and through the contem
b » f t that Misha tion of their work I communicate with^^^^

was getting dv to enter m d C ridge is a great e con-"-^«-
m* - secrated to the eternal truth; it is filled

dge in great America and then with ico great saints of science.
b The con lation of their saintly work ^

My mother paid no attention to these will enable you to communicate with
id j*** " V *" t ̂  « -^^ ^v-^ ^»V ^h^ 4 *.-fc i~ " ̂* ^_ L ^ ̂X I ̂  * ̂̂  J ̂ " " "* I ̂ ̂ ^_ 4- * ̂ ^ -4 * / "* * ̂ * «_* * +" J-^_ "»* ^^ * j^ K* ^ ̂ JH-^ "*..-*..> * f whisperings. e knew better, spirit of eternal truth.^^^^^ ^^^^

When I described to her ancient col- With this thought in her mind my
lege buildings and the b moer was m n I bade her
of Cambridge, and the rel good-b and,
s d of the s, she liste "m back C

id ted to her the bridge, 1 great le which is conse-
m di crated to the eternal truth."* Go back,
in rnecl h "my son she said d m God be
only fr< m the teachers who were living praised forever for the blessings which
there at that ti f m d./ J j

m-^^"- n "« ̂B- -^ enjoy in your life g the saints of
nous expression in her eyes told me that Cambridge."

(To be continued.)

Th Night Path
BY FLORENCE HINES BUNTEN

I CANNOT wait the coming of the spring
Nor plant my garden, for the high gods say

That I must close my house and bolt the door
And take a journey-and I do not know the way.

I know that I shall not return again
When they shall take the key and bid me go.

They do not pity me, nor understand
Why I should love my house and, miss it so.

Some sav there is a m ~^^^

A palace in m little house's stead;
way ends in soundless nig

W m I can only bend my head.

I go into the terror of the dark.
No friend shall walk beside me, for none may,

Though he should sob his heart out. So alone
I take a journey-and I do not know the way.



Wh en It in the Heart
Y RAYMOND S. SPEARS

Author of "Hoarded Assets," "The Ripe IVach," etc

ILLUSTRATIONS BY ALBERT MAT/KB

HE d f ' hard ho walked fter dark, and
store in M d with his face in a shadow f an

d hour, leaning against the counter, but
rifles, d m t g no part in the conversation, except
The proprietor was as a listener.
Jim Maiden, wh Thi d
business constancy smooth-shaven, with hard, weather-d
was h th ice, with eyes w

dav h d the store from his kled under the brim of his floppy hat;
h h year of his trade, he wore clothes that fitted him com-

d not missed a full week's tim fortab bagged knees, uncreased
stretch. He w >uld go into the woods
three or four d 

f d
lys, deer-hunting, in the d some kind of

autumn: he wo ild fish for a day or two d G
during the trout season; and occasionally 9-"-^ ^» ^^ -"--"" -» ^" H^k ^^^ ^* ̂ "^ >med to
he would steal awav on snowshoes to do? b bov, or at least eave th imnres-

bb b
d a gasolene-pump on th 

^^

prairies " or something like that. Ih
d automobile accessories red that, iust a few mini b

ding tires, he was as hard-working d
Sunday as on any other day. He was over th d said tok ^^^ ^^^^B

married, and had three children, two boys Jim, as the storekeeper noted the cash
and one girl. far as any one knew, he figures andV-* d up the b

hanpv, contented d hich LV'S business
man. He had no record laid up against cash, gross receipts. Maiden went to the
him bv the 'k-beaked 'W-r A cartridge sh >k down a b

The gossip of outdoor world rang b hethei 445, or ^8s, or what calib
in his ears. H< 

^^

h ird of the flocks c they could not remember, for they h
-rabbits, of coyotes, and of d with

deer, bear, moose, and wild fowl. More d awav: the th
m interesting d

re-al ays and sidewalk, h wond
to some certain gun store in every com- dn't be biting g
munity. ki

Talking about entertaining angels un- hi d^ ^

awares ! Who could be more interesting the streams were just beginning to w m
than those who come walking or rolling up h d
up to a hardware store, some \vith one begin to jump good.
eye looking over the sho d Rob turned down the strcc
camping-outfits, some to ae to bu 22s for tar- homes; J

d some to b h se. and
45S, for b T ere were m m
evervbodv I d men nob That is all there was to it. Jim Maid

Jim Maiden leaned d saooeared from the face of Mosstov
men and all that vicinity. Xo one knew

h "^r»-^ " ̂V ^^^ ^fc-* what had become of hi Ili> wife tried
before were with him he store about i o'cloc th

- "
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morning She called up police headquar- business paid a profit of several thousand
ters at 3 o'clock; by 8 o'clock the follow- dollars a year, and the frugal and compe-

morning every one in Mosstown knew tent mind of Jim Maiden had provided
that Jim Maiden, genial, steady, good- fully for his family.
natured, without any bad habits, and one "I can't imagine why he should go,"
of the best fellows'in the country, had Mrs. Maiden said. "He must have been
gone. something must have happened."

uHe must h had several hundred But no trace of violence could be found.
dollars," thenr Cation revealed. His The hunters of the region who knew
cash-register, M d by an ex- Jim ransacked the hiding-places. They

d searched up and down for miles. TheyM.

day 45.67 had been taken in; when this decided that, whatever had happened, it
fact b a cold chill crept must have been an automobile that car-

b Maiden's friends. ried the victim away-whether willinglyx_^
" Who was n who leaned azainst or not none could know for certain.^^^

the counter d saw take his Bill Gays and Rob Michael argued the
money?" I G 3 Michael matter between them. Once assured
asked. there was no local crime discoverable, the

The police sent out an al m for the two friends split on the subject of what
he unknown." They couldn't had happened. Jim might have gone

murderer of crazy. He might have been hit on the
Jim Maiden escape. They found a clew, head and gone away, a victim of aphasia.
One of b :s was just He might have done any one of many
home visiting a girl mem things.

d^^* along East Agate "He was always talking-you know
Street wi h that!" Bill said morosely.
wore a broad-brimmed h a Jim Maiden, sitting in his store or lean-
eyes spar d A S^ ^-r ing against his counter, had ranged the
was beyoi im Street, where M earth for information. He had read hun-
den lived. d of Aerate Street v ite Street was dreds of books and took a dozen hunting,
a stone < irry, beyond which was a trapping, fishing, and travel magazines.

d-errowth tim**-s er ridge. He was the best-posted man anywhere
W :riends of Jim around those parts. He even knew

Maiden went up into that cut-over and where certain English pheasants flocked.
ran ked and where certain gray squirrels ranged,
and cranny, and and none knew better than he did where
every footprint in the soft ground and to fish to find certain big, cunning, and
every scrape on rocks. They fou^"^ -^^^- -^^*- scrupulous trout swinging in eddies OP
nothing to explain the disappearance of quivering fins. Moreover, he was unsel
the man. fish; he told every one the best of his in-

Jim's wife was a fine, competent wo- formation.
mm took charge of "I tell you, something's wrong with

the store. H m that man!" Rob declared.
u

m Oh, sure!" Bill assented. " Some-^^"- -^^^

took his place behind the counter, where thing had to be wrong, for him to pass out
d like that!"^-" ̂̂ ^ ^ ^ "*

salescraft. Business went on as usual. The description of Jim Maiden said he
There was no break in it, and the m was 5 feet n inches tall, dark corn-
m through discov- plexion, brownish-gray eyes, dark hair

m slightly streaked with gray, and that he
them, knew very nearly what the trade weighed 230 pounds. Sitting and loung-
wanted, and that they bought to ad ing in his store for years, with rare inter-
tage. vals of exercise, he had grown fat and

An inventory of the store revealed a sluggish of physical manner, but he had
fine stock; the books balanced, except for given no sign of any mental aberration.

m The Two years had gone by, to a week.



AIL***

They remembered that , . , this stranger leaned over the counter and said something to Jim.-Page 20;
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Maiden, th ;h ing? I bought a box of 225 for an auto-
d/ * ;n matic pistol "

in the store, h ts "What! Are you that man?" Bill
;d rose, and Rob stood to back him.& i *

that Tom welcc d them and that M s. "If that's the night he disappeared,"
Maiden did not m nd tobacco s e nor the stranger replied, "I came through
an occasional cuss-word. M then, same as I am to-night. I was just
seldom r d late, often not com in from the Rockies, where I'd had a trap
to 1 store at all after supper. This line, but cut loose as soon as I could get
night she hanoened to b over the roads. I went down East, to

A stranger strolled in. He was tall and fish salt water, commercially, during the
si d summer. He disappeared that night
his h drawn d "Yes, sir. What did you know about

h it - talk about that night ? " Bill asked.
hi light d "Let's see. I was up on the corner.

hat was running to fishing, for this He came and joined me. I told him I
was the season again, when trout was camped over at the stone quarry, and
would be jumping on th he walked over with me. We sat down

dm in my tent; smoked a pipeful or two. He
d at Michael. Then Bill wanted to know about the roads, and I

at the calendar. This was told him I was touring up and down, and
W n h It was ond living trapping, fishing, and swapping

in M Jim some.
M d M ien. "He wanted to know how much it cost

perhaps noticing interchange of to travel in a jitney, and what a fellow
glances, perhaps feeling the current of could do to earn a living on the road. I

d told him all I knew. We talked, prob-
too. S h h ably, about an hour or two. Then he
bosom, and tu eyes said good-night. It was a nice warm
from tl son, no d the night. I remember that, for it'd been
sudden tion and divined the cause. cold all along till about that time-cold

"I can't see b I him and wet. I stepped out and looked at
rs. Maid the skies. We talked a minute or two,

agony of her spirit. "Two years-and nothing special. I never forgot, though
no word!" he said he was sick of living the way he

bevond Bill she was, never running around any, not to
his head Jim the fin speak of, and when he walked away he
man t ever lived. Who'd hurt him- turned down the path toward the main

vant to hurt him? Well! I'd road, instead of going back on the street,
like to lay ds on that man who was toward where he said he lived."
here that night. That's what I: d to The people who had known Jim Maiden
do." looked at one another. The stranger had

" What's the idea ? " the strang thrown his hat back. He had shown his
" I don't catch the drift " face squarely and honestly; his eyes were

Jim M h clear and gem-brilliant; his face was the
store, disappeared two years ago to-night, kind that any man can trust. For two
He just walked up the street there, and years the memory of the shaded face and

d s seen him T^ ce. There was a the silence had made a suspicion of this "^"

stranger in the store that night-fellow man, but when he told his story the sus-
him take about $ cash- picions vanished. They closed the store,

register. Jim ^ m and they all walked out to the stone
Agate Street b young Nelson. That's quarry. There was the automobile and

* * heard of him." the tent of the stranger.
"He disappear* t night?" the They walked down the cross-path to

stranger exclaimed W is that the night the main road. In two years they had
m added two hundred yards to the distance
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h had hie to track the m of a place. Still, h perhaps he
But had add methi (T5 might h e gone

else. d f
d as the vision grew clearer h*

ds the straneer had said. d what thev h d

d Jim M davs thcv studied"^r

m prc m stranger, h was d
.. ked Michigan, remained^^

Jim just couldn't stand II hree or four davs. H in
couldn't stay in h h h+ ^J

h the outdoors! him.

P it may be m Mrs. Maiden a w
"I bet £ M later, "I ink oerhaos v
alden !" Rob Michael said find vour father, d

m I" Bill Gays ex- h m
med dask

'hen wh win Mrs. Mai- He to d
d bed. and

W ly he "you k Pie started f d H it
m heis! H 'd be a d was somewhere west of the Rockies; he

it bin able to hel b und tood the d

he way he did!" was G Desert. H
d store. They d. however, b m

hem there. They h h Vallev. a desert, was in C
m me fornia. H h outa

h m The friends an m this bit of d He had

Jim Maiden sat down to the heb w

m Just to know that he was prob- ideas. When he stopped eautiful
ably alive was someth Wh he was tourists' Omah e sat

d mer, stenng to a m who
h hey called \\ about coming out of Sa;

back t life of Jim Maid Through b h oerial Vallev. Yu d
their m d New MI \*J *-f A.

stories Jim had told into the s River valley.
m W m Maiden had

discoverv of Maiden's mind an two thousand m d saw

d le life. They all knew >ckies rising before m, he saw the sage
h d alkali stretching: into the limitlessness^

ness in the store. d taine prairies. He h lis-
gether the other part of him m e

He had talked about moo: JLL d t was often"^mrf

da, ab krat-trapping down on th
the Atlantic Coast marshes, about bird N b dth^

shooting in the great m he truth; then, by chance, his
h ,m y his discourse he re- [-quickened ears cz "^^pw

he mind nsred with increas- ". deserts of Colorad^^^^^

ing desire for the far and the wild places. "Deserts?" h d m
d call him m are h

"Hed t d Well." the oroud tourist in a d
Maiden d thoughtfully. I d-~- -^^p- car from Oregon replied, "let's p- V-

many times he would start up son Sink, Great Salt L Mohav
h h BlueA F

hirstv. that h he waste d ^^T ^^f-V

d d of dreams. Of course, Colorad t don't have any particular
h d names, but are deserts, and Death Valley,
b .1 hat and western Arizona, and the C
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b m ht say it's mostly one them. Twice fugitives pulled down on
h mother, counting the him with their guns, and backed away to

beds, and the same in Arizona, escape what they thought was the detec-
Mexico, and the Bad Lands, up in tive service-and men threw up their

he Dakotas " hands to surrender to him, thinking he
*. d-and they're big ? " m n had them covered.

asked. A desert hobo came into his camp just
"Oh, yes! Take it out of S B, out of Amboy, in the Mohave, and when

d he told this man his story the grizzled old
mi 's fellow wiped a gyp-cut hand across a sun-
across, and if you go south, then you hit withered face.
southern Utah, and there are some deserts "My boy," he said, "I'm not your fa-
down there, one desert, if you count it ther-but I'm-I'm somebody's father.
that way. Probably there are fifty or a Probably my children feel about me the
hundred deserts, not counting the little way you do-and no man's a right to
ones, and separate valleys." make his flesh and blood think so-worry

m .bin-car and so-and they can thank you. I'm going
in fact at last home!"v-/

in his mind. Not one d isert, but Tom Maiden ransacked the deserts till
scores; and he 1 ng for his he had seen a thousand valleys. He

here, as he spread the knew that any day he might find his fa-
, he now realized m ther. But he might search for ten years

m d.b ; beautiful, and and not have that good fortune. He
i * s by vastmoun- might never find him, or discover trace

tain ranges. m in of him. He was glad to think that he
m out ? could do this much, though it was but a

he did not quit. In- flower laid on the memory of a man he
m itude of would always love. He knew now what

hi He now knew his had come through the books, through the
m"^ *^ essed on stories, through the maps to his father,

any pupil. H down into ranches fascinating him. The desert was a won-
m they had derful and a fascinating place. Not all

m e picture the sufferings it gave a stranger, from the
he d? H ^%^- M "^M r -^"^' ^fc stinging of cactus spines to the deadly
scriptions of his father at these places, thirst, but were welcome if one could but
and in d h of see the mirage, the sunrise, the sunset, the
w dch a pitilessly beautiful glare of midday sun

daily. things which once seen are never to be
When he swung south from to forgotten.

m tourists, and he told It was not always easy to send mail
hem he cam A 5 at night, about his home from those back places. The mood

quest. He skirted the edges of the great to write a letter, for one thing, grew less
agriculture regions of California, dipping frequent. Tom Maiden hated to send
into orange groves and grape vine- word that he had no news. He would
yards, but swinging out again down the stop to trade a little, or to work a little,

d on Sink, and into or to speculate a little. He had a trader's
the southern Colorado desert, where ^^"^ ey abilities, and thus he grew self-supporting,
have turned a p; n- and he had less need of the letters from

1 Valley. home, speaking financially. He some-
H h into western Wash g- times forgot to send an address ahead, or

h he trav- he sent an address but took another trail."**^

ersed Idaho and, before advancing win- He sometimes forgot where he had said
f in he would go.

deserts d d ry Before he realized it he was an auto-
of Texas. He heard of m rs, mobo, an automobile hobo, gathering up
and circled forth or back to h of abandoned tires for the rubber and car-
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rying other junk to town to sell, and going of responsibility-his conscience soothed
into the far places, with jack-knives and by the thought that tacking up the notices
trinkets to trade or sell. He picked up which asked his father to come home, or
furs and pelts; he found a pocket of beau- for information which would lead him to
tiful agates, and, recognizing their beauty, find his father, was enough.
he gathered up what he could and sold He went to the tall reeds around the
them to a jeweller, to be made into curio deep, bitter-salt pool of water, Fish
trinkets-a hundred dollars' worth. Spring, and tasted it. The stuff was un-

Always, though, he left handbills here drinkable. He returned to his can of much
and there, as he could. This he did, not less salt water to take a real drink. He
only at the ranches and desert towns, but sat on his running-board, listening to the
he would post them on rocks at the cor- things that emphasized the desert quiet.
ners in the desert, at the springs, and at He heard shufiling footsteps. Coming
the mountain passes. He followed the across the waste of rising slope from the
main highways till he had been over them west, where rose the water-marked moun-
all; then he turned from the famous trails tains, the Sierra Madre, he heard a human
to go out to blind-canyon trails, which stumbling. Then he heard a low voice.
ended at ranches or mountain-settlement Out of the glow of night a man emerged.
mines. He took his old machine over " Howdy," Tom greeted him.
faint wagon roads, having grown expert "Howdy!" the other answered. "Any
in dragging himself out of holes and water, stranger ?"
washes by using blocks-and-tackle. "Yes, sir! Lots of it!"

He excused himself for thus becoming When the visitor had swallowed a quart
a vagrant by saying that he was looking without pausing, he asked another ques-
for his father. In his heart he knew that tion.

this was merely an excuse for doing what "Any grub?"
he wanted to do. He cringed before the " Lots of it!" Tom replied, and brought
accusation of his conscience. He wrote, forth of his sustenance to feed the ragged,
two or three times, asking his mother if unkempt desert hobo.
he hadn't better come home and go to This service done, the hobo sat cross-
work in the store. But he never went to legged, leaning against a tree. He did
the addresses he gave her, for fear she not speak for a time, apparently digesting
would tell him to come. and absorbing his stomachful. Tom, too,

He ranged from Milk River to San well-fed, was in no mood to talk. He
Diego; he ranged from El Paso and watched the stranger narrowly, however,

rownsville to eastern Washington. A for he knew the temptation an automo-
thousand times he confronted the perils bile and outfit would be to a fugitive, or
of desolation and the extravagances of a lawless, desperate tramp.
arid lands. Thus he rolled one day out "Where going?" the visitor inquired,
of nowhere in particular toward every- "if it's any of my business."
where in general, and camped for the "Down the line-Yuma," Tom replied.
night at Fish Spring, in the Salton Sink. "Where from?"
East of him the vanishing sea heaved like "Reno and up north-those parts."
dull lead before a faint wind. Mesquite "Reno? There myse'f a while back.
grew luxuriantly where the water was Cross by Eureka, Austin-all around
sweet to its roots. The ancient water- there. Great country! Carson Sink
line of a forgotten ocean led level along hell in hot weather! Nice season, now."
the sides of the mountains to the west- "How long you been out?"
ward. A coyote howled mournfully in "Oh-quite a while-don't remember
the gathering darkness. five-six years. And you? How long

It was one of a thousand camps, and you been out?"
yet it thrilled the wanderer as none of all "Three years."
his other desert camps had done. He "Anything special? None of my busi-
loved this waste of arid land, this pleni- ness, understand."
tude of color and thirst, the carelessness "Oh, yes! Mother sent me looking for
and forgetfulness, the fact of utter lack her man-my father."
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"Sho-o-" the tramp exclaimed. "All right, Tom. Yes, we'd better.
For a long time the tramp said no word. I'll miss the deserts-but-but I've had

Then he grunted, drew himself up with my share. You think mother-you think
his chin on his knees, like a coyote, lying she'll really "
on his side, and soon he was asleep. In "Sure she will! Kept me out here,
the morning the tramp begged more water looking for you, dad ! Now we can go
and something to eat. He was a shaggy, back!"
lank, and faded man, his hair bleached by They packed up the camp outfit. They
sun, his whiskers bedraggled and long. sat on the front seat of the rattling old

Tom fed him and gave him a drink, light-delivery truck. They struck up
He looked, by the brightening light of north to the corner of the National Old
approaching sunrise, at the old hobo. Trails and turned to the right. They
The searcher suddenly caught his breath, rocked and rolled across the Mohave,

"Pardner," he asked, "'tain't none of through the northern part of Arizona, and
my business, probably, but what's your all the way they argued.
name?" "Better write and tell maw?" Tom

The man drew up and back resentfully, would ask.
He glared at the younger man. Yet with "All right-to-morrow," the father
that quick, straight look Tom saw eyes would say. .
that he knew, a face that he remembered They wrote nothing. They kept driv-
above the straggling whiskers and mus- ing farther and farther each day. They
tache. climbed up over Raton pass, coasted off

"Hello, dad!" he greeted him. "How into the prairies of the headwaters of the
are you?" Arkansas, and as the season waned they

"Tom!" the man exclaimed. "You hit into the bottoms of the Missouri.

here what doing?" The roads were beautiful, dry, hard,
"Looking for you, that's all." and smooth, so that the old bus could do
The old man came over and sat down its best. The last few days they were

on the running-board. He was twisting gain-speeding, and when a tire blew they
his hands. He essayed to speak two or put on a new one, and kept going. They
three times, but it was much time before rolled into Mosstown at the end of a four-
he could say the question that was trem- hundred mile drive.
bling on his lips: They had shaved, they had bathed,

" How are the folks ?" they had stopped here and there along,
"Fine!" " to put on clothes that they bought. Yet
"When-when'd you hear, Tom?" in spite of the best they could do, they
" Why, just the other-um-m Tom were weather-beaten, sun-dried, lank des-

turned to look away, and at last said in a ert hoboes, who now shivered in the clam-
low voice, "Why, a year ago this winter, my chill of eastern autumnal weather.
dad! Just a little while ago!" They found the store closed; they went

"A year ago?" the man asked. "I up to the house and there stopped at the
s'pose they-they got all through with curb, whisperless, even. The windows
me now. 

9 
were bright with light within. A phono-

"Mother's waited every day-twenty- graph was playing. A tall young woman
four hours a day, dad. She's waited ever was sitting reading; a handsome son was
since. We just heard from that man you holding up a map, looking at it. A wo-
talked to-that tourist out to the man, the mother, was rocking back and
quarry." " forth in her chair, her hands clasped in

"I just blew up, Tom! I just knew her lap, as she stared at nothing in par-
I just knew I'd never get to go, if I ticular.

didn't just run away. So I did it. I " Go on, dad," Tom urged.
be'n hiding out, but seem' those reward "You go first." Jim Maiden hung
notices everywhere!" back.

"I'm Well, dad, I ain't sorry. It "We'll go in together," Tom said, and
give me a chance, too-to sort of run they held each other by the arm, walked

- around. Better start back, hadn't we?" up the step, and hesitated. They did not
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know whether to ring the bell or walk d
n m e and family.

The mother, however, heard footsteps. W d vou do it?" M M
She came to look out onto te front porch, sobbed on her husband's sh
As the sitting-room light streamed out replied:
upon the two vagabonds, she gave a cry: "I couldn't stand it - I just blew up

"Oh, you've m ! At last ! At last ! " if I didn't I knew I'd never see
They didn't deserve that wel m deserts, or anything. Then d

knew it. d b I didn't suppose
they wer not for any rights, but for -you see
what in the charity and love of the home d what of me?" M M
folks they might receive. Slowly, in the d « Oh, Jim couldn't you
past thousand miles, they h been m m mv
ing to eir senses. They had grown life-always-always d

more doubtful of their welcome. e deserts, too!"
broke d n d Then she broke do

The Westward Tide of Peoples
(A REPLY TO MR. FREDERIC C. HOWE)

BY LIEUTENANT-COMMANDER K. C. McINTOSH

U. S. Navy

R. HOWE'S careful d. They are only slightly changed
article in SCRIBNER'S to fit the particular case. They are the
for September, 1922, ts of the politician, not the
is the most complete m f

and painstaking state- ducer. To entertain these
ment of the case conclusions, one m take account of
against restricted surface conditions only, without effort to
immigration which translate t m d

has as yet appeared. Not only are the The past is ignored cl
circumstances meticulously observed and counted. M
set forth, but Mr. Howe's conclusions d oth
are marshalled in orderly sequence and m
presented logically; so logically, in fact, m m multiplied.
that the careful reader pauses to wonder This is the state of m m
why the same studious process was not ifeste mment m *-*

applied to the conclusions themselves. the future
As one reads these conclusions and care- of our Am American

fully analyzes them, one discovers the m We are traditionally in-
same old puppets dangling from the same d as we meet
time-worn strings. There is nothing un- m"*^^

derlying Mr. Howe's points but the age- sion until our generation has passed on. -^^^^r-

old wail of the short-sighted manufacturer We m st not allow our institutions to
or operator who is unable or unwilling to degenerate our period of responsi-
keep step with the times. His six points bility. W not force our sons to
are the arguments once advanced against accept a m heritage than we re-
every working reform in the history of the d
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Summed up s arguments h dream h e
against restriction are these: heart of the American people-dreams m p

i. h rapid increase of mbodied right in the Constitution of th
population. United States. Remember the phrase,

"a more perfect Union." It is techi TT_ ' )J T.i_ " A_l2. S

G cally incorrect English, but it is a hoping,
3 m d insistent plan for constant growth, con-
4. It will abolish unskilled and b ment of all American citizens

labor. It is a confession of faith in a living,
5 will so improve the lower limit of dynamic United S

education, self-respect, and technical skill m igration has
in America that "wops" will be non- pos d." Why the word
existent. "end" was d is not apparent.

6. It may (though how this conclusion This restrictive law means simply and
is reached is not clearly evident) cause solely what it says. m m
increased emigration of our farmers and gration is positively mited
food-producers. n end VI-

Conclusions i d e two ment of fact. n 1920 i
sides of the s, \ not were ooi persons dmitted to the
*~*r po m 'P United States. Mr. Howe's own figures
hition. d 5 are id show the d
tical, though stated differently. They 288,000, or a net gain of 142,001. This
are the voice of the "stand-patter/1 the net gain is greater than the total admis-
man who regrets the "good old days when sions of any year prior to 1845, greater
labor knew its place." As for conclusion than the totals of 1862, 1877, and V

m ooo m e total*^-* » ^^ " "

sion arising in the American breast if it ad !. Mr. Howe himself
proved to be litera h notes that artures are falling off.
not, as we shall see. h b

Mr. H ,re's LX Ar- d

tides, one hing h be tioned. "m_ve> ation over a period of several years
The present writer is neither a Socialist d
nor a dreamer. He is a business man in partures will steadily decrease until

l> t to little more P
d He is one of the men visits to relatives in the old country. A

h careful survey of 1920 shows that in th
ter-billion of dollars of taxpayers' money d- ^^^ * -^-r *
annuallv aDDroDriated bv Congress.^" ̂ FS ^W ^m^^^^ due to just that cause. People wanted
fact that Congress is annually and com- see how their friends and relatives had -^^H-

pletely satisfied with the audit and the devastation of th They
purpose of these expenditures is proof flocked "home on a visit" in unusual
that our business methods are d. numbers. h
Our entire career is a m b b

economics, and in every phase of it we disregard^^m

are in contact with labor either the long- unsound
m, enlisted, contract b or the accept it as true. What are the di

short-term, civilian, navy-yard labor of vantages to America which will follow this
^P/ * k t*V^^ \+ * \f - ̂  -^f Vbr w ** " " ̂ pr ^^ ~H A* **^ -^r » ̂ P' - - - j^r Jh ^p^ w ̂*F '» «» w ̂  v ̂̂  f ^h^ ^f *»^ ^f^f^^ 'fc. *- -*f * ̂  v c b d cl
other progressive manufacturer. The In the old days the special attraction of

b b isiness ihe United States to the immigrant was
man and any other is that because he is a its personal opportunity. A man with a
naval officer he is perhaps a bit more trade and a man with a desire to work
hough bout the American ideals and had no troub ^^H hB

American institutions h he is sup- and prospering after location. We par-
posed to protect. If any of the argu- ticularly held out our hands to farmers,
m d our first im were ers
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skilled in wringing a livelihood out of tiny professional population. It is another
patches of overworked soil. There was restatement of points 3, 4, and 5.
plenty of room in America and the soil Second: "We have definitely deter-
was vrgn. We needed those farmers as mined that America is to have an Anglo-
badiy as they needed our land. Saxon-Germanic race." We have done

Mr. Howe laments the fact that our no such thing. We have definitely decid-
arable land now costs money. This may ed that America shall have an American
not be an unmixed curse. A farmer from race. We are now endeavoring to ex-
Europe with savings or credit enough to elude the immigrants who will not or can-
buy would be a rather desirable immi- not become Americans without longer
grant; but aside from that minor point, training than wide-open doors permit us
are we now getting the farmer type of to give them, - the kind of foreigner who
immigrant ? Can any one who has read flees from the old country rather than
the yearly almost tearful appeal of the migrates; the kind who crowds our slums
Western farmer for help doubt that our and damns the government because gold
farms are undermanned ? Is it asking is not to be had for the asking, as he had
too much of the immigrant we say we hoped; the kind that throws bombs and
need for cheap, unskilled labor in indus- derails trains and attempts to seize the
try to hope that he will be satisfied to government of cities such as Seattle. We
work on a farm at four, six, perhaps ten, are shutting out the sort of workman
dollars a day until he can save enough to against whom Mr. Gompers and Mr.
set himself up in business? The dismal Lewis have warned organized labor time
fact remains that it has been a long time and time again, the "borer from within,"
since any great number of foreign farmers sent to America with a rotten purpose.
have applied for admission, and the num- But are we an "Anglo-Saxon-Germanic
ber is not naturally increasing. The war race"? It has been a byword that we
temporarily more than doubled the per- are, and some of us used to make speeches
centageof farmers among our immigrants about it. The idea has been too much
by making farming an impossible profes- stressed by those in favor of restricted
sion in many European districts; yet in immigration, and it has weakened their
1920 farmers composed only 2T%- per cent case, for it contains no American appeal.
of the total immigration. The farmer It is to be presumed that Mr. Howe in-
has taken himself out of the immigration eludes Norwegians and Swedes as "Ger-
problem, and the average immigrant of manic," although the racial stock is quite
these days will prefer unemployment in a different. But census figures are easy to
city to employment on a farm. There obtain and a World Almanac costs but
has never been a period of unemployment fifty cents. Mr. Howe's attention is in-
in the fall of the year in the history of this ^vited to our element of Irish, Italian, and
country when room for at least half of the Hebrew peoples in the existing popula-
unemployed could not have been found tion, without considering the French and
on the farms, if they would come and oc- French-Canadians, the Mexican-Spanish,
cupy it. This farm employment would the Poles, Croats, Bohemians, Slavs, Ru-
have been to a great extent temporary, manians, and Syrians. During the war
but so was the unemployment period tern- regiment after regiment sailed for France
porary. Moreover, our present popula- without 5 per cent of Anglo-Saxon-Ger-
tion is 40 per cent farmer. Even with the man names on the muster-roll. ,1 know,
annual shortage of farm labor, which im- for some of them took passage in the
migration has not relieved and will not transport to which I was attached. They
relieve, this 40 per cent are furnishing us were all Americans.
with food and exporting a comfortable Our selection goes deeper than what is
balance. The growth of our farmer pop- usually called "race." The American
ulation for some years has had to depend race which we seek to perpetuate is not
upon the birth-rate. There is no reason named after any particular country, but
why it should not continue to do so. has furnished the pushing brains and the
This first point then resolves itself into a progress of every white man's country
matter of increase in the industrial and since history began-the Nordic, long-
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skulled, enterprising race. Nowhere out- income is increased by the earnings of the
side of Nordic culture has respect for children, both on the farm and in factory
law ever been found in a white man's districts where the laws do not prohibit
country. Nowhere outside of Nordic in- child labor. Moreover, when the chil-
stitutions has the idea of continuous bet- dren are grown, their income will depend
terment for every citizen been entertained, on the general labor market, not on the
War's death-toll falls heaviest upon the number of their brothers and sisters."
Nordics, for they are the first to go, the ("Principles of Economics," pp. 416-417.)
volunteers who see their duty almost be- Any naval officer who has had to an-
fore the other and more individualist swer indignant letters from parents of en-
races realize that war is impending. We listed men can contribute still another
alone survived the war with a preponder- motive to Doctor Fetter's second para-
ating Nordic population and we mean to graph above-the fact that grown chil- 

_^_ ^^_ ^^_ ^K ^K

keep it preponderant. We exclude whole- dren can, if properly induced or threat-
sale immigration not for the purpose of ened, support their parents altogether,
keeping out Spaniards or Italians or Jugo- relieving them of the disagreeable neces-
Slavs. We are setting up the barriers sity of saving for old age and enabling
against an invasion of round-skulled indi- them to stop work altogether.
vidualists who are inclined to consider any Mr. Howe himself admits that this
stability of government as an oppression propagating tendency of cheap labor will
and to disregard totally their duties as partly, at least, nullify his fear of an
citizens. I am reliably informed that, Anglo-Saxon-Germanic race.
while they entered this country as citizens Third: "In a few years' time we will be
of different European countries, the huge faced by a shortage of servants." We are
majority of our new arrivals in 1920,1921, now. We were in 1907, when nearly
and 1922 are Jews. To call a man Eng- 1,300,000 aliens entered our gates. We
lish or Czech means very little, racially will continue to be faced by such a short-
speaking. It is merely a convenient na- age until we apply the obvious remedy
tional handle to his name. and make the conditions under which our

Mr. Howe speaks of the superior birth- wives are forced to work decent enough
rate of the people of southern Europe with to appeal to a self-respecting woman. I
a low standard of living. Exactly. Why live in a " modern " apartment-house, and
continue to admit lower standards of liv- the only modern things in the kitchen are
ing until we have raised a little those running water and gas in the range
already with us? The phenomenon he Neither my cook, when I have one, nor
mentions is not confined to southern Eu- my wife, when I haven't, is forced to carry
rope, but is confined to the class of people water from the well or chop wood from
now seeking admission. Large families the wood-pile. She has literally no other
are found only at the bottom of the lad- advantage over her own great-great-
der, as a rule. The reason is not far to grandmother in the matter of cooking and
seek, and is admirably set forth by Doctor washing up. It is less than three years
Fetter, as follows: since some manufacturer made the amaz-

" Volitional control (of the birth-rate) ing discovery that it hurts to stoop over
is effective in very different degrees in dif- a sink, and began to advertise as a nov-
ferent families and industrial classes, elty a sink at which a woman may stand
The possession of property is both a sign upright. No man with the ambition of a
of forethought and an incentive to it. mouse would consider a job which calls
Concern for the welfare of the children is for the useless overexpenditure of energy
one of the most powerful motives. . . , which our average kitchen demands from
Among the classes with property, the pro- our women. We try to keep abreast of
vision for the children depends not only the times in the navy. We peel our pota-
on the amount of wealth, but upon the toes with a very adequate and silent ma-
number among whom it is to be divided, chine which not only does a good job but

"Among the poorer classes very differ- eliminates waste in peeling as well. A
ent motives operate. After the first few small edition of such a machine for home
years of the children's lives the parents' use would be simple, but practically no
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mod ki one. Fireless that all the bitter things said about the
b industrial revolution must be true-that^f

place in the apartment-dweller's kitchen any improvement in method is accom-
to put one. As for the real bete noir of panied by the slavery of some of us. If* - - _

house servant - dish-washing-the this is true, then God help the world!
devised dish I do not pretend to deny that a sudden

d It shortage of unskilled labor would be very
mbrvo of a dish-washing m te, embarrassing right now in many lines of

and it is noisy enough to d >wn industry. I do state, and have no fear of
block of phonographs. The attention of being challenged, that every industrial im-

instance, provement that the world has ever seen has
Every d world is been forced upon an unwilling world by

f ffi sap dish- just such embarrassment. Any American
industry to-day which can be classified as

mi has very little to do with one in which "mere physical power is
m needed" has no proper place in our

the conditions of service have American scheme of things. Power can
caused shortage and will continue to do be obtained much more economically and

f s of betterment are hope- efficiently by machinery than it can by
ful. Alread t many of our larger cities men; and machinery breeds no children of

are advertising "servant- its own, "accustomed to a low standard
h d :tric labor- of living" in tuberculous surroundings.

savu ipparatus is still de, it has As for intelligent application of non-hu-
starl on its way. Wh man power "in the fields," it is suggested
horn ;o make a that Mr. Howe visit the Naval Academy
girl's k rhen they Dairy Farm. This farm makes a profit
allow her a decent i m h to live, on a larger-than-average acreage, and
with adequate toil we shall when I last saw it, nine years ago, every

very little sti d employee was a college graduate and
m d yy^ii P* iv implies a lack proud of his job.

of taste and sensibil No really intel- In the mines and the mills no one will
ligent girl can be < :e deny that the field for improvement in

estic service wh is any alter- methods and working conditions is vast
f we offer her and as yet barely entered. Under the

better to work h d to live wide-open immigration of 1907, we could
in than we furnish at present. cover our inefficiency by hiring starving,

The fourth point is brief, and dazed peasants to whom any work was
sive m be quoted in its entirety: welcome every time more labor was need-

"There will be a m labor ed, and "tying the can to them" when
field when try revives. wi hard times came along. These be-
especially noticeable in wildered and unassimilated foreigners,
trades. There will be a shortage of men thrown out of employment without know-

d steel m mi es, ing why, drifted to the great cities, and
in d se industries where their children inherited their righteous
mere pow is needed." (The anger against the disappointing land of

m I promise. Their children are our gunmen
his is a plain, flat stateme our and rum-runners.
lization and our oroerress d d^H pon As long as we lazily cling to methods of

m eatth m brute strength, we shall never solve our
brutish muscle, satisfied with a brute's problems. As long as we permit the free
fare and housing. This Daraeranh zives importation of sheer brute strength with-

lie to all our hopes of an out brains, we will continue to be lazy.
equality of opportunity. It says that in Moreover, our growing labor disorganiza-
order to live we d tion will not be bettered as long as we
a comfortable m upon whose bring in "wops" to take the place of

m plant our feet. m Americans who object to being exploited
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uselessly. Yes, "uselessly" is the word I producer this year and to strike for the
mean. We saw during the war what im- walking delegate next year. Faced with

ments we can make in m ithods and a shortage of "wop labor, management
hen we have to make them. I will make work economical and attrac-

hs of m tive. Faced with attractive working con-
(1 ditions, with the humiliating, senseless
im realization that we consid lost motion eliminated by science, labor

brainless, and we do so consider will abandon its truculence. This is no
him and a manual wild imagining of a socialistic dreamer.

d ds nothing but The record is open, for all to read, of the
"mere physical power" to succ The Philadelphia Traction Company, of Wil-
fact that we now need his kind is one of son & Company, of the Celluloid Com-

mic hindQ ces and re- pany, of Black & Decker, of any of the
proaches. H the m Ltter is at scores of great American houses that have,

m bution than of figuratively, realized the importance of
mm h m a real " letting the help sit down with the f am-
hortage develops we shall have had time ily." Not only are these companies the

to set our house in ord leaders in their fields, but it takes almost
part of the more alert and progressive unprecedented trouble to cause even the

d rs. producer who is unwill- thought of striking among their men. If
o get ahead without an these gentlemen can afford to dispense

mericai ducated, brute tvoe of with "wops" and employ only trained
man m forced , if men, treated squarely, so can the rest of

our doctrine of "equal opportunity" is us. So must the rest of us.
but sillv eush Fifth: "A decrease in the production of

m f ice wealth will follow restriction, because in
he part of producers is the present ten years no one will be willing to work

temper of labor. m that if with his hands." Let us put this state-
shut out the low-priced ment plainly. Say, rather, "A decrease
American unionized laborers, we permit in the production of wealth will follow
them to get a strangle-hold upon us. when every one works with his brains."
The logical continuation of their plea ends Worded this way, is the statement still
in the thinz thev fear. We should con- credible? A man has a right to refuse to

wi dig ditches with a pick when he knows
that on the next street a skilled and well-f dd to the ranks of disg

union labor m ta- paid mechanic is digging the same kind of
b Wesh be ditch with a steam-shovel or a tractor-

he bel</ t-j and-plough. He has a very solidly
class the producers fear. founded feeling that an employer who will

Just now there seems to be no real b waste man-power by putting him on such
of reement be Management a job will also beat him down as low as

Men (let us foreret those rancid possible on his wages. When we learn to "v* -^^f

"Capital" and "Labor") except that do without "mere physical force" in pro-
dislike each Each has good duction, wealth will not diminish. Its
to dis ther. Both production will rise tremendously. It
mom adm h of will have to, and no one will see that so

that statement. A pendul m clearly as the educated mechanic. There
swing. For a long managem-^^«- must be more production, in order to fur-
kept the screws on men. Now m nish jobs to the newly educated ex-wop.
gouging the managem All that is If any one doubts that food production

her, can eventually be made independent of
a realization that the century-old fight the brainless hand-worker, let him con-

b d hurts b template the successful farm of to-day in
The only possible way to get together is comparison with the best farm of our
to stop evading the issue; to stop the im- grandfathers. Reaping and binding, -^"- ^^" ^B

portation of cheap muscle to work threshing, stacking hay, ploughing, har-
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milking and feed b hev hW »

m this country for several years. /ever,^»^-^

killed hum There never in large degree, m igration has been a-^^"-
will be anv ob cause of this exodus of Americans. There

m al labor which requires skill and are many townsmen still living in ^^^m

education. A jeweller works with his _^__k " V who can r
m or an when practically mh< se in that

optician. There is no reason why all d contained ^

other trades cannot be developed just as New England stock. To-day one can
far, cannot become professions just as ride mile after mile without hearing a
proud. , wo her than Polish.

H mmig m
tion of wealth will the kind of people now ilies but in c nities. The Americans

king m n contribute ? What moved hem What
sort of people are they? I shall let the has in erican farmers of a

doffi m great part of northern New J ? Thev^^^^^^ w
t. Note where the increases and de- have \ d before the influx of Italian

creases occur. market-g rVhole counties of"^^^p-

the grain belt are now peopled by Bohe-
Number Percentage of mians, Czechs, and The mtotal

Occupation of immigrants cans have gone. I do not decry the new
IQI occupants of the soil. m1920 1920
I9U better use of it tha did

Professional 
Skilled 
Farm laborers 
Farmers 
Laborers 
Servants 
Other occupations.. 

12,442 2.9 1.2 they could not have crowded out:
69,967 16.3 h e-
15,257 3-5 24-3
12,192 2.8 1.1 mmigration the Am

19.o 18.4 have been ded
37,197 8.7 ii.7 :. M28,081 6.4 2-7 envisages an

No occupation at all 173,133 40.3 26.2 American 5 and skilled"+*-*
wor

Total n to the old countries to help them430,001 99.9 100. i
tot feet again. d-"-»-

slightly quaint, when one the
Sixth:" It may cause emigration of our ding in Europe; but un-

food-producers." Considerable stress is der wid i it would be* '^-'

laid upon the steady emigration of Ameri- mpossible. We have not enough
cans to Canada, where they are taking up skilled w here to be g t
unoccupied farm lands. Mr. Howe him- progress we d d. The 1 itable
self comments on the lack of free land in eventsft he summer just past clearly
the United States. I believe that he show that even our best labor is not yet
hopes to compensate for this annual exo- wise enough. We can never hope to ac-
dus by immigration, though this part of quire a ncv of either, let alone an^^-^ *" *

his article is not definite. Now, of course, excess, as long as we continue to put cheap +r

lack of free land has something to do with men in places as soon as they have
this movement; but it is difficult to see b wise and skilled enough to th
how immigration can cure it; for we are for themselves, d so doing drive
not getting many more farmer-immi- them in .1
grants, and those who do trickle through leaders.
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ILLUSTRATIONS BY D. C. HUTCHISON

SSES HOWLETT roses in the carpet and his hand hed* _
stood in the arch be- b ees. Once he had lean

tween the back parlor b d ornament b
and dining-room and t^ c! He cast a wi

m mo-

d ment, and th d hi" *r
mid-af rs. Howlett droned on

dinner. His was an h /as droning about t_,
hosDitab m. b B sleeve of his b h d to know what on

wisted Mr. do about th

f d nallid baby.
d m Mrs. Howlett was one of >m

tache, was weak; his mild d f
expressionless, except \\ m- k s, but ' d to^-^

mmon to m what ne im h around. personality could
d a sad exr hen h re- h be ignored nor endured

m ded himself that it was, after all, a suffering. h< fair pi ess
sad occasion. d of her white hair, h ib posure,

his establishment and and h light eyes behind their round
of the vigorous country abundance and glasses, n d charge her with
country cooking, that even the funeral of qualities not ble. Her annear;
a daughter could not destroy the pleasure was her refuge and strength; behind it
he foui d in going around, rubbing his she lived her life. Nothing ab
palms together, and inquiring ab cept, h d IIDS, sueeested~*^T ^-r*
welfare of his manv countv acauaiv thought; forty years of the toil of a farm-

d d yard wif d left hard mark
y urging diffi elder i m d b

far-come cousins and aunts not to hang stantial in the flesh f h r
back but to fi had m mM

aged to clear the back parlor and was A d decided*-* *-f

sweeping relatives and close friends in the his m
front room, toward the feast, which over- hi
fl cl the dinine-room and found Cle d with his wife's bod-^^«- ^

on the side-porch and under the apple- heard a m mes that Mrs. H
tree in the back yard. of the d

d hief m er H "bserved it she was

of her place in her own kitchen, sat in the d of her d
front parlor where she could be found by C
the relatives and friends, her face fixed in ad just been to lay Francine to rest. She

m* was not a reader, he knew; but for that
tion. Neighbors of the proper rank matter, readers were rare among the farm-
in possession of the kitchen, pantry, ers sa
dining- m For the day she was Poor, made him think she was almost illiterate.
d ut she seemed j A

Humped on a haircloth ch h Ash felt that she
h him wh looked at

H cl him

223
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Anthony was twenty-eight, looking something about his mother-in-law did
anything but a widower, anything but a not hold, transfix him.
father. He had a high, thin forehead, Well, let her talk. To-morrow he
close, light-brown hair, with a suggestion would be gone, back to Cleveland to do
of a wave that had been fought down with something about the house there and
a brush. His hands were long, white, and something about his job. That was all

he could achieve in constructive

thought. He would stay in the
house here to-night; that would
be decent. Somebody, Helena
Crane perhaps, would look af-
ter the baby; and to-morrow he
would go. He decided he
would not even think about

picking up the threads of his life
until he was back in Cleveland.

. To sit and endure time was

better than to try to organize
his thoughts.

He let his eyes wander again,
this time to where his father-in-

law was watching over the
guests. Mrs. Howlett, he real-

" " ized, was at it again. She was
asking him for the hundredth
time what he expected to do
with the baby, ;

" Have you decided yet about
the baby, Anthony?"

" No; I have to think it over."
Mother Howlett went on

rocking.
"You won't keep the house,

will you ? They say it's a good
time to sell in the cities,"

" I haven't thought about
that yet. Just now I keepIt was, after all, a sad occasion.-Page 223.
thinking of Francine. I want
to think about Francine."

thin, and he had the nose and mouth that "You'd have a hard time finding a good
should go with a sensitive nature but sel- housekeeper; one that'd take good care
dom do. His clothes had the informality o' the baby. If you rented the house to
of an undergraduate. He had felt during some nice, genteel family you could keep
the day that the country people thought a room there. That is, if you stay in
he was not dressed right for a funeral, Cleveland. Do you expect to stay in
especially his wife's. He had not thought Cleveland?
of dressing for the ceremonies. Straightening and throwing his hands

He wondered suddenly why he was apart in a gesture half appealing, An-
sitting there, why he was not gone, now thony rose. Anything was better than
that the funeral was over; or at least, why this.
he was not up-stairs with the baby. He "I think I'll walk around a little and
wanted to see if he could really look at the look at the place. I want to smoke.
baby and think consecutively of what he You excuse me, Mother Howlett."
might do with her. Finding that he could He walked out into the hall, glanced up
not move after slumping into the parlor the stairs, hesitated a moment, and then
chair was a surprise; he wondered if chose the outdoors. He went down the
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red-brick walk to the d way. to hold him or not. Especially since the
Mrs. Hewlett kept on roc last time I had with him-over that

Neighbors came and wen eof the cashier in the store, thgit young girl. It
d seemed too bad for her, and too hard for

passed quickly out toward the yard. The me to try any longer."
pie were b to start home. She turned awav toward the kitchen.

Many of them had con
the funeral, and those d
were not too dependable were eager to
be off. Engines began to sputter in

d. Looking through the
d Mrs. Howlett remem ed

: had b ^*r**~*
her husband's old mother was buried.

In the kitchen dishes were rattling.
Somebody was sweeping the dining-
ooi n. In a little while the house was
ilm <m

H f
her mind lo cro un-stairs and- "" *fr
h b silk dress when H

d in f& A of her, a nursing-
bottle in her hand.

"I can't get her to take anything,
moth and she won't stop crying,"

ena said. s. Howlett looked up
d she was Mrs. Cum-

mins C e village, a tall, bony,
faded >m in who d once been
blonde. She looked

d
m d and Her appearance was her refuge and strength ; behind/

her stringy hair in wisps about 
it she lived her life.-Page 223.

dr

her unfa C " Give me that bottle, Helena/'
never had snapped her mother, with the sudden

" Put some sugar in it," said her mother sharpness she was capable of bringing into
in an even tone, "Or take a little rag, use. "I'll get the baby quiet and dress

m -» >me her clean and maybe she'll go to sleep.
sugar on that. It isn't what they'd call Then we'll take Cummins and let him
scientific but never mind. Give me the look at her. He hasn't seen her in a way
bottle. mu A I see to appreciate her and she's a real pretty
what I can do. Have you d lo baby, too. You talk to Cummins some
Cummins ? What'd he say ? " more.

"He's not overly anxious but I think "Where's Anthony?'' asked Helena.
he'll do it all right. H to sinking into her mother's chair and fan-
babies, and Francine's h; done nothing ning herself with her apron.
but cry since she came." "Oh, that Anthonv 1 He's so unsatis- ' +

II factory. I can't get a word out of him
h one way or the other. He's gone off for a ^^ "

"A child would help hold him. It al- walk somewhere. But I'll venture to say
ways does." She did not look up at her he'll come around. The thing I'm worry-
daughter this time. d ing about is Cummins. I 'd like to hear him
lesslv. the filled bottle d say he's willing to try it with you again.

"Maybe it would," she said. "But The baby would make such a difference.
s m w whether I want If you two had only had some children.

VOL. LXXIIL-15
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"Well, mother, I've told you time and house in Br te
again it wasn't my fault. I was will- had There was to stop

" 
- him m razing the Lafayette house, and

"I know," replied her mother absently, mmi never gave a
with that manner of not having heard, thought.
"Well, you see Cummins. I'll go and house had stiff
'tend to the baby." at the parlor wind " birch

As she passed through the dining-room mahogany furniture d Above
Cummins came in from the side-porch. d mi re

"I'm goin' up to feed our ittie bitsie that was the rage then, and
baby, Cummins, and after while oo tan nants, where Cummins was
see her," she piped at him, waving the take his ease and m h hi
nursing-bottle. It was curious that Cum- es. He had hardlv entered
mins Crane was the only one of her con- now in fourteen years; m
nection that Mrs. Howlett courted. hi h been tacitly forbidden

Cummins only grunted and went on Lena's greetings after
into the parlor. nd calls, Helena had

In 1900 Cummins Crane had been the never supposed that men did *

fastest young man in Fayette County. 1 wn houses things in which
Coming home late from the Spanish War, ( mm to revel.
in which he had seen, unwillingly, some In fourteen years mmi is, the
action, he had tried earnestly to have the s >wn d
good time which he felt he had earned, vogue then H ett had
He had lost his father just as the old cen- torn the fabric of life to shred B, at
tury slipped away and became the nomi- least, was ready to toss the ra de.
nal head of the Cummins and Crane It was then, after fourteen years,
dry-goods store in Brownsville, the Cum- the of Francine, elena's bab
mins member having gone on before. But sister, the wife of iy Ash, ha
the new village magnate could have been stirred M ett to action. A
found at almost any hour of this period ( f she saw, was what mm
at the end of the Monongahela House i ded ena re-
bar nearer the private entrance, stirring tention of precious prestige that
whiskey and ginger ale and ruling a court came with C
of small-town loafers. s a ena in

He kept the daintiest buggy horse and parlor d m
lightest runabout in the county; took the aware of her ugliness. H d
prettiest girls driving in the summer eve- he had done for five years.
nings; hunted with the most expensive "I was " he said, in a
shotguns and beagles; wore the broadest voice. me to start in
padded shoulders and the longest fawn >wn
raglan in the town. He was a heavy, "Don't you link we ought
florid youth and became a heavier man, while longer, ( mmins. on m s ac-
the unnatural redness of his face taking a count? It's hardly decent to go yet;
purplish tinge and his knowing, flashing she wants to see if we can't d
black eyes misting considerably by the about the baby. Anthony will be going
time he was thirty-five. He had taken his away and
place in the store, but retained his habits can't be arranged."
of the country town roue, slowed some- ded weaklv, conscious of h
what by nature's insistence on her toll. rep d was not even

Crane had married Helena Howlett listening.
after a series of adventures with county "W Cummins threw
girls, taking her off the biggest and best back, half-way to the door. "You 'tend
farm in the region. He took her to live to everything. W d
in a brick veneer house that he had built all right with me. ] h h^^

in preparation for his marriage, a con- to see about s at the store. I'll come
tractor-built affair on the site of the andeetvou >rrow. I'll call you up."
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He was in the hall. Helena, desperate, ful turning of a chair or the line of a
called to him. house's eaves. Frantine had been deli-

" You know I told you mother wants us cate, tender, sensitive, utterly fastidious
to take the baby, Cummins/ in mind and person, utterly honorable

"That's all right with me. Whatever and true. In nothing was she in any
you say. I don't care. wise kin to the hard prominences of

The door slammed. He was gone. Helena. They were sisters; but it was
Helena sat and fanned herself with her almost unbelievable.

apron. She heard Cummins swearing at Yet he knew Helena was not wholly or
something about the car. Presently he even in large measure unkind. That look
started it and was off with a great deal of of surprise she wore as a habit was re-
noise. Cummins liked the noise of his lated to helplessness and inability to corn-
car. prehend, he had always thought.

Sounds from up-stairs told of Mrs. The baby occurred to him in connec-
Howlett's preparations to show the baby tion with Helena. The important things
to Cummins. Helena wondered how for a child in infancy were the physical
angry she would be when she learned he needs. Helena and her mother could and
had gone to town. Presently she wan- probably would supply those needs boun-
dered outside and sat down on the edge of tifully, if only out of personal pride,
the little front porch, staring across at Later he could claim the girl-he had not
the hillside on which the ironweed was thought of her as his daughter. Things
beginning to appear in purple patches, did not look so bad from up here. He sat
Only yesterday, it seemed to her, she had on a field stone and found that he really
taken little Francine across there to could rest at last. He stayed there until
gather Queen Anne's lace; and now the sun dropped below Krepps' Knob,
Francine was gone and in her place across the river, signalling him to start
another little girl to lead and guard, back.
Helena sat on in the heat. Footing it along the dusty road, buff in

A mile away Ash was standing on the the declining sun, Ash looked like a stu-
summit of Clark's Hill. He was resting dent hurrying to a class. He had his coat
in the only way he had found to rest in over his arm, his hat off; and as he passed
the Howlett neighborhood. Far below a /cottage where the decrepit inmate
was the river, making a deep bend cut knew him for the mourning husband, the
across with the white foam of the dam. crone pointed and gesticulated to her
Across the valley Washington County lay, companion at the door-step. Ash did not
sleepy, remote in the final full sunlight of see them. He was magnifying to himself
the passing day, with green folds of rolling the advantages the baby would have in a
pastureland, white farmhouses, and lines good country home, the advantage to
of trees that marked rambling roads, all himself of having such a home assured for
quiet, all peaceful. Ash never came to the baby for years, without planning or
this spot without feeling his cares slipping manoeuvring on his part. This, he
away in unimportance. Off there to the thought, was the way things worked out;
left was the town. He knew it was ugly; bereft young fathers were relieved and
from this height and distance it had an freed to go on; old people were given
old-world picture quality. something to cheer their age. He had

Here he could think of Francine a little been ungrateful to be irritated by Airs.
differently; not as he remembered her in Hewlett's unceasing reiterations. She
the casket or as she had died, but as she meant well, kindly. To her it was a sim-
was in the plaster cottage he had sue- pie matter of providing for her own. .
ceeded in finishing for her in Cleveland In Cleveland, housekeepers and nurses
in time for their baby to be born in their would be uncertain and expensive. They
own home. He wondered how anybody would have to live in Francine's house,
of the Howlett strain or in the line that handle Francine's things, care for Fran-
came down through her mother could tine's child. They would be wasteful,
care as Francine cared, genuinely and probably insolent, at best tawdry, per-
tenderly, for a picture, a book, the grace- haps slatternly. He would have to inter-
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m He admitt d I'm her. I^^ -»** ^
he had no will for that task. He could 't like the idea at first but it's all
leave the baby safe here, on the farm. Al- ri now. keep her a little while

y Hele dis- and love her. It will do you good
d of it here-were ding it. m Then I'll cc"i

H not seen get her when she is
the baby since older; when I am
he came. As he able."

d up to the Down the road a
gate he felt cleared m d
of his burden. He But An-V

could talk b thony, I don't
the future. m**

Helena re derstand
the step as he get it right.
up to the door. M
She she felt That's all
taller, straighter, right, sister. Let's
and cleaner when- go your
ever she talked to me ther id fix it

Anthony alone, all up. m
and I seemed cross
with a curious de- with her. I

light h h I'll be lea
found herself step- first thing in the
ping orward to morning. We'd
m him She better see her
desire to be un- now.
derst< ^ v An- He passe d a
thony; that was it. friendly m
In a mom b through hers
fore spoke she
had d But

erstanding. It d
would enable her h I0

to endure a cen- want you to hear
tury of Ci 

It had all seemed 
mmins. me. Moth

wants baby
quite clear to her Oh, e's Cum
as she saw An- ins back."

thony coming She stopp in
down the road. usion nd

could atone in both rned to

one sentence for dusty fig-
her failure in life ure atSeen anything of a flivver see-dan?" gate.

telling m to When ena saw
> his b e lumbev

go, that she not quiet, couth was husband
watching him 5 enveloped her her resolution freeze.
mother's sche She felt clean "Well. Cu began, with a
peaceful. painful effort to appear unconcerned.

" Anthony," began, tr ously, fc_ ^^ J*t- « ___ J-fc. m- _"_ .4. I _ _ -^ ._. -_ -I --_ 1 1 _ 
- - _ _ _ _^ _t _* J^» -^^- ---- "- | J --fc i-.^k / ' 

- fl 
. .

ing a little, groping for the words. blurt out the other, wipin B back^ ^

"I know," broke in Anthony with his of neck with d
friendly mi "I've figured it all out. chief.

want m to keep for a while, "A me," he went on.
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"They told me in town, so I come right lick township Howletts, alluding smirk-
back out again. He's got a case o' good ingly to backwoods clothing and timid
liquor for me, and a fellow can't take a ways.
chance of missing them these days. I Mrs. Howlett took up the thread when
didn't waste any time getting back, I'll her husband paused to dive at some dish,
tell you. Give you throwing in correc-
a quart to take tive or explanatory
back, Ant'ny." sentences, her hand

Ash shook his playing with the
head. He looked top of the heavy
at the wife, stand- blue Staffordshire
ing there, twisting sugar-bowl. She
her apron; then at was not eating.
the husband. He Neither was An-

was conscious of thony nor Helena.
his earlier feeling, Cummins, who had
that sense of won- attended to his

der at why he was stealthy business
there. with the liquor-

"Excuse me," carrier, ate greedi-
he muttered. "I ly, matching How-
want to see Mother lett's relish. A
Howlett." number of festival

At the supper- sweets and pre-
table Anthony serves were there
found that his to "finish up/'
spirit of the after- Helena went back
noon had departed and forth between
definitely. They table and stove; a
surrounded the great quantity of
kitchen table cov- tea seemed to be

ered with food left required.
from the company Anthony looked
dinner. £< Just from Mrs. Howlett
heated up ' Hel- to Helena, trying
ena had explained to find an answer
as she put down to the problem
the teapot and that had seemed so
took her seat. The simple to him a
food, she observed, little while ago on
would not keep in the hilltop.
this weather and \ After all, these
must not be were Francine's

wasted. people; good coun-
Anthony nodded I can't get her to take anything, mother, and shewon't stop crying."-Page 225. try folk; substan-

absently. Howlett tial. They had
was giving the list nourished Fran-
of those who had attended the obsequies; cine. They would keep the baby well,
he was very statistical. Large numbers, safe, fed, until he could make a home for
distances travelled, representation from her. A few years-four or five-would
all districts, such things pleased him. pass quickly. Then he could claim her
The Everetts had driven over from across for surroundings more becoming a deli-
Dunlap's Creek; the Nixons from the cately made child of Francine. If he took
Krepps' Knob farm. A remote and al- her now, what could he do? There was
most forgotten cousin' had appeared, the possibility of doing worse than Helena
Howlett retailed the history of the Salt- and her mother might.
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He p his ir. H <\ A man was Ming papers on th
ade hi marble-toDDed table under the lam An-
" I think I shall leave the b m L hism ^**r

Mother Howlett," he said. h hands Mrs. H m N rara
the early morning train. C s will Falls. ,h neither of m

m in. You have all been very good Crane int m
and I know you will feel a >m the local
having Francine's little girl for a while. Mr. Ash, m Mr. Futter; M
So keep her." Mr, Ash. . Mr. Struble 

by the table was Struble. 

" m A 4 -m L-h. *-*. f /

He stood, trying to bring the family to-
gether with an inclusive m Mr. Fut his

Mrs j cloth. Mrs. H came in the

"W , now, just as you think best. ena, over by the parlor-organ, was in
he father and it's fo; you to say. ad

Of course yy Mr. Struble was a little old m of

S seventy, but his youth's suit, evic tly
H d. wondering whv he was one of the local 's "snappy"
there. He lifted a hand m e m look like a bPP

helplessly. Mrs. Hov\ and terribly grizzled and H
mf *-' his decision. Her out a disagreeable hand.

"band and s were busy with pie. "PI d to m d^^r

"You couldn't really take care of her about you. I got everything ready here,
right, you know. Now, Helena " M along fer a witness.

"Mother-" It was Helena, trying to m to do evervthi -h If
b you'll step out here by the light I'll

H can d to the you where to sign."
b her finished, turning and rlett appeared d

Helena wi wi the k dj. ^^^

sion of quiet anger that ,h other Anthony moved forward and picked
side, could not see. the paper. He was puzzled and m

rs. Howlett s heavily and pushed Mrs. H ett cl
chair back, Anthony, longing for throat and

escape, was sav d "m the necessity of "It's th' papers for >tion, An-
further sp d thony. Mr Struble's our ,wyer. I

Hel d h you d finallv de
knot in apron-string an to him to d

h fixJL se wisps of hi
ly underst Mrs. ett was usher- "Adoption?"
mg >rs into the h A d"

d out of the kitchen door and m d sharply again, for in the d
hi he seat under the apple-tree. ett was laughing an

m >m ^^f

coming up over the hay-fields. He woul Ma thought a babv'd m b
t until he felt he could go up and mm* f

sleep. you didn't have nobody to take care o'
being mad"*P^ ^tf Jfc Francine's, she thought she'd get you to

Howletts clung to oil-lamps ther make it over to Helena and Cummins."
wonderfully painted sh Anthony "She thought!" Ash t
could see Mrs. Howlett g about, ously, first to M ett, then to
Presently Crane thro H^-r

the yard a d Anthony und Y k his to-d hen I
tree. ki ^4^ ^

"The o d 1 wants to see you in "I tried to tell you not to leave the
there." He pointed babvhere: vou know that," H^^^ ^

windows. "Somet about the baby." thickly. m her-
Ash knocked the "m -d. her

went wearilv insid with h apron
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He tore the legal papers to bits and scattered them on the floor.-Page 232.
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"Mrs. Hewlett told me everything was beside the crib was a saucepan half full
fixed/'said Struble, as if to justify himself of water, and in that a nursing-bottle,
to Ash, who stood by the table trembling, almost full. He looked down into the

"Too bad you couldn't keep quiet, crib.
Lys," said Mrs. Howlett. Her furious Under the smother of old quilts the
eyes were on her daughter, not on her baby stirred unhappily and cried faintly.
husband. "Still, I guess Anthony don't Ash went down on his knees, straighten-
understand. Let me " ing and smoothing the covering His

"Let me understand this." Anthony's knee struck the saucepan and upset it,
voice was full of cold fury. " Did you in- and in a fever of anger he rose and threw
tend to sacrifice Francine's baby to try pan and bottle out the window.
to hold that man in your family? Yes or He came back suddenly quieted. He
no?" knelt by the crib and gazed at the

" Well 
"Yes or no!" 

baby. Below, a door banged and a win-
dow was pulled down. It was growing

"Sure she did,"rumbled Cummins, out late. But still he knelt there, and the
of the gloom. "To baby slept on in the
hell with 'em all, Ash. heat.
What's the use of fool- The long whistle
in' -with 'em? You of a distant train
don't belong here. brought Ash to his
To hell with 'em. Get feet and sent him

your baby and let's hurrying to his own
get outa here. My room, where he re-
car's outside." j"-,1 / placed the few arti-

"Your car?" An- cles he had removed

thony pulled out his from his travelling-
watch. " I won't ride case. Then he went

in your car. You back to the little
knew about this. room under the
But I'll get out of eaves. He took up
here, all right." the child and

He tore the legal wrapped around her
papers to bits and a piece of old blan-
scattered them on the ket. In a moment
floor. In a moment he was down-stairs,
he was bounding up had unfastened the
the stairs. From be- night-barred country
low came a tirade of door, and stood out
abuse, Mrs. Howlett under the stars.*

to her husband. As he stood there,
Ash pushed open gazing upward, there

the door of the musty swept back through
little eave bedroom him the same glad
and stepped in. The sensation of the after-
heat was terrific. noon hilltop, the real-
Over in a corner, as ization of solution.
far as possible from He recognized it,
the single window, '" smiled, and paused to
was an old crib and ,: wonder. Then he
in it a huddle of bed- looked down at the

clothes. He found face of the sleeping
the lamp and lit it; baby, and, picking up
then put it out. his bag, went down
The moonlight was As he stood, gazing upward, there swept through the country road into
enough. On the floor him the realization of solution. the night.



Mainsprings of Men
BY \YMITING \VIMJAMS

Author of "Horny Hands and Hampered Elbows," etc

II. WHO HURTS OUR I I KLIN S?

HE plant manager \v > point and programme appear to itself en-
talking: tirely reasonable and justifiable. It i

"After long and exactly this, also, which furnishes that
fairly sad experience common denominator the superintendent
we have learned al- needs, before he can determine whether
ways to find from the his machinists' apparently overactive in-
m e n threatening stinct f or acquisition may somehow be off-
trouble how we hap- set by a reawakened interest in, say

pened to hurt their feelings. After we workmanship. It is this universal
have squared that up, the settlement of wish that requires some definition that
the wage or other dispute is easy. will not, like Gregariousness or "Emu-

"Sure!" adds t 1C labor leader, lation," merely set it off from the others
'' Many's the time we've kept arguing such as Fear or Anger, Curiosity or Sub-
and demanding for hours, when ten min- mission; but will tie all these up together
utes of friendly talk would have finished -in addition to explaining why the
it-all because the boys had been made primitive compulsions of saving our
sore, and so had to have the satisfaction physical skin now affect our feelings less
of 'rubbing it in' as far as it would go." than do the modem necessities of saving

Of one thing we may be sure: the our social "face." Such a definition
superintendent whom we left rushing up would go like this:
to quell the sudden walk-out of his tool- In organized society to-day the "wheels"
makers, with his list of instincts in his of each of us are turned, for better or for
hand, is bound to find his men acting less worse, by our mainspring desire to enjoy
on the promptings of their logical reason- the feeling of our worth as a person among
ings as workers than of their feelings as other persons,-that individual feeling re-
just plain human beings. Few if any of quiring always for its fullest satisfaction the
them have failed to bring along with them surest possible substantiation at the hands
into the factory their own individual por- of some particular group whose approval
tion of such complications as the "super" happens, at the moment, to appear espe-
may have noticed in the morning paper, dally pertinent and desirable.

Of course, the boss may become still Working our way to Europe on the
further convinced than before that his cattle-boat, we college boys found the
obstreperous strikers are expressing their "fo'castle's" food so thoroughly uneat-
inborn wish or instinct for acquisition and able that every afternoon we lined up, be-
ownership as a first step toward the luxu- low decks, around a stealthy steward and
rious satisfactions pictured in some ad- his plate of leavings stolen from the cap-
vertisements in a near-by column. tain's table. For us all it was a moment

ut surely he will get farther if he sees of fierce ordeal. Hunger urged to greedy
at the bottom of his incipient revolt some unfairness. Honor-our standing with
universal root desire that lies back not the other hungry seven-pleaded for mod- » *

only of the frivolous vanities of current eration. The existence of society to-day
fashion or the love of home and family, indicates that honor has usually won.
but also of men's wish everywhere to And we make victory in similar circum-
tnink well of themselves. stances constantly easier by furnishing

It is exactly such a wish that I have some measure of food and shelter to prac-
found running beneath all those lines of tically every one. But while we thus re-
thought and feeling, by which each of the lieve the pressure of the bodily wants, the
various groups called " Capital" or number of those who confess their spiritu- i *
"Lai oor," "Bourgeois" or " Bolshie, al and social defeat in suicide mounts into
contrives to make its belligerent view- the thousands, and the cloud of those who

233
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unite with their neighbors to make war approvals and disapprovals of our chosen
upon their fellow citizens for what they "set," and of the multitude of other less
believe their honor, rises into millions. pertinent and more distant sets around us.

The material nature that abhors a "Why, if I were a policeman," so my
vacuum-whether it be ethereal space or youngster, at the age of five, explained the
empty stomach-is to-day less trouble- latest shift of his life's ambition, "then peo-

* 4V.%'
- ' " " . L,*- V' ' "

.*--
* -* * 4" * .I * " " * _\.. * - * WANTS YOUt * **" *7* " »*_t_ -v-v * *I. *

" * Baby Tresa is cxying for her mother,
* " Unless you come homo immediately

* * t baby -will ha^e to ba sent'to hospital;
* H refuses to ©at. If you are sick, lot me

know* If you are not, -come borne
now. If you are afraid to* come,
and I will straighten things out/

Peter Pashkowsky
6206 Thackerray Ave. Cent/1597

Such complications as the "super" may have noticed in the morning paper.-Page 233.

some in its requirements than is the " hu- pie would ask me where to go, and I would
man nature" of our organized society, by tell them-and they would go there."
virtue of which we abhor the spiritual Apparently the chief obstacle to his
cipher-the one who in reality does not sense of progress into the satisfactions of
count one. To each of us the most impor- personality had been the necessity of re-
tant thing in all the living of our lives is quiring the services of a traffic cop-in
the message of the metre which registers the presence of the wondrous eight-year-
the distance we have achieved away from olds who crossed without assistance !
the hateful zero of insignificance among "Well, you see, I could sit in the en-r
our fellows. If that were all, then selfish- gineer's seat," so he explained a later di-
ness might have its way. But just-be- rection of the same underlying wish;
cause this distance is so supremely vital " and when I pulled the throttle-ever so
to our happiness, we dare not trust the little-like this-then the whole train
reading of the dial to our own individual would move and leave all the passengers'
eyes: somehow, somewhere, in the eyes of friends on the platform."
the few or of the many, our findings must Later he may wish to be the maker of a
secure the backing of a body of less prej- speech which furnishes a new moral ob-
udiced witnesses. jective to a nation, or the pusher of the

The moment we come to hanker for the executive button which establishes a

substantiation of one kind or group of wider economic margin in the families of
witnesses rather than another, that mo- thousands of employees; but for the pres-
ment we start toward establishing the ent the wires of such successions are too
precise direction and orbit of our planeta- hidden for his fancy. Quite certainly he
ry career in the social universe about us. will shortly find himself in such contact

To understand the doings or misdoings with the general American public that he
of our fellows-or to exert any leadership will be tempted to accept, as final for him,
upon them-that is to see in them merely the measurement of the particular tape-
the sequence of the interplay of these two line which that public happens to employ.
forces; the thrust of this master wish for That will mean the pursuit of one thing
individual worth, working its way out -wealth. For, at the present moment
through the spaces of our present-day at least, the dollar furnishes the yard-
social firmament, according to the restric- stick by which the great body of our
tive pushes or the compelling pulls of the fellow citizens habitually endeavors to
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determine the exact degree of any mem- be no conflict between the two. (Inciden-
bcr's accomplishment. That yardst ick's tally, the heads of certain New York bond
application is so beautifully simple; so houses report that exactly the same is al-
patently is the possessor of one million ready true in the case of many possessors
dollars demonstrated by it to be just ten of inherited wealth and culture in Boston,
times as much of a man as the possessor Philadelphia, and other of our older cities.)
of only one hundred thousand dollars! The same preference for the concrete
All that being so, the pulpit, the editor's mile-stones of established status instead
chair, the city school, or the college quad- of the shifting sand-piles of current finan-
rangle will be passed by because they cial acquisition, tends to bind the South
furnish the approval of too small-and American for life to the social level into
too discriminating-a body of "substan- which he was born. So the man who
tiators." The same choice of the ap- would get a convincing measure of popu-
proval of the most numerous rather than lar approval for a larger sense of his per-
the most careful judges will also require sonal worth than his birth may happen
him to refuse all thought of the life of self- to afford, finds two doors open-and only
sacrifice, in, say, foreign missions; be- two. In the church he may become an
cause that would necessitate his depen- adviser to presidents or prime ministers
dence upon the approbation of what is provided only that his brains are equal to
sure to seem too slight an intangible a the task. Or in the army he may become
group-namely, the One Supreme Person, the savior of his country-if his valor

ut it is not at all certain that here in serves sufficiently. Thus, the mere
America the majority will always exercise denial of one majority measurement and
upon the choices of its members the the permission of another, our Southern
colossal pressure which follows from its neighbors arrange for the two orbits
use of money as a measure of excellence, which distinguish their political and so-
For nations copy us individuals in chang- cial skies-the power of the clergy and the
ing their yardsticks from time to time. predominance of politics and revolutions.

"Sorry, Dick, I'd like awfully to try Even with us money has slight attrac-
the new speedster to-night, but-er- tiveness in itself: the important thing is
well-you see, Jim-Lieutenant Jim-is the amount of distinction and social posi-
in town." In such ways our daughters, tion it can give its possessor as compared
back in the summer of '17, announced to with others in his own or near-by circles.
their friends that our traditional and As assistant to a college president and
world-famous "speedollarter" had sud- later in handling the financial side of fed-
denly given over its pre-eminence as the erated social work in Cleveland, the big
metre of achievement to the chevrons, bars, discovery was that the philanthropic
and eagles which denoted the distance spirit has less to do with finance than with
travelled by their wearers from the com- feeling. A .man is as rich, and so as gen-
parative insignificance of the "rookie," erous, as he happens to feel-or as poor

To-day, in South America, the civilized How he feels depends mainly upon his
majority uses the money measure with standing, not with those who may happen
what strikes us as extreme carelessness, to live in his own square but with those
The business man takes days of leisurely who move in his particular circle.
lunching and dining with the aggressive "My good man, I can't think of it"
young salesman from North America not so Russell Sage is reported to have re-
because time or money is of no value but sponded when "pan-handled" for a dime.
in order to make sure that the final busi- " Why, sir, I have a million dollars lying
ness dealings will be between gentlemen, in the bank that's not earning a penny
Pecuniary profit, that is, counts less in the toward family expenses. Come around
reading of the South American gentle- some day when I am making money!"
man's public honor-rating than does the « < Lefty Louie' Loses Temper," so the
maintenance of his inherited social pre- head-lines told how, a few days before his
eminence as a person of outstanding birth electrocution, the murderer was suffering
and established culture. The visiting from hurt feelings. As in the case of all
salesman's problem is merely to make it of us, these had come from a sudden
evident that un his guidance there need threat against his sense of worth as a per-
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son among the others of the group with In the same manner, also, poverty
which he had-consciously or uncon- tends to force into the sector beyond the
sciously-cast in his lot. A false friend grave the enjoyment of the social recog-
had charged him with the one crime which nitions so deeply desired but so generally
for every self-respecting murderer or thief denied in the daily lives of our least for-
constitutes-and must always constitute tunate fellows. It is the vast tragedy of

the cardinal sin: "snitching on his pals!" our times that millions of insurance poli-
"Thanks for a cigarette, eh, mate?" a cies are expended down to their last penny

half-drunken woman inquired of me from -and expended gladly-on an outstand-
among the crowd of customers in a New- ingly successful social function arranged
castle (England) public house, adding: by the neighborhood's most expert so-
"Yes, I've just done twenty-one days for ciety engineer-the undertaker! Others
bein' drunk and assaultin' the bloody of- of us who are apparently condemned to a
ficer. I can kick a man pretty precise life of healthful but eventless and un-
when I tries, y1 understand ? . . Why, noticeable health, are not infrequently
'ello, 'usband Jack, back again! I made secretly happy by the kindly offices
call 'im 'usband because the court makes of some catastrophe which brings the pre-
'im pay me a pound a week for my baby, eminence of a bandage, a pair of crutches,
. . . No, thanks, if I smoked it now, every- or perhaps a helpless invalidism. Few
body 'round 'ere would talk!" mischances in life are worse than a modest

Our choices are not hers-unless her good fortune which seems merely to
crowd comes to be ours. But for us as "send us to Coventry!"
well as for her, the choice of our crowd- "He is one of the few"---so a wit has
whether it be thieves or thinkers, finan- said of Chauncey Depew-"who have
ciers or philosophers-serves inevitably lived beyond eighty without exchanging
to set the "Stop" or "Go" for restricting their emotions for symptoms."
or releasing all our powers of soul and body. Say, Sarge, for heaven's sake," ap-

The passionate necktie, cane, or spats pealed a lonesome doughboy; "read out
of our colored fellow citizen say some- my name for a letter to-morrow! I'll
thing about his love of finery. But in know there ain't none, but gee, I can't
that he is not greatly different from us stand it to be the only guy that's never
all. The real difference comes from the called out!"

fact that his clothes are about the only Something of the same appeal for that
way in which he can let money talk about group substantiation without which all is
his success, seeing that the rest of us re- misery because all is uncertainty, un-
strain him from, for instance, the fine doubtedly explains, three times out of
residence by which we are apt to " tell four, the person we mark-and shun-as
the world" the story of our own attain- an egotist. Like the rest of us, his feel-
men ts. For the same reason he is likely ings have been most hurt where he is
to seek membership in those societies most sensitive; and, like the rest of us,
where the blackest of the black can enjoy he is most sensitive at exactly the point
the thrill of having his acquaintances of his greatest desire-where the very in-
make up in intensity of recognition what tensity of his wish makes all but the most
they lack in range as they kowtow to convincing of confirmations appear in-
him as the "Supreme Grand Guardian of adequate and disappointing. So, not be-
the Exalted Shrine of the Holy Universe." cause he believes most in himself but be-

In the same way, the Chosen People cause he doubts most, he whistles to keep
have come to set what the rest of us are his courage up-and offends us by using
prone to consider an overvaluation upon the spurious or genuine assurances he has
financial acquisition, not so much because elsewhere obtained as bait upon the hook
this instinct exerts a stronger pull upon of his desperate hope for a "Well done"
them as because Gentile short-sightedness from us.
established the Pale. By so doing we Germany rattled her sabre only when
forced into one single area all that wish for she found that the master wish for world
worth which under more permissive condi- leadership, developed by her newly ac-
tions would have spread itself with a more quired and therefore doubtful national-
agreeable thinness over a wider field. ity, failed to get the hoped-for, the indis-
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pensable, d tion of hen it has been
after an amazing mm rcial expansion d beond the ossib
h measures of defense. We are

the way, a generation ago, Eu- k to ascribe to crm-
m ing us unhappy k

by giving us her approbation in general fellows. h
but withholdin it at exactl our tender- zone" d by a mentality too low to
est spot - the spot, namely, where the in- care for our guidance in the choice of hi

h for the acknowleded metho ment in oth h

stability of our social and political culture has feels himself the victim "^^^r

was equalled only by our uncertainty as d b >r by any of
m t. d measures. "Law or no law,

dancrerous d I notice that the man who argues with his
these meeting-points of wish and f fists is always respected," says "Moleskin

he heats of eoles as well as e In still others the chief desire is the
that the hurts arise which lead first to same as that of the nurse who confessed

d wrecking trains "in order to get a few
d thrills."

So, too, it is not so m ,b hese fires we noticed a boy who
ab delicacy of this tend d proud of his having

that, ding to the experts, distin- been ' the first one here,' " reports a de-
guishes the insane. This, rather th tectve. d off the d

meaninless and inscrutable med

wrongly attribute to their thoughts, is the lad could not h d
likely to prompt their cutting across lots d one to bed dressed and
into ab re H b 'bug.' "
hooed-f m So we fear "I felt sat upon," or "as if he though

d b I was no d" "as if I had been cah
ded b h with d acc to

ed r ̂ -^^^» ^ ^^«^^ -^^-^^r -^^- - -^»- T1 ^w -^^^» "^^"- -^^f ^" ̂̂ » -m ̂̂ -^r1 ^^ -^^f mo ^N^

h d ut Ascriptions of the rise c anger which
m d of either of them all too often shuts off the th

mr distant f our own than is the sequences. Thus, for safety of our
mind of one of our olitical or ind d ilize an ancient

f that of another. "To the tool that no ds c aratively little
Conserv amazing thing about exercise in guarding security of our

Lib his incapacity to see rea- nhvsical flesh.
W Whether the threat against the citadel

j s p y still unable our though t ourselves
d rican Bar As- h factors in our spiritual or

ded his conduct with d t

qualified m tion' so runs an d
editorial d why bills prohibiting seh d and
fed d from accepting private aut d Itist rt
emoluments have been introduced that underlies the outrageous conversa-
gress. . . . Thus, even in t best tional goulash of blasphemy, sex-perver-
men there mav be a certain ob sion, ai d filth which I have found so
taste, a h revolting in the "fo'castle" of the cat-

h tle-boat, the checker-chambers of the steel
l d olant, or the mess-table of the strike-

m ths-bo reaker. It is soul's to ward

wish for s that explains so the thrusts of manifestly bad
manv of th gs of all of us, wheth b hurts n h mposn

m d^^r

sane. For most of ed manliness - with the help a
m d mok God-and-mf ±

cally automatic, short-cuts at the protec- e - hild's tearf and
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over-vehement "I don't care if you do sent the ination of m
take my toys away! I don't want to assault upon the weakest spot in line
play!" For tired men on the twelve- that stands to restrict and circi e
hour shifts, for instance, such language their normal outlet and satisfaction.
has the further advantage of laying a m not lost wish
whip upon exhausted muscles by steam- h: thev are merelv m; g a last
heating their talk. Thus such workers desperate effort to save it. The result is
first find profanity and filth a friendly oil m"^^V ^F

for saving soul and body from, the wear tory at the weakest part of the line is al-
and tear of their "fell clutch of circum- butF

stance"; then, standards having been (1 d
created, every loyal or ambitious member the victor. In such i spring
of the crowd is required either to hold his is not lacking: on tl m
own or to go the others one better-if his be too strong, and its < »wn
courage and imagination can stand the too great a price for its up-keep. The
pace! h the m ring but

"Drink was the badge of manhood. h t. Lis-
. . . So I drank with them, drink by M S
drink, raw and straight, though the '*Me hide's wore off in patches; sinthry-
damned stuff couldn't compare with a has disconceit< d me, an' I'm a m^m

stick of chewing taffy or a delectable ,n, tu. But Ir d my day, I've had
'Cannonball.' " So Jack London tells my da; »
how the bottle is used by men who feel taste av ! Oh. m m past, whin I ^^^^r

themselves cut off from the enjoyment of m fut through ivry livin' wan av the
the hoped-for certainty of manliness in Commandmints between revelly an
less delusive fields. lights out! . that was

"You see, the drunker ye be"-so ex- he runnin' afther
plained my hobo friend just in from one in m mv dear-
of the least improved of the Northwest's est frind or-I had d
lumber-camps-"the less ye're a-mindin'. knew which was b
of the flies and the bugs. And when ye tu.
sober up, ye're used to 'em! r :h

When sober, old Uncle Zeke knew that sober or intoxicated
his best days were over-because the boss b a person s o w h
was constantly giving him easier, and ental satisfactio to count one
therefore less important, jobs. But in other persons-to have ? and
the saloon, half-drunk, it was a delight to have it more ab
hear him boast of the wonderful days of both
his prowess as a "tongs-wrestler" in the fying the hankerings of the spirit d
steel plant. In his answer to my question fashioniner the feelings bv which o
he named the source of the thirst of mil- its, from day to day and m to mo--

lions: m nt, ceaselessly concern Ives to
"Oh, I just like to get drunk enough asure our worth as hi] s )ng hu-

well, enough to get the feelin' of me old s this is what we e mehow
job back, like, you know." contrived largely to overlook. For in **^r

If no witness can be heard to utter, in this constant reckoning of our value to
the unmistakable voice of sober actuality, d have- ^-^-

the longed-for confirmation and assurance no choice but to accept the testimony of
against the noisy testimony of manifestly m mind f
disgraceful surroundings or experience, spirit.
then few of us but will crave, with all the "N
intensity of our souls, the saving congrat- and c
ulations of the still, small voice of an in- upon immered d
ebriated fancy. nothii b ffi between 01

No, it is not enough to see in vice the Dm mem of}

overwhelming of the spirit's powers by War Labor Board. >m
the body's passions; rather does it repre- I would hazard majority of
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98 per cent occurred when one of the two And weVe been living happily ever
persons was suffering from that "t. 'n't." after."
of "tiredness and temper" which fairly Perhaps the judges of the criminal as
yearns for the opportunity to explode, well as of the divorce courts might wisely
Such a let-go relieves that emotional pres- warn us against such gastronomic dan-
sure which follows when either the body's gers. Who has not encountered in these
weariness or illness or the soul's "hurt perplexing days more than a few salads
that honor feels," brings about a lessening that stop little short of murder!
of the certainty of our self-worth, and so, Vast enough-and far-reaching-sure-
automatically although unconsciously, ly, is the open door of our feelings through
calls out to our defense the reserves of in- which the hankerings, the poisons, and
creased sensitiveness. the appetites of our bodies join in with

Domestic felicity as well as industrial the hopes, the hurts, and the passions of
peace would undoubtedly increase if only our spirits in measuring the distances and
it were some one's business to raise a red directions we have travelled-or wish

flag whenever one of any two of us is still to travel-from the hateful Nirvana
thus in the mood that itches to camou- of personal and social nothingness. ut
flage our doubt about ourselves by an it is made still vaster by this far-reaching
impressive, and therefore reassuring, fact:
show of force against the slightest imag- The feelings which follow from this cease-
inable threat. Such a flag with its "Dan- less compounding of our current sensation,
ger I High Explosive About!" would be sentiment^ and sense affect our attitudes,
far from enough when both of any two of and so our actions y less in accordance with

us thus became "pressure-poisoned" at time than with intensity.
the same time; four would be better, for "Many 's the time I have seen a lion,
the danger has much more than doubled! trained by a whole life of careful han-

"The way to a man's heart is through dling," testifies an expert, " driven back to
his stomach"-thus women have for ages the jungle spirit-perhaps never to return
made a highly practical, though un- -by so little as five minutes of cruel
doubtedly one-sided, improvement upon treatment."
the theologians who have pictured soul "Heluv'dhimlikeaverabrither: they
and body as a sort of innocent canary had been drunk for weeks taegither!" is
and hungry cat perpetually eying each the way Bobbie Burns seems to have ob-
other through the bars of self-control. served how humans are bound to each

"The war-brides, brought back from other, not by the length of their acquaint-
' the tight little isle' by our soldier-boys," ance, but by the intensity of the emo-
so a writer counsels, "will do well to re- tions which they have lived through to-
member that unless care is taken love will gether. The writer of the paper-backed
fly out of the window when English cook- thriller has erred only in making too much
ing comes in at the door." use of the [same phenomenon; too many

" ' We made a huge mistake; we were pages are apt to cut across the years by
not meant to marry/ so I told my hus- explaining how:
band shortly after our marriage," reports "She never knew she loved him until
a friend. " 'No, my feelings have not he stood beside her at her father's open
been hurt,' I told him. 'In fact, I have gravel"
never thought anything through so logi- "Funny" the doughboy back from
cally in all my life as during this night of France ruminates puzzledly-"howsome
wakefulness. The conclusion is inescap- officers would hardly so much as speak to
able; my bag is packed!* us-until we got into a front-line barrage.

"Luckily, Dick had noticed the way A few hours of that-and, say! from that
our bodies are constantly walking into day to this they'd take their shirts off
the very centre of our thinkings through their backs for us-and we for them!"
our feelings. He saved the day-or Friends or enemies? Amalgamation
rather all these past years-for both of with, and undying loyalty for, this group
us. He shook his finger at me with his, and "agin" that? The question is not
'You know, Anne, I warned you at din- decided according to the duration of
ner last night not to eat that salad!' superficial contact or identity of opinion
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on non-essentials. It is a question of the might b in el
success or failure with which we emerge als. Even as it is, the super's rumination
from the supreme test of going through is not m For the pressure of ma-
one of life's high moments in company chinist dissatisfaction which seeks outlet
with another. In the heat of the supreme and relief through revolt is certain to be
emotion of those rare moments when our the result of s( m t uncon-
soul's worth is either mortally threatened sciously reckoned not only amid the in-
or, perhaps, receiving its baptism in the finitely intricate, unstable, and dangerous
sacred fire of exalted and unquestioned delicacies and sensitivenesses described,
certainty-it is then that we forge the but reckoned also
loyalties or the antipathies which bind a " relativity" as d
our later interests, attitudes, and actions stein!
with unyielding hoops of steel. Such a O m M
heat may cause that sudden intensity of \v it is obvious that we cannot hope
injured feeling which seeks immediate out- t< d ./ t-j

let and relief in the blow that delivers an the true ness-of our neighbor's
undreamed-of force-and on the instant action until we know the thought behind
turns its deliverer into a murderer! Or it. t hind

it may cause that I-just-must-tell-some- mains beyond
one feeling, which, if chronically unsatis- genealogy ting wish M ac-
fied, may spell suicide or other madness, cord rb. is its father, and
It is a sad commentary, incidentally, on the surrounding spiritual d ical
the present decline of the pastoral func- envi nt which, throv its restric-
tion of our city churches that our daily d releases as disc d thew

newspapers have to offer our pressure- c quite as truly to be its
troubled fellows the relief of a sympa- moth
thetic ear in columns bearing, in certain "I fi years bein m I
cities, such titles as: have t never had */

"Tell it to Mrs. Maxwell" or "Cry on you have every Thus a railway
Gwendolyn's Shoulder"! m o me a well-de-

Needless to say, it is exactly the pres- served rebuke. m
sure heat of such high moments that of assuming that work
serves to fuse the normal peace-time an extrei dirty pair of hands thereby
multitude of conflicting view-points into rendered "

the unity of fighting patriotism which d great m friend
supplies those super-energies for repelling become convinced d d
to the uttermost the mortal assault upon because convinced-that a ently
the nation's life. It is by means of this and hopelessly dirty and degraded f
same heat, also, that every conflict in in- mu< b mod V

dustry serves to bind together the mem- less be brought out of
bers of the threatened group with the the my mines, or
cement of such a near-fanatic zeal as may perl tinv fraction
defy all efforts at reasonable discussion oi d
for years to come. d end d A ^

of the ancient craf if not, indeed,
"Something has made these machinist given the luxurious dignity of complete

fellows feel that they aren't measuring up wh m
aren't holding up their end-as well as a socialist or communist state which knows

before. I wonder what it is?" Surely not tears because it knows not gold.
the hurrying "super" could wisely rumi- Are these the inevit alternatives?
nate on this-and that without troubling h
himself with the "repressions," *' corn- ter wish for worth of our thesis jibes or
plexes," "sublimates," etc., of the psycho- fails to jibe with the master nece<
analyst, seeing that his group of tool- work of these modern times, and
makers is too numerous, and so too nor- counts or fails to account for war or
mal, to call for the alienist or the inter- the peace of twentieth-century industry
preter of dreams, however helpful these h



T seems strange to me that among the studied mathematics faithfully and con-* * m^m. -P*^ mf j-1^ AA m. -». 4 -* - ' y ^-t * 
- _rf m ̂ ^ l-^ ^^ _*^. ».^ ̂m .» m j -m n " j-^t i1 "+ » -r*v * I ^m ^-^ " ̂ ^ * 4 _ _ - _ form been suggested scientiously from the age of three to the

mod ^^^^ ^^"^ ^f W r age of twenty-one; that is, from the time
ty years, no one has ventured to attack I first went to school until the end of my

the study of mat ics. It is always junior year in college. After long divi- ^ r - ^^^

assumed by the ignorant, that Latin and sion, it is my conviction that nearly ever>
G dies, and thatm hour spent on the subject was thrown
matics are valuable and practical. The away. It was worse than thrown away;
truth is, that for every occupation except the time would have been better em-

m ployed in manual labor, in outdoor exer-
GA cise, or in sleep. Mathematics were a

and Latin are useful. For the constant discouragement and heart-break;
preacher, the lawyer, the d the harder I worked, the less result I ob-

d for nearly all business men, the tained. How bitterly I regret those
classics are more important he- hours and days and weeks and month
matics. Training in th -^^"- -^^w and years, which might have been so
guages, with the accompanying culture much more profitably employed on studies
and history, with the aid given to the that would have stimulated my mind in-

g of English words and to the mas- stead of stupefying it!
ter> of English style and expression I was always an ambitious student, and

; does the binomial theorem stand wished to excel; therefore it was neces-
comparison? sary for me to put more time on mathe-

d education in Latin and matics than on anv other course. Even
m be ob- so, my grade in mathematics was never

d V-* Inglish high, and I could not possibly have been
nd of the imn mediate graduated from Yale were it not that in

past. dies unfit m other subjects I stood so well that my
Gladstone, Balfour, and Lord Motley for failures in mathematical examinations
practical affairs? were treated with leniency.

I believe in the equal dignity of Which fact leads me to state that scores
jects of learning. But it seems absurd of fairly intelligent American boys have ^m^f

for a university to require neither Latin been deprived of the advantages of a
nor Greek for a Bachelor of Arts degree, college education because of their n-
and et insist on the hiher mathematics. ability to attain a passing grade in mathe-
1 would at least allow every student a free matics. They have been sacrificed year
choice as between classics and mat he- after year to this Moloch - is it worth
matics. And if I were a pupil, I should while?
not hesitate a moment. I am aware that Henry Adams, in his

doubt that f h autobiography, regretted that he had not
a natural aptitude for the study, mathe- received more instruction in higher mat he-
matics are valuable as intellectual disci- matics. But surely his view of life \va-
pline and training, whether one will use pessimistic enough without that.
them definitely or not. They are partic- Let me repeat. I am not saying for
ularly valuable for novelists and every one this study is fruitless or harm-
wn ut for those who have no gift ful. I make only two points. First, that

d no inclination, mathematics are often for the average man or woman, the clas-
worse than useless po sics are more valuable than mathematics;
injury. Because I was forced to'do so, I second, that in a liberal college course,
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mathematics should be offered to all and he is a consummate artist, with a magnifi-
forced on none. cent organ. Before the war, in residence

at Munich, I heard him twice a week at
It is pleasant to remember that not all the opera for six months, and he was

ambassadors to America are politicians; always fine. Former visitors to Munich
the visits of opera-singers, actors, and will remember with delight the glorious
novelists are a civilizing influence. A singing of the barytone Feinhals, who
feature of the present theatrical season is seemed ever to be above his average; in
the presentation of French plays by mem- such different r61es as Don Giovanni and
bers of theComedieFranfaise; Iwish that Wotan he was absolutely satisfying. I
Cecile Sorel would give us an opportunity hope very much that we may have the
to see and hear her in Alfred de Musset's opportunity of hearing Bender sing the
charming and stately comedy, "Les Ca- part of Wotan in "Die Walkiire"; it is
prices de Marianne." Of all the pieces, usually sung by a barytone; Edouard de
ancient and modern, that I have seen at Reszke declined it, because he thought the
the Theatre Franfais, I think that par- music too high for his voice. Wagner,
ticular play, with Mile. Sorel as the hero- however, left it on record that he pre-
ine, made the most beautiful and the most ferred to have this part sung by a "high
lasting impression. It was a combination bass" rather than a barytone. In the
of the three arts of painting, poetry, and season of 1911-12 Mr. Bender attempted
music. it at Munich, and the critics were wildly

I was fortunate enough to hear the first enthusiastic.
performance of the opera, "Die Walkiire," Curiously enough, that pessimist and
at the Metropolitan this season. It was atheist, Schopenhauer, thought that "Die
certainly the best cast assembled in any Walkiire" was immoral and ought not to
German opera in America since the days be allowed on the stage; it is perhaps for-
before the war; in fact, it was as good a tunate that we never apply the tests of
cast as could probably be gathered to- realism to so romantic an art. When he
gether anywhere in the world at this mo- read the score, he wrote on the margin of
ment. Mr. Taucher made his American the Siegmund-Sieglind duet in the first
debut as Siegmund; it was an important act, words like "horrible!" "shameful!"
occasion, for it is expected that he will be and finally, at the stage direction, " Cur-
the leading Wagnerian tenor for the sea- tain," he wrote, "It is high time!"
son. He more than fulfilled expectations The death of Arthur Nikisch is an irrep-

-his voice is a true tenor, not a high bary- arable loss. He was undoubtedly the fore-
tone; the first notes he released sent a most orchestra conductor in the world.
thrill of satisfaction through the house. Fortunately for me, I was a graduate stu-
His acting was intelligent and manly, his dent at Harvard when he first came to
figure astonishingly graceful for a German this country to direct the Boston Sym-
tenor. Miss Jeritza was, of course, splen- phony; so that I had every opportunity to
did as Sieglind; she was the chief acquisi- see him in action. He was the first man
tion of the Metropolitan forces last year, I ever saw conduct an orchestra without
and she is never disappointing. The love the score; although the great Hans von
scene in the first act could hardly have Billow, whom I heard only as a pianist,
been nearer perfection. The veteran used to have not only no score himself, but
Whitehill, who was something of a veteran sometimes he would not allow the players
when I heard him in "Tannhauser" at to have any. It must have been inspir-

ayreuth in 1904, is always a capable ing to see the whole band, with no sheets
Wotan; his voice, however, is becoming of paper, and no music-racks, their eyes
worn. Paul Bender, of Munich, who on their leader, playing away for their
made his first trip to America in 1922, was lives. Arthur Nikisch was my idol from
a superb Hunding, in appearance, manner, the first day. His striking personality
and voice. He is one of the best bass hypnotized not only the players, but the
singers in the world. A man of colossal audience; I remember his coming once to
stature, like most of the great bassos, Munich, and conducting the opera " Meis-

Edouard de Reszke, Planjon, Chaliapin, tersinger"; the orchestra rose to vertigi-
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nous heights. Another great conductor of the Psalms ascribed to David, or even
is Weingartner; one of the events of my the intricate but somewhat mysteriously
life was a May evening in Paris, in 1912, appealing verses of Emily Dickinson-he
when he conducted the French Orchestra simply cannot do it."
C in the Ninth m i Well, in the consensus of critical opin-

o-dav we have s ion, Dante is one of the four greatest poets
in Leopold Stokowski, who, backed e of the world, the other three being Homer,

tiz B Shakespeare, Goethe. And yet, I am so
the Philadelphia Orchestra the best in our far in agreement with Mr. Abbott that
count with the exception of " Hell," I practically

k heN h Symph never read Dante. I am bored by " Pur-
was not once given last year in the East- gatory," and I find "Paradise" insuffera-
ern States; nor do I know of any prepara- bly dull. I wonder how many general
tions for it this season. No vear should readers, when they think of Dante, think

b The first only of "Hell"? Every one to his taste.
.m heard ^ young In my own mental life, Goethe has meant

Walter D osch conducted-I &ve a thousand times more to me than Dante.

n grateful to him ever since. The Perhaps because I read him oftener.
>ral cart makes it difficult to produce; Had I studied Dante as I have studied

but I ral part is the least interesting, Goethe, probably I should be a Dante
and if it be ossible to e a m- enthusiast.

pany i not play Mr. Abbott has guessed my object in
founding the Ignoble Prize when he says:

m tioned the Ignoble Prize in "It is designed to develop truthfulness/'
Novemb number, candid Precisely so; and if in some minds it

d to me from should develop cleverness at the expense
country. There are evidently many of truth, I cannot help that. The spiri-
b in our 1 tual climate of the twentieth century is

m m unfavorable enough anyhow; it cannot be
ard. The "Mona Lisa," which is one made much worse by a little cleverness;

of my 1 been sub- whereas falsehood and hypocrisy will
mitted J. make it impossible for any one ever to be-

believe h be no be come a critic, or indeed to become any-
a "e: but tl t of thing.

d hink With reference to my remarks on the
best novel Stevenson ever wrote, and universal interest in sport, the president

one c masterp I of one of our high-class universities writes
literature. I e no c aint - this me as follows: "Your Doctor of Divinity
kind of thing is just ected, and who read the sporting page before he read
I am sure I cannot i shocked the war news would think charitably of a

than m >wn ;d others. Doctor of Divinity (most reverend and
November 15 there is a lovable) by whose side I sat in his great

delightful leading article Lawrence city church on a recent Sunday morning.
Abbott, in which he states that he has As the organ boomed over our heads the
never been able to ,d Dante. "There dear man inclined toward me and whis-

m >rs and similes and pered some words. What words of like
d ideas to which Dante has given dignity with the organ p elude the con-

expression that are, of course, beautiful gregation imagined him to he saying, I do
and appealing. for taking a vol- not know. What he did say was: 'How
me of Dante's p m the did your team come out yesterday ?'"

d sontaneous I am glad that among the unofficial am-
refreshment and beauty, as one takes bassadors from Europe, "we have with
down C heocritus' or K us" Hugh Walpole. He came in October
or Browning, or Montaigne, or J and will stay until June. Many British
Howeli's Letters, or three or four o novelists come to be seen rather than

sonnets of Shakespeare, or three or four heard; but Mr. Walpole is an interesting
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and molli^» d public speaker, and iniquity and a place of torture-if a man
would be well worth hearing if he had thinks of his old school that way, he was
never d a line. His talks are perhaps just as popular there as he de-
frank, urbane, intimate; and although I served to be.
am far from being in agreement with More and more frequently American
m ny of his critical opinions, I keenly en- students are going to England for gradu-
joy hearing him express The ap- ate studies; and those who can afford to
pearance of his latest novel synchronized pay their way are beginning to prefer
with his own, and "The Cathedral" is by Cambridge to Oxford. Their reason is a
all odds his best book- Up to this t good one. What with the Rhodes schol-

Green M hm ars, and the multitude of other foreign-
h writings; b rpassed ers, Oxford is now somewhat interna-

that. In "The Cathed we have a tional in atmosphere; and as one of the ^^

real story with real characters; the tragic chief reasons for going abroad is to leave
hdeacon is not caused by all home associations, it is better to go

bad luck or by a series of ts, as is where you can keep away from your fel-
so often the case even in so ace iplished low countrymen. Cambridge is the most
a master as Thomas Hardv, English spot on earth; in customs and tra- -^^p-
herent in his own character. He was es- ditions it is more conservative than Ox-

p a good mi 1) ford, another reason for going thither.
of who is do Canon Ronder What a curious literary accident it is

d withm * that Cambridge should have had nearly
dinary skill; in fact, t only person all the English poets! Theoretically, it

i book who seems to be not wholly ought not to have been so, for in times
d bv the .h isv arch- past Oxford has emphasized the classics,

d son. Falk. H described9 and Cambridge mathematics. Yet in the
ance as a kind of Siegfried, but^"^ ^**^ # whole course of English history Oxford

m both .e and pale. I like never had but one first-rate English poet,
story ^p- ""- yet I cannot share Shelley, and she expelled him, in order to

the novelist's view that hedral it- keep the record clear; whereas Cambridge
m > buildin has Spenser, Marlowe, Milton, Herrick,

at once so beautiful and so friendly as a Dryden, Gray, Wordsworth, Coleridge,
cathedral. A d Byron, Tennyson.
a c on the se are Burton J. Hendrick's "Life of Walter
loveliest things in the world. H. Page" is a notable biography, and one

I ,mg d are issuing of the outstanding books of 1922. Mr.
a m edition of Mr. W e's novels; Hendrick is a Yale graduate, and in his

Ad en- senior year was one of the editors of the
/ o ± m- Yale Literary Magazine, founded in 1836

bridge University. Nothing is m -^^»- ""- ^^ ffi- by William M. Evarts. He is a thor-
cult apparently than to write a convincing oughly competent biographer, and has
story of college life; no one has ever fully performed his task in a workmanlike ""-

succeeded in the a t. h manner, keeping himself in the back-
one novel of school life that is c etely ground, and turning the light on his hero.
successful Brown at Rugby.") In a certain sense, this is a biographical

half of " m ̂ H " history in the traditional manner, for ,vn
is very fine (I always had I- Page is the hero, and Mr. Hendrick writes
miration for Drysd cont - in hearty admiration. The old method
porary books, goo !am- was to select a man because he was worth

M 'eter writing about, and to prove that fact; the
d u abe, ultra-modern method is not to select a^^r

B. A./' and for Oxford perhaps the best is hero but a victim; and to score off him as
M often as possible. Thus many contem-

m modern porary biographies are really autobiog- vvv

English novels of school life represent the raphies, where we are invited to admire
particular school in question as a sink of the living author's gifts for sensational
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d d ironical wit. M H n- Th .b hies b ustus

drick's method mas and J i X
h wi widely read an

away "m his early preju- appreciated. Mr. Thomas is an engineer,
dices. born and brought up in a blic sneak a m

h, and when he was studying later ist, an athlete, a cartoonist, a th
H dns, under the incompara- an business m

Gilde he had en playwright. It is essential that he should
anything. me he met a write a seauel to this volum m
student fi heN id wrote: "He >mes chiellw

is that rare thing, a Yankee C m h original d
gentleman." He hated I nearly enough in entertaining pages

d wrote that he was "a native of C to satisfy publi curiosity. O feels
necticut, and Connecticu after reading this b that -h
capable of producing any m fam molum Thornv

>m H m an attractive h deserves; I how
ign girl, which led him to 1 e following y men, even with the requisite ability,

meditation: "The little creature might be d be willing to endure the Dhvsical4. f

taken for a Southern girl, but never for a dships d deferred h that were^m

as an easv manner and dailv f - m years ? We h
even an air of out her that here life-s *y .m
doesn' t appear north c Mason an f d simulv because m ng in
Dixon's line." Mr. Hendrick d d > him:

arks: "This sort of thing is d good i
hf tance were^-* - ^_* * d by ,b

is precisely against this d of >m- energy, by a power of
m he d d bA. 9f w m

rected his choicest ridicule Personally rather than a literary osition. It
I find these earlv vears m interesting was d, this method d4 V^
than I ob-A. -* exactly the opposite result to
f ten readers will be chieflv attracted ise of H Jam it

the wi was only besran d
to England, from 1913 till! novelist's style b hopelessly in-

h was an excellent ambassad d and "ultra-lit ," whereas Mr.
t think he should necessar is unasn; ly colloquial.

praised for wisdom and foresight in his H imatic m oiece " The Witch-
eagerness to have enter the war. Hour," was a natural product of his

mu ting daily d the pages d
leading stat and society personages, h -ellous person, We"^^^ ^^"' -^^r 

he could hardly have felt otherwise. He ington Irving Bishop, who, D" J» T V " " r * 1*1 4 " i
was in a most un table position, Home, did m

clb d extremely well; b explained, are full halleng I
athv with his m"r * » was particularly impressed by ishop's

ward President Wilson, finding a word that Mr. The h
England, of course, wi :a to lected in a book: for DreciseA «/

enter the war at once: bi m happened to me, and I have no solu-
of the United^ ind no theory. I was sitting in a

S not to do h other nations M
him to do. b d m m f a oair ofF *-

to him best for the country whose execu- ling adventurers, when suddenly the
he was. A statesm d gypsy-looking man turned

d "m d

the patient alive as long as possible, and a word in a big book I was holding, his
in good condition. I care as little for self- d find it im She was
ish hatred as I do for hypocritical friend- on the other side of the d
ship. the book slightly, so that no one could see
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the page, and then I placed my finger on performances when he was a boy at Ex-
a very common word, and closed the vol- eter; at the same moment I was an under-
ume. The man made passes at his wife; graduate at Yale, and his graceful tribute
she advanced across the room, like a som- beautifully expresses my own feelings.
nambulist, took the book from my hands, Those were great nights at Daly's, with
turned instantly to the page, and placed Mr. Drew, Miss Rehan, Mrs. Gilbert, Mr..
her finger on the right word. I haven t Lewis, Mr. LeMoyne, and the rest. We
got over it yet. live them over again in this book. (Here

Praise should be given the publishers I learn for the first time the origin of the
for making "The Print of My Remem- name Ada Rehan.) The reason why
brance" such a light book. It is a fat John Drew always got along so well with
volume, and has nearly five hundred Mr. Daly, Miss Rehan, Miss Adams, Mr.
pages; but it is delightfully easy to hold Charles Frohman, and with every one else,
in the hand. Twenty years ago I started is never mentioned, but how plain it is!
a campaign for light books. At that time The theatrical season of 1922-23 has
I could always tell whether or not a book been notable for the number and excel-
was printed in America, merely by "heft- lence of Shakespearian performances.
ing" it. English books were always light, Walter Hampden, one of the most gifted
and ours the reverse. To-day the major- of American actors, is appearing m
ity of good books in America are easy to "Hamlet/'"Macbeth/7"Othello/'"Mer-
hold; the ideal is dull paper, black type, chant of Venice"; incidentally I pay hom-
and light weight. There is no longer any age to him for reviving that wonderful old
excuse for the old monstrosity of shiny, comedy of Middleton's, "A New Way to
eye-killing paper, thin type, and weight so Pay Old Debts." As I write these lines,
ponderous that to read the book becomes David Warfield is rehearsing for Shylock,
a gymnastic, rather than a literary, exer- Ethel Banymore and Jane Cowl the role
cise. of Juliet, and John Barrymore has just

Speaking of books printed in America, electrified New York with his interpreta-
it is much better to have that legend tion of Hamlet. This performance, under
shown on the reverse of the title-page the direction of Arthur Hopkins, and with
than at the end of the volume, where it so the scenery designed by Robert Edmund
often makes an anti-climax. A novel's Jones, is magnificently successful. It
last page will sometimes read like this: takes four hours and twenty minutes, and
"She pressed her lips to his. Printed in there is literally not one dull moment.
the United States of America. Mr. arrymore is excellent from begin-

John Drew's "My Years on the Stage" ning to end, and in the last scene best of
is charming, because John Drew wrote it; all. The play is beautifully mounted,
how could it be otherwise ? He is a gen- and leaves the mind of the spectator full
tleman by nature, breeding, and training, of pictures. I think, though, that the
also by personal preference. With his Ghost ought to appear in the early scenes,
infallible good taste he chose an ideal for Horatio gives a detailed account of the
mother. Never shall I forget the last apparition to Hamlet. A column of light,
time I saw her on the stage. It was in with a voice coming off stage, is not effec-
New Haven, on the night of May 8, 1896. tive. I suppose there never was a greater
An all-star cast was performing in the Ghost in "Hamlet" than Lawrence Bar-
" Rivals"-Jefferson, Goodwin, Wilson, rett; I saw him when he was acting with
Crane, Julia Marlowe, and others. Mrs. Edwin Booth; and I have never heard the
Drew was seventy-seven years old, and lines spoken so impressively. It is inter-
never acted better. In a role so easy to esting to observe to-day that our most
overdo, she was perfection. Not content popular actors and actresses, who could
with ordinary applause, the students in fill a house with any modern play, deliber-
the audience burst into wild cheering, ately prefer Shakespeare; and as I was fol-
The dear old lady came before the curtain, lowing the scenes of " Hamlet" last week,
and threw a kiss like a queen. I could not help thinking once more that

ooth Tarkington, in his entertaining Shakespeare's supremacy in poetry is no
preface, speaks of his delight in the Daly more evident than his supremacy as a
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playwright. No one apparently ever so Higginson, in his " Life of Whittier," cited
well understood the theatre. Pickard as proof that my letter was false,

An interesting new book is "Whittier's and on my requesting him to have the
Unknown Romance/' giving for the first statement corrected, declined to do so, on
time his letters to Elizabeth Lloyd. His the ground that it would cost too much to
kindness and boundless charity are all the change the plates. Whittier, like most
more remarkable when we remember that men, was a sentimentalist, and fell deeply
he was a lifelong sufferer from two ail- in love several times. And any one who
ments that would have soured the average doubts the sincerity of his passion has
man-dyspepsia and insomnia. This is an only to read his letter to Miss Russ.
important work, but the editor seems to I see that many are now engaged in
think it is Whittier's only love-story. I drawing up lists of the greatest living men.
happened to discover years ago that he A list of the first ten in America was
was in love with Cornelia Russ, of Hart- widely circulated last summer, Arnold
ford, and the letter in which he asked her Bennett has recently prepared a Big Six
to marry him, I published in the Century for England, which contains the names of
Magazine for May, 1902. Mr. Pickard Wells, Shaw, Hardy, Asquith, and two
immediately declared it to be a forgery, dark horses. If I had under oath to name
but when I showed him the original, he the greatest living American in 1923, he
admitted its genuineness. Then T. W. would be John Singer Sargent.

ThE EW

O reduce or not reduce, that is the ous" dyspeptic has spent his time devising
question agitating many a feminine such terms as "guzzler," "greedy," "gul-
and not a few masculine minds. ous"; the stingy "scanty eater" styles us

Whether it is better to turn a deaf ear to "hoggish," "swinish," u "voracious," even
the cynical flings of one's fellows, let out one's "ravenous"; and the "Lenten diner" looks

clothes, and buy a pair of arch-sup- upon us as "luxurious," "high livers," and,On
Reducing ports, or to seek some royal road coarsely, "greedy guts."

"whereon one may add light-ob- What say the philosophers to this mo-
structing substance to his anatomy, and yet, mentous business of reducing? We know
somehow, find his shadow grow less. not the dimensions of Boswell nor his rea-

But why reduce? Did not Doctor Eb- sons for approaching the ponderous Doctor
stein, the great German professor of reduc- Johnson on the subject, but the philoso-
tion, himself apply the word "enviable" to pher's blunt answer was material and uncon-
us well-nourished, wrell-rounded individu- vincing. Here is the conversation:
als? True, he said we might some day ^^ "Boswell. ' You see one man fat who eats
merge into the "ridiculous," and later join moderately, and another lean who eats a
the ranks of the "pitiable," but Words great deal/
are historic and the dictionary bristles with "Johnson. 'Nay, sir, whatever may be
evidence of the enviousness of the lean and the quantity that a man eats, it is plain that
skinny. Over against "frugal feeder," there if he is too fat, he has eaten more than he
stand such epithets as "gorger," "gorman- should have done. One man may have a
dizer," "crammer," "stuffer"; for "one who digestion that consumes food better than
eats sparingly" there are not only "those common; but it is certain that solidity is
who eat their fill," but those "who handle a increased by putting something to it.'
good knife and fork," or those "who have "Boswell. 'But may not solids swell and
the stomach of an ostrich"; the "abstemi- be distended?'
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"Johnson. 'Yes, sir, they may swell and of little consequence. There, women are
be distended; but that is not fat.' " privileged to fill themselves, even as a

After all, does eating have anything to do Thanksgiving bird is stuffed, with bread-
with it? Did not Mrs. Hawkins a hundred crumbs and fenugreek. Let those who will
years ago inform us of how Miss Mendax starve themselves, saw wood, or even lift up
"lived for a long time on a biscuit a day, their limbs to music; we will dwell in the
but she evidently did not reduce on it." tents of the Arabs forever.
And yet it was all she had to live on "ex-
cepting only what she picked up in her
travels about the house." E find it delightfully relaxing having

The doctors know no more than the phi- a hired man instead of a chauffeur.
losophers as to what makes for bulk. There We have tried both. We had a
was that man Banting and his followers who chauffeur for several years, a handsome,
delighted in starving their fellows, and there debonair French-Canadian lad, Henri, with
was that old Dutchman, Boerhaave of Ley- thick silky black hair, and beautiful white
den, who somehow made for himself a repu- teeth. We all liked him; oh, yes,
tation in his day and was correspondingly we liked him exceedingly; but Our Hired Man
conceited. So high-handed did he become we could not live up to him, and
that when a certain rich merchant of Am- so we were forced to let him go. The hu-
sterdam asked him to take his case, he miliating fact is-I blush to confess it-weh

would have nothing to do with him unless he were not aristocratic enough for him. You
come to Leyden, and bring his three him- see, being born in the country, we still cling
dred and fifty pounds avoirdupois on foot, to some of our plebeian ways, and Henri
It was a goodly journey, and there was bag- (woe betide the person who called him
gage to carry besides the three and a half Henry) just could not stand for plebeianism.
hundredweight. True, in this pilgrim's We live in the city now-otherwise we
progress the rich Amsterdamer had daily to should never have known Henri-and own
shorten his belt and daily became lighter of two motor-cars and a Ford, for which we
foot, but after he reached Leyden the im- need a driver. Having met Henri, and hav-
pudent Boerhaave put him to work sawing ing viewed with favor his attractive person,
wood. He lost half his weight and "lived we finally persuaded him to enter our em-
as healthy as a fish to a good old age," so ploy. For a time all went happily, and we
this history reads, but it was a crude and congratulated ourselves upon our "trea-
sad method, though such as we would ex- sure." We were proud to sit in the back seat
pect from a medical man. and to gaze upon Henri's straight, fine figure

But we live in happier days. Opera- in its perfectly fitting, always carefully
singers now advise us how, and it is so simple, pressed uniform, and to note his skill as he
You lift your left leg just so, eight times, guided the car.
then the other. You can do it in bed if you While we were satisfied with Henri, Henri,
wish. There needs no pilgrimage to a alas, was not always satisfied with us, and
physician in Amsterdam nor in New Am- our social position. If there was to be a
sterdam. Still better, you can do it to wedding, or a large reception of any kind, he
music-a thrust here and a side step there, would say to one of us, "Are you goin5 to
a bow to your right and a twist to your left, the party, Miss Betsey ? It's goin' to be a
and, presto! in a moment-beTore break- swell one, I guess. They got an awnin'and
fast, you are your own sylph-like self. Is it cops!" and as we were seldom courageous
not all set down in the advertising column? enough to face the expression of disappoint-

It is so simple and easy, but, after all, ment and disapproval in his bright, brown
why reduce? It's all a matter of taste, eyes if we had to tell him we were not in-
Why should wre enviable, well-rounded crea- vited, we often evaded the point by mur-
tures be dominated by the envious lean and muring something about another engage-
hungry? Is there no spot on earth where we ment, or not feeling well enough to go.
are appreciated to the full? Yes, in far Henri did his best to make us prominent
Arabia-fabled for all that is magical and and important. Whenever he called for us
beautiful, a woman (and, of course, a man) anywhere he wrould push ahead of all other
who has not the girth of a young camel is machines, and when any one reprimanded
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him for it, he would draw himself up and Then Gus came-not Gustave or Augus-
announce sternly, "This is the Wards' auto- -our hired man. To he
mobile/' as if that accounted for all rude- sure he wears a chauffeur's uniform part of
ness and allowed special privileges. Once in the time, but one look at him convinces even
a bad storm, after he had driven us to the the most sceptical that he belongs in over-
station in the Ford taxicab, a man, taking it alls and a straw hat. Gus is a conscientious,
for a public conveyance, started to get into thoroughly reliable, stocky youth with
it. We turned to watch Henri's flaming pale light hair and faded blue eyes. He
cheeks, and to hear his withering voice say: "works around the place." He does not
"This is a private car." He drove away care whether we are ever invited anywhere
fully expecting, I am sure, to see the man or not. He prefers a Ford to any other kind
shrink to invisibility. It was mortifying of car. He likes our old clothes as well as
enough to be obliged to run a Ford without our better ones. He allows us to live in our
having it mistaken for an ordinary taxi. city house in the summer. In short, Gus,

As for charity work among the poor, like ourselves, came from the country, and
Henri absolutely discouraged that; he did we all understand one another perfectly.
not care to have us visit in the "slums," and Occasionally we meet Henri speeding by in
made his feelings so evident that we found a low, red racing-car. He speaks kindly and
it necessary to apologize every time we made tolerantly to us. We respond cordially;
such an excursion. Poverty he considered a then we turn with joyous relief to Gus.
disgrace, with which he and his "people"
(meaning us) ought to have no dealings.

While he was with us, dancing was much OR the male of the human species life
in vogue. Apparently he was an adept in has become just one darn shave after
the terpsichorean art, if one could judge by another. The safety-razor is emblem
his conversation on the subject, and he was indisputable of modern man's subserviency
sorry not to have us more intelligent about to the decrees of custom. Formerly al-
the one-step, the waltz, the fox-trot, and the lowed to flourish like weeds on a pauper's
tango. Although we honestly tried to un- grave, beards and whiskers are not On Whiskers
derstand his technical remarks about them, nowr quite in vogue. In this our and the Brutal
we realized that we always failed. In this land of the free, mere man daily Art of Shaving
as in other things we were too slow for humbles himself before convention and
Henri. He liked to dash about the country strives to subdue these unpopular attributes

r city either-at fifty or sixty miles an of masculinity. Every morning an enor-
hour, and resented our modest desire to mous mountain of lather is worked up on
travel at twenty or twenty-five. The "first an infinite variety of chins, and a veritable
families" travelled fast, and he wanted us wilderness of variegated stubble falls reluc-
to. tantly under the savage onslaught of a

We embarrassed him by working about in myriad of razors. Nor are the attacks al-
our garden in disreputable old garments, or ways bloodless. Whiskers may be super-
by using the hose. We were not living up fluous, unexplainable-but they do indeed
to our position. In another respect, too, we make up one of life's stern realities.
were lax. We usually stayed in town in the It is a far cry, expressed in years or miles,
summer. Now all of the aristocracy had back to the Garden of Eden at the time
country homes. Finally, fearing for our when the well-known Mr. Adam and the
reputation, we took a house at the seashore, original first lady of the land were renting
Henri was pleased. That was all we asked, the premises. What is the connection be-

Twice he achieved, I think, true happi- tween Adam and whiskers, you ask? Sim-
ness: once when he was privileged to drive ply this: Adam had 'em-and they've been
Charles Evans Hughes, and again soon after the sorrowful heritage of man ever since.
when a real baroness honored our car. But Adam was required to remove to another
we could not furnish such guests often, and residential district, because his giddy young
reluctantly we told Henri he could go. We wife disobeyed regulations concerning some
did not tell him why-we dared not. Sadly of the property on the place. Not only
we bade him good-by; sadly we watched him that, but he and his posterity were con-
disappear around the corner. demned to lives of toil. And for a long
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time the sons of Adam were pretty well A beard is the most persistent thing in all
occupied with getting a living. the world. Defeated, slain, it falls only to

The cultivation of whiskers was only a rise again. Upon the fertile hillsides of
side-line in the good old days. True, the one's cheeks and chin, or in the shady nooks
Moslems swore fervently: "By the Beard near the Adam's apple, it sprouts eternally.
of the Prophet!" And in that crude age, Like Tennyson's brook, I can imagine my
when cold-cream was hard to obtain at any beard vaunting its triumph, its ability to
price, whiskers may have had an actual come back after each slaughter with re-
utilitarian value, in that they protected the newed vitality:
tender, leathery skin of the caveman from You may hack and you may hoe,sun and wind. The point, however, is that ut I go on forever! "
the old-timers had enough sense not to
shave. They allowed nature to follow its The safety-razor blade gives fair satisfac-
course and let their whiskers blow where tion the first time or two it is used, in order '

they listed. that its user may be deluded into buying
W his crude agricultural methods, more of the same brand. But after this

Adam naturally had a hard time of it. In brief period of efficiency it becomes a tor-
later centuries bread-winning has become ture device. Shaving becomes a matter of
vastly easier. The fact of original sin and brute strength and stoical endurance-the
the fact of whiskers, however, still remain, same thing as stump-pulling on a smaller
Adam's successors still have whiskers to scale. Theoretically, a lather's function is
contend with, a problem on their hands- to soften the beard and prepare it for the
or, rather, on their faces-to remind them of blade. Actually, it merely serves to pro-
their humility, that life is a constant struggle, vide a soap-screen through which the blood-

What a terrible judgment must some day thirsty blade may sneak down upon the
fall upon the heads of those misguided minor bumps, corners, and protuberances of
zealots who have had the temerity to set one's face, and slice them off, under cover,
customs in morals, in dress, or in personal with momentary impunity. -
habits for this sheep-like society! If that When a sufficient amount of face and
first vain meddler had not shaved, mankind beard has thus been removed, we apply
would have been spared an annoyance that soothing lotions to an outraged epidermis,
is positively staggering in the aggregate, and repair the wreckage as best we can.
We know who discovered America; we are Speak to me not of the martyrs of the
similarly aware of the perpetrator of the Church, for they are as nothing compared
Eskimo Pie; but no man can say who was to those millions of to-day who endure daily
the first man to shave. martyrdom under the razor. The blood of

When I was a child I washed as a child, the martyrs would appear as the most in-
holding my neck and ears peculiarly invio- significant of rivulets compared with the
late by soap and water, after the traditions broad, red stream drawn from America's
of boyhood. Now that I have become a collective stubbled chin each morning.
man I have put aside all such childish scru- Shaving, we may conclude, is one of the
pies. Then I saw in a glass - seldom; now prices we pay for being members of modern
I see myself clearly, face to face, very, very society. And I, of course, will continue to
often, as I stand before my mirror, obeying shave. There is a certain satisfaction, com-
that extra commandment of society that parable to none other, in being able to run
says: " Shave thy physiognomy religiously; one's hand over a temporarily beardless
for whiskers are unseemly, an abomination cheek and experience that profound corn-
in the sight of society/' Modern society placence, that sweet assurance that one has
will have none of primitive facial embellish- conformed to society's decree that he be
ment. And so I have come into my in- smooth-shaven. One feels presentable then,
heritance of the peculiarly masculine an- even in this Ever-Ready - Autostrop - Gem
noyance of shaving. of a world of ours.
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For a Better Appreciation of the Art
of Architecture

r DE\VITT CLINTON POND

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM PHOTOGRAPHS

the masterpieces of all the arts who admire most of the work of our painters
those of architecture can be the not only admit but demand that a knowl-
most easily appreciated. This may edge of technique is required before one is

seem to be a broad statement which would qualified to appreciate their work. To cite
require qualification, but it is not made even another type of art: the recent discus-
without careful consideration of fairly well- sion over a work of sculpture in a New York
known facts. Whereas it takes a musician park has called forth indignant protests to
of some attainment to appreciate the works to the effect that of the value of such sculp-
of Debussy or Tchaikovski, any person with ture only artists are competent to judge.
ordinary faculties can appreciate the beauty Bearing this attitude in mind it is inter-
of one of our most modern architectural esting to note the statement made to Ches-
achievements-the Cunard Building in New terton by an enthusiastic English friend a-
York. I believe it is safe to say that this the two passed through the main waiting-
building, designed by Benjamin Wistar room in the Pennsylvania Station in New
Morris, bears about the same relationship York: "This is like a cathedral/' he said.
to the art of architecture as the Symphony Actually the classic vaulting resembles that
Pathetique of Tchaikovski bears to music, of a great pagan natatorium rather than a
Another of the arts-painting-undoubt- Christian cathedral, but the technical inac-
edly has a popular appeal, but even those curacy of the description would be easily
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overlooked by an architect, who would un- art receives is not always characterized by
derstand the appreciation implied. There the utmost intelligence. I realize that one
was no doubt about appreciation; it was must have a boldness even to rashness to
simply evident that Chesterton's friend did lay down rules with regard to the standards
not have at his command the technical by which any art may be judged, but owing
words with which to express it in the patter to the anarchy which reigns in the literary
of the architect. criticisms of architecture it might be wise

Examples of such non-technical appre- to attempt to determine some fundamental
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^I^Hfii^^^^^^^^^^^^l rules which might be applied

to such examples of the art
as are worthy of critical
notice.

There really are two
standards which common ex-

perience would show are ap-
plicable, neither one of which
alone would be sufficient.

The first one will appeal, I
believe, to the great major-
ity of Americans who have
demanded that all things
must be practical. There
should not be much oppo-
sition to the statement that

in order to be regarded as an
acceptable example of archi-
tecture a building must fulfil
the purpose for which it has
been designed. This re-
quirement can be applied in
most cases to the plan of a
structure rather than to its

appearance, although, of
course, it would be absurd
to design a residence in such
a manner that it would re-

semble a factory, or a ware-
house to appear as a pagan
temple. With regard to the

Kitchen, dining-hall, and Holder tower across the Little Court, plan of a structure, almost
Princeton University. 

any one, by the exercise of
Day and Klauder, Architects. ̂^^^ judgment, can be a com-

petent judge. If it is diffi-
ciation are very common. A woman who cult to find one's way around in a building,
lives in a charming country residence, de- it is badly planned; if, on the other hand,
signed after the English half-timber style, all parts are accessible and easily reached,
said that her house was "like a church." if there is no congestion or interference of
She loved her house but simply did not any kind in passageways, if there is a
understand the motives used, and efforts minimum of space lost in corridors, stair-
taken by the architect, in order to produce halls, and useless rooms, then the building is
his results. well planned. No great knowledge of the

It is evident, therefore, that in order to technique of architecture is required to
appreciate architecture it is not necessary understand this simple principle.
to have knowledge of its technique. To turn to the other standard, we all have

Such appreciation is far from being uni- knowledge of buildings which are admirably
versal, however, and even such notice as the planned but which furnish no inspiration to
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James Gamble Rogers, Architect.

the beholder nor enhance the beauty of thenon considered beautiful thousands of
their surroundings. Such buildings are dis- ed Where lies the
tinctly not examples of architecture. A charm of the cathedral at Chartres? Is In-
building must be judged by its beauty. A dependence Hall in Philadelphia still beau-
beautiful building, poorly planned, may be tiful, and if it is, what makes it so? The
regarded by certain people as a work of beauty of these buildings does not depend
architecture; but, no matter how well it is upon mere fashion, for we have outlived the
planned, if it is an ugly, gloomy structure no transitory tastes of the classical, mediaeval,
one would think of it as an example of the and colonial times. One may safely state
art of building beautifully. that the proportions wrhich characterize

When one attempts to write about stand- these structures will give pleasure to the
ards of beauty, he is like a navigator in an beholder at all times. Architects study
uncharted sea. There are few accepted critically such buildings and the times in
rules for guidance. In buildings there seem which they were built, and attempt to de-
to be three requirements which are funda- velop an understanding of the spirit in
mental, however. The first is what archi- which they were designed.
tects call "scale," which means, in ordinary The second requirement is that the parts
parlance, proportion. This subject of pro- of a building should bear certain relation-
portion is difficult to discuss because not all ships to each other so that there is a pleasing
men see alike with regard to it. The sub- composition. Such composition is evident
ject resolves itself into a matter of opinion in simple country residences in which the
where there are no set rules, or definitions, wings bear a certain relation to the main
or geometric laws. A designer's only safety building. " It is seen in churches where the
lies in a study of the past. Why is the Par- towers and spires must seem to rise logically

253
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from the main facade, or at the crossing of the records supplied by the remains of Egyp-
the transept and nave, as well as in state tian, Babylonian, Greek, Roman, Byzan-
capitol or municipal buildings or those of tine, and more recent civilizations. For
even more monumental character. In all permanence the ancient builders selected
such structures all the parts must be stone, brick, and even concrete as their ma-
planned to mass together in pleasing and terials, and for beauty they turned to nat-
interesting groups. ural and structural forms for motives of

Mthough this may be done and the build- their decorations.
The Egyptians cut their stone

columns to resemble bundles of

papyrus stalks, or they made
their column capitals to look like
lotus flowers. In nearly every
case the forms were convention-

alized, but the source of inspira-
ton i clearly evident. The
Greeks not only decorated the
structural members with motives

derived from natural forms, but
introduced structural forms for

ornamental purposes. Exterior
columns were used not only as
structural supports but as orna-
ments. Their function was cer-
tainly decorative. We still use
columns for ornamental pur-
poses, as any one can testify who
has seen the various government
buildings at Washington. This
is the best evidence we have that

designers have selected not only
natural forms as a basis for their
decorative motives but have

adopted ornamental forms which
were derived from the structures

. they built. Another bit of evi-
dence with regard to this is
found when one studies examples
of the Gothic style where the
pointed arch, which was first

Woohvorth Building, New York City
used because of its structural

Cass Gilbert, Architect.
_ ^^ _ ^ _ value, became one of the most

important ornamental motives
ing may be characterized by acceptable pro- of mediaeval builders.
portions, it may still fail to be beautiful be- The modern designer has at his disposal
cause of lack of taste on the part of designer libraries and museums full of information
in selecting his motives and materials. regarding various architectural ornamental

Primarily a building is simply a structure motives-an array which literally is stag-
which shields us from the weather. It may gering. From this mass of detail-the
consist of only four walls and a roof, con- piled-up knowledge of centuries-the archi-
structed of such materials as are at the dis- tect makes his selection.

posal of the builders. Ever since the very This brings up the topic of style-a
beginning of things, however, men have not much-discussed and still unsettled question.
only wanted to build permanently, but Should a designer be a purist, or should he
beautifully. Such, at least, would be a be at liberty to mix styles? Will there ever
reasonable conclusion to be deducted from be a distinct American style? What style



The Lincoln Memorial, Washington, D. C.
Henry Bacon, Architect.

should be used for certain types of build- this question, our architects will continue
ings? to be fettered with the need of slavishly

With regard to all these questions, about copying old-world motives. I believe that
which there is no complete agreement the art of architecture-the art of building
among architects themselves, I hesitate to beautifully-is greater than the mere ques-
advance suggestions which may not be uni- tion of purity of style, and that if we are to
versally accepted. However, some stand develop a distinct American school, our de-
must be taken, and so I submit that al- signers of buildings must be allowed certain
though an architect is safe in being a purist, liberties consistent with good taste. The
his work is apt to be cold and academic, entire question of architectural style is fas-
He courts the wrath of self-appointed critics cinating, and one is tempted to write at
when he introduces an alien motive into his length with regard to it, but the limits of
design; but he is almost sure to produce a this article permit only this slight men-
more interesting result, and if he has skill tion.
and good taste he creates an even more If a building answers the purpose for
beautiful building than that of the purist, which it is built, if its masses are grouped in
You see I have qualified my statement to an interesting and pleasing manner, if all its
the extent of requiring good taste on the parts are well-proportioned-are "in scale,"
part of a designer. This is a quality which as an architect would say-not only with
no architect should lack. Granted that he regard to themselves, but with regard to
has this, an architect can mix styles and the the surroundings of the building, and if the
results will often be extremely pleasing. I motives are selected with good taste, then
realize that there are many who do not the complete structure will be a true expres-
agree with this, but unless we exercise a sion of architecture.
certain amount of freedom with regard to With regard to most of these items there
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should be but little question on the part of the United States Military Academy at
one who is judging the merits of a particular West Point, and of Princeton University, at
building, but the two considerations of pro- Princeton, the Woolworth Building in New
portion and taste depend to a large extent York-are all noteworthy examples of the
upon individual opinions. You will find ability of American designers to produce
that nearly all of us have a sense of propor- work after the Gothic manner. In nearly
tion which makes us admire the long, low all these buildings or groups of buildings
lines of what our motoring friends describe there will be found a certain mixture of
as a "sport model." I believe that we all styles, but one will find little that is inhar-
are thrilled by the shimmering beauty of a monious. The Columbia University Li-
sailing ship or the stately grandeur of a brary Building in New York, the Lincoln
range of mountains, and, if our attention is Memorial in Washington, the San Francisco
attracted to such a study, I firmly believe Municipal Building, are designed after the
we will see there can be charm and grace in classic school, and were they found along
a simple cottage, and that a city street may the tourist routes in other parts of the world
be a work of art. would be spoken of in the guide-books as

All that is really needed is a great awaken- masterpieces of architecture. The exam-
ing of interest, for we have splendid archi- pies of residential work which are truly good
lectural ability and genius in America and expressions of the art and which are de-
it is possible to find and develop more if signed after the Georgian, Italian, and-in
there is a real call for it. California-Spanish styles are too numer-

We have been doing some remarkable ous to mention.
things in architecture in this country in the I do not mean that all or even a large part
last score of years-work the equal of which of our architecture is good. Indeed, this is
it would be difficult to discover, as far as not at all true. But I do believe that we
contemporary architectural expression is have a number of representative modern
concerned, in other parts of the e. buildings which are as good architecturally
This statement may appear to be over- as those designed by contemporary archi-
optimistic, but I do not believe that it is in tects in other countries. With these to ad-
view of actual work performed. mire it is only necessary to awaken interest

Such buildings as the Harkness Memo- to create a more universal appreciation of
rial, in New Haven, the newer buildings of this branch of the fine arts.
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The Columbia University Library, New York
McKim, Mead, and White, Architects.

A calendar of current art exhibitions will be found on page 13.
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GRAB A GUN, BOY!"

"The Conversion of Torowa," page 316
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A Son at the Front
Y EDITH WHARTON

XIV Campton d n h doo
zed b hi f

HEN Campton took passing into Anderson Brant's posses-
his sketch of George sion.
to Leonce Black, the "Look here: where is this one going?"
dealer who specialized dealer cocked his hand
in "Camptons," he d and glanced
was surprised at the ds. "Violation of professional se
magnitude of the sum crecy ? Well Well under con-
which the great pic- straint I'll conf v^ ^

ture-broker, lounging in a glossy War Of- great m herself. Had her
fice uniform among his Gauguins and Vuil- d New Y a year
lards, immediately offered. ago een on the lookout ever since."

Leonce Black noted his surprise and Oh, all right," Campton answered
smiled. "You think there's nothing do- m
ing nowadays? Don't you believe it, Mr. II f d
Campton. Now that the big men have French cl lack, b
stopped painting, the collectors are all the d h
keener to snap up what's left in their regaling m alternately the
portfolios." He placed the cheque in gos Ministr and with
Campton's hand, and drew back to study ecd of the d d. In 3VI.
the effect of the sketch, which he had n h
slipped into a frame against a velvet cur- aL G
tain. "Ah-" he said, as if he were tast- to market f d
ing an old wine. freak painters out of whom dealers who

As Campton turned to go the dealer's m can
enthusiasm bubbled over. "Haven't you make a big turn-over. don't know
got anything more? Remember me if on earth will bee of all those
you have." poor devils now: Paris d h

"I don't sell my sketches," said Camp- only because she knew Germany would
ton. "This was exceptional-for a char- m for" -^^^- things. Person-
i L y " " " rtv " ally, as you know, I've always preferred

"I know, I know. Well, you're likely sounder goods: I'm a classic, my dear
to have a good many more calls of the Campton, I can only classic
same sort before we get this war over," d
the dealer remarked philosophically. med breast and ki
"Anyhow, remember I can place anything id
you'll give me. When people want a d the nure D u ut, as""-

Campton it's to me they come. I've got hings go on as they are at pres-
standing orders from two clients . . . both v denartment of the administra-"" *

given before the war, and both good to- tion, the war's not going to end in a
day." hurry," he continued. "And now we're

Copyrighted in 1923 in United States, Canada, and Great Britain, by Charles Scribner's Sons. Printed in
New York. All rights reserved.
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in for it, we've got to see you where to buy an engagement ring
through." for your girl, a Ford runabout going at

in ton found Boylston, as usual, in half-price, or the papier timbre on which
his choly cabinet iculier. He to address a summons to a recalcitrant
was listening to the tale of a young woman laundress.
with str eyes d If you got into a row with your land-
hat. She was so absorbed in her trouble lady you found that Boylston knew her,

,m ton's en- and that at sight of him she melted and
trance, £ the painter withdrew her claim; or, failing this, he

was not to be knew the solicitor in whose office her son

interrupte was a clerk, or had other means of reduc-
He was as much d in the SUD- ing her to reason. Boylston also knew a

pliant's tale as in watching Boylston's man who could make old clocks go, an-
way of listening. That m m- other who could clean flannels without
monDlace-lookiner vouner m was begin- their shrinking, and a third who could

,m get you old picture-frames for a song;
ton. mem d and, best of all, when any inexperienced
George's he knew that American youth was caught in the dark

m f youth may Parisian cobweb (and the people at home
be d trifles tible to were on no account to hear about it)* » "

the older. It was Boylston in 3 Boylston was found to be the friend
interested the painter. o more and familiar of certain occult authorities
of e young man than details who, with a smile and a word of warn-
Miss Anthony could give. Boylston, it ing, could break the mesh and free the
appeared, was the oldest hope of a well- victim.
to-do Connecticut O*/ The mystery was, how and why all
ing college a place had been r these people did what Boylston wanted;
him in the Daternal business tie had but the reason began to dawn on Camp-

he did ton as he watched the young woman in
t mean to d >, the foolish hat deliver herself of her
d one dav mi tes' con- grievance. Boylston was simply a per-

with his father, as to which d fect listener-and most of his life ' was

tails were lacking, he had packed a i spent in listening. Everything about him
case and sailed for France. There he listened: his round forehead and peering
lived ever since, in shabby rooms 3ver since, in shabby rooms in the screwed-up eyes, his lips twitching re-
rue de Verneuil. on the scant alL j Verneuil, on the scant allowance sponsively under the close-clipped mous-

ed by an irate parent: apparently tache, and every crease and dimple of his
never into debt, yet always ready sagacious and humorous young counte-
to help a nance; even the attitude of his short fat

All the d body, with elbows comfortably bedded in "^^r

knew Boylston; and though he was still heaped-up papers, and plump brown fin-
in the early thirties, they all looked up gers plunged into his crinkled hair. There
P For Boylston had one quality was never a hint of hurry or impatience to m

h always impresses youth: Boylston about him: having once asserted his right
knew d aether you went to do what he liked with his life, he was

m restaurant in the rue apparently content to let all his friends
Royale, or to wi " the Left prey on it as they pleased. You never
Bank, P welcom m wi caught his eye on the clock, or his lips
the cordiality, and sent the m shaping an answer before you had turned
emphatic instructions to e cook. The the last corner of your story. Yet when
first fresh peas and^^^" -^p- """" "^"" derest SDrinor the story was told, and he had surveyed it
chicken were always for this quiet youth, in all its bearings, you could be sure he
who, when he was alone, dined cheerfully would do what he could for you, and do
on veal and mn ordinaire. If you wanted it before the day was over.
to know where to get the best Burgund r, "Very well, Mademoiselle," he said,
Boylston d tell you; he could also tell when the young woman had finished. "I
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promise you I'll see Mme. Beausite, and black-veiled figure with
try to get her to recognize your claim. _ _ _ ^^k_ _ ̂ "_^B_ ̂ P^ " " ̂ ̂ r^ ^p^h ^*^ ^^_ ^p^^V _ _ I^Myn He guessed at once that it was the

"Mind you, I don't ask charity-I thank him; and
won't take charity from your commit- mies caused him
tee!" the young lady hissed, gathering to glance about for a way of escape. But
up a tawdry hand-bag. wi

"Oh, we're not forcing it on any one," that put him H memb
smiled Boylston, opening the door for d LV whe^tff

her. d found her in her refugee offi
When he turned back to Campton his We've- -^v ^^

face was flushed and frowning. "Poor no right to refuse the only coin they can
thing! She's a nuisance, but I'll fight to repay us in,"
the last ditch for her. The chap she lives The Davril girl was a plain likeness of
with was Beausite's secretary and under- her brother, with e same hunzrv flame
study, and devilled for him before the in her eyes. She wore the nondescript
war. The poor fellow has come back from black that Campton had remarked at the
the front a complete wreck, and can't funeral; and knowing the importance
even collect the salary Beausite owes him which the French attach to every detail
for the last three months before the war. of conventional mourning, he wondered

eausite's plea is that he's too poor, and that mother and daughter had not laid
that the war lets him out of paying. Of out part of his gift in crape. But d
course he counts on our doing it for him," less the equally strong instinct of thrift

"And you're not going to?" d Mm
"Well," said Boylston humorously, "I m

shouldn't wonder if he beat us in the long M d Campton pleas-
run. But I'll have a try first; and any- antly, and assured him that she had not
how the poor girl needn't know. She d long way Villejuif to
used to earn a little money doing f ashion- martre too difficult.
articles, but of course there's no market "I would have gone to you the
for that now, and I don't see how the pair d: but she answered
can live. They have a little boy, and d to see wi
there's an infirm mother, and they're er brother's friend lived*

waiting to get married till the girl can In the studio she looke<
find a job." a quick searching glance, Oh, a pi-

"Good Lord!" Campton groaned, with ano cted with
a sudden vision of the countless little the object of her errand d^

trades and traffics arrested by the war, tling herself in an armchair, unclasped
and all the industrious thousands reduced her shabby hand-bag.
to querulous pauperism or slow death. Monsieur, there has been a m

"How do they live-all these people?" standing; this m she
"They don't-always. I could tell said, laying Campton's ch on the

you table.
"Don't, for God's sake; I can't stand A flu of annoyance rose to the paint-

it." Campton drew out the cheque, er's face. What on earth had Boylston
"Here: this is what I've got for the let him in for? If the Davrils were as
Davrils." rl

"Good Lord!" said Boylston, staring h
with round eyes, a pang to part with. He felt the exas-

"It will pull them through, anyhow, peration of the would-be philanthropist
won't it?" Campton triumphed. when he first discovers that nothing com-

"Well said oylston: "It will if m h as doing good
you'll endorse it," he added, smiling. ». ut, Mademoiselle _^11 _ 99
Campton laughed and took up a pen. "This money is not ours. !

d

A day or two later Campton, return- ture; and we would starve rather than
ing home one afternoon, overtook a small betray his trust,"
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When stout ladies in velvet declare useful work. The value of Campton's
that they would starve rather than sac- gift, Mile. Davril argued, would be tripled
rifice this or that principle, the statement if it were so employed as to give the art-
has only the cold beauty of rhetoric; but ists and their families occupation: pro-
on the drawn lips of a thinly-clad young ducing at least the illusion that those who
woman evidently acquainted with the could were earning their living, or helping
process, it becomes a fiery reality. their less fortunate comrades. u It's not

"Starve-nonsense! My dear young only a question of saving their dignity: I
lady, you betray him when you talk like don't believe much in that. You have
that," said Campton, moved by her pas- dignity or you haven't-and if you have,
sion. it doesn't need any saving," this clear-

She shook her head. "It depends, toned young woman remarked. "The
Monsieur, which things count most 10 real <|iK-stion, for all of us artists, is that of
one. We shall never-my mother and I keeping our hands in, and our interest in

do anything that Rene would not have our work alive; sometimes, too, of giving
done. The picture was not ours: we a new talent its first chance. At any rate,
brought it back to you it would mean work and not stagnation;

ut if the picture's not yours it's which is all that most charity produces."
mine," Campton interrupted; "and I'd a She developed her plan: for the musi-
right to sell it, and a right to do what I cians, concerts in private houses, (hence
choose with the money," her glance at the piano); for the painters,

His visitor smiled. "That's what we small exhibitions in the rooms of the com-
feel; it was what I was coming to." And mittee, where their pictures would be
clasping her threadbare glove-tips about sold with a deduction of twenty per cent,
the arms of the chair Mile. Davril set to be returned to the general fund; and
forth with extreme precision the object of for the writers-well, their lot was per-
her visit. haps the hardest to deal with; but an em-

It was to propose that Campton should ployment agency might be opened, where
hand over the cheque to the "Friends of those who chose could put their names
French Art," devoting one-third to the down and take such work as was offered.
aid of the families of combatant painters, Above all, Mile. Davril again insisted, the
the rest to young musicians and authors, fund created by Campton's gift was to be
"It doesn't seem right that only the devoted only to giving employment, not
painters' families should benefit by what to mere relief.
your committee are doing. And Rene Campton listened with growing atten-
would have thought so too. He knew so lion. Nothing hitherto had been less in
many young men of letters and journal- the line of his interests than the large
ists who, before the war, just managed schemes of general amelioration which
to keep their families alive; and in my were coming to be classed under the
profession I could tell you of poor music- transatlantic term of "Social Welfare."
teachers and accompanists whose work If questioned on the subject a few months
stopped the day war broke out, and who earlier he would probably have concealed
have been living ever since on the crusts his fundamental indifference under the
their luckier comrades could spare them, profession of an extreme individualism,
Rene would have let us accept from you and the assertion of every man's right to
help that was shared with others: he suffer and starve in his own way. Even
would have been so glad, often, of a few since Rene Davril s death had brought
francs to relieve the misery we see about home to him the boundless havoc of the

us. And this great sum might be the war, he had felt no more than the im-
beginning of a cooperative work for artists pulse to ease his own pain by putting his
ruined by the war." hand in his pocket when a particular case

She went on to explain that in the was too poignant to be ignored.
families of almost all the young artists at Yet here were people who had already
the front there was at least one member offered their dearest to France, and were
at home who practised one of the arts, or now pleading to be allowed to give all the
who was capable of doing some kind of rest; and who had had the courage and
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wisdom to think out in advance the form Mayhew. He patiently led his truculent
in which their gift would do most good, relative from one government office to
Campton had the awe of the unpractical another, everywhere laying stress on Mr.
man for anyone who knows how to apply Mayhew's sympathy with France and hi
his ideas. He felt that there was no use desire to advocate her cause in the United

in disputing Mile. Davril's plan; he must States, and trying to curtail his enumer-
either agree to it or repocket his cheque, ation of his grievances by a glance at the

"I'll do as you want, of course; but clock, and the reminder that they had an-
I'm not much good about details. Hadn't other Minister to see. Mr. Mayhew was
you better consult some one else?" he not very manageable. His adventure had
suggested. grown with repetition, and he was in-

Oh, that was already done: she had creasingly disposed to feel that the re-
outlined her project to Miss Anthony and taliation he called down on Germany
Mr. Boylston, who approved. All she could best be justified by telling every
wanted was Campton's consent; and this one what he had suffered from her. In-
he gave the more cordially when he tensely aware of the value of time in
learned that, for the present at least, Utica, he was less sensible to it in Paris,
nothing more was expected of him. First and seemed to think that, since he had
steps in beneficence, he felt, were un- left a flourishing business to preach the
speakably terrifying; yet he was already Holy War, other people ought to leave
aware that, resist as he might, he would their affairs to give him a hearing. But
never be able to keep his footing on the his zeal and persistence were irresistible,
brink of that abyss. and doors which Campton had seen

Into it, as the days went by, his gaze barred against the most reasonable ap-
was oftener and oftener plunged. He had peals flew open at the sound of Mr. May-
begun to feel that pity was his only re- hew's trumpet. His pink face and silvery
maining link with his kind, the one bar- hair gave him an apostolic air, and circles
rier between himself and the dreadful to which America had hitherto been a

solitude which awaited him when he re- mere speck in space suddenly discovered
turned to his studio. What would there that he represented that legendary char-
have been to think of there, alone among acter, the Typical American.
his unfinished pictures and his broken The keen Boylston, prompt to note and
memories, if not the wants and woes of utilize the fact, urged Campton to inter-
people more bereft than himself? His est Mr. Mayhew in the "Friends of
own future was not a thing to dwell on. French Art," and with considerable flour-
George was safe: but what George and he ish the former Peace Delegate was pro-
were likely to make of each other after the duced at a committee meeting and given
ordeal was over was a question he pre- his head. But his interest flagged when
ferred to put aside. He was more and he found that the "Friends" concerned
more taking George and his safety for themselves with Atrocities only in so far
granted, as a solid standing-ground from as any act of war is one, and that their
which to reach out a hand to the thou- immediate task was the humdrum one of

sands struggling in the depths. As long feeding and clothing the families of the
as the world's fate was in the balance it combatants, and sending "comforts" to
was every man's duty to throw into that the trenches. He served up, with a some-
balance his last ounce of brain and muscle, what dog-eared eloquence, the usual ac-
Campton wondered how he had ever count of his own experiences, and pressed
thought that an accident of birth, a re- a modest gift upon the treasurer; but
moteness merely geographical, could jus- when he departed, after wringing every-
tify, or even make possible, an attitude of body's hands, and leaving the French
moral aloofness. Harvey Mayhew's rea- members bedewed with emotion, Camp-
sons for wishing to annihilate Germany ton had the conviction that their quiet
began to seem less grotesque than his own weekly meetings would not often be tlut-
for standing aside. tered by his presence.

In the heat of his conversion he no Campton was spending an increasing
longer grudged the hours given to Mr. amount of time in the Palais Royal res-
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taurant, where he performed any drudg- nificent furs that one couldn't keep her
ery for which no initiative was required, out in the cold," Mme. Lebel answered
Once or twice, when Miss Anthony was with simplicity.
submerged by a fresh influx of refugees, Campton went up apprehensively. The
he lent her a hand too; and on most days id unknown persons in possession
he dropped in late at her office, waited for mad mv

her to sift and dismiss the last applicants, er were, whatever erran
and saw her home through the incessant they on, they always-especially "^B-
rain. It interested him to note that the women-disturbed the tranquil course of
altruism she had so long wasted on pam- things, faced " m

pered friends was developing into a wise m
and orderly beneficence. He had always dA i

thought of her as an eternal school girl; d m fish: it left wi his
now she had grown into a woman. Some- mind full of fr membered
times he fancied the change dated from thoughts
the moment when their eyes had met As he entered he perceived from the
across the station, the day they had seen e atmosphere that Mme. Lebel
George off. He wondered whether it had not only opened the studio but made
might not be interesting to paint her new up fire. d m deed
face, if ever painting became again think- be ni
able. h dof r

" Passion-I suppose the great tiling is in £ high-backed chair near the stove,
a capacity for passion/7 he mused. and h d his f^r*r

In himself he imagined the capacity to mer wife. long sable cloak,
be quite dead. He loved his son: yes- had slipped
but he was beginning to see that he loved Mm but e dressH

him for certain qualities he had read into d to CamriB- i simpler
him, and that perhaps after all Well, than Brant's raiment.
perhaps after all the sin for which he h mnlierh h pow-
was now atoning in loneliness was that dered face, puffed out her underlid
of having been too exclusively an artist, mad h heek
of having cherished George too egotisti- looked frightened, ill and yet det m
cally and self-indulgently, too much as his " n began, laving h hand
own most beautiful creation. If he had on his sleeve.

loved him more humanly, more tenderly fi had
and recklessly, might he have not put into fo< his shabby quarters, and in his
his son the tenderness and recklessness as he could only st out:
which were beginning to seem to him the Julia
qualities most supremely human ? he looked at her he saw that her

face was wet with tears. N bad
news?" he broke out.XV

She shook er head and, d a
A WEEK or two later, coming home late ndkerchie from a diamoi

from a long day's work at the office, med bair, wined_ » ^

Campton saw Mme. Lebel awaiting him. the Then she pressed the
He always stopped for a word now; kerchief to her lips, gazing at him with

fearing each time that there was bad eyes as helpless as a child's.
news of Jules Lebel, but not wishing to "Sit down," said Campton.
seem to avoid her. d h

To-day, however, Mme. Lebel, though table, with papers paint-rags and
mysterious, was not anxious. writing materials p m e

"Monsieur will find the studio open. m
There's a lady: she insisted on going up." his plate and glass, and bottle of vin or-

"A lady? Why did you let her in? dina-ire, were set out, he wondered if the
What kind of a lady?" mem of their

"A lady-well, a lady with such mag- first days of gaiety and poverty, or if
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merel itied him f "I'm sorry," he said. .. ut if you've
squalor. And suddenly it occurred to come to ask me to do something mor
him that when the war was over, d about George-take any new steps it'
George came b A no use. I can't do the sort of thing to
to hunt out a ] partment in an old keep my son safe that Mme. de Dol-
house in the F; bourir St. G mctsch would do for her lover."
some d furniture in it. and Mrs. Brant stared. .. Safe? lie was^"M* * ^

discreeter charm of such an interior to the killed the day after lie got to the front."
" Good Lord-Isador?"

How could he exnect to hold Ladislas Isador killed at the front!

loving youth if he had only this clingy The words remained unmeaning; by n<>
d ve him in? effort could Campton relate them to th

Mrs. bezan to soeak. fat middle-aged philanderer with hi
I came here to see you because I Jewish eyes, his Slav eloquence, hi

did n't wish anv one to know; not Adele, Levantine gift for getting on, and for
nor even d Leaning toward getting out from under. Campton tried ^^f

him went on in short breathless sen- to picture the clever contriving devil
tences: "I've just left Madge Talkett: drawn in his turn into that merciless red
you know her, I think? She's at Mme. de eddy, and gulped down the Monster's
Dolmetsch s hospital. Something - throat with the rest. What a mad world
f haonened readful. It it was, in which the same horrible and

d h * v magnificent doom awaited the coward and
much in love with I .d a the hero!

writer, wasn't h I d know his "Poor Mme. de Dolmetsch!" he mm
ooks. but Made tered, remembering with a sense of re-

derful. . . and of course men like that morse her desperate appeal and his curt
-^ __^ ̂  t_ ^ x_ ,i_. £-^ » rebuff. Once again the poor creature's :ht not to b f t.

M love had enlightened her, and she had
G ses, d Mrs. Brant, "He foreseen what no one else in the world
dreadfullv delicate besides, and would have believed: that her lover was

d to die like a hero.
m / "Isador was nearly forty, and had a

any n of languages. And poor weak heart; and she'd left nothing, liter-
m D tsch you know I've ally nothing, undone to save him."

never approved of her; but things are so Campton read in his wife's eyes what was
hanged ;s, and at any rate she coming. " It's impossible now that

mad d to him, and had d George should not be taken," Mrs. Brant
k went on.

cer Headquarters work The same thought had tightened Camp-
forh d e rest. But it seem: ton's own heart-strings; but he had hoped

d of officers always in- she would not say it.
guing to get strong hie- "It may be George's turn any day/'
died voime in to be in the she insisted.*

tr d are fit f ig else, but They sat and looked at each other
who are jealous of . And last without speaking; then she began again

"k f. ^ d do, poor imploringly: UI tell you there's not a mo-
Isador was ordered front." ment to be lost!"

C mad an impatient move- Campton picked up a palette-knife and
mcnt. 1 i more distasteful to began absently to ru > it with an oily rag. ^^f

him to be appealed to by Mrs. Brant in Mrs. Brant's anguished voice still sounded
Isador's name than by Mmc. cle Del- on. "Unless something is done immedi--»

metsch in George's. H gorge rose at atcly. . . It appears there's a regular
eo ould associate hunt for cmbusqites, as they're called. A

in their minds cases as diff if it was everybody's business to be killed !
his son and Mmc. de Dolmetsch's How's the staff-work to be carried on if

lover. thev're all taken? But it's certain that if
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we on't act at once act energeti- his face. If blind animal passion be the
cally..." profoundest as well as the fiercest form of

He fixed Why do attachment, his love for his boy was at
you d that moment as nothing to hers. Yet his

wide. he's our feeling for George, in spite of all the
child." phrases he dressed it in, had formerly in

m its essence been no other. That his boy
m should survive-survive at any price

d about that had been all he cared for or sought to
x */ her lips, achieve. It had been convenient to justi-

"Why did you say C ton pur- fy himself by arguing that George was not
sued, " that you had c \ because bound to fight for France; but Camp ton

ted 1 me wi : Brant's now knew that he would have made the
it?" same effort to protect his son if the coun-

She lowered her eyes and fixed m try engaged had been his own.
the knife he was still aut ally rub- In the careless pre-war world, as
bing. "*--+ T^^F- George himself had once said, it had

"Because Anderson thinks . . . Ander- seemed unbelievable that people should
son won't. he's d .e ever again go off and die in a ditch to
can. oblige anybody. Even now, the auto-

"Ah d Campton, d a matic obedience of the millions of the un-
deep breath. taught and the unthinking, though it had

"W- its deep pathetic significance, did not
He threw back his she o move Campton like the clear-eyed sacri-

shake off an oppressive weight. "I . fice of the few who knew why they were
t does."^ dying. Jean Fortin, Rene Davril, and

"You-you as he does? such lads as young Louis Dastrey, with
G But a father has never his reasoned horror of butchery and
done all he can for his son! There's al- waste in general, and his instant grasp of

methin m d the necessity of this particular sacrifice:
d in a cry, these were the victims who had first shed

seemed >mmf ^ light on the dark problem.
ageing into a living d Campton had never before, at least

m Campton had never before felt consciously, thought of himself and the
h as d to the depths by few beings he cared for as part of a greater

her. For the length a heart-beat he whole, component elements of the im-
saw her again with a rea-nairea Daoy in -haired baby in mense amazing spectacle. But the last
her arms, the light of morning on her face. four months had shown him man as a de-

Mv dear-I'm sorrv," he said, his sorry fenseless animal suddenly torn from his
d on hers. shell, stripped of all the interwoven ten-

"Sorry-sorry? I don't rant you to drils of association, habit, background,
be sorry. I want you to do mething-I daily ways and words, daily sights and
want you to save him!" sounds, and flung out of the human hab-

He faced her with bent ead. gazing itable world into naked ether, where noth-"

(1 on their interwoven fin- ing breathes or lives. That was what war
fv^ en to release did; that was why those who best under-

the other. stood it in all its farthest-reaching abom-
"I can't anything 3re," he re- ination willingly gave their lives to put an

peated. end to it.
tarted un with He heard Mrs. Brant softly crying.

clamation. W 's happened to you? "Julia," he said, "Julia, I wish you'd
W has influenced you ? h try to see ..."

ed you ? " She dashed away her tears. "See
v could he answer her ? H what ? All I see is you, sitting here safe

m been conscious and saying you can do nothing to save
d flung it in him! But to have the right to say that
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you ought to be in the trenches yourself! XVI
What do you suppose those young men
out there think of their fathers, safe at CAMPION sat with his f ci v

home, who are too high-minded and con- in the latter's pleasant little entresol
scientious to protect them?0 crowded with C lacquer and

He looked at her compassionately. tian furniture.
"Yes/1 he said, "that's the bitterest part Dastrey, in days f j
of it. But for that, there would hardly be had been sent horn im hi am
anything in the worst war for us old peo- with an attack of rheumatism; and when
pie to lie awake about." became clear that he could no longer be

Mrs. Brant had stood up and was fever- of use in mud and cold of the a
ishly pulling on her gloves: he saw that zone he d taken his place
she no longer heard him. He helped her behind a desk he Mini f W
to draw her furs about her, and stood 1 h <ls had dined
waiting while she straightened her veil might get back to his night-shift; and th
and tapped the waves of hair into place, sat over coffee and liqueurs, the mist of
her eyes blindly seeking for a mirror, their cigars floating across lustrous cabi-
There was nothing more that either could fronts and the worn eildmer of slencl
say. consoles.

He lifted the lamp, and went out of the On 1 s other side of the hearth young
door ahead of her. oylston, sunk in an armchair, smoked

"You needn't come down," she said in d listened
a sob; but leaning over the rail into the "It always comes b to same
darkness he answered: "I'll give you a m ton was saying nervous!}-.
light: the concierge has forgotten the lamp "What right have useless old m like
on the stairs." m , sitting here with my cigar by this

He went ahead of her down the long xl fire, to preach blood and butchery
greasy flights, and as they reached the bovs like George and vour neohew?"
ground floor he heard a noise of feet com- Again and again, during the days since
ing and going, and frightened voices ex- Mi h dH

claiming in the porter's lodge. In the door- his d the same torturing question.
way Mrs. Brant's splendid chauffeur stood H ,s he to answer that last taunt of
looking on compassionately at a group of
women gathered about Mme. Lebel. Not long ago, Paul Dastrey would ha^

The old woman sat in her den, her arms emed the last nerson to whom he cou
stretched across the table, her sewing in a have si bmitted such a problem Das
heap at her feet. On the table lay an open trey, in black August d
letter. The grocer's wife from the corner for the f b
stood by, sobbing. blood-In had d C

Mrs. Brant stopped involuntarily, and ma "horn it was im
Campton, sure of Avhat was coming, possible to discuss the war. But three
pushed his way through the neighbours d and f^t *

about the door. Mme. Lebel's eyes met Pastes de Sccours along the awful
his with the mute reproach of a tortured battle dge had sent h m home with a
animal. "Jules," she said, " last Wednes- mind no longer befog y personal
day . . . through the heart." P H d

Campton took her old withered hand, knew it; him
The women ceased sobbing and a hush fessional calm which keeps surgeons and
fell upon the stifling little room. When nurses steady through all the horrors they
Campton looked up again he saw Julia live among. Those few months at the

rant, pale and bewildered, hurrying ront had matured and mellowed him
toward her motor; and the vault of the m
porte-cochere sent back the chauffeur's H d
answer to her startled question: "Poor dispassionately considering his friend's
old lady-yes, it's her only son who's been difficulty.
killed at the front.11 "I see. dea is that, b
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to do even the humble kind of job that to do, and can't not do. But for a useless
I've been assigned to, you've no right not drifting devil like me-my God, the
to try to keep your boy out of it if you sights and the sounds of it are always
can?" with me!"

"Well-by any honourable means." u There arc a good many people who
Dastrey laughed faintly, and Campton wouldn't call you useless, Mr. Campton,"

reddened. "The word's not happy, I said Boylston.
admit. " Campton shook his head. "I wish

"I wasn't thinking of that: I was con- there were any healing in the kind of
sidering how the meaning had evaporated thing I'm doing; perhaps there is to you,
out of lots of our old words, as if the gen- to whom it appears to come naturally
eral smash-up had broken their stoppers, to love your kind." (Boylston laughed.)
So many of them, you see," said Dastrey "Service is of no use without conviction:
smiling, "we'd taken good care not to un- that's one of the uncomfortable truths
cork for centuries. Since I've been on the this stir-up has brought to the surface. I
edge of what's going on fifty miles from was meant to paint pictures in a world at
here a good many of my own words have peace, and I should have more respect for
lost their meaning, and I'm not prepared myself if I could go on unconcernedly do-
to say where honour lies in a case like ing it, instead of pining to be in all the
yours." He mused a moment, and then places where I'm not wanted, and should
weftt on: "What would George's view be of no earthly use. That's why-" he
be?" paused, looked about him, and sought

Campton did not immediately reply, understanding in Dastrey's friendly gaze:
Not so many weeks ago he would have "That's why I respect George's opinion,
welcomed the chance of explaining that which really consists in not having any,
George's view, thank God, had remained and simply doing without comment the
perfectly detached and objective, and work assigned to him. The whole thing is
that the cheerful acceptance of duties so far beyond human measure that one's
forcibly imposed on him had not in the individual rage and revolt seem of no
least obscured his sense of the f undamen- more use than a woman's scream at an

tal injustice of his being mixed up in the accident she isn't in."
thing at all. As he spoke, Campton knew that he

But how could he say this now? If was only arguing against himself. He did
George's view were still what his father not in the least believe that any individual
had been in the habit of saying it was, sentiment counted for nothing at such a
then he held that view alone: Campton time, and Dastrey really spoke for him
himself no longer thought that any civi- in rejoining: "Every one can at least
lized man could afford to stand aside from contribute an attitude: as you have, my
such a conflict. dear fellow. Boylston's here to confirm

"As far as I know," he said, "George it."
hasn't changed his mind." Boylston grunted his assent.

Boylston stirred in his armchair, "An attitude-an attitude?" Camp-
knocked the ash from his cigar, and ton retorted. "The word is revolting to
looked up at the ceiling. me! Anything a man like me can do is

"Whereas you-" Dastrey suggested, too easy to be worth doing. And as for
"Yes/' said Campton. "I feel differ- anything one can say: how dare one say

ently. You speak of the difference of anything, in the face of what is being
having been in contact with what's going done out there to keep this room and
on out there. But how can anybody not this fire and this ragged end of life safe
be in contact, who has any imagination, for such survivals as you and me?"
any sense of right and wrong? Do these Campton crossed to the table to take an-
^ictures and hangings ever shut it out other cigar. As he did so he laid an apolo-
'rom you-or those books over there, getic pressure on his host's shoulder.
when you turn to them after your day's "Men of our age are the chorus of the
work? Perhaps they do, because you've tragedy, Dastrey: we can't help our-
got a real job, a job you've been ordered selves. As soon as I open my lips to
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bl or praise I see m in white the floor of heaven I" he used to muse,
beard held driving on obstinately through the mud

an elastic, goading on the combatants in and darkness.
d voice from The thought of "Out there" besieged

ramparts. On the whole I'd sooner him day and night, the phrase was always
spinning amonz the women." in his ears. Wherever he went he wastr

"Well d Dastrey, getting up, pursued by visions of that land of doom:
"IVe got to get back to my spinning: visions of fathomless mud, rat-haunted
where, by the way, there are some very trenches, freezing nights under the sleety
pretty young women at the distaff. It's sky, men dying in the barbed wire be-
extraordinary how m»- - -I-M- better pretty tween the lines, or crawling out to save a
girls type than plain ones: I see now why comrade and being shattered to death on

get all the jobs." the return. His collaboration with Boyl-
The three went out into wi er ston had brought Campton into close con- -^"- "^^"-

blackness. They were all used by this tact with these things. He knew by heart
to the new Paris: hed the history of scores and scores of young

1 d ty streets, men of George's age who were doggedly
the almost total cessation of wheeled suffering and dying a few hours away from
traffic. All through the winter, life had the Palais Royal office where their records

m ich were kept. Some of these histories were
on the battle-front as in the rear. Day so heroically simple that the sense of
after day, week after week, of rain and pain was lost in beauty, as though one

d mud: dav after d were looking at suffering transmuted into
week, f vag mmittal news from poetry. But others were abominable,

es east; everywhere the unendurable, in their long-drawn use-
d but still menacing, ever less horror: stories of cold and filth and

death, suffering, d hunger, of ineffectual effort, of hideous
perceptible oscillation of the scales, any mutilation, of men dying of thirst in a

ensating hope of to out shell-hole, and half-dismembered bodies
of the long slow endless waste. be- dragging themselves back to shelter only

mbed d d Paris of those to perish as they reached it. Worst of all
m^ w >le image were the perpetually recurring reports of

benumbed and darkened military blunders, medical neglect, care-
Down the asphalt d fine lessness in high places: the torturing

d knowledge of the lives that might have
m m been saved if this or that officer's brain,

crossed t d d watching this or that surgeon's hand, had acted
the rush the Se elow them more promptly. A disheartening im-
gloomed 1 fd^-^ ^f pression of waste, confusion, ignorance,
houses, unlit barges, river-st m obstinacy, prejudice, and the indifference

mmi d ceased of selfishness or of mortal fatigue, ema-
to live: only a single orange gleam, low nated from these narratives written home
on the water's edge, undulated on the from the front, or faltered out by white
jetty waves like a long s sea- lips on hospital pillows.
weed. The "Friends of French Art," espe-

The two ft Dastrey at his daily since they had enlarged their range,
Ministrv. and th had to do with young men accustomed to
Boylston's lodging before descending to the freest play of thought and criticism.

d hom his A nation in arms does not judge a war as
lameness had made so heavv and simply as an army of professional soldiers.
lent, now limped ab All these young intelligences were so
over wet pavements and under stre g many subtly-adjusted instruments for the
skies: these midnight tramps had become testing of the machinery of which they

ry need m 0 formed a part; and not one accepted the
there - out there, if they had these wet results passively. Yet in one respect all

d hem they'd think it was were agreed: the " had to be " of the first
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(1 The German hand: he laid it aside while he glanced at
m m (I the first. It contained an engraved card:

theirs should be the generation to meet
it; on that point speculation was MRS. ANDERSON BRANT
vain, discussion useless. The question At Home on February 2oth at 4 o'clock
that stirred them all was how the country Mr. Harvey Mayhew will give an account of his
they were defending was helping them to captivity in Germany.Mine, de Dolmetsch will sing.
carry on the struggle. There the evidence For the benefit of the "Friends of French Art
was cruelly clear, the comment often Committee."
scathingly explicit; and Camp ton, bend- Tickets ico francs.
ing still farther over the abyss, caught a

ddering glimpse of what it be Enclosed was the circular of the subcom-
e- political blunders, inertia, tol- mittee in aid of Musicians at the Front,

erance, perhaps even evil ambitions and with which Campton was not ,directly
connivances, d h associated. It bore the names of Mrs.-- --

effort c front. There was no logical Talkett, Mme. Beausite, and a number of
arzumc against such a possibility. All other French and American ladies of his

had all societies wife's group.
rose S da n b b-^"- "^pr Campton tossed the card away. He
the action of that law, everything that was not annoyed by the invitation: he
made the world livable to Campton knew that Miss Anthony and Mile. Da-
his d d crumble in new ruins vril were getting up a series of drawing-
abc Yes-b it woe to them by room entertainments for that branch of

horn such ; woe to the gen- the charity, and that the card had been
b such a law. The sent to him as a member of the Honorary

Powers of Darkness were always watching Committee. But any reminder of the
d hour; but the past was sort always gave a sharp twitch to the

cord heir Brant nerve in him. He turned to
t mnh C- his- George's letter.
tory, r the great turning-points As usual it was not long; but in other - _-- *t^f

of progress, saw how the liberties of Eng- respects it was unlike his son's usual com-
land d munications. Campton read it over two
pline tan conquest, and how or three times.
even out hideous welter c
French Revolution and * eonic "Dear Dad, thanks for yours of the

had more freedom and wiser tenth, which must have come to me on
order. point was t memb skis, the snow here is so deep." (There
the acy of the sacrifice was always had, in fact, been a heavy snow-fall in the^H

n proporton to vie Argonne), "Sorry mother is bothering
and there at least his faith was sure. about things again: as youVe often re-

d not, he felt ' m minded me, they always have a way of
wife's appeal unnoticed; and after a day 'being as they will be/ and even war

George, telling him of doesn't seem to change it. Nothing to wor-
M ry her in my case-but you can't expect
tei if himself thought any her to believe that, can you ? Neither
change in his situation probable. His you nor I can help it, I suppose.
letter ended abruptly: "I suppose it's "There's one thing that might help,

irdly time yet to ask for leave " though; and that is, your letting her feel
that you're a little nearer to her. War

\\TII makes a lot of things look differently,
especially this sedentary kind of war: it's

NOT long after his midnight tramp rather like going over all the old odds-
with Boylston and Dastrey the post and-ends in one's cupboards. And some
brought Campton two letters. One was of them do look so foolish.
postmarked Paris, the other bore the mili- "I wish you'd see her now and then
tary frank and was addressed in his son's just naturally, as if it had happened.
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You know you've got one Inexhaustible lie felt happier than for a long time past:
Topic between you. The said I. T. is the tone of his hoy's letter s» -*im -1 to
doing well, and has nothing new to com- correspond with his own se< ft change of
mumcatC up to now except a change of spirit. He knew the futility of attempt-
addr< s. Hereafter please write to my ing to bring the Brants and himself to-
Base instead of directing here, as there's j fhcr, hut was glad that. George had
some chance of a shift of 11. Q. The prc- made the suggestion. He resolved to see
caution is probably just a new twist of Julia that afternoon.
the old red tape, signifying nothing; but At the Palais Royal he found the inde-
Base will always reach me if we are fatigable Boylston busy with an exhibi-
shiftcd. Let mother know, and explain, tion of paintings sent home from the
please; otherwise she'll think the un- front, and Mile. Davril helping to caia-
thinkablc. loguethem. Lamentable pensioners came

"Interrupted by big drive-quill-drive, and went, bringing fresh tales of death,
of course! fresh details of sava: ry: the air w;i

"As ever dark with poverty and sorrow. In th<
"GEORGIUS SCKIBLEKUS. background, Mme. Beausite flitted about,

tragic and Ineffectual. Boylston had not
"P. S. Don't be too savage to Uncle been able to extract a penny from lieau-

Andy either. site for his secretary and the hitler's left-
^ No. 2.-I had thought of leave; but handed family; but Mme. Beausite had

perhaps you're right about that." discovered a nearly-organized charity
which lent money to " temporarily em-

It was the first time George had written barrassed " war-victims; and with a per-
in that way of his mother. His smiling fectly artless self-satisfaction she had ob-
policy had always been to let things alone, tained a small loan for the victim of her
and go on impartially dividing his devo- own thrift. "For what other purpose are JKI g(
t ion b etween his parents, since they re- such charities founded?" she said, gently
fused to share even that common blessing, disclaiming in advance the praise which
But war gave everything a new look; and Miss Anthony and Boylston had no
he had evidently, as he put it, been turn- thought of offering her. Whenever Camp-
ing over the old things in his cupboards, ton came in she effaced herself behind a
How was it possible, Campton wondered, desk, where she bent her beautiful white
that after such a turning-over he was still head over a card-catalogue without any
content to write "Nothing new to com- perceptible results.
municate," and to make jokes about an- The telephone rang, and Boylston,
other big quill-drive? Glancing at the after a moment, looked up from the re-
flate of the letter, Campton saw that it ceiver.
had been written on the day after the "Mr. Campton!"
first ineffectual infantry assault on Vau- The painter glanced apprehensively at
quois And George was sitting a few the instrument, which still seemed to him
miles off, safe in headquarters at Sainte charged with explosives.
Menehould, with a stout roof over his "'I ike the message, do. The thing al-
head and a beautiful brown gloss on his ways snaps at me."
boots, scribbling punning letters while his There was a listening pause: then
comrades fell back from that bloody sum- Boylston said: "It's about Upshcr it
mit. . . Campton started up. "Killed

Suddenly Campton's eyes filled. No; "Not sure. It's Mr. Brant. The m-\vs
George had not written that letter for was wired to the bank; they want you to
the sake of the joke: the joke was meant break it to Mr. Mayhew."
to cover what went before it. Ah, how "Oh, Lord," the painter groaned, the
young tin boy was to imagine that his boy's face suddenly rising before hi
father would not see! Yes, as he said, blurred eyes. Miss Anthony was not at
war made so many of the old things look the office that morning, or he would have
foolish... turned to her; at least she might have

Campton set out for the Palais Royal, accompanied him on his quest. He could
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not ask Boylston to leave the offi examined since. ut this considera-
felt that curious incapacity to deal lion, though it was drawn from George's

with raw fact of sorrow which own philosophy, did not greatly comfort
m him.

m ts of It was as At the Brants7 a bewildered concierge
had admitted him and rang a bell which no

very substance of his soul before he could one answered. The vestibule and the
even feel it. stairs were piled with bales of sheeting,

O he thought, "would bulging jute-bags, stacked-up hospital
d supplies. A boy in scout's uniform swung

m one, meanwhile, had his inadequate legs from the lofty porter's
drove to the Nouveau Luxe, armchair which stood beside the table

wi h^-^ **" diner Mr. with its monumental inkstand. Finally,
May hew. But Mr. May hew had own from above, a maid invited Campton to
two secretaries, and turned the s m ascend.

-room into an One In the drawing-room the pictures and
h h mering tapestries, bronzes and pates tendres had

at a typewriter. h "mpetent vanished, and a plain moquette replaced
young woman, who instantly extracted the priceless Savonnerie across whose
from her pocket-diary the fact that her pompous wreaths Campton had walked

was at Mrs. Anderson Brant's, re- on the day of his last visit.
hearsing. The maid led him to the ballroom.

"Rehearsing Through its double doors of glass Mr.
Wh ? yes; he's to speak at Mrs. Mayhew's oratorical accents, accom-

Brant's next week on Atrocities," she panied by faint chords on the piano
JU ; Campton's ignorance. reached Campton's ears: he paused and

She suggested but in the looked. At the farther end of the great
runken house ds here gilded room, on a platform backed by vel-

but one or two servants remained, tele- vet draperies, stood Mr. Mayhew, a per-
d b as difficult as in feet pearl in his tie and a perfect crease

der-staffed hotels; d after one or in his trousers. Beside him was a stage-
decided* * ^-' property tripod surmounted by a per-

to the Avenue Marigny. He felt that to fume-burner; and on it Mme. de Dol-
^^ V * I I^V-JIVI -V_^ *. J^ ' A_ *. ^ T * *- metsch, swathed in black, leaned in an
mierht still in som help poor attitude of grief.

since it was not yet sure that he At the piano beneath the platform a
d Or else it's just the need bushy-headed youth struck an occasional

.h about/' he thought, conscious chord from Chopin's Dead March; and
the only way he had near the door three or four Red Cross
with c; r was a d nurses perched on bales of blankets and
tation. listened. Under one of their coifs Camp-

On way d nink f of ton recognized Mrs. Talkett. She saw"

Benny Upsher continued to float before him and made a sign to the lady nearest
m her; and the latter, turning, revealed the

bility only a painter's visions wear, astonished eyes of Julia Brant.
"I want to be in this thing," he heard the Campton's first impression, while they
boy repeating, as if impelled m shook hands under cover of Mr. May-^» ^^r » -"

blind instinct flowing down through cen- hew's rolling periods, was of her extraor-
turies and centuries of persistent childish dinary gift of adaptation. She had made

herself a nurse's face, not a theatrical
bears had imitation of it like Mme. de Dolmetsch's,

out he dh nor yet the face of a nurse on a war-
alive and safe to-day," Campton mused, poster, like Mrs. Talkett's. Her lovely
"like George. . . The average person is hair smoothed away under her strict coif,

m d UD her chin devoutly framed in linen, Mrs.
housand ago d never re- Brant looked serious, tender and efficient.
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Was it pc friend in this crusade against t ic us-
vocation ? sas>ins of my Ladislas."

She gave him a look of alarm, but his Mrs. Talkett said a word to Mr. Mav-
ey must have told her that he had not hew, and Campton saw his complacent

"me about George, for with a reassured face go to pieces as if it had been vitrioled.
d " Benny-Benny " he screamed,

pointed to the platform; Campton no- "Benny hurt? My Benny? It's som«
ticed that her nails were as beautifully mistake! What makes you think-? "
polished as ever. His eyes met Campion's. i4Oh, my God !

Mr. Mayhew was saying: "All that I Why, he's my sister's child!" he cried,
have to give, yes, all that is most precious plunging his face into his soft manicured

m hands.V

up to lay down in the Great Struggle In the cab to which Campton led him,
b he continued to sob with the full-throated

ism. v >f the first Victims sobs of a large invertebrate distress, beat-
of that barbarism. ing his breast for an unfindable handker-

II d and ed impressively at chief, and, when he finally found it, im-
h The piano filled in mediately weeping it into pulp.

dM e Dolmetsch, with- Campton had meant to leave him at
changing her attitude, almost without the bank; but when the taxi stopped Mr.

m ving her lips, sang a few muffled notes Mayhew was too collapsed for the painter
of lamentation. to resist his pleading hand.

"Of that hideous b Mr. "It was you who saw Benny last-you
Mayhew began again. "I repeat that I can't leave me!" the poor man implored;
stand here ready to give up everything I and Campton followed him up the ma-
hold most dear jestic stairway.

"Do stoo him Their names were taken in to Mr.* ton whispered
M Brant. Brant, and with a motion of wonder at the

Mrs. Talkett, with unaccountable humours of fate, Camp-
le had noted in IK ton found himself for the first time enter-r M. ^_/- '

and threaded her way between the bales ing the banker's private office.
to the stage. Mme. de Dolmetsch flowed Mr. Brant was elsewhere in the great

dowed attitud other, glazed labyrinth, and while the visitors
Mayhew, d $tical- waited, the painter's registering eye took
ached Mrs, in the details of the room, from the Barye

h er m feel cire-perdue on the peach-coloured marble
d : Dol- mantel to the blue morocco armchairs9f ^^f

metsch's b autiful voice-anything in the about a giant writing-table. On the table
way of a choral accompaniment-would was an electric lamp in a celadon vase.
only weaken my effect? Where the facts and just the right number of neatly folded
are so overwhelming it is enough to slate papers lay under a paper-weight of Chi~
them; that is," Mr. Mayhew added nese crystal. The room was as tidy as an
modestly, "if they are stated vigorously expensive stage-setting or the cage of a » *

and tersely-as I hope they are." well-kept canary: the only object marring
Mme. de D sch, forsaking the tri- its order was a telegram lying open on

m desk.

m h ceno h, glided up and Mr. Brant, grey and glossy, slipped in^^^ -^^-

laid her hand in Campton S- on noiseless patent leather. He shook
f h 1?... You hands with Mr. Mayhew, bowed stiffly^

member our talk? I m Cassandra, but deprecatingly to Campton, gave his
d : of divina- usual cough, and said: "This is terrible/'

tion. Tears d d her cheeks, And suddenly, as the three men sa
washing off the paint like mud swept there, so impressive and important and
by a shower. "My only comfort," she powerless, with the fatal telegram mar-

d, fixing her perfect eves on Mr. ring the tidiness of the bankers table,
Mayhew, "is to help our great good Campton murmured to himself: "If this

VOL. LXXIIL- is
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thing were to happen to me I couldn't bear postscript: "Don't be too savage to " ^^»

it. V T I I - , . 4* . + I *** A A A ̂ -* y-J "" v ' * *"* ^^ *-l ̂»r t ̂  i-% v-fc^J V% *-* * \ * ̂ * * rf-J 4- Lh "" "»" I simply couldn't bear it. . . Uncle Andy," and wished he could
of m ^f

enny Upsher was not d at least leave-taking. M Brant seemed to
his death was not certain. had been the same He stood, erect d
seen to in a surprise attack near "htlv b handv ̂  _

e Chapelle; the tel m >m on the arm of his d
d officer, reported m as he were posing for a cabinet size, with the
d and m h m^^ -"> ^*- "%-'

The words had taken on a hideous His lids twitched slightly behind his pro-
m Freezing d his upper lip, which\^f

to death between the lines, m was as straight as a ruler, detached itself
d bv a hair's breadth from the lower:^-*

m itals: these were the alter- no word
native visions associated CamDton ^-* d up and down the

mili form Mr. M had white- "d^ Jk -» v

m collecting details "There was no reason on earth," he
of those who said, J ""_ 

" * ^B_ W_ *"^ I _ __ J
m h poor young h

fallen, alive but ided, in b
s mo ton eruessed M»

sat there every one of these details, cruel, m
yy

s s, d things, m rising
d that all their victim more use to a civi-

face of Benny. d state than any other unreasoned in-
wretched man sat speechless, so stinct. b "m
d and b*-' loose in his grief just an

M m ignorant passion for fisticuffs.""
f h hts he was M^s^ Brant looked at him intently.

g, seeing the sigh When did say that?" he
d each avoiding the other's eye lest asked, with his little cough before the

should betray to one another the
secret of their shared exultation at Camnton d "Oh-ert

;s safety. ago: in the very beginning, I think.
Finally, M ^ ,__,�___ , e m >st thoughtful young

of a confidential clerk, who was to go ows at t
him to the English Militarv M 'Quite so/' said M^-^

in the of getting farther i m
He went away, small and h Campton's eye again d

d mile ot a m who seeks the room

to ward off a blow; h Cam "Now, of course
heard him say timic to the clerk: N "Ah ow.. .
doubt you speak Fr< :h The words »men looked; f a
I want don't seem t m id then Cam h"

m m to leave at the hand. M

b m m lse held the forehead, extended his dry fingers,
him b H mem George's and they shook hands in silence.

(To be continued.)
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Clark Street.

This view north from Monroe Street shows the Conway, Putnam, and County Court buildings.
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Michigan Avenue Boulevard, South.

The Boulevard is the pride of all Chicagoans. Less than a century ago this district was a swamn with canoes on its waters;
barely a half century ago it was a heap of ruins. Now it is the site of the Art Institute, the Logan Monument, the Taft
Fountain, the Field Museum, skyscraping hostelries, and fashion shops,
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Clark Street at the Bridge.

The Chicago Rivet is always interesting-its sluggish waters colorful and the traffic upon it a combination of
river, canal, and lake boats.
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South Clark Street.

T'.^e elevated lines encircle the down-town section in a mighty band of steel called the "Loop." Within or near this <!i- rict
are located the principal hotels, office-buildings, financial institutions, and retail stores. Over the mass of street rs,
trucks, and shoppers towers the dome of the Federal Building.
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\\rells Street Elevated BrM_re.

The huge "jaws" and "lifts" and various kinds of drawbridges over the Chicago River give to the city a peculiar distinc-
tion. Many of the bridges are remarkable feats of engineering. All are interesting because of their location in the heart
of the city.
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Link Brit

Michigan Avenue is the Fifth Avenue *>f Chicago. Its ^tream of traffic seeni^ t.» he nev» ndii \it >trt 11 a fl;t ncs
to a - indstill when the ' jaws" open to allow some sl..w-movin^ Like freighter to put mil "
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Rush Street.

A few years ago this quiet little street was one of Chicago's important thoroughfares. The Rush Street bridge, near the
towering Wrigley Building, was the connecting link of Michigan Avenue. The opening of the Boulevard link bridge
diverted the traffic to the east, and the removal of the old Rush Street bridge completed the isolation, and left this old
street-the home of many of Chicago's millionaires-in quiet obscurity.
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Skyscrapers from (irant Park.

The stately buildings alonp Michigan Avenue, buttressed l>y th ^kyscrapers in the bttCkgrooad, ar . vivid expression
of the courage and determination of a jwople who have taken for their motto the words " I will."
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Men and Half-Men
BY SETH K. HUMPHREY

Author of "The Racial Prospect"

M d respects f as m years;
ture on the state of the m dicates that hi P
country's racial values for acquiring knowledge corresponds to

followed particular age of youth. "^H
lations by the adult has had years of worldly
army intelligence tal cali-If

tests.* b not had-and by ing ac-
The dis d m ure, not

osed was new to mil m b h ch he is
r wit _*-^ 1* !" f s likely ever to know if given a fair
ibit ^fertilizing her best matters of the m

stocks, encouraging 1he excessive knowledge the ex try to
e ill-favored, hasw ie on his ability to inowl-

the subject of considerable s y. Even d ch is not so cc They
the general public, wi the last few :h his future instead of hi

ha cademic interest inm/ which is a mighty sign m
what mi ening to a species the business of exa ^-^

b of its increase f re tests disclosed 30 per cent of
its lower elemer The English way of .d it is fair to assume these
putting it has a "m figures as approxin aDDroximatelv true for our
that more 1 one-half of all th population-to be satis-^J mT
dren born are deriv "m m , with a smat-

sixth of the population. tates at m^«^ 5 per cent who were super-
the fierure-but it doesr m er whether latively ed. This^^^

it should be one-sixth, or one-fifth, or one- of the total mber represents the flower
m that we've got of 7s mental inheritances.^-^

birth- wr g end of racial 5 per cent revealed m
scale. ages of thirteen to fourteen years-mind

So the i sion has been slowly tak- fairly well equipped what
2* hold that under circumstances the m tal ages stand for in the tests.-^^"-

average quality of the race must be de- These have of good, average
but it d citizens.

ures of the 's careful d >m ext m iitali-^ ^ "v

m tests to show, in a way ties stopped developing at twelve years.
--- -h thede- W pass :m with me m

cline has already proceeded. giving, since theirs is a lifelong condition
with a sudden outburst of of youthful of yet

popular interest, exaggeration has crept h S a multitude of uses for
in. Seventy per cent of our t popu- is these, in the simpler tasks of its
lation not above the tal age of four- m ex life. It was only in the Stone
teen years I, b P de ma d that al depended

wr wi1 »^ vigor. Civi-
output on its prospect of cat the lization specializes on inequalities,
popular eye. ,rm. to suit its m >m

m mi^-^ d by intel- democratic
ligence tests does not classify m in all idealists.

*" Psychological Examining in the United States Army, So we leave wn twelve-
Vol. 15, Memoirs, National Academy of Sciences." Supt. *Doc., Washington, D. C. with bv unh
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"h the population. The official estimate for
cy ffh Massachusetts is about forty thousand

h i our population. just over i per cent. Of these forty thou-
The problem is in the remaining one- sand, Massachusetts has segregated in her

quarter. The army tests mdica with two institutions three thousand-one outr

an approach to accuracy which cannot of thirteen. This is after years of the
seriously be m re than most intensive public agitation over the
twenty-five m of our people can damage done to racial values through
never get beyond the mental age of eleven turning back into the stock the prolific in-
years he acre of unformed crease of the mentally unfit.

d ten million of these are saddled The mountain's labor brought forth a
for life with mentalities of ten years or mouse. A community well posted on

d the age of irresponsible child what would happen to its fancy strains of
From dogs or flowers through the presence of
ly derive most of our social disturbers, at one ill-favored specimen in the breeding
least one-half of all the children born to area, still takes the miserable outpourings
inherit this land of ours, and one-auarter of its feeble-minded without batting an
of the electorate. It's a fine prospect- eyelash.
for the political demagogu Massachusetts is no more impervious
;h to the dictates of ordinary common sense

Up to the point of recognizing the grav- in this respect than most of the States. A
ty who have few States, perhaps, have done better;

to writing on h t of racial those which have segregated as many as
values are in t; here they one-fifth of their cases seem to derive a

with a commendable d virtuous pride from the thought that only
his own narticular n medy four out of five of their defectives are pol-

for stopping racial decline. By all sorts luting the race. Our failure with the
from country's million feeble-minded would be

b m r ridiculous if it were not so tragic.
_ f ded away fr< b m Then why waste words over discussing

their too great caution and will forthwith how to reduce the fecundity of a score of
take to having large families; while the millions in the mental grades just above,

be enjoined-some- who are not even candidates for segrega-
how-from reprc d with tion?
their usual careless freedom. Thus and The likeliest prospect is that our civili-
so, will the high birth-rate be shifted rom zation will continue to derive fully one-
the poorer to the better stocks, an< our half of its racial inheritances from the

windiing racial values be en least fit one-quarter of its stocks; and we
j but might be more profitably engaged in pre-

most of the proposals a decidedly paring for the conditions which will de-
faint appreciation of the difficulties in "^^r -^ "- velop from this likeliest prospect. The
way of one who sets out to tinker with the rest of this article will not indulge the
fundamental instinct of the human race, conceit that we alone, of all the world's
These are ready answers to the question, experimenters with civilization, are to
What should might escape racial decadence.

do about it? The prime requisite for an understand-
We can get a line on what we are likely ing of degenerates is to get away from the

to d iicing the fecundity utterly false and equally stubborn pop-
"five millions of the m ular idea that education and training can

tally inferior by observing what we have somehow develop people with stunted ^^^^^r^

done, after years strenuous effort, mentalities into normal, upstanding men
toward cutting off the self-reproduction and women. Nothing in human experi-
of that very much in er group of in- ence has been more clearly demonstrated

r feeble-minded, than that this cannot be done. A vast
"m ded constitute deal of effort may make them less of a

b i d cent burden; but no amount of effort can turn
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a natural-born human liability into an as- veloped their cultures failed to perpetuate
set. The only remedy for the half-man is their inheritances. This is the commonest
to stop breeding him; if we will not do of our own racial faults; to-day we have A

that, we've got to carry him. isolated communities of old American
ut even with these admissions, lugu- stocks so long drained of their best men

brious wailing is at least untimely. Every and women that their mental average is
previous culture came to its most ex- hardly above that of our least desirable
quisite flowering with 70, 80, 90 per cent foreign elements.
of its peoples as incapable and incoherent We seem to be running true to the cycle
as our lowest 25 per cent. Then if we can mapped out by our predecessors; and so
manage to adapt our methods of control far no racial corrective has appeared
to those huge proportions of incompe- which might indicate that we are not to go
tency, it would seem that our time for re- the full course, through a blaze of cultural
turning to the classic dust is a long way glory, to the usual ending.
ahead of us. The magnificent structures But are we to have this blaze of cul-
of Egypt, Babylon, Greece, and Rome tural glory? The old notion still prevails,
which we so admire were built, not in even among those who should know bet-
spite of, but because of, their immense ter, that racial decline foreshadows an
numbers who were fitted only for the sim- immediate cultural decline; as a matter
plest manual labor under close supervi- of fact, the two are never coincident. A
sion. It is easy to conceive that we now nation's cultural development depends
are at the beginning of an era a long era, solely on its geniuses-the merest fraction
if we manage rightly-of great public of its numbers; it is little impressed by
works, which will develop increasingly all the masses of its mediocrity. Racial
over the land as the necessity for giving damage begins with civilization's first
employment of this nature increases. In- protecting of its defective stocks; but
deed, one might indulge in a wide variety culture goes on for hundreds of years after
of speculations about a future so loaded this damage has become as obvious as it
with possible contingencies; but the safest has with us. Survival is largely a ques-
guess in every one of them would have to tion of preserving the nation's integrity
do with a steadily increasing proportion under an increasing load of the incapable.
of low mediocrity. None but a rank pessimist would assert

But with our present load so disturbing that we, with the world's accumulated
to the social order, how are we to get on knowledge in hand, are not to run at least
when it is double, or treble, its present the cycle's full course.
ratio ? Then how did previous cultures man-

We might learn something about this age? Certainly not by inviting their in-
from previous cultures. The course of competents to take a hand in the choos-
their racial fortunes bears a striking re- ing of leadership. Neither can we. Why
semblance to ours. They invited in, or mince words? It should be self-evident
compelled, foreign peoples in large num- that a complex democracy like ours can-
bers to do their menial work, who re- not go on with a large and increasing pro-
mained to multiply and plague them with portion of child-mentalities in its elec-
their inferiority. Our negroes are now one- torate. These are not electors,-some-
tenth of our population, and in the army body else does the electing with their
tests 78 per cent of them fell into the men- votes. They follow the specious promises
tally lowest one-quarter of the total draft, of the demagogue, and through him they
And so with our foreign-born in the draft are already near to holding the balance of

the Poles, 70 per cent of their number power in our city elections. Their in-
not above the mental age of eleven years; creasing numbers predict a still easier day
the Italians, 63 per cent; the Russians, for the political shyster.
60 per cent; the Irish, 39.4 per cent. We have reached the point of heter-
And these foreign-born sent correspond- ogeneity where some qualification for
ingly small numbers to the upper mental citizenship is needed beyond those got up
grades. We read of the ancients, too, that for the old town meetng. We never
the original stocks which primarily de- asked ourselves a more inane question
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than we asked only a short time ago- 1 fniallv nerfected f mabmm
Should or should not women vote? Some mankind

women should, and some should not d utely
just as some men should vote, and some human worth. At the
should not. very me when P aiming

We want no electorate made up with democ
distinctions as to property, position, versal intelligence and
creed, color, or sex,-or education, except befldnninz the m ea" ^^

that the voter should be able to read Eng- vestigation an inequalities ever
lish; but we do have a right to know that undertaken.
every voter has in him at least the innate The next impo * *
makings of a competent citizen. new method for rading nan quality

A properly devised mental test would will doul with o immigrants.
give us just this kind of an electorate. It will cc rh< we realize at upon
Not a single radical who has enough their inborn m capacity,
brains to think for himself would be aside ,heir attainments, d "

barred; but enough of the sorry rabble capacity of their children to attain good
that votes as the demagogue thinks would citizenship. But its wn^^

be put out to give us a chance at decent will come with its application to the elec-
city government. Once freed from this torate.
collective vote of the unreasoning, the d
reasonable demands of all the people sion should take in at least th
could be better expressed at the polls, and that their various schemes for stopping
more fearlessly carried out by those whom f» 4 fl " l 11 1 » i 1 i " « i 1 dec m As a pre-
they elect. m^

Does this proposal shock notions of the public in any better way than to edu-
equality? Civilization leads inevitably gnmcance 01 tne psych
toward the differentiation of human be- m f rmii-j

ings. Look at our own recent advance in human values. We sh
this direction. Heretofore, we have ex- m ments and
amined for mental attainments; now, by which heretofore have been only
carefully devised psychological tests, we hrough repeated trials and f
measure one's mental equipment. We get K g one's limi n d
at his capacity for learning as something saves flound
vastly more important to know about ment.
him than how much he happens to have From an a
learned. Industries, schools, colleges, and ical test in t more mtim
all sorts of institutions are developing there might a popular sense of its
mental tests adapted to their particular d to ee
needs. The thing will be misused, abused, d



Hekanakht Writes to His Household
BY HERBERT E. WINLOCK

\»uci;iie Curator, K^yptian Department, Metropolitan Museum of Art; Author of "Digger's
Luck/' "Hadji Hamid and the Brigand/' etc.

T is not often that any the floor of that little tomb that had been
of us may hear the filled up with rubbish, and from it Mo-
actual words used in hammed Awad's deft fingers gathered
domestic squabbles bits of string, a broken ink-well, a couple
and in business of seals, and a pile of torn and crumpled
troubles by a man who papyri. In fact, he was cleaning out an
lived in the s of ancient scrap basket and, as it was within
Abraham. So much the sealed chamber, we knew that it must

that has cc -""»»- """" i has be a scrap basket of four thousand years
been royal bombast and religious clap- ago.
trap that the homely letters of a garrulous If you wrap an ancient papyrus in a

m a in damp handkerchief and leave it over-
the wilderness. Let this be the excuse for night, in the morning you can smooth it

b the reader the correspon- out flat, and if you have a flair for jig-saw
H puzzles and an eye for the varying colors

Those who ,7e made the trip of papyrus fibres, you can gradually piece
m 3ath climbin: together the torn scraps Most of us^

>m the V K ngs spent our days and nights at the game
to the c m of ancient until we had mended up six complete in-
Thebes. sightseers used it, ventories and private letters, one of them

m * " running to forty-seven closely written
and down it every year, but, where every lines. As they unfolded we could see how

is honeycombed with tombs, no extraordinary they were, but even then
clr m we had not come to the end of our luck.^r -M

ing-place of a certain Ipy, half buried be- Those who can read, readily and accurate-
./ ^ x d ly, the every-day handwriting of 2OOO

that directly foot was hidden B. C. can be counted on the fingers of one
little grave of one of Ipy's household, hand; and one of the foremost of them,

d Mr. Battiscombe Gunn, was in Luxor at
last w had been the time, enthusiastic to undertake the
sealed up by the ancient priests. translating of our papyri. Rarely is it

m ats and the digger's luck to get documents of this
granaries of Mehenkwetre, we, who were sort worked out on the spot.
digging for the Metropolitan Museum, At meals the one thing we talked about
had become a little blase. Of course, it was this Hekanakht whose letters Gunn
was a joke to find an untouched t was reading. They were not dated. Did
right under everybody's feet-if not un- the one we called A come before B, or
der their noses-but {here the interest of was B before A? There I could be of
this tomb d to end. The ffi some help, because I had heard our work-
the pots in it were very ordinary and it men talk about their crops so often that
was purely as a matter of habit that, once once we had Hekanakht's directions for
they were taken out, we told the man who running his farm, we could guess pretty
had found the tomb to sift over what dust closely in which months he wrote his let-
was left on the floor of the chamber. ters. Where was he writing from? In-

Digging, however, is like a Sunday- vocations of certain gods settled one letter
school grab-bag-until you have entirely as having been written in Memphis.
unwrapped your grab you never know Where was this town of Ncbesyt his
what you have. There was a hole in household lived in? Undoubtedly near
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Digging out the tomb of the Xoble Ipy.
The tourist path comes down the rocks just above the men, and the little tomb where the ri were found is tl

black hole behind them.
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290 HEKANAKHT WRITES TO HIS HOUSEHOLD

Thebes-and when we noticed how many From time to time he must go down river
of the people and villages that he wrote to visit his northern farms, and as the
about were named after the crocodile god journey was too long to be lightly or fre-
Sebek, we realized that Nebesyt must quently undertaken, and as Hekanakht
have b w n or fifteen miles was a cautious old soul, he always set his
south. In fact. the very tourist house in order, and made a full account-
path under which we found the papyri, ing of his complicated affairs before he
you look right over Hekanakht's coun- left home. We found his account of the
try. barley "made over to his son Mersu";

f we puzzled out letters "the fodder for the bulls"; "the barley
and ledgers. translations are Gunn's, that Hekanakht has obtained for his de-^"-

but uld these pages fall under the eye pendents/7 and a "statement of the bulls"-- -m- 

of an archaeologist, it is only fair to say that Hekanakht has made over to his son
that there are one or two minor points Sinebnut," on the occasion of his first

,m m A visit to Memphis in the " 5th Year of the
share in the comm its is all that the pres- reign, 2d Month of the Shomu, gth day,"
ent writer clai and the privilege of which we should write "October 10,
introducing H to the 2004 B. C." We also found, on the same
Some day when his papers have been scroll, the inventory made when he went

d. H again in the 8th year.
of leading authorities on ancient I have tried to audit this last and two
Egyptian agriculture, but on this, his other accounts which seem to have been

± "ance in modern times, drawn up by his son during his absence,
let us regard as one of the very few but imagine making out income-tax re-
cont aries of Abraham we can ever turns for people who give you several
know personally. undated memoranda; who, instead of

H ancient Egyp- calculating in money, use flax, barley,
k The " ka" and spelt, part of which is to be converted ^»

was the spirit of the dead and the "ka- into oil; who have credits in corn with ^^^v

servant" was the priest of the thirty-odd fellow townsmen, and who
the dead man's aerent, charged with keep a herd of bulls and sell lumber from
^^~- ^«- -^F- T v " ̂HB "^^"^fc r^-m* ^^ ^^m ^ f-^^- -^^- """" """-^^» -"* i~ "- -"-"- -^r -^» "^~- "^"^ -f^ " " ̂^ "f*^ -^^ -^^ ^»H-fc v^^ -^^F1 -m_- ^ v d a grove of trees. And add to all this, they
the performance of those services pay their rent in cloth or in copper and
were necessary for the existence and don't tell you where it comes from. Even
of his soul. man end d his t after days of more or less fruitless figuring -^^"- -^"-
by g over property to his ka-ser- one can manipulate the sums so as to
vant in return for a perpetual perform- double or halve the income almost at
ance of these services. If he were in- will, and yet the very multiplicity of
fluential at court, as the Noble Ipy un- Hekanakht's affairs gives one the impres-
doubtedly was, the king granted his tomb sion that he is a person of considerable
end 

^^ consequence in the little village of Ne- >m
anakht was undoubtedly Ipy's ka- besyt. He feeds thirty mouths at home,

servant, and the fact that he went to look for which he provides yearly 600 bushels
after property as far afield as Dedisut, a of barley; and as he has at least as much
suburb of m four d and barley again, besides flax and cattle, he

miles irom must farm from fifty to seventy-five acres
con orary history. The Theban king at least, partly rented, partly from the

d conauered M just a few years tomb endowment, and some of it perhaps
before, and doubtless this Mem his own. On the rich black soil of Egypt
property d seventy-five acres is a valuable property.

f es. May the reader bear with me a few
d purposes Ipy's tomb more minutes before Hekanakht speaks

H , and for himself. His family, with their con-
m m idane fusingly strange names, should be intro-

side of his position of ka-servant than in duced, and besides, it is only after getting
the p e of the m tuary ritual, acquainted with the household that one
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can know the querulous and hectoring children, Sinewet and t-
old fellow who ruled it. ing in the families of the married so

First there was his aged mother Ipy, daughter and of the confidential man,
an inoffensive old body so far as we can we have one of those ,vn
tell, except that, like so many old women, houser <\ i

he maintained an ambiguous female kept b ̂^^ ^^^v ^^^ archal tyrant. Hek
hanger-on. This was a certain Hctepet, nakht, not content with the troubles he
who had a little son Mey, and was proba- d, must needs bring in another.
bly a poor relation and doubtless a bore. dentlv h as er h
Certainly the letters show she was no hi
favorite with Hekanakht's grown-up mar- dr an his l ae d
ried sons. k himself a concubine nam

Of these last there were three. Mersu lutenhab. As loner as he staved at h ev
was the oldest and he tended the farm, f d to show her d^

tried to keep the peace in the house- but the m
hold, and substituted as ka-servant in his lid was off. I d d to d
father's absence. The old man's letters her share of tha d

suggest that he was a poor correspondent, was the lot of R< Jethro's claugh
somewhat stupid as a farmer, and given ter,andof all the her worn
to complaining; but then probably noth- and probably s f
ing would ever have satisfied him, and I NeDet-per" or "m
believe we should be safe in writing down ~1J M In an\ b me Mersu
Mersu as a dependable soul. Sihathor, came to write his first letter to his father,
the second son, was probably at least a lutenhab had all five brothers against her,
half black sheep, however, for whenever the maid servant Senen was openly im-
he came home from the farm he was pertinent, and later even one of the ten-
renting, Mersu was warned to keep an ants. In. was Desterintr her.
eye on him; and once he was involved in Just after Gunn had
a scandalous scheme for palming off some head m
dried-up barley on the old man. Sineb- Mohammed, about them, and v^

nut was a more satisfactory character, who he co bine. H said
plods along in company with the family's feelingly, as if from experience: "A young
confidential man, Heti son of Nakht, look- dotard
ing after the cattle, selling the timber, and b him. Such often h
going down to the village of Perhaa to p m
lease some land. a house where thereV-J

Then there were two boys, Anupu and married If he wanted to keep
Sneferu. When Hekanakht went away the peace why didn't he give f
the first time they were too young to be m d m 20?
put to work, but three years later they However, poor old Hekanakht, with all
tilled a large space in the family corre- his wise old saws, never seems to have
spondence. In fact by this time Anupu heard that there is no fool like an old fool,
had arrived at the age when he was be- and as for setting up his sons on their
ginning to have his own ideas about being own-well, twice he threatened to put
kept under the charge of older brother them out of the house, but he was ar
Mersu, and Sneferu had become a spoiled fond of keeping them at h h
brat, the darling of his doting old father, could always mind them
Incidentally, no matter how fond his eating of his d and denend
father was of him, young Sneferu sent support.
word that he would rather stay and play Such were principals in the cast
around the cattle stable than join the The chorus was mad
fussy old man on his travels. ne gnbors who are m mv

There were several others in the family le< f Hetepkhnum, the
apparently a married daughter Ren- Khtav. and H*. JL *r ' ' ^ ^^

ka'es; a little girl Nofret, to whom her Of the Overseer Ranefer and H the
father sends his love; and two other small Younger, farmers in the village of I
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we shall often hear in regard to renting Then Hekanakht takes ship for Mem-
good, well-watered land in the Khepeshyt phis, and when in course of time his busi-
district, and there was a certain Khen- ness in the suburb of Dedisut is finished,
tekh, father of the tenant Ip, who seems he returns up-stream to his other northern
to be manager of some of the northern estates. He finds a letter awaiting him
property. from Mersu, who is in the midst of culti-

It is June of the 8th Year of the reign vating his summer crops. It is about the
of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, first of August. The Nile is beginning to
Sankhkare'. The crops are in, the thresh- rise and the inundation waters should be
ing is over at Nebesy t, and Hekanakht is diked off until the crop is reaped, but
preparing for a second trip to Memphis Mersu seems to fear that the banks won't
and his other northern estates. He calls hold and that the fields will get flooded.
the faithful Mersu, and perhaps Sinebnut, Nothing else counts for old Hekanakht.
and gets out the scroll on which the ac- He seizes pen and paper, and without
count of the 5th Year had been written, wasting ink on the usual fulsome greetings
The frugal old fellow sees that there is in which an Egyptian took such evident
still plenty of blank space on it for another relish, he dashes off:
inventory, and so he writes:

The Ka-servant Hekanakht addresses Mersu:

Eighth Year of the Reign. Statement of Heka- As to any flooding on our land-it is thou who
nakht's balances that Mersu has: art cultivating it! Woe to all my people with

arley 62^ bushels; spelt 65. thee. Behold, I shall hold thee responsible for it.
Complete total 127^2 bushels. e very active in cultivating, and be very care-
Eighth Year of the Reign. Statement of out- ful. Guard the produce of my grain. Guard

standing barley and spelt, drawn up accord- everything of mine. See, I shall hold thee re-
ing to persons by their names: sponsible for it. Be very careful about every-

thing of mine.
The persons who follow are thirteen in
number, holding various quantities of The old man's indignation at the
grain, with a grand total of 423^ bushels, thought of losing a summer crop being
Some of them, possibly, were tenants, relieved for the moment by this outburst,
others may have owned granaries, and in a somewhat calmer mood he gives Mer-
still others may have been like Ahmed the su directions for the winter's farming that
water-carrier who supplies our house at begins in October:
the dig. _ When harvest-time came around

last year we found that our water-tank Have Heti, son of Nakht, go down at once with
was always empty, and when we looked Sinebnut to the village of Perhaa to cultivate two

fields of land on lease. They will take its rental
into the matter it turned out that Ahmed out of the cloth that has been woven here. If
was getting a peck of grain from this per- they should have sold the spelt which is in Perhaa
son and another from that, which he was and taken the payment for it, they must return

to work off by filling the village water- 
it. "Excellent," thou wilt exclaim about the
fabric which I have said has been woven. Let

jars. Doubtless Hekanakht S OUtstand- them get it, and when it has been sold in Nebesyt, 
^ - ^ *^_ ^_ _ 1 1 ^ "* * ̂ "^f ^"^ ^~ * *^ T T ̂*- ̂ ^ A A ^- "- - i 4- v i -^f »fc-f m^w m ̂**i ,m » "_ ^ * r,* -^r "- - » w » - T ̂^- Jft-^ m " " " ̂ ^ "^

ing barley represents just such credits let them rent the land with its proceeds, and if it
with the butcher, the baker, and the can- Plea.ses you to cultivate the land with it (besides
dlestick-maker. On the back of the scroll for spelt and a field for barley-good land of the

because it was Sinebnut's and not Mer- Khepeshyt district. Do not rush onto just any-
su 's affair - was a list of trees, and the body's land. Enquire of Hau the Younger. If
cattle were doubtless itemized on another you do not find he has any, then you should fol-
sheet. low the advice of Ranefer-it is he who can put

you onto the good, well-watered land of Khe-
Picture the old man sitting cross-legged peshyt! ___

on the ground with the roll spread over
his knee, writing down his lists and ejacu- It seems Mersu has made a blunder on
lating all the time to the waiting Mersu: another leasing transaction, for his father

e very careful/'"Mind this/'"I shall goes on: "When I came hither south-
hold thee responsible." These were the wards thou didst charge to me the rental
expressions which were always on the tip of this other land entirely in barley. Now
of his pen and were doubtless equally mind this: do not use the barley belong-
ready on the tip of his tongue. ing to it, for thou hast made it difficult for
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me, renting it as well as sowing it, in bar- this! See, if Snefcru has no allowance in the
ley alone." He makes his point at some house with thee do not fail to write about it.
. J . . , . , . ' , . . , And have the hou maul Senen turned out of
length and ends up in his usual insistent my housc at onf(. an(1 be vcry (;areful every day
manner: " See, this is not a year for a man on which Sihaihur visits thee. Behold, if Sencn
to he negligent towards his master, or his spends a single day in my house, beware! it will
fat her, or his brother." However, though be thou who art to blame if she does 1 rm to my

' ' concubine. What am I supporting thee for? and
, e sure that Hekanakht would be whal ,.an my con(.ui,inc d<> to you, y.m b. f V.VSA4V UWfl 1 tV^* VI J1C**- (VI 1 1 JL ̂ 14 I ' I f\JL L 1 J 1 f^ LI 11

far too canny to "rush onto just any- And salute my mother Ipy a thousand times, a
body's land," he can scarcely be called a million times, and salute Ilctepet and the wholeJ J lliil "% T r j r - i i - - * i

consistent thinker. When his pen is in household, and Xofret [the salutations he wastoo indignant to head his letter with]. And as to
his hand his thoughts come tumbling one doing any harm to my concubine, take warning !
on top of another. Now he suddenly re- Thou art not associated with me as my partner
members that Heti is due an allowance; (and may be turned out of house and home at any
and after that he runs into a jumble of un- time]. If thou wouldst only keep quiet it wouldbe a very good thing.
related messages about his beloved farms And send a statement about what has been
and about his less satisfactory family, all withdrawn from Perhaa, and be sure not to fail
of which would lose some of their naive to write to me.

character if they were edited:
His letter was finished. He had cov-

And with regard to whatever Heti son of Nakht
may do in Perhaa, see I did not credit him with ered sheet on both sides, all but a
any victuals. The allowance for one month is 5 little, and now he folded it several times .
bushels of barley, and I will credit another extra lengthwise with the blank part outside,

bushels of barley to his family at the first of then twice crosswise, and tied it with a
the month. See if thou disobeyest this I will
make it up from thee by deduction. And as to piece of string which he sealed. Finally,
what I have just told Ihee, "give him 5 bushels of he addressed it:
barley per month," thou must give him only 4 "The Ka-servant Hekanakht presents
bushels of barley per month. Mind this!

As to sending Sihathor to me with old, clried- this to his household of Nebesyt."
up barley from Dedisut and not giving me the 50 There was no date, but after all it was
bushels in new barley-by no means! But thou by no means ! to go by hand, and if the household in
art hap )y eating the good barley! "When I am Nebesyt thought it worth while to ask,
on an, the boat is well moored; when thou land. the bearer could tell them when and where
puttest ashore, thou doest everything wrong"
[evidently a byword of the day. On the Nile, Hekanakht had given him the letter.
the boat supplied all the similes for the journey However often Hekanakht may have
of life]. If thou shouldst have sent me old barley had to insist that Mersu write to him, we
to do duty for new - but what am I saying? may be sure that the garrulous old manMuch good it is !

And I have been told that Sneferu is discon-would have plenty of instructions to send
tented. Take great care of him and give him vic- home during the year that he remained in
tuals. And salute him from Khentckh a thou- the north. Sure enough, in the next letter
sand times, a million times. Mind and write to of his that we have, he refers to severalme. And if my land floods when he cultivates
with thee and Anupu, woe to thee and Sihathor. others, of which one was written at New
Take great care of him. Thou must send him off Year's, in those days on January 5. Un-
to me directly after thou hast cultivated. Have fortunately, however, none of the letters
him bring me 5 bushels of wheat and what thou contained any directions about the Per-canst find in barley and also of the surplus of
your victuals until you get to the Shomu [which haa business, and so Mersu did not take
begins September sd, still a month or so ahead]. them with him to reread up at the tomb

Do not fail to answer about everything I have where they would have been preserved
written thee about - see, this is a year for a man for us.
to work for his master !

The next letter which we have was

After directions to "transact all of my written just after another visit to Mem-
business in flax" on another farm, it oc- phis. The season is after the threshing
curs to him that at Perhaa, "if it turns and before the old Nile, of famine lowness
out to be a good Nile, thou must sow this past winter, had begun to rise a tin.
>pelt," and then he returns to the fam- The beginning of July is a very probable

date and this can 1 eked rather neat-

Take great care of Anupu and Sneferu. whether ly. In the first letter the allowance given
thou livest with them or dicst with them; mind Heti and his family is 6>i bushels of bar-
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Hckanakht's letter to Rancfer opened.

ley a month, and in this letter we will find ehold, you are as he who eats until he sates
each married dependent receiving just hunger, until he shuts his eyes, while the entireland is dead from famine. I have come hither

six times as much. As this is a lean year, southwards and I have obtained your victuals as
these must be the rations for at least six well as possible. Is not the Nile very low? Well
months, and as he says they must last behold, we have obtained victuals in proportion
until the end of the Shomu, on December to it. e patient, you who are named; you see Ihave been able to support you up to today.
30, he cannot be writing later than July i. Statement of victuals for the houses

This time the opening is in quite a dif- Ipy, her maid servant and Hetepet. .40 bushels
ferent vein. Evidently Hekanakht knew Renka'es 40 J TT " r XT 11 i i "_ f_ M_

that the household had been looking for- Heti, son of Nakht, and his family. .40Mersu and his family 40 
..

ward to more liberal allowances than he Sihathor 40 ..

was sending, and he felt that a few extra Sincbnut 35 
..

words to mollify would be worth while. Anupu 30
The address on the outside of the letter is Sncferu 20
the same-"The Ka-servant Hekanakht * 

- t J. I ̂  \ V ' U#*»**««4*4« ****** "">*"* t m **"* V^

Mey, son of Hetepet -
presents this to his household of Nebe- ..^- T| \J 1 1 W V « 4 fl r* 4i + *»*4*-4

syt"-but the greetings are more in the Sitweret.
style in which an Oriental delights.

m In explanation of Sinebnut's smallerThe son speaks to his mother: the Ka-servant
Hekanakht to his mother Ipy, and to Hete-ration, Hekanakht afterward writes into
pet. How are you in your life, safety and a blank space just in front of the list,
health, by the blessing of the God Montu, Lord "Let the victuals be measured out to
of Thebes ? Sinebnut until he goes to Perhaa, fromTo the whole household: How are you in your
life, safety and health? his barley Which he has g0t fr°m
I am alive and well. her," the list of which he had left among

294
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the puprrs that we found. Then he con- Thou shalt M-nd me lutenhab. As this man
tinues: lives-I speak of Ip-he who shall interfere in

ny way with the concubine, he i- sinst me
Now you must not be angry about lli See, ud I am again-t him. Hchold, this is my concu-

the whole house-hold as well as the children an- bine and it is well known that a man' »ncubine

drpcmlrnt on me and i-vrrythinLr i^ mine. "Half ought to be treated well. See, there is not anyone
life is better than (lyini: ult« tlu-r." and they who would dolor her the like of what I havedon*
"the hungry must hunger." Why, they have Kyen if none of you would be patient should his
I- uti to cat mm and women h( rx\ There are wife be dencim-ed to him, let me be
n«.ne to whom sin h vi, tuals as tlu-se are given B"t how can I ever live with you in one . :b- % ^ * ̂  * ( ̂  _ - I *
anywhere el . You must keep yourself going lishment if you will not respect a concubine »r
with a stout he-art until 1 reach you. I shall spend my sake?
the Sh6mu here.

I doubt not but that the last was wel- These plaints suggest that the tempestA, i/UL lliilL LliO ItiaU WU.O VV <^1~ " t

come news. Surely the "rating men and m lhe domcstlc ^apot had come to a boil.

women here/' is only a fashion of speak-
ing, like "half life is better than dying
altogether/' but it expresses the horrors of
the low Nile when famine stalks through
the land as in the seven lean years which
Joseph foretold. So far his letter had The
been addressed to the household in gen- I
eral. Now he goes on with another of foldedand

those rambling jumbles, jotted down in sealed
defiance of all order or logic, just as they as wefound it.
popped into his head. "

The Ka-servant Hckanakht addresses Mersu and

//<-//, son of Nakht, together:
You must give the victuals to my people only

while they are doing work. Mind this! Make
the most of all my land; strive to the uttermost;
dig the ground with your noses in the work. See,
if you are industrious, one will praise God for
you. Lucky that I can support you. Be very
active, for you are eating my bread.

They should begin to give out again those vict-
uals about which I wrote you on New Year's
Day, for a first-of-the-month feast to the God
Khentekhtay of the Temple of the Double Por-
tal. The old man gives way and sends for the

Do not fail to write to me about the field of trouble-making^ lady-but not without
land in the estate, which has been given to Ip the threats of turning his sons out of house
Younger, son of Khentekh, for his use. and home. Mersu, surely, did not let

Any article of Anupu's which thou hast, give »
it back to him, and whatever is missing, com- lutenhab tarry in her going, and if the
pensate him for it. Do not make me write to brat Sneferu could only have been sent
thee about it again. See, I have already written with her, the household in Nebesyt would
to thee twice about it. And if Sneferu should have lived in peace and contentment "un-
want to look after the bulls, then put him to look- til the end of the Shomu."
ing after them, for he docs not want to be culti-
vating with thee and running up and down, nor
does he want to come hither with me. Indeed, And see, I have sent you 5 Ibs. of copper for
whatever he wants, thou must let him enjoy the renting of the land by Sihathor. And have
.which is pathetic coming from the old fellow who that land on lease next to Ilau the Younger\s in
had written in his first letter for his darling to Perhaa, worked and paid for in copper, in cloth,
join him], et cetera. When, however, you have collected

If any one of the women or men should spurn the proceeds, take them in oil or in anything el-
the victuals, let him come to me here and stay and be very careful and very active. But you
with me and live as I live,-not that there is any should do well on the good, well-watered land of
one who will come hither to me! Khepeshyt.

I have told you, "Do not keep any woman
friend of Hetepet's away from her, whether a In the first letter Ilekanakht had writ-
relative of hers or an acquaintance of hers." ten Mersu that if Hau did not have any
Take great care of her and I trust you will prosper
in all things accordingly-although (to be sure) land to rent, Ranefer might, and here he V^ i v i i i , . v .4. . * v i x * -a^j^m^y **. a^* *-V» V . »V
thou dost not want her with thee. 5 writing about land next to Hau's. As
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it had turned out Ranefer had and health - know that I have sent Heti, son of
one, and in addition to n m Nakht, and Sinebnut about that barley and speltat thy place. Also, what thy clerk life, safety,
been a dozen other people in Perhaa with and health might do, is to have it withdrawn
whom Mersu had accounts to the extent without allowing the least of it to go astray, if
of 67 1. s thou wilt be so good, please. And as to the pricew

of spelt. I take it, that while he had kept when it is collected, let it be placed in the houseof thy clerk - life, safety, and health - until some-
that copy of this inventory which we body comes for it. And see, I have had this grain
found, he had sent another to his father, put to the corn measure and measured. It is a
because certain of its items appear in neat 100 full sacks.

t's t letter, dressed to And see, 75 bushels of spelt are at Perhaa with

"The Overseer Ranefer/' Nenneksu; 67^ of barley with Ipy the Younger
at lusebeku; at Sepatmat with Nehri, son of Ipy,

Even though it is short, th are 100 bushels of spelt, and with his brother
im m t interesting of Desher, 15. Total: 290 bushels of spelt, and 67J

all. e found it, it was ac- of barley.

d sealed, iust as Heka- He only itemizes 190 bushels of spelt.
nakht had sent it to Mersu four thousand Perhaps the 100 full sacks in Ranefer's
years ago to be delivered to Ranefer by granary make up the difference. Or per-
Sinebnut and dwriting haps the scribe missed an item in the dic-

d the wording in it are far more polished tation-below he surely makes the slip of
than in the h d H writing simply "Nakht" for "Heti son of -^"- ^^

nakht's own square, crabbed fist, the signs Nakht." Mersu's inventory shows more
d in a m d than enough to cover another 100 bushels

"m !iis from the credits in Perhaa and the neigh-
d familv iust ousted borhood, if it was a slip in taking the die-

the Thebans. we found another tation.

m Mehenkwetre', and *
d ? Cairo Museum And he who would give me the equivalent in

oil must give me a hebenet-measure for 10 bushels
wi exactly the sam d of of barley or for 15 of spelt. However I prefer my
hand and the sa greel property to be given me in barley.

word for \\ d And do not fail to write about Nakht and about

that we came to was that these sweeping look* afte* all propcrtya 
,v , , ,1 . ,1 " everyimn^ lor wmcn ne ma everything for which he may come to thee. He

strokes and ry
in trade of the professional letter-wr So the correspondence ends. The curi-
of the great city of Memphis, with 1 ous, if they see these letters of four thou-
thou d f ion and urbane sand years ago in their museum cases in
man] b m Clearly, there- New York, may stop a moment to won-

the H der why Sinebnut and Heti never took
d the most nolished and this last one to Ranefer; what sort of aiv

missives, h sought out a b person Sneferu became when he grew up,
tst in Memn cl and whether lutenhab finally persuaded

a letter to Ranefer. The opening lines the old man that he really could live no -^^^B-

are the scribe's-they would hardly have longer in one establishment with his five
>m natural to the good old T :b sons. And then they may thank their
m: The phrase "servant of the stars that they can do their bills on the

estate " is nothing more than our own old- first of the month in dollars and cents in-
I thy obedient ser- stead of in barley and spelt, in cloth and

vant. copper and oil. Still, perhaps this is only
a temporary blessing. They tell me that

The Servant of the Estate, the Ka-scrvant Ile- Henry Ford is soon going to have us
kanakht says: being paid in horse-powers and settling

May thy condition be like that of one who lives up our rent in kilowatts. However thata million times! May the God Harishaf, Lord of
Heracleopolis, and all the gods that are, aid thee! may be, here we leave old Hekanakht and
May the'CodPtah south of his Memphite Wall, his lutenhab and little Sneferu (how
gladden thy heart as one who lives long! May Mersu would have envied us !), nor are we
thy rewards be excellent from Harishaf, Lord of eyer jjkel to meet them a ^ But then
Heracleopolis! J ° §P
Thy servant says: who can teJl what another dig may bring

Let thy clerk-to whom be given life, safety, forth?
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Bucking Horses and Bucking-Horse
Riders

BY WILL JAMI.S

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM DR \\vi\r.s BY THE AUTHOR

Will Jar te the accompanying
text, says of .. bv all mi B way I in-

be published. G Lhere. I've
records to show deener than very f

e d bronc riding- andA V-J *-f

article I sent, is not put on, it's just a heap further into the life than most of 'em
ha I've worked at it for a living and it's all I know. I'm proud lo say

m You can mention that fact

icling as you suggest and I can back it. I'm n as the cowboy artist
m saying so-it's taken for granted, for how can one know without really

h se^^f^ ^^^^^"^

mix in the dust, and I know you realize it."

most countries a mean horse is got traded any more. He's a mighty expen-
rid of or broke of his meanness by sive animal, figgering all the buggies he
either kind or rough handling. He kicked to pieces, the harnesses he tore up,

may be given away to some enemy or and the stalls he broke down, not counting
hipped and sold at auction-that ornery injury to them what tried to handle him.

devil, dragging all the bad nuni after But there's a place for such horses.
him, will keep on drifting and changing of It's anywheres west of the Laramie
-cenery till he's too old to be shipped or Plains, if you've got a real ornery, man-

-97
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eating, bucking, striking, can't-be-rode They must have horses that'll give the
animal of that kind, he's sure worth a lot, boys what's rode in for the events a
and if he's worse than that he's worth more, chance to show what they can do, 'cause

Fact is, there's people out looking for if the rider "up" gets a bronc that just

V/fLU

\\ hat the cowboy wants is a head-fighting, limber-back cross between greased lightning and where ,
it hits.--Page 299.

them kind of ponies, and they'll give crowhops, it don't matter how easy he
from a hundred on up for 'em. They're rides, or how much he fans him, and how
the "hombres" who's responsible for loud the crowd in the grand stand cheers
these "Frontier Day celebrations/' and hollers, the judges of who's the best
"Rodeos," "War-Bonnets," "Reunions," rider won't notice him, being he has noth-
and "Round-ups," and they must have ing hard to stick. That's where a good
mean horses, the meaner the better, hard mean bucking horse is wanted, he's
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got to have enough wickedness in him for Nobody gets credit for riding easy in. a
that cowboy to work on-I've seen rocking-chair. What the cowboy want
mighty good riders left out of the pri/e is a head-fighting, limber-back cro be-
money on account of the horse they drew, tween grea-c-d lightning and where it hits

If llu- am \sas hrM l>rvak thr mustang's iu-< k m»->t a- quirk a- lu- lit. Page 301

just because that pony wasn't mean -a horse that'll call for all the endurance,
enough; and that old box a-setting up main strength, and equilibrium that cow-
there with taped spurs and fighting mad, boy's got-just so he can show his ability
blood in his eye and a wishing something and scratch both ways from the cinch, as
would blow up under his bronc so he could the judges may direct. There's when a
-how the world and the judges what a mean devil of a horse is wanted; he get-
wolverene he is on horse-llesh. a chance to show how mean he is with
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free rein, and the cowboy has something either fun or practice for the next Rodeo,
worth while to work at. and the bronc, as a rule, is more than will-

IVe knowed some great horses in that ing and might keep on bucking every
game-there was Long Tom, Hammer- time he's rode whether the rider wants
head, Old Steamboat; that last was a him to or not. Close as I could figure it
great old pony, eleven hundred pounds of out, the blame for originating the bucking,
solid steel and action and a square striking, and biting in the Western horse
shooter. They say he never was rode, goes a heap to the mountain-lion and wolf
but I know he has been rode to a stand- -them two terrors of the range, mixed
still. They was real riders that did it with instinct and shook up well with wild,
tho'. I figgered that horse was part hu- free blood, kinda allows for the range-

»I - .

The "lobo" wolf was another to help develop "nerves" under the mustang's hide. He worked from the ground
up, and got the pony to use his front and hind feet mighty well. The teeth came in handy, too.-Page 301.

man the way he'd feel out his rider. He'd horse's actions. The bucking was first
sometimes try him out on a few easy interduced when that stallion "Comet"
jumps just to see how he was setting, and got away from the Spaniards with his few
when he'd loosen up for the last, it's safe mares, years before Texas was fought for;
enough to say, when that last would come he started a wild bunch that kept multi-
and the dust cleared, there'd most always plying, till all of Old Mexico and the
be a tall lean lanky bow-legged cowboy Southern States was a grazing country
picking himself up and wondering how for his sons, grandsons, and daughters
many horses he'd seen in the last few they are the real mustang-more horses
seconds. IVe seen Old Steamboat throw were brought in from Spain, and Comet's
his man with his head up and four feet sons would increase the little bands by
on the ground, but what happened before stealing mares from the pastures; some
he got in that peaceful position was would get away, join whatever bunch they
enough to jar a centiped loose-and a could, and in no time be as wild as the
human's only got two legs. rest.

A horse is not trained to buck, as some Them old ponies had a lot to deal with.
folks think; out there on the open range The mountain-lion was always a-waiting
he already knows how; sometimes the for 'em from his perch, where he could
bronco-buster encourages him at it for easy spring down on his victim; he'd fall
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on their necks, grab holt with front claws puncher's loop spreads over the mustang's
and teeth, a foot or so from the ears, then head and draws up, he's fighting the same
swing his hind quarters down with all his as he would with the cougar, he's a buck-
strength and clamp his claws under the ing, striking, kicking, and biting hunk of
horse's jaw close to the chin, jerk the horse-flesh to anything that's close.
pony's lu-ad up, and, if the cougar's aim The mustang made a mighty fine cow
was good, he'd break the mustang's neck horse and was good enough till, about
most as quick as he lit. Once in a while forty years or so ago, t he stockmen started
the pony would shake free, but there'd buying blooded horses from the East and
be a story plain to see as to how Mr. Lion Europe to breed up bigger saddle stock.
worked. The chin was gone and there'd The stallions were mostly French coach
be gashes in the neck that ?d leave scars and Hambletonians; some registered
many inches long and plenty deep. mares were bought, too-the cross be-

The "lobo wolf was another to help tween the hot-bloods and mustangs
develop L v _*"-* _!--*_ *H-ta_ 

* " & ~. .rf-L *-^ r-m ' ' K Ai ̂P-J ^-^ m ft I. *-^ """ ^ ̂  -. ' .
nerves under the mustang's brought out fine l)ig horses ut man.

hide. He worked from the ground up, how they could buck!
and got the pony to use his front and hind The mustangs kept a-getting chased
feet mighty well. The teeth came in and caught; they were fence-broken, some
handy, too, so all in all after his enemies " ham-strung/5 and turned into big
got thru edicating him, there was a new tures where they could range winter and
nerve took growth and spread from the summer, year in year out. In each bunch
tip of his ears to the tip of his tail-that you could see a thoroughbred, and the
nerve (if such you would call com- herds were showing the blood more every
manded action whenever anything to the year-but the bucking was still there and
mustang's dislike appeared or let itself be worse than ever, the colts never saw a
known in any way. And when the cow- human from the time they were branded

>

.he cow-puncher's loop spreads over the must an i head and drav up, b - fighting the
would with the cougar, he's a bucking, striking kicking, and biting hunk of horse-flesh.
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till they were ds, and outlaw, not by a long shot. I've seen and
never saw one till they were ten. If they rode many a good old well-broke cow
did it wasn't for long, a snort, a cloud of horse what had to have his buck out in
dust, and the d the cold mornings, just to kind of warm
unless that perticulai rider had intentions hlsself lip on the subject and settle down
of catc d to be for the work ahead.
mounted for that. The outlaw (as some call him) he's the

As a rule, a bunch of 1 horse that won't quit bucking and fights
wanted out the "stock" harder every time he's saddled; it's his

d d d of abA it nature, and sometimes he's made one by
00 horses) d together a too rough or not rough enough handling,

few rid d > would be hazed and spoiled either by the bronc peeler
(not tow s "parada," the what started to break him or else turned
riders d g t ing herd would loose on the range before he's thoroughly
hide on the r horses and let broke, to run for months before he's
the d n df caught tip again. A colt can be spoiled

d in many ways, and reckless riders what
db itv are good riders have spoiled more horses

were surround* bva good solid stockade than the poor ones have, 'cause the good
of cottonwood ten feet high. rider knows he can ride his horse what-

The 1 stallion which was ever he does or whichever way he goes,
so gentle a f vears was as wild whereas the poorer rider is kinda careful

herd with him, he'd rer show anv and tries to teach his bronc to be a cowm

mptoms of ever having seen a human horse; he won't let him buck if he can
d*±*r help it.

warm box stalls and his f ( There's a difference in horses' nature

freedom he'd experienced and very few can be handled alike. Some
to m what d m are kinda nervous and full of life, them

d )f his band, his colts were kind's got to be handled careful and easy
big d even tho5 not better or or they'd get to be mean fighters as a rule.
tougher than m 'n-r was. Then there's what we call the " jughead,"

And 1 when the b he's got to be pulled around a heap, and ^^^^r

breaking pen, it takes a lot of elbow grease to get him
d bronc to lined out for anything; and there's an-

he find it t Com"f strain is other that as soon as a feller gets his rope
still there it's .h the on him makes him feel that either him or

"blue dog h the S the bronc ain't got far to go. He's the
dust, Coa Standard d, etc., and kind of horse with a far-away look; some

Western States, the folks call 'em locoed. But whether he's
Canadian prairies, and exico. m that or not he'll sure take a man thru^"-

ported thoroughbred can't kill that strain, some awful places and sometimes only
fact is, they e it worse; even one comes out. Such doings would make

the pure blood would never buck, a steeplechase as exciting as a fat man's
cross a kind of reaction with the race; that horse is out to get his man

result that the foals sure keep up the and he don't care if he goes himself while
reputation of the mustang that was, and doing the getting* He's out to commit

The ed >m the open suicide and make a killing at the same
range d big Dastures the W ern horse time, I pulled the saddle off such a horse

Leeds, a d Jways be one time after a good stiff ride; of a sud-
re to give his rid aking up den he flew past and kicked at me with
he's expecting. his two free legs, snapping and biting at

I wouldn't give b "one the "jakama" (hackamore rope), heading
cause straight for the side of the corral, when he

I m when connected with it and fell back dead, with^^^T^^r ^^^B^^T ^^"^^*

they do. It's the right spirit at the right a broken neck. I felt kinda relieved
time-even ks is not a 'cause I knew it was either him or me or
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both of us had to go; he'd tried it before. He's crooked any way you take him, and
There's a lot of them used at the round- will put so much energy in his bucking
ups and Rodeos being that they mean that when he's up in the air all twisted
business that way-that kind most gen- up, he don't figure or care about the com-
erally can sure buck and will give a ing down. He'll make his cowboy shake

And to-day when the bronco-buster takes his rope into the breaking pen, he finds the Comet strain is still
there, some.- Page 302.

rider a chance to show his skill; but they hands with Saint Peter, and won't worry
most always wind up a-straddle the grand whether the ground is under or on the
stand's fence with a piece of broken tim- side of him when he hits. When he falls,
ber thru 'em, and the rider is lucky if he he falls hard, and the rider has little
comes out with just bumps. chance to get away. That pony seldom

And again there's the horse what keeps gets hurt, he's wise enough to look out for
his brain a-working for some way to hang himself; what's on top of him is what he
his rider's hide on the corral or anywhere wants to get rid of, and he won't be on
it'll hang, and save his own hide doing it, the square trying it.



He'll nrake his cowboy shake hands with Saint Peter, and won't worry whether the ground is under or on
the side of him when he hits.-Page 30,5.

Out of every hundred buckers of the know how. The same if they want to be
arena there's only about fifteen that are good; the kind of interduction they get
square and will give a man a fair battle, with man has a lot to do with it.
Old Steamboat was that kind, he was Most any bronc is a ticklish proposi-
gentle to saddle and handle, but when he tion to handle when first caught; it's not
felt the rider's weight and the blind was always meanness, it's fear of the human.
pulled off, it was second nature and fun They only try to protect themselves.
for him to buck, and he knew as well as Sometimes by going easy and having
the boys did that he could buck. patience according, a man can break one

Horses have a heap more brains than to ride without bucking, but even at that,
some folks would like to give ?em credit the meanest bucking horse I ever saw was
for, and if they want to be mean they gentle to break, and never made a jump
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till one day he got away and run with the buckers as good as Old Si* tmboat or any
wild bunch for a couple of years. AVhen of 'em ever was. They're fat and sassy
caught again, an Indian with the out- and full of fight, and in them >ame hills
fit rode him out of camp, with the old and rania- there'- riders what keeps their
pony going "high, wide, and handsome." eyes on 'em u-tiggering to bring 'em in
The Indian -tuck, but along about noon and "buck 'em r lir-t money when
he comes ba< k, afoot. It was during fall the Rodeo is pulled off. If the ussocia-
round-up when that horse was caught lion's got harder backers, them is what
once more; his back had been scalded by they want; for as long i there's fighting
the saddle and all white hair grew where broncs, there's going to be challenging
it had been. He took a dislike for saddle riders, and in all the cowbo\ I've met
and men with the result that the next and buckers I've handled and'seen on the
year he was sold to a Rodeo association open ranges or arenas of l\ S., Canada,
for the Cowboys Reunion. and Mexico, I've still got to -ee the rider

To-day there's more buckers like that what couldn't be throwed and the horse
in the hills waiting to be brought in, what couldn't be rode.

Thm-'d !»«" ;L «" ;L tframl nUrcc fa-l ami furious info tin- Ing rorraK ami before thr br rones knew it th- \v
surrounded |>y a p>o«I -olid stockade of COttonwood poU-<, ten feet hi^h. ^. I*u 30*.

L'

Fact

Y AMY L()\YKI.L

SEA-ROSES blowing on a high, white cliff,
Rayed out above their leaves, bent by a whiff
Of salty wind. White snowdrops over snow.
The color of a field where violi

e tingling rings of honeysuckle bines.
Cloud shadows drawing over Apennines.
Young paper birches, with their lustred stem

(1 ut similes like the

DO If you plea-e.
de Mich bf &

And merely state a proven certainty,
\\'hich is that you are line exceedingly
And all that matters in Heaven or I arth to me.

VOL. LXXI1I-20
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The Conversion o Tor owa
BY CHESTER L. SAXBY

ILLUSTRATIONS (FRONTISPIECE) BY O. F. SCHMIDT

h heavy pay. A m n't live like a Christian
struck up from the made too little out here
shore in an incessant to live like a Christian at Take it
gust to beli f 
shade of the club-

as it me, and (he waved an patient
let the d 

^m-
isles of the

house at Papeete. d
H Bartruff h the place they really represented.
his legs d--. _^ up on ib

the railing grumbled all day long over the argue. H "h*~ "*-f ations, too.
tardiness of the pearlers. He had smiled his quiet smile, d
until they in d he was not de- lanky leg over the oth

fcLJ.XV^V-1. i' h H "h H the-how can you stick it out ? "
b bins: the dried sweat

:h portion of his spine in a from his fat cheeks and
tired spot at the end rash. ' Everything's dead around here;

life. ut he and it's the same wherever you go. Poison
no proper fl^-^ the sun; that in the air, ulcers in the intestines, igno-
was too rapid cheating. And ranee/ mv Lord! d

m get out of it? The Oriental religion's the
.pation of these heal isl only thing for this desolation. It teaches
He had no fit com either. The that nothing matters and, by George, I'm

missionary, J Kern, played about convinced nothing does! We're
drank no ikey and told no stories. bugs skimming about and

Fur K id off. If you gobble more
^^^ etch for his "jaunt you get to be a big bug and
around the diocese," as Bartruff put it. m^- ^

m d the h

man alive, the eternal wonder was how globe of a head at every assertion. "Ain't
a vessel held the pitch in her seams. that right, dominie?"

e sea wrinkled away as if shrinking in 
""

nodded._" ---^- - "-r ^^ --i- "^P-T ^-" ^H H " ̂-" «fci -^ F* inketh, so
the glare, and sprawled panting on the is he," he quoted thoughtfully.

"^"v _;h, flattened m Bar-
exhausted. was going out into that truff laughed. W" ^^-F^ materialist,
to save souls. Bartruff thought it "and I don't try to reason what I can't see.
be a eood line for Kern to state tha m m

>m s in heaven. At least, 3 hole. Yoi m
such assurance d make // shavings, and any
the d line, the way felt just sort of life and
now. tags and bob-tails you preach to in these

uff m li m They'll drag along like
of faith in anything. H tain trash in the Southern States
Kern-as one :S 'hoh d
a one hundred-pound sack of cement onto with once in a while a m 

/

ary thrown
each shoulder; that is to say, without the in; and, except for the m^v >on dances,

wi to try it oneself. The af- >m
ter-life didn't scare 

^^r

m You go in there and try to stir ' up
K fafter this experience he but they're dead d
never intended to look ahead; it didn't they're skinning you and falling asleep 

- ^^r

«o6
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again. I tell you, you're working with "Um/'Bartaliff granted.' He's your:-.
dum-dums." you see, dominie. I couldn't pry him

d loose with a can-opener. One reason I
and pointed toTorowa seated on the step, like him. The beggar don't believe a om-

m of your commandments, but you're ev-
f / 1 dy, the whole cry thing to him, just the same."

length of him, the m body- "He will believe," said Kern. "I don't
ard. other about Torowa. The slow conver-

"He understands some English/' Kern sion is the one that counts. He'll be a
xpluined. " And he has feelings." confessing Christian before you will."

He's a good as they run, "He'll have to be. But it's doubtful.
was Bartruff's admission. UI was asking He's wide-awake, that fellow. If you

m the other dav to loin un with m ;. I wear the legs off him before that time, he
need somebody to fetch and that's may give you up and come to me. I see
all they're good for. could pick up no chance of getting away from this pol-
another anywhere. luted layout. From the looks of things

"What did he sav to that?" I'll be in these damned islands till h^

Bartmff shrugged. "You've got him till Gabriel gets cornet-blower's lip. Tell
buffaloed. He grinned and turned me you what, Torowa, I'll give you a gold
down, didn't you, Torowa?5' With sur- sovereign a month if you'll tie up with

d mc-* The dusky face showed its teeth in
its mark. a grin of refusal. "Well, then, I'll hand

d at the sound you a blooming, blasted, bloody shilling
of his name, artruff thought. ut To- every day, hanged if I won't!'
rowa d heard and underst h But Torowa, turning his eyes, onl\

gs beside. H d looked adoration at Kern.
M of the words he m alto- That's that. All right. Any time you"

gether, but none of the tone-which was want to take me up, you know where you
ffi can find me. I'm where the music isV

of the discussion. Bartruff, he could com- when there's any music." Then to Kern:
d, had little use for men wh "Something's got to happen, or I'll dry

not white-skinned like himself. Torowa up. Any kind of a one-ring circus would
hinking about th in the way a do. Nothing to take your mind. I'm

savage thinks, loosely. thought that getting so nothing matters.
Bartruff would be a brave man to make "I find enough to do," Kern rebuked
such talk on the coast of him, as the ketch appeared. Torowa »" ̂ 

white head had great value all by itself, sprang for the hand-bag and the ki:
Maybe he would not travel to the coast of "You'd better let the whiskey alone/'
Malaita. "artruff waved an indolent good-by and

Nevertheless. Bartruff him flung out a word of reminder to Torowa.
in being _ _ (i When they were gone, he settled himself
fast but stop long. Eyes jump but legs to sleep.
go sleep. Legs jump and eyes go sleep. The ketch headed for the open i.
No pray sky-god. No care what god Torowa hunched down beside a barrel and
think. Easy god to have. Money sitting stared back at the swaying palms. He
d dish curiosity T 

^ 
rowa disliked the sea, and he heard the laconic

m m ister Scotch skipper say that the barometer wa
he admired him most and sometimes falling, with nasty weather ahead. More-

lied the master served the god of Bar- than anything else he feared a storm;
truff instead of his own. could never get used to the sensation of

ut he had no id rolling and t ossing and plunging. He
master. John Kern ̂  wanted to be back at Papeete or, better
in his life, and to be yet, in Guadalcanal He could grow very

d. He loved John Kern; he could not homesick for Guadalcanal*.
very well love two beings. H For Torowa was a Solomon Islamic i

d shook his head art and only John Kern had the power to pull
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him away from that high, shaded home into 1 fold. had :k
shore where life ran easily-quite as easily of response in him, and the saving of that
as Bartruff said it did-and the sun-god savage heart b an absorbing task.
gave fine ivory nuts for the trading. To- At last they M
rowa trusted his gods utterly and found s m
great satisfaction in them. They gave d h in water, e
him what he needed and spared his home wooded ranges dead ahead Guad
from furious winds. He had been happy canar! The heart of Torowa was glad,
at home-though not more happy than in glad. He had learned much English and ,d learned m
serving John Kern. And, wherever he other things and yearned [>w his peo-
was, he could make worship to his gods so pie. J K
that they would understand. guest. H b

Kern tried in his gentle way to reason Perhaps the ter be con-
with Torowa about religion, but accom- vinced and worship the sun-god. A great
plished nothing. With a gaze of utter af- b m Torowa.
fection, wholly at peace, Torowa sat bask- >m was not all Torowa
ing in the light of Kern's countenance, had hoped The of the
He loved Kern; he did not reason about coast were enoug to e To-
that. As for reasoning about the gods rowa, but c iked white i:
one worshipped, that was impossible. Of just recent had robbed of forty-
course, the white god must be a great god, three boys for the plantations of the G
because Kern was white and believed in it. s on S a. wi

But blackbirders were white, too; there- m .ke di d
fore, you couldn't generalize too much. m; Theyl d

Soon the wind died, and the ketch was sullen. They gave warning.
stripped of canvas and made snug. Then But at Torowa's
after a while came a light puff-and Kern's d m ids," he sai
voice calling. Torowa went to crouch at A d something in the way he said it mad
the master's feet to fight his fear without a glow in Torowa's heart. H
emotion. But Kern knew. And while the Kern called They spat epi-
storm roared and flung them from the sky thets in return. d
to the bottom of a canyon, the quiet hand Torowa recei >mA

rested on Torowa's shoulder, and Kern dance. He da: d, too. and
assured him once more that the white's d^^f

man's god took away fear. But it was mom t forgotten would spare the life of
Kern's voice and smile that took away m d
fear. and who was d"

When they were driven to the deck by And later rose up to preach.
the flooding water, and a great sea burst With a glory in his face he preached.
over the ketch and flung her scuppers un- Torowa hi
der, Kern's hand saved Torowa from be- robe he clutd K
ing washed overboard. He hauled the spinster aunt ggled into the mis-
boy back, and, lifting his long arm, as- sionary's trunk, and he had out.
cribed this piece of good fortune to a Notwithstanding that he trusted his gods
higher power than his and hoped that in m tter of supplies of food and gen-
Torowa's gratitude would draw him to eral utilities, under the cir es he
conversion then and there. But with wished to provide against a
dog-eyes Torowa gazed into that mild It was just as well. Apart m
face and, dropping down, kissed Kern's course an itious brave of the tribe
foot. That was his answer. d in the bush and crept up behind

In the Tonga Islands and again in K for the fatal snine blow. The others
Samoa Kern wrestled with this seeming wait for the spoils; he could not
stubbornness. He preached and exhorted afford to. K
to a broad circle of nakedness, but his piece., even when the voice was gone out
words and his hope were all for Torowa. of it.
He would have left the ninety and nine in Those in the uneasy circle who could
the wilderness in order to fetch Torowa see this warrior stealing up appreciated



-

Drawn by 0. P. Schmidt.

Those in the uneasy circle who could see this warrior . . . appreciated the joke and grinned.-Page 308.
309
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the joke and grinned-whereat Kern was times and under all provocations. Yet
encouraged. He fancied himself succeed- his gentleness persisted in the midst of his
mg and redoubled his efforts. They bitter disappointment, and he struggled
grinned the more. to make Torowa realize the law of love.

Torowa fingered the revolver. The He haled forth harsh contrasts.
lurking hunter was Oru, the brother of "Your gods cried for my blood. My
the girl yonder whose sleek, fat beauty God pleaded for their lives. You and the
was like wine to the senses. She had true God have saved me"-although he
thick, joyous lips, and looked often at detested to put it so-"so that He and
him. It was time for the choice, time he you might work together all your days.
took a wife; his blood told him so; she If you go with me, you believe, Torowa."
told him so. And Oru wriggled nearer. The boy's liquid eyes devoured Kern's

Kern's zealous gaze came at intervals face. "I believe," he said. Not that he
to Torowa's face, as if, when all was said, understood, but that in his deep content
Torowa he most preached to, Torowa he he would try. He and the sky-god would
looked to. Torowa had to make a de- sail with the master and keep him from
cision. He hurt inside. His mind was at harm.

war with itself, full of confusion. In- This was the beginning of Torowa's
audibly he mumbled once more to the magnificence. The ceremony of civiliz-
sun-god to halt Oru's hand. Oru s hand ing him worked magic in all the boy's be-
rose. ing The putting on of the regal blue

A pang of regret seized Torowa, The work-shirt and a pair of Kern's old trou-
revolver spoke-once, twice, three times, sers-this was the outward and visible sign
Oru fell from his knees onto his back, of the inward and spiritual grace. He
The preaching stopped. The congrega- stalked about the deck in proud dignity
tion sprang up with yells of anger. The and turned over in his groping mind the
hornet's nest was all abuzz. immensity of the gulf that had come be-

Kern did nothing, having nothing to do. tween him and his people. In their na-
ut Torowa waved the revolver and in kedness and his full dress the distinction

an unhappy voice finished the sermon, was tremendous. The grandeur of the
preaching hell-fire rather than salvation white man's medicine smote him all at
to any who came forward. With Kern at once. By John Kern's help he went so
his back he retired shoreward in no undue far as to recognze the meanness, the
haste. The ketch's dinghy lay at hand primitiveness, the animalism of Guadal-
at the orders of the practical Scotchman canar. This was an immense benefit: it
who had spent fifteen years in these seas, dulled the pain of longing.
The two were taken aboard. Wistfully He expressed no vain boast of Chris-
Torowa stood at the rail and wratched the tianity; he was far from being a Christian
wooded range become purple, then gray, yet. When they encountered Harry Bar-
then a mere bank of mist. It was quite truff in Marovo Lagoon, New Georgia,
a moment in his life. and Bartruff sang out his surprise at the

When John Kern drew him about to change in the boy, Torowa stated:
admonish him, he felt a wave of happiness "I go walk by sky-god. He show To-
drown the sourness in his stomach. His rowa how be Christian."

bosom swelled. He was content. Bartruff thought that a finer confession
His speech was modest: "The white than he had ever heard. Very gravely he _

sky-god save you, master, I am glad." extended his hand and responded: "Come
That was the tragedy of it: that the sun- along with me and show me how." Un-
god had done nothing, had refused him, til the pearling season closed, he had ac-
had scourged him from his home. He cepted a commission to assist in setting
could never go back; he was an exile certain island governments more securely
henceforth. in their places, and was in better frame.

Kern, failing to perceive what this Not much action, dominie,'' he
choosing meant, only protested the act of wagged at Kern, "but the eternal hope
murder. More to the point, he said, to of some. That's what keeps us alive.
have let him die if God willed. To kill A revolution-breaker; that's me." He
was against the commandments at all stepped up close and lowered his voice.
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"Just between us, it's the blackbirders the revolver spat death as neatly as the
I'm really gum-shoeing. Had a h-, a old women of II
great old scrap at Cape Little with Tau- he ti d it (reasoning again} b
key's schooner* Poor money in it, but a ved sky-god and serve
chance for digestion/' He slapped To- It had m d m
rowa on the back. "When you're done it again-in which conclusion his love
missionarying with him, you throw in his obed Never-i i

with me, boy. I'm a missionary, too. heless, h d shoot to hurt next tim
The Book for the dominie; the gun for and not to kill. Then the hurt one
mine. We'll rastle up kingdom-come might be converted and tj

somehow." Of his inspiration to Kern he was not
Torowa was impressed. He went e slightest bit aware, nor would it have

about on the schooner that Bartruff had made anv diff he had discovered^

fitted up as a floating arsenal, and ex- it. Yet it was only Torowa's h
amined with infinite delight the contri- loyalty 1 t to d
vances that the white man's medicine had when the fever entered his body and
conjured up for dealing out justice to the bloated his veins. Torowa hesitated over
mischief-makers. He handled the rifles in no se rvice n w to perform, or
awe; he patted the smooth steel of the manag If it was for Kern
machine-gun in the forepeak. Indeed, he he was happy. He debased his regal dig-
appeared to gain enormous satisfaction in nity to every menial task of the sick-room
the thought that he was now in a manner and grinned
related to this supreme greatness that beam
ruled in so many ways of might. His m. K v^

savagery lay behind him as contemptible Kern never coul elieve de--^^^r-

as the abandoned skin of a newly moulted votion personal; he was too \ ed
snake. He walked in the light and ab- m
sorbed more and more of it. pron >unced in assured simplicity: " What

y deliberate, methodical steps he ac- a jewel you are, Torowa! What a Chris-
cepted the faith of the sky-god. In noth- tian !" And Torowa's soul knew bliss.
ing was he hasty. In the use of his rea- I K
son he was like a child learning to walk, m
taking a few tentative steps and dropping After that for months and m ^^H s they
down again upon all fours to be sure. He sailed through Melanesia from the is-
had plenty of time to grow to this new marck elago to the Fiji Islands,
stature, plenty of time and ample inspi- thrc A ̂  A

ration. To walk in the master's steps and and hrough shipwreck and upris-
imbibe some of his glory - like a dead ing :m lustily and in
moon that has yielded up all that it was a new and better-fitting suit of clothes ^^

and depends upon the warmth from the k enw into m a native h^^-

mother planet-kept Torowa close day fetched his own converts. Every one he
and night. He had no wish to reason; led to Kern with an eager grin, as a trained
only to remain close; but when Kern, with . ring at th fed
patient persistence, made reasoning the -god.
prime factor, he set himself to that too. That was why it stung .m
Kern contended that all creation was New II^

the result of reasoning and all goodness wounded a thief in the act of running
sprang from it. To be like the master, away with the Bible, only to have Kern
then, one must reason. It was enough: denounce the act as a crime and, taking
Torowa schooled his mind to peer into from him, llinc it hiuh and
things, to seek an explanation everywhere, into the sea. ed
to inquire, to figure, to think out his ac- less, nless. He almost d
turns. r.

ut he treasured the revolver through d of God^^

it all. He did not let Kern see it, for (and welcome," said Kern sternly. "^
here his reason operated) the master \va cried out at last that stealing
fought against death in every form, and was against the d
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"Stop!" he shouted. "The vengeance of God falls on the man who kills!"-Page 315
3.12
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the sacred 1 the sacred book was in lively. " I put a lot of sentiment into a
d bottle of good whiskey-but you can't get

"They need it more than we," was the it; out of the question, I trust in the dol-
unswer. ."Fighting is wrong. There is lar that trusts in God, and I like a Win-
no good to c of it." He did Chester better than a Snyder. That's the
to make Torowa see. long and short of it, I mi >."

And Torowa ged To m wh " Winchester ? " Torowa repeated.
loves all doubts are nothing. If Kern was "Winchester."

down and ( Ungrudging respect he granled to the
* Bible, it m whims of this white man, the r< pect of

him. When Kern smiled again, the world one faith for another. A broad tolerance
d the hurt healed. he showed, and thai was all. With Kern

Simply, the reasoning was difficult, in- he strove mightily that day, outdoing "^ ^ ^ ^

asmuch as the talk of the sky-god lived himself, singing the penitential hymns in
in the sacred book, the silent voice, the lusty abandon, going among the black
instrument of conversion. Torowa both- like a true soldier of light. With Bart ruff

d his muddled head about that f to see, he threw his heart into the work and
in ut his heart was easy. led the march to salvation. Clear-eyed

Bartruff went much farther in clearing and strong-voiced he recited the creed. A
up the eni Bartruff was cruising in bronze shaft of power he was, the living

fettle from group to group on large, witness. Kern called him his pillar of fire.
assi ts such as he revelled in. The artrulT conceded: You re right, do-

; had zone from his skin: his minie. The boy's a full-fledged trooper.
breath was sweet again; his rotund body It's a triumph. I never would have
hook often with He had given thought it in Papeete/'

up the pearl-buying altogether. As long " Kern, smelling of the natives, his arm ^ ^^* ^^ ^~^ *~^ ^~"^

as this work held out, he said-and that about the shoulders of a woolly youth he
seemed forever-be hanged had just baptized, withheld none of his
of money! He called himself Sir Francis pleasure. Kern knew and bore testi-

d mony. He was waiting for the mail from ^"^

"I've got my faith back, dominie/' he Sydney to crown Torowa's service.
crowe m I In eight days it came. Kern read the

d I preach the letler slowly, making a proud ceremony
gospel of 'watch your step/ " H of the occasion, while Torowa listened.

d of placing himself in the missionary The board officially recognized one To-
class. It was his commonest joke. rowa as a lay worker in the field of mis-

He heard from K sions and voted him a salary not of a gold
stealing of the ible. Kern was still sovereign nor of a blooming, blasted,
bothered by his To- bloody shilling a day, but of three pound
rowa's question, although Torowa had sterling each month-and that was tw
ceased to care as soon as he saw the mas- shillings a day.
ter was content. Torowa stood drinking in the melody of

"Well, you see, son," Bartruff de- Kern's voice and the melting gentleness
claimed with a jovial wink at Kern, who of Kern's eyes. When Kern had finished
frowned, "it's like this: these guns here" reading, he asked merely:

he touched them fondly-"are my "They do not make me go away from
Bibles, and I fight the unbelievers with you?"
'em. But if they were lifted by some "There's no need of that," said Kern.
sneak-hound, what would I care? I've "We can go on together."
still got my lists, haven't I? The Lord "I am content." Torowa bobbed hi>
made em first." head. He could have kicked his heels.

And Torowa understood perfectly with- "You are very good to me, master. I tr\
out the need of another word. to earn the money."

"What is your god?" he asked in per- "Torowa, you must not call me master.
feet English. "What is he called?" I am your friend and brother."

Urn," grunted Bartruff. "That's a Torowa heaved a deep sigh.
hard one." He rubbed his chin reflec- friend," he echoed caressingly.
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They that sea-r again, When he saw th"^r ^^

that rolling green prairie that was tufted prise, he was frank about the risk. "Ra-
with islands like oases in the sun, oases m -eater," he said.
with necklaces of coral. wind But in the end Torowa was given the

d in the rig- commission. K took his hand
ging and tore with vicious hate and buf- d must not lose
feted and knocked them down into deep you, Torowa, You're all I've got/'
gulleys and squeezed men's hearts. But boy trudged off for
like a tranquil statue Torowa poised the In his pack he carried a
side the m untouched, suit of clothes and a hat. He had

H d ; he pursued an idea.
door to K d he won through without los-

stayed out. ing his on Rarani's t
d d mat they squatted in grave consul-

d ^^m- " ^^B^^^K tation. Rarani was a fierce mv^/

at the that they sowed. Had theb m Isl-
they been blackbirders, their fortunes ander. And Torowa carried power*

d have been mad had m

d his lost strength; his magnetism tered into his success, neither was willing
was ous; his force of wi to admit. Yet the Rarani that m d

d own to Rewa village at the head of his
hi Like Paul, he fought household was garbed in as fine a suit

m m lam as South Sea traders carried in their slop-
So they to the Fiji Islands. d chests, and around his neck a brilliant

here Kerr felt m m green four-in-hand ^^" ^^^ ^^^"^ against his
-hut and a regular congrega- hairy chest at every strutting stride. The

tion. No matter what his reception m m of Fiji had been swept away.
b .f K m the procession before the

>mf m+ The peo-
pie welcome him as a great lord a service. The groups of worshippers
wore shirts d of even d
trousers. Worn d K lan-

length skirts. Torowa was m guage. "If you in faith to be one of
us, I welcome Rarani. The lotu^v

ut he was not one to be sustained long (worship) is about to begin."
m essions. Resting after the severe Rarani e guttural response d

strain m do f d1 but contrib- st After him file
uted to Torowa's restlessness. must lam. Kern heV

d, in the act, hold the master's d

friendship closer. He heard wi Who are these others who with
the r that of Rarani, the can- you

chief. Grandly Rarani waved to them. "They
med are my wives," he said.

b , the whisper said, over the "A man may not have more than one
VI Rarani was a wife and be a Christian. To be baptized,

force in the life of the island and objected you must give up all but one. I cannot
J -1 ' f " - -"-"-- 1 J ----- }et you enter till you do this." VI me-honored custom
that Fijians ought to hold d Kern Rarani stared, and looked black with
was distressed by the news, the e of anger. Torowa, too, stared. This whole-
possible civil war. Torowa, on the other sale conversion had given him great joy.

d. wi m ssions of the village But he did not question or plead. To
m his savage instincts Rarani, however, the ultimatum was mad-

to guide m or dening. He looked at Kern, then down at
two. H dtoK his clothes. His hand went to the green

m m e m a scarf. He was angry, insulted, defensive.
Christian. has a soul to save." In a wide glance his eyes fell on Torowa.

miled and tried to dissuade him. His dignity crumbled. He scolded and
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fretted and shook his terrible head. From squeal Rarani pitched from Torowa and
out his belt he pulled a short club and, sprang up. Straight at Kern he charged.
worked up to a passion, attacked Torowa Kern flung up an elbow and gave back,
uddenly, rushing and roaring. but the movement and the elbow would
Quick as he, Torowa gathered to meet have done him no good had not Torowa,

him. In his hands were no weapons, but panting and spitting blood, reeled up and
in his being was the heritage of insatiable flung himself to gru-p Rarani's heel and
fighters. Skilfully he avoided the club trip him.
and, charging in, grappled with Rarani. The delay was for a moment only. Ra-
They sprawled in the dust. rani gained his feet and scrambled to the

The congregation iluttered in a wedge attack. It was enough, though; for, weak
of craning necks, Kern at their head, and bedraggled, Torowa had risen to bar
Rarani was a famed warrior. He lived up the way. He took the blow on his shoul-
to his fame and was more than a mate i der; yet he lashed out with his other hand,
for Torowa. The boy called upon every and as he fought he cried to those about:
wile to defend himself; the punishing " Will you see the master killed ? What
hands of Rarani obeyed no rules of sports- are you ? Are Christians cowards?"
manship; they reached and tore. Not one there grasped the pathetic

"Master/5 cried Torowa, "I must have meaning in his shout. They roused to the
help. He is too big." Rarani choked off need and buzzed around Rarani as soon
further words in Torowa's throat. There as their stupid minds realized the need,
issued only a gurgle. The boy's eyes roved and drove him off. There followed a
to Kern. The missionary's protests terrific pow-wow out of which Kern,
soared; he bent to Rarani's ear. shaken and dismayed, tried to make some

"Stop !" he shouted. "The vengeance sort of order.
of God falls on the man who kills! Let Torowa was not concerned with that.

him loose, Rarani! Stop! We are Limp and blood-streaked, he stumbled
friends! Do you fight your friends? off, he hardly knew where. In the direc-

"A! Woi-woi-woi-woi!" chanted tion of a mangrove swamp where it was
Rarani. cool and dark he headed, into the quiet

Torowa by a supreme effort wrenched where one could drop down to nurse one's
the hand from his throat. It darted for torture; where one, if he liked, could
his eyes, the eyes that besought Kern reason.
mutely and in growing wonder. The light But in the mangrove swamp reasoning
in them was wholly of non-understanding; was no easier than beside the mission-
they were the eyes of a wounded deer. hut, no easier and no more healing. The

"Master!" he croaked. His face was agony in his shoulder he treated with
bleeding with raw scratches, but he felt stoical contempt, notwithstanding that it
no physical pain; it was elsewhere that made his eyes roll. But there was another
the hurt lay. "Master!" agony, a gaping wound. No medicine of

Kern was utterly distraught. His hand white or black could heal that.
fell on Rarani's shoulder, and the strength He sat all day propped against a tree.
of his sublime faith trembled in his voice. Then he got up and, paying no attention
He prayed and exhorted alternately. The to a voice that drifted on the night air and
club was in Rarani's grip once more for a called his name over and over, "Torowa!
horrible blow. Torowa !" he took his misery down to the

Then with the stricken sorrow in To- shore and waited for the trading-brig to
rowa's face to goad him, a sorrow that make in.
made Torowa doubly a victim, a sorrow
that took from the boy all will to struggle, Harry Bartruff dropped the butt of his
Kern had recourse to a shrewdness that rifle to the deck of the schooner and
Torowa had showed before. peered through the haze of smoke that

"I will take back the gift!" he threat- lifted from the steady firing. The figure
ened. "The gift is not yours! The that came over the side from the dinghy
clothes are for a Christian ! Stop, or give walked to him through the spat and hrrrl
them up!" of bullets as if he heard and saw nothing

The charm worked. With a shrill of the menace.
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"You maybe want me now?" the fig- grinned. He was fighting blackbirders,
ure spoke calmly. "I am ready. I have and that always made him happy.
journeyed a long way to serve the god "I'm a son-of-a-gun if it ain't To-
Winchester. He makes great noise and rowa i he bawled. " Grab a gun, boy!
converts many people. I believe. I go We've got 'em nailed to the mast! Grab
with you." a gun and preach the gospel!"

artruff wiped the sweat out of his eyes And Torowa, very calm and quiet,
with one motion of his sleeve. He grabbed a gun.

Advertising's Ingratiating Smile
BY EARNEST ELMO CALKINS

Author of "The Advertising Man"

"

HE earliest advertise- Many times I considered this advertise-
ment I remember was ment and pondered it in my heart. Did
a humorous one-or at it mean what it said, and if so, what was
least its maker so in- wrong with Armstrong's clocks? Had

" tended it, but by a Satan overlooked a bet when he omitted
perversity which still Armstrong's clocks from the list of tor-
sometimes attends tures with which he tested that patient
such efforts, it proved man Job ? I knew all about Job, but very

a verbal boomerang. It was not the little about Armstrong or advertising.
humor, intentional or other-wise, that Since then I have watched the progress
made me for life a critic of advertising, of advertising and frequently detected
but because of the astounding conclusion the Armstrong complex. That advertise-
which the literal acceptance of its message ment is a type. It is the result of con-
forced upon me. sidering humor as a mind-catcher, regard-

A popular advertising medium in those less of logic. Columnists have for years
days was the flat rail fences which sur- amused themselves with the unintentional
rounded the farms and bordered the roads humor of would-be funny advertisers.
leading to my native village. On those Punch nearly every week impales at
six-inch boards, extending from post to least one under its stereotyped heading,
post with spaces between, local merchants " Commercial Candor." The classic and
were accustomed to paint brief advertise- much quoted instance is:
ments. The boards were weathered to a "Don't go elsewhere to be cheated. Come
charming gray, the paint was nearly al- in here."
ways red or yellow, so the color scheme, Other examples of the crude but deter-
while strong, was not unpleasing. When mined advertising humor of the time
I went to ride in the family phaeton, sit- stick out in my memory. In the country
ting on the bodkin seat between my father newspaper-office where I learned my trade
and mother, whose conversation seldom I discovered two stock cuts on the stand-
interested me, I exercised upon these ing galley, where one kept also the I. O.
fence advertisements my newly acquired G. T. emblem, the prancing stallion, the
ability to read. I have been reading ad- clasped hands, and other cuts that em-
vertisements ever since. If that is bellished business announcements in the

psychoanalysis, let Mr. Freud make the weekly paper or in folders or dodgers.
most of it. One was a Mutt-and-Jeff group, the

The phrase that sticks in my mind is big man with upraised hand laying down
this: the law to his small companion, who lis-
"JOB HAD BOILS BUT HE DIDN'T HAVE tened with breathless interest. The leg-

A CLOCK OF ARMSTRONG." end that was visibly emerging from the
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big man's mouth in a large scroll or bal- time when "See that Hump" was as ir-
loon, by a technique derived from " Ars resistible as " I'd walk a mile for a Camel."

Moriendi, the earliest illustrated book But along came the snap fastener and dis-
known, was: "And don't you forget it," placed the old hook and eye, and people
in those days a popular slang phrase. The no longer humped. They snapped.
other stock cut was a head with a wide- Sunny Jim was the result of a literaly
open mouth into which a hand was just partnership, like Beaumont and Fletcher
about to drop a huge oyster (like the one or Besant and Rice. Two schoolgirls col-
that made Thackeray feel as if he had laborated. One wrote a six-line jingle;
swallowed a baby). The legend read: the other drew a grotesque cartoon. They
"Drop in." These cuts were supposed to took their joint work to the advertising
give a needed light touch to otherwise manager of a well-known breakfast food.
sober advertisements of local hardware The advertising manager gave the girls
stores or carriage repositories. And well five dollars for their offering, and flung it
do I remember seeing in Chicago news- into a drawer where he kept raw ideas.
Dapers that picture of two hideous human Later, needing a series of street-car cards,
eet, each foot with a mouth and each he dug it out, sent for the girls, and had

mouth wearing a broad grin. This ad- them prepare a series of thirteen, which
vertiser was a shoe manufacturer and his was displayed before the eyes of the pas-
slogan was to the effect that his shoes sengers in forty-five thousand street-cars.
"make your feet glad. Here is the first Sunny Jim verse ever

By these and many other efforts did written:
advertising reveal its inclination to use Jim Dumps was a most unfriendly man
humor as a means of selling goods. If the Who lived his life on a hermit plan.
humor was at first crude, why, so was He'd never stop for a friendly smile,
advertising. ut trudged along in his moody style

Later on there came a period when ad- Till "Force" one day was served to himSince then they call him "Sunny Jim."
vertising humor assumed a more con-
scious literary form, and that form was a Note that Sunny Jim is based on an
rhyming one; in other words, the jingle, ancient and honorable idea, the " before-
The jingle also ran its course like a dis- and-after-taking" idea, so dear to the
ease. patent-medicine man of an earlier age.

To any one who looks back over adver- The foolish stuff caught on somehow, so
tising for twenty-five years, there appears much so that it was given a run in twelve
a succession of phases, of what might be thousand five hundred newspapers, and
called styles in advertising. There was later the campaign was extended to in-
the Silhouette period, the Imaginary- elude England. Posters, painted signs,
Character period, the Jingle period, the and cut-outs were posted, set up, or dis-
Reason-Why period, the Double-page- tributed. Sunny Jim became an inter-
spread period, the Research - and - Data national character, with life and identity
period, and meanwhile advertising sur- apart from Force, like Mr. Pickwick or
vived them all and managed to progress. Falstaff. He soon outgrew his youthful
To the Jingle period belong "See that originators. His pictures were drawn by
Hump," "Sunny Jim," and "Spotless well-known artists, his jingles written by

^-t * *"»" - ~~- -^ -**" - " r* "* - - *"»" *"*" ^v. AAjJ-4 J-*. » I * . - L -*. ^ " A ̂V ^* J»B J*V 1 - * j"fc AM 1-* « ̂  f^y^-t T T * f > famous writers of light verse. Over five
"See that Hump" was the work of thousand original jingles were sent in

Charles M. Snyder. Old advertising fans voluntarily by contributors ever}'where.
will recall verses that ran something like Numerous marches, waltzes, and songs
this: were composed in his honor, and two

Dear girls, don't blush, musical comedies constructed around his
Hut have you tried personality. A noted divine preached a
Those hooks and eyes sermon about him, and an eminent chief
With humps inside?

See that Hump. justice used him as an illustration in sum-
ming up a case. Two huge scrap-books

And thus the new hook and eye humped were filled with clippings about him. He
itself into the public mind. There was a had his advertising day, but the product
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he was supposed to advertise did not keep chological appeal, that the right name
pace with him. Like the humble wife of was not hit upon at first and experiments
a rapidly rising man, it lagged behind with other names, of which Mary was
until at length one of the most success- one, were tried, and that, when Phoebe
f ul advertising campaigns ever run turned was finally sprung on the public, the name
out to be a failure, and now who of the clicked home with 100 per cent efficiency,
rising generation ever heard of Sunny All of which is vastly entertaining to the
Jim? man who created Phoebe, who named her

Spotless Town, too, is forgotten, but it and wrote the first verses about her, with-
was a neater bit of work, and it was only out giving a moment's thought to the
an incident rather than the main drive in laws of mental science, the mnemonics or
a campaign. Both the jingles and the pic- the subtle influence of association of ideas.
tures were the work of Kenneth Fraser, And he realized that thus are legends
who has since become one of the noted made.

and successful advertising experts of the Phoebe Snow has also had her day,
profession, his youthful follies forgotten, though occasionally revived by the rail-

ut before that happened his happy pen road for which she once stood, and she has
produced another delightful series for also been a proverb, a symbol, or a simile
Rohr McHenry's Rye, of which I shall in her time, and has had her meed of bur-
give you a sample (the ads not the rye) lesque, cartooning, and allusion that is
later on. Spotless Town, you will re- proof at least of the world's familiarity
member, went like this: with her name. But change in advertis--

This is the butcher of Spotless Town ing styles has made the jingle as obsolete
His tools are bright as his renown, as skirt-binding, while the advertising per-
To leave them stained were indiscreet sonally has not the vogue nor the potency
For folks would then abstain from meat. it once had.

And so he brightens his trade, you know, These are merely some of the more dis-By polishing with Sapolio.
tinguished attempts to give advertising

Then there was Phoebe Snow. The the light touch by means of rhythm and
verses that recorded her progress from and rhyme. But the versified form was
New York to Buffalo on the Road of An- too cramping for the exact effects adver-
thracite lacked the wit that gave sparkle to tising now demands. Besides, the deluge
Spotless Town, due to a cramping form of of inept, pointless stuff that followed the
metre intended to suggest the song of the few successes wrought its own homceo-
car-wheels. Some of us can still remem- pathic cure. So the jingle was gathered
ber " The Humorous Speaker" which con- into the storage-warehouse along with
tains, among other things now forgotten, other curiosities of advertising, and writ-
the onomatopoetic poem, "Riding on the ers who believed that humor was a road
Rail/' whose jigging metre suggested the to the public pocketbook began to ex-
short quick repeat of the voice of the periment with other ways of saying things
rushing train. This old doggerel, while that would impart liveliness to their mes-
not in the same metre, suggested the idea, sages and make them welcome and re-
The name "Phoebe Snow" was chosen membered. What was aimed at was con-

merely to fill out the first line, and the tinuous reader interest. It was attempted
initial verse of this series ran: to take advantage of that trait which

Said Phoebe Snow makes so many people turn to columns
headed: "Aut scissors aut nullus" orAbout to go

Upon a trip to Buffalo: "The Spiee of Life."
"Mv gown keeps white rf * In theatre programmes there is some-
oth day and night times a tie-up between the name of theUpon the Road of Anthracite."

play and a firm's advertisement facing
An m the playbill. A punning allusion takes

m advantage of the reader's interest in the^H

applied to the apotheosis of Phoebe Snow, evening's entertainment. Not uproari-
It has been learnedly explained ously funny, but pleasant and ingratiat-
fact) that Phoebe is the one particular ing. Frequently it helps an advertiser

s had oper psy- not to take himself too seriously, not to
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appear to assume that what he has to sell grievance was the stock joke of the news-
is a life-and-death matter to the reader, paper paragrapher about the little the

Humor in advertising should be a light, plumber does and the large amount he
bubbling, joyous way of saying things, charges for it. They even discussed a
trippingly on the tongue, using new and press-agency campaign to change the
unexpected phrases, slang, coined words, state of mind about plumbers and their al-
like "sleep-meter" for "alarm-clock," leged forgetfulness of necessary tools, and
that puts the reader in a pleasant mood for all I know they carried it out. ut
and insures the reading of future adver- like all advertising which is done for noth-
tisements. Humor, the editors say, is the ing, no results are evident. They might
most precious thing they buy, which must better have inaugurated a campaign of
mean that the public, the same public paid advertising which could and would
that reads the advertisements, is fond of have removed the stigma upon them by a
it. If so, it is wise to try and use it in the popular joke, and at the same time put
advertising. their work on a higher plane, as has been

Even wit has its opportunity, and in done, but not by the plumbers, through
the form of the epigram has been used for the advertising and merchandising of the
certain goods, as lamp chimneys: manufacturers of plumbing materials.

The Ford car joke is even more inter-I make bad chimneys, too, but I don't put my
name on them. esting. Not only is it probable that these

stories, obviously invented to cast asper-
or rubber tires: sion on the car, have on the contrary in-

Some people have luck, and some have Kcllys. creased its sales, but Henry Ford and his
The trouble with luck is that you can't count on it. assistants have been accused of coining

them and putting them in circulation.
or a whiskey: The charge, however, has been indig-

Father Time ages our whiskey. Some people nantly and believably denied.
use a printing-press. Instances of this could be multiplied.

or a paracentric lock: The moral is that any idea cast in the form
of an easily remembered anecdote gains

A big key is no more a sign of safety than a wide circulation and moulds public opin-
big book is a sign of wisdom. i i * ? f " 1 ion. If this is true of the work of the

The late John E. Powers was one of jokesmith, having no other purpose than
the first writers to put real individuality to raise a laugh, however cheaply, why
into advertising copy. The lamp-chim- cannot the same powerful weapon be
ney epigram just quoted is one of his, and used to drive home facts about goods ?
the series was long held in high esteem as The typical American business man is
an example of vigorous and unhackneyed something of a humorist. You see it in "^ 1 " -W ^ ***"*! V " fl

selling talk. the type given to Uncle Sam. Lincoln
The author of Spotless Town has shown owes something of his greatness with us to

a fine vein of originality in his early work, his liking for humor. The man from home
especially in his copy for street-car cards, in the Tarkington-Wilson play was typ-
One of his good-natured whiskey cards ical. So also was David Harum. And in
has just been quoted. I can recall two Old Gorgon Graham there is a full-length
others: portrait of a man who does not let his

fondness for an amusing way of expressing
Most^every whiskey; nowadaysis "ten years himself interfere With the hard-headed

old." Wonder where it got that "recent" taste.
business sense of what he is saying. It is

Dear me! I see that a number of new whiskeys no secret that Old Gorgon was drawn
claim to be the best in the world. How these from an original who was one of the coun-young folks do talk I

try's successful manufacturers and ad-
The power of a jest to advertise ad- vertisers.

versely has demonstrated itself to the In the advertising that is being done to-
extreme discomfort of at least two indus- day, humor is used in two different ways.
tries. Several years ago at one of its na- One is the obvious method of getting the
tional meetings the plumbers' organiza- attention by means of a story and utiliz-
tion decided they had a grievance. That ing it to talk about one's goods. This is
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the technique of the wizard oil man with Solomon was unable to distinguish between the ^^^p
real and the imitation flowers brought him by 1 Jl 1_ " *J , 

" /I 1 t * » 1

the flaring torch who draws his crowd " e Queen of Sheba to test his wisdom.
with a few sleight-of-hand tricks. But it He had to rail in a bee to help him out.
has a higher and more honorable ancestor Solomon's wisdom has never been equalled, but
than that. It is the method of the fabu- imitations have become cleverer with the years.
list, the story and moral formula, em- What wonder then that the public blunders in

ployed by teachers of ideas from the ear- accepting an imitation for a genuine 

liest times. The advertisement writer whatever it is that is advertised

who hangs his argument on an anecdote is While m us advertising smiles
but following the model of ̂ Esop, Bidpai, from the pages of newspapers and maga-

ewick, Northcote, and George Ade. His zines fr< in time to tim
psychology is sound, his precedents distin- its playfulness continues to be the folder
guished. We can go clear back to Nathan, and the circular. ce which costs so
who had a most disagreeable message to much is too serious a matter in itself to
get over with King David concerning the be treated frivolously. Only the adver-
latter's infatuation with the beautiful wife tiser with a stron m d

of Uriah the Hittite, which he diplomatic- equally strong b
ally accomplished by focussing the king's m^

attention on his parable of the little ewe The president of a Portland
lamb. This has been the method of teach- cement con A ,nv once looked over a folder

ers of all ages, and advertising is largely planned to break the news that the United
a form of education, and can profitably States Government had bought millions
employ this and other methods of impart- m^f mplete the Pan-
ing ideas, as it has done and is doing. It Canal. cartoon showed Presi-
is by no means necessary for success that dent Taft in a red flannel shirt astride the
a humorous turn to the anecdote or fable North^ A

should be given, but that, too, may be and and South America asunder with a huge
is done, as some of the following instances m; ttock.
will show: Wh ^r

A farm paper used newspaper advertis- Post?" he asked.
ing to persuade manufacturers that farm- W not? replied the ad^^» -^^"'

ers are now ready to buy city goods; that man. But the fact remains they never
the old concept of the farmer as a hayseed did.
is no longer true, and never was. The ad- There is a certain lithographer who has
vertisements were a series of anecdotes devoted his advertising to urging better
with more or less point, and on each one art for posters. His text is that a good de-
was hung a little advertising story, thus: sign is not only a pleasant thing to look at,

ment as well. So

"Three oranges from five oranges, how many?" earnest and so persistent has he been in
says teacher. his

A painful pause. vocacy that one of his customers
Little Willie raises his hand and explains: me back at him with:
" Please'm. We allus does our sums in apples." u m

That's what's the matter with you, Mr. Manu- art {n advertising/'
facturer. You have been doing your sums in ap-
pies-so much so that you cannot work them out 

m

in oranges. You have been selling your mattress, next piece of literature mailed to his list_" _
motor-car, kitchen cabinet or porcelain-lined m
bathtub to the dweller in the city apartment and company
ignored the man who lives in the centre of a
quarter-section. Because you cannot do your
sums in oranges as well as in apples, you are over- The record of the nuts up to date runs high.
looking a field of business which has not been Archimedes was a nut, but you can't hoist a
overlooked by every one, because the kind of derrick today without Archie's help. He was the
Farmer who reads Farm and Fireside has open fellow who said: "Just give me standing room for
plumbing in his bathroom, the telephone at his my lever, and I'll pry up the universe."
elbow, and forty horse-power at his front gate. Columbus was a nut. He went from capital to

capital trying to find a king sporty enough to back
In still another instance the allusion to his plan for making the geography twice as big,

"f and the}'- joshed him.
the anecdote that furnished the basis of Galileo was a nut, but they didn't josh him.
the advertisement was casual and passing: When he said the world went round the sun, they
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I him to a nick and tortured him until they those days an alarm-clock was a common-
made him take it back.

Newton was a nut. Hut we might not know place piece of household furniture, usually
yet what makes thr apple fall if it wasn't for Ike sold for a dollar.
the Nut. This firm took the alarm-clock of com-

Watt was a nut and we have the steam-engine. merce, made it taller and slimmer, gave it
Singer \va- a nut and we have the sewing-ma-

hine. a frank open countenance, and a di-t-j > mel-
Mor-e was a nut and we have the telegraph. low voice, and christened it Big Ben. The
Fulton was a nut and we have the steamboat. name was the keynote of the advertising
When the KnuMish people heard Stephenson' copy that followed. The same iVrling for

idea of a wagon on rails pushed by steam they
laughed their heads oft". But Stcphenson kept on the suggestful power of words that hit
and now no one knows what MrAdoo'll do next. upon that delightful name produced copy

Everybody takes a Kodak with them because for which the one right word is "engag-
Kastman was a nut. g." "For that tired early-morning feel-

Duryca was a nut, and now the automobilein-
dustry is the third largest iu the country. ing/' says one, "and that tendency to

Ford was a nut-and is yet. oversleep, for that turn-over nap habit
So, if I am a nut, I am rather proud of it. and that last-down-to-breakfast failing
Don't think that I put myself in line with these ig Ben.

names. They are all big nuts-cocoanuts, at
least-while I am only a pea-nut.

ut I am just as much in earnest about my For a sound unworried night and a punctual
good-morning for a watchful sleepmctcr and ;iown particular nuttiness as they were. truthful timekeeper-Big Ben.

For that furnace-firing hour and that 7 :oo A.
And then follows with jewel-like consist- M. time-clock punch, for early round-the-house
ency a restatement of his aims and beliefs. work and an always-on-time downtown score-

ut a higher, more difficult and accord-Big Ben.For particular housekeepers and i icttng bu>i-
ingly more effective form of humor in ad- ness men, for all who've got to get up in time and
vertising copy is that which is the style of live on time Big Ben.
the writer, which is a form of expression
and which varies as writers vary. It is Such d as ere
that which gives character to the literary bbli
humorists, and it is good only in proper- over with a kind of cheerful good humor
tion as it is good. We are going to have were not only examples of good
more of it as men find they can write it d " ^r they were a re-
and advertisers learn its value. It cannot markable instance of how fully the young
be used for all products, it is safer on d irrasned spirit of
goods sold to men than those sold to tongue he had so newly acquired. The} "^
women, and requires an unusual sense of surroun an d time-worn sub
fitness before it can be used at all. There here. They ere- w

is one particularly illuminating instance ated a lot of pleasant thoughts about the^^^^

of this kind of advertising, in which all The\ f the class
the elements are present, and success d it in the
crowned the work. ategory of luxuries and delig hts. The

Somewhere in France there is a sol- .dvertisements created their ow n readers.

dier's grave with the name Gaston Andre The readers who came to be amused re-
Le Roy. Le Roy was working in this dtob And in f his ad
country as an advertising man when the vertising had
war broke out, but he was still a French new alarm-clock at two and one-half times
citizen and was among the first to respond d price
when the call came from France for her A new sha vine-stick was presented A new shaving-stick wa
citizen-soldiers to return and join the col- the following language: " G the
ors. He had come to this country at an Big Stick," No says the display type, ind
early age, learned our language, and soon then:
began to use it in a way that showed he
had learned it to some purpose. Here is the mightiest and yet the gentlest

Le Roy worked for a firm of clock- weapon that ever beat a stubborn beard into sub-mission and left a smile of contentment in its
makers which was about to put an alarm- wake.
clock on the market by advertising. In It is built for men of action-ready to the hand.
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gentle to the skin and a steam roller to beard re- I'll go you one step further. When I get your
sistance. dare-devil dime, I'll send you along a sample can

A pull and the top becomes a holder lying firm of Mennen Talcum for Men-a real man's tal-"
no***r » cum for after shaving or bathing. It's fine for

Dropping it back in the box after use is as nat- the skin-and it doesn't show.LA
unil as dropping it anywhere and there it stays If you're a sport, come through. Jim Henry
till tomorrow, holding its natural moistness and (Mennen Salesman).
free from dust and germs.

Such, fellow shavers, is the
Plainly, advertising is entitled to make

and then follows the name: use of every lure known to the art of writ-
mg. The writer of advertising copy has

a soap that comes down to you through three in many respects a harder task than the
quarters of a century without an impure strain;
a lather that feels like cream and carries moisture writer of a short story or an essay. He
ll UIL1IA I llltlL lV-\-lO 1AJX\^ V£ \sC4-l 11 1*HV1 * til i n. r> IIIWIOUVAI^ . , j " ^ 11 
like a sponge, and a box that's as handy as a valet. must turn around in a much smaller

space To attract attention, create an
There has been running for some time a atmosphere, and put over a selling mes-

series of advertisements on behalf of a sage all within the compass of an average
shaving cream which are written as if by long paragraph is a difficult thing for the
one of the travelling salesmen, who signs most accomplished writer. Limitations
himself Jim Henry. Jim Henry is really P^ss him from all sides. The writer of a
an advertising man, but he lives up to short story has only to amuse or enter-
his disguise with considerable adroitness, tain. The successful writer of a certain
even going so far as to poke a little mild kind of advertising copy must amuse and
fun at the professional advertising man. entertain merely as a preliminary to de-
His space is headed "Jim Henry's Col- Hvering a certain message with the utmost
umn," and the title to a recent talk was possible force. He may, of course, blurt
"Do you believe me? out his message without any prelimi-

naries. A great deal of advertising is just
An advertising expert told me the other day, that. But if he decides to use some one of4

he observes, that if every man who reads my stuff the legitimate literary appeals, he must
should believe it and act upon it, the avalanche use his material with great economy.of orders would probably put Mennen out of The audience cannot be taken forbusiness. I guess he's right. Imagine my whole
audience of ten million men all deciding over- granted, as it is by the writers of the more
night that they wanted Mennen's! literary part of the magazine. The public

I'm puzzled. I'm wondering how many of you is not predisposed to read advertising.fellows do believe me-how many of you I can
get to confess a genuine interest in Mennen's Like Ulysses and his companions, no mat-
Shaving Cream. ter how alluring the song of the advertis-

I wonder how many of you I can get to gamble ing sirens, part have ears stuffed with the
a dime to prove to your everlasting satisfaction wax of indifference, and the other part are ^_one of two things. Either I am the possessor of a rf-x*-i fi y\t -TT*rt r V-n t-i/vc* M 11 rt ̂ r- n T*n hi o rx^fr-^C'C1 *"\t* ̂\T <i
high speed imagination-or Mennen's is the lashed to the mast of financial incapacity
greatest preparation ever produced for reducing willing but unable.
a growth of he-bristles to a state of pitiable non- You may say, Where is the advertising
resistance. that can compare favorably with litera-Either you believe me or you don't. If you do,
you probably belong to the select class of men ture? Of course, it does not exist
who are enjoying a blithesome Mennen shave I am showing that the advertising writer
every morning of their lives. in using literature's attractive arts has a

Now if you are in doubt, why not at least put more difficult task than the writer pureit up to me to prove my case? Forget reason,
prejudice or habit and act on your regular-fellow and simple, but I do not say that he has
instinct. Obey that impulse and send me a dime performed it. Men have been writing
for my big demonstrator tube and dare Mennen's literature three thousand years-adver?
to give you the kind of shave you've always tising copy only about ten years. In thewanted. Dare it to flower into the most gor-
geous bank of lather that's ever decorated your larger pieces of copy, folders, and booklets
facial landscape. Settle once for all this question the terms are easier. Not merely in the
of my veracity by using three times as much humorous class, but as examples of ear-
water as usual-and try cold water if you like it. nestness, description, demonstration, in-Let your razor sink into the snow drift and dare it
to give you the best shave you ever had in your spiration, some of them have been very
life. That's all I want. well done indeed.
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VII.-END OF STUDIES AT THE UNIVKRSITV OF CAMBRIDGE

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM PHOTOGRAPHS

HEN I returned to engraving of Faraday, together with a
Cambridge from little brief account of Faraday's work. It was
Idvor I often thought written by Maxwell, as I found out later.
of my mother's words Speaking of the activity of teachers of sci-
saying that I was liv- ence, the writer said that they are ex-
ing among the saints pected " to bring the student into contact
of Cambridge. These with two main sources of mental growth,
words sounded like the fathers of sciences, for whose personal

the language which the minstrel of the old influence over the opening mind there is
Serbian ballads would have used, in order no substitute, and the material things to
to convey the meaning which she wished which their labors first gave meaning."
to convey. Whenever I saw one of the In the light of this thought I saw that in
great dons of Cambridge, like the famous his two little classics, "Matter and Mo-
mathematician Cay ley, or the still more tion" and "Theory of Heat," Maxwell
famous mathematical physicist George had brought me into contact with the
Gabriel Stokes, the discoverer of fluores- fathers of dynamical sciences, and that
cence, I asked myself: "Are they the La Grange, in his "Mechanique Analy-
saints of Cambridge?" The answer was tique," had showed me the men who were
in the negative; most of these men were the fathers of the science of dynamics,
too mobile to pass for saints. One of and that for this service I owed them ev-
them, for instance, although quite old and erlasting gratitude.
blind, was the stroke of a boat which was Jim, the humble fireman in the Cort-
very prominent on the river Cam. Its landt Street factory, told me once: "Thi
crew consisted of Cambridge dons. When country, my lad, is a monument to the
this aged stroke was not rowing he was lives of men of brains and character and
riding a spirited horse, usually galloping action who made it." From that day on
briskly, with his young daughter chasing the name "United States of America"
alongside of him, her long golden hair, recalled to my mind Washington, Hamil-
like that of a valkyrie, lashing the air as ton, Franklin, Lincoln, and the other
she was making strenuous efforts to keep great men who are universally regarded as
up with her speedy father. It was im- the fathers of this country; and when I
possible to associate one's idea of saints learned to know and to appreciate them
with men of that type. But, nevertheless, I felt that I was qualified to consider my-
my mother was right: Cambridge had its self a part of this country. Maxwell and
saints; their memory was the great glorj La Grange had taught me that Archi-
of Cambridge. medes, Galileo, Newton, Carnot, Helm-

Naiure, published in London, was then holtz, and other great investigators had
as it is to-day the most popular scientific made the dynamical sciences, and from
weekly in the United Kingdom. Many that time on these sciences like monu-
scienlists of Cambridge used it as a me- ments recalled to my mind the names of
dium for discussing in a popular way the men who made them. I never saw a
the current scientific events of the day. man handling a crowbar without remem-
Among the files of Nature^ which I con- bering that it was the historical lever
>ullcd often, I found once a beautiful steel which in the philosophy of Archimedes

323
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served as the earliest foundation for the day, Newton's was
science of statics. The word force always the glory of Trinity College, and the
recalled the picture of Galileo dropping m of Darwin was regarded with the
heavy bodies from the leaning tower of feeling of reverence at Christ Col-
Pisa, and watching their uniformly ac- lege. Every college at Cambridge had at
celerated motions, produced by the force m which was the glory
which was impelling the falling body to of that college. m
the earth. The picture reminded me that the m»

by these ideally simple experiments Gal- bri< 5 *-T their spirit was present every-
ileo had banished forever the mediaeval wh< d was certainly
superstition that bodies fall because they woi d It reminded m mv m
are afraid of the vacuum above, and sub- er's ' Mav God be i
stituted in its place the simple law of ac- blessings which you have enjoyed
celerating force, which prepared the foun- and
dation for the science of dynamics. I among the saints of Cambridge."
never saw a moving train being brought It m :m strange that a Cam \-f

to a standstill by the frictional reactions student of science Id have worried so
of the brakes without seeing in my imagi- much about interpreting his pious m
nation the image of Newton formulat- er's words in terms of his expanding
ing his great law of equality between scie itific knowledge. But that student
physical actions and physical reactions, was once a Serb peasant in whose early
the crowning point of modern dynamics, childhood the old Serbian ballads were his
These pictures illustrated what Maxwell principal spiritua f
meant when he spoke of the material ,d
things to which the labors of Archimedes, the national hero, at critical m
Galileo, and Newton gave a meaning, and m "m
when I caught that meaning I felt that I d f d to^^^ ^p- any m
was no longer a stranger in the land of needed counsel he asked it from his aged
science. Their highest meaning, I knew, m ma. and
was the recognition that the truth which help in d
they conveyed was a part only of what my M great-
mother called the "Eternal Truth." est of all the fairies of the clouds. AM

My work in Cambridge, guided prin- mother can have a wonde
cipally by Maxwell and La Grange, re- over her boy whose early m Litude
minded me, therefore, continually of the m kind."/

fathers of the sciences which I was study- she has that influence, she is
ing and of the material things to which bov's oracle, and ount sub-
their labors gave a meaning. These sequent scientific training will d
thoughts gave me a satisfactory interpre- that relationship.
tation of my mother's words:" Cambridge I often think h
is a great temple consecrated to the m idge.
eternal truth; it is filled with icons of the Our American colleges and ^ i^

great saints of science. The contempla- versities should have days consecrated to
tion of their saintly work will enable you the m f what Maxwell called
to communicate with the spirit of eternal fathers of the sciences, like Copernicus,
truth." My description of the scientific Newton, Faradav, M
activity of Cambridge produced this im- Helmholtz. mention these nam
age in her mind, which was dominated by having ph sciences m m b
a spirit of piety and of reverence. This ,m d
spirit, I always thought, is needed in departm m
science just as much as it is in religion, should not science follow the beautiful
It was the spirit of Maxwell and of La ,m - 'h.
Grange. d memorial davs. sav Npr ^

The atmosphere of Cambridge was most Newton and
favorable to the cultivation of a spirit of k the you d
reverence in scientific thought. At that Newton is the f
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of dynamics. Dynamics is not a mere sage conveyed to them by these celestial
collection of inexorable physical laws motions.
\vhichtoayoungstudentoftensoundlike The Greeks of old sacrificed to their
dry scientific facts and mute formulae, gods a hecatomb of oxen whenever one of
Many text-books, unfortunately, repre- their philosophers discovered a new the-
sent it that way. It is a record of the orem in geometry, and the philosopher's

"v.

^^m .

\

President Frederick A. P. Barnard, of Columbia College,

1809-1889.

life-work of men who lived human lives memory was praised forever. The mod-
and became what my mother called ern nations should not remain indifferent
usaints of science/' because they devoted to the memory of the "saints of science'1
their life-efforts to the deciphering of di- whose discoveries have advanced so much
vine messages which, through physical the physical and the spiritual welfare of
phenomena, God addresses to man. The man. My life among the saints of Cam-
young mind should know as early as pos- bridge suggested this idea, and my fu-
sible that dynamics had its origin in the dents, past and present, know that I have
heavens, in the motions of heavenly always been loyal to it, because I always
bodies, and that it was brought to earth believed that in this manner every Amer-
by Galileo and Newton when they had de- ican college and university could raise an
ciphered the meaning of the divine m< - invisible "temple consecrated to the
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eternal truth and fill it with icons of the Columbia College nor any other college in
great saints of science/' A spirit of rever- the United States, with very few excep-
ence for the science which the student is lions, offered at that time this opportu-
studying should be cultivated from the nity to the student. I suspected that this * ^

very start. I observed that spirit among was the real secret of my inability to un-
my friends, the mathematical tripos men, derstand Maxwell's physics; I longed for
at Cambridge; it was there as a part of work in a real physical laboratory and
local traditions. I certainly felt its influ- made preparations to enter the Cavendish
ence, and the longer I stayed at Cam- Laboratory at Cambridge. But I learned,
bridge the more I felt convinced that in the beginning of 1885, that Lord Ray-
" Cambridge is a great temple consecrated leigh had given up the directorship of this
to the eternal truth." This enabled me laboratory, and that a Mr. J. J. Thomson
to recognize while still at Cambridge that of Trinity College was appointed as his
nothing was more characteristic of the successor, the same Thomson who is to-
mental attitude of many scientific men in day Sir Joseph John Thomson, Master of
America and in England at that time than Trinity College, and the leading physicist
their reverence for the "saintsof science" in the world. The new director was only
and their strong desire to build "great twenty-eight years of age in the year of
temples consecrated to the eternal truth." his appointment-at the end of 1884. Al-
Maxwell was one of their leaders, and the though a second wrangler in the mathe-
best illustration of that mental attitude, matical tripos test of 1880, he was four
I have already referred to this in my short years later already a sufficiently famous
allusion to the Cambridge craving for experimental physicist to be appointed
scientific research, and I will now attempt director of the Cavendish Laboratory.
to describe a much wider intellectual The new director was only two years older
movement of which this craving was a than myself, but he was already a famous
local manifestation only. I felt the force experimental physicist, whereas I had
of its current during my Cambridge days, never had a physical apparatus in my
and I recognize to-day that at that time hand. What will he think of me, thought
I moved along following more or less un- I, when I present myself to him and ask
consciously the stream-lines of this cur- for permission to work as a mere begin-
rent. ner in the Cavendish Laboratory! I

blushed when I thought of it, and I was
The completion of the mathematical afraid that I should blush even more when

training under Routh recommended by he compared me to his younger students
Niven was approaching its end and I was who had already acquired much skill in
satisfied with its results. I could follow physical manipulations. The failure of
without much effort the lectures of my competition with boys and girls in the
Stokes and Lord Rayleigh, and I could speed tests of punching biscuits in the
handle the mathematics of Maxwell's Cortlandt Street cracker factory came
theory of electricity with considerable back to my memory and I bemoaned, just
ease; but I did not understand his physics, as I did in Cortlandt Street nine years be-

President Barnard, of Columbia Col- fore, my hard luck of having had no
lege, said once in an address of fifty years earlier training. Many an American col-
ago that a young student in America at lege student of physics bemoaned in those
that time lacked a "knowledge of visi- days his lack of early laboratory training.
ble things and not information about When I say this I am touching the prin-
them-knowledge acquired by the learn- cipal point of my narrative; it is the point
er's own conscious efforts, not crammed at which my narrative begins to sail on
into his mind in set forms of words out of the back of a wave which started actually
books." His statement fitted admirably when Johns Hopkins University was or-
my own case; I lacked that knowledge of ganized, in 1876, but the motive power of
visible things which one gets from his own which was gathering long before that, per-
conscious efforts; I had no knowledge of haps at the same time when the motive
physics acquired from my own conscious power of the Cambridge movement in
efforts in a physical laboratory. Neither favor of scientific research was gathering,
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resulting, as it did, in the establishmen Just then, as if by an act of kind provi-
the Cavendish Laboratory. But I m dence, a letter from President Barnard,

d (1^ ^ of Columbia College, reached me, enclos-
mention* ing a letter of introduction to John Tyn-

Mylackof what Barnard called "knowl- dall, the famous physicist, colleague and
edge of visible things .. . acquired by the successor of Faraday in the direction of

John Tyndall, from a photograph taken about 1885
1820-1893.

learner's own conscious efforts . . ." gave the Royal Institution. Barnard informed
me much anxiety and I often thought me that Columbia had received a gener-
that it would, perhaps, be better to go to ous sum of money from Tyndall, repre-
some other university where the director senting a part of the net proceeds from
of the physical laboratory was an older his famous course of public lectures on
man, who would not notice my age as light, which he had delivered in the
much as would the new and extremely United States in 1872-1873; that the in-
young director of the Cavendish Labora- come of this sum would be given as a fel-
tory. That thought, however, did not lowship to a Columbia graduate to assist
console me much, because I was very him in his study of experimental physics;
much attached to Cambridge and did not that the fellowship would be called a John
wish to give up what my mother called Tyndall Fellowship, netting over five
/'life among the saints of Cambridge." hundred dollars annually; and that he and
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Rood, professor of physics at C bia, He encouraged me to apply for the new
considered me a suitable candid* Un- fellowship at Columbia as soon as it be-
expected things of this kind happen every came operative, and to make up my mind
now and then, and * * quickly to migrate to the best physical
lainly encourage the b that there is laboratory that I could find. I asked him
such a thine as luck. what laboratory he would recommend and

dall without much delay he directed my attention again to Max- t much delav
d irnard's letter of intro- well's account of the work of Helmholtx,

duction. lay imagine how I felt mentioned above. When I was about to
m leave, promising, at his request, to call

d > of physical phenom- again, he gave me a copy of his lectures
first to disclose to me on light, which he had delivered in the

on the top loft of Cortlandt Street United States thirteen years before._H_ _^B. - i^B_ _ _

factory the poetic Read them/' he said, "and when you "
sciences. I exnected come again I shall be glad to discuss with

d a dreamV-* you some of the points of this little book;
did not. d they will explain to you the full meaning

b m of President Barnard's letter, and of its
d seen manv an old historical background. Read also vol-
N ds and ume VIII of Nature"

d d I had read Tyndall's lectures on light
and when he spoke there was also the fire, before I entered Columbia College, but
ll vigor, an humor of agile upon reading them again I found there

i mind. In less than the time it takes very many things which I had missed be-
ill this he made me feel that I had fore. They did not, of course, describe
known him, and that he was my old satisfactorily the physical properties of

d generous friend. H the luminiferous ether-no lectures ever^-* ^w

wonderfully d just as direct, I did-but they did describe, I thought, a ^ -^^^-

thought, as the questions which he ad- bit of the history of physical sciences in
m , when in the United States which was a revelation

his mous lectures he was d ciphering to me. It is, as I know now, a most im-
m " ^^^ * * ^^ He deciphered me portant contribution to the history of the

very quickly, I thought, as if I were the development of scientific thought in the
m est Dhvsical Dhenomenon which United States and deserves a prominent
d h place in this narrative, because I was a

that I d witness of this development during the
He apparently attached last forty years.

m^^ "- lack of early training in
experimental physics, but advised me to Joseph H

d informed me, by Am
way distinguished American scientists,

"henh doctor's degree at them d, of Columbia C
M m in 1872, to delrvf "*-*** ""-* »

A lack of early advantages, he 1 a course of lectures in some of the prin-
could always be overcome bv red d S The»" » ^^ ^

one's efforts in later years H own object of these lectures was, quoting Tyn-
career Droved that. d m" t's words, "to sh
attention to a short account of the work ment in the cultivation of natural knowl-
of the famous "Na- materiallyA V_7

litre by no less h than mote scientific ed
great Maxwell. h try." Tyndall d his famous^"- -^"- ^^

me that great professor course of six lectures on light in Boston,
at the University of Berlin did not have m , andw

earl); tages in experimental physics, ngton. Joseph Henry, as secretary
became a nrofessor of nhvsics Sm

when he was alread N
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took them under his personal direction, ri-ss . . . how large is the number who may, in
The success of these lectures sun>;i ed slri( l propriety, be said to have educated them-
even the mo^t sanguine expectations. At sdves? Take, ^'llustranon such familiar. f M j» ° , m j 11 r names as those of William Herschel and Frank-
the farewell dinner to lyndul some of lirif ;md Rumford, ancl Ritt(.nhousc, and Davy,
the wisest scientific intellects of the land and Faraday, ancl Henry. Is it not evident that
were heard, and their words indicated nature herself, to those who will follow her teat h

Joseph Henry.
- I

clearly what was the uppermost thought ings, is a better guide to the study of her own
in the minds of the scientific men of the phenomena than all the training of our school-

And is not this because nature invariably begins
United States when they invited Tyndall. with the training of the observing faculties?
I quote here "in The moral of this experience is, that mental
these men. rulture is not secured by pouring information

Presiden IJarnard of C the into passive recipients; it comes from stimulatir
6.4 1 f 1 11 ItttUld KIH~M> JH<- AW1 l. ... the mind to gather knowledge for itself. ... Ifrst American expounder of the undula- we would fit man propcriy lo cultivate nature
tory theory of light, said: ... our earliest teachings must be things ami not

words.
I say, then, that our long-established and time*

honored system of liberal education . . does not Doctor John \\ illiam Draper, the world-
tend to form original investigators of natures / . . - ?" ._w * ,Urt
truths. renowned American investigator of the

Among the great promoters of scientific prog- laws of radiation from hot bodies, said:
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Nowhere in the world are to be found more im- We shall see later that the appeal was not
posing political problems than those to be settled * * 1 4 1 , * i * 1 11 ft ie in vain.
here; nowhere a greater need of scientiSc knowl- (1
ledge. I am not speaking of ourselves alone, but "
also of our Canadian friends on the other side of dinner were echoes, only, of d
the St. Lawrence. We must join together in thundering voice, to which i m
generous emulation of the best that is done in tened spellbound when he delivered the
Europe. . . . Together we must try to refute
what De Toqueville has said about us, that com- last of his course of six lectures on light.
munities such as ours can never have a love of In the last part of this lecture, called
pure science. mm d Conclusions," he first

d what m j mother would have
Andrew White, President of Cornell, a le consecrated to the

said: .h :h
in that d

I will confine myself to the value, in our polit- i^- r " *m. A m ̂> *_^ *. 4 -^-^ A _A ^^ A A-^ * ̂  ̂  ̂ ^ V-^ ^* *- ^ ̂X V ".*..& ^ ̂ ̂ i *- ^ ̂ ^^ ̂-» *_ -_r ^^ - ̂ r
ical progress, of the spirit and example of some of have called icons of the saints of the
the scientific workers of our day and generation, science" of light. m t

What is the example which reveals that spirit? Vitpllin TCncrer 1 K Snellius,
It is an example of zeal, zeal in search for the
truth ... of thoroughness-of the truth sought in >wton, Thomas Young, Fresnel, Stokes,
its wholeness ... of bravery, to brave all outcry d Kirchhoff stood there like so manv
and menace ... of devotion to duty without which icons of saints which one sees on the al-
no scientific work can be accomplished tars of orthodox churches. In this he
faith that truth and goodness are inseparable. d. I thought, even Maxwell and

The reverence for scientific achievement, the
revelation of the high honors which are in store d
for those who seek for truth in science-the in- deal. H middle of that tern

evitable comparison between a life devoted to pie and challenged the m once
the great pure search, on the one hand, and a life
devoted to place-hunting or self-grasping on the e by De Toqueville that " the m
other-all these shall come to the minds of N h
thoughtful men in lonely garrets of our cities, in knowledge. He, however, does not
remote cabins of our prairies, ^and thereby shall for science as a pleasure, and only m
come strength and hope for higher endeavor. J~^ J^^ ^^^*_^K. ^^^ H * 4 4-A _ -H m ̂F^^ ^f- I 4 ^b_^ 

1 .-. -i -f- -m- . ^m- *-^ . _- -. J ^^^

braces it with avidity when it leads to
Tyndall responded in part as follows: useful applications." Tyndall proceeded

to draw a clear distinction between science

It would be a great thing for this land of in- and its applications, pointing out that
calculable destinies to supplement its achieve-
ments in the industrial arts by those higher technical education without original in-
investigations from which our mastery over vestigations will "lose all force and
nature and over industrial art itself has been v growth, all nower of renroduction " iust
derived .^ . To no other country is the culti- «as surely as a stream dwindles en the
vation of science, in its highest form, of more im- ? j- _ _.*. » «TM_- _ " "� vation of science, in its highest form, of more im-
portance than to yours. In no other country spring dies out." "The original investi-
would it exert a more benign and elevating in- gator," said Tyndall, "constitutes the
fluence. . . . Let chairs be founded, sufficiently d of knowled b
but not luxuriously endowed, which shall have to the teacher to give this knowledge the
original research for their main object and am- recmiSife an honorable and often
bition. . . . The willingness of American citizens jl
to throw their fortunes into the cause of public t task. ,k which re-
education is, as I have already stated, without ceives its final sanctification when the
parallel in my experience. Hitherto their efforts teacher himself honestlv tries to add a rill
have been directed to the practical side of science. m
. . . But assuredly among your men of wealth
there are those willing to listen to an appeal on be doubted

higher grounds. ... It is with the view of giving f
others the chance that I enjoyed, among my mmunicated b m
noble and disinterested German teachers, that I bvd mmunion
propose, after deducting, with strict accuracy, the ^^f
sums which have been actually expended on my with nature. W , it is true, have
lectures, to devote every cent of the money which good and instructive lectures from men of
you have so generously poured in upon me, to the ability the e of ose knowledge is
education of young American philosophers in
Germany. d, just as we may have good

d instructive serm m

What a splendid example to the men of m ut for~ V O

wealth to whom Tvndall was aDDealine! that power of science which corresponds
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to what the Puritan fathers would call is its own rtu.ird. ... It i* also known that

experimental religion in the heart, you sci("c.e is l'e,rhaps (1 tet of 11JI ati ?Vr u,ni~ «/ * r£ti*i: i 1 i ncr AM *ir\tr s\r\£* /*/-\»-vi t \-i »»r* o *%t Ixvi *-1rvA " .»- versities. Let any one compare Cambridge, for
must ascend to the original investigator." instance, with any German university;

Many more passages could be quoted with even some provincial offshoots of the Uni-
from Tyndull's "Summary and Conclu- versity of France. , . . What, then, do the uni-
sions " of his American lectures. Suffice versities do? They perform the functions, for
it to say here that the cause of scientific merely, Jnd that in a man;cr ^out which opin- 
-, . i A!, A. A!_ £ * *"/" L*"IV' "lauy <->* until ni.uui;iiL3. vu mot-uiauc a^iiwis i'X> many of their students, of first-grade school

research in this country never had a more ions are divided; and suj radded to these is an
eloquent advocate than Tyndall. The enormous examining engine, on the most ap-
message which he delivered in his Amer- Proved chinese model, always at w°rk 
ican lecture tour in 1872-1873 was heard Not even President Barnard could have
and heeded in every part of the United uttered a more severe criticism! The
States and of the British Empire, li is no most forcible appeal was made by the
exaggeration to say that the response to president of the British Association for
this call was the movement for scientific the Advancement of Science at its meet-

research in American colleges and uni- ni£ in radford, in September, 1873.
versities which dates from those memo- This I also found in volume VIII of
rable years. It was in its earliest days Xatnre. These stirring appeals were pub-
under the leadership of the famous Joseph lished several months after TyndalPs lee-
Henry, President Barnard, and other ture tour in the United States, and they
American scientists who had associated all sounded to me like so many echoes of
themselves in the National Academy of the thundering voice with which he de-
Sciences which was chartered by an act livered the "Summary and Conclusions"
of Congress in 1865. of his American lectures.

I shall try to show in the course of this These studies, recommended by Tyn-
narrative that it was the greatest Intel- dall, gave me a view of science which I
lectual movement in the United States, did not have before. I caught a glimpse
producing results of which nobody could of it from the books of Maxwell and La
have dreamed even fifty years ago; and Grange, to which I referred above. The
the end is not yet in sight. realms of science are a strange land to a

Tyndali had called my attention to youth who enters them, just as the United
volume VIII of Nature. The article on States was a strange land to me when I
Faraday I had read before, but there were landed at Castle Garden. Maxwell, La
a large number of other communications Grange, and Tyndall were the first to
advocating strongly the stimulation of teach me how to catch the spirit of the
scientific research in colleges and uni- strange land of science, and when I caught
versities. Tyndall's "Summary and Con- it I felt as confident as I did in Cortlandt
elusions" had aroused a deep interest in Street after I had read and understood
my mind for these things and, besides, the early historical documents of the
they furnished a most welcome sidelight United States. I knew that soon I should
upon the Cambridge movement, which, as be able to apply for eili/enship in that
described above, I had felt before I met great state called science. These were
Tyndall. The University of Cambridge the thoughts which I carried with me
was severely criticised in these communi- when I started out for my second visit to
cations by some Cambridge dons them- Tyndall.
selves on account of the alleged entire When I called on Tyndali again, a
absence of the scientific-research stimulus, month or so after my first visit, I took
One of these criticisms is so characteristic along a definite plan for my future work.
of the feeling of Cambridge in 1873 that it This pleased him, Ixscause he had advised
deserves a special reference. It is in vol- me that every youth must think through
ume VIII of Nature and is entitled: "A his own head, the same advice which was
Voice from Cambridge." A very brief given me some years later by Professor
abstract follows: Willard Gibbs, of Yale. I assured Tyn-

It is known all over thff world that dall that my second reading of the "Sum-
all but dead in England. By science, of course, mary and Conclusions of his sixth Amer- J.L IS KIU'WJI Ull UVC1 IUVJ VVUMU HULL M HJ1H.C 13 ] /^% J> " 

4 \ _� ^

we mean that searching for new knowledge which ican lecture had cleared my vision, and
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that I knew perfectly what my next step like to see in operation in all college a d
should be. He was much amused when I university laboratories in America and
told him how, eighteen months before, I the h Em In this respect the
had wandered into Cambridge like a mans h leading the world for
goose into a fog, and asked me where I over forty years, z sy have been
got that expression. I told him that it splendid leaders." This, then, was the
was a Serbian saying, and he looked per- reason, I thought, v , twelve years be-
fectly surprised when I told him that I fore, Tvndall said to his
was a Serb by birth. friends j

"Well, I did not decipher you as cent c which you have so
quickly as you said I did. I thought," generously d in upon me, to the
said he, referring to my habit of empha- education young so-
sizing the sound of the letter r in my pro- Germ
nunciation, " that you were a native ured dd
American of Scotch ancestry." "Why formal Tyndall the following in
not of Irish?" asked I, entering into his question: "Since in your opinion I m
jocose mood. "Ah, my young friend," longer a goose in a fog, you will h
said he, with a merry twinkle in his eye, objection if I apply to the Col la au-
"you are too deliberate and too cautious 1 to d me as young
to suggest the Irish type. I do not know opher/ as their first Tyn-
what I would have thought had I seen fellow, to Berlin, will you?" ^^ -m^ I - *_^ I ._ _ ̂̂  _ ̂ } / (% rV ̂IN1

you when you wandered into Cambridge m f d he, "I have
'like a goose into a fog/ " d you to d emember, h< ver,

He was evidently much impressed by a Tvndal must never
my careful analysis of his " Summary and d f
Conclusions" and of its effect upon the head ht*

minds of American and English scientists, like < his bodv fl "^-* *

Seeing that he enjoyed informal conversa- clear d-UD human knowl-
tion and encouraged it, I told him of my edge, d h * * m d

Alpine experiences in Switzerland and of ? fo new h
the anxiety I caused to my English ac- the spirit of eternal truth, as your m
quaintance because I was far from being express d He liked mv m
"too deliberate and too cautious." er's ex d

"Well," said he, "I might have suspected d f/

an Irish ancestry if I had met you in great saints of science."
Switzerland twenty months ago. But you I will m tal**

have changed wonderfully since that attitud d science appeared
time, and if you keep it up the goose that m 3 mv mother's mei
came to Cambridge may be quite a swan tud d God
when it departs from Cambridge." spiritual background of her religion, and

I informed Tyndall that Maxwell's the works of the prophets and of the
glowing account of Helmholtz, which I saints were, according to her faith, the
had seen in Campbell's life of Maxwell, from wh human mind
and in Nature, to which he had referred ght which will ilium
me, had decided me to migrate from this great spiritual background.
Cambridge to Berlin and take up the as I said before, her fondness foi
study of experimental physics in Helm- _ _0. . jrds of the
holtz's famous laboratory. He looked the lives of saints. The
pleased and, referring good-naturedly to "eternal h was, according to m
my goose simile again, he said jokingly: understa the sacred
"You are no longer a goose in a fog. Let backgroi d of Tvndall's scientific f
Helmholtz decide whether you are a swan and the
or not." Then, growing more serious, he coverers^ m d
added: "You will find in the Berlin inquiry into physical ph a were the
laboratory the very things which my only sources from which the human mind
American and British friends and I should d ht which ate
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(1 He nourished m^ years *
devotion, and d to him and M " earli

hi s x * me of that faith were est knowledge of Faraday's wonderful
irresistible. m ica and personality. <\
in England, who were glad to have him as that knowledge by f mouth, and
their advocate of the cause of scientific re- his conversation ab iday's person-
search, ha the same faith that he had, ality and scientific
and they nourished i me. I told him that I had b
gious devotion. I kn d Cambridge second-hand book
pected it at that tim vol of Faraday's "Electrical Re-
kindled and kent al searches " for three d Tvnd

men b ^^^^ 
»

British remarked: "Faraday is still quite cheap
m dA ^-f at Cambridge." Then, after some medi-

wonderful discoveries of tation, he added: "Read them; their story
d h vision is just as new and as stirring to-day as it

led this great scientist to his discoveries, was when these vol were first printed.
H was their con and his They help you much to in

m search-light, M H d m tli- ^h »

m the true nath of of his story, " Faraday as a Discoverer/'
progress.

Mv last visit to Tyndall took place to- "Just and faithful knight of God."e end of 1 last, th
Easter te "m. and I returned to k Tvnd m
Cambridge '. med m friends that at d
the end of 1 m 1 would m m~^^^ of Maxwell. One can imagine
Berlin. It ^ for me to as- meant to the world to b
sure them h b itual

d me call " the saints and personal contact during the period
d precincts of Cambridge"; they 186 Maxwell was professor
m reverence for the place and at King's College, London, and Faraday

m for th was at the Royal Institution, where he
d m de- had been for nearly sixty years. It was

memory of Newton, but they d
d mv simi " ^ V ~^^f T ^

mem I H letter to an intimate friend, said this:
could ? None of his classics were "I have a paper afloat, with an electro-
D ry in ord he problem netic theory of light, which, till I am

ndidates fo b

the mathematical tripos honors. N great guns/'
» hy I rejoiced so de bv the mos

m about La G their m d

rpreter d
N Helmholtz they appreciated was "great guns. " N

more, but the exalted ton's discovery B law of gravitation
well had of Helmholt d and his formul ation of the laws of dy-
trated a mv m m*-> j namics, a new epoch in science. In Max-
Cambridge. They were ry to lose m well I saw a Newton of the electrical

did not envv m science, but I confess that in those da\
did m^r -^r -^ " i ̂  ̂  ̂  ^p^ ^

,m ridge did not have. enthusiasm justified me in that opin-
This never was the opinion of Maxwell ion. I was aware that my knowled * - *m . 

* "
'^*" - "^H.

m d f Maxwell

Tyndall. in m«*

Tyndall was only physicist that I and I d d to get m
m light before I started out for Berlin.

personally. He was Faraday's co-worker ca
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cided to take Faraday's "Electrical Re- beautifully, as if they had known each
searches" to Scotland, the land of Max- other from time immemorial, and they
well. In the preface to his great and to had little use for the other races assem-
me at that time enigmatic electrical bled there. I got along at Corrie as if I
treatise Maxwell modestly had stated had known the Scotch all my life. But
that he was an interpreter, only, of Fara- that had its disadvantages also, I came
day. But I was delighted when I heard to Corrie looking for seclusion where, un-
Tyndall's suggestion that Faraday would disturbed, I could communicate with
help me to interpret Maxwell. Perhaps, Faraday, But the lively lassies from
thought I, the invigorating air of Max- Glasgow, Greenock, and Paisley, the
well's native Scotland would help me to tennis and the swimming contests, the
catch some of the ideas which Maxwell fascinating sound of the bagpipes accom-
had caught when he was reading Faraday, panying the stirring highland dances-all
I selected what I thought would be a these things whispered into my ear:
quiet and secluded spot, the island of Ar- " Faraday can wait, but your friends here
ran. It belonged to the Duke of Hamil- cannot." Then I remembered a passage
ton, and I was told that his grace had in one of Maxwell's letters, given in Camp-
imposed so many restrictions upon his bell's life of Maxwell, which said: " Well,
tenants that the island had become an work is good and reading is good, but
ideal spot for those who sought seclusion, friends are better." What a splendid ex-
I found there a neat little inn at Corrie. cuse for joining the lassies and the lads at
It was surrounded by several tiny cot- Corrie and revelling in the healthful pur-
tages for summer visitors who took their suits of their youthful exuberance! e-
meals at the inn. It was popular with sides, said I to myself, have I not ac-
people from Glasgow, Greenock, and complished enough during my eighteen
Paisley. Every one of the visiting fam- months drilling under Routh, Maxwell,
ilies was blessed with numerous daughters. La Grange, Rayleigh, Stokes, and Tyn-
They were very athletic and played tennis dall to deserve a complete change of
from early morning till late in the after- mental and physical activity? When a
noon, interrupted now and then by swim- person looks for an excuse to do what he
ming contests in the frigid waters of the or she likes to do a splendid excuse can
Firth of Clyde. In the evening there was always be found, and so I bade a tern-
lively dancing-not easy-going waltzing, porary farewell to Faraday's "Electrical
but the real fling and reel of the strenu- Researches," and joined the playful ac-
ous highland type. "What a sturdy race tivities of my Corrie friends, challenging
this is/' I said to myself, as I watched the them to go to the limit. In tennis and
dancers working themselves up into a swimming I held my own, but the high-
frenzy of rhythmic movements, one hand land reels floored me every time, until
resting upon the hip, the other raised high Madge, one of the sturdy lassies from
up in the air, while their joyful limbs were Greenock, by persistent private instruc-
pumping up and down in perfect rhythm tion finally succeeded in initiating me into
as if they were busy pulling up from the mysteries of the highland rhythm.
mother earth all the earthly joys stored Glen Sannox, near Corrie, with its rich
up there for mortal man. The whole beds of heather, watched me often by the
scene was particularly thrilling to me hour making many futile efforts to catch
when a piper came along and furnished this rhythm and make my limbs obey it.
the music. The bagpipes reminded me of Nobody else watched these efforts in
my native Idvor, and made me feel at lonely Glen Sannox excepting Madge, and
home in bonny Scotland before I had been she, I told her, had more fun than a Bos-
rnuch over a week in Arran. The Scotch nian gypsy training his bear. I can still
and the Serbs have many things in com- hear the slopes'of Glen Sannox echoing
mon, and I always believed that some- the clear notes of her ringing laughter,
where back in the history of Iran they whenever I made an awkward and clumsy
must have belonged to the same tribe. I movement in my persistent efforts to
am told that at the Macedonian front the master the highland fling or reel. She
Scotch and the Serbian soldiers got along could not help it, and I did not mind it,
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d She knew that there was a fundamental
trick or die. Finally I did it, not very difference between a Scot and a Serb.
well, but well enough for a fellow who was After I had been at Corrie for about a
not a Scotchman, and Madge presented month a letter arrived from my mother,

m r portrait in pencil, which she written by my oldest sister, telling me
drew d ; the intermissions between my how happy she was that I had decided to
efforts to master the art of the highland spend my summer in Scotland for the pur-
dances. That was my reward and it was a pose of meditating over the life and the^^ -^^"i

very good one; she was a most promising work of one of the greatest "saints of -^"-

ho had won several prizes science." I meant Faraday when I wrote
in the Greenock art school. 'The memory to her. She also told me that Idvor was
of this experience always recalled to my fearfully dusty on account of a long-con-
mind the thoughts which went through tinued drought, and that the crops were
my d at that time-the thoughts, poor and the vintage prospects even

Scotch orierinalitv. individ poorer, and that Idvor was not a very
d sturd cheerful place during that summer for

m anybody who wished to meditate free
m from complaints of grumbling neighbors.

m tal activity of a erlin, I am told, is much nearer to
b Idvor and when you are there you can

that displayed in the national dances of always run down to Idvor, much more
d. One d easily than you can now," she said, clos- -^r ^^ ""

the wonderful qualities of the Scot until ing her letter, in which logic and motherly
m andtheprac- love vied with each other to furnish her

i r reel. Max- with a consolation for my absence from
lought, might Idvor during that summer.

be iust as different from ther electrical My mother's letter made me feel guilty
"g inces are dif- and it called for a reconsideration of my

ferent m 3ther nations, first resolution, adopted a month earlier,
I four d out later that m 2juess was not which authorized me to bid a temporary
very far from the truth. farewell to Faraday's " Electrical Re-

d iving through searches/' and I passed another resolution
the streets or London, vis: igland rescinding my first. But the question
again after an absence of years, arose, how to carry it into effect. The
Suddenly I saw a crowd wat kotch answer was obvious: bid good-by to
dancer. The dancer was a roman Corrie. My friends, however, suggested
in high! ,nd costunu , and she was dancing a less obvious but certainly a much more

d dance exquisitely; her husband agreeable answer. " Go up and live in the
b :hing up Macmillan homestead, and read your

d down with the swagger of the Faraday there in the morning and come
Scotch highlander. I stopped my cab, down to Corrie for dinner, late in the
got out, d watched mem s of afternoon," suggested Madge, and the

d suggestion was adopted without a dissent-
of the clans there which I witnessed while ing voice on the part of my young friends.
at Arran ; back and I wras thrilled. The Macmillan homestead was a very

dancer reached me in her humble old cottage located half-way be-
tour soliciting voluntary contributions. I tween Corrie and the top of Goat Fell
threw a sovereign into her plate and she Mountain, the highest point on the island
looked surnrised and asked me whether I of Arran. An old crofter and his wife
had not made a m "Yes," said I, lived there, leading one of the most frugal
"I did make a mistake when I wrent out existences that I had ever seen anywhere.
wi v ^*-r * " If They were willing to furnish me with
I had two you should have the both. " lodging and simple breakfast, consisting
"Are you a Scotchman, sir?" she d of tea and oatmeal porridge with some
jokingly, and when I said' N she d bread covered with a thin layer of Amer-
and said: "I did not th " ican lard. I did not object; I was pre-
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pared to take up low living and high thought, never worked better, and even
thinking for the love of Michael Faraday, my vision, always very good, seemed to be
Communion with Faraday from early better than ever before. On exception-
morning until four in the afternoon, and ally clear days I was sure that from the
after that any play that came along, with high elevation of the Macmillan cottage,
plenty of dancing in the evening, was a on the slope of Goat Fell Mountain, I
splendid combination. Practically one could see the beautiful Firth of Clyde as
solid meal a day, my dinner at the Corrie far as Greenock and Paisley, and at times
inn, supplied the fuel for all this activity, even the gray and gloomy edifices of
and it did it satisfactorily. How could I Glasgow seemed to loom up in the dis-
complain? The man whose wonderful tance. I bragged about it, but my friends
scientific discoveries I was absorbing each at Corrie met my bragging by informing
day started life as a bookbinder's appren- me, jokingly, that any Scotchman can see
tice, and the founder of the great Mac- much farther than that. One of them, a
millan publishing-house was born and pupil of Sir William Thomson at the Uni-
passed his boyhood days in the humble versity of Glasgow, met my bragging by
cottage where I was lodging. I was sure the epigrammatic question: "Can you
that in their youth they never had more see in Faraday as far as Maxwell, the
than one solid meal a day and they pros- Scotchman, saw?" I never bragged again
pered. My rapid absorption and diges- about my vision while I was in Scotland.
tion of the mental food which Faraday of- I was certain, however, that from the
fered I attributed to my avoidance of Macmillan homestead on the slopes of
superfluous physical food, but I must con- Goat Fell Mountain I obtained a deeper
fess that I was quite hungry when dinner view into Faraday's discoveries than I
was served at the Corrie inn, and I en- could have obtained in any other place.
joyed it immensely. I seldom mention the names of Faraday

I never understood the full meaning of and Maxwell without recalling to mem-
low living and high thinking as well as I ory the beautiful island of Arran and the
did while I was a lodger at the Macmillan humble Macmillan homestead on Goat
homestead. My thinking machinery, I Fell Mountain,

(To be continued.)

A Shrine

BY VIRGINIA JEFFREY MORGAN

No sanctuary can compare No guide is needed but the heart,
With an orchard that I know, For every passer there

When April slips into its aisles May pause and see its loveliness
And swinging censers blow And offer up a prayer.

When, 'neath its wondrous traceries, Each one can say his vespers well
The choristers that sing In that old orchard close,

Are robins, at their matins or When the Sun sends dying blessings down
Their vespers, in the Spring. Its deep aisles, as he goes

A deep sky stains its windows blue, And through those aisles an acolyte
And the nun-like breezes pass, Comes stealing from afar

Embroidering bright petals on It is the Dusk, and in the East
Its altar-cloth-the grass. He lights the Evening Star!
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II d Indian-a flowing, lures liim out again. \\
dskin with b bruised, dies brown. A long tale, b h

Jules K 's face in eav

the firelight, as he .. It's not romance m regretting,
sauatted on the floor bled G O in d

before flaming birch " There's no adventure left closer than
logs, d, to the thud in Canad h are
of his drum, sang us minnows and the d myth Give-^^-

an 0jib way love-song, was the high note me the d days bef
d 1"m were*r - ^^

I thought again what an amazing, incal- j
culable combination it was, ai d ously. He is the only talkative Ind
whether fath the Indian I have ever met.) "Even in a summer
mother was on top in him. f hotel I hear a sea-eull with th-^^H-

more mobile and responsive than any full- -a Tetebahbundung, I find a pretty
ix>s maiden with soul of a-b

was all Indian m White Crow himself d hund± * *-»

ure, with an unnecessarily barbaric hand m d White Crow has" f

kerchief, scarlet splotched girls captive at Lone Lake.91
» * _J * * 4- -*<M ^-w ^x. ^ J ^-^ J j-^ y* But, d Lor J 'open up

Jules's song consisted of about five un- Come on with your fairy-tales!"
intelligible \\ d over and er, He d inscrutably-his rl
but he sang them softly, and lie smile.

bored "It is sweei breathed Miss C<j

hotel uests, so in ne. "What <1 it" A. V-/ Vi V- A te_ V* V* fcV V fcj* » fc-J X~/ V A *. X^ Jb X^ A fc^. V^ V \^ * A *- ^ V WM4 ^^ ^H^ Jh j t that the andy, still "
weather was beastly and that it had been me Jules?"

f d s h they were his dv * -fc ^*r

cooped up on an island with nothing to -tick, he gave it to lur in straight, flaw-
do but squabble over bridge, and that it less English:
still kicked an hour until dinner. Usu-

things reached the breaking *'In the still night, the long hours through,I guide my bark umoe,
j took over the ilooi. He was My bark canoe, my love, to you.

J 11
he was a find for any summer hotel. "But that's KnghMi ?> rse, Juu- "cr-

ules m d at last, felt f rtly good!" exclaimed the gi
1 rhat it means, "I memori/c-for you/'

d \\ looning at the "You know you're a fraud/' she ac-
Girl-in-Cherrv-Onrand who in turn d/1 i " //fTT*i ̂  r>» -m *"* T i .flu hing up S^^ ^
mooned at Jules, "but it sounds good, trip-you took us the long way round-^ -^

" yy h< f through all rushes. I was back
H - no romance m J h the Sinclairs, and there's a

thoughtfully. "You never hear the story pe im did
Lhe water-lily maid and her lover? it?
ite llower with an almond scent grow- "You want a trip, I give you a trip/*
in a stagnant nool of *rreen slime. He an>wercd TuU> renelv; and in the solut- jnant pool of

stop aside, but the fresh stream flowing, j s
Vol. LXXUI,
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rose, as though a little weary of them, and these. Jules now-I wondered what he
sauntered over to me. was holding up his sleeve. Perhaps

" You bored. M ?" he asked, the adventure of White Crow, or the
dropping his social manner and water-lily lady. But nof she was

m h " You dead.

too say there is no adventure left in the
world; I see it in your face." At noon we concealed our canoe in the

"You don't call this ture ? C rushes at a deserted point of the mainland
life where ladies rouerh and left the strident blue and gold of
skirts! Not that it matters; not that Georgian Bay for the grateful green and

m gold of a dim wooded trail leading inland,
Y better, sir?" between the barren masses of rock. It

m I can was one of those rare days-goldenrod, -*m-^
push a wicked paddle, but if this weather sunshine filtering through the silver-green
b .M* I ' ' j^-v f*. h ̂-v .*"" rf^X. "+- » v J-h * 4 'fc-* * ̂m L . i , ̂  "». L-* * J*± .*-*. ^* 

"A three-day blow-wind goes d 
leaves of young birch-trees, not definitely

wn shadowed, but subdued to a golden-green
.h the sun; clear What flood of light; glimpses of white clouds in

m nture, a blue sky. I put out a hand and touched
Mr. C ?" a white birch-tree, just for the satiny feel

"A trip, you m ?" I mand of the bark. The trees grew thicker now
ting up. "Jules 111 give you-fifty -birch, spruce, and stunted pines-and

m on a canoe trip now the sunlight merely mottled the"* 

a real one. Da the doctors! I can shade. The goldenrod gave way to tall
s ind up under m id of it, I swear." green ferns, and the path was distinct and

"Fifty buc dered it. soft to the feet-mossy, or cushioned with
d m old leaves and pine-needles. There was

"Eh? W then. Look h re, healing in it after the rush of the city, and
mum's the word, but there's a chap I was content to follow Jules without ques-

from Parrv Sound tion, only admiring the ease with which he
j ; gets here Satur- shouldered his pack, and the woodsman's

if the weather's right and if his instinct, heritage from Indian forefathers,
doesn't pile up on the r I'll at work in him, Jules, with a gray sea*

h gull's feather in his cap, was a graceful
f he rum d itill kind of half-savage Robin Hood.

others bah All He cautioned silence, and, after recon-
right. "mething no white noitring, brought me out, at length, to

ever see. It is risk for k the edge of a little lake that opened at
m- - just like I tell both ends into other little lakes.

you?" " We go this way," he announced.
"Of course. But what ack that way, three lakes down, is an
"You give me paleface he Indian village. If you follow far enough,

grinned, and this it was the you come to little river and then to Big
grin; m h gave you otter Bay."

"e."*^* "But why didn't we take that route?
j If it opens into Georgian Bay

Sh be readv at .wn ." White man, he never pass beyond In-
silent. I pack d for you; we dian village.
travel light." "You mean it's not safe?"

since ft me with I " Not-pleasant."
d dom "m ut I thought this was government

a volume entitled "Indian Myths and land ? "
Legends," and set Drowsily Jules shrugged. " We rest here." And
I dipped into it: " dH i Bay lay since I could get nothing further from

G M ." Fun- him, I flung myself down on my back and
ny m I thought; it a queer, relaxed. " Indian summer haze already,"

ginative to evolve m 'ths like I murmured contentedly.
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At noon we CO) i mir »,u in (In- ru-Iir- .it a deserted |*>iiU i»f tin- mainland.-" P.igc >8.
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"'Tis Michabo, the Great Hare, smok- "The blood of sacrifices/' m d
ing his pipe before the winter sleep/' nod-
ded Jules solemnly. So he spun me yarns " Sacrifices? Oh, another of your old
of Michabo, and, having finished him, yarns/'
passed on to the story of "the woman of "Yarns?"-strangely. "Perhapsmeb-
the o'erkind eyes/7 the siren, who "wear b
a scarf as red as blood, but no redder than With the fire d d with
her lips." Once he broke off to point me p for the ni mad we sat
the little fringe of green grasses, growing there, waiting for som hing had no
at the edge of the opposite shore and per- idea what-and the sad seemed
fectly reflected in the water, and to im- to h j nicated
provise a broken bit of verse about the itself to m
"green bangs of a mermaid/7 The fel- spoke: "You-how you say
low was a combination of poet and pagan, eth-nok eth-nologist ? "
with all the pagan's superstitions. "Eth ogist ? m

We continued our journey, following ance. W
the rocky shore of a series of miniature O ethnologists collect-Indian sto-
lakes, and keeping, as far as possible, un- nes, answered oddly, and relapsed
der cover of the trees. I was willing to into h mg
humor Jules in his mystery, and, more- T d m
over, the rough going required all my ing; d 1 a song
concentration; but eventually the silence, cam h sunset at the west-
which he had again imposed upon me, be- d m s song.
gan to pall. These still lost lakes seemed "Hark!" dj Slowly the song
to me the loneliest places on the earth, grew int< d, sweet chant, a
We skirted a little lagoon filled with gray, m :hed itself to the b
rotting stumps of trees and floating green a bark canoe b a canoe that
weeds that looked like snakes, and a soli- floated down t Erection
tary blue heron rose and flapped off. we had come that afternoon. I could
And so, in the absolute hush of an August h figure, with
mid-afternoon, we reached the last of the b ir, as she pas
chain of lakes, the loneliest and the larg- th mmf

est-a half mile wide, perhaps, but "six, opposite shore.
seven mile long, though crooked," Jules W is I b hed The
assured me in a whisper. d b f

"Soil!" I exclaimed. "Regular good ling over the water in th
old farm dirt!" d taken Dossession of m« 1

" 'Tis the only fertile region in all these and I think it is one of those mom
rocks," he shrugged. "But come." m th.

With the Indian indifference to mosqui- Sh! he d N move.
toes, Jules insisted upon encamping in a d h
low wooded place, midway down the lake, The girl landed
which offered perfect concealment. And distance past us. In the light
with the laconic explanation that smoke from e set near her,
would not be safe later, he further insisted I ma was stooping over the
upon despatching the business of supper grou] m >lement. The
immediately, and proceeded to build his clink m to us
fire in the ashes of a past camp-fire. "Sh j
"End of August; corn moon. In hour dig."
two days full. We wait/' he mur- "But what does
mured once, and his air of mournful fore- The answer, it seemed, was connected
boding piqued my curiosity, even while it h anoth 9f d Jules gave it to
amused me. me ir d voice. Water

"Ugh, tastes of wood and iron!" I Mani d in a little lake. The
shuddered, stooping for a drink of the red- W Manitou dem When
dish lake water. he is pleased, the lake is a lake of plenty,



I could just distinguish the erect figure, with loose garb and flowing hair, as she passed, with the easy
Indian stroke, in the gloom of the opposite shore.-Page 340.
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rich in deer and wild fowl and all growing "But h to prevent her gvng
things. When he is angry, when no blood hem slip ales, what's ?"
is mixed with his water at the end of the m* "

summer, then the following year he sinks ing along on the far end of k then
low, low, and no rain comes and all the a second
land is thirsty. Then there are no blue- "They watch-they guard their sacri-
berries, no cranberries, no nothing. Then fice. Fools/' he tuouslv.
the streams dry up, and it is all portages Me
to the Big Bay-all heavy carry. Then d to b "* / d
the very deer and wild fowl mysteriously j > had £
vanish, and the people go hungry. The d
time of sacrifice is when the corn moon is spade against k d sweat b e
full, and this is the sign: if, on the fateful m The two torches van-*

night, the moon rise under a cloud, then j of the shore, and did
it is an omen of rain, and the Water not again appear. The Indian girl re-
Manitou, being merciful, demands no sac- traced
rifice; but if the moon rise clear, then a drip of her padd
young girl, already chosen, is offered up. d a entirel. Th

"Human sacrifice !?> I ejaculated, in- rang out over the k d h
credulous. d it knows it's a sound th

"Yes, human. The Water Manitou is ing on in your d long after it h
greedy, and accepts nothing less. Al- st "'Lake of Torches/ they call
ready the young girl has dug her grave it ules. But it was not
and has buried in it all the implements nuch as the place that
she need on her journey to the shadowy was convincing; for all its silence, the lake
world -_ ^-- -- _. -*- * f ' ^T -w w f** H-* J*~^. I -. i r*i. v-i w vi " A I ̂  ^~m ~m " rm -" f~+ 4- ̂r*%. . & Jk f*-m jM* ^m- i __j _ 1 1 99 1 * ' j_l * * j -1* 

was alive with sinister unseen things.
Suddenly the significance of Jules's

st broke over me. "But, good God; The dew-washed morning was all inno-
man, you don't mean that this girl-that cent of lurking horrors. With the little
the savage custom still holds} ? » lake lying candid and twinkling in the

Jules bowed his head. sunshine, quite deserted, the fears of the
"It is in this very lake the Water Mani- preceding night lacked reality, and Jules's

tou lives. Memengwa digs her own tale of human sacrifice became an enor-
grave. To-morrow night she finish; she mous fabrication. Evidently the neces-
puts in her beads, her paddle, her shoes- sity for concealment had passed for the
everything she will need. But she her- present, for Jules spoke in a natural voice,
self is not buried there. The second and, upon all other subjects than the im-
night from this, if the moon rise clear, mediate one, was his voluble, eloquent
Memengwa drifts to the middle of the self. He bore up stoically when I ragged
lake in her birch canoe, heaped with dry him about his Irish gift for fiction, only
bru The torch burns down, the brush adjuring me to wait.
flares up, so. Memengwa is tied to ca-. "We fish/ announced Jules, "and you
noe. She burn, sizzle out in the lake, and see fish that are fish. My regular hunt-
her bones go down, down to the Water ing-grounds," he concluded with a grin,
Manitou. All is still-very still-again." dragging forth an old cedar canoe that

"Jules Keary, you can't be telling me was well hidden in the brush. I discov-
the truth [" I charged sternly, but my lips ered also the shell of a birch canoe, but he
were stiff with the horror of it. "Why, shook his head. "No good-leak very
these Indians are Christians." bad."

"Some of them/3 he shrugged. So we trolled up-stream to a place
"Rank barbarism. You're too damned Jules knew, where we landed, and spent

graphic/'I insisted, with a nervous laugh, the morning still-fishing for black bass.
I don't-believe you." Jules's boast was no exaggeration; such
"Hush. You wait and see with your fishing I have never had, before nor since;

own eyes. People moving about in the wherefore it was no wonder other things
woods now." slipped my mind. I did notice that Jules
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hugged our own side of the lake. Only obeyed Jules's injunction by sitting abso-
once he called my attention to the op- lately still. . . . Although there were no
posite shore: "Yonder deer runs-deer torches to-night, the woods was astir with
come down to drink/' lurking creatures. The snapping of a

Over the midday coffee Jules again twig unnerved me; the very cry of a whip-
turned silent and inscrutable. He tossed poorwill became significant-I could have
a * pine-cone onto the fire; watched it sworn it was a human voice, cunningly
smoke and ooze moisture-the stroncr- imitative. Mv nerves. I owned, were the strong- imitative. My nerves,
smelling gum; watched it flare up and edgy from over-exertion and, perhaps,
then glow beautifully red; watched it die from too many smokes; but it was no
to ash-lavender and crumble. He man- longer humanly possible for me to sit
aged to make of the burning of a pine- quiet. Besides, my curiosity was sharp.
cone almost a rite, and his face, with its I considered ways and means, recalled
half-closed eyes, was the face of a stranger the bark canoe. Dammit, they'd put

a melancholy fatalist. nothing over on me! I'd get to the bot-
ut the mood passed, and Jules insisted torn of this thing if I also got to the bot-

that we explore back into the mainland, torn of the lake for my pains. The canoe
and was firm in the face of my vote to was very light, and I succeeded in launch-
continue the fishing. So we scrambled ing it almost without a sound. More-
over rocks and found the country honey- over, it was dry, did not leak a drop;
combed with isolated small lakes. Jules Jules had lied to me. Fortunately, I had
had stories and names for everything: once mastered that noiseless stroke in
that natural chair of rock was where which the paddle is not lifted from the
Glooskap had sat down to smoke; these water. . . .
two depressions were where his snow- Peering through the mist, I could just
shoes had rested; this lake was called distinguish them at the edge of the ee-
Seldom-come-by, and that smaller one rie circle of light from the girl's lantern.
was Little-seldom-come-by; the swamp The two figures were one, and there came
there was the Devil's Half-Acre; this a low husk of a laugh from Jules's throat.
pretty blue pool was Ha-ha Lake, because I managed to back off, but not without a
the redman laughed when he first saw it. betraying gurgle of water. . . .
"Ha-ha Lake"-the name had a familiar On shore again, on our own camping-
ring. . . . ground, Jules confronted me. " You fol-

Sundown f d us back at our cam low

ing-place, awaiting the second instalment "Now you listen to me, Jules ""
of Jules s adve I had adopted "Grave is finished. I tell-Memeng-
attitude of am i- wa-good-by. You satisfied, sir?" He
tor wh an im d stood there quietly, arms folded, but his
I kept a sharp eye on J ie voice conveyed deep suffering restrained;
riddle. But with the closing in of night the man was absolutely convincing. The

der the strain of enf d silence, moon was blotted out by a cloud, and the
m restlessness and uneasiness returned, damp night enfolded us. I shud-
It was quite dark when the mo< dered.
untangled itself from the cloud d "You-love her, yet you'll stand by
vealed the little lake wrapp in low- and let her It's inhuman, unthink-
hanin white m d able! If you're half a man

di i "You no understand," said Jules with
girl was >mewh hind dignity. "It is an honor to be chosen.
white sh Alemengwa is not unhappy. She go by

cl "You wait. I the Milky Way to the Shadowland, where
m a. m s she eat sweet shining mushrooms and
you value your"life." Before I could play on flute and drum and dance all
register protest he was gone, in the only day
whole canoe. "Rot!" I returned briefly. "It's too

"Well, I'll be And I swore savage to believe, but if such a thing can
peevishly. For li n minutes I be happening in this year 1920, some-
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thing' s got to be done! It can't go noes-surely a whole brigade of them,
»

on judging from the scrapings on rock and
"If you dare interfere - when you the guttural voices, as they landed on the

promise: breathed Jules very quietly, shore, past the point where Memengwa "
"You no understand. Perhaps mebbe had dug.
you comprehend this: it means your life At last a great bonfire sprang up, and
and m life. My life is nothing, but dark figures moved about it, throwin
there are others-an old mother. Be- on more wood. "Cloud/'uttered Jules,
sides/7 he urged, "perhaps mebbe the pointing to the east, where already there
moon rise under a cloud, and then Me- was a faint radiance from the rising moon.
mengwa no die. You tired, sir'1-for I "All right Memengwa safe. ?.'
had struck a match for another cigarette, But no, a fresh breeze touched my
shielding the blaze, as Jules had warned cheek. . . . The little cloud drifted.
me to do-"your hand, it tremble. Go The moon came up slowly behind pine-
to sleep, Mr. Cummins, and dream the trees, full and golden, naked of even a
moon rise under a cloud." wisp of a cloud. It hung there, clear of

the tallest pine tip, while four wild ducks
Nothing would happen, of course. So flew into it.

I assured myself, yet as we sat there, The bonfire flared to the sky; came the
Jules and I, and watched a rose sunset ominous thud of a drum, and then a son
spreading out fanlike from the western in a bass voice-a monotonous chanting
horizon, broken by long, delicate blue song, that started high and dragged lower
rays that were the sticks of the fan; saw and lower, and then started all over again,
the rose shrink and gather color, go from changing in no way except to increase in
pale orange to burnt orange, still keeping furor. "Memengwa/s death song," said
its fanlike formation, until nothing was Jules, who sat stolid, impassive.
left but a little knot of lurid color, low in For myself, I was paralyzed. I became
the west, and that too died gray; as we aware of a torch moving along the oppo-
watched, it seemed to me symbolic of the site shore. The torch grew larger, and
girl's fate closing over her, squeezing her as it cleared the shadows and struck the
out. I caught something of Jules's tense- moon's path, I saw that it was fastened
ness. More, I caught the spirit of the to a canoe, which drifted toward us, down
Canadian wilderness. In this God-for- the middle of the lake.

saken spot anything became possible. Jules spoke grimly, significantly:
Vaguely, Indian tales I had read in my "When the torch burns down to brush-
boyhood came back to me . . . oldtrage- wood. . . ."
dies of the woods . . . dramas of rum Revulsion swept me and touched me to
and blood against a background of savage life. "For God's sake, Jules !"
cries and war feasts and weird dances. But Jules was upon me, holding me fast
. . . Almost I fancied one of the old in his hard grip. From the single little
Northwest trading canoes taking form flame that shot up clear, I saw the con-
from the shadows of the little lake, the flagration spread. Kerosene poured over
voyageurs, in their blanket coats and red- dried spruce, I thought dully, as I
worsted caps, keeping rhythm to some watched the oily licking of it, heard the
forgotten chantey. Almost I saw the crackling and sputtering. . . . There
dome-shaped wigwams of anOjibway vii- came one agonized, horrible cry, as hu-
lage on the lake shore, heard the camp man as anything I have ever heard. No
noises of howling dogs and crying babies, longer was there any possible room for
glimpsed some old medicine-man at his doubt. . . .
work of healing a sick child by sorcery Something like a sob escaped from
and incantations. . . . True, my physi- Jules, who now sat huddled alone. "The
cal condition was not normal; my nerves will of the Water Manitou," he mumbled.
were as jumpy as they had been when the A sudden nauseating weakness seized me:
shell-shock was at its worst. that acrid odor must be-burning flesh.

An hour, near two hours of silence and The thing hissed out in the lake;
darkness. . . , Then the sound of ca- abruptly the drum left off its harsh,
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thumping accompaniment, and the song night to her garden because all day she
ended in a high falsetto yell. The slill- works-peddles fresh vegetables and bas-
n< -is of the lake was interrupted only by kets to the cottager "
the laugh of a loon somewhere overhead. "H'm. Indian baskets, I sup-

The rest I remember only in snatches, pose
as one recalls a bad dream after awaking. "Factory baskets that she buys in To-
" We got to clear out from here, sir ! You ronto. They not know, the cottager
done up ! I help you/' Jule^ was hack Memengwa makes money/'
to normal, energetic and efficient. I have "And the torch business?"
a vague recollection of skulking along br- "Sh-h, against the law. Fire-hunting/'
hind trees, of insisting peevishly that I'd "Deer-hunting with torches ! Ah. . . .
left my pocket kodak, only to be hushed The trivial matter of the-er-sacrifice,
like a child. I have a further ha/y mem- Jules?17
ory of a fight at the end of the Lake of "That happened to be an Ojibway cus-
Torches, when another Indian emerged tom of this very region; the ethnologist
abruptly from the woods: Jules spoke stop here at hotel and I tell him. To this
rapidly to him, then muttered grimly in day we feast and make burnt offering to
English, "I fix you!" and laid him out the Spirit of the Lake-a little dog/'
with one blow. "Ay, so it says," I observed grimly.

"I think, Mr. Cummins, I save your "I improve upon it, sir," he deprecated.
life. "She wail like woman, yes?"

"You killed him?" I asked apatheti- "She did! Jules, you lied to me; my
cally. nerves are still shot. And it hadn't even

"No kill him, but he no/a/A-." historical accuracy! If you'd bothered
My impression <>i~ the hike, aa I turned to stick i*» Ojibway ut no, you gar-

for a last look, was one of peace and quiet, bled it shamefully-took the cream of th<
The moonlight on the water looked rich Blackfeet and the Micmacs and the Iro-
and gobby, as though splashed on with quois, and gathered your names all the
thick oil-paint; the scene was like nothing way from the Pacific coast to the Atlan-
so much as one of those trite, innocent tic, and stirred in local color from a few
"Moonlight at Night" paintings, which of the stories of creation which happened
hang on drawing-room walls. to take your fancy

"A pretty idea, an effective idea, from
Again I chanced upon the volume, "In- any languag shrugged Jules, un-

dian Myths and Legends," in the hotel abashed.
living-room, and listlessly thumbed its "Jules, you're a plagiarist! You pla-
pages. A phrase caught my attention; giarizcd the whole blooming adventure,"
other phrases leaped at me, and now I was I concluded wrathfully. <l You deserve
reading with absorption, and light was at least to be reported to the game war-
penetrating: "Ha-ha ay"; "The Devil's den and the humane society."
Half-Acre"; "Lac clu Flambeau"; "the Jules's blue eyes danced, his face brokr
woman of the o'erkind eyes, who wears into a frank grin. "First a liar, then a
a scarf as red as blood, but no redder than plagiarist ! Mr. Cummins, I tell you a
her lips." Twice I read the myth en- secret: Rainy-Day-Liar is my honorary
tilled "The Water Manitou and the Sac- title; it's my business to lie on rainy day
rifice of the Burning Canoe," and then I -it's what they hire me for. As for pla-
closed the book. giarism-there were original touches.

"Heigh, Jules!" I called. The hide was borrowed, true, but the red-
"You know these?" I asked, when he and-green spots, the decoration^ if you

stood before me. follow me, were my own. But if you fail
Jules nodded; his face was inscrutable to follow m ell if Shakespeare can
all Indian. stand the gaff.
"I want the truth, Jules. What was I fixed upon Jules an eye of cold suspi-^^^ "__ - j_

she digging?" I demanded sternh cion. 'What do vou know about Shake-
"Digging-onions, sir. It is the only sj are?"

growing soil close. Memengwa come at He looked over the territory to make
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»

sure that we were alone. " I guess you've " You're a genius/' I owned reluctantly.
caught me. At Dartmouth we study .^-H. ^-^ L 

- I "» ^ j j-fc_ 4 " j -fc -"- "-- 4 ̂ *m_H* ^-^ ^ m A- l_i"fc ta _ -w rf-» ̂ -^ V- " "* -fim -^ * * m X ̂"^ " A *-^i I ̂ . ̂ ̂ v 4 if i " ^^-_-. j-fc 4 __ i 
__j^ ^^ - ___ __ You should go in for dramatics, my

Shakespeare." bov."
"Dartmouth!" "I belong to the Dramatic Associa-
"H'm. I prefer Yeats myself, tion, he laughed modestly. "Strong-

Memengwas strong for the romantics, heart roles-that sort of thing."
especially Shelley. Memengwa's name "Heigh, Keary!" I called after him.
is Mary Louise-Mary Louise Wabose "What about that fellow you knocked

at Wellesley. ̂ m . out?"'

"Well, I'll be damned! But why? "It's all right. I promised him a bot-
This pose, this lingo tle of Johnny Walker; he would have

"I'm earning my way. My policy is taken two black eyes for two bottles.
to please, to give 'em what they want- And, by the way7'-the Irish smile spread
local color, romance, savage stuff-it's all over his face-"when's that chap due
one to me. You wanted adventure, a thrill; from Parry Sound? I'm that dry my-
I delivered adventure, a thrill. Voila!" self!"/

-

Mainsprings of Men
BY WHITING WILLIAMS

Author of "Horny Hands and Hampered Elbows," etc

III. WHY DO WE WORK?

"
ILLUSTRATIONS FROM PAINTINGS MADE BY GERRIT A. BENEKER IN ONE OF OUR LARGE

STEEL PLANTS

HARLEY 'd you calls and congratulations of their wives
mj with every one of them observing closely,

wright gang?" the next day, to see if she spoke to them!
Th f m in ap- Later, in a Welsh mining village, the

peared to think he wife of the head mechanic persisted in
was offering a dis- calling her husband "The oss. The

d prom reason, of course, was that the term
m a memt served to designate not only her man's

the labor gang which spent its long twelve job but also her possession of the social
hours carrying or ~-mm~ ~^-^- " hot and leadership of the community which went
dusty brickbats out of the steel plant's with it. At the bottom of the town's

furnaces. But surely the pro- social structure stood my friend "Old
motion could not be much T^ Ing that the Evan/' the repairer, because his job was

d .11145 nts an hour least important. Above him in the social,
to 47. because in the industrial, scale came the

d not tak dem ate my mechanic, with his greater skill in es-
error. For when I ^wf ingmy tablishing the proper level of the rails.

d h. all mv form :r com- Above him, in turn, though with prac-
d on their shovels and wiped ticaliy no increase in wage, came the

the sweat and d haulier, with his heavy responsibility for
m the lives of the score or two of expen-v

.. W'ere you catch-em job? Meel- sive draft-horses. Above him, in turn
wright gang ? Oil-can and wr-rench! and so above his wife and children
No m d My Ga-wd!" stood, with his family, the real getter of

M William lived near by, coal "at the face" of the seam, the "col-
she would doubtless h ve received the lier"!



opyrigt* /gjo, by iltrr-t A.

Ed Moseley, Roller.

'boss-roller1' stands as a successful man on the ''hot-floor" of the steel plant, not imply !*cau>e of h big daily
earnings but l>ecause he cannot work, his \\.iy to this height without exceptional endowment of

physical stamina, technical *'know-how." and capacity for leader-hip.

It is completely impossible to get close knows we are assuming that his own job
to the heart of the labor problem unless is unimportant simply because it i> dirty.
we can understand and appreciate that "Takin* himself blamed serious, ain't he?
truth which every worker not only knows Well, take it from me, he wouldn't get
but lives by; namely, that /;/ the working very far down the line unit - he got hi
world, every man earns his right to think power [business of tapping chest] from
well of himself as a person among other per- we/"
sons, and establishes his own and his fam- A moment later he lets us put in the
fly's standing and social rating in the com- coal just to demonstrate that it is a mat-
munity less by the earning pmccr than by ter of infinitely more skill than we
the nature and the importance of his job. thoughtless observers could have imag

You see the engineer across the cab ined. The probability is that a few oi
there?" the fireman inquires, because he our best shovelfuls secure-andd< erve

4
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b .hanhis"W m- ance. It was none other than the secre-
gauge says that if you keep puttin' it in tary of the International Hoboes Union
that way, we'll come to a dead stop in who let loose all the powers of his soul_i-, -1. i» 

upon me-after I had let him see that, to m
N< m \!" me, there was no discernible industrial orf "»"
ca iter answered the friends who social difference between a hobo and a

im that he would not otherwise tramp. Almost with tears in his eyes he
have left his better-paid position at the rushed to the defense:
proving-grounds. W do you "Good Lord, man, you don't suppose

W mf do ? To spend I'd be a tramp, do you ? How would this
three weeks of mv tim d skill knockin' country get along without us 'boes? If

hv^ rough b into a ram- we don't get out from our winter in the
shackle barn < f a et they could Northwest's lumber-camps down into the
go Bang! wit] m summer wheat-fields of Oklahoma, crops
away and blow the whole d thing to go to waste and millions are lost. So we
m mak B no mon- we migratory workers, we itinerant la-

m borers, y' understand?-we have to take
h d d the train-though we don't believe in

mine or factory or club, workers t payin' fare. But a tramp! Why, he's
each other and. exactlv like societv d nothin' but a guy that walks from job to "^^r

ers at a tea-party, feel each other out in job because he don't care whether he ever
the effort to reassure them .elves as well gets there or not-and nobody else does!"
as to s others they are " hold- Then he warned against hurting the

wn or perhaps "getting on" feelings of a tramp by confusing his job
in ison with mem status, and therefore his social status,

of their group all, one with that of a bum:*^

m asuring-stick st 3 out ab< see, a tramp is miles above a bum!
other-the job, always the job. A bum's a low-downer who neither rides

Where was you last ? doin' ? nor walks-nor works!"
m ;h ?-Like it According to the thesis of our master-

here ?-What kinda boss ? wish for worth, the very continuance of
der! I'd a' quit, too!" life itself-the avoidance of the suicide's

This is not strange. Few of us but grave-indicates our belief that somewhere
realize that the tangible an or less or somehow we are managing to save our-

e i its of our work- selves from having to admit our net in-
utely safer and feriority in comparison with those about

more i supporting our us. Not one of us but knows in the secret
status d d : minds both of places of his heart that, in this sector and
ourselves and lity than is af- that of the western front of his contacts
f either the sum * with others, the line has been pierced.

ideas or ic That knowledge only makes all the
But t us derstand greater the necessity, the uttermost neces-
universally every one of sity, of finding some other sector for stag-
is exactly like us in thus wishing to do ing a break-through-a soul-saving, be-
his d t to justify his right not cause a soul-justifying, break-through,
som m neals a day as to his be- I submit that nothing is more filled with

his worth as a man among men, by meaning for these modern times than this:
P if his worth Under normal conditions, practically 100

as a work-man among work-men! per cent of us in America, from top to bot-
Exactly as we saw in the matter torn, from rich to poor, endeavor first of all

anger, profanity, or m the to direct all the energies of our soul toward
d f our iob- ikh locating this indispensable " break-through "

is inescapable m serve to unsettle on the sector of our work-our job.
m dj. It is impossible to explain this by refer-

reserves of our sensitiveness m ence merely to the dollar and its measure-
aut tically-to repair and build higher ments. Those endless hours of talk about
the d found i self-importances through work - impor-
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tances which finally end in giving this job ing and going to work. With that, all but
a higher place than that in the hierarchy a very few of all the priceless opportuni-
of labor, keep dollars and cents in mind, ties of his life are placed, for better or for

m 11- worse, within the liberties or limitations
m h mi of the job.

"m ci Arithmetic is not all. Another reason

represented hour, there that work standings tend always to mean
h h >w from the social standings-that the job comes so

comparative ds or opportunities close to representing the achievement of
for skill, care, courage, m m inliness, our whole life-is that it indicates a mea-
and so forth. Trouble c h surement of our character at the hands^

for one reason or another the penny differ- not of ourselves but others-and others
d who are presumably not prejudiced. I

h :h r. have asked many millionaires as well as
Similarly, it is impossible to explain many laborers-always, I hope, in ap-

this importance job sector by refer- propriate language-about the "high
ence to the so-called "instinct of work- spots" of their careers. The answers of

in." The stimulating and^tf them all have been amazingly similar;
manual or other work" hardly one but followed the general for-

receiving, to be sure, fresh dem mula:
in our progressive hospitals. m "Well, it was like this." usiness of
ing of our daily duties, too, reminds us of lighting Havana or corn-cob, accordingu
_^J_ _ _ _ _ _ ___ " " ""- " ̂-^- ^-^- ^-^- " -^M- " - ̂ -^- -^B- ^^- ^-^- 1- w ̂-^- I " d to station.) "It was on a Thursday, just
of the world's first wee years ago last fourteenth. I'll never
"looked upon his labor and saw that it forget: it was o'clock in the morn-

d m doing of m ing that the boss called me in and said:
thing is not enough; without seeing with ' .' " (Here insert details of first pro-

eye of the body or m d motion.) "Then it was ." (Give
and the value which d similarly exact and complete details of

f m the second promotion.) "So that's how
htab I came to be a ." (Insert millionaire,

oe superintendent, foreman, collier, boss-
h d Alla*t-Hf roller, or other position which represents

for noting !-Like fool!" a gang of exactly so many steps up from the start--^^^^-

laborers one day protested as they threw ing-point of office-boy, labor gang, rivet-
their els d to take m up boy, etc., and exactly so many steps be-
again only wh xplained low the better jobs and distinctions still

had to find and felt farther up the line.)
as helpless ab "Then came the Black Hawk War," so

m in is Abraham Lincoln made use of essentially
fi m agers, the same standards, "and I was elected

stockholders, consumers, and fellow citi- captain of volunteers, a success winch gave
h finally determines B social me more pleasure than anything I have ever

*ss and had since."

value of the work, and so the social as well It is not mere chance that work thus
as the industrial value of the worker. Of offers to us here in the land of the free a

the wakinj? dav. an eidit-hour job cuts very definite pledge of social as well as j

ff with one blow half < f the worker's financial satisfactions and recognitions in
total opportunity for enjoying that indis- return for the energies of mind or bodv.
]>cnsable sense of distance irom the hated Just as in France or the old Germany a 

^^

xcro of personal and social insignificance, distinguished citizen is seldom mentioned
If he is among the unskilled, his "busi- without his full title as a government
ness" day is likely to require nine, ten, functionary, so with us here the busi-

montr th makers, as m ness man or the worker is daily handed
twelve, of those precious sixteen hours, about with the handle of his job as vice-" --

more, m dded president of the Bingville Manufacturing
d Company, the head of the shipping-room
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;it the Cai Overlong hours, undue heat or cold,
K&OSh N needless danger of accident or poison-all
that no success in any other line can quite these, of course, tend toward costly loafing

t the evil-the catas fail- because they whisper to the worker's feel-
ure in our accepted task. If ary> *ngs that, if nothing else does, his physi-
all the resources of our entire cal self-preservation requires him to hold
be sacrificed in the effort to m an im onto every mite of energy not forced from
posing stand there in the vita him. If, ojf the job also, the conditions of
the job. his living counsel the same saving of phys-

d I must resign from "mm ical effort, then the appeal and the ap-
tee to visit the sick," vr member, proval of the foreman and of the whole

m o change community behind him begin to encoun-
"k m ter all the hardened crust built by those

taker!" reserves of self-protection-and so to go
It is only one of an infi f by the board. In more than a few mining

for the liberties as well as the lim towns of both America and France all the

tions of living in a land social as well as the industrial relation-
A* u IT rL - " i- _ 15 > "
tion W is s kn m ships and approvals appeared to me to be

Wh do? is his j "messed up" simply for the lack of some
have done so much miles of water-pipe! Especially in hard-

both de and outsid f working towns it is not far wrong to say
behalf of the doer that people's opinion of themselves and

of work, whv is it that such huse b their neighbors, together with their will-
.f 3 in our industry to- ingness to work to improve it, tends to

d"r :e of "Old Dad" in vary inversely with the square of the dis-
steel plant: tance water has to be carried by muscle-
I've been ty-two years-with power! Cleanliness is cousin to godliness

m m Ye'll get because, through the door of feeling, it
m-"- ^^^ e. Allus helps to hope and charity as well as to

go as slow as ye can-but always keep carefulness and courage.
d s. s- V «" What is less generally manifest but

a-lookin' or a-comin yer way, work equally significant is this: that within
h-11!" the shop, poor tools, by failing to help to

The surely is to be f 01 h the hoped-for achievement of results,
door wh; h, as earlier described constitute a tremendous barrier to that

into our ds. and h into our atti- exchange of physical or mental energy for
tudes and actions, by our feelings. proportionate social respect and standing

tell ye my experience!" With which is ordinarily called work. Poor
such huere «TOUDS of m d tools also lead definitely to all those dis-

d d" in decid torted attitudes and all those automatic

future d efforts at self-protection which follow
f upon the heels of tiredness. It is hardly

facts within their proper to say that fatigue is the result of
heads, put there only as have been a certain amount of effort; for all prac-
Jived and felt. When found tical purposes it is the result of a dispro-
men loafing, I have found them mo an portion-a disappointing disproportion
anxous to save their self-respect with between giving and getting, between ef-
their: fort and result, I know that many care-

ut, h here just less workers mistreat good tools because
'/ get you ?y they do not realize-often because no one

t are sc of the causes of >e has told them-how much money they
belie that, in m d d >- have cost. But I also know that literally
day, b d tens of thousands of good workers get
upon to get those deep-down spiritual their first shock of distrust for their em-
satisfactions \ hich we A cans, ployer's announced ideals of production
definitely than any othe people, e and efficiency by observing his amazing

med to connect with work? failure to appreciate tools and their value
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to the worker's spirit as well as to his out- mad one, too! What's come over thi
put. outfit I just can't figure!"

"Why, time was when 'twas a pleasure "Not the money saved," testifies a
to take hold of your day's work with a nationally known engineer, "and not the
wonderful pair o' tongs in your hands," a lessening of manual labor, but the way

From a painting* copyrighted* by Gtrrit A. Benekcr,

"Bill" Rollings, Engineer.

Because such a fao- goes with such an oil-can the latter is one of the established patents of nobility in the factory peerage,
Man anil tool together stand for skill and responsibility in the safe control and successful operation

of the machine on which the others' jobs depend.

husky steel-worker was protesting. " But labor-saving machinery increases men's
" " Al ----- u ~no (with lowered voice, as though a capacity, and therefore their self-respect

friend had been buried) "-but now, be- -that is the real satisfaction I have
fore you've worked an hour, your tongs found in my inventions.
have lost their temper and arelettin' the But the chief obstacles to the satisfac-
sheets and the bars fall all over the place ! tions of diligence come not so much from

with the boys a-laughin' at you and you the physical as from the spiritual part of
feelin' like a butter-fingers-and a d d the environment though our feelings
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make it all but impossible to distinguish job (1 /

between the two. It has to be confessed sar h merely to pu t
that we have not yet been able to stage the h m
anything like the proper setting for the h
hoped-for break-through in the persons of to inquire into the conditions which are
those subordinate officials who compose likely to cause this hurtful practice. All
that first line of the industrial defense-I too often, the reason is that
mean the foreman, the plant policeman, has to steal these satisfactions m
and the paymaster. For entirely too workers simply be< ,b
many workers, experience with these him is stealing th m m
serves only to demonstrate that there is d,b m -^^» -^^ -^^" -^r -^^ - -" -^^f v "»

only one way in which to save their face; his work and seek elsewhere, or he will
namely, to give that face "crust"-to his uttermost to get someh and
make themselves as "hard-boiled" as El "h the
possible. m f-respect through his work

"WV, of course, when he bawls you to "make it a job. Often enough, in
out like that all the time," so my laborer turn, the man above 3 foremen is steal-
friends would explain their technique of ing away their sati ctions simply be-
self-protection, "all you can do is to pay cause the superinter at is stealing them
no attention to 'im-unless you got nerve from d line.4.

enough to tell him where to go to. And s known
that's dangerous unless you're ready to k is a die mm*

4blow7 [leave]!" apply only to the foreman, or to pay-
But such handling is only part of many master who too generally hands out the

foremen's larger failure to give the worker pay checks as if d
a bigger share of the longed-for pleasure charity.
of doing his own job under his own steam. " If you find fiicultv b
One reason why there are 150,000 more pany and its m u

miners in our coal towns than can be fully executive, " a

occupied is that the miner's work can be look at the board of directors. If you
given only a minimum of supervision, and find trouble th al
so permits a maximum of satisfaction be- at the president. If you d
cause of a maximum of personal respon- there-take another look!"
sibility and freedom. But it is not strange m nt

"Wat you say, Buddy?" so Steve the from top to bottom find
timber man would ask in between his m i

great grunts as he put every ounce of tion in terms of self-worth which, ac-
energy into his blows for driving the d d
wooden supports up under the roof. lire the maxim of co-operation.
"Foreman to-morrow, w'en he see dees g as it is our fe ings that compute
he say ' Steve good timber man'-mebbe our personal status and position from
yes, mebbe no? Wat you say, Buddy! nt, the p m

elieve me, Steve knew. And just be- fficientlv comnlex. ut besides
cause he and his companions knew, I that, the reckoning must forever suffer^^M

found the average coal worker, whether the complication of relativity. In d
on tonnage or merelv hourlv rates, doiner to measure our distance and dir on tonnage or merely hourly rates, doing to measure our d tion
a much better job a mile away from his across the line of
foreman than did any fellow day-laborer are ourselves with something or
on the open-hearth "floor" of the steel somebody-be a part of some "system
plant with a foreman always at his elbow, co-ordinates," as Mr. Einstein would put

"Why do you wops stand there like a it. So, we are in the habit first of measur-
lot o' warts?" the boss used to yell at us ing our own present alongside our own
in disgust. The reason was that his oaths past. __ __^ , ^ m

never failed to follow us if of our own voli- I was only there!" But that is hardly
tion we happened to move without his enough; it is only latitude without longi-^^^" ^^^^^ _^rf. ^^H ^^B
orders! d f we are to fi ff the d

To correct this evil of "hogging" the sense of
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measure our general movement and posi- manager- of every <K-<cripiion have vir-
don alongside that of the particular group tually thrown up their haml> in dismay
we have chosen as our own. That group during these recent day-! From the corn-
itself is, of course, moving. It is moving, mcncement of the (In t War the move-

a painting^ copyrighted* fiv Gcrrit A.

Electric Welding.

"Much more than i- irenerally understood, the worker finds pleasure in the beauty of th' a-nr of which he i- part lit-
feels il more proper, however, to take his larger >uti>t.txtion in hi> control of the \ t

which almost always underlies the beauty.

furthermore, in an orbit rendered difficult ment of in >trange directions ha-
of charting because it is itself determining been too rapid to permit satisfactory cor-
its position in comparison with still other relation without immense social commo-
groups, every one of which is also in mo- lion. In thousands of community . for
tion! instance, the urgent demand for muni-

No wonder that superintendents and tionspermitted unskilled laborerssud<lm-
VOL. LXXTII.-23
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ly to obtain huge earnings from fool-proof are enough to furnish a fervency of misery
es d so to put luxurious furs that will outlast years of comparative

upon their wives-to the chagrin of all the prosperity. To imagine that this misery
families of the ts, the hitherto- can be driven away by the ministrations
acknowledged social leaders by virtue not of the bread-line and the soup-kitchen is
only of their earnings but of their years to forget completely the effectiveness of
of training in 11 and responsibility. all those personal and social satisfactions

the raises ain't been fair and rewards which have been promised
like, m linist in England told me the useful doer. In the nature of the

hi group's un- case, the withdrawal of these in the days
mess. N 'ere's ^ 'elper. All of joblessness is bound to produce a con-

d 'im dition nothing short of tragedy-tragedy
above pre-war, w'ile d that does not fail to give to all the thought
only 125 per cent, d?y m of future years a permanently gray and
'im draw almost the s m But if ragged edge of fear.
m m i that gets all the It is such obstacles as these that con-
bl m Thot's wrong, all wrong," vince huge groups of workers, with the

d Workers of the World conviction of highly emotional and there-
ieve that all these job distinctions are fore annoyingly powerful experience, that

und tic and wrone. For the rest of the modern industrial sector is too dif-
us these represent our efforts to provide ficult-that the promises of social and

motive power of progress b building spiritual recognition in proportion to work
up for the doer of useful aximum done are unreliable-that "Its pull that
of satisfaction and recognition. We must does it, nothin' else!-Coin' strong on the
think seriously before we are f d job just don't get ye nowhures!"
to dispense with this motive po'w Whether genuinely justified or not, the
because our failure rightly and conviction produces the same strategy as
use it causes unhappiness. when Generalissimo Foch became per-

But all these failures "b suaded that this sector or that success-

the shape of the job's d fully resisted his efforts. Leaving behind
itual conditions are slight in arison him just enough of his interest and at-
with one thing-the absence of the job tention to hold the line-to keep from
itself. The irregularity of being "fired"-the worker takes the re-
to work-this is the great barrier of our serves of his energy and aspiration and
mod to the worker's "turning seeks at some other point to secure the

loose" in his effort at the - desired maximum satisfaction for maxi-

mum reward Perhaps e mum effort.
most significant factor for trouble in all Undoubtedly, many of the wife-beat-
the world of industry is that the worker ings reported in the "domestic" sector

d has so sel- are the result of such a transfer of this^^f

d. m, been taught by actual experience pressure for a break-through somewhere.- V

the terrors of unempl nt. h- Such an ignoble manifestation of this
b d trate how pressure is all the easier because of this

m*-* */ who has no job, and one great fact: that all the other sectors
knows not > find one, feels him- of our modern living simply must be
self to-day the te zero of personal lived through with whatever energies of
worthlessness and insignificance. body, mind, or spirit remain after our

m be d» *^ day's work is done. Needless to say, a
joblessness is taken so to heart, ten or. twelve hour "turn" in one of the

rn workers probably possess re- factory's lowest and least-reassuring op-
work most of the time. The portunities for " a strong back and a weak

huge i , ortance of intensity rather mind" stands a fair chance of dulling the
than the duration of our tions worker's ability to distinguish between
and, so, of exnerience-d the genuine and the spurious results of his
supply the answer? A few days of the effort somewhere to enjoy the sense of
lowered eyes and sunken chest that go 

' 
mastery.

with the poverty-stricken search for work "When I worked the twelve-hour day,"
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a short-time worker explained, "I used the job. Tens of tlum>ands of the holder
to go home and want to spank the baby of the poorer jobs, it must be admitted
or swear at ' Granny'-just to keep from sadly, enter the final sector of their per-
1*.! J 1 f I ' ? i 1-11 » bitin' myself!" sonal and miscellany ; , off-the-job re-

From a pointing* copyrighted* ly Gorit A. Bcntktr.

The Test.

One of the real advantages of promotion into the millwright-gang is that it permits the common Ll^ for th -t
time, to tciute with tlu>e wondrous " hd >er> ' who VMMT their j; ; proudly a^ tin mMt

their ^killed control over the mig Uy f<»rcci of their a\\i n-hearth

\\ itli the helj) of a strong constitution kitionships with a sen>c of defeat-e.\
and a sense of humor, some \vorkers can hausted physically, perliaps, but ready to
apply on the sector of their civic relation- devote the full thrust of their spiritual
ships an energy of body and brain suf- hunger for recognition to some final, de-
ficient to make them leaders-probably perate effort. Here that longed-for sense
radical leaders, if these talents have of personal worth may-nay, must-be
failed to bring them due responsibility or gained-here or nowhere, now or never
standing where thev want it most-on "Well, no, I hain't got on >o good, y'
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might say-I ain't a man o' skill yet. ' world's work turned. It is because men
So runs the life-story of far too many, wish their lives ennobled by thus helping
"But say, lemme tell ye. I mind me o' turn these wheels that they talk and
the time when-" with every single de- dream of work.
tail of the day, years ago, when he hap- "'Twould seem to me/' sighed the
pened to demonstrate more knowledge English docker, "to be the fairest, finest
of a certain job than did his superior. He world that any mon could want-to get
knows only too well that the supply of outa bed in the mornin' and know a job
such high moments soon runs out-likely wuz witin' for ye !"
enough, indeed, they brought immediate The same spirit and wish, also, bring it
discharge! Never mind! Within a half- about inevitably that, in the words of an
hour he is sure to attempt to save himself expert:

reference to another sector with the "Irregular work is always bound to
help of similarly impressive details cal- make an irregular work-er; and an ir-
culated to demonstrate beyond question regular work-er is bound, in turn, to be
his outstanding manliness, proficiency, an irregular citizen."
and statesmanship in connection with The chief reason why we assume that
profanity, alcohol, or women! this factory age must bring us a dirty

Not only the foremen and the leaders and degraded face as well as dirty hands
of industry but all the rest of us have thus is that we have too long accepted labor
made the job into such a highway across as a curse; it becomes that only when we
the slough of personal insignificance that withhold our recognition of its value. We
its slightest unsatisfactoriness affects the have too long failed to understand the
use of every other road of our en tire mod- nobility of men's master-wish for worth
ern life. To attempt to detach it from through useful work, and so have con-
the others is as ineffective as the reply of tinued to try to run our factories and
the inexperienced wife who, after due in- mines by means of an outgrown motive.
spection of the rear right tire, reported: " Well, that's all right," the foreman is

"Yes, John, it's quite flat on the bot- likely to end his discussion of ways to
torn, but the rest of it is perfectly fine!" secure his worker's fuller co-operation,

The philosophers have overlooked the "but, after all, you've got to throw the
power for good as well as for evil in the fear of God into them."
back-fire of our modern environment He means not the fear of God so much

upon our modern living. As long as we as the fear of foremen. And he means
have possessed feelings, this has been not the fear of foremen so much as the
true; namely, that all of us tend to live fear of joblessness - joblessness with those
our way into our thinking enormously social stigmas and spiritual miseries which
more than we tend to think our way into we have ourselves indirectly created.
our living. To that to-day - especially in "Yes, we find that we can't get work
America - must be added this: that the out of them," so the employer is likely to
most compelling, inexorable, and in- testify at his club, "unless a hundred or
escapable of the forces for determining two of their friends are waiting outside at
our daily living - and hence our daily the gate for their jobs !"
thinking and feeling - is the living we do Unfortunately, it is too true. But that
where we earn it, in our work, on our job. only means that our industry has failed

"And all that day," so reports the to organize any better appeal. In our
leader of a group of skilled technicians education, our religion, and our salesman-
engaged in perfecting the electrical ar- ship we have found by experience that
rangements whereby scores of thousands reward, recognition, and satisfaction get
in Washington, New York, and San better results than the fear of punish-
Francisco together heard the President's ment either in this world or the next.
oration on the Unknown Soldier, and Industry must learn the same, if it is ever
joined with him and with each other in to retrieve for itself and society the 50 or
the Lord's Prayer, "not a man of us but 60 per cent of men's potential energies
would gladly have dropped dead in his which now go unapplied or, worse, ms-
tracks rather than see the operation fail !" applied. The tragedy of our time is this:

By such a spirit are the wheels of the that, largely due to our backward indus-
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trial thinking, the great majority of men's her truvs can, b se I
energies are spent in the effort not to use my h b
gain fresh and worthy victories, but to of mining by my father!"
protect themselves in the possession of H h comesj

such "face" as they have managed some- to fiploy the language .. conspicuous
how to attain. leisure" for exactly the reason that

To make the change, in the work sec-
tor of our national life, from a punish- B money with which to "
ment economy to a reward economy is exactly the same story of
not easy; it is a change from the appeal a man because of his succ
of fear to the appeal of faith. For one man. Insurance A

thing, it will require an enormously more after an agent has » n regularly to earn
efficient industrial management than we $2,500 in a $2,000
now know. But it will be easier once we fi ^^^

can understand that there are more days as well as Saturd gu
things in our modern industrial heaven who earns $12,000 in a $10,000 town
and earth than are dreamed of in your takes up golf!
faith-mocking, pay-envelope philosophy! A "" A , To our dismay," an executive reports,

Where money does not buy social "we found our girls practically refusing
standing, men do not bother to earn more to work at their high piece-rates for m^v ^»

than a mere bread-and-butter minimum than four days a week. ded that
of it. Thus in certain coal towns where this earning power re d what
work is regular, the thriftlessness and could be called the town
loafing of the miners appears to justify tion point, m m
their employers' theory that they "have m he way of
no sense of decency, no self-respect!" As hose and plenty of crgp
a matter of fact, it is all simple-and hu- waists. It looks as though we shall never
man enough. A high tonnage or day m f cl
rate has been given the coal-miner every- less )ody will set the pac m
where to make up for the irregularity of ernaps, of full-silk hose a georgett*
his job. Where he is lucky enough to have waists!"
full opportunity to work, the miner's feeling of our net worth
money may have to lie in the bank be- as a person among other persons, with
cause it may be impossible to buy a house that feeling substantiated by le group

perhaps there won't be any town there v* moment
when the coal-seam is worked out, fifteen to appear especially desirable and perti-
years later. He may also be unable even nent-without successful appeal to this
to rent a better home, because the com- u d here can be only a mi
pany furnishes only three kinds, and he m useful effort; and un-
has lived in " Class A" for years. Perhaps il anneal be answered
the roads are too bad for an auto. Natu- by a tlv m scriminating^ ^^^

rally, nobody wants to go around showing choice of the approving group, there can
off his bank-book-unless, like many of be no social progress.
our lowliest foreign-born, he is saving for m B line of least
the farm-and the standing of a landed res even-where, on the contrary
gentleman-back in Poland! So there d "f
is only one thing he can do, and he does faction per unit of effort exp L
that for exactly the same reason that the Outside the f d inside, the
mine manager in the near-by city builds troubles of our ( f B lessening
his house or buys a limousin amely, P
to indicate the distance he has achieved and prom f confidence in each oth
from the days of his fliwerdom. He can as after al nal makers of them hot
take his dinner-bucket and walk out of The resto of that confidence in i
the mne sev eral hours before quitting d
time, enjoying the satisfaction of saying d *

thus to all his neighbors: life, because in both the fundamentals are
"You see, I can earn my living in half the same.



A Letter from Stevenson
WITH A NOTi:

BY GARRETT DROPPERS

T happened that our d
undergraduate days d
fell in the consulship the philosophic importance of Stevenson,
of Plancus. It was a who had, I said, brought back e sense
great age when Wil- of ad into life, T listened
liam James, Josiah with his customary kindly toleration and
Royce, and George H. sympathy to my plea, and as we parted
Palmer, each with his said: "There is no critical estimate of

own method and point of view, held the Stevenson's influence that I know of. If
fort for philosophy. In the department you belie m
of English was Francis James Child, who, thing about him on this point?
aside from his professional interest, was d that I would trv, and
a sort of American version of Thomas suit there appeared in the Harvard
Carlyle, and in art was the urbane and m m
stimulating Charles Eliot Norton, arbiter the place and influence of Robert Louis
elegantiarum, and besides all these were Stevenson.
a host of others, most of whom are now The appearance of this essay created
but a memory, but who were leaders of the faintest possible ripple in the under-
thought in their dav. Need I mention <r d d-~- -^^"- ^f -^r

such names as Nathaniel Shaler, Phillips two after the appearance of this article
Brooks, and, perhaps most beloved of all, that I was taking the old horse-car from
Andrew Peabodyr B d Square, Boston, to H

We undergraduates took this Augustan Square. A mv seat in the car two
Age of college life quite as a matter of passengers appeared who sat one on each
course; as undergraduates always have m^^B- ^^V j
and always will. We saw the Consul Royce. The former had a book in his
Plancus almost daily. The figure of Wil- hand, evidently just purchased in Boston.
Ham James in the yard was as familiar as I d It was, I think,
that of the least of our classmates. The S

whole scene was to us as commonplace as edition. I remarked to Jam
roadway to a New Yorker or Washing- m.A v ^^ *

ton Street to a Bostonian. English edition of Stevenson when
And yet something of the great spirit of could get the d

these men must have filtered into us un- for a fraction of the price. "\\
dergraduates. There was at the time a replied, " ordinarily when buying books I
great deal of intellectual turmoil which don't mind stealing, but I thought I
owed its existence to no assignable influ- wouldn't steal m J
ence but seemed to spring up almost spon- then inauired
taneously. There was the group devoted of my article to Stevenson. When I an-
to the cult of Swinburne, another that d me by
knelt at the shrine of Dobson, even one to means to d The following day I
Whitman, and last but not least, one to Harvard Monthly to
Robert Louis Stevenson, at whose shrine Stevenson at Bournemouth, England, to-
I then worshipped. ge m tioning the epi-

Once when walking from the lecture- so de with Royce and James, and the re-
room in Sever Hall to our dining club in m ark of the latter about stealing. In due
Garden Street with William James, who cc m Stevenson's reply, in which
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he refers in his most amiable manner to sympathy on all sides; not to contract
the subject of pirated books. As I had into a cube.
criticised his attitude toward science in I preach away very glibly, b m
my article, he also devotes a few words to nd of nreaching: but I am k< ^H

this point. The following is Stevenson's that you are already, in all probability,
letter. I have the original in my posses- better read and will soon, I dare sav, be a
ion, though time is making inroads on better nreacher th tn I. When that is so,

the integrity of the paper on which the you will not forget the pleasure I was
letter is written. able to give you, and the help you found,

if you found any, in my books. It please
SKERRYVORE, BOURNEMOUTH, me to hope that you did; and indeedApril sth, 1887. m pleased with my-

DEAR MR. DROPPERS: self - for I have r been a writer for
I should find it difficult to exaggera d / d of cowards,

gratification I have received frc or e, in the flesh. see you have
your letter and article. The article is the me a little ain urs i th f
work, I take it, of a young m d m m- ^

may discount something of its warmth wish to add that a
upon that score. But I must say frankly, young man's m --^^- W M

m approval, took my vanity in the softest * *

you do, it is in the way of exaggerating point.
m success, not of misunderstanding m hat YOU told"" "

aim and point of view. To you, at least, of the professors; national sins bind us
d m ing; it h iron: I cannot h k <r- an

m m mA ^ >

stood, it will be a pleasure to you to hear dso e-x f j

that you have understood day I pay for it. diffi f
Let me say one word about science. Americans to avoid buy ing pirated books;

Had ^- but somedav thev will nav for that too." w -»

m science. I should have Breached meantime it is I who oav f it;
.1 I d what concerns me not a little, my

m hen science was made much very honest m b the
had arrogated to itself a supremacy over Messrs. Scribner. m

.her branches of k edge, and so I Chinese beam eye d
f For all that, m mv b d

I would have no one neglect science; I ously. ^f
d a lot of it mvself and profited» * Let me hear of you again, or if you

d The great to come to Europe, let me see you.
know as much science as vour m Yours very truly,

m of-^^^ -^^r ^^r ^f- ̂ ^ ^T» ^m- ^^*- "^H d) ROBERT Louis STJ

science (a coi m
is to know as "f P.S. It is all in my own hand. I had
heart will bear without your turning into to change my hand on a threatening of
a man of the world. In all th scrivener's palsy, and the signature (for

b reasons not unconnected with the bank)
fallible. A d remains a solitary specimen of the orig-
to add. DUI inal. I***f

d We want to K. L. b.

d out our globe of experience and Garrett Droppers, Esq.



Country Funeral
BY WILBERT SNOW

THE mother, lying on a couch, brought d
By loving hands from c rooms,
Breathes out her last faint breai

Who watch try gently to convey, in speech
Whose tones supply the touch of
The Saxon phrases lack, the grim
Of death, forever old, forever ne\\

ewildered comes the aged father up
To verify the heavy news he hoped
Would never reach his ears; he calls her name
So piteously the neighbors turn a,way
And leave him for a minute all alone.

The children venture in: one, wailing loudly,
No longer tries to hold her pent-up anguish;
Another calms himself, but cords that swell
Along his neck betray his grief no less.

A neighbor cautions, "Eben, don't you think
We ought to call an undertaker down?"

" Yes, David, will you see that Johnson comes? 5'

And David scans the weeklv till he finds*""

The county undertaker's shapely card:
"In case of death call up the funeral home."
And Johnson's number stamped in bold, black type.-

An hour later Johnson, robed in furs,
Steps softly in and grasps old Eben's hand
With firmer grasp than country people know;
Removes a black fur cap which hides a mat
Of flattened hair across a sloping brow,

d
m down on thisv

Sad errand here to-night. I mourn with you,
And feel as if a dear one of my own
Had just gone out and left me sorrowful. . . .
Of course, you'll not want anything that's cheap
For such a wife; the only thing for her
Is what we call a couch-casket; we'll want
My motor hearse, and everything just right;
And I'll take special pains to come myself
To see that everything goes smooth and straight."

"But jest about how much will all this cost?"

"We'll not talk money matters here to-night;
I know your grief, and know that you will want
The very best of everything for her."

360
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And Eben, groping iVrbly in the dark,
Takes Johnson's word and says, "All right, you mak<
The price as reasonable as you can make it.
I own my home, jest paid the la-t in June,
And that's as far as my poor ownings go.
I ain't had nary job of stiddy work
For most thn years, my rheumatic is bad.

ut I will pay you anything you say
If you will only take into account
My circumstances and my feeble health,
And be as easy on me as you can/'

The cottage funeral two days later draws
The villagers for many miles around.
For two sad days a vigil has been kept
Beside the coffin-old-time country custom;
For two days neighbors have brought cakes and pics
And other gifts of food,-sincerest tokens,
Worth more than speeches, which they cannot make.

The village minister takes up his place
Beside the casket, and reads, deeply moved,
"Let not your hearts be troubled, ye believe,"
And feels his faith acceptable to all
Who loved the wife, now pillowed beautifully
In marble-featured, calm-bestowing death.
The nearest relatives, swathed deep in black,
Are seated in a row of chairs fetched in

From near-by houses, and the undertaker,
In black Prince Albert and glum cleric air,
Whispers the proper order of their seating.

"

The sermon tells, in simple sentences
Touched with a note of rhetoric here and then-.

The woman's sweet, maternal sacrifice
Throughout a rigorous, uncomplaining life,
And magnifies the melancholy hour
With deep emotion and huge thoughts of dc-ulh;
And when he closes with a prayer for those,
The nearest and the dearest of the circle,
The helpless wails of sorrowing hearts break out
In sobs that drown the Bible words of hope.

The undertaker slowly waves his hand
And softly bids the neighbors pass around
To view their loving sister's last remains.
The carriages move off behind the hearse
In careful order of priority;
While in the rear the neihbors of the villae

Trudge pensively and once again revisit
The plot where their own kin return to dust.

A few weeks later comes a courteous letter

With entries totalling four hundred dollars.
The bent old father whitens as he reads

This mortgage on his future life and home;
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A heaviness draws down his face, the light
Departs, and silence weightier than speech
Enwraps him like a prison where one goes
To serve a lonely term of bitter years;
And in a scrawling hand he makes reply,
Signing the paper which he finds within,
Surrendering his last, lame, broken days
To ruthless perpetuity of debt.

The Broken Pitcher
A STORY OF CAP'N MOSS

BY BURRIS JENKINS
Author of "The Magic Pipe," etc.

ILLUSTRATIONS BY E. W. KEMBLE

IJE ought to have Moss Rose m b
known better than to in t d d Semx \^f *^s

do what he did. He nole, drizzly winter day, Lije carry-
ought to have known ing 1 baby while the two gaunt little
Cap'n Moss would not pulled >m barefoot,
tolerate such proceed- through the tough mud. Indeed
ings and would surely m h
find out, by one divi- d

nation or another, the identity of the of- thies and active assistance of Moss
fender. He ought to have known that Rose. Their b little legs only ac-
the pitcher which goes too often to the d the r>athos in their b tiful
well is sure to get its nose knocked off, brown orbs; M found him
which is precisely what happened to Eli- thinking of two hound-puppies he had at
jah; the well in this case being Cap'n d eternal s in their
Moss's corn-crib. eyes He stoDDed therefore.w

Lije, moreover, ought to have been turned ik
grateful to the man who had rescued him with
from penury and placed him in compara- to business as well as philanthropy, in-
live affluence, sufficiently grateful to pre- qi i
vent Lije's peculations; yet so perverse W iere yo'-all goin', Lije?"
is human nature that oftentimes those wn, Cap n M '
we owe most are the very ones from whom W nat foh, Lije? "
we exact most. "Look foh work, suh,"

Nearly two years had flown now since t's .h over on the C
Cap'n Moss found Lije out of a home, out dii N M
of a job, and forty-six dollars in debt to N h
the man upon whose farm he had lived no b Mr

for five years while he had begun to fabri- Cu dollahs. and he won't
cate his little family of a wife and three furnish me no m
pickaninnies. Moss offered to " buy " Lije Elijah, the ravens would not
from his former "owner"; that is, to dis- feed hi m m
charge the indebtedness to his former em- 

" m I'll furnish

ployer, and take Lije upon his own plan- you M , after due
tation. deliberation.
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The planters in the Black Belt are ac- "Ho\v long sence yo'-all et anything?"
customed to "advance" or "furnish" asked Gip'n. Moss, with an attempt :i
their negroes with provisions and all indifference which, on the whole, \va
other necessities against the day when the easily put on because of his natural drawl.
cotton is picked and in bales. "Yistiddy noon," admitted «

"Reckon so, suli. Got a house and a Somehow Cap'n Moss had the secret of
passel o' groun'?" Lije showed no par- extracting the truth from these people.
ticular enthusiasm, but either feigned or however humiliating, and however proud

;

-'
* - ',

""'."

"*>« fftVf If *

That day marked the turning in the fortunes of Lije Cun<litT. i \.

felt indifference. Most likely the inclif- they might be. Pride, however, seldom
ference was feigned, as every negro for stood in the way of their making their
miles around yearned to work for Cap'n wants known.
Moss. Nevertheless, none of them ever "Put those two kids up here on my lv>-
was known to show enthusiasm when behind me, and come 'long out to de farm,
dickering for a job. git yo break f us, and then we'll settle you

" Reckon I can tuck yo1 in somewhat, down some, then "
answered Cap'n Moss, "till I can build "But we 'bleeped to go to town," de-
yo' a house. I'm pretty full-handed but murred Lije, loath to interrupt the holi-
I'll manage/5 day to which, in spite of the tragedy, the

"My broth'-in-law lives in town," in- little family of Ishmaeliles were all
tcrrupted Lije, "and I was goin' to visit ly looking forward.
him a while till I found a place." "Never mind that, now. Soon as you

"Where's yo' stuff?" inquired Cap'n git settled, yo'can all go to town. Circu
Moss. day's comin' next summer, ami Til carry

"Thi> is all de stuff Tse got/7 lugubri- yo' all in to the circus," replied Cap'n
ously growled Lije, indicating the wife and Nloss with perfect understanding of their
the ebony children and a small bundle state of mind and with no impatience but *^

that the wife carried. i omplete sympathy. Mention of the cir-
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cus turned the trick, even though that "Forty-five won't buy 'em, y' know,
paradise were long deferred. Soon the Lije," mildly suggested Moss Rose.
two pathetic pickaninnies, in their simple "I know it; dat's why I done come to
frayed garments of once blue but much- fin' responded Lije. " 'Sides, I
patched cotton overalls, wet to the skin, wanted to know what you thunk about
but sadly, silently, trustfully happy, were dem black mules.77
clinging to Cap7n Moss, to each other, "Mighty fine pair, Lije, mighty fine
and to the horse as it jogged toward the pair. How 7bout harness, Lije?77
farm. They were delighted with the "My forty-five dollahs buy de har-
sucking, smacking noise of the hoofs ness/7 promptly rejoined Lije.
pulling out of the black mud, one after "I see, I see/7 mused Moss good-
the other; but there broke as yet no humoredly. "Want me to stake y' to
grins, and there came no revelation of in- the mules?77
comparable pearl teeth. "Ef y' be so kin7, suh/7 grinned the

That- day marked the turning in the negro.
fortunes of Lije Cundiff, who promptly "Well, I tell you, Lije/7 drawled Cap'n
changed his name, without act of legis- Moss, with infinite leisure. "You come
lature, to Lije Rose. back here at 'bout noon, and I'll scout

Cap'n Moss paid the forty-six dollars aroun7 till then and see what I can see.
of indebtedness, rationed Lije for nearly Mules is mules; and it doesn't have to be
a year with bacon and meal, assigned him those blacks, does it? Just as good mules
an acreage of ground to till, loaned him a in the sea as ever were caught out?"
mule, harness, and a plough; and, when "Yassuh, yassuh," agreed Lije hope-
the crop was duly divided in the fall, fully. "Aw right, suh, I'se shore be
showed Lije a balance of fifty dollars of his hyah."
own. Moreover, Moss Rose was not the Promptly at noon Lije appeared, and a
man to forget his promise about the circus; half-hour later came Cap'n Moss Rose
neither were the two black boys, now fat with a negro "boy" leading a team of
and laughing, the ones to let him forget. grays. Every colored man in the Black

On that circus day, too, the annual sale elt is a "boy77 no matter how old he
of mules took place, the auctioneer know- may be, until with gray wool and rheu-
ing that the occasion would bring many matism he becomes "uncle" by common
possible purchasers into town. Among consent; and every negro woman is a
these prospects was Lije, whose fifty dol- "gal" until she's an "auntie." The gray
lars had already engendered a faint and team rattled in almost new harness, as
hesitating ambition in his soul. A large big and strong as the blacks.
part of the forenoon, therefore, Lije spent "How y7 like those mules and that
gazing at the coveted teams, estimating harness, Lije?"
them, pricing them at private sale. His "Pow'fulfine-but-how much I got to
eye kept returning to a spanking pair of pay for dem harness, Cap'n Moss?" asked
blacks which he had been told he could Lije anxiously, more vitally concerned in
have for two hundred and fifty; but he the price of the harness than of the mules.
knew that they, or indeed any other " Would you be satisfied with team and
team, soared out of his reach without the harness all fo7 a hundred and seventy-
aid of Cap'n Moss Rose. So he went in five?" replied Moss by asking another
search of Moss and brought him up to see question.
the beautiful blacks. "Laws a massy!" ejaculated the negro

" Yo7 bound to have a pair of mules, are with the eagerness of a big child, "1
yo', Lije?" inquired Cap'n Moss approv- reckon I would but "
ingly. "Like 7em at that price just as well as

"I suttinly is!" emphatically declared the blacks?"
the negro, instantly discerning the en- "Yassuh, yassuh, bet yo' boots!"
couragement and good-will in his em- "All right, then; we'll just buy 'em.
ployer's voice and manner. "I still got Boy, mark 'em sold to Lije Rose, and after
near about all dat fifty-'ceptin' five dol- the show he'll come and git 'em and take
lahs dat you gimme, y7 7member?" 'em home."
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So it was a care-free Lije who, with his told; but even u miiz h

little family, sat under the big top in the are doubtful, for ingratitude is deep-
"Jim Crow" section of the circus seats h b
that afternoon; but in justice to Lijc it strong than traitors' arnv
must be remarked that he would have There is. however, no us :CU

been quite as care-free if he had b< n in and the facts, the cold facts, will out.
debt to Moss Rose one thousand dollars Cap'n Moss had mis-rd corn from h
instead of one hundred and thirty, as well crib or imagined he II d

A\

I /

He becomes "uncle" by common consent.-Page 364.

as the year's rations ahead of him. Fur- sure, until one evening he drew a mental
thermore, he did not know that Cap'n picture of just how the ears were disposed
Moss might have charged him up, as some at the door of the crib, and next morning
other bosses would have done, with two came down to find the picture consider-
hundred and fifty or even three hundred ably askew. He stood gazing at the
for the team and harness instead of "tot- blurred situation, scratching his head
ing fair" and giving him the team at the with the hand that held his old slouch hat,
bargain price which Moss's own Re- which once had been pearly white, while
nuity, industry, and trading ability had with the other hand he held open the door
secured. Perhaps if Lije had known all of the crib. As much as ten minutes he
this, he might have been more grateful, stood there pondering which one of his
the pitcher might not have gone to the "boys" could be the culprit; then he de-
well at all, its nose might not have got vised an infallible method by which to
broken, and this tale might not have got ascertain.
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Had the theft been negligible, Moss, like trolled by a twine string. About dusk,
all the other planters, would have closed when all the boys had gone to their cabins,
his eyes, on the theory that what you the day's work done, Moss bent his hick-
don't know doesn't hurt you. All farmers ory club in the doorway of the crib at the
in the lack Belt are aware that petty height of a crouching man, fastened it in
thievery is going on all the time. The its sprung position, and controlled it with

The theory that what you don't know doesn't hurt you

) of dom lend to loose the "figure four." Then he went to bed
ideas of meum et tuiim, but the white men and to sleep.
think themselves helpless to evolve any Next morning, at break of day, he
better system and just wink at the pecu- strolled to the corn-crib to find no ear
lations. When, however, the losses grow disturbed, but to find his trap sprung and
inevitably perceptible, as in this case, blood enough on the ground round about
steos have to be taken. to have drained a hog for hanging up in

h de d n the smoke-house. The trail of blood led

into m d there selec a off toward the negroes' cabins; and Moss
hic ht and touh*^ * ^^ *^* h might easily have followed it to the guilty
he cut, stripped, and broug one's house; but he knew he need not
barn lot. He spent a good take the trouble. When the boys lined
forenoon peeling, shapiner. notching that ng, no up for instructions, before the day's work,

, and also to his astonishment and deep sorrow, all
constructing a "figure-four " trap, con- were there but Lije.
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There lay Lije in the bed.

" Where's Lije?" he inquired in tones moved back into the house, and Moss
that struggled to sound unconcerned. stamped in. There lay Lije in the bed,

"He's sick, suh," chorused half a dozen the covers pulled entirely over him, all
deep musical voices. Not a smile ap- but his boots, which stuck out. Without
peared on any face. ceremony, Cap'n Moss turned the quilt

"HI go down and see him," drawled back from the head swathed, all except
Cap'n Moss, leisurely mounting his horse, the eyes, with bandages more than half
and adding a few final directions as to the crimson.
day's work to this one and to that; then "Why, Lije, what's the matter?" ex-
he rode off toward the cabin of Elijah. claimed Cap'n Moss.

"Lije sick?" he inquired of Mrs. Lije "You know what's matter, cap'n,"
as he dismounted and tied his horse to a groaned Lije.
pecan-tree near the door. " No, I don't, Lije. Looks like you been

"Yassuh," responded the shiny black I fightin' a bobcat!"
and portly mother of the pickaninnies "Go long, cap'n," wailed Lije. "You
filling the doorway. knows puffickly well what's matter about

"I'm comin' in to see him." me!"

"He's too sick to see nobody," re- "No, I don't, Lije!"
monstrated Mrs. Elijah. "YoJ know yo' done hit me in de face

"I'm comin' in to see him anyway," widadub!
replied Cap'n Moss, in that cool, level "I didn't do any such thing; yo' hit
tone that all the negroes respected and yo'self, Lije, Yo' put yo' hum' into mv
feared. "Git out o' my way, Dinah, corn-crib, didn't you, Lije?"
I'm comin' in." "Yassuh," groaned Lije.

Dinah knew there was no use to make "An' yo' pulled that string, didn't
reply. When Cap'n Moss said he was yo'?"
going anywhere, they held the opinion "Yassuh!"
that "all hell couldn't stop him." So she "And that upset a figure four and let

367
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loose a hickory club. That's all. Yo' means fat years and lean; has sung his
hit yo'self. Yo's punished yo'self. Yo' praises in season and out; and brought
go stealin' corn. Don't you-all have numberless unfortunate friends to the
enough to eat? door of Cap'n Moss to have their prob-

"Yassuh." lems solved.

41 Mules have enough to eat? Cap'n Moss Rose sums up his methods
"Yassuh." in the treatment of the blacks by saying:
''Den why yo' steal my corn, Lije? "Fact is, I try to use the Golden Rule on

Yo7 makin' moonshine? Ain't I been 'em-do as I'd be done by, if I was in
good enough to you-all, Lije?" their place-that's all." If you should

This rebuke cut Elijah to the heart, ask him whether it is in line with the
and tears rolled from his eyes, soaking his Golden Rule to knock a negro down and
bandages, while sobs shook him and his hit him in the face with a hickory club,
boots and his bed. He could make no he would reply:
answer for a time; then, between gasps, " Depends on what he's a-doin'! If
he cried: he's committin' a crime, hit's more merci-

" I ain't never goin' to do hit-no mo ful to knock him down than to send him
cap'n-I swear I ain't-I goin' to be a to the pen for a year or two. If he's mak-
good niggah long's I live I is-jes' fo - in' moonshine, anything that stops him is
give me dis once, Cap'n Moss-I low I be the Golden Rule. God, I reckon, uses the
a good niggah-fo' evah!" Golden Rule on us, because He taught it

The pickaninnies were crying; Dinah to us; and He knocks us down; best
was crying; Cap'n Moss was all but cry- thing that can happen to us sometimes.
ing, too. The head of this little house Some niggahs are no good till you knock
was wofully humiliated; the victim of a 'em down once, sometimes twice; and
system, after all, as many another man some of us white folks are just about the
has been. His heart was sorer than his same, I reckon."
face, which is saying much, and was It may be a strange philosophy, this
deeply and devoutly penitent. Most of rather vigorous application of the Golden
us never truly repent until we are knocked Rule on the part of Moss Rose, this tak-
dowii and out. ing into his own hands of the prerogatives

To-day Lije Rose is a grandfather, a of judge, jurors, and executioner, not to
man of property, an elder in the Mary say Providence. But it is not ours to de-
Evergreen Hardshell Baptist church, cide if his philosophy is right or wrong; it
Likewise, he is an undying and devoted is ours simply to narrate the incidents, set
friend and follower of Moss Rose, a down the facts. If we cannot help corn-
friend who has fought battles for his menting a little on the philosophy, the ut-
employer whenever they needed to be most that we venture is to remark, in the
fought, which has been rarely; has stuck language of the pragmatists, that it seems
by him through thick and thin, which to " function serviceably for humanity."



Mi:s FORD RHODES L abler man than mo^t Americans believed

eminent living historic 5 him to be when he was nominated in 1896,
United States, has in his - and in these chapters he receives praise.

ume dealt with the administrations of It was his peculiar misfortune that a war
d K His opinions should have broken out during his ad-

are his own, and expresM-d in no uncertain ministration, for he was a man of peace.
doc* ntary He did nearly all that was possible to pre-

dence. well shod with f Thc vent this war, e\ i-n against great opposi-
value and general interest of this book are tion, but it is clear that Mr. Rhod<
" considerably augmented b^^ i t that thinks he could have prevented it and
Mr. Rhodes was personally acquainted that the war was unnecessary. The be-A ^^

d havior of our soldiers and sailors in battle,
years 1806-1909; many of the sources of and the unselfishness of the United State
information are in his own memory. The in keeping her word to Cuba, are, how-

is as b as C d ever, highly commended by our historian.
G .Mr. Taft's immense skill in diplomacy

nin .ber and vividness of the portraits; and his devotion to duty receive a highly
Roosevelt, Taft, Hanna, McKinley, Hay, merited tribute; I am now awaiting the
arc clearly and sharply presented. It is next volume, to see what Mr. Rhodes will
almost impossible to lay the book down say about Tat t and about Roosevelt from
until one has finished it. Roosevelt is 1909 to 1919. He has abundant knowl-
thc hero, and evidently made a tremen- edge of facts, a restrained but neverthe-
dous impression on the historian, who be- le-s ardent admiration for everything
lieves as fully in his essential goodness as honorable and noble, and a judicial mind.

greatness. And there can be no I believe his opinions on public men and
doubt of either after one has studied his events to be more weighty than those of
inner life and his public career. Yet Mr. any other living American, even thougli 1
Rhodes gives the facts about the Panama am frankly surprised at his statement thai
Revolution with scrupulous accuracy and if Roosevelt had been in the presidential
in chair, the Great War could have been and
rence with Roosevelt's policy in that inci- would have been prevented. This remark*

t. does not convince me.

Hisf if Every one takes a just pride in the
larly in his portrait of Mark Hanna, who courage of American soldiers and sailors
I )lays a leading role in these pages. "When as displayed in the seven wars in which

Hanna's enemies can the United States has been engaged since
say against him is said and given due at- 1776; but courage is a quality our men
(cation, the fact remains that his death share with practically all other raos and
was a severe loss to the country and to the nations. What 1 delight in is any evi-
world. f r in- dence of courtesy and chivalry shown by
dividuals who knew how to deal with American troops during and after battle.
labor and capital, who was trusted in and Not long ago, I met a sergeant who told ^*

d b d rad me that he had been in the armv of occu-

better qualified to pation in Germany; and that when the
ns-«- - - -i- -^m- -^f -^ -m- -^H -r time came for our troops to withdraw, the

now living. Indeed ior. German women and children showered
The irresistible cl ' is presents and tokens upon them, and wept

d II far unrestrainedly in saving fan-well. The
VOL. LXXIII.-J4 369
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brave and honest sergeant told me he book is o s
was prouder of that fact than of helping tively safe m
to win the war; and I felt that such a man annoyed by the telephone, one t
could be trusted to uphold the honor of always has a good light both b d
America anywhere and at any time. li be found

I see that a California judge has de- right side
cided that the Authorized Version of the of the train; then you will usually have no
Bible must not be used in any public track outside your window. On the left
school in that State, on the ground that freight-trains, running in
it is sectarian. Far be it from me to d

criticise the courts, but I may be par- and the light, and it usually seem
doned for regretting that the finest work freiht-train was at least fou m
ever written in the English language - long; when your railway car has finally
which means the best book in the world d he maddened^ v

should be forbidden to school children, snort of the freight locomotive, m
while so many books that are poisonous d because ou h escaed
in content and vulgar in style circulate own train then stops at a station just
freely. When we have Cardinal Gibbons's long enough to rm
emphatic testimony that the Bible re- train to pass,
mains the one means of culture, and that the tedious process overhauling it.
Daniel Webster was a model for other Therefore, sit on th ht side of the
American statesmen in his profound fa- train. Secondly, ride b ckward, if you
miliarity with it, we may - without of can. It is easier on the eyes. In this atti-
course criticising - believe that some d trees, posts, and d
judges are better judges of almost any- gently and gracefully away, whereas sit-
thing than literature. Whatever other ting forward, d
English books are studied in the public rectly into your defenseless face.
schools, we can be certain that they will One of the finest things about G. K
be inferior to the Bible; it is interesting has never lost what
that the inferior ones should be forced on Browning called der."
American children, and the best pro- It will not be d that, in "Pippa
hibited. Synchronously with the Cali- Passes," the student Schramm d
fornia decision, the State of Oregon voted that al d
that all children without exception must our en d
attend the public schools, thus striking a enthus asm d
blow at schools where the instruction is of wo m dv

founded on the Christian religion. Per- with r with respect to its first object, and
haps the next move will be to prohibit young young and fresh sufficiently, so far as
religious instruction in the home, and any cerns its novel one. M Chesterton
one caught saying grace at meals will be will never outgrow his zest for life, which
sent to prison for twenty years. is one is one reason why he is such a wise man.

I am constantly asked: "What are the In his t recent volume of poetry,
best books for children?" The best books "Saint Barbara," occurs the following »
for children are those that were not prima- stanza:
rily intended for children. The Bible, "When all my days are ending
Shakespeare, "Pilgrim's Progress," "Gul- And I have no song to sing,
liver's Travels," "Robinson Crusoe," and I think I shall not be too old
the old-fashioned editions of the "Ara- To stare at everything;

bian Nights." And in the vast welter of As I stared once at a nursery doorOr a tall tree and a swing."
modern books that are carefully prepared
for the infant mind, I think those are the ms d ch
best which can be enjoyed most by the H od New York
mature mind-as "Alice in Wonderland," least once every year. To borrow
the Doctor Dolittle stories, and the B L 1_ TX T"\ . 1 * 

j 1 j_ * J _ 1- Tfc _!-* * J Li -11. ** * I m. this is undoubted h

"Memoirs of a London Doll. est show on earth," Things are done on
The most agreeable place to read any that vast staee bv men, women, and ani-
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mals which arc ><> astound practical features, and he answers a
Incomes accustomed to the impossible, numl r of definite objections. One of
And there is such a these is "War is of use to make money

d organized .M. - 
^_^_ __ . ^^r ^-

^^^ that if the circulate.7' To this Gargaz makes de-
Queen of Sheba could see tailed suggestions showing how much

et Solomon. I regard Ch better it may be made to circulate for
1) r of the first constructive work in time of peace. Per-

m es to this haps the one mot interc ing to read
prodigious d liis own mi nowadays is the following: "There is the
energy and enthusiasm. I remember him isthmus of Panama in America, and that

h ,vere both schoolboys i - of Sue/, between A-ia and Africa; these
football he was a ub s two isthmuses prevent the junction of
> his opponents, and in ' four Seas and are the reason that, to go

on the ice" al "Sharp's" he was as; elusive around the World by water, requir
as a tlea. I recollect, when we were skat- about three years and exposes one to r

day, 1 ,vith stormy and very often icy Seas, and un-
imn d rath mes inhabited Coasts. Each of these two
than eat/' Ih nee, isthmuses must be cut from one Sea to the
but I am sure he has not outgrown lin- other by a canal about sixty feet wide,
early zest, and somehow through all thirty feet deep and about forty leagu

d variety of the long; by means of these two canals one
Hippc [ feel his spirit, will make the tour of the terrestrial Globe,
There is revealed an d by water, in about ten months, and upon

Napoleon, with the heart of a Seas that are always good for Navigation,
IK> and very convenient for the establishment

Mr. George S Eddy, of New upon all the Coasts thereof of new and
York, has mad discover)', and very beneficial trade between many Na-

odied the results of it in a beautifully tions. L ^ _ ̂ 1^ ^^fc j-fci " H "* m m ._ ^_ -"- - « r f
printed little volume, called Pretty good for a galley-slave; pretty
I Universal and Perp vrit- good for. anybody. It is an interesting

ten _ Gargaz a "mer reflection that an eighteenth-century jail-
Galley-Slave, and pi d by Benjamin bird should be so far in advance of the

in at Passy in year 1782." It world's civilization of the year of our
that Gargaz, ; Lord 1923.

unjustly accused murd d sen- A. E. Housman's ''Last Poems" have
tence a French court in 1761 to appeared, and while they are not quit<

d lab Am equal to the best of the Ivrics in it
H d rm. and Shropshire Lad, they unquestionably
becoming de red constitute the best volume of original
y this horri li his English verse of the year 1922. Th<
me thinking of on- philosophy underlying them is precisely

d " " * * h mig the same as that of the former book,
be improved. H which appeared in 1896-bleak pessimism
proect assuring P the and unashamed paganism. It is curiou

d havim? no monev, and b to see an Englishman, professor at Cam-
G felon, he applied to Frank- bridge, so completely aloof from even

lin, as t enlightened of all living thing British and even-thing Christian.
men ( h ). to He is not rel>ellious or radical-he is sim-*

print it for him. To the eternal honor of ply untouched by prevailing currents of
American, he acceded to thought. They do not affect him even

request. Mr. Eddy has found the pub- negatively. He gives the impres>ion of
lication and now erives it to readers in a mind quite independent and quite
both contained, expressing itself in its own in-
panying notes and explanations, and in a dividual way. The poems are exceed
v that is a model of ingly beautiful and original, completely

Can: thought out and severely intellectual, so -
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that we might justly say of them what "The Spirit of the Russian Theatre," will
Carl vie wrote of Emerson's verses: "You be especially interesting to American
do not fall on me like radiant summer readers. It is an authoritative and stimu-
rainbows, like floods of sunlight, but with lating book. I am rather sorry that he
thin piercing radiances which affect me has gone back to former methods of spell-
like the light of the stars" ing Russian names in English, when we

Charles Rumford Walker's book, now have the Congressional Library
" Steel," is interesting because of its frank scheme of uniform transliteration. There
truthfulness and absence of partisan feel- is actually no more sense in spelling
ing Mr. Walker was graduated from Chekhov and Chaikovski with an initial
Yale in 1916; during his college course he than there is in talking about King
was primarily interested in literature and Tcharles the First, on his way to tchurch.
philosophy. He wrote poems, stories, That "T" got in there because the sound
literary essays, and had an active mind, of "ch" in these words does not exist
which shone to advantage in serious con- in either French or German, and there
versation. He enlisted in the war, be- were many translations from the Russian
came a captain, and then entered the in these languages before English ones
steel industry as an unskilled laborer, to became well known. But because the
see for himself exactly what it was like. French and German languages are unfor-
This book is the result. It is rather sur- tunate enough to be without these sounds
prising that his physique-for he was not is no reason why the English, richer in
athletic-was able to endure the fearful this respect, should follow their poorer
strain placed upon it. I think his will neighbors. The Germans are obliged to
power and intellectual curiosity carried spell Chekhov as Tschekoff. The musical
him through. I regard this volume as a critic of the New York World has the
\ aluable contribution to economics and courage to write Chaikovski^ and he will
sociology. The author's style is vivid eventually be followed by others. I am
and colloquial, so that the narrative is glad that Mr. Sayler writes Shaliapin in-
continuously interesting, and there is no stead of the French Chaliapine. How
trace of hysteria nor even of exaggeration; strange it is that this great singer's first
he lets the facts speak for themselves, invasion of our country was so disastrous!
They do. Now he comes in triumph, like the world

Mr. Walker is one more illustration of conqueror he is.
how a liberal education fits a man's mind December 10, 1922, was the one hun-
for almost any calling or emergency; he dredth birthday of Cesar Franck. It was
took no studies in college that directly not so universally observed as it should
prepared him either for a captain's com- have been; but at Yale University, a
mission or for labor in steel; but he was little club of undergraduates, known as
able to turn his mind to these subjects The Pundits, arranged for a public com-
with more efficiency than if he had been memoration worthy of the occasion. Be-
vocationally trained. It is particularly fore an audience which filled every avail-
pleasant to see how easily and agreeably able space in the hall there were played
he got along with other men-both in the by expert performers the Prelude, Cho-
camp and in the fiery furnace. rale, and Fugue, and the great Sonata for

All those who are interested in the Rus- piano and violin. One reason why Cesar
sian drama and in the Russian theatre Franck's immense fame was posthumous
should read Oliver M. Sayler's new book is, perhaps, because his finest works were
on the subject, called "The Russian written during the last ten years of his
Theatre." It is copiously illustrated in life. He was one of the few men who
colors, and the illustrations add greatly managed to combine prolonged and daily
to the practical value of the work. He devotion to the routine of teaching with
gives a complete description of the Mos- original composition. He was a hard
cow Art Theatre, and an account of the worker. He rose every day, winter and
plays in which the company have made summer, shortly after five, and spent the
their reputation; the last two chapters, time before seven in composition; he then
" The Russian Theatre in America," and taught ten hours daily, going all over
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Paris to find his pupils; and in spite of his terested in contemporary thought, litera-
continuous toil, he devoted one hour to ture, and art will find this book delight-
meditation, often on religion, for he was fully entertaining, as it is written in a
an ardent believer. The fact that many frankly confessional style. Ervine is an
of his contemporaries, like Gounod, re- Irishman on both sides for three hundred
ceived universal applause, never made years, and hence feels free to give hi
him sour and never made him change his countrymen a few home thrusts, which
methods or ideals. What little attention have a righteous anger as their impelling
his own work attracted was mainly de- force. Apparently he does not believe
rogatory or scornful. The performance that the l>est way to make a moral ad-
of his marvelous symphony aroused bit- vance is to shout in solitude (i Kvery day
ter opposition, and at its conclusion in every way I am growing better and
Gounod was surrounded by a group of his better," but rather to realize as definitely
idolaters, to whom he expressed his con- as possible one's ignorance, selfishness,
tempt for the work. When Franck died hypocrisy, and meanness, so that this
in 1890, only two or three of his faithful mortifying knowledge may sting one into
pupils followed him to his obscure grave a determination to improve, for we need
in Mont-Rouge; but a few years later, the improvement more than complacency-
body was exhumed and carried in triumph I wonder what Jonathan Edwards, Cot-
to the Montparnasse Cemetery, where an ton Mather, Oliver Cromwell, John Mil-
elaborate monument was erected over it, ton, and other hearts of oak, would
and a statue was placed before the church have thought of the back-patting Gos-
where he had been organist for forty pel? These men were free from the
years. Apart from the invaluable Grove's taint of self-pity. They did not have to
Dictionary of Music, which every music- jack themselves up with signs on the wall
lover should own, the best and most com- imploring them -to work or commanding
plete account of Cesar Franck is the of- them to smile, nor did they bellow their
ficial biography by the distinguished com- courage in the bathroom. They rather
poser, Vincent D'Indy, which has been said: "God be merciful to me a sinner."
translated into English. It will be re- I believe that an acute consciousness of
membered that last year D'Indy visited sin is more needed just now than an enor-
the United States, and conducted with mous accession of conceit. The old theo-
various orchestras some of his own com- logians, with all their dogmatism, got
positions. In reading any detailed ac- down to the bed-rock of human nature;
count of the life and career of Franck, one they believed in the reality of sin, and
hardly knows which to admire most, the they did their utmost to convict their
genius of the musician, or the simplicity, audiences; some hearers walked out of
sincerity, and charm of the man. For- church realizing their shortcomings, and
tunately his works have now received the determined by the grace of God that
kind of fame that has the signs of immor- something must be done to improve the
tality. situation. And even now I believe that

The distinguished novelist and drama- religious faith will elevate the average
tist, St. John Ervine, has recently pub- man more effectively than he can do it
lished an entertaining and vivacious book, by talking encouragingly to himself. The
called "Some Impressions of My Elders." latter method has all the disadvantage of
These papers were originally printed in trying to lift oneself by tugging at one's
the North A mcrican Review, and the boot straps.
volume is dedicated gratefully to the ac- I have no intention and no desire to
complished Elisabeth Cutting, although attack specifically Doctor Coue and his
Mr. Ervine misspells her name. The work, for I am incompetent to do so,
"elders" selected for treatment are A. E. never having read his book, and feeling
(the greatest personality in Ireland and certain that I should not be able to under-
the most universally respected), Arnold stand it if I tried. I have no doubt that

ennett, G. K. Chesterton, John Gals- he has wrought many cures by hypnotic
worthy, George Moore, Bernard Shaw, suggestion or by the pervasive force of
H. G. Wells, W. B. Yeats. Any one in- his personality, or by some means; and
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those who have been cured are naturally living in a state of chronic fear. It is per-
believers in him. He has cured certain haps natural that he should try to balance
persons and strengthened others; the his self-pity with self-assurance.
same may be said of Christian Science. I am, of course, aware how very old-
Furthermore, every one seems to testify fashioned my meditations and my reme-
to the doctor's nobility of character and dies must seem, for I have nothing better
benevolent disposition; so that he must to the Christian religion, which,
be counted emphatically among good k ow nothing about it, is
men. It is the popular understanding or d d
misunderstanding or debased caricature mas. m h del
of Coueism which has the widest currency place it h g even d
and of which I am sceptical; as commonly ore mitive to suggest-hum i ii-
stated, the system appears either to be stinct. That history seems to prove
the wrong remedy for the disease, or the inad .^"_ f hum d

wrong diagnosis. The majority of per- to im d collective living cl
sons do not need more conceit. They not t these d f
seem to be dissatisfied with even-body read
and everything except themselves. Mr. Ervme is most severe on s

I went into a restaurant once and saw f b Ulsterites

a sign on the wall which said: "Smile, and Sinn Feiners; but to his "Elders7'h
damn you, smile!" but it did not make pays 3 debt c . I do not
me feel particularly hilarious. Mr. Galsworthy, who

My friend Ervine might not agree with is not m eno id not pug-
me as to the efficacy of religious faith, nacious enough to please h
but I was led into these remarks by mv while his estimate of M*" *f thy's
agreement with him that progress lies intellectual qualities is too low, I am
through the sense of unworthiness rather hearty accord M
than through self-satisfaction. Religion is Ervine says against th
needed because of man's deficiencies; if Fugitive." heroes of his book
we are all right in our present condition, Mr. Wells d Mr. Sh
then of course we need no one to save us. ing paragr h tthe gives one
It would seem to me that in the famous a taste of wit d penetration d
parable of the Pharisee and the publican, h ad a writer
we might observe the results respectively wished ter o would
of the religion of self-encouragement and t aptly personify past thirty
that of self-abasement. years of English or of world h

And what applies to individuals ap- would have to create a character ry
plies with even more emphasis to nations. Mr. W s; a questioning, d
If each nation would cease just for five mand with some tience
minutes regarding itself as the greatest, and testiness of temper, with, at tim
wisest, and noblest collection of men on d d manner, but al-
earth, some general advance might be ways superimposed on these superficiali-
made. It would be a good thing at the ties, an eager and unthwartable desire for
next meeting of international representa- a true belief. Mr. Chesterton said m
tives, instead of seeing how much each once th night and
delegate could snatch for his country, if hear hir d fundamentally that
they would all get on their knees and he tern hJL

ask God to forgive them for existing. rnes to believe one lies awake at
I suppose one reason why self-flattery night d m

is so popular is because nearly everybody mind
seems to be afraid of life. The fear of life be no doubt that Mr.
is the commonest disease of the twentieth Wells h [mber f
century; and no wonder. If a man has G hath m
no belief in God, no hope for a future life, eager to fight for m
and no confidence in the significance of benevolent intentions. But if human
the universe, I can hardly blame him for beings to se a del
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absolute power, and 1) The choice of Augustus Thomas as ex-
tween Wells and Gals ecutive chairman of the Producing Man-

d agers5 Association \ as
suffrage, Wells would be elected; for I ways and 

"^

m pe two: his
moagner h long experience in every d :ment of

Galsworthy. But which is the wiser the American theatre and his ete
m believe that Wells is a m dom from fad He is an idealist

"mi-tim d a man of the world IIf i i not

so versatile that it as if the only pve God and Mammon* Mammon. H es
li d were wisdom d makes M; mmon serve k esides

m A leading an attack on the t icket speculators
publications is "The Correspondence of Y has organized The AIT
Jam m his ican N Theatre, a nation-w d

dson, J ind movemc wi the ultimate object
cated tc eers, who helped giving every locality in the United

in its preparation. The personality of the an opportunity to hear both Shakespeare
famous novelist is clearly displayed and the best contemporary plays, H

e letters. The most interesting are will have to fight everywhere the timid,
those written during his seven years' resi- the inert, and the sceptical; the moment
dence in Europe. Here is a characteristic any d m is d. it is

ark concerning a frequent source of d "It can't be
m that eives done." d ,

me more disgust any other, it is to be leasing their venom. Fortunately Mr.
called, as some c ad is e loves a fight, and is formidable.
mey the' America I i The one m "

fensive to a gen to be nicknamed with the ican theatre is th
d d to N The new move-

me m than all the ab m npt to give the
sive rev m

LESSED are the meek, for they shall us and would defraud us of the unwise but
inherit the earth;" I clutch strick- delightful care that our little companions
enly to the hope aroused by this enjoyed. Then, too, our little friends were

beatitude; for if the meek, as a class, shall prodigies in their parents' eyes, and their
possess the earth, surely those forced to trite sayings and conventional deeds made
meekness may grasp a modest acreage in the subject of exploitation at every private

the great day of reckoning. and public gathering. Our parents regarded
the Meek'" It all began very early, this dis- us as possible, if not probable, offenders of

covery that our family, en masse public decorum; and tolerated rather than
and individually, was chosen from all time admired us. We were dressed plainly, krpt
to bear "the oppressor's wrong, the inso- strictly in the background, and in the very
lence of office," the seat behind the pillar, edge of the evening sent to bed, with meagre
and the string end of the ham. ceremony; while our playmates romped

As children we had no aunt in the noisily in a delicious, if " common, "abandon.
country" who invited us for Thanksgiving, At school relentless fate pursued us
or for the summer vacation. Even our quietly, steadily; we did the "occasional"
grandparents had been called beyond early, poems, wrote the addresses to bishops rc-
as though they were part in the plot against turned from abroad, the valedictories for
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some grade-school commencement. Others The house, a comfortable homey place
recited our compositions, flushed with false enough, seems as incongruous and incon-
pride. But when the medals were distrib- venient as possible, viewed from the eyes of
uted we never seemed to qualify; the re- the buying public. The neighborhood has
ward went to some other girl whose parents deteriorated into a rooming-house district,
were giving her a diamond ring and a trip but our house is just exactly too small for
abroad as a little tribute to the eternal such use, and certainly much too large for
truth of the saying, "for whosoever hath, to our own small family. At least forty-four
him shall be given." At college our class- house-hunters have gone en tour'through
mates married their classmates' brothers, our house, and their comments have been
swiftly and successfully, and went off, mid such as to plant despair in hearts more
fond farewells, to live in places bearing ro- habitually buoyant than ours.
mantic names, whence came post-cards The dining-room-a lofty-ceilinged place
scrawled with compressed but gushy state- -wherein we have lived and eaten and been
ments about being "supremely happy;" and brave for many a year, becomes a source of
we read these with glum resentment. Our bitter discussion. "Too dark!" they agree
friends had no brothers, or at best small, bluntly, while we gaze crestfallen at each. / » / *j

noisy ones, and so romance fluttered round other. Perhaps we never hoped for a bright
us, but left us high and dry. The harshest dining-room-why should we? They carp
critic could not have singled us out as the darkly at the long halls and the gas fur-
homeliest or least attractive in our classes, nace; and only the last shreds of decency bid
We had no really distinguishing physical them repress their contempt at our lack of
handicap, and just enough brains to pre- a garage or a rear entrance. True, they4

tend we had even less when the occasion have no house-therefore they have a car.
demanded it. No-we were singled out, not perhaps two; but we, having a house-
so much by those about us, as by that in- albeit, as they indicate, an undesirable"" " < "
exorable destiny that had early decided: house-and several other houses, also un-
"Thou shalt go all thy days just missing desirable-have no car, hence no garage,
the mark!" hence their contumely.

We loved the country; were cursed with With the ever-shifting needs of a city, the
that ache for the "tenantless fields of houses just next door and just across the
space; " but circumstances have lodged us, street have become advanced in value. Our
for the last quarter of a century, in an ugly house has taken on new handicaps yearly,
part of an ugly city. We yearn over flowers until it would seem that at last a patient
and trees, are silent to prayerfulness over a city administration will condemn it and
"view," dream of piny woods; but must give us one-fourth of the assessed value, in
forsooth spend our days and our summer consideration of our long residence and our
evenings on our small porch, just twenty general lack of gumption, the latter not
feet from the car-track; During a few spas- plainly stated in the terms of the deed.
modic lulls in traffic we can hear our visi- There is no definite reason for its de-

tors' conversation, and it usually has to do preciation, except that it is our house,
with descriptions of their country homes, therefore on the wrong side of the street,
Sometimes they invite us, at the fag end of with no marketable value. The other
the season, when the water is low in the houses we own, also on the wrong side of
tank, our favorite vegetable is nothing everything worth considering, are always"

but "a few torn shreds" in the devastated tenanted by people whose wives or hus-
garden, and the motor-car is out of gear-or bands go blind or crazy and thus they are
of gasolene. If, perchance, we are invited permanent incumbents, at a ridiculously
for a timely visit and we are about to decry low rental. Instead of checks they proffer
all our former pessimism and "fatalistic" pitiful tales that would make a strong man
trends of thought, some relative in the off- sob aloud, and so we must perforce, in very
mg, dying for years, elects to flicker our humanity, let them stay on "until they get
ft brief candle" ungenerously, and we and on their feet"-but in my observation they
our hopes and our bags are returned in- choose permanently to stay on their hands,
gloriously to the city. or wherever it is that they are when they are

Our experiences in real estate tend in no not "on their feet,"
wise to offset our general "out of luck-ness." In the matter of servants and charpeople
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we are consistently perfect bunglers* These the emotions, and she is to be dealt with
humble folks are (he pre-elect, chosen from hygienically. She is only allowed to exist
;ill eternity to be our stumbling-blocks, dramati- lly in "La Traviata,"

Illness
They are in the throes of a great struggle where she is veiled by an alien
when they conic to us, and usually only stay language, with the reassuring figure of the
with us until we really need them, and they prima donna softening the poignanrv of the
no longer need us. They arrange to go into consumptive climax.
voluntary bankruptcy the day we should A few years ago fragility was a feminine
arrange to go into involuntary bankruptcy, asset. It added the charm of apprehension
but we must k p sharply alert to help them to a lover's passion. A self-sufficient, well-
pay their rent or their hospital bills or any rounded woman left him cold; she was only
little monetary inadvertencies. They tot- interesting objectively. But a delicate per-
ter up to our door, with epilepsy or cata- sonality awakened his vibrations and put
racts, and we haven't the courage nor the him in the plea: pos
good sense to forestall them, but engage He could condescend magnificently to cling-
thcm, at all hazards, to clean our paints ing weakness, but he could only walk as an
or whitewash our cellar. We cower in an equal with her sturdier sister.
upper room, what time we listen for their Tolstoi implies in one of his books that
fatal fall. When they claim their re- perfect health is an unsocial quality;-and
numeration, just a little more than the there was an evening I spent next to a con-
skilled artisan's wage, we scrape up the tinental celebrity when I sent him a mes-
fallen plaster and clear their smeary leav- sage of understanding across the shadows.
ings with buoyant relief that they did not My friend boasted that his chief Ameri-
die in our employ or sue us for damages in- can experience \ as m as
currcd while splitting their stupid skulls on dessert, and that he courted a crisis by
our rafters. sa 1 fe was eating

When sometimes we elect to go forth on a lobster at the time, eating it unreservedly
pleasant adventure-from our servantless -almost as if he were assisting it to its
house on the wrong side of the street-%we natural element. The fate of the lobster
cannot persuade any one we know to share soo J to a lesser miracle.
our enthusiasm in our particular destina- 3nah had a comparatively quiet fate; h
lion. If we are going to the shore, our travelled as a passenger, not as fuel, and
friends are en route to the mountains, there were no assimilating demands made
though they pass us as we return bound for upon him. He only enhanced momentarily
the very place where we moped dully and the curves of his resting-place. There was
expensively alone. We arrived just before, something pathetic in the helplessness of the
or just after, the interesting people, being menu, reduced to a gastronomic partner-
singularly inapt in our choice of seasons and ship, and committed to an overworked
places. We are not notoriously unpleasant immortality. as to my ap-
nor uncompanionable-persons have been proachcs ps he did not want the
known weakly to admit a fondness for us, a menace of the cerebral withdrawal of the
delight in our perception, and a serenity in oo ! I could hear him shutting up hi
our philosophic acceptance of life as we house at my questions. I wondered if there
know it. eaIF *

No, we are easily and definitely classed a door open-if it might perhaps establish
among those who only stand and wait, and a contact.
then find that they have been waiting at the sa
wrong place; and we are triumphant, if pro- very much like a shock-absorber. He wore
testing, standard-bearers of the timeless her proudly as his second stomach-a kind
truth, "He as hath, gets." so

an undisturbing remnant. wi
CIENCE has destroyed the romantic takes care of me," he said, conferring his
aspect of illness-the picturesque has approval like a high cK ition.
vanished with its mystery. Camille "Oh." I thought, "you need pain and

could no longer hold the attention of an then again pain, and then more pain-if I
audience educated by medical pamphlets, could only bolshevize the XewburR , . �
Her menace has passed from the realm of Yes, he needed pain-but it was I that got
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it. As I lie in bed with a pad and paper, come and sit peacefully beside me in un-
perhaps the underlying bitterness in my re- ofiicial stillness.
membrance is that I might as well have There is no " showing off" without words.
eaten that lobster! If one could only fore- Words are like toys in a nursery, inter-
see the moment where one shrinks to the changed in order to avoid deadly combat,
surface and the circumference of a world of and silence sometimes opens surfaces below
pain, one might give to it the justification which lies all the release of life.
of an intemperate prelude. There is too much avoidance of pain in

ut-whatever fuel goes to the feeding the religion of to-day! Christian Scientists
of these hot moments, they are the furnace have banished it phonetically in large sec-
of secret alchemies, and one comes from tions of the earth. It is a pity, when they
them marked with the human countersign, hand one the technique of ecstasy with every
The large gesture is gone forever, and wre copy of Mrs. Eddy, that they should deny
know the short circuit of human relation- the saint his equipment of martyrdom.
ships. Place Simeon Stylites on an upholstered

There is nothing so peaceful as the white pedestal, and he loses his quality.
silence of convalescence. Life takes one We owe our pioneer history to religion,
back slowly, and every touch is good. Fa- with its teaching of the value of pain, and
miliar things are transformed to reassur- religion hardened the early settlers into
ances, and each sight or smell makes a new leaders of men. Pain is the texture of the
structure with existence. diamond-vaulted heaven of the ages, and it

I cannot turn in my bed, but I can see in is the creator of a final refuge in the individ-
the mirror Carriere's picture of the Cruci- ual. No one knows these sanctuaries; they
fixion, reflected, in a great gesture of widen- may be made of vision or of will. They are
ing exaltation. His lines have none of the not the fagades of life!
weakness of sacrifice-he hangs, a symbol of Looking up the road, one's fairy god-
force, nailed intact upon the cross-and be- mother wishes health and happiness, but
low is the appeal of all tears. looking back she seems quite a stingy old

Beside my bed is a honey-sweet bunch of thing-although perhaps she didn't add
arbutus, distilled only yesterday from the tears and pain because she was wise, and
ground. Perhaps heaven is just so near knew that one would get them anyway.
human misery-if one only knew the spring
secret! HIS is an obituary. At last I am fac-

There is so much unseen traffic in the sick- ing facts. Verbs have been steadily
room! In the evening, when the vitality is growing more and more obsolescent
low, hosts of words unspoken-chances for months, and I refused to recognize their
missed-ride over one remorseless and condition. All the while I realized that

trampling; it is then I like my nurse. She times were changing rapidly, and that lit-
comes in and lights up my windows like erature was running well ahead in Verbs
warning fingers to the dusk outside. There the race, but I kept trusting that
is security in her ascendancy over me; she is the verb would not fall by the wayside.
so starched and tangible when one is float- Even now I cannot help hoping that there
ing! Necessity has trained her to an econ- is life in the old part of speech yet. Per-
omy of motion; she knows the value of the haps when another cycle or two has re-
shortest line, and she has an expert touch volved, they will resurrect the verb. Mean-
without the hesitancies of sympathy. while, I come to speak at Caesar's funeral.

There is no argument for the natural The catastrophe has far-reaching effects.
ascendancy of man that equals the presence More than literary style is involved: there
of a doctor in a sick-room. Compared with are the traditions of our childhood. Most
it the divine right of kings was a feeble of us learned respect for the verb's character
claim. The nurse becomes before him a long before we had any idea of what a verb
vehicle for his orders and I am nothing but was. In the famous interview at which
destination. One watches for him like a Humpty Dumpty discusses with Alice his
sail on a sea-line, and there is only safety time-and-a-half-for-overtime theory of the
when it is on the horizon. payment of words, he bestows a genuine, if

Sometimes he leaves orders for quiet vis- irascible, tribute on the mighty verb.
its for the family or kind friends, and they "They've a temper, some of them he
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warns her, " particularly verbs: they're the Only let the period go altogether. I object
proudest-adjectives you can do anything to its remaining in groups of three or four,
with, but not verbs,-however / can manage used to expressed emotion otherwise a little
the whole lot of them! Impenetrability! too violent to pass the censor.
That's what / say." But a lazy generation The worst of it from my point of view is
arose which shirked the issue. \Ye have that I cannot understand why people enjoy
forgotten the password. reading verbless books. I am not a young

The downfall began with fiction. Bullied gazelle, nor yet a chamois. I cannot leap
by reviews, we have all read the kind of from substantive to substantive. Only
novel which starts, "Darkness. A sickly when I go across on a substantial bridge do
pallor from the one street lamp. A girl." I enjoy the view. Some psychologists de-
And ends, "All? Yes, all. All love. All dare that without words we could not think
life. No more an innocent, ignorant, gasp- very far; I would amend the rule and say
ing, grasping, expectant, analgesic maiden that without verbs we do not think exactly.
(or virgin, if the author is distinctly up to I suspect that that is what these writers in-
date). Such novels are doubt- tend. They are absorbed in reproducing
less the best efforts of industrious, conse- atmosphere and emotion. Thought is too
crated souls, but they are hardly amusing, crude and calculating for their delicate per-
and I cannot help suspecting their truth, ceptions. I am by nature a very gentle
Fortunately, one need not read each one to reader, but even in emotional bits I like to
discuss them with as much intelligence as feel that the author is driving at something,
they demand. whether he get there or not. Down the

But it did not stop there. Memoirs and ages, from Pindar to the columnists, poets
criticism quickly reflected the spirit of their have wielded mighty verbs, and thereby
age. College professors polluted their style sacrificed no whit of their rapture. I dare
in proof that they were modern. Great say that the modern style makes easy writ-
magazines have succumbed. The "sen- ing. No one nowadays would fail an ex-
tence" which consists of a noun preceded by animation for the want of a word. Perhaps
an adjective or two and flanked by a preposi- it even enables a writer to treble his output
tional phrase is in good and regular stand- and thereby vanquish the high cost of liv-
ng ing, but selfishly I cry them mercy upon

The death of the verb, like that of any their audience (or should it be spectators?),
other potentate, has brought about far- and would remind them that easy writing
reaching results. Adjectives and adverbs makes hard reading.
have rushed into prominence. If we cannot I do not mean, however, to imply that our
get bread, at least they offer us plenty of generation has a monopoly of slipshod writ-
cake. Participles disport themselves in ing. Every age has had careless authors
high places, and infinitives, unsplit, are in who wrote in staccato, and were incapable
excellent repute. All these are very decora- of sustained thought. For the most part
tive, but they need a master to keep them they are now interesting only to antiquari-
under control. Without the verb, they run ans. We meet them occasionally in forgot-
amuck in senseless ecstasies all over the ten books, or in the letters of a sentimental
page. bluestocking. They are rather amusing;

Punctuation has changed with the rest of their favorite modifiers sound quaint and
them. A woman told me the other day that unfamiliar; but they are somehow never
she never used periods in her correspondence quoted in collections of the best English
any more. Instead she puts a dash. She prose.
assures me that the pages look prettier that I can sympathize with people who insist
way. Dashes and exclamation-points are that they write for the present with no
almost the only punctuation the printer thought of posterity, even while I do not
needs. They have not yet revised the type- quite believe them. It is only human to
writer keyboard, but I can see that coming, hope that the world will not willingly let us
when they are ready to introduce the vest- nh
pocket or vanity-case model. I shall not be own death-warrant. For the verb, it would
sorry. If the verb is dead, let the period seem from past experience, has his pretty
perish too. They have worked together too vengeance. Those who send him into ob-
long for one to survive without the other, livion, he drags neatly in behind him.



New Mexico's Unique Art Museum, with its Desert Background.
Erected to encourage the painting of American art in the great Southwest. The museum keeps open house for artists,

furnishes them with studios when necessary, and exhibits their work.

Discovering a Real American Art
SANTA FE'S UNIQUE GALLERY OF NATIVE ART

BY R. P. CRAWFORD

w HEN one of the newest and one of great Southwest. It is American art dealingthe most western of our Western with American subjects. Studios are pro-
States deliberately sets about to vided for numerous artists so that they may

make artists comfortable, it is a fact worth work in quiet. The reception and lounging
noting. Haven't we painted enough scenery rooms of the art museum are at their dis-
over in Europe and filled our American art- posal for giving receptions and entertain-
galleries with it? Haven't we almost for- ments. Over forty artists, many of them of
gotten that there is romance and pictur- more than national reputation, spend their
esqueness in America/if only some one will summers here, bringing fame to the South-
go out and find it? west and satisfaction to themselves.

The State that has made this ^reat dis- It was a delightful August day when 1
covery is New Mexico. To capture the visited Santa Fe-blue sky, crisp mountain
prestige that always comes to a State or air, and mountain sunshine. The night be-
even a community that is the subject of fore I had gone to bed after midnight, too
canvas and story, New Mexico is leaving late to secure even a hasty glimpse of the
nothing undone to make the visiting artist city. But stepping out of the hotel in the
welcome. Recently there has been erected morning I was in a different world. Here
in its capital city, Santa Fe, one of the most Indians still clattered up and down the
artistic as well as one of the most unusual stony streets on horses and burros.
art-galleries to be found in America. Here Churches and buildings still stood as re-
are exhibited only paintings dealing \vith the minders of the days of Spanish conquest.

380
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Here one was in the atmosphere of three coast of Africa; and people as old as the
hundred years ago. peoples of history; with customs and cos-

How did this Western State happen to tumes as ancient as their traditions. And
take official count of its artistic resources? all this is not the shifting of playhouse
Twenty-five years ago a few artists per- scenes hut the erosion and growth of thou-
ceived that here was a great unworked field sands of years, furrowed for centuries by
of romance and art. One by one they told Western rains, dried by Western winds, and
their friends, and they too came to Santa Fe baked by Western suns. Nearly all that
to spend their summers. Soon little adobe the world has, the West has in nature, fused
houses, the homes of artists, began to spring with its own eternal self."
up on the heights surrounding the city. Art- ut always, in everything, there is one
isis found a market and a ready apprccia- man who accomplishes the big thing, who
lion for their work. There were plenty of finally crystallizes the project, and makes
subjects. Indians were to be found who it come true in a tangible form. In
still lived and dressed much as they had Mexico that man was Frank Springer.
done for generations. Pueblos, or Indian Frank Springer was an lowan, who caught
villages, dotted the plains and mountain the magic spell of the West and came to
valleys for many miles around. There were New Mexico. A few years ago he had a
the skies of Italy, and the vivid colors of the vision of what a great art museum as a cen-
Indian dress reminded one of places in Eu- tre of all this art development would do for
rope where primitive costumes were still to the State, and also for the United States, in
be seen. As Victor Higgins says: preserving to posterity the romance of the

"In the West are forests as luxurious as Southwest. Mr. Springer raised $30,000
the forests of Fontainebleau or Lebanon; largely, I am told, it was out of his own
desert lands as alluring as the Sahara; and pocket provided the State of New Mexico
mountains most mysterious. Canons and would give another $30,000. Then the orig-
mesas that reveal the construction of the inal amount was more than doubled and the

earth, with walls as fantastic as facades of State increased its appropriation in propor-
Dravidian Temples. An architecture, also tion. Although delayed in erection several
fast disappearing, as homogeneous as the times by the exigencies of the World War,
structures of Palestine and the northern the building now stands complete, one of the

" I

la this buildin.tr is woven together the architectural spirit of the Pueblo Indians and the Franciscan Monks
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most unusual buildings of the kind to be ut step inside this building. At the left
found anywhere. And, of course, one must of the main entrance is the St. Francis audi-
not forget to mention in this connection torium, a strictly community auditorium.
Edgar L. Hcwett, the director of the mu- This auditorium which seats a thousand
seum, under whose supervision the project people is modelled on that of the New Mexi-
has been carried out. can missions. Its floor is of native sand-

There is something strikingly different stone slabs. Its ceiling is of split aspen
about the structure. Some have said that sticks laid bark side down in a herring-bone

The St. Francis Auditorium. -

it is one of the first important buildings to pattern. Its great doors are the massive
be erected in a strictly American style of doors of the early missions. Its benches are
architecture. Certainly it would not have replicas of the sturdy benches of three hun-
done to have erected an art museum, sup- dred years ago.
posedly to encourage American art, in any ut one of the really distinctive features
other than an American style of architec- of this auditorium is the set of mural paint-
ture. In this building is woven together the ings which adorn its walls. Six paintings il~
architectural spirit of the Pueblo Indians lustrate the life and influence of St. Francis.
and the Franciscan monks, who working to- St. Francis, it may be recalled, founded the
gether produced the earliest American civili- order of the Franciscans, who, eighty years_^B.

zation. before the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth
Six of the famous Franciscan mission Rock, planted the cross in New Mexico.

churches of three hundred years ago are re- Santa Fe also looks back on tradition and
produced in the fagade of the building, recalls that St. Francis was the patron saint
There is nothing hard and stiff about the of the city, it being known as "The Royal
architectural lines of the structure. Rather City of the Holy Faith of St. Francis of
one line seems to flow into the other. From Assisi."

every angle at which one looks from the out- The mural paintings were conceived and
side there is a different artistic conception, executed by Donald Beauregard, a young
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artist of great promise, who spent consider- Mexico are welcomed. Artists may also
able time studying in Assisi and other places use this room for small receptions of their
where St. Francis had spent his years. Mr. own.
Rcauregard died before his work as The art-galleries take up the rest of the

letcd, but the group of paintings building. It is considered something of a
completed by Carlos Yierra and Kenneth distinction for any artist to have his work
Chapman of the museum stall. The first hung in the galleries of the museum. The
painting represents the conversion of St. first requirement, of course, is that art work

The Reception-Room

The furnishings of this room are replicas of pieces of old furniture discovered in out-of-the-w.iy places in New Mexico

Francis; the second the renunciation of exhibited here must deal with the South-
Santa Clara; the third the vision of Colum* west. The second requirement is that a
bus; the fourth a Franciscan preaching to painting must be worthy of exhibition.
the Mayas and Aztecs; the fifth building the Many of the paintings exhibited are the per-
missions of New Mexico, and the sixth the manent property of the museum, others are
apotheosis of St. Francis. Many of the loaned by the artists themselves. Many
paintings of Mr. Beaurcgard are to be found artists of national reputation have pre-
hung in other places in the museum. sented pieces of their work to the museum in

Across the front of the building are the appreciation of what it has done for them.
library and reading-room. On the second Most of the paintings of the Southwest
floor at the rear of the building is the recep- which later find a place in Eastern collections
lion-room. This room is unique among have first been exhibited at Santa Fe.
rooms to be found in any building. The Here one may see the entire spirit of the
furniture was designed by Mr. Chapman of Southwest as reflected in painting, and
the museum staff after old Spanish models these pictures awaken an appreciation of
which had been discovered in remote parts the Southwest, like nothing that has gone
of New Mexico. Here social gatherings are before. Many of the artists have lived in
held and distinguished visitors to New out-of-the-way places in the State. Here
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may be seen Indians in their ritualistic speaker is guest. Two-score community
dances, landscapes with all the breadth and meetings were held in the building the first
sweep of the desert, enchanted mesas, the six months after its dedication. The wo-
pioneering scouts representing the vanguard men's museum board, composed of some fif-
of civilization, the Franciscans converting teen women, looks after the entertainment
the Indians-the spirit of the West reflected of visitors. The State of New Mexico sup-
in every picture. It perhaps would be im- ports the museum by means of a State ap-
possible, certainly not wise for fear of over- propriation.
looking some worthy artist, to name all those But, as Mrs. Mary R. Van Stone, the
who have made this museum their head- librarian, explained to me, perhaps the big
quarters. Not all of those who paint and feature is the influence of this work on the
receive encouragement here are as yet well- State. It is probably the first time that a
known artists. There are artists who would State has taken so important a step in de-
not think of selling any picture short of veloping its art resources. Even the city of
$1,000 or $1,500, and there are also young- Santa Fe has set out of its own accord to be
sters who are pleased with much smaller distinctive, and now one finds many public
checks. With the thousands of tourists who and private buildings being erected in this
visit this city yearly, these young artists are same style of architecture. Nor does one
able to receive recognition and now and forget the advertising value of the museum's
then the coveted check. work. It is certainly a distinction for any

Throughout the building nothing has city to be the centre of an art and literary
been left undone to carry out the general community, but for the most part hereto-
artistic plan. In the centre of the structure fore such cities have been confined to the
is the patio, open above to the blue sky. East. In years to come many paintings, all
Sheltered benches surround the plot of New Mexican products, will hang in the
green, making a comfortable place for visi- great art-galleries of our country, which had
tors to lounge. Once a week community their birth because one State took count of
dinners are held at which some noted its artistic resources.

The Patio.

The style of the old missions has been faithfully followed all through the building.

A calendar of current art exhibitions \vill be found on page 13
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From a drawing by Frances Rogers.

"YOU ARE HIS PARENTS? YES? GIVE ME EACH A HAND, PLEASE.

.. A Son at the Front," page 401.
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Know a Lovely Lady Who
Is Dead"

in' STFUTHI KS m RT

I KNOW a lovely lady who is dead,
A wreath of lilies bound her charming head,
Her corn-flower eyes were closed as if in sleep,
And on her lips lay silence gay and deep.

X<> more the garden where she used to walk
Is filled at dusk with laughter and with talk,
No more the swaying fireflies in their glowin
Lantern to left and right her slender going.

I know a lovely lady who is dead,
And fools say there is nothingne-> instead.

Nothing of all this loveliness? . . . poor dear.
Beauty is not a matter of a year.

Beauly is like the surf that never cea-v-.
Beauty is like the night that never dies,
Beauty is like a forest pool where peace is
And a recurrent waning planet lies:
Beauty is like the stormy star that traces
His golden footsteps on the edge of rain;
When beauty has been vanquished in all place-
Suddenly beauty stirs your heart again*

he uurnort of

d May.
re

d the chaffinch had
She was the toll of countless men who dreamed

d the scratching
In hidden room or tower until it seemed

They stood upon a lonely precipice
And felt a thin clear heady breeze that b
The truth and peace and beauty that the
>he was the breath of mvriad mountain iw A v

hat burned beneath the blueness of the dark:
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Beauty is earth and air and many fires,
Runs with the water, sings with each new lark.
She was a pause upon a road that never ends,
Beauty descended on her, and descends.

I know a lovely lady who is dead,
ut she was these, and these are in her stead.

. . . Out of the slime and out of endless sleeping,
Into the grayness of the earlier earth,
Crawled such a creature blind and helpless, keeping
Some unknown assignation of her birth.
Never she knew what moved her to her trying,
What would not let her be what she began,
Only a voice in the darkness crying,
Only a wish that wished itself a man.
The wish is here, the wish is ever growing:
The winds are here, the winds are ever blowing.

And her sweet years were part of all this too,
She who would catch and store each moment's aim,
Dawn when she opened windows on the blue,
And midnight when Orion marched in flame;
Kind conversation, merriment, and wit,
Old friends who knew her wit was ever kind,
And tea in winter when the logs were lit
And radiance filled the room and filled her mind;
And dogs, and games, and horses silken-throated
Along a ribboned road that danced with spring
When every hedge to green-brier is devoted,
For to her thinking all and everything
Was music; and with music soft and bright
Often she plucked the echoes from the night.
Her body was a casket white and slim,
I would that I had been her verv lover, J
Ah the hushed hours when, she with him,
Her young voice whispered over again and over!

Yet now when evening falls and it is late,
And a thin moon cuts clearness from the West,
And Scorpio rising by my eastern gate,
Along the rim throws high his sparkling crest,
I am no longer sorrowful but glad,
Since I was here when beauty found this niche;
Many a man great loveliness has had

ut none with loveliness has been more rich.

A little, ample space was mine to know
What loveliness is, and why it cannot go.

I know a lovely lady who is dead,
Beauty is hers, and she is beauty instead.



A Son at the Front
Y EDITH WHARTON

ILLUSTRATION (FRONTISPIECE) BY FRANCES ROGERS

XVIII as his mother's solution of the dark rid-
dles he used to propound in the nursery.

N the street Campton He found her in her little dining-room,
looked about him with with Delft plates askew on imitation Cor-
the same confused dova leather, and a Death's Head Pennon
sense as when he had and a Prussian helmet surmounting the
watched Fortin- Clodion nymph in cast bronze on the
Lescluze driving away mantelpiece. In entering he faced the
to Chalons, his dead watery light of a ground-glass window
son's image in his eyes, opening on an air-shaft; and Miss An-

Each time that Campton came in con- thony, flinging him a look, dropped her
tact with people on whom this calamity fork and sprang up cry ing:" George "
had fallen he grew more acutely aware of "George-why George?" He recov-
his own inadequacy. If he had been For- ered his presence of mind under the shock
tin-Lescluze it would have been impossi- of her agitation. " What made you think
ble for him to go back to Chalons and re- of George?" he repeated.
sume his task. If he had been Harvey "Your-your face," she stammered,
May hew, still less could he have accom- sitting down again. " So absurd of me...
modated himself to the intolerable, the But you looked... A seat for monsieur,
really inconceivable, thought that Benny Jeanne," she cried over her shoulder to
Upsher had vanished into that fiery fur- the pantry.
nace like a crumpled letter tossed into a "Ah-my face? Yes, I suppose so.
grate. Young Fortin was defending his Benny Upsher has disappeared-I've just
country-but Upsher, in God's name had to break it to Muyhew."
what was Benny Upsher of Connecticut "Oh, that poor young Upsher? How
doing in a war between the continental dreadful." Her own face grew instantly
powers ? serene. "I'm so sorry-so very sorry..

Suddenly Campton remembered that Yes, yes, you shall lunch with m know
he had George's letter in his pocket, and there's another cutlet," she insisted.
that he had meant to go back with it to He shook his head, "I couldn't."
Mrs. rant's. He had started out that "Well, then, I've finished." She led
morning full of the good intentions the the way into the drawing-room. There it
letter had inspired; but now he had no was her turn to face the light, and he saw
heart to carry them out. Yet George that her own features were as perturbed
had said: "Let mother know, and explain, as she had apparently discovered his to be.
please;" and such an injunction could not "Poor Benny, poor boy," she repeated, 

_ _ ̂ ^^^^^^

be disregarded. in the happy voice she might have had if
He was still hesitating on a street cor- she had been congratulating Campton on

ner when he remembered that Miss An- the boy's escape. He saw that she was
thony was probably on her way home for still thinking not of Upsher but of George,
luncheon, and that if he made haste he and her inability to fit her intonation to
might find her despatching her hurried her words betrayed the violence of her re-
meal. It was instinctive with him, in dif- lief. But why had she imagined George
ficult hours, to turn to her, less for coun- to be in danger?
sel than for shelter: her simple unper- Campton recounted the scene at which
plexed view of things was as comforting he had just assisted, and while she con-

389
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tinued to murmur her sympathy he said "Yes: I see why you thought that-one
abruDtlv:"Whv on earth should you have might have," she surprised him by con-

afraid for George?" ceding. Then, darting at his unprotected
M A f had taken her usual face a gaze he seemed to feel though he

It was d, as the arm- could not see it, she asked with sudden
chairs of elderly ladies usually are, with directness: "If it had meant that George

b c to^^^ light, and Campton had been ordered to the front, how would
could no longer ob you have felt?"

ds and her looks. This He had not expected the question, and
probably h h though in the last weeks he had so often
fidence. "My dear, if you were to cut me propounded it to himself, it caught him
open George's name d run out in the chest like a blow. A sense of hu-
every vein," she said miliation, a longing to lay his weakness

"But in that tone-it was your tone, bare, suddenly rose in him, and he bowed
0 he'd b "that s hing his head. " I couldn't... I couldn't bear

happened," Cs on insisted. " W it," he stammered.
arth should it, ;re he is?" She was silent for an interval; then she

uldersin the "f^^f ̂-^ stood up, and laying her hand on his
eign way she d up in shaking shoulder crossed the room to a
yout 3 gesture was as incongruous desk in which he knew she kept her pri-
as h j, but it had become part of vate papers. Her keys clinked, and a
her physical self, which lay in a loose moment later she handed him a letter.
m saic of incongruities over the d It was in George's writing, and dated on

block er. the same day as his own.
"Why, deed? I suppose there are "Dearest old girl, nothing new but my

risks ever re, aren't there?" address. Hereafter please write to our
"I 't out the Base. This order has just been lowered

morning. A from the empyrean at the end of an end-
s light d d it, and is less reel of red tape. What it means

d .. don't even know where nobody knows. It does not appear to im-
G ply an immediate change of Headquar-

S med f a t, ters; but even if such a change comes, my
then a m 7 " What d job is likely to remain the same. I'm get-

mean?" ting used to it, and no wonder, for one
"Hei at this. We're to write dav differeth not from another, and I've^

to his b m to tell his m of the had many of them now. Take care of
change." He waited nt Dad and mother, and of your matchless
winter light, and the :k self. I'm writing to father to-day. Your
her chair. "What can it mean, "he broke George the First-and Last (or I'll know
out, "except that he's left Sainte-Mene- why)."
hould, that he's been sent elsewhei The two letters bore one another out in
that he doesn't want us to fin out a way which carried conviction. Camp-
where?" . ton saw that his sudden doubts must have

Miss Anth b been produced (since he had not felt them
the page. Her hand held the letter stead- that morning) by the agonizing experi- ^^"- "
ily, and he guessed, as she perused ence he had undergone: the vision of
she d Benny Upsher had unmanned him. *s A

alre drawn her own conclusions. George was safe, and asked only to re-
they were, that first startled main so: that was evident from both Ict-

G seemed to say. . d ters. And as the certainty of his son's
Camnton see as f her acquiescence once more penetrated Camp-

thoughts again? He continued to watch ton it brought with it a fresh reaction of
her patiently, since nothing was to shame. Ashamed-yes, he had begun lo
be di of her face. The hands be ashamed of George as well as of him-

r with precision, and held self. Under the touch of Adele Anthony's
it out to him. implacable honesty his last pretences
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hrivelled up, and he longed to abase him- ning about George's change of address.
self. He lifted his head and looked at her, She may be worrier!: and I can explain
remembering all she would be able to I can take her my letter."
read in his face. "Oh, do," he assented. "And tell her

"You're satisfied?" she enquired. tell her-if she needs me "

"Yes. If that's the word." He It was as much of a message as he found
stretched his hand toward her, and then courage for. Miss Anthony nodded.
drew it back. "But it's not: it's not the

word any longer." He laboured with the XIX
need of self-expression, and the opposing
instinct of concealing feelings too complex ONE day Mme. Lebel said: "The first
for Miss Anthony's simple gaze. How horse-chestnuts are in bloom. And mon-
could he say: "I'm satisfied; but I wish sieur must really buy himself some new
to Gocl that George were not" ? And was shirts."
he satisfied, after all? And how could he Campton looked at her in surprise.
define, or even be sure that he was actu- She spoke in a different voice; he won-
ally experiencing, a feeling so contradic- dered if she had had good news of her
tory that it seemed to be made up of grandchildren. Then he saw that the
anxiety for his son's safety, shame at that furrows in her old face were as deep as
anxiety, shame at George's own compla- ever, and that the change in her voice was
cent acceptance of his lot, and terror of a simply an unconscious response to the
possible change in that lot? There were general stirring of sap, the spring need to
hours when it seemed to Campton that go on living, through everything and in
the Furies were listening, and ready to spite of everything.
iling their awful answer to him if he as On se fait une raison, as Mme. Lebel
much as whispered to himself: "Would to would have said. Life had to go on, and
God that George were not satisfied! new shirts had to be bought. No one

The sense of their haunting presence knew why it was necessary, but every one
laid its clutch on him, and caused him, felt that it was; and here were the horse-
after a pause, to finish his phrase in an- chestnuts once more actively confirming
other tone. " No; satisfiedJs not the it. Habit laid its compelling grasp on the
word; I'm glad George is out of it," he ex- wires of the poor broken marionettes with
claimed. which the Furies had been playing, and

Miss Anthony was folding away the they responded, though with feebler
letter as calmly as if it had been one of flappings, to the accustomed jerk.
the hundreds of refugee records which In Campton the stirring of the sap had
daily passed through her hands. She did been a cold and languid process, chiefly
not appear to notice the change in Camp- felt in his reluctance to go on with his
ton's voice. relief work. He had tried to close his

"I don't pretend to your sublime de- ears to the whispers of his own lassitude,
tachment: you've never had a child," he vexed, after the first impulse of self-decli-
sneered. (Certainly, if the Furies were cation, to find that no vocation declared
listening, they would put that to his itself, that his task became each day more
credit!) tedious as well as more painful. Theo-

"Oh, my poor John," she said; then she retically, the pain ought to have stimu-
locked the desk, took her hat from the lated him: perpetual immersion in that
lamp-chimney on which it had been hang- sea of anguish should have quickened hi-
ing, jammed it down on her head like a effort to help the poor creatures sinking
helmet, and remarked: " We'll go to- under its waves. The woe of the war had
gether, shall we? It's time I got back to had that effect on Adele Anthony, on
the office." young Boylston, on Mile. Davril, on the

On the way down both were silent, greater number of his friends. But their
Campton's ears echoed with his stupid ardour left him cold. He wanted to help,
taunt, and he glanced at her without dar- he wanted it, he was sure, as earnestly as
ing to speak. On the last landing she they; but the longing was not an inspira-
paused and said: "I'll see Julia this eve- tion to him, and he felt more and more
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that to work listlessly was to work in- incentives. He had made up his mind to
effectually. go to see Mrs. Brant about a concert for"^f "

"I give the poor devils so many boots the "Friends of French Art" which was
m day; you give them to be held in her drawing-rooms. Ever

yourself, and so does Boylstbn, he c< 'in since George had asked him to see some-
plained to Miss Anthony; who murmured: thing of his mother Campton had used
14 Ah, Boylston-" as if that point of the the pretext of charitable collaboration as
r ^ h the best way of getting over their funda-

his age too; it's extraordina mental lack of anything to say to eacli
e boy's got out of himself." other.

Or into rather. H a The appearance of the Champs FJysees
pottering boy before-now he's a man, confirmed Mme. Lebel's announcement. ^» "

with a man's sense of things." Everywhere the punctual rosy spikes were
es; but hi rising above unfolding green; and Camp-

ting into their s, their prejudices, ton, looking up at them, remembered once
their nnesses, their miseries! He thinking how Nature had adapted herself
doesn't seem to m to the scene in overhanging with her own

int to b( m pink lamps and green fans the lamps and
Not a b But he's burnt up fans of the cafes chantants beneath. The

m latter lights had long since been extin-
Am s are. guished, the fans folded up; and as he

C on made an impatient move- passed the bent and broken arches of
t. "Benny Upsher again ?t electric light, the iron chairs and dead

we let our gov decide all that for rhododendrons in paintless boxes, heaped
us: d lect it for, I won- up like the scenery of a bankrupt theatre,
der?" he felt the pang of Nature's obstinate re-

"Iwond d liss Anthony. newal in a world of death. Yet he also
- Talks c d re irritating and felt the stir of the blossoming trees in the

unprofitab on did not again form of a more restless discontent, a duller
raise question. Miss Anthony's vi- despair, a new sense of inadequacy. How
sion was too sim ^ ^-^ * ^v^ "» '**.*' could war go on when spring had come?

doubts, and after nearly a year's Mrs. Brant, having reduced her house-
incessant contact with the most savage hold and given over her drawing-rooms to

mind med at ease in charity, received in her boudoir, a small
its room contrived by a clever upholsterer to

icity, best safe- simulate a seclusion of which she had
guard in such hours. Mrs. Brant was as never felt the need. Photographs strewed
hsorb A the low tables; and facing the door Camp-

Since Brant villa at Deauville had ton saw George's last portrait, in uniform,
;d into a hospital she was al- enclosed in an expensive frame. Camp-
le road, in a refulgent new mo- ton had received the same photograph,
oned with a Red Cross, carry- and thrust it into a drawer; he thought a

ing supplies, rushing down with great young man on a safe staff job rather ridic-
surgeons, hurrying back to ittee ulous in uniform, and at the same time
meetins and conferences with the Service ^ the sight filled him with a secret dread.
de Sante (for she and Mr. Brant were now Mrs. Brant was bidding good-bye to a
among the leaders in American relief lady in mourning whom Campton did not
work in Paris), and throwing open the know. His approach through the car-
Avenue Marigny drawing-rooms for con- peted antechamber had been unnoticed,
certs, lectures and such sober philan- and as he entered the room he heard Mrs.
thropic gaieties as society was beginning Brant say in French, apparently in reply
to countenance. to a remark of her visitor: Bridge, chere

O d when M Lebel told Madame? No; not yet. I confess I
C ton that the horse-chestnuts were haven't the courage to take up my
in bloss >m d he must b old life. We mothers with sons at the"^

shirts he was particularly in need of such front. . ."
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" Ah," exclaimed the other lady, " there 1<> the Pantheon, instead of present in
I don't agree with you. I think one owes themselves in their bare reality, wer
it to them to go on as if one were as little transposed into a painter's vision. And
afraid as they are. That is what all my the faces around him became again th
>ons prefer. . . Even," she added, low- starting-point of rapid incessmt combina-
ering her voice but lifting her head higher, tions of line and colour, as if the visible
"even, I'm sure, the one who is buried by world were once more at its old trick of
the Marne." With a flush on her hand- weaving itself into magic designs. Th
some face she pressed Mrs. Brant's hand reawakening of this instinct deepened hi
and passed out. sense of unrest, and made him feel more

Mrs. Brant had caught sight of Camp- than ever unfitted for a life in which such
ton as she received the rebuke. Her col- things were no longer of account, in which
our rose slightly, and she said with a it seemed a disloyalty even to think of
smile: "So many women can't get on them.
without amusement.91 He returned to the studio, having

"No, he agreed* There was a pause, promised Boylston to dt.d with some
and then he asked: "Who was it?" office work which he had carried home the

"The Marquise de Tranlay-the wid- night before. The papers lay on th«
on » " 4 *-* I j-fc l-v " * 4- Lt ̂v 4 1 * »"* f^. f\ 4- >-fc 4 l-fc j"fc 

* 
* " " * *-* f\f**. j*+ *.-*, j m table; but he turned to the window an

"Where are the sons she spoke of?" looked out over his budding lilacs at the
"There are three left: one in the Chas- new strange Paris, He remembered that

sews d Pied; the youngest, who volun- it was almost a year since he had leaned in
teered at seventeen, in the artillery in the the same place, gazing down on the wise
Argonne, the third, badly wounded, in and frivolous old city in her summer dis-
hospital at Compiegne. And the eldest habiile, while he planned his journey
killed. I simply can't understand. . ." to Africa with George; and something

"Why," Campton interrupted, "did George had once quoted to him from
you speak as if George were at the front ? Faust drifted through his mind: "Takr
Do you usually speak of him in that care! You've broken my beautiful
way?" world! There'll be splinters. . . Ah,

Her silence and her deepening flush yes, splinters, splinters . . . everybody
showed him the cruelty of the question. hands were red with them! What retri-
"I didn't mean . . . forgive me," he said, bution devised by man could be commen-
"Only sometimes, when I see women like surate with the crime of destroying hi-
that I'm " beautiful world? Campton sat down to

"Well?" she questioned. the task of collating office files.
He was silent in his turn, and she did His bell rang, and he started up, a

not insist. They sat facing each other, much surprised as if the simplest events
each forgetting the purpose of their meet- had become unusual. It would be nat-
ing For the hundredth time he felt the urai enough that Dastrey or Boylston
uselessness of trying to carry out George's should drop in-or even Adele Anthony
lilial injunction: between himself and but his heart beat as if it might be George.
George's mother these months of fiery He limped to the door, and found Mr-
trial seemed to have loosed instead of Talkett.

tightening the links. She said: "Mav I come in?" and did
He wandered back to Montmartrc without waiting for his answer. Tin

through the bereft and beautiful city, rapidity of her entrance surprised him U -
The light lay on it in wide silvery washes, than the change in her appearance. ui
harmonizing the grey stone, the pale for the one glimpse of her dishevelled ele-
foliagc, and a sky piled with clouds which gance, when she had rushed into Mrs.
seemed to rebuild in translucid masses the Brant's drawing-room on the day after
monuments below. He caught himself war was declared, he had seen her only in
once more viewing the details of the scene a nursing uniform, as absorbed in her
in the terms of his trade. River, pave- work as if it had been a long-tluvarted vo-
ments, terraces heavy with trees, the cation. " Now she stood before him in rai-
whole crowded sky-line from Notre Dame mvnt so delicately springlike that it
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seemed an emanation of the day. Care her hands, and lifted her lovely bewil-
had dropped from her with her profes- dered eyes, "I do it only by a ribbon in
sional garb, and she smiled at him as my hair, a flower in a vase, a way of loop-
though he must guess the reason. ing a curtain, or placing a lacquer screen

In ordinary times he would have in the right light. But I oughtn't to be
thought: " She's in love " but that ex- ashamed of my limitations, do you think
planation was one which seemed to belong I ought ? Surely every one ought to be
to other days. It reminded him, how- helping to save Beauty; every one is
ever, how little he knew of Mrs. Talkett, needed, even the humblest and most igno-
who, after Rene DavriPs death, had van- rant of us, or else the world will be all
ished from his life as abruptly as she had death and ugliness. And after all, ugli-
entered it. Allusions to " the Talketts " ness is the only real death, isn't it ? " She
picked up now and again at Adeie An- drew a deep breath and added: "It has
thony's, led him to conjecture an invisible done me good already to sit here and lis-
husband in the background; but all he ten to you."
knew of Mrs. Talkett was what she had Campton, a few weeks previously,
told him of her "artistic" yearnings, and would have been amused, or perhaps
what he had been able to divine from her merely irritated. But in the interval he
empty questioning eyes, from certain had become aware in himself of the same
sweet inflections when she spoke of her irresistible craving to "live," as she put
wounded soldiers, and from the precise it, and as he had heard it formulated, that
and finished language with which she very day, by the mourning mother who
clothed her unfinished and unprecise had so sharply rebuked Mrs. Brant. The
thoughts. All these indications made up spring was stirring them all in their differ-
an image not unlike that of the fashion- ent ways, secreting in them the sap which
plate torn from its context of which she craved to burst into bridge-parties, or the
had reminded him at their first meeting; painting of masterpieces, or a conscious-
and he looked at her with indifference, ness of the need for new shirts.
wondering why she had come. "But what am I in all this?" Mrs. Tal-

With an abrupt gesture she pulled the kett rushed on, sparing him the trouble of
pin from her heavily-plumed hat, tossed a reply. "Nothing but the match that
it on the divan, and said: "Dear Master, lights the flame! Sometimes I imagine
I just want to sit with you and have you that I might put what I mean into po-
talk to me." She dropped down beside etry. . . I have scribbled a few things, you
her hat, clasped her thin hands about her know . . . but that's not what I was going
thin knee, and broke out, as if she had al- to tell you. It's you, dear Master, who
ready forgotten that she wanted him to must set us the example of getting back
talk to her: "Do you know, I've made up to our work, our real work, whatever it is.*
my mind to begin to live again-to live What have you done in all these dreadful
my own life, I mean, to be my real me, months-the real You? Nothing! And
after all these dreadful months of exile the world will be the poorer for it ever
from myself. I see now that that is my after. Master, you must paint again
real duty-just as it is yours, just as it is you must begin today!"
that of every artist and every creator. Campton gave an uneasy laugh. "Oh
Don't you feel as I do? Don't you agree -paint!" He waved his hand toward
with me? We must save Beauty for the the office files of the "Friends of French
world; before it is too late we must save Art." "There's my work."
it out of this awful wreck and ruin. It "No, no; not the real you. It's your
sounds ridiculously presumptuous, does- dummy's work-just as my nursing has
n't it, to say 'we' in talking of a great been mine. Oh, one did one's best-but
genius like you, and a poor little speck of all the while beauty and art and the eter-
dust like me? But after all there is the nal things were perishing! And what
same instinct in us, the same craving, the will the world be like without them?"
same desire to realize Beauty, though you "I shan't be here," Campton growled.
do it so magnificently and so-so objec- "But your son will." She looked at
lively, and I.,." she paused, unclasped him profoundly. "You know I know
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your son-we're friends. And I'm sure a^es, colours were a^ain the sole f
he would fed as 1 feel-he would tell you plunged into their whirling circle a
to go back to your painting." branded sea O

For mont hs past any allusion to George was not a vague hiero-
had put Campton on his guard, stiffening d
him with improvised defenses. But this agj oes. but a work
appeal of Mrs. Talkett's found him un- of tlower in a oattern. to be d
prepared, demoralized by the spring wil merits, like a b
sweetness, and by his secret sense of his jewel. dav or two hi
son s connivance with it. What was war d halted: b

any war-but an old European disease, wa d1

a blood-madness seizing on the first pre- till ie fc a strange ease in every reno-
text to slake its frenzy? Campton re- d m ecam
minded himself again that he was the son a musical instrument on which he played
of free institutions, of a country in no with careless mastery.
way responsible for the centuries of sin- He had transferred his easel to Mrs.
ister diplomacy which had brought Eu- Talkett's apartment. It was an
rope to ruin, and was now trying to drag patch\ full of bold
down America. George was right, the and d d to^f

rants were right, and this young woman, f s and abrupt insurrec-
through whose lips his own secret instinct emo

spoke, was right. mahogany had hed-^"- -^"- "¥-^

He was silent so long that she rose with the aggression of art noiweau hangings, and
the anxious frown which appeared to be eenth-century arm-
her way of blushing, and faltered out: mned to everlasting d
"Fm boring you-I'd better go. lumpy crn f painted like

She picked up her hat and held it with hob
its cataract of feathers poised above her I d Camnton to d"

slanted head. against this background: her thin per-
"Wait-let me do* you like that!" sonality needed to be filled out by the

Campton broke out. . It had never before visible results of its many quests and
occurred to him that she was paintable, cravings. There were people one could
but as she stood there with uplifted arm sit down before a blar
the long line flowing from her wrist to her world f
hip suddenly wound itself about him like faces and d
a net. laps; there were others ed

"Me?" she stammered, standing mo- Mrs. Talkett, to be mad
tionless, as if humiliated by the excess of led them, as if
her triumph. they had been born of a tricky grouping

"Do you mind?" he queried; and h
without even hearing her faltered-out: d
44 Mind ? When it was what I came for !" A C in th«-4 A

he dragged forth an easel, flung on it the m re sensual joy of his art; but after a few
first canvas he could lay hands on (though )rs began t
it was the wrong shape and size), and h had aband
found himself instantly transported into her hospital \\ ving, as she
the lost world which was the only real one. d In this she

b f
oo

found some oth

FOR a month Campton painted on in a ment, or too to care anv longer for
state of transcendent bliss. that particular one. But thi did not

His first stroke carried him out of space trouble his newly recovered He
and time, into a region where all that had seemed to himself, somehow, like a
become numbed and atrophied in him drowned d but d in a toy
could expand and breathe. Lines, im- in still staring about with
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eyes, b er people only the Talkett group. Every one was en-
as shapes with a flash of gaged in attacking some theory of art or
exotic fins. They were enclosed together, life or letters which nobody in particular
all of in an unreal luminous sphere, defended. Even Mr. Talkett-a kindly
m screened against the reality young man with eye-glasses and glossy

m mm m impulse of horror hair, who roamed about straightening
had driven them; and since he was among the furniture, like a gentlemanly de-
them, it was not his business to wonder tective watching the presents at a wed-
at the others. S h cl ding - owned to Camp ton that he was sub-
hi m mpartay, versive; and on the painter's pressing for

The h of the group was a definition, added : " Why, I don't believe
metsch with Harve M in anything she doesn't believe in," while

her acolyte. Mr. M his eye-glasses shyly followed his wife's
d pursuit of Atrocities: course among the groups about the tea-

he was in fact almost the onlv mem of cups
the group who did not rather ostenta- Mme. de Dolmetsch, though obviously
tioufcly disavow the obligation to "carry anxious to retain her hold on Mr. May-
on. had d d that to dis- hew, did not restrict herself to such mild
. arge this sacred task he m by fare, but exercised her matchless eyes on
frequent intervals of relaxation. H ex- a troop of followers: the shock-haired pi-
plained to Cam he had anist who accompanied her recitations, a
to be "his duty to rest"; and straight-backed young American diplo-
defatigable in the mne of d matist whose collars seemed a part of his
He had therefore with ditur career, a lustrous South American mil-
eloquence h Camton thought sur- lionaire, and a short squat Sicilian who
prisingly sli ded Boylston to designed the costumes for the pianist's un-
becom d produced ballets.

day to the whirling activities All these people appeared to believe in-
of th k tensely in each other's reality and im-

Nouveau Luxe. Campton, at first, portance; but it gradually came over
could not understa astute Campton that all of them, excepting their
Boylston had allowed h e drawn host and hostess, knew that they were
into the eddy; but it out that merely masquerading.
Boylston's astuteness had drawn him To Campton, used to the hard-working
" You see, there's an m world of art, this playing at Bohemia

be t f d seemed a nursery-game; but the scene ac-
and I know a use for every penny - that quired an unexpected solidity from the
is, Miss Anthony and I appearance in it, one day, of the banker
^^^^ in re- Jorgenstein, who strolled in as naturally xplained
sponse to the painter's puzzled stare, that as if he had been dropping into Camp-
M Mahew's harrowi peals were ton's studio a year earlier to enquire into

m merca mm nse the progress of his own portrait.
for V hr fm ies, "I must come and look you up, Camp-

M at- ton - get you to finish me," he said jo-
ified by the effect of his eloquence, and the vially, tapping his fat boot with a ma-

m n French so- lacca stick as he looked over the painter's
cial and m , had not the head at the canvas on which Mrs. Tal-

h h ds should be kett's restless image seemed to flutter like
d d had begged Boylston to advise a butterfly impaled.

m It was owing to this that the ex- "You'll owe it to me if he does you/'
Delegate to e was able, with a the sitter declared, smiling back at the
light conscience, to seek repose of leer which Campton divined behind his

rs. Talkett's comnanv ai id, wi e shoulder; and he felt a sudden pity for
of the widest initiation, to listen to e her incurable innocence. "

subversive conversation of her famil >. "My wife made Campton come back
u Subversive ?>was d to his real work-doing his bit, you
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T " To Mrs. Talkett's-to meet her
d crowd ? Thanks-I'm too much tied

m " (1 down by my job."
plaintive eyes on Campton. ''That kind "No; you're not. You're too disap-
of idiocy is all I've ever had," they seemed proving," said Campton quarrelsomely.
10 say; and he nearly cried back to her: "You think we're all a lot of shirks, of
"Bui, you poor child, it's the only honest drones, of international loafers-I don't
thing anywhere near you !" know what. But I'm one of them, so

Absorbed in his picture, he h whatever name you give them I must an-
stopped to wonder at T re- swer to. Well, I'll tell you what they are, ^^m

appearance, at his air of bloated satis- my dear fellow-and I'm not ashamed to
tion or his easy allusions to Cabinet be among them: they're people who've

d st m The resolutely, unanimously, unshakeably de-
atmosphere of the Talkett house was so cided, for a certain number of hours each
mirage-like 1 he big red bulk day, to forget the war, to ignore it, to live
the international fmancie r impon- as if it were not and never had been, so

erable in it. that "

ut one day Campton, on his way "So that?"
e, ran across Dastrey, and remem- "So that beauty shall not perish from

bered th h d not m the earth !" Campton shouted, bringing
dge looked worn and his stick down with a whack on the pave-

dA A * ampton was abruptly ment.
recalled to the d he had Dastrey broke into a laugh. "Allans

f done! Decided to forget the war ? Whv,
"You m her knocked-up-what's bless your heart, they've never, not one

wrong with you? he asked. of 'em, ever been able to remember it for
Dastrey star d \ vrong with m ? an hour together; no, not from the first

W did comm nique this day, except as it interfered with their
m plans or cut down their amusements or in-

I didn't d it," CamDton. creased their fortunes. You're the only
few steps in silence, one of them, my dear chap, (since you

" You see," the painter continued, class yourself among them) of whom
"m" my job what you've just said is true; and if you

I suddenly f can forget the war while you're at your
Dastrey glanced m work, so much the better for you and for
diiness, "Ah, that's good news, my us and for posterity; and I hope you'll

clear fellow!" paint all Mrs. Talkett's group, one after
"You 1 so?" C half- another. Though I doubt if they're as

sneered. good subjects now as when you caught
O P v, hy not? t are you them last July with the war-funk on."
t ing? May I d >?" He held out his hand with a dr smile.

" Naturally." Campton paused. "The "Good-bye. I'm off to meet my nephew,
fact is. I was bitten the other dav with a who's here on leave."

wi p He hastened away, leaving Campton in
of a Mrs. Talkett. Come to her house a crumbled world. Louis Dastrey on
any afternoon and I'll show you the leave? But that was because he was at
thing." the front, the real front, in the trenches,

.- To h use?" Dastrey paused had already had a slight wound and a
with a f "Then the picture's fin- fine citation. Staff-officers, as George
ished?" ^"^ had wisely felt, were not asking for leave

" No- li m d just yet. . .
it there-in her milieu, among her crowd. The thoughts excited by this encounter^^f

It ami ses me; they amuse me. \ left Campton more than ever resolved to
\vi H drug himself with work and frivolity. It
tences like challenges; and his friend took was none of his business to pry into the
them up in the same tone. consciences of the people about him, not
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even into Jorgenstehvs-into which one Equally to his surprise he noticed that she
would presumably have had to be let was dressed with a juvenile audacity quite
down in a diver's suit, with oxygen pump- new to her, and for the first time he
ing at top pressure. If the government thought she looked old-fashioned and also
tolerated Jorgenstein's presence in France, old. She met him with her usual em-
probably on the ground that he could be barrassment.
useful-so the banker himself let it be "I didn't know you came as early as
k it was silly of people like Adele this. Madge told me I might just run
Anthony and D -^^ - "- 1 " ̂ "^ > * 4 . rf"^ _ *- _^^ v v *-* *fc-^ f^ j-± * * 1 -4 L^ ^V -" **.-^ f f ^_ l-^ - -». -« v "# ^-^ ^ 1 j-» 4 to wince at the in She waved her hand toward the

m There woke portrait.
.m ton all the old spirit of aimless "I hope you like it," he said, suddenly

"revolt for revolt's sake finding that he didn't.
which had marked the first period of his "It's marvellous-marvellous." She

life after his separation m H looked at him timidly. "It's extraordi- ^f

had long since come to regard it as a crude nary, how you've caught her rhythm, her
and juvenile phase here he was re- tempo" she ventured in the jargon of the
living it. place. Campton, to hide a smile, turned

Thous r of the intimacy be- away to get his brushes. "I'm so glad,
tween Mrs. Talkett and she continued hastily, " that you've begun
had no fear of meeting Julia: it \v n- to paint again. We all need to . . . to . . ."
nossible to picture her neat head b ig "Oh, not you and I, do we?" he re-

d >v- joined with a scornful laugh.
mg- But dv^v p- She evidently caught the allusion, for

he ] d her m-Jb re she blushed all over her uncovered neck,
often alluded to, in t m a- up through the faintly wrinkled cheeks
m It to the roots of her newly dyed hair; then
was clear that they all saw her, chiefly in he saw her eyes fill.

>wn it her, ac- "What's she crying for? Because ^f -^^^f

cording to their respective vocabularies, George is not in danger?" he wondered,
dear," "unef busying himself with his palette.

"tine bonnemeille" (ah,poor Julia!); and Mrs. Talkett hurried in with surprise
that their sudden enthusiasm for her was and apologies; and one by one the habi-
not fact that she had tues followed, with cheery greetings for

h ellous chef dem d .d Mrs. Brant and a moment of constraint
was d f d as they noted Campton's presence, and

brid* ^*r the relation between the two was mutely
Campton remembered Mme. d i- passed about. Then the bridge-tables
/s rebuke to Mrs. Brant on t were brought in, Mr. Talkett began to ^i--^ ^m^T

when he had last called in the Avenue straighten the cards nervously, and the
M membered guests broke up into groups, forgetting ^fc_-^P F ^m^^^f ^^^U1 ̂ m^^f^ ^*^^^f
it was on that very day that he had re- everything but their own affairs. As

d ^^" ^^» ^^» ^^^ f "^"' ^^- -^ "" "" ^^ ^^» ^^ ^^fc .^r-i ^" ^m^. -^ Campton turned back to his work he was
Af all, she held out longer I aware of a last surprise in the sight of

did Julia! "he mused, annoved it Mrs. Brant, serene and almost sparkling,
being the complacent vie- waving her adieux to the bridge-tables,

m >racities he saw about him, and going out followed by Jorgenstein,
id yet reflecting 1 was at last liv- with whom she seemed on terms of easy

ing her life, as they called it at Mrs. Tal- friendliness. Of all strange war pro-
k A the fact that George mscutes, Campton thought this the
was not at d strangest.
his parents d
opposite. XXI

One day, g earlier usual to
Mrs. Talke THE next time Campton saw Mrs.

Cam rant was in his own studio.

prise, his wife in front of it. He was preparing, one morning, to
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leave the melancholy place, when the hell ton sat at her unccr-
rang and his bonne let her in. Her dress tainly. Did she dread, or did she rather
was k-ss frivolous than at Mrs. Talkctt's, h, to disbelieve the young officer?
and she wore a densely patterned veil, like Where did she hope or fear that Geor-
tlu- ladies in cinema plays when they visit had gone? And ton's
their seducers or their accomplice-. own em (1

Through the veil she looked at him agi- as hers li The insecurity
taiedly, and said: "George is not at moved him to a mom "ntary
Sainte Menehould.7 compassion for In s, which were surely

He stared. pitiable, whatever they were. Then a
"No. Anderson was there the day be- im * every other,

fore yesterday." and he said: u Wherever rge was,
.. rant? At Sainte Menehould?" Brant's visit will have <I him no

Campion felt the blood rush to his tem- (1 ""
pies. What! He, the boy's father, had She grew pale. "Wh\ d
not so much as dared to ask for the almost mean ? "

unattainable permission to go into the "I wonder it never occ
war-zone; and this other man, who was or t< h d
nothing to George, absolutely nothing, tous, "" prolonging her
who had no right whatever to ask for distress.
leave to visit him, had somehow obtained m h you mean she
the priceless favour, and instead of pass- ded with frightened
ing it on, instead of offering at least to "Why, in G in d
share it with the boy's father, had sneaked both let well enough alone? Didn't you
off secretly to feast on the other's lawful eo^w ^^

privilege! why I've always ad in not to>
"How the devil-?" Campton burst Don't you know that nothing is as likely

out. to get a young fellow into trouble as hav-
"Oh, he got a Red Cross mission: it ing his family force their way through to

was arranged very suddenly-through a see him, use influence, seem to ask fa-
friend. . ." vours? I dare say that's how that fool of

"Yes-well?" Campton stammered, a Dolmetsch woman got Isador killed.
sitting down lest his legs should fail him, No one would have noticed
and signing to her to take a chair, if she hadn't gone on so about him. Thev

"Well-he was not there!" she re- had to send him to the front finally. And
peated excitedly. "It's what we might now the chances ar~ 

"

have known-since he's changed his ad- Oh, no, no o- S
dress." held her hands before her face as if he had

"Then he didn't see him?" Campton methi ming at h "It was-^"-

interrupted, the ferocious joy of that dis- I who made Anderson go!" ^^^f
covery crowding out his wrath and won- Well Brant ought to have thought
der. of that did." he mirsued sardonicalh

"Anderson didn't? No. He wasn't Her answer d him. \ "re

there, I tell you!" 5 father."
"The H. Q. has been moved?" "I don't mean, went on hastily,
"No, it hasn't. Anderson saw one of "that Brant's not right: of course there's

the officers. He said George had been nothing to be afraid of. I can't imagine
sent on a mission." why you thought there was."

"To another H. Q.?" She hunn her head. " N>mctimes when
"That's what they said. I don't be- I hear the other women-other mother-^^ _^--

lieve it." I fee come too

"What do you believe, then?" Sainte jMenehould h ti^V

"I don't know. Anderson's sure they hit the house. derson said
told him the truth. The officer he saw is d

a friend of George's, and he said George m d
was expected back that very evening." without apparent thought of leaving.
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Finally he said: "I was just going joined. He himself, during the Russian
out lady's rule, had served an apprenticeship

She stood up. "Oh, yes-that reminds among the soothsayers, and come away
me. I came to ask you to come with disgusted with the hours wasted in their
me. company. He suddenly remembered the

"With you 
"The motor's 

" Spanish girl in the little white house near
waiting you must. the railway, who had told his fortune in

She laid her hand on his arm. "To see the hot afternoons with cards and olive-

Olida, the new clairwyante. Everybody stones, and had found, by irrefutable
goes to her-everybody who's anxious signs, that he and she would "come to-
about anyone. Even the scientific people gether again. "Well, it was better
believe in her. She's told people the than this pseudo-scientific humbug," he
most extraordinary things-it seems she mused, "because it was picturesque-
warned Daisy de Dolmetsch. Well, and so was she-and she believed in it."
I'd rather know!" she burst out passion- Mrs. Brant rang, and Campton fol-
ately. lowed her into a narrow hall. A servant-

Campton smiled. "She'll tell you that woman showed them into a salon which
George is back at his desk." was as commonplace as a doctor's wait-

" Well, then-isn't that worth it ? ing-room. On the mantelpiece were vases
Please don't refuse me!" of Pampas grass, and a stuffed monkey

He disengaged himself gently. "My swung from the electrolier. Evidently
poor Julia, go by all means if it will reas- Mme. Olida was superior to the class of
sure you 

" 
. fortune-tellers who prepare a special

"Ah, but you've got to come too. You stage-setting, and no astrologer's robe or
can't sav no: Madge Talkett tells me that witch's kitchen was to be feared.
if the two nearest go together Olida sees so The maid led them across a bare bour-
much more clearly-especially a father geois dining-room into an inner room.
and mother," she added hastily, as if The shutters were partly closed, and the
conscious of the inopportune "nearest." blinds down. A voluminous woman in
After a moment she went on: "Even loose black rose from a sofa. Gold ear*

Mme. de Tranlay's been; Daisy de Dol- rings gleamed under her oiled black hair
metsch met her on the stairs. Olida told -and suddenly, through the billows of
her that her youngest boy, from whom flesh, and behind the large pale mask,
she'd had no news for weeks, was all right, Campton recognized the Spanish girl who
and coming home on leave. Mme. de used to read his fortune in the house by
Tranlay didn't know Daisy, except by the railway. Her eyes rested a moment
sight, but she stopped her to tell her. on Mrs. Brant; then they met his with the
Only fancy-the last person she would same heavy stare. But he noticed that
have spoken to in ordinary times! But her hands, which were small and fat,
she was so excited and happy! And two trembled a little as she pointed to two
days afterward the boy turned up safe chairs,
and sound. You must come!" she in- "Sit down, please," she said in a low
sisted. rough voice, speaking in French. The

Campton was seized with a sudden deep door opened again, and a young man with
compassion for all these women groping Levantine eyes and a showy necktie
for a ray of light in the blackness. It looked in. She said sharply: "No," and
moved him to think of Mme. de Tranlay's he disappeared. Campton noticed that a
proud figure climbing a clairvoyant^ s large emerald flashed on his manicured
stars. hand. Mme. Olida continued to look at

" Fll come if you want me to," he said, her visitors.
They drove to the Batignolles quarter. Mrs. Brant wiped her dry lips and

Mrs. Brant's lips were twitching under stammered: "We're his parents - a son at
her veil, and as the motor stopped she the front.
said childishly: "I've never been to this Mme. Olida fell back in a trance-like
kind of place before." attitude, let her lids droop over her mag-

"I should hope not," Campton re- nificent eyes, and rested her head against
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d held young and fair, with a short nose and red-
out h disli hair: thick, thick, thick hair, like

"You are his parents? Yes? G this gentleman's when he was young. . ."
m each, a d, please. As her cush- Mrs. rant's hand trembled in Camp-
ioned m touched C Lmnlon's he^^^- ^^ ton's. "It's true," she whispered, "your
thought he felt a tremor of recogni hair used to be as ml as Georgia's before
and sa\v, in the half-light, the tremor it turned grey."
ommunicate itself to her lids. He "The veil grows denser-there are av. ^^-^~

grasped her hand firmly, and ful noises; there's a face with blood-but
her eyes, looked straight into his with not the first face. This is a very yoinm

d said 'You man, as innocent as when he was born,
d my hand more looseh ; the with blue eyes like flax-flowers, but blow!,
iust not be compressed." She blood . . . why do I see that face? Ah,

turn her m upward, so that his now it is on a hospital pillow-not vour
finger-tips rested on it as if on a keyboard; son's face, the other; there is no one near,^^ '

h d no one hut -ome < icnnan soldiers laughing
hand in Mrs. and drinking; ihe lips move, ihe hand

Brant's. ;;rc slrelched oul in agony; bul no one
Suddenly h mbered th notices. Il is a face lhal has something

try noon, lying under the olives, she had to say to the gentleman; not to you, Ma-
taiurht him, b signals ta d dame. The uniform is different - is it an
k English uniform? . . . Ah, now the face
without her brothers' knowing it. He turns grey; the eyes shut, there is foam ^"^ ^

looked at the huge woman, seeking the on the lips. Xow it is gon here's an-
h other man's head on the pillow. . . Now,

d to b hadow had now your son's face comes back; but not
now become a line as thick as her eye- near those others. The smoke has

d recalling how her laugh used cleared. I see a desk and pipers; your
to lift the lip above her little round son is writing. . ."
while she threw back her head, showing "Oh," gasped Mrs. Brain.
ihe Agnus Dei in her nee Now h "If you squeeze my hands you arresl

d ihe current," Mme. Olida reminded her.
There was another interval; Campion felt

mbedded his wife's fingers beating between his like
df trapped birds. The heal and darkne>

Julia gave Cam t came out"^f -^^» -^"- -^^- her ungloved hand, oppressed him; beads of
and he sat between the two women. on his forehead. Did the woman really

"You are ihe parents? You want see things, and was lhal face with the
news of your T son-ah, like so many!" blood on it Benny Upsher's?
Mme. Olida c osed her eyes again. Mine. Olida droned on. "It is your

here he is-,/hereab< son who is writin ihe young man with
thai is what we want." Mrs. Brant whis- the very ihick hair. He is wriling lo you
pered. -tr>^nS to explain something. Perhaps

Mme. Olida sat as if labouring with dif- you have hoped to see him lately? That
ficull visions. The noises of the slreet is it; he is telling you why it could not be.
ame faintly through the closed windows, He is silling quietly in a room. There i<

and a smell of garlic and cheap scent op- no smoke." She released Mrs. Brant'-
pressed Campion's lungs and awakened hand and Campion's. "Go home. Ma-
old associations. With a final efforl of dame. You are fortunate. Perhaps hi-
memory he fixed his eyes on ihe r/j/r- leller will reach you tomorrow."
voyantcs darkened mask, and lapped her Mr*. rani stood up sobbing. She
palm once or twice. She neither stirred found her gold bag and pushed ii toward
nor looked at him. Campion. He had been feeling in h:

" I see-I see she began in the con- own pocket for money; but a< he drew
ecrated phrase. "A veil-a thick veil of it forth Mme. Olida put back his hand.^^* ^^^^_

smoke between me and a face which is "o. I am superstitious; it - so seldom
VOL. LXXIIL-26
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that I can give good news. Bonjour, of fluent banter, in hC ton fan-
madame, bonjour, monsieur. I commend ci< d he detected
your son to the blessed Virgin and to all the scrape of an overworked gramophone
the saints and angels. containing nothing but disks.

Campton put Julia into the motor. "Ah, well-his mother must be satis-
She was still crying, but her tears were fied," Campton said as he gave the letter
radiant. "Isn't she wonderful? Didn't b

you see how she seemed to recognize Oh, m So so that
George ? There's no mistaking his hair! I've induced her to go off for a while to
How could she have known what it was Biarritz. The doctor fi her over-

like? Don't think me foolish-I feel so she'd got it into her h that
comforted!" G

"Of course; you'll hear from him couldn't convince her to the contrary."
to-morrow/' Campton said. He was C "m You your-
touched by her maternal passion, and self never believed it?"
ashamed of having allowed her so small a M Brant, who risen, as
share in his jealous worship of his son. though feeling that his errand
He walked away, thinking of the young d
man dying in a German hospital, and of d
the other man's face succeeding his on the "Oh, never."
pillow. "It was not," C d

dea that vou went to Sainte MXXII
hould?"

(] .m- f _ii_ Mr. Brant glance m
Anderson Brant appeared in the m "No. On the contrary 5?
at the studio. "On the contrary?"

C ton, who was fi a late "I understood fr< >m his m h^^V -"--I

breakfast in careless studio-garb, saw m that, in the circ m
peer cautiously ab posed to his asking for leave; thought it^^j- ^m-

undressed models behind screens or unadvisable, that is. So, as it was such
ty beer-bottles under the tables. It me since we'd seen hi The
the first time that Mr. Brant had "we," pulling m up short, ,d a

red the studio since his attempt to ;d blus
uy George's portrait, C; N longer than since I have-but

guessed at once that he cl m ortunities " Camo-id* *BU *

about George. ton retorted, the sneer breaking out in-^"^^

He looked at the painter shyly, as if spite of m Though had grown
oppressed by the indiscretion of intrud- d M» -"-

ing at that hour. they were apart, the old resentments
my-Mrs. Brant who insisted broke out in his presen<

when she got this letter," he brought Mr. Brant clasped and "^^^

out between precautionary coughs. knob of his stick. I took the first
C ton looked at m tolerantly: a d his mother to

barrier seemed to have fallen between think of." m.".

them since their brief exchange of words he continued: "I was sorry to hear that
about Benny Upsher. The letter, as you thought I'd perhaps been imprudent."
Camnton had exDected, was a line fr< m "There's no perhaps about it," Camp-

m ton retorted. "Since you say you were
M M ni*

It expressed, in George's usual m e mnt."
staccato style, his regret at having been Mr. Brant was silent. He seem over-
+ - ̂  "» ,* * " * ^^_ «" _ - I -k ^-V. **** -W J-» * m . P v ̂ ^ ̂U rf-V J^M W V W l*^ rf^X I *^ ̂ ̂ ^ r I I ^ r "4 L^fe J~* ̂ "V 4~ L^ J~\ ^y* f^ ^ J V f^ J^% V^ V^~V %A
away Hard luck, wh whel d^"-

to the same square yard of earth for weeks and s
h m d d

where else the day Uncle Andy broke cause any troub ^p

h I same tone "That's the ground you've always ta-
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ken in your interference with my son!" visitor could do or say, and he stopped.
Campion had risen, pushing back his embarrassed the sound of his own
chair, and Mr. Brant stood up also. They word-, yet seeing no e-< ;ipe sa\e to bur
faced each other without speaking. them under more and more. But Mr,

"I'm sorry," Mr. Brant began, "that rant had o >ened his lip-.
you should take such a view. It seem* d "They'll >e liis, you know: the mil-
to me natural . . . , when Mr. Jorgenstein lions/' he said in a low voice.
gave me the chance " Campton's anger dropped: he felt Mr.

"Jorgenstein ! It was Jorgenstein who I! rant at last too completely at his mercy.
took you to the front ? Took you to see "You tried to buy hi> portrait on
my son?" Campton threw his head back you remember I told you it wa- not for
and laughed, "That's complete-that's sale/' he simply answered.
really complete!" Mr. Brant stood motionless, gru-ping

Mr. Brant reddened as if the laugh had his stick in one hand and stroking hi-
been a blow. He stood very erect, his short grey moustache with the other.
lips as tightly closed as a shut penknife. For a while he seemed to l>e considering
He had the attitude of a civilian under Campton's words without feeling their
fire, considerably perturbed, but obliged sting. "It was not the mom-\ » he

to set the example of fortitude. stammered out at length, from the depth
Campton looked at him. At last he of some unutterable plea for understand-

had Mr. rant at a disadvantage. Their ing; then he added: "I wish you a good
respective situations were reversed, and morning," and walked out with his little
he saw that the banker was aware of it, stiff steps.
and oppressed by the fear that he might
have done harm to George. He evidently XXIII
wanted to say all this and did not know
how. CAMPION was thoroughly ashamed of

His distress moved Campton, in whose what he had said to Mr, Brant, or rather
ears the sound of his own outburst still of his manner of saying it. If he could
echoed unpleasantly. If only Mr. Brant have put the same facts quietly, ironi-
would have kept out of his way he would cally, without forfeiting his dignity, and
have found it so easy to be fair to him ! with the added emphasis which deliber-

" I'm sorry," he began in a quieter tone, ateness and composure give, he would
"I dare say I'm unjust-perhaps it's in scarcely have regretted the opportunity.
the nature of our relation. Can't you He had always secretly accused himself of
understand how I've felt, looking on help- a lack of courage in accepting Mr. Brant's
lessly all these years, while you've done heavy benefactions for George when the
for the boy everything I wanted to do for boy was too young to know what they
him myself? Haven't you guessed why I might pledge him to; and it had been a
jumped at my first success, and nursed disappointment that George, on reaching
my celebrity till I'd got half the fools in the age of discrimination, had not ap-
Europe lining up to be painted?" His peared to find the burden heavy, or the
excitement was mastering him again, and obligations unpleasant.
he went on hurriedly: "Do you suppose Campton, having aovpted Mr. Brant1;
I'd have wasted all these precious years help, could hardly reproach his son for
over them if I hadn't wanted to make my feeling grateful for it, and had therefore
son independent of you? And he would thought it "more decent" to postpone
have been, if the war hadn't come; been disparagement of their common benefac-
my own son again and nobody else's, tor till his own efforts had set them both
leading his own life, whatever he chose it free. Even then, it would be impossible
to be, instead of having to waste his youth to pay off the past-but the pa-t might
imprisoned in your bank, learning how to have been left to bury itself. Now hi-
multiply your millions. own wrath had dug it up, and he had paid

The futility of this retrospect, and the for the brief joy of casting its bones in Mr,
inconsistency of his whole attitude, exas- Brant's face by a deep disgust at his own
perated Campton more than anything his weakness.
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igs would have weighed on nation which had flamed up overnight at
him m e if the outer weight of the unproved outrage of the Maine was
events had not been so much heavier, lying supine under the flagrant provoca-
He had not returned to M tion of the Lusitania. The days which

wi followed were, to many Americans, the
m j "^"- i^^^. H bitterest of the war: to Campton they

banker, and his visit to the clairvoyants, seemed the ironic justification of the
had somehow combined to send that phase of indifference and self-absorption
whole factitious world tout his through which he had just passed. He
ears. m could not go back to Mrs. Talkett and her
portance to poor O vaticinations; group; but neither could he take up his

d :ription of the work with even his former zeal. The bit-
"f German hospi- ter taste of the national humiliation was

d Camoton's nihts. f perpetually on his lips: he went about like
not the portrait of Benny Upsher it was a man dishonoured.
at least of d He wondered, as the days and the
of ds like him weeks passed, at having no word from
and agonizing and stretching out vain George. Had he refrained from writing

hile in Mrs. alkett' d "awing- because he too felt the national humilia-
m well-fed men and tion too deeply either to speak of it or to

f the war." Campton. leave it unmentioned? Or was he so
seeking to expiate his own brief forgetful- sunk in security that he felt only a mean
ness by a passion of renewed activity, an- thankfulness that nothing was changed ?

d to Bolston the next m norning From such thoughts Campion's soul re-
h 0 _ __ _ _ >ffice. coiled; but they lay close under the sur-

hardly responded: he looked face of his tenderness, and reared their
from his desk with evil heads whenever they caught him"*- 

that Campton br off to cry out: alone.
" What's haDuened As the summer dragged itself out he

m d out the m rning was more and more alone. Dastrey,
paper. d done cured of his rheumatism, had left the
it!" he d Across the page the Ministry to resume his ambulance work.

m Lusitania blazed Miss Anthony was submerged under the
on 3 wall. ever-mounting tide of refugees. Mrs.

The Berserker light on Boylston's placid Brant had taken a small house at Deau-
mad m ville (on the pretext near her hos-

cherub. "Ah, now we're in it-we're in pital), and Campton heard of the Tal-
it at last," he exulted, as if the horror of ketts' being with her, and others of their
the catastrophe were already swallowed group. Mr. Mayhew appeared at the
up in its result. The two looked studio one day, in tennis flannels and a
other with further words; b new straw hat, announcing that he " need-

m 's first thought had been for his ed rest," and rather sheepishly addin
son. d. Am :rica was " in it": that Mrs. Brant had kindly suggested his

hergov- spending "a quiet fortnight" with her.
_ent ha "IVe got to do it, if I'm to see this thing

in all its u d Cant through," Mr. Mayhew added in a stern
cowardice in high places had drugged and voice, as if commanding himself not to

d her into the strange b waver.^**r

d to fight" for others; A few days later, glancing over the
brutallv forced Herald, Campton read that Mme. de Dol-

for h Campton d with a metsch, "the celebrated artiste," was
m st ng with Mr. and Mrs. Anderson

on the new fact that they were "in it." Brant at Deauville, where she had gone
But his excitement and Boylston's ex- to give recitations for the wounded in

ultation were short-lived m hospital. Campton smiled, and then
b apparent that the proud thought with a tightening heart of Benny
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Upsher and Ladislas Isador, so incredibly with their eyes on their task, seeming to
unlike in their lives, so strangely one in find in its fulfillment a partial escape from
their death. Finally, not long afterward, the intolerable oppression. The women
he read that the celebrated financier, Sir especially, with their Providential gift of
Cyril Jorgenstein (recently knighted by living in the particular, appeared hardly 
_^^^B^_^ -^ J

the British Government) had bestowed a aware of the vast development of the ca-
gift of a hundred thousand francs upon tastrophe; and Campton felt himself al-
Mrs. Brant's hospital. It was rumoured, most as lonely among these people who
the paragraph ended, that Sir Cyril would thought of nothing but the war as among
soon receive the Legion of Honour for his i hose who hardlv thought of it at all. It
magnificent liberalities to France. was only when he and Boylston, after a

And still the flood of war rolled on. hard morning's work, went out to lunch
Success here, failure there, the menace of together, that what he called the "Lusi-
disaster elsewhe r Kussia retreating to tania look," suddenly darkening the
the San, Italy declaring war on Austria younger man's cherubic face, moved the
and preparing to cross the Isonzo, the painter with an anguish like his own.
British advance at Anzac, and from the oylston, breaking through his shy-
near East news of the new landing at ness, had one day remonstrated with his
Suvla. Through all this alternating of illustrious friend for not going on with his
tragedy and triumph ran the million and painting: but Campton had merely re-
million individual threads of hope, fear, joined: "We've each of us got to worry
fortitude, resolve, with which the fortune through this thing in our own way an
of the war was obscurely but fatally inter- the subject was not again raised between
woven. Campton remembered his sneer them.
at Dastrey's phrase: "One can at least The intervals between George's letters
contribute an attitude." He had begun were growing longer. Campton, who
to feel the force of that, to understand the noted in his pocket-diary the dates of all
need of every human being's "pulling his that he received, as well as those ad-
weight" in the struggle, had begun to dressed to Mrs. Brant and Miss Anthony,
scan every face in the street in the pas- hadnot had one to record since the middle
sionate effort to distinguish between the of June. And in that there was no allu-
stones in the wall of resistance and the sion to the Lusitania.

cracks through which failure might filter. "It's queer," he said to Boylston, one
The shabby office of the Palais Royal day toward the end of July; "I don't

again became his only haven. His por- know yet what George thinks about the
trait of Mrs. Talkett had brought him Lusitania"
many new orders; but he refused them all, "Oh, yes, you do, sir!" Boylston re-
and declined even to finish the pictures turned, laughing; "but mails from the
interrupted by the war. One of his war-zone," he added, "have been very
abrupt revulsions of feeling had ung him much delayed everywhere lately. When
back, heart and brain, into the horror he there's a big attack on anywhere the> "^^r
had tried to escape from. "If thou as- hold up everything along the line. And
cend up into heaven I am there; if thou besides, no end of letters are lost."
make thy bed in hell, behold I am there," "I suppose so," said Campton, pocket-
the war said to him; and as the daily ing the diary, and trying for the millionth
head-lines shrieked out the names of new time to call up a vision of his boy, seated
battle-fields, from the Arctic shore to the at a desk in some still unvisuali/.ed place.
Pacific, he groaned back like the Psalm- his rumpled fair head bent above columns
ist: "Whither shall I go from thee?" of figures or files of correspondence, while

The people about him-Miss Anthony, day after day the roof about him shook
oylston, Mile. Davril, and all their band with the roar of the attacks which held up

of tired resolute workers-plodded ahead his letters.
(To be continued.)
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The Great Audience Invisible
Y ORANGE EDWARD McMEANS

Author of "Eavesdropping on the World"

"For who has sight so keen and strong designation of the radio broadcasting sta-
That it can fellow the flight of song?" tions now operating. Across the room

NEW voice is heard it resembles somewhat the photograph
in the land. It comes which I once took of the back of our boy
to join the chorus of scout when his measles were at their
those whose mission is worst. In some regions of the map the
to amuse, instruct, red spots even crowd each other clear off
and advise the people, into the ocean with red extension lines
This new voice, speak- back to the location of the whole bunch,
ing near and far, with as at New York, Washington, Los Ange-

the speed of light, over mountain and les, and San Francisco. How many spots
plain and sea, to limits which we dare on the map? Fortunately, there is also
not set short of the uttermost parts of the an alphabetical list printed below the map
earth, is radio communication,-partial- itself, making counting easy, and this
larly its latest phase, radio telephone totals up to eight hundred and twenty-
broadcasting. The printing-press and the five. Is it any wonder that with this num-
motion-picture stand out as epoch-mark- ber of broadcasters at work the air is full
ing instruments in telling the world what to overflowing any time you tap in? And
the world is doing. But radio broadcast- the map is already a back number, for we
ing harks back to the primitive, the direct have heard several stations we can't find
appeal by word of mouth, giving it new on it.
power as yet unmeasured. The orator That is one side of the broadcasting
may now speak to millions with less ef- story in cold, statistical, card-index form.
fort than formerly to hundreds. The What about the audience of silent lis-
" hear ye" of the town crier resounds not teners that form the beach on which
only through the village streets but is break the waves poured out from these
heard afar in city and country, even out more than eight hundred centres of ether
on the trackless deep. The voice of the disturbance? Here is an incident that
singer-and the sweet harmony of the in- may help to frame an answer. One recent
strument remain not within the narrow Sunday night, sitting in the little back
confines of the audience-room but leap room, we listened with charmed delight
forth into space, scorning walls or other to a pipe-organ and church-choir pro-
barriers, and finding charmed listeners gramme. The announcer told that they
wherever they may be. were that night dedicating the pipe-organ

Those who have been "listening in" just installed in the broadcasting-room.
with fair regularity recently must know Some two weeks later we sat again listen-
that radiotelephone broadcasting has ing to the splendid music from this same
advanced in America in the past year or station. This time the announcer stated
so with strides that are difficult of com- that in the one week following the organ
prehension. A few days ago I purchased dedication they had received more than
a map of the United States and Canada, seventeen thousand letters commending
and hung it on the wall of the little back their programme-and the letters were
room out at my home. This little room still pouring in. Up to the time of his
for a number of years has been the listen- announcement, he said, a tabulation
ing post where we have kept tab on the showed that the letters came from every
world's doings. The wall map has printed State in the Union, all the provinces of
on it a series of bright-red spots and red Canada, from Cuba, Mexico, Central
letters indicating the location and official America, and from hundreds of vessels
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on the Atlantic and Pacific. Seventeen here, two there, a little company around
thousand letters, and before the ava- a table away off t< h and all
lanche ceased it must have been twenty sitting an h
thousand or more. What percentage do fort just v Work
you suppose of those who heard the big harder and*~*

pipe-organ that Sunday night look the he snow-bound huts of
trouble to write a letter? Was it one in d, where fur-clad Ik'iip
a hundred, or as high as one in ten ? Any to the strains of
way you figure it, the result is startling. d to th I the S
It shows that the organist at the keyboard where d ded
of this one particular instrument is play- ^» ^» ^ d in summery white sit listening
ing night after night to the greatest to that same choir and organ. L
audience ever assembled by any means take you into h h
for any purpose in the history of the ff
world. What a thrill should fill his soul Lead kind v

and tingle out into the finger-tips that are ight, the encircling gloom, lead
privileged to start the melody forth on its thou me on." Is imagination weary with
light-speed way to the listening ears of a "^ these flights, or will it still carry you on,
million! ard pressing the 11 ether-borne^"^

This audience is remarkable and totally strains far out po the vasty d
different in several ways from anything h d under the i
before known. Not only for the vast the g
numbers is it notable, but in the perfec- other h
tion of the hearing of the music of the ence?
pipe-organ, and the choir which sings to An< >out one concert f
its accompaniment betimes. As we all t hundred and twei* *

know only too well, in a company of a five broadcasting stations marked in rod
few thousand, as ordinarily assembled to on our map. What were the rest of the-c
hear the music of an organ or other in- broadcasters d that san night?
strument, there will be many seated or Going strong, ea single one of
standing around the outer edge of the m we may be very sure, b^^^F

throng who cannot hear plainly enough great misfortune they had burned out th ^w^^ ^ ^

to enjoy the programme. But here we last spare bulb, or a storm had blown
have, say, several hundred thousand, d the transmitting antenna. d
which might just as well be several mil- tux's
lion, each one of whom is hearing the of unseen listeners. m radio
music as plainly as if he had the best seat listeners were there, all told, that Suntku
in the auditorium. Perhaps it was this night? Multiply the eight hundred and
satisfaction in the hearing that in part five stations by h fi
impelled a few thousand to write the let- shall it be? lousand listen-
ters of appreciation. ers will it average to each one broadcast -

Another difference that marks this vast er? d, which
company of listeners is that they do not quite c M- then we have eight
sit packed closely, row on row, in stuffy dred and twentv-fi d as th
discomfort endured for the delight of the total. There is manifestly no way of^"^

music. The good wife and I sat there checking up the calculation, but it i-
quietly and comfortably alone in the p he silent listeners on any
little back room of our own home that o average several million
Sunday night and drank in the harmony V f one pur-
coming three hundred miles to us through pose on a Sunday night !
the air. How easy it is to close the eyes Not long ago, in the pa;
and imagine the other listeners in little xine, I told how our rad
back rooms, in kitchens, dining-rooms, he and h th "
sitting-rooms, attics; in garage-, officer boy scout and niyse
cabins, engine-rooms, bungalows, cot- mragemcnt and inh
tages, mansions, hotels, apartments; one e>t of amn-tire irirl and h
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guardian mother. So this radio set in through the frosty night air with star-
the little back room is a fully established tling distinctness. For a quarter of an
member of the family with a voice in our hour we listened in silence, then, in an
daily doings. The boy scout came home interval between numbers, I touched the
from college last spring to land at an edi- dial slightly. With a crash we were in
torial desk of a local newspaper, insuring, the midst of a selection being played by
incidentally, immediate blue-pencil cen- a full band. At the end of the number
sorship of dad's articles. He also took came the query from the couch, "Hey!
over the scoutmaster's job with the troop Pop, where are we now?" Before I 

^M ^h. ^^f _ ^^^

of boy scouts, giving me more time for could reply, a big bass voice roared out
several things, including radio experi- through the 'phones, seeming to fill the
ments, and browsing among the broad- little room, "WGY, Schenectady." Just
casters. During the summer our radio a mere jump of two thousand miles be-
outfit was rearranged and put in good tween numbers by the slight crooking of
trim for the winter. It behaves much bet- one finger. The listener on the couch had
ter now, showing less of the barbaric ten- not stirred even the one finger, and knew
dency to let out a wild Comanche yell of the jump that happened to be half-way
right in the middle of the Pittsburgh across the continent only by the sudden
church service, or to pick up something change in programme. And we forgot to
like the howl of the coyotes along with the ask for our checks when we slipped away
ether-waves crossing the plains from Den- from San Antonio.
ver or Los Angeles. We now have a plug- One of our visitors remarked that it is
board for a dozen 'phones, and a loud- about as much fun hearing the announce-
speaker to tap in when the visitors over- ments, and thereby finding where you are
flow the little back room. among the red spots on the map as it is

This loud-speaker, or any similar de- listening to the programmes. And it is
vice that we have tried, must be regarded even so. This fishing in the far away
as only a poor substitute for the far more with the radio hook and line is rare sport.
perfect head-receiver set. Much harm The line is long, the fishing is getting
has no doubt been done to the cause of better all the time, and it usually does not
radio broadcasting by the indiscriminate take many minutes to find out what you
use of loud-speakers of various types for have on the hook. In addition to the
demonstrations or as advertising devices formal declaration of the station's call
for stores of dealers in radio supplies, letters, given at intervals through the pro-
Many persons have an impression that gramme, these broadcasters have evolved
the squawking, rasping noise emitted a long list of kinks and stunts that iden-
from the blaring horns of these devices is tify them on the instant. The locomotive
characteristic of radiotelephony in gen- whistle sounding, "too-oo, too-oo, toot,
eral, and naturally they care nothing for toot," marks the broadcasting station at
any more of it. Some loud-speakers, it is a railroad division point in Georgia. The
true, give excellent results when manip- weird howl of the siren auto signal is an
ulated by a competent radio operator, automobile school in Kansas City that
However for consistent, satisfying hear- puts out good music between the howls.
ing by means of the radiotelephone there The "ting-a-ling" of the hand bell an-
is nothing that can equal the individual nounces that the "town crier" of a De-
receiver set. It is the results that are to troit newspaper is about to begin his
be obtained in this way that form the whimsical digest of the day's news.
basis for this article. If you would know There are several variations of the Chi-
what radio receiving really means, put on nese dinner-gong, one broadcaster closing
the "ear-muffs." his nightly programmes by sounding

The other night the young editor-scout- "taps" on the sweet-toned bells, while
master came home to find me sitting at Louisville makes the final number a bell
the listening post. He dropped on the solo playing "My Old Kentucky Home."
couch beside the radio desk and slipped Considerable ingenuity has been dis-
on a pair of 'phones. It was a musical played in the invention of slogans for
programme from San Antonio, coming certain high-class widely known stations.
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There is "The Voice of the South1' from Mesonotam happened that.
Atlanta, ] »a\ enport is "Where the West many years ago, I sat in a summer schoo
Begins, from Minneapolis comes "The S During
Call of the North/' Kansas City declares the final game of the last "world's series,"
itself "The Heart of America," while San in New York, we heard from our listening
Antonio comes along with the inviting mm ton the game by
phrase, "The \Yinter Playground of Grantland Rice, who sat in the press box
America." Even the voices of the an- at the Polo Grounds. A

nouncers come to be familiar and dis- edge of the players ai rl innermost
tinctive to one who listens often enough, workings of our national game gave in-
There is the deep basso which comes to tense vividness to his snappy report.
mean "Schenectady" with the first sylla- This was accented fol-
ble, the quiet easy round tone which an- low a player ar d the diamond
nounces "This is WWJ" from Detroit, jerking out "sa i home." and \\
the sprightly pleasing voice that speaks hear the crowd One night
into your 'phones to tell that you are lis- a little compan >1 teachers
tening to that pioneer and old faithful were listening with us when we tapped
station KDKA at Pittsburgh, while the a ring-side report of a series of boxing
broadcaster at Havana, Cuba, has a bouts. The usually demure teachers near-
blown-in-the-bottle label in his Castilian ly laughed themselves into hysterics over
accent marking every word, even if he the strange pugilistic lingo of the reporter.
did not duplicate all announcements in Of course, we receive the printed advance
Spanish. Nearly all vocal numbers from programmes from many of the broad-
his station are also rendered in that casters, and direct our nightly course
tongue for the benefit evidently of the through the ether our listening
radio listeners dwelling on the "Pearl of ff+**r post to points that seem
the Antilles." ut the wide Gulf is no m^--r

barrier nor yet the thousand miles of of enjoyment. But programmes often
land across which these charming Spanish-^m- -"-"- "- -^v -"- e after printing to bring in events
numbers reach us in Hoosierland. All of later occurrence or catch the fleeting
these stunts, slogans, and voices consti- oppo; f d dress or sons? bv thr-

tute the bobbing cork to tell where your d guest in broadcaster's
radio hook is taking hold as you sit fish- own city. Then, again, we grow tired
ing out into the unknown with all the often of checking the
patience and keenness of expectation ever browse around here ai d
displayed by any disciple of Izaak Wai- many stations whose
ton. the dials d m more that we

The delight in the "catch" often grows don't know until we catch them.
as you listen, to find something going on Th Southern railroad-station broad
of great timely importance or personal caster one night put on a programme
appeal. We heard the brief farewell ad- which he said was "for the especial bene-
dress of Georges Clemenceau, "The Tiger fit of Train No. 36, the New York and
of France," as he spoke in the ballroom Orleans Limited, now running be-
of the Pennsylvania Hotel, New York, d West Point, G^^ ^

the night before his departure homeward m
bound. Long years of engineering train- ess of the train as it^B ^-^

ing and practice caused me to listen with d station after station. And
keen zest one night as we happened to cut listened in Indiana could see in fancy the
in just in time to hear Doctor Charles P, spe< ing train whose passengers were
Steinmetz, whose name and fame are beii d b the m ic flash-
known to all electrical engineers, speaking ing to them through that
from Schenectady to a convention in laughs at slow-going steam. Often we
Swampscott, Mass. There was some- catch a bit of the personal touch that
thing of the same delight in hearing Doc- e newspaper man's "human in-
tor Robert E. Speer speak from Pitts- terest 

"" 
to the form LI programmes, a

burgh concerning his recent trip through when the violinist from the school of
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music of Bonham, Texas, playing at Fort There is a suggestive hint of the world-
Worth, paused a moment before the first broadening and boundary-obliterating
number to say in a sweet girlish voice, mission of radio broadcasting to those
"Hello! Mama, I just wanted you to who listen here in "the States" to the

that I arrived safely in Fort nightly broadcasting of news, educational,
Worth." On the night of a serious con- and musical features from Havana and
flagration recently in the city of Atlanta, Winnipeg. The barriers in both these
the broadcaster stopped his regular pro- cases are slight, it is true, but the ether-
gramme to tell of the progress of the fire waves know nothing of even the per-

from his wind f- functory official checking at the man-
ter building succumb to i advancing made lines to which everything material
flames. In another city, * building and visible is subjected in seeking to make
across the allev broad the crossing from the "Dominions of the
station was selected for attack 1 King" to "the land of the free and home
of burglars, who were detectec of the brave." It is here that one feels
nefarious work by the district p with full force the power of the radio-

id phone to transport the listener in effect
the "hurry-up wagons." di into the very presence of the speaker or

f other source of transmitted sound. There
h d d h are countless little details, which we count

d dwh^-^ *+^r *%^ as mannerisms of the speaker or mere in-
gathered. cidents of fleeting and minor nature, oc-

routine of announcing, night after curring in connection with any pro-
night, "The next selection from broad- gramme, which jump into importance

g station XYZ will be," etc., som when we listen a thousand miles away
times grows stale, and broadc and find ourselves closing the eyes to fly
tion crews break loose with a b instantly into the very theatre, church,
that is d g their broadcasting-room, or other place of
hearers. Drowsy listeners to the an- origin of the sounds, loud and feeble,
nouncer of an Atlanta newspaper, shortly intentional and accidental, which come

one midnight, were aroused by an with marvelous perfection of transmission
h new order of "Radi- through the stretches of empty nothing-

owls, d ness to spread before us a vivid picture of
d heir resoective h the very scene at the start of the flying

duteiner in fi^ ^^f ^-r waves. It is this "atmosphere" of local
laughter over a special programme sounds, forming the scenery or setting for
initiation. This prog mm was given as the formal numbers of music or spoken
emanating from "Sta Station ICU, the radio- word, that carries the hearer from his
phone broadcasting station of the Mid- humble listening post and sets him in a
night S d at Moonshine, favored seat in the great audience. The
Georgia." d that this broadcaster down there in Havana may

b not realize it, but he is conducting an Eng-
America." Each lish-Spanish class of unprecedented at-

musical or other d tendance. His bi-lingual announcements
the raucous clanging of cow-bells, which, will revive'in many of his hearers faded
it was explained in response to an anxious memories of college short courses in
inquiry by wire telephone, was "The Hoi- Spanish, while the songs of the charming
stein m The announcer of this senoritas keep the attendance from falling

d in his f m ing off. Learn Spanish at home ? Why not,
at one to thank an appreciative when it is so easy to tune the dials care-
member ot the m ;ce listen- fully to the wave bearing the softly roll-

CJ Haute, Indiana, for relaying ing R's, and then just sit quietly under
the prograrr me back to Atlanta by long- the pleasant admixture of instruction and
distance teleph revellers a entertainment? See if your ears are
chance to hear i hers heard sharp enough to identify that regular
them five hundred miles away. clucking sound that comes persistently in
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the intervals b Sounds find out what the people want to hear.
much like a bi N and to make the mixture in the right
only the "put-put-put " of the gn>oU-ne- portion. The experience of the talking-
engine generator that supplies the electric machine people affords some light on the
kick to send the Spanish out into i e question. Good music may be " .peeled

Popular interest in rad m with lo find a receptive audience at any time,
uch a rush in the spring of 1922, that a with just at present, it must be admitted

deal of unsatisfactory receiving ,p- a popular demand for ja/,/. But all the
.is was hurriedly nut on the mar people are not ja/z cra/y and even the

Many broadcasting stations were also set best of music palls after a time. A good
up in a makeshift way, and put out pro- speaker with a real message may be very

m of extremely amateurish nature, sure as he slands before the mysterious
At the very first, any sort of a sound which box and speaks out into the unknown.
could be recognized as speech or music thai he is holding an audience literally in
was interesting. o-cl tune with him. The preacher who has a

een trained to t rapid improve- little black box mounted on the pulpit
ment in any invention catering to their comes very soon to know that the con-
comfort, convenience, or amusement, gregation seated before him is to the
The fascinating wonder of yesteryear may great invisible listening throng but as ihe

be "rotten service" to-day if it sprinkle of a few drops over the baptismal
does not meet the popular ideal of per- font to the pouring rain outside. One

tion. So it is that the broadcaster who preacher had so many calls by mail and
AYS telephone for a certain broadcasted ser-

air, or who announces a "pie-anna" solo, mon that he printed an edition of ten
r expect his listeners to tune off his thousand copies, and two weeks later told

wave in a hurry. But, taking it all over, that these were exhausted and ten thou-
the b sters have d extrem » w sand more were being hurriedly printed
well, considering the absolute novelty of to mail out to members of the great "in-
the enterprise and the nee of any visible congregation." Do folks go to
direct financial return for the service, church by radio? There is one preacher
Many changes must come in the near who knows they do. William Jennings

lure to systematize " 1 d ryan spoke one evening to a fairly large
conditions which are still crude and hap- congregation in a church in Pittsburgh.
hazard in relative d d stribu- His manager was inclined to be sceptical
tion of broadcasting stations, and nature of the litlle black box on the pulpit. Mr.
of programmes. The situation is clear- Bryan did not object, however, and the

d d to ve circuit from the transmitter to the broad-^ ̂

rapidly. casting station was turned on during his
A recent government-department nil- address. In the following few days more»

ing establishing "Class B" broadcasting than four thousand letters reached Mr.^^^^f

stations to operate on four-hundred-me- Bryan from hearers in nearly every State
_ der riLrid in the Union.v^y v-r *

as to equipment, schedule, and quality of The technique of radio broadcasting
output, has lifted a number of the highest- brings something entirely new into the
grade stations out of the three-hundred- experience of even the trained speaker or
and-sixty-metre tangle. But even so, the musician. The absence of the expectant
ether-waves at any allowable wave-length throng of faces and the instant response
are fairlv nacked with music of everv in smile, pealing laughter, clapping of
known kind and variety from the ja//i- hands, or other signs of reaction to the
est jazz to grand opera and anthems speaker, with the reMilting 1<>^ in in-
of church choirs. Intermingled with the spiration leading to increasing power in

d delivery or execution, pre-mts a difficult
on i "" m science, situation. There is nothing in an emptyw

icine, art, and on down the list to the room and a small black carton-like ob-
end of index, O ject hanging from a music-stand support

d to suggest a hundred thousand hearer
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each one of whom sits with keen ears right wears off and we take this wonder of to-
where the black carton is swinging, each day into the daily life of to-morrow.
one hearing not only the spoken words of For anything that is worth the telling or
the formal address, or the sweet har- worth the hearing, this new-found hand-
monies of voice and instrument, but hear- maiden of civilization brings a way to tell
ing as well the rustle of the papers in the it with the greatest ease to the greatest
speaker's hand, the taking of breath be^ audience, and to hear it with the least
tween the singer's" trilling strains, every effort or disturbance to our daily round.
sound made or uttered while the switch Until recently the motion-picture held
is turned on. The making of phonograph the field as the latest development in the
records is somewhat similar but differs effective spreading of information to the
greatly in one respect, the lack of im- greatest number. It is a triumph of op-
mediate contact with the audience. A tics, mechanics, and chemistry in the
poor record can be retaken until the de- amusement and instruction of the world
sired perfection in recorded sound is ob- through the avenue of sight. Now comes
tained, to be sent out later on to thou- radiotelephony, calling in unmistakable
sands of hearers. But for the radiophone tones to art, science, education, amuse-
speaker there is no such thing as a "re- ment, and religion, to make use of this
take. The audience is there, expectant- far-reaching but direct-acting approach
ly waiting though unseen, and what is s^icl to the people through the medium of
or done must be delivered then and there, sound. The call is being heard by artists,
even as over the footlights to a crowded teachers, preachers, leaders of thought in
house. It is a new variety of "blind every line of human activity, who are ad-
man's buff " with the added ban of silence dressing the great invisible audience of
placed on all the players, save the one those who sit at home yet gather to listen,
in the centre upon whom attention is who applaud not with the clapping of
concentrated. Who can blame this one hands, but nevertheless are responsive in
for showing signs of intense nervous strain high degree, an audience even now corn-
in the one-sided game? But speakers pelling attention for its overwhelming
and entertainers will soon overcome this size, and growing fast into "a great multi-
" broadcast buckague" as the novelty tude which no man could number."

When I Am Gone
BY W. ELLERY SEDGWICK

IF you would think of me when I am gone
Then think me not on some unearthly shore,
Prouder of heart in some more ample dawn
Seeking a larger love I missed before.
But think of me turned weary of the quest
No more for daring, eager for the strife,
But near to you, a not unworldly guest
Asking alone the little crumbs of life.

O think of me as just so late returned
From woods and uplands I have loved to roam,
And know that in my heart old fires burned
When once again I crossed the fields for home;
Then know me well in my remembered place,
Watching you still-the firelight on your face.



Jim couldn't follow the old trails much more.-Page 419.

A Cowpuncher Speaks
Y WILL JAMES

Author of "Bucking Horses and Bucking-Horse Riders"

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM DRAWINGS BY THE AUTHOR

kn The hills were black with cat tie then, more
river-bottom stretches cattle than this country will ever see

me. and again; there was a lot of freedom, n
as I can see is a check- mortgages, and you were glad when your
e d of little neighbor rode in and sat at your tab!
pastures, LUH-O, HV^lVAOj C**ftVI & V-***I*A *».**"£> »»v .. j d and remarking ''how good" Ins im-n b<rf

Ifa patches, fences tasted for a change.
itting up the land There's old Jim Austin who's got the

and a-stretching fe way up over t e ridges, real-estate office up above the bank-at
on fifteenit all looks so peacetui refill and I wond one time he was paying tax

as it looks. I wond hat man out thousand head of cattle (which means he
there wor arrying about was running closer onto twenty-five thou-
his crop < ge, appreciates or sees sand of the critters), had a couple thou-
what'sab m There's so many gates, sand horses and twenty thousand acres of

ee land-some of it government land he'd"^-"w ^^ "^"- "^^F1 ^v -^ "^^ H«F -m -^r^r ^^ w ̂"-^ " " "^^ ^» ̂̂  f^± -^f ^^r ̂ - ̂ -"- -^ -^

down a hole and sort of trying to get "out bought for as low as two bits an acre, the
^ 1 J X^ V- I " V I V A J fc_ rest he got from the homesteaders who'd

% i t j _ _ _ _ 1 - * 1 _ .-._._» * * f I \ r*O^^How many ee leave the country and trade their
h ha hundred and twenty" for a ticket back

across "the river-fiats when the neighbor home. It's the same land I'm looking at
was some fifteen miles or so away ? When now, but you wouldn't know it.
the only fence was a little "wrango" Jim, he;d come up trail into .Montana
horse" jiasture and" the" big pole corrals? at "the "point" of Texa-' first lu-nN: the

VOL. LXXIII.-27
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How many of 'em would like to see the country as it was?-Page 417
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cattle was most head, and horns averag- trail to it; they made that land a big beef-
ing six foot from tip to tip. He wa a producing country, it was their home, and
"top hand" and reckless as they make naturally they wouldn't allow a stinking
'em; had nothing but a string of bruins sheep coming along and leaving nothin:
and good health. H d traded his wages of it but the bad odor.
for cattle, and every fall when the last of Jim Austin rode in one day and went on
the beef was shipped you could see Jim to tell Mrs. Austin what a fine neighbor
driving his summer wages home, all had just moved in and tonka"squui TIT'S"
good young she-stock he'd bought here just five miles down the river. A few
and there, along with a few "slicks" he months later another sets up a tent and
thought might be his. starts a shack, up river this time and

Once in a while he'd get on a rampage only two milt saway. "Weil, that was all
and leave all his cattle on the poker-table, right; there's lots of room, but 1 can't sec
but it wasn't long till there'd be another how they're going to make a goof 'farm-
little bunch at the home corrals bearing ing/" Jim-aid: u this country's too dry."
the Austin "iron," and Jim would make Anyhow, they kepta-coming, and it wasn't
a new promise, till finally a schoolmarm long till Jim cou dn't follow the old trails
made him keep it-and that was to never much more. He'd bought all the govern-
touch cards or " likker" again. He got so ment land he could, but that was no-
he wouldn't ride bad horses any more, so wheres near enough to run even one-fifth
interested he was in making a go of what of his cattle. His leases couldn't hold the
he'd started. homesteader back, only sheep. Some of

His herds kept increasing and spreading his best springs were filed on and taken
over the government range; his little away from right inside his lease. Then
squatter's right was three hundred and the sheep showed up again; the home-
twenty acres and the unsurveyed land steader wasn't worried about sheep, the\
about him was same as his. He wasn't couldn't do him no harm, so they were
crowded for room. neutral, and the cattlemen went at it

Then out of a clear sky came the smell again alone. It was a losing fight; their
of sheep; all was O. K. at first, 'cause the range was being taken from 'em one wax-
cowmen figgered there was plenty of or another, and they hadn't much heart
range for everybody, even sheep. But to saving what little was left. So they
soon enough the sheep kept getting tried it in another way and speculate
thicker and their range poorer, which some. In the meantime their cattle was
started the crowding on the cowman's still eating what little feed the sheep
best bits of country. There was a few hadn't shoved into the earth, and the
parleys without the voice of the "smoke cowboy was still swapping a few shot
wagon" being heard-but sheep and with the sheep-herder and batting him
sheep-herders don't have much respect over the ear with the six-gun every
for words or rules or country; so they chance he got.
went at it to start spoiling it all; and the The freighters were kept busy haulin;
cowmen went on to finishing what the out the nester. He'd take them, their
sheepmen had started, with the result that lumlwr, grub, and all, and set 'em 'way
mostly sheepmen and sheep was missing, out somewhere on the prairie wherever
The government couldn't do much; they VI their particular homestead \va- at. Few
had to pinch about four States. of 'em had enough money to buy an out-

The cattlemen won for a spell and all fit like team and wagon, and they went
was hunkydory again outside of the dam- out anyway, figuring on buying the next
age sheep had done to the range. The spring; beside-, they'd know better what
dust beds they'd made out of the good they wanted when they got there. The;
grassy "benches" was beginning to show did all right, bin not till the freighter had
-igns of life, the air was pure as ever, and already left, and then they r< 1 what
cattle was getting fat. The cattlemen a big country they were in. The first few
were all good folks once more and tending had no close neighbors to go to and bor
to their business in the land that was row from. I gue- it seemed they \vasall
theirs. They were the first to blaze the alone in the whole world.
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Jim, he'd come up trail into Montana at the "point" of Texas' first herds.-Page 417
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d most of the folks who'd Jim would most always send one of us
homestead believing that all boys to the nester closest to tell him

was fixed for them out h d bring his wagon and scatter this critter
have to do would be to go on and rm a among his neighbors.
little; th dmill would One winter while riding for weak stock,

d the chickens waiting to be fed. and thirty miles from camp, I see one of
Some paradise, and no wonder they them nester shacks in the distance and
fl heard so m getting dark. I figgers on putting up at
the climate being so fine and the soil being the place for the night, if satisfactory ^_
so rich! soil was fine, all right, and with the owner. I rides up and the place

The cowboy was still batting the sheep-herder over the ear with the six-gun every chance he got.-Page 419.

the climate was good, but it needed water looks deserted; no tracks on the week-old
to grow what they planted. Well, they snow and no smokes out of the pipe or
planted and waited, planted and waited light to be seen. I gets off my horse and
in succession for years. The crop would knocks. Some one answers inside and
come up fine in the spring, just fine there's a note in the voice that suggests
enough for feed, then dry up. It was a lost hopes coming back. Opening the
cow country and should have been left door I sees an old man in his bunk by the
such; but the nesters kept on hoping and corner; had everything over him he could
working; the little money they'd brought get-horse-blankets, sacks, and old clothes
with 'em was gone, and the little home- was piled high. It's a wonder he could
stead was all they had. Some writers move, but he did; that is, his head any-
would have it that the stockman hired way,and tells me to "come in," Ifindshe
gunmen to drive the nesters off, but I'm has nothing but eight cans of corn between
here to say that I've packed many a hunk him and starvation. He kept warm by
of beef on the back of my saddle for a cer- staying in bed or walking around when he
tain nester with plenty of family and no could. He'd burnt his last fuel a month
grub. While working a herd we'd some- ago, even to the shelves, benches, and
times break a steer's neck or leg in roping, table he'd made; said he knew if he'd lose



The freighter would take the ncstcr, his lumber and grub and set *em 'way out on the prairie,-Page 419.

h ^«^ d cattlemen would find some of their cattle
d hout a or horses shot down. It looked like it wasrf»

break nowheres didn't look very "mis- done just for spite and it always struck me
ing to a newcomei town was seventy kind o' small for anybody to even scores

lies away. He'd had a freighter haul that way. The sheepman wouldn't do it,
his lumber ai d grub for him. fi :o it wasn't his style. And I remember, be-
stay on the homes t id fore the nesters came in, the latch-string
working away in thi d it hung out always; but with the nester or
way get title for the 1 him ig what followed him it wasn't safe to be
a townman had no idea h a too hospitable and leave the door open.
human could eat in six m< h and A 30-30 carbine would disappear, or

zered about three mor The blankets, also saddles and grub; so the
little tin stove in the corner eats a lot too, padlock was fastened to the cow camp
and it was too late to erather "buffalo- and will stay there as long as there is one.

, � s, One spring, a strong warm "chinook" :oo much snow over 't
he'd ne d a waeron and team: so he'd"*w^ et came, and mighty early. It took two feet
his corn cold. of snow off the level, and kept on a-blow-

I rides back that night and iie ing hot; took most of the moisture out, and
ranch for breakfast, tells Jim about it, it was too early for the nesters to plant,
and in a short while one of the boys is for fear of the frost that was bound to
headed for the nester's h come. The moisture that fell after that

grub and an extra horse to bring the old wasn't enough to wet a cigarette paper
to ranch with. and it blowed most always. The ground

m like that; ,m was dry, and where it had been ploughed
lies even hit the trail for the prairies that it shifted fine. They didn't plant that
way, wi' d year-they was leaving, out of the prairies
knowing what they to bucK up back to home or anywhere else they could
against. The pioneer s km an who'd get, just so they got away.

m was man enough to Jim Austin was squatted by the corral
m 't have to hire no gun- counting the ears off the calves branded

he'd had was to ig- that day. "Mighty poor calf crop this
nore em d^^ spring, ' he thought; "cattle too scat-
that way. He didn't, 'cause it wasn't in tered." He figgered he'd have to cut

m. H d d down the herd some more and run 'emM "^^--
dn't eret it from some, th way closer to home.

d A few days later Jim straddled his
Fact is, I know of plenty of times when "top-horse" and told his wife not to ex-

422
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pect him back for a few clays. He w.is prospects for a dam and irrigation canal.
gone a week-and on his return he told Jim got on his "high horse right away
a uwrango" to corral all the broke work- and was fighting mad. He fell it was a
horses on the ranch, and told the ranch new trap to brat and crowd him out of
hands to grease up all the wagons, and what he'd built, scraped together, and
hitch a four-horse team to each. I cow- saved. He was satisfied to be left alone

boys kept a-branding calves but we were the way things was. The fact that the
sure a-wondering what was up. Finally irrigation system would make his land
it was learned that he bought all the worth ten times more didn't faze him
homesteads he could get that was proved none. He'd forgot about the colts he'd
on, and was helping the nesters what rode out to bring in and started ick to
hadn't already gone to move their be- the ranch feeling kind o' tired. There
longings and families to the railroad, sure didn't seem to be no use of fighting
They was mighty glad to sell for enough any longer; progress wanted his freedom.
to get back home on, and that way Jim The dam was built and Jim helped
was trying to get his old range back, build it with shares. The canal cut
Though he was sorry for the nesters, he through the old stage roa< and trails and
knew there was no use-this was a cow left a scar of many colors on the side of the

country and always will be. river breaks. Most of his government
The nesters' fences was tore down and lease was taken away from him; being it

built up again, but it took in bigger terri- was under the canal and subject to irri-
tory. Some places the fence was a solid gation, the land was sold at high price and
ten miles long and five wide. It was a this time the nesters was called "farmers''
winter range, and Jim kept on paying two and came in to stay. There was water
cents lease an acre for thousands of acres and plenty of it; little ditches run through
of government land and fenced that in too. the river-bottom and alfalfa began togrow.
Sheep had the rest of the country buffa- Haystacks and a few head of dairy stock
loed and dying. Some cattlemen still run were seen here and there. Jim held on
their stock out on the free range, but they and refused to sell any of his land. The
weren't doing good, and the winters left range being overcrowded for years wa
many a bone pile in the coulees. mostly loco and sage-brush and rocks.

Riding up the bottom one day, Jim The stirrup-high "blue joint" was gone.
come across a whole outfit of tents, mules, He had to cut down his herd and saw
and men in high laced boots. They were where what he kept would have to be fed
surveyors and engineers looking over the in winter. His own land had to be di-

fc

I've packed many a hunk of In T the ncstcr with plenty of family and no grub.-Page 421.
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vided up with more fences and ditches, didn't need to hire no help. All the
mowers and hay-rakes bought, and Jim young Spagaronis and the Missus was
tried to get himself used to seeing it all. working. He'd take his best pork and
It sure hurt, but it had to be. His white chickens to market and keep for himself
and brockle-faced stock crowded the what he couldn't get rid of. "Oh! yes,
fences at first fall. There was no more thees fine coontree."

rustling in 'em, and the hay he'd cut When the armistice was signed the
looked better to them than the dry range, railroad rates went up and the cattle
Jim didn't wonder; he knew how it was prices went down. The folks in the big
going to end-and it cut pretty deep cities were paying four prices for beef and
when his cowpunchers'd rode in with wire the stockmen were losing in shipping; like
pliers fastened to their saddles instead of one told me he'd shipped a car-load of
the good old shootin'-iron at their belts, hides and got a bill from the buyer who

The government didn't seem to care or said the hides didn't pay for the freight;
realize that the cattle industry was being that he'd have to send another car-load.
killed. They let sheep run in the country It was a joke but there was a heap of
that could be ruined, when there was truth in it. The cowmen were in debt
other States what might have been made and going under; they had to shift for
sheep reserves and where their sharp themselves and were neglected and put
hoofs could do no harm. They let the back for other governmental needs. No-
booster bring people out on the prairies body seemed to mind if beef was plum
that couldn't be dry-farmed. The proof out of sight in the butcher-shops.
is up on the benches. You'll see hundreds Jim loaned out all he could to help his
of deserted shacks; the land is ploughed pioneer friends, at the same time glad he
around 'em and only weeds is where the was out of it. There were no corrals or
buffalo-grass used to grow. What little is bellering cattle nowheres near him. He'd
under irrigation don't no more than feed bought a home in Garrison, and on the
the few cattle, hogs, and sheep. Not walls of the big living-room you can see a
much goes out-that is not near as much few big paintings of Charley Russell's
as when it was a cow country. The land Montana's cowboy artist. Jim knows
is dying and it will die unless it's given a every brush-mark on 'em. They repre-
chance, and the sheep are took off and sent happenings of the days when the
put away in the burned lava country. range was free and open. There's no

Some folks would call it a great coun- sheep or nesters' shacks to mar the
try, a heap greater they think than it ever scenery, and he'll tell you it's mighty
was; but it don't seem like the United good medicine for sore eyes and a tired
States any more. Take the little town heart.
of Garrison, for instance-it used to be He was studying one of them paintings i- ^-* A **-+
our shipping-point-grew overnight, you as I walked in, and when he saw me he
might say; new hotels was built to ac- knew what was up. I'd been with Jim
commodate the pilgrims, and there'd be ever since he got enough cattle to hire an
only one hombre out of four what you extra rider. I was his cow foreman and
might call American. The rest was from fought sheepmen with him and tried to
most everywhere where it was crowded, help him save his little country. I saw it
Two new banks sprang up, and on the sec- go under but I stayed to the end. When
ond floor of the biggest you could see the riding got scarce and he had to let the
gold letters in the big windows saying boys go one by one, me being the only

one left, he still kept me on the pay-roll.
JAMES AUSTIN, REAL ESTATE. Men for the hay-fields was hard to get,
Yep, Jim had quit, turned all of his cat- but he'd never asked me to get off my

tie he could into beef and shipped to Chi- horse and ride the mowing-machine. He
cago. The mixed stock was sold at auc- knew my feelings as a cowpuncher, ad-
tion; his ranch was divided into small mired and respected 'em that way. My
farms, which accounts for the real-estate wages never would work the way Jim's
office. It was for sale. Antonio Spaga- did. I was willing to let 'em go and have
roni had bought a hundred acres; he a little fun once in a while. I've got a
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h ; with him if I want to t
like hittin' the breeze new

scenery is real good sometimes.
There's a scope of count ry that st retches

hundreds of miles north and south of the

Santa Fe. The tourists when they go
through it pull down their windows formm

r of the dust. You can hear m
W .//// country it is"; h »w de-

would

surely die of loneli livintr in such a
dreadful nlace. etc. W \vhe reM, r

I'm headed for, if I d< get m throat
cut by barb-wire befon . The
water-holes are forty m apart
maybe dry when you \ You'd

surprised but there's cat-
d Fact

is, the country ain't worth
fencing. The only gate
on the corral by the spring.
'hen you get out of it on

your crow-hopping
you're free to go whichever

III -

*
Then till a country when- I can spread my loop

without getting it caught in a fence-post.

wax you please. The old trails are the
ame there, and I can spread my loop

without getting it caught in a fence-post.
It's a place \vhcre nesters never stop and
>heep can't live.

Some folks call it the country God
forgot, but I thinks different.

As I 'in setting upon this little knoll tak
ing a last look at the country where I'd
put in so many hard ridt a little old
coyote ambles up the side of the hill, sees
me and stops, starts to run some more,
then somehow feels that Tin harmless and

stop- again. I see him limping and no-
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tice a trap kept one of his paws. He, horse and head south for an all-night
too, has been crowded a heap, and some- ride. It's most dark before I look back.
how I have more admiration for him than I can see the outline of the river breaks I
I used to. I'd like to let him know we're know so well, and not so far behind I can
not enemies no more. hear the Yip! Yip ! of the little old three-

The sun is going down as I straddle my legged coyote-he's follering !

The little old three-legged coyote is follerin'.

The Ban on Teaching
BY AN INSTRUCTOR *

Author of "Colleges and Religion"

THE student in college claims front- As an instructor in a college, I am par- page space, as usual. Presidents, ticularly impressed by one fact. It is that
professors, preachers, and star re- many professors are actually hostile to

porters alike are stretching him on the teaching. In a recent article entitled
rack. The more recent furor seems to "What Do Teachers Know?" the author

centre around the allegation that the col- says that many teachers know little con-
lege student is really not a student at earning their subject. It is my experience
all, and that to so designate him is just that what knowledge teachers do possess
another twentieth-century hoax. The they are certainly not encouraged, but al-
charge once made reverberates broadly, most forbidden, to transmit to the stu-
Hundreds rush forward to lay on or de- dent. Hence, my bold thesis that a ban
fend. Thus, a simple instructor in one of exists to-day on teaching. Of course, I
our larger seats of learning is emboldened know that it is hardly good form for a
to add a word on this ever-recurring prob- mere instructor to attempt a discussion
lem of the status of our young men in col- of the place of teaching in college. Yet,
lege. And were I asked to designate the the point of view of the man of research
roots of the question, I should unearth the only scholar so-called-has so often
two-Teaching, or the lack of it, and the and so safely been set forth that perhaps
Relationship, human or otherwise, which one may be forgiven for presenting the
exists between teacher and pupil. views of those who are interested primari-
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ly in teaching. C !ii- H-rvice of heing living interpreter
is anomalous to-'l which real teachers perform. Boys can
lege teacher. So I have written what I read: some of them well and deeply. ut

(If only a guide versed in life can leach them
if intercut can h d,f ds how to progress from their reading and
\vill he swept away. study of the past to the solution of tin-

dents are admitted college to problems of the present. The world need
he h we a-i to be un- men acquainted with the history and lore
necessary of demonstration, it seems oh- of past civilizations, but even more men

ruction must be afford able with this knowledge to lead us to new
And if instruction is to be given it seems heights of progn and attainment. The
equally true that teachers must be pro- world needs scholars, but the world re-
vided. Thus it appears a natural, even quires leaders also. And no college is
logical,assumption that, in colleges, teach- worthy of the name which places the em-
inz-vibrant, inspiring, energi/ing in- phasis on scholarship at the cost of th
st ruction - should occupy a conspicuous development of the qualities of manhood . 

_

be accorded full recognition. and leadership.
0 :s were oricinallv founded The commanding figure and arbiter of

m Id men. This was the purpose of the scholastic standards was formerly the
institution itself; this goal the celebrated teacher-the man whose chief
teacher's efforts. Manv an older gradu- concern was the making of men. To-day,
ate has testified in my hearing to the per- the teacher, however successful, has little

d abiding influence of som or no standing whatever. On the con-
the great teachers of a generation ago. trary, the man who devotes himself to
Main f presenting his subject in the most attrac-"^p-

tributed whatever strength of moral and tive and interesting form; who looks upon
mental fibre they possess to the days the development and cultivation of man'

d guidance of m physical, mental, and moral faculties as a
humanity as well as learning. Are such calling and not mere day labor, or burden-

ded in our d Is some hack work; who reaches his stu-

it true, as educators aver, that the dents, stirs their imagination, and fire
sole object a college is to prod their ambition; who even gains their ad-

o miration and respect; that man is actually
It seems to me that the greatest service looked down upon by a number of his col-

any institution of learning can render leagues in the faculty. I have seen thi>
still is to send out men equipped to take happen to some of my friends during the
their place in the world; men wio, because past year. To succeed in understanding
of contact with reality while yet students and interesting the students in certain col-
in college, are ready to grapple with the leges to-day is to arouse immediately the

f "V raduated. suspicion of a large number of your con-
ge needs to be broug ht nearer freres. It is also proof positive that you

dav. The undergradu- are soft-headed as well as soft-hearted. -

b d wh discover These are sweeping statements, yet they
that the history, the economics, the Ian- have their basis in fact, as many who have
guages they s eru acres thev studv embodv life and hence honestly tried to teach can testify.
fit for life. To-d ru ut that is only one side-the le- r
interpretation of -ide. What of the students? If teach-
again draw on the wisdom and experier ing is looked down upon, who doe- th<-
of the ages for our own guidance and sal- teaching? What happens to the under-
vation. To bring life and actuality to our graduates? I am reminded of a youn.

^^ ̂̂ ^^^fc ^^^^ ^^^^^ m instructor who wa< a really remarkable ^m^r

into trade or professional schools. N teacher. He was interesting and enthu-
m h iastic-a source of inspiration and pow<A

Dictation which builds a bridge m The undergraduate- universally spoke of
him as the best teacher on the facultv.

dominant. It is ju<t He loved men and they r< ponded. But
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he failed to progress in rank or pay. He have come to college, presumably, to ac-
saw the finger on the wall. And, although quire an education. Now let them get it.
his heart lay in teaching, he turned to re- We cast our gems before them; there our
search. He wrote a book, then another, responsibility ends. It is for the student
His advancement became rapid. He is to- to take or leave them. Thus, when a
day a professor. What of his students? young instructor is anxious to inspire and
Now they will tell you that he is no longer assist his wards, as best he can, along the
the force of old. His teaching is listless never "Royal Road to Knowledge/' he is
and uninteresting, his pupils unrespon- constantly warned against coddling or
sive and uninspired. A scholar was de- making things easy or too understand-
veloped, perhaps, but at the expense of able. A certain number of the students,
countless students, now and yet to come, it is held, must be failed or the course is
A false standard obtains. Teachers suf- easy. Should any students evince a lik-
fer? Yes. But more vital still, the un- ing for a course, the teacher must watch
dergraduate is harmed. himself most carefully, lest his reputation

During the war, in a training-camp in as a scholar be smothered ere it has a
the United States, the slogan seemed to chance to stalk abroad.
be "Get the candidate." The odds were Need it be said that if one is really a
all against his winning his commission, for teacher, he will be a scholar too, and in-
the "weeding out" process was in vogue, terested in scholarly pursuits? His em-
In France the attitude in one training phasis, however, will be in the investment
centre, at least, was entirely different, of his learning and experience directly in
There the colonel, at the beginning of an the lives of his students, who are hungry
instructional period, gathered his instruc- for the personal contact and association
tors about him for a man-to-man talk, with their professors which inevitably
The gist of his message was this: "You ensue from true teaching. I was talking
are to teach men who have been recom- with a group of undergraduates not long
mended by their commanding officers- ago when this subject arose. One student
many of them for bravery under fire-as said: "The undergraduates do not ap-
officer material. The burden of proof is preciate abstract scholarship." Another
on you. If a candidate fails, I shall ques- added: " Students in the university take
tion you gentlemen first as to the reason a certain professor's course because of the
for his failure." This was in September, man and not because of the subject
1918, when trained officers were sorely taught." No professor who really loves
needed. The colonel's appeal produced men can fail to be interested in teaching,
real teaching. The one thought and pur- and no one who is really a teacher can fail
pose of every instructor in that school to be a scholar.
was to create officers who would be able Writing, which at present is the ac-
and equipped. Men sat up nights to ef- cepted imprint of a scholar, is useful to
feet this result. It seems to me that stu- the advancement of learning. But will
dents who are admitted to college, like one's writing be more or less valuable
the candidates who were recommended after some years of teaching? If it be
from the front, should bear proof of being true that many of the world's greatest
the proper stuff. Then the burden should achievements of scholarship have issued
be squarely put upon the professors. not solely from abstract learning, but far

In days gone by, one understands, this more from the author's knowledge of men,
attitude did prevail in the teaching staffs what better way of preparation than the
of American colleges. Then it was the teaching of men? Teaching first and
professor's chief concern to educate the writing later may produce the lasting con-
students in his charge. A failure on the tributions to the oft-referred-to "sum of
part of the undergraduate was felt to be human knowledge," but to-day writing
a failure of the teacher also. To-day, first and teaching as slightly as possible
however, with research in the ascendant, make a full professor.
teaching is provided on the "take it or It is the practice of some colleges to
leave it" theory. The students, we are send a questionnaire to the faculty an-
told, have reached man's estate. They nually, inquiring what the members have
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d se who if leaching is to be at its best, due recog-
dm+^f inated nition of ability in that line must be

productive scholars. h em nds one granted. Too many "re>r;irch men" say
of Plutarch's d of r, who, to-day- research or nothing. ForthelnM
upon seeing some strangers at R intere-ts of the students and the institu-

mone n ter arms tions, research and teaching must go hand
and m ^ v of in hand. In the other professions re- d making m

m >k occasion, not unnaturally, as search and practice are equally recog-
Plutarch remarks, to ask whether the nixed; distinction is gained and recogni-
women in their country were not accus- tion bestowed upon one ba>is-excellence
tomed to bear children. The learned attained in any chosen field. So it runs
o>me be ring their monographs and in medicine, law, engineering, the minis-
treatises. But shall no one rise to ask try, in fact in all professions, save teach-
them too whether their labors bring forth ing. Here alone one single group is able
men? to say: "We are the law and the proph-

We are in d b d ets.

tion is failing us. And well it m The field of usefulness for real teachers
if prod d is unlimited. But how can a successful^^» -^^^"-

paid by advancement, while the efforts to appeal be made to young men to enter a
m are scoffed at. It has been profession where, as they hold, the stand-

dinned cation must ard of advancement is wholly artificial?
save us at the present juncture. To Is it reasonable to expect men to espouse

hich if >s we re- a calling in which, at the present time,
dv^ , we are even if they succeed, they will be met in

lost. many colleges, at best only with the tol-
The truth is that at present the teacher s teacher erance of a considerable number of their

exists by sufferance only, and stands colleagues, and more generally with very
against the current in f thinly veiled or quite manifest contempt?
ternity d*_^* * w **-* If one had money to give, he could do

by faculty. For the educational no better, in my opinion, than to endow
field has been preempted by the so-called professorships in each department of a
" men." Their standards of college carrying adequate yearly stipend

b with the stipulation that the incumbent-
norms. At a recent m f should meet two requirements: first,
at on f our leadin that they be inspiring and successful

m teachers; second, that they be leaders of
d the students in one of their activities

si of rticles and whether physical, intellectual, or reli-
Teaching, d sh have no gious. In short, I would set up a goal to
weight whatever in determining academic which teachers could aspire, and publish
preferment. H abroad the fact that there were still some

d in the land who believe that he who

d teaches is of equal consequence, at least
d with him who "researches."

search we must have if hih scholas-
dard be maintained I I that dergr

h h h e h r be the d cl

only admiration and respect for those A\ which teaching rests. T
are doing real battle along the front lines d in the ̂  faculty attitud
of science. deserve our sm d Some college pro-
pathetic interest and close co-opera fesso -a labor under the delusion
Their w must d more that a complete understanding \vi

m ead to too close a re^

endeavors. But if we are to keep our insti- tionship. The students would Ixrome
tutions open to undergraduates, it is also intimate! Deliberately, therefore, they
imperative that we have teaching. And adopt a stand-off attitude. Fortunately.
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the nu of such men is not great. ut h will b to it these~^H^T

unfortunately there is a sprinkling of benefits unless we elders see the tremen-
m Thus, faculty opin- s opportunity and stretch out wel-

ion generally on students and their affairs ting hands. There are m
is tinctured with this point of view. It is b * L

m of our colleges we have our faculties than are ever suspected by
various dent self-government. the students. Such men have a contribu-

are also faculty m m m
(1 d student co-operation, character s. y must
These have been effective aids to a closer dea as one bri» tting a
union. But I d scholar. The Ity has been, I fear,

ffi that too many are under the misappre-
S It is spirit only that " giveth sion that friendliness, s hv, and*" '

life." And, in the association of faculty intimacy with students are not consonant
d students, it is the spirit that with d ̂^km ity nor included in

the teacher as an individual which is the demic emplovment. A m
d tor. d he war^-^

Teachers and rs in our But it
rades. d was a common ob

d So, front lines loomed nearer. and^^f-

instead of sympathetic and understand- men were drawn closer together. Stu-^ f

mg associates, professors, too often, dents and teachers occupy the front lines i " ^m-

set themsel snselves up as lawmakers. And of life's great testing-ground. per-
who will deny that as artificers of statutes sonality and character are being m
they are t as adept as our average d t d into resistant
State legislature? It is the principle of strength, here a superb opportunity for

d thei J. O JL t association and fellowship is
d sympathy which has made ded d mV

t of the mi d susceptible to kindness and sympathy, in-
nv d nts of « -d

one of life's choicest relationships. college dererad This being
Faculty and students c two should the true te be satisfied with

groups h live in close proxim anything short of a loyal and ennobling
intercourse both c

b m d " I m Then I began to teach, a
spiring kin m h s handled students aboutv^
should coir into close contact with those during the oast d

of riper years. The intimate association one I know, said to ver you
of undererrad with underg ate, d
the relationship of give and best to put yourself in the student's shoes
m n of age are valuable, indeed, and see first of all if wh ^-^

There is, perhaps, no better training for your ideas would not have d
life than to match one's self with one's fel- his d

lows in college. It is his side of colleg
life which has received notice. But there graduate and his pr ut when a
is another relationship which ought to be question concerning he underg

m s lating and enriching m rges, there is no a t on the part 1^^ -^^ "***-- "

that between the student and his teacher, of a great number of the professors to dis-
A young b cover, if possible, the student view-point;
both from no endeavor to ascertain whether, from

m d. and ground
b m attitude he und T not5 ^,f d

gained through a quarter of a century or appear entirely reasonable. M
m ers, forgetting that they are perhaps twice

Youth needs"the balance and perspec- the age of the men under them, argue
m ut vouth cannot from as if they were deciding a
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point with their contemporaries. Small guage. He was a victim of the rules. Hi
wonder then that, the farther they pursue case in spirit was outside the presented
their line of argument, the greater the rift regulations, but technically within. He
between the under-gradual* and them- was informed that, although the authori-
selves. ties entertained feelings of profound sym-

In the path toward a closer bond be- pathy for him personally, inasmuch as
tween faculty and students, another obsta- rules were rules he would have to be dis-
cle usually crops up. On student matters missed. lie left embittered. And I
professors are wont to argue in a mechani- scarcely think it too strongly put, when I
cal, pedantic-shall I say it?-academic affirm that his whole life has been colored
manner. Often have I been aroused on by what he deemed a rank injustice.
hearing some question of student disci- I recall once, when a small boy, hear-
pline discussed in a cold, intellectual fash- ing Edward Kverett Hale speak. The
ion, with one side advancing and another one sentence of his discourse I remember
refuting arguments, all with a relish for was this: "Law and justice are not yet
the mere intellectual give and take and all synonymous terms in this country." It
seemingly unmindful that the well-being, would seem that his observation could be
perhaps the future even, of a human being applied to the dispensation of justice ac-
was at stake. Often the argument sim- cording to college rules. I have laid down
mers down to a question of boiling or fry- regulations in my classes and in excep-
ing the student, while the fact that he is tional cases have broken every one of
an animate object entirely escapes atten- them. This, it is held, is the most dan-
tion. Should a request from the students gerousprocedure one could follow. "For,"
be formally presented to the faculty, the say the college legalists, "make one single
immediate reactions of some suspiciously exception and the bars are down forever."
resemble those of "alarmed elderly gen- Nevertheless, I have yet to meet the first
tlemen." But I suppose that the students man who has attempted to take advan-
are also to blame. For do they not be- tage of the argument that because a spe-
come, when engn^ed in the niceties of cial ruling was made in the instance of an-
football, quite as oblivious to the aims other, I should rule likewise for him. It
of the faculty as our academic "school- may be true in general that the conduct
men," when absorbed in the logical nice- of life requires a technical application of
ties of debate, become oblivious to the law, though it must be admitted the world
fate of the student? Some one, I believe, is growing more and more restive under
once said that "students and faculty are technical rules. But it would seem that
much alike, except that the faculty are in a college community substantial jus-
more childlike. tice ought to be above any code, and that

Then, there are a few members of every in an institution consecrated to the mak-
facuity who never have understood young ing of men a clear injustice done to a sin-
men-and they never will understand gle individual is of far greater moment
them. Their opinions, somehow, get than the setting aside of a hundred regu-
abroad. And while perhaps never com- lations. Surely, in college of all places, a
pletely subscribed to, their beliefs tinge man should be impre^ed with the spirit
the general faculty sentiment to a more of justice by which he is governed. Cer-
marked degree than, possibly, is realized* tainly we can do no greater disservice to
Students and their affairs, for such profes- a world still debating, after centuries of
ors, live in an enchanted circle where the toil and blood, whether order and justice

rays of actuality never penetrate. really are of supreme worth, than to im-
The fetish colleges have made of regu- plant a hatred of these terms in the minds

lations and rules is also a disturl>er of the of the youth of the land through any ^f ^

peace, although it was long ago held that blundering or mistaken prejudices to
a "refined policy ever has been the par- which for years we, as teachers, may have
ent of confusion. subscril>ed. Again, I lay the responsibil-

There is a member of my college class ity upon the faculty. We are more mature
with whom I seldom converse without his and experienced; we are supposedly the
referring to our alma mater in acrid Ian- guides. We then should strain every
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fibre in an endeavor to administer true students themselves. Why not be out-»

justice. s n ? If some of us, and there are
A fundamental difference in point of sc :e that sports can be rendered

view on athletics is another fruitful source a power for good, let us openly confess the
of disagreement between faculty and stu- faith that is in us. In doing this, we will
dents. I shall not venture here on a gain dence of the students on
lengthy defense of athletic sports, nor do that subject. Thus, when we are led to
I propose to assign their precise position denounce sharply some ab
in college life. Of this, however, I am will carrv d be dis-
persuaded-those who attack college counted by the strong suspicion that our
athletics most savagely, and inveigh real a m of all sport. As for
against them most ferociously, have those in our f ho are intent upon
never pictured to themselves just what completely d 0 j �«,� ^._, ^

the colleges and the nation itself would hold it their first concern to tell us what
be, were all college games suppressed. In the sti <1 ^^^

the fall of 1918 France was placarded The ideal relationship, it see to me.
with appeals to the youth of that land to is found where members of the faculty are
engage in some form of athletics. The also athletic coaches. Wherever you dis-
physical fitness of the American army cover that situation, there you will in-
had impressed itself ineffaceably upon the va find athletics the most exem-
minds of the leaders in France. They had plary. d with good reason. For a
been told that athletics were the secret of faculty coach is, first of all, an ,m
American physical stamina, so they were In all that he does or teaches the r
adopting our policy in the whole cloth, spirit shines out. Then, b "^^^v

Some of us also carry equally vivid recol- tor by profession, he knows how to teach
lections of a young France that formerly athletics-an ability not always possessed
participated in no more vigorous exercise by professional co Being also a
than the riding of a bicycle. thinking man - a person of intellectual

There are, perhaps, some phases of att ts - the faculty usually
athletics in college which I should not has a philosophy of sport, s worked
care to justify. I believe, however, they o m to other af-
are the excrescences. That sports as con- fi students
ducted in college to-day are powerful in the proper balance. You will also dis-
the upbuilding of those rugged physical cover the faculty coaches to be leaders in
and moral qualities - initiative, courage, the community. And not only are they
modesty, magnanimity, patience, and possessed of a rare knowledge and under-
perseverance-of which the world stands ding of the undergraduates but of^H

ever in need, this thesis I am at all times their admiration and respect as well,
ready to defend. It is also true that the There is m yet remanng to be
right sort of man as an athletic coach can done, to raise athletic standards in our
be one of the most respected and influen- colleges to a new level of m
tial figures on our campuses. Where such ship. Students and coaches cannot
men have been found the testimony of reach this goal alone; the faculty must do
former pupils as to the enduring influence their share. And it is only as t rs,
of their teaching and character is convinc- generally, evince an interest in ̂ the ath-
ing evidence of the value of college sports letic pursuits of their stud hat
rightly conducted. scholastic standing of the athlete - as to

Yet how few there are in any faculty which discussion is endless-canb rai
who come out flatly in espousal of the There is no reason why athletics and
cause of athletics! A number may boast scholarship should not go hand in hand.
outside the college walls of a winning disdain and
football team, but when compassed by the part of the teacher, however, engen-
the scholarly fraternity it is their wont to dering as it does a disposition to "unin-
deprecate games and the influence they terest dislike on the part of the
bear. Rarely, indeed, do professors ex- athlete, are the best agencies I know for
hibit a friendly interest in athletics to the divorcing the two.
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Akin to athletics as a jousting-field for >pontaneous enthusiasm in the work of
faculty and students is the region of ex- the day. A suspicion lingers that some of
Ira-curriculum activities-publications, \\<, instead of devoting -(> much time 1<
dramatics, debating, and what-not. It is bemoaning the students' waste of effort
true that far too much time and effort are on thin*, immaterial, might better giv
expended in those channels. Too often more of ourselves to making attractive
have the undergraduates slavishly fol- and palatable our daily doses of medicin
lowed the false standard of succe out- Perhu] ome of the fault is ours. Thi
side of classroom work, attained at anv hint airain is for teachers onlv.- . «/

cost. But, surely, one must be certain of To understand anv individual, tim 9f

his position to assert that under no cir- and toil are indispensable. .Both, how-
cumstances can benefit accrue from a wise ever, seem at a premium in our college . v / A *

participation in some field of endeavor when ii i- a matter of expending them on
outside of prescribed studies. Needless students and their affairs. Unle we a
to sav, the intellectual pursuits for which teachers are willing to invest our lives ii^ ^ *

the student supposedly comes to college the undergraduates, and until we dp di-
must be his first concern. But in the vest our minds of the notion, whcli deal-i

"work" in which he voluntarily engages ing with them, that whatever we do i
outside of the classroom a student often right, the relationship which should exist
finds an opportunity for a measure of real will never be reali/ed. I have met som
self-expression. There it is that he can army officers whose thought processe 

y^*
+ - * *.

test himself, there discover perhaps a hid- have atrophied on the side o!4 possible
den talent. personal error. There is the same atti-- *

The fact that there is overpartidpa- tude on the part of some teachers I know,
lion by some students in "work" outside which cheats them of one of life's richest ^ 0 m

of the curriculum, affords insufficient pleasures-the satisfaction of. working / ^. A
Rounds for damning the whole system, and living with students as with friends._ «/ fc *-*

as some faculty members do. -There isv *

many a man who looks back to his labors . And so this matter of the relation <>

as a member of a college debating team or iacultv and students brings us to what CJ - » **-' ,
as an editor of a college daily as one of seems an inescapable conclusion-no mat*

the most fruitful experiences of his cdllege is fitted to teach men-he may be excel-_ - _ "
da \- s. He will tell vou that he considers lent at research or noted as an author o1" - ^
-uch training invaluable. As for the ex- learned treatises, but 1 said fitted to
cess of interest in things outside of the teach men - unless he has the love an<
curriculum, which it is rather the fashion understanding of men in his heart and
for faculties continually to deplore, i have mind. When the faculties of our college-
had latterly a feeling not far removed are rilled with a majority, and not as in
from sadness - of course, I should not ad- some places po-r-ed only of a regularly
mit this to my students - when I see how outvoted minority, of youth-loving and
genuinely enthusiastic men can become youth-understanding teachers, then, and
over the dreariest sort of job, so long a^ ii then only, will faculties and students 1.
is not required, and how futile all efforts bound together and education become the
often seem, to strike just a single spark of vital business that the day demand-.
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The Whirling Dervish
BY FREDERICK WHITE

ILLUSTRATIONS BY OLIVER KEMP

HE simon-pure dervish smart that the fly isn't made that can
whirls, voluntarily, fool him."
because he hopes, "He's a faithful riser," Norton put in.
through his efforts, to " Give him credit for that, but I agree
acquire merit in the with the judge that he's too smart to be
eyes of his gods. taken on an artificial fly, and heaven help

Harmsworth per- the man'that snags him on bait. We'd
formed his circum- lynch him for the murder of our dearest

rotary gymnastics against his will; urged enemy."
the swirling waters of the Brant and "Sick the dervish on him," Ames

the successful efforts of a pound trout to laughed. "If Bill ever took hold he'd
wind the leader about his stumbling legs, give young hopeful a regular whirl.
The god for whom he danced was the God Where'd you leave him, Jim ? Jigging on
of Circumstance, and such merit as ac- his laurels?"f

crued to him was long withheld. "Back in the same place, pale but de-
"Plain case of funk," Maiden declared, termined," Maiden said. "Heaven help

"There he was, spinning like one of those him if he hits another fish and get spin-
what-you-call-'ems, mouth open, eyes ning again in that water. He's likely to
popping out, and winding the leader with dance himself dizzy and drown."
that darned trout on the end tighter at - Somehow, the name stuck. We were
every turn." . not intentionally unkind, but little things -^+^w

"Regular whirling dervish," Ames sug- -little incidents-often create careless
gested. "Did you save the fish?" impressions and the awkward and the

"First thing," said Maiden, "Scooped humorous seem always fair game for cari-
him in my net and broke the leader, cature. Harmsworth was not, as yet, one
Then I helped Harmsw ashore. He of us. We were not a close corporation,
was queer-blamed queer-seemed to be except by virtue of old ties and tried
coming out of a daze.. Then he pulled friendships, but newcomers to our little
himself together, and began to swear- fishing inn on the Brant were informally
not at himself or at me or the fish, but at scrutinized and tested before being ad-
something general and indefinite. I tell mitted to full fellowship.
you it was owly to listen to him," "He's'an ugly brute, isn't he, Uncle

"Funny how the first good fish rattles George?" Teddy Norton said to me a
em said Judge Holcomb. "I'd give morning or two later as she balanced her
something to feel my heart in my throat chair precariously with slim, putteed legs
again, and that nervous chill thrilling along on the veranda rail.
my arm, and making the rod shiver," Harmsworth was crossing the road on

"Well, anyway, Judge, be thankful his way to the stream; his head thrust
that you can still swear," laughed Nor- forward aggressively from straight bony
ton. " Profanity saved you from explod- shoulders, and his usual awkward gait
ing to-day, when 'Old Bill' rejected your intensified by the handicap of shapeless
fly before you could hit him." waders and heavy brogues.

"Did you raise him again, Judge?" "What's the trouble, Teddy?" I an-
Maiden asked, eagerly. "I haven't had swered, jokingly. "Can't you bring him
him up since Tuesday." to net and creel him with your other vic-

"Dod gast that fish," the judge pro- tims?"
tested. "He's a menace to the morals of j i £ f T T i. A. j i_ _c *t n A Poof!" Teddy exclaimed, disdain-
this community. Two years in the same fully. "I don't want him. He's a goof!"
hole, under the same rock and so darn Then her face dimpled. "I wish you

434
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could have seen him yesterday when I She tapped my head with her palm.
asked him for a cigarette." "That's for the reservation, and that,"

"Well?" I questioned. brushing the spot with her soft, young
"He looked absolutely shocked. Imag- lips, "that's for telling the truth. I am

ineit!" when I want to be," and, with this some-
"I can," I answered. "Did you get what cryptic utterance, she settled the

it?" chair on its four legs and walked away
.. No," said Teddy. "He said he'd whistling. i^^h ^M i^A- j 

^^

rather not-the prig."
"And what did you say then?" It was a d Brant.'^-^

"Damn," said Teddy, shamelessly. Plentiful showers between (I of
"Teddy!" I remonstrated. "You warm and windless days kept the stream

don't know Harmsworth well enough to in condition, and few were intervals
swear at him. What must he have when what the British angler is still per-
thought?" mitted

"He thought I was a shameless wo- overly shy and too critic Many
man," she laughed. "You see, Jim Mai- of us adopted a twelve- :h lim
den came along just then, and I got a cig pound or even pound-and
from him and smoked it." to excite m

"I hope it made you sick," I said, half comment.
in earnest. Under the circumstances it was in-

" Harmsworth was the sick one. It evitable that the regulars should concen-
made him look such a fool. He doesn't trate on exceptionally heavy fish whose
like Jim, either." fixed lurking places were known and

"Jealous?" I asked, and I was glad to marked, and "Old Bill," because of his
see that with all her modern insolence she willingness to "show," received an undue
still had grace to blush. share of attention.

" Not that way-not the way you "Let's give him a rest," Ames sug-
mean," she stammered. "You see Jim gested. "He's insect shy. I'll bet he's
catches lots of fish and he can't-not seen more unnatural than natural flies

many. Then he knows that Jim told that drift over him this week. I know five of
story about his getting tangled up and us tried for him yesterday."
whirling. I don't believe he likes being A three-day close season on Bill was
called W. D. He's a poor sport." decided upon. Then we were to draw

! " W. D." I repeated, and then as I re- lots for first and subsequent whacks at
called our careless joking, "I'm afraid it him with the understanding that a day
wasn't a very sporting thing on our part, should intervene between each further at-
It may have hurt." tempt.

Teddy wriggled uncomfortably. "Do Harmsworth drew number one. My
him good," she persisted. "He's an aw- own number was the last of the list.
ful fisherman, anyway." Harmsworth said: "If there is no ob-

"Perhaps he has not had the advan- jectionI should like to exchange with Mr.
tage of training by a famous father and a Weston. I'm not ready."
patient, if somewhat less expert, uncle," Maiden, who had managed the draw,
I suggested mildly. looked at him with a cynical smile.

Teddy's feet and the chair legs banged "Cold feet?" he asked.
to the floor together. "Sometimes I'm a Harmsworth's face flushed and the
beast," she said, seriously, and then: straight line of an old scar showed white
"You know my heart is good and there's across his forehead. Then he said, even-^^ ^^"^ _ m ^^^rr

no real vice in me, Uncle George? ly: "Yes, you may call it that. When I
Surprised at this change, I hesitated, go after that fish I want to be fit to fight

She seized the back of my chair and shook him, I'm not-yet, as you know."_"_ -- _- ^ -» -L

it vigorously. "You do know it! Don t Maiden looked uncomfortable. Suit
you ? yourself," he said, "-if Mr. Weston and

"Yes," I said, "you're my angel niece the rest are willing. But, believe me; two
when you want to be. I admit it." weeks won't fit you or any other beginner.
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to handle Old Bill if, by some miracle. \ou He looked at her in astonishment.
do manage to get fast to him." Then he smiled and took her hand in his.

"I'm not worrying about that last/' "So am I-for my part of it. Is it
Harmsworth said slowly. pax?"

"Fly, you understand? Bait barred/1 "La guerre est finie, certainement," sin-
Maiden sneered. assured him brightly.

It was a nasty insinuation-uncalled The smile left his face and a queer
for-and I do not think any of us blann-d eager look took its place. "I wish I had
Harmsworth for the single impersonal your certainty," he said, "Anvwav, I^^^ ^^r

oath that seemed forced from his lips. hope you're right."
He looked around the circle apologeti- "Good gracious!" Teddy cried.

cally. "I beg your pardon, gentlemen," "What is this? Fatality or fishing?"
he said. "It's an old habit and a footless Harmsworth shrugged his broad shoul-
one. Then he turned to Maiden: "Fly, ders and laughed. "Fishing first," he
certainly. Dry, of course. I believe I said. "Let's go."
understand the rules perfectly." We waded through the long shallow

Judge Holcomb ended an uncomfort- pool below the rapids where, beneath a
able situation. "Go to it, George," he shelving rock face, Old Bill held domain
said, turning to me. "It's all right with over a swift but smooth-flowing run of
us. Get him if you can and good luck to heavy water. Teddy worked her way
you. It's time that old cannibal was put along the bank to a spot where, high
out of the way." above the water and concealed in the

This was on a Monday. On Thursday bushes, she could see all that was going
I girded myself for the fray, tested a on.
new nine-foot leader, and chose a "Pink Forty feet below the shelving rock a
Lady" for the enticement and undoing of boulder split the current, offering a
V. Old Bill." measure of concealment and footing in

I invited Harmsworth to accompany the still water behind it. Here I took my
me as observer, suggesting that we might stand with Harmsworth, safe from inter-
fish on together after the event of the day fering with the back cast to my left and
had been decided for or against me. Ted- behind me.
dy, who was prevented from fishing by a The first cast brought no result. The
chafed ankle, offered to give us a lift up- second floated past the rock, and I wa
stream in the car. about to retrieve it when I saw a dark

Harmsworth hesitated. shadow following slowly behind the fly.
"Oh, hop in," said Teddy. "I never Would he take it before it reached the

smoke or swear when I'm with Uncle broken water?

George. You won't be shocked this trip." The shadow moved closer and I VI-
I could have spanked her for her flip- sioned the eager, open jaws as I waited,

pant disregard of the young fellow's feel- alert, for touch and strike. A leaf whirled
ings, but Harmsworth surprised me. down through the air, twisted, hesitated

"Thank God for Uncle George," he above the water, and touched the fly as it
said coolly, and took his seat beside me. bobbed on the first patch of white. A

Teddy gasped and I chuckled inwardly, bulge on the black surface, a gleam, and
for she richly deserved it. Then she the drowned fly came back to me with
slammed in the clutch and we tore up the quickening slack. T
road at a furious gait. Harmsworth gave a suppressed cry.^""^

"Look out, Teddy !" I warned, "you'll and I turned to see him staggering uncer-
smash our rods against the branches." tainly knee-deep in the current. With^^^^ -^L -^

She slowed down, and we ran along an effort he lloundered back to the
under the overhanging trees at a decent water behind the boulder and clung to it.
pace until we reached the ford. There, breathing heavily.
she parked the car in the meadow above "What's the matter?" I cried.
the bank and we all got out. "Sick?"

Teddy held out her hand to Harms- "Sick as hell," he said. "Sick at
worth. "I'm sorry," she said. heart."
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"Thai confounded leaf did it," I said He paraffined his fly and dried it in the
disgustedly. _ 1 - - J fc * J-*. "»- -» v^^L I-" -* 41 * JHBV *p *4 _- ^ J-^» "*- 1 -W ** 4- X-^ m \ * " * * ̂ b. L "V rf "^ -W W W J**fc J^+ +~ *~fc *.-* +- JH-W -* ^ ^-* / / was just ready to air. Shall we start on, sir?"
lake." "Go ahead," I said, "I'm going up to

Yes," H orth ag his eyes easier water and Fll wait for you there."
on the shelving rock, "the leaf-did it. Teddy and I watched him as he waded
It always does. I _ -*. _*-^ **-" V * -^ j \ m ^ F- I ̂ T * X-^ 4-M I ̂  ̂"^ ^* J l-^ v ̂m * * v j-fc _ _- -^ in and worked his way slowly up-stream

I looked at him sharply. dering-^^ -r -^^f- against the rushing, rock-broken water.
m ent had been soul-stirring, but I His wrist action was good and he cast

could not d hy he was so with precision and assurance.
evidently upset. Malde "Uncle George," Teddy asked, "what
came back to me. Certainly, the incident was t
indicated a lack of the self-control as "I don't know," I admitted. "You
: lecessary in trout-fishing as in anything heard him."
else. Yet, there had b "»Ise. Yet. there had been moments when "Do vou Do you suppose he's fish shy-like
lie carried himself well. d m buck fever?"^^

Oh, well," I said, as I cleared my line "I don't know," I repeated slowly, "I
reeled in. "Cheer UD. We erot some can't make him out."

kick out of it, anyway. Let's work along "Yellow?" she almost whispered.
up. Old Bill's through for this dav." "No!" I said decidedly. "Whatever

Some kick, Harm h reoeated it is, he's no quitter."
made our way to th Teddy put her head under my floppy ^^B. _^^^_ ^f..
>m damn nasty kick, I say it was." hat brim and kissed me. "Come on, old

He braced him dear," she said. "I'll run you up to the
up M W he de- next pool."
cla d, "I intend to get th

m m II

All right," I saic d: "but I'm
,id I'll have to b HARMSWORTH began to bring in more
Will vou be on 1 he ask fish and heavier. One two-pounder car-

"Certainly, if you wish," I replied, ried him down-stream fifty yards before
" I'll be here, he netted the trout, breast-deep in a slip-

"Thank v< be- pery pool. Norton saw him do it.
lieve you'll see something." "He may fool us by lifting Bill yet,"

"I hope so d bv he said.V f

his assurance. "I can't see it," said Ames; "he would
H d at hi s tip, not touch you or me, and Maiden pricked
Ich was weaving litt ,bove his him so badly that he'll be warier than
d while the water b . his stiff ever. I doubt if he's taken out this^^^^m

knees. "Yes," he said, as he lowered the season.
d r the shore with "You forget me," the judge put in.

honestly believe "I'm going to tempt him with one of Mr.
vou will." Halford's Sherry spinners. I have a no-

Teddy met us on the bank. "What tion he's tired of a strictly 'dry' bill of
d wid ^ _ fare."

bisr fish had followed "Good psychology, judge," Ames
the fly until frightened by the pesky leaf, laughed. "The old guard dies, but never -^w

"I ght you scared him," she surrenders. And that reminds me, you
turning to Harmswort \\ are the last of the regulars. It's you-or

de you carry on like that?" Harmsworth."
"Funk," lightly. "But "Watch Harmsworth," I said. "He's

I started. I've improving and getting more fish every
enough on conscience without that." day."

"It was the leaf," I put in. "Noques- Maiden broke in: "He's almost too -
tion of that." good to be true. It's my belief he'd bear

"Yes," rmsworth repeated. "It watching. You heard him talking about
was the leaf." Mapping' last night."
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"What do you mean-'dapping'?" He'll get his chance," Maiden mut-
Mr. Norton asked. tered, "and I'll take it on myself to see

"Live fly on a small bait hook. It's it's a fair one."
done, but it can't be called ethical." "You won't have to," I said quickly.

"'Thus ethics doth make cowards of "Harmsworlh has asked me to accom-
us all/ " the judge misquoted; "other- him
wise I'd be tempted to dap a bumblebee "Oh!" said Maiden shortly; "I hop*d-ta^F*k " " ^ ^^

or something over Bill to-morrow. It you'll enjoy the spectacle."
sounds good." ic, Judge Holcomb put in.

" I don't believe he's ' dapping' or here's much thunder in the air.
anything else," said Norton. "That Let's go in to lunch and forget it."
two-pounder had a speckle-wing, drab- If there was thunder in the air, mental
body fly in his mouth when he netted or otherwise, it presaged a sudden brain-
him. I saw it." storm in the early hours of the afternoon,

"All right," said Maiden; "he's not and culminated later on in a terrific down-
making a point of fishing alone for noth- pour accompanied by lightning.
ing. You mark my words." That afternoon I tore one of my waders

"That young man," said the judge, as barbed wire, and b
Maiden turned away, "has a-disagree- W
able form of bait-in his brain." into dry things, Norton knoc m

Maiden was walking across the lawn to door. One look at his face s! d
where Teddy, a slim, boyish figure in there was trouble somewhere.
breeches and blouse, was fussing with the .. /'hat's the m
car. "Teddy fell in the bridge pool and got

"Or else," the judge went on, "he is half-drowned-oh, she's all right now,
permitting professional jealousy-or some- and I've got her in bed with hot-water
thing of an equally disturbing nature- bottles."
to warp his judgment of values." "Too bad," I said. Teddy was always

The next day was a momentous one on doing something.
the Brant. In the morning "Old Bill," "That's only half of it," he went on.
intrigued by the judge's Sherry spinner, "Harmsworth knocked out Jim in a fist
came up, tasted and rejected it with a fight."
scornful flip of his tail. The judge's vivid "What?" I cried, shocked that grim
account of this episode remains a classic war should come to our peaceful valley.
in the minds of those privileged to have "Why? What was the trouble?"
heard it. In summing up, he again af- "Teddy-I'm afraid," he answered,
firmed his belief that the flv was not made with a little slackening of the tense lines
that "Old Bill" would accept freely and about his mouth.
without reserve. "Go ahead," I said; "tell it."

"The wisdom of the serpent is not in it "This is the way I get it," he said.
with that fish's knowledge of entomology, "Teddy was casting from the ledge on
natural or unnatural," he declared, the far side. Jim was fishing the tail end

" Suppose he saw something unnatural- of the pool. Harmsworth came along
ly natural?" said Harmsworth cheerfully. he wasn't rigged for fishing-and walked
"That's what I'm counting on. out on the bridge. Teddy waved her rod

- Dapping's barred, you know," said to him, overstepped, and went in. It's
Maiden quickly. ten feet deep there, you know, and she

Harmsworth looked at him steadily, had her waders on."
Then without a word in reply he turned I nodded. It was a bad spot, with no
and walked away. hand-hold on the sloping ledge.

Maiden laughed. "Got him there, I "The next thing she knew," he pro-
guess," he said. "His guns are spiked ceeded, "Harmsworth had her under the
now. arms and towed her over to the gravel

"Look here, Jim," I protested, 4iit bank. Then he picked her up, full waders
seems to me you're carrying this too far. and all, and carried her ashore. Jim came
Give him a fair chance." up then and tried to take her away from
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Harmsworth. Harmsworth hung on. "Thank you/' he said. "I'll put on
Teddy says it was so funny that she hung mv \\ aders d" ^ ^^^ ^r

on-to Harmsworth, Jim lost his head, "I don't feel right about this either,"
I guess, and slapped Harmsworth across broke in. "It seems to me that
the face/' you are showing too much consideration

"Oh, no!" I broke in. for our feelings, and we too little for yours.
" I'm afraid he did," said Norton. will want to thank you

"Anyway, Harmsworth put Teddy on before you go."
the ground very carefully, and walked up The flush on H th's
to Jim and knocked him down." soread over his face.

"If it wasn't such a nasty mess I'd be his forehead showed white and
rather glad of it, I said. "I m

"So would I-if it weren't for Teddy, for what she d inadvertently,"
Jim's packing to go home now-where he d. "That's an d
belongs." dw

"An rmsworth ? m r feet again. They've
efore he could answer, a knock came been wabbly, as you both know, and so

at the door and Harmsworth strode in. have I; but I have a great and glorious
He had changed into his khaki fishing- feeling that the controls are working-at
suit, and the only sign of his recent en- last and tly.
counter was a red flush on his left cheek. It was evident that change

"I'm glad to find both of you gentle- me to him for he s d
men here," he said. "I wish to express dered
my regret to you, Mr. Norton, for my life nd co
part in a very awkward episode. It was m sincerely d Norton,P

mfortunate-as unavoidable." shaking d
Norton said the right thing. Teddy's m "Wll luck

safety was the first consideration, and fishing."
Norton recognized Harmsworth's part in Harm: h d away quickly.
it freely and generously. "As for the m d
other," he said, "it was, as you say, un- me as he left the room.
fortunate but unavoidable. I can't blame e, thunder-heads were ^^

you, d the hills; the air was tense, and a
"O d *. I low rumble, »t continuous, presaged

shall go away. wi relieve-all of you the f No fish-"^^

of anv f f me under th
"That isn't fair," Iprotes N Lt> g-boots, and

ing but credit attaches to you, and m m irm O way
is no d n I s d-"- -» ^

"Thank you/' he said, "but I sure Teddy lay muffled to the
it is way. May I big eyes fell after her first e f

m

.. C W G
efore I go, I should like to m

turn-the last one-at Old Bill-this "I expect it was," I answered "But
afternoon. " don't worry; you're safe; that's the main

b d thing."
:ted. "I didn't mind being pulled out," she
"Not to my b her-I'm sorr\
"And it's going to storm. Trout won't Jim

wi h thunder in the air-usually." might as well spare your tears,"
m d d "Apparently,

me/' he said he got only what he deserved
L consented re ut that's it," she wailed. "To think

m he's such a rotten sport. That's what^-*
diner on an impossible hand I'm sorrv for."
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"Oh/' I lid. touched a good yard above the shelving
What must he think of us-of every- rock, cocked for an instant, wavered, and

thing?" she whispered. cut through the water hopelessly.
" I asked. Harms worth retriever! the fly, dried it

She buried her face in the pillow, on his sleeve, and adjusted the feather
"lie's dreadfully strong, Uncle George," carefully before trying again. Then he
her muffled voice announced, after a pause, moved a yard to the right and, after a

"Fortunately for you-and for him- false cast or two, thrust forward wide-
self." armed. Again the lly settled lightly

Ted<ly'> face turned to me again, above the rock, but this time the leader
"What do you mean-'for himself?" fell across the current in a wide loop;
she questioned. good tactics, if drag could be prevented.

"I don't know exactly," I said. "He To my amazement 11 arms worth
Harmsworth-has been up against twitched his rod tip, straightening th

something hard-I don't know what, loop and placing the fly under dir I in-
But he's found himself, apparently. He's lluence of the now drifting line. And
trying for 'Old Bill' this afternoon-be- then a strange thing happened. The ll\
fore he leaves." began to flutter like a living insect, beat

"Is he going-loo?" ing the surface with draggled wings in a
"So he says; he seems to think it's the frantic effort to escape into its own elt

decent thing to do." ment.
"It decent-of him," said Teddy A surge of black water before the rock.

slowly, " but is it decent of us-to let a dash of spray, Hashing in the lightning
him go that wav? glare that preceded by an instant a dull-

" That's what your father thinks," I ing thunder crash, brought me to my
admitted. feet. The lly was gone. A rush of wind

"What?" Teddy demanded. roared through the tossing branchc
"That he'd better stay." above, and torn leaves, like lost things
"Father's really clever-sometimes," seeking shelter, whirled through the air.

she said, nodding her curly bobbed head. I saw the taut line quiver from the tip
"See here, Teddy," I said, "do you of the straining rod. Harmsworth's tense

want him to stay?" figure braced against the strike and his
Teddy's eyes fell and her voice lacked eyes fixed, not on the arrow cleft surface,

its usual assurance. "If he wants to," but on the twisting, twirling leaves that
she almost whispered. fluttered and fell upon the foam-flecked

"All right," I said sternly. .. ut it water.
he does stav, no tricks-remember that!" Taen, above the roar of wind and tor-^^^

Teddy looked up at me solemnly; her ren , Harmsworth's voice rang out in an
lips quivered, and two tears trickled down exultant shout, and he turned to his work
her cheeks. "Not a darn trick," she as the big Brown swung into a deep, nar-
promised, and buried her face in the pil- row run and dashed for the broken water
low. below. JIarmsworth stripped the slack

jjj and held him on the spring of the rod,
yielding the regained line discn tly from

FROM where I crouched in the willows the coil in his hand as, broad tail show-
the water before "Old Bill's "rock showed ing, the fish surged past. Then, as th
gray-black beneath ominous clouds, reel shrilled and the reserve line llov <1^*^ ^ 4 A

Lightning split the overcharged air and out, he followed after, feeling his way
sharp thunder crashes volleyed from hill through the rapids with cautious stcj
to hill. Down the valley rain sheets were and disappeared in a curtain of driving
alreadv dimming the outlines of the dis- rain that swept the valley." *^^ -u-- * * A -^
tant mountains. Tent I in my slicker, I crouched un-

Harmsworth, mouth set and intent, der the bush. , waiting impatiently fur
stood behind the concealing boulder, his the worM of the downpour to pass.
rod giving gracefully under the weight of Lightning flashed through the murk and
line as he lengthened his cast. The ily thunder rolled across the hills. Some-
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Harmsworth held him on the spring of the rod,-Page 441.

442
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where below, in the midst of this tumult "Old Bill" had met his match at lasi
and confusion, Harmsworth and "Old Aimltt iy, his great bulk rolled from side
Hill" were having it out, with the odds to side as Harmsworth worked him nearer
all in favor of the fish. 10 the shelving bank. The ring of the

Slowly the storm moved away; familiar half-submerged landing-net crept past
outlines on bank and stream had begun slowly weaving tail, reached his middle,
to show, and through the haze below a and, with a swift flash, encompassed his
blurred figure came into view at the head thick shoulders and gaping jaws in the
of the long, quiet pool. fatal meshes. "Old Bill" scarcely flopped

I jumped up, for from the intent pos- as Harmsworth heaved him onto the
lure I sensed that the fight was still on, stones. He had died fighting-drowned
and, keeping close to the bank, I splashed -in his own element.
down through the shallow water. I splashed, knee-deep, to the gravel bar

A gravel bank split the centre of the and hugged Harmsworth. In the annal
1 >ool. Here Harmsworth stood, water of the Brant, no man, in my time, had
dripping from his shapeless hat and accomplished such a feat under condition-
drenched canvas fishing-coat, rod bend- so unusual and adverse.
ing easily and straight line pointing to a "He'll go close to four pounds/' I ex-
break in the flat water where a black ulted, hefting the net with its shining
dorsal fin lazily disturbed the surface, burden. "It's a marvel you got away
Whatever the vicissitudes of the rapids, with it."
the odds were now all in Harmsworth's "It was nip and tuck/' he said, shak-
favor, and nothing but the giving way of ing the rain-drops from his hat.
the fly could reverse the issue. couldn't have done it except that I knew

I was cured."
"Cured!" I cried. "Of what?"

.. Whirling/' he said quietly.
"Harmsworth," I said, "I'm more

than curious-it's real interest. What
was it?"

A detached, far-away look came int<>
his eyes and his brow wrinkled below the
narrow white scar. Then he smiled.

"You may as well know," he said, "Air-
" plane accident in France. Rudder

" * *-

-

XT"w "* ̂ »
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jammed; whirled down two thousand me- vation through the medium of a whirling
tres-and crashed." trout-fly was an astounding feat of prao

I looked at him in silent m tical psychology.
Somehow I felt guilty-that we should I looked at Harmsworth with new eyes,
not have known seeing in the man behind the fisherman

N ex- the lonely warrior who had blithely given
m d ery battle to an infinitely grimmer and more

foolish ing securely intrenched opponent than "Old
m Water es or -" Bill"-or Maiden-and won.

Leaves! b e n. Men seldom voice their inmost feelings.
"Yes," he went on, "leaves were the I did say: "The Brant has seen a damn

worst. It's surprising how often a flutter- good fight. I'm proud to have been let in
ing leaf resembles a wounded plane in a at the finish."
spin " Harmsworth understood. He looked

a d h ing, pleased and held out his hand. "That's
alone, up here?" I said. mighty good of you, sir," he said. "I ap-

utir^ii ?> ~u« ~J~. W yes he m, >ut- preciate it, and all your kindness to a
fishing was just what I It gave rank outsider, I'll not forget it after I've

5>
m lots of practice, above gone
But it was the fly that really did the trick a Now look here, my boy," I warned
in the end." him. "Don't imagine you're going this

U Go on," I d mem ering the evening. It's a time-honored custom here
twisting, fluttering enti men to give a special dinner whenever a fish

Old Bill" to his last fight, of three pounds or over is taken on the
H fly. You'll be elected an insider to-

dragg fly from the big trout's morrow night."
gristly snout, and blew the f rs nt "But " he began.

me semblance of ess. " See," he "But - nothing!" I said firmly. "
said, and separating a lower section of "When four middle-aged gentlemen
one wing he caught it under the curve of experienced fishermen-invite a young
the hook. "Tail rudder-set at angle, whippersnapper to dine with them, he

m can't, in decency, refuse. It isn't done."
look." He looked at me, embarrassed.
He ca< fl over a little run between "And when my own niece intimates

w that she will not be entirely displeased
rent. S turned, and if he wishes to stay, then I waved my
the gut as a fulcr m began to whirl hands hopelessly.

lly. Harmsworth tapped his rod tip gently
tt Water or air, it's all the 5) said on the gravel, and looked at me with a

Harmsworth, his steady eyes intent on boyish smile softening his firm mouth.
the gyrations of the fly. " b "No," he admitted, "Then - it isn't
m done."

w^^^ t wabbling. D "That fly will have to go on the record
"Do you to say you actually board with a card with the date, weight

worked that out and made yourself watch of fish, and everything, ' I said, as we
it?" I *""*" T J J-J prepared to leave. "What's its name?

"After I had discovered it by acci- I can't place it."
dent, " said, " d Harmsworth dandled the nondescript
t m bunch of feathers and silk on the leader,

lf. I knew I had turnmg it slowly between thumb and
fishing m d finger, " It hasn't any name that I
out." know of," he said, "but I'm going to

The nerve of the thing and christen it."
of it m rain-sick from the "What?" I asked.
after-effects of a head-spin crash, delib- "The Whirling Dervish," he grinned.

nf his sal- "You're cured, son/'I said. "Let's go."



Glamis Castle
"All hail, Macbeth! Ihiil to thce, thane of Glamis!

BY M. K. LKKKSTER ADDIS

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM DRAWINGS BY ALFRED BRENXAN AND FLETCHI;R RANSOM AND
FROM PHOTOGRAPHS

LAMIS CASTLE is the Scots' seat of the Earls of
Strathmore. Its association with Shakespeare's "]Mac-
beth" is explained in the following article, which was

written a number of years since. It is the home of Lady Eliza-
beth Bowes-Lyon, daughter of the Earl of Strathmore, whose
betrothal to the Duke of York, second son of the King and_"_ ^^_ ^^^^^

Queen of Great Britain, was announced in January. One who
visited the castle in the past summer recalls also the story of
the haunted room referred to below, and the supposed lunatic
who lived to the age of one hundred years and occasionally
caused weird happenings in the castle. He died, it is now be-
lieved, several decades ago. The castle contains a remarkable
old kitchen with walls eighteen feet thick and the "new kit-
chen" built in 1600-much the largest room in the castle.

The Beaker of Glamis. The castle roof was burned off and has been replaced with a
temporary iron roof. In the meantime, the Earl, with true

Scotch carefulness, is gathering slate from old houses in the neighborhood as they
are pulled down, so that in due time he will have good old slate to replace the iron.

"The spirit of a time is writ greatest Shakespearian scholar of the
Not all in books; but who hath wit world, once said to me that fortune andShall find it in the arrow-head,
The kelt, the barrow for the dead, power lay before the English teacher in
And stone-groined power America who had British folk-lore at his

____ command. cneath the massive tower."

Let me here state that Glamis is pro-
HE study of literature is one of the nounced to rhyme with clams and not in
most striking characteristics of the two syllables.
history of education during the past But although the love of history and

quarter of a century. But literature and its heroes is inherent to the great major-
history are handmaidens, and should be ity, Macbeth is to many as shadowy a
studied corelatively. Not the hard, dry personage as King Arthur; yet the home
facts of kings and .m lents, but a of Macbeth as Thane of Glamis, nearly
thorough knowledge o development nine hundred years ago, still stands-
of our race and its cust is necessary to prouder, grander, statelier-the Warwick

,nd the history Castle of Scotland. Yet greater than
have assum in importance Warwick, in that it was the royal resi-

in the eyes of students m dence of Gaelic-speaking kings-Ken-
twenty years ago. Shakespeare, above neth, who united under his sway Picts
all men, excelled in his knowledge of folk- and Scots; Malcolm, Duncan, Macbeth,
lore, and when in doubt as to the existence and the great Canmore. Then it became
or prevalence of some quaint custom, we the home of the Stuart kings, and has al-
have only to turn to his pages to find the ways ranked as a royal castle and a Jaco-
heart-life of the people there revealed. bite shrine.

Doctor Horace Howard Furness, the The turrets of its central keep and the
445
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wings were built under the direction of Hunter's Hill rises out of the park, these
Inigo Jones in 1602, but the dungeons, rings may be survivals of the royal hunt-
kitchen, deep well, walls, winding stairs, ing aays, wnen ttie d
Duncan's Hall, Malcolm's chamber, the were boi d hunsr no in triurn
crypt, and the present drawing-room were the hall.
ail swept by the robes of Lady Macbeth ! Towai d one d corner our eyes arc
Was ever home more worthy of a visit? drawn \ of awe. There, in

It was my good fortune to renew an old popular b walled-UD entrance
acquaintanceship some years since, and to the noted haunted chamber of GIamis,
again to be invited to spend a day to see an entrance known only to the earl, his
the castle's most private treasures, under son, and any third confidant.
the guidance of its mistress, the Countess The story goes that Earl Beardie, the
of Strathmore, and her daughter, the cruel tiger Earl of Angus, killed his op-
Lady Glamis. d

The poet Gray and many another clL 1 "»"*- mr

notable writer have called it "a princely Judgment. ut good taste ever re- -^^^-

pile/5 than which no more fitting term presses idle curiosity, and so one neither
can be made. Standing in the very heart doubts nor questions the m
of "fair Strathmore"-a lovely, fertile as to the authenticity of the haunted room.
tract, surrounded by richly wooded hills, Another turn of the stair brings us to
and the distant heather-clad Grampians Duncan's chamber, claimed to be

its natural position is perfect. Enter- the real scene of his assassination. Its
ing its magnificently carved gateway, the low door, iron-bound and studded, has a
avenue lined with stately elms soon "thumbsneck" handle, while a curious"* f

brings one within the garden enclosure grated recess in one corner leads to
still marked by the remains of round secret stairway descending to the foun-
towers-all that is left of the old walls. dation and

Statues of the Stuart kings guard the doubt that M
drive, and the quaint, richly carved dial,, was assassinated here in 1032 or 1034 "
with its eighty plates, is eagerly examined, and "m >m"w ^^»

Over the low doorway are carved heads in black oak, has been known as Mal-
and coats of arms, the work of Jan Van colm's His murderers fled across
Sanvoort; cannon stand by the old gun- the snowy fields, and, falling through
holes; the heavy-barred door and ribbed- d N
work iron yett (or gate) call to us with no cl"^-f~ mm^

uncertain voice that they are not of yes- tell in hieroglyphics the story and judg-
terday. ment of their crime, and

Ascending the winding stone stair we Manse sard
reach the crypt, now used as an entrance- K
hall-such a hall as is rarely seen. Its Higher up in the turret rooms we see
walls and vaulted roof are of hewn stone, the beds in which the Pretender and Sir

The old oaken settees, brass-bound coffer Walter Scott slept, with their gilded royal
chests, coats of mail, stands of arms, deer, and faded silk emb
wolf, and badger heads carry us back to a lets, copi of the older furniture
time when this same hall rang with the Jam* Queen Mary's father, and
tramp of Macbeth's warriors-Angus, cl
Lennox, Menteith, and Ross. castle.

One leather coat on a stand attracts d^-^

special notice. It was the riding-coat of roof, and only then realize the extent of
the great Graham of Claverhouse, " Bon- the wings as we look down oix them.
me Dundee," the one in which he fought magnificent panorama stretches
at Killicrankie. on every side, recalling for us the lines:

In the roof we see strong iron rings, and
can but surmise their original use. May- bc beautlful> whlch' lf dail
be the iron chain from the drawbridge ly, and whose novelty survives
below passed through them, or, as the Long knowledge and the scrutiny of years/7
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At our feet lies Thrums, while farther « Tall trees they were,
on, as noble background, are the heather- And old. and had b< a old a century

Before my day. Xone living could say aught. lad Grampians, peak after peak, till on About their youth."
the outline of the northwestern hori/on

we distinguish yron s Descending by another stair we
"Dark frowning glories of wild Lochnagar," over creaking floors, hearing the sough of

the wind through loopholes, and even in
where nestling at its base is almond, broad daylight feel expectant that some
Scotland's present royal home. Turning wraith will appear suddenly at the grated
toward Perthshire, we can clearly see the covering of a secret doorway.

The quaint, richly curved dial, with it- eighty plates.-Page .\ \t>.

sugar-loaf peak of Schiehallion and the Passing under these feudal doorwa\
extinct crater summit of Ben Lawers, with bolts shot into the ten-feet-thick
while close at hand stands Dunsinane stone walls, one can faintly realize the
Hill, and not far off the locality of Birnam feelings of a prisoner left to the pitile
Wood. Turn where we will, cruelty of a jailer in such a stronghold

ghost-haunted. \Ve talk contemptuously
"Nor hill nor burn we pass alonj

""lit has its legend or its song." of our forefathers' credulity and supersti-
tions-how would our twentieth century

If the twisted yews and overworked nerves behave under similarW fc^^^-x^ ^ AVi A. vtff^A^^* V'

the garden could only tell us the secrets circumstances?
of these haunted walls! The bump of locality was at a loss hen-,

But with all else here, their record is and speculations as to how new servant-
too venerable. Like the Druids' oaks ever found their way flitted through the
afield mind; then a door opened and we stood
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in a brilliantly lighted billiard-room hung stone walls, with arched doorways, em-
with old tapestry, sewed in feudal days brasured windows, and vaulted, echoing
by the ladies of the castle. The colors roof. The carved m
were beautiful, and the scenes told their twelve feet wide, arrests attention; the old
own tales Nebuchadnezzar eating with tile; d rampant lion "d >gs, with

crowns on their

heads, so defiantly
submissive to duty.

Then the curtained
nooks, dainty with
brackets and china,
but on closer inspec-

f d to be nich-
es in those terrible
walls, d with
tapestry worked by
the fair fingers of
the d ^*^f

Countess Helen, and
lit at night by genu-
ine copper " cruisey "
lamps, hung from
the chains and rings
of non-electric davs.J

Looking down in
painted royal majes-
ty are the melan-
choly Stuarts, with
their queens and the
earls and countesses

of former days.
The only one not

of the family, but
welcomed among
them- as an honored

Malcolm's Room. friend, is Claver-
There is little doubt that Malcolm II was assassinated here in 10.52 or 1034.-Page 446- house, striking in

" its tints of black and
and consid-f

the beasts of the field, Abraham offering ered Sir Peter Lely's finest work. Seldom
up Isaac, Isaac blessing Jacob, etc. Sev- is onnie Dundee" in his own place
eral panels of terra-cotta-colored satin, loan exhibitions ever craving his presence& « ^^^ "~

with embroidered groups of children, m t popular attraction.
flowers, and animals, were as soft and O
fresh as if they had been sewed last year old, is valuable. The Earl and his boys
and not during the fifteenth century. are in the foreground, in hunting-dress, _i- -m^rr

But a greater pleasure was in store in with hawks and beagles; the dead mother,
the imposing drawing-room, sixty feet in as an angel, hovers over them. But its
length, and immediately over the crypt, value is its background, where we see the
What a perfect union of mediaeval and castle as it stood then, its towers, wings,
modern-my lady's bower and my lady's walls, and watch-towers complete.
drawing-room-masses of gay flowers, Turner's painting of the castle as we see
tall palms, cabinets of old china, soft in- m in-*^r

viting cushions, well-known photographs, trinsically valuable. ere we truly have
with royal autographs-Ellen Terry as a perfect union of past and present.
Lady Macbeth-all here within hewn Passing from this magnificent room by
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an arched passage formed through the In panels round the walls are figures of
massive walls, we reach the chapel, one of the twelve Disciples; the four Evangelists,
the finest private chapels in the kingdom, two on either side, occupy the posts of
Its decorative paintings in panels are honor by the Crucifixion. Beneath each
unique portrait is painted a short account of the

The ceiling is panelled in large and manner of death of the disciple.

' .' :- :*..-" .',/' .."-" -" J. f , ... .
/ ""- - /

Passing under these feudal doorways, with bolts shot into the ten-feet-thick stone walls, one can faintly realize
the feelings of a prisoner left to the pitiless cruelty of a jailer in such a stronghold.-Page 447.

small divisions alternately. The scenes But one panel attracts attention above
of our Saviour's life from childhood to his all others. Its subject is the embodiment
trial before Pilate are strikingly depicted of John, 2oth chapter and isth verse:
in the larger panels and culminate in a "Jesus saith unto her, Woman, why
beautiful painting of the Crucifixion over weepest thou ? whom seekest thou ? She,
the altar. In the smaller panels are to be supposing him to be the gardener, saith
seen exquisite angels'heads and faces and unto him: Sir, if thou have borne him
the "attributes, the hand, the eye, the hence, tell me where thou hast laid him,
ear, the heart. and I will take him away.

One starts involuntarily on looking up- Christ as the gardener, leaning human-
ward to see that human eye, painted so ly weary on his spade, looks on Mary so
lifelike that it seems as if a living brain pitifully, but oh! so kindly. It seems so
must exercise its power. natural at first sight that one realizes only
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after repeated gazing that never before "This chapel was finished and conse-
have we seen the Christ painted with a crated in the year of God
hat on his head. Yet the hat is familiar 1688,
enough, large and soft and drooping, a
Cavalier hat. Then slowly our waking we know that the resemblance is no fan-
perceptions pass from the familiar hat ciful illusion.

The Drawing-Room.

A perfect union of mediaeval and modern.-P«t;e 148

of historic paintings to the face of the 1688. A memorable year in the for-
gardener. We forget for a moment the \ tunes of the Stuarts, for William of Orange
sacred allusion and association and we see then landed at Torbay, and James II, the
in this gardener our royal Stuart martyr, last of the luckless royal line, had fled.
Charles I. We Scots have been accused by our

It seems impossible! The softened English brethren of betraying Charles
gray light thrown on the figure from the Stuart. This picture is but one of many
beautiful Franco-Scottish stained-glass of proofs that to the mass of the people the
the sixteenth century-such glass as Stuarts were inexpressibly dear.
Mary Stuart loved in Holyrood-height- It was a bold defiance at such a time.
ens the startling effect. Then as the eye and we could well picture that loyal earl.
passes on and reads: with his friend and neighbor, Claverhouse
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dmiring gazers as we were-an ex- 'justice to the m f Q
d e death by a beth, Oliver C J M

worthy successor, who fell fighting at b :k of enthusiasm
S effort. The >rtune and sad fj/ I \J

For the Lyons of Stra de- M
v >ted Royalists, d m the d
chart our noble hostess gave the grip on Scottish hearts. Surely
clew to this unique painting. before nor since in 1 history of

d into between the world has there been such unswerving
Earl Patrick ai d De Witt, the Dutch devotion to the personality of a race of
painter, the artist >m-^v^

promised to paint ert Bruce to
Charles the Mar- Bonnie Prince

tyr in some suita- Charlie every-
b Scriptural thing nearest and
scene. d to Scot-

During the liberty was
mm entwined d

the devotion of woven with the

the subject d fortunes of h
resort to strata- White Rose.

^ (1 else in
the twentieth Britain is there a

century, this more fitting home
painting in Mac- for such a pic-

eth's historic ture? As a reward

castle gives us a f bravery at
truer and more Bannockburn,
touching concep- b Bruce
tion of the faith gave Walter, the
and devotion to Steward of his

the Stuart cause palace, the covet-
than can the most ed hand of his

eloquent histo- daughter Mar-
rian. . Their sonLooking down in painted royal majesty are the melan-

How could Earl choly Stuarts and the earls of former days,-Page 448. was Robert II,
Patrick a the first Stewart

m who king, d his
had dauerh Jane, on her m

d mad d*f \ * / nd faithful subje
Ch of Dais? The young earl, a j d as her dowrv 1
minor, was fined £ y ^- - t d carrying -^^«-
because his father had refused to b with it the right to quarter the lion and
Charles. crown on the coat of arms. A royal

T "bvterians of d m Stewart home, in H
mA dition even in the days of

driven fr the Old to d. art chatelaine.^«^

Yet religion and loyalty may be things d b
apart. Who more loyal than the H s Malcolm II, Duncan I, d great^^»

and all the English Catholics at the dread M borne th m to
invasion of the Armada? So, too, the their last resting-place on the peaceful,
loyalty of S m d

Even now in Scottish schools was Saxon, and knew not the Conqueror.
those schools b Wl dom It was in her Scottish court Q

J Kr Margaret instituted the Grace Cup; a
d CUD afterward beaueathed, with her other
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treasures, to hurch, and lost or de- royal hostesses presided, for fire destroyed
m this part of the old castle. But though

m A modern, it is palatial, with its magnificent
d, and so from oaken wainscot, sideboard, chairs, and

Prin Jane, the beaker of Glamis has mantelpiece, all carved with the lion and
been of its treasures. national emblems; while round the walls

It is in the form of a rampant lion, as a dado are the richly colored and gilded
beautifully modelled, and of that exqui- shields of the various noble families with
site soft gray tint only seen in genuine old whom the Lyons have intermarried. As
silver. The lion's head forms a neatly the sun poured through the high win-
hinged lid, and the body holds a quart of dows of rich glass and made rainbow^
liquor. round the flowers and quaint silver, one

In oiden days each peaceful guest must could not but be impressed by the educa-
(1 "me-com tional power of such beautiful surround-

ing of brides it still holds the honored ings, and the lesson was enforced by the ^^

place. h departed from carved mottoes in Latin and Old French:
drinking capabilities of our ancestors, so

silver cup, containing a wine-glass In te Domine Spcravia
Sans variance tcrme de ma vie

in quantity, has been inserted in the lion's
llet, d thus the ern bride and the latter most nobly fulfilled in loyalty

honored guest may still be able to the Stuarts.
ind nledere the nower of the ram" ^^ A ut his slanting rays also reminded us

pant lion. A silver mod that the day was waning, and that ere its
m e, and rarely is the original close we had to reach the Grampian slopes

cup displayed with the family plate on -"the loyal Braes o' Angus. So, with "

d. It has never before been kindest expressions from our courtly host
sketched »hotographed, and, as a good and hostesses we reluctantly said adieu to
Scot, I di ippreciated the earl's placing the venerable pile. Tempted again and
it in mv d for a thorough insoection again to "last peeps/' we knew in our

d the Lady Glamis's offer of a drawing hearts it was but an rcvoir.
of it. deed a genuine relic of medi- Let each one interested go and see that

d. The magnificent dining- "I have used no gloss nor varnish
m m To make things fairer look."



By Due Process Law
BY F. J. STIMSON

AUTHOR'S NOTE: The following story is based on actual facts, though pur-
posely altered somewhat and changed in places to avoid too close identification.
The original tragedy may be found recounted in the late Colonel Waring's volume
of war reminiscences entitled "Whip and Spur/3 For the vindication of the common
law of English-speaking lands, besides the general history of England since (and
before) the Bill of Rights, the reader need only be reminded of the trial for the Bos-
ton massacre, the decisions of our Supreme Court during the Reconstruction period,
the Dow case, of stealing silver in Louisiana tried years afterward in Maine, and
the decision whereby the family of General Lee recovered Arlington.

HE actors in this drama to take sides. Augustine Brandon, sec-
are now all dead. And ond of that name, was of course of North-
I think the drama ern sympathies, but regarded himself as a
should have perma- citizen of Mississippi; and he was far too
nent record. The old for martial service, John being the
memories of our Civil younger child of a marriage he had, late
War itself are now in life, contracted with a beautiful young
overlaid by those more girl of New Orleans, whose father he had

poignant, far more terrible, memories of befriended. He had died, leaving his or-
but yesterday. All the more is it needful phan daughter to his care. She also had
for us citizens of our republic to vivify in died, in giving John birth, leaving also
our minds the understanding of our heri- John's elder sister, Rose Mary, his senior
tage of English law, and still more so for by some seven years. Rose Mary was
our citizens of alien birth; for the law of blond and of very gentle nature, sharing
their birth-lands was of world-wide differ- her mother's Creole blood; he, on the con-
ence. Not too soon, nor too often, can trary, was black-haired, determined, and
they be taught that difference. And our of Northern, Norman type, sharing, as
women too, recently enfranchised, now it were, the vigor of both Norman-French
must hasten to the study of those birth- and Norman-English ancestry. But, as
rights which their sex has made unneces- the family is now quite extinct, these
sary hitherto. The Prussians have just facts are perhaps of little importance,
given us the object-lesson of their system; save that he loved this sister with a love
this story will remind you of our own. .that is rarer perhaps in purely Saxon na-

tures, while he adored his father with a
In the June of 1862 John Brandon-for reverence that had in it something

so I shall call him-was finishing his first Roman.
year at Harvard College, where his father It was to Rose Mary that was due his
and grandfather had been before him. early homecoming, without waiting for
His father, though of Massachusetts the Commencement festivities. It was
birth, was possessed of large plantations still possible-easily possible for a gentle-
in the State of Mississippi, where he made man of Mr. Brandon's position-to get
his home. Although the war had begun letters through to the North. The Fed-
the year before, in view of John's ex- eral troops were already in possession of
treme youth (he was then hardly fifteen) New Orleans, under General Butler; but
he had seen no reason for changing the without using that channel, it was quite
plan of sending him to college there, easy for Mr. Brandon, an old gentleman
The boy was in a Northern preparatory over seventy, living on his estates and
school when the war broke out, and was highly respected though known to be of
too young to fight, even if then prepared Northern sympathies, to have his family

454
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letters passed through the Confederate Railroad communication ended at Cor-
lines to the North, with a mere pretense inth, and young Brandon had little dif-
at censorship. And her letters of late had ficulty in procuring a horse on which to
grown increasingly anxious. It was not finish his journey. Although nominally
only their loneliness and isolated situa- all the horses had been seized for use of
tion and her father's age, nor fear of the the Confederate army long before and he
blacks (in that belt of country perhaps had no personal acquaintance in Corinth,
the most primitively savage still in all the his name and need sufficed to bring to the
South), nor of course of the soldiers hotel door a fairly well-fed farm horse, in
themselves-it was more than this, some- charge of a smiling darky, " to be returned
thing she could not explain, yet some- at his convenience." He lost no time in
thing evident in all her letters. Her young mounting, as he was anxious to get home.
brother light-heartedly attributed it mere- His few belongings were soon bundled and
ly to the loneliness, however. Perhaps it strapped behind the saddle, and, throwing
was; at all events he was glad, at any call a gold piece to the darky, he was off.
of Rose Mary's or his father's, to come Almost immediately on leaving the
home. And there was another secret rea- town behind him he entered the woods:
son still. It was his fixed resolve after the vast sparse growth of oak or pine that
his return to the North to enlist in the clothes these last Northern uplands. The
Northern army. Next year he would road dwindled to a sandy track, and then
not be too young. But it was necessary a trail; and after a few miles he left it al-
to have his father's consent, to win that together, as the country grew familiar to
of his sister (in whom he suspected some him, for the forest was scanty and more-
Southern sympathy), and then, most of over carpeted, on hard sand, by that
all, to get them away from the old plan- pretty herbage which we of Alabama call
tation, so far within the Southern lines, clover-though clover, of course, it is
and he a Northern soldier. not, but a pleasant footing it makes for

Furnished with military passes, Bran- horse or man. He had started in the
don had little trouble in making his way mid-forenoon, determined to home
as far as Corinth in northern Mississippi, that night, and was anxious to arrive in
That was the southernmost point of the still more familiar surroundings ere the
Northern line. But the main military dark. The distance-some seventy to
operations lay to the eastward of his way eighty miles-his horse was said to be
beyond that point, and he was assured good for with one rest. This he took, with
that the country was practically free of a meal, after sunset; waiting for all twi-
soldiers, Northern or Southern; in any light to fail and the stars to become bright
case, the latter, being of his State and before he started again. The moon was
neighbors, would give him little trouble, in its last quarter.
Relying on this, he had made no effort to It seemed a very happy ride to him.
get passes through the Southern lines, as What journeys can be more so than those
his own route lay to the southwest, the of youth, in its first freedom, upon a
great plantation of his father being on the horse, no care behind and home ahead?
southern slopes of the very last head of "Journeys end in lovers' meeting/' how
the great Appalachian chain that runs old a catch is that ? And though there
unbroken from the Gulf of St. Lawrence was no lover in the case, it may be ques-
to the lower Mississippi. Here the culti- tioned if the love of boy for a single and
vation of rice begins to be possible, as older sister be not deeper still.
well as cotton and the more Northern He had met no one so far in all his
staples; and here his father had settled as journey. The few roads (which mainly
a young man, and devoted his life to the ran westward toward the great river)
cultivation not alone of the fields but of when he had crossed them were unpick-
the neighborhood. Around Laurel Hill eted, showing that the country was not
there were schools, the negroes were under military occupation; nor had there
kindly treated; it was a little oasis of been a sound of distant gunfire nor a
civilization on the very edge of the light of falling shell. One or two negro

lack Belt/' cabins he had passed, but they were de-
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serted; the negroes evidently fled either the great facade now shone like marble,
to their master's protection, southward, gleaming white, as yet untouched. No
or northward to join the invading army, figures appeared on its broad veranda,

ut the boy had been told at Corinth that and there was still light in the bedroom
it was probable that the present off en- windows.
sive of the Federals had ended; indeed, it randon dropped the bridle and drove
had been hinted to him that their next the spurs into his horse. So he fell down
movement might be a retreat. the mountain, and spurred across the

He was getting very near home now. lawn by the little lake. Then as he
The country was quite familiar. Beyond dashed upward through the jasmines and
that pine-clad height where the last rock magnolias, the house now already on fire,
cropped out he should see a long range of he saw the great door open, both wings
gentle hills whose slopes were already re- thrown inward, and his father, followed
claimed to farming. These were his f ath- by his sister, appear on the veranda. At
er's outlying plantations, mostly " truck " the same moment his horse stumbled, his
farms, given to the favored negroes, bridle was seized, and he himself thrown
whence the supplies came to the great to earth and held. The boy struggled,
house. And beyond this long last range though he saw that they were Union sol-
of hills lay the valley of home, on the far- diers, when the event occurred which
ther side of which, on a gentle acclivity in made captors and captive motionless for
the edge of a fine grove, rose the great the moment. "That's the Cossack!"
mansion house where he had been born, one of them had said. A squadron of
two-storied, with wide veranda framed in cavalry had been drawn up in front of
high pillars rising to the dormered roof, the house, and the man who seemed to be
Beside it his sister's favorite flower- in command had shouted, you
garden; in front, the great lawn slanting come out!" and his father had come in
to the lake that had been the sea of ad- his black coat and hair gleaming white;
venture of his boyhood, Rose Mary al- Rose Mary in her night-dress, her blond
ways with him, she just enough older to curls still unbraided; she seemed mad
accompany him in all adventure, not so with fear or anger, the old man calm.
much older that he did not feel himself He saw some of the family servants,
the protector, as any man should be. armed but white with fear, behind them.
Rose Mary! Rose Marie-it was the old "Don't speak to the villains, shoot them
Creole name his father had chosen for her. down," he heard his sister cry. It was
Himself had been plain John. at that moment and before he could

The light of the setting moon still lin- wrench him free that he heard the man
gered in the western horizon. It was they called the Cossack give the order
strange how long it stayed. He thought Fire!
he should lose it as he plunged into the He saw his father fall, riddled with
last wood; but no, it was still there. Was many bullets; his sister, too. The shots
it all the light of the moon? Clapping seemed to come from every side. He
spurs to his horse, he galloped up the last struck at one of his captors with the hand
acclivity from the summit of which, he he had struggled to free and the butt of
knew, he should see his father's house, his pistol, and the other struck him down

ut he was never to enter his father's with the clubbed gun, unconscious.
house again. Long before he reached the They left him there; and in the morn-
hilltop he saw that the light was not of ing, a long time after sunrise, the negroes,
the moon alone, but the redder glow of his own servants, found him and brought
fire; and when he got to where he could him to. The house was now in ashes.
look down across the valley he saw that it Some of the negroes had gone away with
was his father's house that was burning, the Northern troops, but his sister, they

The fire had apparently started in the told him, was being nursed by the old
servants' quarters, for the "offices" and mammy, her foster-mother. They seemed
household servants' cabins to the west- strangely loath even to tell him this,
ward of the main house were already though voluble as to the other events of
wrapped in flames, in the light of which the night, the raid (for such they had dis-
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covered it wus) of the Union cavalry; price p front foot not justifying their
how they said they had come to take improv ment for m es
massa as a rebel spy, but had, after kill- For on< b
ing him, packed up and taken off with times had been reported sold at $200
them all the silver. "But take me to f which other lot-own
Rose Mary," he cried, he ordered-and morttratred, and all 1^ w

at last they did, and he found her strug- one for sale) had
gling in her old mammy's arms-raving memory.
mad. This one lot not f sale was covered

Rose Mary never recovered her reason. the t modern structure in all
For a year or more John Brandon hardly C Of brick, with Indiana stone
left her, day or night. He got her North, facings, it occupied the corner across Lin-
to his nearest relations, in Massachu- f the H
setts. Then, when all the doctors as- just opposite the Soldiers' Monument in
sured him that her case was hopeless, he the park. h dged the I. O
enlisted in the Northern armies. O d

m f

In M it was the Sun- f» ^

r before May 31, Decoration Day-the prietary was hospitable, one might add* * ^^^
town, or rather, as it called itself, the d
city, of Centreville, situated in what is "^^uT- Vlet out for evenings that were not its own
known as the Black Belt of southern Il- m

linois, lay under a particularly hot sun Chautauqua lectures.
m f or even to political rallies or cauc eS

d M S lay almost de- so big as to necessitate hall-the4

f >r a f e^ hogs m h oc
h its m d also hadv ^

ha trains), and\ headauarters and met, when it mM. »

ed "m invading the side- oc post of the G. A. R.
l>v the elevation at \v these That was not very of C

were set above the mud-or perhaps that C
the centre street made better hunting for d fewer still ha Then

from cmses or, worse, in the id been some d
gutters old peelings or tomati ^cans. ea d
C * was, of course, dead, and the present h

d un f . _A was the proprietor of the Centre\
the railroad >ot in long perspective Hotel, a burly, black-haired, coa De-
were old and spots out of grained Hoosier whose name was Max-«^^r

repair, so that a jump was n ry;and Conrad, not, however, without much of
d d d istincth

long d -i d " Only, it A is charged b\
side^ es. that he mixed tooJL *

h k was of brick, and h held tooJ ^X ^"^

Court-house. The Opera-house, however, lengthy adjournments around the iron
was f wood, and i b6

r that faced e other with beintr Sund

crossless spires at the upper end of the ee ^f

street, he only buildi had m d many of them^"* ^^^-

than two stories was the Centre- day, have lerregated after rt
H d aboi Ut tO-

df morrow was Decoration Day, their great
by a false front above with an elaborate av of the vear. It was a SDeriacle then;

d :n cornice, thus making an imposing m* * ^mf
ee the survivors those who saved the» ^ ^mf

ropolitan pretensions. There were feu- Union marching once a year in their worn
g-h ses upon Main S the u - dead com
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d feebler, each year with more halt- " Gentlemen, this is Mr. , Mr.
ing steps, in fewer numbers and with more He only came in this morning Mr.
graves to deck. But in that year, 1874, f** 4- r ̂^ rf^ - J L_^ f '

d "My name is John," said the stranger.
an organization would march to their "John? John what?" 

_ * ^^"^^^

d the con- "I said my name was John/7 said the
sciousness of a great political power, stranger in a voice that left no room for
Particularly in these r m and still further discussion."^B-

rather primitive Western towns, where "The Scripture said call this man
life offered few diversities and not so John," interposed Charley Baker, the

counter ambitions, 3 local post popular member."rr

leader was apt to b the political " That's so! and the drinks are on me !"
one, at least of one party. And what the answered the jovial host. "Well then,
G. A. R. said, went-as the saying goes. Mr. John, give us your own opinion."

And where d they be b for "Why, I would only add the widows
us concluded d h and orphans-and perhaps, after a time, ^r^r- w
hairy fist down on the counter with a old-age pensions. We did not fight for
crash that cl lasses to ring money."
They were discussing the subject of ser- "And that's right, too! A member of
vice pensions then d being agi- the Grand Army, sir?"
tated. Co d he oracle of his own "I am." And then, as if fearing he had
bar, and t "That's been too curt or uncommunicative, John
the talk," d H er, his Brandon added: "The Thirty- th
sycophant and understudy, approvingly. Massachusetts."
Grim local lawyer and "Well, have a drink on that. To be
didate for Congress, ded his head, long in Centreville, sir? You must come

/'hat do you think, ? continued to our Post meetngs. " And Conrad
Conra drew forward a couple of black bottles.

Tom Rymer, the person addressed, a "Thank you very much," said Mr.
sunburnt, delicate-featured farmer, his John. And, as all the others except Tom
black clothes still reddened with the dust Rymer crowded up to the bar: "But as
of the prairie road through ,d for the drink, you must excuse me."

b nrad's "Well, if you won't-Tom Rymer?"
rival for the local d d the "You know I never drink, Conrad."
latter lost no opportunity of setting "I was just going to say you would
at a disadvantage. But it was evident keep Mr. John company."
that the h held m in s con- "The Thirty- .... th Massachusetts?
sideration ed with^ » I remember the Thirty- .... th Massa-
ruption for the reply. Only "Al" chusetts. It saw some fighting."
H worse for liquor, spat Not so much as we of the West,
noisily in the ashpan encircling the stove, though/' said Conrad.

"It seems to me." said Rvmer hesitat- "Not so much as "Not so much as we Westerners,"
ingly, "the country first d more echoed Wagner.
fully >m^F ^^f -^"- "I was in at the very beginning, under
or sick. We healthy ones can wait our Grant. At Fort Donelson-at Pittsburg
turn," Landing. Hardly ever saw a Yankee

Conrad b open the ged regiment.
and c i out m behind "And "Hadn't much use for the Bluebel-

d you sir?"i lies," said Hicks.
The d "Except for that Louisiana expedition

that all turned with some curiosity to- when Mr. Rymer saw us, I was in the
ward the person indicate was a Army of the Potomac all the time," said
stranger, obviously an Easterner, who Mr. John.
had been si m " Fighting behind trenches," hic-^^^

stove, watching the others. coughed Hicks. But Charley aker
0 I forgot," Conrad continued, hastened to add an explanation.
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"Of course the Army of the Tennessee rad had joined them rather more than
saw more open fighting at the start. Hut was his wont. Rymer was also there, and
we all came to trenches in the end." Charley Baker, and Sam Jackson, an old

"You should have seen Pittsburg Land- veteran of the Hundred and . .. .th, who
ing," persisted Hicks. had recently returned from California.

'And Chattanooga," said Charley The door opened, and in walked he whom
aker. they knew as Mr. John. Greetings were
John randon turned to the hotel- exchanged; none too cordial on the part

keeper. "What was your regiment?" of Conrad. "Ain't seen you since you lit 
_ _ _ " i^M ^^b_ _ ." ^Ki _M_ ^^^^

* * 1^* j^v I * * *vt t 1 w»*"hV*I n »-\ f \ 4 \^ I * «^ ,"v * j * j-v * * 4- *-» /"* 4- 1 A .** A. , A 4- rt "* \ rt The Hundred and . th Illinois, out last Decoration Day/' he said.
ut I left before Chattanooga." And "Rather sudden, wa'n't it?"

Brandon, who was watching the party "I had business in the South,1' -aid
closely, thought he saw a half-smile on John.
some faces. Conrad went on hurriedly: "The South, eh? Thought you said
"Them first days were the best, Pitts- you was an Easterner "
burg Landing won the war." "My business was in the South, this

"Them was the days," nodded Wag- time."
ner. He was now almost as drunk as "Come to stay a while this time? Put
Hicks was. up with me?"

.. I thought we might moved on "No. I have a room in the town."
Vicksburg then," went on Conrad, with "We had hoped to see you at our Post
an air of mastery. "But the Old Man meeting," interposed Charley Baker.
wouldn't." "I intend to come to-night. I only

Wagner nodded, with an air of drunken dropped in to have a word with Colonel
gravity. "His staff was bum. Why, we Rymer."
got miles beyond him, to Corinth and be- Tom Rymer had been brevetted lieu-
yond. The country was all open to us. tenant-colonel after the war, a rank
Cossack, you remember?" which ever rankled in the thoughts of

At this word, "Cossack," John Bran- Conrad, who had never got beyond that
don could not prevent the slightest possi- of captain. But he had not re-enlisted
ble start. To cover it he rose from his after the second year, whereas Rymer had
chair. Conrad made no reply to Wag- served the war through. He got up as
ner's question; only he asked the stranger "Mr, John" spoke, and after a word or
if he knew Corinth-"in Mississippi," he two more they went out together, John
added. interchanging a glance with Jackson a-

"I told you I was in the Army of the they went, a thing which did not escape
Potomac," Mr. John replied. Tom the notice of Conrad. "Known that fel-
Rymer was going to the door, and he ler before?" he said.
joined him. "Must have a bit of air be- "Never saw him except once until I
fore dinner." met him in New Orleans on my way back

Max Conrad looked after him suspi- from California," said Jackson simply.
ciously. But the others went on drink- "What d'yer come back for?" queried

g. Conrad bluntly. He got no answer to
question, and there was an awkward pause.

It was the evening of the following <l I never cottoned to that feller," said
Fourth of July. The day had been very Hicks.
hot and exhausting to all members of the "Nor me neither. But I can't stand
Centreville G. A. R., who had joined in Bluebellies." It was Wagner who spoke.
the procession and listened to the ora- "What's he doin' hereabouts, anyhow?"
tion, all save "Cap" Conrad, and were "You may search mc,'; grinned Con-
now collected in his barroom, the civic rad. "All I know is he lit out that next
centre of Centreville, partaking of well- mornin'. But he paid his bill."
earned refreshment. Thence they were to "Andwhere'd he come from this tinn- ?"
go for their annual election to the Post "He blew in on the Central Limited
hall, across the street. Hicks and Wug- from New Orleans," said somebody.
ner had been drinking heavily, and Con- "Excuse me, fellers, I must go. I've
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b Conrad still threatened, with a purple
See you to-night. yy m d :e, but Hicks and Wagner blanched.

d as he spoke he " By God, Cossack, you remember-the
left, giving no unitv for further d the old man
questions. Baker went with him, while was killed yy
the others remained to drown their curi- "What the others if he was?" d C

osity in d -inks. All damned rebel, and
h day; for it A civilian and no sp m re-

for Comm d John.
the Post, and C d >w it was war and underf mr

d Som the mem ers took to orders! ^

sleep, others to throwing dice. d " You can try that out in a court of law."
b dfrom go And W the

d were shown hI A ^

m bvCon , cheer- "I am his son/' said Brand
him that thev "would b

all right in the evenin V as- m
d d ^ the hall. It was a strange scene. The

of d :h as he left them bare room with d
The contest at the election was close. d its torn flairs b\_/

d seemed popu- formP

larity during preceding year. General G d"^^^V ^^f- V^ A
sir old service uni-J but of course took no part in m *

the voting. d mined form d calm mm >ng them all; this
only by the vote h Eastern come to beard their

m .Kvm d had brasrerar his very den. But af-
d hadF^ ^-^ ^*^r minute, he began to swagger

d on Centreville and b dof again
rd in the wai d Well, young feller, m But

m d he was a damned spy just the same.
m d d

h m ' own opinion of fellc C b *f

don't care a damn about the town "Stop !" It was Brai d
Post either, and only skulk back the door open. On the stairway were
to vote," he yelled, glaring at Jackson. men m Dolice umiorm. wi
"And of damned ebellied interlop- old negro dressed With
ers," he hiss< d t in s face. h fied
"The rest of d take a ted bod

yy butler. tf M - -i

made no reDlv. b And Brandon pointed his finger at Con-
d rad. The two policemen stepped forward,

"It was necessary for the good name of one m
the Post/' joined

"The hell it was! Well, come along, "lam s Governor of
you others ?y M d with the arrest and

But now Brandon stepped forward, a extradition of Max Conrad, indicted
paper in his hand. there for murder of A tine Bran-

" Stop where you are! You cannot go j These are un-
back to your hotel. You are arrested on m d And h
a charge of murder. I have extradition d warrant si last week by
papers from the Governor of Mississippi." nor of Illinois."

" Murder ? That's a good one! What A d whinoed a Distol from
the hell-" blustered Captain Conrad. pocket he was seized W you go

"Of murder-of Augustine Brandon, in quiet, or shall I have to put the hand-
Jackson County, Mississippi, in June, - _-_i_ on?" said one.
1862." .. G ! Fellers, com
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will you stand for this? A couple of South. Captain Conrad won't get no
damned rebels from a rebel State come court trial down there-they'll just lynch
and take a citizen of Illinois ?" him, that's all."

Up to that moment the members of the There was a very general assent to this.
Post had stood quiet, spellbound; but Many shook their heads.
this appeal moved them. There were Gentlemen, I have come here to have
several cries of No! this man duly tried. I should be glad to

"We'll see them in hell first!" Raise have the trial take place here, anywhere,
the whole city!" "Hold the train!" where he could have a fair trial. Many,
"Mob them ! Mob them !" cried Hicks nearly all, of the witnesses are here. But
and Wagner and several of the others, all tell me it is impossible. But I promise
But then, unnoticed in the excitement, you, I give you my word of honor, as a
Wagner bolted down the stairs, and it gentleman, as a comrade, that there will
was Charley Baker who spoke. be no lynching." Brandon's words had

"It may be right - I don't know the effect, but only with some. He had a
law - but how do we know he'll have a whispered conference with Jackson, the
fair trial?" marshal, and Rymer. Then he turned

"In Mississippi-hell!" said Hicks. and faced the hall, already crowded , and

"Why can't he be tried here?" sug- others still pressing up the stairs.
gested another. Pt* A ̂w. _tf~ J _^«. "t_^h _^^_ * 1 ih --»v 4 * * ^-* ^L "%. 4 ̂ *h '^k^k. J^ ^W - Ik ̂ » rfi«. ^ ̂ ̂ p^ rf-%. 4 "Gentlemen, I have no authority to

"They tell me that can't be," said propose this. No authority under the
Brandon. " It must be in the State of the law. But you say you will oppose the
crime. Of course he'll have his habeas extradition of this man. It is not only
corpus here, if he wishes, and he can get a that I want to avoid rioting, possibly
lawyer." bloodshed-I want first and only to con-

At this moment was heard a clamoring vince the members of this Post, loyal sol-
at the door below. It was a number of diers in the war to save the Union, that
excited citizens, led by Wagner. The this man should stand his trial. I have
chief marshal looked at Brandon in- said the witnesses are here. [Conrad
quiringly. gave a start again at this, and looked

"Let him up," said he quietly, "Let furtively around, but seeing none but
them all up." And the crowd pressed friends he forced a smile.] I propose we
into the hall. hold a trial here. It can have no legal

"There he is! There's the feller!" validity, of course. Whatever be the re-
shouted Wagner, pointing to Brandon, suit I shall do my best to carry the pris-
" Wants to take our captain down to oner away. But it may determine you in
Mississippi to try him there on some cock- your resolve whether to oppose it. Our
and-bull charge of murder in the war, train does not leave until to-morrow
twelve years ago! In the war! D'ye morning, We will have no lawyers, just
ever hear o' such a thing? I never did the facts. We will have it here, in this
in Germany, and I was a soldier there room, and now."
too. Will ye stand it, men?" "To-night," said somebody.

There was a general murmur. It "Now," said Brandon. "Do you
seemed evident that they would stand by agree?"
their comrade. There was a long pause. Conrad

"I have an extradition charge against looked puzzled and dubious. Baker
you, too, if your name is Wagner," said nodded his head. All seemed to wait for
Brandon. "But it is not for the murder, some one to speak first.
though I know that you were there, and "It seems fair," said at last the oldest
it might well have been. It is for stealing member of the Post.
silver." " It can do no harm," assented another.

There was a little laughter at this, but "Trial be damned," yelled Wagner. o
the effect was to enrage Wagner still "Trial for what? I tell yer there ain't
more, though now he spoke in fear as well no offense. I say we pack the marshals
as anger. "I say we'll stand by one an- down to New Orleans and ride the damned
other against all the blasted rebels in the Bluebelly on a rail out o' town !"
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Hicks assented loudly, and one or two Mississippi to carry out this extradition."
others; but Conrad was silent. The sen- It was Brandon who spoke, but Rymer
timent, even of the Post, seemed to favor interrupted.
the proposal. "The colonel's point is well taken.

"Shall we let the people in?" asked This is a Post matter. The officers will
Rymer, who had not yet spoken for or please leave the room." Brandon sig-
against the strange proposal. nalled them to go. Meantime Hicks had

"I have no objection," answered returned to Conrad with a glass of whis-
randon. key. He drank it neat, and his voice was
"I think it matter for the Post," said heard,

the oldest member. "We can advise the "You mean to say they can try me for
people afterward." And so it was agreed, anything I did in the war?"

Then, for the first time, the prisoner Walker hushed him, as he began to
spoke. "Take these damned things off," bluster, and turned to Rymer, presiding,
indicating his handcuffs. with a touch of his professional manner.

Brandon looked at Rymer and the old- "My client," he began, "would like to
est member. A glance of understanding know who is prosecuting this case, what
passed between them. Brandon turned the charges are, and to be confronted with
back to the marshal. the witnesses."

"Take them off," he said. "I am sure "I am." It was Brandon who spoke.
they will attempt no rescue here." The "That is, in so far as there is a prosecu-
handcuffs were removed, and Conrad tion. I am here to bring my father's
shook himself, and sank heavily upon a murderers to justice. The State of Mis-
chair. It was announced that there was sissippi has indicted this man Conrad.
to be a Post meeting, and strangers were But so far as the Post is concerned, this is
requested to vacate the hall. but a private inquiry among gentlemen

to discover the truth and decide them

The crowd behind the benches, mur- whether they wish to intervene."
muring or stilled, grew speechless as they "The State of Mississippi," sneered
saw Rymer mount the rostrum and seize Walker. "Where are your witnesses?
the gavel. He struck it but twice. That State doesn't allow a white man to
"Those not members of the Post will be convicted on the testimony of one old
please withdraw. Marshals, make way- nigger."
you may bring your witnesses to a front "I have other witnesses. And they are
bench." men of this Post."

The white-haired negro, trembling, Conrad started. He looked hastily
took a seat there, and with him Sam around. Hicks could be trusted. Wagner
Jackson. had vanished. None others of those pres-

"I-I want a lawyer-" Conrad spoke ent he remembered in his company that
with dry lips. eventful night. "Put on your nigger,"

"This is a Post matter, not a lawyer's "Stand up, Caesar."
trial," said Rymer. "However, Comrade The white-haired old servant stepped
Grimes Walker is a lawyer. He will act forward, and made a courtly bow to
for you." Rymer as president, another to the score

The candidate for Congress looked un- of members present of Post No.
easy. He held a whispered colloquy with Grand Army of the Republic in the State
Conrad. The two officers in blue coats of Illinois. Though made up of farmers,
had resumed their place at the door, and mechanics, traders, one or two profes-
the women and children that Wagner had sional men, they were not a motley
led in were marshalled out reluctantly, group. Black coat or shirt-sleeves alike
"I object," shouted Walker. "I object were covered by the old blue coat; in
to the presence of Federal marshals. II- speech, in thought, in ideals they were
linois is not a State under reconstruc- alike; poor with the poverty of a south-
tion." ern Illinois town before its underlying

"Those are not United States marshals, seams of coal were opened; product of our
but officers commissioned by the State of common schools, they were, in our now
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much-abused phrase, more truly t hen by horseback from Corinth, that very
"one hundred per cent American/9 night, but just naturally we don't know

"Your name?" when he like come. It might V been an
"Caesar Brandon. hour after sundown. Sudden, I hear a
Rymer interrupted. "Will you have rifle-shot. At first I thought it might V

him sworn? Comrade Baker, fetch the been young massa signalling. But then
ible. quick come others, many others. And
"This is no court trial. An oath would pretty soon, the niggers, they come a-

be meaningless. This is just an inquiry rampin' and a-rushin' up to the great
among gentlemen. But he can be sworn, house. And the windows was thrown
if you wish." wide open down to the piazza, and I see

Conrad leaned eagerly forward and the blue-coat soldiers come out from the
whispered to his counsel. Hicks took a woods in front and from the right where
swallow of his own glass of whiskey, the nigger quarters were, and I see their
"The damned nigger doesn't understand houses all in flame. And master come in,
the nature of an oath/' said he. and Miss Rose Mary in her nightgown,

Grimes Walker nodded. "I agree \vith and now I see the house was burning,
-the-er-prosecution that an oath would and she say, * Shoot the villains/ but he
be meaningless. These-irregular-pro- say- 

""

ceedings can have no binding force." "I object," shouted Grimes Walker.
"None at all/' assented Brandon. There was a murmur of disapproval.

"You were body-servant to the late Au- The lawyer took backwater. "As you
gustine Brandon?" The ancient negro say, this is not a court of law, you may
nodded assent, his voice failing him. say what he said after she said, 'Shoot

"Any relation?" sneered Conrad, and the villains.' "
Hicks snickered, but no one else re- "The massa he just put his hand upon
sponded. The negro wiped his eyes, but her mouth, and say: 'They'm Union sol-
now his voice came clear. "It is the cus- diers. They'll not harm an unarmed old
torn, sir, among us colored people that man.' And he step out on the veranda,
have been many generations in the ser- and he say: 'What do you want? We
vice of the older families in the South to make no resistance/ And I think he say
take our masters' names. And I was born he was for the Union. But just then some
on the plantation only a few weeks before one holler 'Fire!' and we had no guns,
my master. and the massa he fall and the niggers run

"Tell us what happened on the 28th of away and Miss Rose Mary she and I lift
June, 1862." him up and he tell us how he free we all

The old negro had bent his head to hear niggers and then he kiss Miss Rose Mary
John Brandon's question, but now he and we carry him and he die on his own
stood erect and addressed the Post. P^^H bed while the house done burn.

"My old master, and Miss-Miss "That is all, said Brandon. There
Rose Mary," he sobbed, "were expecting was a long pause. At last Grimes Walker
Ma->a John. got up.

"You mean John Brandon, now here/' "I see nothing to connect this id
Tom Rymer interposed. The old negro story -with the . . . .th Illinois."
nodded. "And Rose Mary?" "Young massa tell us when he come

ut the aged negro had sunk upon his to next mornin'. I find him in the woods
chair. Charley Baker hurried to him myself, and he was gagged and tied and
with a glass of water. knocked down senseless." The lawyer,

"Rose Mary is my sister," John Bran- taken aback, muttered something about
don said for him. "hearsay," but was evidently unprepared

"If the Post has no objection, we will for the old man's quick response. "They
allow the witness to testify seated," said soldiers pass the night, all robbin1 and^^r

Rymer. No one had any objection. plundering and I sc-c the number on their
"I was in the great hall, givin' orders ""caps

for the dinner to be ready. We done ex- .. I submit, Judge Rymer, that there is
pect young massa home from the North nothing to identify to connect this un-
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fortunate occurrence with the pris h witness," said Brandon dryly. "You
Comrade Conrad/' c were there?"

There was a pause T en m Conrad started up and scanned the
ki "Can you tell us, Caesar, stranger closely. "You were no mem-

who was in co d n sol- ber of the . . . .th," he said.
diers that night?" "No, but of the yyth. I was with your

"That man." d ' Con- company that night. I had come to see
rad. the fun."

Y ean to say you see that officer "Did you hear who gave the order,
once in the dark ten years ago and you Fire?"
come here and ^^~ It was after the old man had quieted

"I see him once in the mawn- his daughter. He was telling us that he
m d k was a Northern man and that all his housef ^ j

m then, but I have no gun." was at our service; and the order was:
m you - will ob -erve the ' God damn you, fire I9 " -

m this old negro- - "How many shots did you hear?" 'i* ' *
will tell the truth," interpolated "Only a few-perhaps half a dozen

d and I saw some men aim into the air."V fc

"I hope so. ar, tell us this. "Who gave the order?"
lat order. Fire?j "Captain Conrad."

Was it the prisoner?"
"I do"not know, sir There was a long silence in the hall.

d Conrad was consulting with his lawyer.
memb Post. "And vet you From down the street, where some band^^ " ^^ * w

heard the lady give the order shoot, was still practising for the Fourth of
d you bring her here!" He -July, came the blare of the refrain

spoke to young don, but it was "Marching through Georgia." "
aesar who answ- At last Grimes Walker stood up. "It9 r

She can't remember, sir. She lost is yet to be proved who fired the fatal
her mind we took shot," said he.
bod b h» ^-* " Not necessarily, I believe," said
away to find her brother, d randon. .» Still He turned to theL

But we found her, the other ind door. No one had heard any knocking,
I found her, the next m in the but it opened, revealing "Heinie" Wag-
woods. And she was ravir yym " ner, drunk but frightened, in the grasp of

There was dead silence in torn Charley Baker. Brandon went on, as if
of the . . .. th Illinois, The d determined to suffer no interruption.
placed his hand upon the Bible. From "Corporal Wagner, Jackson has testified
their on the wall the likenesses of that it was Max Conrad who gave the

General G eemed to order to fire on Augustine Brandon, an
d on the proceedings. ^^v -^-- -"- v unarmed old man, that night when you

made no effort at further cross-examina- were with your company beyond Cor-
tion, A John Brandon rose. inth, Mississippi. The house was being

b >ermitted to corrobo*r - burned and looted, but he-and you-are
witness to this extent, that there was no not now being tried for that. This case
defense on the part of the people in the is murder. The question is, who fired
I -. _r-^ _ ̂ . rf-W. ^K_ ̂ "fc. H-L-A- ^pJ V ̂ -^ J-^ " t~m .^-fc. rf-fc -L^i _^-hl 4 I M. J-fcm _^^_ - __ _r« J _^^. ^ ̂ """ " « _"_ - J-^ -- ̂- J I ̂^. .^"V ^' rf**\ t ^ V. f " ̂ 1 ~fc X "V T d I too heard

gh I did "It was him! It was him!" cried
'horn m r sis- Wagner. ."He grabbed my gun, and

h f d int fired himself."

of the asylum showing that she has always Conrad made a lunge at Wagner, but
wi take was held tight by the officers. There was

1
m d f it. muel J on another long pause. Again it was Bran-

that nothing suffi is don who broke the silence.
proved m shal yy "It is for the defense now. 

yy

don't call h marshal, b ut Grimes Walker was silent.
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No one laid hands upon Wagner. At last an old man-he was lame and
Hut the cold sweat beaded on his brow as poorly clothed-rose awkwardly and
he cowered behind the two marshals, limped slowly down the aisle. He went
Conrad made an effort to rise. through the door, and they could hear

"Do not let him go!" shrieked Wagner, him stumbling down the stairs. He wa
"Schweinhund !" shouted Conrad ; the oldest member of the Post. Another

then, turning to Rymer, " Have I right to followed, then another. They emptied
speak?" the hall, until at last there remained only

"Surely." Conrad and the drunken Hicks. For
Conrad controlled himself. He ceased Wagner, too, seeing that he was not re-

to bluster. strained by the officers, had slunk out
*' ComradesI" He looked around, unobserved.

" Listen tome, comrades!" He looked in "Marshal, take your prisoner -aid
vain. No friendly eye would meet his. Charles Rymcr, presiding.
Even Hicks affected to be busy with his
glass of whiskey. "All what I did was At early dawn the next morning as the
sacred under the laws of war. You have C., St. L. & N. O. limited pulled up at
heard, she give the order, shoot. I was act- the Centreville station two handcuffed
ing captain of my company. Of this Post.7' men were placed in the caboose by two
Failing other encouragement, he looked at men in sheriff's coats. They made no re-
the old lithographs of Grant and Lincoln sisiance; one seemed cowed, but the
on the wall. " Perhaps I saved their lives, other with a fiery eye looked up and down
And the life of a Union soldier is more the long platform as if for succor. But
important than any damned old rebel." there was no one visible save two men

It was his climax. Nothing came. who were guarding either exit of the sta-
"You cannot try me for what I did as tion with rifles in the hollows of their

a Union soldier." He wiped his forehead, arms. These wore the uniform of the
He sat down. Still nobody spoke. G. A. R.

The Romancer

BY THOMAS CALDKCOT CHUBB

FROM common things and blatant light of day,
And trough-like wallows where the swine-folk swill,
Suddenly and impatient he turns away
To silver horns that blare beyond the hill,
And with an exaltation they know not
Sees in the clouds, as light upon them shone,
The distant shining roofs of Camelot,
The far sea-hidden isle of Avalon.

Say he evades life's issue: must all be
The chroniclers of dust-encumbered things?
He dares to drink full draught of poetry,
And scorns drab sober prose; no Puritan,
Relishes dreams, the finest gold for man,
Xor fears the ache of dull awakenings.
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VERY p d in the before it was formulated by Maxwell and
history d experimentally demonstrated by Hertz.

its revelation in It was only then that the world began to ^^^^^

science. m periods understand that a great scientific revela-
were m< tion had appeared to man. To-day we
this respect. The first know that new physical concepts requir-
half of the nineteenth ing a new language for their expression
century saw the great had to be created in the minds of scien-

scientific revelation called the Principle tific men before the modern electromag-
of Conservation of Energy, netic doctrine could be revealed to the
it its greatest glory. Our "wn American world. The first glimpses of that reve-
philosopher, Benj imin Thompson, of Wo- lation I caught on the slope of Goat Fell

urn, Massac tts, known in Europe as mountain, and two years later I saw in
Count Rumford tvas one of. several earlv Berlin what I believed to be a clear out-

prophets in science who foresaw the ad- line of its meaning.
vent of d n doctrine. Its When I look back to those days and

mankind consider how few were the physicists who
estimated. I am sure that many a scien- had caught this meaning even twenty
tific "f felt grateful to years after it was stated by Maxwell in
heaven blessing of ing lived 1865, I wonder whether it is possible to-

the age when that great revelation day to convey that meaning to people
m inkind. The scientific who are not trained physicists. I think

men of to-day are grateful for having lived it is, and I believe that the attempt should
;h be made, because the electromagnetic^"^

century, the great electr nagnetic doctrine is to-day recognized to be the
ory was sealed to man, Its im- very foundation of all our knowledge of

portance, likewise, cannot overesti- physical phenomena. I also think that
m d. But there is a radical difference one of the best methods of conveying that
in h these two meaning is to describe my early attempts
nineteenth-century revelations in science, which failed to catch it.
The existence of the first was intuitively Faraday's discoveries in the electrical

ma; be said to have existed science during the first half of the nine-
in one or j m the m ds of teenth century attracted world-wide at-

scientific long before it re- tention and admiration. I knew that
ceived its final fc of sta t. Its much at Arran, and I also knew of the
formulator. Helm he rapid growth of the practical applications
was not announcing anything new, but of his discoveries to telegraphy, to genera-
was only stating his own view of some- tion of electrical power for electrical light-
thing that was d After ing, electrical traction, and electrochemi-

m t, in 1847, every scien- cal work, and finally to telephonic trans-
tific d revelation as an mission of speech. The world understood

d h. The electro- that all these wonderful things, which
magnetic ry ih nd m itter contributed so much to the comforts of
had a different history. It was born as a mankind, came from those sources in the

m vision in the mind of a single m n, realm of abstract science which were

aday, and opened up by Faraday's discoveries.
466
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Scientific research began to assume a tions of Farada> f
different aspect even in the eyes of the d me d d
captains of industry who in those days sition his contemporaries like
showed lamentable indifference to science Maxwe enry, Tyndall, and Barnard
which did not promise immediate tangible was due not so much to the immedi-

Frotn a ph.tsgrafk by John ll'atkins*

Michael Fur;i<lay.

Reproduced from volume II of " The "Vu ntifk Papers of James Clerk M H," edited l>y \V. D. Xiven By perm n
of the publishers, The Univ. !ty Prt*ssf ' unbridge.

returns. The advocates of scientific re- ate practit .il value of his electrical d\>-
>earch, like Tyndall, and his American coverii"-, great as that value certainly
and British friends, pointed with pride to wa-. as it was to the clear vision with
Faraday's work whenever a question which he searched for and revealed new
arose concerning the practical value of mor-els of the eternal truth. It
re-earch in the domain of the so-called clear to me even at that time that in-

abstract physical sciences. This helped vent ions are the handwork of mortal
very much to arouse in this country and man and that, though at first they appeal
in Great Britain a deeper interest in what to us, as they ought to, as wonderful crea-
Andrew White called "strength and hope tions of human ingenuity, their ultimate
for higher endeavor." fate is to become more or less common -

ut Tyndall's and Maxwell's desmp- place. The telegraph and the telephone,
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d mo and history of the physical sciences was in- » ""

the electrical arc and of the incandescent augurated. Its end is not yet in sight.
m d lost m "f their awe-in- This inauguration I witnessed during my

spiring character even at the time when student days in Berlin. It is, I believe,
idge. Inven- of considerable interest to record here

tions grow old 1 are superseded by how the scientific world, as I saw it at
h d, being the creation that time, appeared to be preparing to

of t constructive sch mortal receive the great revelation which was
m. are themselves m But the delivered to it on that historical inaugura-

d the planets obey tion day in 1887.
have always obeyed their paths My communion with Faraday on the

hrouuh the h ens are :hangeable; island of Arran began my own prepara-
>ld. and^ ^.^ refore they tion for this inauguration day by develop-

are immortal; are a part of the eter- ing gradually in my mind new physical
nal truth. } do not know of any natural concepts, which I discovered later to be
A by which eternal things have fundamental physical concepts in the
been evolv best modern views of physics. Long before I
philosophic proof that back of all this had finished my reading of Faraday's

\ r d " Experimental Researches in Electrici-
angeable, eternal divinity. Archi- ty," I began to understand why Tyndall,

medes, Galileo, and N co-opera referring to them, said: "Read them;
d d their story is just as new and as stirring

there ^ reve to mortal m m to-day as it was when these volumes were
sels of the eternal Oerstedt, a hun- first printed. They will help you much
dred years ago. discovered a m to interpret Maxwell." The same state-
eternal truth discovered the mag- ment is true to-day, and therefore I pro-

f h roduced by the mo- ceed now, with much trepidation, to tell
tion of electricity. mm a part at least of that story as briefly as I
tal things and of the immutable laws can, in order to describe, even if it be

m mm quite inadequately, Faraday's relation to
existence are them m Their the present great epoch of modern phys-

overers are. m ics, the epoch of the electromagnetic view
m d M not only of light but also of matter.

m led The gradual development of this view
a distingi d place among such immor- was due to the gradual development of
tals as A nedes, Galileo, Newton, and new physical concepts which were born
Oerstedt. in Faraday's mind and existed there as a

0' sentence of Maxwell's bio- poetical vision; but in Maxwell's mind
graphical sketch of Faraday, in vol. VIII they appeared as physical quantities hav-

Nature," referred to above, read ^^^"^ ; as ing definite quantitative relations to
follows: other well-known physical quantities,

We are probably ignorant even of the name of which a physicist can measure in his labo-
the science which will develop out of the ma- ratory. In every creative physicist there
terials we are now collecting, when the great is hidden a metaphysicist and a poet; but
philosopher next after Faraday makes his appear- the physicist is less apt to persist in his
ance. occasional errors as metaphysicist and
To me these prophetic words indicated poet, because the creations of his specu-
that Maxwell had something in his mind lative mind and of his poetical vision can
which was not explicitly expressed in Far- be subjected to crucial experimental tests.
aday's discoveries, but which enabled Faraday's "Experimental Researches
Maxwell to speak like a prophet. The in Electricity/' published in three thick
words of a prophet are not always easy to volumes, looked like very long reading.
understand. I discovered later that, when But my studies at Arran soon convinced
the world with the aid of the Hertzian ex- me that no reading is long which contin-
periments had caught Maxwell's meaning, ually stirs up the interest of the eager
then a new and wonderful epoch in the reader. Faraday was a pioneer in science,
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and the descriptions of his explorations that motion of magnetism produces elec-
read like tales from a new world of phys- trical forces in a manner similar to that in
ical phenomena, full of poetical visions which, according to Oerstrdt's discovery,
which his discoveries suggested to his im- motion of electricity produces magnetic
agination. It must be said, however, that forces. This remarkable reciprocal rela-
in spite of his wonderful imagination and tion between electricity and magnetism
his free use of it, no investigator ever sue- stirs up the imagination, and makes it
ceeded better than Faraday in drawing a eager to look behind the curtain which
sharp line of division between the new separates the region of the revealed truth
facts and principles which he had discov- from that which is still unrevealed. It
ered, and the visions which his imagina- was undoubtedly this eagerness of the ex-
tion saw in the still unexplored back- plorer which encouraged Faraday to ap-
ground of his discoveries. For instance, proach the questions, What is electricity?
his discovery that a perfectly definite and and, What is magnetism ? Faraday never
invariable quantity of electricity is, as we gave a final answer to the-e questions,
express it to-day, attached to every va- but his magnificent efforts to find this
lency of an atom and molecule, expresses answer gave birth to new ideas which are
a physical law which his experiments re- the foundation of our modern electro-
vealed and which he illuminated with all magnetic view of physical forces. One of
the light of his brilliant intellect. But the great pleasures of my life has been
when this new and precious morsel of the the contemplation of the gradual unfold-
eternal truth had been disclosed by his ing of this new view, and if in the course
experiments, then Faraday the scientist of this simple narrative I succeed in de-
stepped aside, and Faraday the poet dis- scribing some of its beauties, I shall con-
closed his visions about the constitution sider that this narrative was not written

of matter suggested by what I called at in vain.
Arran the atomic distribution of electric- Since, as explicitly stated by Faraday,
ity in material bodies. electricity and magnetism are known by

A man who discovers one of the most the forces, only, which they exert, it was
remarkable facts in modern science, plain to him, as his books,<4 Experimental
namely, that in every atom and molecule Researches in Electricity," testify, that
there are definite and equal quantities of the first question which must be answered
positive and negative electricity, and that was the question: How are the forces
the forces between these electricities are between electrical charges and between
by far the largest known forces which magnetic charges transmitted through
keep together the components of chem- the intervening space? The same way as
ical structures, cannot, if he has the im- gravitational forces, or are they trans-
agination of a discoverer, refrain from mitted in a different way ? Inhisunceas-
asking the question: "What is matter?" ing efforts to answer this question Fara-
The reader of Faraday's "Experimental day made a radical and fundamental
Researches in Electricity" rejoices when- departure from the view of the natural
ever Faraday, the poet and prophet, asks philosophers of his time. He stood alone
an apparently speculative question of and devoted a very large part of his ex-
this kind, because he knows that he will perimental work and of his philosophical
be thrilled by the poetical fancy which thought to the justification of his position.
dictates Faraday's answer. Faraday's He stood alone for a very long time, be-
new facts and principles revealed by ex- cause he was formulating a radically new
periment are steeped in the honey of his physical concept which the world knows
fancy; they are rich food made delicious now to be one of the most fundamental
by the tlavor of his poetical imagination, concepts of the electromagnetic science of
even when that ilavor leaves the ordinary to-day, and it was difficult for his con-
mortal guessing as to its exact meaning, temporaries and for his students of forty

Two other questions Faraday often years ago, including myself, to under-
approached in these researches; they may stand him. In an address on Faraday by
be stated as follows: What is electricity? Helmhohx, which I read during my stu-
and, What is magnetism? He discovered dent days in Berlin, the following sentence
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refers to Faraday's difficulty just men- with positive or with negative electricity.
tioned: When that charge is in equilibrium it is,

as was well known, all on the surface of
It is generally very difficult to define by a gen-

eral statement a new abstraction, so that no mis- the sphere and uniform]}' distributed. Its
understandings of any kind can arise. The force of attraction or repulsion, for elec-
originator of a new concept of that kind finds, trical charges in the space outside of the
as a rule, that it is much more difficult.to find sphere, is obviously along radii drawn
out why other people do not understand him than r , v , r Ai" * rr*u j " " 
it was to discover the new truths. **** th.e centre of *he sphere. These radii,

drawn in every direction and sufficiently
It was very consoling to me to find out numerous, envelop little cones the vertices

in Berlin from no less an authority than of which are at the centre of the sphere.
Helmholtz that I was not the only poor Adjust the size of the cones in such a way
mortal who was guessing in vain about that the area of the section of every one
the exact meaning of Faraday's visions, of them with the sphere is the same, and

Newton's law of gravitation enables the make their total number proportional to
astronomers to calculate accurately from the charge on the sphere. These little
a simple mathematical formula the mo- cones are then in this particular case the
tion of celestial bodies, without any as- Faraday lines of force, because their direc-
sumption concerning the mechanism by tion gives the direction of the electrical
which gravitational force is transmitted force, and their number per unit area of
from one body to another body at a dis- the surface of any concentric sphere is
tance, say, from the sun to the earth, proportional to the electrical force at any
Newton's formula says nothing about the point of the surface of this concentric
time of transmission. The action can be sphere. According to this picture there
assumed to be direct action at a distance are attached to each little element of the

and therefore instantaneous. Experience total charge a definite number of these
seemed to indicate that this assumption conical filaments or lines of force, and
is correct, because no detectable errors are each element of the charge on the sphere
committed when one assumes that gravi- is nothing more than the terminal of these
tational force travels with infinite veloo filaments. When the charge on the sphere
ity. Faraday refused to accept this be- is increased or diminished the number of
lief in direct action at a distance for these filaments is also increased or di-

electric and magnetic forces. A few minished proportionately, and therefore
words, only, will suffice to describe how they are more densely or less densely
Faraday attempted to eliminate the belief packed in the space which they occupy.
in this direct action at a distance for elec- Should the charge on the sphere be set
trical and magnetic forces. These at- in motion, then the filaments or lines of
tempts will always be recorded in history force attached to it would also move.
as the first steps in the development of Thus far I followed Faraday, but wen*
the modern electromagnetic science. no farther; if I had gone just a little

Faraday, starting from points in the farther I should have met Maxwell. But,
electrical and in the magnetic charges, unfortunately for me, this simple picture
drew numerous curves which indicated which I constructed, in order to aid my
at every point in space the direction of understanding of Faraday's "Experimen-
the electric or of the magnetic force, and tal Researches in Electricity " over which

in that manner the whole space surround- I pondered at Arran, suggested nothing
ing the charges he divided geometrical- more than a mere geometrical represen-
ly into tubular f laments which he called tation of the electrical force which the
the Urns of force. Every one of these charged sphere exerts at any point in
filaments was constructed in accordance space. It conveyed no additional in-
with a simple rule, so that it indicated at formation which a simple mathematical
every point in space not only the direction formula, well-known at that time, did not
but also the intensity of the force. A spe- convey. Additional information, how-
cific example, often employed by me at ever, was added by Faraday's imagina-
Arran, will illustrate this. A conducting tion, wrhich introduced here what I and
sphere, say of copper or brass, is charged many other mortals at that time consid-
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ered a strange hypothesis described dav's answer to th What
the hypothesis at great h in his is electricity?" and, "What is magnet-

d ism?" was, therefore, according m
it: understanding at that m that they

d ind where

magnetic actions are transmitted from m
d d there is magnetism, in the

m sense that there are ressures and
d that his lines of force are not m h

geometrical pictures but that they had a be called the elec-
real physical existence, a d th there m state. Faradax
was h cular tension visions, as I d-^^"- lem nearly forty
along these lines of force tending to con- years ago, disclosed in his "Experimental
tract them, and Researches in Electricity," went even so
to them tending to expand m far as to suest ha ma l on-

d ressures ive the same sists of centres h

m proceeding from these centres in every di-
between h lculated rection to infinite distances, and where
f m funda- IKH!\ ; in other

l difference, which Faraday pointed ds, every material b ry
hat his hothesis demands a defi- d * *~*

fi time for the transmission of bv means of its lines of

electrical and magnetic forces; d
d contact, explicitly denying the existence

C of ether. No mortal man ever suzeested

f es a bolder conceotion! :r conception! And
are t mitted "^f The know that a conception d the
question of the velocity of trans structure of
of electrical and of magnetic fi d

b m
d as

d demand
In d to Maxwell in m ut when 'adav t( d m

d uoted ed a*-f 9

said: tively on the slope of Goat Fell mountain
at Arran, I could not see anything in them

I hope this summer to make some experiments except geometrical pictures and a lot of
on the time of magnetic action . . . that may , i A *
holn the. Ruhiert on. The time must nrohahlv wnat appeared IO help the subject on. The time must probably
be short as the time of light; but the greatness of physics in the background of simple
the result, if affirmative, makes me not despair. metrical structures. Although I was
Perhaps I had better have said nothing about it, that Faraday's m
for I am often long in realizing my intentions, i r "_ ,1 '"* some
and a failing memory is against me. 

This letter was written ten years before 

asA ^
disentangle it f heh

did not und

Faraday's death, and nothing was ever Maxwell, I thought, have disen-
reported about the result of the experi- tangled that physics, v^r
merit planned by him. We know, how- of my Scotch friend { asked
ever, that the result which he expected me the question: "C
from the experiment was obtained thirty day as far as Maxw
years later by Hertz, a pupil of Helm- saw?"
holtz. When I came to E h

I imagined at Arran that I could hear full of Faraday's lines of force starting at
Faraday say: electrical and magnetic charges and wind-

ing in all sorts of shapes throughWhere the lines of magnetic force are there is stream lines f themagnetism, and where the lines of electric force
are there is electricity. sources of a river and follow it in its ll
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toward the ocean. The physical facts office of Excellenz von Helmholtz and
and principles which Faraday discovered introduced me as Herr Pupin, a student
stood out sharph' defined like the bright from America, and the proposed John
stars in the firmament of a clear and Tyndall fellow of physics of Columbia
quiescent summer night; but the concep- College. I was awarded the fellowship
tion of the new view of attracting and re- three months later. Koenig bowed be-
Delling electric and magnetic forces, which fore his master as if he wished to touch

represented graphically by his lines the ground with his forehead. I bowed
of force, endowed with strange physical American fashion, that is, with a bow of
powers residing in pressures and tensions, the head which did not extend below my
left in my mind impressions which made shoulders, the same kind of bow which
me feel that my faith in the new doctrine was practised at the University of Cam-
was not very strong. Faith without con- bridge at that time, and I called it the
viction is a house built upon sand. Helm- Anglo-Saxon bow; it was entirely different
holtz said once: from Koenig's bow. Helmholtz seemed

to notice the difference and he smiled a
I know too well how often I sat staring hope-

lessly at his descriptions of the lines of force, their benevolent smile; the contrast evidently
number and their tensions. amused him. He had much of Anglo-

Saxon blood in his veins; his mother was
Little I thought during my journey from a lineal descendant of William Penn. It
Arran to Berlin in October, 1885, that was understood in Berlin that he was the
two years later all the nebulous notions in most "hoffaehig" (presentable at court)
my perplexed mind would lift like the scientist in the German Empire.
mist before the early rays of a sunny au- He received me kindlv and showed deep_ ^^

tumn morning. I continued my studies interest in my proposed plan of study.
of Faraday during my first year in Ber- His appearance was most striking; he was
lin, reserving for that purpose the neces- then sixty-four years of age, but looked
sary time for extra reading. What did older. The deep furrows in his face and
the physicists of Berlin think, I wondered, the projecting veins, on the sides and
of Faraday's tubes or lines of force ? ; across his towering brow gave him the

I went to Berlin to study experimental appearance of a deep introspective think-
physics with Herman von Helmholtz, the er, whereas his protruding, scrutinizing
famous professor of physics at the Uni- eyes marked him a man anxious to pene-
versity of Berlin, the formulator of the trate the secrets of nature's hidden mys- 

^^ ^^^ .^b ̂"" ^^b ^H i^H.

principle of conservation of energy, and teries. The size of his head was enor-
the first interpreter of the meaning of ,mous, and the muscular neck and huge
color both in vision and in music and thorax seemed to form a suitable founda-

speech. He was then the director of the tion for such an intellectual dome. His
Physical Institute of the university. His hands and feet were small and beautifully
title, conferred upon him by the old Em- shaped, and his mouth gave evidence of
peror, was Excellenz, and the whole teach- a sweet and gentle disposition. He spoke
ing staff of the institute stood.in awe in the sweetest of accents, and little, but
when the name of Excellenz was men- his questions were direct and to the point.
tioned. The whole scientific world of When I told him that I never had an op-
Germany, nay, the whole intellectual portunity to work in a physical labora-
world of Germany, stood in awe when the tory and had paid exclusive attention to
name of Excellenz von Helmholtz was mathematical physics, he smiled and sug~
pronounced. Next to Bismarck and the gested that I should make up this de-
old Emperor he was at that time the most ficiency as soon as^possible. "A few ex-
illustrious man in the German Empire, periments successfully carried out usually

I had letters of introduction to him lead to results more important than all
from President Barnard of Columbia Col- mathematical theories," he assured me.
lege, and also from Professor John Tyn- He then requested Professor Koenig to
dall of the Royal Institution. Professor map out for me a suitable course in the
Arthur Koenig, the right-hand man of laboratory and to look after me. Koenig
Helmholtz and the senior instructor in did it and I shall always be grateful to the
the Physical Institute, took me to the sadly deformed and extremely kind little
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man with bushy red hair and distre ingly I attended Hehnholtz's lectures on ex-
defective eyesight, which he tried to cor- perimenlal physics. They were most in-
r< t with the aid of enormous spectacles >piring, not so much on account of the
employing lenses of extraordinary thick- many beautiful experiments which wen

II« rm.m von 11» In boll '..

I \ u painting by L Knu1

ness. was alwa s mellow- shown, as on acpouni of the wonderfully
hearted to little Koenig, partly IK ui^e, I e remarks which Ifelmholtx
think, Koenig reminded him of his own would drop e\*ery now and then under

rn the inspiration of tlie moment. Helm-
and foot and back, but had the magnif- holt/ threw the ! irrh-Ii^ht of his giant
icently shaped head of his distinguished intellect upon the nii-aning of the experi-
father. ments, and they Ma/ed up like the bril-

liant colors of a flower garden when a
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beam of sunlight breaks through the tunity came toward the end of my first
clouds, and tears up the dark shadows year at the University of Berlin.
which cover the landscape on a cloudy Gustav Robert Kirchhoff, the famous
summer day. These lectures were at- discoverer, formulator, and interpreter
tended not only by students in physics, of the science of spectrum analysis, and
mathematics, and chemistry, but also by the founder of the theory of radiation,
medical students and army officers. The was at that time professor of mathemat-
official world, and particularly the army ical physics at the university. He was
and navy, paid close attention to what considered the leading mathematical
Excellenz von Helmholtz had to say, and physicist of Germany. His contributions
I had much reason to believe that they to the electrical theory occupied a very
consulted his scientific opinions at every high place. The most important of these
step. I have often been called upon to was undoubtedly his theory of transmis-
correct the opinion that Helmholtz was a sion of telegraphic signals over a thin
pure scientist par excellence. There is no wire conductor stretched on insulated
doubt that his great work dealt principal- poles, high above the ground. It was a
ly with fundamental problems in scientific magnificent mathematical analysis of the
theory and in philosophy, but there is also problem, and it showed for the first time
no doubt that, like many other German that theoretically the velocity of propa-
scientists, he was intensely interested in gation of these signals along the wire is
the application of science to the solution of equal to the velocity of light. The uni-
problems which would advance the indus- versity catalogue announced that he was
tries of Germany. His earliest career is to deliver a course of lectures on theoreti-
associated with his invention of the oph- cal electricity during the first term of my
thalmoscope. The optical glass industry residence at the university. I attended
of Germany was being developed by some the course and waited and waited, but
of his former students, who led the world waited in vain to hear Kirchhoffs inter-
in geometrical optics, a part of physics to pretation of Faraday and Maxwell, At
which Helmholtz devoted much attention the close of the semester the course ended

in his younger days. and the electromagnetic theory of Fara-
One day I was on my way to the insti- day and Maxwell was referred to on two

tute; in front of me walked a tall German pages only, out of two hundred; and the
army officer, smoking a big cigar. When part so honored was not, even according
we reached the entrance of the institute to my opinion at that time, the essential
the officer stopped and read a sign which part of the theory. In this respect the lee-
said: "Smoking is strictly forbidden in tures were disappointing, but nevertheless
the institute building." He threw his I was most amply rewarded for my pains.
cigar away and walked in. I recognized I never heard a more elegant mathemati-
Crown Prince Frederick in the officer, cal analysis of the old-school electrical
Two years later he became Emperor of problems than that which Kirchhoff de-
Germany and ruled for ninety days. I veloped before his admiring classes. That
watched his footsteps and saw that he was the last course of lectures which he
entered Helmholtz's office and stayed delivered; he died in the following year,
there over an hour. He undoubtedly con- and was succeeded by Helmholtz as tem-
sulted the great scientist on some scien- porary lecturer on mathematical physics.
tific problem which was then interesting Helmholtz was rather reserved and
the German army and navy. could not easily be approached by his

Helmholtz's personality was overpow- students, unless they had some physical
ering and seemed to compel one's interest problem or a question which was unques-
in problems in which he was interested, tionably worthy of his attention. I made
and at that time his principal interest was up my mind to ask him, when suitable
outside of the electromagnetic theory, opportunity presented itself, why Kirch-
Nevertheless, I kept up my interest in hoff in his lectures paid so little attention
Faraday, which interest I brought with to Faraday and Maxwell. It was a very
me from Arran; but I found no oppor- significant sign of those days and I did
tunity to ascertain Helmholtz's opinion not understand its meaning. Professor
concerning Faraday. Finally the oppor- Koenig threw up his hands in holy horror
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when I informed him of my intention, before, he must also have had close per-
and prophesied that all kinds of dire con- sonal relations with Maxwell during the
sequences would result f m period 1860-1865. To me it seemed a
proposition, pointing out that a miracle that Hclmholt/, a German, saw,
question would betray a lack of so much more clearly what was in the

m both f hhofT and for minds of two great English philosophers,
H oe himself could not although he never had mei them person-

» :ccpt to say that he ally, than did another great English physi-
did not see win German school of cist Tyndall, who knew Faraday and
physics should worry much about the Maxwell personally, and one of them at
E h sch >ol, particularly when there least intimately. In the article in Xahm
was a radical difference between the two to which Tvndall first referred me and^f

in the realm of the th of electromag- which Maxwell had written, will be found
netic .enomena. I fritted that if the following closing paragraph:
KirchhofI was the an of the Ger-
man h > a radical dif- llclmholtz is now in Berlin, directing the hibor>

of able men of science in his splendid laboratory.
ference, intimating however, in the mild- Let us hope that from his promt position he will
est p way that, in my h a^ain take a comprehensive view of the \vave>
opinion, the difference counted in favor and ripples of our intellectual progress, and tfivc

glish school. I really did not us from time to time his idea of the moaning of
it all.

ow en to express that opinion,
but I did it under provocation. Koenig Helmholtz's address on Faraday wa-
flushed UD and d have b rn one of those comprehensive views of

Hclir tz which Maxwell spoke in 1874. Now what
had m at very did Helmholtx see in Faraday and Max-

>m He was well which other physicists, like Tyndall,
^*r .tomary round of ' -isits to and even so famous a mathematical physi-

he rooms his research stud ;nts, in cist as KirchhofT, failed to see? It
d fi out how their work was I thought after reading Helmholtz's ad-

moving along. Koenig dress, the simplest thing in the world,
cecL b particularly for one who, like myself, had

that we h d been wrestling with Faraday's lines of ^^ W

ment. and Helm edit. We force, and with the hypothetical power^
d lively dis- with which Faraday had endowed them.

he learned 1 subject of So simple, indeed, that I venture to cle-
he smiled and us scribe it here. ut in order to make the

delivered description as brief and as simple as pos-
before the Chem Society of Lond sible I must go back again to the charged
five years before. is entitled spherical conductor which always ren-
I )evelopments in day's Ideas Con- dered good service in those days when 1
(erning Electricity/' d was trying to solve the riddle of Faraday's

h two volumes of H cl new physical concepts.
mv hands analvzii d By means of an electrical force gen-

d I felt as I went on with this study erated by an electrical machine we can
the heavv mist were lifting which increase or diminish the charge on the

had prevent m ar surface of the conducting sphere. Now.
dav's and Maxwell's id the charge on the sphere increases or

d m d .b diminishes because the electrical force" ^w^ "*"

points in physical science was deservedly generated by the machine drives through ^"

but when I compared Helmholtz's a suitable conducting wire additional
rpretation of Faraday and M electrical charge to the sphere, or takes it

with that which Tyndall gave me in his away from it. This motion of the elec-
book entitled _ - I ^ _ J . \ ^ _* ' ' A «Hh _ ̂-fc j-fc J-* I ̂  rf-fc -P-" j«fc 4 1 * --^ h -^- L-^ 4 1-4 **** ^-% .***. *^ fM * * *-* " m *^ --1* * * * « -m* . * as Discoverer, trical charge through the conducting wire
I marvelled at Helmholtz's superiority, to or from the sphere is the electrical cur-

membered thai Tvndall rent. Here comes now the historical
as for manv vears in almost d question: Does the electrical current stop

tact with Faraday, and, as I pointed out at the surface of the charged sphere?
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d electrical theories said " Yes," b ductors. n d

d the electrical current can take place even
d "N mholtz was the first in a vacu m there are no electrical

ni d distinctly, and charges at all, and no motion
derstood him of them? That was the physical concept

S d h-^^^"- ^^" which found its way so slowly into minds
tide of the charge on the sphere carries polarized by preconceived notions even
attached to it a d fi after Helmholtz's luci
ments or lines of £ .bV is substantially all there is in the
the rate at whic charge on "h M tic theory as I gath-

d e d it d H holtz ad-f

as the rate at \\ the of y import-
lines of force are ded space ant t whichloueph e here.
surrounding the sphere. Motic A corollary of M
charge to the surface of the sph saning of elec f

d bv a m "f m d not mention explicitly b
h h hich which I soon found in M'<

d d S Electrical charges move b
ding d acts upon them; similarly mb

where where f f day's lines of force, passing through
lows that m f the lines through any surface in space, increase or diminish
any means motion of because there is a force acting upon
(in the sense in which I use this word) *rever there is an action there is an
through that Maxwell said il and opposite reaction, according to
cording m d Helm most fundamental law of Newton's

me of electricity, as rep- ,m space including 1
d by the m Faraday's m Faraday's lines

lines f an electrical current of force, that is, wh electricity rep-
m ch as the m electri- d bv them iroughit. But

cal charges is. Electrical ges are ;s in suace. how
terminals. only, the lines of force; be expressed ? d dM

d whv should the m f m well cl m ch thought m
be endowed with a power which is experimental investigations in se ch
d ;m d to this question, and

? The principal power is, accord- they found
d F dav showed bv exDerim ifv_y

magnetism: that is. m tic linesf v the charged sphere is immersed in an in-
force. dins: to M sulating fluid, such as one of various kinds^"1 ^^
electrical current (that is, the m of oils, or in a solid insulator like rubber,
electrical charges h ductors) or even if a piece of an insulator is brought
does not stop at " con- "w for a given
ductor. but contin non-conduct- charge on th m h

m d mA J m,

lines of force, as m in other ds. liouid and solid*»

The extension of the meaning of the word more ermeable to the electrical lines*^

electrical current, just d was, of force (that is, to electricity) than a
g to Helmholt d v m Therefore, an electrical force

between the old which is acting in order to increase the
and the d electromag- charge on s " _ ̂ _^_ _ i " - -"- ^-^- ^^mm^^^f - " - - - - ̂ -^-

Helmholtz declared in crease the er of lines of force* ^-f

favor of last. Helmholtz the surrounding space, will experience the
d took off mv hat to his clear vision of m e sur-*-

m medium The reaction of an^j "^-^

self, faile m insulator against action of an electri-^*»^
mtr cal force appears therefore as a reaction

customed against the passage of electricity, that is,
m f "es in of electrica **i " i* t* r 1 1*. lines e it.
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That picture h yed interpretation of Faraday, and of Max-
m d well's answer to the question: "What

The fol- is light?" I then managed to have an-
d b with Frotessor Koenig

milar results with reard H (I m m tie-* V

the magnetic lines of force. The reac- scription of the Faraday-Maxwell electro-
meum heorv as I h

d of the manetic lines of H"^"^

force through it was the second new cl
duced given above. This was my first lecture

d at the University of Berlin, delivered to
"MF a very intelligent audience of one per-

d Koe lier. It woul

and magnetic actions and reactions from have been a signal success if I had not
conductors to non-conductors, including d m
the vacuum. If this the* ry correct, effect that H his Farada\
then electromagnetic disturbances will b ddress, reiected h
P d

ipace, and not along conductors himself in f cl^

definite waves travelling at a d well. Helm mated, and
velocity. did

Maxw calculation showed th K h h^-^ * -

electromagnetic disturbances are propa- tinental Europe had not d the4i m * * * i " ̂  m m m "*
trou nsuators n te same man- b hw -^ ^~r

ner as light is propagated, and that, head d h
therefore, light is in all probability an m >st satisfactorily why Kirchhoff
electromagnetic disturbance. This is the d so little attention to Faradav and

m tic Maxwell. Koeni looked at h h

eory of light; it is his a d mberintr an im-o

lestion: "What is light?" portant engagem d on his1 *- ̂ ^- ̂

That, broadly stated, was forma- heels and left without his customary bow
Helmholtz first conveed d erreeting. His national prid

me in terms which I und d d r wounded. I regretted it deeply.
d f this rvice I have always been my best to make up with him and

teful to him. He showed ;ded finally, bv adm unre-^ "* ^ ^HP^

m that the Faraday-Maxwell electro- servedly that, after all, the Faraday-Max-
magnec eory was ncomp m well electromagnetic theory rested upon
pier than I thought it to be and also several bold assumptions which had not
much more beautiful. I do not believe yet been verified b
that in 1881 there was another physicist in electrical theories also rested
in continental Europe who could have motions, but I said» -^

m that information, and perhaps nothing about that for fear of endanger-
d ^d

wonderful address. d Koenig and myself.
Cambridge, editor of the second edition on Helmholtz had lef er-
f Maxwell's reat mathem lin for his summer vacation; among my

me how M Germ d

well answer d the question: "What is Institute there was not much interest in
light?" Neither did TyndalL I do not d do not know"r

know whether Rayleigh or Stokes or any- how difficult it is to conceal a deep se-
body else in Cambridge when I was there d to con-
could have done it as well as Helmholtz do know how hard

did. I shall describe later an historical keep imprisoned in one's heart the joy
event which indicates that they probably which one feels when the light of new* A. *

could not. ge rises above one's mental hori-
Toward the end of that semester I felt zon. I

certain th d mholtz's during th I had
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for nearly two years. Perhaps, I thought, sweetness is. I warned my mother that
I might find somebody in my native her hospitality might transform me, as

anat to whom I could disclose the joy three years before, into a pampered pet
which I received from the revelation who would be too slow to return to Ber-
which came to me through Helmholtz. lin. Reminding me of the story which
Kos, my teacher of fifteen years before she had told me two years before, de-
in Panchevo, was no longer among the scribing my climb up the steep and slip-
living; in fact, that school was no longer pery roof of Bukovala's mill in search of
in existence, the Hungarian regime hav- a star, she said: "You have done much
ing replaced it by a Hungarian school. I climbing during the last two years, and
would have liked nothing better than to I know that in your climbing you have
tell him how Maxwell answered the ques- found several real stars from heaven.
tion: "What is light?7 One of them is now in Berlin and no

sweets in Idvor will keep you away from
In b A that it." She guessed right, undoubtedly be-
mmer I was in Idvor again, carrying cause she observed with what joy I kept

with me the two vc elmholtz's up, during that vacation, my reading of
addresses. My mol m with Helmholtz's addresses.
a heart which she d d as overflow- Many a night during that summer I

m visit and the spent in my mother's vineyard sleeping
visit of God's grace upon Idvor was pour- on sheepskins under the open sky and
ing into it. gomen narvest was all looking at the stars at which I looked
in " d richest that Idvor had fifteen years before, when I helped the

m a year; grapes in the herdsman to guard the village oxen dur-
d vineyards were beginning to ripen, ing the starlit summer nights. I re-
d :h ^^f the rows of membered the puzzles which I tried to

.h ds were h*? avily loaded solve at that time concerning the nature
h /or; of sound and of light, succeeding in the
m m Ion patches case of sound and failing in the case of

iked d suggested light. I rejoiced at the feeling that I had
moment mi finally succeeded in finding from Faraday

with _ ess of th and Maxwell through Helmholtz that
perity. dark-green corn-fields seemed sound and light resembled each other, one
to groan under heavy the being a vibration of matter, and the other
young ears of cc d a vibration of electricity. The fact that
alongside of the corn-fields were alive with I did not know what electricity is did

dders whichf re- not disturb me, because I did not know
minded i ce of m Ik, what matter is. Nobody knows the ex-

,m. and such as had el- act nature of these even to-day, except, as
dom A my mother Faraday suggested, that they are mani-
pointed out to me, and she assured me that festations of force. David's nineteenth

d she was enabled to be Psalm, which I recited so often fifteen
me. because she had years before during my training in herds-

ryth d "h manship, conveyed a different meaning,
d. Melons, cooled at and so did Lyermontoff 's line which says

b deep well; grapes and that "star speaketh to star." They
P 3 picked before sunrise and certainly spoke to me during those glori-

d 3 with vine-leaves to kee{ m ous August nights, when, covered with
d fresh; voune corn picked sheepskins, I lay in my mother's vineyard

the afternoon and roasted in the evening and amid the deep silence of slumbering
in front of a w< d 'm s earth I listened to their heavenly tales.
milk suDulied d e The more I listened the more I became

b All these were sweet and reconciled to the idea that the language* "
ous b d of the stars reaches me in the same way

their sweetness is flavored by as human language does, when it speeds
the love of an i moth^-^ If you on over the telephone wire, conveyed by
have not, then you do not k what vibratory electric and magnetic forces;
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except that in the transmission of the venly power which hurls the
telephonic message the vibratory forces lightning across B sombre si mm
glide along the conducting wire, whereas clouds pregnant wit t

the stars pour out their waves of vibratory carries, as you say, humble h
electromagnetic forces in ever-expanding voice over the wires b :tween d
spheres so that they may carry the oof of
heavenly message to every other star and G infinite dom which uses one
to every thing that lives, and to every thing means only to d
that has a being. I could not help tell- small. Ko ch t* h

ing my mother of my new knowledge G i m
which persuaded me that light is a vibra- 1 saying which she often d
tion of electricity, very much like the vi- me when I was a bov ar d^f

bration of the melodious string described quoted before, nam v: "Knowlede-

in the Serbian figure of speech, familiar h
to her, which says: -ren, d

eluded in this the knowledge which I was
My heart quivers like the melodious string -u h

under the gouslar's bow.
I include dw

She always was the most attentive aii- "which brings me nearer to God rl
dience that I ever had, and the most re- this new certainlv does. J
sponsive. Her wonderful memory, even think of it, my son: God has been sending
at that time when she was seventy years d
of age, assigned to every essential event D m
of her experience a suitable place, so that Adam
it became a vital chord in the symphony ing the very same method and means
of her life. She never heard anything which man, imitating the divine method,
worth hearing without responding with is beginn to use when "m
one of these harmonious chords, and this electricity m
was particularly true when I was speaking tant f d. Y
to her. On this particular occasion, refer- that 1 leder<VP^ i A.

ring to my new knowledge which I brought ets and as holy as the holiest saints in
to Idvor from Berlin, she reminded me heaven."
of my new knowledge about lightning When I told her of Faraday's vision,
which I had acquired from my teacher that all things d to d exist in
Kos, in Panchevo, some fifteen years be- ^^ ry spot of the universe at the same
fore, and afterward tried to explain it to time and that, therefore, all things are in
my father and his peasant friends, who perpetual contact with each other, every
accused me of heresy; and she recalled her star feeling, so to speak, the heart-beat of
defense of me. She suggested, jokingly, every other star and of even* living thing,
that if my father and his old friends had even c he tiniest little w the
still been living they would perhaps ac- earth, she answered:
cuse me again of heresy on account of " Faraday's scienc f n
some old legends which clashed with my religion which is described in the words
new knowledge, and she assured rne that addressed to God by King David:
she would defend me again. "God sends
sunlight/' she said, "to melt the ice and '"Whither shall I go from thy spirit? Or
snow of the early spring, and to resurrect whither sha11 l flee from th-v Prese^e?

from death everything that lay lifeless in «<If T ascend up into heaven, thou art there:
the cold grave of the bosom of mother if I make my bed in hell, behold, thou art there.'
earth, chilled by the icy breath of winter.
The same sunlight," she continued, God is everywhere, and where he is, there
"awakens the fields, the meadows, and is every part of his creation." Her re-
the pasturelands, and bids them raise ligion taught her how to catch the spirit
the daily bread of man and beast; it also of science, and I was always certain that
ripens the honey-hearted fruit in orchards science can teach us how to catch the
and vineyards. If that is all done by the spirit of her religion.

(To be continued.)
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HE small caddies fell Her hair, Cyrus noted, was not cut but
back as Cyrus Mefford rolled under her soft felt hat.
summoned from the "I've always wanted to plav with the "* j. *

locker-room steps a man who owned the land, but you'd never
grown Hungarian, a ask me," she added.
stalwart striking coal- "You won't get much fun out of it,"
miner, with long mus- answered the man shortly. He had never
taches. Though played with a woman. "You play too

Savage was a new club and though Cyrus good," he went on. "An old man like
wore a celluloid collar when he played me is no company for a girl like you. I'll
golf, the caddies, who still lacked dis- get out of your way." -
cipline, always gave him respect. "You're not old," said Nonna, rising

Taking the driver, Mefford settled his and taking a pinch of sand.
flexible straw hat over his eyes and ran a "I'm sixty.
thumb under the suspenders that drew Well, even so," said the other, "we'll
his trousers well under his armpits, finish the round, and then if you want to
These were the simple preliminaries to drown me in the water hole, all right."
his daily round on the links that lay across Without preliminary fidgeting she sent
the State highway from his old home, a hard, straight ball down the middle of
He never sought a partner, playing stol- the fairway, beautiful to see. Mefford's
idly and methodically in many honestly ball dribbled ineffectually thirty feet from
recorded strokes. This had been his land the tee.

until he sold it to the club, and he played They found the second green dotted
over it much as he had ploughed. with a dozen ragged little girls digging

As he drove, another solitary player crab-grass in the sun under the direction
left the green ahead and began to climb of a gardener. Mefford picked up both
the rise toward the second tee, her caddy balls at the edge and gave his Hungarian
dawdling after. On the line of the horizon a handful of nickels to distribute among
she turned and took a long look back to the children. Norma, frowning, remon-
where he was coming up to his ball for the strated.
second stroke. She watched him make "You oughtn't to do that. Rich mem-
it, then turned and passed from view. bers like you spoil the club help with

When Mefford had at last holed out on money. The rest of us can't get any ser-
the first green and came marching up the vice.
hill behind his Hungarian, he found her You don't need much, do you?" he
sitting on the bench at Number Two. It responded. "Those are the children of
was, he saw, the Carrier girl - Norma, he miners who haven't worked for months.
recalled her name after a moment. He I sold the land and the coal under it. I

supposed she wanted him to pass through have too much, in a way."
and nodded to his caddy; but she stopped It was the first comment he had made
him. since Norma joined him. The third tee

"Would you be furious if I asked you was in the shadow of an elm and there
to let me go around with you, Mr. Mcf- Norma dropped on the bench in the
ford?" she drawled, smiling up at him. shade, motioning her odd-looking part-
In her tan shirt with its black tie, her ner to a place beside her.
sand-colored trousers and gray stockings, "Nobody coming behind us," she said.
she was a pleasant and effective figure. "Let's loaf a little." She handed her boy

4*0
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a coin and motioned him toward the club- her and noting her eyes. Women were
house for ginger ale. "Let your man go prettier at all ages to-day than they u " d
and smoke a pipe. ^^ ^ I " - - ̂ ^ ̂ ̂ %. .. «._*«.-_. 

' 
' A .- _ L 1 . -^_ &j i ̂^ 4 J -"^ j-*^ A _ ̂ iJ to be, he reflected.

Cyrus sat down at the end of the bench " You oughtn't to die without any
and dug absently with his putter. He was fun," she said in a low voice, and sud-
disturbed, but in a moment, strangely, he denly clasped a warm, strong hand over
was not surprised when the girl moved his as it rested on the bench. In a mo-
over beside him. Her pretext, he dis- ment it was gone. ''Go on," she said.
covered, was to offer him a cigarette from '* Well, a man my age don't M-C much
her case. He shook his head. fun in what they do now. I guess I ex-

"See here, Mr. Mefford," said Norma, pect young folks to settle down. Amanda
after her first deep inhalation, uIVe been and I were married when I was twenty
wanting to talk to you. Why don't you and she was eighteen-that's a littl
play around more with the girls and men younger than you, isn't it?"
of the club? You have the time, and "I'm thirty-two years old," said the
you admit you have more than enough other.
money. You could have a wonderful " Well, now, you don't look more than
time; and it would keep you young." twenty!" exclaimed Cyrus, his voice ris-

Cyrus coughed and fumbled with his ing in the first real interest he had shown.
made-up bow tie. "I don't dare to. Competition is to

"I play around on this land, I guess, keen."
because I've been on it for sixty years, "Competition?"
and my father and his father. It was in "Don't you see? I'm thirty-two and
the family ninety-two years. From the poor. I've got to get married."
coal I got enough to be called rich, I "Girls used to do something when they
guess; and then I sold the surface. I were left."
been sort of lonesome. It's a feeling you "Goon; 1 don't mind. You weregoin
don't know unless youVe owned land and to say "left over.' I could do something;
lived on it. The club-house-that was I could teach. But it's funny; our crowd
our old home. My father built it." is essentially honest. I know I'm not fit

.. ut walking over these hills alone, to teach, so I wouldn't do it. I'm not
dubbing at a golf-ball," Norma cut in trained for anything but getting married
sharply. "You need to dance; play in to somebody with money."
the matches; be with people more." For the first time since he had known

"I couldn't dance in the club-house this Big Savage Club crowd, Mefford was
after what we went through there. Both really inter* -ted.
my girls were born there." "You don't think ot" being in-in love.

"But n then, in order to be married?"
"We raised 'em there, my wife and me. "I don't; not at my age. And a good

Our dancin' was all done forty years ago, many of the younger girls don't. Neither
before you were born. I couldn't dance should you, if you should think of mar-
there, especially this new way, all shak- riage again
ing." Cyrus looked at her. He never had

"I know other men began Norma, thought of it. He was embarrassed and
but the other went on: grew silent again. II i> relief at the ar-

"My wife, she never had any fun on rival of the boy was plain. The pail in
this land, or in that house; what you'd which ginger-ale bottles and gl > were
call fun. Nothing but work; for while embedded in ice wa^ placed on the bench
we had some money even then, while between them, and Norma motioned the
father was living we couldn't live any boy away. She uncapped a bottle and
different from the way he was used to. let it fizz into the glass.
I'm not saying he wasn't right; but it "I reckon Isabelle doeMi't think of nu-
mighty hard on my mother and my wife-. mam ing again," remarked Cyrus, after
They both died too soon from loo much a ta>te of the cold drink.
work." "Isabelle Tripp can look out for her-

He stopped, finding himself looking at self/' was Nonna's cool response. "An '.
VOL. LXXIII.-3I
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Eunice, too. You think of yourself a "No. Well, of course, she always looks
little, once in a while. nice. But I haven't thought about

women being pretty since my wife was
Norma, Cyrus noted as they climbed young."

the long hill to the fifth tee? was pleasant "It won't hurt you," said the other in
to look at. He had known her mother a low, insistent voice. And then, in a
years ago but not her father. She led a change of tone, she said: "I am having a
rather precarious life among her mother's little dinner at the club to-morrow night;
relatives since the death of her parents, it's Isabelle's tenth wedding anniversary.
he had heard Isabelle Tripp say. Her I know you never go to the club to eat,
remark about thinking of himself stuck but this is different. There'll be only a
in his mind. He had never done that, few; about eight o'clock."
His father, Eli Mefford, and his grand- "Isabelle married ten years? Well,
father, the first Cyrus, had taught against now, it don't seem that long. I guess I
that; the slightest indulgence, relaxation, can come to that, all right."
was ruled out. When Norma brushed Norma looked away across at Mefford's
past him at the sand-box he caught a house on the hill.
peculiar and pleasurable fragrance, an "I want you to come-on my account
air of her presence that he had never partly. Will you?"
known in his life. He felt invigorated, He smiled.
smiled, and addressed his ball with con- "Well, maybe," he answered.
fidence. His drive brought a note of ap- "Good! I'm going now and let you
proval from the other. finish the round in peace. Until to-

A few lessons and you would be in morrow night!"
tournaments." Norma smiled, pressed his arm for a

At Number Seven they looked directly brief moment that seemed an age to
across a deep ravine at the tenant house Cyrus, gestured to her caddy, and was
Cyrus had taken for his own use when he gone. Instead of driving, the man picked
sold the homestead. At the bottom of up his ball and started along the foot-
the ravine a dam had been thrown across, path toward the club-house.
backing the water up into a reservoir for At the breakfast-table in the little
the greens. It was deep, dark, and for- tenant-house kitchen next morning Cyrus
bidding, among many low trees. It was said:
not a water hazard, for the fairway lay "You don't need to get supper for me
the other way, but it was used for a bath- this evening, Velma. I am going over to
ing-pool, and with the motions and shouts the club. There's going to be a little
of swimmers to distract him and the party for my daughter Isabelle."
possibility of a sliced ball going into the The girl paused, the coffee-pot in her
reservoir, a player had to drive care- hand, and regarded her employer. Her
fully. arms were bare to the elbow, and for the

"That Velma at your house," remarked first time Cyrus noted their roundness
Norma, as if casually, catching sight of and their strength.
Mefford's housekeeper hanging clothes in "Then that'll make it easy for me,"
the little yard on the opposite hill, "who she said. "The steward wants me to go
is she? She doesn't look to me like an over and wait table, there are so many
ordinary servant." reservations for dinner at six."

"I don't know much about her," re- Her voice always made Cyrus think of
sponded the man. " She was our girl be- the sound he obtained when he pulled out
fore my wife died, a year or so. I told the stop on the old parlor-organ labelled
her she could go; I thought she might "voxhumana." She was always quiet;
mind staying, a young girl like that; but never surprised. Cyrus would have used
she said she would rather stay and do for the word "repose" if he had known it.
me. She's a good cook." He tipped his chair back and con-

"Cook? You can hire lots of cooks. templated her, feeling in his waistcoat
She's a beauty. Didn't you know it?" pocket for a cigar.

Cyrus teed his ball. "How old are you, Velma?" he asked.
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"I'm twenty-nine/' she answered di- Cyrus rose and strolled out to the lit-
rectly and simply. tle front porch. Across the ravine the

"Funny you've never married; a girl morning sun was dimpling the hills of
like you." ig Savage, and from where he stood he

"I had a fellow; he died in the war. could see three greens, like emerald pools,
He was a fine hoy. I have never thought among the rolling fairways.
of anybody else. He was not a handsome "There's a pretty shade of green over
fellow, but he was a maker of things. He there/' he observed, pointing with hi>
could make a whole car. He could make cigar.

"I'm not trained for anything hut getting marru-'I t«» somebody with money. 
"

a house; and he was quiet and kind. Velma, in the kitchen behind him, did
After the war we were going to a Western not reply.
wheat country and farm/'

"
you b in this country? Norm a, by some magic known only to

m you talk »j herself, had the room called the grill
f S^^^^ '^V " M-^» '^^"- ̂̂ F~ ^"~ ^ " ~^" "^^"~ ^^^ " mpty of other parties by the time she

when I was a little girl. d sat down with her guests at the largest of
M I was East to see the round tables. At her left Cyrus, in

fellow in camp; he was so sick. A his black Sunday suit, looked around^w

d I could not go back right away, so curiously. He had not been in the old
"k house since he had left it. The architect,

" You like it-h he saw, had managed this grill-room by
but I think of the wh h tearing away partitions and throwing to-
d th h^ ». -^ ̂ +tm * A v* ^, j 4^ *. j W«AX^ ^rj »xjr v w**^r^* *-^ ^- %*j A w- VIAX^ '** " **r v*x^ JL v " ' *-** A^X& v» J 4 t^ A. x^ v^ grthcr the old back par!-;-, dining-room^

watch. I think if I had my man I would and kitchen. The result was a pleasing.
go there. m I -^ ^^ ^^ w^ ' ' I *. -fc. *i -*^. ^H A- >" ^^« ^^ . » . A 1 -h. ̂.^ __ ^-^ i^h^ «^ - 

- 
-F*. ^h. ^hJ almost square, room with gray panelled
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walls and smooth birch floors, waxed for taining fried chicken, ham, green corn,
dancing. The base-boards, Cyrus noted, and a waffle. He looked at it uncer-
were the same, for behind him, as he tainly.
peered around, he found a bruise in the "I gave the dinner for Isabelle and
woodwork Eunice had made with a heavy Charles, but I planned what I thought
toy locomotive. you might like/ said Norma, turning to

Eunice sat across from him now with him for the first time.
Keilv Williams beside her. He did not Around the table the ten of Normals

see much of Eunice, he reflected. After party were applying themselves to the
her mother's death she had withdrawn, serious business of eating. There were
going into rownsville to live with her exclamations, sudden bursts of harsh
sister. She was twenty now; or was she laughter, comments on the food, but lit-
twenty-one? She was born the year the tie conversation. Cyrus noted how
bank barn was struck by lightning. She greedily the men, in particular, ate, and
was a fair, tall girl with light-blue eyes, how little they seemed to be aware of the
set far apart, her yellow hair short in the presence of the women. In a moment, it
prevailing graceful style. Cyrus watched seemed to him, the plates had been carried
here as she sat and played with her fruit away and the air was full of cigarette-
cocktail and listened absently to young- smoke. Then the appearance of the des-
Williams, who was leaning toward her, sert, a rich peach shortcake, demanded
talking earnestly. Eunice had recog- and received a brief tribute of greedy dili-
nized her father's presence with a light gence.
pressure of the arm as he had stood in the Again the cloud of smoke, and then
hall waiting nervously for Norma. Then suddenly attention was fixed by young
she had disappeared with Charlie Tripp. Howard Graham, who rose in his place
The pair was immediately sought by and rapped for quiet.
Isabelle, who had come up to her father "Ladies and gentlemen," he began,
breathless. Isabelle was getting heavy. with a coarse attempt at a travesty on a

"Oh, daddy! I can't stop a minute; side-show barker, "we are gathered here
but isn't it scrumptious of Norma? And to-night to celebrate the tenth wedding
to make you come too! Well, see you at anniversary of our respected club fellow,
dinner. I must find Charlie." Charles Albert Tripp, and his charming

Cyrus looked around for Charlie now. wife, our little Isabelle."
Norma had placed Isabelle Tripp on her This caused inordinate laughter from
right and Charlie next. Cyrus could see Alena Grover and Graham's wife. Isa-
his son-in-law only in profile, but he noted belle smiled acridly at the reference to her
how old he was beginning to look. Well, lost slenderness. Eunice, Cyrus noticed,
Charlie must be forty-two now. The sole was still bored with her attentive Wil-
owner of the Bootery in Brownsville, he liams, and was listening eagerly to Gra-
was a considerable business personage, ham, who was going on:
Cyrus had heard. The Bootery, under "We are also delighted to welcome Mrs.
old Elam Tripp, had been simply Tripp's Tripp's handsome father, Mr. Cyrus Mef-

oot and Shoe Store. ford. Tt is Norma Carrier's dinner, but I
Cyrus pushed back his cocktail cup and as a committee of one am furnishing an

ran an appraising eye over the round extra and added course for which there
white shoulder the hostess on his right will be no charge. Let us drink to the
turned to him. Normals dress was such health, long life, and happiness of Charlie
as he had never seen-black. He won- and Isabelle!"

dered what it was made of, so soft-looking, Amid shouts, it seemed, from all but
revealing such arms and shoulders as he Norma, who frowned and picked at the
had never supposed existed. There was a cloth, Graham dived beneath the table
faint fragrance that disturbed him. Sur- and came up with two large bottles of
prising himself, he asked the name and what seemed to Cyrus to be water. He
had the word "heliotrope" to ponder. held them above his head.

The waitress-it was Velma-was plac- " Gin !" he cried, " Eight dollars a
ing before him an enormous plate con- quart. The real thing."
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In a moment he had uncorked both a peculiar, defiant glance at her father.
bottles and had handed them right and When everybody sat again, the bottles
left. were started around and formalities were

Mrs. Grover took the bottle that came forgotten. Eunice had more gin; so did
to her and poured herself a liberal drink Norma. Beyond, Isabelle was becoming
in an empty tumbler, then handed it to talkative.
Williams, who poured for Eunice and "I suppose it is strange to you, in a
then for himself. In a moment Norma way?" Norma leaned toward MefTord,
was offering Cyrus the other bottle, and narrowing her eyes.
when he shook his head, frowned, hesi- "Well, I don't suppose I can get used
tated, and then poured some of the gin for to seeing Eunice drink and smoke. I used
herself. ^^^ to put the girls to bed in this room in thr

"You see, it's my party. I mustn't winter when we couldn't heat the up-
spoil their fun. They mean it all right," stairs
she said to Cyrus. "There's a lot you don't know about

But Cyrus was watching his daughter. Eunice; I can see that. But everybody
Eunice sat revolving the tumbler on the 

"" 

else knows it. She doon't care for young
cloth, but she was merely waiting, he saw; Kelly Williams; it's funny, but she lik<
for when everybody was served she raised Charlie."
her glass and drank with the rest to her "Charlie who?"
sister's future happiness. She took the ''Why, Charlie Tripp, you old goose.
gin with a toss of her bobbed hair and with And Isabella's furious with her and
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ous as a cat. She's afraid they will run They stood at the first tee, Norma
away some day. close to him, stroking his hand. Up the

Cyrus suddenly felt himself growing hill, a hundred yards away, the others
rather faint and sick. For the first time were panting and screaming after Eunice,
since he sat down in the familiar old who had disappeared.
house he thought of the gentle woman "Shall we go up and sit where we sat yes-
who had been his wife here and who with terday, under the big elm ? We can watch
him had cared for the children in these the moon from there; it's wonderful/'
rooms. He suddenly wanted her very She turned her face up toward his and
much. He felt helpless. Across the table drew him toward the fairway.
Eunice was letting Williams pour some- "But Eunice - I can't leave her!"
thing brown into her glass from a bottle Mefford took Norma's arm and with
that had come around the table. The a sudden powerful aversion forced her
Tripps and Norma had started to sing a away from him.
melancholy song about somebody's mam- "She's my baby! We used to be so
my. Howard Graham and Grover's wife close. She's gotten away from me; and
were dancing to music from the phono- now she may need me. I'm going."
graph in the corner. He turned and ran up the hill. Norma

"I guess I'll be going. You excuse stood at the tee-box and watched him.
me, please," said Cyrus. "I don't belong She saw him running as a man who had
in here with the young folks and I think dropped thirty years, and as he ran he tore
I'll go on over home." off his coat and his collar-the collar that

Norma rose with him, a little un- had so amused Norma.
steadily. She had been tasting the brown As he disappeared over the sky-line the
liquid too. Isabelle tried to fasten a dead woman turned and made her way toward
flower in her father's lapel. a short cut she knew to the pool. In a

"Poor old dad," she crooned. "Helms moment she was followed by another
to go home early and get his beauty sleep." also a woman.

.. I know!"

It was Eunice's voice, shrill, insistent. When Mefford reached the top of the
"This party has no pep ! Let's all go hill that dropped down to the black water

down and take a plunge, just as we are!" of the reservoir the moonlight was flood-
"You're crazy!" ing the whole scene so that he could see
.. No, I'm not. I'll dare any of you. far below the midnight bathers as they

I'll race any of you to the pool and out stood in a huddle on the little pier that
to the raft." ran from the dressing-room. He stood for

"It's almost midnight!" a moment and gazed down, and as he
"So much the better; I love swimming gazed the huddle divided and one figure

at night. Come on!" separated itself and ran back a few yards,
"You're on!" croaked Graham, kick- then dashed along the pier and hurtled

ing a chair over and making for the door. into the water in a headlong dive. He
"I'll give you all twenty yards' start knew it was Eunice.

and be on the raft first," said Charlie. One by one the others jumped or
"You'll not go a step," said Isabelle in plunged into the reservoir and then be-

his ear. v. You're drunk now. So is gan the splashing, shouting, screaming
Eunice. If she wasn't she'd never sug- progress toward the raft, lyin g out in
gest it. the middle. Somehow Cyrus reached the

ut Eunice was already at the door, and little dock, where Isabelle Tripp was still
Charlie wrenched himself away from Isa- standing wringing her hands.
belle and followed. The rest streamed "Daddy, daddy, make them come in.
out to the porch and into the night. They'll all be drowned. They're all full.

"They'll be all right," said Norma, I couldn't make them stop. Oh, please,
turning to Mefford and putting her arm daddy, make Eunice come in. They'll all
through his. "It's a foolish stunt, but follow her."
they all can swim. Let's walk across the Some of them had turned already and
course, under the moon." were coming back. They knew their
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danger, apparently. Graham and the ing across at Big Savage course. White
Grover woman clambered out and began and still, she found a place at his kne<
an idiotic dance on the dock in their leaning against it, her head against his
soaked clothes. In a moment Grover arm. Neither spoke for a long while. It
climbed out. was Eunice who broke the communion of

" Water's too cold," he muttered. " I'm early-morning silence.
going up and get my car and go home. "Is it true what they said about
Coming, Alena?" Charlie, daddy ?"

Far out at the raft, Eunice, Charlie, "I guess it is; when he saw you and I
and Kelly Williams were swimming, were goners, or he thought we were, he
Eunice had reached it, winning the race, streal d it for the shore. Velma passed
and now she and Tripp were wrestling him when she swam for us."
and splashing each other, with Williams "I didn't really care for him. I wa
looking on. just crazy. Girls get like that-these

Then, as Cyrus stood on the pier and days. Velma is packing her trunk.
watched, Eunice screamed and disap- Where is she going?"
peared. In a moment she was on the Cyrus stirred uneasily. "I don't know.
surface again, for a moment, giving one Maybe out West. She comes from out
loud terrifying call: there."

"Daddy, come!51 " I >addy, are j ou B"'" -r '"" "/<"' r' rri I
The man on the pier leaped into the again?

water and in a second was swimming to- He turned toward her sharply; then, at
ward the group with powerful, terrible sight of her white, drawn face, he softened
strokes. and kissed her hair.

"She's tryin' to kid us!" "No; what made you ask that?"
It was Tripp, shaking the water out of "Something Velma said. Norm a Car-

his eyes and hair, and pointing to where rier was on the dock at the reservoir when
Williams was struggling with Eunice in Velma got there. She said something to
the water ten feet away. Velma."

At that moment Williams lost her and "Something? What could she say?"
she went under. "I don't know; anyhow, Xorma's been

"She's drowning; don't listen to intending to marry you. I could see
Charlie," gurgled Williams, going under that.
and groping for Eunice. * Mefford rose.

Then Cyrus Mefford went under the "I wonder what she said to Velma?"
water, too, for a crazing, torturing age. "You'd better ask Velma."
At the last moment of consciousness he "That's true; I guess I had. I didn't
fastened his hand in Eunice's hair; with think of that."
his final strength he drew her slender bodv He sat down, and after a while Eunice
close to him, and down there under the slipped away.
black water he felt something he had not Mefford's eyes were fixed on the green
known for years. To die like this if across the ravine. They had fascinated
Eunice, his little girl, understood that her him by their coloring since the art of the
daddy had not failed her; it was not such course architect began to be apparent.
a bad ending They told him of pure beauty, something

Was that a hand in his collar? Such he had never considered or known, and
a strong hand. Holding Eunice by the he had searched them out from every
hair, Cyrus felt himself rising. angle and vantage-point on the hill

On the dock a little later he heard around, in the varying moods of light and
somebody say, "Let the damn fools go; shade. He was so absorbed in them now
I'll take care of them," and opened his eyes, that he did not hear Velma when she
It was Velma, half dressed, soaking wet. came and stood behind him on the porch.

" Miss Eunice says you wanted to
Eunice, able in two days to creep out speak to me."

to the little porch of the tenant house, It was the tone of the old vox humana
found her father sitting on the step, gaz- stop on his mother's little old parloror-
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gan. He looked up at her with one of his "What I mean is-well, you said if you
rare smiles. _"!__ could get a man 

"

" I am not going to get married to that She started into the house, but he
lady who spoke to you the other night," caught her wrist.
he said. "I am a man; I'll be kind and quiet and

She looked awa from him, twisting I'm rich-take me to some of that wheat
her hands in her apron, and turned to go land you know about. I want to farm
into the house again. again."

"You saw me the other night swim- "It's such a wide, clean sweep of green
ming/' he remarked, his tone stopping -miles-you cannot see. She had
her. "I'm still pretty good; Im sixty, wiped her eyes and stood smiling, her
but I'm as sound as some of these fellows hand in his.

of forty." Is it prettier, that green, than what
He saw at once he had said something you see yonder ?" he asked, pointing

wrong. She was crying quietly, her apron across the valley.
lifted to her eyes. "That's nothing; you have ahead

He got slowly to his feet. much/' said Velma,

P^H^^^^^^^^^H
"Daddy, are you going to get married again? "-Page 487
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Author of "Horny Handa and Ham] vJ Kll>. c.

iv. r \ITII vs. FKAR [NSTOE TNI-: FACTORY AND on

IN .MILLION TON mo; an Am
That's the si/e of th flap h
order we're workin' :re-all these
on. So m compan- unite I) d same unani-
ion d as we d
pushed through our
great "cold-rolls" ton "The old loyalties arc hereby laid usid,
after ton of steel Pending further examination, the age-old

f dcs and f leaderships are hereu'ith discontinued. ICsMicctb iur LUC siues arm lenders or auto- < , , r, , riiVii

mobiles. The figure sounded impressive, «*>***? * *"" "'
d Such a condition is largely th- - - -' ̂  * -- - v- -, 

fabricated vthe war. ut s^^m ethinglikeit was bound
less than forty millions-with little like- to ha war or no war. The wirele>

d that m than a fourth could he movie and -
used by one customer! day supplement-these have in

"I dunno. Somethin' t ee the geographical and the numerical size ot
During the preceding te of m\ the operating groups in both industry an
miner friend's working li politics too fast for the old leaders to hold
coal he and his neighbors raised had gone them within the bonds of united thought
to the mine company's steel plant; when and action. In the absence of that bond.
that ran out of orders, the mine stopped, old groups have and strange new
Yet " Somethin' about steel" was as close ones have formed. hat is most to th<
as he could come to explaining the near- point is this: that th

m V taken place along new lines of cleavage, I
which the come-to-work whisl mean the lines of "cla-^"-lines which
two or three times. are dangerous even though they appear

"The Reign of Rumor" h de- inevitable. Is
h i have found b d

throughout the mines and f * 4*up with those whose thought and feeling
America f m f 1. -e th our
ern Em >pe Of that reign the kind of life. bo be
ca also the result-is the worker's suit of that truth which bear- repeating:
unbelievable ignorance of his employer's We tend to // our way into our thinking
plans and pun OSes, his aims and h d
ideals. b ignorance is our way into our living. And that li -^^^

unequalled by anything I know-except
the employer's ama/ing ignorance of the ng mus ; industrial days, be,

n> s, the ai d id nnined living we do there
of his employees, -on our job.

It goes without Baying that the main-
tenance of such law and order as IAI'M d h
throughout this twilight realm of "Old li*i*r

Idunno" is put upon the strong elf closer in thought and
but untVcling, cruel shoulders of his Prim mf

Minister and shadow-companion, old in England's Rhondda or Kuro Ruhr
General Fear. than he i the mind of a rea

For plotting the overthrow of Ihis SCRIIJNKR'- MAC.A/FNE in Pittsburgh!
mighty pair which cur- i our modern in- So, too, all those who go through Man-
du^trial world, no better time will ever hattan's subways to their jobs at 6-0 in
come than MOM*. A Europe of Bolshevism, the morning are likely to feel themselve-

4 >
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in greater communion with their fellow merce unless I get down to the round-
early-risers in Chicago or San Francisco house on time, give the old girl a proper
than with the bankers or lawyers who look-over, and hook up at the station on
hang to exactly the same subway straps the dot-with me feeling fit-like myself.
three hours later. But I can't get my 'power' at the 'house'

Thus it comes about that such leader- unless the street-cars get me down on
ship as there is tends more and more to time-and the conductor and the motor-
lodge with him whose appeal is directed man can't make sure of that without the
only to his fellow steam-fitters, coal- chaps over at the power-house, or the gang
miners, farmers, or legionaries his fol- that puts the new rails in. And then
lowers because they are his associated but watch now, how a real driver [engi-
sharers in the common emotions of that neer] ought to put his air on to slow up
common experience which follows inevi- around this curve without shakin' them
tably upon the common liberties and limi- Chamber fellows up too much."
tations of a common job. You understand, of course," inquires

The Reign of Rumor stands thus to be in turn the president of the road, " that
displaced by the Kingdom of Class Con- America has been called 'an experiment
flict-unless there can be found in the in transportation/ Without our keeping
common emotions of some common expe- the rails down and in shape, these United
rience the bond which will tie into some- States just aren't-they may be states but
thing like unity great hosts of men of they aren't united."
more than one level of education, intelli- In spite of all the bitterness of the re-
gence, and training. cent railway strike, I found that every

Can such a bond of emotions be discov- railroader continued to feel closer in spirit
ered? to the executive he was fighting than to

I believe it is presented by exactly that the rest of us outsiders. As to us, he is
same department of our modern doings only sorry that we are so unfortunate as
which has created the yawning rifts. I not to know the joys and thrills of rail-
mean the department of industry. That roading-of playing a part in providing
deep-going and universal wish for demon- service so indisputably essential to the life
strated worth as a man because of demon- of our country. When, incidentally, our
strated worth as a workm&n-this main- railroaders cease to feel that common joy
spring wish of men furnishes us to-day, I in their common undertaking, in meeting
contend, the common emotion for the new a common necessity, then all those mon-
unity which somewhere and somehow we ster engines will suddenly cease their
must contrive to find. pantings and grow cold-nor will all our

I submit the underlying unity of such gold suffice to get them going again until
testimonies as these: within the hearts of their masters the joy

"You see, if I fall down on my job," of service is brought back again.
says the inspector as we go over the great In steel, too, it is the same-except that
locomotive for the last time out on the every steel worker is sure it takes more
yard's "ready tracks," "there's the devil "guts" to serve in steel than on the rail-
to pay-and maybe scores of lives lost. road. And in the mines, down in the
(Tap, tap on the piston cross-head pin.) pitch-dark galleries where men joy in the
If they pull into 'old Chi' even fifteen danger, and get to liking the smell of dust
minutes late because this here works and powder and sweat as they dig their
loose-(tap, tap on the dowel-pin on the coal or other metal, the same song is sung;
eccentric or the valve-stem)-it get$ right and the same common pride in having a
back to me, you understand? You see, shoulder to the wheel serves as the tie
this is the ' power' [engine] for Train that binds them all together, high and
Number Eight, the pride o' the road, low, in a common thrill of the certainty of
And the engineer-well, I'll say he's some self-justification.
particular guy 1 Furthermore, the differences indicated

"Yes, it's like this," says the engineer by the white collar of the company presi-
himself. "There's probably a lot of fel- dent and the flannel shirt of the track-
lows back there who will miss their en- walker or repairer furnish, I fully believe,
gagements up at the Chamber of Com- no knife of division and enmity sharp
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h plant, policeman. 'Beat it hark to your
m department-and he quick-unle-> YOU Ye

ply because it hinds them where they ready to quit your job!
really live-in their heart Vhottom wish ..... .And in the handiwork of their rr;U'i is theirfor a worth which can he demonstrated

prayer.0
by m of their respective parts in
their comm indispensable enter- Of vast hosts this can he said to-day.
prise b, Their prayer is in their work because they
their common job, that is making them know that by that handiwork they "main
important not only to th tain the fabric of the world." But of
each other and to us outsiders. In turn, these vast hosts, there are literally mil-

m CO lions-needless millions-who in all their*

important to th lives have never seen the completed whole
of the article of which for years they have

men find the ;es so often opposed to been making parts !
each other?" It i> to-day all hut impo ihle to over- "^ ^rr

The answer, I believe, is this: on our state the length and breadth of the work-
railways, in our steel plants and mines- er's ignorance as to the underlying facts of
everywhere throughout our new multiple- the particular industry of which he is him-
unit mdustn the m in harge h LS self a member. In like measure, it is all
grown too firmly into the habit of trying but impossible to overstate the length and

raft men's co-operation by the fear of. breadth of the opportunity in industry
punishment instead of to secure it to-day for a new leadership of co-opera-
by the promise of he has tion-a leadership of co-operation based
too long depended ion in- upon the worker's wider understanding of
stead of leadership. the facts which underlie his enterprise and

That is the natural result of the Reign its service. For these facts are sure to
of Rumor which came into power when favor the enjoyment of those fecliiv. of
our factory roofs grew much too fast to worth which manager and man unite in

mi manager d man to continue wishing more fully to enjoy."

shoulder to shoulder. Of the resulting Such a change from the compulsions of
mutual ignorance, one consequence is sure fear exerted through gnorance to the

mutual fear which, as its shad "sweet influences" of knowledge and con-
d es Because fidence is not easy. But it is easier than

hat his workers wish to le^-en his it looks. For the reign of ignorance has
d m c satis- been the result decidedly less of purpose

ons of the common enterprise, the and design than of the failure to keep up
ager conceives it necessary to base with the sudden expansion of the working

his for their co-operation upon world and its unit-.^^ ̂^-
their fear of him. "How can we tell these workers of our

" What's it to you ? " so the foreman ex- anything! Why, they speak eighteen dif-
presses I fear that you are after his ferent language without mentioning
" know-li " d therefore his job English!"
when you inquire as to where the steel The employer's protest would surely be
sheets go when you have lifted them from our own under such bewildering condi-
the rolls and watched them, in the clutches tions-if we were so convinced as he iB

of the overhear! crane, soar off down int i hat we can think together onlv as we talk-

h : of the grimy ''h or read together.
don't ye see, Jacl younir 41 Sure, m»u>cha monee in breecks," -o

as Nicola in the steel plant showed me the
plains how "if you'd 'a' sid message he got direct from the president'-
little blemish here, that ee office every time he looked about him at
A A d shame, I call it," the carele- and disorderly destruction of4L

"You're right. B didn't I'' costly fire-brick. "But de< i companc
you protest. " 
tell 

tions-if we were so convinced as he 

doesn't somebody no care-want da beega monee from da
bee i furnace.- Lik dee-!-(Business of

"Here, young fellow!" interrupts the rubbing firmer and thumb together,)
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You ?-me ? damn breeck? too littla! of hroutrh
too small! Wat da hell!3' the industrial but the political and social
As a matter of fact, he had learned more world around us. And, for most of the

accurately about his employer than if he minority the only change required is
had read all the notices of his company or that "m experience" should be given a
spent a month in careful research. As a little base bv m
matter of fact, also, the bricks, and their stalwarts: "I see the papers or
precept via example, could not fail to cost A chap was saying the other ni in
the company a pretty penny. Undoubt- the r
edly, such an example was responsible for " H do you explain this?" a village
all those instructions in the saving of phys- pastor d his boyhood the
ical energies and social standing with the Leagu« most famous pitcher. " I used to

" which never failed to come in die you were playing hookey. To-
whispers to the newcomer who started to draw your $10,000, and I manage
move the bricks too fast: to exist on ixoo. What's the answer!""^v

" Pss't! Hey, boodie! Take easy! Go "Well" his friend besran to art the^^-*

slow! Wat da hell!" secret, "it's all in delive
After taking some pains to view the In a ds of em oy-

field, I am sure of this:-the ill feeling of ees d m sage of
such a situation is, on the part of both the the f d^^p

president and Nick, more apparent than the coinage of the worker's actual experi-
real. The great majority of employers, I. ence is certainly part of the job of any fair-
believe, possess toward their co-workers d executive really exe-
an abundant measure of good-will. The cutes." ough: he must
trouble is that by far too few of them pos- m sure throughout his organ-
sess a good-will that understands the work- ization this complete " deli becomes
er and so knows how to demonstrate itself an g habit! an executive
to him. lishes this, he is entitled to our

For, needless to say, good-will simply praise - unless his organization is so l
is not visible to the eye of the worker un- m m
less he can see it operate and operate for m .b
him - unless somehow it can be/e// by him N 3? d one of the satisf
in his experience. So the word of the m icities of his life, "I don't have
president or of the company fails to reach [professional ,m 'Causem »^ _

its destination until it has been translated why?- Well, you see, if you get into a
into the job-into life as it is lived by the (1 ody starts some-
laborer in the presence of the superinten- ds UD with a murd f-1 m ^^^

dent, the foreman, the gang boss, and the then all the 'bulls' [poli broadcast
paymaster's clerk. For it is these who to dy everywhere to :k up
together incarnate the company and the ' d'and N- siree,
president to the wage-earner. b^ P ton"

The distance him

"LEMME TELL YE the modern business organization wi
" branches in all cities/' is the disMY EXPERIENCE!" which modern society has travelled
primitive C m It is* -

More than any other, I should like to but a long, long journey in
see this placard on the desk of every busi- responsibility. That responsibility is an
ness executive-and, for that matter, of d necessity at every single
every one else who wishes to project his point where the action of the pany
influence out upon the thought or action touches a b need.
of persons far beyond the reach of per- Also it is a responsibil Ltmust be met
sonal contact. More than any other year after year with thing like an
phrase, it makes plain the one unfailing abiding consistency. For without m
coinage into which thought or feeling thing like consistency in the "d
must be put before it passes current from demonstration of whatever convic-
mind to mind among the vast majority tions any possesses, the execu-
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tive's aggregation of men, machines, and It gives a leader a dog's life-until we can
money has no character. In that case it m ^ *^/

cannot live because it has no means by A really go d one with that
which to secure the recognition and con- ten per cent m
fidence of any one, stockholder, custom- sensibility-k
er, or co-worker. these m as to the worker's

"Themost even-tempered man in Cleve- deeper interests in his h
land: he's always mad!" The phrase mainspring \ ish fo
describes, it must be admitted, a man of overstimulat d and
character because so marked aconsistency less ignorance or a
establishes a working "expectability" as truth of this further finding of my studies:
to the future. To an extent far beyond The normal worker under normal condi-
the hopes of a generation ago, our busi- yf the satisfy
ness friend has learned that successful of //
selling is impossible until he has demon- larger share of the satisfactions of
strated for his products not only charac- the -prise which furnishes the job
ter, but good character. That is impossi- demons
ble until he has developed a high degree of too little capability or sensibility to pro-
sensibility-sympathetic sensibility-to vide these indispensable satisfactions in
the need and the demand of his potential j b, does the worker's protest go the
customers: length of demanding a share in the execu-

"Ask the man who owns one" tive councils. That is why the Industrial
Workers of the World want to "make the

"Our profit depends on your service"
"i To Serve and De-Serve': our Aim." managers go to work": it is the only way

thev see in certain industries to make thev

As soon as the president and the job such that it entitles the worker to re-I ^^^^^

"super" in to see exactly the same m d so enables him to "hold
necessitv consistent character and d Of their unhanoiness one^ "

consistently good character in connection cause looms up above all others-jobless-
with the problem of production as ness, unstead irregularity
distribution, then "m m of the worldA & *

.h. at least to fold m"+-*r The unhappi caused by un-
up its tents of wan h rment m n that bevond
good sales-manager's sensibility, once the d

d from that slimv film hx

**J capitalistic system is a d-^^»

han enough work but more work not a larger share
ary: nam d manager gement but a fuller and m"^r -^»-

desiring, more than anything else regular enjoyment not simply of the
in world bJL .& v »

their existence by means of exactly the reward We miss our best means
thing I ting the objection our most

r minded workm d worker friends if we f

"We want to stop this eternal fight- that it is their appreciation of these un-
ing," testifies a leader in the recent trans- dc -^^H -«-i v rr - -i- -m- -"- - - - 1- ^"^^" ^"^

portation trouble, "and help put railroad- th minds, their reouest f
ing on its feet. After all, we workers have cl res ibililies as the
more to gain or lose through the condition ai d the eiiur rra ged one dav.
of the industry than anybody else. It's "I say there, you on the bridge!" the ^p- ""-

cl and butter b* captain roared up the the en-
m and m. "I can't th

" Where the boys get out of humor with of your blamed
their jobs/* reports one of his fellow union d th
heads, " they try t( bridge, "it ain't so all-fired
out of their system ,ve re ag
mands. We no sooner get one raise for M
them than they want us to get another, beca d
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such an exchange of function is known unfailingly to "deliver" the promised
to be too risky. But the fact that the satisfaction. Otherwise some "Lemme
worker does not want his executive's job tell ye my experience!" makes his appeal
does not mean that he is entirely happy in vain. It is to be hoped, accordingly,
in his own. E worker knows that that the new schools and colleges of ad-
from hour to h ministration will help the new crop of
within which either to release his energies executives to build organizations which

d them-and still keep his job. vp\\ stand the strain of such appeals. No
hat ashamed e un- citizen among us but can pray for such a

d consummation. For besides the obvious*

a d grouchy wastes of industrial energies which stand
we were working when we knew we to-day available but so largely unused,

weren' t. had k there are all those demoralizing efforts to
so in der to save his face as a forem find in class conflict-or, as earlier men-

wi .e, we had to know the onnosite tioned, in the degradations of alcohol and
d to save our own. Such waste will vice-those face-saving recognitions and

on until d of unless satisfactions which they would so infi-
manager and man can come to a b^^f nitely prefer to find in work.
understanding of what both of th m d In addition to all this loss due to mis-
sire. For not one amongst us but will application there is that huge store of
d d d d all en- fresh potential energies and capacities

being against the threat of which stand ready to be grown and devel-
him who assumes that the only way he oped; for not one of us but knows that
can secure th f our hand our effort to master the responsibilities
heads is to do his utmost to displace us of our job is the chief factor of our per-
from captaincy of sonal growth. These new abilities and ^^^^*-

That is exactly why our industry is to- capacities stand ready to be brought forth
m s, costly in amazing degree by all, from the vice-

in encies s, super-costly president and the superintendent down,
conflicts. And yher once the dislodgment of King Ignorance
wages d m regular for and General Fear can be brought about.
worker, in so large a proportion For then there will be enough responsi-
ern d fail to bring . bility to go around-without the foreman

costs for the executive d "hogging face" from his men, because -^^"-

lower selling prices or larger profits. In- the "super" is forced to "hog" it from
d factory and him. Then employer and employee will

ing price of the industrial captain's be quite willing for their mutual advan-
failure to see that in the thrill of tage to agree upon this fundamental as-

A he has the basis of an signment of rewards: for the young
for the utrr men's energies, worker or executive, the maximum feasi-

h his aDDeal to h^-f > men's highest ble opportunity to demonstrate by his job
selves-to b "m oul- the caliber of his manhood; for the old,

main-SDriner wish to think b ;tter the maximum feasible security in the as-
of ves. surance, not merely of his food and shel-

The labor d to make ter, but of the status and standing which
full use of the field thus left to him: he gained through the manliness demon-

b in ye thot I lay strated by his acceptance of that maxi-
m [ the "Bolshies" mum ODuortunitv. mum opportunity.

W m used to nlead Not Only on such a basis of unfailing re-
for our kiddies thot will ward for unfailing effort can industry be

. after oos-'tis for th we called efficient. Only so can it return the
t fight for decenter d ns! maximum of value to its owners, its man--

C 1 God or mon agers, or its workers. By means of the
in ye? demonstrated certainties of such effi-

Needless to say, the executive cannot ciency we can lessen the number of those
his high appeal until he can build a who punch the clock and await the orders
rate character which can be trusted of the whistle-and the costly oversight
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of the inspector, and the inspector of in- In my opinion only ignorance can claim
spectors-and thus increase the number that the sellers of brawn and skill are in
of those who can be trusted to do a better the nature of the case more certain to
day's work without these so-called aids make unreasonable and unfair demands
to regularity and reliability. than are the sellers of brains or money,

To make the change is not as difficult though it is true that market conditions
as might appear. It demands only that are not entirely the same. There are, of
we make faith easier by giving a more con- course, many who believe that no fair and
tinuous and more consistent delivery and reasonable - no golden - co-ordination
demonstration of the unfailing connection and balance of the interested and corn-
between physical or mental effort and so- peting though indispensable groups can
cial and spiritual reward. That requires be achieved under the present system of
nothing except that we establish for our society. What they are really seeking is
industrial and commercial corporations, some convenient simplicity by which the
unions, and other institutions, the same hoped-for balance and co-ordination can
kind of character-the same certainty of be made easy. Of their programme, the
expectability-that is known to be in- real enemies are the turbine, the wireless,
dispensable to any worthy individual, the movie, and all that multitude of other
Sooner or later, whether we like it or not, agencies which are continuously spread-
we have simply got to do exactly this, ing out the boundaries of the word
When the successful administration of a "neighbor" and complicating the prob-
moclern corporation or other so-called lem of deciding how in his shoes we would
" impersonal concern " is understood to re- be done by.
quire nothing less than this, then the dis- No, such a change of system is both
cipline of fear with all its wasteful clock- impossible and unnecessary. Our modern
watching and restriction of output will complexity cannot be side-stepped. It
begin to give way to the larger and more must therefore be captured. That cap-
effective discipline of confidence and faith, ture is within the limits of the powers al-

The character-the " expectability"- ready in our hands. For these powers,
thus required for the successful career of Karl Marx and others to the contrary
any organized group of persons is pretty notwithstanding, are not the powers of
sure to require the practice of a certain "economic determinism." They are the
rule called golden. It goes without saying powers of social determinism,
that such practice is far from simple With the sceptre of our approval and
where, as in modern business, it is a mat- the sword of our disapproval, we have to
ter of dealing justly not only with tens date failed to accomplish what we should
of thousands of employees but also for the children of men because we have
thousands of stockholders and perhaps been too quick to use the dollar as the
millions of customers. But this compli- yardstick for determining who should be
cated responsibility has seldom had a fair marked as worthiest among us. Men set
chance. It has always suffered from the about to gain dollars as the surest means
manager's tendency to exercise his sensi- -no, not to power, but to honor-lia-
bilities in connection with his customers esteem, the approval, the kowtowings of
while depending upon his sense-his logic so large a group as to make it impossi-

in connection with his workers. In ble longer to doubt the high success of
order to save valuable time he has been this "break-through" on their lif e s
too likely to use his imagination and his "Western Front." The moment we de-
logic to tell him the wishes of his workers, cide that financial profit may be without
instead of asking them. "Besides, I honor-that mere dollars alone will not
know what's good for them better than buy our kowtowings unless they master
thev do. You know, I used to be one of value-social value received b- uise do^^

them myself." ut even the logic of the livered in terms of servi then, and only
Golden Rule may bring trouble unless then, will men begin to seek the satisfac-
it is guided by the Eleventh Command- tion of their own best wish for their own
ment: worth through^ and not at the cost of, the

"Thou shalt not take thv neighbor for satisfaction of that same deep-down de- ^f ^^rf

granted." sire for worth in the hearts of others.
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The power to make our demand that has passed and gone. On the day that
profit shall represent the measure of ser- brings a sudden peace with their ancient
vice lies ready in our hand. To exercise enemy, the Irish direct their unexpended
it is to secure'a genuine and a practicable hatreds against each other: it is, after all,
co-operation, because it will enable us to only a normal means of starting back to
give to the common enterprise all those national calm.
energies which we now must devote so So with ourselves. Returning weary
largely to saving ourselves against the and disappointed from the war, shaken
threats of those whom we must fear be- rudely out of the old confidences in our-
cause they fear us. To exercise it is to selves and in things as they were, we try
bring the profitable and gratifying co- to save our face by seeking the weak-
operation of the willing bird that flies nesses of each other and of all the institu-
farther than a thrown stone. Such co- tions which we have built up for our se-
operation is indispensable to the better curity. Shortly we shall be rested from
world we all desire. But it is not easy our fatigues. Then we shall set about the
to attain, and there is no system, no in- task of discarding the bad and restoring
stitutional short cut, which will make it the good, of building a better civilization
so. Under any system the path must lead than we have ever known. In it "Old
through two difficult defiles. One is that King Idunno" will not be able to keep us
we must train our youth to prefer to ob- from seeing that our neighbors are every-
tain that longed-for substantiation of where, like ourselves, seeking to find the
their favorable thought about their worth longed-for reassurance of their worth to
from a discriminating minority rather themselves through the demonstration of
than from a careless and unthinking ma- their worth to others in the hours not of
jority. The other is that we must all do their leisure but of their labor.
our part to help this great majority to hold "The only member of the faculty who
its priceless kowtowings at a higher figure shed tears when I left/5 reports a college

to save them for those-dollar-getters president, "was the head janitor. He
or others-who really register real service, knew I knew the importance of his job.

"Of course, I'd rather die than not 'Of course, we professors/ I told him,
play the man," the soldier wrote from the 4 know that cleanliness is next to godli-
trenches. Of course-of course, because ness, but we can only try to teach it to
he knows that the pouring out of his last the students by talking about it. Your
full measure of devotion can not by any job is higher-you can demonstrate it!' "
chance fail to secure for him in death what " Sure, I might make a whole auto my-
he might have missed in life-the ever- self," says the "specialist" as he swings
lasting banishment of that fear which back and forth, adding his single screw,
haunts the heart of every one of us-the number 677, to the chassis as it glides
fear that we may somehow fail to count in past him, " But think of all the millions
the great total of the final worth and ulti- of my fellow workin' men that could only
mate nobility of man. dream of takin? the wife and the kids out

It is not strange that these days which in the flivver, if I did I
follow in the wake of the Great War are ' No, we cannot-and we need not-do
days of gloom-days when we lose our be- away with the vast and complicated ma-
lief not only in the old leaderships and chine of present-day living and working
loyalties, but, worst of all, in ourselves which science has put into our hands.
and in the nobility of our common human But-when our wearied faith is rested and
nature. restored-we can capture that machine.

It is only a natural consequence of those We can capture it by seeing deeper into
high moments of supreme emotion re- the souls of men. For it is there that the
quired to resist the Great War's threat ultimate motive power of it all resides.
against our lives and souls. If only the Coal or steel, fire-box or screw, text-
extreme intensities of such crucial mo- book or broom-of them all the final force

ments could be ended the instant they that makes them move is the force of your
have served their purpose! On the con- desire and mine-our common desire to-
trary, they appear always to subside only gether-rather to die than not to play the
as the waves subside long after the storm man !



FTER there is no opera like Hunt reputation as a novelist. These
"Lohengrin" senior and junior diarists were exceeding!}
I taught English at Harvard one frank, both in their themes and in "con-

year, and at Yale thirty-one, an equitable sultation hours." A fine lot of fellows
division of my time between the two uni- they were, and courteous to the Yale bar-
versities. My year at Harvard was 1891- barian.
1892, and my instruction was confined to During that winter Jean and Edouard
English composition. There is no doubt de Reszke made their first appearance in
that I learned more than I taught. I had Boston. Maurice Grau brought over the
one division of freshmen, one of sopho- whole Metropolitan company from New
mores, and one hundred and twenty York, and they sang in a big barn called
picked seniors and juniors. Coming from Mechanics Hall. What singing ! Never
Yale, I had previously spent only one has there been an operatic troupe like
year at Harvard, and that chiefly in mo- that.
nastic seclusion, being engaged upon a One Saturday afternoon I heard Ade-
doctor's thesis; so that this invitation to lina Patti stop in the middle of " Martha"
teach gave me my first opportunity to be- and sing "Home, Sweet Home." But on
come acquainted with Harvard under- the same evening I heard the de Reszke
graduates. I cannot remember much brothers and Emma Eames in fc* Faust,"
about the freshmen, the Class of 1895; and I forgot all about Patti,
but I remember awarding to my sopho- Lewis Gates, instructor in English, was
more pupils only twro As, the recipients one of the most brilliant and inspiring
being Lindsay Todd Damon, who is no\v men on the Harvard faculty. He was a
professor of English in rown Univer- recluse, seeking no acquaintances, and
sity, and Edwin Francis Edgett, who is sitting up all night in his room. But he
now literary editor of the Boston Tran- was an enthusiast about good music, and
script. this gave me a chance to draw him out,

For many years Barrett Wendell had and become intimately acquainted with
given a course in daily themes, open to him, for which I have always been grate-
juniors and seniors. Every student who ful. We used to go in to Boston together
had the temerity to elect it was compelled to hear the opera, and walk back to Cam-
to write a long composition every other bridge over the Harvard ridge at one
week, and a short one every day. Mr. o'clock in the morning, eagerly discussing
Wendell read the biweeklies, and I read the music and the performers. As the
the dailies. This meant that during the curtain fell on the departing figure of
academic year I read every day the diary Lohengrin one evening, I heard Gate>
of one hundred and twenty representative murmur, "There goes the ideal it can
Harvard upper-classmen, which to a visi- never stay !"
tor from Yale was deeply interesting. The next afternoon I read among my
Professor Briggs told me that I probably themes one written either by a senior or
knew more about undergraduate life at a junior-I wish I were able to remember
both Yale and Harvard than any <me else, the man's name-which was a glowing
If I did not, it was my fault. Among the appreciation of the opera I had just heard;
pupils were William Vaughn Moody, and I have never forgotten the young
Percy Atherton, Oswald Garrison Yillard, critic's final sentence-After all, there is
and other later notables; also David no opera like "Lohengrin." If, by some
Wells, who, in the short interval between miracle, he should see these lines, I should
his graduation and his death, made a bril- like to have him know that even if I have
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forgotten h have not forgotten well to the Swan e are rishable
his theme. m res. era like

fter all. there is no opera like " Lohen- "Lohengrin" «* _ _t -- ^H -^

grin Thirty years of listening have The Vorspiel is an mnie of cres-
mt_j conviction that the boy 'ginning faintly, and rising to a

was right. m 3rite opera, be- m Of course it cannot be translated
cause it is the most d imatic and the ds; but one of the best verbal""

m I m interpretations I have ever read
this is not the proper thing to say; "Lo- J*l .*"*. *-J , J^jm J*± V^fc. >*^ ^-4 f*. ' rf-m m^ ^-^ ^- -h* ^^fc. " * V^ V *"1 »- ^^ " M Sister Teresa,"
hengrin " belongs to ner's "earlier the sequel to "Evelyn Innes." (I re-
period," when he was "feeling his way to mem M dica if
a method." and h not to she thought these two novels by George

m« d any suggestions on mu-
"Siegfrie n M lt is, sic that were of value; and she replied < m
though. To put "Lohengrin" at the head phatically that ey were worthless, that

m music-stuff in m was b d^**^
m surd. Horatio Parker the

d d; but I d care s d he said that m
:ates:Ihadn m^

"Lohengrin" than anything else. I am a profound. The two authorities were alike
an unc ± jmis- only in the m they

much of d*-*

Wagner. h pre- which we see that m
sen ted \ any cuts; m ym- vergence in music as in literary criti-

d ,m- ^-r
a d W -"-^» ^F~ ̂T Abend/' I enjoy Evelyn Innes plays the Vorspiel to a
the whole "Ring"; I enjoy "Tristan"; I d
enjoy M« istersinger"; I enjoy " Der m which the sister said,

:H "It se m"H-^ as if I stood waiting
I believe W are supe- rne m >m^^" b ^^i^^

rior to the operas of all other < (1 The dawn s d
put together; but I also believe that the breakin liht seemed f

Vorspiel and first act of "L hengrin" the rays grew brighter, d m soul
W seemed to be waiting amid

ner or any one else. Afi light/1
opera like "Lohengrin" V iel

Probably no one in 1 next two or m^^"- ^p- ^ ^^" ^f ""

three centuries will witness so fine a per- tantalizing; for as the last notes die away,
nee of "Lohengrin" as we saw in I long to see the curtains open, and reveal

the early nineties. Jean d King, Telramund
Edouard as the King, and familiar position: 

H 

Nothing in any
mma E as Elsa were just as inspir- dram

h"^"^ -* ~^*r they were ideal rep- of "Lohengrin." The defenseless
resentatives of ideal characters. Their of Elsa; the horrible accusation by Tel-
intelligence was as subtle as voices nd; Elsa's dream- ̂̂ ^H- unexpected
were glorious. "Lohengrin/5 as they gave consent to trial by combat; the challenge

m of the d bv absolute si-" *"

d. It pleased the ear, lence; Elsa's request for a second s m
d the mind. If the angels in mons; again the trum d

h Elsa on her knees in prayer; the th
d. To mi* * -*"

m music the swan, bringing the knight in m-+^*r -^^ ^*^

Elsa's d to see the swan approach- the swelling excitement of the crowd; the
dignity of J consternation of Telram d*-*^ ^*+*r V ^r

figure as he stepped ashore, to feel the in- the entrance of Lohengrin; the fight; the
effable beauty and tenderness of his Fare- triumph. It is a complete play in itself.
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ifter a//, there is no opera like " Lohen- forced to consider life in general-univer-
grin." sal humanity. This method accounts for

When the Knight appears, he is radiant the lack
with celestial glory; we know he is the that so many Occidentals feel in reading
divine ambassador-der Gottgesandte. a Russian play.

I am always reminded of two poems by must be seen b appre-
rowning and Milton. In "Count Gis- ed d

mond," we have a similar scene; the de- of "The Cherry 0 d 1>
fenseless orphan girl publicly slandered reading it, would be >d
by Gautier, and the unexpected appear- tion of the play's possibilities on the stage.
ance of her champion. dull m ent.

"Till out strode Gismond; then I kiu-\v and the close was inexpressibly affecting.
That I was saved. I never met I heard an American woman say, after

His face before, but, at first view, H
I felt quite sure that (iod had set d

Himself to Satan; who would spend m
A minute's mistrust on the end?'' f a drama, not one word of

which m [ able to understand!" The

And in "Comus," we have the couplet, secret e success of the Moscow com-
summing up both poems and the opera: pany lies in one word-t m Thev

know what ought to be self-evident, th
"Or, if virtue feeble were,
Heaven itself would stoop to her." team-play m acting is as necess T

football. There are just as good
After all. there is no opera like " Lohcn- Russia. 1)

« ?>
grn m ,h >\v

The players of the Moscow Art Theatre what could be d b intelligent train-
made a profound impression in New York d t. The men and

both on the spectators, and, as a normal women seem to be living rather than act-
school, on professional actors. I went to ing.
see "The Cherry Orchard," by Chekhov. The two all-important elements m to
The play was first produced in 1904, by these: i. A d 2. Good
this same company in Moscow. The au- ing. With these two conditions, every-
thor, although in his last illness, attended thing else is subordinate and secondary.
the performance, and his wife played the I t ry in "The Cherry
same part she still adorns. This play has O
been repeatedly translated into English, m ^

but the honor of making the first English the average Am production on
translation belongs to Max S. Mandell, adway; but one was so interested in
M.A., instructor in Russian at Yale. His progress of the play and in the person-;
version was published in 1908 by the un- on the stage, that the cheap scenery was
dergraduate editors of the Yale Courant. ^^^^ forgot ten. ut it was ch
The most illuminating interpretation and How time: . e changed since Orlenev
criticism both of this drama and of Chek- and Na/im< first came to America!
hov as a dramatist was written by the late They nearly rved. Americans had t<>
George Calderon, a brilliant young Eng- be browbea to be induced to hear
lishman who lost his life in the war. In them. The sa e is true of th

his introduction to "Two Plays by Chek- Madame K h who gave
hov," published in 1912, he makes Rus- b
sian drama as clear as it can be made to that I ;e ever seen-there

English-speaking people. He points out were perhaps twenty-three persons in the
the real difference between our theatre audience. I thought h __

and theirs; our plays are centripetal, theirs peditions last wee at "The rry
centrifugal. That is, the English play- Orchard"-one of the largest theatres in
wright endeavors to draw the attention of e\v (all h seats $
the spectators to a group of people on the d and Hacked to the las
stage; the Russian's idea is, that by look- drcds standing up. I wonder what the
ing at the dramatis persona we shall be weekly receipts wou d be one
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would have to calculate them in loga- in would m
rithms or light-years. I dare say that the siderably less effort; yet they are never
actors seem no more strange to us than realized. A mnatient S
America must seem to them. They come reader wonders why the Russian charac-
from a country where death by starva- "m
tion has ceased to attract any attention; no real h ut the ob-
where epidemics and normalcy mean the stacle is in the Russian m
same thing; where for years no one has practicality. The m has no
seen any actual money. motor. I hey are at once tn< m

New York may or may not be the larg- able and the most irritating f hum
est city in the world. It is certainly the beings. m v*y

earth's musical and artistic metropolis, only in the intellectuals. One of best
Simply stay on Manhattan Island, and books ever written on Russia is th
you will see every person in the world E. son Fell, called "Russian and
most worth seeing. Authors, actors, com- Nom ' His experiences as a business
posers, musicians, scientists, statesmen, h Russian h be
physicians, prophets, and prize-fighters - read by all who are interested in the Slav
they all come to New York. And the m ,m Had
quality of hospitality is not strained. magnificent sense of m he would

Among new novels in English, the sue- have given up in despair.
cess of the season has been won by a Mr. Gerhardi's book, a
young man's first book-"Futility," by d
William Gerhardi. This author was born shows that the national characteristics,
in Russia of English parents, and with a as set forth by Turgenev in the fifties,
family name neither Russian nor British. d. In add
Bilingual from childhood, he is a cosmo- m
politan. Just as an American who knows Gerhardi has given us a story so ch m
French can teach that language better to ing, so brilliant, so subtle in characteriza-
Americans than the average Frenchman, tion, so unusual, that the average intel-
so Mr. Gerhardi interprets the Russian lisent reader will find it irresistible. A
temperament better to Occidentals than new force has appeared in fiction. s
was possible to a genius like Dostoevski, off!
He knows the Russians; they were round Chekhov was a physician, whose m
about him in his infancy; but he sees Id
them also with the eye of the Englishman. d
A sincere humorist, he loves them and if the American Medical
laughs at them. Ever since Turgenev in N er, 1922, there
his novel "Rudin," revealed to the world is an interesting article on him ./

and to Russians themselves the national t >ms, of N en.)
incapacity to do anything, the Russian Way," Chekhov
fiction "hero" has run true to form. N

Sienkiewicz, in his psychological novel, sian an inquiring mind, a tend to
"Without Dogma," said the whole race speculation, an extraordi capacity ^^^H
was cursed with what he called improduc- for belief; but all these are broken into
twite slave. It is true. Thev are the most dust against our improvidence, i *r t_J \ /

eager, brilliant, original, and profound and fantastic triviality."
conversationalists in the world; one 

" m T ken as a foot-note

reason why they need no athletic sports is to Chekhov: but what a foot-note! It
because their ordinary conversation is ms m
more effective than any setting-up exer- Y Chekhov the point of
cises; they are eternally expecting the im- departui
possible to happen; had Dickens lived also the ulse. h
longer, he would have made Micawber a three Russian sisters to see Chekhov's
Russian. In Russian novels and plays, play, "The Three Sisters," and in his
various projects are discussed with such .m
ardor, such expense of energy, that to hov got his characters, not then realizing
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that his three companions were to illus- fear m
trate Chekhov's powers of portraiture made little impression. Stevenson
fully as well as the persons on the stage, to grief with in MPrince Otto,"
Could anything be more opportune than ;d that the next* * * *

the appearance of "Futility just as time he wrote a novel, he would use an
"The Three Sisters" appears in New almanac. A m
York ? ..V-*J cs ry almanac. In Es

Mr. Gerhardi's powers of irony are Sudermann placed ff *^

sufficiently displayed in the following cent moon in the eastern sky! And in
passage The people are watching the "Der Katzensteg," the moon follows the
play: heroine even as in the theatn e cal-

"You know the manner of Chekhovs cium-light follows the star. In other
writing. You know the people in his words, the moon in novels is not
>lays. It seems as though they had all but decorative. To see it used
>cen born on the line of demarcation be- is exceptional. Francis Brett Young, in

tween comedy and tragedy-in a kind of d "The Crescent Moon."*" ^-f f

No Man's Land. Fanny Ivanovna and represents that slim object as frequently
the three sisters watched the play with climbing the heavens. Shakespeare, in the three sisters watched the play with heavens. Shakespeare, in
intense interest, as if the Three Sisters "Merchant of Venice," has the full
were indeed their own particular tragedy. n and all the stars visible at t
I sat behind Nina, and watched with that time, v lich happens nev the sky.
stupid scepticism that comes from too The lat Hugh McCulloch m

much happiness. To me, buoyant and tinct pi raise, wrote a no m for the C
impatient, the people in the play appeared tury Magaz d
preposterous. They annoyed me. They stanza was

distressed me intensely. Their black " And in the west the waning moon hangs low."melancholy, their incredible inefficiency,
their paralyzing inertia, crept over me. I found him in a state < f rage, bec£
How different, I thought, were those the editor had changed "waning" to
three lovable creatures who sat in our "weary " He wrote to his mentor angrily,
box. How careless and free they were in saying he was a poet, not an astronomer,
their own happy home. The people in and he would place his moon where h
the play were hopeless." jolly d. The answer was to

He relieved his mind to Nikolai, in- the effect that he might place his m
sisting that the people in the play were he liked in other periodicals, but
impossible. But Nikolai said, and the re- not in the Century. H
mark turned out to be prophetic, "Chek- science. T I
hov is a great artist." I wish I might read

Now I submit a good subject for a where the heroine's eyes were not corn-
novel, which I present free to any one pared to pools. I read
who wants it. Take a determined, prac- fills me with a vague sporting interest as
tical, efficient, common-sense Yankee to exactly on page the pool will
spinster, full of gumption-the kind of m Violet pools,
female whom we New Englanders call deep pools, dark pools, troubled pools,
"a capable woman"-and plant her in a untroubled pools, forest pools-how I
large Russian family in Moscow. Things wish this ocular geography would change !
would shortly begin to happen. Aunt ovelists f m

Ophelia in St. Clare's family would be have little hope. The
nothing to it. m st be fitted to a pair

Modern fiction is just now being dis- of pools.
cussed from the astronomical point of In .re d
view, owing to the fashion in which Mr. ing and cs re"v

Galsworthy and others have treated the Garden m ignorance of
moon. Thirteen years ago, in an essay flowers. I pe
on Hermann Sudermann, I endeavored to edge of them. I know the names of all
call the attention of fiction-writers to e flowers b memb their
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.cos. The common-or-garden rose and else why did he point with pride to what
the lily-of-the-vallev are the only two he thought it proved?W B^^-K 4-

flowers I know by sight. I should hate In the February number I stated that
to pass an examination in a I the Ninth Symphony was not played in
cannot tell a begonia from a four-o'clock. the Eastern States during the season of

m 1921-1922; I am grateful to a correspon-
and faces of flowers by intuition? An dent who corrects my error. He gives
enormous number m e novels chapter and verse. It was played in New
have what I call the Botanical Beginning. York April 26 and April 30, 1922.
The first three pages sound like D. M. The justly distinguished dramatic critic
Ferry's catalogue. Yet the truth is, that of The Nation, Mr. Ludwig Lewisohn,
very few men know anything whatever writes the following sentence concerning
about flowers. A distinguished Bostonian Channing Pollock's play, "The Fool,"

m one of the most popular plays now run-
he would b ning in New York: "Its spirit is so fine,

aware of their absence. Yet how explain its intentions so honorable to the author,
man-m tde novels, where, in the first that it seems difficult to characterize it as

three pages specifically named flowers a work of art.7' Just exactly what does
da. raere like H that pronouncement mean? If the spirit

all over the lawn, and m ther the of a work is fine, and its "intentions hon-
reader with their incense? My own be- arable, is the thing therefore doubly and

f e bo- fatally handicapped? I have during the
tanical beginning is either a queen's gam- last year seen so many books, where the
bit-that is, the flower-names are all sup- spirit was abominable and the intentions
plied by the author's wife-or it is pure worse, characterized as great works of

if art, that I was for the moment non-
Card "hould plussed. But I suppose that the accom-

terest all who love Shakespeare or flowers plished critic merely meant to say that
"" A d the play contained such earnest plead-

h It is a valuable and - ing, and showed so sympathetic a heart,
b b .- that it was difficult to judge it simply on

from th m - its artistic merits.

lustrations help an ignoramus like me to Another dramatic critic, George Jean
obtain some notion of the actual appear- Nathan, is so disgusted with Barrie's
ance of Elizabethan flowers. Fortunately "Mary Rose," that he solemnly an-

b ,te such nounces he is beginning to lose faith in
m Barrie's earlier works; "It brings one to

turn again to a closer scrutiny of its au-
"And winking mary-buds begin

To ope their golden eyes," thor's antecedent plays that one has ad-
mired, and to ponder . . . and to pon-

What really is plagiarism? One of our der. I can only imagine with what
popular magazines recently published a heartrending suspense J. M, Barrie must
short story where the entire plot, except be awaiting the result of this portentous
the conclusion, was taken from Brown- and ponderous pondering.
ing's "In a Balcony." The editor an- A novelist that may make us all sit up
nounced that the woman who signed her some day is young Waldo Frank. His
name to the story "proves that the most philosophy of life is the opposite of mine,
powerful stories are not necessarily writ- and I should not wish to be born into the
ten by men." Did she feel that Brown- kind of world in which he believes; but he
ing's tragedy is so well known that any is an original writer, with an original
one has a right to transprose it? Or did method. His radicalism in art begins
she think that the readers of this partic- where that of others quits; but he has a
ular periodical would never detect its great deal to say, and he is both honest
source? Even the title was taken from and sincere. To those who are interested
Browning, though from another poem, in the newest developments in the art of
Surely the editor did not guess its origin, fiction, I recommend "City Block. But
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it is not, as the French say, for all ho are not yet familiar with
hands. n V. Weaver's poems, "In Amer-

Charles D. Stewart, the author of "The d better lose no time: it is ther

Fugitive Blacksmith" and "Partners of sort of b that eventually be
Providence/7 has proved that his creative mu h ht after by collectors. he
powers as a novelist are as fresh and rinted another one, "Find
vigorous as in his youth. He has proved sible to describe John Wea
it by his latest book, "Valley Waters," a e must read it. or still b»

well-constructed, well-written, and alto- Mr. Weaver read amor,
gether delightfully populated story. The pathc h York
citizens of Zanesville, Ohio, should give slang hi
him the freedom of the city and erect a joyed m
monument to him while he is yet alive; lace Irwin's L S
for the interesting and astounding fact is, m Will any one tell me
that although he was born in Zanesville, why that work is not in freer circulation?
he loves the town. Before I had finished There ought to be fresh cd tions of
reading the book, I made a vow to go on but several lustra have passed
a pilgrimage to Zanesville. I thought I ixnosed for
had been in every part of Ohio, but in sale. In my opinion, the "Love Sonnets
some unaccountable manner, I missed of a Hoodlum" bv Irwin, and "C
Zanesville. The theme of "Valley Wa- the "at, by S ebody-or-ot her, are
ters" is as old as literature; but the char- representative and permanent specimens
acters are so real-even the minor ones of American literature.

and the style is so masterly in its re- as wr
straint, that I shall be sorry for any one quaintly nonsensical, and highly im
who does not like it. The author's varied d

and detailed experience of life stands him I confidently recomm
in good stead; the novel abounds in dren and their parents, relations d
shrewd observations. "Valley Waters" ds. Personally I think it far bet-
is solid without being heavy; it is solid ter his other prose works, such
like a perfect apple, the kind that come as "Smoke and Steel," and "Chicago
from Hood River, good all the way to the Poems. "
core. Mr. Stewart, who knows the worst N ry post b d
phases of humanity, seems to believe in date for the Ignoble prize. A Texas pro-
life; that the custom of birthday congrat- T I W^ ssor suggests the Elgin Marbles in the
ulations springs from a true instinct. 1 ritish Museum. A woman votes for

To turn from an excellent to a notorious "Jane Eyre," and I agree with h to
writer, I was much amused to see in a this extent. I always resent Chai
newspaper this morning the following being bracketed with J
publisher's advertisement of Robert ten i d V-*
Keable's latest novel. "Some of the worn of the nineteenth cen-

early reviews criticise the author tury. d what the other two
because he has not Hold a story' in the richly possessed-genius.
conventional style." This is like criticis- Q Wh
ing a murderer because he wears detach- written by a woman?
able cuffs. sw "Pride and Prejudice."



COTT FITZGERALD, in a magazine this truth will be told by one who is experi-
article, has put into print the feel- encing that of which he is writing.
ings and the outlook upon life of a To every one whose lot it is to be among

twenty- five-year-older. Booth Tarking- the average and to experience the average
ton, in his "Seventeen/1 has given to his trials of life, there are three great stages of
readers the impressions of a seventeen-year- fear. First is the fear of childhood: of the

olden However, in this article bogey man, of darkness, of material ob-
The
Truth and novel from the pens of two of jects. It is the time when mother is the

the foremost writers of to-day only solace. It is the time when the shaggy
there lies one essential difference: Mr. Fitz- dog and the queer-looking man send terror
gerald is twenty-five and Mr. Tarkington is through our hearts. It is all imagination,
not seventeen, Mr. Fitzgerald can, with but it is fear.
perfect safety, tell us how he feels at his age, And second is the fear of youth. To
but Mr. Tarkington cannot with an equal many this fear is varied, but to the average
amount of assurance successfully depict it is the same. But let me tell the fear of
seventeen. youth - my fear - later in this article.

Mr. Fitzgerald is living in the time of The third fear of life is the fear of age.
which he writes, and his material is every- It is the fear of the business man for his
day matter. Mr. Tarkington must exercise business. It is the fear of a man for a more
his imagination and observation, and per- weighty concern. It is perhaps a more ma-
haps a bit of memory. Consequently the ture fear, a fear of more worldly worth, but
seventeen depicted by Mr. Tarkington is not it is not one degree more sincere nor one
the seventeen of to-day. It is the seven- degree more wrorthy than the fear of child-
teen of imagination and of humor. The hood or of youth.
seventeen of to-day is the twenty-one of And now let me tell you of the fear of
yesterday, with the significant exception of youth, of the fear under which I and all
sophistication, on which point the twenty- others of my age live. The fear of youth is
one of yesterday fades deeply into the back- past the fear of childhood with its material
ground. and spiritual haunts; it has not yet reached

But this is not to be a criticism, nor is it the fear of age. The fear of nineteen is the
an attempt to set forth the evolution of the fear that acquaintances will consider him
modern seventeen. It is merely an effort to nineteen; the fear that acquaintances will
present the outlook upon life of youth, in- consider him the nineteen of Tarkington's
eluding the impressions, the desires, and and the others' pens. It is the fear of being
the every-day emotions. Unfortunately, it considered a child or a "kid." Nineteen
would give me greater pleasure to depict wishes to be considered upon the threshold
Booth Tarkington's seventeen as it really of manhood. He wishes to be considered a
exists, but since I am two years past that man with a youth's body. He dislikes to
age I must content myself with the next be babied; he wishes to be thought hand-
best thing. I am nineteen-therefore I some; he wishes to be considered refined,
shall depict nineteen. And yet it is such a cultured, and, most of all, sophisticated.
short step from seventeen to nineteen that He wants to be thought blase and well in-
one might almost concede that I am setting formed of the shadowy part of the world. He
forth the reality of youth, with its genuine wishes to be known as leading a double life,
heartaches, its follies, its ambitions, and its to be considered a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
innermost secrets. Perhaps you of lesser That is the fear of youth. It is the fear
years will agree with me-perhaps you will that rests upon and overlaps the fears of
not. Perhaps you of mature years will scoff younger and older life. It is more heart-
at me-perhaps you will not. But never- rending than either of the others, and means
theless, this is to be my idea of youth. It is as much to the individual's happiness as
to tell, regardless of pride, the truth; and both of them together.~ 
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And during this lime of youth and during of a girl with "sense." And the modern
the physical growth, there is also a growth of Willie Baxter would never dream of listen-
liberality, a growth of mind. And there is ing with envy to fabulous tales of premature
the period of the shattering of ideals and the marriages. He might wish it were possible
period of the religious disbelief. to marry the lady of his heart, but he would

At seventeen the ideals of youth are in never consider any consuming desire to
full bloom. Womanhood is placed upon a sacrifice everything to do so. The modern
pedestal of immortal worth. There is noth- seventeen would never listen to stories of
ing mortal about her; she is superhuman, unusual lads who had begun to grow beards.
A woman whose sophistication allows her to The seventeen of to-day is just beginning,
indulge in osculation is considered near the or has already begun, to shave. The mod-
dregs of the cup. It is not because of inno- dern Willie Baxter is older in sophistica-
cence; it is because of the idealistic stage, tion, in good common sense, than he i
And somewhere between seventeen and painted.
nineteen the youth discovers that women And let me say-you may agree or you
are mortal and that they possess the same may not-the average or typical American
human desires and emotions as he himself, youth between the ages of seventeen and
It is here that he finds that women who per- nineteen is vastly superior to the youth of
mit themselves to be kissed are not of the fiction or the stage.
very worst, and often he finds them to be of
the very best. YEN for a man of high imaginative

At nineteen we arc philosophers and re- genius, to attempt the minute descrip-
formers. Discussions of morals and current tion of a region that he has never
events are our favorite diversion. We have visited is at best a hazardous undertaking.
our own unswayable opinions, and we ex- Such a venture is liable to betray him into
pound them whenever we can obtain an in- the most ludicrous mistakes, and they are of
terested and sympathetic listener. When a character which renders escape

Local
our opinions are met with disfavor, we are from downright blame impossible. Discolor
angry and are disappointed and we go over Of course, some writers exercise
our philosophy until we have again formed the security of a wary choice of localities.
the same unshakable opinions. If we are selecting those which, though they them-
agreed with, we are gratified and we make selves have not visited them, no one else
it known by the expounding of more phi- can visit; for example, Dante's descriptions
losophy. of hell and of paradise are accurate in the

At nineteen we feel that life is before us sense that we know no more than he did

with a thousand opportunities. We feel that about those diverting regions. Much the
our talents arc many and great, and need but same case is that of Virgil, who gave us a
a little development. We are optimists to description of a city and of a civilization
the end. We are ambitious for financial and of a queen long vanished into the mists
gain. We are desirous of "making a hit" of the silent past. They were actually hero
with women from sixteen to sixty. We on earth; but Virgil's account, whether ac-
wish to appear in a thousand ways what we curate or inaccurate, cannot be criticised by
are not, and, if we succeed, we feel that we us who have no reasonable hope of seeing
are the vilest of hypocrites. Nevertheless, Carthage or Dido. Possibly some day wo
we bask in our own good graces and enjoy shall see both Virgil and Dido; and I can
the reward of pretending to be what we feel imagine no more interesting dialogue than
we arc not. would ensue between this pair. I fancy

I should like, by way of conclusion, to that no woman cares to be immortalized as
consider Booth Tarkington's Willie Bax- one who took her life because a mere man 

"

ter as the youth of to-day. If the modern scorned her. Both Dante and Virgil were
Willie Baxter should meet such a baby-talk more naive in their choice of subjects than
lady as is presented in the novel, he would some modern authors.
not fall madly in love with her. He would An example in point is that great poet,
be hugely disgusted, and would avoid her William Vaughn Moody, whose early death
gushiness as much as possible. He would was a dreadful blow to American letters.
say she was a "kid," and would go in search In his superb "Ode in Time of Hesitation,"
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he is describing the burial of Colonel Robert try. Had Lowell been aware of the error in
Gould Shaw, who was killed on Morris Isl- the description quoted, he might have had
and at the storming of Battery Wagner. In some more ammunition for "A Fable for
an exquisite lyrical outburst, Moody sings: Critics."

Perhaps the most perfect example of
Now heart with crumbled heart climbs in the rose Jocal discolor is supplied by Goldsmith.
In Nature's busy old democracy,
To flush the mountain-laurel when she blows His "History of Animated Nature" is flam-

Sweet by the southern sea." boyant with it. He tells us, for example,
that "the insidious tiger roams the wilds of

As poetry, this is arrestingly beautiful; western Canada"; that "the rattlesnake
but one would search the whole Atlantic advances to attack on the tip of its tail";
seaboard in vain, from the Virginia capes to and that "the catamountain, an American
Key West, to find a mountain laurel. With animal, is like a cat, larger yet more slimly
the particular locality in question I happen formed, the color reddish, the color inter-
to have been familiar since boyhood; and I spersed with black spots and stripes." To
can attest that there's no mountain laurel this day, no one seems to know what crea-
nearer than the Blue Ridge Range, which is ture poor Noll had in mind. "If he knows
more than a hundred miles to the north- the difference between a horse and a cow,
ward. I had the temerity to call Mr. that is the extent of his knowledge of zo-
Moody's attention to this slip; and he Johnson.
charmingly answered, with most disarming Probably during the American Civil War
frankness. He said that he was like Doctor we experienced the greatest riot of discolor
Johnson, who, when taken to task by a in our literature's history. I've an old book
learned lady for having defined in his massy called "War Poetry of the South" dite
dictionary the term "pastern" as "the by William Gilmore Simms. In it I learn
knee of a horse," instead of making some that all Federal soldiers were Huns, myrmi-
elaborate defense, merely said: "It was dons, vandals, and Goths. I also have Whit-
ignorance, madame, pure ignorance." tier and Longfellow's antislavery poems,

Just across the harbor-bar from Morris and in these I discover that every South-
Island is Sullivan's Island, the scene of erner was a brutal slave-driver. It seems
Poe's "The Gold Bug." Poe was never in that no two nations in the world's history
that part of the country, and to natives his ever so misunderstood each other as did
description of the island is, to say the least, these two sections of the same country.
distorted. But it is Poe's description of the Happily, the misunderstandings now are of
mainland adjacent to the island that is a much milder sort; though writers of fiction
most highly discolored. He writes: from the North are liable to make every

"Ascending the high grounds on the shore Southern heroine a dark beauty belonging
of the mainland ... we entered a region to one of these old or Southern families, and
infinitely more dreary than any yet seen, to make the hero a young man of energy-a
It was a species of table-land, near the sum- stranger from the North, whose amazing
mit of an almost inaccessible hill, densely willingness to work captivates the heroine's
wooded from base to pinnacle, and inter- stormy heart. On the other hand, the
spersed with huge crags that appeared to Southern story-teller sees too little of the
lie loosely upon the soil, and in many cases quiet dignity, the poise, the thrilling prog-
were prevented from precipitating them- ress of life in the North.
selves into the valleys below, merely by the . Perhaps writers should limit their de-
support of the trees against which they re- scriptions to those scenes with which they
clined." are familiar; or else, like Swift or like Mil-

Poe, who was a stickler as a rule about ton, they should rear realms of fancy, whose
accuracy, should have made some inquiries very unreality renders depiction of them
concerning the character of this seacoast. safe. For where is the author who can, with
It has no hills of any kind whatsoever, any degree of accuracy, imitate Whitman's
There assuredly are no valleys. And there "Man-o-War Bird"?
are not only no boulders; there are no rocks ,<At dusk thou lookest on Senegal>
of any kind in this flat, dead sea-line coun- At morn, on America."



Th e Sculpt or at His Work
A (1LIMPSE OF THE WORLD'S OLDEST AND LKAST-KXOWX ARTIST

BY LOUISE EBERLE

ECADES of centuries ago the cave- den shelf with the dusty bits of plastilenc
man sat carving a picture of the thereon that look as if children, tired of their
hunt on a bone of the deer he had play, had left them there. To the sculptor

slain-a full-fledged artist with a hoary his- each of these is an anchored kite, an idea
tory of sculpture behind him. For, decades that may soar while he is at work on another
of centuries earlier, Elie Faure tells us in his piece, but that he can bring back at will.
" History of Art/' round sculpture had de- Sometimes these are completely worked-out
veloped. figures, but sometimes even the artist could

As it was more decades of centuries before scarcely name a concrete object that they
his descendants began to use pigment on a represent. For it is one of the mysteries of
flat surface, the human family has had its his trade that he does not necessarily say to
sculptor countless years longer than its himself, "I will make a 'Diana' or a 'Peni-
painter. But it does not know him half so tence/" but that a certain combination of
intimately. lines and masses appeals to him as revealing

The public looks at pictures. It feels a some of the great law governing line and
friendly warmth in their color, and the ac- mass, which gives them an effect upon the
cessories of the background help it to make minds of men entirely aside from their ob-
the picture into the story which it wants in jective meaning. Later, as he wrorks on it,
its art. Moreover, this public has looked it will suggest something in human experi-
over the artist's shoulder so often as he ence, and he will develop it accordingly.
paints out in the fields or in art-galleries that This is the ideal way for a statue to have its
it feels a bit of proprietary interest. His inception. But of course it is not the only
sketch-book, too, into which it has occa- way, and the statue as often takes the op-
sional peeps, gives it a sense that it pretty posite direction, from subject to idea, as
nearly knows how itself, and might also when a great national event inspires a sculp-
make pictures but for more pressing inter- tor to represent it symbolically, or when a
ests. statue is ordered, and not left to the artist's

The sculptor is not so. He lives and choice.
works in secret by the mere accidental fact No story of how a man may labor within
of the ponderosity of his materials. The himself to fulfil and express his own idea oi"
public does not think of him as having a beauty is attempted here, these words being
sketch-book at all. It only puzzles itself, solely to convey an idea of external processes
when looking at a bronze or marble statue, in answer to the question: "How does the
as to how it was made. And the figure-a sculptor make it?" From this point of view
simple fact in a severe monotone-tells one successful sculptor's experience is like
nothing of the labor that went to produce it, another's in general, and his story gives a
or the multiplicity of processes involved. fair outline of all. Such a man, whom the

The sculptor does have a sketch-book writer knew, had a studio filled with work
after the fashion of the painter. But he has, which the wise could divide into three parts.
besides this, another and more characteristic There were monuments and portrait bust-
sketch-book, though the average visitor to that he was commissioned to do. There
his studio would never notice the half-hid- were figures at various stages of incomple-
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i. 2. 3

i. The first step in the making of any statue is the lead-pipe armature.
2. The heads of the nails which stud this colossal plaster core indicate the statue's correct outline.
3. Head of enlargement shown in figure 2, coated with pitch before applying clay between the nails.

'

tion, some swathed in cloths, some exposed, though there would be much finishing to do
which were the artist's own conceptions and later. Then, with a cover over her, the piece
dreams. Lastly, in a corner on a rowdy was relegated to a corner and work on the
shelf, was a mass of the small sketches al- commission resumed. This man workedm

ready described. And the following hap- finely at all he did, and maybe the ideal
pening was typical and periodical: pieces were the better for the discipline of

He had labored for weeks on an important the commissions-as certainly the commis-
commission. Then, one day, he began walk- sions were better for the vitality brought
ing over to the shelf at intervals and looking from his days of sheer inspiration. There
at the little sketches. W are, of course, men who will lend their art
came near he returned to his work. The to nothing but their own inward visions.
next day he wras found hunched in a chair, in But the artist who will put his fine work on
his hand one of his long modelling tools on commissions and monuments gives the pub-
the end of which was stuck a lump of plasti- lie about the only sculptural food it gets to
lene which he was forming, with great swift- feed upon, whereas the man who works for
ness, into a somewhat larger version of one himself alone, or, at most for the few who
of the small sketches. He laughed as he laid are "in the know" with him, may bless the
it down and went back to his statue. future with his genius, but may, equally,

The next day he was as busily at work as plant for it a sterile tree.~

ever. Only this time his model was not pos- One of the commissions of this particular
ing for the Victory of the monument, but artist, being a colossal thing, involved about
for a half life-size version of the sketch, as much in the way of processes as a statue
recognizable now that it was taking more can, so by following it a sketchy outline of
definite shape. the making of almost any statue will be ob-

"How is the monument getting on?" his tained. The piece was for a national monu-
visitor asked. He gave it a far-away look, ment, and because it was very important the

"Oh-it's all right. How do you like competition for it was not what is known as
this?" "open," for open competitions rarely at-

From nowr on he gave his lovely concep- tract artists of great reputation. Our artist
tion every thought until he had satisfac- was one of six men invited to submit
torily recorded the idea in its fulness sketches, and this preliminary sketch, a few
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inches high, modelled in plastilene and cast alone, the contemplative and full-lidded
in plaster of paris, was submitted to the eyes of this statue needing special care.
commission that had the monument in >ed-"- ^^

charge. Winning the competition, there tor began it from a nude model, for he must
came the first process in the making of any be as sure as Gibraltar of the anatomy. But
statue-the armature. An upright rod was when the time came to work from drapery
firmly planted in a heavy wooden base and he assembled as properties several yards of
to this rod were attached, with copper wire, crepe de chine, a big bowl, and a can of
some lengths of small lead pipe which, being cooking-oil. And each day he dipped the
pliable, could be twisted about until the silk in the oil and draped it upon the model.
whole looked like a caricature of the statue The advantage of this was that, where the
to be. But the whole was a carefully mea- outline of the figure was necessary, the silk
sured, accurately adjusted support for the adhered perfectly, while, where folds were

The sculptor's sketch-book ranges from masses of plastilene intelligible to himself alone to perfect
miniature models.

masses of clay or plastilene that were to be wanted, these could be definitely arranged,
used, and when sufficient of this was brought and remained exactly as placed instead of
to a rough resemblance to the sketch, then changing with every breath.
began the artist's task of putting into a clod When this three-foot figure reached a
an idea, into a lump the mysterious potency stage that fairly embodied its creator's con-
that would make it speak to every man in ception, it was examined by the commission
his own tongue. The sculptor must see that had the monument in charge. Their
nothing but this idea until, so far as was disapproval might have sent the artist back
humanly possible, he had it imprisoned in to the beginning again. But it was ac-
the clay. Yet he had constantly to mingle cepted and he could now forget for a while
his work with consideration of such distrac- the ramifications of sculpture and be only a
tions as the fact that his model (who, at sculptor until his soul let him call the
best, could merely suggest the external form statue finished. One had better not say,
of his idea) went into vaudeville, and he had " When the artist was satisfied he pro-
to find another of the same type, who came nounced the statue finished," lest he merit
late in the mornings and sometimes omitted the reply which another sculptor made to a
to come at all. Before he had finished he friend who-looking at a newly finished
had used the bust and arms of one model, piece of his work-said, "Well-now that
the head of another, the torso and hips of a you are satisfied-" only to be savagely in-
third, and even tried model after model for terrupted with, "My God, am I ever satis-
her eyelids and the contour about her eyes fied!"
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This piece, being rather small, was done "I have worked on that pose for six
in plastilene, which takes and holds small years," he said quite casually, " and I expect
detail better than clay, and which always to go at it again. Some of it is good."
remains in the same state; while clay, which Such years of making changes, impercep-
obeys the hand more readily and is used for tible from day to day, mean "modelling."
all large pieces, must be kept at a certain de- Nor is that the whole tale of the patience
gree of moisture and has to be sprayed every that is demanded of the man who, as an
evening and covered with wet cloths, ap- artist, is popularly supposed not to have,
plied with care lest some detail of modelling along with his wings, the ability to plod.
be flattened. The artist of this article did his statue-as^^^^H

But clay or plastilene, the work is done he does most of his large pieces-in four
with practically the same tools-tools like sizes. And a great French sculptor told the

**^U-

* > *
r

Plaster casts of small sketches which have assumed definite form.

V

rasps, tools with wooden handles and loop writer that he had modelled one of the
ends of twisted wire, wooden tools subtly figures for a colossal monument in ten sizes
curved like racing-sculls, each sort in many before he became convinced that the propor-
sizes, and the human finger, which this art* tions would hold good when the parts of
ist loved best of all, especially with a bit of the monument were finally assembled, the
wet rag over it. piece being so big that it could not be done

That brings us to the modelling itself, as a unit.
From the point of view of art this is the When the model of the statue was done
whole of the making of any statue, yet it ad- and how easy it is to say " when it was done"

mits of less description than any other part, regarding that which involves the labor and
Day after day this artist covered, appar- travail of mind and soul, and the mystery of
ently, the self-same ground. Sometimes he giving a body to an idea-but when it was
scraped a thin layer of plastilene from a done there came the process of casting in
small area; sometimes he rolled pills of the plaster. The artist knew how to do this
plastilene, sticking them to the surface and himself, for he had done it when he was
spreading them with his thumb, and when young and poor, but now an expert who
days had grown into months he was still does nothing else makes the casts. The op-
doing the same thing. He was getting off eration destroyed entirely the artist's own
more easily, however, than one sculptor who handiwork and gave him back a copy in
showed a friend two female figures in almost unsympathetic but accurate and permanent
identical pos tanding, with the weight plaster that keeps every detail of form, but
on one foot and a slight turn of the body to that lacks distinction, vitality, and "aura."
one side. A plaster is the transitional step toward
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either marble or bronze, if the work is to re- York to the Northwest of Canada to have a
main the same size. But as this statue was brief look at the photograph of his statue
to be monumental there was still a complete set up in place.
array of facts to be faced that would drive This, however, is not the only way of
many another sort of artist mad, and that gauging a statue's relation to its surround-
had little relation to the actual art of sculp- ings. There is another method used when
mg. conditions are so exacting that the piece

Among these was photography, whose im- should be seen in the round, and, as it might
port;mce varies with the nature of the work, have been used in the present case, a digres-
As clay or plastilene photographs far better sion to describe it will fit in comfortably
than bronze or mar- he re. A man is

ble, the work is gen- called in to "point
erally done at this up" the figure from
stage of obtaining the plaster cast of
pictures by means the sculptor's fin-
of which exhibitions ished model. That

at distant points, or is, with the aid of a
even sales, are ar- machine built on the
ranged. And, of compass principle,
course, little pub- and adjustable to
licity is possible any scale, a copy
without them. many times larger

But there is a than the model is

special use for pho- made, in plaster of
tography in connec- paris. This was the
tion with sculpture, method used to
and it was a part of make the figures* *
the history of the which decorated the
piece in question. buildings at the
Any monument, of World's Fair, but it
course, must bear a does not serve any
definite relation to permanent purpose,
its surroundings, as plaster permits
and size is a great very little remodel-
factor in this rela- ling. This trial
tionship and the one statue is shipped to
least easily judged the proposed site,
of in a studio. So, set up, subjected to

The artist sees in these suggestive bits of plastilene
as clay cannot be his finished monument. an anything but in-
carried to a pro- dulgent gaze by its
posed site and be creator, and then.
modelled and remodelled in trial sizes, a right size or not, all that painstaking work
photograph of the sketch was made and is cast out, to become the sort of junk that
enlarged to the dimension that was con- no one knows how to get rid of. But the
sidered correct for the final work. The de- artist goes home knowing what size to make
gree of enlargement made it blurry, and it his statue.
had to be printed in pieces. But when the Whether this method or that of the pho-
background was cut away, and it was pasted tograph has been used, the next step is the
together and set in place, it enabled the same, so we may go back to the statue of
sculptor and the consulting architect-who this story and relate how the artist called in
is almost sure to be calk-d in at this stage- the pointing-up man again, and how he
to come to a decision about the delicate mat- once more pointed up the figure, from the
ter of balance between architecture and same model, in the size now known to be
sculpture that any monument involves, correct. Only now the pointed-up figure
And such is the importance of this step that was done in clay instead of plaster of paris,
our sculptor went all the way from New and the artist set about making this not
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merely an enlarged copy of his work, but his for this subject of contracts follows him from
work itself, with the vitality and authen- start to finish of any big public commission.
ticity that only the artist's hand and mind There is a contract for the first sketch he
could give it. On this figure minor changes makes, and then come contracts for the
could be made. A surface could be lowered monument itself-a pledge that it shall be
by pulling out some of the nails, or raised by done in such a material, with a pedestal so
the simple means of adding more clay. And and so; he must state when it will be fin-
this was, at last, the end of the modelling ished, small size, in the clay; when the en-
for the sculptor, for, when the enlargement largement will be done in the clay, and when
was thus finished, it wras cast in plaster, and the bronze or marble will be ready for deliv-
the plaster was cast in bronze, supervised ery. For the performance of all this he has
and retouched by him, of course. to give bond, and he tops it off by taking

The new bronze was as garish as a new out an insurance policy on his work. And
cent. It must have a patine (color). And the entire process may have extended over
the artist who cares for the finish of his years.
work knows patines as well as he knows Thus, the reader may have been led to
modelling, and oversees their making and surmise that there is more expense attached
application in every detail. to the making of a statue than he had at

That was the end of the statue, but not first imagined. one reads of a sculp-
the monument, for there was a pedestal to $
be considered. Consideration of it had, in inclined to believe that his genius has been
fact, begun long before, when an architect richly rewarded. But against this sum
had worked with the sculptor to design a place, not such obvious items as studio rent
pedestal that would make the monument and model hire, but the expert service of the
right from the point of view of both of them, plaster-caster and the pointing-up man; the
Months before, also, the block of granite of bronze casting or marble cutting, each of
which the pedestal was to be made had been which is enormously expensive for material
contracted for, and, when it came to light in as well as labor; an architect's fee of ten
the quarry, had been sent to the stone-cut- per cent of the entire amount for designing
ter's to be carved and polished. the pedestal (if the statue require one); and

But, even with the entire monument fin- the cost of the granite, granite polishing and
ished, there remained labors for this sculp- cutting, which the writer has known to
tor. For, being thoughtful for his work's come to $15,000 on a $50,000 commission;
future, he wished to make sure of its foun- and, if there be a plaster enlargement to be
dation. Would it remain level, unsunken? transported any distance for a study of size,
To answer this, he had learned the differ- this adds another item of $1,000.
ence between a gravel foundation and one This, indeed, is a conservative statement.
which was built on driven piles, and he There is in Washington a monument for
always saw to it, in his contracts for monu- which the sculptor was paid $250,000, which
mental pieces, that, where the nature of the cost the sculptor-who worked on it for
ground required it, his work should rest on many years-$
piles. So, when your young sculptor friend gets

And, as that brings up the subject of con- his first big commission congratulations will
tracts, one might complete the picture of be in order. After that may come commis-
this man who has to know so much besides eration when-maybe for lack of experi-
his art to be wholly successful in it, by saying ence-he finds a hole in his pocketbook that
that he has to be just a little bit of a lawyer, even fame cannot fill.

A calendar of current art exhibitions will be found on page n.
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Dearest Portia
Till. FRIENDSfflP OF GKOK(.i; MKKKDITFI AM) ALICK MEYNELL-TOLD

I-ROM MEREDITH'S UNTl'IiLMIKI) I.KTTKRS

BY (iKIFFTX BARRY

FTKR the death of "Meredith says he has few wishes left.
Alice Meynell last and one of them is to lure your acquaint -
winter a folio scrap- ance." \\'ith the acceptance by the poet
book was found among and her husband of an invitation to Mere-
the papers of the wo- dith's cottage, came the first letter:
man poet, filled with
the unpublished let- "Box Hill
ters of George Mere- February i ilht 1896

dith to herself. Personal, intimate, liter- "DEAR MRS. MEYNELL,
ary, political, the letters are chiefly Mere- "I would have you know that I am
dith's record of what seems to have been very sensible of your graciousness in con-
the happiest relationship of his later life, senting to come. I beg you will take as-
Even to the eye, the folio suggests an age surance that you and Mr. Meynell may
already lost, concentrated in two dissimi- count on my receiving you as among the
lar leaders who shared its delicacy and most beloved of my friends. I can say it
its strength. The rugged and involved for I have long been attached to vou in +*j

scratchwork from the hand of Meredith spirit, and am indebted past payment.
lies curiously beside the precise, fluent, "My daughter, who is married and of
graceful, and studied forms in which Mrs. the neighborhood (a simple damsel, ob-
Meynell wrote her annotations. The serving literature through an eye-glass),
pages show here and there an unconven- undertakes to preside at table. . . .
tional snap-shot of Meredith, or pressed I am,
violets of his giving. A sonnet to Mrs. Your most faithful,
Meynell, hitherto unknown, in Meredith's GEORGE MEREDITH"
handwriting, is included.

The Meynell family will shortly publish Meredith was then an aging celebrity,
the contents of the scrap-book in full. In most of whose intimacies had succumbed
the meantime passages from the letters to death or the probing of his restless
may be allowed to tell their own story. tongue; a novelist convinced that he was

In July, 1895, when Meredith at sixty- admired for his worst work and hated for
seven made his first speech at a meeting his best; a poet hailed as a master, but
of the Omar Khayyam Club, he inquired hardly read; a tailor's son, who by force
of the journalists present who was the of genius had compelled the upper classe-
author of a certain weekly column in The to take heed of the fastidious pattern of
Pall Mall Gazette. "That," he told the thought and manners he spread for them.
men from Fleet Street, "is princely jour- Reflectiveness and revolt, ardor and way-
nalism." Alice Meynell, the poet, was wardness and a matchless faculty con-
named. Shortly afterward, a mutual ac- tended in him >till.
quaintance informed Mrs. Meynell that Alice Meynell, thirty years his junior,

Copyrighted in 1923 in United States, Canada, and Great Britain, by Charles Scribner's Sons, Printed in
New York. All rights reserved.
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was the wife of Wilfrid Meynell, the au- b h h mv A

thor and publisher, and the mother of m 5. Let him but lure you thither! He
seven ren. S can do as he lists after."

poet and was me a great The first result of the encounter to_^

woman of letters; her finest work was not reach the public was a piece of acute criti-
yet d In her ,vn m. Meredith wrote that m
deeply 1 d we , to whose capacity The N M eynell's
for friendship the devotion of Coventry H me theim_ _

m and Francis on attested. m >med k»

She was beautiful and she was a Catholic. d d
Orthodoxy in life and letters was d d d d^-' 1 *

delicate and articulate in her. ing than in speaking; careful to speak but
m ting having been achieved, the briefly to such

b The essays leave a sense of stilled singing
brought into play. "I think there is mind M

hinsr vou would m m >st perfect
es m medium spirit England then
vst. I lone f one d would~ ~ Her paper on Pathos
informs Mr. Meynell ten d alone be ient to show that she
ing the poet may be ill. Mv d has t insight tly m
lost its heart," he writes \\ Mrs. M writers. S is
nell writes that she cann< critical chiefly to admire and
him Weh delicate s is tal, we

h^-* d have to seek her peers-that is, in Eng-
d after a week-end with h land." The disnarazement of Meredith's land.

f m s:e a count n as writers later in the arti-
b M M ell" cle is ened to: of"^^^^ ^^"^^^

soon gives way to "Dearest of Friends," letters at present count humbly bI_A ^^ m- j-^ " V *-* ^+. «_ ^- X- f f I j- ̂ ^ _^^ j-+. m m ̂J >^ j-* ̂^j " m ,-^_ ̂^ j-n 4 L-%^ --»- * f- m -"_ J-+. . - L J ^-k - - 
-r-^ ̂^ . 4 -* b ^- D d glorious French sisters in the art."

"h d d was Here Mrs. Mevnell must have d^

done, begins "Most Beloved h later, when she knew her friend
d turns to "Dear Portia" or "Admired better has left a note b his

Portia" later. N filled with shop
talk are superscri d "Dear Chief of " This reference to n oflet-
Journaliers " and "' ters is very characteristic. Meredith had
and "Dear La O an indis te reputation for French

Meredith letters as : lost his sense of pro-
"Whenv m m we will talk of portion7 in h ter, said H

aim of verse, and j m It was so. me a
t, and good thing it is w not m _ emin Faisant? by

kinerdom of its I a^ ^-^ -^.^r which, written in Eng-
shall teach you nothing that can b h h 6 i_^ iced at once, and
to such a mind as yours,' never again would have been puz-
your deeper thoughts of d me th hwom m

Anticipating a June i m the M he hints as the superiors, say, of George
mother, M h Eliot, Elizabeth Browning, Charlotte and

fl d Emily Bronte, Lucy Hutchinson. He
West with * good accer

h own face d watery f most dram mimic, as must
b every one who is to pronounce a f

him I would save you from eign language well; but he was not abso-
me remind he is a splen- lutely conversant with French, and-as

didlv and suddenlv variable m >nster, who his little imnrovisations and imitations ofv
» from black to bright over a m :h d^*-f

h between vour shudder and the laws of French versification. A most
your sigh. You m i he is very ,m I have d m, recall-
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ing his imitations of Alfred Austin Tenny- an image of someone I know. But not
son and a certain lady who, bringing her she; it is a presentation of a sister of Laz-
book and asked by him what was her arus, risen beside him, with eye looking
principal theme in poetry, replied 'Pas- out of the underworld, breathing of grave
sion !' He did this admirably mould. Yet there is a most pathetic ef-

Meredith's fee for the article was fort to appear as the very person. I am
twenty guineas, which the author insisted generously asked to keep it for my own:
on spending for the Meynell family. I would voyage to Klondike to escape the
Mrs. Meynell designed four Maltese sight. After some sheepish glances I had
crosses, which were bestowed on the Mey- it covered, and tomorrow it journey
nell little girls, with a large one for their back. What to say to the damsel !"
mother. Veteran of the verbal flourish as he was,

Box Hill Cottage, in Surrey, is separ- Meredith could be telegraphically direct
ated from the Meynell home in London when he wished to stir to action. A year
by a tiresome rail journey. Often Mrs. later, when Mrs. Meynell was half-ill from
Meynell made the trip, accompanied by overwork, he writes:
her husband, or her American friend, Miss
Agnes Tobin, or selections from among "Box Hill
her children. Meredith was already a Sunday, August 29th, 1897
semi-invalid, and in his isolation the "My FRIEND,
friendship ripened fast. Violets were "Will you listen to me? I have felt
grown in a special frame in Meredith's very urgently of
garden and sent to the poet every spring I am in my presen
until her admirer died. A series of son- working on a starv ysical sys :m
nets was written which, Mrs. Meynell re- years ow, next dnesdav Riette
cords, the author meant to publish under goes ' > Overstrand,
the title, "The Lady of the Time." At band and chi I go with her,
her death the woman poet possessed only to Lord Battersea's. Will you not
the following, written of a blue iris in here as my treasured guest and
Meredith's garden, which he named the cot in perf doing only the
"Alicia Ccerulea" for her. "He thought Autolycus article, if that. iisband and
this iris to be a likeness of the friend he might visit, but you ought to -^^r -^^»

addressed, in frankness and reserve," have a complete change. Perhaps, after
noted the lady. days, you h �

M The phan-
"To A. M. host would bid her warm welcome.

"A stately flower in my garden grows mav b b d two
Whose color is the dawn-sky's maiden blue: I should like to be with you for
The loveliest to my lady's thinking too: d I trust to hear on Tuesdav after-
And when the Lord of June bids her disclose
Her very heart, all bashfully she throws noon wi
An inner petal o'er the orange hue, der the inducement to make m
As one last plea; submitting to his view, d
Yet virginly majestic while he glows. x i */ * 0brother's heart p Cs He doe

d"For reasons known to us we give the name
'Alicia Ccerulea' to that flower, GEORGE MEREDITH"
Sweet as the sea-born bourne on the sea-wave:

That innocent in shame where is no shame; Meredith, the poet and gallant, couldThat proud Reluctant; that fair slave of power.
Who conquers most when she is most the slave. ' change in a flash to Meredith, the A ir-

GEORGE MEREDITH rior-critic. Toward Mrs. Meynell's work
there is no dispraise, save of detail; but his

About this time a friend of J. M. Barrie critical weapons were kept sharp for other
thought to please Meredith by making writers. Once he half rai-ed his lance
him a present of her portrait of Mrs. Mey- against his adored friend, then lowered it.
nell. The recipient wailed from Box Hill: "I have got through 'Cyrano, " he

"A 'portrait7 has come, a vision of se- writes when Rostand's play was at the
pulchral pathos. It recalls to confound height of its popularity, "and I marvel at
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the cleverness of the hand which could dear Friend. Health and serenity to you
hold me all but to the end over such a all.

Your devoted,group of ''fautocfies.9 Near the end I GEORGE MEREDITH"
chafed, and read only to have done with
a conscience." Swiftly, here, his concern C
with Rostand changes to a doubt at the m
critical worth of Alice MeynelPs habit of House," Meredith wi
kindness. "Then I bethought me of the "I have read the P m extracts. . . .
extreme lightness of your critical touch As to the 'Angel/ t ut must be
when the spirit of kindness is, or seems to felt, and I have been i m in old dav
be, an atmosphere over tolerance. And I by the Dean. The measure of the verse,
questioned-is it nature, or the crafts- correct as it is, with an occasional happy
woman? I fear I decided that she is not jerk, recalls his elastic portliness, as one
always to be taken seriously. As for me, of the superior police of the English mid-
my opinions, when I do not dress them die class, for m " HI- T-^m-

expressly to amuse myself by making the i^^ m- hold the ladder, not
modern reader gape, are blunt hammer- undeserved, when a cheerful d
strokes. shall have ceased."

Meredith could be roundly prejudiced 0 :h^^H

toward certain of his competitors for pop- sound professional advice to the younger
ular favor. He had written elsewhere: worker:

"Not much of Dickens will live, because A. M -11 Mall' is good to
he has so little correspondence to life, see, and she m her Gibbon in these
He was the incarnation of Cockneydom; a c b arts a sneer at
caricaturist who aped the moralist . . . him in parenthesis out >f a book, she
Mr. Pickwick is to me full of the lumber ms. und " ~"~ """"" ~ """ ^~ ~^^~ ~^*~ -^f -» ---* *-^ -F' -ta-' "^ ̂r ̂ ̂ - -" »

of imbecility." m"^"- "^H- ^^» er than the disapprobation
Against his opinion Mrs. Meynell of style, and this is inartistic on her part."

armed herself, and wrote a reply which draft of Mrs. M
appeared in England and in the United hell s m"^^^v

States in 1898. Thereupon her friend an- stipulates: .
swered her royally: last line in the first verse cannot

stan dark for
.. 

ox Hill ushering in a portentous rhyme-a very
January 29ih3 1899 beadle instead of the Lord Mayor. . . .

" Portia as advocate is not to be with- Again, last line of the last verse is
stoc she cites her instances in m d^m-f
defense of mb ^-^ * * vorite, appeal to the sympathetic. But as you
he awakens, lively as ever, S ylocky please in that respect."
critics are ded and carries Mrs. Meynell notes humbly: "I altered
the court- d »mv verses.^

beiner a de ut if she re- Meredith touches but lightly on the
Horn C b I Their9f """

matters the mean I will confess that I temper was opposed to that of his own¥

am won by her. ds m deed
and I must own h d 

x ., , ., , VAWVJ., 

an experience of life the contrary of his.
de Cockaigne. It was very hand Mrs. Meynell was happily married; and

pleading. to her, moreover, a Catholic and a deeply
U T I am rateful f f religious woman, marriage was a sacra-

* d I read m Meredith's p were struck
m from a revolt at the sordid

delight in the delicacy of a touch that can m image. Protect-
be so firm. It is the style of a queenly ingly, in a remarkable passage, he warns v

lady walking without her robes. u m
*NoxE: Mrs. MeynellJs book of essays, "The Spirit of m ; to poetry of mine. You

Place/' now included in "Collected Essays," published by
Scribners. will find no sentiment in it, except the
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tragedy of sentiment; it is wild, hither and h
thither, following nature, opposed to your d b gs your
* lassical scheme. " ff th m ears, and it

He approaches the woman behind Alice is besides a licensed peep into that Alician
Meynell's poetry rarely, and with a most temple where I would have a resident
delicate step. When, in 1896, Patmore corner." A postscript is added: " the
proposed Mrs. Meynell for the vacant way, touching the heart never expect it
poet laureateship of England, in a letter to be perfectly simnle. m
to The Saturday Review, Meredith writes: ucated can be that.

d s to lean al-

" Coventry Patmore's article in the ways, with a touching boyishness, on the
'Saturday.1 Good intention and I like dm in his friend.
him for writing it. But why did lie quote, When she had conveyed to m
of all things, that?* . . . Patmore stirs a reproof for chattering, he replies h
demon imp in me. I chide, I chide the ad hanging, just discernible:
dame, and then I hear her out and cease "You write of not bein a talker. I
to chide, but analyze, and can own her find the substance I w
sweet to the ear, wondering what it is in and can converse with Your plea
her that can extract her deadly bitter in excus makes me ashamed of my prat-
from a sugar refinery; till in the end I tie. Le me tell ou that m mind is not
have her as a figure of High Comedy, my always m d
new Celimene, and she becomes mine it for the sake of sociabilit, and J m
against her will; but she has waxed intel- d
ligible, perhaps to be better satisfied with m
herself . . . Irreverent? But whose the Mrv

fault? Slowly Meredith sank to the full condi-
"Your devoted friend salutes you at tion of an invalid, while Alice Meynell

your knees. grew to her later power. All her steps he
GEORGE MEREDITH " paces with encour nt. In the first

of their acquaintance d
Here shows the faunlike male, fused M

with intellect, that was George Meredith d m
fundamentally. The tenuous passion has correction of my own books. And, troth,
subsided a fortnight later; he replies to his it is as if from worship in a cathedral I
friend's concern over a hurt she fancies were dragged away to a dancing booth."
may have been given: Mrs. Meynell employed

"I wonder whether you can read into her meticu : in compiling her an-
other breasts than your own? I some- thologv of oe "The Flower of thec_ -

times think the great ability stops flutter- Mind/' Meredith supported her choices
ing at my breast bone. If you read into and, what was more, her exclusions. She
me. you would know that I have too notes to a letter from him touching on the
strong a surety of your gentleness ever to Anthology:
take chance wounds from you. In deal- " Meredi *d par-
ing with others, I get confirmations inci- ticularl m omsson G 's ' El-
dentally which send me deviating from egy' and to the reason I gave in my pref-
them, for a word or a look. You, I trust, ace. He was del gntea wun m courage
and I cannot do that save wholly, just as in that exclusion. Ll*.^ - * - » -1^

I give myself. However, I am glad you a funeral march headed by the under-
recalled the passing wrinkle in the tide, if taker. He was pleased to see it go to its

"Mrs. Meynell's poem, "Why Wilt Thou Chide?" on d
the refusal of an offered love, had been cited, beginning with dthe verse*

"Why wilt thou chide, h "
Who hast attained to be denied?
Oh learn, above S
All price is my refusal, Love.
My sacred Nay cisco in 1901 with Miss Tobin, sent to
Was never cheapened by the way. G
Thy single sorrow crowns thee lord
Of an unpurchasable word." Edith h a star then seen but
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dimly on the eastern side of the Atlantic, dren crowd and leap about you, the hus-
" Herewith is Mrs. Wharton's book of band beam like a ripe grape on the burst
sketches of tales," writes Meredith, re- between thumb and finger; you feeling at
turning the stories to the poet's husband rest . . . with a side eye on your gath-
in England. " She has only to rebuke her ered riches. I shall rejoice when it is my
facility, and she will do very good work." turn to see you. I would propose to

The week-ends of "waltzing together come, but age is telling horribly on my
on celestial heights" were spaced with legs, and I go nowhere. I need an arm
serious talk, for during the most intense when I walk, and enliven conversation
period of the friendship the Boer War was with the frequent 'Eh!' You will be
in progress. Mrs. Meynell was wholly charitable, I know. Meanwhile I am
pro-Boer, and Meredith agreed with her, part of you and the family in the happi-
for he writes early in the struggle: ness of being together again,

"This exposure of Cecil Rhodes, and Ever most warmly,
the masterly attitude of the oers in GEORGE MEREDITH"
fence, should be a lesson to England.
Foiled at every turn by a body of wild Death had now taken all of Meredith's
Dutchmen! We see the first result of our intimates, and was bearing down on him.
turning under Haggard's wand to beast When Admiral Maxse died in 1900, the
with bloody jaws for auriferous Africa." original of the revolutionary hero of
Three years later, when the war still "Beauchamp's Career" and Meredith's
dragged on, he added: "I need patience closest friend, he writes:
even to speak of the Boer War, and the "I would so willingly have gone in his
Out-lander, and the Suzerainty. Most of place had there been the choice. For he
my friends are against me, ... If any- was active, still in the cradle of those illu-
Ihing, my loss of legs would bowl down sions that wake the energy. ... I have
the mind as well. This war is the cloud lived so close to the dead that we con-

on it. My only feeling for the Boers is verse; he in his tones as I know them, and
that for brave men. Notwithstanding so patient of my rallyings, with the reluc-
their intimacy with the Almighty, they tant laugh.
are hard to deal with. But it might have He adds to the theme the following
been done." year: "Why did I not go when I was so

The King conferred the Order of Merit near it last year! Friends are the leaves
on Meredith in 1905. The order was a of the tree of life, and I am getting bare,
new one, limited to twenty-four recipi- fit only for cutting down." After a
ents, and the highest yet awarded to a lengthy abstention from the sight of his
man of purely literary achievement. Portia he still longs for her. "You are
Meredith's acceptance of a greater honor with me daily, at the finish of most of my
had been sounded, and he had refused, readings," the old hand writes, in July,
Even as he was canonized, the ancient 1905.
heretic made a wry face. He wrote to Toward the end is a nobly conscious
Alice Meynell: farewell:

"I, with my present hatred of the pen, " Box Hill
have to write replies to congratulations. October 2oth, 1906
Imagine it, for one feeling as I do about "DEAREST PORTIA,
worldly honors ! It would have been "I do not see you, but I look about for
churlish to refuse. A title would have your work, to see where the mind of Por-
roused too much distaste.5' tia is still active. I cannot ask vou to^^m

When Mrs. Meynell returned from a make the journey by rail and back, for I
lecture tour in the United States in 1902, am not worth seeing to converse with. . . .
Meredith was too feeble to see her, writ- For the rest, I am wearing on, weak on
ing: the legs, and looking back with wonder

Box Hill on the days when I ran up hills; fairly at- ^^^H ^"-" -^F ""- ^^ ^^^

May ioth, 1902 peace, and satisfied with Nature s ways.
DEAREST PORTIA, Would you have more wisdom? . . .

"The day before your letter came I Ever warmly,
read of the glad return, and saw the chil- GEORGE MEREDITH"



The London Stage as Seen by
Frenchman

BY RAYMOND RECOULY

"Monsieur, combicn avcz-vous dc pieces dc theatre en France?" dit Candide a 1'abbe, lequel
rcpondit: "Cinq ou six mille." "C'est beaucoup," dit Candide. "Combien y en a-t-il de bonnes?"
"Quinze on sei/e/' rcpliqua 1'autre. "C'est beaucoup," dit Martin.-Voltaire, "Candide"
Chapitrc 22.

NDIN m f in sort of comedy the public wants," said he,
Tfor "and the kind I am always ready to buy,

(1 _ , the is the one in which two lovers are mutu-
notion k me of ally attracted and ceaselessly pursue each
making the round > of other-she because she sees in him a
the theatres. One heart of gold and courage personified, he
goes to V or because he finds in her all the purely

d, for the feminine attributes, gentleness, the spirit
"season" m of sacrifice, devotion." As any one can
theatrical "cure/7 d easily see, nothing more simple, more ele-"^^f-

for a fortnight, I went nearly every mentary than this dramatic recipe!
f the dOm- m_f ^ ̂ m. a ~*^f m_ ^ _m* ^^w A ̂ ̂^ ^ * Most of the plays which I had the op-

offerings in town and saw very nearly portunity of seeing at that epoch hinged
everything worth seeing. on the word "proposal." "To propose

I like the theatre ferably when it is or not to propose 
" 

was the eternal ques-
0 , m enough of a philosopher to tion which kept the spectators breathless
realize that if one wishes to have the plea- with suspense. The two lovers, both
sure of applauding a worth-while play young and handsome, are kept apart by a

d then, one must be prepared to thousand obstacles; they pursue each
d m d other, quarrel, make up, separate, and^-*

f bad ones. Loi g ago I m e up "get together" again. While this is go-
d to that, and ing on, time passes and also the acts.

my good humor during the trying Eleven o'clock strikes and the solemn mo- r <rood humor d
deal, ment arrives; the young lovers are rc-
The English stage was no novelty to united at last; the audience is keyed up to

m d the highest expectancy; it senses that a
in London, some fifteen years ago, I was great event is about to happen; this
a constant visitor to the theatres, which, extraordinary event does happen-the
at that had "^r young man proposes and kisses the young
wonderful to offer. With th girl on the lips. The proposal, the kiss, is
Barrie, Bernard Shaw, and the eleven-o'clock rule. After which, that
were few stars of the first st magnitude me spectators may not DC dismissed on d the spectators may not be dismissed on
shining in the British d tic firmament, too sentimental a note, the " character"v

At that era the pub d me as actress, mother or aunt of one of the lov-
being so keen about the theatre, as having ers, enters and gets off the traditional
such a voracious, one might say glutton- jokes that never fail to amuse the public.

The curtain falls; the music strikes up, 
- - -. A m i A *

ous, appetite r all things theatrical,
thai it swallowed everything that came and the audience, in great good humor,^f ^^*^^

d with the good. I re- goes home to bed.
m b Almost all of the plays I saw at that

hich I had been invited " time were of the foregoing type. On the
"d m other hand, the theatre itself was most

d-^^- - comfortable; much cleaner, much more
the pla> 1 h roomy, much better kq>t than nine-tenths

21
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of the theatres in Paris. The iron curtain himself to a search for the assassin. He
was regularly lowered after the second had followed up the clews, one by one, but
act, so that the audience felt assured that he had not yet laid his hand on the mur-
even if the play was not always interest- derer. However, all the guests assembled
ing, at least they ran no risk of being had been at Monte Carlo the day of the
burned to death. As to which is the crime and everything points to the con-
worst fate being roasted alive or endur- clusion that the murderer is one of those
ing three hours of a boring play-I leave present. Nothing is left but to unmask
my readers to decide. the villain.

I was extremely impatient to revisit Who is the assassin ? Is he one of the
the London theatres after so Jong an ab- gentlemen, one of the ladies, present?
sence. I wanted to make the tour of them Here is the thrill of the detective play
as my fancy dictated and to discover for carried to the nth power. Barrie handles
myself if the theatrical fare had not im- the situation with consummate mastery.
proved and if I was to again encounter the Sam Smith, magistrate as well as host,
"safety" curtain and the eleventh-hour conducts the investigation like some skil-
kiss. ful, terrible criminal lawyer. The inter-

est, the suspense of the spectator, in-
I did not see any of the Shaw plays on creases with every passing moment. At

this last visit to London. None of them the conclusion of the dinner the ladies,
were being given. They are put on in according to the English custom, pass in-
Paris now and then-badly translated to the drawing-room while the gentlemen
and badly played, it must be confessed, remain to smoke and drink. The investi-
But Bernard Shaw, at least the Shaw of gation is continued and pushed rapidly.
"Man and Superman," "You Never Can We are told that in a few moments, in the
Tell," and "John Bull's Other Island," drawing-room, the mystery is to be solved »
has become a classic. As for myself, I for us, the assassin named: "And now,
reread his plays almost as often as I do shall we join the ladies?" Whereupon
those of Moliere or Beaumarchais-which the curtain falls. The author, like some
is saying a great deal. magician, shuts up his box of tricks,

I saw two of Barriers pieces: "Shall We makes a bow and disappears, leaving the
Join the Ladies?" and "Dear Brutus," audience flat. The spectator suddenly
which last has been played in America, realizes that the author has played a most
"Shall We Join the Ladies? "is a curtain- amusing joke on him, that the murder
raiser which the programme facetiously plot was all "hokum," an ingenious and
informs us is the first act of a full-length witty invention, and that Smith (just the
play that the author has not had time to choice of the name should have put the
finish. Of course that is simply one of public on its guard) was only a puppet
Barriers little jokes. The detective story which Barrie had cleverly manipulated
and "mystery play" being in high favor throughout the act. "Shall We Join the
with the public just now, Barrie has Ladies?" is a sort of literary feu d? artifice ;
amused himself by turning out the first and, like it, when the last sparkles are
act of a "thriller," written with his un- extinguished, there remains nothing but
failing adroitness, his consummate skill, the memory of a few delicious moments.
so that the "little joke" is a little master- At the present time, I know of no dra-
piece of its kind and a popular and artistic matic author in any other country,
success. France, Germany, or America, who com-

A dinner-party is in progress at the pares with Barrie in originality of talent.
country house of Mr. Smith. In the He seems to be sui generis, almost
midst of the conversation the host rises miraculous.

and informs his guests why he has asked It is said of Socrates that he brought
them all to dine with him that evening, philosophy down from heaven to earth.
It seems that a short while previous his Barrie has taken the theatre, which had
brother had been murdered at Monte sunk to a low level, and raised it from
Carlo, under the most mysterious circum- the dust, from the very mud, to the
stances. From that day he has devoted heights, to that fairy domain where mor-
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f is" brings
dav selves. distinguish traits of h genius 0

doesh metamorphosis? these two it is distinctly first that"^^v

A that is Same s secret, a secret that predominates. ho is al-
savors the arvelous. It is accom- ways in the f In U Dear
plished by the simplest m hod one Brutus" the art of the playwright is, so
mifirnt aim h to s k. m background

d d" " poe
his characters and audience with delicate and b

ry wand and lo and behold, they are his imagination.
�. i es closelv a work of
Anv one h of h -h one tries to dis-A x

mihar wi curious sensation that mairic stufl it is m-^
over one as m made of

h, and » *> sp That is way with arrie's
exact moment when the plane ceases to corned In "Dear Brutus," as in "The

d and Admir Crichton," the transition from
One has the s E curious experience h reality antasv is accomnlished in the
watching a play of Barrie's. simplest manner. The characters of the

This maeic wand with which, t f m d
great joy, Barrie touches all his creations audience goes with them. :m

m ___ .h.. _ h d then, behold themQ

gift. Barrie : d forem returning! 1 h rp
a great poet. es ds must descendA
in if m earth-an even fficult feat than*

,nd things. 1 oe the ascent. ut wi as marvelous a
f rare Derceotions. exauisite d pilot as d

sen t with he s. as manages his dramatic " landings"
h .By were precious jewels, the with the most astounding skill. Sim-

creatures and the fantasies of his br; n. - plicity, naturalness, are the chief factors
, along with the poet (and this is of his success. Back again in t lied

m racle) there coexists in Barrie the room which they had left and after a f
f& "* minutes in familiar surroundings, his

of dn personages begin to wake up, little by
nique sion-one m al- little, from their dream and resume the

d *-^^^^»- "^^"- ^-^-^r- -^^^ ^"- personality which they had temporarily
his finger-tips. The art of lost. And, as the dramatist never misses
c<plantingf his characters in a few a ch * ^ ̂ certainly not Barrie !-the re-

words; of delineating them for the public turn to the original personality affords
in an f he art of great opportunities for . d<

d^+*r W 4t **-* oped scenes, d handled, b
another; of constructing the framewoi turns amusing and touching.
of a play; of skilfully handling the plo In no other play has Barrie's poetic gift
of steadily building up the interest-that been displayed so prodigally or with such
art Barrie Possesses in the highest deeree. unalloved beauty as in "Dear Brutus.'*

d During the second act one is reminded
dialogue and repartee and every instant of the greatest of all d

m ded matic poets, S "Dear"^^B-

The possession of rutus triumphantly bears this com-
ry arison and reminder, than which there

the t delicate poetic temperament m be no greater praise.
d h It is most unfortunate that a play c

ence d adroitness a mm lis caliber should be so little suited t

playwright-presents an almost unique any but an Anglo-Saxon audience. arneA "/ A

phen non in the his of the theatre knows his public d mcr Hie. Tin d
d arres success. dine between him and
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is perfect. For him the public is a me- One can ea< e oneself of this by
dium ever susceptible to auto-suggestion, comparing i tra of the English poet
never unmanageable, always ready to with the sh
yield to his spell, to play the game accord- ist included
ing to his rules. d bbesse de C

But if the d the soui

Last winter there was produced at spe- in ion are alike, it can easily be
cial inees of the Theatre" a d treatment of

d by the two writers is as different as possi-
the great poet Shelley. Written d What interests Stendhal m than^^^-f- ^^H.

ing the poet's stay in Rome in 1819, it has anything else is character of
h -Quarters of Count Cenci. He studies m ctsw

b d un ibtle an; he is.****

d this honor was bestowed by m as th
d m^"^ Juan, with

by the society of ;h Don J
friends of His analysis and

; before keen,
d British Shellev has his acters h

censorship d d a great deal far less penetration, for, al uzh a
to do with it. It was feared that d lyric poet, Shelley was almost without

erlain d 4k matic gifts. To com m h
based on a particularly revolting m ikespeare is to h m
incest. But, after all, the th of d The psych
"(EdiDUS Rex" is identical and ages is limited, almost non-existent."

would calling the tragedy of Shakespeare's creations reathe, live,
SOE minor al. mv lay figures, pale,

h fearful ineffectual abstractions.
Cenci, one of the m It is h m h^^^ w

h It was nat- 
" "

comp would say that it had
h ote been written to er, after a great effort,

by the m h bv s< m< h m d
d a Lm* * A

story of the Cenci as m talent for that metier. But it is the work
of a tragedy. of a poet, of a great poet, and that alone

The great French novelist S should keep it >m being torg Cer-
dence in Rome only a very tain of the speeches have an incontestable

few years after Shelley's sojourn there, b of Beatrice in
houeh f prison scene. grief finds expression

b in a chant, in a sort of funeral dirge,
Stendhal also was d d m h-*- v

b gend In it he real grandeur.
d ^-r

action, unusualness, the purely Italian On the occasion of her fiftieth birthday,
"color." Stendhal, above every- the many friends and admirers of Princess
thing a taste for the concrete, a love of Pauline Metternich, one of the celebrities
r ^^H^ a, of the court of Napoleon III, foregathered m, imm

d eatrice Cenci's history. e at Vienna to pay their respects to her.
c upon a d m d - While all were complimenting her on her
ment wr - unimpaired health and youthfulness, one

r! somewhat tactless well-wisher remarked

b y enthusiastically: "After all, what do fifty
m in- years amount to?" To which the prin-

mation from e same sources, for all cess wittily replied: "Nothing-for a
the details which each has borrowed from cathedral, but a good deal-for a woman!"
historic accounts are practically identical. "The Second Mrs, Tanqueray," which
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I saw last winter at London, is nearly A man of about fifty meets a young and
thirty years old, the piece having been pretty woman who attracts him irre-
produced for the first time in May, 1893. sistibly. He is thinking of marrying her,
Thirty is nothing for a woman, especially although he knows well enough that she
nowadays when the fair sex seems de- has had a "past." It is one of those af-
termined to remain eternally young. (It fairs that happen every day.
is no rare thing at Paris, for example, to Paula Tanqueray, with her past, could
see the members of the Comedie Fran- not adapt herself to her new life, the nar-

assuredly not far from the half- row, provincial existence which her hus-
century mark, gaily undertaking the role band had blindly and foolishly planned
of Cherubino!) But if la trentaine is for her. She wasn't, she couldn't be,
nothing for a woman, it is a whole lot for "in the picture." And suddenly from out
a play. When I decided to see "The Sec- of that past which she thought dead and
ond Mrs. Tanqueray" again, I wondered, buried there rose up something living
with a curiosity mingled with anguish, if which made it impossible for her to con-
I were not going to find it terribly old- tinue any longer that new existence. The
fashioned. Nothing is more capricious, two forces of her life, that of her past and
nor in certain respects more baffling, than that of her present, clashed. One cannot
the way plays have of becoming demode, change the past; it is therefore the pres-
They are like fine wines. Some age splen- ent which must yield. There was only
didly, others, after having been bottled one logical ending for the play-Paula's
for a few years, go flat the moment they suicide, death.
are uncorked. It is impossible to think of a plot at

Since the ending of the World War, we once more dramatic and less complicated.
have had at Paris a veritable epidemic of Pinero has employed all his art, his su-
theatrical revivals. Everything has been preme skill, to set forth simply, clearly,
revived, the bad with the good. This in- the conflict between the people of his play;
discriminate resurrection of buried plays and by so doing he has saved it for pos-
has given us the opportunity of finding terity. He propounds no problems,
out just which ones were worth the trou- paints no pictures of the times or customs.
ble of bringing back to life. The test was He is content to present, to develop in the
interesting and most conclusive. Certain most straightforward manner, a dramatic
plays, among those most popular ten or situation infinitely moving, infinitely
fifteen years ago, were as superannuated, human.
as demode, as though they dated from the Moreover-and this is another great
days of Scribe or Emile Augier, Others reason of the play's vitality-it is mag-
still older, a deathless minority, have nificently constructed. It would be im-
worn much better. possible to imagine action more closely

Generally speaking, the "problem knit or more logically developed. Never
play" quickly becomes old-fashioned, has the technique of the "metier" been
That is the reason that the plays of Alex- carried to greater perfection. There are
andre Dumas no longer have a "punch." moments when it seems even too perfect.
The themes of his pieces, which were au- In the last act, for example, the scenes fit
dacious-sometimes shocking-novelties together so marvellously; all the effects,
when first presented, soon lost all interest without exception, are so skilfully worked
for a public grown accustomed to the ex- up, that the play, especially to the spec-
ploitation of such ideas. tator familiar with the theatre, gives the

u The Second Mrs. Tanqueray" has impression of automatic precision, me-
worn surprisingly well, on the whole, chanical perfection. The lifelike quality,
Connoisseurs see it again with real plea- the human interest of the play, suffer in
sure. The great London public ap- consequence. But that is the only flaw in
plauded it month after month-the best an otherwise excellent piece of work.
of all tests. The secret of its continued

popularity lies in the simplicity, natural- My old teacher, Bergson, whose classes
ness, and truth both of the thesis itself and I attended for several years at the Lycee
of the characters who present it. Henri IV and the College de France, once
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wrote a famous little book on "Why Do of English low comedians, George Robey,
We Laugh?" It is one of the most diffi- whom I saw at the Hippodrome in
cult, one of the most intriguing, of ques- "Round in Fifty." It is the old story of a
tions. It is as hard to grasp it with the trip around the world which enlivened our
mind as it is to grasp an eel with the fingers, infancy. George Robey possesses in the

In a series of arguments which are a de- highest degree those talents essential to
light, an enchantment, to the intellect, the low comedian: an almost inexhausti-

ergson, proceeding from the lowest ble "bag of tricks," variety in his effects,
forms of humor to the highest, proves that the faculty of inventing the drollest, most
laughter is a social punishment inflicted original costumes that never fail to tickle
by the community on any one of its mem- the risibilities of the audience.
bers too stiff and unbending to adapt him- The English comic actor counts far
self gracefully to it. This social side of more on physical effects - gestures, atti-
laughter is one of its essential character- tudes, acrobatic stunts, or the automaton-
istics. Nothing is truer, and every day's like rigidity of the clown - than does the
experience proves it. Change the setting, French actor. George Robey even turns
the milieu, and the comedy appeal is en- handsprings with great agility. Since he
tirely different. What would make an is no longer young, it is evident that he
Englishman laugh heartily might leave a keeps in training to preserve that youth-
Frenchman absolutely cold. ful suppleness which he considers indis-

I saw the Ziegfeld Follies in New York pensable to his art. The French co-
this year, and the best-known comedian in mique," on the other hand, depends far "
America - certainly the best-paid one - more on what he says than on what he
took the part of a cowboy in the show, does to amuse his public.
All the time he was doing " stunts " with a As a rule, those who may be styled
lasso and chewing gum in typical Ameri- "professional fun-makers" have an al-
can style, he was convulsing the audience most irresistible tendency to overact. I
with his running fire of comment. But noticed with great satisfaction that Robey
most of his "jokes" are also typically has not fallen into that error. His ges-
American. The audience is in a gale of tures, his "jokes," are never vulgar. This
laughter, but the European present, Eng- restraint, this tact are noticeable among
lish or French, especially the Frenchman, English low comedians. Their fun never
can't for the life of him see what is so exceeds the bounds set by decent society.
funny. It's all very amusing for the In this respect they show a decided su-
others, but not a bit so for us. periority over continental "comiques,"

I have the notion that in every-day life who very often, especially in the music-
the French laugh much more than the halls, are guilty of the most offensive and
English. But, paradoxically enough, at shocking vulgarity.
the theatre it is just the contrary. The
English public, as a whole, is much more " The two most successful plays which
easily amused than the French public. It London saw this past winter were "The
is less critical, more impressionable, less Laughing Lady" by Sutro and Gals-
bound by proprieties and prejudices, worthy's "Loyalties." They both seemed
Moliere, actor as well as author, knowing to me mediocre. They prove that a play
his public absolutely, realized just how of slight merit can fill a theatre month in
difficult it was to amuse it. "It is a and month out. This fact has already
strange business," he wrote, "that of been demonstrated many times, not only
making les honnetes gens laugh." In the in London and New York, but also in
vernacular of that day "les honnetes gens" Paris. Directors use it as an admirable
meant cultivated, educated people, people alibi when one is trying to impress upon
of distinction who only lauhed when them the literary merits of some dramatic
there was something really worth laugh- offering. They are apt to retort that
ing at. The only trouble is that when it is merit has nothing to do with the success of
so difficult to be amused, one runs the risk a play - a statement that is hardly exact,
of dying without ever having laughed ! however.

Let us take, for example, one of the best The commercialism of the theatre
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hich regard ^ t of a bus satisfactory. It is distinctly ahead of
> any other, governed what it was ten years ago. Serious prog-
"upply and demand, ha ress has been made in this regard. The

but d and aim. to make m manner, for example, in which the "Cen-
bv ry possible m this spirit, so ci" was presented rellects great honor on
disastrous to the future of d art, the stage management. In the modern
is to be met with in pretty much all coun- plays the scenery, the "sets," and the cos-
tries. d after the 1 uming are designed, first of all, to pro-
war, naturally enough, when the quality duce an impression of reality. This im-
of the audiences was lowered in all thea- pression is nearly always achieved. As
tres. In t, comm i of the much can be said of the art of the actors.
theatre has be carried h ent On the whole, the men seem to me to be '
"^v -- -"- f d a distinctly superior to the women. I re-
lively reaction. Such ceived the same impression in the United
Theatre du Vieux Colombier, in Paris, or States. Generally speaking, it is just the

York opposite in Paris. In England and Amer- "^"^

that it is possible for a theatrical organi- ica the actors intrusted with the role of
zation to be pre-eminently lite d "gentleman " dress, carry themselves, and

d m a financial speak like gentlemen. On the continen- -^^^^^r

success. I know, of course, that there are tal stage, unfortunately, most of the ac-
ho will retort by saying that tors aren't the least bit in the world like

Colombier and the Theatre Guild real "gentlemen," but more nearly re-
el and" hi semble lay figures.

d , in consequence, their sue- The English actor seeks, before every-
f ^thing. This objection has thing, to produce the effect of naturalness.

no weight whatever. The Vieux Colom- Nothing, of course, is more to be com-
bier mended-on condition that it is not car-
mad f the lower and midd ried too far. For, if the theatre offers a

:eeded so well t year that it picture of real life, it is perforce a picture
had company. The somewhat "touched up," artistic, not a

hing has d to the Theatre simple photographic reproduction, still
Gu which has so successful that less a cinematographic reproduction.
it sells its plays, as they are t n ff, to However, that is what it does become now

h es for large and then through the fault of the actors
London h is no who talk in an elliptical, fragmentary

su h th ation as Vieux fashion. It is easy to perceive that most
'ombi at least I know of none such of them have an instinctive horror of

there. d serve both amp "tirades." When, by accident, one creeps
and a d stim into the text, they do their best to shorten

h tres it up. This horror is more easily under-
call their attention to s icsid stood when one reflects that the majority
the phe nal success of "Chu-Chin- of actors are quite unequal to properly
Chow" or "Phi-Phi," wh tu- delivering a "tirade." It is true that
nately, s to h o- tirades do not occur frequently in ordi-
tized the theatrical managers. nary conversation, but now and then the

One bemoans often, and not with situation absolutely demands one. More-
reason, the disastrous rivalry between the over, as has been said, the dialogue of the

d m ring pictures. The theatre is in no sense a photographic re-
only way the theatre can te sue- production of ordinary conversation.
ces reserve A very intelligent French comedienne,
carefully its distinctively literary and who had frequently played in London
artistic side and to prevent it from falling with English actors, had already called
into thd stupidities, the sillinesses, of the my attention to the same fact. My re-

oving pictures. cent experience has made me realize the
The stage-setting of the plays I saw in full truth of it. When, for example, a

Lond med to me, on the whole, very long speech occurs in the translation of a
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play from the French-as sometimes hap- are, as always, by far the best in Europe.
pens-the English actor never rests until The spectator having paid his los. 6d.,
lie has shaved it down to almost nothing, which at the present
That is one of the reasons-that and the resents just about the twenty-five or
scurrilous tricks of the so-called "adap- thirty francs that an orchestra seat in a"'
ter that French plays often appear so b h
silly; sometimes, one might eyen say 1 / /<
downright stupid. real Frenchman, one is not a Span-

A dramatist who respects his work iard, nor Peruvian, nor Yankee, thirty
should not permit undue liberties to be francs s a great m ney
taken with it on the pretext of" adapting m
it to the taste of a foreign public. He m
should not allow the plot or the char- tains in exchange a .b
acters to be altered; in a word, something with sufficient space between it ar
entirely different from his own concep- next row in front for his legs, even
tion to be made of his play. If a piece is nature has mad m
good, if it has real value, it ought to be These sr ^^ \^f \^f ^_* 1 J *_ JL W JL * *^f *-' » ̂^ ^*V "»* *-^r A w& ^f -%_*- " ta^ P "w-p jfc. A A m
possible to produce it very nearly as it is a bad >f course, b
written. The public is far from being as they are not to be underestimated. Far
stupid as most people think, and is quite it! My own experience is that I
capable of appreciating the differences in frequently want to go to the theatre;
locale and in those fundamental char- then the prospect of a evening spent
acteristics which differentiate the im- in a cramped seat or row box. in a
ported play from the domestic drama, b ventilated f

When a play has really to be "adapted/' m me hesitate and
it is the sign, nine times out of ten, that self if pleasure of
it doesn't amount to much; that it is m d
merely a scenario which the adapter will I ded lais' Panurge, who
develop according to his own fancy-not was forever gmmg, m d the
always the happiest-and with which he vantages an m
will take the greatest liberties. ried state. H mft +~j

bate. The theatregoer ometimes " ta
As regards the comfort, cleanliness, and a tip' m instead of going to

convenience of the auditorium, its ele- the pi rortablv at home.
gance and good taste, the English theatres in his

The Lovers
BY DUNCAN CAMPBELL SCOTT

THE robins round the lilac-tree

Were bathing in the rain,
Before we knew-the cloud had fled,

The sky was fair again.

efore we knew-the young, sweet moon
With rose was drifted o'er,

The dusk had drowsed the stream and lit

The lights along the shore.

The stars were faint-before we knew

The night was on the lawn:
Before we knew-a shadow stirred

It must have been the dawn.
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of the world. During the long years of the war Mr.

This splendid collection has been placed JPIatt never forsook his tu>k. irh"A A *

in a fine building erected, through the anxieties, delays, and
munificence of Mr. Freer, upon the d brought the building to a
grounds of the Smithsonian Institution satisfactory completion, and we <
in Washington, D. C. the museum soon to throw open it> 00

The white-marble building is beauti- he waiting public.
fully classic, with two splendid portals, Those who enter hose wh
one opening upon the street and the take with them a keen love of
other, which has been adroitly managed rare discretion, for it is a long from
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out over the broad park which holds the Dynasties to the art of the nineteenth cen-
other buildings of the Smithsonian Insti- tury. for Mr. Freer1*
tut ion. There are many galleries in the muse oo< bv the modern
museum, affording ample space not only but it will ever prove a mine of-^^^^P* ̂ f-

for the Chinese collection, but also for a delight and instruction to the serious
collection of modern pictures by American .1
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study an art which has but recently been once he had naively complained of the
revealed to the Western world. noise his guards had m&de during the

night, and which was done to frighten the
I have been asked to write this appre- troublesome bandits away.

ciation of Charles L. Freer, because we "Can it not be stopped?" he asked.
were old friends, and we were both in- "Oh, yes, if you wish it," was the an-
terested in the movement which stirred swer. And, as the following night all was
the art world in the early eighties. We quiet, he asked how they had accom-
formed a little group of enthusiasts, gath- plished it, and he was led out and shown
ered together to listen to the talented a long row of dead bandits.
Ernest F. Fenollosa tell us of the great art "We killed them," the guards com-
of China and Japan, which some day we placently said, and our traveller added:
should see and acquire. "I felt like a murderer."

For many years this group continued This was Mr. Charles L. Freer, an in-
to purchase and admire the many objects trepid discoverer, a sagacious collector,
that poured into this country from the and a munificent donor.
Orient. But as time rolled by Fenollosa He again told us of a great danger he
died, leaving a memory which has been was exposed to when visiting a rock-hewn
preserved to this day in a beautiful tribute temple, one of those incredible perform-^^k I^^H ^^^^^

in Japan. ances of human skill and perseverance,
It was also Fenollosa's enthusiasm and for it was carved in, the solid rock, high

influence that inspired Mr. Freer to com- above the great river which rushed vio-
plete his collection and give it to the lently along in the depths below.
nation. About this time began those "I was admiring it " said Mr. Freer,*- "* ^J * m , - V--' ' ' f

memorable journeys to China, and I did "when I suddenly felt the ground giving
not see my friend for a number of years way beneath my feet. I had just time to

ten or more. No less than five jour- jump backward when a good bit of the
neys did Mr. Freer make to China, pene- embankment slipped down, carrying some
trating without regard to danger into the mules and part of our outfit with it.
very heart of the turbulent provinces, in When it was safe to approach the rim
order to see the ancient capitals with rock- again, I looked down and saw a beautiful
hewn temples and the hidden treasures, carved head I had admired a few minutes A *

Sometimes Mr. Freer had a military es- before lodged in the slide, but quite be-
cort, which the bandits rendered neces- yond our reach, and we were obliged to go
sary; sometimes he went with just a few on our way and leave it there.
trusty companions; but always with in- "What a pity!" we exclaimed.
domitable courage and perseverance, true A curious smile crossed his countenance
to the character of that remarkable crea- and he answered:

tion the ardent collector, who, with his "Several years afterward I saw that
artistic antennae alert, is always seeking head again, it was bought by a friend of
new clews, and interesting others in his mine from a New York dealer."
search.

Wonderful are the tales he tells us of Charles L. Freer was a New York

those journeys into the heart of China! State man, born in Kingston, N. Y., but
The records of Marco Polo, in the land of spending most of his active business life in
Kubla Khan, would read like modern Detroit, Mich. Like a few of his con tern-
literature to a man who was seeking the poraries, he had an innate love of art,
land of Chou, the land of the Emperor which, with knowledge and cultivation,
Wu, the kilns of their ancient potteries became almost a passion in the deep
and those wonderful specimens of jade strong nature. His exacting, arduous
formed and carved three thousand years business life did not prevent him from
before the Christian era. We often sat- seeking an artistic environment, and his
a little group of friends-and listened as beautiful home in Detroit was filled with
he told us of the dangers he encountered paintings as well as with Oriental art.
and the primitive ways of warfare against He bought the works of American paint-
the dangerous bandits. He related how ers, many of whom were his associates
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and friends. Whistler was his very dear death, telling me how much she had en-
friend, and Mr. Freer probably owned joyed the rare singing of the lark I had
more of his paintings, pastels, and etch- sent her." And Mr. Freer read me Whis-
ings than any other amateur. It was to tier's tender note of thanks. It would take
please Whistler, and in order to find a a long, long chapter to relate the many
singing lark for Whistler's dying wife, things Mr. Freer told me of Whistler and
that Mr. Freer penetrated into the heart their years of friendship, and how, when
of India and caught the jungle fever from all was over, he took Whistler's remains
which he suffered for many years. to the Chelsea studio and tenderly placed

.Thousand temples carved out of the rock at Mountain of Long-Mien, Honan
This is the Ixxit which took Mr. Freer ami his party up the Yellow River.

"Tell me about it," I said to him one them in the old familiar spot to await
dav. burial and to be viewed by old friend

"Well, he answered, "I had secured and comrades.
the larks - a splendid pair - but as I was One of the artists Mr. Freer knew well,
returning to the coast I felt very ill. I and whose works he collected, was Chark>
lay in my rickshaw, and suddenly I lost A. Platt, the man who, many years later,
consciousness. Many days passed be- was to be the architect of the fine build-
fore I became myself again, then I was ing in Washington which was to hold the
told that my attendant had hurried me Freer collection.
to the military station where an English Finally Mr. Freer came to Xew York,
officer, an old friend of mine, recognized to be near his physician; we met again
me, look me in, and looked after me. I and we saw each other constantly. Mr.
know I should have died but for his care." Freer would saunter up Fifth Avenue to

"And the larks?" I asked impulsively, my home and we would spend hours
"Oh, one of them reached Paris safe- yes, da - looking over the accumula

ly," he said; " the other died on the way. tions of the preceding years, or I would go
Whistler sent me a letter after his to his hotel to see some new consignment o
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from China, which Stephen, the faithful ington and of Charles XII of Sweden. It
guardian of Mr. Freer's treasures, would was the same long face with the firm chin
unroll for us; and we would examine with and the straight though gracious mouth.
exclamations of delight and clapping of It was surely a perpendicular countenance
hands the masterpieces which are hang- -long and perpendicular. You felt the
ing to-day upon the walls of the building temples straight and smooth as the sur-
in Washington as part of "The Freer Col- face of a rock, the straight nose support-
lection. * ed the straight high forehead. It was

I wonder if the public can ever know the physiognomy of a man of desperate
the joy of being really intimate with a strength and determination, but a face
masterpiece! There is an exhilaration, which nature had made genial through a
an inspiration about being able to touch kindly glance and a smile that responded
it, to examine it, to turn it to one side to an ever-ready sense of humor. His
and then to the other, to put it in this attitude toward his friends was always
light and then in that, looking for new generous and kindly, and his manners
beauties, talking it over with some one dignified and courteous. Some said he
who "knows." It is the best way to learn had a "sandy disposition" to match his
its merits, the surest education, and would sandy hair, but as I never observed it, I
make collectors of us all! cannot write about it.

Day after day, month after month, Mr. " Do you really want to hear about my
Freer and I would spend hours together journeys ?" he said, and as I answered in
looking over my collection, applying the the affirmative, he continued:
acid test of knowledge to the purchases "Well, after buying, here in America,
made during our years of inexperience, many so-called Chinese paintings, often
and we would laugh together over the of the same subject, I became suspicious
mistakes we had made and, what was of their genuineness; and I went to Japan
worse, over the deliberate mistakes that to find out something about them-about
had been "put over" on us. Japanese art and about Chinese art, and

"Why, I wont have any paintings how these attributed Chinese paintings
left," I said one day, when the discards came into the Japanese market. In Ja-
lay in a heap upon the floor and the pan I visited many fine collections, and
"chosen few" made a pitifully small I saw a few very fine Chinese paint-
showing. ings. I became convinced we were buying

"Oh, wait until you have seen my copies-ancient copies of still more an-
graveyard!" Mr. Freer answered en- cient Chinese paintings. I heard some of
couragingly. "I have culled hundreds to the Japanese collectors speak of master-
your tens." It was cold comfort, but I pieces which they had seen in China, and
had to be content. I determined I would go there, too, and

One day, when we were eating our sim- see what I could find." Here Mr. Freer
pie luncheon together (for his health had became restless, as if the memory of five
now failed), I asked Mr. Freer to tell visits to China were too vivid for him not
me about his collecting and what led him to live them over again when telling of
to make so many journeys to China, them to me. After resting a few minutes
I observed Mr. Freer as I had never in silence he turned toward me and re-
observed him before. A casual observer sumed:
might have said: "Mr. Freer is tall, "It was hard work, but I succeeded
strong, and square-shouldered, with a better than I expected. I was in com-
bristling sandy mustache and with petition with dealers, I was seeking works
strength that could easily swing the ham- of art for my own benefit, I did not speak
mer that had helped to make his fortune "; the language, and I was in a strange coun-
but if one knew anything about phys- try. Nevertheless, I managed it." Here
iognomies, or had ever read Lavater's a twinkle of the eye was added to his
description of the two men whose coun- smile, and I knew he was enjoying the
tenances were types of resoluteness and recollection of his success.
determination they could not look at Mr. "At times, I had as many as five men
Freer without thinking of George Wash- working for me. I paid them daily,



From a fhotvgrafh by Edward Stcichtn.
Charles L. Freer.
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whether they found anything or not. I had a delicious luncheon, let us continue
bought a great deal which I have since our inspection."
discarded, but I followed trail after trail; Mr. Freer was quite right when he said
I went into province after province, I knew of the consignments which fre-
north and south, east and west; I visited quently arrived for him. For several
as many porcelain factories as I could; I years after his health failed, and he was
met several viceroys who owned impor- no longer able to travel, I would be sum-
tant collections; among others the unfor- moned to the hotel to see the ' new-

tunate Twuan Fang, who was viceroy of comers," to marvel over new beauties re-
Chi-li. One day some of the Dowager vealed through some unfamiliar painter;
Empresses officials appeared in his home, or to gaze upon a great masterpiece of
He knew the summons, walked into his the Tang dynasty, or on art objects done
garden, threw open his coat and said: way back in the period of the Wei or Chin
'Gentlemen, I am ready'; it was over in dynasty.
a moment; one of the tragedies of the Only a short time before his death I
fierce times of the Boxer revolt. I also went to see the patient sufferer. I
went up the Yellow River, marvelled at mounted to the highest floor of his hotel,
its scenery which I knew had furnished where the hot air of sultry August was
subjects to so many of the great land- less oppressive and the noise of the great
scape painters of the ancient dynasties, city did not disturb his nights, I found
I met Mr. Pong, whom I believe to be him, as usual, seated by the window, with
as great a connoisseur and collector as a warm greeting for me when I arrived.
there is in China. I learned much from I never heard a complaint from him, no
him and I heard of much from him; I murmur that he was unable to go to his
just kept at it until-well, you know what beautiful Berkshire home he had built
I have collected, and you have seen the upon a high hill, commanding a wonder-
jade, the bronzes, the potteries, and the ful view of the surrounding mountains.
paintings which are constantly arriving It was scarcely completed, and was never
for my inspection. There is one man to be occupied,
working for me to-day in China whom I A fine landscape, freshly unrolled from
educated from a boy. He used to run a new consignment, hung upon the wall,
after my rickshaw when I made my long but I did not refer to it, for I knew by a
tiresome journeys into the interior. glance from the nurse as I entered the

Mr. Freer smiled as he thought of those room that he was not "up to it."
days, and gave me a humorous description Miss R was there, and we sat down
of how he taught the bright Oriental to together for a quiet chat. I always tried
ferret out collectors and how to negotiate to bring him something that would divert
a purchase. I could write more, but I or interest him. On this particular oc-
will finish, as Mr. Freer did, by telling how casion I was especially fortunate. I
he acquired his famous "Ma Yuan" carried a small brown-paper pamphlet,
landscape-perhaps one of the greatest, which I put into his hand, saying:
if not the greatest, of the landscapes of the "Look at that."
Sung dynasty. He said: How his face lighted up as he opened

"I had heard, when I was in Japan, of it, he exclaimed:
this painting, and I was determined, if "Look K.," our nickname for Mis s
possible, to find it. After I was once on R , "look, Whistler's 'Ten O'clock.1
its scent I had to work quietly and quick- See, he sends it to Mrs. Havemeyer
ly. I knew I would have to pay a large with his compliments and his signature!"
sum for it; but when I found the price "Yes," I answered; "but that is not
was forty thousand dollars, do you won- all. Here is a letter to me, pasted inside,
der I was staggered?" and observe the date - the very time he

"No," I gasped. "I should think that selected for me the pastels I gave you for
sum would have bought the art of the the museum."
whole Sung dynasty. What did you do?" Mr. Freer read the letter which was to

"I looked at it and succumbed," he say /'Bon Voyage" to me and to express
said quietly, while a smile of satisfaction the wish that I would soon return to Eng-
passed over his face, "Now that I have land. It was signed not only with Whis-



c-n

One of the large statues in Lung-Mien.
The party standing at the base of a colossal Buddha near the spot where the earth gave way and Mr. Freer narrowly escaped death



Mr. Freer made a visit to this beautiful temple of Kwan-Kung at Honan-fu.

The tea-room of the temple in Kyoto.
In this room of the temple a tea ceremony was held in honor of Mr. Freer which was attended by the threat art con

noisseurs of Japan. They all " bowed respects" to Mr. Freer, according him a very great and universal honor
The memorial tablet which is back of Mr. Freer's photograph was then hung on the altar of the temple, Novem-
ber 23, 1921.
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tier'* name, but also with the well-known when he dropped the teacup, and
"butterfly." beyond, that was the Omega, the end.

Tears came into the eyes of our poor And yet, to-day we-you and I-who are
invalid as he held the little book in his still in the race, are sitting here together
thin hands, and he read the letter, looked talking about him as if he were with us!
at the signature, then he handed it again It seems uncanny, doesn't it?" And I
to Miss R saying: continued, in order to change the subject:

"Observe the butterfly! How sharp " I think I must put that letter into my

Iron at Kai-fen-fu Honan.

One of the sight-; on Mr. Freer'*- jmirney.

the edges are, and how firm, like the touch Memoirs, for my children, don't you
in the Venetian set! Ah, how well I re- think so, K.?" tasked Miss R . for I
member him in those days!" It was be- did not want to make Mr. Freer speak just
coining too sad, and I was not accom- then. MissR rose to the situation.
plishing my object, so I added hastily: "I think you ought to put Mr. Freer

"It is the 'Alpha and Omega of life, into your Memoirs," she answered. "No
dear Mr. Freer. Whistler signed himself; one has done it yet and you could do it
'yours most sincerely' to me long, long better than any one; there are many things
ago (not to Mrs. Havemeyer, for it was the coming generations ought to know."
years before I married); before I even Mr. Freer was smiling again, and sug-
knew you, that was the beginning, the gested that he would prefer to be known
Alpha. Yon caught him in your arms as "J/y Mr. Freer/' and then told K.



Charles L. Freer's wooden tablet seen in centre of the altar in the temple at Kyoto

m a certain painting. Instead, jade, are almost beyond description, while
brought a " -^"- -^^B- " ̂ r d, sit- the carving of the "Bing both as work-

ting ,vn opened one of manship and design was bewildering to me.
Just the jades which K " What was it for? " I asked, breathless.-^m^r

>m I haven't seen em yet. "A musical instrument," answered Mr.
m d?" Freer. "The Chou emperors, at some

mind? m ig Miss great ceremony, would have it brought
R open a box and take >m it a out and gently struck, and then they

m 
. - d piece carved would all listen to the musical note it

mber iade, which m us start would produce. It was the best and the
m maze- most refined entertainment the emperor

ment! Mr. Freer gave a glance at me, could offer to his guests. I have long
then took the piece of jade from Miss known of these pieces of jade. They be-
R and clasped it to his breast. longed to the unfortunate Twuan Fang,

"The Bing!" he excl m "Twuan and are probably the finest in China. H

Fang's precious 'Bing,1 and the 'Chang' The 'Bing7 is three thousand years old
also! His widow h sold m to m : at and the 'Chang7 twenty-eight hundred."
last!" There was much pathos in the simple way

m ; the "Chang" or Mr. Freer spoke of the "long ago," and
sceptre of jade. It was of the Chou peri- the earnest eyes were growing sad again.
od, the exquisite lines, the proportion, the I soon left-looking back from the
color, the texture, and the quality of the doorway as I passed out for the usual
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friendly wave of the hand with which we dore Roosevelt, then President of the
always parted. Indelibly in my memory United State>. was much interested in the
is impressed the figure in the twilight by project and soon arranged that through
the window, the wasted sufferer waiting an act of Congress .Mr. Freer's collection
for the call, the shadowy substance of the should be accepted by the nation. The
man we had loved and admired; the man wise decision of Mr. Freer to keep control
who had first made something of himself, of the collection during his life enabled

A in-arer view of Mr. Freer's memorial tablet on the altar of the tempi

then made his fortune, afterward found him to improve and enrich it as well as to
an object worth spending it for, and last- cull anything of doubtful origin from it.
ly, and greatest of all, he then offered the His object was not only to leave a beau-
results of his life-work to his fellow conn- tiful collection for the layman to enjo\,
trymen. but to leave a vast storehouse of material

for the student of art, a storehouse by no
As I recall it, I think it was in his early means filled with examples of all the great

lays while enjoying the comradeship of Chinese painters, for as Mr. Freer said to
Krnest Fenollosa, a remarkable man and me: "We have but scratched the sur-
a great enthusiast over Oriental art, that face." There will be enough, however, to
Mr. Freer decided to give his collection show the Chinese technique in sculpture,
to the nation, and offered it to the Smith- in carving, in bronze, in pottery, and in
sonian Institution in Wa>hington. Theo- porcelain; and in their wonderful drawing
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and brush-work, where a single stroke may etricious-yes-real trash-in the mark -^^"-

be the key to a composition, or a line flow- I wonder if they - I m people
ing in light and shade, or winding broad will understand
and narrow, like the ebb and swell of the ^^^^ ^ j jNot at first/5 I answered; "but you ^f
great river they live by, may set the are not giving this collection for now, but
rhythm vibrating on the panel of that for " future. b
marvelous twisted silk without which no future of art ? O do, and

painting could touch an Oriental's heart, know, as I
Enough will be there to convince the stu- progress w h d
dent of the Western world that Chinese not] raisin d
art, besides a complete mastery of the sub- aspire to ?
ject, besides the love and devotion to a M m d
vocation, must translate a thought, must m cheerfully.
find a poem expressed or unexpressed, in hope so! Oh, I h so
every production, whether it be a disk of N was ever sincere in a
jade, a bit of bamboo, or a pair of birds M
twittering to each other from the branches b h-^^"*

of the gnarled pine growing by the rugged institution prove it. Every ity for
rock. d observation. mnanson is-"i

Introspection is everywhere expressed h h Catalogues, b
in Chinese art. Laotse's influence was of reference, for study, h
never displaced by Buddha's, and the special lighting to facilitate examination N^^

sages and Kwan-yins look within, no of for the quality of the silk
matter what symbols they hold or what the weave ter-
legend they illustrate. A beautiful land-^^~^ ^^~ ^^p period of a picture or help place
scape speaks from the heart to the heart, a painting in a school or in a ty.
so earnestly that not infrequently there Classification, as as possible, is ar-
will be several poems written upon the d As in other museums, objects
spaces of the silk-poems inspired by the and d
thought expressed in the painting and d be a great of art, as
executed by some famous caligraphist. museum. The ablest ctor

I once said to Mr. Freer: b "b d will be at its head,
"Do you realize how much you are dh h s ablest

doing for the future of art by giving this assistants.
collection to the people?" All that remains to do now is for the

"Do you think so?" he rejoined. "I people to show they appreciate Mr.
sometimes doubt it, I am sometimes dis- d ts
couraged, when I see so much that is mer- to tage of it.

Freer Gallery, Washington, D. C.
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Waiting for a command.

The German Shepherd Dog
Y FRED G. MORIES

ILLUSTRATIONS FROM DRAWINGS BY THE AUTHOR

THE German shepherd-dog, which can, and, generally speaking, a great deal is now registered in the United more.
States as "The Shepherd-Dog," Among many people there is a fallacy

in some countries as the "Alsatian Wolf- that the German shepherd-dog was orig-
Dog," "French Police-Dog," elgian inally bred from the wolf. This is entirely
Police-Dog/'etc., has within recent years fictitious and should be dismissed as a
become the most fashionable, if not the piece of folk-lore. The animal as we know
most popular, dog in the country. it is in every essential a dog in outline.

There are good reasons for its sudden bone formation, and shape of head, and is
rise to fame; the chief of these being its now said by experts to be one of the oldest
intelligence, for this dog can easily be breeds of dogs in Europe. It is older than
taught to do what any other dog of its size the Spitz, and no dog need be older. It

54i



This drawing shows the graceful line, from the cars to the end of the tail, of a well-formed
shepherd-dog.

.

Slinking away.

From a drawing owned by Mrs. James Cox Brady
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ancestors date back to times earlier than them including elgian, Russian, and de
the Swiss lake villages. la Brie.

At any rate, the dog that interests us is Fortunately, Monsieur van \Vesemail
the dog that has, been bred in Germany was a humane man, a real lover of dogs,
for long and known there as the "Schafer- and his method of training one of pure
hund." In its earliest days it was used as kindness; in fact, so far did he carry this
a hunting-dog and later almost entirely idea into practice that any member of the
for herding, until within recent years it force found striking a dog was at once

This drawing shows the bulk, power, and weight of the dog that is essentially a
worker with a love for work.

was chosen for work in the police service, dismissed. He was also one of the first
and became known, with other breeds, as trainers to use the dummy figure by
"Polizeihund" (police-dog). means of which he not only trained the

This idea was first conceived in the dogs to capture criminals but also taught
brain of Monsieur van Wesemail, then them to save drowning people. These
chief commissioner of police in Ghent, activities in Ghent occurred about 1898,
Belgium, who saw the possibilities of dogs the year the Germans first started the
as assistants to the police force in hunting stud-book of the shepherd-dog.
down criminals so plentiful along the Later the Germans took up Monsieur
docks and canals of the city. For this van Wesemail's idea and perfected it.
purpose he found sheep-dogs the most They tried many breeds for their "Poli-
easily trained, and used several breeds of zeihund," finally deciding on their own
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shepherd-dog, as the most intelligent and the ambulance man to where the wounded
tractable of any. soldier lay. This last system was so suc-

They trained them for use in the army cessful that it was used during the remain-
also, so that at the der of the war.
outbreak of the The dogs were
war the German also trained for

army had a corps supplementary
of dogs trained as * _ work, such as
couriers, which carrying rolls of
often got through telephone wire
the lines when all w h i c h they
other communica- learned to bring
tion failed* from post to post.

They were also, Of the twenty-
at first, trained to four thousand dogs
iind the wounded used by the Ger-
and report by man army during
barking; but this the war, twenty
easily drew the at- thousand were
tention of theene- shepherd-dogs.
my, who soon This informa-
learned the posi- tion the writer of
tions of the dogs this article had
and fired their from Doctor

guns in that direc- Roesebeck of
tion, killing many. Hanover, who was

This method a physician in the
was obviously a German army
failure, so the during the war,
dogs were com- when he had ev-
pletely retrained, ery opportunity
being taught to to watch the dog
bring back a piece at work and who,
of the wounded as the best au-

man's clothing. thoritv on the
The dogs were in- German shepherd-
variably attracted dog, was brought
"by white, and if to this country by
that happened to The Shepherd-
be a bandage they Dog Club of
tore it off and America to judge
carried it back to its recent show.
the lines. Doctor Roesebeck

This procedure also says that
was a manifest since peace was
failure, too, so Falko vom Isarwinkel. declared these
once more the dog A famous in Europe and America owned Uy dogs have been
was completely re- Mrs. James Cox lirudy. trained to lead the
trained. This blind soldiers, for
time a piece of which new job
leather eight inches long was attached to they have been named "Blindenfiihrer,"
each soldier's collar and hung under his or guides for the blind.
neck. When the dog found a wounded For this work the dogs have a wooden
man he seized this leather attachment in yoke attached to the collar which stands
his mouth, returning to his master show- up for the blind man to hold. If the dog
ing his sign. He was then accompanied by comes to a congested corner where it sees
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a danger in crossing it sits down and in so b
doing pushes back the yoke that lets m an im

h W h b< m i

dog sees its way mai shepherd-
clear it moves on. dog
This new work is try if work is :
proving most suc- made a part of
cessful especially dailv life.^
since the authori- Some one

find itch- id that if

es quieter, less d >g had always
d f fighting been bred for in-

d h f telligence instead
more table^ of points it woul

3r the work. have been able to

From the fore- speak by n )w, and
going it is obvious in this sts tement
that G there is mu

, like truth, for the G
he Scotch have de-

the dale, the ed th
St. rnard, to e "d-doer al-^m

only three, most to the jump-
is essentially a ing-off stage. One
working dog. It often feels when
loves work, and watching its in-

ho owns"* telligence that it
one of breed the border-

must i v ad- id of speech.
h is One other falla-

happiest when it cy about e Ger-
has s thing de- epherd-
finite to do. des the

In countries wolf-ancestry
such as Germany, theory is the fixed

m, and Hol- <1 in mind^-^

land, d )gs have � many dog-lov-
been ti lined for ers that this dog is
long to pull light Th
wagons, and in has gained this
all sheep-raising reputation from
countries dogs two causes. First,
have been taught in ny breeders
to help the shep- e their young
herds. So happy d trained as
are th >se dogs Dolf von Dustcrnbrook. _*-dĉ^^^

when vorking, Mr. P. A. B. Widener's dog of international fame. t is, taught to
in such per- guard the house,

fect physical con- suspect all strang-
dition, that those who have been privi- ers, and protect their masters. These

d to watch the Scotch collie and are sold to people want a
d ied doir " and are d

m m d

h country are becoming m rs, even their new masters. The
>av. bred so servants, too, come in for a share of thisf +

pletely for "points" that the Scotch acquired ferocity with the result that the
VOL. LXXIII-35
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Quiet yet alert.

dog is sent back to the kennel as a fierce perience with these dogs in strange ken-
animal that cannot be tamed. nels, working with them for weeks on end

On the other hand, many people buy without any of the unpleasant experiences
the dogs when they are six months to a we so often hear of, and the only secret of
year old, that is to say, at a time when this is a lack of fear. This is true of any
the dog has more vitality than its owner spirited breed-dogs respect only human
can help it to use up. These dogs are beings of temerity.
housed in the city or some confining The German shepherd-dog is abnormal-
place in the suburbs where there is nei- ly vital-excessively vivacious, spirited,
ther room for the dog to be exercised and tenacious of life. It can be man's
nor time for its owner to give it the ex- best friend in play, often a real assistance
ercise, with the result that the dog's exces- in work, above all, a fine, affectionate,
sive vitality is suppressed and he becomes and obedient companion.
fierce. We owe the Germans much for having

The writer has had a good deal of ex- given us this canine masterpiece. *

In repose.
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A Son at the Front
BY EDITH WHARTOX

HOOK III

XXIV He had neither slept nor eaten since the
morning before, and whenever he tried to

GSftsa HE gates of Paris were grasp the situation in its entirety his soulbehind them, and they fainted away again into outer dark-
were rushing through ness. . .
an icy twilight be- His companion presently coughed, and
tween long lines of said, in a voice even more than usually
houses, factory chim- colourless and expressionless: "We are
neys and city-girt at Luxarches already."
fields, when Campton It was the first time, Campton was

at last roused himself and understood, sure, that Mr. Brant had spoken since
It was he, John Campton, who sat in they had got into the car together, hours

that car-that noiseless swiftly-sliding earlier as it seemed to him, in the dark
car, so cushioned and commodious, so street before the studio in Montmartre;
ingeniously fitted for all the exigencies the first, at least, except to ask, as the
and emergencies of travel, that it might chauffeur touched the self-starter: "Will
have been a section of the Nouveau Luxe you have the rug over you?"
on wheels; and the figure next to him, on The two travellers did not share a
the extreme other side of the deeply up- single rug: a separate one, soft as fur
holstered seat, was that of Anderson and light as down, lay folded on the grey
Brant. This, for the moment, was as far carpet before each seat; but Camp-
as Campton's dazed perceptions carried ton, though the dawn-air was biting, had
him... left his where it lay, and had not an-

The motor was among real fields and swered.
orchards, and the icy half-light which Now he was beginning to feel that he
might just as well have been dusk was could not decently remain silent any
turning definitely to dawn, when at last, longer; and with an effort which seemed
disentangling his mind from a tight coil as mechanical and external as the move-
of passport and permit problems, he ments of the chauffeur whose back he
thought: "But this is the road north of viewed through the wide single sheet of
Paris-that must have been St. Denis." plate-glass, he brought out, like a far-off

Among all the multiplied strange- echo: "Luzarches ...?"
nesses of the last strange hours it had It was not that there lingered in him
hardly struck him before that, now he any of his old sense of antipathy toward
was finally on his way to George, it was Mr. Brant. In the new world into which
not to the Argonne that he was going, but he had been abruptly hurled, the previou-
in the opposite direction. The discovery morning, by the coming of that letter
held his floating mind for a moment, but which looked so exactly like any other
for a moment only, before it drifted away letter-in this new world Mr. Brant was
again, to be caught on some other pro- nothing more than the possessor of the
jectmg strangeness. motor and of the "pull" that were to get

Chief among these was Mr. Brant's him, Campton, in the shortest possible
presence at his side, and the fact that the time, to the spot of earth where his son
motor they were sitting in was Mr. lay dying. Once assured of this, Camp-

rant's. But Campton felt that such ton had promptly and indifferently ac-
enormities were not to be dealt with yet. quiesced in Miss Anthony's hurried sug-
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gestion that it would be only decent to "You and his mother: he refused a
let Mr. Brant go to Doullens with him. citation last March so that you shouldn't

ut the exchange of speech with any find out that he'd exchanged into an
one, whether Mr. Brant or another, was infantry regiment. He was determined
for the time being manifestly impossible, to from the first. He's been fighting for
The effort, to Campton, to rise out of his months; he's been magnificent; he got
grief, was like that of a dying person away from the Argonne last February;
struggling back from regions too remote but you were none of you to know/'
for his voice to reach the ears of the living. But why-why-why?" Campton
He shrank into his corner, and tried once had flashed out; then his heart stood still,
more to fix his attention on the flying and he awaited the answer with lowered
landscape. head.

All that he saw in it, speeding ahead of "Well, you see, he was afraid: afraid
him even faster than their own flight, was you might prevent... use your influ-
the ghostly vision of another motor, ence . .. you and Mrs. Brant..."
carrying a figure bowed like his, mute like Campton looked up again, challenging
his: the figure of Fortin-Lescluze, as he the other. "He imagined perhaps that
had seen it plunge away into the winter we had-in the beginning?"
darkness after the physician's son had "Oh, yes" - Boylston was perfectly
been killed. Campton remembered ask- calm about it-"he knew all about that.
ing himself then, as he had asked himself And he made us swear not to speak; Miss
so often since: " How should I bear it if it Anthony and me. Miss Anthony knew. ..
happened to me?" If this thing happened," Boylston ended

He knew the answer to that now, as he in a stricken voice, "you were not to be
knew everything else a man could know: unfair to her, he said."
so it had seemed to his astonished soul Over and over again that short dialogue
since the truth had flashed at him out of distilled itself syllable by syllable, pang
that fatal letter. Ever since then he had by pang, into Campton's cowering soul.
been turning about and about in a vast He had had to learn ail this, this over-
glare of initiation: of all the old crowded whelming unbelievable truth about his
misty world which the letter had emptied son; and at the same instant to learn that
at a stroke, nothing remained to him but that son was grievously wounded, per-
a few memories of George's boyhood, haps dying (what else, in such circum-
like a closet of toys in a house knocked stances, did the giving of the Legion of
down by an earthquake. Honour ever mean?); and to deal with

The vision of Fortin-Lescluze's motor it all in the wild minutes of preparation
vanished, and in its place Campton sud- for departure, of intercession with the
denly saw Boylston's screwed-up eyes authorities, sittings at the photographer's,
staring out at him under furrows of and a crisscross of confused telephone-
anguish. Campton remembered, the calls from the Embassy, the Prefecture
evening before, pushing the letter over to and the War Office.
him across the office table, and stammer- From this welter of images Miss An-
ing: " Read it-read it to me. I can't-" thony's face next detached itself: white
and Boylston's sudden sobbing explo- and withered, yet with a look which
sion: "But I knew, sir-I've known all triumphed over its own ruin, and over
along..." and then the endless pause Campton's wrath.
before Campton gathered himself up to "Ah-you knew too, did you? You
falter out (like a child deciphering the were his other confidant? How you all
words in a primer): "You knew-knew kept it up-how you all lied to us!" he
that George was wounded?" had burst out at her.

"No, no, not that; but that he might She took it firmly. "I showed you his
be-oh, at any minute! Forgive me- letters."
oh, do forgive me! He wouldn't let me "Yes: the letters he wrote to you to be
tell you that he was at the front," Boyls- shown."
ton had faltered through his sobs. She received this in silence, and he

"Let you tell me followed it up. "It was you who drove
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him to the front-it was you who sent my see anything as clearly as he saw it now,
son to his death!" n all its unmerciful distinctness? He

Without flinching, she gazed back at heard the sobs of the girl who had said
him. "Oh, John-it was you!" such a blithe goodbye to the young

"I-I? What do you mean? I never Chasseur Alpin, he saw her going away,
as much as lifted a finger " led by her elderly companion * and

"No?" She gave him a wan smile, powdering her nose at the laiterie over
"Then it must have been the old man the cup of coffee she could not swal-
who invented the Mangle! IS she cried, low. And this was what her sobs had
and cast herself on Campton's breast, meant. . .
He held her there for a long moment, "This place," said Mr. Brant, with his
stroking her lank hair, and saying "Adele usual preliminary cough, "must be

Adele," because in that rush of under- He bent over a motor-map, trying to de-
standing he could not think of anything cipher the name; but after fumbling for
else to say. At length he stooped and his eye-glasses, and rubbing them with a
laid on her lips the strangest kiss he had beautifully monogrammed cambric hand-
ever given or taken; and it was then that, kerchief, he folded the map up again and
drawing back, she exclaimed: "That's slipped it into one of the many pockets
for George, when you get to him. Re- which honeycombed the interior of the
member!" car. Campton recalled the deathlike

The image of George's mother rose last neatness of the banker's private office on
on the whirling ground of Campton's the day when the one spot of disorder in
thoughts: an uncertain image, blurred by it had been the torn telegram announcing
distance, as indistinct as some wraith of Benny Upsher's disappearance.
Mme. Olida's evoking. The motor lowered its speed to make

Mrs. Brant was still at Biarritz; there way for a long train of army lorries.
had been no possibility of her getting back Close upon them clattered a file of gun-
in time to share the journey to the front, wagons, with unshaven soldiers bestriding
Even Mr. Brant's power in high places the gaunt horses. Torpedo-cars carrying
would necessarily have fallen short of officers slipped cleverly in and out of the
such an attempt; and it was not made, tangle, and motor-cycles, incessantly

oylston, despatched in haste to bear the rushing by, peppered the air with their
news of George's wounding to the banker, explosions.
had reported that the utmost Mr. Brant "This is the sort of thing he's been
could do was to write at once to his wife, living in-living in for months and
and arrange for her return to Paris, since months," Campton mused.
telegrams to the frontier departments He himself had seen something of the
travelled more slowly than letters, and in same kind when he had gone to Chalons
nine cases out of ten were delayed indefi- in the early days to appeal to Fortin-
nitely. Campton had asked no more at Lescluze; but at that time the dread
the time; but in the last moment before significance of the machinery of war had
leaving Paris he remembered having said passed almost unnoticed in his preoccu-
to Adele Anthony: "You'll be there when pation about his boy. Now he realized
Julia-comes?" and Miss Anthony had that for a year that machinery had been
nodded back: "At the station." the setting of his boy's life; for months

The word, it appeared, roused the same past such sights and sounds as these had
memory in both of them; meeting her formed the whole of George's world; and
eyes, he saw there the Gare de TEst in the Campton's eyes took in every detail
summer morning, the noisily manoeuvring with an agonized avidity.
trains jammed with bright young heads, "What's that?" he exclaimed.
the flowers, the waving handkerchiefs, A huge continuous roar, seeming to fall
and everybody on the platform smiling from the low clouds above them, suddenly
fixedly till some particular carriage- silenced the puny rumble and clatter of
window slid out of sight. The scene, at the road. On and on it went, in a slow
the time, had been a vast blue to Camp- pulsating rhythm, like the boom of waves
ton: would he ever again, he wondered, driven by a gale on some far-distant coast.
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h The guns-" said Mr. Brant, ing horribly; but he was not conscious of
"At the front?" any impulse of compassion. He and Mr.
"Oh, s< metim they seem much Brant were like two strangers pinned

nearer. Depends on the wind." down together in a railway-smash: the
d. H shared agony did not bring them nearer.

before d t sinister roar? A On the contrary, Campton, as the hours
Chalons? He could not be sure. But passed, felt himself more and more

d had been the exasperated by the mute anguish at his
same; now it overwhelmed him like the side. What right had this man to be

g head suffering as he himself was suffering,
._e cowered back in his corner. A it what right to be here with him at all ? It

ever stop, he asked himself? 0 was simply in the exercise of what the
always like this, day and r h banker called his "habit"-the habit of

bound paying, of buying everything, people and
d forever in the privileges and possessions-that he had

ears of the d acquired this ghastly claim to share in an
motor and agony which was not his.

pass He turned it about and "I shan't even have my boy to myself
about, holding it upside-down in his on his death-bed," the father thought in
hornv hands, and wrinkling his brows in^w**^ desperation; and the mute presence at his

decinher the inverted^^^ side became once more the symbol of his
acters. life's disaster.

"How can I tell-? he d The motor, with frequent halts, contin-
doubtfully, looking from ued to crawl slowly on between lorries,
two travellers to their unrecognizable field-kitchens, artillery wagons, compa-
photo pr nies of haggard infantry returning to their

Mr. Brant was alread feeling for his cantonments, and more and more van-
loads of troops pressing forward; it seemed

note. to Campton that hours elapsed before
God not that!" Camp- Mr. Brant again spoke.

his hand d "This must be Amiens," he said, in
banker's. Leaning over, he spoke to the a voice even lower than usual.
sentinel. "Mv son's dvine at the f y~* *-fc »-^ *- 4 4.-^. j-* * * r*+ jHfc "* - i ' ^* .I i » ̂ . _- - .. 4 * . "*. -t- -m -F-*. 4 L"^ --* "* ***. *" l-^ ̂ v -" " «J .*-V >1 4 * >*V si I -^ "» «-^_*fe j-m -rt. I 4 ^ * t. The father roused himself and looked
C h out.** They were passing through the

m d slowlv crave bm ck streets of a town swarming with troops
the paper. "You can pass, he d, but he was still barely conscious of what

dering his rifle. he looked at. He perceived that he had
motor snot on, and the two m en been half-asleep, and dreaming of George

d into their corners. Mr. rant as a little boy, when he used to have such
fidgeted with his eye-glasses, and after an bad colds. Campton remembered in par-

d again. "I must thank ticular the day he had found the lad in bed
b gm just in a scarlet sweater, in his luxurious over-

now an inexcusable blunder. It heated room, reading the first edition of
done i ̂ T ically .. . one gets into Lavengro. It was on that day that he

habit . and his son had first really got to know
Quite so," said Camton d But each other; but what was it that had

there are cases marked the date to George? The fact
"Of course-of course.' that Mr. Brant, learning of his joy in the

fell once more. Mr. Brant sat book, had instantly presented it to him
detached with the price-label left inside the cover.

the wintry fields. Campton, sunk into "And it'll be worth a lot more than that
his corner, glanced now and then at the by the time you're grown up," Mr. Brant
neat grey silhouette, in which the perpen- had told his step-son; to which George
dicular glint of the eye-glass nearest him was recorded to have answered sturdily:
was the only point of light. He said to "No, it won't, if I find other stories I

self that the man was no d t suffer- like better."
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Miss Anthony, who had assisted at the red grave for him. Campton was con-
conversation, had reported it Irium- vinced now that his son was dead. It
pliantly to Campton; hut the painter, was not only that he had received the
who had to save up to give his boy even a Legion of Honour; it was the appalling
simple present, could see in the incident all-destroying thunder of the shells a
only one more attempt to rob him of his they went on crashing and bursting.
rights. "They won't succeed, though, What could they leave behind them but
they won't succeed: they don't know how mismatcd fragments? Gathering up ail
to go about it, thank the Lord," he had his strength in the effort not to recoil
said. from the vision, Campton saw his son's

ut they had succeeded after all; what beautiful body like a carcass tumbled
better proof of it was there than Mr. out of a butcher's cart. .,
Brant's tacit right to be sitting here be-
side him to-day; than the fact that but "DouIIens," said Mr. Brant.
for Mr. Brant it might have been impossi- They were in a town, and the motor
ble for Campton to get to his boy's side had turned into the court of a great
in time? barrack-like building. Before them stood

Oh, that pitiless incessant hammering a line of empty stretphers such as Camp-
of the guns! As the travellers advanced ton had seen at Chalons. A young doctor
the noise grew louder, fiercer, more un- in a cotton blouse was lighting a cigarette
broken; the closely-fitted panes of the car and laughing with a nurse-laughing!
rattled and danced like those of an old At regular intervals the cannonade shook
omnibus. Sentinels stopped the chauffeur the windows; it seemed the heart-beat of
more frequently; Mr. Brant had to pro- the place. Campton noticed that many
duce the blue paper again and again. The of the window-panes had been broken and
day was wearing on Campton began patched with paper.
again to be aware of a sick weariness, a Inside they found another official, who
growing remoteness and confusion of called to another nurse as she passed by
mind. Through it he perceived that Mr. laden with fresh towels. She disap-

rant, diving into deeper recesses of up- peared into a room where heaps of bloody
holstery, had brought out a silver sand- linen were being stacked into baskets,
wich-box, a flask and glasses. As by returned, looked at Campton and nodded.
magic they stood on a shiny shelf which He looked back at her blunt tired features
slid out of another recess, and Mr. Brant and kindly eyes, and said to himself that
was proffering the box. " It's a long way they had perhaps been his son's last
yet; you'll need all your strength/' he sight on earth.
said. The nurse smiled.

Campton, who had half turned from "It's three flights up," she said: "he'll
the invitation, seized a sandwich and be glad.''
emptied one of the glasses. Mr. rant Glad! He was not dead, then; he
was right; he must not let himself float could even be glad! ^^^"^ In the staggering
away into the void, seductive as its rush of relief the father turned instinc-^^^ ^^^^

drowsy shimmer was. lively to Mr. Brant; he felt that there was
His wits returned, and with them a enough joy to be shared. But Mr. Brant,

more intolerable sense of reality. He was though he m u s t have heard what the
all alive now. Every crash of the guns nurse had said, was moving away; he did
seemed to tear a piece of flesh from his not seem to understand.
body; and it was always the piece nearest "This wa\ Campton called after
the heart. The nurse's few lines had said: him, pointing to the nurse, who was al-
" A shell wound: the right arm fractured, ready on the first step of the stairs.
fear for the lungs." And one of these Mr. rant looked slightly puzzled;
awful crashes had done it: bursting in then, as the other's meaning reached him,
mystery from that innocent-looking sky, he coloured a little, bent his head stiffly,
and rushing inoffensively over hundreds and waved his stick toward the door.
of other young men till it reached its "Thanks," he said, "I think Til take a
destined prey, found George, and dug a stroll first... stretch my legs , . ." and
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Campton, with a rush of gratitude, under- and saw that the two other beds were
stood that he was to be left alone with his empty.
son. He drew back.

XXV The nurse was bending over the
bearded man. "He'll wake presently

HE followed his guide up the steep I'll leave - ̂m ^ ̂K. ^K , 
^^^ 

you"; and she slipped out.
flights, which seemed to become bouyant Campton looked again at the stranger;
and lift him like waves. It was as if the then his glance travelled to the scarred
muscle that always dragged back his lame brown hand on .the sheet, a hand with
leg had suddenly regained its elasticity, broken nails and blackened finger-tips.
He floated up as one mounts stairs in a It was George's hand, his son's, swollen,
dream. A smell of disinfectants hung in disfigured but unmistakable. The father
the cold air, and once, through a half- knelt down and laid his lips on it.
open door, a sickening odour came: he
remembered it at Chalons, and Fortin's W first thine vou felt?
murmured: i. Gangrene ah, if only we Adele Anthony asked him afterward: and
could get them sooner!" vi. + XN

How soon had they got his boy, Camp- "Yes-at ow: it's
ton wondered? The letter, mercifully always like that. But the first thing
sent by hand to Paris, had reached him after you began to feel anything?"
on the third day after George's arrival at d, and
the Doullens hospital; but he did not "The difference.
yet know how long before that the shell- fference in ]\
splinter had done its work. The nurse "In him-in life h
did not know either. How could she re- A d to as a

member? They had so many! The ad- rule, was tly d t
ministrator would look up the files and kind of a difference?"
tell him. Only there was no time for O a m difference.
that now. had

On a landing Campton heard a babble it had fii C
and scream: a nauseating scream in a bearded *-*

queer bleached voice that might have d at m ff with
been man, woman or monkey's. Per- ^_T d ht> s eyes d a, very
haps that was what the French meant by George's hand. It was in the
"a white voice": this voice which was as dentifving his son that h t^H^f

featureless as some of the poor men's the son d known to be lost to him
obliterated faces! Campton shot an forever.
anguished look at his companion, and she George's lips were moving, and the
understood and shook her head. .. Oh, h d his ear to them
no: that's in the big ward. It's the way were last word **

they scream after a dressing. . ." "O in a motor?"
She opened a door, and he was in a Cai A Ided.

room with three beds in it, wooden pal- The fact >mecl faintlv to interest
lets hastily knocked together and spread George, cont to m m
with rough grey blankets. In spite of h those d
the cold, flies still swarmed on the un- ' Uncle Ar s

washed panes, and there were big holes Campton nodded again.
in the fly-net over the bed nearest the "Mother 
window. Under the net lay a middle- " She's comiii "very soon
aged bearded man, heavil} bandaged G"^i ^ w ^^ "^ ttf
about the chest and left arm: he was sical smile. "I must have a shave first,"
snoring, his mouth open, his gaunt cheeks d d
drawn in with the fight for breath, in Campton's. . .
Campton said to himself that if his own
boy lived he should like some day to do "The other gentleman-?" the nurse
something for this poor devil who was his questioned the next morning.
room-mate. Then he looked about him Campton had spent the night in the
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hospital, stretched on the floor at his 0 1 that's all right." C
son's threshold. It was a breach of rules, made his sunrem^^r

but for once the major had condoned it. .. docs he strike ou?"
As for Mr. Brant, Camp ton had for- H h He had hi
gotten all about him, and at first did not d
know what the nurse meant. Then he twitching smile.
woke with a start to the consciousness O that ut h ture's
of his fellow-traveller's nearness. Mr. d lower. Of course they m
Brant, the nurse explained, had come to h b \ f
the hospital early, and had been waiting before thev do it he can be moved
below for the last two hours. Campion, from this hell."
almost as gaunt and unshorn as his son, The two men were silent, the same pas-
pulled himself to his feet and went down. sion of anxiety consuming t m
In the hall the banker, very white, but means left of communicating it to each
smooth and trim as ever, was patiently other,
measuring the muddy flagging. "1 mil look in again later. S

<. Less temperature this morning, have methinff to eat sent round t **

Campton called from the last flight. the hotel?" Mr. Brant suggested
"Oh," stammered Mr. Brant, red and O if vou would-"

pale by turns. C d and
Campton smiled haggardly and pulled Mr. fingers. t fo n

himself together in an effort of communi- might not have got to his son in time;
cativeness. "Look here-he's asked for d this man had not once made use of the

you; you'd better go up. Only for a few act to press his own claim on G
minutes, please; he's awfully weak/' With pity in his heart, the f privi-

Mr. Brant, speechless, stood stiffly wait- leged to remain at his son's ^f

ing to be conducted. Campton noticed watched Mi rant's small figure retreat-
the mist in his eyes, and took pity on him. ing alone. w ghastly to sit all day in

I sa\ where s the hotel ? Just a step that squalid hotel, his eyes on his watch,
-away? I'll go around, then, and get a with nothing to do but to wonder and
shave and a wash while you're with him/' wonder about the temperature of another
the father said, with a magnanimity which man's son!
he somehow felt the powers might take
account of in their subsequent dealings The next day was worse; so much worse
with George. If the boy was to live he that everything disappeared from Camp-
could afford to be generous; and he had ton's view but the present agony of
decided to assume that the boy would watching, hovering, hanging helplessly on
live, and to order his own behaviour ac- the words of nurse and doctor, and spy-
cordingly. ing on the glances they exchanged behind

"I-thank you," said Mr, Brant, turn- his back.
ing toward the stairs. 

" Five minutes at the outside!" Camp- 
There could be no thought yet of

extracting the bullet; a great surgeon.
ton cautioned him, and hurried out into passing through the wards on a hasty tour
the morning air through which the guns of inspection, had confirmed this verdict.
still crashed methodically. Oh, to have kept the surgeon there-to

When he got back to the hospital, re- have had him at hand to watch for the
freshed and decent, he was surprised, and propitious moment and seixe it without an
for a moment alarmed, to find that Mr. instant's delay ! Suddenly the vision

rant had not come down. which to Campion had been among the
''Sending up his temperature, of course most hideous of all his crowding night-
damn him!" Campton raged, scram- mares-that of George stretched naked

bling up the stairs as fast as his stiff leg on an operating-table, his lace hidden by
permitted. But outside of George's door a chloroform mask, and an orderly hurry-
he saw a small figure patiently mounting ing away with a pile of red towels like
guard. t hose perpetual ly carried through t he

"I stayed with him k*-s than five min- passages below-this vision became to
utes; I was merely waiting to thank you." the father's fevered mind as soothing as a
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glimpse of Parad If only Georg court. A line of stretchers was being
t erature would go down if only the carried across it, not empty this time, but
doctors would pronounce strong each one with a bloody burden. Doctors,
enough to have the t taken out! nurses, orderlies hurried to and fro.

m ? Drub, drub, drub, went the guns, shak-
d ing the windows, rolling their fierce din

to years ago, when after the recurring along the cloudy sky, down the stone
of separation b b corridors of the hospital and the pave-

d he could take him ment of the streets, like huge bowls crash-
m d sure was ing through story above story of a kind of

Geordie, only bigger, browner, with sky-scraping bowling alley.
hair, and m "Even the dead underground must

der hi rown t. hear them!" Campton muttered.
What if the great surgeon, on his way The word made him shudder super-

back from the front, were to pass through stitiously, and he crept back to George's
the town again that evening, reverse his door and opened it; but the nurse, within,
verdict, and perhaps even perf rm shook her head.
operation then and there ? there no "He must sleep after the examination.
way him to stop and Better go."

h T look at G ^ Campton turned and saw Mr. Brant
turn his tour of inspection? The watng. A bell rang twelve. The two
idea took immediate possession of Camp- men, in silence, walked down the stairs,
ton, crowding out his intolerable anguish, crossed the court (averting their eyes

d h or a few from the stretchers) and went to the hotel
seconds he felt as if some life-saving to get something to eat.

had b
d watchin the reat m^^^ Midnight came. It passed. No one in

treat, followed by d d nurses; the hurried confused world of the hospital
d his arm. had heard of the possibility of the sur-,

he eyes of C ton geon's returning. When Campton men-
unde d Mr. Brant's look and tioned it to the nurse she smiled her tired

out: mus t m smile, and said: "He could have done
back nothing."

M Brant dded "At all costs." Done nothing! How could she know?
He naused. a^ain interrogated ton's How could any one, but the surgeon him-
eyes d s d " author- self ? Would he have promised if he had
ize not thought there was some chance ?

"Oh, God-any thing!" Campton, stretched out on a blanket and
"He's dined at my house in Paris," his rolled-up coat, lay through the long

Mr. Brant threw in, evidently trying to restless hours staring at the moonlit sky
justify himself. framed by the passage window. Great

"Oh, go - go/" Campton almost clouds swept over that cold indifferent
pushed him down the stairs. Ten min- vault: they seemed like the smoke from
utes later he reappeared, modest but the guns which had not once ceased
exultant. through the night. At last he got up,

"Well?" turned his back on the window, and
"He wouldn't commit himself, before stretched out again facing the stairs.

the other rx J"fc T l^ f-i ̂*f* ' * U1* f^. "m*^^ x*v *-v "« I t r*+ L-* 4- n i f\ r^ *-w-r l-» "* 4- f^ r^ 4- **^ "+-* ** y-v **-* *-** The moonlight laid a white strip along
"Oh the stone floor. A church-bell rang one

ut to me, as he was getting into the . . . two . . . there were noises and move-
motor ments below. Campton raised himself,

"Well?" his heart beating all over his body. Steps
"Yes: if possible. Somewhere about came echoing up-the steps of several

midnight." persons.
Campton turned away, choking, and " Careful!" some one called. A

stumped off toward the tall window at the stretcher rounded the stair-rail; another,
end of the passage. Below him lay the and another. An orderly with a lantern
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preceded them, followed by one of the kv, luckv devil: going, no doub^ -^"-

doctors, an old bunched-up man in a hospital at the rear! A
muddy uniform, who stopped furtively to d the stairs the lantern swung
take a pinch of snuff. Campton could ve the d ace: his eyes
not believe his eyes; didn't the hospital st I ceilingward from black orbits.
people know that every bed on that floor O irm, swinging loose, dangled down,
was full ? Every bed, that is, but the two tl and stealthily counting the steps as
in George's room; and the nurse had given d ded d no one troubled, f
Campton the hope, the promise almost, lie was d
that as long as his boy was so ill she would At d C who must ave
keep those empty. "I'11 manage some- been asleep, d up, again hearing
how," she had said. steps. The surgeon? O

For a mad moment Campton was on the were 
1

surgeon ut only Mr. Brant
point of throwing himself in the way of dcta<
the tragic procession, barring the thresh- mula 

ed 

d in the long corrid rant,
old with his arms. "What does this cruin h d

mean?7' he stammered to the nurse, who eyes, d gloves on h d
had appeared with a little lamp at the Ca )ton glared a m
end of the passage. Well-how about your surgeon? I

She gave a shrug. "More casualties- d ml" he excl m
every hospital is like this. , - Mr. Brant his heac dA

He stood aside, wrathful, impotent. At ently. "No-I've b waiting all night
least if Brant had been there, perhaps by in the court. I thought if he came back I
some offer of money-but how, to whom? should be the first to catch him. But he
Of what earthly use, after all, was Brant's derlv f instruments;
boasted " influence" ? These people he's not coming. been terrible
would only laugh at him-perhaps put fighting "
them both out of the hospital! Camnlon saw two tears runnina d

He turned despairingly to the nurse. t s lace: they did not move nil
"You might as well have left him in the Mr. rant glanced toward Georg
trenches." A * A M "" «ques ^^P

"Don't say that, sir/' she answered; The father answered it. "You want to
and the echo of his own words horriiied h_ is: d

him like a sacrilege. b f ;er
Two of the stretchers were carried in- him inch bv inch, and^^

to George's room. Campton caught a wounded men in his h
glimpse of George, muttering and tossing; C d*

the moonlight lay in the hollows of his Mr. Brant was trembling all over.
bearded face, and again the father had the "Two n men-in his ?" h
sense of utter alienation from that dark hoed shri
delirious man who for brief intervals sud- " Yes-b dving. C
denly became his son, and then as sud- drew a deep breath. "You see th
denly wandered off into strangeness. d

The nurse slipped out of the room and k " "

signed to him. more use than so much sawdust "
"Both nearly gone... they won't trou- dL

ble him long," she whispered. out. "You're talking d she
The man on the third stretcher was said.

carried to a room at the other end of the h

passage. Campton watched him bein^ stood silent, abashed; final K Mr. Brant
lifted in. He was to lie on the floor, then ? d away. "I'll go and try again.
For in that room there was ceriainly no There must be other surgeons . . . other
vacancy. But presently he had the an- ways ..." he whispered.
swer. The bearers did not come out O your surgeons ... oh, your
empty-handed; they carried another man ways!" C neered after him, in
and laid him on the empty stretcher, the whisper.

(To b< continued.)
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difficulties have taken leges. The process by tch this tele-
the form of intima- scoping of college and university
tions from one quarter ab il one. When the"^r

and another that too ate colleges were founded,
many young men and there was no intention osmg
women are to-day en- a university upon They repre-

rolled in our universities, and that the d me, the hi eh "m
country would be better off if that atten- ican institutions of
dance were, by some process or other, cut le offered.
down. College presidents, editors, and Forty-six years ago, H
other makers of public opinion have tossed U founded, it offered
this ball from one hand to the other with- f d S

out finding any comfortable resting-place distinctive university pr The
for it. f m ered

Before undertaking to judge the pres- was an extraordinary group of able m
ent situation with respect to the relation The university addressed
of numbers to the effectiveness of the It that dents who m

work done by the universities, it is well it had already completed raduate
to bear in mind a few fundamental con- courses of s entitling m
ditions that are closely related to the rise upon sch professional work.
of the present difficulties. The effect of iple upon A an

We have in this country no universities "^v -""- has been far-reaching.
in the strict sense. Institutions in the The graduate schools of the older universi-
United States that bear that name are a m"*" ^F ^B. ^f

mixture of the undergraduate college and the example set by J ikins.
the graduate university. In most insti- Unfortunately, >kins Uni-
tutions, even the older ones such as Har- denarted m its orig-
vard and Yale, the undergraduate college inal university conception. The desire
contains so large a number of students, its dersraduate students, for a college
activities in athletics, in social affairs, id for all the 1
and in other directions are so numerous .h und aduate life b appar-
and engage so much of public attention, ently too strong, and to-day J 3 HOD-
that the university activities are, in the kins, apart >m its m
public mind at least, overshadowed. Per- few of the characteristics of
haps the greatest exception to this state- It remc d "b the
ment is found in the case of Columbia activitie d
University which has a relatively small college were expanded, 3 university
undergraduate college, limited extra- became essentially what other American
mural activities, and is engaged almost universities are-a mixture of college an
wholly in university work either in the university, with the activities in athletics
prosecution of graduate studies or in the and other student undergraduate pur-
professional schools of law, of medicine, suits playing a larger and larger role in
and of teaching. It is not astonishing, the life of the institution. To-day, ex-
under these circumstances, that the foot- med Johns H
ball team of Columbia University is not has to a large extent lost the
in the same class with those of Harvard, which it once enjoyed.

556
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by the fi ty- that it could not maintain fair academic
five years of y of Toh H ins dignity unless its teachers were able to

dv^ write after their names Ph.D. The grad-
tions took m of erad :hoo uate schools have been invaded, therefore,
superimp d unon and mineled during the comparatively short period of
undergraduate college. A few efforts, such their existence by an army of degree-
as that at Clark University, to meet the hunters who desired the degree of Doctor
distinctive university conception, were of Philosophy as a preliminary to obtain-
made, but in general the pressure for num- ing positions as teachers.
b an desire for a large under- The mingling of college and university

duate bodv, the ever-present tendency has its disadvantages for the undergradu-
to con to th i conventional educa- uca- ate college no less than for the graduate
tionai me. b few university to which it is bound. The

d The most serious is the weakening of the
Chicago, while m ning college sense of responsibility for good

an undergraduate department, has sue- teaching. A false notion of research in-_ _ _ _ ^"^^

ded the conglomerate institution has gone far
dererad hich is but to discredit the good teacher and to

m iral activi- weaken the appreciation of the fact that
ties und -1^PP ^~r the chief duty of the college is to teach.

In the nearly fifty years, therefore, Notwithstanding these drawbacks the
since the inauguration of J [opkins, graduate schools and the professional
the progress of higher ed L in the schools that constitute the true univer-

d B trans- sity part of our American institutions
formation of our colleges have steadily grown in scholarly qual-
into mixed instil A ge, part ities, in facilities for study, and in the
university. most the und ^raduate application of the fundamental qualities
college .had university, in a that make for sound scholars and sound

the university overshad .h investigators. In the orderly process of
duate collee but m development, the time will come when

institutions h we are building up the degree-hunters will lessen in numbers
der the name of y are incon- and when the graduate and professional
ous mixtures of s and recita- schools will represent essentially what the

_j more serious university represents in Europe - a school
nd scholarly efforts of : whose students have already had their
'ho are primarily stud d candi- undergraduate experience of sports and of
ates for nrofessions. ] n the public eye, class rivalries, as well as their grounding

dergraduate col- in fundamental subjects, and have now
lege subtend entered upon a life with the primary pur-
the g ,d and professional schools, pose to bend themselves intelligently and

d the p energetically toward study, toward re-
the university in terms of its unclergradu- search, toward professional attainment.
ate college. Whether the universities can ever be-

university part of our mixed come universities in this sense, as long as
stitutions consists of a graduate school, they are mingled with, and in the pub-

d to teaching and lic mind overshadowed by, their highly
tain p ional schools in m populated undergraduate colleges, with
cine, engineering, teaching, and, in some their spectacular contests in athletics and
institutions, to theology. The gradu- with the manifold activities in which stu-

from the professional dents compete, is a question which cannot
h 3red in considerable be answered at this moment. It is impos-

m m the fact that thev have b sible for the wisest man to say to-day
d bva lareebodvof whether the conglomerate institution

m ily h which we call a university will develop
tors. For the last twenty or thirty years gradually into a form under which its un-
every ambitious American college has felt dergraduate activities are separated from
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its scholarly and or their undergraduate schools and have
whether the popular interest in the by- been slow to make any adjustment by
products of undergraduate life will be so which the standard of college scholarship
great as to keep the university side of should be maintained and men could still
institution in that twilight zone of public enter their professions at the age of
interest in which it has hitherto lived, twenty-four or twenty-five. The corn-
Can a true university, devoted to scholar- bined curriculum is an effort in this di-
ship, to investigation, to high professional rection, but as yet gives but little relief.
training, be devel i *-*» ^V^^AW It is little less than a national misfor-
erate institution whose undergraduate tune that the Johns Hopkins University,

d after having begun the experiment of a
competitive? true university, did not carry on with it.

fund h It would have had fewer students for a

which one is faced when he undertj o time, but it might have helped to solve
answer the query as to whether 01 i- the most difficult question in the organ-
versities to-dav are overDODulated^^ ^"-^ ization of American higher education.

It goes without saying that the solution There still remains the opportunity for
of the question is not going to be found some institution to work out the experi- 

^k i^h. _^^ .^b.

, -' - *---* d : ques- ment of a true university, dissociated
determination as to wh ter the from the spectacular undergraduate ac-
Eld b tivities.*~s

rated. Having in view this situation and this
history, it seems clear that the universi-

b d ties to-day are enrolling in their colleges
enormous overcrowding in these institu- a larger number of students than the}

b , both in time can teach. This is due partly to an arti-
d a university ficially stimulated demand for college

d student enters one of our training, to an overbidding for students, -^^F1

undergraduate colleges well past eighteen, and to the admission of students ill-pre-
He graduates in his twenty-third year, pared to avail themselves of the college
If he expends three or four years more in and university work. For twenty years

cl there has been maintained what amounts
m I» to a propaganda in behalf of going to

tries, spent too many years in prepara- college. The tax-supported institutions
tion. The medical candidate who has have found it desirable from their point

he longest apprenticeship, is of- of view to have as large a body of stu-
b >gins his practice. It dents as possible as a basis for their claims

is inexcusable that this situation should for State support, and they have been
exist. Men can be, and ought to be, fitted fully seconded in this position by the en-
f heir nrofessional work and^m dowed institutions which have sought, by
be embarked h the same means, to obtain both support
years earlier than this programme pro- and endowment from the public.
vides. A German youth finishes his ness has been the common aim. As a re-
g y asium when he is twenty, enters the suit many young men and young women

m ;n, are seeking college who are ill-prepared to
fully two years earlier, and comes into his lis avail themselves of the facilities that the
profession, not only younger in point of college offers. The colleges themselves,

m and particularly the tax-supported insti-
is likely to be lost by an excessive period tutions, have been under such pressure to
in The process by which our obtain a large enrolment that the condi-

d~- - ^^ ^F tions of admission have not only been
versity on top of the undergraduate col- lowered, but they have been administered
lege is an unjustifiable one and is due with unsatisfactory tests of the character,
in large measure to the fact that the in- personality, and fitness, as well as the at-
stitutions that assumed the name uni- tainment, of the candidate for admission.

have been unwilling to let go Thousands of young people every year en-
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ter our colleges and universities who ought young ma an should go
to be pointed by the colleges themselves to college. e dmitted for
to some other Ik-Id of training as more ap- many years, tho-e m for
propriate for their endowments and their k. How now to introduce stand
qualifications. ds that will b il within

That this overcrowding has now come feas f h
to a point where in a large number of in- difti d
stitutions the teaching has become enor- quii d d
mously diluted cannot be doubted. When of s d d
an institution is confronted with a fresh- repi d a enuine thirst for stud
man class of four thousand, the best it es
can do under the present organization of young people for intellectual attain-
is to group these into such divisions as ment and studv. the situation would be
seem feasible, under such young teachers d. s a m
as can be caught in the highways and by- fact, a large proportion are attracted to
ways, and at the end of the freshman year the college by reasons that have little or
to ease the problem by dropping from the hin to d mA * * *-f -

roll a large proportion of those who were If the universities and colleges will
admitted. Indeed, the freshman year selves stop their appeal on this b
has become increasingly, not a year for they will control their intramural activi-
fruitful training, but a year for elimina- ties, particularly in the matter of athletics,
tion of the unfit. hin a field » w » *

Just how our composite universities lling reason for going to college,
and our larger colleges are to deal with if they will discontinue the ercial
this flood is not at the moment apparent, and demoralizing regime of paid
Few of them will have the courage to re- and alumni d
strict their numbers to those whom they reasonal d urem
can teach in a sincere and honest fashion, upon th
Most will compromise between the ideal of appli be honestl and
of the best teaching and the avoidance of dealt wi This is a higher order of in-
the worst. A large proportion will strug- stitutional sincerity than can be honed
gle, by one means or another, to take all for at once.
who apply presenting a high-school certif- There is a phase of the question which
icate, and will solve their difficulties by L*~Q
getting rid of a large proportion during nesses of th Ann
the freshman year. At best this whole mains true that the college life and that
process is a makeshift which must come wh youth gets in college i b
to an end in a few years, and the ques- entrance soc has et found f it
tion is a pressing one as to what the uni- youth into a d fi cu
versities and colleges are to do in re- into a loyal patriotic citizenship.
spect to this enormous flood of students Perhaps this be se f
now setting toward both tax-supported that, notwit notwithstanding the trivialities of
and endowed universities and colleges, the college l >llege life of to-day, and notwith-
Institutions that are frankly colleges and ng the subordination of matters of
do not pretend to call themselves univer- moment to those which are snec-
sities can regulate their intake with less till
difficulty. Such institutions have only ege a uth finds him-
to apply sensible and fair methods to self in dealism which
screen out the unfit and the unready, a m out of the commonplace and
process which will bring their student at- hi t ard oc i
tendance ordinarily within their own hich he would otherwise
ability to serve. m men or

The problem of the great conglomerate too hin who
universities, whether tax-supported or are with this idealism. There
endowed, is more difficult. They have, b m students in colleg
for years, cultivated the notion that every long as they get a taste of this spirit and
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an aspiration for this service. The diffi- necessary to sepa
culty lies in the fact that to-day many college from the gr duate and
students are being drawn into the college university school. At one time the ex-
who have neither the moral character nor d

the preparation to avail themselves of the he question; but as our m
opportunities the college ought to offer, develoed^^ ^

who are attracted by certain other phases h we are not paying a
of college life less desirable and more de- much higher price to keep our und__
moralizing, and who are not touched by graduate colleges and our graduate uni-
this spirit. versities in one organization than we

If, therefore, we are to do the best, should pay if we separated them and made
both by our youth and by our institu- d separaton
tions themselves, it is clear that some- all come it ought to be accompanied by
thing like the following must be done. rearrangement of our elementary, sec-

The colleges must themselves enforce dary, and college education in such
standards of admission that are fair, rea- >hion that the student should be fitted
sonable, intelligently administered, and to enter the university by his twentieth
that will exclude the unfit by other means year. I am of h
than the sacrifice of the freshman year. versit d hat admitted to its grad

Secondly, it is not too much to ask that ate a d sional schools
these combinations of university and col- twent d and
lee should deliberatel o to work to re- man h could be fond wold

duce their athletic activities to the point example that might have most whole-
where they will figure in the public eye some effect on the devel ent of
and in the eyes of the students less promi- next thirty years. This question of the
nently as the reason why students should relation of the university and the college
go to college. b

In the third place, there must be made d d
a more intelligent effort to point the stu- the present enormous cost to so-
dent who is unfitted for college to some ciety of maintaining our existing regime.
other vocation in which he may obtain h
both usefulness and happiness. organization of our higher ed

All of these thine Os are, m a sense, will found in the success of a uni-
palliatives. It may well be that in the versity that dropped its undergrad
long run we shall find it necessary, in school, admitted students at tn
order to take care of those who ought d to enter,
to go to college, to have more institutions d graduatd them
and to provide larger facilities in propor- and professional life at an age when they
tion to population; and it is within the still had the full resiliency of young man-
bounds of possibility that we may find it hood and of young womanhood.

Thanksgiving
BY ARTHUR GUITERMAN

IF God had willed, He could have made me meeker;
ut God, my God, Who orders all things well,

Said: "You shall be a rebel and a seeker/'

And, God be praised! I seek and I rebel.
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IX.-END OF STUDIKS AT THK UNIYKKSITY OF BERLI

ILLT TRATIONS FROM PHOTOGRAPHS AND A DRAWING

CONFKSS that when The Teutonism of Prague, more than
first arrived anything else, was responsible for it.

ght with m Racial antipathy is one of the saddest
d psychic der mcnts; and

were annoying, to sa duct of m national-
the least. The Teu- ism, the world does less than noth
tonism in Prague, d of its in * European
when I was a school- being destroved I-^^r

boy there, had made lasting impressions suffered from its evil effects d
m young mind; they were with days of m^ B Helm

I landed at Castle Garden. Ivoenijr, and
^^fc-^"- M V "^ "" it and Physical Institute wed m even
cannot be obliterated by alone, kindness and consid on. and
Christian's father, the innkeeper of West vente me turning around d^^^ ^^^^ ^^^
Street, and his friends, the hardy Fries- dine back to Cambrid-^^"-

land first breath of t mosnh
the paint-brush, drew me closer to the lin gave me an acute attack of anti-Ten-' . rf-N. -9 111 11

d it much less to Germ dlad d

grasping h But the m
had met in the lecture-rooms, struck no re

f the Prussian. Bilharz, the ideal- sponsive chord in m b
m m was out of tune with my surround ings. I^^

mate knowledge of the Germ m mained d strange
, and helped much to disoel i nd. A d

m early prejudices. But ilharz dis- duate of the University of G
decided dislike for the Prussians. reared on the scene, some tin
German friends whom I had dur- I d be settled in Berlin. He

gm h m A
d not anoear to b join me in erlin. He stayed at the

friendly to the idea of a united university one semester only and
These heard lectures on Roman law. H "kcdmany der Prussian hegem

d m like a northern Apollo: tall and erect.
belief that the .b h youth radiating his
responsible for inism which I handsome face, and the locks of purest
disliked. This belief was strengthened .dorning a lofty brow, which made

id-Russian and anti-Ser- believe that you were looking at a
b'ian, but strongly pro-Austrian policy at young Sir Walter Scott. d

treaty of Berlin in 1878. He pro- eyes knew of no suspicions, and his heart
tested d d
the bones of a single Pomeranian grcna- racial antipathy. H i-cd the world

for all the Balkans; but I did not b h His knowledge
lieve him. Hence the uncomfortable feel- German was very poor, and
ing of being in an enemy country when I dy loved to talk to him. 

/ 
Even the

m to and settled down erlin. :rn Schutzman (policeman), stirred up
VOL. LXXIIL-36
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to white heat by too noisy a rendering of Echka, and my mother told me that it
and Scotch college songs in the was crowded on Sundays and holidays,

slumberin^ and that the priest was a very learned
as a dove when the blue-eyed young and a very good man. When we passed
stood in front of him and greeted m the Orthodox church, which was quite

d Mv 1 small and insignificant-looking, my
dv. auite an aered person, as well as h mother said: "Would you not feel

d m b m ashamed if St. Sava came down to earth* *

to dii do again and after seeing that splendid Ger-
bring m " said lu- man church looked at this hut which is
lein; "you look quite and called the Orthodox church? But small^

dsome when he is around." There as it is you will never find it filled except
much truth in what she said; the at some weddings or at memorial services

;on of racial antioathv did not ooerate for some departed rich person, when
m he was present. He made people expect much feasting."

friends on every side g srman Again I made no comment, because I
and wl irmed was opposed to "alien intruders" myself,

up to m and med up to as some people called the German colo-
him 1 began to thaw out m f. Helm- nists; and my mother looked disappointed.
holtz and dear little were the Just then we saw two peasant girls carry-

A »ed me to ing river water in shining copper vessels.
get that Europe was mad differ- These vessels were suspended at the ends

ived in eternal suspicion of a long flexible staff which was nicely
of h After that, following the balanced on the shoulder of each young

mole of mv Scotch friend carrier, so that one vessel was in front
rid myself of the poisonous infection and one behind her. The first girl was

d from m in a blonde with slippers on her feet; a sim-
igue; b Helm- pie blue dress covered her youthful figure
tz's ad was so and displayed the successive phases of her

and so generous to Far d s well as to rhythmical movement. It was syn-
Maxwell, and so wond just, that I chronized with the swinging motion of
began to question 1 m anti- the bright copper vessels, which moved
Teutonic prejudices. up and down like a double pendulum,

The two volumes "f Helmh > ad- bending the flexible shaft around its point
dresses and public speech [ en- of support on the shoulder of the fair car-

d so much during that mmer in m rier. The copper vessels, although filled
m er's vineyard mad< m t re- to the brim, did not spill a single drop of
pentant. My mother k m anti- water; the perfect adjustment of the

m :nts and never approved swinging motion of the carrier to that of
of One day we drove to visit my the swinging shaft produced this admi-

ister, who lived about fifteen rable result. The girl, the staff, and the
m . On the way we passed shining vessels stood in a beautiful har-

h"^-r -+^r monic relation to each other. They re-
d population of minded one of the harmonics in a sweet

nian, and Serb peasants. There was a musical chord. It was a beautiful sight,
striking contrast in the appearance of the and I said so. My mother, noticing my
I :th- sudden burst of enthusiasm, sounded a m" A,

ods of moving abc it in the pursuit of their warning. "She is a German girl," she
daily work. The German peasants were said, "and she certainly is lovely. Her
far ahead of the Roumanians as well as heart and soul are in her job. But if you
of the Serbs. My mother called my at- find one like her in Berlin, remember

m ent. your promise; you must marry an Amer-
Presently we passed the stately Roman ican girl if you wish to remain an Amer-
Catholic church of the village, which ican, which I know you do.

d It was built, I She evidently had become a little
was d G peasants alarmed at the thought that her praises
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of the Germans might cause my senti- found fault with his famous Turkish ciga-
ments to swing too far the other way, rettes he did not hesitate to tell them to
The second water-carrier was a bare- buy them somewhere else. But he pros-
footed and gaudy-looking lassie, who pered, he said, because these German aris-
stopped along any old way and marked tocrats never resented straight talk from
her track with frequent splashes of water man to man. He laughed at me, when I
from the copper vessels. "She is a wild mentioned to him my suspicions and
Roumanian/' exclaimed my mother; antipathies, and begged me to pass with
"she can dance like a vila, but she hates him, from time to time, an hour or so
her job of carrying water. You will never in his store, and watch his German cus-
find one like her in Berlin. The Germans tomers. I did and profited much. The
have no use for people who do not love Prussian aristocrats had no racial antipa-
their daily duties." My mother was a thy against a Serb, if their apparently gen-
great admirer of the thrifty and indus- uine affection for Nikola had any mean-
trious German colonists in Banat, whom ing. Nikola never left them in any doubt
she always recommended as models to as to his pride of being a Serb.
the peasants of Idvor. When she heard Half-way between Nikola's store and
my praises of Helmhoitz and my confes- the Imperial palace was an old chop-
sion of racial antipathy to the Germans house, called Habel, dating from the time
she put up many powerful arguments of Frederick the Great. Frederick's gen-
which were most convincing. They had erals always stopped there for a glass of
a wonderful effect. wine, when they returned from an audi-

When I returned to Berlin from Idvor ence with the king. The custom persisted
things looked more inviting, and my land- and was still In existence when I was a
lady remarked that I looked much more student in Berlin. Nikola often invited
cheerful than I did a year before, when I me to early luncheon at this chop-house,
arrived from Scotland. In another year, and there we saw the great generals and
she suggested jokingly, I might look as marshals of the German Empire, sitting
cheerful as a real Prussian, particularly if around a long and separate table and tak-
I should succumb to the charms of a Prus- ing a glass of wine after returning from
sian beauty. Remembering the promise the Imperial palace, from their daily audi-
that I had given to my mother about ence with old Emperor William. It was
marrying an American girl, I said to a wonderful sight; those tall, broad-
my landlady: " Never 1 I have already shouldered, deep-chested, brainy, and
pledged my word to one who is nearer to serious-minded Teuton warriors inspired
my heart than any Prussian beauty tremendous respect. Nikola assured me
could ever be." "Ach, Herr Pupin, you that he knew many of them personally,
have changed most wonderfully," ex- they being his customers, and that as hu-
claimed the landlady, and then she added man beings they were as gentle as doves.
in a whisper: " Just think of it ! To get a " Many a time I called them down when
confession on the first day of your return they joked about my cigarettes, and
which I could not get before in nearly a they submitted without a murmur. Do
year I I understand now why you were you call that arrogance?" asked Nikola,
always so distant to the young ladies in throwing out his chest and trying to look
mypensionat." But the change of feeling, as stern and as imposing as any of the
speeded up by my mother, and noticed generals present.
by my landlady, was speeded up almost Once he took me to an avenue where
as effectively by another Serb. Moltke used to walk and showed me the

A Bosnian Serb with the name of great field-marshal, who was then eighty-
Nikola had a fine cigarette shop on Untcr six years old, but still as straight as an
clen Linden, the principal avenue of Ber- arrow. "Did you ever see a more modest
lin. It was within a stone's throw from and thoughtful or a more spiritual-Iook-
the Imperial palace, and the highest aris- ing man anywhere?" asked Nikola, and I
tocracy of Berlin patroni/ed it. He was a confessed that I had not. "Then stop
rough diamond, and would stand no non- your talk about Prussian pride!" ex-
sense from any prince or count. If they claimed Nikola. On another occasion we
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walked to the park and he showed me orous goose-step, the rhythmic strokes of
ismarck, riding on horseback, a friend which could be heard quite a distance

and an adjutant accompanying him. away through the ringing cheers of the
Nikola saluted him and so did I, and Bis- enthusiastic crowd. " Do you know what
marck saluted back graciously. "Does that means?" asked Nikola. I answered
he look like a brute, or like a fool who "No," and he said: "It means that every
would try to convert by force all the German looks up to his fatherland for
Slavs into Germans?" asked Nikola, orders, and the perfect rhythm of that
pokin <r fun at my anti-Teutonic sus- goose-step means that every German will
picions. "No," said I, "I do not think obey these orders and finish on time any
he does; in fact, I think he looks very job for the good of the fatherland that
much like Helmholtz, except that there is may be assigned to him. It is the symbol
much less spirituality in his face than in of German unity." That was Nikola's
that of the great scientist. Helm- unique interpretation; I never heard any- M
holtz!" exclaimed Nikola, "even he body else interpret it that way But
would lose his saintly expression, if he had Nikola had a lively imagination and he
to carry the load of the whole empire evidently wished me to get a favorable
upon his shoulders; the socialists on the interpretation of everything the Germans
top of his load pushing it one way, and the did.
clericals at the bottom pushing it the Between my young Scotch friend, myi ""

other way." mother, Nikola, and my professors in the
Nikola was born in Bosnia when the Physical Institute, I soon forgot the un-

Turks ruled supreme, and hence he was pleasant memories of the Teutonism in
not much of a scholar; but'he was a care- Prague, and Berlin no longer looked to me
ful listener, and always thought through like a Thraenenthal, a valley of tears, as
his own head; his judgment was remark- my old friend Bilharz in Cortlandt Street
able, I thought. He knew who's who and would have called it. I soon found my-
what's what in Berlin better than many self enjoying warm personal friendships of
a foreign diplomat there. He used to joke German fellow students and of the pro-
about it, saying that his knowledge was fessors, and it was a very fortunate thing;
expected of him, because he was the next- it was providential. Nothing but the love
door neighbor of the great Kaiser. The of God and the friendship of man can give
Serbs of Banat did not seriously dislike that spiritual power which one needs in
the German colonists there, nor did the moments of great sorrow. One day in the
colonists dislike them, and they delighted beginning of winter, of that year, a letter
in speaking the Serb language. They arrived from my sister, telling me that
called each other "comshiya," neighbor, my saintly mother was no longer among
The Serbs, in general, use this word when the living. I vowed on that day that her
they refer to a German in a friendly way. blessed memory should be perpetuated as
Nikola always referred to the great Kaiser far as an humble mortal like myself could
as his "comshiya"; many of his cus- doit. Twenty-seven years later the Ser-
tomers knew that and enjoyed it hugely, bian Academy of Sciences announced that
They returned the compliment and often the income of a foundation in memory of
addressed Nikola with the Serbian word Olympiada Pupin would be expended an-
"comshiya." "Come and see my com- nually to assist a goodly number of poor
shiya," said he one day to me, and there schoolboys in Old Serbia and Macedonia.
I stood for the first time in front of the The vanishing of a life which is an es-
Imperial palace and waited for the old sential part of one's own life produces a
emperor to show himself at the window, mysterious shift of the direction of one's
He did that almost every day about noon- mental and spiritual vision. Instead of
time when the guards marched by on searching for light which will illuminate
their daily parade. Presenting arms and the meaning of things in the external
looking straight at the old emperor, they physical world, as the vision of young
marched by like a single body animated people usually does, it begins to search for
by a single heart and a single soul, and light which will illuminate the meaning
they spanked the ground with their vig- of what is going on in the internal world,
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the spiritual world of our soul. The ques- d I
tion "What is light?" was no longer the had read his latest papers on b
most important question of my thoughts and they r< minded me of
after my mother's death. The question in Maxwel >ok on heat about Willard
"What is life?" dominated for a long GibbsofY I soon discovered that the
time my thoughts and feelings. I became dG
introspective, and, being a somewhat d bv G» » ^

temperamental person, like most Slavs, I Remembering the ch f D
might have lost my way forever in the American demcI

labyrinth of all sorts of metaphysical never d anything for ab
structures of my own creation. Provi- de a careful note of m d
dence came to my rescue. Two Amer- It was a clean-cut little discovery, I
ican students with aspirations in science dH dmitted He^"^

similar to mine joined the Physical In- ested even that I might find material
stitute. One of them, a Harvard gradu- for a research, leading to a doctor dis-^^r

ate, Arthur Gordon Webster, is now tlje sertation. mbr d the suggestion and
very distinguished professor of physics sta d an exoerim
at Clark University; the other, a Johns sar m G f

Hopkins man, Joseph Sweetman Ames, Helmholtz, and other auth m >stly
is now the director of the physical labora- Ge "m on "h hem TheV

tory at Johns Hopkins and a worthy sue- me depths of
cessor to the famous Henry Augustus P the Ids to t b
Rowland. Their truly American enthu- lief that this m
siasm and directness prevented me from m w d hm "

relapsing into the drowsy indefiniteness, d to m d .day-Max wel
sometimes called idealism, of a tempera- elect netic ry shelved, tern
mental and sentimental Slav. They told porarily, on account of my interest in
me many wonderful tales of the higher physical chemistry, and P

endeavor in science at Harvard and at account of find ng ther
Johns Hopkins. The new Ryerson phys- doctor dissertation which I fi illy did
ical laboratory at Harvard was a wonder, At the end of the first semester and
according to Webster; and Ames never Web suggestion he and I, in the
grew weary of extolling the beauties of spring f 1887. went to Paris f a ,hW *

Rowland's wonderful researches in solar visit. \\ wished to see what physical
spectra, and I never grew weary of lis- science w doing at the Sorbonne and at
tening to them. At times, however, I I de France, and to compare
wondered why these two men had ever the academ >f h
come to Helmholtz when they were so Berlin. We stayed tl
well off at home. Ames wondered, too, learned quite a num )f novel and
and he returned to Rowland at the end of teresting things. hitectural be
the year; but Webster stayed, although ties of Pai as its art naileries and
in my presence he never admitted unre- made a d impression
servedly that the Physical Institute in As a re * 1 V-/A, fe* * 1 A I. t. _^

Berlin was very much better than any- old civilization Pa ^'ht, was in-
thing they had at Harvard. Webster's comparably ahead erlin. The spirit
and Ames's testimony convinced me that of Laplace, Lagrange, Fourier, A ere
the great movement in the United States Arago, Fresnel, Foucault, and Fizeau was
for higher endeavor in science was making h
rapid progress, and I longed to finish up d f the College d
my studies in Berlin and return to the The background a gloriou
United States. After my mother's death per f science in France was
Europe attracted me much less. m the

corresponding background in Berlin. ut
A new physical science was attracting or every one of the great savants in

much attention in Germany at that time, d m 9

the science of physical chemistry. Helm- I1 time of my
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visit, like Poincare, Hermite, Darboux, without it no great industrial develop-
Appell,Lippmann, one could name several ment is possible in any country. A
in Berlin. And there was nobody in Paris miracle happened; a young Englishman, a
who, in my opinion, could measure up to clerk in a London police court, made a
Helmholtz, Kirchhoff, and DuBois Rey- discovery which was destined to give
mond. There was no statesman there of Germany its great steel industry. This
Bismarck's caliber, and no general like was Sidney Gilchrist Thomas, who dis-
Moltke. I saw no warriors who looked covered the so-called "basic Bessemer"
like the magnificent fellows whom Nikola process. It made iron containing phos-
first exhibited to me at the long table in phorus easily available for the manufac-
Habel's. General Boulanger was very ture of iron and steel products. This
much in the limelight. I saw him at a started the modern steel industry of Ger-
great official reception, and I would have many in the early eighties. Many a
felt very sorry if the destiny of France street in the towns of the German steel
had been intrusted to him. The phys- districts was named in honor of Gilchrist
ical and chemical laboratories were rather Thomas. "This," said my informant,
poorly equipped and compared unfavora- "is the power which, as you express it,
bly with the corresponding laboratories in the young German eagle has discovered
Berlin. The draped statues in the Place in its pinions." I suspected that the ob-
de la Concorde, testifying to France's ject of his story might have been to dis-
grief for the loss of Alsace-Lorraine, com- courage an opinion on my part that the
pleted the picture of Paris in my mind, remarkable vigor of Germany was de-
which was anything but cheerful. France, rived from the weakness of France.
I thought, had not yet recovered com- Hence I looked up the data of his story,
pletely from her wounds of 1870-1871, but I found them correct. Years ago I
and I felt sorry. Two years earlier I told this story to the late Andrew Carne-
passed through Paris on my way from gie, and he agreed with my German in-
Pornic to Idvor and carried away a much formant. To-day I am convinced that
more cheerful picture. But at that time neither the great works of Krupp, nor
my observations, covering barely two the great German navy, nor many other
days, did not see much, and besides, I things which happened since my Berlin
did not know Berlin at that time and days, would have been possible without
could make no comparisons. If Paris the start which was made with the aid of
reflected the spirit of France and Berlin Gilchrist Thomas.
that of Germany, then France, I thought, Another remarkable assertion from the
was a falcon with broken wings and Ger- same informant made a lasting impres-
many was a young eagle that had just sion. According to him, united Germany
discovered the wonderful power of its would not have endured very long, if it
pinions. The wonderful intellectual and had not been for the rapid rise of the Ger-
physical vigor of the new empire im- man steel industry and of other German
pressed powerfully every foreign student industries which followed in its wake.
at the University of Berlin when I was a The organization of Germany as an eco-
student there. This gave me much food nomic unit secured the organization of
for thought and I searched for explana- Germany as a political unit. He summed
tions. it up by saying that ismarck and

There was one explanation which al- Moltke had raised the structure of the
ways appealed to me much on account of German Empire, but that Gilchrist
its simplicity. I heard it from a very Thomas had built a steel ring around it
learned German. This was his story: which prevented it from falling to pieces.
The German iron always contained phos- He added then a corollary to this star-
phorus; including also the great deposits tling statement, and I repeat it here in the
of iron which the Germans had found in form of a question. If the scientific re-
Alsace-Lorraine. The only good iron search of a young clerk in a London police
that Germany had prior to 1880 was that court, who studied chemistry in a London
in the Iron Chancellor. Hence, Germany evening school, could do so much for Ger-
could not build up a steel industry and many, how much can one reasonably ex-
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pect from the great research laboratories of talent deng
of the German universities and technical ing. M
schools? This, according to my infor- davs. and-" ^

mant, had become a national question in d I heard a great deal about him
Germany. This information reminded course of ^^*- " -
me that the great movement in Great ing \ ' ' hich I attended Polytechnic

Werner von Siemens

1816-1802.

ritain d in United S f School of Berlin. I saw him several times,
higher scientific research was also present when he called at the Physical Institute on
in G much m d- his friend and relative by marriage, Excel-

d nf m lenz von Helmholtz. His remarkable ap-
pio- pearance made a strong impression upon

k in this German m me, and I longed to see his great plant,
t Werner von Siemen where all kinds of electrical things were

me,nexttoHelmh he most admired made, from the finest electrical precision
-ientist in the Gen He was instruments to the largest types of dyna-

the head of a great electrical plant in the mos and motors, many of thern^ his own
heart of Berlin, and was known every- inventions. As a sign of special favor
where to possess a splendid combination Helmholtz gave me a note of introduction
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to his distinguished friend, who received structive thought and action; they were
me graciously and gave me to an official the fathers of united Germany just as
who took me around the great electrical Washington and Hamilton, Franklin and
plant, the first that I had ever seen. The Jefferson, were the fathers of this countrv.
impression which it made upon my mind But would the spiritual influence of the 

"« ^^B^B1_ ^^

was certainly wonderful, but not more fathers of united Germany produce a
wonderful than the impression which the German Lincoln ? I knew the historical
great personality of Siemens made upon background of the Declaration of Inde-
me. The more I learned about him the pendence and also its historical fore-
more I became convinced that no in- ground too well to answer this question
dustrial organization ever had a presid- in the affirmative. Extraordinary men
ing genius of greater attainments than can do extraordinary things, but the
Siemens. His attitude toward abstract course of a nation's destiny will always
science and its relation to the industries be guided not by transient efforts of one
is. best described by mentioning here a or even of several extraordinary men of
fact which is of great significance in the a given period but by the persistent power
history of physical science. He founded of the nation's traditions.
in that year, 1887, the great Physical- My visit to Paris was to supply me with
Technical Institute, and presented it to more knowledge of the academic world of
the German nation; Helmholtz was its France, and also with some fresh food for
first president. The modern science of thought relating to my problem in phys-
radiation rests upon a foundation first ical chemistry, and it did in a measure.
laid by Kirchhoff and greatly strength- But the current of thought which was
ened by additional experimental data ob- started by some of the strongest mental
tained in this institute under the guidance stimuli which I received in Paris had
of Helmholtz. Planck, the successor of nothing to do with either physical chem-
Kirchhoff at the University of Berlin, al- istry or with academic France; it ran into
ready in office before I left Berlin, was German channels which I described
undoubtedly inspired by these experi- above. These were the channels which
ments when he formulated his great law ran through the minds of most university
of radiation which forms to-day the last men in Germany, and in these channels
word in the science of radiation, a great every problem in art, science, and litera-
science which justly bears the mark ture was viewed at that time from the
"made in Germany," just as the electro- standpoint of German economic and
magnetic theory bears the mark "made political unity. My German scientific
in England." The Physical-Technical In- friends, particularly those in eastern
stitute will always stand as a memorial Prussia, where I spent the summer vaca-
to the man who preached in Germany the tion of 1887, would rather discuss those
doctrine of the closest co-operation be- problems than the problems in physical
tween abstract science and the industries, chemistry or in the electromagnetic
Germany adopted it first; the United theory; It took me some time after my
States adopted it many years later, return from Paris to get back completely
Helmholtz and Siemens always repre- to my research in physical chemistry.
sented to me the highest symbol of this But no sooner had I gone back to it than
co-operation. the irresistible power of the current of

Bismarck and Moltke, Helmholtz and big events, following each other in quick
Siemens, were the great power which the succession, took me away from it again.
young German eagle had discovered in I shall describe them in their historical
his pinions, and he flew as he had never order, but only in so far as they are re-
flown before, and his flight astonished me lated to the main thread of my narrative.
when I was a student in Berlin. He who

wants to know the real Germany of the One of the many sources of inspiration
eighties should study the lives of Bis- at the University of Berlin was the Phys-
marck and Moltke, of Helmholtz and mt on a m
Siemens. They, I firmly believed at that the Physical Institute. The research
time, were the leaders of the German con- dents institute were admitted/
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to these meetings, and one can imagine s« ncs in the Physical Institute in Berlin.
what an inspiration it was to them to sir th m d

to hear the scientists like KirchhoiT. of

the great mathematical phy-iiist, Du- At one of those meetings, which took
Bois Revmond, the great physiologist, place toward the end 1887, maiv
Hoffm;in, the great chemist, and Ilelm- cientitic giant of university were

Hrinricli Hertz.

1857-1804.

holtz, the greatest of them all. I often present and Helmholtz presided. There
imagined while attending lhi-e meetings wa> an atmosphere of expectancy as if
and listening to the learned remarks of something unusual was going to happen.
these scientific giants, that I was a lucky Helmholtx rose and looked more solemn
mortal who by some -trance accident had than ever, but I noticed a light of triumph_ .". --. « * - * *. «. H ."

found himself suddenly among the great in his eves; he looked like a \\ man gazin
heroes in Walhalla. Helmholtx usually upon the completed form of heavenly
presided, and his impressive physiognomy Walhalla, and I fell intuiir. that he

:gested a \\'otan presiding at a gath- was about to disclose an unusual an-
enng of the Teuton gods in Walhalla. nouncemcnt. and he did. Referring to
Whenever I hear Wagner's Walhalla Doctor IK-inrich Hertx, a former pupil of
motif I am reminded of those memorable his and at that time protY>sor of phy-ir
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at the Technical High School in Karls- netic theory can be described in very sim-
ruhe, Helmholtz solemnly announced that pie terms. The wonderful achievements
he would describe some remarkable ex- of radio broadcasting alone, to say noth-
perimental results which Hertz had ob- ing of other much more important achieve-
tained by means of very rapid electrical ments, demand this description. That
oscillations. He then described in his idea, like the tiny seed hidden in a beau-
inimitable way a preliminary report tiful flower, lay hidden in Faraday's
which Hertz had sent him, pointing out, visions and in Maxwell's wonderful, but,
in a most lucid manner, the bearing of to most ordinary mortals, enigmatic in-
these experiments upon the Faraday- terpretation of them. Hertz, guided by
Maxwell electromagnetic theory, and his great teacher, Helmholtz, caught the

V \ s

The Hertzian Oscillator.

affirming that these experiments furnished hidden seed and out of it grew a physical
a complete experimental verification of embodiment of the Faraday-Maxwell
that remarkable theory. Everybody theory, represented by ideally simple ap-
present was thrilled, particularly when paratus, operating in an ideally simple
Helmholtz closed with a eulogy of his be- way. The apparatus and its operation are
loved pupil, Hertz, and with a congratu- now the heart and soul of a new art, the ra-
lation to German science upon the good dio art, a beautiful daughter of the beauti-
fortune of adding another "beautiful leaf ful mother, the Faraday-Maxwell electro-
to its laurel wreath." That thrill soon magnetic science. The following descrip-
reached the physicists in every physical tion of Hertz's apparatus and of its opera-
laboratory in the world, and for a num- tion was the theme of popular lectures
ber of years after that memorable an- and of many conversations which I had
nouncement most investigators in phys- with my friends who were not physicists
ics were busy repeating the beautiful by profession. It represents quite closely
Hertzian experiments. The radio of to- the simple picture which I carried away
day is an offshoot of those experiments, in my mind from that memorable meeting

This is no place to go into a detailed of the Berlin Physical Society thirty-six
description of what Hertz did. The years ago.
fundamental idea underlying his beauti- Two equal metal spheres A and J5, each twelve
ful research and its relation to the Far- inches in diameter, and each carrying copper rods 

. ,* -|-^ J, VY VJ V.VJ U.CL1 lliVLttl JL/11\.J.V^O *1 U1AVL *^j W*frV*U ^ **>*

aday-Maxwell far-reaching electromag- ~ C and Z>, are placed as indicated in the diagram
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on page 570. At E is ;in opening of about fi ears, and thus the
three-t< t.hs of an inch in length, the so-railed electrical oscillator, similar to the one em-air-gap. By means of two wires c and/ connected

an electrical nun hine, the spher are charged, plo <"<! by Hertz, be a well-known
one receiving a ix^sitive electrical charge denoted apparatus.
liy the (+) sign, and the other a negative on- What, then, was the novel elem

/\ni> ci \lwrn n >m he i , her o rw ' c 11 ru 1 mn denoted by the (-)siKn. The air-trap E insulates th Hert/ian WOrk? It was, broadlvone sphere from the other, and its function is to
make it possible for the electrical machine to in- ing, his demonstration that th
creasc the two charges until a very high electrical space d oscillator (the"
tension is reached. When the electrical tension _ spheres with their rods) partici es
between Uic two charts, acting through the air- t'h electrical oscillations in perfect agree-gap E, is sufficiently high, then the insulating ' 6
l>ower of the air-gap is overstrained and suddenly ... . m

it breaks down and becomes conductive and per- a participation which was foreign to all
mits the two charges to rush toward each other, previous electrical th In h
/-r-*i t " " , f . 1 " 1.1 The conductivity of the air-gap suspends the ac- ds, he detected old electrical-
tion of the charging mac hine. A current passes
then between the two spheres along the rods and os tion experiments a new action,
through the air-gap E which is heated by the cur- detected nor even dreamed of be-
rent to white heat. It becomes then a very good lie discovered the electrical waves
conductor and permits the charges to pass he space outside of Re-
through it easily. The collapse of the air-gap is
reported by the sharp crack of the electrical spark mem ing the impression which Helm-
which is due to the very sudden heating and ex- ecture on Faradav made unon mv
pansion of the air in the air-gap produced by the mincl
passage of the electrical current. It is a miniature C
I* , , ,_. - , »W"^A y All. %_/ VX I " *_ A * A^sJ.4 l.U>t .l^JVtAX^t-/^ Wife V- ightmng. The two charges reunite, the spheres TT iCLu u > *i ri TT 4. u
are discharged, and after that the air-gap E re-J22 At~£ *A ««,i *t+~A-* *u« ^ ' IT ^ Helmholtz s nunils like Hertz could

covers quickly from its breakdown and becomes d well-
an insulator again. The process is then repeated k -"- -v v -«- -m- -
by the action of the machine and a rapid succes- an dem d by the
sion of sparks can be maintained, each one of
them! announcing by the crack of the spark the A
reunion of the charges that had been pulled apart I trust, help mu
and forced to the surfaces A and B by the action action which H when he
of the electrical generator. started out to m

All this was known long before Hertz. test of the mod magnetic theory
The first experiment of this kind I saw N *

in Panchevo in my boyhood days, when in h of scientific treasures and
my Slovenian teacher Kos explained to tu d
me the theory of lightning according to H
the views of Benjamin Franklin, a theory
which clashed with the St. Elijah legend If by the force of our finders we deflect the ends
of Idvor and nearly proved me guilty of of the prongs of a tuning-fork and then let go, tin-

prongs will return to their normal position after
heresy. U| * * i {"} *-* ^ l l *"* * I f vv o " I l V 14 *.* I V V I lere was something in these performing a number of vibrations of gradually
electrical discharges that Benjamin Frank- diminishing amplitude. The state of rest is
lin did not know, and that knowledge was reached when the energy of bending, produced by" ^-^ » I -*. _" ^ m « A ^--. ^h. . -^

first suggested by another great American the work oi our fingers, has been expended, partly

scientist, a greater scientist even than forki part|y jn overcoming the reactions of the- 
" " * * Ft IIJV* LU1J1J Uj in overcoming the internal friction in the tuning-

Benjamin Franklin was in his day. surrounding medium, tin iir; this last effect
As far back as 1842 Our own' Joseph sults in sound-waves which are radiated ofi into^4 mf^ ^*. _r-fc J-*_ I*- ̂*_ *m*. A- » J 1 *-^ -rt. _ ̂  _ - ̂ ̂  J ^ L ̂ ^ - - - -^ ̂ ̂  _^_ A A l_ -

Henry performed experiments similar to space. The stiffness and the mass of theof the fork determine the period of vibration, that
those performed by Hertz, and he in- is, the piti h of the fork.
ferred, prophetically, that the discharge I confess that in the course of my life since my
was oscillatory. Nobody ever suggested Bcriin days I afforded considerable amusement to
this idea before, but Henry's experiments "ft jTne"(1.s *'h^'\^ l tried to explain to them , ' . r J ' ., the Hertzian experiments by appealing to what I
permitted Such an inference. Its OSCll- considered a well-known action of tin- tuninK-
latory character was then demonstrated fork. Some of them objected on the ground that
mathematically in 1853 by Professor Wil- this action is just as difficult to understand as
Ham Thomson of Glasgow, and his cal- Action of the Hertzian oscillator I met this ol . . i 6 i .1 jcctron by describing to them the action of th
dilation was proved to be correct by reeci in & r,,i:in \>m^* whi( h I wau-hed when
many experimental tests covering a period I was a boy, and understood sufficiently well to
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recognize later in the action of the tuning-fork a alternating at periodically recurring intervals.
performance similar to that of the reed in the Ser- The production of sound-waves in the air is a
3ian bagpipes. I understood the tuning-fork be- proof that the air in the space surrounding the
cause I understood the reed. An educated Amer- tuning-fork participates in the motions of the
ican, I claimed, should find no difficulty in un- tuning-fork.
derstanding the action of a simple mechanism A perfectly analogous experiment was per-
which an uneducated Serbian peasant boy under- formed by Hertz with his electrical oscillator, and
stood. his principal object was to find whether the elec-

The Hertzian electrical oscillator, described trical field, that is, the electrified space surround-
above, acts like the tuning-fork. The process of ing the oscillator, reacted as did the air driven by
pulling apart the two charges, the positive from the vibrating tuning-fork; if it did it would de-
the negative, and of forcing them to the surface velop electrical waves. If these electrical waves
of the spheres by the action of the electrical ma- actually existed, what did Hertz expect them to
chine, is a parallel to the process of deflecting by be? In the description of the oscillator and of
the pressure of our fingers the prongs of the tun- its action, given above, two things only were men-
ing-fork from their normal position. In one case tioned: the action of the electrical machine which
the tuning-fork by its elastic stiffness reacts charges the oscillator and the reaction of the
against the bending of the prongs. In the elec- lines of force against the tensions and pressures
trical case the electrical lines of force in the space which crowd them into the surrounding space.
surrounding the oscillator react against the ac- The electrical waves can, therefore, be nothing
tion of the machine which crowds them into this else than periodic variations of the tensions and
space by stretching and compressing them. This pressures in the lines of force, that is to say,
is the picture of the action of the lines of force periodic variations in the density of the lines of
which Faraday gave me on the island of Arran, brce in the space surrounding the oscillator.
but I did not understand it. In the picture the This was what Hertz had found.
dotted curves are the Faraday lines of force and The breakdown of the air-gap in the electrical
the arrow-heads indicate the direction of the oscillator and the consequent suspension of the
electrical force. The Hertzian oscillator, and action of the electrical generator is analogous to
what Helrnholtz had told me before, made Fara- the removing of the pressure of the fingers from
day's language and thoughts much more intel- the prongs of the tuning-fork. The electrical
ligible. The work done by the machine is all ex- charges on the spheres with the lines of force at-
pended upon the stretching and compressing of tached to them, strained by tensions and com-
the lines of force into the space outside of the pressions, are released, and they move toward
spheres, that is, upon the electrification of that each other through the conducting air-gap. Just
space. as the prongs of the tuning-fork, after the pres-

Compare now the motion of the tuning-fork, sure of the fingers has been removed, cannot re-
after the pressure of the fingers has been removed, main in the strained position in which they have
to the electrical motion when the air-gap has been bent, so the electrical lines of force, after the
broken down and the action of the electrical gen- insulating air-gap has broken down and the action
erator been suspended. The prongs are driven of the machine been suspended, cannot remain in
back to their normal position by the elastic reac- the position to which they are stretched; they
tion due to the bending; but when they reach that contract, and hence their positive terminals on
position they are moving with a certain velocity, one sphere and the negative on the other move
and their momentum carries them beyond that toward each other. The motion of the strained
position; they move on until the energy of the lines of force with their terminals, the charges on
moving mass has been expended in the work of the spheres, has a momentum. Maxwell was the
bending the prongs in the direction opposite to first to show that the momentum of the moving
that of the original bending. The prongs begin electrical lines of force is equal to the number of
then to move back in the opposite direction, magnetic lines of force which, according to Oer-
starting the second cycle of motion. The same stedt's discovery, are produced by the motion of
line of reasoning will carry us into the third and the electrical lines of force.
fourth and every succeeding cycle of motion. It The motion of the electrical lines of force has
is obvious that these cycles will follow each other not only momentum but also energy. Employ-
during equal intervals of time, which gives a ing Faraday's mode of expression we can say that
definite pitch to the tuning-fork. A periodic mo- the electrical energy of the stretched electrical
tion of this type is called an oscillation or vibra- lines of force is thus transformed into energy of
tion; and it is clear that it is a periodic trans- the electrical motions. This is perfectly analo-
formation of the energy of elastic bending into gous to the passage of the elastic energy of the
energy of motion of the mass of ̂ the prongs in- bent prongs of the tuning-fork into the energy of
cluding the surrounding air, and vice versa. The motion of the moving mass of these prongs.
motion is finally reduced to rest when the energy Again, just as the momentum of the moving mass
of bending, produced at the start by the work of of the tuning-fork bends the prongs in the oppo-
the fingers, has been used up. ̂  The question, what site direction and continues this bending until
has become of that energy? is very important in that motion has disappeared, so the momentum
this connection. The answer is: It is used up of the moving electrical lines of force will stretch
partly in overcoming internal friction and partly again the electrical lines of force and continue
in overcoming the reactions of the surrounding air, this stretching until this energy of motion has
which result in sound-waves. A sound- wave disappeared, when the two spheres are charged
short name describing the physical fact that in ^ again, but in the direction which is opposite to
the air there are compressions and dilatations that in the beginning. A new cycle of electrical
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motion is then started again by the stretched the inauguration day of the electromag-
electrical lines of force repeating itself m an os- ti the prior t that d
dilatory fashion until the original electrical - " r j " n " r A-r /
energy, produced by the charging electrical ma- theory existed in all its beautiful com-
chine, has disappeared. pleteness, but it dwelt on high in the

celestial heights of Faraday and Max-
nergy gone? This well. Continental physicists needed the

m» » >ortant in this case guidance of a Helmholtz to reach these
as it was in the case he tuning-fork heights. After that day it came down to

ed earth and lived among mortal men and
question one way, and Maxwell, inspired became part of their mode of thought.

ered it in another. The It was a heavenly gift which Hert/,
m tained that there is no brought down to earth. Everybody was

motion excent the m convinced that the science of light had
of the charge along cl become a part of the science of electric-

d They ity.
m if the This new knowledge was the second great

es of force, because they knew nothing revelation of the nineteenth century. The
,b hem leir vision did not see the wonderful things which followed in its

but only their terminals, wake, even before the nineteenth century
the charges. ce, according to the old had closed, testify to the greatness of that
theories, all of the energy imparted ^ revelation.

machine is transformed into heat in the I have often asked myself the question,
conducting parts of the oscillator. Why did not our Joseph Henry, who dis-

ertz was the first to prove th >ve that a covered the oscillatory electrical motions
part of the energy ; d off into and operated with apparatus similar to
space, in a similar m that employed by Hertz, pursue his stud-

d off in the form ies further than he did in 1842? and~*~f

of sound waves. H detected in the why did not Maxwell, the formulator of
space surrounding the oscillator the pres- the modern electromagnetic science, per-
ence of form those ideally simple experiments
cally recurring variations of the density which Hertz performed ? The knowledge
of the electrical lines of force; he mea- of the electrical oscillator was the same in
sured their length, and, having calculated 1865 as in 1887, and Maxwell undoubtedly
the period of his oscillator, he divided had that knowledge. History offers an
" _ _ answer to these questions and this answer gth bv the ueriod and >b

d velocity of propagation. It throws a splendid light upon the character
out, in his earliest experiments, of these two great scientists.

h Soon after 1842 Joseph Henry resignedv

Faraday-Maxwell theory had pre- his professorship at Princeton College,
d. The waves were reflected and re- and bade good-by to his laboratory where

fracted by insulators denser than air, and he had made several of his splendid dis-
all cl coveries, and where he had constructed

dtof holdg and operated the first electromagnetic
for light, supporting admirably M telegraph, one of the practical results
theory th *-' of his great discoveries. This happened
d liminary long before Morse had ever been heard of.

had sent to Helmholtz Henry's fame among men of science was
d everybody that the Farad very great and promised to grow even
electromagnetic theorv had**j greater if he continued his scientific re-

umnhed. and that our k f searches. He was still in his prime, only
t tic nhenomena had b a feT years over forty. ut a patn-
derfully ext d Subsequent - otic duty called him to Washington,
ments bv H d oth cled m "e where the Smithsonian Institution waited

m laurels to this first victory. for his skilled hand to organize it and to
eetini? of the Phvsical Soci y defend it against the scheming politician.

d This duty tore him away from his be-
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loved laboratory, and he spent the rest of with a goodl] m of monev f build
his life, over thirty years, in Washington ing and equi t of a physical labora-

ry m tory. m
tion, as originator of most of the national laboratory, after Lord Cavendish, the
scientific bureaus of which this country Duke's illustrious ancestor, who had de-

d to-d LV. He was also the first voted his life to electrical science. This

president the of m
Sciences, chartered by Congress in 1865, d in ment in of scientific^^f

thanks to j H research. Maxwell was called to Cam
f V der his leadership had bridge to become the director of the nev

rendered laboratory, and he responded, knowim
g d 6 > f well that, :nt on, m

N al d d to org;
Sciences was a graceful recognition of this tion d m stration. Duty to his

I have d d out university, and
Joseph Henry Great Britain, stood

t of scientific research in this his heart than the experimental
country and shall return to it later. great theory; that
was a great scientist, but he was also a tainly one of reasons 11

d d m those ideally simple ex-v-/ A.
his own d f am ts tz ut» ^m

d second That, I am as director of Cavendish laboratory
sure, was the reason why he did d m in d

f than he did his researches of to prepare m ,hX
electrical oscillations. m tion here ad had d

that one of the most i results of them, in particular, was soon to take the
m hum e ts was ,m of an leadership in the rapid devel m
electrical unit after his name. Mv col- -Maxwell elec tic"/

league, the late Professor Francis Bacon theory.
Crocker of Columb The moles of H dofM^f ^^

me m husiastically in these efforts, must have been in Andrew W m nd
d the Electrical Congress in C m able***** ^-f \^r

1893, at Helmholtz presided, words which I c d d
adopted t B He quote here again:
electrical ctance; unit
was med of Faraday. No I will confine myself to the value, in our polit-ical progress, of the spirit and example of some of

m 5 frequent scientific workers of our day and generation.
d the H ~m i~, par- What is the example which reveals that spirit?

ticularly in the radio art. N r men It is an example of zeal, ... of thoroughness, of
m as Fara- bravery', ... of dewtion to duty without which no

scientific work can be accomplished, . . . of faith
,y and Henry did. ' that truth and goodness are inseparable.
Maxwell resigned >rshin at"^-^ ""- 

s College, London, at the d of The Hertzian experiments created quite
1865, soon after he had communicated to an upheaval in the research programme of

Royal Society his great memoir on the Physical Institute; everybody seemed
the electromagnetic theory. The electro- anxious to drop his particular subject of

etic theory of light which, as I research and try his hand at the Hertzian
pointed out before, he had called "great waves. Several candidates for the doctor's
guns in a letter addressed to a friend, degree yielded, but I resisted and returned
was m He retired to his to my problem in physical chemistry and

* j» I; and plodded along as if nothing had happened.
for five years he was free to d te his I was very anxious to finish my research,
entire time to study and m< .ation. get my doctor's degree, and return to the
That was the highest joy of his life. But United States. But I soon found out
the Duke of Devonshire, a loval Cam- that there are currents in human life

dee m d which can influence the course of life of a
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young scientist ni ch m powerfully week-end at Halle. This was shortly be-
even han a new and current of fore the great Kaiser's death. Jackson's

h mother and two sisters were there on am

g the first two mon longer visit, and for two days I felt that I
N the Bosnian Serb, b was back in New York again, and I was^^^^^p

worried. He informed me confidentially supremely happy. On the way back to
had received bad erlin I could not dismiss from my mind

health of h im d the memory of my mother's words:
Kaiser. The audiences at the palace "You must marry an American girl if
were separated by longer and longer in- you wish to remain an American, which

w Habel's long table began to I know you do." Ever since my return
desi d I; the old generals with their from Halle, I could hear these word
did >rms were conspicuously ab- ringing in my ear no matter where I was;

sent and the historic chop-house began in my lodgings, in the laboratory, in the
to place. The daily pz lecture-rooms, or even in Nikola's store.
of fi d, and Nikola had read my thoughts, and when
there were no expectant crowds in f he mentioned my American friends he
of the Imperial palace. The gay life of meant Jackson and his mother and sisters
Unter den d much at Halle. Well, they came, they saw, and

d. Finally historic event oc- they conquered. One of Jackson's sisters
rred ror died on March went to Italy during that spring and I
1888. mourning and followed; she returned to Berlin to join

df a eral such as G her mother and I followed; she went to
be " I have secured a the island of Norderney, in the North

balconv f df ^ Sea, to spend a part of the summer season,
m store," said N I want and I followed. The Faraday-Maxwell

/our friends to funeral electromagnetic theory and the Hertzian
procession as my guests." His g ief over experiments, my research in physical
the death of the old ror was really chemistry, and the learned essays of

h He wanted m mv AmA Helmholtz and Willard Gibbs, and of all
ican friends to see great procession the other fathers of physical chemistry,
which, according to his gloomy foreb disappeared from my mind as if they had

m c the first step dow never been there. The only problem that
derful develoDm could find a place there was the question:

m moire. When, consoling him Will she accept me? She finally did, and
d out the well- virtues I made a bee-line for New York, in order toH

Crown f find out how soon I could get a job there.
ry d his gesture indicated The Columbia authorities were organ-

he expected the death of the Crown izing at that time a new department in
maladv. "W the School of Mines, the Department of

then?" I d him. H answered: Electrical Engineering, and they were
"Ask your Moltke. H glad to see me and consult me about it._

d Siemens; are your oracles, It was to start its work a year from that
perhaps ? can answer your question; time, that is, the end of September, 1889.

mir^ \ I was offered a position in it as "Teacher
Nikola had never met m m :rican of Mathematical Physics in the Depart-^^^^^^

ends whom he mentioned nient of Electrical Engineering." A very
tion. but he had 1: a great d * *A^VM *-%-* * *-v V- A **' "** ' -«-» -V Wt& *^ *^ W% ^r*4b A VP *.*.*? I * 4. AX-A W * & long title, indeed, but such it was and an

,b . My class mbia, interesting bit of history is attached to
V. Williams Jacks< d it. I accepted gladly and hurried back to

gui o talist d professor at Europe proud as a peacock. My fiancee
Columbia University, was at that time and her family met me in London and I
at the University of Halle, studying with was married in the Greek church, accord-

Geltnc ing to the rites of the Orthodox faith, the
H ad visited m nd I i faith of my mother and of all my ances-

d his visit bv h him tors.
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"Marriage gives that fulness to life doctrine relating to scientific instruction,
Helm- which I described before in connection" V .^H 1-^ ^H ^^V -» -H ̂V ^ -^B- -"- ^ -»

holtz when I saw him again in d with my description of the American
i m that I m d d movement favoring scientific research in

d d an academic American colleges and universities; the
position at Columbia College. He ap- second summed up my admiration for the

d mv d the expe ental^ v ^^- -i- - -f -m- ^f new science of physical chemistry first
research and substituting in its place a started by our own Josiah Willard Gibbs;
m matical research in physical chem- and the third summed up my love for
istry. This research was finished in the the Faraday-Maxwell electromagnetic

d I sent it to Helmholtz science. On these three questions in
who was then in Bad tele- physical science I had, I thought, quite
graphed: "Your successful effort ap- clear and definite ideas; and that gave me
proved and accepted." Never before much confidence that I was about to return
nor since did I ever receive a tele to the United States sufficiently equipped

made me more happy. The ex- to render service in return for some of the
m trouble, many favors which I had received.

d *» *-r :ar I had As the ship which carried me back to
m doctor's degree and a citizen the United States entered New York

tie world of science. . The three theses ^ Harbor I saw on my right Castle Gar-
d German custom, den; it looked the same as it did fif-

m teen years before, when I first entered on
dignity of a doctor of philosophy must the immigrant ship, and it reminded me
frame and defend publicly are given of that earlier day. I said to my bride,

m final mental who was standing by my side, that I did
de which was m by my not carry much more money into New

scientific studies in Europe. York Harbor than I did fifteen years be-
I. Instruction in Physics in the pre- fore, when I first looked upon Castle Gar-

:hools should be as much as den, and yet I felt as rich as a Croesus, I
ble a practical one. felt, I told her, that I owned the whole of

II. The Thermodvnamic m ds of the United States, because I was sure that»

Helmholtz, and Planck, form the United States owned me; that I had an
m e study ideal American bride, who had assured me

of physical processes which we can- that I had"lived up to the standards of an
m 5. ideal American bridegroom; and that I had

III. The Electrom a fine position in a great American institu-
d m tion and strong hopes of filling it to every-

received so far in university lectures. body's satisfaction. I enumerated all
Usually these theses, auoended to G these and other things to my bride and
an doctor dissertations, are not taken wound up by saying, jokingly: "I have
ry seriously either ^m T by the candidate, also some prospects which modesty pre-

who is to be m )ted, or by anybody vents me from mentioning," and then I
else. Bu m theses very seriously, added: "These are the only worldly goods
The first mm > President Barnard's with which I thee endow."

(To be continued.)



Pierrot, Reveur A
BY STAM.KY Ol.MSTl 1)

[ILLUSTRATIONS u\ GEORGI VVISOH

BOBB SON'S .i i d
denly appeared a useless, an

HERE is a little ver>e, quential, even an irreverential, act. At
known in the original the slipper, therefore, I had stopped short
to many thousand Ger- to surrender myself to meditation and en-
man Americans, and nobling sobs.
touched off by a poet- Out in the hallway the single gas-jet
< hief in some interim had been automatically regulated by a
of his work on a mean- careful landlady to a blue po
dering dithyrambic picked out in blackest You

known as "Faust* It is a quatrain and could turn it out, but you could
it upholds a comforting theory. You it up. ; from my hall-
must, says or implies the verse, eat your b Hooded through
bread with tears. You must sit all the d half ajar as it was. To one as-
long night weeping upon your bed. These cending the final flight of stairs leading
things must you do before you can know >ctly to me, I was doubtless as a sym-
anything particular about a n on-com- lx)lic figure in high relief und the glare
mercial asset of dreamers and ne'er-do- of a calcium.

wells, sometimes called the divine afflatus. ,Tell, Bobbs," I heard some one sa\ .
"Heavenly powers/' the quatrain terms "In EM d ag
it, at the same time intimating that it is I m; mv name is Her-
only to be wooed with infinite sighing. komer d o

I hugged this verse to my heart. It Bobbs by f Ish
soothed my conscience. Upon my hall- wise.
room bed I sat and wept and the hour '*Leave me alone, Tuj>-
was two-thirty. Already 1 had wept a ton stepped inside t in d i lu-
quarter of an hour, but the night was gel- door. "Oh, just leave me alone!"
ting longer than it had set out to be. d the larire f i room,
There was good and steady work ahead. which at some time or other my al-

Exceeding sadness had made me care- cove had been boarded off. |X>
less. I had not taken the precaution of cldib d
dosing my door. Moreover, the night evenings, he was in evening dre-s.
was sultry, and in West Forty-as-hap- L I don't think
peneth Street ventilation is apt to be bad 00 much loose lubrication. Here's a
unless vou get the straight draft from . ;i "

your single window. All-night tears have * hen he wants some-"

surely the right to be shed as comfortably X done for noth s it up,
as possible. Hobb smoke it up! And do tr to ok

Mv costume for this occasion was non- m the dark side h You so-
descript. I had removed my collar, half thin, too rosily. That's why you so cn-
removcd my necktie, and drawn on the joy your d« - iir. Don't. You can't af-
slripcd top piece of my pajamas with the ford it.
pompon buttons of Pierrot. I believe I "This evening," I said between chok-
liad taken off one shoe and replaced it by ing sob- "this evening 1 saw th' fir>t
a bedroom slipper. This shoe, if 1 re- highball I've seen in six weeks! Think of
member rightly, had pulled hard. I had it. Tup! Six weck>, and never a h-h-igh
rolled high the trouser> Irg ju>t alxn e it. ball until thish mortal e-e-venin'! And 1
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was taken to th' opera-you know what number one like anybody else-and Mar-
that means to me! I wash tak'n to th' garet Eden 'd be "
opera-understand? Yesh," I blubbered, "Behave!" interrupted Tupton. "Of
conscious but heedless that my enuncia- course, I hope you would be."
tion was gradually getting worse, "opera, "Be what?" I challenged.

highballsh-everything! And I tell "Behaving," said he.
you, Tup, I can't I jesh c-c-an't I subsided, losing the thread. I gath-
stand ered myself in a near horizontal posture

m d- with a zigzag tendency. I clutched the
died child m most of its hurt. cover with both hands so that it fell in

lite," I went on t heavy folds direct from my neck to the
plain, at the time feeling a gentle floor. "Go way," I said. "Jesh please

g at the unremov the while Tup- g 'way and lem-m sleep."
d mv foot between his knees. " It's I have no further recollection.

jesh too :h for any poor devil like m
music and at 1 I-TUPTON S ACCOUNT

be d Alack for m fortune stifles a

d 's purposes in his 1 m
"here-I'll help you about m m see mm as methme betwi

had planted the cigar between my joke, a fantasy, and a tragic symb a
teeth d applied the match. Its Pierrot shivering on the threshold of Col-

m lavingly rough my nostrils. To e, thrumming his guitar bv raucous
what he was saying I gave flattering ab- m
sorbed attention. H mer Bobb-

stri ,m these! All son. Herkomer

nicely starched, too >u could eet re. He de-^^^ - "* -

your laun out week-life is never d
in can £et his laun- diem*-* J

Yes, Bobbs wi of upward slants d%

a.B producer-thought he'd talk fleeting focusses, to confound you
m ike his little his expression be heavenly, or

m m By the way A ight. In point of actual
m wi years, he is d [ess two or three of them

M t of thirty.^-* ^^
I perceived his satire all at once. The I the Bobbson was two or

v" > insult me. .Being three of them short of twenty-five.
now seated on dge of my own cot, up to wn wi poetry of a very

m re- untidily typewritten nature in his inner*~ ^f J J

pose, I went-reckless. m eye flash and 3. I call it poetry;
fire. My thoughts we t d without equivoca-
clear. I could feel m m tion. me of it was verse and some of it*

proving. "Tupton," 1 d him, "li s was prose me it was all a revela-
mm but you can't m m

feaze me. I know you're pla it wi^^

who's had his firsht play tak'n. I know in the doing; the kind of thing that, hav-
you're a cub-reporter like I was, only in- ing no justification, yet seems to justify
stead of drifting out like me into th' ad- itself; the kind of thing that, at all odds

m room for the world's neglect, somehow pro-
f m claims itself as greater than the fame

th' four d thin' like that! which may never touch it.
N-n-not >h fastened v'r That may have been because I was an
right forefinger in the gill of great usiast. Perhaps I was no judge of
Broadway graft. But you can' m anything five years ago. mine
Th' embassy L_ __ _ i th' elect 's dained d at last been accented and orod"b

suffer. If 't wasn't UD to me t' suffer I'd m rather forget thanA

jesh be all I ought t' be! I'd jesh be 0. K. remember. M
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a go- When that sort of thing has just them echoes the cackling taunt of Billiken.
happened to a man, his steadiness of It will be held, then, that Bobbson grew
judgment may be fundamentally shaken, misanthropic and took it out in the
The milk of his kindness having failed to harshest sort of cynic laughter.
pass the turning-point for bluish bitter- In his case I will concede, in lieu of this,
ness, may be saccharine and condensed, a sort of fatalistic defiance. He let it
I believed in Bobbson. I believed in him keep echoing through his soul that it
to the degree where I foresaw failure for didn't matter; and so it must have mat-
him. tered a great deal. The only man to

He brought me a letter from a teacher, whom it will not is the man who will
a professor and dean, indeed, in his col- grind, day by day, as though the hinged
lege, who had been a classmate in mine, universe must go rusty but for his oiling.
Also our colleges were one and the same, For he is the only man with enough con-
wliich farther bridged the gap, the while tempt for his soul to ignore its claim on
it emphasized the difference. I concealed his personal hospitality. On the whole,
the fatherly nature of my interest. I Bobbson failed utterly to grin and begin
concealed my terror that Bobbson was a to win, because he kept laughing out loud,
genius and loafing in the high and secret places

A productive power, as inspirational of his thoughts. All this and more I mis-
and capricious as his, labors under two gave in prophetic fathoming, when Bobb-
enormous disadvantages. First, it is lia- son came up to New York with his poems,
ble to be out of the spirit of the great prose and verse, in his waistcoat pocket.
public market, where such work is pur- For the new and hopeful arrival in New
chased according to laws of demand and York there is a great open road known as
supply as rigorous as fashions for women. Newspaper Row. Whoever can, or thinks
But that is not the main difficulty. I he can, may try. Bobbson did, of course,
have known men of Bobbson's stamp ac- and, equally of course, he went wrong. It
tually to create fashions in literature, was a thing for which he had neither nos-
The point is that their singleness of de- trils nor knockouts. Once in six weeks or
sire, to say nothing of their stolidity of so he could produce a special story which
endurance, was put to a pretty long and was a real work of art. Every real work
liberal test before they succeeded in do- of art presupposes at least one connois-
ing it. And thus we come to the second seur who knows it for that. Somewhere
and perhaps insuperable defect in Bobb- in Utopian realms may be that city edi-
son's make-up: his malleability; more, tor who is a connoisseur. I happen to
his fluidity. At will he could pour his know that Bobbson's dismissal eventual-
faculty for expression into any mould, ly came through his city editor's progres-
It could hold the force of none. sive psychic irritation. The man has ad-

Most of us, for that matter, are but mitted that he never knew whether Bobb-
poor moths beating at a window-pane be- son's "occasional Sunday" stuff belonged
tween ourselves and some little self- to the dry rot of the dead past, or to the
sought candle-flame. Bobbson fed, dark- higher sophistication of future genera-
ling, on his own light like a firefly, and tions. Assuredly it did not fit a defined
felt himself afield. Around and rear- and rather arbitrary cosmic plan regarded
ward, we creep upon yet another of his by the city editor in question as sufficient-
bewilderments. To be mistrustful, nowa- ly up to date and elastic. According to
days, even though it be through unre- this man's account, even unto this day,
solved loneliness of selfhood, is to be in- Bobbson is a sort of mi sad just men t be-
terpretable as misanthropic; and to be tween a dope diabolist and an all-round
misanthropic is once again to fail of being loafer. Yet I know a half dozen good
marketable. Latter-day fashions of mind Broadway philosophers, among whom I
and morals have about settled it that you count myself, who clipped the lue
must see stars (stars of candle-flame, Wine Dinner" story and carried it about;
glass-protected) if you would see a square carried it, just as you might carry a pur-
meal. Schopenhauer and his ilk have pie amethyst you'd picked up somewhere
gone ringing down the abysses. Behind in a gutter. To this day I cherish a form-
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less notion of turning it, somehow, into a V; For overP*

play. m h Bobbs had b r. It ap-
Let us make a long story short. Bobb- pears that Van Allstyne Marirarrt

son's newspaper career lasted two years. Kden's advice, as I conjecture and b
For two years more his life was semi- d post wi 1
starvation, if his inherent habit of too regular salary on the advertising (and not
little food and far, far too much drink editorial) Van yn new
may be so described. He would have k To the career of^ rtsng
described himself, conventionally, as a agent Bobbs was about as fitted
professional free-lance. And by that he inversely, the average actor
would have meant that under a half playwright or play critic. I
dozen different names he tried to whip his it stronger.
delicately fluid gift into the prevalent tor more month Bobbs had
office taste of a half dozen literary mar- k 'ber und \
kets. When the frenzy was upon him- It may have been his prid m
when the firefly drank its own light-he ment with deed
would write the thing he knew he could Margaret Eden: poor obbson! O
never sell, and later try to cheapen it in may have been new resolution, the sort
cold blood. Had he been a Frenchman thing that comes to every man not who
scribbling in some cafe on Montmartre, lost. At all events, h
even a Bavarian scrolling his secession- h f
isms in the shadow of the Mlinchner m

Pinakothek, there would have been little a quivering I repeat
cults to hail him as spokesman or prophet. Al yne's is 1 brunt. It appears that
Poverty would at least have worn Tyrian he m
rags, their colors chrismed in the freedom ed ility. To obbson,
of the city. But Manhattan! Manhat- d and negligible ad^tmf ̂^

tan feeds on its universality, which is of all h tended a prentice hand of
mankind, if indeed it encompass not the ,h He was Bobbson's host at
heavens; Manhattan feeds ceaselessly, d at the wine-fea del
and fattens its provincialism forever! In ing exaltation to n
Manhattan he was simply miscast. m erial.

It were comparatively well, alas, if that A di ult I firml d
alone had failed him. For his Nemesis d »

lay within as well as without. I have b de-tracked
mentioned it already-Drink: in him a surprise. I he ac-
telltale grotesqueness, so commonplace as tually appe m - d

to compromise all dignity in his isolation, and Van Al has done much mon
Drink: in him a bizarre accountant, tal- than rely th Indeed, Van Allstyne'i
lying his riches to the zero of his jeering d difficult field of semi
poverty. J m ha

And yet, so far as I can make out, no h >f^"^

drop has passed his lips for six months nt magazine data.
past. I recall his last break with partic- I cannot quite forget the oddit} Wh
ular vividness; for I found him at two- Bobbson, pi WT ter, jo
thirty in the morning, maudlinly weeping * " * * i * * A^"^ »

and quoting Goethe: an abject bedside making his fi stand. His venture
clown. Even in this condition, however, de mo to it
he seemed towed on a singular undercur- was sinkin third mall
rent which I should have defined as name- tune that d be left him. H

lessly conscious and satirical. Absurd as rumored prospective marriage with
he was to me, I could have sworn that the garet Eden had but
humor of his absurdity penetrated some manifestly set aside. mar nag
detached half-somnolent view-point of his J m^pv

own. I could have sworn that he laughed wonder grows with theorizing.
at himself, as he wept with himself. O thi f-vear I have seen
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little or nothing until his present illness; the notion that she has slipped
d of that there is much and me illuminated lettering avj

relate; much in little to ce. ian chant on parchment. d
At ten o'clock, , on Tuesday morn- may h m

ing of this week, I d m said she made m ^-^

giving on the very thin wall dividing our ture affixed to m by Monte-
rooms. He had -v. &~ _ I co verde. Bearing out the symb >1, it has ai-
hear him intermittent^ been m's habit to allude to those^r talking to him-
self. That d bad R ring characteristic fantasies from h ,h

his half-ear's h"i >it pencil as m ic, declaring th
of rising early an ed tuition f d "f
at my conclusions; his ^,^ ct monized .d very science ofo v

d merely hed "e- countt , to ech

ordaii halts. Moreover o11 «h I line.
heard cr to my sharp rap Miss Ed d

his dc h de no reply. had N rnes. d d
d no b t. d ded to leave him " m d

with his recovery. d. beinsr nroteeed V
Later I ret d m m m A society), did very well h

machine, my work. At about one- them. Personally I have always res
thirty I arose a first of such >ite all the po-
the s f etic delicacv her carven
bold d cl smudges of color. She had* f

him. H med to be lying wide- tot N L duo o
aw >m, staring at the ceiling. I city of Louisville.

he made no answer. But when I he was always to in-
t hed his fo d form m back to their

he spoke slow words very early youth, had never been a love-
gnized as d he affair. d s it appears she

said them c had m A-L

untidy closeness m t: encouragement of h sisterly
onotone. type nourishing to poets >m

"Pierrot, reveur II nte tonjours n and invoking little emotional ex-
avec la crainte-crainte et terreur - ̂  . H^ + J * ** from save^^ poet in

was something uncanny in the question. I m d
he gave this little im bA v

guage not hi >wn. H that ^f him first to New York.&
utt d .eb V_^ Yet bv what d h e everf

''Music dg SOU to save him purpose
ter, w Lrred within m m streng ed for him, or even defined?f

devastation. rould that h ve been prejudice on my part,
the er should live Margaret I d not but feel this girl's direct
lived only h soul bios- m m
somed like a votive urging its Bobbson lying thus, wandering, on his cot
prayer of color and toward in this lodging-house bedroom, litt
sun. _r " " -^ -^_ f f wi -cans, cigarette stumps, wil-

but the f a sick m ernesses of old

w what of nicotine, odd d
as mea to he ing! ! Sometime, offhandedlv no doub
Miss Eden's im m m^f d she had given him a pastel of herself, by

mention: vague, liss Margaret, elf. It-*^ g now upon his wall,
\\ eyes of so pale a purple they ,med in the deeo m of d d- ^^» -^"

lavender, and hair that oddl} d given it. I opened the upper blind of his_ .".

giit. M h one f
that consciously accentuates the note the thousandth time, how it cried aloud
of lyric med with deliberation of personality.
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Standing, as in this picture, simply up- ing. Let that l>e as it would. He had
right, with the swaying stillness of a sounded a cry mingling all human anguish
flower stalk, her high white brow curk-d and exultance, to echo ringingly in the
about with the softness of pale primroses, ears of mankind, gathering force along
she had, I was convinced, projected her- the ages.
self on her inner vanity, and so accom- The world knows these songs now; or
plished the objective vision. It had been begins to know them: for great inspira-
a technical feat. Again I remind myself tions like that must surge far and long,
of my prejudice. Admiration for Miss like a distant half-discovered sea, ere the
Eden seems to be universal. Few, I ships of men find full sail upon them.
fancy, will be thus harsh Penetrant symbolism, limned with such

obbson's fever being what it was, I innocence of intent in those lines, " Sleek
summoned the nearest doctor. Shadows by the Sun Made Bold"; love

This doctor inclined to the belief that rapture caught netwise, shimmering in
obbson's rather serious condition might such sonnets as "The Air Hath Presage

be due to an unusually prolonged lack of of My Lady's Way"; greatest of all, ».>

artificial stimulation on a nervous system those bursts of pure improvisation, in
thoroughly habituated. "Particularly," strophes that well-nigh brawl, yet fill the
he added, "if he was working hard." night-tide and daylight with harmony

"I feel quite sure he was working rugged, and windy, and aromatic . . .
hard," I said, "though I haven't been Pierrot, Reveurl Pierrot, Reveurl . . .
able to make out just what he's been And through every syllable and line a
working at. I have odd doubts on the lyric renunciation of the One Thing which
subject, but I couldn't swear I've seen might never be: a purposeless, hopeless
anything. He would have me think he's passion for the One Woman, justifying
abandoned that sort of thing." the man as only he might be justified in a

The doctor advised more light and air; rite of tuneful crucifixion.
so, with the assistance of good Mrs. Finck- Meanwhile, however, I have phoned
el, our rainy-day landlady, I moved Van Allstyne, who, much to my surprise,

obbs into my own room, and during has come in person. From him and the
this brief illness slept in his. It was in famous specialist he brings with him I
some attempt to bring his chaos to order, learn that Bobbson has at best but a few
for my greater comfort, that Mrs. Finckel fighting weeks to live. Diseased kidneys,
came upon and brought to me the reveal- cirrhosis of the liver, everything possi-
ing manuscript: thirty or forty poems, ble, apparently 1 It appears that Bobb-
atrociously typed on thin paper, with son has been under the care of this

obbson's corrections and interlineations, specialist for months past. In Van All-
She had rescued them from the debris as styne's anxious interest light breaks upon
something of possible value. me touching the meteoric success of his

ut I had every right to read them, weekly. But Bobbson shall tell me. 
ML ._. _^^__ - MA At Mt Mt Mt MI ^«_ _

"

For they were published already. They son is rallying.
were yet warm with the sensation of their II-BOBBSOX'S ACCOUNT
recent appearance in a thin anonymous ^^^
volume, widely and openly attributed to I write on, following Tupton's whim
Van Allstyne. And from neither Van and my own obligation. He does Van
Allstyne nor from Margaret Eden, whose Allstyne all injustice, and I must make
name carried their dedication and who that clear. Van Allstyne could not do
must have known, had come either ex- otherwise. My will encompassed him,
p la nation or denial. making of his great and requited love

As I conned through this little sheaf of for Margaret Eden my easy implement.
verse again, and yet once again, there Only Tupton knows to what degree, in
swept over me a great humility, a great writing this for Tupton's eye alone, I rely
remorse. I had not been the friend I upon his discretion permeating that
might have been. Bobbson might fling mighty loyalty in his nature which gives
himself to naught. He might tread the him claim upon me.
road to nowhere until the final overpower- To begin with, my very employment
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with Van Allstyne was an indirect result I accepted. I climbed to the locally
of Margaret Eden's friendship. I first figurative altitude known as the "water-
met him at her studio. His club was wagon for me a vertiginous height
within five minutes of Margaret's place, and kept steady for more than a month.
and when we both left at the same time Miss Pidgely became my confidential
(Sunday afternoon was her "day") we friend within limitations. Sometimes I
walked together as far as the corner. helped her with her Paris letter. Of Van

He was a clean-looking lad, so blond Allstyne I saw increasingly less. His
and close-shorn as to suggest some daily aloofness was delicate. The Parasite was
and facile renewal of the process. In not doing very well. Advertisements
fact, he was, and is, a fine, glowingly came hard. Every new one secured was
pinkish specimen of manhood, in the like the pulling of a tooth to destroy an
later twenties, with an atmosphere dis- ache. The parallel is imperfect. The
tinctively of Manhattan when Manhat- ache was not in the tooth. It was in the
tan has gotten into the blood as a tonic stomach, which save for its presence was
property. We talked commonplaces, but occasionally quite empty, and never, or
he mentioned The Parasite. It was his rarely, the reverse. For, within a fort-
own nickname for the weekly he had night after my advent, the weekly guar-
founded, and we both laughed. Among antee had been abandoned-supplanted
ourselves we have never called it any- by an arrangement allowing us a more
thing else. The result has been enor- liberal percentage on all the advertise-
mously beneficial. It has prevented our ments we could secure. It was obvious
taking ourselves overseriously. economy-for Van Allstyne. But I could

On that Sunday afternoon I had long not blame him. In more than one sense
been out of employment other than the he was backing ever closer to a wall. I
production of generally unsalable rhyme ascertained that much from Miss Pidgely.
and prose, and no doubt looked it, with Then one night, entirely to my surprise,
realistic literalness. But Miss Eden has Van Allstyne invited rne to the opera.
an amiable way of always justifying her Hunger for great music is a ceaseless
friends for each other. Thus, I was not craving with too many of us who must
surprised to detect in the young editor listen to the canned article or not at
that note of cordial tolerance which yet all. Indeed, attempts at poetic speech in
is not quite patronage. He did very some of us are but the mandolin jangle
well by me. Though he did not invite of peak-capped nomads-of-the-moon
me inside his club, he suggested that I with nothing better. Van Allstyne sug-
call on him sometime, socially, at his gested supper, or drinks, or both. Thirst
office. On the whole, he showed a far in me had become an acute abstraction.
lesser degree of snobbishness than life, A drink took the form of sinuous and irre-
as misinterpreted by me, had trained me sistible beckoning. A drink was music,
to expect. reduced to liquid definiteness.

Hardly a week later some intermit- Tupton put me to bed, with scant en-
tence of desperation directed my impulse couragement for my seismic languors. It
toward The Parasite and Van Allstyne. was not his first samaritanism-I am
My fetish was a job; his manner was of sorry to have to confess it.
course several shades more distant. There Next morning, at ten, I appeared
was no editorial work. The scope of his gloomily enough at the office of The Para-
paper was smaU, and he himself, he frankly site. Van Allstyne had not yet arrived.
admitted, had set out to be the Editorial For that matter, he rarely came down be-
Idea, with two capitals. He employed fore eleven, and generally speaking I saw
one assistant, Miss Pidgely, who did the him not oftener than once or twice a week,
weekly Paris letter, and held guard at the along toward six. The music had left no
typewriter in the outer office. If I wanted afterglow. Sitting at Van Allstyne's desk
to try the advertising, he had two men al- I began my day's itinerary. At the top
ready, but was willing to take on a third of my list I annotated those places where
at the same figure-twelve dollars a week my chance of being kicked out at first
guaranteed on the usual commission. mention of The Parasite was strongest.
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Below these I jotted the names of pMt«>n- " I know,1' he nodded. "But there's
tial advertisers who would show me the sometime^ a kind of alchemy in failure; I
door with courtesy. The thing must get mean there's a kind of thing that may l>e
easier as my vitality and courage ebbed extracted like fine grains of gold when a
lower. For the wane of the day I re- man has let him -If fall to pieces, or when
erved certain vicinitie- where wa^ chance his Nemesis has ground him to powder. I

of meeting Tupton or some friend, ar- need that kind of gold. I need it badly
quaintance, or enemy, who might invite just now. This magazine's not going a
one to a twilight luncheon. it ought. It's got to go. It's got to, I

Planning my campaign thus, I looked say 
1

up to see Van Allstyne regarding me with Van Allstyne had risen. His faultle
thoughtful, worried visage. He had exterior betrayed surprising intensity. A
softly closed the door leading out to Miss he talked on, he would walk three paces,
Pidgdy. and pause, and retrace his steps. "I'm

obbson," he began, drawing up a the exact 4 L -t j-t f+* v * f* J-*. A- -r-fc .*"*. *. -h. i . ** ". "_» * ̂-fc ' / L-K rf^ »-^. * " AA^-l * " ̂ L ^J * * *+*- L converse, he pursued, "of
chair as though he were my visitor, "I what you'll be before you're through
took you to the opera last night. L _ _^_ I . _^_ _ - ^H- A L «. ^W _-H^_ 

^^ ̂h , . ̂ ^ ^^ ̂- J . KJ . A -»-*.." I * ̂ k * ' ^ .. «-^ ̂-* 4 ^^_ rf^ fm m I " A_A _* m * I ̂  h J"^ Ad r J 4 ̂^ A I ̂  or at least before the world is through
"You did," I admitted. "I shall never with you. You're going to succeed

know why, but you did I on your tombstone* anyhow! - because
"And you had the acute delight of get- you've failed. I'm the kind of failure

tmg well-er-many men seem to en- that floats naturally on the surface of
joy getting that way sometimes. success. Success has dogged my foot-

"It didn't cost me much," he added steps. My father got rich quick and died
meditatively. "The music seemed to do soon. When I ran through with that
half, and then >> or climbed beyond it (putting it socially)

" Six black-and-whites," I repeated me- a small piece of property out West
chanicallv, "and four long beers." something I'd forgotten !-turned out to^f ^^^^

Van Allstyne nodded. "They're ex- l>e big game. And so I kept on socially
cellent chasers. I say, Bobbson-you climbing. Now I'm at rock-bottom."
oughtn't to be getting ads ! Plenty of ma- "Did you climb to that?" I ventured.
terial lies around loose, always ready to "It's odd"-he smiled wanly-"but
take a try at that. Didn't I understand you do-socially speaking. Then my ^^^

from Miss Eden that you used to be a grandaunt left me some more, in a spirit
newspaper man?" of Christian charity, and in the n of*^h *

"Don't call it that," I protested. "A time, and Margaret-Miss Eden, I mean
cub reporter who wrote poetry isn't J B 

__ _ _ . . ^^^^_ 1 - _^-^ ^M^b f ^__^__ ^p^ ^^_^^ ^^ ^_ ̂̂ ^ » 
_ __ _ ^m^- ^"^K ^^^ j^ ^L ^h. ^h. ^P^k i^V^h ^<m ^P^b ^^b. .^F^. planned my career for me as a sort of

"Too much talent doubtle ss." Van distinctive species of editor with a new
Allstyne swept me aside. "There's a start. Now once again I'm nearly broke.

to fail The Parasite's got to pick up. It's got to. 
" ̂ » " M -_- ^^^H

kind of thing certain people
at. Bobbson-I believe you could do the 1 say ! It's got to-now, by God I"
kind of thing I'm trying to do. I believe "Van Allstyne,'' I finally allowed my-
you could easily find the ideal I'm puz- self, ''play an open hand. It's not so-
zling at. I've run every word of anony- ciety or being broke that's bothering you.
mous stuff you've sent in here-oh, don't Rock-bottom's better than Jack ean-
start. And don't expect Pidgely to keep stalk any day, and you talked last night.
that kind of sensational secret. You'll re- if you're not talking now, like a man
call I featured the poem. I've run it all who'd begun to see that much. I'm on
and wished there were more. I wish it to you, you st , but I want it from your
might be you editing this shcci instead of lips. What's the thing you're afraid
me. you'll lose?"

1 shook my head. ''It would be a He looked at me keenly. "You know
hood oo," I assured him with fidelity, her," he capitulated. ''Her mark's high.
"Anonymously sneaking, I'm sometimes No v; illation. No compromise. She'>^^

better, thank you. But my name's under made that plain. This thing might be
some mystic curse. Things I touch fall legally worked on a graft l>asis and be
apart. " made to pay. Or it might be worked by
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proxy, if I hired the brains and paid for h seen to it that they should
em. I couldn't afford that, and anyhow be published with all the prestige that he

she wouldn't stand for it, either. It's up alone could give them. At my insistence
to me to win out, and to win out in a way difficult silence stand be-
to keep her love intact with her pride." tween m and their authorship, O

I, in turn, had arisen. He took the seat again, hef m dying wish th
I had just occupied, and began arranging they should have the value to her of com-
the papers on his desk with mechanical f him
neatness. He had a really remarkable d m but fancies; ab-
sense of order. stractions; m idio-"

"Van Allstyne," I hesitated-"rent me svncrasv f < motlev word Or.
a little office-room somewhere on the East if other suspicion exist within m
Side, far away from your Fifth Avenue, the generosity to forefend
Say nothing to anybody-least of all to exist m
Margaret-I shall exact your oath on M ^p-

that or we don't budge. To her, as to our Sunday afternoon when sh
friends and acquaintances at large, I'm us together, laying thus the foundation
still your advertising agent. . But be-~^^^^^^^^ d me to ac-*J Q

tween us we'll frame up a little gift for "in her name, J
Miss Eden. We'll frame up a little wed- I encountere in Van All-
ding gift of the success of the man she styne's .d so receive v reward.
loves!" s were de\\ d

There is little further for recounting, with victory. .
He for whom I here record our story ex- aret Eden . . . M Eden
clusively will grant that I elided Van write it down as something holy.
Allstyne's protestations; his gradual, re- O m lips, as they silence, her ,m
luctant consent to my exaction-more, must be my absolution.
lay demand-of inviolate secrecy. His
was the far greater, subtler share of the EPILOGUE (BY TUPTON) '.

P
work before us. His was the business of A List of a poet rose-leaves are
developing a particular phase of taste d scattering. h
amid social types artificially intellectual- must add mv little em^_

ized, without whom we had been power- petals, now that he is gone, doing 1 jus-
less. In claiming, as he so constantly tice I once withheld from those he de-
does, all the glory for me; in deploring, as d. I have 1 d to know V
he deplores ceaselessly, my refusal to ab- styne and his wife. I retract, h
solve him from that guarantee-he quite solicit 1 d
forgets his own proportions. ' Clear, clean, And now I k m m
and decent, he epitomized the only type well they bo1 understood the
our hypothetical following could or would Margaret Eden was only at f t in
take for granted in its acceptance of the she could not love him: m
thing we were doing. From our hidden is, as a loves a lover. That
East Side office our bizarreries welled up she was his friend, however-that
and touched the moment he had made knew, understood, appreciated-thai h
psychological. We became a fad. We bid was for the sor message h
have passed on and become a cult. One utterance within him
suspicion of the nomad in our midst, one co me and m k edge of
moon-glimpse of Pierrot, with toppling he made nlai:
cap and drooping pompons, and we had it was e du-
been assigned that oblivion which is oft- plicity. She it was wh
times as personal as the dream it nur- all the subtlety of poor Bobbson's
tures. lized that thus, and thus only,

Let me hasten. It was thus at last, dream-wisdom, summoned of
well knowing my days were brief before m to fructify. In such
me, that Margaret Eden arose in irre- mt^'

sistible floods of song to my lips. Van rare and heroic. It h
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bf'in n by George A tisoit.

"Say nothing to any! 1\ k-a.-t of all to Ma- I -hall i* ! your oath on that <»r we don
- ' I'agc5K".
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renouncing of overwhelming impulses poems, with the poet's full name attached.
toward sympathy, encouragement, ap- Van Allstyne has grown immeasurably.
plause. In her path hung the cobwebby Aided of his wife he will continue to suc-
filament of an artist's will toward expres- ceed. For he has sat at the feet of a mas-
sion. She must tread lightly that it break ter. He has learned.
not. As for me - ceaselessly before me drift

At his death, however, she was with the little lines out of memory, altered
him, hand clasping hand, in friendship's and now unalterable:
triumphant recognition.

And so he died content. . . . " Pierrot, reveur,
II chantc toujours

Van Allstyne has helped me prepare the Avec lajoie
introduction to the second edition of the .Joie sans erreur,"

The Poet's Holiday
BY WILLIAM HERVEY WOODS

DAWN-LILIES redden into rose of day-time,
As, bent on play-time now, his footsteps stride
Far where the river runs with silvery wimpling,
Or glad pools dimpling when the low winds glide.

A month, he deems it, or a year's dividing,
Lies 'twixt the griding roar of yesterday
Down his home highways, and this dim land seeming
Asleep, and dreaming dreams a world away.

Still at the water's edge a while he lingers,
Ere his deft fingers reeve the silken skein,
Town-tired eyes feeding on the gray mists breaking,
And dark wolds waking into dawn again.

An envious eagle o'er him wheels and watches,
The winds bring snatches of the starling's song,
And startled halcyon, with mocking laughter
Quick-coming after, loops the pools along.

But now the lure he knots with hands that tremble

And half dissemble thus their hard-earned skill,
Then to the water moves with footstep steady,
And lithe rod ready to his instant will.

By the half sunken ledge, the willows bending
With shadows blending on the pool, he tries,
And circling eddies where the rapid ceases
In foamy fleeces, yield him many a prize.+

Far, far, his office-walls, and shrill type-writer!
His reel sings brighter airs, and haunting tunes,
Mute or forgotten in the wake of trouble,
On his lips bubble of long-vanished Junes.

Unhindered heaven on him shines, and blowing
Sweet winds and flowing waters past him steal
But the chief trophies of his golden play-time
And ripe June day-time, are not in his creel.



Spring Festival
BY MARGUERITE \VILKINSON

Author of "The Dingbat of Arcady," "The Great Dream," etc

EW YEAR'S DAY the open has divers and diverse meanings
ought to be a mova- for us, but we begin it with a resolution.
ble feast. Conserva- We resolve to drink deep of the wine
tive people are content spring decants into flowers. We resolve
with it where it is, but to share the fine intoxication of Emer-
if a change were made son's BACCHUS that suffers no savor of the
they would soon think earth to escape. The new world of spring
the new way right, for drips with the sweetness of many saps.

they always like things just as they are. Such liquors we have tasted many times.
Jim and I have long wanted to move New I remember a time when we drove
Year's Day out of the winter where, ob- north from New York into Connecticut
viously, it does not belong, that we might in Bobbie Fliv. Bobbie looks as if he
:>ut it into spring where it surely ought to were blind in one eye where the lamp lin-

We would have the new year begin ing has rusted, but he sees well enough to
when Swinburne's hounds are on the win- keep to the road even at night. When we
ter's traces, when the blue lilacs are like climbed into him in the morning the town
smoke upon the sierras of California, was a fever in our minds. We drove
when trillium sanctifies the woodlands of silently away from it into shiny, bewilder-
Illinois, when arbutus or fruit blossoms ing weather.
glorify our Eastern homeland. Consider On our way we collected materials for
the effect of such a beginning on New our first evening feast. We bought a
Year's resolutions. They might be less pound of steak, onions, bread, butter, and
respectable than they are now, but they fruit. We stopped for a few minutes of
would be more effective. They might gossip with an old friend in Nonvalk and
even be kept! she gave us a quart of cider in a mason

ecause it is our bad habit to begin the jar. We drove on and on quietly through
new year when it is not new our resolu- the cool, vivid day until, at about sun-
tions are negative and dull. In the dead down, we bumped over a dirt road near
winter we reluctantly promise ourselves New Boston and saw a farm that was un-
that we will try to do without certain of occupied save in summer. Everything
our cherished and lamented sins. We say about it seemed lonesome. We had per-
little about what we will do with our pos- mission to camp there.
sible and problematical virtues. But how An old barn near a broad brook stood
could a person look at a violet and be con- open to the elements and to us. We
tent to stop resolving with the phrase "I entered with the wind. On the floor was
won't"? Every candid petal would chal- dark, musty hay that may have been old
lengehis"! will." When we say "I will" when we were young. The night bade
we are positive and imaginative. When fair to be sharp and blustery. We spread
we are positive and imaginative miracles our blankets on the stale hay, thereby
can be wrought (without the aid of M. securing the shelter of roof and '. ills. As
Coue), for the imagination is always the sky darkened and the stars pricked
translating prosy inhibitions into valor- through it, the wind quickened; and, by
ous poems And when miracles can be the time we were ready to get supper, we
wrought- were cold enough to want a tire. We had o

This is only one reason why Jim and I our primus lamp for cooking, but how
keep our own New Year's Day in the good it would be to toast our tired selve-
season of initiation, when life is ardent over a real blaxe before turning in! Of
and affirmative. Our spring festival in course we could not build a fire in the
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burn and U would have bern diiVicult to Good evenin'" he said e
cook over a wind-scattered flame in the to see if everything was all right. W
open fields, so Jim went out to seek a seen the fire up here
natural fireplace. Jim d

The one he found, however, was made us permission to camp on the property.
by hands. It was at the top of the nearest " Campin'-this time o' year ? " queried
hill in a sugar-house that stood wide open Red Head.
like the barn. The hearth was safely J that we liked
built beneath a brick chimney. Slowly to camp in the spring. 1 Head looked
we carried our provisions and cooking at his companions doubtfully.
utensils across a hummockv field covered * * T'-^ * ̂  * 

"-" " *^ *- _* . **. -^ ~» , ̂  «. ^ * y / rf*. P d
with stubble and soggy with the spring. Jim explain
Stiffly we climbed the hill. There, out of viction that \v had
ancient chips and bits of mouldy shingle, before without g< m TheVw' *

ready as if to meet our need, we built a serious men look d at each Per-
marvellous fire. It burned the fever of haps they wante< f
the city out of our minds. There Jim sat lightly with thei fi but they re-
at one end of a plank, in a brown flannel frained.
shirt, making toast and thinking of noth- "You're city 1 d Red Head.
ing more important. I sat at the other "You don't kno\ e up here
end in a gray flannel shirt, and all there is this time o? year. '11 get p m
of my intellect was in the frying-pan with sure. i. * fc * " - - %. " -K 4- -v ̂ ^ ^fc 4- ̂ v * rf^ _-* ^ _ i 4 I -* L "* ̂ - _ _ 4 m ^ i~» a " "~i -T^ m *v _ ~ ̂ " 4 I ̂  *-" h " . _*-*_ "* f
the steak and onions. He 1: d. and

How good they tasted! We ate in the sy, lov ry, h
deep relaxation of silence, realizing that added:
food is a friendly thing, as important to Come right along home with m I
the mind and heart as to the body. The got an extry bed at the house and
brown flannel shirt took a place beside the m d
gray flannel shirt. We opened the mason p
jar, for we had no drinking water, and thanked him warmly. Ting
sipped our cider. h we d have as hos-

It was old to the point of veneration, pi table und
that cider, but it was exhilarating, not two queer strangers he city in
bitter. We drank it bravely and inno- d "m f We ex-
cently at the end of our meal, accom- d that it was our custom
panied by Gargantuan slices of toast. spring vacation out of d >ors. They did
Our tongues grew warm with the friction not understar , Red Head looked at his
of good conversation. We talked of silent s again inquiringly, but
things that we had wanted to discuss all found H gave
winter. We laughed and chatted merrily up.
while the good fire flared before us, a "Well, I live right over there, second
focus for our mirth in the darkness of the house across the brook," he said. "I
night. Then, suddenly, we realized that reckon you'll get tired of this by mid-
we were not alone. . Serious masculine night. If you do, come right over any
faces looked in on us from the door and time, even if it's two in the morning, and
window of the sugar-house. They stared I'll let you in. I wouldn't like for you to
as only countrymen and cows can stare, get the pneumonia on your vacation with

"Good evening," said Jim without a a house so handy and all."
moment's hesitation and without any of We thanked him once more, warmed
the appearance of guilt that rightly be- by his kindly solicitude as much as by
longs to trespassers. Good evening! our fire. Then he and his comrades dis-
Glad to see you!" appeared, going down the hill together as

One of them, a man with a thatch of quietly as they had come up.
reddish hair, found his voice and spoke If there be any thing dire and dreadful in
diffidently, somewhat abashed, I suppose, the power of suggestion, we should have
by Jim's air of confidence. begun to sicken with pneumonia right
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away. But we did nothing of the sort, solid rock and earth of the hill that held
Perhaps the curse was lifted by the good- the sugar-house. But through the damp
will that went into what Red Head siid. white veil I could see only a few feet
However that may be, when we were left ahead. Beyond the hill, I knew, were
alone to finish our cider and toast, we other hills that I could see by climbing it.
were happier than ever. While our fire Beyond those hills were rivers and plains
grew old we grew young. The years of and cities, even to the edge of the world
our middle-age flew up the chimney after and around again, but I could see them
the fever of the city. We said young, ex- only by my imagination. And beyond
travagant things and hailed the world the world's edge were ethereal rivers and
with superlatives. Never had there been the multitudinous planes of the firmament
such a fire, such a supper. Washing the and millions of whirling suns and riotous
dishes was a merry rite. Then came the comets that I could not adequately« *

joy of running down-hill! imagine. And beyond them, through
Not in years had we found it amusing them, in them all, was one life and that

to run down-hill. ut now! Our feet life even in me. I stood there a long
were as light as the feet of the Sidhe. It time, dumb and wondering, until the
was as if we leaped over puffy clouds, stars had faded out, until the red dawn
scarcely touching the rough hummocks came.
of that hill. Our stubby calfskin toots,
made water-tight with viscol oil, were as Dawn reminded me of the wifely duty
fleet and gay as the slippers of Cinderella, of waking Jim I accomplished this
or as those other frisky slippers of which pleasantly persuasive feat by a brief dis-
we sing course on coffee and fried eggs. After

t we packed quickly and climbed
"Oh, dem golden slippers, into Bobbie. W d
Oh, dem golden slippers, and int
Golden slippers Fse gwine to wear

To walk de golden streets." At first roads unwound them
us like great reels of brown ribbon

In spite of our exquisite hilarity we t d >wn from the hills, roads clear of
reached the barn safely and found our snow, now, but darkened by the moisture
blankets on the musty hay. We were not d from rocks, by small
troubled by its mustiness, for clean winds runnels f m b too full for their"^r

came in at the door. The broad brook, channels. On the hills the trees were still
running away from us into lower and bare, but they burned with life to tne very
warmer country, played a lazy piano ac- finger-tips. In the valleys the catkins
companiment to the violin tones of the delighted us, large yellow ones heavy with
breeze. Without more ado, suddenly, we pollen, dangling green ones, downy gray
were in the land of Nod. ones. In marshy places stiff brown reed"_ _ A _

dren of the dead hudd

I woke early when the stars were just against clumps of living brushwood
beginning to be uncertain of their places 
in the sky. The cold wind had gone to green 

the skunk-cabbage was there, hee
>ed to We

visit elsewhere-probably to see a poor bie I bloodroo
relation-and the air was much warmer, white the dark .m

The sugar-house on the hill was hidden of the I nicked
from sight by a gigantic ball of downy Then I remembered that purity of
cloud that was rolling slowly, slowly, and life is a red-blooded ha
through the valley. Earth was quiet with amemia is not the fire that burns whitest
the numb quietness known only in the \ Then came a stretch of
early morning. Our revel of the night be- dri h mire so deep h^f ^ta^p ^fc^
fore seemed as remote as if it had been branches of trees had to be laid ac sit
years ao. So had sleep changed my t cars would not sink into it and be
mood. I put on a sweater and entered os We went slowly.
deliberately into the great ball of mist. wanted to travel far that day, so

On the other side of it, I knew, were the we did our own luncheon as
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usual. We stopped for coffee and pie at There must have been a pool in the
a cheap restaurant in a small town. We wood-lot, for, when we turned in after a
chose it because we were not looking our supper of hot canned beans, we could hear
very best and did not care to be con- frogs singing their inimitable spring song.
spicuous m a larger place. Our faces "Listen," said Jim, "they say life is
were burned red with wind and sun and deep, deep, deep, deep."
our hair was distraught. Like the late I listened. I remembered what we tell
King Perneb of Egypt, who slumbers in babies about it:
4 1-4 j^h . ̂  4 ̂ ^ »"^ V^. I m 4 j A ̂-% mm *-* J-*. . i m. "* ̂_ x. *W .f-^ W* v j*+. *j. --^ * * L / L-h J-V 4* ̂ - J .A A ̂̂  the Metropolitan Museum, we were What does the little frog say?"
wrapped in so many layers of old clothing (In a high squeaky voice) "PepmintI"
that no pin could have scratched, even in "What does the big frog say?"
the hand of a dear enemy. Our humility (In a low, throaty voice) "Choclit ice-
was rewarded. Such pie! cream!

Such crust!-flaky, brown, sweet- ut the frogs said other things to me. I
Such fillings of cream, apple, mince, and tried to comprehend and define a music
with the heartiest good humor we sampled steadier and cooler than bird song. It
several kinds. Ten cents a cut! And seemed to me to be an intense serenity.
each cup of coffee was browner, clearer, Over and over again it trilled:
more fragrant than its predecessor. Man " We know the law . . . the law is good
has never really savored any experience . . . we keep the law, O Pan!"
until he has known it at its best. This And from time to time one of the chorus

stands out in our minds as our great ex- would croak a truculent "Amen." The
perience with pie-the superlative work frogs were singing of the tree of life and
of the fairy pie-cook. "Mince pie, their song meant love and worship and
murmured Jim as we climbed into ob- obedience. As I listened, it was borne in
bie. "Cream pie," said I gently, medi- upon me that the roots of the tree of life
tatively, "cream pie. 1 " t V -V - ̂  . ̂ I W If * " j^V 4-4 J H. ^ V *-^ ^fc 4 -t "* +*^ f * m \. -*.* J-fc J"V -m m.-t*. 4 - ̂ ^ " A w v w ̂m - »_ **-* 4 ̂ ' 

J**L ^Lm I "* _. » _. ^_ j-m 4 I ̂ rf^ *- W j"* J*-^ fc -m ^-^_ are all interwoven. Perhaps that is one
The afternoon was like the morning, convincing message of the spring.

We drove gaily over brown roads wrapped If we go deep enough into the subsoil
in heavy clothing and a treasured Navajo wherein^ ourselves are planted, we shall
blanket. At sundown we were in low, learn that this is true. If we seek in our-
level country. We came upon a small selves the root of truth, we shall find it
cottage, isolated and humble, and decided enmeshed in the root of beauty. If we
to ask the owner if we might spend the look for the root of the love of mankind,
night on his land. We went in together we shall find it bound about by the root
and found a decrepit old German couple, of the love of God. All of the living roots
a gnarled and weather-beaten Baucis and are filled with the sap of love; else they
Philemon, rheumatic and well-nigh tooth- could not work well enough to sustain us,
less. They looked out at us through a they could not strike deep enough to lift
dingy window. Then the old woman us. Without love there is no growth. If
came to the door, listened to our request, we do not understand this, it may be be-
stared at us solemnly, and shrieked at the cause we have profaned the word in our
old man. minds as Shelley would not profane it in

u They wanta campen, poppa; the} his song. It may be because we have pro-
wanta campen. faned it in fact.

The old man came to the door, grunted, Love is even more than the sap of life
looked us over carefully and then led us that feeds us; it is the light in which the
across his field to a bit of wood-lot where sap is made. To scatter it like sunshine
he said we might camp if we were not is to be eased of its burden. To give it
afraid of freezing. It was obvious that gladly, freely, constantly, to worlds
he was very poor and had few comforts, visible and invisible, is to be saved from
but he offered to do anything he could for the bitter desire of it and from the more
us. Then he hobbled painfully back to bitter desire of counterfeits. Such eter-
his old mate. He was a figure for a Millet natty scattered love has its own highest
to paint. There was a dumb docility in ranges and deepest sanctities that nobody
his kindness that only a hard life can teach, knows; it claims for one life one only
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mate, one only God; but it never centres spi ration flashed in upon me. Bacon,
itself exclusively on one object, nor does onion, bread, and milk! Out of them I
it hold any one joy so hard against the could concoct a dinner fit for-Jim-if I
heart that it must wither in life's heat. It could only find a little flour to thicken a
is both thrifty and extravagant; both milk sauce. I found no ordinary flour.
generous and pure. . , . While the frogs but in the bottom of a carton was a
ang the shadows of sleep darkened my spoonful of self-raising pancake flour

mind. mingled with sand. It would do.
We were awakened early in the morn- I cut my bacon into small bits and

ing by a pattering, scratching, slithering browned them in a pan. Then I took
noise on the front flap of our tent. A them out and browned my onion slices in
ruffed grouse slid to the ground just a the fat. Then I took them out and thick-
yard away from us. He stood there a ened the fat with the flour, adding two
moment, shaking ruffled plumage and small cans of evaporated milk and a cup
looking as if he liked us immensely. ^h _^H . 

^^^^

of brook water. When my sauce wa
ready I put bacon and onion back into it

\\ d f hill that day on and called Jim. Out of the loaf-end we
dson. Slowly we made four slices of good toast on which

d and rattled into the m we served the feast. Jim did not gues ^h^p
near Phoenicia, making our way over hard that my impromptu dish was not the care-

d once been deep mud and fully planned culinary event of the day.
db ain when they thawed. An While we ate slowly, thankfully, with the

occasional flurry of light snow blew past scented smoke of our fire smarting in our
d tingled against our cheeks, eyes, we watched the light snow fiurrie

d in the m Finally, come and go. First, for a few minute
near the ed winter would blow delicate flakes through
rnd of the ( f d the ravine. Then, for a few minutes at aV

dently placed there for summer campers, time, the wind would stop and fading
and decided to remain for the night. Not spring sunshine would glisten on the dark
until we had Ditched camo did I n mem- water of the brook. Jim forgot that he

for d had caught no fish. He took out his
h familiar corn-cob pipe and walked up and

negligent wives of hungry chauffeurs ex- down under the trees. I sat still by the
d I tactfully sug- fire, dreamy and content.

d J d It is my moods of acquiescence that are
He is always willing to fish. W rewarded. Perhaps that is because I am

h he not out his tackle and of a militant nature. Perhaps for others
to t the the secret crown that rewards even- vic-

d tory is given on the battle-field. But for
found me good things come out of quietness.

b dof oaf, one After that impromptu dinner, while I was
large onion, and m cans of resting on a log, as quiet as the log, a

m them I had to little wild brown bird flew out of the dusk

di hink of break- and, like a winged blessing, rested on my
fast, too. N O d head!+-*

d It would It was only for an instant that he
not be ded f h rs. Suf- >tayed, for in quick feminine fear I put

m up my hand. He must have been disap-
of: pointed in me, thinking that if he had

I sat with three strips of bacon in one shown such trust I should have been more
d trustful. Or perhaps he had made a

hat tod done with- take, taking me for the stump of an old
out fire, so I built a good one against a apple-tree. However it wa-, he did not

b Then my years of - fly far. He fluttered into a bush near by
ence as chef in a h le hou ds where I could see him clearly, noting the
me in good stead and, in the firelight, in- bill of a seed- iter and knowing him for

VOL. LXXIIL-38
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one of the dear wild sparrows. When the mountainside ? It was the only flow-
Heaven sends birds why need we fear er I picked.
bats? When Jim returned I was still
pondering on the strange necessity of I have made a great garland in my
animal life called " fear." It is fear that mind of the flowers I have seen and

makes us cruel. Will the time ever come passed. In it are warm bundles of sage
when we can greet all living things with from the mesas of California, the white
the mystical salutation of Kipling's jungle sage, putting out her fragrant gray-green
people, "We be of one blood, ye and I"? leaves after the rains that bring the

spring, opening her small indefinite blos-
The next morning was clear and much soms beloved by the bees. In it are hand-

warmer, without even the memory of fuls of the popcorn flower that makes
snow. Under a mild spring sun the dead white patches in the California canyons,
leaves of the old year glistened like curled and flaming sprays of the monkey-flower
brown shells, holding drops of water left that grows upon the canyon's sides. For
in them by the snow. Sufficient unto the this garland I have stolen great branches
day are the meals thereof. My policy of of almond bloom from the orchards of the
the night before was justified by the Golden State, almond bloom whose color
morning weather. It was so pleasant that is more lovely than the rose of peach-
we enjoyed breakfasting modestly on blossoms. Into my garland I have woven
coffee and dry prunes. We bathed in the bits of holly and hawthorn taken from
roaring brook. We romped through the the hedges of England and much dark ivy.
clearing like giddy children. We danced Through it all I have threaded streamers
the cramps out of our bones. Then Jim of ground-pine from Delaware Water
took rod and reel to try for trout again- Gap, and fastened to them are small bits
a hopeless quest-and I went seeking of wintergreen wearing last year's berries.
flowers. Where blossoms are thickest and bright-

Perhaps the delicately audacious bios- est I have put the glorious wild azalea
soms that begin nature's new year put on from the warm, sandy fields of New Jer-
the fairies' cloaks of invisibility for pro- sey. And every wreathed thorn in my
tection when the spring nights are cold, garland is covered with downy leaves of
I had seen no flowers in camp in the eve- the mullein, or blanket-plant, my friend
ning. But in the morning what a lot of in all the pasture-lands of spring.
them there were within about ten yards But I never weave dogwood into my
of the lean-to! garland. The dogwood must be remem-

I looked for arbutus and found violets bered all alone. It is a vanishing tree.
tiny yellow ones with a russet tinge, as Most trees stay with us all the year, but

if they were tanned already by the year's somehow, in the strangest possible way,
new sun, timid little blue ones, the pro- the dogwood seems to disappear when its
phetic forerunners of greater blue ones season of bloom is over. I do not know
yet to come, and pearly-white ones, love- where it goes. I have sometimes thought
liest of all, with kind, tufty, golden hearts, that it follows the Pied Piper through a
Then I looked for more violets and found rebukeful mountain or slips over the edge
arbutus-full pink where winds had of the world after Lord Dunsany's mar-
blown the leaves away, whitish where vellous thief, Slith. I would affirm this
they still covered the woody sprigs of unconditionally were it not for the fact
bloom. I found dogtooth violets, the that those who follow the Piper never re-
most demure of golden blossoms. I turn and Slith is still falling through the
found bloodroot in thick clumps. I found "unreverberate blackness of the abyss."
hepaticas with dangling, silky leaves, Not so the dogwood-tree. It comes back.
soft as the dangling ears of a spaniel So it must be simply that it grows in-
puppy, on a slope, under a stark old oak. wardly, toward heaven, through eleven
I found red trillium near the roaring months of the year, so that in one month
brook. I found ferns and spring beauties there may be an epiphany of perfect love-
wherever I looked. And one lovable liness.

dandelion! What was it doing there on I am never conscious of the dogwood-
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m trunk and ing, veering colors that melted into one
d another. The waves of light 1 >t came more

white against the taller trees that sncnd I luminous. They were wings, radiant
h d wings incalculably shifting above us, rosy

The dogwood is a vanishing tree and a and golden wings, amber and green
tree of vision. The lifted disks of plumes of glory, terrible pinions of violet
ivory were carven for a purpose. Und and orange. The angels were at pla\
them They swept the sky with celestial dignity

d v d whv and wh as if it were the door-step of God. They
Discoverers have d what they danced with celestial caprice as if they

can scarcely tell. d an ex- were touching the topmost pinnacles of
d& ' man's vision. Deep into the deepening

any. Once upon a time, the story goes, >ky I looked until I thought the vari-
little having a tea-party colored wings were singing, though it was

d came near to forgetting a soundless song-until I thought that
themselves and behaving as little cherub^HT countless eyes from heaven were peering
beh Lest thev should into me, passing through my body to th
forget, the wise elder angels took away the very quick of my spirit, going too deep -^^"- ^^

from their celestial teacups so that ^ ^--f for wonder. I gave back look for look a
they could not play tea-party again for a long as I could, gazing, gazing into in-
month. The cups were left to remind tolerable brightness, until I was suddenly
them h ivilege. So, for a lost in it. ... I leaned close to Jim's

m doerwood bears uu- thick sweater, shivering, and heard him
on its nches 1 saucers that the say:

ed for their tea-parties. No "Cheer up, Peggy; the aurora never
h hurt anybody yet."

So be it. The unco guid have a horrid
Every spring festival comes to an end. way of reminding us of the danger of

One night in spring when we were driving beauty. Saints and poets, inspired sin-
home from one of ours we saw the great ners, and Jim and I believe in the beauty
aurora. We had been rolling through a of danger. Nothing in the world is more
dark valley where cherry-trees were in perilous than the life that seems to be
bloom, singing Housman's lines: absolutely safe.

So do we keep our spring festival, our
''Loveliest of trees, the cherry now New Year's Day, singing in our hearts a

Is hung with bloom along the bough
And stands about the woodland ride our folk used to sing long ago:
Wearing white for Eastertide." "Here we bring new water from the well so clear

For to worship God with this happy new year;
The tune was our own, but the meaning Sing levy dew, sing levy dew, the water and
was universal. At a turn of the road we the wine,
looked up and saw that something wa With seven bright gold wires and bugles that
happening in the heavens. Reverently do shine;
Jim stopped Bobbie Fliv. ^^ ^^^^ 

Sing reign of fair maid with gold upon her
toe-

At first we saw shafts of white light like Open you the west door and turn the old year
great candles reaching to the zenith. For "
a while they stood quite still, as if they Sing reign of lair maid with gold upon her .chin

were waiting. Then they disappeared, Open you the cast door and turn (he m*\v year
or were blotted out by waves of shimmer- in.
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The men struggled barefacedly for the favor of her bewitching baby smiles.-Page 600.

The Maverick Princess
BY RANDOLPH ELLIOTT

ILLUSTRATIONS BY WILLIAM A. ROGERS

OYS, " father, ranch who wear skirts ! Not that I wear
" how would you like them often," she added with a glance at
a little sister?" her trim knickers and high boots.

that's a little " But, good Lord," exclaimed my father,
sister?" Pat, spokes- appalled by a sudden realization of the

pair of facts,"think of Bill here, eight years old,
us, m ade cautious re- and as ignorant of girls as the day he
join r. was born! No wonder he's such a young

"A little sister is somebody like Bill roughneck. How do you suppose he'll be-
here, only he's a boy, and she would be a have when he first sees one?"
little girl." My father's explanation, be- "Probably like all the rest of his sex,"
tj cj» "/ / x beneath the quiz- rejoined my mother. "He'll first scorn
zical gleam in m h er s eyes her, then pity, then embrace. But hadn't

Pat still refused to commit If. you best finish your very lucid explana-
What's a little girl?" he queried fur- tion?" She was clearly enjoying her hus-

ther. band's discomfiture.

"A little girl "" Mv f So my father told us that a girl was
ab Is the kid trying to be funny? somebody like mother, only little, and
Or doesn't he really know?" that one of them, the daughter of an old

He's heard of girls, of course," said friend, was coming from across the ocean
my mother laughing; "but I don't be- to live on the ranch with us and be our
lieve he's ever seen one. should he ! sister.

m m the nearest town, and Pat allowed himself a gleam of interest.
old Delia and I the only things on the "If she belongs across the ocean, then

596
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she'll have to ride on a ship to get here, dashing mid
won't she?" the protesting admiration of ..wra

My father said yes, and Pat conde- glers"-it was a picture that always fired
scended to pleased approval, "I gues m mainaton. A
I'll like her all right if she'll tell me about m of this promised small edi-
the ship." >n of her g d daring

Strange that a child of the inland coun- Mv father d. "I wonder
try, born and brought up on a huge ranch, i h it a rough lif we
should have developed a passion for the live miks from nowhere and
great unseen, unknown, mysterious sea. m A *

How it first began we never knew. But ort of thine: for a li
for Pat the wide stretches of his Wyoming up in the conv« o-
home held no allure. The golden mesas, pean kingdom!"
rising and falling in their sweep toward moth d
the distant mountains, the cow-punchers "Prince Adrian spent six weeks hunting
dashing across them in pursuit of stam- big game with yoi Hole-in-the
peding cattle, the thrilling gray dawns of Wall country. H must know that
the round-ups, when, mounted on well- W has none of the luxury and
gentled ponies, we were allowed to ride form ^"- ^f Probably it's
with the men-these things, which filled to get her away from such things that he's
my childish soul with unrealized, inartic- sending d Anyway it's too
ulate joy, were to Pat merely the hum- late for you to stop it. He counted on
drum events of every-day life. But the d started
finding in an old magazine of the picture her off without waiting for your reply.
of a ship would set his eyes to sparkling. She'll be here anv dav now."
He would pore over it by the hour, study- It was a wild afternoon dd
ing every rope and sail, expounding the clouds and ho ! ^"^

meaning of every part. And at night, arrived. A b two rangy
when our tomboy mother returned from driven bv a wide-hatted
her varied outdoor activities and settled came to a spectacular halt in front of the
herself for the accustomed story-telling, *e persons.
Pat's unfailing demand would be: "Tell A d m wi i h iron-gray
me about Columbus and those little boats hair d bv a stout
he rode in!" m

Looking back after the passage of shawls, her round, dark face blanched by
years, I realize that part of Betty's good terror of the unknown. Once ^"^ ^H H^ e on the
fortune was the fact that she had u ri< 1< len ground, she t d lifted a
in a ship " to get to us. Pat was a difficult child.
boy, high-tempered, unruly, resentful of It i many years ago, b
any encroaching on his privileges; and ' as she anoeared that first
Betty, the outsider, would have been put glimpse. She wore a white fu coat and
to it to hold her own with him had there cap (for March in Wyoming
not lingered always about her childish tang of winter), and between the two ^-*^ *

head the halo of one who "had gone down layers of snowy, luxurious fur there shone
to the sea in ships." out her little face, richly colored t

But on the spring morning of our d vivi
father's announcement, all this was hid- arlike in th
den in the future. Pat, having given his shining excitement d^^^"^^^

indifferent consent to the coming of the d straight, hunir to her ̂  ii
stranger, went about his business. I, d
however, was older, and the statement flung it, a rippling black banner, into her
that the newcomer would be like mother, whence she brushed
only little, intrigued me. I adored my d
mother. Slim, beautiful in her boyi>h 1 I, before their arrival, hadw -^

togs, recklessly flinging herself on any practising with our miniature ropes tricks
half-broken horse that came to hand, and ! irned from the ranch hand i-spinning
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them in wide circles; jumping into the grasped the other. Between them the
centre of the revolving coils and out again boy was like to be torn in half. Mean-
without touching the strands; lassoing while I, outraged by Pat's daring to lay
fence posts; tripping each other with deft impious hands on this newly visioned
twists of writhing loops. The child, on angel, broke into a bellow of noisy weep-
approaching, had witnessed one of Pat's ing, and my mother leaned against the

It was many yours ago, but 1 can still see Betty as she appeared in that lirst glimpse.- Page $

most spectacular feats, and now, freeing bars of the corral, adding her pretty, gay
herself from her nurse, she fell upon him, laughter to the variegated din.
clutching the rope with both hands, The square-bearded man quieted the
jabbering an unintelligible jargon. tumult. A command to the nurse made

Pat's response was immediate. - her release Pat's shoulder, and, gathering
! Leggo, I say !" he yelled, and on her up the child in her arms, she marched off

failure to obey, he proceeded to pummel in wrathful silence. In like silence my
her with small, bony fists. father shoved Pat ahead of him down the

The resulting uproar was deafening, trail to the wood-shed and the bunch of
The fat nurse sprang forward with unbe- switches which always awaited us there.
lievable swiftness and a torrent of vitu- My mother, trying in vain to repress her
peration in an unknown language. She little ripples of amusement, greeted her
seized Pat by one arm just as my father, guest in formal fashion, and the two
shouting "Stop that, you little devil!" walked up to the house together. I was
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left alone to mop my eyes with the back "That is good !" he remarked. "I here-
of my hand, and gazed malevolently at appoint you her unofficial guardian
Pat's rope lying abandoned on the with orders to teach her everything you
ground. know, from riding wild hor to twisting

If any man thinks that children do not the rope which wa> the cause of our some-
fall in love, just refer him to me ! Only a what turbulent entrance."
few minutes had pa ed since the arrival A week later no one in the country of
of the dilapidated buckboard, but in that her birth would have recogni/ed the
brief time into my eight-year-old heart Princess Elisabeta Maria Vittoria Volan-
had slipped a fairy-tale princess, snow- da. Under the supervision of the Count
white, rose-red, raven-black! her hair had been clipped; and, clad in

Later, sitting unobtrusively in the liv- what he called "all overs" (the blue over-
ing-room, I listened to the conversation alls which form the uniform of the West
of my elders. The Count, as my father ern ranch child), "Betty" had emerged
and mother called him, was allaying some and was turned loose with Pat and mt
of my father's fears. I welcomed her joyfully, but in secret I

.. On the contrary, Mr. Farrell," he suffered over the lo> of her floating black
said. "Prince Adrian knows perfectly banner of hair, for with it went some part
the manner of life you lead here, and it is of the fairy-princess guise. Unknown to
because that life offers exactly what he any one I stole a long, glossy, fragrant
wants that he has ventured to ask this lock, and hid it away for private gloating.
boon of you, trusting to that friendship Parents seldom know what fool romantic
formed so many years ago during your notions their little boys often cherish!
Austrian student days. He foresees bad The Count stayed a month and a por-
times for our unfortunate little country, tion of each day he spent with me, telling
His mother, the Grand Duchess, has had me of Betty's home; of the old grand-
a happy and peaceful reign, but his, he mother who lived in a castle and ruled
thinks, will be stormy. The world is over her people with kindly severity; of
changing, and he wishes this child, his Betty's father-"once the bosom friend
heiress, to be trained in the most ultra- of your own father, my lad''-so hand- r

modern fashion so that she may be able some and dashing, like an old-time
to meet the new conditions. She is to be knight; of how he, too, would reign some
treated in every respect as are your sons, day; and how, after him, the power would
with body and character and self-reliance pass into Betty's little hands. Of why,
strengthened by a vigorous, simple, out- loving her dearly, he yet had decided to
of-door life. She is no longer to be Elisa- send her away, in order that she might
beta Maria Yittoria Yolanda, with a never know the littleness and meunm "> of
string of half a dozen titles after her court life, never be the centre of intrigue
names. You are to call her what you and false flattery.
will- ^^^^ y the time she is called upon to

"I think Betty is an awful nice name!" reign," said the Count, '* her father think-
I broke in suddenly, forgetting my cau- the people, the common people, will be in
tion and stepping forward eagerly. control all over the world. Therefore, he

TheCountacljustedhisglassand looked wants her to grow up with them, be one
at me keenly. His eyes were very black of them. Then, at the appointed houi
and piercing, and s< med to take in the she will be a Me to rule as one of them,
whole of me, from my 
to my shufiling embarrassed feet. 

aming red head and they will accept her and love her as
such."

"Betty it is!" he said finally. "And Wily old Count, always building for
since you have acted as godfather to her the future! He had sen d my instant
American christening, let me ask you one surrender to his little charge, and since
question, young man. Do you like this Betty was to be trained in accordance
godchild of yours?" with a unique plan, he was deliberately

"I-I think she's great I" I stammered fitting me, her adoring boy companion,
in an agony of contusion. into the pattern of that plan*

The Count smiled with satisfaction. It was heady stuff for a youngster-all
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this vaguely comprehended talk of king- Poor father, serenely unaware that our-^^"-

doms and dynasties and of reins of gov- ne\v unruliness was directly due to that
rnment to be held by small, dimpled, same lovely little girl!

baby hands. The one thing I clearly I worshipped her, and. being fool^r -^fc^^^^p

realized was that this child, gobbling enough to show it openly, was rewarded
her oatmeal beside me, was a real, by an attitude of careless unconcern, in-

live princess, and that I had been ap- terspersecl with b
pointed her unofficial guardian. I swag- tyrannies. But on Pat, who was just as
gered and strutted abominably, until Pat, openly indifferent to her, she lavished
least patient of youths, flew into sudden the wiles of a born coquette, fighting
rage, and there followed a battle of such battles even as I fought hers.
gigantic proportions that the bunk house At first he had been disgusted at her ig-
was emptied of men and the corral bars norance of the ship in which she had
were festooned with delighted spectators, crossed, regarding her as a very religious

Pat was no mean fighter, but I was a person might regard an angel who pro-
year older and correspondingly heavier, fessed forgetfulness of the ground plan of
I downed him finally and was pounding heaven. However, she soon divined the
his nose in the dirt when Betty swooped intensity of his sea love and thenceforth
unexpectedly upon us, like an avenging used it as a leash to bring him to heel.
fury, clawing me away and shrieking in When he was being particularly obnoxious
her funny baby English (learned from a to her, so that my very fingers itched to
governess in her far-distant home) "Beel, fly at his 1 t, th

eel, you wicked boy! I hate you, oh, dream \V
how I hate you!" ship''-following it by some childish anec-

My strength turned to water beneath dote. It never failed to work. Though
her touch. I slunk aside and watched h ] ranee of technical details was

her cuddling and comforting Pat, my soul for Pat she would be again im- "^^^B-

bitter at the sound of her soft pitying bued with the glory of one who had seen -^^«- -"-

crooning. and known the thing for which his soul
The ring of interested cow-punchers longed.

had fallen silent in face of her onslaught, In spite of minor frictions, that first
but when Pat, flinging off his ministering year of her stay was a time of rare delight.
angel, had staggered groggily to his feet, Betty, it seemed, had but exchanged one
the men let out a yell of approval and kingdom for another, for she became at
bore them away to the crude consolations once the pet of the whole ranch. The
of the mess house. cow-punchers adored her, and if her father

I stood alone on the field of battle, had wished to keep her from flattery he
winner of a hard-fought fight, yet con- had chosen the wrong place. The men
scious that, after all, it had been an empty struggled barefacedly for the favor of her
victory. bewitching baby smiles, and my father

That episode marked the beginning of took her at once into his heart in place of^^^
changed relations between Pat and me. the little daughter he had alwavs desired. c? *

Heretofore, though of naturally unsym- That she was not egregiously spoiled
pathetic temperaments and given to was doubtless due to the healthy outdoor
violent personal altercations, we had yet life she lived. She took to it like the pro-
managed to present an unbroken front to verbial duck, db"
a common foe. Now, however, we quar- fear, was sooi Inn
relied incessantly, with insolent openness, and rope and
At last my father rose in his wrath and j. **

swept us both off to the wood-house and less adaptable. From the very first she
a rendezvous with the switches, declaring had been in a state of revolt. To my
as he strode along: father and mother, it is true, she ren-

"I thought the presence of a lovely dered a kind of sullen homage, but with
little girl would teach you young rough- ])ella, our old Irish cook, it was war to
necks some manners, but you seem to the knife, and
grow more outrageous every day!" understand a word the other was saying
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in no wise miti ited the fury of their >n- he had to be dismissed and his succe «>r
IlicN. Pal and I, with the facility of installed.
< hildhood, soon picked up a fair amount But in spite of these interruptions, "tir
of her (and Hetty's) native tongue, but education went on apace. A real educa-
we had not needed this knowledge of her tion it wa». too, I may iv. and equally

to comprehend her scorn of our strict for the three of it-. With this one
mall, turbulent, democratic world. exception-that, whereas Pat and I wen

Hetty soon outgrew the woman's held firmly to task in the matter of mathe-
would-be tender ministrations, and, aping matics and sciences, Hetty'- -trictcst dis-
Pat and me, the child learned to hustle cipline came in the study of government
into her somewhat scant apparel with All tiovernmcnts, I mean, ancient and
record speed, and would race us to the modern, oligarchies, tyrannies, kingdom-,
swimming hole for our morning dip, re- limited monarchies, republics, govern
turning thence with her short black hair ments practical and theoretical, Utopian
plastered to the small beautiful head and and anarchical.
an appetite for breakfast which caused All this bored Pat inexpressibly. He
Bela to register unmitigated horror. Evi- had a good mind but was intellectually
dently, in all her long years of service in lazy, and this delving into matter- which
the reigning house, no princess had ever he felt would never concern him brought
aten in so gross a manner. him often to the point of open rebellion.
Those same short locks were another I, knowing why this particular study was

source of anguish to the devoted nurse, being stressed for Betty, was intensely
and with every fresh cropping there was interested and would often gibe at him
an emotional storm which ended only for his narrow-minded obtuseness.
when my mother uttered a few curt words Whenever I did so Betty would imme-
of command. These, delightedly trans- diately fly to his defense.
lated by malicious Pat, would send Bela "It is you, Beel, who show stupidity."
muttering to her sanctuary, the little she would declare. "These things are all
room next Betty s in the eastern wing of very well for you and me. We are land
(he ranch-house. people and they will be necessary for us.

When Pat and Betty were eight years But Pat is different. He is of the
old and 1 nine, regular lessons began un- The quarter-deck will be his home. Win-
der the guidance of a young man imported should he bother his brains about parlia-
for the purpose. My mother, a man's ments and the affairs of the laborer!''
woman with small liking for her own sex, She was still his ardent champion, you
vetoed the suggestion of a governess put see. And, indeed, the relative position
forward by my father, who had begun to assumed by us as children had been little
wonder whether Betty might not be the modified with the pa-sa. of the years.
better for a little strictly feminine influ- I still worshipped Betty; Betty still
ence. sought out Pat, and Pat wa< still gaily

"I'll have no old maid lolling about the indifferent to the two of us.
place !" my mother declared, and the He was a handsome lad, with
Count, who had come for a visit of in- of my mother'- beauty of slender form.
spection, seconded her ably. Like hers, too, his dark hair and gentian- . o

"Prince Adrian, too, prefers a tutor,"he blue ryes and wide, mocking smile. N«>
said. "The child will have more need of one, I think, quite approved of Pat. Jle
the valor of a man than of the graces of a was too callous in his unconcealed M-!> h-
woman if her life develops as we foresee." ness, too brutally direct in gaining his own

So the tutor came, the first of many as ends. But when he chose to exert him-
it turned out. For as Betty grew into her self, he had an all-conquering charm.
teens, passing, with no interlude of an I was of the nigged type of nu lather
awkward age, from the charm of child- tall and big-boned with red hair and gray
hood into the winsomeness of girlhood, eyes. I looked at mysi-lf in the glass one
each young tutor in turn fell victim of her day after Betty had chanced to ilay in
budding loveliness, and sighed and suf- more mercilessly than usual, and grinned
fercd through many gloomy weeks until at the rough-hewn visige 1 saw there.
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Y big boob !" I apostrophized my- struck. "If you had
self. "She'll go on treating you like a cried; " you could have gone as an officer."
yellow cur as long as you let her. v "^"- ut Pat was superlatively content.
don't you stop it? After all, even if she "This way I get to sea at once/3 he de-
is a princess she's only a girl and almost wi mf years

two years younger than you." of school."
There was no psychoanalysis m d f f

cl tion, I was too young the , as did most of the younger cow-
for that-only seventeen. It was simply ; but my father held us in leasu

m zing that I was the under rica will be in soon," he said;
dog of our trio, when by right of seniority wi m As for you, my
and size I should be on top. I resolved me) a little taste of college will do

m m juniors. And you no h m
I did it! So Betty and

>b. Pat had on the g that Pat left us. It is
med to m around in a curious to realize how little part the elders

doff of the h

did not readily relinquish his cynical su- For ten years we three had lived in a world
periority. But there came a day m quarrelling, fighting,
holding him by b playing, So it was to Betty and
able grin. I mad< me that Pat said his real farewell.^-^ j_ -"" ^-* 

particularly outrageous rudeness to Bet- When he took her and saw her
before h m >ly, tremulous, eyes shin-

0 111 apologize, you b ing with tears, I thought that even
w fury. his arm( was going to

Grinnin hail, I released him. " Big crack. hesitated a se e as
bully," was not an especially desirable h
title, but at least it was better than "big then wh about and d into
boob h d

Betty's'surrender came more slowly. m van-^ m^

d by my right- ished in a cloud of Wyoming dust. Pat,
about-face attitude, m at seventeen, had known but one love,
tion to a kind of jolly comrade the sea, and he went off gaily to the tryst.
it was only little by little that sh d"r

m long road
ner. m tion d continent.v

life up to that was when she de- m d
m ^H from mine, and I went over often to offer

h It was a m first aid in her new experiences.
m It's no use denying that she and the col-

me, a little emb lege were equal sufferers in the contact.
lashes shading her shy eyes, I knew that, N -^^"-

once for all, I was cock of the walk authorities. It had been her father's wish
the ranch's younger set. that she slip into place there, in-

The next autumn, when I was eighteen conspicuous, object of no favors. But it
and the other two seventeen, was the m ssible for Betty to be in-
set for our separation-Betty and conspicuous great ty alone
to our respective colleges, Pat to the rend ^^"^^ that a vain hope. Then the

m But in August of that brinedner m h mA * " ^**r

year the world flamed into war. patient of rules, written or conventional.
To all of us, in our remote, isolated m ;n, riding

it came as a crushing surprise. Pat was stirrup to stirrup with them on
the first to react. disappeared one a long day's jaunt; sharing the night
day and when he turned up again, a week watches of the round-up; eating the rough ^^^^

m food; sleeping in a blanket beneath the
My .h d moth h only >m
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pan ion my h I was thrre when I heard of Pat's death.m

good a "cowman " as any of the punchers He had been assigned to a mine-sweeper, » *-
from surroundings such as thr-e imae- and was one of the first of that small com-

d 11* *-~* pany of American sailors who died in th<
tivities of an Eastern woman's college ! Great

"Oh. Keel, it is dread d Pat, the sea-lo\er, drowned at twentv-
groan, waving a scornful hand at the one ! Hi- first sweetheart had been a

. -

i

">"

".

\\'lu-11 he tiinifil up a.LMin, ;i v. k I.ilrr, it \\.i-. iu tlu- uniform " .1 ->\>." I OJ.

sleek trimness of thr campus. "Girls, jealous mistress, withholding it him
hundreds and hundreds of them, living to- even tin* chance of supplanting her
Aether in this stuffy place, doing the same another.
things, thinking the same little thoughts, I felt a Mrange new lcndern< s in tin-
wearing the same stupid clothes ! I don't thought of my younger brother. Tem-
helong here, Bed, I'm an outlaw, a peramentaUy we could never have been
maverick in this herd. I want to go back friends, and since Betty's coming tin;
home/' had lws n bitern* > between iu

But order^ were orders and she had to often barely concealed. But after all
stick. Mv own college career, arcely there was the tie of blood, and that ti t'VA^r*^.* "* » * V'VVJI V*« VH^ * * V, fc^ % X, V«r *. "*** ^r' M ^ <

less irksome than hers, w.i- cut short by grows stronger with death.
America's entrance into the war, and in Also my heart ached for Betty. How
due course I found nr If in 1-Yame, in she had loved him ! Itwas an instinctiv
Ihe thick of the lighting. love, with no foundation of aspect or
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tion. saw him, I knew, as about h d ^^p

clearly as did the rest of us-was just as eyes; something so gallant in her slim,
surely conscious of his iron-plate selfish- m"^-* » *-* **

ness and self-centredness. ut for her carriage of her throat and beautiful
his careless, natural ch outweighed head, wi ivy
his equally natural defects. She never close coiled about it. d *

f m, never was such sweetness andf "*^^ w

followed it out to the logical conclusion, and impish ch m My father, saddened
as I had done-that there could not pos- and aged, clun m

b drifting back in diminished ers
h She lo VI came he for

'
wi the agonies of

"Betty is inconsolable," my m ther mJL
wrote. " I wish vou were here to b^ ^^ only solace.
your father and the Count in their efforts W me semblance of the» -^m^

at distraction. d d The ranch, long d,
dealing with w n m m in b ^^ x-P*

and Pat's th has me m gether the scattered etty and
strongly ,n ever to the panacea of hai I rode the cow-punchers, slept
work an hard riding-a cure which m

.n me. O .h*t *^j

Poor mother! f-imposed cure bva -fireff
came to a sudden end e rode one wild d watched
horse too many, and was W hills.^-* "^v v ^^^

dead, with a blue-black m on her m M h r and the men would join us
pie as the only disfigu m of her for the moment we were alone.

Shi Betty thoughtfully n the
3 m dreadful news in a diant "Beel," she said; "it is all
wit athy and tender- so lovely, so peaceful, and out yonder the

d There world is still in tumult! I feel that this

d never been anything or is too good to last." She shivered sud-
filial in r relations, but soon after denly and d to me wi m
Betty's coming, when the child first began wi le eyes. "Oh, Beel,
to show the self-reliance of a good sport, m<m than any one else on
mv m her had earth. m at shall I do when Iv

and such they remain 11 mv real home
day when the old "horse-wrangler's" oft- d/

prophecy had been realized, m heart j m ed achingly. I
m reached out and took both her hands inA *~>

tress they adored. mine.
Thus it was that I returned , after "Betty, darling!" I cried. But just

m tice, to a sadly m m then there came a clatter of horse's feet
ily. L the fat nurse years and my father rode up, alone. When he

win/ swept flung himself out of the saddle I saw that
Wyoming hill, far from the b his face was unwontedly grave. Shot

h birth; so my father, Betty, and through with fear, I sprang up and con-
raucous-voiced old Delia were alone in fronted him, a question in my eyes.

bier sun-drenched ranch-house. He nodded, strained with grief. "Yes,
MyJ her and Delia received me with it has come! The Grand Duke Adrian is

open a m more restrained dead, shot down by the revolutionists.
in her greeting, but there was a new light The Count is on his way and wants Betty
in her dark eyes, a new note in her love- to meet him in New York a week from
ly voice, set m b to-day."

V The moon-drenched hills and plains
I can't describe Betty-no one danced giddily before me. Betty cried

I think. There was something so y out sharply and clutched my shoulder.
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"Oh, eel, Beel! I can't go ! Don't Much moved, my father gave his con-
let them take me! sent. He had loved her as a daughter

I lu'lcl her, sobbing, in my arms, and for the greater part of her life and to give
looked ;it my father over her bent head, her up broke his heart. With both of us
I lis lips \vere twitching and his voice shak- gone his home would be left desolate, in-
ing, but he spoke with stern tenderness. deed.

"Little dearest," he said; "you can't Of that strange journey of ours I retain

. "

i.

/ \

.

"What shall I do when I have to leave this, my real home? age

fail your people now. It was for a time only a few vivid pictures: Betty sitting
like this that you were trained. You de me in the pull man, V

must go and save them from their own silent, watching the swift miles past;
madness." our meeting with the Count in Nev

Betty straightened, slim and gallant in when he kiss 1 her hand and gree
her boyish riding clothes. As she stood as his sovereign; Betty standing
in the mingled light of moon and camp- shin's rail gazing into the blue d h
fire, her whole figure seemed to glow with b -he
an unreal radiance. d

"I know it," she said simply, "It was "It was only a child's love I felt for
for this my father sent me to you. I am him, _ _ _ 4 _ - - j __ _ " _fc- -r^ J - 

* - " ̂  -^ -i. * ' ^* L-^ - -^ f*+ -^ A ^tl * ^^ * * ̂  ̂̂  j^ ̂ ^ &-k ^^ - "*" - * m--^ - ~ ̂ ^ ̂i^L ^* M d. "He wa- charming and
ashamed of my weakness. I will go, but in "

Beel must go with me. You will permit wants the thing d its reach. II
that, won't you? I can't be cut adrift d never have cared for m
from every one I love." d never have lo1 I
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am a woman now, and I know the differ- court was in mourning and social func-
cnce. th

Again that new note in her voice stirred ceremonies of state filled her days. The
mv blood. Oh, Betty, m fairy-tale .G :hess opened her toy parlia-

mi you so t. b
lovelj d f ess took part in gorgeous religious ser-

m reach! vices, praying for the repose of the Grand
via m Duke's soul. The Grand Duchess re-

mv wi ceived delegations of her f; L! subjects,
M and granted endless petitions.

Yolancla drove in state through hile, the po h re-
swent streets of her srim little d ab I was utterly ignorant

capital. of m Betty, I
d managed the whole af- suspected, scarcely less so. But the

fair and, the revolutionists being in a blue Count, her p "^^^^r minister, was always on
death of the the watch. H^H "as an old man now; his

lere sounded hair^ ^ square-cut were snowv
huzzas me as the young ruler whit But the fierce black
passed ds of her subjects, as piercingly alert as ever and little es-^H

I^watchmg irom b caped
prised that they d Seat d After a while I began to realize that af-
a shabby old gilt ;d in fairs were he liked.-»- ^

a charming shy s g her lovely grew restless, and
lips, she looked every inch a princess upon .m te corners of the bleak
But suddenly, .for me. the Y gray old castle, in conversation with strange-
-treets d I saw m The coronation of

March dav in W Grand Duchess d
d b driven bv a wide- after d» ^

hatted cowboy, and a d but in the meantime som was evi-
ing in a fury of eagerness, her black ban- dently stirring. and then, in passing

-L JL tJ *-* groups of people on the street, disjointed
little face. That was my princess-snow- m

d d more and ten d the word

There d weeks of confusion, eDublic" e in those ents.-^^^H-

gh which I m in a daze, know- Once I encountered the Grand
ing nothing of the political intrigues, car- her audience h d
ing nothing for the gossip of the court. eed aside she
That there was abundance of both I did m beneath her long b
not doubt. boyhood's knowledge I puzzled over that glance. It was a regu-

d m* \^f -*~f f "Betty" look, filled with
stead for the picking up of chance re- delight £ d
marks, and thus I learned that mv rela- with tri i. Whm- ^r to, I
tions to the G D were the wondered!

m "The Ameri- b ! If I mf ^-'

d only a vague account of my brief experi-
d ence of court life, it i's because th

lo occupy. Hearing this, I smiled grimly thing seemed to me so unspeakably un-
d on. m this interesting. They were all like children

dinky little country, the whole of it playing at a game, and I sickened of the
smaller than the smallest of Wyoming's silly pretense.
counties! I v homesick for my own tered old castle, in the rain-sodd
land and the wi e stretches of city, the centre * that m
Several times I tried to brea V duchy. I resolved i
Betty's pleas, her frantic clinging to the m-^^"- ^"- -^^"-

held me fast. find me at home again, astride of my
I saw her but seldom, however. The M round-up.
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The slow f fragged Christ- thing he was fashioning ! For I have gone
mas came and went, unutterably g m him one betk-r and have grown to fed
Th that this whole business of kings and
hol rulers is absurd. What do those people
fall. marvelled th b down there want with a Grand Duchess !

had not metamorphosed into ducks. I could do nothing for them that they» - - -* *' I
ni f couldn't do better for themselves. I

d f I was edgy know and they know that I, too,«am an
es and v outlaw, a maverick from the herd."

m I could ba<! I stared at her in amazement.»

temper. If this state of affairs continued, .. Do you realize what you are saying 1"
I would soon be starting a revolution on I exclaimed.
my o\\ in e "Of course I do !M she asserted ralmly.
action. "The day of sovereigns is ended. This i

Then, late one evening, a footm - the era of the people, just as my father
peared before me with a summon i long ago for* iw it would be. But it is
the Grand Duchess. more so than he ever dreamed of. The

I was surprised. I had not seen world has swept past the need of even
days and, b that, our infrequent limited monarchies. This is the age of^^^^^^

meetings had taken place always in the democracies, when the people will govern
afternoon in the company of the old themselves."
Count. She flung wide her arms, a glorious,

I followed the servant in silence, heard free gesture. "And I am glad that it is
m so !" she exclaimed and turned and looked

fore him into Betty's private sitting- at me, her eyes shining in the dim light.
m. It was empty, but her voice called "I have not told you before, Beel, lest ^r . * * * i t t y y ̂r m *" 4 " ^^

m the balconv outsid something should happen. But now the
S Beel, it is going to b fine wheels within wheels have stopped re-

ined 1 volving and everything is arranged. In
"h ring three days there will be another revolu-

but tion, a bloodless one this time. She
d caught her breath in sudden memory of

d. "Poor Beel, he is m her father, dying so gallantly. Then she
sick for his own sunny country ! Couldn't went on again steadily.
- .b here, m "As a result of this prearranged revo-
armies ?" lution, I shall abdicate. Then there will

"Not on your life!" I growled. be a plebiscite, and the people will declare
The laughter died out of her voice as themselves a republic. Thus it has been

she turned to the little city stretching arranged."
dimly below us. An occasional light She laughed softly. "And every one

moisture-soaked will be happy except the Count! Poor
casional d toward the black old Count, he has spent his life propping
sky. I up a dynasty which, in the person of its

"Look at it, Beel," she said softly, last representative, is so glad to fall.
"The city of my ancestors ! Down there Beel, do you realize that I shall be free? "
are mv oeoole. and they want me as lit- I stared at her dumbly. Deep inside ""

t le as I m. Life is strange, isn't me something was thumping, thumping.
it, Beel! My fa r d by his My brain whirled at the undreamed-of
brother rulers b he d too ]>o^ibilities suddenly opening before me.

power to his subjects. His sub- I wanted to speak, but my lips were sti
jects d and d him and dry.
granted too little. He was an outlaw At last I managed to stammer: "But
from both camps. H d what about you, Hett\ ? What will you
as a commoner so that I could come back do when you are free?"
here and rule in peace over the a The look Betty . ave me \v a mixture
people. Poor father, he didn't kii of scorn and mischief. .. eel, you stu-
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pid !" she cried, and the next moment I rain drove us indoors, and there we found
had her in my arms. the Count awaiting us.

"I can't believe it! I can't believe it!" He glanced at our radiant faces and
I whispered. Her head lay against my smiled. "So you have roped her at last,
heart. I kissed her again and again, on young man!
her lips, her lovely, long-lashed eyes. In spite of the jesting words there was

The white lids fluttered, then opened a look of utter weariness in his keen old
to a mocking gleam of laughter. eyes.

"Shall I propose to you, Beel? Or "Ah, well," he sighed; "you are young.
would you rather wait till I am no longer Your lives have not been spent fighting
a princess and do it yourself?" for a lost cause!"

Later, in reply to my half-fearful ques- We moved impulsively toward him, but
tion, she said simply: "It was Pat's death he drew himself up, a valiant old figure,
made me know that you were the one I rejecting our sympathy.
really loved. I grieved for him, truly, "Paris, at least, is left to me," he re-
but I realized then that if it had been you marked dryly. "I will journey there

oh, Beel, if it had been you, I think I with you and see you safely married. It
too would have died !" is a city of lost causes and deposed prime

She shivered, and, sobbing, crept closer ministers, a fitting place in which to re-
in to the shelter of my arms. linquish my last vestige of control over

A sudden downpour of the unfailing your maverick princess."
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Library Experiences Among the
Children of the Russian Jews

BY MARGARET MUNGER STOKI S

NOTE.-TI! ARTICLE IS TH ITITE
ASSISTANT IN THE CHILDREN'S ROOM OF ONE OF THE LOWER EAST SIDE

BRANCHES OF THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY

it LEASE, teacher, I fam dors nauseated m This
want a operation." not m as I had imagined them.

"A what?" There were no pale,
"A operation. I d1

want that I should t-strings. These ers were
give myself up." b .]

It was my first day d A

in the children's room d Yet they seemed
of a lower East Side branch of the New nder the worst he usng con-
York Public Library, so one of the other ditions in the city. In the streets swarms
librarians had to explain that the child dren, Dlaving with b b
was neither ill nor an outlaw. He merely scattered to let t mud-si "

wished to make application for member- pass. Good housewives nonchalantly
ship in the library. Whether they express swept the trash from their es
it as "giving themselves up," "putting the street. ood
themselves in," or merely laconically state bage can. A
that they "want the library," the coveted nt Dush-carts < ed
reader's card is an object very much de- mi .ble line. Fish, fruit, sh
sired by these youthful Russian Jews. To strings, vegetables, rinket
them the library is more than a mere great d d and
"edifice" to which the local citizens point d Dickies, dried
with pride. It is a real, integral part of pears, and chewing-gum-everything, it
their lives. d bought from a push-

"Would you like to join the library cart. Grimy men m
also?" I asked the young lady who had wares or haggled wi lly grimy
requested application blanks for her two women over the pi id or the
younger brothers, newly arrived from tail of a fish. others tirelessly
Russia. _ ihed baby-carriages up and down the

"I? Oh, I have lived here a year al- sidewalk. Others sat nursing their latest
ready," she answered. "The library is offspring. ^T^^ d women with wrinkled
my other home. Down-town, it is to <1 stitched
work; at home, it is to eat and sleep; but siping on the door-steps, their knitting or
in the library, it is to live." edles barelv able to k"* 

And the longer I was connected with with their tong
the library, the more impressed I was with were t people I h ; to
this feeling on the part of the people. serve. Not poverty-stricken un-

"It will really be a most interesting ex- m eccntlv. bul
perience for you," the head librarian had folks who evidently enjoyed the n d" " Jfr

told me when she gave me my appoint- crowds an d d
ment. At the close of that first day, how- not particularly relish the filth, they were
ever, I wondered if I could ever get used eas The thoughtf ^»

to it. The dirt, the noise, and the un- of passing through these streets every day
VOL. LXXIII.-39 609
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sickened me. Then I remembered those h and a vigorous rub g against
hungry crowds in the library-hungry, skirts and trousers. Often, when
not physically, but starved mentally. I wn f the dirtv h is not an old
began to wonder about this eagerness for d
books, about their Old World back- the young culprit is all to return
ground, and why they were as they were. f he has hed his hands in the^^*gf

There is no decrease in the birth-rate neighboring park. It is rather
down here. Statistics of the increasing or imetim (1 one
number of children in this one neighbor- hopes of encouraging general cleanliness
hood are staggering. And because of in the meth to see
their aggressiveness, their personal ambi- m h d
tion to succeed, and their mental alertness, they are pink and shining, b Dh
these same people, I felt, were destined to and faces quite as smeared £
play a more and more important part in As the books are d are
the development of these United States carefully d h
of ours. tears and loose bind

The library is one important agency in mending- "m d
giving to these foreigners a truer concep- the open shelves every half hour. Then
tion of our American ideals. There is again there are three long lines of waiting
tremendous mental power here, but it extending across the In
must be directed into the right channels, fact, most comes
The East Side librarian does not have to to th of lines. ere is one of

seek for readers. The children are wait- e in front of fiction shelf, another
ing when she arrives. The doors of the the fairy-stories, and
library open at nine o'clock in the morn- ^-W. """** -m -""*- *-* ̂44 f f j-«. b ry
ing At eight o'clock, and even much would avail little here, where the supply
earlier, the janitor tells me, one finds the of books falls so far t demand
children sitting on the library steps, and Teach .her less crowded sections of
standing or sitting on the curb near by, the cit molain that dren cannot
often with a roll in each hand, finishing secure req for outside
their breakfasts as they wait in line, in sc reading. they can get
order to have first chance at the books, for d^ ^**r

On Saturdays and holidays particularly and over again, for hours at a if
this line will extend half-way down the b k
block. As they file past the discharge ing is returned. is
desk up-stairs in the children's room and the required reading. do the
leave the books to be returned, the chil- the s^^H-

dren are greeted with the familiar phrase, books simply for their own pleasure.
"Hands, please?" Each pair of hands They are very ind also. The
must be held up for inspection. There m "*

are always those that have to drop out. nice book." They know ^^ ""- they want
" I am so sorry, but, you know, it would and, for t part, they know where

ruin the books to use them with hands to look for it. Sometimes Dickens and

like that. I'll keep your card here and M confused in their minds.
you may come back to-morrow." d mSawy

"Oh," answered one little girl, "since David Cop," but it is only after they have
six-thirty I have waited for the doors to ked that they ask
open, and such a nice book I want! Of In supervising the children in line, I
course, it will not be here when I come was d .heir com e lack
back. Oh!" and with a last look of dis- any spirit of co-operation or fair play.
gust at the offending hands and not a Each wnj

murmur of objection, she hurried out of d desire to get d» 'fc-f ^fc

line and down the stairs. This always regardless of the desires or rights of others
causes quite a bit of action in the line it- or the good e, is always upper-
self. There is much examining of hands, in h minds. haviner the
surreptitious wetting from the corners of wait th ters
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a spirit of fairness, and the children rarely The librarian in charge of the story
push ahead out of their turn before the hour is always very careful of her diction,
charging and discharging desks. In the as the telling and retelling and dramati-
lines awaiting access to the books, how- zution of these stories afford a splendid
ever, it is different. A "teacher" must opportunity to stimulate the use of good
always stand at the head of each line and, English. The results are often gratifying
witli outstretched arm, hold back the and often disconcerting. These children
others as each in turn looks over the possess an unusually strong sense of the
books. Otherwise there is inevitably a dramatic. The story for the afternoon
free-for-all scramble for the popular had been "Cinderella," and now one of
books. It is for this reason that we are the six-year-olds was "telling it back" to
glad that football and baseball, and other the "teacher." She started out beauti-
sport books like those of Harbour's, are fully, but as she became more and more
in demand. If from them these little interested in her tale, she reverted to her
foreigners can acquire American ideals of accustomed speech. Finally, in the third
fair play and sportsmanship, the library scene, where Cinderella while dancing
will have accomplished something emi- with the prince suddenly discovers thai
nently worth while. the clock is striking twelve, Rose, no

Another means the librarian has of longer a mere story-teller but Cinderella
combating this excessive aggressiveness herself, looked up at the clock, dramati-
and other no more desirable traits, is cally clapped her hand to her forehead and
through the library reading clubs and in a tense, emotional little voice, cried:
story hours. There are the big boys' "My Gawd! Lookut the clock. I
clubs and the little boys' clubs, and simi- gotta beat it!"
lar ones for girls. Here the librarian in There are story hours for the grown
charge can help them discover for them- girls who have been in this country less
selves something about American life out- than a year. Starting out as very sim-
side of New York City. Without any pie picture-book hours, these gradually
trace of preachiness, she can emphasize evolve into literary reading clubs. It was
the good qualities of their favorite char- interesting to note, in telling the story of
acters, real and fictional. It is at first "The Pipes and the Dryad" to these
rather discouraging. Unlike the Latin girls, that although there was not one
races, they are such sober little beings, among them who knew what a shepherd
reserved, undemonstrative, and apparent- was, or a shepherd dog, they all knew
ly devoid of a sense of humor. One fears what a dryad was. Fairy-stories have the
they do not understand what is being most universal appeal for all ages in the
said. I remember my first story hour children's room, perhaps because many
with the boys. I told them of ranch life are already familiar with some form of
and of the cowboys of my native West the tales in their native tongue. The
Texas. They were very attentive, but children's room is sometimes used by
showed no enthusiasm whatever-not adults for this same reason. It is not at

even for the cowboy songs and yells. As all unusual to see a man leaving the li-
they filed out of the story-room, I felt brary with huge volumes of Dostoievsky,
that the hour had been a complete failure. Turgenev, and Tolstoi (hooks which are
However, just as they reached the main always in great demand here) printed in
reading-room, where they had been cau- Russian, and along with these a book of
tioned to be very quiet, they "broke fairy-tales and of history in very simple
loose" in a wild cowboy yell that would English. The children, in turn, some-
have startled a native Westerner. The times ask for Russian and Yiddish books
next day there was an unprecedented de- for their parents. They are allowed to do
mand for Buffalo Bill, Roosevelt, and this for a time or two, and then are told
other books of the West. It was a de- to bring mother or father to the library
mand that lasted for weeks, and neces- with them so that they may join for them-
sitated our borrowing all the books of the selves.
kind possible from the other branches and On Saturday afternoons there is a pic-
arranging a special "cowboy shelf." tare-book hour for the tiniest tots, who
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have not yet learned to read. At other *z'"? I would . In neither place coul
times they may come with older brothers I find After three or four other
and sisters who could not come without attem ts m
them. And such paragons of virtue these be spelled in a variety of ways-per-
babies are, to hear the "little mothers," d it, as it had been snelle
girls or boys, tell it. They seem surprised but was no longer. .m
that the teacher should even remind them d outright from-^^- -^o^r

to keep the baby quiet, and not let him next. Exhaustive h
run around or hurt the books. "My d h d v

baby! My baby never cries. Always just mem he was in Public
like gold he is. He just sits with me and N 2 he d to sign
never in his life does he tear no books." B k H furnishes ffi~^fc«^

And the mothers are just as sure of the proof that Isadore Bergowiti
perfection of their older children. Per- Berg are really one and the person
haps it is because they have suffered and receives a
persecution for generations, and felt lying And, so, as I wo among them
to be a necessity that it is almost impos- came to know other fficulties and oth
sible to depend on the word of these chil- privileges of library e chil-
dren. Little curly-haired tots with an- dren in particular neighborhood.
gelic faces will lie like troopers to escape brought new visions of useful-
paying a small fine. When evasion is im- ness. The library is only one
possible, the little fists open and drop agencies, d and d
the exact number of pennies due-all ting lives. But the librarian is
counted out before they left home. Pay- peculiar!; b of their in-
ment, though, is deferred as long as pos- nate and ;. Like any
sible. The attitude of the parents makes other ch: m m
this trait more difficult to overcome, tion, but as they are allowed to take horn
Abie seemed incorrigible. Finally, we b at a d hem
decided to keep his card and not let him b J J / ml /

have any more books for a week. He ap- ously. The classifica-
pealed to his mother, who came down to tion d circulation of books
see the librarian. She explained the situa- sho\ m Arorks on religion, phi-
tion to the irate parent as tactfully as los ory, and biography
possible. are being r Reading is not likely to

"Why, Abie, for shame!" said the e all of one's d native-^^"-

mother. "Always haven't I told you that characteristics, but constant association
you are never to lie except in business? " with is sure to leave a very

Unless one is careful, it is easy to take ession on e alert little
an honest mistake for an untruth. The mind

children are not permitted to use an- d d d
other's card, and to guard against this in m than before.
a neighborhood where there is a multi- e sure, but I
plicity of Isaac Cohens and Rose Gold- m m d
steins, the child fills out on his application m of wh< m
blank not only his own name and address me now. is the little girl
but that of both father and mother and who is always looking for books about
his father's business, which often reads s. And here is the one who "just
"by herrings" or "by pants," and one loves Pinocchio." The boy in spectacles
child answered "by bootlegging." When over there is the one who haunts the
a child asked for his card that had been biographical and scientific s es. I
left at the library for safekeeping and m \

could not spell his own name correctly, I d of books d they like?
thought, at first, this was a sure sign that mt kind of books do they most need
the card was not his own. But their d which ones, not yet members, will be
names mean very little to them. "Do m ;hem
you spell your name with an ' s 

' 
or a 

' 
to the library ?



Peter Wing
BY JANK MANN

ILLUSTRATIONS (mOKTISFlECE) BY GEKRIT A ENEKER

HY should Bella care his face moved. His little pig eyes lit
for Lyddy Ann's from the spark Bella's eyes flashed.
child ? Bella had been

Captain Wing's wo- That long voyage!
manin the West Indies Thirty-three months Lyddy Ann sailed
long before he married with her husband, whaling. Before her
Lyddy Ann. When- child was born, as she pitched and tossed
ever Wing's schooner and rolled in the heavy breezes, did she

dropped anchor in Havana harbor, Bella murmur the verses Luke Freem had writ-
met the captain. No trash was she. Lit- ten for her? When she came ojn deck like
tie hands and feet, black hair down her an uneasy ghost in the dead of night, and,
back like a horse's tail, thick lips-a staring over the water, saw the happy fish
Spanish woman with a drop of negro people bobbing up their heads and looking
blood. around and bobbing down again, or sport-

More than other women on the face ing like children in their phosphorescent
of the earth, a Spanish woman will make paths-when she saw the stars lit up
of a man. That every sailor knows, above her like villages by the sea, did she
But let the man stay right there! Let play games with herself ? Did she fancy,
him never be seen with another wo- there beneath the lighted windows of the

sky, that she was sitting, free, on the steps
dav Wing walked B street in of her aunt's house, beneath the lighted»

Havana and s with him- windows, waiting for Luke Freem? Did
a pale girl the th. Captain she hear again Captain John Wing telling
Winer's wife! Soon to be mothe: of his his sly tales ?
hi Bella saw and her hand itched I There stands Lyddy Ann, the captain's

P i knife into that wan eir She wife, wet with spray, clinging to the
d h own in Lvd Ann's shrouds in the dead of night, harking to

path. Luke Freem singing beside her. "You
What is your bub? asked get below !" roars the captain, coming up

dd Ann. behind and dropping a heavy fist on her
M me," said the boy, "is John shoulder. "Liar!" screams Lyddy Ann,
V-r struggling against the rigid grip which is

And I wh ry drawing her below.
f. m grandfather, a sea-captain, If you take notice, you will see, what-

bv and saw and ever a mother's disposition is when she is
L as chalk, carrying the child, that will be the child's

the boy had Wing's head on his disposition. And if the mother is tossing
shoulders. She screamed 01 Wing, on that broad ocean before the child is
"Liar! Liar!" born, the ocean will call to that child.

ella came, smiling, swinging insol Lly He will hanker for the motion, and not for
her hips, dark and rich-colored ; a a smooth motion; he must be out where

m Sh h bov b he it is rough.
hand, and, as she pa Ann, she Lyddy Ann's child was born at sea in a
spat on the grour \ B gale of wind-a delicate child. The first
elanced aslant. . time he laughed was when his mother

John Wing lifted neither hand held him at the rail, and a wild billow
his wife. N leaped and baptized him-Peter Wing.

613
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His fi d leaped into his
deck. The d were liveliest, the

I was young, the old folks u m prettiest, and the fighting hottest
to exorcise the demon of anger from chil- where Luke F m

J W F m passed Wing's kitchen door, and
N <J A iJ saw ella spreading salt-pork fat on

Wing. Oh, what black looks!" bread f he child
s anger grew and grew on that Worn d*-- A

voyage, gainst hi , wife, against the sail- kf hild s bread
ors, until h d f a m Well, he d
strom. Ro d round d
sel. d and round black walls. Ain't butter -"w- -*^r

No stars, no sun; no pleasant breezes utter!" d ella, with arching
d Wing F the sailors' brows. N h I seen in

faces and devils leered house all winter."

at him. ver Wing sailed, there Y ain't! W df

m the black vortex Hate, the bread and^**-r

n it. dren to eat, I'd give 'em molasses. dd
At last 1 voyage was t's matter with »

driven vessel rounded the Cape. She was If he can't get another vessel, why
almost h But was Charybdis p h d and
Gun in ] d all be- m th? H»

low. H He was bound lazy. He's way b( d
for the t m "Phoo!" Bella her shoul-^v ̂^

Faster (1 the vessel, all sail ders. She lifted her fingers to h d
set. her bones on the b m blew con tuously. "He's afraid of
Crai k! go her bones on Peaked Hill Bar. the water. He ain't like you-so bold."
So hard struck that all three of her Bella 1 d

ts plunged over her bow. ing on F
t wreck only d m 1 Those

h "the m te, lashed to a d
spar, with the child in his arms, and Cap- flecked whites, lurking b so

Wing. they seemed to have b
As e had his vessel, so h on, d m They were

1) m Bella. The rest of her was but B setting
he ocean. fish: h mottled hW f ^-^ ^-^ ̂ ^ earrings;

d disaDDeared d down chin upon chin, and a barb
d he went without rest. One au- shoulders d in a red

brought Bella, the Spanish wo- shawl, fe b
m H d UD his house "Fat id lazy and a liar," F

d Mis' d he thought. "Too lazy to be one the
boy there. other >d or bad. She thinks sh

ut why should Bella care for Lyddy ting under a banana-tree in this towrn."
Ann's chi H had died. The child had been furtivelv watchi "" " f

the b His mouth tered, his hol-
One fine day in March Luke Freem and low little s h 3r it. Lovely

his crew moved their fishing gear to the bread salt- f, ! The instant
fish house which stood between Wing's Bella's hand fted bread vanished
house and the water. Freem with his from the table. Wh L Bella's eyes
bright brown eyes and his curly black d, Peter was outdoors, rods away,
hair, Luke Freem, the singer, was a weir- down b with both
fisherman this year. He had been mate ds. as he scuttled around
on a whaler, cook on an oysterman, life- h e.
saver, teamster for the smugglers, beach-
comber. If he drove a horse, his cart Peter knew beautiful hiding-places for
would be full of children; if he walked the a distance of six wharfs along the beach.
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Be "d silver! They are there, slapping the
bo water

h that, and* Peter has rheumatism from sitting on
were, snug in the cabin of your ship, not the cold sand. His bones ache from being

d vou could watch out in all \\ ithers. But when it begins
h " to breeze up and the clouds fly across the

Now at mid-mornintr. h sky like puffs of white smoke, and papers
m Torn ends trail across and ashes from the slough of the beach

the wharfs. The wharfs are thousand- whirl clear over the houses, and the white
legged serpents crawling out there into waves toss the dories and grind the little

Peter knew beautiful hiding-places . est of them all was an overturned whale-boat whose stoven
bow faced the water.

the ocean. You can hardly see their blue flounder catchers against the wharfs and
heads. pound the schooners on the bottom-oh,

Ping! A million points of pure gold who could be indoors? Then, then, I bet
flash in the water at one spot between two the ocean can do any old thing. Ha ! ha !
wharfs. Sea gold! The points unite, ha! ha! Look at the men on the wharf
form a linked chain, a sparkling, golden running with boat-hooks!
chain like Bella's necklace. It twists Once when it was rough Peter climbed
along the belly of a snaky little wave al- down from the end of the wharf, got into
most-almost till the wave hisses and flat- a dory, and cast the painter off. Joy un-
tens on the beach. Almost. Then white speakable as the rollers plunged him ! Up
hands dart and catch that gold back. -down. He straddled the thwart and
Peter sees the hands as plain as day- rode. He faced the wind and licked the
their hands. Ha! The golden links run brine from his lips. Oh, the Ion:;, still
along a following wave. One, two, three, white line of them across the harbor at
four waves wear that glittering jewelry low-water mark ! Oh, the merry ones
in turn. But see ! Far off, where the har- coming on from there, each with his white
bor meets the bay-a dazzling streak of coat tossed over his shoulders! Oh !
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Oh!-chant, little Born-at-Sea, strange ing her hands. "That's right, he ain't
syllables which only the ocean under- like others. He runs away. I call and
stands! Lift tiny arms and dance to the he hides. All right. He goes his ways
stately rhythm and I go mine."

It was Luke Freem who plucked One morning, when Peter was hunting
dripping boy from the dory as it smashed treasure in the slough of the beach,
against th wiiarf. He lay in F m Freem's big dog trotted up. He was big

m till as a squirrel caught at the as a calf, black as a porpoise, only the tip
v^* )f a mad carouse. His dark eyes of his tail was wrhite, and he knew as

looked warily fr< m is lid . He much as a man. He lay down in front
hated to be touched. A alien touch of Peter and began scratching with his
started a revolt ; vitals powerful hind legs at a great bunch of
that was like a horrible inward tickling. feathers that dangled on his chest. The

Freem s pale little face, cov- feathers flew. He looked at Peter
ered with drops of brine. So had "How this vile creature has fastened- -

Ann's fragile 1 in early herself to my neck! Get her off! Get
dawrn, after her reckless night, when she her off!"

m hours beneath^ 's Peter leaned over and investigated. It
window. d he had known was was a white hen. It was dead. It was

there. He set his te had wired to the dog's collar.
cast him over for Joh h T stick Peter could not know that the dead hen^-/ /

to her choice; there's o' women. was the dog's badge of shame. Nor that
But here were her , yellow curls, Freem had surprised the dog that very

"like glowworms ha d vn," come morning playing ball with one of Bella's
around his white hens-toss it up-catch it-heave

m m m off, and it up again-and as Freem appeared
he strode under the wood-shed with it! Seventeenv

Wh house. But he couldn dead hens had Rover under that wood-

eyes m sblu shed. Seventeen hens that Freem must
ows under the watcl eyes b pay Bella for. So Rover was wearing
veins showing throuj transparent one of them.
skin of the upper lip, the s 3rn mouth, Ah!" insinuated the dog, pretending a

e cold, hostile look r Ann and mighty effort, "if I but had your hands!"
W "I'll get it off," responded Peter, ea-

d buzzed. The intolerable gerly. He tugged and twisted and un-
touch! b twisted for a whole hour, until the incu-
Captive's teeth and < bus dropped.
together with a snap f ti- "Thanks!" Rover capered madly
cally, with all his m m could about, flinging the despicable object this
hardly pull away. Y fA - way and that. "I'll do as much for you."
hi irt was full of pity. "Little wild Next day the same thing happened. I

d." he thought, "that sails on the The third time, Freem watched and saw
d picks on the sand, neglected the little comedy played. There lay the

d ^ [e on strong big dog flat on his side, his legs straight
wings and breast the gale Dve that and rigid, his melancholy head thrust out
ocean?" like a dying horse, and over him bent the

set the boy d in Bella's little boy, a blob of sympathy, tugging
h ella, boy will certainly and working. Freem burst out laughing.

be drownded." " That old play-actor! That old pirate!"
ever be dro\vnded. Half an hour passed, and still the boy

H twisted and untwisted with patient deter-
H hadn't ought to be allowed out mination. " Smart little divil! He puts

there in all weathers," said F " * . < -w-*"eem his foot down !"

nestly. t» He ain't like others. He was A day or two after, Peter and Rover
b were together under the whale-boat, when

W d Bella, soread Freem walked past. Out bounded Rover
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to fawn on his master. He put his paws gether after that, a sight to tickle the fish-
on Freem's shoulders and stood up like a ermen.
man. He licked Freem's hands and kissed

his face. He acted as if Freem were the "What's your cargo this trip, capt'n?"
only person in the world. Freem would hail, when he met boy and

How sharper than a serpent's tooth is dog on the beach. "Five-fingered jacks?
an ungrateful protege! Never had the Them you got is little ones. I've seen
dog so fawned on Peter. Peter's face 'em in the West Indies as big round as my
grew stiff and white. He emerged from hat. And where is the West Indies?"
the boat, a Nemesis, and rushed at dog Peter shrugs his shoulders.
and man, and kicked and tore at the "Down in the southern part of the
dog's hair. He struck with his fists those world/' says Freem. Mp!" says Peter,
unresponsive windbags. He scooped up glancing up, round-eyed. "It ain't just
handfuls of sand and hurled it. He did one island," says Freem, "it's a good 

^^_ _^_ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^

not know what he was doing. His poor many islands. Them things that
heart was black with resentment and looks like jelly in the water, they're sun-
anger. He wore himself out; he was squalls. And why are they sun-squalls?"
strangling; he crept back under the boat "Why?" says Peter. "Because the sun
and threw himself on his face. ^^H _^H ^A. ^Ki i^^B. _l_ _ _H.makes them. There's an egg in the water

" Down !" said Freem to the dog. and the sun fetches it to maturity. They
"Watch!" Then Freem began to recite got legs stretching out, and if one o' them
in a chanting voice. He had a lovely legs gets on you, look out! It'll burn like
voice. Whether it rollicked low up and fire,
down, or whether it rushed and roared like Freem had no boy of his own; he set
the surf, man, woman, or child who heard out to " make a man " of Peter. The boy
it was enthralled. learned to box the compass, to tell at a

.. Rover! You're to go a-sailing writh glance if a vessel in the harbor were full
Captain Peter Wing, from this day. or in ballast. " She's got oysters/' Freem

"He's the captain and you the mate, would say. "Now how do I know?" Or,
oat and boat you'll stand by when he "How's the wind to-day, capt'n?" And

hunts sperm whales off Africa. For he's Peter would look out to see which way the
the captain and you the mate. vessels pointed, A sailor must study the

"He's the Old Man and you the tides and the winds. "If you hear the
crew surf roaring on the Back Side, at Peaked

Freem's voice dropped to a whisper Hill, where will it breeze up to-morrow?"
^^_ "To the sou'west," says Peter prompt-

"I think I heard the Old Man say, " Just opposite.
Til treat my men in a decent way. ut when Freem told Peter stories of
I'll treat my men in a decent way
I'll grog them all three times a day.'" the ocean, on a stormy day in the fish-

house, then the child's breath came fast,
Peter lifted his head-"More!"-and and his imagination leaped, and his

dropped it. eyes looked where Freem's eyes looked,
"He's the captain; steward are you. through a luminous mist away out to the

And every morning you'll fetch his grub rim of the world.
and yours from my galley over there, to "In all the years that men have sailed
the capt'n's cabin- that ocean, they've never yet come to the

"More! More! end of it. And the further north you go,
"For I'm the cook," sang Freem. He the colder it gets, and the further south

hauled a paper bag from his pocket and you go, the warmer it gets; and when you
handed it to the dog. "Take that to the cross the Stream, you tke oil your shoes
capt'n." and stockings and go barefoot-you're in

And in the paper bag were doughnuts another country.
and-and 

"Sing! Sing it again !" nodded Peter, 
"Oh, that ocean is a big piece of

ground! Nobody knows the half of
his mouth full. what's in it and under it. On the Grand

Peter and Rover were almost always to- Banks or most any bank, your trawl will
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fetch up lemons just as perfect now; if "Oh, he rolls and he kicks
you put one beside them in the store, you When the porpoises bite;

And he whistles and whistles
wouldn't know which was to eat. And By day and by night."
beets and punkins and strawb'ries and
ears o' corn, all colored just as nice-only " More! Sing! Sing it!" cried Peter
they're in the form of a fish. " Thick weather

"Fruits and vegetables and animals of So now when the fishermen past him deploy
all kinds is there, just the same as them Whoo! whistle-ing boy!
on the land-only in the form of a fish. Hark to the lookout-at the cathead
And why does everything grow in the 'All hands ahoy!Hard a-starboard the helm!
ocean that grows on the land ? There's that whistle-ing boy! *

"Ah, boy, now we're gettin' it! Once
there wasn't no ocean out there. Once "Now, holler out that chorus like
you could walk all over out there without a rascal:
wettin' your foot. Then come the flood."

"Could you walk way, way out where "Oh, he rolls and he kicks
the ships sail-way, way out to the Grand When the porpoises bite;

And he whistles and whistles

Banks without wettin' your foot?" mar- By day and by night."
velled the child.

"No more wet would it be than if you The little boy puckered his lips-"Hoo!
was walkin' on Town Hill. 'Twas all dry I can whistle."
land. Then come the flood. And where "Mm, maybe. I been waiting to hear
that water of the flood come from, I don't you say, 'I know! That's that whistling
know; but I don't think it come out of buoy off High Head and he's made of
the heavens. And whether it was salt or wood.'"

fresh, I don't know. But it covered up
all them low places, and it made that But of course there are real people liv-
ocean that we see to-day. And whatever ing in the ocean. If all those other things
was growing on the dry land before the of the land-fruits and vegetables and
waters come kept on growing after, but animals-are there, certainly people live
it come alive. * It's alive. It turned to a there. Freem told Peter about th

kind oifish." "Heads and arms and chests they've got
"And-and if there was dogs on the dry like us, but they're fish from here down."

land, did they turn to a kind of fish?" Children see things that we do not see.
"Ay! And pigs and horses. I've got A child will wake up, screaming, in its

a sea-horse here"-Freem took one from cradle, or perhaps it will laugh. It has
a shelf. "Would you want to see any- seen something that we have not seen.
thing more perfect than that horse's head Peter saw Faces. And the Faces had no
is?-eyes and ears and nostrils all exact." legs. These Faces, so strange, like and

"And did boys turn to a kind of fish?" yet unlike the people who moved across
Freem's thoughts were none of your Peter's stage in the daytime, had always

stolid, heavy louts which move nowhere vaguely worried the child. Here was
but in a straight line. They flung up their explanation. Peter's hands twisted
their heels and darted off the path any- and untwisted, his eyes burned with the
where, like children playing in the woods, ardor of cognition.
Now Freem smiled. He heard the beat "I don't know," said Freem, "if I have
of words, "like a flock of sheep a-coming." seen them or not. Many a time, in my

"Ay, and boys. Didn't you never hear whaling days, I've seen a head bob up
of that Whistle-ing Boy out there in the and look round to see what was going on,
ocean ? " Freem sang: and bob down again. That might have

"Thick weather- been them. I had an uncle-he sailed
Down by the sea strolled a whistle-ing lad. around the Cape of Good Hope-he see

Hey, whistle-ing lad! one. She come up by the side of the ship
Sailormen caught him and painted him green she swum along by the side of the shipQueerest colors they had; and looked at the sailors. He said sheTowed him out ever and ever so far;
Anchored him fast by the surf-beaten bar. was just like a woman-head and arms
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d b She had long, b hair Faces should come before you are safe in
streaming out bed!

"Oh." brc e to Now from the bedcover he can look
see one! I'd look her over! I wouldn't through his peep-hole, and-here come_ _ _M_ ."_ _ _M_ _"

waste no tim And I'd d 3 the Faces. Just as the waves come, so
d and I'd sing to h come the Faces-one and another behind

chantey-man: that one, and then another and another
they come toward the bed and pass. Each

" 'Fish woman, ho !
With thine eyes upon me now; Face is distinct and individual, but the
Thy leaping body like a prow same expression runs through them all.

Divides the foam. "Laugh !" yells the ocean, and that night
Joy! to feel the breezes flow! all the I'aces laugh. "Cry!" it moans,
Joy! to watch the billows grow t and all the Faces mourn. When the windWild face and streaming hair,

Boist'rous go!'" begins to blow around the corner at night
and stirs everything up, and beats on the

"I've seen them !" quivered Peter, house like a big drum, and gets the ocean
" Yes! Yes! And they come up on the all a-moving so it roars like a hundred cat-
beach, and they come up-stairs where I aracts; when the sea-gulls, driven ashore,
sleep scream past the window-then furious

"What! cried Freem, startled at the mirth takes those Faces. Then they
boy's conclusions. "A lot they do! clamor with open mouths, as they come;
There ain't none in these waters. If there then they have bodies and they wildly
was, I'd seen them. They got to have the leap and tumble as they come; then they
right climate, like the East Indies, maybe, seize the bed with their hands and rock it
You been dreaming, my boy." like a cradle.

"No, I wasn't/' said Peter. No sleep now! Toss the covers from
There are things which must always re- your head! Drink the exultant atmos-

main secret. Did you ever tell of those phere as a drunkard drinks wine!
wild flights of yours (father's dinner-pail So it had been with Peter, always.
sailing at arm's end behind) through the Where did the Faces come from? Where
Dark Place in Jacob's Woods, where folk did they go? In the daytime, they hid in
lurk behind every tree? Does any one the waves. Why did they come up-stairs?
but you know how you covered up your What did they want?
ears each night, because They might come Fish people! Fish people f
and cut them oil? Neither did Peter tell A little Fear woke somewhere away
about the Faces. Oh, a shy elf is a child's back in Peter's mind. It woke and
cognition! It crept out of Peter's burn- stretched itself and came forward-Look
ing eyes and slipped back into his mind out! What if they should cut your legs off
and sat down there. and make a fish boy of you!

Up-stairs, where Peter slept, was an ella's fat knees shook as she sat by her
enormous chamber, the whole bigness of kitchen window, watching for Freem to
the house. All sorts of gear was stowed pass on his way home to supper. She
up there. And away at the other end was couldn't keep her heels on the floor; they
a window, and at this end, by the stair, trotted up and down incessantly. And
was another window, and Peter's bed Bella's eyes kept darting glances behind,
stood at the head of the stair, an island in first over one shoulder, then over the oth-
a haunted sea. er, though Bella had shoved the back of her

If the old ship's lantern in the entry at chair tight against the wall. Each time
the foot of the stair were lighted, Peter Bella glanced behind or through the sit-
kept his eyes on that while he undressed, ting-room door to the closed front-entry
If he had to go in the dark, he fixed his door, she crossed herself and mumbled.
eyes on the square of the window where Her hair was untidy, her guy silk shawl
Highland Light came winking in and out, was slipping to her feet.
until in one mad scramble he buried him- She jumped to the door and called to
self in the bedcover. What-what if the Freem, and she shut the door behind him.
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No use to tell the neighbors that you are boy?" Higher and higher shrilled Bella's
haunted. voice. She forgot that she was afraid.

"Mr. Freem-oh, Mr. Freem-there She screeched defiance at that spirit. "He
are spirits in this house was mine-mine. He saw me dancing

Ha!" said Freem soberly, but hi with a red rose in my hair-I could call
twinkled. "Do you have them fellows him here-there-with my little finger
around you, too?" a e had that fine young captain. I was a belle,

m iks of his red rose, his pomegranate."
the )ld Boy himself, who >each- Bella was up off her chair. Hark to the

ers on the Back Side. castanets! She tried to pirouette, to
Bella cl cl shook bend, to beckon. But where have youth
id ges d d out h :ale in and rioting life gone? She resembled a
m undertones.r * "" r " more fat old circus horse trying half-forgotten

than a week after she got into bed hark ! tricks in the pasture.
the front door cr-reaks! d "And then she got her hands on him
that she d inside. There's a she, with her face like dough, and yellow
step Som going up-stairs - it hair like writhing snakes. Oh, if I had
walks overhead 'he first night Bella killed her then! See what she made of
had put her ear at h door my man ! And where is he, now ? You
between the sitti] g-room and the front don't know, nor I don't know. Captain
en i flew down the stair! John Wing!-that daresn't leave the
01 d^^v y! Bella land!-that shakes if his foot gets wet!"
ran, shrieking, to her er. Ever "Well, Mis' Wing," said Freem, icily,

n bed, Bella "I'm sorry for you." There were thou-
locked the sitting-i m hind him. sands like Bella, hundreds in every port.

"What!" ejacul *d m clinching It's their lookout. "Why don't you quit
3 fist. John Wing and go back to the West In-
"Itc m m Bella. dies?" Freem thought, "I'll take the
e ain't afraid." But last night, as boy. My woman won't surmise if it's me

Bella slept, she heard this Thing-this or John Wing pays his board." At once,
pat-pat g to her. Freem had the boy educated and grown

m! It jum ot of the and sailing out of the harbor, the finest
bed and sank : .h had captain of them all.
Bella by the throat, by the nose. .. Mm "I will go!" said Bella. "But first I'll
Mm Bella. And then the do my work."
sprt p It d d Sweat stood in beads on Bella's face.
until Bella was on the very ed She looked all around the room, she went
bed and Then spirit left to the sitting-room door and looked within

>m and returned. "Oh, Mr. Freem, if you'll
throat. only come and watch to-night-and fetch

Fre m H your gun-I'll pay you for your time,
The idea of Bella, who weighed two hun- whatever you say, if you'll only come and

d ds. beinsr Dushed out of bed bv watch."^-^ 4

a tenuous ghost 
"I've seen ghost 

Freem sat that evening in Bella's sit-
he sta "but ting-room, his gun beside him and a little

ikv was live ones." light on the table. " If you see It," hissed
"Live or dead,3' retorted Bella angrily, Bella, as she started for bed, "shootlt!

mieh dam She wants to Don't mind nothing about the house.
m m house. She can take Yellow hair on her head like writhing

her child m glad to see him snakes!"

mad to see him He slipped of Presently the front door creaks, up-
the devil's fine:* d theb off stairs goes a tread. Freem is sure there

him n that sh. never was such a thing as a ghost on God's
wi "aw footstool. He takes the candle and his

t across his face is the devil's gun and follows up-stairs.
f or her Peter is in bed, his eyes shut. But over
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there at the far end of the garret, some- mer, Rover, playing a part. He knows
thing moves-Lord ! how it scratch. !- he ought not to be there when his master
finger-nails on boards!-Is that a white appears, so he work furiously to dig out
hand darting to and fro, just visible in the an imaginary rat-a commendable ]>er-

Shc resembled a fat old circus horse trying half-forgotten tricks in the pasture.
Page (>2o.

dim light coming from the window square? formance-and to and fro waves the white
Freem is sure there never was such a thing tip of his tail.
as a ghost on this earth,-but-iho-o Freem leaned against a standard and
shuddering stories the old folks tell! He drew his sleeve across his damp brow.
sets the candle down and advances, gun at ''He's the Old Boy himself! The Old Boy
the cock. Never has he felt so chilly. coming for Bella." The idea touched his

And, after all, what is the awful thing? fancy. His eyes shone, his lips laughed.
What is it, all at once, but that old mum- Words began to step into rank
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hi h down," moaned Bella. Oh, why didn't
ful little choked cry! I d you shoot at the sound?"
little face, convulsed with the effort of That shows how much you know
forcing a sound from a paralyzed throat! about ghosts. You won't never kill a
And what wells of horror, the big, black ghost by shootin'. If there is a ghost1
eyes ha'nting you, it's because you've acted

Fi H misbeholdin' to that boy that was left in
to the bed. H hi your charge. If 'twas me in your place, "^""^H-
over the boy like great wings, to protect Mis' Wing, I should keep just as far from
him r imaginable harm. "Little that front entry as I could get after sun-

hispered, "I wouldn't shoot down, and I wouldn't go nigh it till sun-
' mf /as to give up. And if that wasn't enough, I should

me a mm d of everything hat heart go back to the West Indies just as quick
wish, "om the East Indi as I could get there."

[mother: she'd cc up'here "I'll see," said Bella.
and beat me All day-all that ominous, windy day ^p- ""-

"Would she, If she lays so Bella thought and thought how she could
as one finger on your little body to vanquish that hated spirit. Long before

h m I'll be a :r her with a boat- dark she caught Peter and carried him,
kill her so quick she wouldn't futilely struggling, up-stairs. Then she

ow wh e i, I won't say a bolted the front door, and she filled that
word." entry way with piled chairs and tables.

"Don't take Rover away " She tied them together with line, making
Y him. I'll see that you crosses everywhere of the line, and she

have m hung her crucifix on the door-knob. She
It is so manv vears since I LS six years locked the sitting-room door, and when

kn how Peter she went to bed in the rocking house, she
d id venture, locked her bedroom door.

f his safe d*_j e What a night! Never was such a night
gantlet fish people catch as long as folks could remember. The
one legs! And then to open Norther that had been blowing all day

door to the night! S ippose- went on blowing half the night. Deep
as he 1 s hand out thr >ugh the came the sound of the roaring surf from
crack of door-suppose his fingers Peaked Hill, across the Cape. At low

d touch a "man instead of tide half the harbor went dry. Never had
Rover's m zzle! A what if Bella the water so blown out of the harbor.

should pounce frc that sitting- Schooners ground on the bottom at their
door! a! Then I guess there w moorings. Not a star, not a sky, only a
have been a fight! For Bella hated feeble glimmer from the Lights, far off and
Rover and Rover growled if he heard vague.
Bella's step. At midnight the Norther rested. He

m t have shivered with lay down and rested, just as we rest when
joy of adventure as he crept we have been working hard.

In an hour a No'theaster up anchor
his trusty weapon! Yes, there it was-. and came. And oh, how he blew! Aper-
Peter's weapon-Freem saw it, partly un- feet gale o' wind. Whatever went out of
cov d ed bedclothes-the the harbor on the Norther went to sea on

d ng-iron. the No'theaster.
m ,sked: "Did you But wrho thinks of the harbor? All

Mr. Freem?" those bold men of the town-those beach-

didn't h il combers and smugglers-Luke Freem and
funny sound," said F d his Angel Gang, and the Forty Thieves

^-^ ^-^ I. those daring men of the Humane Society
But I didn't see nothing out the way. are on the Back Side, beating their way

*. d along the beach between the huts of ref-
his morning before lig uge, harking to the scream of slatting
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sails, looking for men to resuscitate. Six- man can run. He sends it like a bird, fly-
teen bursting vessels lie, smothered in Ah, the little captain is a sea-gull,
foam, on the bars. flying home on strong wings, past the

The dome of night resounds with strife Point, out to the white water.
of wind and ocean, and wails of breaths ut what a dismal cry back there on
quitting their shells and departing. the beach! Howl upon howl-the cap-

No one thinks of the harbor. tain's tardy mate was left behind. Night
Sometime that night the front door of after night, they say, Rover rushed about

the Wing house opened. It banged the beach, in and out of the water, over
against the chairs and tables in the en- and under the wharfs, howling for his cap-
try and set them all rattling. Bella tain.
heard and shuddered. She covered her When Freem heard that Peter was gone
head and moaned. Spirits rushed about, and his dory was gone, he walked and
She dared not move until dawn. walked, he couldn't keep still. No dory

Nobody knows why Peter got out of could have lived ten minutes outside the
his bed and went out into the night, nor harbor.
how he passed through that maze of "Little capt'n," he groaned, "why did
knotted line and piled furniture without you h'ist your sail and leave me? Not
shifting a thing. Did he have to find his one of the land folk stood by to say:
matie? Did he hear in his sleep the * Don't cast off. It's a hurricane/ If
ocean's irresistible call-Up! away! Born- Rover had been with you, you wouldn't
at-Sea ? have gone. If I hadn't thought to be

I have often imagined him slipping funny, the woman wouldn't have piled
along in the lee of the fish house, with that trash in that entry. I shall never be
wide, blank eyes, asleep. What elation able to forgive myself. Oh, little capt'n,
shivers through his little body as he thrills what a capt'n you would have made if
to the storm! And on either side move you had growed! And now your sweet
the fish people. They go before, they breath and mind are gone and no one
come behind. Their laughter rushes like knows where, like ashes that I heave from
a distant waterfall. They are not men- a pan to the beach, that scatter to the
acmg. Why, they are friends! Why, four winds.
they are the rioting waves themselves! 
They take Peter's hands and he runs Like pressed forget-me-nots between
straight to where a dory waits. the leaves of an old book, little pictures of

Now the Norther! He tosses the child Peter Wing still linger among the legends
into the dory as a father would toss a child of the town. "Strange that it must be
into his mother's arms. He catches the so," the old folks say. orn at sea-lost
dory, and it skims the water faster than a at sea." 1^
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John Constable Goes Sketching
BY EVELYN LAWSON

DECORATIONS BY JOHN WOLCOTT ADAMS

As I went over Hampstead Heath Straightway I painted what I saw
One morning late in May, Alas! of everything
Above, a golden mist; beneath, The attribute I could not draw
New grasses hid the way. Seemed most a part of Spring.

I saw the fields and happy herds, The warmth of sunshine, not the light,
The green-and-golden trees, The feel of grass, not "green,"
And I, who speak in paint, not words, A singing bird, but not in sight,
Took such delight in these. A passing breeze-unseen!

So I came back from Hampstead Heath,
One evening late in May,
Above, cold evening mists; beneath,
Wet grasses hid the way.

dm 3£*££i **' " -I.�.
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HE English language is sadly in nerd gard it as a base and cowardly evasion of
of a new word or perhaps a new the challenge with which 1 opened thi
phrase, which should perform the discussion. What, then, is to be done, and

enormous, varied, and specific work so who will come to save us? Already there
easily and neatly accomplished in three is a piece of good-natured slang which i
other languages respectively by n'est-ce gaining ground every day, and which is a
pas, nicht wahr, and non b vcro. And at substitute both for "ain't I?" and the
the same time we must discover or invent three foreign phrases cited above. This is
a negative interrogatory for "I am." the cheerful interrogation, "what ?" used
Suppose you are the last person to arrive as follows. "I am a little late, what ? " or

at a dinner-party, and you wish to make "This has been a terrible winter, what ?"
a remark equally compounded of inquiry But it is not yet the way in which you
and apology. All goes well with your sen- would address an archbishop.
tence until you reach the rising inflection It may be that we shall have eventually
at its conclusion. "I am a little late, am to do what has been done in many other
I not, ain't I, am't I, aren't I?"-which cases where our own language is inade-
shall it be? "Am I not" is absolutely quate-simply borrow from foreigners.
correct, and looks well enough in print, They have borrowed so much mone\ from
but orally it sounds pedantic, rather stiff, us that we ought not to have any scruples
as though somehow you were giving the in borrowing one more expression from
others a gratuitous and unsolicited lesson them. Just as we say "eclat," why can-
in grammatical etiquette, and thus casts not we say "n'est-ce pas?" and be done
a slight chill over the pleasant company; with it? Has any one anything better to
it certainly would not go well with a cock- suggest ? At present, it is amusing to see
tail. To-day there are more persons who by what various devices the difficulty is
would rather be ungrammatical than dodged. A con versa t ionalist begins a
stilted; and while I myself am not in the sentence confidently, suddenly sees this
least afraid of using good grammar al- obstacle ahead, and employs curious and
ways and everywhere, there are informal wonderful circumlocutions. "N'est-ce
gatherings where "am I not" is a bit pas" has also this advantage: it is one
t hick. Jane Austen would have gone of the few foreign phra>es which even- one
even further, and said "am not I?" an can pronounce.
expression which I have never heard. We have so little grammar in the Eng-
"Ain't I?" is both incorrect and vulgar, lish language that I regret to see further
but unless something is done, and as losses. I \\ill not say " It is me," no mat-

Macbeth remarked, done quickly, it will ter how august the orifice from which I
prevail, and we shall be forced to sur- hear it. I notice that some school-teacher
render to usage. It is already making in the West urges its adoption, on the
rapid strides in England. Rather than ground that it is impossible to make the
yield to "ain't I?" I would choose "am't pupils say "It is I." In other words, if
I," which, as Euclid was fond of saying, is the standard i- irksome, lower it to suit
al»urd. With these two ruled out, there human convenience, the method adopted
remains "aren't I?*' I hereby declare so frequently in the sphere of morals. I
war on this expression. I hate it. I will am not convinced by that argument. It
not sav "aren't I?" No, not if every is true that the English generally say "It
other person in the world says it. I am is me." But there are many divergent 

^^ ^^^^_

not squeamish, but 1 cannot -wallow the between good English and good American
negative of "I are." Furthermore, I re- usage, and there always will be. For ex-

VOL. LXXIII.-40
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ample, the following expression is "quite some error in grammar, not to mention
all right" in England, but it would sound mistakes in pronunciation. But it is cer-
rather queer in America; if you knocked tainly the duty of every school and col-
at some one's door, and he sleepily re- lege teacher in America, no matter what
monstrated, you might say in England, subject he teaches, to improve if possible
"It is me; I thought you had woken." the speech-habit of his pupils. One way

There are those who defend "It is me" to accomplish this is by setting a good
on the ground that the French say "C'est example. And the teacher should in-
moi." Even if this were a true analogy, variably correct errors.
the argument would still be worthless. It would be well if the social aristocracy
But the fact is otherwise. At the end of in every country took as much care of
Lavedan's play, "Le Marquis de Priola," their morals and of their speech as they
the question is asked "Who will take care do of their manners and of their appear-
of him?" and the young man responds, ance. But the history of society is dis-
"Moi." Just try to translate that word couraging. In that powerful book, "The
by "me." Glass of Fashion," whose author seems to

An Englishman once told me that "he be a combination of a newspaper-man and
don't" is an Americanism, and that he John the Baptist, a terrific indictment is
had never heard any English person use hurled at the leaders of English society,
it. I wonder at his lack of observation, because (he says) they have betrayed mo-
I have heard many Englishmen say it, and rality. They have more influence on the
it frequently appears in English conversa- standards of morality than the churches,
tions in English novels. This is also one and they are false to their trust. Well, it
of the phrases defended by the Western has usually been no better in the less-im-
school-teacher, but it is not pretty. portant matter of speech. The aristocrat

The English language, easiest of all Ian- has often handled his language with
guages to learn to read, write, talk, and cynical indifference, in the assurance that
understand, is the most difficult to pro- there is no one to call him to account. I
nounce correctly. We, therefore, who are will do so then. In Browning's poem
natives, ought to take pride in speaking it "My Last Duchess," the final touch of
accurately. It is rapidly becoming a high breeding and hauteur is given to the
world-language, and we are lucky who Duke, when he says carelessly:
have it as a birthright, for it is the most £

useful of all. Yet out of the millions who had you skill in speech-which I have
not. »?

talk English, how few there are who speak
it with precision ! The difficulty of the He will talk like a gentleman, not like a
task ought to be an incentive to the coura- professional.
geous mind. There is comfort in the thought that

I am glad that an organization has been those who habitually misuse positions of
formed with the avowed object of improv- responsibility eventually cease to hold
ing pronunciation in America. May good them.. When Malcolm rehearsed a list of
fortune attend it. It is called the Na- his vices to Macduff, and asked if such as
tional Association for American Speech, he were fit to govern, the honest soldier
and one of its objects is to improve the replied:
enunciation of actors. Many actors are "Fit to govern! No, not to live."not heard.

I am always amused when I read, as I I make no apology for spending so much
do often, the statement that every college time on pronunciation, for it deserves
should teach its students to speak and much more. Henry James thought it of
write English correctly. I wonder if those sufficient weight to carry a whole lecture.
who urge this realize how extremely rare There is no rarer sound in the world than
is such an accomplishment. I have not perfect English coming from the lips of
met six persons in my life who invariably one whose mother tongue is something
used correct English. I doubt if I have else. I remember meeting on an ocean-
ever heard an extempore public address liner a cultivated Polish gentleman who
of any length that was not marred by spoke English with fluent inaccuracy. I
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complimented him on the ease with which York, exclusively devoted to the work of
he, like so many other Slavs, spoke other this body and of the institute. Here
languages than his own, and added that records will be kept, including all puf>-
with the exception of the pronunciation, lications by the members, regular meet-
he spoke English as easily as anybody, ings will be held, prizes for excellence in
He was indignant, and insisted that he literature and art publicly awarded, and
spoke English exactly as well as any na- the good cause dignified and strength-
live. I offered to give him an English ened. The building was formally opened
sentence, and leave him alone with it on Februarv 22, with an address by Sir_ * ^

three hours; and said I \vas certain that Frederick Kenyon, president of the Brit-
he would not be able to pronounce it cor- ish Academy. On this occasion the Gold
rectly. He demurred at the three hours, Medal for distinction in drama \va
declaring that to be an insult, and wished awarded to Ku<rcne O'Neill, and it wa
to read the phrase at sight. But I was richly deserved.
firm. I took him to the smoking-room, Can anything be done to check the
wrote out the sentence, and returned in American habit of pronouncing Juliet as
three hours. This is the sentence: a word of three syllables, Ju-li-et? My

Though the tough cough and hiccough ear is constantly tormented by this
plough me through. abomination. We all make mistakes in

I wish you could have seen and heard pronunciation, but we ought to endeavor
him. He made a number of false starts, to lessen their number. It is just as dis-
and finally got into such a condition that tressing to hear a blaring error in pronun-
he could not pronounce a single word in ciation as it is to hear a discord in music.
the collection. I thought he was going to It is as absurd to say Ju-li-et as it would
lose his mind. be to say Ju-li-an or Ju-li-us.

It is an excellent sentence to try on that I never saw Adelaide Neilson, who, if
vast number of foreigners who fancy their veteran theatregoers are to be trusted,
English. came near to being an ideal Juliet; and I

Gentle reader, what is your custom saw Mary Anderson only as Rosalind.
when some one mispronounces a word in But I have seen many actresses consorting
a question, and you are compelled to use with Romeo, and the best Juliet I ever
the word in your answer? Do you pro- saw is Jane Cowl, She is effective every
nounce it correctly, and incur eternal hos- moment, from her first surrender to love,
tility, or do you basely imitate an error, to the final sacrifice. She rises to the
in order to preserve amenity? I have had height of tragic intensity, when the oc-
particularly bad luck with the Himalaya casion demands it; and in the balcony
Mountains. If I accent the second syl- scene, she is irresistible. She is girlish,
lable, my chance acquaintance stresses impetuous, a flame of passion; she is the
the third; and invariably vice versa, incarnation of youth in love. Her whole-
There are unpleasant moments in life. hearted giving of herself is so complete

The American Academy of Arts and that there is no place for coquetry, no
Letters made a good choice in electing pretense of retreat or reserve; the wealth
Professor Stuart Sherman of Illinois to of passion is so abundant that economy
take the place made vacant by the death would be folly. Juliet is too young to
of Thomas Nelson Page. Professor Sher- I dissimulate; she has the forthright sim-
man is an excellent scholar, a shrewd and plicity of a child. As Jane Cowl imper-
penetrating critic, a man who is interested sonates her, she seems to feel t he newm
both in classic and contemporary litera- wonder, and ecsta>y of a strange emotion;
ture, and who believes in maintaining as different from the light-hearted gaiety
standards. His literary style shows learn- of yesterday as poetry from prose. In

the moonlight dialogue, the lovers, in _ -B. -H. _M_ -B. - ^ ^ ^ing without pedantry, wit without DUI
foonery, and vigor without vulgarity. All Goethe phrase, taste " the topmost
who love to see art take a higher >lace in sparkling foam on the freshly-poured cuj
our national life should rejoice that the of love."
academy, through the generosity of a Another notable Shakespearean pro-
benefactor, now has a building in New duction of the present Mason is David
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elasco's arrangement of "Merchant of was Edwin Booth, who, on the night I
Venice." This is the most beautiful and saw him, was inspired.
complete stage-presentation of this play . I fervently suggest another candidate
that I have ever seen. Every one who for the Ignoble Prize-"Peer Gynt," by
witnesses it wishes the author were pres- Henrik Ibsen. At this moment it is play-
ent; he would assuredly enjoy the succes- ing to packed houses daily in New York,
sion of artistic and elaborate pictures, but I was so bored-so unspeakably
Furthermore in the Belasco version the bored-that I left at the end of the third

interest is steadily maintained. Booth act. Surely it is not the fault of the
made it so short (stopping with the exit of Theatre Guild. I do not see how the play
Shylock) that another play was given could possibly be better mounted, or
with it, to fill out the evening; but here better acted. This wonderful company
the play lasts from eight till a little after do all that can be done with it. I never
eleven, and there are no long pauses. Is found the book interesting reading, and I
the absence of liquor-bars the reason why did not care for it in the motion-pictures;
there are now no long pauses between the but I had such well-founded confidence in
acts in New York? If so, that should be the ability of the Theatre Guild to make
used as an argument for maintaining pro- anything interesting, that I went to the
hibition. In former times, the pauses theatre with high expectations and bright
were so frequent and so prolonged that faith. This same group of actors and di-
the acts of the play seemed like bits of rectors had kept me sharply attentive
drama interposed every now and then in throughout two plays that had seemed
a long and desultory evening. When for- in the reading impossible; Shaw's "Heart-
eign companies came hither, it was even break House" and "Back to Methuse-
worse; they used to say that if ever Sarah lah." These talky dramas, in comparison
Bernhardt grew old, it would be between with "Peer Gynt," seem sensational and
the acts. Mr. Belasco has published his melodramatic. To me "Peer Gynt" is
version of the "Merchant," with an ex- the champion bore of the year, and I am
ceedingly interesting autobiographical in- done with it forever.
troduction, in which he promises to give A correspondent suggests for the Ig-
other and seldom-seen dramas of Shake- noble Prize no less a person than Walt
speare. I sincerely hope he will do this, Whitman, whose fame is certainly broader
and I look forward with keen interest to and higher at this moment than ever be-
his production of "King Lear," with fore. To me, he is one of the American
David Warfield, who I think should be poets, and a man of genius. Yet there is
impressive. I have seen this greatest of an enormous amount of rubbish in his
all tragedies only twice; once in Germany, complete works. In many of his pages,
and once in America with Robert Man- I see nothing but a Sears-Roebuck cata-
tell. logue with Calliope accompaniment.

Mr. Warfield was uninspiring as Shy- Would I place him above Edgar Allan
lock, though he held the audience. Not Poe? I would not. And if I could read
for a moment did I lose the actor in his only one American poet, would it be
role. It was always David Warfield recit- Whitman? It would not. One hour of
ing the lines in a declamatory fashion, Poe is worth a cycle of Old Walt. But
with carefully studied gestures and busi- there are passages in the Camden bard,
ness. He was at his best in the trial scene, especially his first lines, that affect me
but even there he seemed to me artificial, like the ocean, the prairie, and the stars.
Yet not for anything would I have missed An extremely interesting book came
the splendid production, which will linger into my hands to-day. It is "Parodies on
long in my mind as a thing of beauty. Walt Whitman," compiled by Henry S.

I have been rather fortunate in Shy- Saunders, with a preface by Christopher
locks, having seen Edwin Booth, Henry Morley, and published by the American
Irving, Richard Mansfield, Walter Hamp- Library Service. Here is a collection of
den, Edward Sothern, David Warfield, parodies beginning with the year 1857
and the great German actor, Ernst von and ending with 1921. Most of them are
Possart. The best Shylock of them all failures because it is impossible to parody
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Walt in burlesque manner; his own twenty years old. It has remained in my
'' poems'' rpass any possible exaggera- memory, for I think on that night I saw
tion. Th m strange perfection in the theatre. How time goes
than the fiction, that the imitation falls by! It seems now as if I had just seen
patently t. ut he arod this admirable performance; I see again

by literary expe the players and I hear the sound of
dmission fee to t te to this particular their voices. It is true that there is a

circus. And of the seventy-nine speci- philosopher who says that time is station-
mens, the best is by that master of wit ary and immovable, and that only men

d raillery, tha pass 
" 

^^^f

gentleman, Henry C. Bunner. This is I am glad to be reinforced in my recol-
called "Home Sweet Home with Varia- lections by this American scholar and by* I ^

d was originally published this veteran French critic. There i
Scribncr's Monthly in May, 1881. something time-defying about "Les Ca-

Christoph f m- prices de Marianne"; it leaves a peculiar
ing. I read brightness in the memory, something of
in the New Evening Post, and it imperishable loveliness, which subsequent
helns m t d impressions are powerless to efface. ^^m

of literary cigar-butts, called Books and I am pleased to see that there is to be
d t is in every thing a complete edition of the works of that

he writes, and I especially m n his extraordinary man, W. H. Hudson. In
Blue Begins." many ways he was the king of naturalists.

This is such a c mb f I have seen some of the first volumes, and
and theology, that it might well be called, the publishers have made their appear-
remembering the hero, "Literature and ance worthy of the author. A member of
Dogma." There are some things in it I the American firm gives me the following
wish he had ere are many highly interesting information:

d have put in. "Last March I had the joy and the
Mo m letters, an ar- privilege of spending three days with
tist, d a ersonal f He is chock- Hudson. We were in the extreme south-
full of convictions and of enthusiasm, yet west of England. Mr. Hudson was living

>ks out on the world with then in a workman's cottage at Penzance.
>f the genuine humorist. We motored all about the country and I

My remark in the Febru; nu found, from personal contact, a beautiful
hat of all the plays I had eve soul, full of fire, radiating love for every-

m the one m thing and yet at the same time having a
the m lasting impression was "Les a part of his outer shell some of that cau-
Caprice Marianne" b Alfred de tion and suspicion of man often found in
Musset, has drawn enthusiastic comment wild animals.
from a reader who is even older I, "One point about Hudson which has

d has seen much f been literally overlooked is the fact that
He writes: "\ d f Hudson's father, as I understood Mr.
Caorices de M I Hudson, was born in Boston, and his
1867. It was the best thing I ever saw." grandfather came from England to Bos-
H h nl f >rm- ton about 1808. Hudson's mother was a

m^* ^ -^f ^P"^ i ^fc^ ^^ m ^ ̂w-^ ^ ̂ ^ t Miss Kimball, from New Hampshire. At
was Chekhov's "Cherry Orch ti the age of nineteen Hudson's father was
he saw in Moscow, and which v working on the docks in Boston. Some-
seen bv the same comuanv in New York, thing fell on him, crushing his chest. The

then quotes an article by Felix Du- doctor in Boston at the time informed
quesnel which d in the p him that probably he would never be able
some years ago "I cannot prevent my- to stand the rigor of that climate with hi
self from v a long journey backward, bruised chest. He was in Iqve with Mi -

d seeing again by the power of thought, Kimball, who was seventeen years old at
rmance of 'Les Caprices d the time. They talkr-1 the matter over

' at which I was resent when I together. She decided, or rather insisted,
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on marrying him d then m to behave themselves, and broke in on
the Argentine. It was quite evident that their careless happiness with thoughts of
Mr. Hudson's father was probably more the grave, they had what seemed to them
or less shiftless, although the author never good, ultimate reasons. But the modern
allowed himself to speak of his father pessimist, with no philosophy of life at
other than with reverence and respect, all, and with no hope for humanity either
Hudson had love, admiration, here or hereafter, is fully as determined as

m This was one the old Puritan not to let us have any
of his consuming passions." fun. The moment we set out to read a

m cheerful book or see a rollicking comedy,
med v-/ we are called sternly to order; such things

d m dmother, are not true art. Rebecca West says that
Lyon, in "hen she was five "The Enchanted April/' a novel written u

d. In addition to rather just for fun and as full of fun as an Italian
d on a holiday, is a "disaster"; and the

fulp m solemn, dogmatic critics assure us that
May Sinclair's "Life and Death of Har-

"There is an hour when I must die, riett Frean," in which the details of death
Nor do I know how soon 'twill come:

A thousand children young as I by cancer are elaborately set forth, is pro-
Are called by death to meet their doom." found art.^ I see no reason why we should

not all enjoy life, if we can; I think tears
Poor baby! Working out carefully have no more intellectual worth than

every letter of those mortuary verses, laughter. If the percentage of cerebra-
when she ought to have been playing with tion in books is to be measured merely by
her dolls, or enjoying the air of heaven, the depth of gloom it will become easier
The Puritans were determined not to let and easier to be a genius. The Puritans
even small children forget the certainty had a reason for their solemnity, and they
of death combined with the uncertainty believed that out of that dark soil bright
of its zero hour. If they heard the laugh- flowers would spring; but the modern
ter of children, they felt that something pessimist offers us no flowers, but simply
ought to be done about it. And yet as more dirt. The dog returns to his scrip-
carriers of gloom-germs I do not think tural menu.
they were so effective as many of our It is curious that so many should be-
modern atheistic novelists. The Puritans lieve that cheerfulness is incompatible
were in earnest, and they felt that life was with brains. Look at the people listening
serious; but they had a solid faith in the to a symphony concert. Many of them
ultimate Tightness of things; they be- are plainly cherishing the vain hope that
lieved that this was God's world, and that others will believe them to be intelligent,
its darkness was followed by eternal sun- if only they can succeed in looking suf-
shine. When they admonished little folks ficiently depressed.



a plot-developer, food has always kill or cure or to compel love. The water
ranked high. There was-to begin of Lethe had duplicates, Rip van Winkle
at the very beginning-Eve's apple, but followed a fashion set him by earlier

and Jacob's mess of pottage, and Joseph's thirsty souls, and Tristram and Iseult were
corner in corn. There was Persephone's not unique when Tristram drank with her
pomegranate seed, and the sop that it was the liquid she should have shared with King

advisable to give to Cerberus. Mark.
According
to Taste The fairy-tales also found food a It is a great trouble-maker, food. The

useful ingredient in story con- lack of it is disconcerting and the posses-
struction, and Alice's first adventure in sion of it is perplexing. For some like their
Wonderland resulted from her sip of a liquid porridge hot and some like it cold, some will
which had " a sort of mixed flavor of cherry- eat no fat and some will eat no lean, and
tart, custard, pineapple, roast turkey, toffy, even where love is, herbs are not conspicu-
and hot buttered toast." ously successful as preservers of peace. It

There are probably few persons to whom is through food metaphors that
food is genuinely a matter of no concern, rather goes out of his way to convict us of
The man who eats little and the man who sin. If somebody is not eating somebody
eats much are equally eager to explain past else in the Fables, a fox is asserting that
performances and present preferences, grapes are sour, a dog is snatching at the
Children and food are nearly synonymous shadow of a bone, or a crane and a fox are
terms. A normal child eats not only be- asking one another, alternately, to dinner,
cause he is hungry but because he has an and inhospitably making it impossible for
inquiring mind. If he has a yard, he eats the guest to eat.
around his environment at least once a day. In the menus of story-telling there arc
But it is unhonored, unorthodox food alone curious courses: Cleopatra's dissolved pearl,
that he accepts for play purposes. In the for example, and green cheese moons, and

*very eatable yard of my own youth grew lovers' hearts (served by irate husbands),
figs, oranges, bananas, persimmons, and and assorted poisons such as Hawthorne
Japan plums; yet those fruits were never utilized to nourish the daughter of Rap-
part of any game: they did not sustain us paccini. There are concentrated foods, too,
on desert islands, nor were they offered at antedating by centuries the much adver-m

royal banquets or permitted to cheer a tised ones of to-day. Connla's apple, kindly
prison stockade. We preferred tasteless supplied by a fairy maiden, sufficed him for
wild strawberries (guaranteed not to poison, a full month, Iduna's apples kept the Xorse
but evidently maligned), and elderberries, gods young and beautiful, caldrons of
equally tasteless; and there was sour-grass plenty were conveniently stationed for the

very sour-and white delicate stems of refreshment of Irish heroes, the Holy Grail
cocoa-grass, there were peach leaves, orange gave sustenance to those who did but see it
leaves, and nasturtium leaves, there was pass.
stinging pepper-grass, and rose-petals (al- These, however, are strange foods; they
ways disappointing), and, in season, honey- do not give one an appetite. It takes some
suckle, cape jasmine, and violets. For a one like Dickens to make the reader actually
captured enemy there was absinthe saitvage. hungry. Cratchit's goose is immortal, and

We always felt the lack of a well or brook, so are the chops and tomato sauce men-
Our cistern-a huge green cask standing tioned in Mr. Pick wick's letter to Mrs. Bar-
twenty feet above ground-precluded all dell; and Oliver Twist's request for a second
"business" with an old oaken bucket* helping is a classic. No one is likely to for-
Something to drink is important in many get Mrs. Pipchin's mutton-chops (hot and
an old tale. Drafts that bring forgetful- hot), or the oysters that Dora served, un-
ness, for instance, are commonplaces in folk- opened, to David and Traddles, or the mar-
lore, and so are potions that arc devised to chioncss's meal of "a dreary waste of cold
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potatoes, looking as eatable as Stonehenge." grandfather-worse luck!-had money left
Then there is that glorious dinner party at him, whereupon grandmother immediately
Mrs. Todgers's, and the uncomfortable one engaged several servants, and she has not
at the Veneerings', and Paul Dombey's first stepped inside a kitchen since. I never
dinner at Doctor Blimber's-a terrible oc- have thought much of her as a grandmother,
casion, when Master n chokes in but I still sigh at what a perfect cook was
spite of the intelligent efforts of Mr. Feeder, lost when grandfather fell heir to money.
B. A., to avert the catastrophe. Then there was Pearl Gray-black, of

Some authors, however, do not give their course, as the thick, curly hair of a hero in
characters enough to eat. Probably that fiction. Oh, how I loved Pearl! Her pud-
fact accounts for the insubstantiality of, dings were veritable things of beauty, linked
say, Disraeli's people. They do sit down to sweetness o'er which I lingered to have it
the table occasionally, but one never feels long drawn out. Pearl was, as her name
that they have had the proper amount of implied, a gem, a jewel of a cook. I hate to
calories and proteids. Being ill-nourished, confess how it was we lost her. It's not a
they are not strong to talk or act like human pleasant story. One day - well do I
beings. Mistress Harriet Byron, Sir Charles ber it - father found two hairpins in his
Grandison's betrothed, would have swooned fluffy appetizing-looking mashed potato,
and wept with less r had she been And did he smile at mother, and gleefully
permitted occasionally to finish her break- exclaim: "A pleasing dish indeed!" He
fast without being interrupted by a proposal did not ! He - but, there, father is an irasci-
of marriage. And George Eliot did not ble, testy man, and I'll omit what he did
realize, of course, that Daniel Deronda was exclaim. Sufficient to state that mother
always hungry. Even when, on one occa- finally left the table in tears, and the rest of
sion he had quite definite biscuits in his us suddenly discovered we were not
pockets, she forgets to make him eat them. - no, not even enough to touch one of

A scientist really ought to work out a Pearl's most glorious pudding masterpieces.
means by which human ability and per- The next day Pearl departed. I loved her
sonality might be directed and developed yes, but even I felt it was better so.
through selected foods. T Cecilia won my heart at once with her
feed their queen with bee-bread, so could a salad dressing. It seemed that human skill
child be fed with the particular materials could not convert oil, eggs, vinegar, and
that would make him a poet or a plumber, spices into such deliciousness. I believed
Exactly what these materials should be, it the gods must be her secret aids. Cecilia's
is the privilege of the scientist to find out. reign was fairly long and eminently satis-

factory, but it came to a somewhat tragic
MAY as well be frank. I am fond of end.

cooks. Perhaps it is a low taste Hearing screams one day, my wife flew to
though I doubt it. At any rate, it is the kitchen, where she found Anna, the

a natural, not an acquired one, like that waitress, with her right arm pinned beneath
for decayed cheese, free verse, olives, and a window which had ;ra
grand opera. was ing to open it. Cecilia was calmly

I have always been fond of saying: "Don't yell, I'll help you in a min-
Cooks I Have
Loved-and Lost cooks. The first one I loved was ute, Anna, but I can't leave this dressing

my grandmother. Not in slang now. The oil's got to be stirred in drop by
but in all truth I say it-she was some cook ! drop, you know." It was wiser to let Cecilia
Her pumpkin pies were gold and brown go before Anna murdered her, or before she
disks of pure lusciousness now found, alas ! herself stood casually by and allowed one of
only in fairy-tales or dreams. Her cookies us to burn up because she " couldn't leave
and cakes were treasures for which to lie her cooking" just then.»
and steal. A crime more or less was as Yet after all who shall say devotion and
naught in comparison with the joy of eating faithfulness to a cause-to salad dressing
one of them. The more my grandmother are not noble qualities! I am not ashamed
cooked the more I loved her, but-she to admit-to any one but Anna-that I still
stopped cooking. A sad event occurred, retain a warm affection for the lost Cecilia.
No, death did not snatch her from me, but She knew how to cook.
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>thor cooks I've Io- d-and 1" t. i How did we hapi>cn ' I* : (he loved
\vould not stay because I unn sonably ob- tin- much belo\ 1- Jrs. Todson ? It wa
jected to her keeping a .tray dog, a beast of thus. Mrs. Todson had an idi* yncrasy, an
questionable parentage and uncertain tern- obse ion, if you will. She insisted on meet
per. Ying Chun, a cook I loved as my ing- yes, being introduced to every noted
brother, developed the disconcerting habit guest who "honored our humble dwelling/*
of getting intoxicated. This in itself I might and of asking each to write in her autograph
possibly have borne, but when in one of his book. Oh, I know it sounds absurd, but it
inebriated moments he evidently planned to is true. Although our house was not a
become a knife-thrower and started brisk rendezvous for famous folk, and we did not
rehearsals in our kitchen, I was oblig i to tumble over them whenever we stepped, or
request him firmly though sadly to remove have to frame traffic rules to regulate the
himself permanently, and continue the im- crowds, still an occasional celebrity - an
provemcnt of his technique el -where. author, playwright, scientist-by mistak< ^

Alyse, the dreamy violet-eyed, could serve perhaps, \\-uld wander in; and then it wa
a dinner fit for a king (if kings exiMrd any we were put to it to device means whereby
more); could, I said, though she did not al- \vc could placate the inexorable Mrs. Tod-
ways do so. At times her poetic tempera- son without offending the guest. If you
ment overcame her, and our food suffered think that was easy, I wish you had had to
in consequence. W do it once!
a practice of using salt in place of sugar, and The delicate task for which by nature I
of substituting vinegar for vanilla, it seemed am totally unfitted usually fell to me. 1
time for Alyse to leave us. would ask the guest if he did not want to

J see a certain view, and then with abject"^

tarry long because we persisted in dining at apologies lead him to a kitchen window.
seven, and she preferred six-thirty for our Mrs. Todson did the rest. Or if it were
dinner-hour. Lucille considered my in- summer I would ridiculously suggest a tour
herited New England taste for doughnuts of our diminutive garden, and mumblingly
at breakfast plebeian, not to say heathenish, pretend the only way to reach it lay through
for "hadn't she always cooked for the first, the kitchen. A certain distinguished sur-
famities, people of real class, and not one of gcon from Leydrn [ lur I into Mrs. Tod-
them ever ate doughnuts'11 (Lucille de- son's lair by playing upon his expre^ 1 in-
tested to fry doughnuts.) Called upon to tcrest in American household conveniences
decide between Lucille and the doughnuts, such as patent door catches, electric bells,
reluctantly I chose the latter. Not that I and thermostats. I insisted upon explaining
loved Lucille the less, but that 1 loved my I to him the workings of our hot-water hi r.
morning doughnut more. 

Of the great cooks who have come in and Mr>. Todson. 

That meant of course the kitchen and

out of my life, cooks of excellence, and per- Thus by dint of obvious subterfuges for a
fection even, the greatest of these, the one season Mrs. Todson ambition was grati-
who surpassed all others-the supercook- tied, but not for always. When as chairman
was Mrs. Todson. Call her "Mrs. Tod- of a high high-brow society my wife was
son"? I should say we did! I doubt if : d to entertain last week a particularly
General Pcrshing or Marshal Foch them- fearsome and lordly lecturer-I was un-
selves would dare to call her <% KHa." (And avoidably absent at the time-she weakened
her name is Ella, too.) and did not introduce the unapproachable

Mrs. Todson's meals were such that no person to Mrs. Todson. The inevitable oc-
family member would miss one unless he curred. Deaf to penitent excuses, and to
were detained by sudden accident, severe promises for the future. Mrs. Todson, scat-
tonsillitis, or d ith. Her repertory v s tering anathemas, packed up her belong-
limitless. She could cook every known dish, ings, including her precious little autograph
and cook it better than any one c! . and book, and departed. I c nc home yester-
she could invent rare new delicacies which day to find her I< t to me forever and for-
in genius compared favorably with the Kin- ever.
stein theory, the Ford automobile, or any of Even with Mrs. 'I oil's cruelly inflicted
Mr. Edison's wonders. wound still fresh I am brave enough to be
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able to murmur at least, "it is better to ment, of hopeless illness, and of much igno-
have loved and lost than never to have rant and thoughtless vanity.
loved at all." I have followed the young idea from its

first ink spillings to the maturity of the
T has been my lot for a good many years quill from the bird of wisdom; seen literary
to be a reader of manuscripts. In these aspirants, whose beginnings appeared hope-
years I have read, to make a conserva- less, by sheer persistence and hard work win

tive estimate, probably, something like one a place of distinction in the line of the mod-
hundred thousand stories, poems, articles, ern best sellers. They have found in life
and essays. They have come from all over and experience something worth saying and

our country and have represented learned how to say it.
Of Much
Writing the thoughts that seem to be an Talent and the gift of expression are ap-

intimate part of our national life, parently not the prerogatives of the so-
A reader becomes something of a father called educated man or woman, for it is

confessor, even if he is unknown, for the often the writer who began with an ob-
aspiring writer in so many cases writes out viously limited knowledge of the things we
of his or her own heart, consciously or un- assume to belong to the equipment of the
consciously, and reveals the springs of literary person who achieves success.
aspiration and hope, and often those that It would seem that too much reading is
bubble up from the slough of despond. often a detriment rather than a source of

A surprising number of people make capi- inspiration in creative work, and that the
tal of their most sacred experiences, and at mind unperturbed by precedent dares to
the same time reveal their incredibly limited venture upon byways that the overread
equipment to say anything worth the say- fears from too much knowledge.
ing, with an amount of vanity and assur- I look back over my years of much read-
ance that they would blush to reveal in any ing of the outpourings of those who seek
other way. fame or money, or a mere gratification of

The craving to express oneself, to let out personal vanity in print, and find that, in
pent-up emotion or vague desires, real or spite of the tedium of the job, at times, that
imagined, in the form of writing, seems to it has had its compensations.
have belonged to the human race since man Have I not had the privilege of reading the
first scratched two hearts on a stone or cut first work of many who have since achieved
his initials with his sweetheart's on the bark distinction, of seeing the strange parts of the
of a tree. world through the eyes of adventurous trav-

To a reader comes a flood of written ellers of world-wide fame, looked on our re-
words that pour from many turbid and cent wars through the glasses of men who
shallow streams; and little, indeed, out of have played a part in them, or in the writing
the mass, has its source in the spring Pie- of famous correspondents, followed the dis-
nan. coveries of noted scientists and the achieve-

The conviction remains after much read- ments of leading scholars, read the first
ing of many very human and personal reve- poems of many new singers whose voices
lations that we are pretty much all alike, have since been heard throughout the land?
whether we have the gift of expression or And above all it has been my privilege to
not. The wish to say something seems to be glimpse with sympathy, many times with
universal, and in these later years it would deep emotion, and I hope with a generous and
seem as if a very large part of our popula- receptive understanding, the minds of many
tion was trying to get into print. who remain unknown to fame, who have been,

In the daily routine of reading I have even so, seekers after beauty or simply hon-
come upon revelations of poignant sorrow, est strivers after some unutterable ideal.
real and evidently pressing need, of tender Never before have so many tried to inter-
love for dear ones gone, and, of course, for pret the wonder, the mystery, the sadness,
the dear one that prompts so many spring the passion, the struggle, the comedy and
poems about this time, of bitter discourage- tragedy, of this thing we call life!



Painters' Architecture

HY MRS. SCIIUYIJ R VAN RENSSELAER

ID in X the history of the art way of brass, and a v; I number of turret
of painting there is an surrounded the walls. On the tops of the
attractive by-road turrets were raised up brazen figures of

which has not yet been savage beasts ns
thrown open and, I be- dragons, harts, elephants, unicorns, bulls,
lieve, has not even been and griffins. The houses were ornamented
entered with a questing with "craft of masonry/' and roofed with
purpose So far as I can lead. J\^
learn no one has described white and red/1 and along them ran cloisters,
the varied ways in which

the painters of one period and another, of " For mm to walk together twain and twain,
To keep them dry when it chanced to rain."

one land and another, have portrayed archi-
tectural forms. All that I have found is, If not on Lydgate's bold scale yet in the
once or twice, a reference to some part of same untrammelled spirit worked many
the theme as worthy of notice.

Do not for this reason think that it must

be a slender theme. If you look into it, it
expands, it blooms, in every direction.
From the earliest times the painter has made
constant use of architectural forms and

features, either as his main subject or as an ' V

clement in his landscapes or as a background
or a setting or framework for his figures.
Sometimes he has been a faithful copyist.
Much more often he has arranged or modi-
fied or has actually designed his architec-
tural motives to suit himself, not only when
a flat decorative pattern was his chief con-
cern but also in depictive work of every
kind. And this he has often done with a

delightful feeling for beauty or picturesque-
ness, even when he has shown as little re-
spect for constructional possibilities as for 14ft I-
constructed actualities.

We know the results in literature of simi-

lar imaginative processes. Almost as unlike Columns from il-ryptian paintin
reality as St. John's City Celestial have
been, in prose and verse, many cities ter-
restrial. One of the finest yet least familiar painters of his own fifteenth century and of
in the kingdom of English romance is de- those before and after. Here, of courr , I
scribed in John Lydgate's "War of Troy." cannot desrribe and appraise their multi-
Its marble walls were two hundred cubits farious products or those of such among
high, and at each corner a great crown of their brethren have reproduced with fidel-
gold fretted with rich jewels shone bright in itv what the architect had set before them.
the sunshine. Six towers, each with its gate- I can merely try to show, in a brief and

635
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very fragmentary way, that a book called and unrelated parts that they could never
"Painters' Architecture" would be well actually have been built even in the metal
worth writing. work that some archaeologists suppose.

It would begin where painting and archi- Decorative, of course, and very narrowly
restricted was the Greek vase

painting that we know so well.
But we may believe that even
in the depictive work of classic
Greece, which we do not know
at all, imagination often sup-
plied the architectural factors.
Certainly it supplied them in
the mural painting of Grseco-
Roman Pompeii, exuberantly
capricious in its flights of fancy
with inexplicable perspectives,
unserviceable columns, and
pediments formed, perhaps, of
ribbon ornaments. And an-
other kind of inventiveness

appears in the frescoes from
Boscoreale, now in the Metro-
politan Museum, where groups
of improbable buildings are
piled up in impossible ways.

Of mediaeval mural painting
we have scant remains, yet
among them are certain pic-
tures of shrines and canopies
where the decorator's fancy
worked its will very much as in
ancient Egypt. And with the
advent of the Renaissance our

material grows abundant. The
early Italians often set their
figures amid architectural
forms that no one had ever

seen. Antonio Vivarini, for
example, was part painter of a
Virgin Enthroned where the
baldacchino and the encircling
walls are elaborated in a way
to which we can really give no
name. Gentile Bellini, the

From a fresco from Boscoreale. widely travelled, filled the
Reproduced by courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum. background of his picture of St.

Mark preaching at Alexandria
tecture began, in ancient Egypt. Here all with a varied assortment of structures in-
painting was so purely decorative in intent eluding a church that suggests St. Mark's
that we could expect only stylized render- in Venice and a tall obelisk. Crivelli, as in
ings of architectural forms. But even so the central panel of his great altar-piece in
we find less respect for fact than might the cathedral at Ascoli, mingles late-Gothic
easily have been compassed. The most and Renaissance motives in a florid fashion
frequent motives, columns and colonnettes, that is all his own. Carpaccio, peculiarly
are apt to be not only fanciful but impos- enamoured of architectural beauty, some-
sible in design-built of such unstructural times shows a similar mixture, sometimes
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slender arcades purely classic in feeling, and frames of two small doors are enriched with
once at least a pseudo-Oriental minaretlrd delicate Renaissance patterns.
town. On the outside of a house at Verona, Marly also, and variously also, the paint-
Francesco Morone painted a Madonna and ing of architecture began in the north.
Saints where the supports and arches of the Characteristic of Jan van Eyck are hi
great canopy were formed entirely of inter- lovely landscape distances encircling high-
woven foliage and ilowers. placed towns or towers, and characteristic

Even when the buildings of the later also the beautifully designed Romanesque
Italian painters-often, be it remembered, interiors in which he sometimes placed hi

From the Legend of Clcelia. By Matteo di (liovanni.
Reproduced by courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

architects as well-are correct in structure figures, using, although he lived in a late-
and proportions, and seem at the first glance Gothic period, scarcely any Gothic details.
quite like those we know in stone, a fanciful More often the round arch was used with a
personal touch usually appears in their de- profusion of Gothic ornament. The build-
tails. And natural though it seemed to ings so conspicuous in Mcmling's outdoor ^ff

them to clothe their Biblical figures and scenes apjn-;ir to be variants of Italian rat her *-*

scenes with the splendid garments and than of Northern realities, but once at as
stately architecture of their wn^ he painted a recognizable Paris.
place, sometimes they would imagine more Among the Italianizing Hollanders an
appropriate settings, trying to suggest an- mings of the sixteenth century* '

tiquity by the use, perhaps, of a ruined tural painting grew in importance and in
structure. Most of these curious attempts truth to fact. J

ca truth were in pictures as born in 1527. made a sci
Nativity, but especially interesting is a tific sti the treatises of Vitruvius 2
Last Supper of Tintoretto's. Here rustic- Scrlio, and, although his pictures, like those
looking figures sit carelessly at a table in a of his p edcccsso
low-browed cabin built of heavy plain tim- foreground figures, the real subject is the
bers. Yet not wholly could the painter sink richly elaborated architecture. His pupil
the present in his vision of the past: the followed in his steps and one of them, Hen-
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drik van Stcemvyck, was the first to paint read indefinite references to pictures of
architectural forms illumined by artificial "ancient church architecture," and to
light-by torches and tapers. In the "real- others "in the Gothic taste" or "the an-
istic" seventeenth century, the second great tique taste." Indeed, it was in this age and
blooming time of truly national art in the land of exquisitely truthful realists that
Netherlands, the painting of architecture, Rembrandt, the great idealist, created the

most amazing of all examples of
imagined architecture. Por-
traying more than once what
no living eye had seen-the in-
terior of the temple at Jeru-
salem-he gave his imagination
full sway and invented a quite
indescribable kind of gigantic
gorgeousness: vast exuberantly
decorated piers and huge
cavern-like arches with mar-

velous fluted archivolts soaring
into the dusky vague.

At the same time another

magician, a Frenchman, was
doing imaginative work of a
very different kind. On his
many canvases and in his
"Liber Veritatis," Claude
shows us stately seaports that
no one else ever visited, and
landscapes where the scenes
and the ruins of the Italy of his
day were transposed and rear-
ranged to suit his own fancy.
In the eighteenth century an
Englishman, Samuel Palmer,
wrote:

"When I was setting out for
Italy I expected to see Claude's
magical combinations: miles
apart I found the disjointed

Saint Sebastian. By Mantegna.
members, some of them most
lovely, . . . There were the

usually on a small scale, was recognized as beauties, but the beautiful, the ideal Helen
a distinct branch or, rather, as two distinct was his own."
branches concerned with the inside and the And their own in the same sense are the

outside of buildings. Admirable was now compositions of many of Claude's French
what I may call the portrait-painting of and Italian contemporaries and their sue-
famous buildings, and of urban scenes often cessors of the first half of the eighteenth
with a canal as a central feature; and ad- century, a veritable age of architectural
mirable indeed, as perfect in truth as in painting. We may think of Poussin and of
beauty, was the treatment of both linear Hubert-Robert, and especially of the pro-
and aerial perspective and of full sunshine lific Pannini who, painting good portraits
or crossing lights in large and simple white- of the buildings and ruins of Rome, grouped
walled church interiors. them afresh to secure pictorial effectiveness.

But even the entries in a catalogue or a I remember one of his pictures where the
guide-book to this period may show us that pyramid of Cestius stands close by the
the great vogue of its beautiful fidelities did Coliseum and the Arch of Titus, while the
not drive imagination from the field, for we well-known statues of the Dying Gaul and
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the Discobolus, greatly enlarged, ornament of New Amsterdam a graceful group of
the foreground. Many Panninis are beau- palm-trees? The picture was embellished
iiful pictures, but I never saw anything thereby, and only one or two traders can
more stupid or more ugly than a large can- have cared whether or not cocoanuts might
vas where one Zuccarclli, professing to take be gathered on Manhattan.
us into Egypt, had crowded together against And so it is with the imaginative painter
an Italianesque background a lotof unre-
lated pylons and ruined halls, obelisks
and colossal statues, all of them absurd
in design and some of them encircled and
even crowned by luxuriant vegetation.

in

Architecture" would deal with Cana-

letto, Guardi, and Belotto-the three
notable Venetian limners of their own

and other cities-comparing them in
their work and marking in how far they
saw in literal or in imaginative ways.
And a whole chapter might well be writ-
ten about the lovely mermaid city as
seen during many generations by those
among her lovers who could reproduce
their visions of her. The Venetians of

the early and of the golden period, the
three of the later period whom I have
just named, Turner, Ziem, Whistler, Sar-
gent-how brief and incomplete a list
and yet how varied! Once I heard a
Venice at Sunset of Ziem's described as

a tomato omelet on a platter of bright-
blue sky. But all Ziems are not of this
kind, and everything of any kind that is
good in any degree would deserve atten-
tion, for even the most insignificant lover
of Venice may have seen something in
her infinite variety that the best of his
betters did not perceive.

We should not read self-conscious ef- AIlesory of snrine- By Cosimo Tura.
fort, affectation, a desire for singularity,
into the work of those old artists who, of architecture: his work "submitting/' a-
privileged to build in two dimensions only, Bacon said of poesy, "the shows of things to
preferred to other people's edifices the base- the desires of the mind," always entertains
less fabrics of their own dreams. In earlier and often delights us; while the lack of ver-

cts as ity, even of plausibility, that may character-i

such than we now feel, and there was more ize it need distress us no more than it dots
respect for imagination. Whatever of this in St. John's or in Lydgatc's words. Some-
gift a man possessed he was at liberty to use times he devisesfor usamorecuriousquaint-
if only he could make the result agreeable to ness, a more effective picturesqm-n , or a
eyes as naive as his own. Truth, one might more delicate beauty than the architect ha
suppose, would at all events have held a achieved, or, as in Rembrandt'? case, a gran-
map-maker to account, but how little the old diose poetic impressivenc ̂  that can never be
cartographer feared to supplement what he approached in stone. Not only with Rem-
thought he knew by what he knew he in- brandt but with many another we regret, not
vented! as he blamed when, tor ins ance, that he painted impossible things, but that
in preparing a map of New Netherland he the things he painted are not possible, ^^» ^"-

planted in the foreground of the inset vieu . 1 . " - 
* * -. \ ** .*""» k A --*. ^K 4 i " A* -Mt ' ' * * -^^ " m 4 «A *K m Painters' ArchiU lure" would not be a
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troublesome book to write or to illustrate, or three stories" the steeple of a village
for, concerned not with all the elements of church and often giving a "forcible idea"
pictorial art but simply with form, it might of a place with "scarcely a correct detail." i
be based largely upon a study of reproduc- And so it is-wherever w^e may look at
tions. Yet not everything has been repro- painters' work we find the thread of interest
duced, and there is no telling what some that was first spun in ancient Egypt, and it
inconspicuous canvas on a gallery wall may is woven also into the work of the etcher
reveal. In the M useum I and engraver. The book that should trace
came one day upon a small painting by an it would not be primarily of a "useful" sort
unnamed sixteenth-century Fleming where but, nevertheless, would speak a useful
the interior as well as the exterior of a word. No one can expect an archaeologist,
church is shown by means of a device W7hich, an antiquary to be familiar
we are always told, Viollet-le-Duc invented with pictorial art in every field-his own
for the illustrations of his Dictionary. Un- tasks are too varied and exacting. But if he
doubtedly the French architect did invent knew more about the persistent character-
it, but so did the old Flemish painter, dis- istic aims and tendencies of the painters'
pensing with portions of his roof and his wall guild he might not so often take painted
to admit the eye into the building. testimonies for more than they are worth.

At how many painters, and even schools And it is possible that the bibliophile needs
and periods, we have not glanced ! For one, a similar word of warning. I am told that
there is Correggio, who was not afraid, as in he sometimes uses the architectural features
building up the pedestal for his Madonna of of the miniatures in a mediaeval manuscript
St. Francis, to make living cherubs play the to determine its place of origin-to deter-
part of lithic ones. And there is the whole mine not merely what country but what
English school, including Turner, who, be- province or even what town or monastery
ginning with the prosaic topographical kind produced it. It would be interesting in-
of work that then prevailed in England, deed to study an array of these enchanting
journeyed far along the paths of fancy. In little pictures with the will to learn how
his maturer years he changed and exag- often the njediseval miniaturist, working in
gerated things in a "wonderful" way (so an age at once highly imaginative and
said a friend who travelled with him in "^"- v r -v j
France); even when he was sketching from Lydgate, may have worked with truth to
actualities, "lifting up? for instance, by two local facts-how often or how seldom!

Voyage of Jason. Front of a chest. School of Pcsellino
Reproduced by courtesj' of the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

A calendar of current art exhibitions will be found on page 13
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Drawn by Harvey Dunn,,

"WAS IT YOU WHO MET THOSE TWO MEXICANS ON THE ROAD-AND WHO

THEM AS WE FOUND THEM?11

"His Creed," page 731
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New Letters

Robert Louis Stevenson
EDITED BY SIR SIDNEY COLVIN

[FIRST PAPER]

ADY COLVIN has consented to the printing of the following hitherto unpub-
lished letters and portions of letters addressed to her by Robert Louis
Stevenson, chiefly in the early days of their friendship (1873-1876). She had

for long felt them to be too intimate and unreserved for the general eye, but her
reluctance has now yielded to lapse of years. " Those who possess the printed
volumes of Stevenson's correspondence will easily tell where to place and how to
understand this new matter; but for other readers a few words of introduction seem
necessary.

must be borne in mind, then, that the years to
d his life beset b

ffi d case the Sturm

d Drang were specially severe; partly from the native fire of.genius in his blood
rtly through his extreme diffidence and uncertainty as to his own powers an

»ses, st more y reason o te pan d "*-f

ds, which existed for the time being her: and
a little, lastly, through the reaction of his temperament against the uncon
austerity of the climate, moral and mental, of his native Ed

All these el em

th h, when he first met .Mrs, S m
d rear. In her

derstandinc and

of which his nature was in need. Her helpfulness was pn*>cntly backed by the
technical advice and encouragement of Sidney Colvin; and under these joint influ-
ences he quickly began to find his feet in literature, and to win acceptance for his
work in the best periodicals of the day. Several of the schemes begun at this time
and mentioned with eagerness in his letters came in the end to nothing; others of
his efforts were readily accepted by such editors as Philip Gilbert Hamerton (7

, George Grove (MacmiUan's Magazine), and Leslie Stephen (Cornhill
Magazine}.

The three letters first following ;ire indicative of Stevenson's state of mind and

health in the months next following his Suffolk \ it of 1873. The first was written
«*« The notes and explanations added to the following correspondence have been kindly supplied by Sir f
references to letters already printed are to the four-volume edition of IQII (Scribners).

Copyrighted in 1923 in United Stale*, Canad and * ireat Britain, by Charles Scribner's Sons. Pri
New York. All rights reserved.
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d*-V* WX*-A v*. **r A *XP/A* w wv*r w^ %P« ^VA. A X*** K-^^/1* A A AAXA A A t V/JL l^ \^ !_/ L.V'AJ.JL UV^JL « L 1A V d of August and bediming of S the

second a few days later, after a terribly trying scene with his father consequent on
his having fallen away from, orthodox Christian beliefs under the influence, as the

d f^ -^ s cousin "Bob"-that is, Robert Alan Stevenson, Louis's
senior by three years, a ingly original and stim -^^» "»"

wards one of the mos >f recognized critical authorities on the th
and uractise of the fine arts. drd letter was written a couDle of months L

had broken down b h d torily d
abroad by the wise physician, Sir Andrew Clark, consulted on the suggestion of hi

d d nrivatelv warned of the nature of his troubles.

[17, Heriot Row, body that I cannot tell you the result to-
EDINBURGH,] night. They shook hands; my father

September, 1873 said that he wished him all happiness, but
I went away so happy on Saturday prayed him, as the one favour that could

night, my dear friend; I could not contain be done him, that he should never see him
my happiness and the people that passed between the eyes again. And so parted
looked at me with a point of interrogation my father and my friend. To-morrow I
for a long way. You need not be afraid shall give more details.
of my writing so; it is all right and I can-
not tell you how good a thing it is for me Wednesday.
that I came to London and saw you. I The object of the interview is not very
am still rather tired, but well. I cannot easy to make out; it had no practical
pretend that I am glad to be back in issue except the ludicrous one that Bob
Edinburgh. I find that I hate the place promised never to talk Religion to me any
now to the backbone and only keep my- more. It was awfully rough on him, you
self quiet by telling myself that it is not know; he had no idea that there was that
for ever. sort of thing in the world, although I had

They were glad to see me and in a kind told him often enough-my father on his
of way so was I; but that is a horrid sub- knees and that kind of thing. O dear,
ject. dear, I just hold on to your hand very

I just finished in a hurry; this is not a tight and shut my eyes. If it had not
letter but an intimation. Good-bye, been for the thoughts of you, I should

Ever your faithful friend, have been twice as cut up; somehow it all
ROBERT Louis STEVENSON. seems to simplify when I think of you;

The pleasure has not yet passed out of tell me again that I am not such cold
my nerves; I feel so quiet and pleasant to poison to everybody as I am to some.
mvself.

[EDINBURGH,! 3
Tuesday, Sept. gth, 1873, I hope you are well. To continue the

^^ 11.40 P. M. story, I have seen Bob again, and he has
I was sitting up here working away at had a private letter from my father, apol-

John Knox, when the door opened and ogizing for anything he may have said,
Bob came in with his hands over his face but adhering to the substance of the in-
and sank down on a chair and began to terview. If I had not a very light heart
sob. He was scarcely able to speak at and a great faculty of interest in what is
first, but he found voice at least, and I under hand, I really think I should go
then found that he had come to see me, mad under this wretched state of matters.
had met my father in the way and had Even the calm of our daily life is all gloss-
just brought to an end an interview with ing, there is a sort of tremor through it all
him. There is now, at least, one person and a whole world of repressed bitterness.
in the world who knows what I have had I do not think of it, because it is one of
to face, and what a tempest of emotions those inevitable fates that no thinking can
my father can raise when he is really ex- mend. As Luther said "Ich kann nicht
cited. I am so tired at heart and tired in anders-hier stehe ich-Gott helfe mir."
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And yet I did not wish to harm any one; this soft impeachment. However, they
and don't; and I would do what I could, are evidently l>ent on my return in six ^^^ ^^^

if I could do anything. weeks at longest; I hope they may find
Now, don't get bothered about thk resignation, for me thinks I -hall manage

It has been as bad before any time this to disappoint them. All seems to go
last year, and then I had no one to talk well; they are rather (I think) pleased
the bitterness to. than the reverse with what they have

I am afraid tins letter is incoherent a heard (I have only seen my mother) and
little; but this and yesterday have been the admirable plu< idity of their mind
rather bad days with me. How poor all does not seem to be at all perturbed. I
my troubles are compared with yours; I had a slight spar with my mother thi
am such a scaly alligator and go through afternoon about my movements to-mor-
things on the whole so toughly and cheer- row. She said " You shall not have every-
ily. I hope you will not misunderstand thing your own way, I can tell you." I
this letter and think I am JFer///mng all said *'I don't expect it, but surely I may
over the place. I am quite happy and please myself as to where I am to sleep."
never think about these bothers, and I am She caved in incontinently and asked it
sure if you were to ask my father and as a favour, whereupon I facilely gave
mother they would tell you that I was as way and promised.
unconcerned as any Heathen deity; but 8.30.
"heartless levity" wras always one of my Your note is come. Thanks. I go to-
complaints. And a good thing, too. morrow to Dover. Thursday night I
"Werena my heart licht, I wad die." shall be in Paris; Friday, Sens; Saturday,

I take it kind in Nature, having a day Macon; Sunday, Avignon. I should like a
of broad sunshine and a great west wind little note at Avignon, f low difficult it is
among the garden trees, at this time of all to write on paper that has been folded
others; the sound of wind and leaves already. By the way, the whole scheme
comes in to me through the window, and came out during dinner. I was to have
if I shut my eyes I might fancy myself been despatched to Torquay with m;
some hundred miles away under a certain mother; Clark disposed of all that at one
tree. And that is a consolation, too; breath; they think no end of Clark.
these things have been. Do keep well and be strong and jolly;

and let me hear that you are blooming. I
"To-morrow, let it shine or rain, do look forward to the sun and I go with a

Yet cannot this the past make vain;
Nor uncreate and render void great store of contentment-bah : what a
That which was yesterday enjoyed." mean word-of living happiness that I

can scarce keep bottled down, in my
I have the proof of it at mv heart, it never weatherbeaten body. Do be happy.^^^^^ - " ,^B_ ^ -

felt so light and happily stirred in the old Ever your faithful friend,
days. Just now, when the whole world 
looks to me as if it were lit with gas, and 

S.

life a sort of metropolitan railway, it is a The next letter was written at various
great thing to have clear memory of sunny stages of his invalid journey to the South
places. How my mind rings the changes of France. 

^

upon sun and sunny ! Farewell, my dear- DOVER, Nov. 5th.
est friend. MY DF. \R FRIKXD,R. L. S.

1 came down today in company with
[LONDON,] a man who regaled me with the chronicle

\ov. 4, 1873, of accidents that had befallen him. He
3-30 had broken in his time seven ribs, a collar

My dear friend, Clark is a trump. He bone, a leg and an arm, and seemed not
said I must go abroad and that I \va> bet- one penny the worse. The country was
ter alone. "Mothers/' he said, " just put very lovely, one grand spread of ru-i-t
fancies into people's heads and make them and green, and to the Medway, which ac-
fancy themselves worse than they are/' companied us a little way, I quite lost my
My'mother (with some justice) denied heart. To-night it blows most lamenta-
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bly, and the noise of both wind and sea the lights and the pleasant sound of the
dins in my ears. I fear I shall not have a new language in my ears. McMahon's
pleasant crossing. address is pasted up everywhere, and po-

My father was much delighted with litical pictures fill the windows.
you, as I knew of course he would be; I sleep ten and lie in bed twelve hours
but you and Colvin have so lamentably consistently. I have had breakfast and
overdone your solemnity that you have have just crawled upstairs to get a rest.
given rise to an entirely new theory of my My room is on the sixth floor, although
illness. I have been in "the very worst they make it out to be the fourth floor
possible hands," my illness is almost en- only by dint of calling one the entresol
tirely owing to your society; and so forth, and not calling another anything at all.
Are they not perplexing people to deal I just stop to remark upon French dogs,
with? which seem to me more French consider-

I have an article in my head which I ably than the French people. They are
think might do for the Portfolio; you see charmingly national. I saw two to-day ^^^
you always inspire me. reading McMahon's message, or pretend-

ing to read it, with patriotic concern.
, November 6th. I am half in doubt whether I shall go

W d V ry bad on to-day or not but I shall if I am able.
weeping and wailing and gnashing of Paris is cold, and wearies me a little be-
teeth all d re sides, and then I do wish to get settled

d and have my books and papers all about
,m^-r * ., was sent me once more and be able to write to you

>wn to leeward, one h ch, to the in comfort instead of shivering up here
mv^ I was not among the sparrows. I am very like a

sick; I rejoiced ly. I am sparrow on the housetop, by the bye: by
d should hz d a great a peculiar disposition of the neighbouring

to say to you. A must just roofs, the idea that one is in the open air
d. I would is almost irresistibly forced upon one in

have said a lot about the smell of foreign this numero dix-ter, and there is nothing
towns, which you will be able to supply; in the temperature to belie it.
and a lot also about effects of poplars, I am growing gradually more rested
which m to m "metim quite per- while I gossip with you. I wish to go to

windirA - hither and the Poste Restante, just in case, and
thither in a d ic way thence to some good booksellers to inquire
and alwavs be to es. about a lot of books on the French Cal-

There were two English ladies in the car- vinists which are necessary to my lit-
.h me going to Italy under s tie Covenanting game. It amuses me

m d :, hugely to go on writing thus.
d m make me angry If I only were not tired I would write

d of the m such lots; but my spine is beginning to
will be spent in hawking these dull crea- crawl. So goodbye,

d R. L. STEVENSON.V

tiful would to take you, with all
your eager sensibilities and quick nerves. After spending some weeks at the Hotel

d m du Pavilion, Mentone, varied by a short
with sleep. 11 arrived tired in a visit in my company to Monte Carlo,

did Stevenson settled again for the rest of the-^^^^-

same on the Saturday before last; only winter at Mentone, at the Hotel Mira-
how different were the two arrivals ! To- beau (now, I believe, defunct), in the
night I was going a stranger g Eastern bay, and there found much plea-

d g sure in the society of two Russian sisters,
home. Madame Garschine and Madame Zasset-

d zky. Such society was entirely new to
ed a pipe up and down the streets, him, nor had Russian character and man-
is cold a little but I could not resist ners been illuminated for English readers
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then, as they have been now, by scores of fool of me; and yet they must suppose me
famous translated novels and others, to be such a fool. It is too coarse for a
scarcely less remarkable, by English stu- joke. I wish you were here to tell me
dents of the country. Of these two ladies which it is. I have not thought it nece?
of the Russian aristocracy, his elders by stry to say anything about my own
some fifteen or more years, the senior and opinions in the matter, and I won't.
more dashing, Mme. Z., it presently ap- It is very odd what a fool they must
peared, had a standing Unison of her own think me, I canm?/ get over it. Now,
at home. Her gentler sister, Mme. G., to-night, Mme. Z. asked to examine my
was unattached, and soon began to take hand. It was evidently a put-up thing,
an interest in Stevenson which, as will be because I had asked her before and she
seen by the innocent confessions of the did not do it. Well, she had hardly
following letters, he feared for a while looked at it before she gave a little start
might be tenderer than he was prepared and a cry (she is a finished actress), then
to reciprocate. But their relations pres- followed some hasty, rather excited talk
ently quieted down into those of a com- between her and her sister in Russian,
fortable and mutually interesting friend- and then Mme. Z. said: "II y a quelque
ship-for to these Russian ladies this brii- chose ici que ma soeur me defend de vous
liant and bashful Scottish youth afforded dire/' and then after a pause, "Et cepen-
a study quite as new as that which they dant je crois bien que vous comprenez."
presented to him. Of the two children A chair next Mme. G. became vacant, she
mentioned, one, Pella, was a girl of some motioned me to take it and talked to me
seven or eight, of no particular interest; for a long time quite sincerely and nicely
Nelitchka, a two-year-old or little more, about anything you like. I took the first
was of a childish charm which gave Ste- occasion of leaving the chair and going
venson endless delight. Which sister was away; when up gets Mme. with a sort of
the mother of which child, or of both, was fling and changes her seat also, saying
a mystery he was never allowed to solve, something to her sister quite angrily in
The "Robinet" mentioned in this letter Russian.

was a bush-bearded French landscape You must understand that since m
painter, sometimes known as " le Raphael illness I have been unspeakably timi
des cailloux" from the more than pre- bashful and blushful-I don't know why
Raphaelite minuteness of his treatment of -and I suppose that that is where the
the foreground detail of pebbled shores; a humour of the thing lies.
devout Catholic and reactionary, and There is a first report. We shall see
withal the best of genial good fellows. how this goes on. I feel easier now I

have told you how the thing stood; I did
[MKNTONE, January, 1874,! not care to tell you of the very vague and

Friday. possibly foolish notions that I have had
I have been altogether upset this eve- before, but to-night has cleared the mat-

ning and my quiet work knocked on the ter up so far; and it now must be one of
head. I told you I did not understand two things-a deliberate plant or an af-
the Russians; but I didn't tell you alto- fair, which may bother me. It makes it
get her why; indeed, I don't know if I all the more difficult for me to know h<m
quite can tell you yet. But the reason is to act, that I really do like Mme. G., and
this: I don't know what Mme. G.'s little am sorry for her; feelings that will not be
game is with regard tome. Certainly she keened at all by this plant; if only she
has either made up her mind to make a would be done with it. You know nv
fool of me in a somewhat coarse manner, impersonal way of liking people and how
or else she is in train to make a fool of I would no more change my admiration
herself. I don't care which it is (though for a person because I suffered from her
I sincerely hope it is the former) if it than 1 would for the grace of an aloe be-
would only take a definite shape; but in cause I pricked my finger with it or for
the meantime, I am damnably embar- the ocean Ijccause it drowned for me my
rassed and yet funnily interested. It is dearest friend. Mme. G. is a very fine
very funny. They must want to make a organisation whom it gives me pleasure
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to study, a pleasure which will be neither are very kind and jolly to me to-day, and
increased nor diminished by this business, this is the second without any foolishness
however it turns out. up to now. They are both of them the

frankest of mortals, and have complained
Saturday. to me, in one way or other, that I am to

A rainy day has kept the Russians at them as some undiscovered animal. They
home, so I know no more than last night, do not seem to cultivate R. L. S.'s in Mus-
Al though I think more and more that covy It has been rather a curious epi-
Madame's intention was to get up a sorry sode.
little flirtation with as much seriousness Robinet and I went this evening to tea
as these things admit of, I am still pleased with them; Mme. Johnson was ill; so
by thinking that the crass, almost brutal, neither she nor her husband could go.
stupidity that I exhibited last night may Well, my news is pleasant; the conversa-
put an end to it. tion was interesting as usual-Mme. Z. is

I wish I could hear how you were. I certainly a very clever woman. But to-
can't make out what has come to my night it turned out that they know Mill
hand; I can't write legibly in the new po- and Spencer; that Mill's death was re-
sition, and in the old I can't write at all- garded as a calamity in Russia; that they
I am very well but utterly stupid; more are people of like views with us. Atpres-
utterly stupid than ever. Stupidity can't ent, their word is to support the Empire,
go further now, Dieu mercil My head is the people being unfit for power and the
sewed up altogether. No unpleasant Empire lending itself to all advances; but
feelings, no fluidity, no creeping; only per- their opinions are most hopeful. It does
feet stupidity. . one's heart good and gives one great hope

9 o'clock. for Russia. I wish you could know these
Yes, I have succeeded, I think, in get- two women; you would like them. As for

ting this thing straightened up. Mme. me, I think I am at my ease now; they
G. has been, as ever, very nice and inter- have changed their manner to me greatly
ested with me this evening, and there has and I do think there is an end of the non-
been no more bosh. This gives me great sense. I know that Mme, Z. has now an
pleasure. Mme. Z., in giving characters exaggerated notion of my talents and
all round (for a forfeit) said of me: "Mon- character, and that will help. I have
sieur est un jeune homme que je ne com- ceased to play the stupid, and take things
prends pas. II n'est pas mediant, je sais as they come, and it seems to pay,
cela, mais apres, tenebres, tenebres, tene-
bres, rien que des tenebres." That I un- Monday.
derstand for the best also; I believe it Yes, I am much better, very much bet-
means that they are quite befogged with ter I think I may say. Although it is
me and give me up. I am sincerely glad funny how I have ceased to be able to
things have turned out thus; for I am very write with the improvement of my health.
happy here among these people, and I was I shouldn't wonder if I returned into a
afraid there was going to be a difficulty, schoolboy phase. Do you notice how for
I don't think there will be now. some time back you have had no descrip-

I am very well, feel very much as I did tions of anything; the reason is that I
before the breakdown, that is to say, can't describe anything. No words come
quite alive again, but useless, shaky, and to me when I see a thing just now. I
nervous. I think S. C. would find a want awfully to tell you, to-day, about a
change in me, but I thought I should have little "piece" of green sea, and gulls, and
recovered into good health, and not into clouded sky with the usual golden moun-
my old shaky health as I seem to be doing, tain-breaks to the southward. It was

wonderful, the sea near at hand was living
Sunday. emerald; the white breasts and wings of

Yes, I adhere to both my good state- the gulls as they circled above-high
ments of yesterday; I am better; and the above even-were dyed bright green by
Russian difficulty-the Eastern question, the reflection. And if you could only
so to speak-is solved. Both of the ladies have seen, or if any right word would only
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come to my pen to tell you, how wonder- world. I will tell you something about
fully these illuminated birds floated hither both of them that will interest you. ist
and thither under the grey-purple of the The Princess: What breaks her heart i
sky ! Germany. " I wish.'' she says,<4 to

Mademoiselle Pella made another at- Society upon love, and here I find the
tempt at killing her mother (her aunt), happiest possible families, con>isting of a
but her aunt (her mother) was there ami lean d professor and a kitchenmaid.
she does seem to have a sort of sway over Even Goethe was happiest with his kitch-
the child which the other has not; and yet enmaid. If I could, I wouldn't believe in
how the child hates her ! Germany." 2nd. Mme. G. All I know

I am the worst writer in the world, about her is from Mme. Z. She is re-
You can't tell how I hate that; it is a con- served about herself. However, she is so
tinual series of shameful surprises for me, bigoted in the views that we hold, so con-
now, to write, even a letter to you; I don't vinced that all paltering with error only
manage to say what I mean. does harm that she has never been to

I think I may send off this letter to-day, church since she has married. Conse-
I have certainly come to a stage; I think quently, the peasants believe she is a
to the last stage. However, I am quite devil. They know, however, that she
tranquil and cheery and well. I shall ex- takes better care of them than anyone
pect with interest a wise letter from you. else, and this is not an uncommon scene.

Ever your faithful friend, A woman, in childbirth, sends for her, and
ROBERT Louis STEVENSON. beseeches her to make the sign of th

Cross ("because we know that you have
[MENTOXE, February, 1874.] Satan in you") before she touches her.

Tii^av Madame is inflexible. "I have nothing
dav I could v. to do with either God or Satan," she says

r letter has just arrived-hurray! always. "You know me, and you know
dsb d the bird i- whether I come to you with a good inten-

dise. I have more to tell you, of course, tion or no. If you think I don't, you
t Russians. I le should not let me come, and I will go
d I am /ing b Th away again." Isn't that a strange per-

amuse and interest me immensely. They son? and a fine person? I do wish you
are the only nice people really in Men- could know these two women; you would
tone; and so I have now given way alto- like them and they would interest you,

d spend all my time with them, just as I like them and am interested in
I do think it is all right, however, them. Mme. Z. has had ten kids; thi>,

as wi* she says, explains her ignorance; her ig-
other. I t yesterd norance does not need much explanation
and you can judge for yourself. At 1 as there is not much of it. Mme. Z. did

G afternoon not come to lunch. Mme. G. was there
the\ t>e and as and we had a talk which enlightened me a
Mme. Z. was writing, I camped on Mme. good deal as to her character. We some-
G.'ssh d talked for, I dares b*/»' how got on to Christ. " J'en suis amou-
an hour. me. Z. am d reux," she said, " I have never lov my

d. after dinner, as Nellie man I have seen. I want to have been»
d was at horn had one of those women who did love him and
asked me to < vith followed him." This Christ business e\-

her. Until Nellie went to bed, we amused plains the bigotry.
her, an d smoked I have bought a new hat, a bri md sort
ret us together, and talked marriage and of arrangement. I don't think it par-^^^^^f^

society an «s take- much of the perpetual loveliness of
G. ca in >m I old marbles. There is a delicate bloom

offered to go, as in duty bound, but wa^ upon it that the first shower, I know, will- -^- « m "
de to stav and d^r A " pair remove. It is probably glue, and if so,

of them until half past ten. - really God knows what may l>e the result on the
are two of the splendidest people in the coherency of the whole structure.
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In health, on this beautiful day, I am mind; besides it was a matter about which
perfect. I have been sitting alone by the I wished counsel And God knows, I
sea, with a sunshade between me and the don't understand it yet. The extreme
sun, and feeling just as happy as I could niceness that is shown now, far more than
be and telling myself all manner of nice before, is still inexplicable to me. I am
things. Corsica was just visible on the disoriented-all abroad. However, not
horizon and, what was far more lovely, unpleasantly now.
ranges of delicate cloud-mountains, white I have been all the afternoon in the gar-
and faint and far-away, in the intense pale den playing with Nellie and talking to
blue; for the blue has a way of being at Mme. Z. She has written three comedies
once intense and pale; even of ceasing to (almost farces as far as I could judge from
be blue altogether, and changing into a her description) which have been very
nameless whiteness, like that at the heart successful. Mme. G. did not appear at
of a violet (I think, or a pansy?) that all upon the scene. It was she who asked
somehow, is to me like a perfume. The me in and she left the moment I accepted
gulls, as usual, sailed by continually, the invitation. Nellie made my life a
tilted, and on the watch for fish. burden to me, playing hide and seek and

making me eat bread whether I would or
10,30 not; we are now excellent friends. Mme.

O yes. It's all right. These people Z. demanded " a quand les noces?" But
like me now, and it's all right, I feel sure. I have a serious rival in M. Robinet,
I have spent this evening also with them whom she calls "Nenet," and whom, as

Robinet and I-and they are nice. I he walks with her arm in arm with his
am awfully lucky to have found them, legs doubled, she regards as a little boy.
Mme. Z. says she will let Nelitchka go on
the stage if she has the vocation, as seems Friday.
likely. N. is a darling and no mistake. My dear friend, I cannot write this

morning, and I wanted to write. You
Wednesday, 4 o'clock. must just take my adieux without am

Nothing to-day to tell you, except that embellishment.
the weather is lovely and I am well and Ever your faithful friend,
stupid. I have quite got over my fears ROBERT Louis STEVENSON.
about what you know and take the goods
that the Gods supply me withal, content- His correspondent had been visiting a
edly and unenquiringly. Nelitchka is sister in Paris and was now returning to
still seedy, and I have not seen her once London. The "paper" is one of his early
to-day, which is a privation. essays for The Portfolio. "Walt Whit-

man" is a study of that poet on which he
Thursday. was already engaged, but which he did

I hope my last letter did not bother not get executed to his satisfaction till
you; I was bothered myself a little when five years later. 1
I wrote it. I am not bothered now.

Mme. G. is very nice to me, sweet and [MENTONE, January, 1874,]
serious. Mme. Z. has a great idea that I Monday.
am very clever, I think; indeed, they both I just wish to say good-night to you.
have. You know it is with me, as with To-day has been windy, but not cold.
you; people will take me for being cleverer The sea was troubled and had a fine fresh
than I feel. Only I understand it in my saline smell like our own. seas, and the
case. I do say and think nice and true sight of the breaking waves and, above
things; people observe that; and they can- all, the spray that drove now and again
not tell the want of suite and fibre, the de- in my face, carried me back to storms
feet of strong continuousness, that there that I have enjoyed, O how much! Still
is behind it all. (as Mme. Z. remarked) there is something

I wonder if I was wrong to write to you irritating in a stormy sea whose waves
as I did last? I don't think so. I do come always to the same spot and no fur-
want always to write what is up in my ther. It looks like playing at passion; it
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reminds one of the loathsome sham waves if you cover the lower part of the face, youA ^^

in a stage-ocean. will see a hard, funny, puzzled sort of
To-morrow, you go, and to-morrow smile around the eyes.

night, the straits will be again between us.
Absence from you brings home distances Sund ay.
to me wonderfully, and I have a sort of Yesterday was such an admirable day,
bird's eye picture of the space that sepa- I had a long walk (for me) in the olive
rates us always under my eye. I am yards, the coolth was delicious; imagine
afraid my letters will again cease to that in March. It was curious how every
amuse you, for I have got used to my sur- person I met in the course of my walk
roundings and begin to take the people a spoke a different language: French, Eng-
little more as a matter of course. lish, Russian, Menton< e-it might have

No, my paper is not good, it has the been the plains of Heaven with the great
right stuff in it, but I have not got it said, multitude made perfect out of all tongues
I am afraid S. C. when he comes, will be and nations spread abroad in happiness
disappointed. I did not tell you he had over them.
written me such a jolly note, saying he Yes, I think I rather like this Russian
hoped a great deal from me. It is very Prince; certainly not so well, however, as
nice of him, but I am not so good a card as the ladies: I have begun to give Pella les-
he thinks; it is very (Doubtful to me if I sons in English, by the way. Just time
shall ever have wit enough to do more to catch post.
than good paragraphs. However, a good Ever your faithful friend,
paragraph is a good paragraph, and may ROBERT Louis STEVENSON.
give tired people rest and pleasure, quite
as well as a good book, although for not [MEXTONE, February, 1874
so long; a flower in a pot is not a garden, Friday.
but it is a flower for all that, and its per- Yesterday afternoon for the first time
fume does the heart good. So let us take for a day or two I had a good long talk
heart of grace and be happy. with Mme. G. I wish I could make up

my mind to tell you what she said, for I
Tuesday. should like to know if you would agree

The weather is all right again, soft and with it: I have been quite confused and
sunny and like summer. For some days, upset every time I have thought of it
I have been off work, owing to cold, etc., since. If I am like what she says, I must
but to-morrow I hope to get to it again; be a very nice person! There is not a
this unhappy Walt Whitman. I gener- cloud in the sky, as you may see by this.
ally find myself no good, when it is in the Poor woman, she seems to be sufferin
question, O, your last letter was just more than ever. I hear that her husban
what I wanted. is ill; and, as (I have been told) she never

Thursday. means to go back to him, I daresay this
I am better again, having been indiffer- may account for something in her changed

ent out of it, these two last days. The looks.
work still lies over, my malison upon it S. C. heard yesterday, and I was please^^r

all! I send you a picter of me, which I to hear about G. Eliot. Look here, do
think looks like a hunchback, but they you know that I am getting really better?
say it is like me when I am looking at peo- I shall be better soon, and able to work
pie a little puzzled. Mme. G. says the and be about all that you want me, and
under lip requires to be doctored up with be to you what you know I wish to be.
a little Indian ink, or something, which
she is going to do for her copy. Saturda

The Prince Galit/in has arrived. I do I have lost my penholder; so this must
not quite know yet if I like him. I am go in pencil. I had a bad day yesterday.
still plodding away at John Knox and do- one of those da , you know, when lif<
ing a pleasanter spell of work over the seems one impasse, one impossibility,^^^^ ^ _"_"_._»
Waverlev Novels. Everything looked wrong to me, and I

I see what they mean about the picture; was sick at heart. The weather was grey
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and blustering, as it might have been in more beautiful and noble, to the vulgar
Edinburgh, and I went labouring up and little market-place of petty passions that

d, I know bitterly to be myself. Is it all a
m If-at least a sort of dream, dear ? Lift up your eyes, and you

passion, a little froth on the top of a great will see that I am not worthy, and turn
d t. I am out of away

you know, there I am so glad now to be sure, and thor-
the thing does a little. These oughly to understand that past difficulty.
things do not pass in a night's time: I It was all, as I see now distinctly, some-
shall have a bad time again likely enough, thing got up between jest and earnest
this afternoon. You don't know that three parts at least in jest-by Mme. Z.:
about me; when I discouraged, I the other never had a hand or an interest
discoura I feared I sho not in it.^. j- j - ^ /. ... -- -

strong enough to take a position when I Sunday,
went d would let mvself be d I wonder how you are, and I don't

d know whether to send this off or wait
d mM until I hear from you, I am a little tired

and bio by netrable walls. and stupid still, this morning, and have
I tell you also, while I m nothing to say, except that I do not fail

Jeremy mood I am discontented to think of you; nor shall ever. Also I
m 1 that Mme. G, 1 old me begin to be somewhat homesick and im-

d d I believe she m patient-not for Edinburgh, as you may
-all h d me, all that you fancy; and on the whole I am somewhat

in better than I feel low at heart. This is all because it is

elf to be be he m February-don't think much of it. If I
as an imposture. When you see "Or- could only knock, this forenoon, at the
dered South" you will understand how I door of No. 15 !
prefer " the shad< wv Ever your faithful friend,
the hearts of others/' because it is so much ROBERT Louis STEVENSON.

(To be continued)

Respite
BY ELIZABETH KEMPER ADAMS

THE soft June dark enfolded us; the breeze
Told us of wood and field and wayside brier
And the wild grape in flower; the small choir
Of pool and grasses shrilled antiphonies;
And we, rapt by the moment even as these,
Footed an unknown road without desire

To see beyond the scintillant dip and spire
Of fireflies weaving lambent fantasies.
Now, when great verse, music, or mountain height

rings me the searching loneliness of dreams
Too high for compass of our mortal breed,
I think that kinder to my human need
Were the soft darkness of that summer night,
Fragrant and sown with myriad fiery gleams.
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A cheese-vender with his wares spread out on a portable table under a great red umbrella.

Surrounded by a crowd of " bonnes me"na££res" eager to buy, at perhaps, four sou* less per kilo than the price in ibe
many little "epiceries." There are in addition many intere rl obs< ers of the proceedings; and generally on the li
of the pile of cheeses I observed from the* "terrasse" of the "Cafe do la Vict«ire" him whom we have nirknaim
philosopher." He never buys a cheese, but stands close by, where the fragrant odor ily reach his imtriU.

Sketches of Vence
BV F. N. MARVIN

A PLEASANT 'I < >\\ >f IN' A OUII T AND SUNNY CORN1.R OF POT-WAR I K \N( I
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Inside the Cafe de la Victoire" one finds the genial host, M. Brum, always ready to take a hand at cards with one of his many customers. His wife calmly presides
behind the throne-like bar at one side of the cafe, and most competently looks after the money end of the establishment; as in

France-for the financial side of affairs in shops and cafe's-one must, as a rule, "cherchez la femme."
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The toilet of the cafe* takes place quite early.

All the chairs are placed on top of the marble table* while the entire floor » carefully scrubbed ; and last of all Madame
mounts, here and there on a table, with a napkin, and clams the many minors.
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At one end of the bar two masons are chatting for a few moments with the Before long some farmer will drop in for his early glass of white wine,
landlord while absorbing their "aperitif"-the wall beyond them which will make his many hours of very hard labor in

a gay background of many-colored bottles. the fields seem shorter.



The jolly old cobbler.
For forty years and more, he has never failed to appear here, several limes a day. and drain his glass* if vin mage."

his motto I rig. so he says \« r too much, and ne% < r too little." And for f.»rty years, as be sits in toe doorway of hib
little shop near by. innumerable are the gay little songs he has sun* as he pegs away at his work.

I hope his many friends-which is the same as saving the entire population of the village-will for forty yt
hear him singing in hi* shop; and that the "habitues" of the "Cafe* de la \ ictoirc" may touch g<a«n with him for as many
happy years more.
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Life is not unduly strenuous in Vence, for in a corner of the cafe I see the In the afternoon the card games begin, and always one of the first to
saddler passing a quiet hour over the morning paper while he sips a is old M. Victor, the baker, who-while waiting for a partner

cup of ltcafe noir" in which are, perhaps, a few drops of rum. -beguiles the time with a few games of Solitaire.



V

From early morning till late at ni>:ht the liiV in the little caf6 shows a most interesting succession of local

Near me I hear "Antoinc." who has the reputation of beinjf the best shot in Vence. relating bow he just m I that
fox in the wil«l mountain country back of Vcnce.
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Soon the card-players drop in, and the tables gradually fill up with couples of elderly men-who enjoy their
quiet game for hours.

'Wf -' ' *1 *

" n i^ 5"f L' \l> " >
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And while the evening game of quadrettes is going on, the landlord and his wife are occupied, over in the
corner of the cafe, preparing for the "fete" day-to-morrow. From several large brown barrels they have
drawn out (through a rubber tube) the good white wine of St. Paul-a neighboring village-into many bot-
tles; she is pasting on the yellow labels, and he is applying the red sealing-wax to the tops.
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In the evening there is an animated crowd nf all ages and classes, and the caM becomesa truly democrat!
club. Well-to-do and poor, young men, old men, and ho> all join in a game of quadrettes-the losers rt
rnaining as interested spectators of those still playing, until, late in the evening, the final winning couple
proudly carry off the prize-a wild hare, or, perhaps, a dozen rail-birds.
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The Plum-Colored Coat
BY F. STIMSON

ILLUSTRATED BY GEORGE VAN WERVEKE

T was on the railway has one of the loveliest golf-links in the
from Kandy to Nu- world, a mountain valley of greensward,
wara Eliya. As is the ringed by tumbling waterfalls, and trav-
custom in India, we ersed by a foaming mountain torrent
travelled with most of over which you have to drive fourteen
our luggage in the car. times, and your ball is retrieved from the
But going early, to get rapids by little girl caddies who swim like
if possible a carriage ducks), and shoving the bathtub under

for ourselves and our belongings, we found my seat, where it made a most uncom-
the only first-class carriage already in one fortable prop for my long legs. This
corner occupied by a nice old lady. She done, the older one settled herself by the
looked as if she came from Boston, and window and the younger and the prettier
was evidently of the salt of the earth of remained standing, talking across me to
that well-salted city. My wife and I took the officers outside. Nothing remained
possession of two of the unoccupied cor- for me to do. My wife looked at me
ners; making upon the third a pile of a quizzically. Just as the train started, I
huge " jumbo" bag, a portable bathtub, offered my corner seat with the best grace
and three valises, with two dress-suit I could muster. Both thanked me ef-
cases, a roll of rugs, a lady's hat-box, and a fusively, then turned to receive an emo-
well-filled golf bag upon the fourth. It tional good-by from the two young sub-
was the least that we needed to take us alterns, bareheaded and waving their
round the world. More fortunate in his hats. "Isn't he good-looking?" I heard
third-class carriage our "boy," a Cin- one whisper to the other, and a gleam in
galese courier whose entire worldly pos- my wife's eye told me that she had heard
sessions consisted of a tooth-brush in the it too. The lady from Boston looked her
pocket of the one kimono-like garment, disapproval; I buried myself in a news-
which he wore, and the tortoise-shell comb paper; further conversation seemed im-
in his back hair. It is fair to say that possible. Not at all. The older of the
when he left us, three months later, at two widows (for widow one, at least, evi-
Singapore, he had accumulated the con- dently was) addressed my wife. "Don't
tents of two new dress-suit cases* But at you just love travelling in India? You
the time we envied his simplicity. have so much room in these big cars."

The more so when, just as he was finish- And she gratefully sank down into my
ing our pyramids, the door opened, and seat, perching her feet upon the bathtub.
two ladies appeared (not so evidently "Shan't I remove that tub?" said I.
from Boston, but unmistakably Ameri- But, as I bent to do so, she smiled.
can), young and pretty, each with a sug- "Not at all. I like it." And she care-
gestion of black about her dress, and ac- fully pulled down her gossamer skirt to
companied by two obsequious British further below the knee. Had it not been
officers and quite a platoon of hotel ser- for this movement, I might not have
vants. They looked inquiringly, not at noticed a segment of black silk stocking
my wife, but at me. The lady from Bos- above a very pretty ankle. But making
ton gathered in her skirts; they passed in quite sure that this was now covered, she
front of my wife; and the boy, at a sign went on: "We've got our tickets round
from me, began laboriously undoing the the world, you know. And IVe got to
pyramid in front, I helping him by squeez- be in N'York for the fall styles. My
ing the rug and golf bag (Nuwara Eliya friend here, she's independent; she can
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The door oj ied, and two ladies appeared.-Page 662



664 THE PLUM-COLORED COAT

do as she likes. She stops off at Frisco. wi ^H

But I'm Grace Gramercy, you know, anything but ise, but the
And I buy beside-for Lord and Taylor Boston pursed her lips. " So now you're
and for Jordan and Ma'sh." So far, I going round the world?"
had had the conversation to myself; but "Been round. That is to say, we shall
at this point my wife woke up, and even be. Only, my friend here, she wants to
the lady from Boston showed signs of in- get off at Italy or place and go
terest. ugh Paris. Say," the younger

"Jordan and Marsh, you mean. Ut > engaging one continued, looking at
I see, you're from Boston. -» _"-t ^B*. ̂ -^ "^ « ' -A_A V*fc ^r m^. ^-^_ i^tj^ ^ f **^ j--m *- j-^. -m-^ ' ' m "you're just the gent] who can

" Not me. I've left that burg for keeps, tell her. want to go?"
But I was married there." I pu mvself toereth de-

"And you're the famous Grace Gra- pends on at she wants to see. If you
mercy that writes in the newspapers?" can't Greece, Sicily is wonderful.
It was my wife who spoke. No one could Then, Tuscan hill towns, and the
resist such engaging frankness. Italian lakes, a bit of the Dolo-

" That's awful sweet of you. It ain't no m
swell copy; but the ladies like it, and, of H town d
course, I let my houses in ahead on what other. "Say, we Californians are 

u

I'm going to say and they stock up." fed up on scenery!"
My wife was beginning to be amused. I thought you wante out

"And now you've been through India?" d I, ab
she asked. M r heard^^^

"Yes, and Burmah, and Japan, and They'll want to hear about the places
China. Say, I think those pretty little her talked G
Burmeses girls smoking cigars as long as d ? What are they?"
your arm are just too cute for anything, tains," I
don't you?" "But you could hem.

"I'd like to go through India," said to Vienna. f f
the Boston lady to my wife, " but I've got What d said my
no servant, and " wife, cc my assistance, is to get

"You don't need no servant," inter- off at Cairo knoA*
rupted the California lady. "Why, we then see N es the V* *

went down to the train the very first day, and the Pope-back by the Rivi-
and we had no servant, none at all (these M C o-M lanc-a bit of
words most meticulously separated, as if the Rhine to Paris weeks there
to make up for the grammatical slip be- a week in London, in the .m
fore), "and we didn't even know what to be presented at court
car we had, and say, those Indian cars, do "Oh, I'd love that d
you know them? They're just great, bul do you think I could work it!"
really great, I mean, and you have them f My husband will give you letters,"
all to yourself, only there ain't no carpet, said my wife
and no beds, and no porter to make up "Don't pull her leg," said the b ty,
the beds if there was any-just shelves m great relief. My wife subsided, and
like where the beds ought to be and the oston lady chipped in:
hotel man found us ours, and I said: "You say you once d oston?"
'Where's our berths?' And one English orn there. In Melrose H
officer went and got us mattresses and ed as if were
another got us blankets and sheets and trying geographically to place Barataria
we just naturally thought they were the or Berengaria. "But while I worked for
trains'- Not at all! They were all those Jordan and Ma'sh I had an apartm
nice officers'! What they slept on, I S You know Derne Street?"
don't know; but, say, we didn't have any This suddenly to interlocutrix who
trouble all over India! And we'd always d taken aback but m it.
heard those English officers were so stuck "Well, I used t h
up! Not at all!" Copeland's, on t Street, or at
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Parker's when I had time, and to go from Just gentlemen, and the girls that work
Derne Street to Treemoni Street you have on charities, and don't go in for a good-^v^. -^m. -. m m m - -^-. ^"^

to go over Beacon Hill. Say, Boston's a time! But I tell you, they have real
queer place ! " swells there! This old man, that I used

"Hilly?" I revived to to meet "
She looked at me as if 1 had been a "Where?" said I.

"And one da h«- N- . to fi N h me a ni 
' 
- Page llfll

fresh discover}-. "Queer people. Queer "Didn't 1 just toll you? Every da\
old men. And awful stuck on them- old men. And awtui stuck, on tnem- going 10 luncn, over nearon 11111. lie to lunch, over Beaton Hill. He
selves." So I subsided, and it was the was an old man-older than you are-
turn of the old Boston lady to continue and he wore a plum-colored coat."
the conversation. "Do tell us how queer Again the gk-am in my wife's eye, and

_ - . 

we are again the nice old lady redeemed the con-
"I was just coming to that. Oh, I versation. "Why did he do that?"

don't mean in any objectionable way "That's just it-that's Boston. Guess
just kind of old-fashioned, you know, he wore breeches and silk stocking at
Ladies that never £0 south of Boylsion night." I was foolish enough to try to
Street or north of Mount Vernon, and get back at her.
men that just don't do anything at all. "You never saw him at night?"
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I was d h are. we grew as thick as thieves. And he in-
d his name was Sullivan Oliver Fan- troduced me to his wife. Say! you

euil. I didn't m in 'them suckles.' " should 'a' seen those commercial gents bug
occasional k ^^"^^^F in- out their eyes! But he set them down

tentional? I went on, respectfully: all right, all right, just where they be-
O Mr. Faneuil. I iim longed so their teeth chattered, and they

very w< 1. He never did didn't rubber on me no more, save with-^^^B-

" Yes did, young Ain't I befitting respect."
telling you e did? And at nigh "Did you find out why he wore a pur-
too. I was h him all one nieht." M ple coat?'7
wife looked thought her quite "Old top, I was just a-coming to that.

herself end of I never did. He didn't wear it on the

any sentence. deck. ut he wore a purple dress coat
"It was 1 way. It was way. It at the captain's dinner " There was a

was on the ^member long shrill whistle, and the brakes were
t Cappadocia ? Old crowded on, throwing us all forward. My
"She was indeed," h dr boy poked his head in through the win-

plain. "O only Boston Cunarder." dow.
"Just so And they stuck us on h<v*p "It is only a wild elephant on the

Me and m\ d here, and sales- track," said I, as I assisted my fair inter-
firm's locutrix off my knees. " Go on with Mr.

d only other passengers Faneuil." But they were too much in-
except a lot of gents was this terested in the pachyderm, and it was not
M d Of course, she until that animal was shoo'd off the track,

't look at me. b much like a big pig, into the jungle, that
dn't a lot ? Those com- Miss Gramercy proceeded.

ts " Well, as I was saying, that night we
J mi I ran upon the rocks

weren't drinking cham " What rocks ? You were talking about
d :h d d the best Mr. Faneuil when we-were interrupted/' ^^"

on b the Fan- "Yes, I was telling you how Mr. Fan-
euils-and you know my friend d euil was a gentleman. Well, we did run
I was bet I am upon the rocks that very night-it was in» c
now d to impale my look a dense fog, at Cohasset-and in the

denial on a oin-Doint dance, and con- morning one small tug came down to
d in h d "And I won't say, take us off, us cabin passengers-have I

didn't look at us. But I thought he told you, there was only about twenty of
5 oo rod t t he us, and thirteen hundred in the steerage r

d on deck everv d And they were howling like mad. And
with his wife en fifteen turns alone, the captain told them that the ship was

m d then I used to see in no danger, and they only howled the
m both 20 d and walk amoner the more. They were mostly dagoes-Catho-

steerage passengers. And one day he lies, anyhow-and I saw the priests going
stopped, to fetch me a rug. 'You've only among them, but it did no good. And the

f f he laughed, captain promised them there'd be a big
just as natural as that, and ocean-going tug down in a few hours, but
and talked like old friends m this only put 'em wild, seems as if they"

you before,' he . ' About a thousand were going to rush the gangway. The sea
m 'You live in one of those was calm enough then, but it seemed to

-i i dow-glass houses up on Beacon be breezing up, and if she shifted round
Street.' \nd you go into the Common to the northeast it weren't the place
by the Joy S how d for yours truly, and I didn't more than
he ever know half like it myself. Thoreau-you've

I was chastened, and r- read 'Cape Cod'?-tells of a big wreck
gestion. and hundreds drowned there. Meantime

" W it won't rp i, the commercial gentlemen were getting



'"Oh, I don't think we want to RO up in th.it little ttiR.' he said."-Page 668

aboard the little tug already, going down came out, he had on his best coat. And
a single gang-plank from the top deck; then he, and his wife following, they went
and it looked as if there might be trouble, down among those people in the steerage.
'Wait a minute, I'm going down,' said They knew tlu-m well-I've told you how
Mr. Faneuil to his wife. And, naturally, they used to vi>it them all through the
we started to follow. But he didn't go voyage? And I saw him talking among
down the gangway into the tug; lie went them a lot. They ju>t crowded around him
down into his own cabin, and when he and for one minute their yelling stopped.
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668 NIGHT OF RAIN

Faneuil! Mr. and Mrs. Fan- seen those people quiet down. The sailors
euil!' called out the chief steward, at the dropped the hawser and hauled in the
gang-plank/ (The Cappadocia was a gang-plank without a peep. And the tug
little ship, and from the bridge you could disappeared in the fog, and nobody
hear all over the steerage.) ' All aboard!' seemed to miss it. And Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Faneuil waved his hand, but we Faneuil stayed up in the steerage until
couldn't hear what he was saying; we dinner time, dress coat and all, and she
could see him talking to the steerage pas- in her open gown, and the passengers
sengers. The captain took a speaking- (steerage at that, there weren't any sec-
tube, a trumpet, I mean. 'Mr. Faneuil! ond and the first had all gone) quiet as
Mr. and Mrs. Faneuil! The tug can't lambs. And say, (oh, well, of course, we
wait!' stayed too) we did have champagne that

"Mr. Faneuil we now saw come for- night! Even the captain came down for
ward to the rope that was stretched five minutes, and the rest of the dozen, we
across the steerage just under the front sent up to the steerage. And the next
of the bridge; it was guarded by two morning, when the big tug came down,
young officers with drawn revolvers; the we got off at dawn, and we came up into
crowd of panicky passengers pressing Boston under our own steam. And say,
close after him, his wife with the women you should have seen those steerage
and children just behind, 'Oh, I don't passengers when the old gentleman land-
think we want to go up in that little tug/ ed! This time he went down first, with
he said. 'My wife is afraid of being sea- his wife, on the dock at East Boston; and
sick. Besides, I'm all dressed for dinner/ there was some cheering/'
(I've told you that he had put on his pur- I was silent. We all were silent.
pie coat.) 'You're going to have dinner "I always used to see him when I went
onboard?' and those steerage passengers to Boston, I took dinner with them, at
were just hanging onto every word. their house on Beacon Street. But, of

"The Captain looked down at him course, he's dead now.11 She stopped. I
closely, for several seconds, as if he were liked her, by this time; but she rounded
taking an observation, 'Certainly/ he on me violently: "And yet you say, he
said; 'I'll be down at six o'clock. Cast did nothing with his life?"
off there!' Well, you just ought to have "He wore a plum-colored coat," I said.

Night o Rain
BY BERNICE LESBIA KENYON

BETTER the empty sorrow in the dark,
The crying heart, the crying eyes that stare
Blindly till morning, than the bitter flare "
Of rainy street-lights, threaded spark to spark
To lure me from this room in my distress,
Out where you pass-far out beyond my sight.

etter to grope in this small space of night
For sleep, or peace, or any nothingness,

"

You are not here, and you will not return;
And if you came-the door is shut, and locked,
And sealed with pride, and barred across with pain;
And now it is for quiet that I yearn. . . .
I should but He and listen, if you knocked
Rain in my heart, and at my window rain.



Can Labor Save Europe:
BY HENRY DE MAN

Author of "The Remaking of a Mind," etc

AM one of those so- it is going to use that power if it ever
cialists who in the gets it.^^^^^^^

-Vorld War f ght for d h
a supernational ideal: fabric of Euroean ind 

i-1 *

a Europe uni on collapses before that time, and
b f m f

democracy. h behind
the war was over I d as cannon-fodder f a

thus formulated my conclusion in the last suicidal war, labor will ultimately
ook which V * " d my spiritual ex- conquer political power in all the big Eu-

(1 "* * ropean countries. b do so on
d bv becoming a unity, and th he strength of its numerical superiority in

f hich m ish this is es we ve»- ^v orty
organized labor. On the other hand, European lab

A distinguished Am "h d practically un us in professing the
me in m* socialist faith in internationalism, and the

hat events had th desire to do awav with rm
tified m His question was not nomic frontiers, secret m d
purely academic. "Europe," he said, other causes of And
" cannot recover without the help of Amer- all this, I would
ica. ee d answer to th s

rope, but is sceptical about Europe's r American friend there is a dif
ability to achieve the unitv without which f be European soc m'

be no reconstruction. This dis- g at internationalism an its ca-
trust of Europe may disappear as soon as pacity for realizing it.
any power shows itself capable of unify- how m
ing the quarrelling national interests. If perf h »f human
labor is that power, it will not matter if movements symbolize the actual impulses
the new Europe calls itself socialist, in that-for a very large part unco . 'usly
spite scant athv this d nm them man maV »

finds with the ruling powers in rica. love of his neighbor, although at heart he
If they are convinced that a peaceful an d h Very of
disarmed E only as a h 11 be the louder as
federation of socialist labor governments, his temptation to hate grows stronger.
they lib hat h in spite of its does Dtol oecr irih n ke " 

' 
i

am But thev are not convinced C crite of him; h be deceiving no-v

you convince me?" bodv but himself: he mav be-

do not know whether I succeeded h her im es ag
d that eveninc; but I lower ones that contradict it. beW V-J *

h been hard h m
de mvself bund to be of f

first conclusion I arrived b rmimon political views or religious IK
process was that the answer to my friend ! What a field for every kind of de-

, not at bottom depend t ition, where so many different interests
d d tenipi-ruments are involved, where

get into power in chief European the emotionalist c the strategist
countries. It deends far m d the cunn f e

*" The Remaking of a Mind," Scribners. ee
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670 CAN LABOR SAVE EUROPE?

ut there is more. Even if the actual modify this purpose in the long run; and
impulses that animate a movement could the men who outline its programme must
at any time be accurately represented by usually hand over the uncompleted task
its dogmatic or programmatic expression, to others, who are different because they
what would be true at that particular have grown up under conditions which
moment would most likely cease to hold the activity of their predecessors them-
good at another. States, sects, and par- selves has modified. There is no better
ties keep changing their character along illustration of this than the adventure of
with the human relations and conditions the Russian bolshevists. They conquered
from which they arise; and the old formu- political power to establish communism.
lae of the aims they stood for then will /To retain this power, they had to do all
either be discarded, or more often assume kinds of things that were quite different
a new meaning, or even cease to have any from what they had set out to do. They
meaning at all. The more rapidly a conciliated the peasants by breaking up
movement grows and evolves, the speed- the remnants of communal landowner-
ier it will shift the relation between its ship and turning them into small land-
unformulated impulses and its formulated owners. They encouraged patriotism and
aims. And surely no big movement in military submissiveness with their own
history has ever grown and evolved faster people through their fight against foreign
than the labor movement in Europe, invasion. They fostered nationalism
which is itself the outcome of the sweep- amongst the peoples of the Near East in
ing and swift economic changes that mod- order to weaken the British Empire.
ern industrialism has brought about. After a while, to keep industry going,

Consequently, there is no word in the they had to call the bourgeois managers
political terminology which has as deeply and traders back to the positions of which
modified its meaning within the last cen- they had been deprived. So the means
tury as the expression "socialism" itself, they had to use have made the men of
Less than a generation ago it still meant 1923 as different from the men of 1918 as
to the bulk of European working classes the third French Republic differs from the
what it means to the mass of American ideal of 1789, or present-day American
labor now: the concern of a few idealists institutions from what their founders

and cranks anxious to put society on a meant them to be a century and a half
radically new basis. To-day one can ago. And who can fail to see that the
imagine that G. B, Shaw was expressing ideas of the next communist generation in
a very real attitude when, in one of his Soviet Russia will differ as widely from
recent plays, he made an Asquith-like those of the present rulers as the condi-
prime minister say that he had no objec- tions that have formed the latter's minds
tion to calling himself a socialist if his when they were living as exiles in western
voters agreed to call the present condition Europe differ from the atmosphere that
of England socialism. now reigns in the government offices of

There is another and weightier reason the Kremlin ?
yet why one can safely predict that, no So let us gather our idea of what social-
matter how completely socialism may ism will be not from the words of its own
conquer the field, the state of things it leaders, however sincerely they may be
will bring about will necessarily be quite meant, but from a study of the changing
different from what its exponents are now conditions under which the labor move-
driving at. The way in which any mass ment evolves and acts.
movement forces its consummation in- The precedent of 1914 should encour-
volves a terrific amount of optical illusion, age us thus to discriminate. That the
Its perspective is wrong not only in that socialist workers of Europe did not suc-
it sees the goal much closer than it is, but ceed then in preventing the outbreak of
because its very image is distorted by the war, does not prove much. That might
passions of strife. be explained by lack of power in the de-

This discrepancy between ideals and cisive contest with the elements that
results is due to two facts: the means a made for war. But that, the war having
movement uses to achieve its purpose broken out, the bulk of socialists in all
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fighting countries took part in it, proves a against the inability of the Thiers gov-
good deal. It shows that, in spite of all ernment to uphold the territorial integrity
the resolutions in favor of international of France. In the countries which had
brotherhood that had been passed by con- not yet achieved rial ional unity wh ,o-
ferences and conventions, there was more cialism began to be heard of, like Ger-
response to war-cries to be found in the many and Italy, men like Lassalle and
subconscious depths of the socialists'souls Ma/xini symbol i/t-d the intermingling of
than they had known themselves when socialist and patriotic motives. During
they were passing those resolutions. the earlier sta of British socialism it

I once heard a psychoanalyst argue spokesmen attracted more notice by their
that, as war had broken out and put a protests against t he oppn .ion of Ireland.
check on industrial and party struggles, India, and Egypt than by their indict
taking part in it provided the workers ment of capitali>m at home.
with the only available outlet for the The International Socialist Confercm
fighting instincts which they normally which up to 1914 had been trying to out
manifest in strikes or political contests, line the policy of labor in case of war, in-
Surely this argument throws some light variably started from the assumption that
on the remarkable facility with which nothing could be demand 1 from the
most socialists in 1914 reversed the direc- workers of anv country that would be_ _, ^^

tion of their pugnacity. But it does not contrary to national independence, or to
explain why this reversal happened, the striving of oppressed nationalities to
Why, for instance, did they not continue gain such independence. In consequence
to use their fighting instincts to oppose the only thing which the socialists of the
war? The few socialists who did not fol- countries at war since 1914 had in corn-
low the crowd, like Karl Liebknecht in mon was their universal claim that, by
Germany or some conscientious objectors fighting their governments' war, they
in England, certainly found plenty of op- were faithfully carrying out the Interna-
portunity to manifest their combative in- tionale's resolutions that recogni/ed the
stincts in fighting against war. socialists' duty to take part in a war of

A somewhat less one-sided observer national defence. When the end of the

would have known that there always has conflict brought into existence a plethora
been a close connection between the strug- of new states on the ruins of the Hapsburg
gle for socialism and that for national in- and Romanoff mon an hies, there was
dependence; so that any government hardly one of them which did not owe its
which could make its people believe that birth to the initiative of socialists. Thi
this independence was at stake, was sure is true not only of the new Mates within
to find no less response with the socialists and along the borders of the former Rus-
than with the other citizens. The atti- sian Empire; even farther \\v-t, the birth
tudeof European socialists during the war of the two bluest new republi Poland
has proved this. Their attitude since and Czechoslovakia, is symbolized by the
then has proved something more, namely, names of two socialists, Pilsudski and
that socialism outgrows its original cos- Ma-aryk.
mopolitan ideas to the same extent to To state these facts is not to accuse so-
which it conquers power and passes from cialism of treason to its ideal. To such a
the stage of propaganda into that of re- charge any sociuli>i would answer thai
ali/ation. far from being an o tele on the road to

All along the nineteenth century, the internationalism, the self-government of
labor-unions and socialist parties have nations is a condition which has to be ful-
been in the forefront of the struggles for filledbeforepeacefulandincrea-inglvi lose
national independence. The First In- relat ions can be established between them.
ternationalc was born in 1864 as the out- The argument is sound, and certainly
ome of joint action by French and Eng- justifies the policy as being in accordance

lish workers' unions in favor of the inde- with socialist doctrine. Hut to justify a
pendence of Poland. The first big polit- policy is one thing; to study its con <
ical rising in which it took part, the Paris quences is another, and a more important
Commune of 1871, started as a protest one.
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National autonomy may be a condition nationale either is a minister in his
to internationalism, but it does not neces- country, or has been one recently, or ex-
sarily lead to it, and indeed may lead to d
quite different results. As labor gets a peting Third Internationale, it is prac-
larger share in the government of coun- tically run the Russian Gov m
tries, its interests in each particular coun- itself. One can judge to what
try become more closely interwoven with extent European socialism has be
those of the state, and of the other classes "nationalized" w h entury.
represented by it. New responsibilities This tendency nts to dif-
will then compel new attitudes. It is only ferentiate into sn 11 er units as they gain
then that labor's ability to make inter- power stri m as being so universal
nationalism something more than the mieht almost be formulated
recruiting slogan it was until 1914 will be sociological law. m
put to a real test. 

' 
ments which sta d with m

Every movement based on such uni- petus have d m fate. It has
versal impulses as those on which social- been spared to neither ddhism nor
ism is founded necessarily begins by as- Christianity; and ost coherent
suming a universal view-point and by of the ecclesiastical units into which Chris-
emphasizing its catholicity. It will do so tianity has dissolved Catholic
as long as it remains in its purely prose- m e growing concessions
lytic stage. As it gains the power it has to th Thes thing ̂̂ -
been craving for, as it penetrates the in- that is now happening to the socialist
stitutions of the social order which it m didh en, h*- » ^~*

wants to change, it gradually adapts itself ent and slower fashion, to the social class
to these institutions. Thus socialism, whose rise to ded _____ _ .

which began as a universal creed, could wage-earners the ancestors of the
not avoid the imprint of the institutions present capitalist a d middle classes be-
of a continent which is not a Cosmopolis, gan their onslaugh dalism
but a medley of states, with interests and also ilated their progr mme n un-** ' V^M 4 *
traditions so different that for many cen- versal t great i
turies periods of war have merely been human mind t it Re-
alternating with periods of preparation naissance, the m rationalist
for war. -all carrie

The first socialist Internationale, in the' message meant f at large. One
sixties and seventies of the previous cen- of the weightiest charges the burg rs
tury, was a centralized association, with brought against the princes was that they
national branches submitting to the au- d ^"- -^r

thority of an international board. It could and The final struggle cf the bour-- -»«^"- -"-«- ^-f V_^

afford to be so organized, because those geoisie for political power brought about
branches were mere sects preaching the a m t of the peoples
same creed in various languages. But against their rulers. J
when, toward the end of the century, the been for North
Second Internationale was created, those ca, the French Declaration of the
sects had gained a certain amount of in- Rights of Man was a b i Erie-call to the
dustrial and political power in their re- whole of Eurupe; and th
spective countries. Consequently, the m
Second Internationale has up to this day m d
never been more than a very loose federa- And what did it all to? Thesam
tion of national bodies, every one of which class made the world an eco-
is left to judge by itself as to where its in- nom unit under the banner of
terests lie even in case of war. The gen- ciali m d d have become
eral council of the First Internationale dal and mM

consisted mostly of members of a cos- ical institutions they had ^"-^ ^"-^» -^"- ^^p1 -^"- -"-
mopolitan Boheme of exiles from their which also conquered The logic of
homelands. To-day every member of the national competition, mil sm, and war
corresponding body of the Second Inter- carried things to its c wn
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the facts of old age became a derision largely platonic in its effects, because it
of the ideals of youth. The nineteenth involves nodi-entanglement from th
century, the century of the bourgeoisie, sociations and conditions out of whuh
became the age of exasperated struggles i irari-es. The labor parties of England,
between states, of imperialism and un- Germany, France, Belgium, et , are

precedentcd armaments, ending in the merely trying to find another way than
murderous conflict of 1914. Even now, war to settle conflicts between states; but
in so-called peace-time, the capitalist they do not dissociate themseh from
governments seem seized by a mad desire the national interc-i> that gi\ ri.se to
to destroy the very foundations of the those conflicts-much le , at any rate.
economic world-unity which capitalism than one might gather from the laborious-
it self has built up. ly hatched unanimous resolutions of their

Will the present rise of the working joint conferences. Even at those con
classes verify, by a parallel development, ferences the French and Belgians will be
the pessimistic version that history re- moved by the desire that their countries
peats itself, and that humanity progresses should get ;is much reparation from Ger-
like the pilgrim's procession of Echter- many as they can, and the Germans by
nach: three steps forward and two steps that of keeping the bill as low as possible.
backward? The British standpoint, it must be ad-

I do not know. Yet there are indica- mitted, is much more identical with the
lions that the conquest of state power is interest of Europe at large. But this ex-
at least menacing European socialism ception proves the rule. For the very
with a fate similar to that of the indus- aloofness of British labor and liberalism is

trial and commercial classes that fell vie- curiously in accordance with the inten-ts
tims to it before. In Russia leaders with of the British merchant in his trade, and
as cosmopolitan a philosophy as can be that of the British worker in his job and
dreamt of, who came into power as the in his wages. They are much less con-
very effect of their protest against war cerned about reparations than the French
and nationalism, have needed war and or the Belgians, because they have no
militarism in order to stay there. Their reparations to receive. There is no point
government is founded on military com- of the reparation programme which
pulsion, and their moral support with the roused them to such strong opposition as
masses on patriotism. The Baku Con- the delivery of two million tons of coal a
gress showed them as the fosterers of month to France, Belgium, an- Italy; but
militant and aggressive nationalism in the then they had found that this was ex-
East, and their support of Kemalism eluding British coal from continental
proves that their concern about Constan- markets, and therefore knuring British
tinople is very much of the same nature coal prices and Briti-h miners1 "
as that of the late Czardom. There is The only labor party in western Europe
only one obstacle that stands between which is frankly for complete and imme-
them and the use of their army-in spite diate disarmament in its own countn
of the warning precedent of Napoleonism without waiting for the others to make the

as a means to impose Sovietism on the first move, i the social democrat! party
world, and that is opportunity. They of Holland. But when it appeals to the
have sent armies under the red flag to voters on this platform, it puts the greater
conquer Georgia, whose troops were fight- empha-U not on a univei il view-point.
ing under the same flag. When they were but on a Dutch interest: saving money to
marching on \Var-aw in 1920, the Polish the exchequer and reducing taxes.
socialists were amongst the most eager to All this is human enough, and quite
rally around thrir government and join in within the logic of using political nu.nis
repelling the invader toward a political end. In the long run.

True, in western Europe, where the however, it is much It the end that d-
Second Internationale holds sway over the termines the means than the mean- that
working masses, there is at least one thing brin^. ibout the end. I r the means are
that unites them across the borders real, whilst the end i- a mere reflection of
their desire to avoid war. ut it is still their t idencv in the mirror of mind.

VOL. LXXIII.-43
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Moreover, all these instances show how his country that can give him both these
fallacious is the belief of most socialists things. The German miner in Upper
and communists in universal class interest Silesia is interested in a Polish-German
as the only factor that determines the at- frontier that will not cut off his industry* I* 1 1 *»" J« , 1 * 1 I* * 1 ^

titude of the workers. If nothing but from its markets. When the war was
class interest counted, the capitalist class over, the Belgian worker was quite natu-
would have created the United States of rally concerned, as a worker, that Ger-
the World, instead of fighting the World many should return the stolen machinery
War; since its purely economic interests and rolling-stock and, as a taxpayer, that
are just as much the same all the world she should help to reconstruct the devas-
over as those of the proletariat. tated areas. When the International

It is to the variety of competing in- Labor office discussed the prohibition of
terests, then, that we shall have to turn in lead paint to protect the health of the
the last analysis for an explanation of la- painters, the Australian workers7 delega-
bor's attitude. tion opposed the measure because they

Let the American reader not forget that feared it would throw the Australian lead-
in Europe socialist ideas are much more miners out of their jobs.
determined by interests than in America. Though there is little sense in divid-
On the new continent, socialism is still a ing society into two classes, producers
purely propagandistic movement of ideas, and consumers, there is a very real an-
quite distinct from the labor movement tagonism of interest between the produc-
as expressed by the labor-unions, for in- ers and consumers of any particular
stance. In Europe, the terms labor and commodity, and this antagonism also
socialism are practically interchangeable, affects the workers. They will be affected
Here also socialism expresses views, but more and more by it as their share in the
views created and modified by mass in- management of their industry increases,
terests. Now, the interests of labor are which it is doing all over the world,
far from being uniform. Any individual through collective bargaining, wage-scales,
worker is a member of many more eco- co-partnership, producers' co-operation,
nomic communities than that of class, protective legislation, shop councils, and
No better proof of that than the Ameri- guilds. One can already visualize what
can worker, just because he is so little conflicts of interest are bound to arise be-
affected by the ideals of socialist intel- tween the workers under a guild system,
lectuals. He is not less attached to his say about bread or coal prices, railway
country than to his union, because his job, fares, or building costs.
his wages, and the opportunities of his There are indeed enough anticipations
children depend on the prosperity and the under the present system to judge by.
good government of his country. He has Workers' co-operative societies are any-
no objection to believing that the work- thing but free from conflicts between
ers7 interests are the same all the world workers-managers and workers-employ-
over, and he thinks the idea of universal ees. The recent history of the co-oper-
brotherhood fine and grand; but he does ative movement, especially in England
not like the Jap and the negro, he de- and Germany, abounds in illustrations.
spises the Bohunk whose competition de- The labor-union movement itself is con-
presses the artisan's wages, and he wants stantly being torn by conflicts not only
to keep the immigrants out. between professional interests, but be-

The European worker's psychology tween the producer's interest in a par-
reacts in exactly the same way wherever ticular trade and the consumers' interest
conditions are similar. in the rest of the workers. I witnessed

Not all the worker's interests are an- three examples myself in Berlin last year,
tagonistic to those of his employer. They within a few weeks from each other.
are both dependent on the prosperity of When the printers struck for higher
their trade, for one thing. The Lanca- wages, they were opposed by the other
shire cotton operative is just as interested unions, because the labor papers could
as his boss in cheap raw cotton and a big not appear; an actors' strike threw the
market, and he will support any policy of board of the co-operative workers' " Volks-
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biihne" into the managers' camp; and the ca s of hich r own
executive body of the German labor- strivings have given them a
unions outvoted a demand from the 

4 "
civilization, h differ 3 i:

bakers' union for the suppression of night di ns Therefore the working
shifts in big bakeries, because it would cl of Europe are much more difiVr-
deprive the other workers of fresh bread, ei d nationally than they were in

Now, all the sources of conflict that can 1848. As members of the same national
exist between various bodies of workers "mm ^- other classes, they
may assume national aspects. This will share their national e-. tra-
unavoidably happen to the every-day ditions, and prejudie as :v share
antagonism between the producers and their
the consumers of agricultural products, The absei - of such national charac-
where one country represents the sellers \vi intel-
and the other the buyers. National con- assumption, ta
tlicts will be equally unavoidable where tradicted 

v
farts. Watch even

some countries hold natural resources super-class-conscious elite from which
needed by others; I once heard Karl egations to international labor con-
Radek say, with sneering contempt for the ces are recruited Th will
-entimental scruples of Wilsonian hu- did and well-meant resolutions on
manitarians, that Soviet Russia had to nationalism; but when the meeting
take Georgia as the gateway to Baku be- er and the brother delegate has cast-"- -v w

cause a communist country needed oil as off his official attitude, you will hear the
much as a capitalist one. Also, at pres- English cracking unflattering jokes at
ent a number of indispensable raw mate- Scotch and the Irish, and expressing con-
rials and food-stuffs are being supplied by tempt at the inferior ways of continental
colonies, for which international socialism tribes; the French swearing at the execra-
claims autonomy; if they take advantage ble forei ood which d an m-
of that autonomy to cut off those sup- f e Ann
plies by using them themselves or other- der than ever of beinir citi/ens of th
wise, will there not be, to say the least, a es eoublic in the wo d
clash of interests? in their countrvm

Even so, to consider economic interests in a group where they can enjoy their wnmm

alone as a source of conflicts between na- language, their own ways, and their own
tions is to take too narrow a view of the songs guessed am "f
problem. There are other causes of com- d.even be twee
munity feeling which contradict the state- mem h I f

ment of the communist manifesto of 1848 found their in war; for
that "the workers have no country. ^H amongst socialists too a Germ i will feel
This may have been true of the European a calling to teach others a s rior view
proletarians of that time, who had "noth- of "Kultur," a Russian communist won't^^^ .-. - _. -. ^ ^ - " -

ing to lose but their chains. Indeed, ne< d much scratching t<> b d
they were without a voice in the govern- sia German, and
ment of their country, with no right to w * Ixxly else.
collective bargaining about their condi- Now I am wellawar imnroved
tions of labor, and in a condition of prac- means comm e
tical illiteracy that kept them as com- d the modern state as anv

pletely outside of the borders of dvili/a- amalgamation )f smaller lo al units, are
tion as any barbarians ever were. But now working toward
this is no longer true, in the era of almost of world-riti/cnsh" A f
universal labor-unionism, colleiir-.e bar- nu of people are gaining such knowl-
gaining, protective legislation, universal as will enable them to understand
suffrage, compulsory elementary educa- an h l>esides own.
tion, and with practically no country or But the working cl;i are
town in Europe in the government of politan cu
which organized labor docs not have a ¥ * 1 A ^. 4 MJ VX m. fc^ W*- * * A m "* ^ ̂  » * ̂ ^ » -^ ^-^ "- ry uch slower p o than th o-
share. The workers are no longer out- do, for the same reason k
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tunity d mad a source of labor's weakness as an interna-
century late in cutting their way through tional factor. For the first condition to
to national civilization. Real cosmopoli- any human achievement is that there
tans are practically confined to the upper should be men who have already corn-
classes; they are ext m summated it in the spirit. There would ^^^^m
the workers. mbers of an inter- be no United States of America if there

"m had not been Americans to will them; a
ciers. or m" united Italy presupposed the existence of

d each other, no m Italians; how can a united Europe be
m b built if there are no Europeans to build it ?

ing, than an international trade-union To my friend's question-"Can labor
m trongly its save Europe? "-I would answer therefore:

members m dm the iden- Perhaps Europe is not to be saved; per-
tity of their purposes. I think of haps it is too deeply torn by conflicting

enormous responsibility th interests and passions, which have put
the shoulders of European labor as the their imprint on the souls of the workers

m for peace themselves, to be able to establish the
through understanding. I unity without which it is doomed to dis-
shudder to realize how difficult it is to appear as a factor in our industrial civili-

g about this understanding b zation. Then this civilization would
people whose outlook is much m achieve its next stage on another con-
local than their interests. tinent, like America, whose younger soil

I have,/ is not so blood-drenched. But if Europe
ded nearly two hund interna- is to be saved, labor alone-this I believe

tional labor gatherings of various descrip- as firmly as ever-can do it, because it is
tions, either as a delegate or as an inter- the only big power that really wants to
preter. I met only one French delegate stop war. However, even if it succeeds in

meeting in a doing so, it will not do away with national
language other than his own. I know of antagonisms and conflicts; it will merely
only one English trade-union leader who be creating another less destructive way
speaks French and German enough to of solving them. Even the latter pos-

tood. And sibility is of such tremendous importance
the leaders of the social-d tic party that every man and woman in the world

m f m so m depends should wish Godspeed to those who are
d __ lology of honestly striving to attain it. At the

ign peoples, I know of only two who same time, the support European labor
d abroad can get from other quarters, as well as the

their outlook, and both are septuagenari- strength it will have to find in itself, to
ans! The only countries where the cos- achieve that formidable task, can be ef-
r ts fective only if it is based on facts-not on mopontan elite among
to anything are the neutral states, delusions which would no more stand the

much less account in world- test of a new catastrophe than did the
politics. This condition is the m dreams which were shattered by 1914.
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Gets om Oxford
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American Secretary of the Rhod v olarship Trust; Pr idcnt of Swarthmore College
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N a sense there are as many ans\ what they put in-that the rye sees what
to this question, which the editor of it h; brought with it the po\ r of seeing.
SCRIBNKR'S has put to me, as there and that students learn mostly only the

are Rhodes Scholars who have gone to Ox- answers to questions which they alread
ford. If in the heat of journalistic effort have in their minds. More than of rm
I am led to ignore individuals and to universitie- i> this true of O: rd. 11. re,
speak of "the Rhodes Scholar," a if they it may be truh tid, is God's plent in
were all alike, equally happy in their ca- the way of educational opi>ortunity; but
pacities and in their experience , I hope here also the student is left in the utnm-t
the reader will not forget, as I do not, degree of freedom to take or to leave, ac-^^^^^^^

that what men get out of Oxford is like cording to his choice. Good things are
what they get from most other oppor- not f«>rved upon him. He mu-t have tl
tunities, pretty directly proportioned to will to take, he must know what he want

67?
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and he must have the good manners not late, makes every minute count, and ful-
to grab. fils every requirement to the letter. It

I be questioned whether we have in
United States any academic honors

THE most ob thing h the standard for which is so high as to
Scholar gets from Oxford is a d and the latter type of work from the

gree, and such is the objectiveness of Ox- former type of man. The English idea
ford's academic ts of first-class honors is precisely this: that
the sincerity of her standards that it is a they should be obtainable onlv bv a man

degree to which a definite ning can of first-class ab h the
be attached. No restriction is d h d best work of

upon the Rhodes Scholar's course capable.
d He ma read for an deree from merican student at Oxf dm

B.A. to Ph.D., in the same wide range of ill the academic mach that
b from Classics to Agriculture, he has b

which would be offere an sty. Oxford
State university. The y degree is he term. There

f he are no record cards inP e Registrar's of-
enters for it, is expected to take the degree for the lectures he"^"r --- -- *

with honors. O Honors B.A. expects to attend, no required number of
d mewhat m h k, no daily assignm

training than does our American Bache- m tests or hour exams. The
lor's degree. The course is oursued in a des S

ead Mor m d

d S mornings thereafter, to kno just
b w*/ ^/ A *~r ie is expected to do at a give
5, Oxford trusts to the breadth oment. Shall he read this v

with h a single subject is treated. master such and such a table of-^^«-

General knowledge of things outside his or attend
specialty, which the ercan dent chance wander down High Street in

mber - search of tobacco, or shall he spend a few-*_r -^"^" "

laneous courses, the Oxford student gets hours in the sh e delightful
general reading-a much more eco- Oxford booksellers ad

nomical way. his shelves in exchange for the inferior
The requi m h The world-* ^

gree look on paper rather less extensive and of play, and of a thousand delightful
m midwav b

degree in an American university. What two, is all before him where to choose.
the English academic discipline lacks in His only hard-and-fast.academ ^

m up t is to call on his tutor once a week at
in thoroughness. a specified hour to read an essay which he

m The meth- has written on a snecified tooic. There is
of examination is such as to m m

cram d a man must not, find it to his interest to attend. To
depend for his showing on what he really his surprise he will find his tutor frankly
knows. The difference between English dubious about the value of following too
and American standards for underzradu- many lectures, a doubt which the lecturer and standards for underg
ate work be understood bv lo< to share. M li

for a moment at the type of men who have I he neara Mr waiter ±caieign oegm W
get the highest academic distinctions in e m by explaining that his auditors
the two countries. In the United States would probably find his discourses of

'* '* '* ' L little value for "Schools." The lecturer b b
m m bers of h

hf >m A

ma e won a m in graduates to sample various courses at
of average ability who works early and the beginning of the term and to continue
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only in those which seem to them worth tional j 1 to furlh
while. This is the practice which on- * ]i is so for th ta " -:
tutor usually recommend-. The r ult i> of coun
that lecture courses at ()\f<>rd In in com- fice t d
monly with tfood-sized audient- which titative culture. \\\ i th
taper off to a faculty u
smalland faithful f
few by the end of commit it sen a
the term. to thr i :e:- i r

The academic inpi Ik t- of a
system at Oxford, lil raleduca
if one may call it the electi\
such, is wonder- '""Ml 'HIS tO
fully simple. The he I upon
method is to pre- some kind of
scribe not what democracy "acv of
the undergradu- cour>t-s in w
ate is supposed to one "hour" is
"take, "but what <|uul to another
he is supposed to MO matter
know, to allow many li«ht-> ars
him a certain of intellectual
length of time in <1 may
which to acquire parate their ori-
that knowledge, gins, it is easy for
and then to ex- the student who
amine him in or- sup{>osed to
der to see wheth- ke the hiirh

er or not he has synthe>i-, sup-
acqu i red i t. posed to fuse
Even the word tlu-sedi verse su
"acquire" is a jects into a uni-
little false to d d of
what Oxford ex- knowledge nd
pects of a man. into a unified
Her theory c point of view
liberal knowledge toward life, to es-
is rather the de- cape altoj th
velopment of the notion th
power of thought, rui> by kind permission of the artist any such svnthe-

of grasp of a cer- Cecil John Kfm.l rom a mini ini painted in i8g6
Mary H.k-n C;irli>le. is is n ssary or

tain limited field b md to
of knowledge. come to think of

f f <1^ quantitative term
though the latter is, of course, nect iry A man can d d The
to the former. Whereas the American very lack of

dergraduate takes courses, the Oxfoi f ed
in studies a subject. rhe tutorial m e i : '. " . 

' "

There is nothing new in this th« or\ 9 natural outgrowth of the form of Oxford
iiuuung UKIL wouiu IIOL uc pruu-^cu in academic requirements, and hence it is * m * J» -ft * i b l
any American university. What is new that American attempts to graft the tu- ^

th d method onto our ordi
d it i instruction by courses have failed

is acted f "reduce the same resi , com
mb m heart of^

ve conceiving of undergrad
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m should k vision, can go as far and as fast as he likes.
of conceiving it in terms of the processes Perhaps capacity for independent work is

y which that knowledge is to be ac- the most important academic result of
quired. m 's work is out- the Oxford system of education.

h corresponds m

nearly to the catalogue of m an The American Rhodes Scholar gets
m r, the Examination Stat- from Oxford not merely a new attitude
m term "f ia- toward his work, but also a new respect

hich he must pass for his degree, for examinations. In the United States
He prepares m examinations are not, as a rule, viewed

d with much favor; and it is the fashion at"*

tion of his tutor. de, present to consider them as a very un-
philosopher, and friend; he will help his trustworthy means of measuring intellec-
charge by every kind of advice and criti- tual ability. There are not wanting those

>m to m ike the most of his own abilities ( persons in England who believe that in
and of the instructional facilities provided their own country too much attention is
by university and the colleges; but he paid to examinations and too great weight
^^ - ^^^r T^ ^B- ^^^t- -^^^r ^^^"- -r i ^^H - ̂ m- ^m ^*- duty to do the attached to their results. However this

undergraduate's work for m. Success may be, the English have developed the
depends, m ig else, on a fine art of examining to a very high degree
man's own I initiative. It is of accuracy. This is proved by the fact

jreat deal of pre- that the results of the examinations at
d to work. On the Oxford and Cambridge offer a good basis

other hand, a man who is able to plan for for prediction of success in after-life;
.m 'ho has the energv and the there is not in the United States the

initiative to work without constant super- discrepancy between success in college
680
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studies and success in after-life \vhi« h our t ion-room a student ted by a paj>er
humorous writers would sometimes lead of ten or twelve questions will
us to believe; hut the correspondence is first two hours on the two
not so marked, especially in political life, he knows m bout, answerin "h
in this country as it is in England. Ox- exhaustively and thought fully as po ihlc.
ford examinations are more severe hut less he will answer two or
pedantic than ours. It is a principle in hriellv b 11
England that a man shall not be examined In the English system a man is mark
by those persons who have the respon- qualitatively on the b h h
sibility of teaching him. English exami- " i " 1 * j» i " i * - writes rather q ^
nations come at the end of a year or of basis of wh After the
two years of work rather than term by before hi
term, or week by week. They are usually examiners for an oral, in which they have
of the essay type, and their attempt is to ample opp h on any
discover power of dealing with the sub- topics whi h he did not mention in hi
ject rather than merely to test the mem- answers. H
ory for specific details. In the ordinary ints in his naners fi la
Honor School a man will have from seven which means in England answers which
to twelve three-hour papers following each not merely contain information but arc
other at the rate of two a day for the bet- also well though d
ter part of a week. Cramming for such a beenm-

series of tests is impossible. The advice t one f the t rtant
usually given by one's tutor is to get away things which a RIic from
from Oxford, forget about books, and Oxford is a pow se to r<
play tennis or golf for a few days before examine all h
the examinations begin. In the exam in a- theory and practice. He goes to an in-

Photographed by Tjunf, Oxford*

The RacK-IitTe and St. Mar s spire from the quadrangle of All Souls'
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stitution where many things which are :h -^^ -^^"- ^»W

taken for granted in the United States are h. light on sleep-
not taken for granted, or perhaps not be- ing walls and towers will thrill mm witn
lieved in at all. He finds in England the sense of the tangled, interwoven
many things taken for granted which he, beauty of this life that once was his.
perhaps, had always thought dangerous If I were to single out from all the
or untrue. He may come back to Amer- ty and intensity and
ica with his intellectual creed unchanged, of this life the two gs which are likely
but he can hardly come back without to mean most to 1 erican, I should"w

having thought through for himself the say they are talk and sport. Perhaps
whole foundation of his educational be- are two things which occupy most
liefs, a process of the highest value what- h of the average Eng-
ever may be the result. lish u If he spends four or

d b

II is considered reasonably industrious,
m d d

UT Oxford is not all work. In- h
deed s in b

done in m- coffees, in
m letic tition with m^^f JW

twenty-six weeks in the year) is very or the courts or broad
largely given li ring the Oxford life. which the

this life the Am Rhodes d^^f ^-^ < *

^^^ he could My purpose is not to describe all
never get from For him, even b ^*f\^/ f
m li if I can. what the Am Rhodes7
while. b m I am

tiful life, the surface of it is, like m values of
the face of a glacier, overstrewn with a kind are too ex and too rich for the

cellaneous drift of m bstract form d* -

d youthful folly which, at the first sion. d m
m or less conceal the beauty m e lessons in getting on
beneath. But at its heart Ox- h e learns, or has the

ford life is worthy of its setting d h
worthy of d which m how to hold

h d its b m su in his m M«. ^

d It is not strange, but only O rcl^^^
"m b talk is best talk in the world. I do noty

to the d m^hflV

One of the finest things :h e Am m "m e
d m the university as to the fact that the life

h ik is so arranged as to provide the leisure
the three years of his scholarship. Only and the stimulus for it. As to its ed^_ _ _^H _^^H_ .M.

in after years, on one of those visits which des Scholars would
mericans show such a d im

m of their Eng- characters as Cardinal Newm in and
m b t Louis Stevenson, which sounds

in true perspective the significance of rather extravagant to can ears, was
these eager undergraduate days-days of no whit too strong. m

wi great tasks, m and good-fellowship of
d<-^ life, where for the mom

te of -h ted, high-spirited every nation and *"

m m best together and surveying the nations of the
horn will visit Oxford auad es no earth in and humorous compan-

m m back des Scholar, if he has in
to his lodgings after d Hieh Table m the cauacitv for wisdom
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Rhodes marching ii\ procession to the Encxnia, 1899

difference between an al< tract formula may return from Oxford to the United
and a living point of view. It is the States a citizen of the world.
seven years of plenty with him, a time
when it is bliss to be aUve and very heaven Rhodes Scholars are usually athlete
to be young. But he feeds intellectually but they have much to learn from O> >rd
on a rich diet which not every man can sports, and they take ea r pi isurc in
digest. The Rhodes Scholar will need learning it. The difference between sport
all his characteristically scanty store of at Oxford and sport in the United State
general information and more than all of is almost the difference between work and
the scant\- American tolerance of idea*; play. In the United Slates athletics are
not current in the United States. If he managed by meml>ers of the faculty who
have the capacity for assimilation, if he have the rare gifts needed for such im-
can become a part of what lie meet . he portant work. Teams are coached and

683
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t "d The cost s and rather than a frenzied feeling that the
d bv oth only two courses before the player are

all to the end of producing the maximum victory or suicide. The absence of spec-
skill and efficiency of which the hui tators implies that the Oxford athlete
frame and the human mind are cans must buy his own togs and pay his own

result is greater public interest in expenses, which men do cheerfully. Play-
athletic contests and probably a higher ing fields are, of course, owned by the._ ^K ^^ ^. ̂_ ^^y ^b ^^^

degree of is the rule in college, and the barge on the river and
Eng d. thousrh this is difficult to m the expensive shells in which the crews
sure, since neither country plays exactly row are paid for by the college boat-club.

:h tract the greatest in- For the rest men buy their own equip-
terest in the other. ment, and it is no uncommon thing for

At Oxford athlet the members of a team of an Oxford col-^p-

ds of the undergraduates. There are lege going to play a college in Cambridge
d to be assessed so much per head to pay

mom^-^ t no old player is avail- the travelling expenses. All this simplifi-
able to coach m or the b cation of sport gives a better opportunity
not unco to apply to the captain of for the emergence of its true moral and

m r some useful suggestions social values. These values exist just as
>m tvhich are sure to be given truly in American college sports, and it is

with me utm< st candor and liberality, no small credit to the inherent sportsman-
The mana^em ship of American players and coaches that
is distinctly d could un- they do persist, in the face of the terrific
doubtedly b d in b and often unscrupulous pressure of spec-
American m Training is earnest tators and supporters who are interested
but not scie The choosing of the not in the true values of sport but only in
members of < m victory.
captain and such advisers as he Ill
select. There are so manv forms o^r

letics and participation is so nearly uni- THE Rhodes Scholar spends one-half
versal that there are m st no spec- of his year at Oxford; he has a six weeks'

m s, and fewer than C m
in the United aior inter- months in

university contests. the It is h
This sport for sport's sake at Oxford is m v_/

one the finest experiences ng the from his experience m m these
fine opportunities d by a h

des Sch d the gland d
m d

social training in the world than guages. N
sport. W ul- play. Under the O system te in

m m m ring out work,
nerve-racking occupation in -^^^- ^^» -^^»- United covering the ground hastily, getting to-
States, no longer exists. Under the gether books, and listening to lectures:
conditions obt at d^"pp the hard grinding, filling in the chinks
bridge the idea that it d d way^^

sand times b than to necessary for a creditable showing in the
mmi ghtest unfair action d honor examinations m

d. It is taken for the vacation. Every vacation a m
d iust as it is taken f< must make a careful balance b^^

in the United States which demands of his O dW i

has not become a spectacle for the crowd, terest of foreign ds. The typical
The absence of ^ ^^ des Scholar way of

the keenness of the contest, but it much travel, to settle m som
makes that keenness a healthv. normal. English or Continental town, spend five
h d or six hours a dav on Oxford studies, and
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the rest of the day in seeing the sights and French armi( as ambulance-drivers
and in learning the manners and perhaps and Y. M. C. A. secretaries-on tin I
the language, of the people. The three ropcan fighting front., in Palestine, in
years of a Rhodes Scholarship wisely [ndia, and even in East Africa, Since the
spent will give a man a command of at war they have gone almost everywhere
least one European language, and per- with the far-flung line of American and
haps a working knowledge of one or two Engli-h relief.
more, together with that kind of under- The result of these vacations, whether
standing of English and Continental life in war-time or in peace, is that the Rhodes

Photographed by Taunt, Oxford.

An Oxford bumping race p; ing the barges

which comes from living with the people, Scholar conies hack with ! me idea not
and which does not come from merely merely of the English way of looking at
travelling through the countries. life, but also of that of two or three Euro-

Some men confine their vacations to pean nations. lie is an internationalist
England and the near-by countries of the of a human rather than merely theoretical
Continent; some journey farther afield s»rt. This ran hardly be said to simplify
into Russia, the Balkan State-, the Near international problems for him, Perhaps
East, and the Holy Land; an occasional it tends instead to give him an idea of
Rhodes Scholar finishes oft his Oxford their complexity.
career by returning home around the If I may speak for myself and for the
world. Since 1914 Rhodes Scholars have men whom I know well, I -houlcl say that
added to their knowledge of European the Rhodes Scholars have drawn from this
peoples and to the credit of their own experience the conclusion that the United
country by giving generous service to States should play a larger and a more
various movement- for Euroj in relief generous part in Eurojiean affai , that
during and after the war. Their record we should look at such problems as our
in Belgium with Hoover is well known, tariff, the qi; lion of the participation in & .A.
Not so well known \< the fact that they the League of Nation-, and the question
were to be found, 1 fore the I'niled of the collet lion of war debts from a {>oint
States entered the war, with the British of view wider than that of an American
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country town. No bafflement at the com- The jingo, like every other blusterer, is a
plexity of European national interests, man who is at heart not sure of his own
no amount of distrust of the traditional cause. The attitude of the United States
methods of European diplomacy, no criti- toward England has been for a century
cisms, however valid, of European social one of sensitiveness to criticism, of re-
systems which, however different, seem, sentment of fancied slights on our own
from an American point of view, to re- manners and culture, of a disposition to
semble each other in the difficulties which undervalue those intellectual and artistic

they place in the way of the able man of achievements in which Europe has ex-
humble origin-none of these can make celled us, and to overvalue those political
it any less true that we are one among the and material goods in which we have ex-
family of nations in a very small world celled Europe. The American has often
rapidly growing smaller. The fact that carried a chip on his shoulder because he
we do not as a nation understand very was secretly conscious in some points of
much of what has gone on in Europe since his own inferiority. The American
the war and do not approve very highly Rhodes Scholar sees that he need take
of what we do understand-these facts that attitude no longer. The energy and
should not, in the opinion of at least one idealism of the people of the United
Rhodes Scholar, prevent America, which States, and the good fortune of her posi-
has less war fatigue, less danger, and tion, have brought America to a place
greater strength, from taking a wise and where she need no longer envy other na-
generous part in international affairs. tions their points of excellence, where her

cue should be to thank God for her own

.h m >ortant things blessings, to admire frankly and to study
Rh Scholar gets from his ( carefully the best of other countries in
^^ is a changed attitude t order, if possible, to add all good things

his < wn A to her own heritage.
ways returns to b The Rhodes Scholar sees this. He
ter Am than he was h learns at Oxford and in England and on
over. ' f s were widely ex- the Continent that his country, if not al-
pressed the .hodes will was made ways in all things admired, is nevertheless
public, that three years at Oxford would never held in contempt by those whose
make Bri subjects, or at any rate opinions matter, but always respected,

m ics out of our Amei a,n boys, and, indeed, often admired beyond its
d to be without f*"» ndation. deserts. He learns this best perhaps in

Out of about six hundred Rhod Scholars Oxford, where young men from all nations
who have been elected since t scheme live together in good-fellowship and dis-
started in 1904 only one has scome a cuss international problems with human-
British subject, and the others mnot be ity and humour. The effect upon the

m American college grad ites.who American Rhodes Scholar is to teach him
have not enjoyed that experience, by any to hold up his head as the Cook's tourist
te V to use the English accent or a does not. He finds that the angry flush

cle. Practically all the Rhodes no longer mounts to his cheek at an Eng-
S h returned to the United lish criticism of the internal arrangements
States to live. A b of a Pullman sleeping-car. His heart

mem ers of th m does not always fill with unalloyed na-
U S or as representatives of tional pride at an English sporting under-

newspapers or business graduate's admiration of the fact that
The largest single group living ab sixty thousand people spend a quarter of

becom mencan m a million dollars to see a Harvard-Yale
ind Dei game.

b The American Rhodes Scholar learnsH

country than are these. to respect his country as the jingo never
The Rhodes Scholar < b does. He learns to be jealous of her ac-

m ican than he was when he went tion in those things that matter. Living
; he comes back less of a iingo. in a country where, because of the extent
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of that League of Nations called the Brit- however met, threaten to tax the strength
ish Empire, international problems are of rivili/ation. And he would translate
discussed more constantly and more in- that call into action in our tariff 1 la-
telligently than anywhere else on earth, tion, in our attitude toward the League of
he learns, or begins to learn, the It on of Nations and toward the repayment of the
the interdependence of nations; he learns Allied debts.
to realize the necessity of understanding
and serving the interest s of others in on ler Rhodes Scholar gets out of his Ox-
best to serve our own. ford experience an international point of

In the mere matter of foreign commerce view. He al>o gets from it a new conctp-
the American Rhodes Scholar sees how tionof the kinship of the English-speaking
interwoven are our interests with the nations of the world. One of the great
prosperity of the whole world, a fact not surprises in store for him is the -imilarity
generally realized by that great body of which he finds between his own point of
our citizens who are dependent on that view and that of the Rhodes Scholars
commerce for bread, or at any rate for from the British Dominions-Canada,
luxuries. And he comes back with the Australia, New Zealand, and South Af-
longing to have his country, which re- rica. And as he returns time after time
sponds so quickly and so generously to the from the Continent, he wakes up with
call of the plague-stricken and the starv- surprise to find that the difference which
ing, respond also to that less piercing but he noted at first, not always with ap-
more important call of the best men of all roval, between English wavs and his
nations for the help of the strongest in own are, as he learns to look beneath the
meeting the problems of the day, which, surface, less significant, and that when he

by Taunt,
Chri>t Church. Tom Quad
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lands at Dover he begins to feel at hoi among single men of wide individual dif-
Not that he learns to admire everyth ferences, which stimulates individual ini-
English. The typical Rhodes Scholar tiative and yet makes possible common^"

soon learns to talk and think less action, which places justice and integrity
about " the English " as such. H above cleverness, which loves institutions
with Engli and distrusts logic, which (usually) makes
in one party and distrusting the others, reforms slowly, anxious always to unite
feeling at home in one social group and the best of the old with the best of the*-' ^"V_ ** v " v m

ways of others, just new, trying to repair the building of the
as he would at home. He will not approve state rather than to tear it down and re-
of all Englishmen, b build it again that this point of view
with all of Important distinguishes the whole English-speaking
thing. Finally, he wakes up to the dis- race from the French of 1789, the Ger-
covery, rarely mad de of the mans of 1914, and the Russians of 1920.
Atlantic, that our civilization is English He is likely to come furthermore to the be-* ^"^ A A ^ "" i

at bottom, and mm h lief that this point of view, if it could be
law are only significant of a applied to international problems as it has

m >n way f looking a com- been so successfully to disputes between
belief in i m d [ effort, man and man, would work out slowly but
in m surely the riddle of these perplexing times.
tage o-Saxon race. And he Perhaps this is the truest and most valu-

c s to see, as Rhodes saw, that this able of all the ideas which the American
cod life which preserves the peace Rhodes Scholar gets from Oxford.

A Son at the Front
BY EDITH WHARTON

ILLUSTRATION BY FRANCES ROGERS

XXVI instead of boom O *

of the sea tly over intervening
ROM the little room ts d**-**
where he sat at the C ton's ears were even m in-

foot of George's glossy credulous than his eyes. was gradu-
white bed, Campton, ally g to believe in George's white
through the open room, the ward beyond, the flowers be-
door, could watch the tween the beds, the fountain in the court; court;
November sun slant- but the sound of the sea still to him.
ing down a white intolerably but unescapably, as the crash

ward where, in the lane between other of guns at the front. the res-Kb

white beds, pots of chrysanthemums sion was too ove mmg he would
stood on white-covered tables. turn from the window and cast his glance"^"- -^B- " " -

Through the window his eyes rested on the bed; but only to find that the
incredulously on a court enclosed in th young face on the pillow dsud
monastic arches of gray stone, with denly changed into that of the haggard
squares of turf bordered by box hedges, bearded stranger^on the wooden^pallet at
and a fountain playing. D AndC ton would have to

Beyond the court sloped the faded foli- get up, lean over, and catch the twinkle in
age of a park not yet entirely stripped by ge's eyes before the evil spell was
Channel gales; and on days without wind,
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d between lu-m h b to learn from other
George, after all these da vs. was still too l>o as

nd silence had i gave ess
l>een C 0 escane from em but t hins which count in an

lion. eed world: on
re h al his da

5 anger as hut hateful scene eni[>e ature-thart. H
at Doullens bet wee himself and Mr. as he h n used to stud

rant. was sure th eorge al- hich he now no longe
knew what was pa ing through his even thought of.

mind; that when 1>OO their Sometimes when G was

(lew l»ack together to that other Campion would -it po d
scene " few days at Doullens. T as » ^

distai y as far on, as m in silently building up, on tha ida-
an th t)oth rid of. 3 a ni tion of ish alls

d pe j>eace ded
d p t that one could

both, m mpts at in- pee ed Furis
difTerence. so mpend rue tat e sa d

Not t ha d f godlike aloofness. For one thing he
d* was especially thankful-and that was

of war. oo ward "ml in
"base of his life he nerceived h rant r thankful" »

time had he thought so little of the war. that, almost at once, he had hurried after
h the b cauh th him d

the voice of the engine which had so stammered out, clutching his hand: UI
nearly destred his son: that association know - I know how o fel/1 es ou
d m edded in hi d Mr. Brant's react ions were never rapid
sciousness, left no for any other. d the events of the last days had calle

The general impression of unreality was on faculties that were almost atrohied
h d He had merely looked p ton in

d mute distress returned re, and
After a week durin which the b had^^r en silently i mounted the hospita
hung near d t he great surgeo :airs with him.

I) Camp ton hated himself for his beha-
d finally ceased to hone for him-had aur, but wa- thankful, even at the time,

ed that, though George's state th d motive had
0 , might be moved his apolog) d

few days to a hospital at the rear. So one m he had asked the banker's
miraculouslv, the transfer h, 1 bren se ra

e, in one of Mr>. Brant's own motor- and uses to which it might be put ; or
m he had asciated his excuses with

white bed, hung over by moti e as»
" sisters of charitv, in an act that b mi
m wetness ne\cr have d his so In-

mad stead of that, he -imply felt th nce
recovering wn nurs- re hi- eless temj>er had the
cry, or even a d-haire sparring tter of him, and he wa- sorry

d IMS at a new world h
1 him as hard lo' d Gcoree. and wa
dathi father as as h

with i-ycs as void of exjx-riencc, or at least George might d
of any means of conveying it. C After that sod d p
at first. d only m wa o be

hich the two were en- e y that each graduall me
es to take the other for granted; and Mr.

I, 44
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Brant, d of a perpetual hostile had been coming! Campton had urged *^
scrutiny, was free to exercise his ingenu- Mr. Brant to bring her; but the banker
ity in planning and managing. It was had failed to obtain a permit for any one
owing to him-Campton no longer but the boy's mother. He had even found
minded admitting it-that the famous it difficult to get his own leave renewed;
surgeon had hastened his return to Doul- and it was only after a first trip to Paris,
lens, that G ^^^^*- translation to the and repeated efforts at the War Office/that

m tic building near the sea had he had been allowed to return to fetch his
idly effected, and that the wife, who was just arriving from Biarritz.

great appearing there soon after- Well-for the moment, at any rate,
ward d Campton had the boy to himself. As he ^H

d. But for Mr. Brant's persis- sat there trying to picture the gradual
tence even t resurrection of George's pre-war face out
Brant's motor- ilances to Doullens of the delicately pencilled white mask on
would never h been given; and it the pillow, he noted the curious change of
m f atal to Georze to m planes produced by suffering and ema- -^H ^^H ""- -_M-

the journey in the slow and jolting mili- ciation, and the altered relation of lights
tary train. Mr. Brant, again, he and shadows. Materially speaking, the
would hav been sent to a crowded m new George looked like the old one seen
tary hospital instead V ^^W -^B- .^W. ""_�_"- in the bowl of a spoon, and through blue
this white heaven of rest. "And all that spectacles: peaked, narrow, livid, with
just because I over m to elongated nose and sunken eye-sockets.
prevent his jumping into his motor But these changes of proportion were not
going back to Paris in order to get out of what had really changed him. There was
m way!" Campton, at the thought, something in the curve of the mouth that

d of peni- fever and emaciation could not account
tence. for. In that new line, and in the look of

his eyes-the look travelling slowly out-
George, who had bTfc-i* " d ward through a long blue tunnel, like
eyes and looked at his father. some mysterious creature rising from the
Where's Uncle Andy?" depths of the sea-that was where the
Gone to Paris to get vour moth^"^ new George lurked, the George to be

"Yes. Of course. H d m watched and lain in wait for, patiently
George smiled, and withdrew once more and slowly puzzled out. . .

into his secret world. He reopened his eyes.
But C mind "Adele too?"^m

- happy. As the time of J Campton had learned to bridge over
d he began to ask himself with the spaces between his son's questions.

increasing apprehension d "No, not this time. We tried, but it
fit into the situation. Mr. Brant had couldn't be managed. A little later, I
fitted into it-perfectly. Campton had hope "
actually begun to feel a secret dependence "She's all right?"
on him, a fidgety uneasiness since he ha " Rather! looming."
left for Paris, sweet though it was to be "And Boylston?"
at last alone with George. j "Blooming too."

m ;ttle George's lids closed contentedly, like
,k& i un- doors shutting him away from the world.

nerve m Campton did not ques- It was the first time since his operation
h b that he had asked about any of his

sure what form friends, or had appeared to think that
to which she was so unsuited. How could they might come to see him. But his
she ever penetrate into that mystery mind, like his stomach, could receive very
peace which enclosed and his boy ? little nutriment at a time; he liked to have

h m thus mysteriously one mouthful given to him, and then to
d t dimly resent her lie ruminating it in the lengthening inter-

own exclusion ? If only Adele Anthony vals between his attacks of pain.
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h -kcd i Campion had to admit the change, but
one his father wondered what name would it did not draw him anv nearer to her.mm H -

xt Her manner of loving their ><>n w;t< too"

m he had m tioned no one but his different. Nowadays, when he and An
parents, Mr. Adele Anthon and derson lirant were i Aether, he felt that
Boylston; yet it was not p< siblr, < imp- they were thinking of the same thin^ in
ion thought, that th- e formed the cir- the same way; Imt Julia face, even at d

orn con- and humani/ed by ^rief, was still a mere
d fold con^uousnc did mask to him. He < ould never tell what

not lurk a nearer image, a more form her thought s about George might l>e
name. art beat faster, taking.
half f curiosity, half from a kind Mr. tnl had jud<! it di reel to
of delicacy, at the thought that at efface him If. Campion hunted in vain
any t th in for him in the alle\ if the park, and un-
George's memory and utter itself. der the cloister; he remained invisible till

Campion's thoughts again turned to they met at the early dinner which they
his wife. With Julia there was never any ha red with the staff. Hut the meal did
knowing. Ten to one she would send the not last long, and when it was over, and
boy's erature up. He was thankful nurses and doctors scattered, Mr. Hrant
that, owii again dipped away with them, leaving
news to h h his wife and Campion alone.

"m a frontier denartment. so m Campion glanced after him, surprised.
"Why does he go?"

arrived, ing, after Mrs. Brant pursed her lip-, evidently as
he hadA A ted. She much surprised by his question as he by

d put on her nurse's d for her husband's withdnr. il.
journey (he ihoughl it rather thealrical k'Oh, I suppose he's going to bed-to
her. till he remembered how much eas be ready for an early slart to-morrow/'
it was to get about in any sort of uni- "A start?"

); but there was not a trace of co- She stared. "Why, of course; he's go-
quetry in her appearance. As a f ing back to Paris."
her haeerard unoowdered Campion was genuinely astonished.
coif looked harsh and unbecoming; she "Is he? I'm sorry."_ _ _ _ _ «_ -_ ___ _ _ J -- _ _ - J fc .-fc ̂  -^_ A 

^-fc " " * I* & ̂ _ t_ * ̂ BK J-^ minded him "Oh*_j She appeared unprepared for
of Jansenist nun from this. "After all, you mu-t see-we can't
i Philinne de C very well ... all three of us ... especially

with these nuns. . ."

Campton led her to George's door, but "Oh, if it's only that "
left her there; she did not appear to not ice She did not take this up, and one of
whether or not he was following her. He their usual sileno - followed. Campton
whispered: "Careful about his tempera- was thinking that it was all nonsense
ture; he's very weak," and she bent her about the nun-, and considering the^H

profile silently as advisability of going in pursuit of Mr.
Brant to tell him so. He did not know

XXVII how to face the prospect of a long ucces-
sion of days alone between Gt<>rge and ^"-

, that evening, seemed miner ueorge s momer. th d rather Gt rge's mother.
d his temperature had not gone Mr-. Brant spoke again. " I was sorry-I * . " * * * 1

m^ ̂ m Y ̂FI 1~^^^ -^- -^^ -^"- ^^"- -"- to find that the "inters have been kept on
son here. Are they much with George?0 Julia's having d

no harm. had "The Si>ter ' I don't know. The
room, upper nurses are Red Cross, as you saw.w

.loned in her the f f sell- But of course the others are about a g ":§:"
^mr ^mr the war, if Georj h 1 deal. What's wrong? They seem to me
met with a dangerous accident, she would perfect." 1 lift 1*11
have b more encum Derm h She hesitated and culuured a little. " 1
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m to find about the thought, as he sat studying the myste-
Extreme Unction/7 she finally said. rious beauty of George's face, what a

ampton repeated her word commonplace secret it concealed!
began to think that anxiety and The writing was not George's, but that

d her mind. of an unlettered French soldier. Camp-i^"

d m d Oh. If ton, glancing at the signature, discovered
got don't know. I couldn't think that it was that of his son's orderly, who

George at first. . . and had been slightly wounded in the same at-
the whole thing is so painful m tack as George, and sent for twenty-four
Where's my bag?" hours to the same hospital at Doullens.

She groped for her reticule, found ^^^f- r He had been at George's side when he fell,
the folds of the fur cloak she had kept and with the simple directness so often
about her shoulders, and fumbled in it natural to his class in France he told the about her shoulders, natural to his class in France he told the
with wrinkled jewelled fingers. tale of his lieutenant's wounding, in cir- ^"^~

Anderson hasn't spoken to you, then cumstances which appeared to have given
spoken about Mrs. Talkett?" she be- George great glory in the eyes of his men.

gan suddenly. They thought the wound mortal; but the
"About M Wh orderly and a stretcher-bearer had man-

he? h aged to get the young man into the shelter
mf *f of a little wood. The stretcher-bearer, it

couldn't... so he had to. She had turned out, was a priest. He had at once
b m applied the consecrated oil, and George,

ry d b still conscious, had received it "with a
. . . that beautiful smile"; then the orderly, think-

mpton did not press .h ing all was over, had hurried back to the
He sat ded, trying to take in fighting, and been wounded himself. The
what E was so obviously trying to m next day he too had been carried to

cl .7^f ^p- -^^p- -"- ^^" resisting Doullens; and there, after many enquiries,
the approach of the revelation he already he had found his lieutenant in the same
foresaw. hospital, still alive, but too ill to see

" George-Mrs. T :tt?" forced him.
self to couple t two r m un- He had contrived, however, to see the

semed nurse, and had learned from her that the
"I supposed you k d doctors did not yet despair. With that

ful? A "h She drew he had to be content; but before returning
m m er bag. to his base he had hastened to fulfill his

H d "Is that letter lieutenant's instructions (given "many
m months earlier") by writing to tell "his

"Yes. She d on And lady" that he was severely wounded, but
keeping il 
to us, I believe. . . It 

for you. She said it belonged still alive-" which is a good deal in it-
there was a self," the orderly hopefully ended, "not

P m m night before he was to mention his having received the Legion
ilized led he of Honour,"v

would get word to her . No Campton laid the letter down. There
thought of us!" imper. was too much in it to be taken in all at

Camoton reached out for letter, once; and, as usual in moments of deep
M Talkett-Madge Talkett and disturbance, he wanted to be alone, above

eorge! That was where the boy had all wanted to be away from Julia. ut
gone then, that last night when his father, Julia held him with insistent gaze.
left alone at the Crillon, had been so hurt "Do you want this?" he asked finally,

his desertion! That was the pushing the letter toward her.
which, in his hours of vigil in the little "Want it? A letter written to that
white room, Camnton had watched for woman? No! I should have returned
on his son's lips, the d it at once-but Anderson wouldn't let
sooner or later, he would have to hear me. . . Think of her forcing herself upon

m t * How little h d me as she did-and making you paint her
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portrait! I see it all now. Had you any if all her life she had heard the Scarlet
idea that this was going on? \Voman denounced from Presbyterian

Campton shook his head, and per- pulpits. At another time it would have
ceived by her look of relief that what she amu d him to ponder on this one streak
had resented above all was the thought in her of the ancestral iron; but now he
of his being in a secret of George's from wanted only to console her.*

which she herself was excluded. "Oh, no-it w; just the accident of the ^

"Adeje didn't know either," she said, priest'< being there. One of our chap-
with evident satisfaction. Campton re- lains would have done the same kind of
membered that he had been struck by thing."
Miss Anthony's look of sincerity when he SI looked at him mistrustfully. "The
had asked her if she had any idea where same kind of thing? It's never the same
George had spent his last evening, and with them! Whatever they do reaches
she had answered negatively. The recol- ahead. I've seen such advantage taken
lection made him understand Mrs. Brant's of the wounded when thcv were too weak 

"_^

feeling of relief.^H , ̂ ^^^^^ ,^_. to resist. . . didn't know what they were
"Perhaps, after all, it's only a flirta- saying or doing. . ." Her eyes filled with

tion-a mere sentimental friendship/' he tears. "A priest and a woman-I feel as
hazarded. if I'd lost my boy!"

"A flirtation?" Julia's Mater Dolo- The word- went through Campton like
rosa face suddenly sharpened to worldly a sword, and he -prang to his feet. "Oh,
astuteness. "A sentimental friendship? for God's sake be quiet-don't say it;
Have you ever heard George mention her What does anything matter but that he's
name-or make any sort of allusion to alive?"
such a friendship?" "Of course, of cour-e. I didn't

Campton considered. "No. I don't mean. ut that he should think onlv
remember his ever speaking of her." of her, and not of us ... that he should

"Well, then Her eyes had the im- have deceived us about everything
patience he had seen in them on the far- . . . everything. . ."
off day when he had thrown Beausite's "Ah, don't say that either! Don't
dinner invitation into the fire. Once tempt Providence! If he deceived us, as
more, her glance seemed to say, she had you call it, we've no one but ourselves to
taken the measure of his worldly wisdom, blame; you and I, and-well, and Brant.

George's obstinate silence-his care not Didn't we all do our best to make him
even to mention that the Talketts were so deceive us-\\ it h our intriguing and our
much as known to him-certainly made it wire-pulling and our cowardice? How he
M ^f Vjr * it %-wt_r v- * & v^ ̂* k^ * * *. * *- ^* * * A ^ v v v ̂ "* ^- i look as though the matter went deep with despised us for it-yes, thank God, how
him. Campton, recalling the tone of the he despised us from the first : He didn't
Talkett drawing-room and its familiars, hide the truth from Boylston or Adele, '^^" ^^"^^ 

-^m-

had an even stronger recoil of indigna- because they were the only two on a level
tion than Julia's; hut he was silenced by a with him. And they knew why he'd
dread of tampering with his son's privacy, deceived us; they understood him, they
a sense of the sacredness of everything abetted him from the first." He stopped
pertaining to that still mysterious figure checked by Mrs. Brant's pale bewildered
in the white bed upstairs. face, and the eyes imploringly lifted, as if

Mrs. Brant's face had clouded again, to ward off unintelligible words. " """"" 1
"It's all so dreadful-and this Extreme "Ah, well, all thi is no use," he said;
Unction too! What is it exactly, do you "we've got him safe, and it's more than
know? A sort of baptism? Will the we deserve." He laid his hand on her
Roman Church try to get hold of him on shoulder. "Go to bed; you're dead-beat.
the strength of it?" Only don't say things-thin«> that might

Campton remembered with a faint in- wake up the Furies. . ."
ward amusement that, in spite of her 4BB4 * VHe " It cketed the letter and went out.

foreign bringing up, and all her conti- still conscious of being followed by her
nental affinities, Julia had remained as gaze of perplexity.
implacably and incuriously Protestant as Mr. Brant \ is smoking a last cigar as
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he paced up and down the cloister with fairly legible/' Redrew two folded sheets
upturned coat-collar. Silence lay on the from his note-case, and offered one to

" 4 i * m " i * " i " ^^* carefully darkened building, crouching Campton.
low under drifts of icy sea-fog; at long "Oh, thank you." The two men
intervals, through the hush, the waves grasped hands through the fog.
continued to mimic the booming of the Mr. rant turned to continue his
guns. round, and Campton went up to the

Campton drew out the orderly's letter, white-washed cell in which he was lodged.
"I hear you're leaving to-morrow early, Screening his candle to keep the least
and I suppose I'd better give this back." light from leaking through the shutters,

Mr. Brant had evidently expected him. he re-read the story of George's wound-
"Oh, thanks. But Mrs. Talkett says she ing, copied out in the cramped tremulous
has no right to it." writing of a man who never took pen in

"No right to it? That's a queer thing hand but to sign a daily batch of typed *-j "/ "/ x
to say." letters. The "hand-made" copy of a let-

"So I thought. I suppose she meant, ter by Mr. Brant represented something
till you'd seen it. She was dreadfully like the pious toil expended by a monk-
upset . . . till she saw me she'd supposed ish scribe on the page of a missal; and
he was dead." Campton was moved by the little man's

Campton shivered. "She sent this to devotion.
your house?" As for the letter, Campton had no

"Yes; the moment she got it. It was sooner begun to re-read it than he entire-
waiting there when my-when Julia ar- ly forgot that it was a message of love,
rived." addressed at George's request to Mrs.

"And you went to thank her?" Talkett, and saw in it only the record
Yes. Mr. Brant hesitated. "Julia of his son's bravery. And for the first

disliked to keep the letter. And I thought time he understood that from the mo-
it only proper to take it back myself." ment of George's wounding until now he

" Certainly. And-what was your im- had never really thought of him in rela-
pression?" tion to the war, never thought of his

Mr. Brant hesitated again. He had judgment on the war, of all the unknown
already, Campton felt, reached the ut- emotions, resolves and actions which had
most limit of his power of communica- drawn him so many months ago from his
tiveness. It was against all his habits to safe shelter in the Argonne.
"commit himself." Finally he said, in an These things Campton, unconsciously,
unsteady voice: "It was impossible not had put out of his mind, or rather had lost
to feel sorry for her." out of his mind, from the moment when

"Did she say-er-anything special? he had heard of George's wounding. By
Anything about herself and and by, he knew, the sense of them, and

"No; not a word. She was-well, all of the questions they raised, would come
broken up, as they say." back and possess him; but meanwhile,

"Poor thing!" Campton murmured. emptied of all else, he brimmed with the
"Yes-oh, yes!" Mr. Brant held the mere fact of George's bodily presence,

letter, turning it thoughtfully about, with the physical signs of him, his weak-
"It's a great thing," he began abruptly, ness, his temperature, the pain in his arm,
as if the words were beyond his control, the oppression on his lung, all the daily
"to have such a beautiful account of the insistent details involved in slowly coax-
affair. George himself, of course, would ing him back to life.
never The father could bear no more; he put

"No, never," Campton considered, the letter away, as a man might put away
" You must take it back to her, naturally, something of which his heart was too full
But I should like to have a copy first." to measure it. Later - yes; now, all he

Mr. Brant put a hand in his pocket. " I knew was the fact that his son was alive.
supposed you would. And I took the
liberty of making two-oh, privately, of ut the hour of Campton's entering
course. I hope you'll find my writing into glory came when, two or three days
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later, George said with a sudden smile: gs a newcom d
"When I exchanged regiments I did what ticed, m m
you'd always hoped I would, eh, Dad?" of all.

It was the first allusion, on the part of g m b m
either, to the mystery of George's tran- b
sit from the Argonne to the front. At n mad m
Doullens he had been too weak to be r< motelv beautiful, began to question
questioned, and as he grew stronger, and his father.
entered upon the successive stages of his "Boylstor db
convalescence, he gave the impression of paint again. m
having travelled far beyond such matters, Oh, I only took it up for a while last
and of living his real life in some incon- »spring.
ceivable region from which, with that new "Portraits?"
smile of his, he continued to look down "A few. But I chucked it. I
unseeingly on his parents. "It's exactly stand ere.
as if he were dead, the father thought. What atmosphere ?j
"And if he were, he might ^o on watching people who co want to be
us with just such a smile." painted at such a tin People who

And then, one morning as they were wanted to c secure a Campton.' Oh, and
taking a few steps on a sunny terrace, d God!"
Campton had felt the pressure of the G med unimpressed. "After
boy's sound arm, and caught the old all, life's got to go on."
George in his look. Y that's what they say! d

"I... good Lord ... at any rate I'm m m 5 doub
glad you felt sure of me," Campton could has."
only stammer in reply. His son laughed, and off:

George laughed. " Well - rather ! " Y did Mrs. Talkett?"
There was a long silence full of sea- "Yes," Campton d his

murmurs too drowsy and indolent, for guai
once, to simulate the horror of the guns. " She's a pretty creature," said G

"I - I only wish you'd felt you could at that his eyes, resting
trust me about it from the first, as you again on t nurse, who was waiting
did Adele and Boylston," the father con- at his door wi a cup of cocoa, lit up
tinued. ;h celestial eratitud^-^

"But, my dear fellow, I did feel it! I "The communiqu&s good to-d
swear I did! Only, you see, there was (1 and he smiled at her boyishly h
mother. I thought it all over, and de- -as beginning to interest him
cided it would be easier for you both if I m ton was sure that every mom
said nothing. And, after all, I'm glad could spare f i >m .magmable region
now that I didn't-that is, if you really which his bli "ded like a sword
do understand." was spent am >m

"Yes; I understand."
"That's jolly." George's eyes turned As the day approached for the return

from his and rested with a joyful gravity to Paris, Campton began to penetrate
on the little round-faced Sister who hur- more deeply into the meaning of George's
ried up to say that he'd been out long remoteness. He himself, he discovered,
enough. Campton often caught him fix- had been all unawares in a far country, a
ing this look of serene benevolence on the country guarded by a winged sentry, as
people who were gradually repeopling his the old hymn had it: the region of silent
world, a look which seemed to say that incessant communion with his son. Just
they were new to him, and yet dimly they two: everything else effaced; not
familiar. He was like a traveller return- discarded, destroyed, not disregarded
ing after incommunicable adventures to even, but blotted out by a soft silver haze,
the place where he had lived as a child; as the brown slopes and distances were,
and, as happens with such wanderers, on certain magic days, from the windows
the trivial and insignificant things, the of the seaward-gazing hospital.
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I that lie d beck. uncon- d ke i' air they ha<
" ious of the presence of other suffering jp£ sha " ' secret and im

about them. As (Irorge grew stronger, " "
and took his first steps in the wards, he only the "II of another

d his father were inevitably b eeper joy
into contact h the life of the osp >ok li 1 just such a vividness as

1 found a few fri ds, and Georee's own; as their elances crossed
<K-s. am Cami)ton saw tlie ime IL'ht in the eyes

the officers perpetually coming and going, all thrc< few week h
during the long v, < eks of ai^ony which came to him oyl stones new

d But that was only rd Preparedness t America, it ap-
toward the close of their sojourn, when peared, had caugh from
George was about to yiel ^^P west. in that sudden incalculable way she
others, and be taken to Paris for the re- had ginc herself d
ducalion of his shattered arm. And by from a little group of discerning spiri'

that time the weeks com- contagion had spread like a prairie
m n left such an imprint on fire, sweeping away all t h h

ni b ds <>f the hour, devouring them
hind him, and no more than a phase of great bla/e of wrath and enthu-i and
m became to h f resolution. America meant to be

own sea-mists, in which he and pared! had come the ere
might have been peacefully shi the training camp at Plattsburg,

h f d much difli-

culty, permission had wrung from a
XXVIII reluctant governmei t; th as

dates (locked to it.
"PREPAREDNESS!" cr Bovlston in manhood of the Eastern Stati

an exultant crow. 11 am d
id brown face with its - q>e in G

es eerintr half-blind eves b d gia, at Fort Tl
Camoton in the old wav across the desk Presidio in Calif

of the Palais Royal office; and from the spreading through the west, and the
corner where d k .1 kindl e( b \tlantic seaboard

broken-sprinted divans, A d d fie.»

thony echoed: "Preparedness!" For hours at a time Campton heard
first time that Campion had Boylston talking abo ese training

heard th word but the se camps with h
he and George helped him in his work, or dropped

had eot b lie here k hi ever, no\\
ry d

hing h "* ^
d the chantfe in the vouni: man and enthusiasm in the humblest*--' "

the elderly spinster had shown itself in d d of
both seemed more vivid the liraux Arts or the Unr , or 

« » - i

yet more rem young men of leisure discoui ^ed by the
moment of lirst nice ^^

2 Paris h near the ois torin of tht-ir government, fired
Boulogne \ inw "

Home transformed truggk in which they had instantly t
education-to (.<orge h; d b their own country to be fatally involved
taken. In the little cell crowdi-cl witfi in soite of ccofrranhical distance.
flowers m too manv flowei his N ne of the young men in question ha
father thought, for the patieir aching , Her imperious callV *

v x -C "in it" from the first, no matter how or
the entrance of at hat cost. Th d

Julia and f d d now Bovls
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giving it to them with his passionate "Well, then," Campton continued his
variations on the great theme of Pre- argument, "as he's likely to be in Paris
paredness. George, meanwhile, lay there now till the war is over-which means
in his bed and smiled; and now and then some time next year, they all say-why
"oylston brought one or two of the more shouldn't I take a jolly apartment some-
privileged candidates to see him. One where for the two of us ? Those pictures
day Campton found young Louis Dastrey I did last spring brought me in a lot of
there, worn and haggard after a bad money, and there's no reason His
wound, and preparing to leave for Amer- face lit up. "Servants, you say? Why,
ica as instructor in one of the new camps, my poor Mariette may be back from Lille
That seemed to bring the movement any time now. They tell me there's sure
closer than ever, to bring it into their to be a big push in the spring. They're
very lives. The thought flashed through saving up for that all along the line. Ask
Campton: "When George is up, we'll get Dastrey . . . ask . . ."
him sent out too"; and once again a deli- "You'd better let George go to his
cious sense of security crept through him. mother," said Miss Anthony concisely.

George, as yet, was only sitting up for "Why?"
a few hours a day; the wound in the lung "Because it's natural-it's human.
was slow in healing, and his fractured arm You're not always, you know," she added
in recovering its flexibility. But in an- with another pucker.
other fortnight he was to leave the hos- "Not human?"
pital and go to complete his convalescence "I didn't mean that you're inhuman.
at his mother's. But you see things differently."

The thought was bitter to Campton; "I don't want to see anything but
he had had all kinds of wild plans-of one; and that's my own son. How shall
taking George to the Crillon, or hiring an I ever see George if he's at the Avenue
apartment for him, or even camping with Marigny ? "
him at the studio. But George had "He'll come to you."
smiled all this away. He meant to return "Yes-when he's not at Mrs. Talk-
to the Avenue Marigny, where he had ett's!"
always stayed when he came to Paris, and Miss Anthony frowned. The subject
where it was natural that his mother had been touched upon between them
should want him now. Adele Anthony soon after Campton's return, but Miss
pointed out to Campton how natural it Anthony had little light to throw on it:
was, one day as he and she left the Palais George had been as mute with her as with
Royal together. They were going to every one else, and she knew Mrs.
lunch at a near-by restaurant, as they Talkett but slightly, and seldom saw her.
often did on leaving the office, and Camp- Yet Campton perceived that she could
ton had begun to speak of George's future not hear the young woman named with-
arrangements. He would be well enough out an involuntary contraction of her
to leave the hospital in another week, and brows.
then no doubt a staff-job could be ob- "I wish I liked her!" she murmured.
tained for him in Paris-"with Brant's "Mrs. Talkett?"

pull, you know," Campton concluded, "Yes-I should think better of myself
hardly aware that he had uttered the if I did. And it might be useful But I
detested phrase without even a tinge of can't-I can't!"

ut Adele was aware, as he saw by Campton said within himself: uirony Oh,
the faint pucker of her thin lips. women I For his own resentment had

He shrugged her smile away indiffer- died out long ago. He could think of the
ently. " Oh, well - hang it, yes ! Every- affair now as one of hundreds such as
thing's changed now, isn't it? After what happen to young men; he was even con-
the boy's been through I consider that scious of regarding it, in some unlit secret
we're more than justified in using Brant's fold of himself, as a probable guarantee
pull in his favour - or anybody else's." of George's wanting to remain in Paris,

Miss Anthony nodded and unfolded her another subterranean way of keeping him,
napkin. should such be needed. Perhaps that was
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what Mi Anthony meant by ving by the fact of him If 1 ing where he w I.
that her liking Mrs. Talkett might 1 It \\ ; evident that, on er terms
"u ful." George miirht l>e with his wife Mr. 'I .d

"Why shouldn't he be with me?" the kett * determined to shed on him the
father persisted. ''lie and I were going same impartial 1 :im i on all her other
off together when the war b( in. I \\.is victors.
defrauded of that why shouldn't I have His eye-glasses glinted blandly up at
him now?" Campton. "Now I dart iy I <;w sub-

i.-.i Anthony smiled "\Vell. for one vcr-ive," he began, going on with what 1
thing, because of that ver\ r 'pull' you had b -n saying, but in a tone intended
were speaking of." to include the newcomer. ' I don't say

O rants, the Brants '." C I'm not. We are ; ^ubvt-r-ive lot at home,
ton d impatiently at the bill-of- all of us-you must have noticed that
fan havm't you, Mr. Campton?"

?"and Boylston emitted a faint growl.
tnownit-he belongs to them. Promfhe "What's that got to do with it?" he

minute I asked.

their motor waiting, and everything ar- Mr. Talkett's gla slanted in hi
ranged as only money can arrange it, I direction. "Why verything 1 Resis-

d lost mv b d tance to the herd-instinct (to borrow one
moodily before him. "And yet if the war of my wife's expressions) is really innate
hadn't come I should have got him back in me. And the idea of giving in no*

most h id." of sacrificing my convictions, ju^ Ix
His companion still smiled, a little wist- cause of all this deafening noise about

f dr d laid her hand America's danger and America's duties
on his, under cover of the biU-of-far< well, no" said Mr. Talkett, straightening

back, J n f his glasses, "Philistinism won't go down
: he exc^ with me, in whatever form it tries to

the infantry. 't that enough?" guise itself." Instinctively, he stretched
ered her smile. "You a neat hand toward the t i-cups, as if he

h*-j i they had been rearranging the furniture at one
h of his wife's parties.

"But but but Boylston stut-
G b tered, red with rage.

drive out, and to see more people; and " George burst into a laugh. He seemed
Campton was not surprised, on approach- to take a boyish ami mcnt in the dis-
ing his door a day or two later, to hear pute. "Tea, father?" he suggested.

al voices in animated reaching across the trav for a cieareti
h Talkett jerk 1 himself to 

_
his et.m

were all men's. In one he recognized "Take my chair, now do, Mr. Campton.
B d d b the You'll be more comfortable. Hen let me
answering voice, ilnt, toneless yet shake up thi< cushion for you- " ("CttfA- "
r;iger, pu/.zled him with a se 1 f ni. oylston in; itvted scornfulh

" but forgotten. He opened "A light, George? Now don't mov< -I
d veen don't say, of course, old chap Palkett

George and Boylston, the smoo hlv- continued, a he held the match dcferen-
brushed figure of Roger Talkett. daily to Geoi igaiette, "that this

(' sort of talk would be safe-or advi^abl
m h d in the in just nov in public; subversive talk never

o mucl d i]>ened tl is. But when tu or three of the Elect
man, always somewhat -d are gathered together-well, your father

as dim as a daguerreotype sees my point, I know. The Hen he
d Tong angle. nodded at George, "has hi job, and the

The painter hung back, slightly embar- Artist," with a slant at Campton, "1
ssed; but Mr. Talkett did not seem in In ' -rmany. for instance, as we're be-

east disturbed bv hi inning to find out, the creative mind-
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U-L1V -!-AH-.\^lJlJ.iiV^l.± UOAUf \ VV/ V4.0W *A;l.iVy VJLAV^A. V^JL AAA V LJ J. JL.L*JJL J.A i. C>, ,h f m phising the latter's neat b "Poor
wife's expressions), have been carefully devil! H yy
protected from the b _ _ M - _ - - 4 1 -^ I -* ̂̂  "-"-""" «~^ ^^^ -* -mj^ j-^« ""->" " ̂  T ̂̂  -m ^ "» -F-^ 1-^ ^» I fl r i i 4 W what?" Campton,
VI important jobs of course, b star
where their lives were not exposed. The W h Preparedness.
country needs them too m ch in other anting to do the proper thing-and
ways; they to never before having had to decide be-
fighters, and they're f vice in m* o

their own line. Wh or turned- wn It's playing the
England he suddenly to see very deuce with m
his cha "Well. L k here, M H Wash
Campton, I appeal to you, I appeal to M ,1k^^" "^^"i ^^" "- "

great creative Artist: in any country but at last? But no; he wandered b
France d England, d. "Poor little ass! Of course

brains have b-- -- he'll decide ag shrugged his -^^B-

at this stage of to chuck an shoulders. " And Boylston's just as badly
tant staff job, requiring intellect, torn in the other direction."

tact and sawir faire, and try to get m "Boylston?"
self killed like any unbaked boy-like "Yes. h b^^^f-

your poor cousin Benny Upsher, for ,k him on account of his bad
instance ? *. ^ w-m ^L ^^ - ̂  ̂ -^ ^^ J-t " 4 .1 Lr^ -P^% h * he? heart and his blind eyes, and wondering

Yes-in Am shouted Boyls- if, in spite of his disabilities, he's got the -^^-

ton; d Mr. Talkett's tallowy cheeks right to preach to all these young chaps
d h who on his words like the

h**~s gospel. One o m taunted him with it
h d^n-^ the other day. yy

George still laughed in his r m "The cur!"
partial way, and d "Yes. An ever since, of course, r
grin: don't you get yourself natu- Boylston's been twice as fierce, and over-

d-a neutral?" working himself to calm his frenzy. The
deepened. "I men who can't go are all like that, when

m ch among Artists h they know it's their proper work. It
began; orge d gaily: isn't bodv's billet out th I've"" ^f
" There's a lot to be said on Talkett's side learnt that since I've had a look at it-but

too. G Roger ? W I sh-«_"" v "-_"- be it would be Boylston's if he had th
able to look in on you now in a few days, health, and he knows it, and

mem me to Goodbye." drives m George looked at his
Boyls ton rose also, C ton re- m "You don't know

mained m stars that there weren't

er me to Madg That me, but just a plain
was the way in which th Wm J m up by the collar, and
man spoke of his beloved m down where I bek
proprietor. There had not been a shadow reached for another cigarette. .. Old
of constraint in George's tone; and now, Adele's presently. Do you sup-"

glancing at the door which had closed on pose we could rake up som tea? yy
Mr. Talkett, he m he asked.

(To be continued.)
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T is just a century since the charm of Spain was upon him. The
one our greatest two boys fed also on Scott's romance to- ^f

dramatists, one of the gather and wove stories of their own of
mnrom heroes and dragons. Their first separa-

of our patriots, one of tion came when lie entered the College of
m New Jersey, as Princeton was then called,

our dinlom was in 1839. Leland did not join him until
born. That hiscoun- 1841, when the future author of ''II ins

try has shown so little sense of its debt to Breitmann " became a freshman while
m "f be due Boker was a senior. Boker has left noW

n on October record of his own impressions of Prince-
d For it is the ton, but from the later letters of Leland,

d m from the old cat alogues, and, best, from hi
nd content with own contributions to The \assau Monthly.

m ts with a great of which he was one of the founders, we
disinclination to express its appreciation can sense the effect of his college upon
in any tangible form. This preference for him. It was a simple, straightforward
being rather than for talking or writing existence, with the total annual expenses
.bout it has been attributed to its Q varying from a carefully calculated mini-

self-repression. It was from a Q mum of $167.37 to a maximum of SiQq.oo,
family of Nottinghamshire, however including rent, board, tuition, and all in-
George H was d cidentals, except furniture, books, and

II personal expenses. Boker evidently had
from the French town of Nismes, wh "the best room in college," according to
the na was originally Bocher. Charles Leland, who tried to persuade his father

oker, the dramatist's f was a to let him buy the furniture for forty dol-
banker, who took hold of the old Girard lars. He was a tall, handsome boy, well
Bank in 1840 after it had been a victim liked and a leader among the element in
of the panic of 1837, and by his vigorous college that took the narrow curriculum
dministration brought it again into sol-\ of the thirties and forties as a point of dc-
vency ^^^^^T ^ ^_^_I parture for self-education in modern lit-

George Boker grew up in an atmos- eratures, which were then fighting their
phere of material comfort and cultivated way into the college curriculum. Latin.
surroundings. The Philadelphia of his Greek, and mathematics, from plane ge-
boyhood was still fragrant with the Co- ometry to calculus and astronomy, wcr
lonial tradition, classic in its white marble the main diet, with excursion-, in -enior
steps and wrought-iron balconies, with year, into belles-lettres and philosophy.
the touch of romance in the merchant moral and natural. A faculty of a dozen
ships that brought the famous Madeira men taught the two hundred studen1
and other exotic goods to the old docks who came principally from New York,
.'Jong the Delaware, His dearest friend New Jersey. Maryland, and the Southern
was Charles Godfrey Leland, whom he States. In one of the catalogues William
introduced to "Don Quixote/' for already Gledhill, of the cla of '43, has indicated
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the later pursuits of Boker's class. Law, twenty. His article on "Spenser" shows
medicine, and theology claimed most of his knowledge of the English dramatists,
them. Boker is the only one who is cred- afterward to be his models. One is tempt-
ited to "letters," although John S. Tel- ed to linger overlong on this formative
fair, of North Carolina, became "an edi- period of a great man, but since it is the
tor." Of the faculty, probably the ones usual fashion in America to attribute our
from whom Boker must have gained writers' success to any influence rather
most were Albert B. Dod, whose chair than to their education, it is pleasant to
was mathematics, but who lectured also record the impression of at least the cul-
on architecture and political economy; tivation of comradeship which comes to
Joseph Henry, who was an inspiring one from turning over the pages of this
teacher of science; and James W. Alex- old college journal.
ander, who lectured on English literature. Two years after graduation Boker

College students were probably the married Miss Julia Mandeville Riggs, of
same then as now, only less varied in Georgetown, D. C., a woman whose
character. There were town-and-gown charm enriched in after years the atmos-
rows with " Jerseymen," there was a phere of the legations of Constantinople
"strike" of the freshman class, and the and St. Petersburg. Foreign travel came
official catalogue states quaintly: "It is next, and then a decision to devote him-
particularly recommended that all stu- self to writing. He had studied law with
dents, when practicable, spend their va- John Sargeant in Philadelphia, but he had
cations at home with their parents or no aptitude for it. If any one might have
friends; or when this is inconvenient, that felt himself justified in that day in Amer-
they take boarding elsewhere than in ica in choosing a literary career, it was he.
Princeton: since it is found that when a He felt no pressure from necessity; he had
number of young persons are collected leisure, and Philadelphia was to a certain
together without regular occupation or extent still the publishing centre. Gra-
study the temptations to idleness and ham's Magazine, Sartain's Union Maga-
dissipation are often too strong to be re- zine, Peterson's Magazine, and even Go-
sisted." dey's Lady $ Book were at their height.

Yet the pages of The Nassau Monthly But Boker's talent hardly lay in this direc-
reveal a maturity of thought, a serious- tion. His first volume of verse, "The Les-
ness of tone, and an interest in literature son of Life," published in 1848, contained
that would do credit to any college jour- only a hint of his strength. But when
nal of to-day. Boker contributed six " Calaynos," his first play, appeared in the
poems and seven prose articles to the same year, it was at once evident that a
first and second volumes, for he did not new and potent force in our drama had
lose interest with his graduation. The arisen. Dramatic recognition, however,
verse is romantic, and is of no perma- was hard to win. It might have been
nent value, but the translation of "The looked for in Philadelphia more hopefully

attle of Brunanburgh" from the Anglo- than elsewhere, for the plays of the group
Saxon shows Boker's sense of form and of dramatists who had produced "The
appreciation of the English spirit, and his Gladiator," "Metamora," "Jack Cade,"
sonnets are a prophecy of greater days to and "The Actress of Padua" were still
come. His prose articles are much better, being acted with success by Forrest and
especially his enthusiastic treatment of others. The tradition that a successful
Norse legend in "Odin/ and his eloquent lawyer or editor might write a play and
"Pre-eminence of the Man of Letters." even have it acted without harm to his

In this essay Boker embodies that aristo- professional reputation was still strong in
cratic ideal which was to remain his for Philadelphia, even if Doctor Bird, Judge
life. The man of letters is to be removed Conrad, and Richard Penn Smith had
from the throng but is to uplift them, ceased writing for the stage, and John A.
And "if there is one offense in a nation Stone had thrown himself in despair into
which we should willingly forgive it is the the Schuylkill River. Boker, however, had
undue pride and admiration of its great not Forrest's encouragement, for his plays
men" is not a bad sentence for a boy of were of a different quality. Just as a ro-
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bust democracy, fitted for Edwin For- 10, 1849, without the formality of secur-
rest's acting, had been the characteristic ing the author's con -nt. This English
of that school of play writing, so Boker's acting version of "Calaynos," preserved
plays strike the key-note of the patrician, among the Boker manuscripts, is much

(icorge Henry Boker.

Calavnos" is a tracedv, laid in S changed from the original, and the play-
mediaeval times and ba <1 on the Span- wright as he noted the alterations has
ish horror of any taint of Moorish blood, written on the margin, "Phelps again, O
But the plot is of less importance than Lord! O Lord :" in the agony of the crea-
the creation of lofty standards of race and tor. Some use was made of this revision
conduct, of an atmosphere of inevitable however, when I>imt ! Murdoch put o
tragedy, clothed in a blank verse alrea V "Calayno-" at the Walnut Street Theatre
possessed of that distinction which is one in Philadelphia on Januan 20, 1851, and* * ^ - ft . i

of Boker's greatest claims to con-i-It ra- later took it to Chicago, Baltimore, and
tion by posterity. Albanv. And (i. K. 1 >i. 1. >n, who had-

" Calaynos " had its fi played Oli\ i r, Calaynos secretary, in
England", where Samuel Phelps, Ma- Phelps" cast, reproduced the play in
cready's successor in tragedy, produced December on hi- vi<it to this country
it at the Sadlers Wells Theatre, May Charles W. Couldock playing Calaynos.
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the author of " Francesca da Rimini/' but
OADWAY THE T from the start he wrote definitely for the

stage. His next play, "Anne Boleyn,"
was intended for Charlotte Cushman, and
he had assurances from her that she would

REGU R EASO produce it. He had overtures, too, from
EWOAO UIH K the Haymarket Theatre in London, but

neither of these negotiations bore fruit.
Boker next tried romantic comedy.

"The Betrothal" was played first at the
Walnut Street Theatre in Philadelphia
on September 25, 1850, and ran for ten
nights-a real success in those days of
stock companies. It went to the Broad-
way Theatre in November and had two
runs, and was again played in Philadelphia
in 1851, where, according to Charles Dur-

CEAEA TE31 ang, who saw it, it achieved "as brilliant
success as any play within the walls of
this edifice." When we remember that

DKCOIkATXOKB
Ainponrracsanw, anisic the Walnut is the oldest theatre in Amer-

ica, and even then had seen Forrest in
"King Lear" and "The Gladiator," the
evidence of Durang is at least interesting.
"The Betrothal" is a delightful comedy,
laid in Tuscany in that pleasantly inde-
terminate time which may be best de-
scribed as the age of Romeo and Juliet.
The plot is as ancient as human nature.
Count Juranio and Costanza di Tiburzzi
love impetuously and charmingly in an
atmosphere shadowed at first by her obli-
gation to wed Marzio, the rich merchant
whose gold is to save her father from ruin.
The usual romantic comedy provided
such lovers with confidants whose soleHM »ij i u j fl.

excuse for being lay in the necessity of the
hero and heroine to have some one with

whom to talk. But Filippia and Salva-
tore, who fill these roles in "The Be-
trothal," are real people who carry on the
campaign against Marzio, prevent his poi-
soning scheme, and must have been a pure
delight upon the stage. " The Betrothal"
was not a success in London. Boker

felt it had not been fairly treated, and he
might well have been chagrined that the
real poetic and dramatic worth of the

Facsimile of the play-bill of the first production,1855. play could not have been appreciated by
audiences that had welcomed with shouts

of approval "Yankee Hill" and "Dan
How close it brings those days to us to Marble," in eccentric Yankee characters,
remember that Mr. Couldock only died or "Jumping Jim Crow" Rice, in negro
in 1898! burlesque. ut English audiences were

The stage success of "Calaynos" may looking for the peculiar, not the artistic,
surprise those who know Boker only as in American products.



The Lawrence Barrett production of I'rune " la Rimini, 1882.
Hen RO.'HTS as Ma! ; Lawrence Barrett a* L.inciotto; Otis Skinner as Paolo;

Louis James as

Among the manuscripts, guarded by Street and Broadway Theatres, but he
the loving care of Mrs. George Boker, the was unable to find an actress capable of
playwright's daughUT-in-law, lies "The impersonating "Lady Goldstraw," the
World a Mask," acted at the Walnut central character.
Street Theatre on April 21, 1851, and Boker was pa-innately fond of the ro-

mantic history contained in the Spanish
which has never been printed, was" laid chronicles of the fourteenth century, and
in London in 1X51, and is a social satire, from this prolific source he produced hi
in which intrigue provides the motive, next play, "Leonor de Guzman," which
Boker's strength does not show in this was written for Julia I Van, then one of 
kind of trifling, but "The World a Mask 

running for eight nights. The play, 

o the leading actresses of the American
is noteworthy among the many -ocial stage. In a letter from Boker to R. II.
comedies of the period in having in it cast Stoddard he tells his friend that .. \- You
real gentlemen and gentlewomen. " The. need not be anxious about ' Ixx>nor.' W
Widow's Mama ." a much better com- had her out KIM Monday (Oci her 3,
dy, written in 1852, was accepted by 1853). and she was a- -uccessful as you or

Marshall, the manager of the Walnut I could hope for." The M« w York per-
VOL. LXXIII-45 705
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formance came in April, 1854, to houses beautiful woman, m one of the
considerably better even than in Phila- most real m d Del-
delphia. " Leonor de Guzman " is a trag- icately, too, is Francesca introduced to
edy whose central character is the mistress L mere receptive character, as in
of Alphonso XII of Castile, pictured as a Leigh Hi A
noble woman, who had sinned only in her in Steph< but alive
love for the king, and who had worked for and with >ve. She
the good of the kingdom while her power is r d
was at its summit, mistakes his d f m, sh

The climax of Boker's dramatic work erives her mm

came with "Francesca da Rimini." A hide her pain, >rs how she
long period of preparation culminated in has b cl of essence of
the intense fever of composition in which drama, for the word m
such masterpieces are perhaps best creat- soul:
ed. Coming to the work with his plan per-
fectly matured, he began to write at nine " I'm glad I kept my heart safe, after all.

o'clock at night, and at four o'clock in the There was my cunning. I have paid them back
... On my faith,

morning he would retire for five hours' I would not live another wicked day,
sleep. The day was spent in thinking Here in Ravenna, only for the fear
over his next night's labor. The result lfke to lying' witt theTrls-SAv j. Hi j-u A VA " ! Ha I it makes me merry, when I think
was the greatest play that was written m How safe x kept this little hjeart of mine , »
English during the first three quarters of
the nineteenth century, a play which was Those who have seen " Francesca da

revived with success in the twentieth, and Rimini" upon the stage will hardly forget
which could be played to-day without al- the scene in the third act when Francesca
teration. For the passions that move discovers the cheat and when Lanciotto,
Lanciotto, Paolo, and Francesca "are not misconstruing her apparent willingness to
of an age - they are for all time." Their go on with the marriage, believes that she
story has been a favorite one since Dante is beginning to care for him. Almost at
described his meeting with the lovers to once, however, he is led to suspicion by
whom the gates of hell were merely an in- the jester, Pepe. Pepe's motive is re-
cident so long as they were not divided, venge for insults offered him by Land-
Silvio Pellico had written a dramatic ver- otto and by Paolo. He is a human in-
sion in Italian and Leigh Hunt a narra- strument and a natural one, by which
tive version, but Boker's conception of the the catastrophe is brought about. In
characters was his own. He skilfully Hunt's version the murmurs of Francesca
blended historical facts and tradition to in her sleep bring about the revelation.
create a situation in which two noble na- In Phillips's the prophecies of a blind
tures, Paolo and Francesca, are tricked nurse, aided somewhat by the jealousy of
by the machinations of two wily lords of Giovanni's cousin, are the means to the
the rival Italian states of Ravenna and end. The nurse of Phillips is probably
Rimini, first into love and then into crime due to a suggestion in Boker's play,
and death. Human sympathy goes out that a nurse in the Malatesta family has
to the unhappy wife and brother of Prince prophesied that some day the blood of
Lanciotto of Rimini, who loved each other Guido da Polenta would mingle with
and who died by his hand. But Boker theirs. Boker only uses this supernat-
was the first to create in Lanciotto what ural suggestion in its proper place, the
Francesca calls "the noblest heart in background. In D'Annunzio's later ver-
Rimini." Misshapen in body, but with sion a third brother is invented to bring
a great soul, he is morbidly sensitive, about the catastrophe, while in Marion
and loves his brother not only with natu- Crawford's French version, written for
ral affection but also with admiration for Sara Bernhardt, a daughter of Francesca
that physical perfection that has been de- unconsciously betrays the lovers. But
nied him. Delicately Boker depicts that Pepe is the best of all the agents of the
craving for affection on the part of a man tragedy, which moves on inevitably.
no longer young which, when made con- Lanciotto's absence is naturally account-
Crete by being centred upon a young and ed for by the incursion of the Ghibellines,



Otis Skinner as Paolo. 1882.

and thus the way is left open for the great The final scene rises even beyon - ^^
love scene between Paolo and Fran ~ : t, one in dramatic elTectiven ~ d

in which they read of the love < Lancelot go, but overnight Francesca's
and Guinevere, how nature has deepe through sin e\-: "" '

" Each heart was 1 ning to the other beat " " ^-'
her to the torture of Lain lotto's unloved

until passion overcomes them and they essc- La u lotto enters. Pej>^
read no more. has run to camp to betray the lovers, an

Francesca is a real media-val Italian. ; to. u it h the honor of his house ever
She cries to him: him, kills the messenger of shame

"Take me ; hi d d hasten< to Rimini
Body and soul. The women of our clime The lovers refuse d emscvt
I )o never gi\ " away but hall" ;
I have not part to gi\ irt to withhold begs them to deny their cr
In selfish safetv." believe them even against the
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evidence of his senses. Then he kills dramatic achievement. "The Bankrupt/'
them, and when the two fathers reproach laid in Philadelphia in 1850, in which
him he says: Julia Dean acted at the Broadway
" Be satisfied with what you see. You two Theatre in December 1855, is the poorest
"Begun this tragedy, I finished it. of his plays. "Koningmark," written in
Here, by these bodies, let us reckon up 1857 but not published until 1869, was
Our crimes together. Why, how still they lie! never acted. Theatrical conditions, un-
A moment since, they walked, and talked, and

kissed! der the influence of Dion Boucicault, who
Defied me to my face, dishonored me! developed the travelling company and the
They had the power to do it then; but now, long runs of dramatized novels, became
Poor souls, who'll shield them in eternity? less favorable to work like Boker's. He
Father, the honor of our house is safe:
I have the secret/' had the satisfaction of knowing, howev-

er, that the two volumes of "Plays and
And then the great love for his brothei Poems/'published in 1856, contained lyrics
overcomes him and he bursts out: that rank with the best in this country,
u O God! I cannot cheat myself with words ! and sonnets which had been selected by
I loved him more than honor-more than life- Leigh Hunt for inclusion in his anthology.
This man, Paolo-this stark, bleeding corpse! Boker had an especial gift for the son-
Here let me rest, till God awake us all!" 

net treating of public affairs, and at the
Comparisons between plays in differ- time of the Crimean War, when Russia

ent languages are usually idle, but there seemed to be a menace to the peace of
can be no question of the superiority of Europe, he began the series of sonnets to

oker's "Francesca da Rimini" to any England, some of which were reprinted
other version in English. Stephen Phillips during the Great War on account of
gave us a spectacle in which some charm- their strong sentiment for Great Britain.
ing abstractions, buffeted by fate, belong His vigorous sonnets to America, begin-
to no time or place. Boker placed us in nmg "What, cringe to Europe?" gave
the midst of Italians of the thirteenth earnest of that power that was to be
century, and yet their joy and sorrow ap- turned to great service in the Civil War.
peal across the centuries to us to-day. The limits of such an article as this forbid

" Francesca da Rimini" was performed any critical analysis of his love sonnets,
for the first time at the Broadway Thea- with their haunting beauty of phrase, or
tre, New York, on September 26, 1855. his narratives, such as the exquisite cele-
E. L. Davenport played "Lanciotto," bration of faith in "The Ivory Carver,"
Madame Ponisi "Francesca," and James or the vivid study of the supernatural in
W. Lanergan, "Paolo." Mrs. John Drew "The Legend of the Hounds." Boker
played "Francesca" in Philadelphia. It had the satisfaction to possess the critical
was revived by Lawrence Barrett in 1882, approval as well as the personal friend-
the original performance taking place at ship of Bayard Taylor, Richard Henry
Haverly's Theatre, Philadelphia, Septem- Stoddard, Charles Godfrey Leland, and
her 14. Mr. Barrett played "Lanciot- others of that group of writers of the
to"; Otis Skinner, "Paolo , and Miss Middle States who grew up, unfortu-
Marie Wainwright, "Francesca." The nately for themselves, under the over-
play proved one of the greatest successes whelming shadow of the literary suprem-
of Lawrence Barrett's career. On Au- acy of New England. But for a few
gust 22, 1901, Otis Skinner again revived years after his father's death, in 1857,
the play, at the Chicago Opera House, Boker was making a brave and successful
taking the part of "Lanciotto," Aubrey fight to rescue Charles Boker's name from

oucicault playing "Paolo," and Miss calumny and his property from seizure.
Marcia Van Dresser, "Francesca." This It was not until 1873 that a final decision
revival, which visited the principal cities was made which established the justice of
in the United States, forms one of my im- Boker's cause and proved that his father
perishable stage memories. In fact, I can had saved, not wrecked, the Girard Na-
remember nothing that overtops it, ex- tional Bank. And soon there came an
cept Booth in "King Lear" and Irving in issue which turned the forces of Boker's
"The Merchant of Venice." nature into a sterner channel.

Francesca was the height of Boker's When the Civil War broke out Phila-
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delphia was too near Mason and Dixon's guardian, and how "that Copperhead"
line not to be debatable ground. Across declined to sign his pa >ers f
the intricate web of her social, financial, Boker was one of t lose to whom the
and commercial interests the issue of most definite action seemed best. He left

Union or Disunion ran in an uncertain line, his party, joined the Republican, and In
It was natural that came one of th

many of her citi- most prominent in
zens, tied to the its councils. \Viih
South by family re- others he formed a
lationship, should club which at first
already feel the met secretly, then
agony of decision. more openly be-
It was hard, too, for came the "Union
the man who loved Club and resulted

his country, but finally in t h <
who felt that no "Union League/1
sovereign State the fir . I believe,
should he coerced, of the many organ-
to act wisely; for izations of thekind.
the sharp logic of As its secretary h
events was fighting threw the great
on the side of those weight of hi- MH ial
to whom right or and financial pres-
wrong knows no tige in the scale of
middle ground. his national dulv,"
While the mob and he made the
were harassing the club the centre oi*
houses of those who the most uncom-

were suspected of promising Union
siding with the and party senti-
South, Boker was ment. The Union
exerting his influ- League of Phila
ence in the sphere delphia is now mor
where it was most famous for itssocial

needed. At that and gastronomit
time probably the qualities than it
oldest and best- political flavor
established families though it still
were adherents of parades on < ca-
the Democratic sionsof RepublicanOtis Skinner as Lanciotto, 1901-1902
party. oker was national victor \
a Democrat who sometimes even <

had voted for Buchanan, and he belonged fore the returns are entirely in ! But in '
also to the patrician element. He saw the it was the emblem of a great crusade, and
party divided, the great majority becoin- only those who have n-ad the records of
ing "War Democrats" and placing their those stormy days in Philadelphia can
partisan devotion below their devotion to estimate the significance of the work thai^^^" ^^-^ - ^K, ^K, ^^

the nation, the minority becoming "Cop- George Boker and his ;" H iates did in
perheads/' So bitter became the di- holding the inner trench in a city when-
visions in social and busini 5 life that social influence counts so much as it ha

long associations were disrupted; even ah lone in Philadelphia. \ an after
the Wistur parties discontinued their ward, in an address madi* at the twenty-
meetings. Familii too, v.rre divided in fifth anniversary of the founding of th
their allegiance. My father ha-> told me Union League, Boker sho\ d that th
how as a boy of sixteen he volunteered for memories of that bitter conflict still
service in the army and was told he could rankled in his soul.
e taken only with the consent of his Dramatist as he was, it was natural
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that he should select scenes of conflict in Defies the Herald's trace,

the Civil War for poetic treatment, efore thy regal steps on land and main?
There are some deeds so grandthat he should visualize events both from That their mighty doers stand

his experience and his imagination. His Ennobled, in a moment, more than kings;
m 5 of the War," published And such deeds, O land sublime,

in 1864, contains the best of his martial Need no sanctity from time;
Their own epoch they create,

verse. Much of it, like all war verse, was Whence all meaner things take date;
struck out hastily on the demand of an Then exalt thee, for such noble deeds were thine!
occasion and has perished with it. But Envy nothing born of earth,
enough remains to place tins to place him, with Low- XT tl ,- r " "w« om Rank nor wealth nor ancient birth,

i A f o, . ,1 r , Nor the glittering sorrows of a crown.
>wn , and Mrs. Stowe, in the front o Nati t£ke instcad
:NC War poets. Boker vn
Wa during the first battle To wrap thy young limbs like a royal stole.^J A 1 s~* 11 r* 9 "»

(1 And God's own flaming aureole,
To settle on thy head!"d me of that d * .

also the hope that M leader- On July 20, 1865, Boker read the Phi
ship soon gave to the Union. It is in- Beta Kappa poem at Harvard, his topic
teresting to read of the "war-wise hero of being "Our Heroic Themes." In it he paid

West," who had wi one of the earliest and one of the most sym-
^hiladelnhia and m he attacked pathetic of the many tributes to Lincoln,
bitterly later in his verses, "Tardy "Nor in your prayers forget the martyred Chief,

with me im^ * ' AW. Fallen for the gospel of your own belief,
patient nation, he failed to realize the Who, ere he mounted )x> the people's throne,

dicaps under M was Asked for your prayers, and joined in them his own.
struggling. G I knew the man. I see him, as he standsWith gifts of mercy in his outstretched hands;

d A kindly light within his gentle eyes,
did Sad as the toil in which his heart grew wise;

"P f the War," while he left his His lips half parted with the constant smilen-M 1 » 1 1 ,1 1 ^ " 1 1 . 1 1
earlier tribute intact. the war That kindled truth, but foiled the deepest guile;

^-- His head bent forward, and his willing ear
verses there stands out his touchi Divinely patient right and wrong to hear:W * J~*+ J-V -"- J-*. *^ ^W. J^V ^^J 4 J^fc. "** r * 

*"W V -m4-*l "4- 4- ^^fc *^-fc "" "» 1 lor a Soldier, written in mem- Great in his goodness, humble in his state,
General Philip Kearny; while his Firm in his purpose, yet not passionate,

stirring " Black Regiment/' celebrating He led his people with a tender hand,And won by love a sway beyond command.the attack of the color d -i &AJ.VL Y¥ vy^J. ky y J-v^ » v* t^r ,j iT "-7 u\^y vyj-iv* ̂-vyj-j troops on Summoned by lot to mitigate a time
H M Frenzied with rage, unscrupulous with crime,"r *-^

m licity of true art. Best of all is the He bore his mission with so meek a heart
O- m That Heaven itself took up his people's part;wr M

And when he faltered, helped him ere he fell,
in a tim Q Eking his efforts out by miracle.

d of foreign intervention, No king this man, by grace of God's intent;
wi No, something better, freeman,-President!*

d not d A nature modeled on a higher plan,
^+-r Lord of himself, an inborn gentleman!"

of the Republic. Outside of Lowell's
great mmem Ode," written That Boker was one of the very first to
three years later, there is no poetry wrung understand the great patience of Lincoln

m exalted than with the slow justification of events is
the close: shown in his pamphlet "The Will of the

People," published early in 1864 and now" Resume thy place, unchallenged now,
Nor bow thy glories to the haughtiest brow quite rare. After an illuminating analy-

That wears a royal crown! sis of Lincoln's political philosophy he
False prophets scowled thee clown, says: "It has been not the least of Mr.

And whispered darkly of thy coming fate: Lincoln's merits that he has been content
The cause, the way, the date,

They wrote for thee with the slow augur's hand, to learn with us. ... Taking each step
Their lies were scrawled in sand! as the voice of the people demanded it, he
They perished utterly! has never been forced to retrace his posi-

What is the splendor of the diadem, tion. Supported by and supporting the
The gilded throne, the broidered carpet-hem,
The purple robe, the sceptre, and the strain popular feeling, he has moved onward in

Of foregone kings, whose race unison with it, and each new develop-



Auhn-y Hnucicault *s I'tolo, IQOI-IQOJ.

ment has afforded sure foothold for fur- ker*s poem give him the "jog"? Weknow
ther progress." that Lowell's magnificent apostrophe to

Curiously enough, Lowell read his Lincoln was not read on July 21, but \i
"Harvard Commemoration Ode'' on the added later. I like to think that Bokerin-

ncxt day, July 21. aftrr Boker had dcliv- spired the great N'ew Englander to write
ered his Phi Beta Kappa poem. Inalet- the poem with which. a< Mr. Brownell
ter to R. \V. Gilder Lowell wrote that so well sa\ . "we can front the world."

"two days before the commemoration I oker had shown by his services during
had told my friend Child it was imjK) i- the war, not only in tlv ways already in-
ble. ut the next day something gave me dicated but also in his lal>ors with the
a jog and the whole thing came out of me Sanitary Commi- >n and other war in-
with a rush." Lowell was probably at the dustrit that the jv t miuht also be the
Phi Beta Kappa exercises, for he was, of efficient man of affairs. He was next to
course, a member of the society. I 'id Bo- prove 1 s fitness for the more delicate art
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of diplomacy. We fancy that his services Constantinople in 1872. Stamboul was
to the party weighed even more with the centre of Turkish life, the foreigners
President Grant than his distinction or were limited to the Pera, and over in Asia
his fitness, for instead of the missions to lay a region to which visitors went at
England or Spain, where his sympathies their peril unless well attended, and where
would have made him at once at home, they were still "Franks" or "Giaours"
he was appointed November 3, 1871, to the inhabitants. On the day after the
minister to Turkey. In this post he first excursion of the Americans to this
showed his vigor, promptitude, suavity, new quarter, from which they returned
and sense of the fitness of things. He safely, the Austrian consul and his wife
negotiated two treaties, one securing for were seized by bandits, he was tied to a
the first time recognition by the Ottoman tree and his wife was about to be carried
Government that Turkish subjects, when off when their screams brought some
naturalized according to American law, British soldiers to their assistance.
became American citizens, and the other Much curiosity was excited by the
referring to the extradition of criminals. American group on the part of the Turks
It was among the more intangible phases of all grades, and soon an invitation
of diplomatic life, however, that Boker's came, via Madame Dannenhof, the wife
keen sense of social values made him a of the Swedish minister, from a neigh-
valuable representative of a government boring Pasha who wished to seethe "new
which needed to impress that character- American bride/' as Mrs. George Boker
istic upon European foreign offices. His was called in the diplomatic circle. The
poise was tested at once, for on the occa- visit included, of course, an inspection of
sion of his presentation to the Sultan, on the harem, and, after chatting with the
March 25, 1872, he was horrified to see first or favorite wife, young Mrs. Boker
his son, George Boker, his private secre- was somewhat surprised to find Madame
tary and military attache to the legation, Dannenhof requesting that the "second
grasp the Sultan's hand and shake it! wife" should also be summoned. It was
George Boker also gave his father an etiquette that the second wife should ap-
early opportunity to show his decision of pear only when her superior officer ex-
character. There was no ministerial resi- pressed a wish to that effect! As the
dence such as the English, French, and visitors were leaving, Mrs. Boker was
Austrian embassies possessed, to repre- even more startled by hearing the request
sent concretely the power of the United that the "newbride" should remain when
States. But Boker had a keen sense of Madame Dannenhof departed! A de-
what was due his country's representa- termined negative and an equally deter-
tives. Not long after their arrival, his mined clutch at the skirts of her chaper-
son and his bride were walking along one on ensued, even though the request was
of the narrow streets of the Pera, or for- endorsed by Madame Dannenhof, who
eigners' quarter of Constantinople, when took, Mrs. Boker tells me, a somewhat
some Turkish soldiers met them and rudely malicious pleasure in teasing her young
tried to push them aside. Young oker charge. It is half a century ago, and yet
met the charge firmly and jostled the men as these incidents arise in her memory"

out of the way, then reported the incident she seems still "young Mrs. Boker" in the
to his paternal chief. Boker at once or- perennial youth of the spirit.
dered his caique and drove to the Porte, to ut these personal trials were forgot-
lodge his protest against this treatment of ten when General Sherman, who was
the representative of the republic. He was making a tour of inspection of the mili-
assured that the incident would not be tary establishments of Europe, came to
repeated and orders were immediately Constantinople and brought to the min-
issued forbidding Turkish soldiers from ister a new crop of problems. Chief
entering the Per a, and from that time the among these was young Frederick Grant,
foreign quarter was free from them. just out of West Point, who came as an

The Bokers, in default of a residence, aide to General Sherman, and who was a
engaged a suite at one of the hotels at very attractive young man of twenty-one.
Therapia, and found the city fascinating The Sultan, hearing that the President's
in its Oriental quality. It was still old son was coming, conceived of the event as



inner oroductlo of 1901-1902. Otis Skinner as Lane iotto (centre); Aubr "
) rancesca (right centre)*

"There's not hinting in the cup of life
I have not t $te<l of within an hour."

Francttca : ' I have betrayed the noblest heart of all!M
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a visit from the Crown Prince of the^^^^^^^^^l -^^^^ cial satisfaction in securing Russia's co-
United States, and he insisted upon con- operation in that event. The account in
sidering General Sherman in the light of the Journal de St. Petersbourg of th
a caretaker to the young sovereign. It ner given in Boker's honor by the mm
took all Boker's tact to handle the situa- sion in e Russian section of***f

tion, for General Sherman was touchy and the Exposition M f 9

Lieutenant Grant contributed,, now and him in that h attitude an
then, thoughtlessly to the contretemps. On expression won friends everywhere
one occasion the Sultan was taking the air for himself and for his country. Espe-
on the Bosphorus and his boat passed daily significant m
that of the visiting party. The Sultan at envoy in 1877, as he referred to the aid of
that time never spoke to any one, but his Russia in our d g
gaze was in itself a salute, and he fixed Civil War. ] M"m^^f

that gaze unmistakably upon Lieutenant fleet the excellence of Boker's French.
Grant. When the boat passed, Grant A it c
turned impulsively to Sherman and cried the me had
out: "He spoke to me! I saw him!" d e null and
Sherman was disgusted. "Yes, he did/' >f the Southern ports b; Northern
he growled, " and I 'd like to spank you !" lavy. Russia responded m

That Boker, notwithstanding these dif- No.' The sa gov m
ficulties, had made his mark in Constanti- ges Russia d at least m
nople is shown in the note in "Le Me- no opposition if the nation in question de-
morial Diplomatique71 of May 29, 1875: clared d d

"II a bel air et s'exprime avec une dou- Russia replied
ceur et un calme auxquels ses manieres negative. In return Russia, if it is ever ^^~4

distinguees donnent un charme de plus. pan our supp
Sous ces formes tranquilles, M. Boker assistance, always and
cache une volonte que les detours et les In the light of this m
lenteurs, souvent calculees, de la diplo- ties of the American L Relief Expedition
matieturque, n'ont jamaispufaireplier." and the pronouncem ent of the "Colby

Despite other limitations, the Turk Doctrine," territory of Russia
knew a gentleman when he saw one. should not dismemb

In May, 1875, Mr. and Mrs. Boker left to contemj e.
Constantinople for St. Petersburg, Boker accomplish! t of an can
having been promoted in January to the minister in those d mav be
post of Envoy Extraordinary and Minis- m in ms of pitfalls avoided
ter Plenipotentiary to Russia. He was as of deeds A lished. It was a dis-

presented to the Emperor July 24, 1875, b d picious Europe, sowing al-
and from that time to the date of his re- the of future ruin; and Boker'sv

call in January, 1878, he was one of the letters at the speak of end
personal favorites of Alexander II. So m
fond was the Emperor of Boker that or at GortchakofPs suggestion. These
Gortchakoff, the Chancellor, came to him have been or social, of course,
at his recall and begged him to prepare M
his successor for a frigid reception. The m and cerem m
Emperor, he said, was unable to under- whether at the "Blessing of the Neva/' at
stand why the political necessities of a W nter Palace, or at some more mun-
President required the recall of an En- occasion. There is a friendly warn-
voy so perfectly satisfactory to the sov- ing to wear "robe montante et chapeau"
ereign to whom he was accredited. o- at that auaint relierious ceremonv when
ker's first accomplishment was the rees- even the dtheG Dukes
tablishment of cordial relations between had to si J ^^*-
the two countries, which seem to have h was cut in the ice, and the great
grown lukewarm. There was even doubt 3ss was dinned in the river bv
whether Russia would participate in the e M
Centennial Exposition to be held in Phil- The m m re-^

adelphia in 1876, and Boker felt an espe- mind. The
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Khedive on oneoccasion indicated that in It is not so easy to a ign re <>ns for this
return for a certain service Boker had rt-n- neglect. IVrhaj one* planation i to
dered him, a very large sum of money was be found in the volum «
at his dis])osal. Boker quietly declined reception tendered h rn b the Union
the offer. Then the word tame that th 

" _ . ^-rf.-^ " iM.

gue in 1871, when he was about to de-
transaction would be secret and thai re- parl for Turkey. The speeches and
cently a European diplomat had accepted ippreciation were many, but they
a similar offer, and the Khedive expected ply into two groups. The letters
to pay it. But Boker ;uruin refused in m
such a way that neither his personal \Vh Aldrich.
dignily nor ihe Khedive's pride was hurl. Sledman, Curtis, and othei all pay

Boker returned to Philadelphia in 1878, h d dramatist
but not to rest. In 1882 he pilloried his m
father's enemies in his flook of the and S that sphere of his activity
Dead." But his interest in the stage was seemed to he aim known, except to
reawakened by the production of "Fran- Bayard Taylor, v m a gra
cesca da Rimini" in 1882, and he wrote in tribute in ver . h put the u
1885 and 1886 two more plays, "Nydia" he wrote: "It is
and "Glaucus. ^^ ^^ 

^^^
oth of these are dra- ea hia treating one

matic versions of "The Last Days of olher own distinguished men of
Pompeii/' owing, however, nothing but if he were a distinguished m of lettei
the main plot to Bulwer's story. "Nyd- from somewhere else." drich did
ia" seems to be the stage version and not hear the speeches at the reception!
was written for Lawrence Barrett, but In an age when so much that is worth-
was never played. These later plays less is printed and reprinted
contain some of the finest poetry he "mm
wrote. The hopeless passion of Nydia, the work of one oi est of ou r
the blind girl, for Glaucus is revealed in dramatists should be practically unavail-
a striking passage, in which she describes able except for "Francesca da Rimini."
a conflict in another's soul: ere of his nlavs ca

not u n f have
il Lost in the splendor of the man she loved, v
Her passion was the secret of her breast, never hesitated to prefer the exotic, and,
She dared not tell it to an earthly thing, in any case, "Hamlet" and "The Mer-
Lest gossip Echo, from her hollow cave, chant of Venice" provide him sufficient
Should spread her story to the jeering land. justification. H\< real and strong loveO no, she whispered to the mystic skies,
Distant and voiceless,-to her mother's soul. cs
Silent as death, that stood between their lives, his sonnets to Am
The bitter story which she knew too well. I His native ver seisall them ificant
Nothing was pitiful. The raping clouds, ecause it h is none c n.
With thunder upon thunder, shouted, fool!
Her mother's voice, as fine and thin as songs
ung to an ailing infant, murmurrd, fool! 

whoop in it. 
patriotism of one who has known other 

d

And her own heart . . . there was the hopeless and races but remains content with
pang . . . I ture. Much cu

Muttered forever, fool! and fool! and fool!"
as he loved ropea matures and

Among the manuscripts are can-fully peoples he never lated to cri
prepared revisions of all his plays, which shortcc saw them, and
he evidently intended to print in a col- had th " to love his o
lected edition of his works in 1886. Hut country bes
to the loss of our literature, this was not | I Vrhaps A hen we are weary of disci
done; and when his ckaih came, on Janu- "discovering what is 1> e
ary 2,1890, renewed interest in his poetry banal in our civilization we may turn back
resulted simply in the fifth edition of the for comiort to tne jx>ets w ho w rou
two volume- of 1850 and a reprint of the the sake of ersa
"Poems of the War/1 din the limit

Boker has Q< \<T n * < ivr<l ade tion <": til < 01 ipu< < . And if that d

quatc recognition as a man of letters is ever i; r m come"

ap irent to any one who re Is his work, at last into \\\> >wn



From Immigrant to Inventor
Y MICHAEL PUPIN

Professor of Electro-Mechanics, Columbia University, New York

X.-THE FIRST PERIOD OF MY ACADEMIC CAREER AT
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

HE new "Department her institutions of
of Electrical Engineer- learning in the United States electrical
ing in the School of engineering was taught in the part-
Mines of Columbia m f m engi-
College" had an- neering m*r

nounced its courses of in those d de people that
instruction quite a electrical science with its applications was
number of months be- then, or that it ever would be, big enough

fore I arrived in New York. The late dad m t of its own, like, for
Francis Bacon Crocker, at that time the instance, civil engineering.
newly appointed instructor in electrical A brick shed porary
engineering and my future colleague and ture had been b mbia C
lifelong friend, had been consulted with to i mmodate the new departm
regard to these courses, and he was most The dents called it t1-" " cowshed," d
liberal to the theoretical side, which was the d the name did^

to be my share of the instruction. He at- ;e in any stre m na-"^r -"-

tached much importance to the funda- tion. It certainly looked like a c
mental theory, although he was a practi- The laboratory e t consisted
cal engineer. The new department was ,mo. a m f

to be independent from the other scien- d ractical m instru-
tific departments. We had some diffi- ts. Wh I pared the facilities
culty, however, in maintaining that in- the new ment of Electrical
dependence; the older departments of Columbia C
engineering showed a disposition to claim that of the Polytech
some right of guardianship over the new I felt t mbled. b^

infant department. For instance, many coura d I said to Crocker: "O
chemists thought that electrical engineer- are sr d few in number: 1 be-
ing was largely chemistry on account of hind nd m
the storage batteries, the galvanic cells, beyor dep;
and the electrochemical processes which ment is to man any on upon
formed an important part of the electrical electrical art," "Pupin," said
operations in the early history of applied ea how rari^b ^- 4P«- "^ ^

electricity. Others claimed that, since fellow grows when he tries to teach a new
mechanical engineering attended to the subject to Doorlv Dreoared beginners." .ft. mf .A. *. \^f

design and the construction of electro- C 'ocker and I were given to understand
magnetic generators and to the power that any additional equipment during the ^^"^ ^^^f

plant which furnished the driving power, first year would have to be bought
electrical engineering was, therefore, contributions de of university.
largely mechanical engineering, W< d some m

Crocker and I maintained that there of A

was an electrical science which is the real ch d ten per person Each
soul of electrical engineering, and that lecture lasted two hours; we were m
every other abstract science or its applica- what dubious about their quality, d
tion was an incident only in electrical en- we provided a generous quantity. W
gineering. We won out in spite of the d in this m dd

716
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dditional equipment, but m against ea f e
no two young scientists ever worked bodies through which it es* c* the
harder to earn three hundred dollar ove m

h was h electricity does useful work." r
m Our audience f material bodie

busint s men and lawy did not h se m
;her interested in the elec- ce

dustries, or intended ^^ N

d. They had hardly any p N s
ous scientific training. It took much as obvious tru .hs. All t

dement and skill to talk science to th ton was that he d
h much gravitation." When I d m thai

h ry one of them Newton had discovered the law of gravi-
the electrical science was in its in tational action and not gravitation itself,

d that m f h
were obtained empirically by a rule of the q h
thumb. When we told them that the eople had carried away much knowledge
electrical science was one of the most rom my lectures, but I was quite sur
exact of all physical sciences some shoe that they had left much knowledge \vith
their head d exhibited d me. In trying to straighten out their
scepticism. One of them .ked m d oui my own very

do vou k "h wasr +f + considerably. ck right when
is ? " " No," said I, and he added another how rapidly a

how can vou h llow rows wh h h

do a new subject to poorly prepared be
k To ners. " from

d rst course of public lee
ter is? d Every cultured persoi pected to
anybody else know it, and yet who will have an intelligent view f
deny that there are exact sciences relating I fin d of the
to material things? Do you deny that whic as it ought to be h
astronomy is an exact science?" It is a ever g hat culture de-

m mT 4^v ^~^ ^» ^f an intelligent view of the primary
ce studies first and concepts in fundamental sciences? If oil-

foremost the activitie f d d people had it, there would be no need
their ultimate nature. to renew periodically the tiresome topic

In that first course of public lectures I of the alleged clash between science and
d ary to devote much of my religion, and there would be

T^ straight thinking about things eo
ded in the mind Every child schools d

m audience. When I told that audience be made erf i miL ̂u ̂̂ / 4 W w * * ̂ *" * * ^k ̂ f ̂̂ T ** ^w* %. m ̂ ̂^ ̂  -m m ̂̂  -*m^+ m ̂̂  » v ̂ ^ ̂i^

that _ electrical generator generates experiments which illustrate the funda-
tal ts of Newton's d^m- ^ -^v -»*- "^r ^ v -^r -^ -^P- " ~^P^ -^^- " " -- --- --- --- -^ - --- --- --- - m

by God and, according to Faraday, its p as Milton calls sc arnard,
quantity in the universe is constant, and Joseph Henry, A tnd th
that for every positive charge there is an ther lead f scientific th t in the

m ed tats
d to think that I merit in favor of higher ntitic researc

m d and of a better >rientiiic education, had a
asked one of mv h I difficult up-hill pull, because people in high

d: "It enerates m f d an intell f"^h^P
cl bv that motion it furnishes ence. er a trustee

means of doing useful work great ":" 'ke
gr< Jlv prised m over thir t\- year-
)9in - ago, t sc e with-

dies the f "hich make elec out la ratorics both
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and for the advanced instruction. He had presented in m ress. The
actually believed that graduate schools in m m stuff" to he re-
science needed only a lot of blackboards, ferred was a very m tary theoretical
chalk, and sponges, and a lecturer who illustration. I thought of m *

couldprepare his lectures by reading books, the tripos youngsters at Ca dee, and
He believed what he thought would suit of their wonderful capacity for swallowing " "
him best, namely, that a university should _ -r J J digesting "m ical stuff," but
be built on the top of a heap of chalk, d nothiner: them was addressing
sponges, and books. These instrumen- me was one of d a
talities are cheaper than laboratories, and d^ ^ \^f

that appeals to many university trustees, ness of 01 American boys to " swallow
The teacher who can lecture from books and digest m ;h " mathematical
and not from his experience in the labora- stuff" as :ousins do.
tory is also much cheaper. But heaven A short mv return to Co-
help the country which trusts its destiny lumbia C< b
to cheap men operating with cheap in- was carric N Y
strumentalities. I gave that trustee a papers concerning the two methods of
lecture by reciting the sermon which electrical-power distrib the direct
Tyndall preached in the summary and and the alternating current m bod. The
conclusions of his famous lecture of 1872 d 5 first, an
1873. I was bold enough to deliver sev- .another group, including the ting-
eral of these lectures to men in high places. m any, supported the alternat-
Some liked them and some did not, but m The opponents of
they all agreed that I had my own opin- method called"^-p---

ions upon the subject and was not afraid ternating current/' and did
to express them. discredit it. d

The American Institute of Electrical - was told, in persuad
Engineers had heard of my somewhat ties to install an alt m
novel opinions regarding the teaching of chine at the Sing Si d
the electrical science in its bearing upon in electrocution. mv address^

electrical engineering, and it invited me at Boston I recit d my eulogy of
to give an address upon the subject at its ternating-current sys m
annual meeting in Boston, in the summer of this bitter Dolem
of 1890. The address was entitled "Prac- of it I . d th

tical Aspects of the Alternating Current mv audience.
Theory." It was a eulogy of the electri- In the following au I was given to
cal science, and particularly of Faraday, d d that m dd oston
Maxwell, and Joseph Henry on the purely had made a bad im] ssion, d
scientific side, and of the technical men had offended the feel ngs m
who were developing the system of elec- who were interested in the <
trical-power distribution by alternating- dustries. I could not help seeing the
electrical forces. I noticed that my audi- glaring hint that the new "Department
ence was divided into two distinct groups; of Electrical Engineering at mbia
one group was cordial and appreciative, College" was expected m_J ^^^ ^^H «- -M_M-
but the other was as cold as ice. The fact that one of its two instructors was ac-

famous electrical engineer and inventor, cused of an unpardonable "electrical
Elihu Thomson, was in the friendly group, heresy." m-~*-f ^-f » rt»

and he looked me up after the address d this matter to me suggested
and congratulated me cordially. That that perhaps 3 easiest way out of this
was a great encouragement and I felt diffi was m resignation. "Very-^^^- -^^"- -^

happy. Another man, a well-known well," said I, "I will certainly resign if the
physicist and engineer, also looked me up, trustees of m College, who ap-
and asked me whether I really expected me. nnd m guilty of a scientific
that students of electrical engineering heresy." The trustees never heard of
could ever be trusted to swallow and di- m colleague Crocker
gest all the mathematical stuff which I did, and he said in his characteristic m
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here are many people to-day who rapid-transit problem, but I observed that
d not hesitate to b his ideas were not quite clear on the ques-

Salem d are on tion of the electrical power transmission
ee of Columbia Col- to be employed. A very few years later

lege." C was a Cape Cod man his ideas had cleared wonderfully. He ^^^

he had a very hadvisitedBudaPest in 1894 and had seen
of Salem. a subway there operated electrically and

The notion y captains of in- most satisfactorily. Itwasamostinstruc-
dustries that the electrical science was in tive object-lesson, but how humiliating it
its infancy, an it worked b ru was to the engineering pride of the great
of the thumb, mad United States to ask little Hungary to in-

d struct it in electrical engineering! The
troduction of the alternating-current sys- electrical power transmission system em-

m distribution power. ployed to-day in the New York subways
Tesla's urrent m >r and is practically the same which had been

radley's rotary t changing proposed to and accepted by Parsons, the
alternating currents into direct were avail- chief engineer, not so many years after
able at that ti The electrical art was our trips to New York, in 1893; it is the

d do manv things which it is di*r electrical power transmission consisting
f d not b the of a combination of the alternating and

opposition of the people who were afraid direct current systems. No fundamen-
.h tally novel methods were employed which

apparatus and of the did not exist at the time when the alter-
f m turing it, if the alter- nating-current machine was installed at

nating-current sys :m were given any Sing Sing for the purpose of electrocuting
chance. A t n-American mental people by the "deadly alternating cur-
atti ! It was clear to every impartial rent." In less than five years a radical
and two sys- change in people's notions had taken

m :h m t place about a matter which was well un-
manner, and that the advan derstood from the very first by men of

ment of one would also advance the other, higher scientific training. How was it
Men like Elihu T d col- brought about?

" knew that, but ignorance Four historical events, very important
d in the annals of the electrical science in^"fr

nineties, because the captains of the United States, had happened in rapid
industries naid small attention to highly succession between 1890 and 1894. The

d electrical scientists. That ex- first was the successful electrical trans-
d the b irbarous mission of power between LaufTen and

ployed to drag Frankfurt, in Germany, in 1891; it em-
o_ , New York, and ployed the alternating-current system. dA

in 1893 I saw the preparatory work on The second was the decision of the Ni-
Columbus Avenue, New York, for install- agara Falls Power & Construction Com-
ing additional barbarous steel ropes to pany to employ the alternating-current^"^ 4 * *

drag street-cars. cs V. fc system for the transmission of its electri-
were never installed; electrical traction cal power. Professor Henry Augustu
ca Avenue. Rowland, of Johns Hopkins University,

mm of 1893 I d the as consulting e\i>ert of the company
me< Wil- favored this system; another consulting

m Parsons, the distinguished scientific expert was the famous Lord Kel-
engineer future builder of the first vin, and he favored the direct-current sys-
New Yo H d tem. The third historical event was the
mer vacation at Atlantic Highland consolidation of the Edison General Klec-"^k^^r

I at Monm each, and we used the trie Company with the Thomson-Hous-
steaxnboat in occasional ton Company of Lynn, Massachusetts.

to New York H head was full This consolidation meant the end of the
k opposition to the alternating-current sys-
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tern on the part of people who were most h m to raise the status
influential in the electrical industries, of electrical engineering. hien the new
No such opposition could exist in an elec- m is organized
trical corporation where Elihu Thomson's by consolidation of the Edison Gen-
expert opinion was the guiding star. The era m d the Thom
fourth historical event was the Electrical m any, Elihu b
Congress at the World Exposition in the chief technical ad
Chicago, in 1893. Helmholtz came over new corporation, d its hig
as an official delegate of the German Em- [ matters I mem
pire, and was elected honorary president m colleague, Crocker, f
of the congress. The subjects discussed at the son-Ho "m
that congress, and the men who discussed :d nothing*

them showed that the electrical science was son to the new corporation, it would have
not in its infancy, and that electrical things d enough. Thom-
were not done by the rule of the thumb, son was the :an Siemens, and Row-

Once I asked Professor Rowland land the An* Helmholtz, of the new*

whether anybody ever suggested to him era in 1 industries,
resigning from Johns Hopkins University the era of clos< b
on the ground that in favoring the alter- stract science engineering. W
nating-current system for the Niagara these ti m head of the el1
Falls Power Transmission Plant he had science d industrv in the United

made himself liable to being charged with the senseless opposition to the alternating-
heresy. "Heresy?" said he; "I thought current system of power distri m of Dower distribution b
that my heresy was worth a big fee, and gan to disappear. It vanish
when the company attempted to cut it after the Electrical Congress of. i 3
down the courts sustained my claim." The first visible result of the co-operation
An interesting bit of history is attached between abstract science and the tech-
to this. When the Niagara Power & nical arts was the splendid power plant
Construction Company objected to the at N: electrical
size of the fee which Rowland charged for power distribution system in the
his services as scientific adviser, and asked York subways, in which the alternating
for a reduction, the matter was referred d the t current sys supple-
to the court. During Rowland's cross- d :h other m The
examination the defendant's lawyer, the late Professor Duncan of J ms
late Joseph Choate, asked him the ques- and Doctor Gary T. Hutchinson, both
tion: "Who, in your opinion, is the great- pupils of Rowland, were the consulting
est physicist in the United States?" electrical engineers of the Rapid Transit
Rowland answered without a moment's mm

hesitation: "I am." The judge smiled, The scientific spirit of Rowland's labo-
but agreed with the witness, and his agree- d lecture-room
ment was in harmony with the opinion of where in electrical industries; it was
all scientific men. Rowland justified his t in our educational institutions.
apparently egotistical answer by the fact His and his stud
that as a witness on the stand he was un- m of higher
der oath to speak the truth; he certainly made that spirit the dominating
spoke the truth when he testified that he influence among the
was the first physicist in the United States, h sciences in m It was^^^^m

Rowland's interest in the electrical sci- universally dged that J
ence and its technical applications helped kins was a real university. The intellec-
much to dissipate the notion, entertained m t in favor of higher scien-
by many, that it was empirical and still in tiJ r J
its infancy. Bogus inventors always en- H d c m
couraged this superstition. The atten- d Doctor John Draper, in the
tion which Rowland and his former pupil, early seventies, was marching on steadily
the late Doctor Louis Duncan, devoted to under the leadership of Rowland when I
electrical engineering at Johns Hopkins started my academic career at Columbia,
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f d he led on like reward my title was advanced to adjunct
:\vV-/ f professor, with an advance of salary to

used to call h m It was the spirit of two thousand five hundred dollars per
Johns Hopkins d m But in return for this royal
tion of the early nineties in its encourage- h^."

:m h forenoon, and
m m Some electrical lal> instruction inv

enthusiasts at Columbia College went afternoons. While this 1C
even so far as to advocate the abolition back^

m^-* be seriously thought of. My young
tution of a Col C m
lumbia College m ^^^ w d. This overloading of young
enthusiasts, because I knew only too well scientists with pedagogic work
the historical value of C ia College d
and of other Am What d -*P^

would the University of Cambrid can university. "Let b ded
without its ancient colleges ? College wed

f d^ A f h shall have original research
the university lays d for ' main obiect and ambition." was
higher learning. historical warning which Tyndall ; d

Speaking for phys dressed to the American people in 1873,
that in those days but in 1893 there was little evidence that
trained scientists \\ could have easily i anywhere outside of Johns
extended the work of the Am Hopkins University. But they had
leire and added to it a field of m of other stars of"^UF

work resemb ing closely the activity of first magnitude who succeeded J
the European universities. M of Henry, Barnard, and Draper as leaders of

m d received their hig the great movement in favor of higher
demic training in European universities, scientific research. d

nd quite a number of them came from livered a memorable address as vice-
[>hns Hopkins. But there were two ob- el f of the sections of

stacles : first, lack of experimental-re- f Ad
search facilities; second, lack of leisure for m Science. It was entitled, "A
scientific research. Rowland and his fol- ure Science," and described the
lowers recognized the existence of these onlv of Johns Hopkins of those

b cled M davs but also of all friend

of the energy of the teachers of physical ing in science. That spirit was advo-
sciences was consumed in the lecture- catedby Tyndall in 1872-1873, and under
room; they were pedagogues, "pouring Rowland's leadership it was bound to win
"iformation into passive recipients," as ! our battle for higher ideals in science.
Harnard described it. My own case was The people of the United
a typical one. could I do any re- ^- debt of gratitude to Johns Hopk

id at mv clisDOsal a f Q

ynamo, a motor, an alternator, and a to-dav, as pro d
few crude measuring instruments only, a most remarkable intellectual ad

ry d ment in this country. Nearly thirty
^ years ago I heard Rowland say in instruction of electrical-engineering stu-
dents? When the professor of engineer- lie address: "They always say in alti-

mm i, a part of m hould die
his work, theory of heat and hydraulics, without Leaving something to J Hop-"^^B-

was d to me. The professor of kins." When d he knew that
mics died a little later, and^ Hopkins was very poor It is

was also transferred to me. I was to poorer to-day than ever, and no rich r
carry the additional load of lecture-room in the United States should die with
work temporarily, but was relieved from j s Hopkin
it, in part only, after several years. As a United S

VOL. LXXIIL-46
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Rowland said once that lack of experi- of the two types of the solar corona is
mental facilities and of time are not a most striking. This is what I said about
valid excuse for neglecting entirely scien- it at that time:
tific research. I agreed with that opin- " The bearing which these experimental
ion; neglect breeds indifference, and in- results may have upon the theory of the
difference degenerates into atrophy of the solar corona I prefer to leave to others to
spirit of inquiry. The alternating - cur- decide. That they may prove a sugges-
rent machine of the electrical engineering tive guide in the study of solar phenomena
laboratory at Columbia was free in the seems not unreasonable to expect."
evenings, and so was my time; that is, if In a communication read later before
my wife should not object, and, being a the New York Academy of Sciences I was
noble and unselfish woman, she did not much bolder, having previously discussed
object. With the assistance of several the subject with my friends at Johns
enthusiastic students, among them Gano Hopkins and with the late Professor
Dunn, to-day one of the most distin- Young, the famous astronomer at Prince-
guished engineers in the United States, I ton. I soon found myself advocating
started investigating the passage of elec- strongly the electro-magnetic theory of
tricity through various gases at low pres- solar phenomena. A German professor,
sures, and published two papers in the Ebert by name, a well-known authority
American Journal of Science. I soon dis- on electrical discharges in gases, took me
covered that most of my results were an- very seriously indeed, which was very
ticipated by Professor J. J. Thomson, of flattering, but he claimed priority. I had
Cambridge, who, in all probability, had no difficulty in establishing my priority
received his inspiration from the same through the columns of the periodical
source from which I had received it. He Astronomy and Astro-Physics, one of
not only had anticipated me but, more- whose editors was George Ellery Hale,
over, he showed a much better grasp of to-day the distinguished director of
the subject than I had, and had much Mount Wilson Observatory. I was very
better experimental facilities. I decided fortunate to make his acquaintance dur-
to leave the field to him, and to watch his ing that period when both he and I were
beautiful work from the outside. It was very young men. His influence pre-
a wise decision, because it prepared me to vented me from running wild with my
understand the epoch-making discoveries electromagnetic theory of solar phe-
in this field which were soon to be an- nomena. Thanks to the splendid astro-
nounced, one in Germany and one in physical researches at the Mount Wilson
France. I turned my attention to an- Observatory in California under Doctor
other field. Hale's direction, we know to-day that

I must mention, however, one of the re- enormous electrical currents circulate on
suits which Thomson had not anticipated the surface of the sun, and we also know
and which created quite an impression from other researches that negative elec-
among astronomers. I noticed a peculiar tricity is shot out from all hot bodies, even
appearance in the electrical discharge from those not nearly as hot as the sun,
proceeding from a small metal sphere and that the solar corona is, in all proba-
which was located in the centre of a large bility, closely related to this electrical
glass sphere containing air at low pres- activity on the sun.
sure. The discharges looked very much After giving up the subject of electrical
like the luminous corona of the sun which discharges in gases I looked around for
astronomers observe during eclipses. It another problem of research which I could
was always a mysterious puzzle in solar manage with my meagre laboratory f acili-
physics. Pasting a tin-foil disk on the ties. Rowland had found distortions in
glass sphere, so as to hide the metal an alternating current when that current
sphere and see only the discharge pro- was magnetizing iron in electrical power
ceeding from it, I photographed the ap- apparatus. This distortion consisted of
pearance of the discharge and obtained the addition of higher harmonics to the
the pictures given opposite. The re- normal harmonic changes in the current.
semblance of these photographs to those This reminded me of harmonics in musical
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instruments and in the human voice. The mass and form of an elastic body,
Helmholtz was the first to analyze the say a tuning-fork, and its stiffness deter-
vowels in human speech by studying the mine the pitch, the so-called frequency of
harmonics which they contained. The vibration. When a periodically varying
vowel u-j for instance, sung at a given force, say a wave of sound, acts upon the
pitch, contains in addition to its funda- tuning-fork the maximum motion of the
mental pitch - say one hundred vibrations prongs will be produced when the pitch or
per second-other vibrations the frequen- frequency of the moving force is equal to
cies of which arc integral multiples of one the frequency of the tuning-fork. The
hundred, that is two, three, four, two are said then to be in resonance, that
hundred vibrations per second. These is, the motion of the fork resonates to or
higher vibrations are called harmonics of synchronizes with the action of the force.

Electrical discharges representing two types of solar corona:

the fundamental. Helmholtz detected Every elastic structure has a frequency of
these harmonics by the employment of its own. The column "of air in an organ-
acoustical resonators; it was an epoch- pipe has a frequency of its own, so has the
making research. I proceeded to search string of a piano. One can excite the
for a similar procedure for the analysis of motion of each by singing a note of the
Rowland's distorted alternating currents, same frequency; a note of a considerably
and I found it. I constructed electrical different frequency excites practically no
resonators based upon dynamical princi- motion at all. Acoustical resonance phe-
ples similar to those in the acoustical res- nomena are too well known to need here
onators employed by Helmholtz. These any further comment. There are also
electrical resonators play a most impor- electrical resonance phenomena very sim-
tant part in the radio art of to-day, and a ilar to those of acoustical resonance. If
few words regarding their operation seem you understand one of them there is no
desirable. In fact, there is to-day a cry difficulty in understanding the other.
from the Atlantic to the Pacific on the If an electrical conductor, say a copper
part of millions of people who wish to wire, is coiled up so as to form a coil of
know what they are really doing when many turns, and its terminals are con-
they are turning a knob on their radio- nected to a condenser, that is to conduct-
receiving sets, in order to find the correct ing plates which are separated from each
wave length for a certain broadcasting other by insulating material, then the mo-
station. I am responsible for the opera- tion of electricity in that conducting cir-
tion, and I owe them an explanation of it. cuit is subject to the same laws as the
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motion of the prongs of a tuning-fork, namely: The reacting force is proportional
Every motion, whether of electricity or of to the electrical displacement. The greater
matter, is determined completely by the the distance between the plates, and the
force which produces the motion, and by smaller their surface, the greater is the
the forces with which the moving object reaction for a given electrical displace-
reacts against the motion. If the law of ment. By varying these two quantities
action of these several forces is the same we can vary the electrical yielding, the
in the case of moving matter as in the case so-called capacity, of the electrical con-
of moving electricity, then their motions denser. This is what you do when you
will also be the same. The moving forces turn the knob and vary the capacity of
are called the action and the opposing the condenser in your receiving set.
forces are called the reaction, and New- The moving prongs have a momentum,
ton's third law of motion says: Action is and a change in the momentum opposes a
equal to the opposing reaction. I always reacting force, the so-called inertia reac-
considered this the most fundamental law tion, which is equal to the rate of this
in all physical sciences. It is applicable change. This was discovered by Galileo
to all motions no matter what the thing over three hundred years ago. We experi-
is which moves, whether ponderable mat- ence the operation of this law every time
ter or imponderable electricity. Twenty- we bump against a moving object. The
six years ago a student of mine, Albert R. Irish sailor who, after describing the ac-
Gallatin, brother of the present park cident which made him fall down from the
commissioner of New York, presented a mast, assured his friends that it was not
large induction coil to the electrical labo- the fall which hurt him but the sudden
ratory at Columbia College, in recognition stop, appreciated fully the reacting force
of my services to him, because, he said, due to a rapid change of momentum.
this formulation of the fundamental law Every boy and girl in the public schools
in the electrical science, which I have just should know Galileo's fundamental law,
given, made everything very clear to him. and they would know it if by a few sim-
This was most encouraging to a young pie experiments it were taught to them.
professor, and it goes without saying that But how many teachers really teach it ?
ever since that time he and I have been How many of my readers really know that
warm friends. He is a banker and I am law? Just think of it, what an impeach-
still a professor, but the interest in the ment it is of our modern system of educa-
fundamental principles in physical sci- tion to have so many intelligent men and
ences are a strong bond of union between women, boys and girls, ignorant of so fun-
us. damental a law as that which Galileo dis-

f ce s covered so long ago !
electricity in d The moving electricity has a momen-
experiences two principal reactions. One turn. The magnetic force produced by

due to the lines of this motion is a measure of this momen-
force , attached to the electrical turn. Its change is opposed by a reacting
charge on plates, are force equal to the rate of this change.
crowded into the insulating space be- This was discovered by Faraday nearly a
tween these plates. This reaction corre- hundred years ago. The larger the num-

d ber of turns in the coil of wire the larger
d*-/ will be the momentum for a given elec-

law. In the case tuning-fork the trical motion, that is, for a given elec-
prop '.onal to the dis- trical current. But how can anybody un-

p ;heir normal derstand very clearly this beautiful law,
position; in the electrical case the reacting discovered by Faraday, who does not un-
force is proportional to the electrical derstand Galileo's simpler discovery?

b :en pulled apart, the The fact that electricity just like matter
negative from has inertia and that both obey the same
the plates of the condenser. Call this law of inertia is one of the most beauti-
separation electrical disp ful discoveries in science. Whenever I
law can be given the rm thought that so many intelligent and cul-
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tured people knew nothing about it I re- lean 7 if Electrical Engineers for
belled against the educational system of 1894. d neve"

modern civilization. antic d d they ifirmed
The motion of electricity in the con- Ro1 m "

ductor described above overcomes react-, rea- tion of iron when d to thew

ing forces which follow the same laws as ma] netic action of an alternating current
the motion of the elastic prongs of the When Helmholtz visited ^"-

tuning-fork. The motion of one has, 1893, I d him mv electrical reso-
therefore, an analogy in the motion of nators and the re h
the other. In an electrical circuit having ducting with their assistance. He was
a coil and a condenser the moving elec- quite ressed by m
tricity has a definite inertia and a definite between his acoustical resonance analysis
electrical stiffness, hence it will have a ai d m <\v

definite pitch or frequency for its vibra- d me to Dush on the work and
tory motion, just like a tuning-fork; it will m
act as a resonator. It is obvious, there- mv electrical method
fore, that an electrical resonator, the pitch much more convenient than his acoustical
of which can be adjusted by adjusting its method.
coil or its condenser or both, is a perfect Helm
analogy to the acoustical resonator. By analysis as well as in the synthesis of
means of an electrical resonator of this vibrations d to articulate

kind, having an adjustable coil and an ad- speech. d o-^n- ^v

justable condenser, I succeeded in detect- graph were two inventions wh j

ing every one of the harmonics in Row- enjoyed his admiring attentioi i. During
land's distorted alternating currents, in his visit in A d forward
the same manner in which Helmholtz de- with much pleasure to meeting Graham
tected the harmonics in the vowel sounds, Bell and Edison. The simplicity of their
but with much greater ease, because the inventions astonished him, b
pitch of an electrical resonator can be ver d that a sim^^^H

easily and accurately changed by adjust- disk could vibrate so as to reprod
ing its coil and condenser. There are faithfully all lex variations
millions of people to-day who are doing which are necessary for articulation. H
that very thing when they are turning the sper day afternoon as my guest at
knobs on their radio receiving sets, ad- Moi m each and in the course of
justing it to the wave-length of the trans- com m
mitting station. The expression, "ad- the d* " _

justing it to the pitch or frequency of the first listened through it. It happened
transmitting station/' is much better, be- during the period when I was serving m
cause it reminds the operator of the anal- d"**~*

ogy existing between acoustical and elec- d to m
trical resonance. The procedure was in- tion of the English langu The tele-
augurated thirty years ago in the "cow- d
shed'3 of old Columbia College. I called spoken at tl d, and
it "electrical tuning" and the name has myself: "Th
stuck to it down to the present time. The me: tnev can make a nlainw

word "tuning" was suggested by the much b
operation which the Serbian bagpiper expect to d » * ^-^

performed when he tuned up his bag- gans d better return to Idvor and
pipes, and which I watched with a lively beco herd man aerain." Helmholtz
interest in my boyhood days. Those laug d assured me th
early impressions had made acoustical and articulating telephone plate made a sim-
electrical resonance appear to me later as ilar impression upon him, although he had
obvious things. dvine th

The results of this research were pub- theory of articulation. "Th
lished in the American Journal of Science disk is just as cle said Helm
and also in the Transactions of the Amer- "as the telephone d
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so, because it has to dig hard while it is handle without sticking the knife into the
busily talking." ground. But I also knew that unless the

My scientific friends in New York saw boy who was listening pressed his ear
in the construction of my electrical reso- against the ground he would not hear very
nator and in its employment for selective mmuch. .It was, therefore, quite obvious
detection of alternatin currents of defi- to me that the best detector for a Hertzian
nite frequency a very suitable means for oscillator which is grounded mast be an-
practising harmonic telegraphy, first sug- other Hertzian oscillator which is also
gested by Graham Bell, the inventor of the connected to the ground. Grounding of
telephone. They finally persuaded me to the sending and of the receiving Hertzian
apply for a patent and I did it. I often oscillators was in fact the fundamental
regretted it, because it involved me in a claim of the Marconi invention. Mar-
most expensive and otherwise annoying coni, in my opinion, was unwittingly imi-
legal contest. Two other inventors had tating the young herdsmen of Idvor when,
applied for a patent on the same inven- figuratively speaking, he stuck his elec-
tion. One of them was an American, and trical knives into the ground for the pur-
the other a French inventor, and each of pose of transmitting and receiving electri-
them was backed by a powerful industrial cal vibrations, but the imitation was a very
corporation. A college professor with a clever one; very obvious indeed as soon
salary of two thousand and five hundred as it was pointed out, like all clever things.
dollars per annum cannot stand a long Every now and then we are told that
legal contest when opposed by two power- wireless signals might be sent some day to
ful corporations, but it is a curious the planet Mars. The judgment of a
psychological fact that when one's claim former herdsman of Idvor considers these
to an invention is disputed he will fight suggestions as unscientific for the simple
for it just as a tigress would fight for her reason that we cannot get a ground on the
cub. The fight lasted nearly eight years planet Mars and, therefore, cannot take
and I won it. I was declared to be the in- it into close partnership with our Hert-
ventor, and the patent for it was granted zian oscillators. Without that partner-
to me. But a patent is a piece of paper ship there is no prospect of covering great
worth nothing until somebody needs the distances. A very simple experiment will
invention. I waited a long time before illustrate this. Scratch the wood of a
that somebody came, and when he finally pencil and ask your friends who are sit-
showed up I had almost forgotten that I ting around a table whether they hear the
had made the invention. In the mean- scratching. They will say "No." Put the
time I had nothing but a piece of paper pencil on the table and scratch it again;
for all my pains, which nearly wrecked me your friends will tell you that they can
financially. hear it faintly. Ask them to press their

Just about that time the newspapers ears against the table and they will tell
reported that a young Italian student by you that the scratching sound is very loud.
the name of Marconi, while experiment- In the third case the pencil, the table, and
ing with Hertzian waves, had demon- the ears of your friends are all one closely
strated that a Hertzian oscillator will send interconnected vibratory system. Every
out electrical waves which will penetrate herdsman of Idvor would interpret cor-
much longer distances when one of its rectly the physical meaning of this experi-
sides is connected to earth. "Of course ment, "If Marconi had waited just a lit-
it will," said I, "the grounded oscillator tie longer I would have done his trick my-
takes the earth into closer partnership." self," I said jokingly to Crocker, and then
When as a herdsman's assistant on the I temporarily dismissed the matter from
pasturelands of my native Idvor I stuck my mind as if nothing had happened.
my knife into the ground and struck its But I was fairly confident that my elec-
wooden handle I knew perfectly well that trical resonators would some day find a
the ground was a part of the vibrating useful application in this new method of
system and that the sound-producing signalling, and Crocker was even more
stroke was taken up by the ground much hopeful than I was. I turned my atten-
better than when I struck the knife- tion to another problem and would have
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completed its solution, if my work had not doubtedly the first who correctly inferred
been interrupted by the announcement of that the cathode rays were small electri-
a most remarkable discovery made in fied particles moving with high velocity.
Germany, I mean the discovery of the This inference proved to be of very great
Roentgen rays. importance. In 1893 Lord Kelvin said:

I cannot describe the effects of this "If the first step toward understanding
epoch-making discovery without referring the relations between ether and ponder-
again to great Helmholtz. It was due to able matter is to be made, it seems to me
his initiative that Hertz took up the re- that the most hopeful foundation for it is
search of electrical oscillations, which knowledge derived from experiment on
suggested to Marconi their technical ap- electricity in high vacuum/' This was
plication. This started a new technical the very opinion which Helmholtz had
art, wireless telegraphy, which developed formulated fifteen years earlier, and he
into the radio art. Without Helmholtz, persuaded the German Academy of
not only the experimental verification of Sciences to make a special grant for a
the Faraday-Maxwell electro-magnetic thorough experimental review of the
theory but also the radio art might have whole field of research relating to elec-
been delayed quite a long time. I shall trical motions in high vacua. Doctor
point out now that the great discovery of Goldstein was selected to carry out this
the Roentgen rays was also due in a great work. Mueller was his glass-blower* The
measure to the initiative of Helmholtz. most important result of this work was

While in Berlin I was conducting a re- the discovery of the so-called Canal Rays,
search upon vapor pressures of salt solu- that is, motion of positive electricity in
tions. For this purpose I needed the as- the direction opposite to the motion of
sistance of a clever glass-blower. A Herr negative electricity, the latter being the
Mueller was recommended to me by the cause of the cathode rays. To get that re-
people of the Physical Institute. I paid suit Mueller had to make innumerable
frequent visits to him, not only because vacuum tubes of all sorts of shapes. He
I liked to watch his wonderful skill in told me that if all these tubes could be

glass-blowing, but also because he knew resurrected they would fill the house in
and entertained me of ten with the history which his shop was located. "But the
of a remarkable physical research which grand result was worth all the trouble,
had been carried out by Doctor Gold- and I am proud that I did all the glass-
stein, a Berlin physicist, under the aus- blowing," said Mueller, with a triumphant
pices of the German Academy of Sciences, light in his eyes, and his beaming coun-
Herr Mueller, the glass-blowing artist, as- tenance testified that he felt what he
sisting. said. He was an artisan who loved his

The motion of electricity through rare- craft, and, judging from his remarkable
fied gases was first extensively studied in knowledge of all the vacuum-tube re-
Germany in the fifties and sixties by sev- searches which had been conducted up to
eral investigators. Hittorf was one of the time of his co-operation with Doctor
them, and I mention him here for reasons Goldstein, I inferred that he was a unique
given later. The English physicists took combination of the science and the art
up the subject a little later, and among involved in the job which he was doing
them Crookes did the most distinguished for Doctor Goldstein. Mueller was the
work. His tubes with a very high vac- first to arouse my interest in the results of
uum gave brilliant cathode rays, first vacuum-tube researches, and I always
discovered by Hittorf, which produced considered him as one of my distinguished
among other things the well-known phos- teachers in Berlin. New knowledge is not
phorescence in vacuum tubes made of confined to the lecture-rooms of a great
uranium glass. In spite of the surpassing university; it can be often found in most
beauty of the electrical phenomena in humble shops, treasured by humble people
vacuum tubes revealed by Crookesfs ex- who are quite unconscious that they are
periments, no final and definite conclu- the guardians of a precious treasure.
sions could be drawn from them toward Mueller was one of these humble guard-
the end of the seventies. But he was un- ians.
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The importance of Goldstein's work h hed there its hi It is
was due principally to the fact that it a m *< V

brought into the field three other German b mad Germ as^ »

physicists of great acumen. The first one diation. It started a new and^"F ^^^

was Hertz. Several years after he had most remarkable era in physical sciences
completed his splendid experimental veri- of the Faraday-
fication of the Faraday-Maxwell electro- Maxwell electromagnetic theory.
magnetic theory, he showed that the No oth discovers within m m
cathode rays penetrated easily through had ever aroi
thin films of metal, like gold and alu- asdidthedis y of the X-rays. Ev
minum foil, although these films were physicist dro d his own research pr
perfectly opaque to ordinary light. It lems and ru d the re-w

was a novel and most important contri- search of th( X The oh
bution to our knowledge of cathode rays, the United S at-
and would have been followed up by tention to m Toi

more additional knowledge if Hertz had best of m d d
not died on January i, 1894, at the h e
age of thirty-six. Helmholtz died several d "/ -L

months later. Science never suffered a research, and I got it by
greater loss in so short an interval of time.
Helmholtz met with an accident on the ing laboratory of Columbia College. I
ship on his return trip from the United u my intercourse with
States in 1893. He never completely re- M blower of Berlin, di-
covered, although he lectured at the Uni- attention to this field of re-
versity of Berlin until a few days before search, and particularly because I did
his sudden death in the midsummer of see that with the equi t of that labo-
1894. Autopsy revealed that one side of ratory I could do anything else. d
his brain was and had been in a patholog- ci m d
ical state for a long time, but nobody had J-J >mson. oi Lam
ever observed that his intellectual power d to watch his work.
had shown any signs of decay. It is a pity therefore, Roentgen's discovery
that he did not live another two years; he announced I i m
would have seen what he told me during pared than an
his visit here he longed to see, and that is to repeat his e .m
an electrified body moving at a very high therefore, sooner than anybody else on
velocity suddenly reversing its motion, this side of the Atlantic. I obtained
That, he thought, might furnish a direct first X- a on
experimental test of the mobility of ether. January e dis-
The discovery described below furnished m
such a body. M ing stories have been

Hertz's work was continued and greatly Id; h to the West during the
extended by Professor Lenard of the Uni- gold-fever period, caused
versity of Kiel. He would have undoubt- of gold in the far West, The rush into
edly reached the final goal if Roentgen X-ray experimentation was very m
had not announced, in December, 1895, and I also caught1 fever b
that he, experimenting with Lenard d nhvsicians h d
vacuum tubes, had discovered the X-rays, it, and I had to lock myself up in my
This discovery marked the last step in the laboratory, in the cellar of President Low's
survey which Goldstein, under the initi- official residence at Columbia College, in
ative of Helmholtz, had undertaken some m m
fifteen years before Roentgen had entered interruptions. The physicians t
the field of electrical discharges in high all kinds of cripples for the purpose of
vacua. It was a great truimph for Ger- having their bones ph
man science. The science of electrical amined by m of the fluorescent
discharges in rarefied gases was started in screen. The famous surgeon, the late
Germany and in less than forty years it N m a pa-
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* undred small shot in and so could my paiimt. The combina-
his left hand. Hi name was Prescott tion of the screen and the eyes was evi-
Hall nown lawyer of New dently much more sensitive than the
York, who, while shooting grouse in photographic plate. I decided to try
Scotland, met with an accident and re- a combination of Edison's fluon cen
ceived in his left hand the full charge of screen and the photographic plate. The

Wilhclm Konr;iil Roentgen.

his shotgun. He was in agony; he and I fluorescent screen was placed on the pho-
d mutual friends who begged me to tographic plate and the patient's hand

X photograph of his hand was placerl upon the screen. The X-rays
d ull to locate the acted upon the screen first and the screen

(1 hem The by its fluorescent light acted upon the
first attempts were unsu bee late. The combination succeeded, even

(1 tter than I had expected. A beautiful
to stand a photographic exposure of nearly photograph was obtained with an expo-
an hour. My <<>fl friend, Thomas Edi- sure of a few seconds. The photographic
son, had sent me several most excellent plate showed the numerous shot as if they

fl ad 1 en drawn with pen and ink. Doc-
cence I could see tor Bull operated and extracted every one
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of them in the course of a short and easy Ediso m ffi
surgical operation. Prescott Hall But- result d in a discovery, which, in a com
ler was well again. That was the first munic N York ofV

X-ray picture obtained by that process Scienc A mmed
during the first part of February, 1896, as follows: "Every substance when sub-
and it was also the first surgical operation jected to the action of X b a
performed in America under the guidance radiator of these rays. The a-
of an X-ray picture. This process of tion was published in several scientific
shortening the time of exposure is now journals, like Science and Electricity, and
universally used, but nobody gives me no statement can claim
any credit for the discovery, although I d X »

described it in the journal Electricity, of clearly than one given above.
February 12, 1896, before anybody else m I shall speak a little later.
had even thought of it. Prescottt Hall up me d
Butler was much more appreciative and that I had m-
he actually proposed, when other offers to cations relating to m X re-
reward me for my efforts were refused, to search on April 14, 1896. I also found a
establish a fellowship for me at the Cen- delivered
tury Club, the fellowship to entitle me to tr York Aca of Sciences in April,
two toddies daily for the rest of my life. 5, and publ
This offer was also refused. On March 2, 28, 1895, at the very when
1896, Professor Arthur Gordon Webster, X-ray fever broke out It was entitled:
of Clark University, Worcester, Massa- "Tendencies of Modern Electrical Re-
chusetts, addressed a letter to Worcester search." But X-rav fever urevented
Gazette, from which I quote: m 'HI j.

I saw it ths later, but neverSunday morning I went with Professor Pupin
to his laboratory to try the effect of a fluorescent again since that m v^

screen in front of the plate. I placed my hand that I had ever d I find now
under the bulb and in five minutes the current that 1 d then of the
was stopped. . . . The result was the best plate Agrowth of elec mthat I had yet seen. ... One who has tried the ^J mf
experiments and seen how long it takes to obtain in every d as that which I
a good result can judge of an improvement. I given in this narrative. Both of
think that Doctor Pupin should enjoy the credit m are d to lasting impressions
of having actually . . . shortened the time of ex- received in m ge and in Berlin.posure ten and twenty times. T? " j 4.1 4

mpressions are just as
A description of the improvement, which day as they were twenty-eight
I published in final form in Electricity, of years ago, proving that the tablets of
April 15, 1896, ends with the following mem m us* *r j.

sentence: serving their records. I er that on
d not ero to the lab

My only object in working on the improve- ^Hd at horn dment of the Roentgen ray photography was for ** *
the purpose of widening its scope of application d read m ddress m< d
to surgical diagnosis. I think that I have suc- I took an inventory of what I had d<
ceeded completely and I wish full credit for thework done. uring my six years' activity at Colum

id I closed the books satisfied with
M ds suggested that I aoolv for a results. M"^ *-_j^_/ A A ̂  ife, who had helped me,

patent on the procedure and enforce rec- writ m eports, lectures, and scien-
ognition that way, but I was having one tific tions, and who knew and-

4 4 * - ffi d

my electrical resonators and did not was doing, was also satisfie d con-
care to add another. m My colleague Crocker, I

d m
X ** scientific friends, and that was a source of

several strange claims were brought for- m makes**-if

ward by investigators. My investiga- h as his own honest belief that
tions m ter, aided by d

(To be continued.)
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His Cr<
BY WOLCOTT AI< BEARD

ILLUSTRATIONS (FRONTISPIECE) BY HARVKY DUNN*

H Originally a bandit in a much smaller
\voppety-wop-wop !" way of business, Heradura had taken the
of distant rifle fire died adjacent portion of northern Mexico and
away somewhere in established a precarious "government"
old Mexico, over the there. Among other officials he had ap-
edge of a yellow prairie pointed an intcndentc. Tommy had dis-
that met the southern appointed him.
horizon. m With many flowers of speech, but also

Harvev Crofton Grinned with a heat that fairly wilted them, the
preciation of his own indifference to those official in question had contended that
vanishing sounds. the Pitchfork headquarters lay south of vanishing so

Tommi Crofton sat on the veranda of the Mexican line, and so were subject to
the big 5 house in which he was Heradura's exuberant taxes. Tommy's^^^
born and whi contention had been that he didn't care"f

had taken on mething the appearance a profanely small amount what the in-
of a mediaeva T^ with a - tendcnte or any one else said; he, Tommy,
tions to become a modern villa. H lived in the United States and nowhere
winked at his small son Peter, aged four, else. Then, with the aid of an ordnance
who passed with A map and an engineer's transit, Tommy
nurse, and grinned again when Peter proceeded to prove his point, and the con-
winked back at him 

^ 

was su- crete evidence of that proof, just com-
premely contented; contented and hap- pleted, was before him. It consisted of a
py- thought he had every reason to low railing of peeled cottonwood poles,
be. colored red, white, and blue with paint

H d the low, 5Drine-fed which still glistened stickily, and further
d adorned with small calico editions of the

vivid green in a m sea of Stars and Stripes, which Tommy had
parched grass; upon which grass, never- been at much pains to procure.
theless, his cattle of the "Pitchfork" This fence was the line. Well within it,
brand lived and throve amazingly. He a circular trench enclosed house and out-
owned the little village which nestled buildings. Not for a moment did Tommy
under the hill. II d caused believe it ever would be necessary to man
tage to grow, and to such a degree that he this trench; Heradura, whose ambition
felt himself justified in having run away was to be recognized by Uncle Sam,

th Edith and with bavins married her. would hardly care to invade Uncle Sam's
M f hian territory. Still, if Heradura should come,

d which means the same thing con- the trench was there, and Tommy thought
servative though he was, late had he could depend upon his Mexicans, who
shown a tendency to overlook the fact liked him and haled Heradura. They

"mm had been born elsewhere. hated Heradura not so much because he

Finally, was happy because he was a bandit as because he came from^^m

lived in the United States. Formerly he another part of the country.
x d this fact as a m This was a characteristically Mexi-

course; now it was an additional cause can reason for hating a man. Tommv
for rejoicing. This was owing to one chuckl 1 aloud as it recurred to his mind,
Heradura, who was a Mexican-and a so that Edith, who just then emerged
patriot-of sorts. from the house, smiled in sympathy.

731
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"What on earth are you laughing at?" before running to the meeting-place,
she asked. d It enabled a col-v-*

He started to tell her, but with a face to formed d heavily
suddenly gone white she prevented him. m a h at^^^^^f

"Hark!" she commanded. "Did you its head, trotted through the village and
hear?" out ie in order to cut into

Tommy had heard. Anybody would the side of a bend, hoping
have heard. The screams of a woman thei : tracks of the man w
maddened with fear and rage carry far, had It was on its way long
and these had no great distance to go- b< d learn what little Anita
only from the village. The voice was d
that of Anita, Peter's nurse. An instant Anita, it seemed, was taking Peter to th
later Anita herself appeared, screaming h h whom
still and surrounded by women from was a prime favorite. lev had
near-by village houses. Then did Tom- d that d ^^ff

my Crofton's heart sink lower than he m behind, had
ever would have supposed that it could m e ground without
go. Peter was nowhere to be seen. No, Anita had not recoenized that m

Tom wasted no time in trying to calm There had b m
Anita and learn her tale. She, Peter's also o From behind, had struct
nurse, had appeared screaming and with- down. had vanished, taking I
out her charge. That was enough. He h That was all she knew.
knew what had happened-what must Leaving Anita, d b sudden
have happened; for certain threats of minence, surrounded bv w i of herv

vengeance uttered by the intendente, Edith returned to the veranda.
which when uttered he had regarded as bell, its mission fulfilled, once
aimless vaporings, now flashed across his was silent. mn had ^

mind. With a spring he started for the d so far away that not even the
village church, only to discover that some m d
of the villagers had forestalled him. So be seen. Flinging herself into a chair,
he sprinted for the corrals instead, run- Ed sat rately trying to reason
ning as he had never run before. with herself, and to think of som

Two bells hung in the belfry of that anything might h p th
little church, one large and one much mm had denarted. b
larger; so large, indeed, that it was a ing in vain. She could not reason d
source of pride to the entire countryside, not think f , feel d

For all ordinary purposes the smaller one H hC7

was used. The great one was to be rung She knew only that the
only in times of vital need. There were d the voice that she f d she
well-grown children, born and reared in never again would hear-Peter's voice
the village, who had never heard its ided fr< m
voice. But now, as women threw their Hello, mumm d
combined weight upon its dusty rope, ly. "I've m b d
something above creaked with rheumatic me."
complaint, and that voice, unheard for so Then did Edith laugh and v_/

many years, boomed forth. that nonchalant young gen until
The deep tones quivered solemnly gasped for breath. At last, however,

through the hot, still air, out over the h d with that
yellow plain. They caused cowboys and mingled injured dignity with stern re-
vaqueros-which are the same things, only proof, spoke again.
adjusted to the meridian of Mexico-to "Muvver." he and
leave their herds and spur back toward severely, "vis is Pat. He bwinged m
that ambitious fortress on the hill and I d vou bv

the trench surrounding it. It caused men, Until then Edith had forgotten that the
working or lounging within doors, to world was d by any inhabitant
buckle on cartridge-belts and grasp their other than b
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duty and herself, she turned to greet the with a regretful sigh. "There was no
rescuer of her son. foight. There was but two av thim little,

A most competent rescuer he was. yella' men-no more. I lost me timper.
Though six feet and a half in height, he Yet they was within their roights, sure."
seemed no taller than the average man, "Within their rights!" repeated Edith,
because his shoulders dwarfed him so. thinking she could not have heard cor-
His arms, gnarled and knotted like old rectly. "Was that what you said?"
trees, allowed his hands to hang almost "It was, ma'am," he answered simply;
to his knees which, massive as they were, then went on to explain.
still were slightly bowed, as though from "Ye see, ma'am, thim Mexikins they
the weight of the great torso which they wanted for to take me little fr'ind Pether.
had to support. He was hatless, but So they done it-which was their roight,
otherwise dressed from head to foot in But Pether, he didn't want for to go-so
dusty black broadcloth. No costume 'twas his roight to stop behoind, if he
more unsuitable and uncomfortable for could. Then agin, I wanted for fetch
that place and climate could easily be Pether home-and well paid I was, be the
imagined. The man looked like nothing soight av yer sweet face, ma'am. And as
so much as a red gorilla, if there could be I wanted to bring him, sure 'twas me
such a thing, clad in a preacher's garb, roight to bring him. So I done ut. An'

The face also carried out this idea when there ye are!"
one first saw it, for it was red, and framed Edith looked at the speaker in blank
in hair that was redder still, crowning the astonishment. Obviously no joke was in-
head and running under the chin. ut tended; yet such a code of ethics, so far
Edith smiled into that face-as, if he had as she could understand it, was monstrous
restored Peter to her, she would have -unthinkable. Alone as she was with
smiled into the face of Satan himself- this man, who was far more than a nor-
whereupon the rescuer also smiled, and all mal man, so far as physical strength was
resemblance to a gorilla vanished instant- concerned, her reason told her that she
ly. A huge smile it was, as befitted its ought to fear him. Her instinct, on the
wearer; yet the kindliness it expressed other hand, told her that from him she
fairly overflowed, so as to shine from the would have nothing to fear, now nor ever;
eyes of brightest china-blue. that he was like a child who had discov-

" I don't know how to thank you/' said ered a plaything-in his case a bizarre
Edith, extending a hand which instantly idea-which he did not in the least under-
was engulfed in his huge paw. "I don't stand, and with which he was therefore so
believe there is any way of thanking you delighted that he would amuse himself
for what you've done. But I think, some- with nothing else. So she smiled at him
how, that you must know what I feel." again, and again evoked that all-pervad-

"I mebbe cud guess, ma'am," he an- ing smile of his in return.
swered, his smile broadening a trifle. Are you crazy?" she asked, in kindly
.. ut sorra a bit av thanks is there comin' derision.
to me. Faith, an' didn't I want for to "No, ma'am," he answered, quite seri-
fetch the little lad home ? Why wudden't ously. " Tis an Indivanarchualist I am."
I do ut, thin? What'd stop me?" "A what?" she cried.

"Vose man twied to stop him," here "An Indivanarchualist," he repeated.
observed Peter. "One of 'em took out a "'Tis not loikely, ma'am, thot ye'll be
knife. But Pat, he tooked 'em off veir knowin' what the worrd manes. I in-
horses an' bwoke 'em. An' ve horses vinted ut meself. I will explain."
skedaddled. So we corned home." He paused, presumably to find words

Peter's succinct account of what had in which suitably to express his promised
happened caused Edith to pale once more explanation. Peter, bored by the conver-
as she thought, womanlike, of what might sation, but too polite to say so, had
have happened. strolled to the edge of the veranda. Now

"Did you have to fight?" she asked he held up a hand, as he had seen his
quickly. "Are you hurt?" father do, to command silence.

"No, ma'am," answered the red giant, "Wisten," said he.
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So the other two listened, but heard that did not seem fast, yet covered the
nothing. Edith was about to speak, but ground in a manner that was amazing.
Peter shook his head. Only about three of those hops apparent-

"Wisten," he commanded once more, ly were necessary before the intervening
oth heard then. They could not help ground was covered and Tommy tucked

but hear-not the soft thudding of into the hollow of one great arm as a baby
hoofs, which the child's quick ears had might have been carried there, while a
caught, but the spiteful, snapping rattle huge paw compressed his thigh above a
of pistol-shots, so near by that one red stain that was spreading on his khaki
could also hear shouts and shrill yells, riding-breeches.
curses and cries of pain that accompanied Are you the 'Pat' whom Peter men-
it. tioned just now?" asked Tommy, trying

Springing forward, Edith whirled Peter hard to steady his swimming brain, as he
behind her, so that her slight body shel- was lifted. "Was it you who met those
tered his. Closer the firing came, and two Mexicans on the road-and who left
closer still. The red giant heaved him- them as we found them?"
self to his feet, shedding his long, black "I'm Pat, sorr," cheerfully admitted
coat as he did so. At the foot of the ve- the person addressed, carefully lowering
randa steps lay a pole, intended for the his burden into a long chair on the ve-
topmast of a flagstaff which Tommy was randa. "Pat Casey is me name. Path-
going to erect. Snapping this pole across rick Casey, Indivanarchualist. As fer
his knee, the giant gripped one fragment thim Mexikins-well, sorr, ye see I was
in his hand. His bowed legs were well foorced into a bit av an argymint wit'
apart, his mighty body leaning a little for- thim, an' I fear ut left thim a thrifle
ward, and so for the moment he stood be- mussed, loike."
fore the woman and child, facing the "Yes," agreed Tommy dryly. "I fear
threatened danger, a living emblem of it did." Tom was no stranger to the sight
savage force and savage efficiency. of men who had died violent deaths; no

"I think they're comin'," Edith heard one who has lived for long in that country
him murmur. "An' we don't want thim can be. Yet he shuddered as he recalled
here!" the shattered remnants of those two men.

Men did come, but not the enemy to Wholly unmoved by recollections or
whom the giant's words presumably re- anything else save the work in hand, Pat
ferred. With a final sputter the firing Casey, while still gripping Tom's thigh
ceased. Once more the ominous voice of with one hand, with the other drew forth
the great bell boomed quiveringly forth/ a knife, opened it with the aid of his teeth,
A party of Pitchfork men whirled up to and slit Tom's breeches, exposing the
the trench, dismounted and dropped into wound beneath.
it. From the village came the excited "T'rough the muscles-no thin' more,"
chatter of women and whimpering of he said, with a reassuring nod to Edith.
frightened children as Tommy, alone and "No bones bruk an' but little blood lost
sitting weakly on a wounded horse, as yet. If ye'll sind fer some wather,
emerged from the one street and rode to- ma'am, an' somethin' for to make band-
ward the house. Again wrig glin <r free ages of, whoile I keep me hand here, faith
from his mother, Peter ran to the edge of we'll patch him up in no toime at all."
the veranda and waved his hand. Edith had an emergency-kit. Although

"Hello, daddy !" he shouted. "Here I hating the sight of it, on account of what
am. Me an' Pat. He bwinged me." it symbolized, she had kept it and seen

Waving his hand in reply, Tommy that it was in order ever since her mar-
called upon his horse, which tried gamely riage. Now, with Peter, eager and ex-
to respond. It broke into a staggering cited, trotting by her side, she went to
gallop; then faltered and pitched head- fetch it. Tommy watched her until she
long, dead, throwing its rider heavily. was out of sight; then, with fierce earnest-

Before Tommy reached the ground ness, he dragged Pat's head nearer his
that red giant had started toward him. lips.
The giant's gait was a sort of hopping lope " Casey, listen !" he whispered tensely.
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Things look bad. The two M ing, for his face suddenly paled and th
you m were mounted hand which still held I '

belonging to th m tremble a little. W an effort that
brother and could b ; seen Tom mastered him

nephew of Heradura himself. A native went dc ggedly on:
d "Thef se brutes mustn't take nrj

told me. That's I alive. ] f the worst comes and voi

"Faith, I wish ut was the intindinte able to move, you must see that they^^_^^_ ^^_^^ _ ^^^
d Heradura thim hat I m d

wit','' observed Pat regretfully. "If I'm still able for to move, faith,
had h J

swered m with heartfelt sincerity, anny other way, ' answered Pat, very
"But it wasn't. When the saddle-empty positively. "N( nor me fr'ind Pether,

s m m h was h Y can go il whisht !
here read to back-track them She's comin'!"^

place where b he's Bringing her emergency-kit, d ac-
calling in every man he can and companied by Peter precariously bearing
ing them. He's trying to cut off our a basin of water in both hands, Edith
people, « * 1 « 4 4 " " /" 1 i 11 scattered over the prairie m

m and the party d. Tommy would not look at
with me just now. Then he'll hold the her. He dared h

f us who are here until Heradura can m d in his face. With inward
and rus And H i. but trying valiantlv to recallw -%-r f

for bound He will rush first aid" lessons that she had
us." before. Edith would have tr to

"Mebbe," remarked Pat, grinning, dress the wound but for Pat, wh
"Mebbenot" gently aside.

"We may as well face facts. It's al- d
most a certainty/' insisted Tom. "I sent m f "Faix,
three messengers to Fort Apache, and 'tis an old task for me. I used for to help
we'll hold out as long as we can. ut he docth he Boer \
even if my messengers get through, the cud d
soldiers can hardly reach us in time. And as they. vv b
you can't fight Heradura's whole army, (1 hey used for to sav, whin I was
you know." I I on the job."

"I can thry," answered Pat; and the S d by and watched the red
grin was still in place. But it was not a dr ised the wounded thicrh as-m^-r ^ -^^^f

pleasant grin. It was the grin of a red gently as she could have done and more
gorilla. deftly by far. -hed

" Faith, an' I want for to thry," he add- m I) Therefore they
ed with an air of finality; and Tom gave d veranda, all four of them.
over the discussion. There was no time There d was brought m and
then for extended debate. d+ *

"Listen!" he said once more. "What der to reassure the oth B case

I want to say is this: You know what might be. Dusk fell and night followed.
those Mexicans are-and you're the only Back of th *-
able-bodied white man in the place, now. and the foi "f women, lighted bv the
I want to put my wife in your care. If fl d j as they
the worst comes to the worst ooked for the m O darkness,

Tom paused, swallowing hard, as nd then, ^-^

though his throat hurt him. The facts first to b challenge sharply, then*

and the possibilities that had been forced greeted h
upon him he could face, ghastly though known as friends. Of these groups, ho\v-
they were, but to put them into plain 1) After a
words was a task almost beyond him. whi t he great
Pat must have guessed what was com- bell The vil-
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lage was .bandoned "Faith, ye wanted for to sind worrd to
held. The fires died down. m yer father, ma'am, an' so e done ut.
the trench slept. It was the who Which was yer roight," said he. ' So
kept watch. \ what is there to be ashamed about?
than men. It was the hardest part of all, Nothin' at all, faix! And for why? Ye
b ^f wanted to, loike I said/3

Surfeited with joyous exci m While Pat was speaking the silence was
d ^m rent by the nerve-racking even-song of a
mother would coyote. It woke Tommy, who caught

with him nor with Pat Casey the latter portion of Pat's speech, with its " ^^"- ^^-

sat on the veranda's edge, whittling the reiteration of that emphasized word. It
£L i V i, *. V V, J- V* *-* * -L *-* J- tfc-fc x_*. .L-L iCX VJ- ;, shaping it to his irritated him.
hand. He had h d his waistcoat as "Are people supposed always to do just

,nd had wrenched what they 'want5 to do?" he demanded.
b m " Sure," was Pat's serene reply. " What

m d" else wud they do, if they had their way?"
d m re-r For the moment no appropriate re-

vealing m in joinder occurred to Tommy's mind.
d "Ye see, sorr, 'tis an Indivanarchualist

d I am,'7 Pat went on, after a little pause,
m fif "The worrd, as I mintioned befoor, is me

ful and troubled. For a long time the own invintion. I am an anarchist. I am
b also an indivijoolist. Indivanarchualist

m and the sibilant passing of is a combination av the two."
Pat's "h the he was "But aren't all anarchists also individ-

whittling. d m ualists ?" asked Tommy. " I thought
m that one word implied the other."

at Edith, to see that her face was hidden "That's what anarchists thinks," re-
in her hands and that she was crying soft- plied Pat with a nod. " I think not. Lis-
ly, trying not to be heard. Dropping his then, sorr. Don't anarchists blow up
knife, and with a look of deepest concern kings, an' such? They do. Ain't a king
on his ugly face, he reached over and con- an indivijool, same as an anarchist? He
solingly patted Edith's foot, which was is. The king, he wants for to hold down

d the job av a king; so he does ut. The
"Don't, m m d he b anarchist, he wants for to be an anarchist.

" Sure, d! The place So he is wan. Both are within their
ain't took, yit d if thim Gr'asers roights. So what's the odds?" ^^rfp-

thries for to take ut, faith they'll run inta "But then," objected Tommy, amused
wan av the loiveliest toi m d- in spite of himself, " if the anarchist ^^»

new State av Arizony iver has saw! They * wants' to slip a charge of dynamite un-
will thot! I'll go bail fer it, m m. So der the king, he has every right to try and
don't, now-don't!" do it, according to your notion."

.- found her- "Aye," agreed Pat, nodding more vig-
self saying be- orously, "just thot. An' the king, if he
lieved. "Not at all! It's because I wrote wants to, has the roight for to set the I "* j-^ -" 4 - ̂x. ^ -1 w m [\
to papa-my father-a week ago, asking anarchist up ferninst a wall an' shoot
for help. He's a senator, and cai holes in him. So there ye are, all happy
things happen. But I promised Tc I an' comfortable. Lettin' ivery man do"^v

broke m P mise, and I what he wants to do if he can manage to
b If, and I'm do ut. Thot's the creed I've been pr'ach-

not! That's what m in' from Portland, Maine, clane over to-

Pat recognized the touch of hysteria, this place. It's the creed I live for; an
though Edith did not, for a twinkle of if need be, I'll die for ut."
kindly amusement showed in those blue Pat's manner showed the deepest earn-
eyes of his. But his voice was gravely estness and most absolute conviction.l * ^^ *^ _ 1 » * " *

mpathetic. The creed to which a man devotes his life,
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no matter what that creed may be, is dcrs the d favorite a time for an
entitled at least to outward respect, assault. A rising moon, which Tommy
Tommy, therefore, was silent. It was d
Edith who spoke. d dav. b ^"-

So you rescued Peter at the risk of to touch the east with silver. Therefore
your own and the cost of other lives, be- one of the women who watched above the
cause you-'wanted' to," she said softly, trenches had cause to utter a long-drawn
« You're risking your life now because f banshee might h
you 'want7 to help Tommy and Peter given that cry. )re it ended the k
and me, whom you never saw until to- wish of the two men had bee d
day, and in all probability never heard The woman's cry was merg m a-^^"-

of." chorus of those shrill yelps so dear to th
Then it was that Pat's red face became h t, ace bv th"- ^»

redder still, as the blush that suffused it ter of many running feet that fell on the
caused its hue to rival that of his hair, soft turf with a sound like the roll

He shrugged his shoulders from sheer em- muffled drums and by the crack of
barrassment, as a small boy might do, as that stabbed the night with vanishing
he searched his mind for some excuse. darts m A volley crashed from

*. ut - but d'ye s'pose fer a minut, the trench, and its level blaze lighted the-
maam he blurted out at last, "thot I forem rank of H charging
wudden't want for to be on hand fer the It ed their faces, distorted
beautiful foight what is loikely to come?" b st of battle. It glittered^^f

At this Edith laughed at him kindly an instant on weapons and on the
but sadly-for a laugh can be sad at times bullion trimming of peaked sombreros.
like that-whereupon Pat's embarrass- It showed their on-rushing forms, but
ment became more agonized than ever, so showed
that Tommy took pity on him. as a red ,h

"The 'beautiful fight', I fancy, will them. Then the picture was swallowed
come just before daybreak," he remarked d
casually. "Those people are like the trast. d f
Apaches, in that they attack, by choice, parative silence, when Tc could
at dawn or dusk. By the way, Casey, make himself heard,
have you a pistol? I see that you have "Edith !" he barked. "In de- :
no rifle. You'll find both just inside the Take Peter-and close the shutter as you

w

"Thankin' ye, sorr, I want nayther," From the first instant Edith had been
replied Pat, trying the balance of his club, bending over the sleeping form of her son.

he had fashioned to his lik- d it and passed »"

"I don't know how to use thim the house. She forgot the shutter, and it
things. ut this, now 1 A was Pat who. reaching over with his club,

d he laid d This shut off

d which had been shining through a window
"Sure, dawn is a long toime fer e back of it, so the veranda was in darkness.

sa ^ "I Tommy felt himself raised, chair and all,
wi thim H ds wud come d nlaced within the open front
sooner. d an'

forgit all this what has happened-an' be .. There h betther," said Pat.
m sa 1> hA » v

Again Tommy shuddered as th less toime. fcllvs'll b
m ing of Pat's word d soo 

""

of rest, oblivion, and subsequent h first rush had b yet
ness that might be Edith's bed a t was right. Fervently profane corn-
his mind. Yet he mentally echoei thick -
wish. Anything would be b than hich the moon now f;
this suspense. ealed dissolved, to^^" ^" ^^^r^

Now, it is only the elusive light which become a dozen columns, rushing f d
VOL. LXXIli.-47
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with sickening speed. They reached the more lovely, never before so sad; yet
trench-crossed it-appeared on its inner there was no fear in her face-she was be-
side-and it was lost. In an instant the yond that. The light of the candle be-
sward within its circumference was dotted hind her made an aureole of her bright
with the forms of Pitchfork men-and hair.
women too-running for their lives to- She was a living mater dolorosa who,
ward the house. while still in early youth, foresaw that

It was the merest handful that survived which was to come. Even matter-of-fact
to rush in through the open doorway. Tommy perceived this. To the assailants
Beside and within that doorway stood she was an apparition of that which they
the Indivanarchualist, grimly inactive, had been taught to hold most sacred and
waiting for them to pass, and made vis- which, despite themselves, they held as
ible by a red glare which began to rise sacred still.
from the corral sheds, just set ablaze. Another instant, however, and the spell

The last of the fugitives entered; with- had broken. With an obscene jest and a
out perceptible interval the foremost pur- screech of laughter no less so, a man
suer followed, his machete swung back for sprang toward her with others at his heels.
a blow. From the long chair in which he Before Tommy could fire Pat's club
lay Tommy's pistol spoke. The man whistled through the air. The laughter
dropped. Like a flash Pat stooped and, died, and so did he who uttered it, for his
catching the body, tossed it aside as one head was crushed like a melon. Tom
might toss an old coat; but, quick though fired, and again the club descended. So
he was, he was still too late. The man nearly simultaneous were blows and shot
had fallen across the threshold, and his that three bodies together upset his chair
living companions followed so closely that as they fell, and lay smotheringly upon
the door could not be closed. him with their limp and lifeless weight.

Again Tommy's pistol spoke. From Struggling to free himself, struggling to
Pat there came a yell that made those of see, struggling even for breath, feeling the
the Mexicans sound by contrast like the hot blood trickle from his reopened wound
voices of children at play. The great Tommy yet heard that dominating war-
bludgeon flickered around his red head cry, the wild, fighting yell of a wild Irish
with a practised ease that no man ever giant, pitted against an army and undis-
seen by any one there could even have mayed. Then Tommy's brain began to
approached. Then, for one astounding whirl and his senses to ebb and flow, but
instant, Pat's club stopped in mid-air. In to ebb a little farther each time, drawn
his face and in the faces of his assailants downward by the draining blood, and
there appeared something like frightened pushed down by the stifling weight that
awe. The eyes of all were fixed upon a rested on his head and chest. Yet those
point behind Tommy's head, and above cries were always in his ears, more dis-
it. In wondering astonishment, Tommy tinct or less so as his senses came or went.
followed the direction of their gaze. So was the rattle of shots from the win-

They were looking at Edith-at Edith dows, fired by the fugitives who had lived
and Peter. In heaven only knows what to reach the house. Once he thought he
agony of mind she had stayed in the next heard the notes of a bugle and cheers
room, where a forgotten candle burned pitched lower than those which come
and where Peter had slept serenely from the throats of half-breed Mexicans;
through the tragedy that was enacted but such imaginings he attributed to the
outside. But the windows of that room intensity of his longing to hear those
were unguarded, and at the sound of sounds, and so paid no heed to them. It
shouts so near she had started to leave was the noises of the fight-those cries,
it. Now she stood in the doorway of and the surging back and forward of feet
that room with Peter, sleepily interested -that held his mind.
and not sufficiently awake to be afraid, Loss of blood and lack of oxygen fast
staring at the intruders with the inscruta- were weakening Tom's struggles, when
ble eyes of childhood as he rested in his most unexpectedly those struggles met
mother's arms. Never had she appeared with partial success. Something-some
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part of a superincumbent body-slid notwithstanding. A voice was raised in
aside, so that the air once more rushed shrill Spanish expletives, taunting the
unrestrictedly into his lungs, and the daunted assailants and calling them " wo-

scene before him stood revealed". men." m m
Edith was not in the doorway now. to give t es courage d

Fearing an attack from behind, Pat had ward. m Pat's war-cry echoed
brushed her into a corner. There she through ^*^

crouched, still holding Peter, whose arms upwa d and down to send another m
were clasped tightly around her neck, another and another still, to join those
and whose terrified eyes were hidden who had already fallen.
against her breast in order to shut out the b F

horror of what otherwise they would have grit d rately. Dart-
seen. For it was horrible. Brutal and ing under upraised club, one m
horrible beyond description, yet superbly struck with a knife, b "*

heroic, as brutal things sometimes are. sent spinning throug B air by a care-
Snarling and fierce and cowardly, those less flip of the Irishm 's left hand, which

who had attacked were more like wolves then caught mm oy tu
than it would have seemed that beings in twisted before flinging m
human form could ever be. For the mo- his fellows. Still the others me on

ment they stood or shifted warily outside yelping at his flanks and try:
a semicircle of their own shattered dead, him down as the wolves they d
As wolves will slink here and there in fur- might try to pull down a bull they had
tive search for an opening into which they brought to bay and almost to exhaustion.
may rush and seize at a disadvantage Yet he shook them off, and once more his
some dangerous animal at bay, so they b cleared mA a space
sought for such an opening against that to cross because oj
red giant, standing alone between them have to pay. They had
all and the mother with her child. But b^ i press was too close to allow
no opening could they find, for none ex- their use; m* *

isted. for they stood on
Pat's blue eyes were bloodshot now, three sides.

and his chest heaved, but those eyes were Epics ha1 b
keen as ever. No move escaped him. His less heroic than this last stand of Pat
shirt hung in ribbons, revealing the grand Casey's. Few epics have mm
torso beneath, now reddened by a dozen fights so worthy and so lack:
wounds. One hand still gripped the great ment of self. Still buried u
club. Edith drew a breath that in effect dead weight that held him d
was a shuddering moan, and Peter wailed cursed, and in his weakness d
in sympathy/ Without taking his eyes because he had lost his pistol, and so must
from the encompassing pack of his ene- a useless spectator. He tried to
mies Pat reached behind him and with cheer as Pat, though visibly weaker,
his left hand patted Peter's shoulder en- leaned uoon his club and
couragingly. Gently, in this instant of m within its reach
respite from his fight for all their lives, he m; r\ir fV

tried to comfort the child and the mother Again tried to cheer as a single
as well. f

There was nothing to fear now, he told b
them. The fight had been a good fight, did not cl that
but now it was over, "all but the shout- b swuner to descend
m The soldiers were coming-he had Heradur a third»

heard the bugles-and the soldiers would- attempt d whv H
n't want the fight to continue. But still rushed f cl For now he could

ah! hear the cl

Pat's words stopped short. There was a doubt. ; me d
a shot from the back of the crowd. The ing now dd tely for an avenue
great Irishman winced, but stood firm, of escape b thei m
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knew that there could not be. So he tried d4» *

harder than ever to cheer, but succeeds 1 that he could maintain silence no longer.
only in fainting away. "Pat!" he called. "Oh, Pat!

The fiery sting of Medical Corps bran- The shrill, childish trel> d
dy in his throat brought Tommy back to d down over Pat's
a more or less vague knowledge of the b S >I>e
outer world. He opened his eyes to look upon ce of Peter nuckered with
into the face of a grizzled army surgeon, anxiety, and he smiled, whereupon Peter
who held a cup to his lips but who set it d
down with a grunt of satisfaction as he m
saw that the mission of its contents had "Pat doin'?"hed d^

been accomplished. Tommy's eyes wan- d for Pat to answer, andr

dered in search of Edith. voice, when he spoke, was very different
.. She's all right," said the doctor, with from the voice that Peter had known; but-^^-

c uick understanding. "She and the kid- the reply, nevertheless, was clear and dis-
< y both. Heaven knows why hurry or- tinct.
ders were sent from Washington for us to "Why, Pether, honey/' h d-^^"- ^«- "» ^^ ̂  ^ ^

come here on the jump, but those orders recatingly, "I fear I must be afther goin'
would have reached us too late if it hadn't now."

been for that crazy Irishman. We'd seen Still, Pat made no m h
him before. He passed through the post fore Peter, refusing to anticipate trouble,

Fort Apache-about a week back and continued to gaze uncomprehendingly.
tried to convert us all to a state of society m hclitn. knee /

in which every one was to do just what tear escaped; and could pre-
he wanted to do and nothing else. Nice vent it it fell to spl .h - "

sort of thing for army discipline. We forehea Ilis turned from Peter's
laughed at him, but he was a decent sort face to hers.
and "Don't, ma'am-don't!" f sec-

:> Will he get well? Is he badly ond time b ged her. " There's no
Tommy began to ask. The surgeon use, sure, in-in thot. Faith-faith an'
stopped him. .-w /-for to go."

Shut up ! I'll do the talking. I was It was a gallant lie. I was the lie of a
saying that we tried to have some of the gentleman, for it was spoken to spare a
sergeants keep him for a while, for we woman from pain. Its utterance toe
feared that with this man Heradura rip- Pat's strength, so that his voice, as he
ping around loose he might get into spoke the last words, was very faint.
trouble. But he wouldn't stay. He d of a b
'wanted9 to go on his way, he said. So, surgeon turned and glanced quickly, then
luckily for you people, he did go." oo off his campaign hat, placing it on

Tommy said nothing. Whether or not hvh Still uncomrehend
the doctor continued his monologue as he 
worked over Tommy's wound was some- had happened, Peter once more hid 

th

thing that Tommy never knew7. He was I b
looking at Pat's great form, now swathed H anted to eo- 9

in reddened bandages, as it lay there near the m so busied with
the swarthy men who had opposed him his bandag .. (1 v God
and who never, of their own volitions, -as he was!"
would move again. By Pat's side knelt Tommy wa
Edith, one arm around Peter, who stood face could not M mo-
looking down into the face of his huge tionless. Wit h
friend, half in fear and half in wonder- lence save for the voice of Peter, wh
ment at the change that was there. At mourned aloi ^f^ d and would not be co
length the strange immobility of that d



New York of the Seventies

BY JAMES L. FORD
Author of "Forty Odd Years in the Literary Shop

OOKING back through rivalling that which followed the panic of
the mists and shadows 1857, may well be set apart as one of
of more than half a unique distinction and importance,
century, I find that Divided by the disastrous panic of
while much else has 1873, which in a single night brought to a
been lost in forgetful- close the Flash Age of corruption and
ness, the New York extravagance that sprang from the Civil
that I knew in the War, and inaugurated the few years of

Seventies was more deeply etched in my enforced economy, commercial stagna-
mind than the town of any one of the tion, and sober thought that followed it,
decades that have followed it. I have this decade shows us New York at its
noticed also that when gray-haired citi- worst and at its best. There passed with
zens are gathered together for purposes of the panic the conditions that made noisy,
golden reminiscence they invariably hark vulgar "Jim" Fisk a popular hero and
back to that period as one of unique gave easy tolerance to municipal ras-
distinction; rich in memorable events, cality; that made Wall Street a great
sweeping changes, and marked contrasts, gambling-house and enabled judges to re-
That this decade enjoys like significance main on the bench while notoriously in
in the minds of those dwelling far beyond the pay of the Ring; that confirmed the
the limits of Manhattan is indicated by criminal classes in the belief that, as one
the keen interest awakened in every part of them phrased it, "hanging is played
of the country by Mrs. Wharton's "Age out in New York."
of Innocence," a novel dealing exclusively Nothing is more significant of this
with a very small, very fashionable corner transition from evil to good than the fact
of the town as it existed then. that in the middle of the panic year Ed-

As a boy growing up during the pre- win Booth was forced to retire from the
ceding decade I had obtained a slight management of the splendid theatre in
superficial knowledge of New York, but which he had sunk every dollar of his for-
at the dawn of the Seventies I assumed tune in the presentation of the classic
the toga virilis, obtained a real job, and drama as it had never been seen here be-
began the study of metropolitan life and fore, and that two or three years later
customs that I have continued ever since. Lawrence Barrett, E. L. Davenport,
In my memory the successive decades Charlotte Cushman, and other noble in-
through which I have passed assume the terpreters of Shakespeare gave his play son
form of layers, like the rings in a tree- the same stage with extraordinary success.
trunk, in the very heart of which lies the The dull times had given citizens desire
town that no foreigners and but few and opportunity for serious thought.
Americans thoroughly understand. I ut I am writing now of the city as I
could not have chosen a better moment saw it when employed in a publisher's
for seeking to penetrate the outer bark of office at what is termed a "modest sti-
that tree of urban knowledge, for the town pend" but which I called an immodest
was shortly to enter upon a new period of one, and associating daily with young men
its history, and the decade that began similarly occupied in banks or business
with the Tweed Ring at the height of its houses. And these memories stand out
power and ended with the municipal rob- all the more clearly in my mind when I
bers dispersed and the city, sobered by compare them with the conditions that
the Moody and Sankey revival, slowly prevail here to-day. After all, it seemed
recovering from a business depression to me the most natural thing in the world
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that the town should have long since out- tions of that piping peace that should
grown its transit facilities; that well-to-do have been theirs by inheritance. The
families should live in houses because elevated railways were merely a project;
there were no flats; the poor in unsani- in the few dimly lighted blocks below
tary tenements and m 23d Street could be found the genesis of

-drovers should have their the Great White Way; and the oil-field
dquarters in Third Avenue at 24th of Pennsylvania had as yet produced

(1 hould we nothing more noteworthy than Coal Oil
their hay in front of Cooper Union. Johnny, a bizarre waster of what was

h h m then an enormous patrimony, who died
lous changes since then in its physical a few years ago in abject poverty.
aspects is a fact so obvious that it has In its social aspects the city was more
long engaged the attention of the numer- dignified and less exuberant, restless, and

^^m- ights extravagant than it is now. People dined
ru lowly through well- in restaurants in order to get something

d channels, and s are good to eat or because they had no homes,
occupied \v chronicles of hing not to listen to music or study the faces
apparent, ai matters long and clothes of chorus and demi-monde.
since noted y But the Liveried servants were almost unknown,

has undergone even greater changes and one man on the box of a coach was
ban mere nhvsical ones, for m my of its considered enough. Well-to-do families

m m have been dined in the basements of their houses and

rubbed off th db on summer evenings sat on the front
h stoops or in the little iron balconies that

of S nties was not only sm projected from the drawing-room win-
er in extent d Donulation but m dows. All the boarders in the house
distinctivelv American, wi where I lived used to assemble on the-^^p- ^r
assertive d -^w- en- stoop on pleasant evenings directly afur
tire water-front a fringe of Dutch and dinner and remain there until the land-
S k/VCtUVULUCi V Itlll A\SAilLtJUVI VJ.A1V.1.J.. J. UV VI The great lady's daughter, having finished with the
tide of Russian, Italian, Polish, and dishes, entered the dark drawing-room

> «-^ & *-* v* * ̂ r * * * I d * 1 d and struck a few inviting chords on the
our ^ cottage piano. On this signal the star

It was a more intimate and friendly boarder would unobtrusively withdraw
city, one in which individuals were not from our group and soon his throaty tenor
swallowed up and lost to view in the vast would be heard in "Starry Night for a_H. _H_ .M_ _H_ _H_ _l_ - _l_ " _

hurrying, heedless throng of - Ramble," or his favorite tour de force.
getters, for well-to-do citizens were apt to " Her Bright Smile Haunts Me Still," to

memb which melodies we listened entranced.^^"-^^"-^~ ^^» -^^F1 ^ T "- ̂ ^^m ^^

of every grade of society. m Negro minstrelsy supplied the town
democratic of institutions, \ with its jokes just as the reservoir fur-
Fire Department, had bound them all to- nished its water-supply. When we want-
gether in a cohesive body and was still a ed to laugh, we went to the San Francis-

morv in the m ds of "fire co Minstrels, a veritable well-spring of na-
cranks" of every degree, its last official tive humor that gushed forth night after
act having been to play on the smoulder- night pure and undefiled. The jokes ob-
ing ruins of Barnum's Museum in the tained through this source were generally
summer of 1866. administered in the form of conundrums

Those were i d times and WITC remarkable for their longevity,
u r. < -I ouiet - partly because of their merit and partly

\vi because of the persistency and strength
houses with with which they were hammered into our

English instead of German waiters. Not heads by the mallet-like strokes of inter-
even the most -seemc ur an savant locator and end-man.c

dreamed of the three great forces then "Can you tell me, Mr. Johnson, why a
quietly organizing to rob future genera- hen goes across the street?"
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"No, Mr- Bones, I cannot tell you N tiad there h
a hen goes across the street. h that m
I ask, c Moreover, the acquisition of a fortune was

But, although trelsy was essen- matter, and there were many
tially a humorous entert m conservative business men who declared

d that the days of great money-making had
a of sentiment in that sim ceased with the close of the Civil War and
we listened with delight to " N would never return. For this reason, the
Cold, Cold Ground," ai d K Me, millionaires were regarded
Mother, Ere I Die." nd distinct caste and theirJh

Our beautiful harbor occupied a larger fortunes as ent They were re-
space in our thoughts before the sky- for their wealth, for the myth
scraper shut it off m " Hundred had not then arisenf i

there were still fam of distinction money to divide honors with
living on the Battery, At that m m "rtance. Despite the publicity

d mm .lionaires by press
with d even after the c "m dmf <-> -t J. f J 9

pletion of the first transcontinental rail- I know very few of them by sight; but we
way >m of the d A young fellows of the Seventies could pick
Clippers" continued to set forth yy m wealth and importance

f dtheH d d vn b

As a boy I knew the rig of every ship m m
on the waters and could d a selves freely in the Saturday-afternoon
schooner from a brig and a barqi Houston
a barkentine, and I knew also that a Avenue
all the shipping there were no finer church parade on Sundays.
m boats that cruised "m V d* *

H that great dynasty of wealth, lived in
m T tO ton Place, and was a fam

M nge, where shipping figure on the road as h d
news was received by telegraph fr an m

d ob fessional trainer. A. T. S wasX

the horizon at San 1 d I was by sight to half the shoppers in
ereatlv imnressed b b his r*^*f V * ^ way store; William Waldorf
pasted on the bulletin-board m ' was a note-

rived one after another a few minutes worthy figure because of his great height
apart. _ -_ - *P-k - 4 * * ^~U ---^ - . J-^ -* W .^-Ui *~Ui *-V 4 -rf - -^ 4 L-^ J-fc _^r^. J A " ̂ . ̂ -^^ / f ^-^ I ̂  -h «_A ^"% 4- -* m - « , 1 -» » - ̂ ^ H P V ^^V /-* * t ** ^ _*- -J t I ̂  *-^ « " .^"fc ^ ̂- ^ ̂"fc ^^ ̂fc^%* ^"fc 4- ̂  -» -H. Square-rigger in the offing"- and protruding eyes, and there was not an

"m Looks like an India- W d
m " In ballast5?-"The Mary Craw- point out D Drew to inquisitive

m "^m- -^ -"- -w -^f- "- v strangers. As I walked to my offi
m sages would bring a feeling morning- 1 mvanablv m

of relief to the shi watching the m the dailv m*r
bulletin-board ^^ *^ keting he never entrusted to other
arrival of vessels often delayed by st m hands, and no week passed wi

There are not wanting; ,m el m m b"V-^ ^**r ^.

h Peter Cooper, to whose old-fashioned one-
m of idolatry; horse chaise even the roughest truck-

but mv mem tells m that it a d^ ^-^

stronger hold in the Seventies it has saying: "You first, Mr. Cooper. "
at the present day. And even then it b

d wi was
m and' ^^f ^^f ^^T^^^

turies behind us. There were fewer rich clothed in white, who had been in his day
men in the town during the Seventies a personage of some distinction, one of the
than now, and they were not as appalling- creators of the Union Pacific Railway and,
ly rich as their much-talked-of successors, so rumor said, the founder of the city of
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Omaha, against which municipality he d saints as wellf * *

was carrying on a suit for thirty million as sinners, we could pick then out as they
dollars in settlement of his real-estate pas < d.
claims. There were also various citizens The lower wards were rich in customs

who cultivated their chance resemblance pcculig h (I ters
to some celebrity and were proud to be racy o d quite unconscious of
known as the more famous ones' "don- their" 17 Every political asso-
bles. 7' There was a sexton who looked nation h ual nicnic, preceded bvA

something like Henry Ward Bcecher, and ict, and -
a poet whose cloak and carefully trimmed days the "O ds "and
beard suggested Tennyson. He lived clubs paraded in grotesque cos-
somewhere in the country and came to tumes. Slumming had not then 1)
town once a week to vend his Thanks- imnort d m

giving and Christmas odes and other met- gaping " rubbernecks " and sj tectacla 1
rical wares produced by his prolific pen. students of soci 1 fake d
There was another poet whose counte- of vice and bred a raee of imitation bad
nance was not unlike that of Edgar Allan men.
Poe, whom he resembled in certain minor The East Side had its customs and
respects. Chronically poor, he wore his characters as well long before Steve
hair like Poe, drank like Poe, quarrelled Brodie leaped into a publicity that even-
like Poe, and if he could only have written tually yielded him a moderate fortune and
like Poe, the likeness would have been brought hundreds of sightseers to the
complete. Bowery. Red shirts were still to be seen

We young fellows could also recognize along that now peaceful thoroughfare,
many of the most prominent gamblers and the beauty of the Grand Street girls
and crooks, which must seem strange to a was celebrated in song and legend. The
generation living in a city so large and Bowery Theatre, than which no play-
cosmopolitan that individuals averse to house in this country can boast a longer
publicity are lost to view in its crowds, or more varied and glorious history, sup-
The most conspicuous of these was John plied its audiences with every variety of
Morrissey, whose broken nose was a relic thrills; and a few blocks farther up-town
of his prize-fighting days, and who was in Tony Pastor gave food for laughter,
his day a member of Congress and at the through entertainers of talent, many of
same time the proprietor of gambling- whom shone in later years on the legiti-
houses in New York and Saratoga. He mate stage. Meanwhile two small boys
was generally seen in and about the Fifth of the Jewish race were appearing at
Avenue Hotel, a neighborhood rich in benefits and small East Side museums in
gambling-houses. At Eighth Street and such specialties as their version of Dick-
T > 1 -%r*iJl-mjr . V <4 T> T J 11.1 roadway, "Mike" Murray was wont to ens's ''Poor Joe" and what they called
stand on sunny afternoons within easy a "Tidy-Tearing Act," thus humbly be-
distance of his temple of chance opposite ginning their joint career as Weber and
the Sinclair House, and farther up-town Fields. In my wanderings through thi
one could see Charles Ransom, consid- region I sometimes came across one or
ered the handsomest member of the sport- two ragged boys mounting guard oxer a
ing fraternity, and described at his death plate strewn with small coins, in the midst
as "the last of the square gamblers." of which stood a candle whose flame told

There were also to be seen on Broadway passers-by that a poor family was in dan-
on sunny afternoons "Reddy the Black- ger of eviction from some squalid tcne-
smith," whose saloon was in " Murderers' ment.
Row," between Houston and Blcecker A few old Irishwomen gathered in small
Streets; Mr. Jimmy Hope and his accom- change and many glass* of whiskey by
plished son who engineered the Man- ''kerning1' at wakes, to which mournful ^^^^^

lattan Bank robbery; Wesley Allen, gatherings they were welcomed becaus
named by a pious father after the great of the fervor with which tiu-y celebrated
Methodist dissenter; 1 in Noble, who the virtues of the departed. Another
built a hotel, still standing, from the pro- individual for whom mortuary rites pos-
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sessed a strange fascination was "Johnny Fortunately for me, my own employer
Lookup/' who trudged after every funeral was not a narrow-minded man, but many
procession no matter what his affiliation of my young friends were afraid to join
with the mourning family. I recall also me in rowing on the Harlem or Passaic
"Dick the Rat," who, locked overnight Rivers or to enjoy any of the sports that
in a building, would emerge in the morn- were frowned upon by the prominent citi-
ing with his bag filled with live rodents zens who were doing their best to keep the
which he sold to the owners of rat-pits. art galleries and concert rooms closed on

Conditions were not favorable to those the Sabbath. When Cooper Union threw
compelled to earn their own living during open the doors of its library and reading-
the later years of this decade, and it room on Sunday afternoons, The Herald,
seems to me now that they were especially usually regarded as distinctly radical in
hard on young men and on women of all its opinions, pronounced the innovation a
ages. All positions of trust or importance "dangerous experiment." I was barely
were in the hands of the middle-aged or conscious of the evil influences of the
the elderly, and small consideration was Sunday laws, but I saw something one
paid to those under thirty. Jobs were so day that set me to thinking. While walk-
scarce that, once obtained, it was neces- ing far up-town one Sunday afternoon, I
sary to hold on to them with desperate paused to look at some young men who
clutch, and so ill paid that few of my con- were playing baseball in a vacant lot, and
temporaries were able to get along with- just at that moment the police sneaked in
out parental aid; and laborers received on them, arrested such of the players as
one dollar a day. were not sufficiently fleet of foot to es-

I held my place in the publishing office cape, and bore the offenders off to the
for four years at a salary of eight dollars place of judgment. Impelled by curiosity
a week and whatever commissions I could I watched the other young men and
pick up on advertising, and it was not un- noted that they bent their steps toward
til after months of work that I returned the ever-swinging side-doors of the near-
to the office one afternoon bearing in est saloon.
triumph the annual notice of a corpora- A part of my heritage was a family ac-
tion on which my commission was forty quaintance with certain highly respecta-
cents. During those four years I did not ble families, including some of the then
receive a single offer to work elsewhere, dominant rich Presbyterian caste, to
and when I did leave, which I did at the whom the pranks and activities of some
very first opportunity, it was to find em- of our modern fashionables would read
ployment with a gentleman who owes me like the findings of a vice commission.
seven weeks' salary to this very day. Sometimes I received cards for an after-

Conditions were even less favorable to noon reception at which many of us ap-
self-supporting women, to whom few av- peared in evening dress. But these social
enues of employment, save the teacher's advantages did not appeal to me as
dreary path, were open. There were no strongly as did opportunities to enter cir-
feminine bookkeepers or clerks in offices, cles alien to my native environment, and
and the appearance of a young girl in the I well remember my delight when I pro-
financial district caused a general turning cured a ticket for the mask-ball given
of heads and ogling. Not until the every winter by the Cercle de THarmonie
Eighties did the typewriter begin to flood at the Academy of Music, and which I
the lower part of the town with skirts and attended in a Hussar uniform borrowed
blouses. from a fellow boarder who had served in

Another condition under which we all the French army.
suffered was the illiberal attitude of the The mask-ball impressed me as a
ruling classes, which included the mer- spectacle of bewildering beauty and gale-
chants and bankers from whom we earned ty, as it undoubtedly was; for the French
our bread, toward the observance of Sun- balls of that period never failed to attract
day, the only day in which we could in- the cream of the demi-monde, of the
dulge in any form of wholesome amuse- jeunesse doree, and of the theatrical pro-
ment. f ession, than which no more brilliant com-
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pany can be imagined. For hours I wan- way, as befitted a matinee idol who-r
dered about the floor, my face concealed equal has not been seen since then. Th-
by a sort of mask I did not know how to crowds about the stage-door of Wai lack's
take off, my feet aching in my tight boots, Theatre on plea int afternoons included
and the thirst and hunger which I had many young women of the best social
not the means to appease growing within position, who had been carried away by
me at every step. Nevertheless, I was his acting. There have been other stage-
having a perfectly splendid time, for I had door groups of similar appearance since
reached the culminating point in my in- then but they were made up largely of
nocent attempts to "see life"; and the hirelings, mobilixed by the actor himself
mere sight of the wayworn professional or his press-agent. I don't know what
dancers hired to impart to the affair the Montague's histrionic ability was, be-
desired spice of what we called "French!- cause I was not then sufficiently experi-
ness" filled my soul with rapture. 

L ̂h. ̂^B. ^^^ "^^^"

enced to judge; but I can readily testify
My young friends to whom I related to the grace of his bearing, the charm of

my experiences of the night envied me his personality, the beauty of his face,
my good fortune in having procured a free and the impression that he convrvcd of
ticket, bestowed in consideration that the well-bred, well-groomed aristocracy. He
wearer should appear in costume, and re- was a regular attendant at the Little
garded me as a viirur of unusual sophisti- Church Around the Corner, and after his
cation. As I look back to it now I think I untimely death, in 1878, there was placed
must have been the greenest and least- in that edifice a memorial window which
sophisticated person in the entire assem- I believe is there yet.
blage. I think that the stage had a stronger

Although we young fellows attended hold on us young fellow> than it has on the
theatres to the utmost limit of our means, present generation of youth; and I am
and I am quite sure that every one of us sure that the only way to study and learn
cherished some secret ambition to act to appreciate the drama is by viewing it
or to write plays, the theatrical profession in one's shirt-sleeves from the top gallery.
was so far removed from the common- It was in this fashion that I assisted at

place callings that we followed, that en- the first performance of "The Shau-
trance into it seemed an impossibility, graun," with Boucicault, Ada Dyas, Mon-
Playwriting was not taught in colleges, tague, and Harry Beckett in the cast.
and as for the players, they sought to pre- Boucicault's devotion to the old sod had
serve the footlight illusion by keeping given him an enormous Irish following,
apart from the common herd. Nor were and I think my friend and I were the only
they generally "received" in. society, and persons in the gallery that night who were
the few daring hostesses who entertained not of that race. \\ ell do I recall the de-
them were regarded by their compeers of lighted shouts of laughter that greeted
the social world as distinctly eccentric. Miss Dyas when she said in answer to

Consequently, we looked with great re- Montague's admission that he was "Eng-
spect upon those actors whom we chanced lish, you know/ "I remarked your mis- 

^^^ ^b ^M i^h. -*" _M_I_M_

to meet on Broadway, and there was not fortune."
one of us who would not have given his Since the days of which I write, I have
eye-teeth for even the slightest acquaint- lived through more than four decades of
ance with them. One whom I recall urban history and penetrated as many
with vivid distinctness was Lester Wai- layers of the crust that conceals the in-
lack, who sought to maintain the illusion nermost he.irt of the town from the eyes
of youth by the dye that imparted to his of the heedless and unsophisticated; but
gray mustache a deep-purple hue, by the earliest impressions are the most lasting,
swagger in his walk, and by the all- especiaUy when seen through the perspec-
conquering boldness with which he "gave live of later years and e r-changing
the eye" to every good-looking young conditions. Kven if another decade <
woman he passed. Of quite another t\ j>e life be granted me, it will carry with it no
was Harry Montague, who appeared more knowledge, no fresh experience, that will
frequently on Fifth Avenue than Broad- dim my remembrance of the city that I
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fi saw with the sanguine, receptive the noise of the elevated roads ceases,
brain of youth. the vast swarms of aliens melt away, ^^m

g of those years which, though leaving the native-born once more in
m as we measure time, are still evidence; and all the old conditions and

d frag mv m 5 atmosphere of New York return, bringing
overgrown metropolis shrinks to its with them the blessings of comparative
former size; aut ear, peace and quiet.

Ethnan
BY GARY GAMBLE LOWNDES

ILLUSTRATION BY O. J. GATTER

ANGDON EYRE is said irrelevantly. "Why weren't you
back from France. I born a girl? How many hearts knew
hope to keep him until breaking in the Land of Widows?"
October; but he is a He smiled. "More heads than hearts;
rolling stone, although the sand-bag shields the heart/' He
the Germans did stop crooked his trigger finger.
him, for a time, in the I thought of the three February days
Argonne. I met him at when, made ranking officer by death, with

the pier, at six, when his steamer docked, a handful of his men he held a salient in
Midnight found us still talking. the Argonne Wood.

We sat in the library of his town house; " War's over for to-night," I said. " Us
the yellowed newspapers, stuffed under ne passeront pas. Leave it to the poilus.
the Charles Street window-sills, showed Tell me about the Balkans, Some of your
murder headlines of an August five years letters were postmarked 'Uskub/ "
gone. Beyond the circle of the shaded Instead of answering, he began repeat-
lamp the wide room lay in shadow. Tali, ing, half to himself, something in French.
sheeted chairs loomed ghostly here and "What's that?" I asked.
there, like shafts of Moslem tombs. "The Almond Blossom Song," he re-
Through the garden window, at our plied.
backs, the wandering night breeze floated. " 'Qui sait, quand la belle saison finira, lequel de
Things smelt of linen, dust, and rose. At nous sera encore en vie? Soyez gais, soyez
times a resurrected electric fan awakened, pleins de joie, car la saison du printemps
roared resonantly, chirred, and slept. ^ passe vite, elle ne durera pas.

" 'Ecoutez la chanson du rossignol; la saison
vernale s'approche. Le printemps a de-

Q isn't it?" I d " That's ploye un berceau de joie dans chaque bos-
twelve just striking on the clock next quet, ou 1'amandier repand ses fleurs ar-
door; you can hear it ticking through gentees. Soyez gais, soyez pleins de joie,
the wall. Your throat? KeeDiner vou uo car la saison du printemps passe vite, elle nc

durera pas/ "
m Ln, with my million ques-

tions ? "Is that what the Balkans remind you
m of?" I asked. "Well, how are the wo-

He rose and threw at full*" men? Pretty? Different?"
length, upon a sofa. Against the dark " 'In the harem/" said Langdon, " 'are to

morocco his clear face lay in sharp re- ninety flowers, but their savor is the
lief. same/ ' Pretty ?' Yes. Some-theGeor- "r

"You are too handsome, Langdon," I gian women of the chiefs. More beauty
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passes by this doorstep in a single day joined the French. Our barracks being
than all the East can show in fifty years." only partly up, my company was billeted

" 'The fabled East/ " I said, " is mostly on the town. First, I was quartered on a
humbug, squalor, dirt, smells, hot streets, Greek, and then on an Armenian Jew.
and ugly women." It was moving to change fleas. I had

"That is the real East," he answered, some gold left, and soon managed to find
"the low, hot East of the tourist. The lodgings in a house at the end of the vil-

alkans are the Near East, the high, cool lage. Two girls I knew lived there. They
Kast of hill and mountain. I like Albania, were sisters. Niki, the-" He had a
1 spent some time there, and had many fit of coughing.
friends. "The fog in my throat," he said.

"Albania/' I said. "The Romans "Hand me the water-pitcher."
called it 'Robber Land/11 "I'm not going to remonstrate again/'

"The name clings/' said he. "In the I told him. "You're the doctor."
mountains, though somewhat tamed, the He resumed, his voice growing stronger.
rifle is the law. But the chiefs are real "Saiga is hardly a town, hardly a vil-
chiefs; their stone-wall houses can with- lage, in spite of its railway. It is merely
stand a siege-the last remains of feudal a double row of low stone cottages front-
Europe. There is no middle class; it's the ing a single street, dust or mud, according
velvet jacket or the horse-hair capote, to the season; hog-wallowed and none too
They have some culture. You sit on the clean. But that street is a street of al-
floor, eating messy somethings with your monds. Not the pink-flowered almond of
fingers; a governess gives French lessons the South, but a wild-plum almond, hav-
in the next room; but white-kilted guards ing no scent or fruit. The peasants love it
stand by, with yataghan and rifle." for its white blossom. Almonds, almonds

"Any game?" I asked. everywhere. Each littered yard, each
"Plenty," he replied. "Hare, wood- ragged garden, has its cluster. They

cock, francolin, and boar. In the moun- crowd the roofs, they choke the lanes,
tains near Saiga, in the eyalet of Uskub, they overflow into the prairie. Niki and
gazelle are found on the large preserves. Lipa, my girl friends, were refugees from
We coursed them with hawk and grey- the country. They were comely peasant
hound. Sometimes the daughters of the girls, high-breasted, kind, and strong.
chiefs rode with us. They rode astride, Niki, the younger, hardly eighteen, was
but always veiled or visored-Albania is the strongest woman in the eyalet. She
semi-Turkish. Sometimes a veil was torn, could lift an ox. She took no fooling.
a velvet visor fell. Accident, spill, or The soldiers knew it. Their house wa
brushing thorn branch. That " the last on the street, and the last l>efore

"What was her name?" I asked, inter- the hills began. Our northern outposts
rupting. " Irene or Zaidee ? " were near by. Opposite, a spring gushed

"That was the life," he continued, from a mound of almond-covered rocks
" Green valleys, Arab horses, greyhounds, into a rough granite basin, and overflowed
and gazelles. The last month of my wan- into the street. The stone-paved gutter
dcrings found me back at Saiga, where I was an icy brook. At sunset the village
had hunted first and stayed longest. The girls came-friends of Niki's-I soon
war was on. The French had seized the knew them. Every evening, when I
town. The roads were blocked; the single on post, they sat around me on the rock>.
railway was swamped; barracks were and we sang together. I taught them the
springing up like mushrooms; soldiers 'Almond Blossom Song.' It spread " 

-^-i^ - A " * * *

swarmed; murder stalked. In the moun- wildfire. Niki served wine and cakes, and
tains all was as in the old time: brooding Lipa played her mandolin. We had gay
blood-feuds paid in full; houses sacked and parties-discipline was French. Usually
burned; families scattered and destroyed, they came in a troop and al\vay> ran away
' Robbers all at Parga.' " (He hummed together, like brown-legged partridge I

called them 'The Covey of the Fountain/ - 
^^^^^

the old song.) "More soldiers cam
Serbs, Greeks, Colonials, Senegal One evening they brought a stranger, a
God knows what-a j>otpourri of war. 1 dark girl in orange bodice and short,
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ack skirt streaked with scarlet slashes; dier.' Well, that night I dreamed about
d» X. ^^ * *- *1- -*" ^ ̂ ^f ̂B- ^' ̂ ̂ -^ the mountains. All day I was restless

the spread feathers of a redstart. and haunted. I roamed through the bar-
hair was thick, black as night, and massed racks aimlessly. Sentry-go would never

m"^-*- A come. It came at last, but the covey
lacquered cigarette-tray hung by a b] le came alone. They laughed, seeing my
ribbon from her shoulder. She had srm 1, wandering gaze. A red-haired minx, with
shapely feet, and wore light sandals. The whom I sometimes walked, said: 'Lang-
girls seemed rather shv of her. She did don's Doll is very strong. The stranger's
not Ik. b sat quietly upon foim- cigarettes are stronger/ Niki did not
tain edge listening to singing seem to hear.
trailing her fingers in the water. I spoke
to her and bought her stock of cigarettes. war d nearer. The north

m C?-' was overrun. The Engli came. My
the cigarettes the girls. The> d on oost from^-" A

laughed and looked at Niki, but ! ten to midnight. The covey days were
was singularly silent. Next evening ended. One night Niki stood with me, at
stranger ca again. I bought her the fountain. She was restless and would
of cigarettes again, and pas them m . We were to leave

When the covey left, she re- d We d every
mained sitting on the fountain edge, trail- a month, but somehow we were
ing her fingers in water. Presently still at Saiga. mid -^^^r-

she rose and went away. I watched breeze was blowing from the south; the
long, swift gait, until she vanished down m ds, past full bloom, were d * * ^+-*r

the street. petals. bathed in soft
"I turned to Niki. ight, lay s in with white
" 'Who is that girl?' I asked. m Frogs in little
"She pretended not to hear. marshes. ingales sang in the
"I asked again: 'W is that girl ?? thickets, and from the neighboring house-
" 'No one knows/ < N- tops. with
V, (, d 'Who soldier lovers. Niki suddenly dropped

is she?7 m hand. ' There/ she said, pointing
"'Ask 1 N down the street. 'Pity her/ She went

came with soldiers. She sells to sol- the house. The stranger
diers.' with long, swift, mountain strid< and"e>

"Shelai d hal at m barring rifle. She was
d ged. The tray d

were gone m d
"Niki was very jealous; delinquencies d belted iack d

on my part always brought on a scene, wool. d
She loved me with hale, pagan passion, waist. h
Once, when standing sentry at the foun- dust. d
tain, I sang in her native tongue the 'Al- " ' You have cut your foot/ I said, lay-
mond Blossom Song/ with Lipa's clear d d^ ^^

tenor piercing the woodland voices of the dge. I wet my handkerchief
chorus, she rushed forward, seized me, ithed foot. The handkerchief
lifted me, and, holding me at arms' turned d The foot lay, white, within
length, ran with me, rifle and all, twice m
around the fountain. Setting me down, " ' Little foot/ I d, touching it,
she tore open her bodice and knelt at my 'next time use deeper staining. You have
feet, with head thrown back, pressing my d , ^

rifle-stock against her breast. The laugh- d foot of happy mountain valleys.'
ing girls, struck suddenly dumb, looked "Long shudderings seized her. Tears
on in awed understanding. Thenceforth b
the village had new names for us. She H cl
was 'Langdon's Doll' I was 'Niki's Sol- dwelling/



Next evening the stranger came again.-Page 750,

751
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"The south breeze blew; the full moon there. The train backed in; rifles
rode; the almonds bowed and sifted d: feet st ; canteens and
white; the showering petals filled her hair, packs were 'Entrez!7 the ser-
From the doorstep Niki watched. In the geants shou bi and
garden Lipa's clear voice rose, singing d aboard id
with her soldier lovers. windows. The whistle blew; the doors were

;d; the train pulle
"At ight I walked with h down d with f-^ m

the street, arm d waist, h >wn arms waving
pres to cheek, in soldier-sweetheart the windows. The fountain girls
fashion. doorways, ran close b tossing granates
laughed. Niki has lost her d i 5 back in md-blos-

soldier.7 At the southern outpost the time/ d. ' Bring Enver's
sentry smiled sed m be- turban for your Farewell, s

d soldier/ Enver wears his turban yet.
« < I shall not be 7 I W b d were transferred

said. 'But I will ? did to France. I did my bit until the Ger-
not answer, but turned ; gassed me in the Argonne.77
uncertain. Then 'This/ d He breast pocket,
her hand u m idt "metning
m; an antque coin worn th "That's Saiga ^ all I brought
wi f wear. I wrenched i away 77 he said. found it in mv kit.

her. She put it to her lips-I N id it."
thought to bite it. I was d H d it to m
gered. *' A cigarette-case," I "It7s

"'Iforgot/I ' No ne-d li made of? Bone? "
your teeth. It is j d. And m 2 answered. " Gazelle horn.77
over. Take it, you sell to soldiers/ "What's this/7 I asked, "set in the

" She s me w ? Looks like gold. Oh, I see a
brave, ^ eyes Then she went con. m out 'C-
away, \\ long, swif tain ligula.7 "
stride,77 Newly-carved

a falcon and a e: d"^tatj-r

Langdon coughed. " r are skilful artists/7 he said.
"Niki did not lose her soldier the next " 7s another word/7 I continued,

day/7 he continued, "nor the next, nor "ui ,he orevhound. 'Ethnan.7 Ara-V

for many days. At last the order came, bic, isn't it? 99
I gave my horse and guns to Lipa. I gave " Hebrew/7 he replied. .. W known
Niki my ring, my travelling-case, and all in soldiers7 quarters/7
my gold. At sunrise we mustered in the "What m
train-shed. All the village folk were "The h 7 d



\VO regrettable facts in life spring of her life lay in the work itself ? It ought
tartly from the same 

1 I* 1 1 1 1 * «u % *
cause; the to be a delight to interpret before enthusi-

'acts are chronic unhappiness and astic audiences masterpieces of music.
>lovenly work, both of which are too com- Most persons are afraid to confess
mon to escape observation. The cause is either that they are happy or that they
the inability of the average person to enjoy their work. Some are supersti-
combine duty and pleasure. The ma- tipus, and fear that if they say they are
jority are forever seeking pleasure outside happy, some jealous and mysterious force
of the job, and when the job is purely will take their happiness away; others are
mechanical perhaps they are not to be so afflicted by the insidious disease of self-
blamed. If, by some miracle, the factory pity that they have acquired the habit of
worker or miner could perform his task as regarding themselves as protagonists in
the old-fashioned carpenter, shoemaker, tragedy. Two weeks of influenza would
or mediaeval artisan worked at his spe- make their ordinary daily activities seem
cialty, the "labor problem" would be more alluring. ~
verv nearly solved. No doubt the nature One of the reasons for commending theW W f

of the task would have to change as well sincerity of that strangely assorted pair,
as the mind of the laborer. I regard my- Mencken and Nathan, is that both enjoy
self as an extremely fortunate man in their lives and their work so ardently,
many ways, and particularly in this- and never hesitate to proclaim the fact.
that the work by which I make my living I suppose I differ from each and both of
is a constant delight; it is exactly what I those men on nearly every conceivable
should wish to do if I lived on invested topic except on this; and I defy them to
capital. Even if I were a millionaire, I get any more fun out of life than I.
could not more enjoy doing voluntarily The conventional attitude toward
the things which I am now forced to d work, that duty and pleasure cannot live
teaching, learning, lecturing, and writing, together, is taken, curiously enough, by
The pleasantest thought that I have on Franklin P. Adams, whose verse and prose
rising in the morning is the necessary in the New York World add so much hap-
work that awaits me; do you wonder that piness to our daily existence. Some time
I call myself fortunate? ago in this magazine, I wrote, "More

I am sorry for those whose work has in people ought to read Milton for pleasure/1
it nothing of the spirit of adventure; but F. P. A. did me the honor to comment on
I remonstrate with those who, although the remark; he thinks oughtness and plea-
their work is individual and creative, still sure cannot be associated. "The word
regard it as drudgery. I was talking a 'ought1 ought not to be in the same sen-
little while ago with one of the leading tence with the word 'pleasure.'" Well,
singers of the Metropolitan Opera House. I think it ought to be, and that if the two
She said: "The public have a completely words were more frequently combined,
mistaken idea of the life of a prima donna; the sum of human happiness would be in-
thcy think it must be wonderfully happy, creased. Only to-day I read this obiter
filled with pleasure, meeting the gayest dictum. ut duty may often best be
people, having constant excitement, be- performed if it is viewed more as a plea-
ing taken out to dinner every night. As sure than as a job." Who wrote that
a matter of fact, it is a life of the hardest homily ? Ralph Waldo Emerson ? The
and most unremitting toil, scarcely any author is George Jean Nathan.
fun at all." Did she not make the cardi- I am sorrv for all who have to seek

rial error of forgetting that the chief fun happiness out>ide of office hours. The
VOL. LXXIIL-48 753
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blue d not require an expensive tennis genius th d h ever
and elaborate equi for his pursuit. Norm s.^ -^ rookes, Aus-
Many people speak of the careless happi- tralia." mind
ness of childhood, as though in our infan- once to m ani-
cy happiness were chronic. It was not so William H d C^fi " * * * i

m At that primitive period, my J U d States. He said
d The h d to an aud: Jn-

exceptional events were the things of f w th us to-da one^^^^
b d >f the week, whose is a hold word one"w

while m Year, the whose me is known to every
U SO \V d dS

far as I am d William H Tart"w

for 1 ese special occasions. I -flecks db moved
children enjoy themselves, and in b edition :h the book
sant to contribute to t m- ~ t; will certainly d is a player of
but for my own part, I look forward genius, but he is also a Personality. He is

mas without a th D this dent d

m m ? On nent; th :h
,ry, it m d him as much as H

m Instead treatise contains not only v hints.
to b entertaining ane< d :ham ons

e only thing I a< m h Of A^

no interruption. If I < main suffi- matches, b
ciently healthy to work is all I re- in the seco mad
quire d hV ^*-r a major sport. reason why
excite in professional labor d m P d

d social life, so that I England to Am is largely owing to
k it is the usual thing d with

fear to lose rather than the unusual h d not

thing I wish to grasp. he standing ded
G i h d football, and is thought to bf

knew it in his child d d seem fficientlv m 1)T "* j»

be exactly the opposite of what I h seriously. In our country it is popular in
b d to d as m both d ts love

d his autobiography to ;h
he said that the ordinary daily existence tennis. ,k
of the average Russian was so unspeak- d m d m

"* families were jor sport, so that there will be in the eyes
d wh heir houses burned down, b f vouth as much

cause it was something diffe fferent. Even a half-b two
disaster was a relief. Cork led: tl

F serful writer. The chief 1 m Cup will stay in Ame a and,
pressed him at Coney Island was it; more important, the h L and
tense gloom and the expression of h of the average sc d * *

lessness he saw on all the faces. be improved For, M
W d nampion justly says, tne games mat receive among ion justly says, the that receive among
wn player of d, is an the young the highest plaudits are those

author as well as an athlete. I am read- that practically no one plays after leaving «" , 1 * 11 1 r j 1 *
college. Men do not play footb 4 " IVbook. " Sinerles and b

H ^p-m ̂^t- -^B- - row in shells, nor run around
ig, for on page 26 he says that wi f exceptions, play
McLoughlin was seventeen and d* v- ^^^

page 27 that he is now only thirty-three, long as one lives. >ne becomes expert
Furthermore there are many typographi- earlv. bv beerinnir h the rierht method.
cal errors, due apparently to carelessness. m m d

m must b d
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I m glad that Mr. Tilden pays a Hard upon this tidings came the state-
J j _jserved tribute to Maurice Me- ment of Mr. Fitzsimmons that before the
Loughlin, of California, the most beloved match he had been drugged. This ques-
player who ever swung a racket. It was tion was referred to the greatest fighter of
the appearance of this individual on the all time, that mundane philosopher, John
courts that changed not only the pace of L.Sullivan. He meditated a moment and
the ̂ ame but gave it its present prodig- handed down the following decision: "I
ions popularity. As a mere spectator and have ad vise-d Fitz to cut out the dope talk.
player-for-the-fun-of-it, I am certain that It is of course possible that he had been
McLoughlin not only revolutionized the doped, but it is my opinion that the cop
-port but is mainly responsible for a revo- he got on the jaw in the second round had
lution in the attitude of the public. He something to do with his feelings."
did more for tennis than any other man. Let me add that I never saw a prize-
Here is what Mr. Tilden says: "Mac ap- fight, and have no intention of seeing one.

d m His But professional fisticuffs do not shock
m f <"» A V lead me, and I see no reason for all the hurly-
when he missed a shot, his never fw iling burly against them. Thousands of good

d nature under any ci m ices, people who are shocked because two ath-
m . the letes strike each other with fists uphold

h m b 'iant murder between nations as not only neces-
Mc- sary, but holy. If I could swallow a

f d who camel, I would not strain at a gnat.
carried the doctrine of the game to all The all-but-universal interest in a prize-
classes. It is to him that Am fight is a fact that we must recognize. It
the change of tennis from a cl may be lamentable, but there is no good
to one of national importance."^^"- ^^» -^"- pretending it isn't so. It extends itself

McLoughlin was popular not only be- into unsuspected localities. Let me re-
cause of his magnificent, reckless attack, peat here a true story I told in The Nation
(for his defence lay in his invincible at- years ago. My father was an orthodox
tack), but b the irresistible Baptist minister. He was a good man

rn of ry one who saw and is now with God. He had never men-
him loved him. He was an ideal sports- tioned the subject of prize-fighting and I
man. When he lost the chamDionshio in was not aware that he took the slightest
1915 hundreds of spectators wept unre- interest in it. When he was well over

d O ry, seventy, I was reading the news to him
"Maury is beaten!91 Was th one day, and I read the head-line, "Cor-
stronger tribute to the personality of an bett Whips Sullivan." I was about to pass
athlete? And on to matters of importance, when to my

>m f amazement he leaned forward and said"" ^ ^^ ^^^ta^^'

kill just when he should have been earnestly: "Read it by rounds."
at h best, h he sa of A man of some intellectual distinction
knowing that h told me a little while ago that he would
both fine and r rather be the champion prize-fighter than

There is only one person whom the have any other honor. "Just think, how
crowd loves more than a good winner, and wonderful it must be to visit any city in

is a good loser, whether the thing lost the world and know that you can lick any
i Presidencv of the United States or a man in the town !" He paused and added

tennis chamnionshi W. H thoughtfully: "And to realize that th<
M. E. McLoughlin are universally be- know it too.

d. All statesmen and athletes should The best book about prize-fighting is ^^_ 
- ^_.

d to their example. Bernard Shaw's "Cashel Byron's Pro-
Nothing wearies the public more than a fession." It is the best, not only because
controversy after defeat. it is the best-written, but because there

I b :WS is no idealization, as in football stories.
Mr. Robert Fitzsimmons had been It is a proft ion, and an exceedingly prac-

James J tical one, where the financial rewards are
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high, and the physical danger not nearly for children, or for grown-ups, except as r * »

so great as in many other callings. historically illustrating the spirit of
In the April number I expressed my time in d

undying admiration for that American d who I icr
classic, "Casey at the at. I would book or not is entirely a m
have given the author's name, had I terof
known it. I have been informed that there hose who do not eniov read

the writer is Ernest L. Thayer, who was Buny d ift, so much the
graduated from Harvard in 1885, and who worse for them. These two authors are
now lives in Santa Barbara. The authen- not r iarlv so interesting historically as
tic version, which differs in some details they are actually. They are classics, not
from the one so thrillingly recited by De b h heir own period,
Wolf Hopper, was printed many years ago but b they illustrate-both with
in the Worcester Gazette, with some inter- amazing literary art-the fund
esting information. Mr. Thayer was and eternal traits in an nature.
Ivy Orator of the class of 1885 at Har- Th "

vard, and was also president and editor- in he world as th
in-chief of The Lampoon. After gradua- o hundred
tion he was, for a time, on the staff of the dav has ! d
San Francisco Examiner, in which news- them, so he is still needed. "G
paper the poem made its first appearance. Travels" d
It was copied widely, often with local until the millnnium is reached nd
names substituted. The mighty Kelley, one who thinks the millennium
when requested to make a speech, used to be blind A Pilgrims P
recite it, using his own name instead of ress," I should like to mmend to
that of Casey. In the first edition the political heresy-hunters, and to th
poem was signed " Phin " and the name of h to kill or im d m
the author was not discovered until he who ress opinions contrary to their
was living in Worcester, to which city he trial scene in Vanity Fair.
moved from San Francisco. Years ago, I think it would be well if more twen-
at a benefit at Wallack's Theatre, when h-century children read the classics
two league teams were present, this poem d the e stuff now ar-"

was recited, with cyclonic effect. For d "to meet their need
many theatrical seasons De Wolf Hopper day is, and to-morrow is cast into the
was forced to recite it between the acts of oven. Harold Waldo, the California nov-
whatever comic opera he happened to be elist, author of " S B Mars
producing; audiences would yell " Casey" Country, m in reference to what
until he was compelled to declaim it. I said of Coooer. D S oanish
Now his voice will be heard in this poem War, when he was a little boy, h
to all eternity, for it is a victrola record, ing to build a rep of A
As for Ernest L. Thayer, he should have der the d b - j-

the satisfaction of knowing that his base- b instituted foreman. Wal-
ball ballad will outlast nearly every Amer- do's fath d just brought home from
ican work written at the same period. Detroit a set of Cooper, and anded

With reference to my remark in the his son to leave his tools and
March number that "Pilgrim's Progress" reading. My heart vearned d* -

and "Gulliver's Travels" are among the forgotten ow -but soon enough I was
best books for children, the State libra- deep in the woods around Otsego with
rian for Iowa asks me if I have tried mil d the ark-on the strange
these on any normal twentieth-century Glimmerglass, h N Bumppo,
child. I have not. He has, and reports a H II hgook, Judith, and
signal failure. He proceeds to inquire if I the rest! Heavens alive, what a spell of
myself have reread these books. I have, 1m me se-r

and enjoyed them. He has tried and verely next day for deserting m
failed. He adds: "These classics seem to The result was that he borrowed 'Deer- - A t --

have outgrown their usefulness as books slayer' 'off me' and in a few days was
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pestering us for 'The l/.\ e Mohi- })" did not me colon. H<-r<-pbYd that h
cai s.' So it v rit, on <\ wn the list to h;id none. She ac«>rdintfly pirn haste 1 a
"I e I'i-.users' ;tf ml 'The ]'i H box of water-colon and p n ntc-dtlx i

K father's and mv h the hoy. That was the first set of colon
that }»>y\ osc used by John Singer i. t.
friVnds once m h<> i- The attack <>n the compulsory study of
m He par- mathematics, which I launched in the

d me m and ting I " hruary numl>er, has brought, me many
m mber and other materials and the exceedingly interesting letters, and f am
loan of th "00 3, h ' pleased to see that the teachers of mathe-

do had Be fath f matics are those who most lu-ariily ap-
more parents would share their literary prove of what I said. Perhaps this is :

entureswith th hildren, as th mailer for wonder. It mu i he unplea-
actual ones like ! h ov sant to teach the subject to those who e sunje
hooks mi^ht he acquired early and re- have no talent f<> r it. In my own case, i
m;nn a f d a sola after tc-ach me mathematics w like trying to iry
" eased to be attractive. Collect a bill from a man wh h ad no

ch in rValdo's h-ttrr is a money, or like urging a p;iralyiic to jump.
f "edatory nature of The superintendent of ichools in New

bo h ij er lx;ast toward Roc he-lie, Dr. Albert Leonard, writes as
mall ?'i-r nation )ov.-;ird follow :

Y weaker. When my brother was a I have read with hc-arty appr al what y say
I he was held up on his way to < hool, in Sa for February a! it tin- »ei
hi-, entire fortune-nine cents-take; that has been done hy the w! Uyun justify'I

\-ay frcjm him by 'Ih ice ujx>n mathcrnat i< s as a pert of a
;xt day he encoun r u ffi ". ,-" ', uar tir-lyri; ' in > ntc-ntionthat mathcmati'S sbouM >» !><" mjuir<-d of all
id the big boy, w h a look of Studrnts. Thk true of hi^h-school no less than
'ocence, in'-isted .t one of the pen- f college students. As a university dean for

es was counterfi ancl demanded a . . ; . . ...

«><\ one in exchanj He then called the in determining our coll <,f study. Ihave rejoiced that you have spoken so vigor
whole thing square d doubt lea h mst a most defect in - legc r
h "een . T. h fjuip ment*. It is rtf iin« to find a uni r-ity

esman. >rof» r who has ail\;in<><\ so far toward t

' e pages I praised th publish as ur H arti'le shows you to
A ustus Thomas's autobi ve done.Dgrapny
making it a light }>ook, easy to hc>ld. Arthur Sherburnc Hardy, formerly

Just after rcacling my comp>liment l'rr>- rofewor of mathematics at Oarimoiitl
les r i \V. C. Meyer, of Koch ater ("nitcd States mini-.ter to Greece

'1 a ' -rm o Jiible printed in to J'er i, to Switzerland, to pain, and
five pounds, and all the time a di j^ui-.hed America

h l> bo nforting nd novelist, wr es me his opinion, which I
which translate: N however, need not say, fills me with elation
h he grace of C. we have f for many ears the hear] of a College

fi jm dt k in omf orta t. part ment of mat hematic, may I voice my a;
d : shape 'I " >1( 1 of r r views on the educational value of

eaders w hardv at hematics as txpreswl in the February
ScKfftXER9s cally: Beyond geometry and

The American poet, Jicnjamin R. C elementary algebra the fur ursuit of mat)
Ix>w, sends me the following inttr jn tics by the v * ral student is of littU- valu-
aneal alin h one of the f oremos either disciplinary or pra< t iral. < Geometry is and
men in America, "My grandmother, Mr ?ht ' > l/e in the curriculum f'>r mental dii

pline. In demon'-1 rating a proposition of l.uclid
A. A. Jxiw, was spending &orn< me in th the miivI s following Densely a slender logical
sou " Oner thread with no extraneous J > of

hile taking a walk by the water, she sa mis-step is easy and fatal and difi/ t * cv
a young hoy sk h h he It makes f'*r Hr^e, exact thinking. I< ' the exa hmkinrffeomr ical methrxi as a meth"i of resear< h has

pped to watch him, and at once w»*» *r*r , , derl As such, even in passing from
.hat he had la asked him why the simple r of the an le ami triaade to
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the conic sections it becomes increasingly cumber- d strengthen a boy's b to try
some, and beyond these it taxed even the geniusof Newton. every day to lift a safe.

In learning geometry for analysis, discipline dv of
vanishes. This language of analysis whose alpha- plane try d my reasoning
bet we begin to acquire in algebra is a wonderful faculties. Alas, I don't know whether it
organ of expression. It has enabled us to reach h
results for which no other language is adequate, I only know it
JL U^LllUO 1VX »V H1VAX X1V/ V/^J.1^1. ftOrUg LlCl^t-* ij Ctt-*^^ LICbLl') »
but the college student who gets beyond this al- no*> *or tttC e reason that I learned
phabet and elementary grammar, L e., who ac- d rattledj

quires this language in the sense of making it what like a parrot, without the d
it was designed to be, an instrument of research, is m t. d
a rare case. For the average student it has only
the value that the alphabet of any language has foot of the class in mathem
and no more- and almost no disciplinary value the head in Dure lode, indi
whatever. Errors in geometrical reasoning are reasoning, and in John Stuart Mill's
logical ones, correctedby hard//«nWng-in analy- "Principles of Logic/' which we Studied sis they are largely clerical, corrected by the eye. <;ic hpv ^rp arcrplv rlprirnl rnrrprrpn nv thp p\7f> o

In short, geometry should be retained for men- d

tal discipline, and enough algebra to secure inde- igelow Tarbell.
pendence of mental arithmetic. Beyond that I To turn m

special student, nor am I disparaging my own -.-, , would not go. Of course I am not speaking of the whjch - j;k turning Slough of
subject. But further pursuit of the science for Despond to "** M

m
the average student is as futile as advanced musi- d h fllwin w lm
cal instruction for the man without a musical ear. vorth reading: " Th
For the "gift" for mathematics is no less uniquethan that for music. J ' by Lilla Cabot Perry;

"Songs of Unrest/5 Bernice Lesbia
d no idea that mv d K<w "The Tide Comes In,"

required m m would b out Cl t d Youth/' by
letters f >m n I Dixon Thayer, " W on

A^ed M

in the Yale Literary zine Arthur M Russell
Hardy's novel, "The Wind of Destiny, ' her portrait of

made a lasting im m^-f d William Dean Howells beng
mind I member yet how J went the best likeness of him She
away with his wife's glove. Seventee has written much verse, a small fraction
years later he published a sequel, "H of which she consents to print. There are
Daughter First/' which I reviewed in The some fine p in this new volume. H

H husband^r ""-""

be inferred by the fact that his first name appears so often in the "Letters of -»- -*

ments of Q William and Henry J
d his latest, "N b.-._,.-, . u 

ca he has

d 1017 I talent for almost everything except pub-
maintained that the study of m d self-ad t.
pointed toward the evil one, i Miss Kenon's little book is her first;
proof of it. the p are graceful, and the sonnets

I also believe that original novelists especially good. M "^^^p- """ -^"-

d dram are, as a rule, good at of Youth" signalizes her first appearance
m m d in verse, though d
study of it. Look at Thomas H "r f " books in prose. This is far superior to
J W. J. Locke, William them. The spirit of youth, health, and
McFee. and Arthur H I never spontaneous happiness inspires her work.
wrote a novel or a play, and I suspect tha M Mv

one reason why I could not attain even Sinton Leitch also makes her debut as a
m "m poet. m is well named, being
the vacuum in my brain where there 1 of fact and fancy. She has a decided-
should be the mathematical bumn. I m

insist that the study of mathematics not being the daughter of the classical scholar,
only did me no benefit, but was positively Charlton T. Lewis, and the sister of the

m m M
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hose death in March ear village in K th and South
d ent A d She was theV

Wood is, of course, one of our best-known greatest actor I ever saw, and I have seen
American poets. I k "The Tide S h, I)u>e, Irving, J
C es In" is superior to anything he has Mansfield, Barrett, Possart, Kainz,

dA full of arrest- Mounet-Sully, Feraudy, Coq in, Gui-
ing lines. d was, however, at her

In a ition to these single volumes of best in purely theatrical pieces, just as
me call attention to a m k

popular work by that skilful anthologist, Lyons Mail" than in Shakespeare. I
Valdo Richards, called " High Tide, liked her me Sard
, by the way, is the name of the town or Rostand. ;er shall I forget her

where Edwin Arlington Robinson was 1
1)0 d with wh 1892. and out

holoev beeins. It has had fourteen the"**-ff ^ tre exhausted. It was a display
printings in America since 1916, and d

,h One hun- or since.
dred 

* "* 

twenty contemporary English H^^*-

d Am m car in 1906. Sh b^^
:onfined to cheerful she acted La Dame aux Camelias" with

ve^mff There is enough of great spirit. After the play I led a group
her kind to 1) elsewhere; so d undergraduates bchi*»

Mrs. R] * A A ̂  the scenes. I made a spee b
putting h a vol ime where all the h. which d her, but wh I
poetry i Id be optimistic. Readers are, grand

Darned by me that they will in ookedf
have nothing of the undoubted in firm d"

d man. She made no comment until she

m A met Kenneth McKenzie, who is now*-'
mood d th ment >m

To see Thomas Hardy in this joyous languages in the University of Illinois.
it our antholo- "McKenzie! McKenzie!" she exclaimed

gist, who can extract honey un- in an irresistible accent, "quel drole d
d s in- nom!" Then I asked her if she woul* ^-* "

spiring poem, "The Year's Awakening." like to hear the Yale cheer, and
Shelley said, "Our sweetest songs are d a passionate d \Ye

h that tell of sad thought." I ded her, and gave the .. long
d mvself forced to diffc Our sweetest"/ leer,
igs are those written b he best poets, eat i i-r

mattei ̂^^H^ what the subiect m It is, When she to a memb th
asT. >be a as Chauncey McCormick, of.» "*--' junior

d being. Pessimism bring m "plied to her in such beauti-
fort to the heart that no sunshine societ> e said: ''Ah, what a
can bestow. I w^ * V «. A A V M 4 * &_ V A A^ t, I had nice bo Your mother must have
rather read a m written bv a brousrhi^.^ - _ *

d excellent French." was atJ at per-
by a poetaster. and the motto on her stationeryw

The death - Bernhardt on exactly exptv- her d d
March 26 was felt in every town and life-(J



O you lead a regular life? Do you cook I know is a French bonne on her native
know how to plan a schedule for soil. A dinner, even a morning cup of choc-
yourday? Those are the first ques- olate, is for her a work of art; and it is

tions they ask you in the advertisements of as futile to demand that she deliver it when
those depressing little books on " personal the clock strikes eight as it would be to ex-
efficiency." In the Middle Ages men gave pect a painter to complete a masterpiece at

unlimited thought and care, spent a given hour. Of course, her method has
The Scheduled

ir substance, tried the most its inconveniences, but they are more than f ^

fantastic and improbable devices, compensated by the piquancy it adds to
for the purpose of saving their souls; now, life.
with the same eager and pathetic energy, W should we try to make the daily
they labor for the purpose of saving their round as dull as possible by taking out the
time. The same curious credulity, the same small sporting element of irregularity ?
desire to believe which once sent them into When you first venture into a foreign land,
convents and on long pilgrimages, leads when you first endeavor to make yourself
men to-day into the offices of efficiency ex- understood in an alien tongue, the small
perts who guarantee to transform them in happenings of every-day life become thrill-
six weeks from earners of two thousand to . ing events. Ordering a dinner is a perilous
earners of ten thousand dollars a year. And adventure; a morning's shopping a whole
always the systems begin with talk about a romance. Once you are thoroughly at home
scheduled life, the careful regulation of one's in the language the glamour fades. so
day so that events occur always at the same if you insist on scheduling your daily life,
hours-horrid thought. on knowing always beforehand just what

The idea is not confined to efficiency ex- you are going to do at a given time, it be-
perts, either. Everywhere we are pursued comes nothing but a deadening routine; but
by the spirit of schedule making. Schools, leave it to chance and the dictates of fancy,
especially boarding-schools, are ruthless in and it will surprise you with its excitement* *

their attempts to stiffen the rising genera- and charm. And after all isn't a charming,
tion into set paths; doctors are always talk- an exciting, an interesting life more to be
ing about schedules and regular regimes; desired than an efficient one? Living on
railroads tie us to a horrible exactness; even schedule will, quite possibly, make your life
otherwise kindly housewives insist on run- efficient; but it will also, quite certainly,
ning their homes by the clock. make it uninteresting. Also, though it may

It is surely the height of bad logic to eat increase your salary, the schedule will in-
m ^v icause it happens to be, say, seven- evitably bar your way to greatness. Can
thirty. There are days when you are you think of any really great man who led
starved by six; there are others when you a scheduled life; slept eight hours every
have no desire for food before nine. The night, breakfasted always punctually at
hour has nothing to do with it. Of course, seven-thirty, caught the eight to the city,
if you want to dine with other people you lunched at twelve on a glass of milk and two
must effect a compromise of some sort; but sandwiches, and so on, and on, and on, and
to dine at an earlier hour than you wish to on? Generals, of necessity, lead irregular
please your friend is infinitely more reason- lives with meals and sleep at any hour at
able, and less monotonous, than to dine at all, or not at all; yet when you talk of get-
an earlier hour than you wish to please the ting things done Caesar and Napoleon bulk
clock. The real difficulty, of course, is the large in the history of mankind. Or consider
cook. So many cooks are methodical by the contemplative type of man. Simeon
nature, so many more erstwhile charmingly Stylites stayed for years on the top of a
temperamental ones are forced, by wrong- pillar but he saved himself by irregular
headed mistresses, into an unnatural regu- meals; he got them only when his disciples
larity. The only perfectly incorruptible felt inclined to climb up the ladder and

760
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hand him something. And certainly, if you what it primarily claims to be - a harness
have ever watched a robin with a nest full shop. But, as one moves toward the chair
of fledglings, you know that the ravens did which he immediately desires to occupy
not feed Elijah at regular hours. Take art- in the welcoming spot, one is vaguely
ists: great artists of all kinds, painters, aware of having to steer his course carefully
writers, musicians, are notoriously tern- lest he hit something; and if one has tim<
peramental, which is the Philistine's word to linger an hour or so, he witnesses trans-
for being late to lunch. Businesslike mod- actions the variety of which amazes an
crn authors, it is true, will tell you that they delights him. Department stores in the
always sit at their desks from nine to one; city think that they must have many
but they will also tell you, if you press them, counters and floors, elevators, sales men
that on some days they write thousands of and women, floor-walkers, and what-not;
words and on others use only the x key on but this little harness shop modestly and
their typewriters. Where would the excite- humorously knows how to cater to every
ment be in golf or tennis if you were always human need without putting itself out atr
on your game? Why, even the world isn't all.
a perfect sphere; it is flattened on both ends, Serenity is its watchword, and haste :
quite irregular; it is undoubtedly meant as anathema to it. The native customer
a symbol. understands this and, drifting in through

the low portal, salutes the shopkeeper with
N the outskirts of a small New Eng- a nod, and if he s;iys anything at all, falls

land village stands a quaint estab- to discussing the weather. Nor does the
lishment which is worth journeying shopkeeper rise from the bench where he is

to see - especially in these days of stand- mending a bridle to ask what the customer
ardization, when all establishments, in the wants. Perhaps he does not want any-
country and city, are pretty much alike, thing. Perhaps he is not a customer but

and Avhen the racy individualism merely a friend dropping in for a chat.
icycles and

Sundries which once characterized New By and by however, casually, as if it did
England is in such regrettable not matter, a request is proffered, say, for a

process of dying out. dozen eggs.
It is popularly known as "the harness "Eggs?" says the shopkeeper, "Eggs! n

shop/' and probably that is its title role, Well, yes, I did have some, and I think they
the function with which it began its career were over by the new calicoes. Let me
many decades ago. Its most conspicuous see." He rises and hunts with a puzzled
sign-board still advertises it as the purvey- brow which clears presently. "Oh, here
or of everything pertinent to horses. But they are!" And, matter-of-fact as a con-
underneath one of its wide low windows is jurcr, he stoops and begins to gather eggs
a smaller sign which better expresses the from the otherwise empty coal-hod, not
scope of its present service: "Bicycles and in the least to the surprise of the cus-
Sundries." There is something haphazard tomer.
and helpless about the oddly mated pair of -If, however, the next customer is a
words, as if the owner of the shop was him- stranger to the valley, one of the "city peo-
self put to it to state just what he had in pie" in whom the beautiful region is begin-
stock, and the effect on the thoughtful ning to abound, there is nothing casual
passer-by is arresting and stimulating. about him and his surprise is frank.

Once inside the wide low room which "Good morning," he says, entering brisk -
harmonizes with the windows, one sees no ly with a light in his eyes which, to the
bicycles nor any space for a great range of initiated, indicates that he is putting some
sundries. A large and motherly old stove wager to the test, "I came in to see if I
stands in the centre of the uneven floor and can buy a pair of trousers here."
around it, winter and summer alike, some "Sure!" Once more the shopkeeper lays
< ustomers, actual or potential, are always aside his bridle and rises with the loose-
loitering. Pieces of harness hang from the jointed leisureliness peculiar to his class.
ceiling and against the walls, and there is a There is a twinkle in his eye. Perhaps he
dusty smell of grain in the dimly lighted, also divines the wager. "You want a good
rather heavy air. The place seems just pair, I suppose. Wool. Well, you wait a
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minute and I'll show you the best wool pants one of the villagers gave an afternoon tea,
I've had in stock for a year." and to the surprise of her guests, sweetened

He goes to a corner and, moving out of their beverage with lumps instead of granu-
his way an oil-stove, a tea-cannister and a lated sugar. "Lump sugar!" they cried
carpet-sweeper, opens a drawer and begins with one voice. "Why, where in the world
producing men's garments: coats, sweaters, did you get it?" "At the harness shop,"
trousers, socks. "There, you see! Ain't she replied as a matter of course.
they beauties? Only $6.95." And a whimsical smoker told me once that

Not many wagers are lost with such the fancy took him to refresh the memories
amusement and gratification as the man of his college days by smoking a peculiar
from the city displays, and presently he goes old-fashioned brand of tobacco no longer
chuckling away with his wool pants under easily procurable. "By Jove! if I didn't
his arm. find it in the harness shop ! It took some

A woman succeeds him, a "cottager," hunting. For once, the shopkeeper was al-
evidently in some doubt and a little apolo- most stumped. But, after scratching his
getic. head for a few minutes and poking around in

" Good morning. I read your sign and I two or three corners, he opened a drawer full
thought perhaps-you see, the cottage I've of tack-hammers and fountain pens, soap-
rented hasn't a dust-pan-but I don't sup- shakers, hair brushes, and knitting-needles,
pose " and there was my tobacco. I hadn't seen

"Why, certainly!" answers the shop- a box of it in fifteen years."
keeper. " I got a new line in a few days ago Nor are the triumphs of the harness shop
and I know just where to put my hand on always strictly practical. It has aesthetic
them." surprises in store for those who challenge it.

He goes to another corner and, with de- One summer one of the cottages bloomed
liberation, begins taking down hams. softly out in new wall-paper which called

For a minute the woman watches him; forth admiring comments from all its visi-
then, more doubtful than ever, interrupts: tors. "What lovely colors! What a dis-
"I think you must have misunderstood me. tinguished design! Of course you got it in
I said dust-pans, not hams." Boston or New York." " Indeed I didn't! I

The shopkeeper smiles. As if one could dare say I should have been silly enough to
confuse such dissimilar words! do just that if I'd known I was going to have

"Yes, I heard you all right," he explains to repaper before I came up. But when I
with a tolerant patience; "but, you see, the found that the roof had leaked during the"

dust-pans are behind the hams." winter and something must be done in a
Everything is behind something else; in hurry, I went to the harness shop and this

fact, to one who waits and observes, it ap- was the first thing which came to light from
pears that most things are behind many behind a stack of wash-tubs and gramo-
other things, the more incongruous the bet- phones."
ter. The shoes are behind the biscuit tins They say that the social practice of coun-
which, in turn, are behind the window try-store congregating has decreased in the
screens; and the big cheese, when not in req- last decade or two, and has wholly lost its
uisition, serves as a table for thimbles and freshness and intimacy. The few loafers in
scissors and a trowel or two. The ladies' the grocery stores of our village look self-
hat trimmings are in the same drawer with conscious and uneasy. But in the harness
the lamp-wricks and the garden seeds; and shop the old custom flourishes with all its
the breakfast cereals form a solid back- native spontaneity and assurance. During
ground for the alarm-clocks and hair tonics, the winter evenings, the stove is surrounded

Everything is there somewhere, however, by tilting chairs, and stories and tobacco
positively everything any customer might juice flow genially. Games of cards are
want; and, though the shopkeeper is some- played and newspapers and magazines are
times transiently at a loss, he never has to read. It makes no pretensions, the harness
reflect more than a second or two before he shop, but it is a thoroughly invaluable
goes straight to the article required. His institution, and sad would the valley be if
resourcefulness is famous. During the war, modern methods ever crowded it out.
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HARLES WILLSOX PKALK was among the leaders of their profession in
horn in St. Paul's Parish, Q America.
Anne County, Maryland, in 1741. Having early developed a talent for draw-

As the junior of Jc ing and in his boyhood tried his hand at
only four years and rtraits and land-
the senior of (iil- scape . Charles
bert Stuart and Willson Peale was

ohn Trumbull by not at libertv to0
fourteen or fifteen devote himself

years, his place is to theprofessionof
unquestionably an artist until he
among our early had learned and
American-born practised several
artists. t rades. The re-

What we must duced circum-
ever admire in stances of the fam-

these early lim- ily after the death
ners, quite aside of his father, who
from their genius, held a Free School
is their native en- near Chesterton,

thusiasm, their Maryland, made it
persistency, their necessary, as he
patience, and their said, that he and
faith in the ulti- his brothers should
mate triumph of exert themselves
art, at a period toward the sup-
when it required port of their
no small amount "Honored Moth-
of courage to adopt er.1' Frankly as
for their life-work young Peale wrote
a career that was of the straitened

looked upon by the M TV Su-m-tt (Mrs. Richard Gittings of Baltimore). circumstances of
greater number of "wncd by her great-jrrandson, D. Sterrctt Gittin£S his family, he

Baltimore.
their compatriots seems to have
as an elegant ac- taken great pride
complishment, the amusement of a leisure in recording the fact that his grandfather,
hour, rather than as a serious profession, the Reverend Charles Peale, was heir entail
The great impetus to American art was to the Manor of Wottcn in Oxfordshire, and
yet to come in the years succeeding the that he could thus claim the right to a good
War of the Revolution, and in this move- English ancestry.
ment Stuart and Peale were destined to At the age of thirteen, Peale was appren-
play an important part and to be ranked ticed to one Nathan Waters, a saddler at
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Annapolis, and afterward followed this trade story of the self-education of a man of un-
with the addition of those of coachmaker, tiring industry and perseverance as well as
silversmith, and watchmaker. To this of unquestionable genius.
early training ifi handcraft he doubtless While still working at his several trades,
owed something of his mechanical skill, as young Peale met John Hesselius, who was
well as his remarkable dexterity in the use living and painting in Annapolis. Intent

upon gaining instruc-
tion in art, he offered
Hesselius one of hi
best saddles if he
would allow him to see

him paint a picture.
The older artist ac-

cepted the offer, al-
lowed Peale to watch

him paint two por-
traits, and after paint-
ing one half of the face
of a portrait, he left
the other half for his

pupil to finish.
Soon after this first

essay in portrait-paint-
ing, Peale wras so fortu-
nate as to be in Bos-

ton, where he saw a
number of Smybert's
unfinished portraits,
and was admitted to

the studio of John
Copley, then our most
distinguished Ameri-
can artist. Copley
showed a friendly in-
terest in his young
compatriot, or as he
recorded "Mr. Copley
treated him very civil-
ly, and lent him a

Mrs. Benjamin Rush. candle-light to copy."
^ It was during this visit Original owned by her great-grandsons, the Messrs. Biddle of Philadelphia.

to Boston that Peale

of his brush, for he was a rapid as well as an tried his hand at miniature painting, and like
exceedingly accurate painter. At one time, so many of the old masters he chose his own
while in Maryland, where he was painting head for his subject. His first portrait is
portraits of six early governors of that said to have been painted upon a board and
State, he speaks of copying a portrait of with colors procured from a coach-painter,
Governor Paca in less than a day. the subject a young lady whom he had seen

For interesting details of the life and in church. This lady, Miss Rachel Brewer,
work of Peale we are indebted to a diary Peale fell in love with when he was seven-
which was kept throughout his busy life, teen; and, although she was very coy for
and later expanded into an autobiography, some months, and turned a deaf ear to his
In this autobiography the artist, like Mr. proposals, as the artist tells us in his diary,
Henry Adams, always spoke of himself in she finally yielded to his persuasions, and
the third person; and, although he did not the happy couple were married before the
call this record his Education, like Mr. groom had reached his twenty-first year.
Adams, it well deserved the title, being the Fortune seems to have favored these rash
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young people, as Mr. John Beale Bordlcy offered Mr. Peale to remain in England, he
became interested in IVal< , work, after resolutely turned his face homeward to re-
st-ring one of his portraits while in Annap- join his young wife and children. The
olis attending the governor's council, period of his greatest activity as a portrait-
This painting evidently made a decided painter was doubtless in the years between
impression upon Mr. liordley as, after his return to America and his entering the
studying it carefully for
some time, he said to
his sister: " Something
must and shall be done
for Charles." He im-

mediately sent for him,
and after some conver-

sation, asked him, "if
he was willing to go to
England to get im-

ment." This was

readily agreed to, and
Mr. Bordley drew up a
paper which he headed
generously. In addi-
tion to his own sub-

scription this paper
secured for his protege
a sum amounting to
about eighty-three
pounds sterling.
Among those who con-
tributed were Governor

Sharpe, Charles Car-
roll, Daniel Dulaney,
Daniel of St. Thomas

Jenifer, and Benjamin
Calvert.

Provided with what

seems to us a very mod-
est sum, and some let-
ters of introduction,
Peale set forth upon his
voyage to the Old Dr. Benjamin Rush.

World. When he ^^^^^^ Original owned by his great-grandsons, the Messrs. Riddle of Philadelphia
reached London he was

warmly welcomed by Benjamin West, who Continental army It was during these
not only gave his young compatriot in-T ^^^ >st of his Maryland
struction in his studio, but offered him a portraits, as he wrote in 1774 that he had so
home in his own house. Some of the artists ers altimore town" that he

whom he befriended outstripped West in use where he and hi>
their chosen careers, but none could ex familv lived for two winters. was
him in hospitality, and envy of their sue- time that he painted a charming portrait of
cess never seemed to have clouded his gen- Miss Mary Sterrett, aft rw
erous mind. While in London the ever- Gittings, one of IVale's most graceful corn-
versatile Peale improved the shining hours positions, in which, while doing full justice
by taking lessons in modelling ift wax, in to the gentle refined I- iuty of his subject
moulding, and in casting in plaster; in en- the artist paid more than usual attention to
r and in miniature- her costume. The gown of soft grays and graving, in 'ZZ
painting. pinks, like a sunset cloud, blends in harmo

Although tempting inducements were niously with the out-of-door background



George Washington.

Colonel commanding Virginia colonial troops

with its pale sky and delicately outlined was removed to Philadelphia. Here also
foliage. Another of Peale's pictures of this he painted portraits of Doctor and Mrs.
period was of the children of Benjamin Benjamin Rush, the latter a signer of the
Stoddert, first secretary of the navy, and Declaration of Independence, and one of
of Governor Thomas Johnson of Maryland the most distinguished physicians of his
and his family. One of the children in this time. Mrs. Rush, who appears in her por-
group, Tom, married Charlotte, a daughter trait with a mandolin in her hands, was
of John Hesselius, the artist, who figures in Julia Stockton, a sister of Richard Stockton,
her mother's rhymed chronicle as "Char- another signer, and one of Washington's
lotte who loves a craped head and is fond devoted friends and adherents. The por-
of a train." trait is in Peale's best style and represents a

Of these groups, called " Conversations," lovely, high-born lady of the period. While
Peale seems to have been especially fond, still living in Maryland Mr. Peale was at
as we find many of them among his paint- Mount Vernon, in May, 1772, painting a

j portrait of Colonel Washington. This por-
nis wife, lovely Williamina Bond, and their trait reveals a youthful, almost boyish, face
child was painted after the artist's studio whose rounded outlines give little promise

766
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of the strongly marked countenance of later service, Mr. Peale again set up his easel in
years, although there is a dignity and grace Philadelphia and painted in the large his
in the figure and bearing that seem always full-length portrait of Washington, and rep-
to have distinguished this man among men. licas for other patrons belonging to this
The original full-length portrait is at Lex- period. His full length of the French minis-
ington, Virginia; and the study for the head ter Gerard, ordered by Congress, was also
and shoulders is owned by the Historical an important commission and an excellent
Society of Pennsylvania, having been pre- example of his work,
sented to that repository of many priceless Although in the full activity of his chosen
relics, on February 29, 1892, by Mr. Charles profession, Mr. Peale laid aside his brush
Ogden of Philadelphia. before he had reached his sixtieth year, and

In the years that followed, while serving devoted his energies to what he fondly
the cause of the Colonies in the Continental hoped would become a national museum
army, Peale painted a number of portraits and portrait-gallery. This museum of nat-
of Washington, and of many of his officers, ural objects was started in his own house
Thus, although he made a distinct sacrifice at ,nd Lombard Streets, and was
by giving up his profession to enter the aft r\v removed to the hall of the
army, while not engaged in active service Ph oo
he painted so industriously that he has left to the second floor of Independence Hall.
to future generations a valuable legacy of In these busy h
portraits of leading men of this period. Mr. citizen interested himself in the founding of
Horace Wells Sellers, the great-grandson an Academy of the Fine Arts. In writing
and biographer of the artist, says that Mr. Jefferson, J 1805, he
Peale was wont to carry, with his camp lug- modestly stated: "Some gentlemen have
gage, small canvases (6 inches by 6 inches);
and from studies of this size, and from his
miniatures on ivory, he subsequently
painted the larger portraits in his collection.
One large portrait, painted at Valley Forge,
is that of Washington wearing his military
cocked hat. This portrait was painted on
a piece of bed-ticking, no canvas being
available. It was during the winter at
Valley Forge that Peale painted his own
portrait in the uniform of the Pennsyl-
vania Militia. The charming face that
looks out from this canvas reveals certain
well-known characteristics of the artist:

here is ideality, of course, some shrewd-
ness, and so much sweetness that we can
well understand why Peale endeared him-
self to all with whom he was associated.

Unfortunately, the artist wrote very little
of his personal relations with Washington,
of whom he naturally saw a great deal, as Portrait of Charles Willson Peale painted by him
the General sat to him several times during about the time of his removal to Philadelphia

and services during the Revolution.

the war. On one occasion, in i777> they Original painting owned by his great-grandson, Horace
spent the afternoon together, on a hillside " 
overlooking the Raritan in New Jersey, 

Wells Sellers of Philadelphia.

watching the distant operations of the en- met a few times at my house and planned
emy; but while Peale made a sketch in his the design of an academy for the encouragc-
diary to recall the view, which shows the ment of the Fine Arts in this city." A
General and himself in the foreground on a building was soon after erected on Chestnut
rock, he recorded nothing of their conver- Street above Tenth, and on March 28, 1807,
sation except an invitation from Washing- Mr. Peale had the satisfaction of recording:
ton to dine with him on the following day. "Our Academy of Fine Arts is ready to be

When relieved from continuous military opened/' He contributed to many of its
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annual exhibitions, and was a member of the for painting in the Peale family has per-
bo'ird of managers until his death in 1827. sisted through several generations. James

Although Mr. Peale had long since given Peale, who was taught by his brother
over his miniature-painting to his brother Charles, painted miniatures so beautifully
James, and much of his portrait work to his that they are sometimes mistaken for those of
children, artist-born and artist-named, he Malbone; his daughter Anna C. Peale also
resumed his brush, at an advanced age, and painted excellent miniatures. Rembrandt
did some excel- Peale inherited
lent work. His much of his

portrait of the father's ability;
learned Quaker and even if his
lady, Mrs. Deb- portraits lack
orah Logan of the strength
Stenton, was and virility of
painted when the work of the
he was in his elder Peale,
eighty-second they certainly
year; and so possess a charm
great was his and grace all
activity at this their own. Ra-
time, and even phaelle and Ti-
later, that he tian Peale both
thought noth- painted, the lat-
ing of a stroll ter was also a
from Philadel- naturalist of no

phia to Stenton, mean order;
a long walk for Franklin Peale,
a man over born in his fa-

eighty, although ther's rooms in
young John the American
Smith of ur- Philosophical
lington walked Society, and
these five or six named by the
miles many assembled phi-
times when Mrs. George Logan (Deborah Norris). losophers after
courting the great
nah Logan. Franklin, dis-
The last years of Charles Willson Peale were tinguished himself as a scientist and me-
spent at Belfield, a charming country-seat chanic. Regarded as a whole, no family
then on the outskirts of Germantown. Here in America has done more to enrich its

he built a number of summer-houses, or pa- native land in art, science, and mechanics
vilions, on whose sides he placed various in- W Peale, himself
scriptions such as: mechanician, scientist, soldier, and patriot,

"Labour while you are able, it will give as well as a distinguished artist; of whom
health to the body, and peaceful content Mr. Cu<
to the mind!" W

Some of these quaint and instructive memory of the Soldier artist, who hung up
inscriptions are still to be seen at Belfield, his palette in the Spring, girded on the
which has been in possession of the Wister sword, and fought a campaign in the War of
family for several generations, whose mem- Independence-then resumed his palette
bers have carefully preserved what Mr. and painted the portraits of the general offi-
Peale was wont to call his " Mementoes, cers, and without whose artistic labors we
conveniently placed/' as he said, "to re- should not have had the likeness of the
mind him of his duties." illustrious soldier (Greene) who was only

It is interesting to know that the talent second to him who was first of all."

A calendar of current art exhibitions will be found on page 13.
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